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Mathias renovations completed—almost
by Joseph Z. Sharman

Mathias Hall greeted its

1994-95 incoming residents

with infrastructure improve-

ments, newly furnished and
lighted rooms, a completely

renovated first floor, a mod-
ern and specifically designed

computer lab and some minor
complications.

Following an eleven

week renovation project, the

product of months of plan-

ning and debate, workers in-

stalled in Mathias an entirely

new hot water system, new
and improved wiring, fresh air

ventilation, a new natural gas

service and energy conserva-

tion instruments in addition

to the visible changes.

The wiring allows for

increased electrical carrying

capacity in each room. Fresh

air ventilation comes from

vents on the roof, bringing in

20% more fresh air than air

filteredout through bathroom
exhaust systems. In order to

improve energy conservation,

the renovations included in

stalling fluorescent lighting

low water-use showerheads
and other more modem inno

vations.

The conservation tech

niques alone cut energy con

sumption "by a considerable

amount," according to Paul

Jones, Director of Residential

Life. "To do all of this work in

eleven weeks was incredible."

In addition, the renova-

tions brought Mathias into

compliance with the

American Disabilities Actand
fire code regulations. Besides

handicapped access, the Hall

now has an extensive fire de-

tection and suppression sys-

tem. This action corrected a

building which was "not any-

where close to the standards

of safety," according to Jones.

Though finishing the

bulk of the work in those

eleven weeks, crews failed to

complete the wiring system.

That job is estimated to be
done before the end of the

photo councsy of Rob Madden

The C-Store is a new addition to downstairs Mathias. part of the

extensive groundfloor renovations. In the store students may
purchase snacks, toiletries and other "college necessities."

Block.

Along with the improve-

ments necessarily came prob-

lems, some anticipated and

others surprising. Asdescribed

by Jones, the building is right

now being "broken in" by resi-

dentsand visitors alike, bring-

ing minor concerns to light.

For example, the build-

ing renovations mandated a

re-evaluation process of the

Uniform Building Code. That

Opening Convocation ushers in

new academic year
by Joseph Z. Sharman

On September 8th, The
Colorado College celebrated

the beginning of its 121st aca-

demic year at Opening Con-

vocation ceremonies in Shove

Chapel.

The Colorado College

Campus Association Presi-

dent David Coffey welcomed
all attendingandstressed what

was to be a theme of the entire

ceremony: a liberal arts edu-

cation mandates "put|ting] to

practice what we hear

preached."

According to Coffey, the

result of a CC education is

students "who can make a

difference," exemplified in

Michelle Sullivan and An-

thony Garrett, thetwoalumni

receiving honorary degrees

who "walked the walk" after

they "talked the talk."

When presenting

Sullivan a Doctor of Humane
Letters, Dean of the College

Timothy Fullerapplauded her

efforts to promote "education

instead of litigation" on the

environmental scene, avoid-

ing "polarizing discussion."

Because Sullivan already had

proven herself. Fuller noted

she "may be expected to ac-

complish much more."

Professor Salvatore

Bizzaro presented the Doctor

of Humane Letters to Garrett,

a former student, naming him
"highly intelligent, self-moti-

vated and intuitive." Accord-

ing to Bizzaro, Garrett "em-

bodies those qualities embod-

ied in a liberal arts education"

as one who not only talks but

"lives it."

President Kathryn
Mohrman, presiding over the

Convocation, gave opening

remarks then introduced the

speaker, Garrett. Mohrman
praised Sullivan and Garrett

as "real, living, breathing dem-

onstrations that Ufe after CC
can be wonderful." She then

encouraged Colorado College

students, particularly the

Class of 1998, to prepare for

the challenges of the next cen-

tury and be "energetic in pur-

suing that vision."

Mohrman then moved
on to discuss a four million

dollar gift just received by the

College from David Packard,

a former Board of Trustees

member. The gift, a "challenge

grant," was designated to sup-

port the "priorities of the Col-

Mohrman defined those

as continuing a liberal arts

education in an information

age, pursuing a greater inter-

national outreach, investing

in people and maintaining

campus facilities. The Presi-

dent suggested pursuing new
technology, a greater recruit-

ment program for interna-

tional studentsand faculty and

more on-caropus research.

Garrett's address, en-

titled "Engagement," focused

on the purpose and function

of education in real world situ-

ations. He warned that "too

many decisions in the world

are made antithetical to the

academic approach," elimi-

nating the aim of education.

Giving examples of three

contemporary leaders, Garrett

encouraged his listeners to

thrive in their freedom, not

forgetting those "people will-

ing to suffer everything so we

canreadandlearn." Highlight-

ing the "willingness to sacri-

fice," the "love of freedom"

and the desire to better the

world, he named CC profes-

sors—and all academia—as

"guardians of thoughts,"

people who had committed

themselves to preserving free-

dom of speech and thinking.

process concluded in-room

lofts constituted a fire hazard,

and, therefore, could not be

constructed in Mathias.

Additionally, the water-

conserving showerheads alleg-

edly forced water out in biting

streams, compclUngsomc stu-

dents to forcibly remove them
and opt for a plumbing pipe.

Some complaints sur-

faced surrounding bookshelf

space as last year's wal I shelves

were removed. Though more
shelf space exists in the furni-

ture, including open slots in

the desks which could double

as shelves, some students felt

they did not have enough room

please see Renovations on Page 4

College tries

new phone

system
by Icnnie Randall

The Colorado College

replaced its single line ana-

log telephone system with a

state of the art digital sys-

tem during the weekend of

August 13 and 14.

"It was like open heart

surgery," said David Lord,

Vice President of Business.

"In a forty-eight hour pe-

riod, we took the old system

out and put the new system

in."

The system upgrade

cost about $600,000, to be

paid over the next ten years.

The Board of Trustees ap-

proved the budget for the

upgrade last November.

A major part of the pro-

cess involved replacing the

old campus switch, which

was about fifteen years old

and filled an entire room,

with a modem switch, con-

please see Phones on Page 4

Welcome Class of 1998!
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Double major a go
by julie Gordon

Students at Colorado

College can now complete a

<iouMe major. The Commit-

tee on Instruction proposeda

tJoublemaforcuriiculuin last

Mzy. The proposal was sent

totheDean'sAdvisory Corn-

puttee (DAC( which drstrib-

iited copies to the faculty

where it received final ap-

prtjvat to be initiated m the

1994-95 school year.

The double maior com-

bines two departmeatal ma-

fors or one departmental ma-

jor and an interdiscipiinaiy

maior.

This meaits it is now
possible to pursoe a French/

Political Science double ma-

iOr, for example, or even an

English/History-PtjIitical Sci-

ence major. However, stu-

dents cannot have a double

mafor that has the same sub-

ject in both the depamnentai

major and the interdiscipb-

nary major, for example, it is

impossible tohave aflistory/

History-Political Science

double major. No mo-re than

three classes can overlap be-

tween the two maforsf two

classes are ^netally the ac-

cepted norm.

Students must have an

advisor in each tiepartment

of their proposed major.

"We want both depart-

ments to know about the
other major," said Margaret

vanHcim, Registrar. There is

a special "IDeclaration of

Double Major" form that all

students must fill out and
take to their two perspective

departments, if the Chairper-

son in each department ap-

proves the doublemajor, then

the student may proceed.

Both majors wiii be listed on

the transcript in alphabetical

order.

The Dean's Advisory

Committetscipressed its con»

cern that students who
choose to double major may
not have the opporttmity to

examine both subjects thor-

oughly.

Students attempting to

double major will have to

meet the requirements for

both majors as well as the

All-College, AP:A and AKB
requirements. The College

stresses it is better to know
one subject thoroughly and

have a variety of classes con-

ducive to other areas of the

major then have limited

knowledge of two subjects.

Jn the past, students

have stayed at the College for

an extra year jn order to re-

ceive a double major. This

proved expensive and time-

cansuming. Additionally, the

double major was not re-

corded on their transcript but

on a letter attached to the

transcript.

'Terhapsthosestudents

who stayed at Colorado Col-

lege for five years in order to

receive a seconddegree could

have spent that extra year in

a more meaningful way by

attending ^aduate school,"

said Dean Tim Fuller.

"We have found that

firstandsecondyearstudents

are interested in the double

major, that the mterest starts

to wane as they find what
they are looking for," Fuller

explained. "The Dean's Ad-
visory Committee tends to

discourage students from

double majoring because it

goesagainst theColIegc'sphi-

losopby of a libera! arts edu-

cation, Colorado College's

goal is to graduate students

who have received a broad

education,"

New faculty, staff grace campus
by Stephanie Dohrmann

Besides 549 first-year stu-

dents who arrived on campus

a couple of weeks ago, 70 new
faculty and staff members
have also found their way to

Colorado Springs.

Fourteen full-time assis-

tant professors, two minority

scholars-in-residence, eigh-

teen new full-time adminis-

trators, 21 new faculty part-

time teachers and fifteen new
paraprofessionals from all over

the world enrich the "Colo-

rado College Crew" for the

upcoming school year.

One of the new arrivals

is Hubert Burke who replaces

Barbara Whitten during her

absence. Intrigued by the block

plan of a liberal arts college

and the possibilities of inno-

vative teaching, the Professor

of Physics decided to move
west.

"I wanted to be in a place

that values teaching," Burke

explains as one of his reasons

for being at CC.
Born in Kingston, Ja-

maica, Burke, is also very in-

volved in the Higher Educa-

tion Opportunity Program

HEOP), which supports chil-

dren from poor neighbor-

hoods. As a teacher he hopes

to encourage international

minority students and women
to get more involved in sci-

ence, especially in physics.

Right above his office in

Barnes Science Center one

finds the new work-place of

Victoria Chang, Professor of

Biochemistry.

"She's great, " is Howard
Drossmann's, a Chemist pass-

ing by, short but very definite

comment on his new col-

league.

Since the college is fol-

Evans resigns Leisure Program
by Joseph Z. Sharman

Cheryl Evans, hired last

April to direct the CC Leisiue

Program, handed in her

resignation Wednesday
after approximately five

months on the job. Evans
will stay on staff until

October.

Citing "personal rea-

sons," Evans plans to

move to San Diego, Cali-

fornia where she will serve

as Director of Student
Activities at Cal State

University, San Marcus
campus.

"We're very disap-

pointed to see her leave,"

said Mike Edmonds, Dean
of Students. "We have no
control over [personal situ-

ations], and we wish her

the best."

Evans asstired theadmin-
istration her resignation did

not reflect any negative feel-

ings about The Colorado Col-

lege. "I like the school," she

noted, and, bringing up the

example of a "good" staff,

added, "Professionally it's

been great. I think it's a great

plM44> cnurUi7 ff Bojicc WiUlunf

Cheryl Evans

institution. If it wasn't for my
personal life I wouldn't be leav-

ing."

Though disappointed at

the loss, Edmonds remains

"very optimistic." In order to

replace Evans, Edmonds is

"planning another national

search. It is my desire to move
on this as quickly as possible."

Before initiating the pro-

cess, Edmonds is waiting

for President Mohrman's
approval. Once that is

given the Dean plans to

waste no time,- he hopes

to have a replacement by

the beginning of second

semester.

While here Evans

initiated student extra-

curricular records, a new
leadership series, an im-

proved Worner Center

board and elongated op-

erating hours for

Benjamin's and the

Worner Center.

Evans replaced

former Director of the

Leisure Program Sara

Sugerman who left to pursue

graduate work at Colorado
State University in Fort

Collins last spring.

photo courtesy of Nlc Tayler

Some newfaculty and staffmembers pose to be remembered. This

group comprises a small portion of the over 70 new College

employees, including 18 administrators and 14 professors.

lowing a national trend, the dents will get involved in

department expanded and cre-

ated an additional major in

Biochemistry.

"Biochemistry is the link

between chemistry and biol-

ogy," explains Professor

Chang on her subject. "It's a

combination of two distinct

disciplines."

Replacing Carlton

Gamer, who retired after 40

years in the music department

at Colorado College, Ofer Ben-
Amots teaches courses on

"Composition" and "Theory

of 20th Century Music." Born

in Israel, Ben-Amots, who
graduated from the

"Musikhochschule" in

Dermoid with degrees in com-
position, music theory, and

piano, always wanted to be a

musician.

"I hope that a lot of stu-

music, because it enriches

your soul," explains the

awarded composer, who
speaks Hebrew, English, Ger-

man and French.

Regarding languages,

Giuseppina Mecchia joined

the Romance Language De-

partment in Armstrong Hall.

Having studied in Rome and

the US, the young Italian pro-

fessor gives elementary and

intermediate language courses

in her native language besides

teaching French literature.

"I mainly would hke to

accomplish two things: first

of all a good relationship to

my students and second to do

professional research on 20th

century French literature."

Ahst ofnew faculty, sup-

port staff and administrators

is in the Dean's office.
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Class of *98 bursts onto campus
Annie Armstrong

The eventual accep-
tance of 1 ,787 students out of

3,264 applicants to Colorado
College influenced both high

enroltroenl and admission
standards for the first-year

students of 1994. Out of 540
students whoopted to enroll,

!3% are mmonty students

IHispanjcs and then Asians

forming the largest portions
|

According to Thad
Robey of the Colorado Col-

legeAdmissionsOffice,a"re-

ally good application pool"

for the current class of first-

year students at Colorado
College infiuenced the col-

lege to admit more students

this year than in previous

years. Robey explains that

greater number of applicants

were admitted this year to

compensate for the void cre-

ated by a large n umber of stu-

dent livmgabtoad. According

to Robey, academics were
"definitely the number one"
criteria mfluencing admission
as "not many students with
weak course loads were ad-

mitted."

Class rank and SAT and
ACT scores also played a ma-
lor part in the admission pro-

cess. In all, 27% of admitted
students were in the top 5% of

thetr high school class, 48%
were in the top i07o, and 83%
were in the top 25%. For the

SAT composite score, 50% of

students fell between lliOand
1270, The ACT composite
range -was 25 to 29. When test

scores and class rank did not

form a sufiicient basis for judg-

ment, essays, teacher recom-

mendations, and special tai-

ents were taken mto consid-

eration. According to Robey,
when someone had low SAT
verbals, the essay was "a cru-

cial indicator" of eligibility.

Although Robey says

that the exact percentages

have not yet been computed,
the top ten statesfrom which
Colorado College students

come (in order from greatest

to least) arc Colorado, Cal
fomia, Massachusetts, Min-
nesota, New Mexico, Wash
ington, Texas, New York,
Oregon, and Wisconsin.

Although a heightened

enrollment from previous

years has forced many first

year students to live in

lounges and groups of three

or four, based on the popular-

ity of the school several stu-

dents have professed to feel-

ing "lucky to be here."

Future of The Source questioned
by Allison Bonner

TAeSource.followingde-

bate, will remain in circula-

tion, enclosed in the Catalyst

the first and third weeks every

Block as an insert.

On Tuesday, September

12, members from both The
Source and the Catalyst met
to discuss the fate of The
Source and some of the tech-

nicalities involved in its pub-

lication. The Source evolved
due to the fact that the Cata-

lyst originally didn't cover

events linked to the Worner
offices. Now, however, many
people are not usingthe source

as intended, and the cost of

running it weekly sparked

concern for both Catalyst and
Source staffs.

"I've never read The
Source regularly, but if I need

to find out when a certain club

is meeting, that's where I

look." This seems to be the

feeling of many students on

campus. The Source listed all

of the club meetings, times

and locations for each day of

the week. It also contained a

schedule for special campus
activities.

Members of clubs al-

ready knew when and where

they regularly met and never

needed The Source for this

purpose, the original four page

Source seemedtobea waste of

paper.

Now, however, the new
plan is to cut The Source down
to a double sided insert that

will appear in the Catalyst the

first and third week of each

block. This new format will

allow for many things.

First, the money saved

in condensing the size will

allow the staff to put more

into improving the overall

quality and appearance of The

Source so it is more attractive

to the readers. Second, by

making it only an insert, stu-

dents can pin the Hst of events

on theirwalls for convenience.

Finally, the new layout of the

weekly events will still con-

tain a calendar, but it will be

updated each issue to include

new events.

"Where are the an-

nouncements going to go?"

asked Cheryl Evans, current

Director of the Leisure Pro-

gram. For now, all announce-
ments and special events wUl
be published in the Catalyst.

This, however, may cause cer-

tain problems involving the
budget and the length of the

paper itself. If more room is

needed for extra announce-

ments originally covered in

The Source, the paper may

have to jump from 20 to 24

pages, implying budget prob-

lems.

The official decision for

new layout of The Source wUI
be made shortly, but there

definitely will be a Source of

some dimension this year. It

will contain most of the same
material it did in the past, but

the ultimate goal is for stu-

dents, faculty and anyone else

affiliated with Colorado Col-

lege to use it regularly. Due to

the decisions being made at

present. The Source will not

appear in this Catalyst.

The Source should ap-

pearin the Catalyst next week.

Venture Grants Available
The Colorado College once again has a Venture fund. The

Venture Funds are administered by the Dean's Advisory Com-
mittee with an operating budget of $50,000 ($5000 of which set

aside for the second semester). Funds are divided between
Student Research j$20,000), Conferences ($10,000) and Visit-

ing Faculty ($20,000).

The Committee meets the third Thursday of every Block,
and application deadlines are 1 ;00 pm the Friday preceding the
meeting. Questions should go to the Dean's Office at X6686.

Study Abroad Programs Offered
An informational meeting for students interested in the

1995 spring London/Florence semester or 1995 fall Florence
semester will be held Wednesday, September 2Ist at 3:30 pm
in the English Lounge of Armstrong Hall.

Additionally, tbe application deadline for the study abroad
program in Kansai Caidai, lapan, is September 27th. Applica-
tion forms are available from |eff Noblett in Palmer Hall #6.

Any questions should be directed to Kara at X6802.

Language Department Opportunities
The German "Kaffeeklatsch" meets every Wednesday at

3:30 pm in the Max Kade House. The meeting includes conver-

sation in German and refreshments.

A Russian Tea is held every Thursday at 4:00 pm at the

Russian House including conversation and refreshments.

Students, faculty and staff are invited to join in the new
extended format lapanese class, worth 2 CC credits, offered by
the German, Russian and East Asian Languages department.

The German Film Series starts Tuesday, September 20, at

8:00 pm with the silent film classic. Pandora's Box.

Adjunct classes are being offered in Chinese, French,

German, Italian, Japanese, Russian and Spanish. For details,

contact the appropriate language department.

Peace Corps Recruits CC Students
Any students who did not talk with the Peace Corps

representative in Worner Center for the past week and who are

interested in helping should contact Valerie Wagner or CC
representative Rhonda Piggins in Denver, 1-800-525-4621.

Varsity Women's Basketball Meeting
For all women interested in playing varsity women's

basketball, there will be a sports medicine organizational

meeting on September I9th, I944at3:30pm in the Turf Room
on the lower level in El Pomar Sports Center. This is a

preliminary meeting which is necessary to attend before win-

ter physicals.

Class of '98 election data: the candidates
President and Co-Presidents

Angelique Bender:

I'm Angelique. Walt Whitman is my
^j. hero. I adore Crowded House, Salvador Dali

\ ^^ andsnakes. I'manartistandintendtomajorin
t% *#.•

neuroscience. I believe CC needs to recruit

more in Southern States (like my Florida) to

access more awesome individuals. I think the

class of 1 998 has a powerful voice, and 1 will open up a council

that allows anyone interested to participate in planning all of

the incredible parties and activities we'll be having this year.

I don't want to shove my campaign beliefs down your throat,

I want to listen to what vou are interested in, and I'll listen to

anyone with something to say.

Reuben Chen and Mike
Boyer:

Now, many ofyou out there

may be asking, "How do I know

,jiv- y # if Mike and Reuben are the can-

h'- .^fen didates for me?" Well, it's easy

to tell: If you like Colorado College, fun and you want your

candidate to have dedication and experience in being class

President, then Reuben and Mike are the candidates for you. If

you think you would have rather gone to Harvard, Princeton or

Yale, then you're just sick and we don't want your vote.

Chris Gibson and Andre

Schunk:

The president of America

smoked POT. Greg and Mrs.

Brady were really getting it on

all those years. After watching a

decade of "Cheers", Sam was

bald. With all this madness, why not have two class presidents?

GIBSON & SCHUNK for co-presidents of the Class of 1998.

"Just go with the Co!"

Vice Presidents
Jane Anker:

I'm Jane Anker and I would like to be our

Class of 1998 vice president. We are all new to

Colorado College and we all have different

plans, motivations and ideas. As your vice

president I would want to be a reflection of all

these differences that combine to make us one

community. My experiences in leading community and work-
ing with people have taught me the responsibUity, organiza-

tion and love that it will take to lead our class. I want to work

for you, for all of us to give our class its identity, to accomplish

our goals and to mix our diversity into a unified class that has

fun together, makes changes together and decides together

how om Colorado College will be.

Carrie Bowman:

^^ My name is Carrie Bowman. I am running

J|H^ for V.P.oftheClassof 1998. I served as Student

^^^^^B Body Secretary my senior year of high school,

JB^^K j which included acting as Student Advisor to

^M^l^j/f the Board of Education. I am an active, creative,

mtjbr'^K cheerful individual. I enjoy being involved and

^f"' HHIb volunteeringforeventssuchassubstanceabuse

awareness. Special Olympics and environmental activities. I

am active on campus, involved in intramural soccer, ice

skating and work study. Living in a triple, I am aware of the

concerns students have on campus and would like to act on

them. I am a dedicated person who works hard and will

continue to do so in future endeavors for the Class of 1998.

Class of 1998 Members:

watch for the election

booth in the Worner lobby
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T\itt Library installs the TIGER database
by Sarah Parmiey

Friday, September 9,

1994 the Tutt Library intro-

duced its new computer sys-

tem, the TIGER, to campus.

Students can now do every-

thing they could last year, only

faster. Plus, CC students will

havesomenewoptionsattheir

fingertips.

Tutt Library installed the

CAT seven years ago, andnow
after much anticipation the

TIGER prowls onto campus.

The library received a

$100,000 donation which en-

abled it to provide CC stu-

dents and faculty with an ad-

vanced system. Approxi-

mately $15,000 went to the

network and $85,000 to the

actual system.

Students on the TIGER
will see certain advantages

over the CAT. Students will

now be able to connect with

other Colorado and selected

out of state libraries directly

from the libraryTIGER termi-

nals and in the various termi-

nalsacrosscampus. This helps

make the system "more
straightforward," says John

Sheridan, Head Librarian.

The TIGER has a limit

function allowing students to

begin from a very broad topic

and end with a very specific

one. The limit function can

pholo courtesy of Nic Tayler

A librarian helps a student during the TIGER orientation ceremony

held Friday, September 9th. All students who participated in a search

receivedfreefrisbess emblazoned with a Tiger.

specify works in a certain Ian- easier for incoming students

guage, works written before

or after acertaindateand limit

a search to types of media

(video, magazine, etc.).

If looking for a journal

title in the periodical index, a

table of contents will provide

the titles of all the articles in

that specific issue

"Speed is the key ingre-

dient," says Leroy Smith, Ref-

erence Librarian. Any func-

tion that the computer is ca-

pable of doing will be done

with great speed. Addition-

ally this is "user friendly."

However, students will ulti-

mately have to decide on their

own how they feel about it.

The TIGER will probably be

since they do not have to un-

learn the CAT. Reference li-

brarians help students who get

snagged while working on the

system. The library will also

be holding afternoon sessions

every Friday for the first block

at 3:00 pm to help those inter-

ested in getting acquainted

with the new system.

Some initial problems

will surface with the TIGER.
The main one the library ex-

pects to see is navigational

—

students may get lost in the

jungle of this new system.

However, the Tutt librarians

will be happy to assist.

By the time CC students

return from Winter Break this

year, theTIGER shouldbe able
to download entire short

works, such as articles from a

journal. This would allow
someone to obtain an entire

article on diskand refer to it as

often as possible through the

computer. In ten years, CC
students should expect to see

some if not all of the follow-

ing: certain parts of the sys-

tem voice activated, samples

of recorded media accessible

directly through the TIGER
and a greater computer pres-

ence in the classroom. Com-
puters will be "bringing mate-

rial to where we are when we
are," says John Sheridan.

The TIGER, which
comes from Innovative Inter-

face, Inc., is used throughout

the United States, but few h-

braries in Colorado have this

advanced system. In fact, the

CU Law Library and CC's Tutt
Library are the only libraries

in Colorado that currently use

this system. The Colorado

University in Boulder should

install this same system
within a few months.

One major deciding fac-

tor for CC to change from the

CAT to the TIGER was the

fact many other liberal arts

schools have been using it for

some time now. The Tutt Li-

brary is one of only 350 librar-

ies nationwide using such ad-

vanced technology.

Phones from page 1

tained in 5 compact cabinets.

The campus switch provides

service to each telephone The
new campus switch has the

gency calls are placed. Lord
hoped that the modification

to the 91 1 system would im-

prove campus safety as well as

cut down on the number of

photo courtesy of Jeff Eakin

CC operators work with an updated phone system. The technology

intends to carry the College into thefuture of communication.

capability to handle four digit

area codes, to be standard in

1995.

"This (upgrade) brings us

up to the latest technology,"

said Alice Ledbetter, Director

of communications.

New features available

on student telephones are call

waiting, call forwarding, con-

ference calling, and speed di-

aling.

A fifth feature, which
Lord hoped to have in opera-

tion within the next week, is

new equipment that will pro-

vide emergency operators with

theexactlocationofPl 1 emer-

gency calls. Currently, emer-
gency operators are unable to

identify the exact location on
campus from which 9 1 1 emer-

prank calls placed to 91 1 ser-

vices from campus.

Another safety feature

offered by the new system is

the ability to trace the loca-

tion of threatening of harass-

ing telephone calls. Display

telephones can be installed in

dorm rooms to inform stu-

dents of the location of in-

coming calls. The new system

also offers call tracing, which

allows any campus telephone

to trace a call.

Previously, the only ac-

tion that could be taken when
a student received harassing

telephone calls was to change

the student's telephone num-
ber. Ledbetter estimated that

last year, ten or twenty stu-

dents had their telephone

numbers changed due to ha-

rassing telephone calls.

The new telephone sys-

tem also allows voice mail to

be accessed externally.

Campus offices have
been equipped with multiline

digital telephones with auto-

mated features and message

lights. Campus operators can

now access phone numbers
on computer. Long distance

calls have clearer tone quality

due to the new digital system.

Lord described the sys-

tem installation as "very, very

smooth."

"Out of 800 student tele-

phones, I think we had three

or four that didn't work," he

said. "The biggest problem I'd

say I've run into has been a lot

of individuals have modems
on personal computers, and a

modem must operate on an

analog phone."

Renovations from page 1

for their books.

Students are getting a

"little frustrated with the little

things," Jones explained.

"They're tired of contractors

in the building." However,

students handled the frustra-

tions "extremely well."

Janet Hinshaw, the

iVIathias Hall Director, agreed.

"Students are being great,"

particularly in the arena of

patience. "I've heard a lot of

positive comments. Lots of

things are still happening."

In order to take advan-

tage of students' current in-

terest, the Residential Life

Office has slated a series of

focus groups to evaluate the

changes, plan for immediate
action on Mathias and pre-

pare for the future renovations

of Loomis and Slocum.

Jones desires to "follow

through on student sugges-

tions."

According to Hinshaw,

"The most important advice

is going to come from stu-

dents who live in the build-

ing."

The time and place of

those focus groups will be an-

nounced in the next week.

Interested students should call

the Office of Residential Life

for more information, X6618.

Overall, [ones is "ex-

tremely pleased on two
counts: it's on time and under

budget." As the most difficult

of the three renovations, he
feels the Mathias renovations

addressed the "core issues"

(i.e. maintenance, student

comfort, etc.) which surround

all the proposed renovations.

"We've created a viable place

for students to go." Even so,

he does "wish we could have

finished the electrical work.

Hinshaw appreciates the

fact Mathias "is a brighter

place" with whitened walls

and lighter pastels. Addition-

ally, she noted the popularity

of the improved C-Store.

Work study confusion
by Joseph Z Sharman

Followingamistommu-
mcation between the Finan-

cial Aid Office and Marriott

Food Services, numerous in-

coming students assigned

work study in food service

found themselves without a

job upon arrival.

The Financial Aid Of-

fice typically assigns around
140 students to food service,

but, folJowmgarequc^t from
thcnew Marriottadnunistra-

tion, that number was low-

ered to 100. Apparently,
Marriott believed the number
100 signified working hours.

Once the Office began

receiving calls from students,

it contacted Marriott to re-

solve the discrepancy.

Anyone with qut^tions

is encouraged to come into

the Financial Aid Office to

taJk with Charles van Horn.
Those students assigned to

food service should contact

Marriott's Glenn Carjpcntcr.

Friday, September 23

Cutler Quad
3:00 - 6:00 pm

Featuring Paul Myrow's Band

and Phantom Canyon's Beer!
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Clinton displays presidential initiative
Congress ignores important health care issues as President takes political action
by Christopher Rose

A year ago President
Clinton stood before a joint

session of Congressand boldly

declared-as he raised his pen
for all to see-that if Congress
sent to his desk for approval a

health-care bill which did not
guarantee all Americans af-

fordable health care, he would
immediately use that pen to

veto it, and send it back to the

Congress. They would then
start the legislative process

over again.

After the speech was
given, Congress began to work
with President Clinton and
his goal of developing a health
care bill that guarantees all

citizens some form of basic

coverage, while keeping costs

and ultimately the deficit

down. As the months went by
and the summer of 1994 be-

gan, however, it became in-

creasingly evident that Con-
gress would not be able to pass

any version of a bill which
offered universal health care

coverage in 1994. In other
words, the Congress failed.

How can it be that the
House of Representatives and
the Senate had over a year to

either amend Clinton's plan
or develop anew oneand failed

to do so! This failure seems
even more remarkable when
one examines the state of

health care in America.

"America: What Went
Wrong!', these unfortunate
citizens "are not poor enough
to qualify for the state or fed-

eral health assistance pro-

grams. They are not affluent

enough to be able to afford the
cost of private medical insur-

ance."

Because the number of

Americans without health

Congress evidently missed
the point and purpose of

viniversality.

Medical care in the
United States is the very best

in the world. Seventeen per-

cent of all Americans, how-
ever, lack health coverage of

any kind. What causes con-

cern is that that number is

growingrapidlydue to increas-

ing health care costs. As
Donald Barlett and James
Steele said in their book

care is growing, the United
States needs to provide heahh
security not just for the thirty-

nine million Americans lack-

ing health coverage, but for all

Americans who may one day
find themselves without it.

No other industrialized coun-
try in the world has an even

comparable percentage of citi-

zens without health-care. So

if this country wants to re-

main a viable member of the
growing interdependent glo-

bal economy, then some type
of reform will have to be initi-

ated upon the health care in-

dustry.

And that is exactly what
President Clinton did. CUnton
showed the courage necessary
to place universal health care
at the center of his adminis-
tration.

Although his initial plan
is politically dead, he deserves
credit as a leader for doing
what no other president had
the will to do as the health

care crisis was steadily build-

ing up over the decades.

Clinton proposed a plan
which he knew would be
changed drastically in the
Congress.

Nevertheless, he pro-

vided the Congress with at

least a "game plan" of how
universality could possibly be

achieved. The legislative pro-

cess by definition then called

for Congress to undertake the

bill, debate, amend, and ulti-

mately pass it. Theyattempted
this and because of Clinton's
willingness to compromise on
the means of reaching univer-
sality, they should have
achieved a universal health
care bill, which an overwhelm-
ing majority of Americans
wanted.

So when Congress meets
again after its extended Labor
Day recess, the very best it

will be able to present to

Clinton is a bill which guar-

antees ninety-two percent of

all Americans by the year
2004. This figure still leaves

half of those previously unin-

sured twenty million Ameri-
cans without care.

Somewhere along the
way Congress evidently
missed the point and the whole
purpose of what universality

means not just for health care

and medicine in this country,

but for this country's eco-

nomic viabihty and prosper-

ity as it enters the next cen-

tury.

Revolution: A sudden, radical and complete
change. In this case, from a less-than-reasonable

journalistic production into a weekly piece of

thought-provoking artwork. Or something like

that, we hope. .. In any case, welcome, my friends,

to the revolution.

I don't particularly enjoy coffee. Any caf-

feine buzz that requires significant additions in

the form of cream and sugar to mask the taste just

isn't for me. But I do enjoy cold, carbonated
beverages. And although I don't make it a habit to

buy morning coffee from places like McDonald's,
I do occasionally buy large sodas.

Many a time have I spilled Diet Coke all

over a clean, light pair of jeans when placing a cup
between my legs while driving. Amazingly, I've

learned that putting drinks between my legs is a

hazard. I've also decided that if I do spill liquid

between my legs, I'll accept responsibility for it.

I imagine that when I'm over 80 and still driving,

I'll still accept responsibility if I ruin a pair of

pants.

I'm proud to say that I've never sued
McDonald's for serving mea drink that destroyed
a brand new, $60 pair of Cotlers. Oh, foolish,

foolish me...

I've missed the opportunity that 80-year-old
Stella Liebeck of Albuquerque, NM took advan-
tage of to the tune of $2.9 million. She took
McDonald's to court because she spilled hot
coffee between her legs in the driver's seat of a car

while removing the lid to add cream. Granted, it

must have been painful. The poor woman re-

ceived third degree bums on rather sensitive

parts of the body. Probably ruined her pants, too.

No information on whether she got new pants in

the ruling, but I'd put money on it.

A nine person jury quickly ruled against

McDonald's because of their apparent disregard

for its customers, particularly in light of past out-

of-court settlements in similar cases. The com-
pany refused to change policy on the temperature

of coffee based on random instances of individu-

als spilling the drink on themselves, and finally

decided to stand up against those who refuse to

take responsibility for their unfortunate actions.

They lost.

Just another disgusting symptom of our so-

ciety. If we break something, we no longer take it

on ourselves to fix it. We expect somebody else to
come in and say, "Hey, here's compensation for

your trouble. Now run along, and we'll take care of

your problems. Don't feel any need to look out for

yourself."

Friday's Midday Musings...

• If this woman couldn't handle coffee and a
steering wheel at the same time, what was she
doing on the roads in the first place?

• Maybe it's time for me to learn to appreciate the
virtues of a hot cup of Columbia's best.

THOUGHTS FROM
THE SKY CHAIR
by Erick R. Scheminske

• Things I would do with $2.9 million: Buy back CC
baseball and golf. I've watched the College drive

off too many good people abready by cutting

programs. Enough's enough.

• Kudos to McDonald's Corporation for taking a

stand. Someday, gentlemen, sense will prevail

over whining.

• Just one more reason to start closing down law
schools.

I To Rocky Mountain News sports columnist Bob
Kravitz - you're my god. Thanks for the inspira-

tion.

' On this massive influx of Cuban immigrants into

Florida: What language do they speak? When are

we going to expect, as almost all other countries

do, that people who come to live here learn the

language and culture? It seems that most Ameri-
cans wouldn't think of moving to France without

knowing French. So why should I pay to print

signs in Denver in both the official and unofficial

languages?

If Bob Kravitz is my god, then Andre Agassi is my
hero. You've just got to love a guy who can win a

tennis match, then run and kiss somebody like

Brooke Shields on national television.

Image may not be everything, but it certainly

helps in the dating circle.

If I go to the trouble of killing myself crashing a

little Cessna on the White House lawn, I at least

put a small bomb in the plane for good show.
• Things I would do with $2.9 million: Cover the

tuition increases CC throws at me over the
next three years. The way I figure it, I should
have enough left over to go out and buy the
new Black Crowes cd. Used.

• I'm sorry, but the latest leftist spin from the

UN World Population Conference on why
abortion is good just rubs me wrong. No folks,

abortion is not a legitimate population check.
Try again next time.

• Can anybody explain why these same people

generally think AIDS is such a horrible thing?

Seems that disease checks the population well,

too.

• Wouldn't it be fun to go back three years and
guess, between Jennifer Capriati and OJ
Simpson, who would throw their Ufe away
first? Actually, my money would be on Kurt

Cobain.

• A message to B-GALA: Stop complainingabout
"heterosexists" and "homophobes" not giv-

ing you the respect you deserve until you
return the favor. Your accusation that "you
straight people" are "a little slow" in your

most recent all-campus mailing was confron-

tational, tasteless, and condescending.

• The skit at Choices 101, where an actor stood

up in the crowd and shouted almost-offensive

anti-gay phrases toward the stage was equally

confrontational, tasteless, and condescend-

ing.

» You've got to wonder about a group of people

who are a defensive about a cause as B-GALA
is. Overriding fear of acceptance signals an
uneasiness about their cause, particularly when
that defensiveness pops up before any conver-

sation does.

I Former Communist dictator of PolandWojciech

Jaruzelski seems to favor Clinton-Care, say-

ing, "Actually, in Clinton's program, I see

elements I like a lot." What's wrong with this

picture?

' Things I would do with $2.9 million: Buy the

Colorado State Republican gubernatorial pri-

mary.

Hmmm... Folgers, Maxwell House or Sanka?

Such decisions.
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Reverse sexism plagues FAA training for flight attendants
— del scrutiny. The issue is that degradation is akin to throw- brought to the fore and dis- who have been guilty of gen-

by Traver Kauffman

A recent article in the

Colorado Springs Gazette

Telegraph detailed men who
were subiected to fondlingand

insults as a part of a cultural

diversity seminar paid for by

the Federal Aviation Admin-
istration for flight attendent

training. These exercises,

which were meant to bring

attention to the issue of racial

and gender inequality, failed

miserably in their endeavor to

bring education to the work-

place. Instead they have re-

sulted in various lawsuits

against the federal govern-

ment, and have brought to

mind the worst ofreverse bias.

As a preface to the fol-

lowing criticisms, it must be

stated that both gender and

racial discrimination are dis-

gusting stains upon our per-

sonal lives as well as our for-

ays into the workplace. No
reason can or should excuse

the second-class treatment

that women and minority

groups have suffered since the

inception of our society; how-

ever, this is not the issue un-

der scrutiny. The issue is that

the FAA's attempt at role-re-

versal was severely misguided

and could not have used a more

poorly formulated exercise to

open men's eyes to degrada-

tion.

Presumably, the idea of

sending male employees
through a gauntlet of women
who grabbed at their private

parts and peppered them with

insultswas conceivedwith the

notion that such a reversal

would endearmen to the plight

of women who have labored

so tirelessly for gender equity.

Following this logic, the

best way to teach men about

degradation is to degrade them
and then explain that it was
their "just desserts" for being

men. Filled with shame for

their crimes, thesemen would
slink back to their desks and

equilibrium would finally be

won in the workplace. Are we
tobelievethattheFAA sought

to bring the two sexes into

concordance by setting them
at opposite ends of the issue

and filling both sides with

contempt for the other! Us-

ing this sort of logic to end

Staff Commentarv

College sprinkler system reveals
ambiguous environmental stance

why does The Colorado

College spend money on wa-

tering the lawns? Isn't it true

that in the near future thou-

sands of dollars will be spent

on turning the beautiful green

CC campus into a brown,

dusty desert?

To say nothing of future

plans to uproot all the grass

ixeriscaping), wasn't bad
enough, the sprinkler system
is out of control! The system
waters the grass while it rains,

showers the Mathias volley-

ball court during the early af-

ternoon , and sprays the gravel

walkways, turning them to

mud.
Some kind of device

must be available to prevent

walkway flooding and grass

sprinklingduringa rainstorm

.

Furthermore, does the
physical plant persoimel test

the system during the day to

make sure all sprinklers work
correctly? The sprinklers cre-

ate a difficult obstacle course,

even for the quickest, most
agile students.

On a serious note, most
students don't like wet socks

and shoes. Last time we
looked, trails refuse to grow
no matter how much they are

watered.

All silliness aside, the

condition and the future of

the CC campus pose a very

serious question. President

Mohrman has ear-marked a

portion of her discretionary

budget for the purchasing of

cacti and other semi-arid ma-
terials with the intention of

placing them in some of the

less-used portions of our cam-
pus.

Again, while we like the

desert as much as the next

newspaper staff, we area little

concernedwith the statement
thatCC is making. Is the cam-
pus community trying to

make a serious commitment
to environmental awareness?

Or are we simply making a

token effort to appease special

interest groups?

In order to make a seri-

ous commitment to the envi-

ronment, CC should switch

completely to a xeriscaped

campus. This course of action

begs the question, "Where will

students play Frisbee golf, ul-

timate, soccer, rugby, Qagfoot-

ball, lacrosse and any other

grass-intensive sport?"

Obviously, CC will not
leave it students to choose
between playing on Astroturf

or playingin the sand. So what
good is this token effort? It

would be better for CC to not
do anything at all. No one
likes to be placated or tossed a

proverbial bone. Good inten-

tions ornot, CC's half-hearted

attempt to please everyone
comes dangerously close to

ostracizing all sides.

The Colorado College
seems to be fluctuating be-

tween two extremes: desert

or swamp, sand or surf - any-
thing butgreen grassandshady
trees.

How about kids inTeva's
merrily romping through the

grass-filled quad?

Oh well. Everyone needs
a pipe dream.

degradation is akin to throw-

ing gasoline on a burning

house-one further fanning of

the flames to perpetuate the

breakdown between male-fe-

male relations. Since when
has "fighting fire with fire"

ever improved any situation?

Does use of violence end vio-

lence? Does ignorance over-

come ignorance?

The most effective

method, and the method the

FAA should have attempted,

is education. Through
thoughtful, educational dis-

course both the male and fe-

male position could have been

brought to the fore and dis-

cussed in a non-threatening

manner. Male employees
could have been instructed as

to the harmful effects of dis-

crimination and listened to

thestories ofwomen whohave
been wronged while on the

job. By discussing the prob-

lem of bias with these women,
the men would have been in-

structed on how to prevent

further conflict, raising their

empathy, rather than their

anger.

One might ask, "would
the techniques of this semi-

nar have worked on those men

who have been guilty of gen-

der bias in the past? " Perhaps.

No doubt some of the men
attending the seminarhad vio-

lated the freedom of equality

of others on the jobs, and to

those, a "turnabout-is-fair-

play" example may have led

to a whole new understanding

of their asinine ways. How-
ever, the seminar assumed
that all men were perpetrators

of sexual harassment and felt

it necessary to expose them
"first-hand to the jeering and

groping that is "inherent" in

the male character. This

please see FAAon page 8

Benson short-circuits political process
GOP nomination foi goveinoi goes to highest bidder

Prospective political candidates take

note: when Bruce Benson was declared the

Republican candidate for governor of Colo-

rado after an August 9th primary, a clear

precedent was set. Issues might make a

solid political campaign, but money gets

your party's nomination. Period. Ask Mike
Bird and Dick Sargent.

They know all about it.

States hold primary elections to al-

low party members the opportunity to se-

lect an electable candidate who best repre-

sents the party's political interests. Ide-

ally, such a candidate will have revealed

himself to be the most qualified person for

the position he wants, based on his experi-

ence, specific ambitions, and personal po-

sitions on a variety of issues. He can do this

by attending his party's state nominating
conventionand partici-

pating in debates with

his opponents. This al-

lows our electoral sys-

tem to function prop-

erly by giving people

the opportunity to ex-

amine, accept, or reject

candidates on solid cre-

dentials - the essence of a primary elec-

tion.

And then along comes a candidate

like Bruce Benson, whose campaign during

the Republican primary ruthlessly under-

mined all of these things.

Benson didn't run a campaign shun-

ning large-scale special interest dollars. He
didn't emphasize direct communication
with the people for whom he so badly

wants to work. He didn't even focus on
issue-related differences between himself

and his opponents.

He let iWike Bird and Dick Sargent do
all the hard work. Instead, he did it the old-

fashioned way: he ran a campaign that

amounted to nothing less than purchasing

the GOP primary. He bought it, as surely

as one might buy a used car, pouring in

dollar after dollar from his personal check-

book.

Not once did Bruce Benson make an
effort to communicate his stance on Colo-
rado issues. PoUtical experience on a local,

state, or even school board level might
have done this for him - had he bothered to

acquire any. The fact is, Benson spent his

adult life leech ing off the private sector and
amassing a personal fortune rather than
taking time to serve the people of Colo-
rado.

And now he feels qualified enough to

run for governor.

While Bird and Sargent attempted to

schedule debate after debate with Benson,

PERSPECTIVE
by Justin Lippard

the wealthy oilman invested in an aggres-

sive television campaign which seemed to

deal mostly with what a great guy, dad, and
ex-husband the average person on the street

believes him to be. As for the over thirty

proposed debates, Benson systematically

dodged them, shamelessly spending over

$2 million to get voters to remember his

three-syllable name.

In fact, Benson managed to avoid all

but three such debates, all of which took

place shortly before the election.

Then again, what else can be expected

of a man who bypassed a political process in

which his only experience lies? After Mike
Birdsecuredmajoritysupportfromthestate

nominating convention, Benson, a former

Republican party chair, directed the staff-

ers of his well-financed campaign to collect

signatures simply to

get his name on the bal-

lot. As for the conven-

tion? Former chair

Benson didn't even
show up.

^^^^^^^^^ That should tick-

off candidates like Bird

and Sargent, both of

whom spent less than $300,000 and did not

bother hiding behind the one-way medium
of television. Before the election. Bird was
in his 21st year of local and state political

service - as the chair of the Joint Budget

Committee for the state legislature, the

most important legislative position other

than governor.

Golden investment broker Dick
Sargent has been involved in two previous

statewide elections, and could only offer

the most elementary opinion of the Benson
campaign, one so appropriate it's almost
frightening.

When asked about Benson ducking
group appearances and questions from jour-

nalists, Sargent could do nothing else but

speak the political truth: he called Benson a

"sissy."

The Republican gubernatorial primary

embodied all that is evil in the broad spec-

trum of American politics.

A man whose record includes a famil-

iarity with state issues spanning over twenty
years of service to the people of Colorado
was swindled out of a well-deserved nomi-
nation. Instead, the Republican voters se-

lected a private businessman who spent ten

times as much money to compensate for his

own lack of political experience, public

service, and knowledge of Colorado state

issues.

Shame on every Republican who
helped Benson circumvent a political pro-

cess designed to assist them.
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Marriott, College stiff working students
by Bonnie Algera

Imagine this: you've ac-

cepted a work study position

as part of your financial aid

package. Early in August, you
recieved a letter informing you
that your position would be
with the food service. This
idea isn't appealing to you,

but you have to take it. You
need the money. You attend

the first training session and
listen as one of the managers
politely explains that some-
one, somewhere made a teeny
mistake, and there are too
many students for Marriot to

employ. There will have to be

some cuts made, he continues
in his most considerate tone
of voice, and those students

who are cut are cordially in-

vited to leave the room. He

reads the list of names, and
the room falls silent as if a

death sentence is beinghanded
down. Your name is on it. You
leave, feeling as if the Marriot

corporation, the school, and
all of the students who still

remain in food service have
just blackballed you from
some sort of secret society.

Now how are you going to pay
for school?

This was the situtatioin

that approximately forty stu-

dents were faced with this

year. As a result of some sort

of miscommunication be-

tween the Financial Aid Of-

fice and the Marriot corpora-

tion, there were more students

than there were hours to give

them in food service jobs.

Charles VanHorn, who directs

the work study programs,

claims that the number of

people who were slotted into

jobs for food service was ap-

proved by Marriot. John
Hawkins, who directs food ser-

vice, confirms that the num-
ber of hours he needed was
also approved by the Financial

Aid Office. His mistake, how-
ever, was in believing that al-

most half of the students that

the Financial Aid Office slot-

ted into jobs would refuse the

jobs offered to them. He ad-

mits "We figured on the
amount of people we would
have after the cut," and main-
tains that, "|he| wasn't aware
that there was going to be a

major problem."

As a result of this miscal-

culation, approximately40 stu-

dents were left without jobs,

and without a way to pay for

Change. A simple word. Six letters,

one syllable. Yet for all of its simplicity,

the mere thought of change causes fear,

dread and hatred. In many ways; these past

few weeks have shown us that the mem-
bers of this year's Catalyst are synonomous
with change, it is both our identity and our
calUng card.

As was well documented in the final

issue of last year's Catalyst, I was hired to

take this paper in a new direction. Amidst
the bitter sentiments that characterized

my appointment, I decided to focus on the

future. I am not now, nor wUl I in the

future, claim my vision of the Catalyst is

in any way superior to past editions. The
pastisinthe past. My
only goal is to pub-

lish a paper that my
staff and I can be
proud of.

That said, back
to the idea of change.

Some of you may
have seen my staff

walkingaround campus wearing their grey
Catalyst T-shirts. Printed on the front in

Latin and on the back in English are three

words: truth, knowledge, integrity. These
words summarize my vision. I hope that

this year's Catalyst will impart a little bit

of knowledge, pursue the truth and main-

tain a high level of journalistic integrity.

The Catalyst's job is to disseminate

different kinds of information in a variety

of formats. In order to do accomplish this

goal, we wentinseaich of writers fromall

comers of the campus. At the same time.

we began to network with different organiza-

tions on campus and around town.

About a week ago, my editorial board
held a lunch meeting with representatives of

The Gazette Telegraph. In no uncertain terms,

they reminded us that the Catalyst travels to

readers beyond the campus. It seems that

unwittingly we have assumed the responsibil-

ity of representing every Colorado College

student ciu'rently enrolled at our fine institu-

tion.

In advance, I apologize for any views that

we neglect. I do not presume to think we could
possibly represent all of you. I do believe that

each student has the responsibility to let us
know if they are dissatisfied. We will not

always be able to

make changes, but I

would like the feed-

back.

To draw this

note to a close, I

would like to offer a

thought and a hope.

First the thought - as

deadline time draws near and adrenaline be-

gins to rush, I would like to thank each editor,

staff member and tech. You are all a little bit

insane, but your heart and dedication rank
among the deepest and strongest I have had

the honor to work with.

Finally, a hope. Truth. Knowledge. Integ-

rity. This is my vision. It may be lofty. It may
be idealistic. It may be unrealistic. All I know
for sure is that these three words provide the

motivation, glue and backbone of our publica-

tion. For better of for worse, what you're hold-

ing is the best we've got. Read on.

FROM THE EDITOR
by Chad T. Nitta

their education. As Erin
RoUman, one of the students
who was affected by this situ-

ation, explained, "they put us
all in a situation that we
shouldn't have been in. We
had togo looking tor jobs when
they should have been there

in the first place."

The College does have
an obligation to provide a job

to any eligible student. As
paragraph G of section 124 of

the Economic Opportunity
Act of 1 964, P.L. 88-452, Title

I, Part C, 78 Stat. 515 states,

"An agreement entered into

pursuant section 123 shall in-

clude provisions designed to

make employment undersuch
work-study program, or

equivalent employment of-

fered or arranged for or by the

institution, reasonably avail-

able (to the extent of available

funds) to all eligible students
in the institution in need
thereof."

The College and Marriot
are now trying to slot people
into jobs. As one student
remarked,"! suppose that
they're redeeming themselves
now by giving everyone jobs,

but it shouldn't have come to

this point.
"

According to VanHorn,
it has never come to this point

before, and it never will again.

He claims that last year,

Marriot employed an even
larger number of students and
there was no problem.

So should the students

that initially lost their jobs,

and consequently a week's
worth of pay, simply chalk
please see Work Study on page 8

Doublespeak breeds
intellectual apathy
by Writer Mott

The era of doublespeak

is upon us again. It has perme-
ated the college in a second
coming of Political Correct-

ness, and scores of students

and faculty have blindly em-
braced the let's-be-nice cam-
paign.

Doublespeak, the mind-
less crusade in the name of

college buzz words, has
quickly made a niche for itself

on this campus. Examples of

this pretense include almost

automatic acceptance of such
ideals as multiculturalism,

diversity, cultural awareness,

political correctness, and en-

vironmentaUsm.

Now, before clarifying

thisargument hrrther, I would
just like to note that I'm not

suggesting that their aren't

some people truly and com-
pletely committed to these

ideals and principles, and for

them this article is not in-

tended. Rahter it is intended

for all of the CC students who
just claim these ideas are great,

even though they lack any idea

of what the principle really

SHOOT BACK...
Letters to the editor are

welcomed and must be sub-

mitted to the Catalyst by Tues-

day, 10:00pm for publication

in the subsequent Friday issue

each week. All letters must be

signed. Anonymity is rarely

granted. Please restrict letters

to 400 words or less. Those
under 100 words will be con-

sidered first. The Catalyst reserves the right to edit letters for

purposes of publication. All letters will be screened for factual

accuracy - libelous letters will not be accepted. The Letters to

the Editor section of the Catalyst is meant to give any and all

students, faculty, and staff a forum in which to express issue-

oriented opinions,- letters will be published on this basis. No
poetry, please. All letters become the property of the Catalyst

and are not returned.

Write to:

The Catalyst

Letters to the Editor

902 N. Cascade Ave.

Colorado Springs, CO 80946

e-mail:

catalyst@cc.colorado.edu

stands for or how to go about
enlightening others on cam-
pus.

With that in mind, I am
reminded of a situation in my
Introduction to Environmen-
tal Chemistry class last year,

in which 90% of the class

agreed that we must save the

environment now. However,
when questioned on how to

do this they just blankly re-

peated, "We need to save the

environment." But how are

you going to do this!?? "We
need to save the environ-

ment..."

The students seemed
puzzled that the issue was
more involved than just say-

ing they care about the envi-

ronment. In this respect there

are hundreds of examples of

similarstancespreachedupon

this campus.

Last year, there was a

Thursday at 1 1 on the state of

multiculturalism at CC. I

went to this forum and found

myself getting more and more
upset with everyone in the

room spouting multicultural-

ism for the sake of multicul-

turalism. When asked what

this term meant, none of those

involved could give a succinct

answer. I found myself think-

ing of my Chemistry class

again.

"We need multicultur-

alism." "Well, how are you

going to achieve that?" To
which the response was an

invariable, "We need multi-

culturalism."

So, finally, I asked, "Well

what is multiculturalism?" I

received the answer that

multiculturalism was the pro-

motion of diversity. Wow, an

intangible buzz word to de-

fine another intangible buzz

word. Now it was all making
sense to me!

One final example of this

please see Doublespeak

on page 8
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Republican Party needs Goldwater
by Laura Peterson

At the 1964 Republican

convention, Barry Goldwater

said that "extremism in the

defense of liberty is no vice,

and.... moderation in the pur-

suit of justice is no virtue."

Barry Goldwater did not, quite

obviously, win that election,-

neither did he win the soul of

the Republican party or the

minds of the electorate, yet

his words are timeless.

If radical action in the

cause of freedom is not wrong,

it is in fact an imperative. If

that is really what the Repub-

lican party has been about all

these years, then it has been

goingabout it in a very strange

fashion. Liberty or freedom

should include certain things,

such as the right to an abor-

tionand theright to serve one's

country in the military regard-

less of sexual orientation.

The man once labeled

"Mr. Conservative" has said

quite recently that both of

these things exemplify his

philosophy. Perhaps this

should also include the legal-

ization of at least some drugs,

as other conservative think-

ers have pointed out.

The Republican party

and the conservative move-

ment in America need to de-

cide what they mean by con-

servatism,- if it is simply the

justification of the complacent

policies of the past or whether

it is in fact a vital, modern,

and alive vision not of "The
Way Things Ought to Be, " but

of the way the Republican

party under bold leadership

can make them.

It is a truly sad thing for

the nation that one must look

thirty years into the past in

order to find a true declaration

of what liberty should mean
to a conservative and bold

leader in that fight.

Doublespeak, from page 7

was seen at the CC Political

Correctness forum last year.

At this forum, a number of

students who attended had
the audacity to suggest that if

people just used PC jargon

when talking to each other,

that there would no longer be

any racism. Not to mention
the fact that those in the PC
camp feel that they can deter-

mine how and when I say

things. In my opinion, cen-

sorship is censorship whether
its coming from my friends

on the left or my enemies on

the right.

The idea that I'm trying

to espouse is that too often

the students on this campus
seem to blindly accept all the

buzz words of liberal educa-

tion, mostofwhich they truly

don't understand or stand for.

This concerns me so much
because basis of a liberal arts

education should be to give

students the tools to exam-
ine such ideas and principles

critically and decide how they

stand on them. Instead, the

blind continue to lead the

blind on this campus.

FA, from page 6

offenders, makes the FAA
as guilty of discrimination

as any bigot in the

workplace.

We must realize that the

peaceful cohabition of this

world requires education to

wipe away needless

prejudices and provide

understanding ofboth sexes.

Ill will and harsh treatment

will only widen the chasm
between men and women
and make the attempt at co-

existence that much more
difficult; therefore we must

avoid unnecessary hostility

at all costs.

Work Study, from page 7

this one up to a big mistake

and forget that it ever

happened? Or should they

expect more from Marriott

and the Financial Aid
Office! This situation

illustrates the simple flaws

which surround
bureaucracy. ResponsibiUty

now falls to the students to

keep a scrutinizing eye

turned to the various

bureaus which regulate the

status of the students.

We cannot draw.
We need somebody who can.

Soon.
The Catalyst Commenary section would like to

run a weekly, one-frame graphic editorial based
on national, local and/or Colorado College hap-

penings. If you're artistically inclined, opinion-

ated, and interested in gaining experience as a

pohtical cartoonist, please contact either Erick or

Justin in the Catalyst office at extension 6675.

Ik) ofthe mostpopular bundles
on campus tnis year.

Only $1,415.00.

Now you can really clean up when you buy a select Macintobh Ferlorma, l-or

a limited time, it comes bundled with a unique new student software set available only

from Apple. Its all the software you're likely to need in coUege. You'll get software that

takes you through every aspect of writing papers, the only personal organizer/calendar

created for your student lifestyle and the Internet Companion to help you tap into on-line

CD-aOM Alipk Co!arPttal4 f
"

AppkDestgii Keyfmrtlan4m

Only $1,720.00.

research resources. Plus ClarisWorks, an intuitive, integrated pack^e witli a spreadsheet,

word processor, database and more. Buy a select Performa with CD-ROM. and you'll

also get a multimedia library of essential reference tools. And now, with an Apple

Computer Loan, you can own a Macintosh for less than a dollar a "

day.' It's the power every shident needs. The power to be your best: i^ple^

thmughit.

For more information please visit

Colorado College Bookstore

in the Worner Center or call 389-6392

Kgisliral trademarks ofAfple Computer. Iiic AffileDcsign Is a tradmark(^^e Computer, Inc. OirisVoAs is a"''"- frto and loan amounts are subjeO to dxmga uHboui notice. Seewur^e Can^m RrsdUr or rare-
3/-)uStMC, 1994. tbe inleresi reU uas 10. 10%. uiib mi APR ^IIJ&L 8-}mr loan term iriU ;m enftj>
banniinur monthlypaymenls Tbemie Computer loan Issub^ la crfdilaf^al
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Bird returns to teaching, sets aside past in politics
Professor returns to teaching after unsuccessful gubernatorial campaign
by Amber R. Anderson this race may be far-reaching, is doomed.'

Professor Mike Bird will

return to full time teaching

next semester, leavingbehind
21 years of service in public

office.

Bird is currently on sab-

batical from the economics
department. Earlier this year

Bird sought the Republican

Gubernatorial Nomination
here in Colorado. He was de-

feated in the primary race by
Bruce Benson, a wealthy oil-

man with little government
experience.

For those C.C. students

who missed the election and
all of the events leading up to

it, the candidates not only

clashed on the issues, but also

on the style of campaign. Bird

and fellow candidate Dick
Sargent ran a grassroots cam-
paign beginning with the tra-

ditional party caucuses and
the Colorado Republican
Convention. The two then

weaved their way through-

out the state, debating each

other and meeting with citi-

zens. Benson, on the other

hand, sidestepped the nomi-
nation process, petitioninghis

way onto the RepubUcan bal-

lot. Benson then hit the air-

waves, waging a multi-mil-

lion dollar television blitz.

In total, Benson spent

over $2.5 million, an unheard
of amount in a primary elec-

tion. Bird and Sargent each

spent nearly $250,000, still a

considerable amount for a

primary campaign. The con-

sequences of the high cost of

this race may be far-reaching.

AccordingtoBird, "Bigmoney
has definitely come to Colo-

rado politics. It's hard for me
to imagine that any middle
class candidate will be willing

to run for office when wealthy
people have such an advan-

tage. You can still run for local

office and the state legislature

without being a wealthy per-

son, but it's going to be very

difficult to run for governor or

United States Senator. State

wide offices have definitely

become a rich person's game,
unless we have some major
campaign finance reform."

Professor Robert Loevy,

Bird's campaign advisor, sec-

onds the need for reform
within campaign finance.

"That (moneyl was the issue

in the campaign. It's going to

take a lot of thinking by the

people of Colorado and a ma-
jor reform. It is very complex
and it needs to be formulated

in such a way that middle-

classed candidates can com-
pete."

Bird also sees a change
within the caucus system as

inevitable after this year's elec-

tion, "I would expect to see it

on the ballot in 1996, maybe
sooner with annual elections

becauseofAmendment 1. Just

as any middle class candidate

is unlikely to run for state-

wide office, why should any-

one want to run under the

caucus system and play by the

rules? It's much easier to have

a lot of money and get around

the system. I think the

grassroots system in Colorado

A low voter turnout may
also have contributed to Bird's

loss. Only one in four regis-

tered voters turned out to vote
in the primary. Even with early

voting, turnout was incred-

ibly light. This may in part be
due to the new date of the

primary, moved from the sec-

ond Tuesday in September to

the second Tuesday in Au-
gust. Early voting, though,
probably aided the Bird camp
with promotion of "Early-

Bird" voting.

Whatever the reasons for

the loss, it was indeed disap-

pointing. Bird sheds a positive

light on this, saying, "It's

mixed feelings, you are disap-

pointed after a loss. You
worked hard with so much
enthusiasm and so many
people. There is a point then

again when you know you are

going to be a normal human
being again. You know all of

the pressure and stress, asking

people for money every day,

those things are behind you."

With all of the cam-
paign's ups and downs. Bird

and Loevy maintain that they

achieved a lot through this

campaign.

Bird received over 50%
of the caucus vote and took

top billing on the Republican

ballot. Loevy alsobelieves that

the grassroots type of cam-
paign was simply good for the

state of Colorado.

Bird believes his stint in

the public spotlight is over.

Having served in the state leg-

islature for the past 12 years

New theme houses tackle tough topics

Wood and Tenney houses plan all campus projects

by Carrie Noteboom

Very few people pay

any attention to the odd

scattering of small houses

around campus. However,
two of these houses repre-

sent a unique residential

living opportunity-student

proposed theme houses.

Each year, two
houses, Wood and Tenney,
are open to themes pre-

sented in student propos-

als. Residential life awards

the houses to the two best

proposals, and the students

are expected to carry on the

theme for the entire year

through in-houseand cam-

pus-wide programs.

Tenney's theme this

year is Substance Aware-

ness to Promote a Healthy

Environment the

S.A.P.H.E. House.

The purpose of the

house, according to resi-

dents, is to provide an al-

ternative to the traditional

party/drinkingsceneat CC,

both for people who feel un-

comfortable with alcohol and
for those who simply want a

break.

Students are encouraged

to stop by the house at any

time to see what is going on,

study, or just hang out. Chad
Nitta and Ben Day both
stressed that they do not want

to preach to the campus. The
house does not represent a

"temperance movement."
The members of Tenney

House havea veritable plethora

of possible campus activities

planned for the year. Today at

5p.m. they aie holding an all-

campus barbecue on the

Teimey deck. In keeping with

the theme, they ask that no
alcohol, cigarettes, etc., be

brought the barbecue.

This year's theme in

Wood House is literature ap-

preciation and literacy aware-

ness.

The Litera House mem-
bers hope to encourage extra-

ciuriculai reading inside the

house and across the campus

as an integral part of the

Liberal Arts education.

They also hope to expose

the literate, educated CC
community to the wide-

spread problem of illiteracy

in the U.S.

The Litera House is

planning several activities

throughout the year. These
include working with
Readiscover and reading to

children in area elementary

schools and at the Colorado

Springs School for the Deaf

and Blind.

The house will also

sponsor a series of book dis-

cussions to which the en-

tire campus is invited. The
first one will be held Octo-

ber 21 at 5:30pm in Wood
House. They will discuss

the book Like Water for

Chocolatehv Laura Esquivel

and serve a dinner incorpo-

ratingsome of the recipes in

the novel. A small fee will

be charged for dinner, and

anyone is welcome to at-

tend.

Profcs!;or and fonnet candidate for Colorado Stale Got
Republican gubertiatoriai piinury to busincsstDan Bit

and in public life for over 21

years. Bird is looking forward

to returning to teaching full

time at C.C. and pursuing

some private interests.

While putting a cap on

his own public service Bird

encourages anyone interested

to seize their opportunity to

participate in public office. He
cites Theodore Roosevelt, "It

is not the critic who counts,

nor the man who points out

how the strong man stumbled,

or where the doer of deeds

could have done them better.

or, Mike Bitd iost the

The credit belongs to the man
who is actually in the arena,

whose face is marred by dust

and sweat and blood; who
strives valiantly; who errs and
comes short again and again;

who knows the great devo-

tions, and spends himself in a

worthy cause, whoat the best,

knows in the end the triumph

of high achievement; and who
at least fails while daring

greatly, so that his place shall

never be with those cold and

timid souls who know neither

victory nor defeat."

Phone changes add options
by Ondine Boulter

In keeping up with tech-

nology, Colorado College has

replaced the old phone sys-

tem on campus with a new,

better sounding, multi-fea-

tured system.

According to David Lord,

the Business JVlanager here at

CC, this was a planned up-

grade. The new digital sys-

tem. Lord states, provides for

"clearer connections and bet-

ter reliabihty than the oldana-

log system." Overall, the ad-

vantages to the new system

far outweigh the downfalls.

The old AT&T system,

the PBX, was simply outdated.

In 1988, a huge study of tele-

communications was done on

campus, finding that the old

system needed an overhaul.

Prior to 1988, there were no

telephone hook-ups in dorm
rooms. Upon completion of

the study, C.C.spent 1 mil-

lion dollars expanding thesys-

tem, including installing tele-

phone hook-ups in every dorm
room. Upon reaching its 15th

year in 1994, the system had

no more capacity for any new

phone lines. This past sum-

mer, as the school came closer

to paying off the debt incurred

in 1988, the replacement of

the PBX was underway.

The new AT&T system

is full of new advantages for

both the students and staff.

The features of the new sys-

tem in the dorms include

three-way conference calling,

call waiting, last number re-

dial, speed calling, the "Ring

Again" feature, which noti-

fies you when busy extension

becomesavailable, and a voice

mail option for around five

dollars a month. In the offices

of the College, the previously

single-line phones have been

upgraded to multi-line sys-

tems, allowing for more calls

to come in.

The downfalls of the sys-

tem, Lord says, are minimal.

"Students are a non-factor in

the negative effects of the sys-

tem. The people most affected

are the ones that work in the

offices. The basic problem of

just getting used to the new
system and itsequipment is

one that will be solved with
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New directors join Residential Life
by Tracy Fantle

Among the swarm of

new employees on campus
are three new members in

Residential Life. Hard at

work, Janet Hinshaw,
Evelyn Jones, and Susan
IVlarine are getting into the

groove of CC.
Janet Hinshaw, direc-

tor of the newly renovated
IVIathias Hall, arrives here

fresh from graduate school

at Colorado State. Looking
for a position in student af-

fairs in Colorado Springs, she
ended up at Colorado Col-
lege. In addition to her job as

hall director, Hinshaw is

also the Leadership Devel-
opment Coordinator, and a
member of RHA. In the com-
ing year, Hinshaw hopes to

maintain the beauty of

Mathias Hall, as well as,

work toimprove it. She says,

"I want to get different ex-

periences in being a Hall
Director, and I hope it to be
a stepping stone to other

experiencesatother places."

As for the community, she
is still trying to figtire out
what the CC community is

all about and her place
within it.

Also new at CC is

Evelyn Jones, the Hall direc-

tor ofSlocum. Asa graduate of
Ohio Wesleyan in 1991, Jones
took a year off to work for

congressman Jon Kyi of Ari-

zona on Capitol Hill. She went
on to receive her masters de-

gree in education and student

personnel services at the Uni-
versity of South Carolina.

Wanting to work at a small
private liberal arts school
where there is a lot of interac-

tion between studentsand fac-

ulty, she came here to CC. In

addition to her job as Hall
Director, Jones manages the

Lennox House as well as the

San Rafael Apartments, and
serves as an advisor to al 1 eight

national chapters ofGreek Ufe.

Jones says, "the quarter time
plus Hall Director allows me
a broad range of experience.

At a large school my job would
be just a hall director." As
goals for the coming year,

Jones wants to prepare Slocum
Hall for renovation, and make
sure everything goes
smoothly. Furthermore, she
wants to help butldsmall com-
munities in the residences. In

closing, Jones says, "I want to

be approachable, open, a men-
tor, and a friend to those
throughout the entire CC
community."

The third of three new
faculty of the Office of Resi-

dential Life is Susan iVlarine,

director of Loomis Hall. An
undergrad at Transylvania

University in Lexington,
Kentucky, Marine then re-

ceived her masters in Col-
lege Student Personnel at

Bowling Green University
in Ohio. She came to CC
because she, "wanted to
work in this environment
where people are dedicated

to the Liberal Arts." Addi-
tionally, Marine works on
Alcohol and Drug Educa-
tion, as well as with the Es-

cort Service on campus.
With respect to this, she
says, "the escort service is

currently not being used as

much as it should be." She
also works with VAT, the

Victim Assistance Team.
Her goals for the year are to

promote the Escort Service,

and to make the campus a

safer place. 01 course, she
also wants to make Loomis
a great place to live. For the

community, she hopes that

"we engage in discussion

about what it means to be a

member of this community,
and that we try to redefine

the standards we expect of

each other."

Renovation Reactions
What do people think of Mathias?
by Julie Wheat

Grand

West

Outfitters'

Everyone has an opinion
about the brand new Mathias
renovations.

Upon first entering the
new "Mathias Hotel", one
instantly notices the new
paint, flooring, carpet, and
color coordination. Each floor

is distinguished by its own
1990's color, mauve for fresh-

men on floor 2, sea-green for

floor 3, and light blue for the
fourth floor . Okay, so now
students cannot forget what
floor they are on, but what do
they think about the changes?

Kevin Keilbach, a junior

enjoying his second year in

Mathias hall, said, "The halls

seem a lot brighter. The light-

ing is better". He also said,

"it's nice to move around the
furniture."

The furniture is one of

the most significant improve-
ments to Mathias. First and
foremost, when you consider
its "arrange-ability" the pos-

sibilities are endless. Last year,

the desks were nailed to the
floor. This year y the furniture

can be stacked, taken apart,

or even put all on one side of

the room to create a living

room effect.

Merritt Driscol, a junior,

said, "Mathias looks like a
hotel now! Things are located
better, and the access to the
kitchens (which used to be
lost in the catacombs of the
first floorhousel is a lot easier."

However, not everyone
loves everything about the
new, improved Mathias. For
example, most of the students
that chose roomson the fourth
floor were disappointed by the
absence of lofts. Second-year
Mathias-ite, Merritt, said,

"The lofts on the fourth floor

made the room bigger. It was
like having two stories. Lofts

were a big plus to living on
this floor."

For those of you who
have never lived in Mathias,
Roberta Doran is the daytime
desk clerk for the hall. What
does she think?

"Well, the vandalism is

as bad as ever," said Doran.
"Nothing has been 'student-

proofed'; anyone can easily

take a screw driver and disas-

semble anything, like the
smoke alarms."

And the major changes
to the lobby area?

Doran believes, "The
people who service this
building (venders, etc.) really

like the changes. Everything
please see Mathias on page It
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Rottisseried Chicken spins into Benji's

The Catalyst - Page 11

by Ben Day

Trendy bird joins revamped campus menu
that wafts throughout a build- shunners. Tofu has the un-
ing, like barbecue smoke cir- fortunate tendency to break
cling a neighborhood on Me- apart and crumble when ro-

For those who have yet morial Day. One of the many tated or skewered,
to notice, rotisseried chicken new editions to Benji's this Another Benji's addi-
is currently fast food's trendy year, Chicken-is-a-Spinnin' tion is "Tiger Express," of-

will also be available Sunday '
'bird of choice.

Rotisseried chicken is

replacing the gap left behind
by the likes of pieces-parts-

poultry, and barbecued,
Dijoned, Swiss-cheese covered
fillets. With the gimmick of a

glass-plated fowl spinner, spun
bird has had little problem
catching on as a fashionable

cuisine. While being rotated,

the consuming public can see

what they are getting:

rotisseried and marinated
chicken, leaving little mys-
tery as to what is underneath
mystery breadings. Noting
this trend, the folks at Marriott

have proudly brought a spin-

ning bird to C.C.'s very own
Benjamin's.

For the population of

vegetarians and vegans who
may want to distance them-
selves at all costs from meat
products, Benji's should be

avoided weekday mornings
starting at about 8:30. Taking
three hours to cook in prepa-

ration for the lunchtime rush,

"The Spinning Chicken"
brings withitanintense aroma

and Monday nights for dinner.

According to Patty Carulli,

new Benji's and Mathias con-
venience store manager,
Marriott figuredspun chicken
would be a popular edition to

Benji's, but not everyday, so it

is served at fewer than half the

weekly meals.

This Sunday night, the

sample purchased was not that

bad, and for a $1.99, a rela-

tively decent value. However,
the Benji's staff is still experi-

menting with a few different

recipes, ranging from South-

western Spicy to Herb Blend,

to a Savory Blend. Therefore,

there is always the chance of a

new chicken experience, each
and every time you dine at

Benji's.

Some may wish to know
that the chicken will be served

with the skin on, preserving

juiciness, while allowing fat

to drip off diu-ing cooking. It is

also doubtful that C.C. will

introduce any rotisseried veg-

etarian items for the college

community's many meat

fering packaged items such
as sandwiches and salads.

Thus far, it has proven popu-
lar. The Benji's staff can not
make enough sandwiches to

fulfill demand.
In beverage news, the

"lava lungle" will soon open,

offering new gourmet
coffees, espresso, and
espresso drinks. The current

gourmet coffee selection of

Boyd's coffee will no longer

be served once the "lava

lungle" opens. InsteadTCBY
yogurt will take its place near

the check out line in Benji's,-

Gourmet Bean coffee will re-

place Boyd's at the "lungle".

Anyone wishing to

make Benji's product sug-

gestions should either tell a

Marriott employee, or write

their message on the forth-

coming suggestion board to

be placed next to the short-

order pick-up window. For

the vegetarianswho may feel

slighted, voiceyour culinary

desires. Manager Patty is a

veggie herself, and sympa-
thetic to your wants.

Greek Corner: Four chapters receive awards
by loseph S. Carpenter

Recently, four Colo-
rado College Creek Chap-
ters received awards in the

areas of scholarship, philan-

thropy, and over-all chapter

significance on the national

and province level.

Since the very begin-

ning of Greek Fraternal or-

ganizations, scholarship,

leadership, philanthropy,

and personal development
have been founding prin-

ciples. Despite the negative

stereotypes that have sur-

rounded these organizations

since their inception, these

foundingprinciplescontinue

to build and shape Greek
Chapters nationally. The
Colorado College is no ex-

ception.

The Beta Delta Chap-

ter ofDelta Gamma received

three province awards at its

1994 bi-annual convention.

Delta Gamma was awarded
"The Outstanding Scholar-

ship Award" foritsS.23 over-

all house GPA, "The Spirit

of Cooperation Award" for

its outstanding correspon-

dence on the national and
province level, and the "All

Campus Recognition Award"
lor being awarded Colorado

College's "OutstandingChap-

ter" award in the spring of

1993.

Three philanthropic

awards were bestowed upon
the Alpha Phi Chapter of

Gamma Phi Beta at its 66th

International Convention.
Gamma Phi Beta was awarded
the "Pollack Award" for con-

tributing most toward special

camping for girls, the "Special

Girl Award" for contributing

the highest quality and quan-

tity of service towards
specialcamping for girls, and
the "Community Service

Award." Gamma Phi Beta sup-

ports this philanthropy both

internationally through
Gamma Phi Beta owned Camp
Sechelt and locally through

Easter Seals Handicamp.

The Chi Sigma Chapter

of Phi Gamma Delta received

the "Riverda Harding lordan

Bowl Award" for the highest

achievement in scholarship at

the Fraternity's annual con-

vention. The Award is given

to the chapter with the high-

est grade point average and
most impressive academic
achievements of the 130 Phi

Gamma Delta chapters

across the United States and

Canada. The Chapter posted

a GPA of 3.412 to win the

award for the second con-

secutive year.

The "Peterson Signifi-

cant Chapter Award" was
given to the Beta Gamma
Chapter of Sigma Chi for the

tenth time at its annual con-

vention. Sigma Chi received

this award for its overall ex-

cellence in scholarship,

member retention, finances,

campus activities and lead-

ership, community service,

alcohol awareness, and other

chapter- specific criteria.

This award is the highest

honor bestowed upon under-

graduate chapters.

It is ironic that Greek
life at C.C. is under debate,

when its Chapters are cap-

turing awards and display-

ing the principles fundamen-

tal to not only themselves,

but also The Colorado Col-

Matbias, continued from page 10
is more centralizea."

Another very important

change took place in the fa-

mous Mathias C-store.

The enormous increase

in size is immediately appar-

ent. The convenient store is

now equiped with aTCBY fro-

zen yogurt dispenser, two

well-stocked aisles of food

(even spaghetti!) and lots of

snacks. I tried to get some info

from Rich, the man who faith-

fully runs the C-store, but he

is as reticent as he was last

year.

Is the C-store better than

Benji's?

His mysterious answer:

"Well, Benji's has the grill"

Thanks Rich.

Well, you are invited to

come see the new Mathias.

You will be "amazed", you
will be envious. But hey, who's

still got the longest walk to

Womer Center?

ENACT seeks help for

the environment
by Sonya Berger

Wonderinghow to become more involved on theCC
campus? Interested in helping out the environment?
Consider joining this group. It is caUed ENACT and it

stands for Environmental Action.

Xilui action is the Important part-thisgroup is noth-
ing without it.

We had the gigantic-grand poobah of meetings last

Wednesday night.lf you were there I hope that something
caught your interest, if you weren't never fear, you can
join ENACT at any time.

Here is a hst of the 1994ENACT subcommitteesand
the people to contact if you're interested in helpingthem
out:

RECyCLING: There is a lot more to recycling at CC
than separating glass, aluminum, and white paper. Find
out what actually happens to the contents of the yellow,
red and white plastic bins and help oar campus be part of
the recyclingcycle. Contact person is Josh Finch cxt.754g.

COMPOST: This is fairly new project with a lot of
potential. Composting is an important and ecological way
to use some types of organic waste as mulch or fertiUzer.

Composting uses resources that would otherwise end up
in landjfills. To find out more about composting on our
campus contact Darren Grcve ext.7S88.

XERISCAPING: Colorado College uses much of our
water supply to water the grass and flowers. Why do we
use so much excess water to grow non-nativeplant species
when the soil and climate of Colorado arc cbssified as
desert? Xeriscaping takes into consideration the native
plan t species and climate of an area when planting an area.

A xeriscape garden is planned to be planted on this campus
somctimethis spring. Contact person is Carrie Noteboora
ext.7020.

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICE TRIPS: Playing in

the mountains is a favorite pastime of many CC students.

Thousands of hikers, hikers, and campers use the trail

system in Colorado each year. Environmental Service
Trips will work with the forest service to repair trails and
enforce low impact camping. One trip will be going out
2nd Block Break, look for a sign up sheet in the Envu-on-

mental Resource Center. Contact people: Sonya Berger

ext.7S67 and Keti Tessler ext.7018.

EARTHWEEK: April 12nd may seem far away but

the time has come for energetic creative people to join the

Earthweek Committee and get the festivities underway,

last year was an amazing weekof lectures, singers, drum-
mers, and panel discussions. Contact person is Jen

DeCesaroext.7120.

WASTE REDUCTION: A new subcommittee has

formed this year to work with Marriott Food Service and
other campus operations to sec what can be done to reduce

waste. Contact person is Abby Moore ext.737S.

These are a few of the on campus projects ENACT is

working on this year. We also hope to be more politically

active and more aware of global environmental concerns.

If noneofthe projects interest you find one that does

and start your own subcommittee. If you have any ques-

tions stop by the Environmental Resoiuce Center located

in the northeast comer of upstairs Womer Center or call

the ENACT Coordinating Committee. Please contact

josh Finch cxt.7548 or Tanya Sanerib ext.7073.
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"Short Cuts " creates a colorfulmontage
by Brady Larson

Grab that popcorn, folks!

The 1994-95 Colorado
College Film Series starts off

with a bang this week as Rob-

ert Altman's "Short Cuts"
swims into the fishbowl for

three weekend showings.

The annual film series

has in past years brought to-

gether a multitude of classics

and cult favorites; a bouquet
to fit anyone's tastes. And this

year is no exception. In fact,

the movie picks may be the

best yet!

On the marquee for this

semester: "Shortcuts," "Poly-

ester, " "EI Maiiachi, " "The
BicycleThief." "EvilDead 11."

"Strictly Ballioom, " "Bodies,

Rest andMotion," "Roger and
Me, " "The Tune, " " Like Wa-
ter For Chocolate." and fi-

nally, "True Stories. " From
documentary to spoof to hor-

ror, a trip to Olin will cer-

tainly be worth the effort.

On screen this weekend,

C. C. is privileged to have the

chance to watch one of the

most highly acclaimed fQms
of 1993 - Robert Altman's
"Short Cuts.

"

The visionaryAltman re-

ceived a Best Director acad-

emyaward nomination for the

film. Probably best known for

"M-A-S-H "(19701, the dis-

appointing "Popeye " (1980)

and "The Player " |1992|,

Altman's directing style is

quirky, surprising and often

unsettling. Based on the po-

etry of Raymond Carver,
"Short Cuts" is, at times,

humorous and at others dev-

astating. With various stories

revolving around twenty-
some characters, the film is

essentially a colorful collage

of life.

How else can I describe

it to you?

Picture this: you are

searching through the enter-

tainment section on one fine

Friday afternoon and you sud-

denly leap to your feet, arms
raised to the sky and an-

nounce, "I want to see a film

with it all! I want pool clean-

ersand waitresses with dreams
and ambitions. House moms
who double as phone-sex op-

erators. Paranoid delusions

due to crop dusting. Lounge
singers and limo drivers who
are raging alcoholics. Fishing

trips in corpse infested waters

and clowns being pulled over

for traffic violations. I want
joy, revenge, affairs, murder.

Chameleons begin Great

Performers series
by Jason Foster

The Great Performers
series at CC began another

entertaining season yesterday

with a visit from "The Cha-
meleons." For those of you
who missed the show, the

husband/wife team is an ac-

tion-theatre duo that performs

drama beyond text. It is mime,
dance, and silent movie all in

one, thus presenting the audi-

ence with an exciting, roman-
tic, and comical experience.
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The Great Performers

series will continue on Octo-

ber 6 when William
Kanengiser brings his guitar-

playing abilities to Packard

Hall auditorium. Kanengiser

has two recently released CD's
under his belt and we are for-

tunate that CC can be one of

his stops as he breaks into the

big leagues. In addition to his

performance he will be giving

a master class for those inter-

ested in classical guitar.

Other up and coming art-

ists featured this year include

solo pianist Eugene Istomin,

flutist Marina Piccinini, solo

pianist Awadagin Pratt, and

an all-woman cello quartet.

There are also two dance acts

in the series: Alonzo King's

Lines Contemporary Ballet,

and Lewitzky Dance Com-
pany, both of which practice

innovative forms of modern
dance.

The Great Performers

series is put together by a com-
mittee currently composed of

seven students, two faculty,

and the secretary of the Lei-

sure Program. This dynamic
group of people finds interest-

ing performers, talks with
their agents, and contracts

performances. The commit-
tee isalways interested in new
opinions and welcomes any-

one at their meetings Tues-

days at 12: 15 in upstairs Wer-
ner Center.

suicide, comas, laughter, tears,

violence and sex all rolled up
into one Los Angeles suburb. I

want Lyle Lovitt as a psychotic

cake baker!"

Myfriends, ifthisiswhat

you've been searching for, then
"Shortcuts" is the movie for

you.

And despite the slightly

twisted nature of Altman's
vision, I think that after you
have taken this journey you
will realize thathe has painted
a true portrait of hfe. I saw
pieces of each character inside

of me. Some more obvious
than others, but each repre-

senting thoughts or occur-

rences from my life. Yes, even
Lyle Lovitt, although he can
keep Julia Roberts for all I care!

Each individual charac-

ter in the film is part of the

balance or the web or the stack

of cards. Please go and then
pick your own analogy! If an
event affects an individual it

will undoubtedly reach every

other member of the commu-
nity. This relationship be-

tween the community is the

heartolthefilm. "ShortCufs"
has a lot of heart.

I was easily pulled into

the lives of the believable char-

acters. A dynamic cast includ-

A Robert Altman Film

Based on the wrilngs of

Raymond Carver

ing Jack Lemmon, Tim
Robbins, Madeleine Stowe,
Andie MacDowell, Robert
Downey Jr., Lily Tomlin,
Chris Penn, Matthew Modine
and many, many more. Be sure

not to miss Huey Lewis in one
minute of acting genius.

And if you go for nothing

else, "Short Cuts" has jazz to

spare.

One tip: Take it easy on
the liquids before show time.

"Short Cuts" runs just over

three hoius. But please don't

let that stop you from going!

It's shorter in length than both

"Dances With Wolves" and
"Schindler's List. " And what

lYjumphantlY fierce,

funny, moving

andinnovatiTe.

'SHORT cms-

is vital screen

entertainment in

wiiicb Altman

makes screen

history,'

about "G/wn(ii"?Thatseemed

to last for weeks!

That's Robert Altman's
"Short Cuts" in Olin 1 (the

fishbowl), Friday Sept. 16 Sat-

urday Sept. 17 at 7:30 pm and
Sunday Sept. 18 at 2:30 pm.
The show will cost you a dol-

lar ($ 1 ) if you go to or work for

CC. and two dollars ($2) if

you don't. Or you can buy a

very limited edition film se-

ries card for 10 shows for the

low price of sixteen dollars

($16).

So until next time,
( Please God, let there be a next

time!) I'll see you when the

lights go down. (Wink!)

CLASSIC HOME VIDEO REVIEW

Evil Dead U not for the squeamish
by Walker Peacock

As far as horror flicks go, "EvilDead 2

"

is top grade. The crew used so much fake

blood in the first half of the movie, that

towards the end, people bleed green, black

and neon orange. The film was shot for

about the same amount of cash it takes to

get an enchilada combo and a twenty of

Schacf's, but hey. ...it's a classic.

Alone with his girlfriend in a seem-

ingly remote cabin in the woods. Ash (Bruce

Campbell— "The Adventures of Brisco

County, Jr.") accidentally stumbles upon

the "Necronomicon ExMortis", orThe Book
of the Dead. Unwittingly, he unleashes a

horde of Candarian demons upon the living.

Losing his girlfriend in the first five min-

utes. Ash must battle the evil alone. Armed
only with a shotgun, a chainsaw, and a

quick wit. Ash proves to be possibly the

sweetest (and I mean sweet ) horror movie
hero of all time. I mean, c'mon, could Stallone

cut off his own hand with a chainsaw, and
then wrap the stump with duct-tape! I'd

love to go on, but the real charm of this

movie is the surprising stupidity of it all,

and I don't want to ruin it for you.

Ash returns in the third film of the

series, "Army of Darkness" , to once again

battle the evil. The producers of "EvU Dead
2" must have made some money, because

this time the cast consists of more than five

people, and there's plenty of blood for ev-

eryone.

The setting is Medieval England, in a

castle haunted by the same soul-swallow-

ing demons. Swallowed by a black hole in

the last film. Ash is transported back in

time. Now Ash must retrieve the

Necronomicon to find the passages to send

him back to his own time. But of course, he

bungles the job, and again unleashes the

dead. A battle ensues between the living

and the un-dead in which Ash's '76 Chevy
is transformed into the war-wagon from

Hell.

The cinematography and direction of

both movies is unprecedented. I am con-

vinced that Bruce Campbell was cheated at

the Academy Awards, but hey, it took those

idiots this long to figure out that Speilberg's

a genius. Warning: Do not take either of

thesemoviesseriously. Ifyou can't appreci-

ate the cheesy humor, you need an to loosen

up. Both are a must-see, especially if you're

appreciate B-grade movie. If either of these

moives happens to catch your fancy, you

can rush out to your nearest video store and

rent yourself a copy.

"Queen Christina" will light up the screen
by Kim Whipple

Greta Garbo's perfor-

mance as the title character in

the classic film "Queen Chris-

tina" not only captures the

powerandenchantingpersona

of the star, but also the pas-

sion of her on and offscreen

love affair with John Gilbert.

The historical romance was

directed by Rouben
Mamoulian and will be shown
during the Classic Film Series

at the Colorado Springs Fine

Arts Center Theatre, Septem-

ber 20 at 7:30 p.m. Single ad-

mission tickets are $2.75 at

the box office prior to each

Tuesday film.

The Colorado Springs

Fine Arts Center's Classic

Film Series will be showing

films on Tuesday nights, such

as "Seven Sinners," "Some-

thing Wicked this Way
Comes, "and "House of Wax."

The Center is located two
blocks south of campus on

Cascade.
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Resident beer experts tell all

Friday, September 16, 1994

by Ted Smith and Kyle Maher

Welcome back friends.

Well, the Beer Review is back
and better than ever!

We have made some
changes in the format which
we think the true beer fiend

will appreciate.

First of all, Kyleandlare
true beer connoisseurs which
means that we can and will

intelligently select and cri-

tique beer. Secondly, we'd Uke
this article to be somewhat
educational, so each week we
will discuss a certain aspect of

beer or brewing so that the

taster at home can
also train their

tongues to able able

to better enjoy the

rich experience of

drinking a good
brew.

Beer is a magical bever-

age invented by the Egyptians.

It consists of water, yeast,

malts, and hops, and of course,

alcohol. Malt is any sort of

cereal grain, usually barley,

which is first germinated and
then roasted. In the germina-
tion process, starches in the

grain are converted to sugars
and then carmelized by the
roasting process. These sug-

ars are then fermented by the
yeast in the process of brew-
ing to make the alcohol.

Hops is a vine. Specifi-

cally hops is the flower or bud
of the hops vine. Resins from
the pollen are extracted for

the beer. These resins play a
two-foldpart in the beer. First,

thehops are used as a bittering

agent. The sugars in the beer
and the resulting alcohol

The yeast is also an con-

tributor to the beer. Not only

is it responsible for the pro-

duction of alcohol, but it can
lend its own unique flavors to

the beer. Sometimes yeast can
create a fruity or nutty flavor,

for example. The type of yeast

also determines if the beer is a

lager, ale, or steam ale.

Knowledge of the ingre-

dients and what they can do
for a beer are important to

have in order to truly appreci-

ate a good beer.

Beforewe get to the beer.

Beer is a magical beverage

invented by the Egyptians.

make the beer very sweet . The

we believe it is appropriate to

lay down some ground rules

of proper beer drinking. First,

always poiu- your beer into a
nice glass. The effervescent

action of the carbonation
greatly enhances the flavor.

This can only occur through
the pouring processand a glass
lets you enjoy the color of the

beer. Second, like wine, let

your beer breathe. This means
after opening, let the beer
stand for a few moments.
Third, beer should be drunken
chilled, butnot cold. Cold beer
looses its flavorandwarm beer
gets really nasty flavors. Now
the beer.

This week, we chose to
review some Wheat Beers.
Wheat beers, as their name
implies, are brewed using pri-

marily malted wheat. Wheat

This beer was brewed in Den-
ver so it is one of the more
local brews. The aroma on
opening the bottle smelled
fresh and inviting. On pouring
the beer a nice frothy head
formed that seemed fairly

thick. Unfortunately, thehead
died off quickly (good head
retention is a sign of a good
beer). The color of this beer
was exceptionally pale. That
probably means that they
didn't use that much malt
which could account for the

poor head retention. This beer
also had the problem of going
flat too quickly. As to the taste

of the beer, we found the taste

to be quite ordi-

nary. We did think

that it was too bit-

ter,- they over
hopped it for the

amount of malt
they used. Wheat

beers should be rather mild
and not bitter at all. Finally,

the beer had a bit of a bitter

after taste which left our pal-

ates quite dissatisfied. SO, we
gave this beer, two thumbs
down. At 2.99 a pint, I think
the boys at Breckenridge could
have done better.

The next beer was
Murphy's Creek Golden
Wheat Beei. This beer is

brewed in Murphy CA. This
beer had a real nice fruity

aroma. Kyle gave it three stars.

On pouring, however, it was
quite obvious that this beer is

way over-carbonated. Let this

beer stand for a while. It did
have a beautiful rich golden
color and the head was excel-
lent. The over carbonation
made sure that this beer de-
veloped a great head but this

beer definitely had what it

German Series starts
with "Pandora's Box'
by Meredith Morgenstern

The Colorado College German Department will be
showing a series of German films starting Tuesday, Sep-
tember 20. There will be a new film shown approximately
every month, free of charge, at 8:00 p.m. in the Max Kade
Theatre (Armstrong 300), with a short introduction by
Professor Heinz Geppert preceding each film.

The first film being shown is "Pandora's Box"
( "Die

Busche dei Pandora "), based on a play by F. Wedekind, and
directed by G.W. Pabst (1929). It stars the American silent
actress Louise Brooks in the lead role as Lulu. Peter WoUen,
of "Sight and Sound. " says, "If Lulu is a 'femme fatale', she
is one whose predominant quality is that of innocence, a
lightness of being which is precisely what acts as a lure to
those she carelessly fascinates, who crush her with their
heaviness but must also share in her downfall. Her sexual-
ity brings suffering to all it touches, not the least of herself,
but she is not a vamp or a man-eater. She is an impetuous^
uncalculating, unsocialised child of nature," (Feb. 1994)!
"Pandora's Box" also stars Fritz Kortner, Franz Lederer,
and Gustav Diessl. For fans of Louise Brooks, "luiu in
Berlin " will be shown afterwards.

Other films being shown in the series are:

-October 18: "The Blue Angel" {"Derblaue Engel")
-November 15: "To New Shores"

(
"Zu neuen Ufern")

-December li: "Undenhe Bridges" l"Unter den Bruken")
-March 7: "Ali, Fear Eats the Soul" {"Ali. Angst essen
Seek auf"]

-April 11: "Aguirre. the Wrath of God"
( "Aguirre, Oder

DerZorn Cottes"]

(Program notes courtesy of Joan Cooper)

"Phscilla" in the desert

™.«7o„>...i. i,.c malt is lighter in color and beer definitelv had what it
bittemessofthehopsisneeded flavor than barley so the beer took to hold on to the headto counteract the sweetness. isalsolighterandmilder.Since which hstedtm the£s^as

they are lighter, they seem to
be especially refreshing and
since this is summer, what
better time to enjoy the real

thirst quencher of beers. This
is wheat season.

The first beer we re-

viewed was Breckenridge
Brewery's Mountain Wheat.

They alsoadd aromaand some
flavor to the beer. Different
hops lend different aromasand
flavors, so a would be typical

beer could become extraordi-

nary by a good use of hops.
Pete's Wicked Ale and its dis-

tinctive flavor is one such ex-
ample.

empty. It had a really nice
fruity taste and the hopping
was not over done here. The
beer had an excellent balance
between the hopsand the malt
which allowed us to enjoy both
characteristics. This beer also

please see Beer on page 15

by Walker Peacock and Dennis G. Apergis

Whoa. How in the hell

do you approach this one?
Okay. Three men, a pink bus
named "Priscilla", the Aus-
tralian outback, and a whole
lotta' evening gowns. If your
idea of classic media enter-

tainment consists of "The
Crying Game", "Tootsie",oi
"Bosom Buddies", you're
gonna' love this one. How-
ever, if you are the type who
really appreciates a good hour
of "Baywafc/i",youmightjust
let "Priscilla " pass you by.

"Priscilla" is an outra-

geous comic adventure
through the sublime landscape
of the Australian desert. It is

not only worth seeing just for

the flamboyant costumes and
the retro/disco soundtrack.

but also for its bravado in ad-

dressing the issue of homo-
sexuality and parenthood.

Outrageous? Yeah, that
pretty much sums this one
up. There were several occa-
sions in this movie where we
turnedtooneanotherandsim-
ply asked, "What the....?"

Dennis insists that this ob-
scure humor is exactly what
makes this movie work. I,

however, got lost somewhere
in the opening credits. So, I

guess we're kinda' split on this

one.

THIS AND "EAT
DRINK MAN WOMAN"
NOW PLAYING AT
KIMBALL'S TWIN PEAK
CINEMA. CALL FOR SHOW
TIMES 447-1945

SORORITY RUSH
OCT 6-10 $5

Sign up in Worner Center
September 20-22

Free Ice Cream I

A Cultural Abyss: Critics at Large
"Eat Drink Man Woman" arouses appetites
by Lisa Jacobs and Dennis G. Apergis

Don't Rush anywhere under 6250 feet!

"Eat Drink Man
Woman" — the most basic
human desires. Director Ang
Lee

(
"The WeddingBanquet ")

and writers Hui Ling Wang
and James Schamus have cre-

ated a film that wets your ap-
petite and makes a feast for

any audience. It allures your
taste buds and entices your
passions. The fantasy begins
the moment the film starts.

The feast is unpredictable, a
fantasy propelled by rich col-
ors and intricate cinematog-
raphy. The films premise: life

is not always made with the
best ingredients, but rather it

is a smorgasbord, a concoc-
tion of both sweet, sour and
surprise.

Set in modern Taipei,
director Ang Lee presents a
wonderfully delectable mod-
em tale with traditional over-
tones. The story's center-

piece is the Sunday feast ritual

prepared by master Chinese
chef Mr. Chu (Shihung Lung)
for his three daughters. The
feast, despised by the daugh-
ters, sets the stage for both

family chaos and commun-
ion. It provides the focus as
each character faces their
unique struggles with unex-
pected surprise. "Eat Drink
Man Woman" is dynamic
combination of passion , rec-

onciliationand rivafry blended
with a dash of comic style.

So if your a.) hungry, b.)

sick of Rastall, c.) bored with
offcampuscookinga.k.a. 'mac
and cheese with ketchup' - -

treat yourself to a food film
fantasy, but hold the M.S.G.
(In Taiwanese with English
subtitles)
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Wooglin's opens up to Gold Cards

The Catalyst - Page 15

by Shalini Ramchandani

Wooglin's Deli is so close

it is practically on campus,
right across from Armstrong
parking lot on Tejon, a few
doors down from the College
Pharmacy. It is a comfortable

and reasonably priced eating

establishment, with sand-
wichesand chips rangingfrom
$2.95 to $5 .00. Ifyou are look-

ing for a quick bite, a regular

meal, or just a place to relax

after a tough day, Wooglin's
may be the place for you.

The atmosphere is typi-

cal of most deli's, with rugged
white brick walls, that famil-

iar odor of ripe cheese and
heavy meats, abstract, muted
paintings on the walls, and
the open style in which the

seating is arranged. Also, the

lack of any real separation

between the kitchen and din-

ing area helps promote a very

relaxed environment in which
to dine.

The variety of sand-

wiches and desserts was im-

pressive, with non-meat se-

lections as well as chicken,

tuna, bacon, Greek, Italian,

turkey, salads, bageb, cheese-

cake, coffee cakes, sticky buns,

brownies, tones, muffins, soft

pretzels, andmuch more. And
if you prefer beef, they have a

variety of burgers to chose
from.

BB Bean, a Colorado-
roastedbrand of coffee |in fact,

it is done two doorsdown from
Wooglin'sl is available with a

large assortment of flavors

such as Wooglin's blend,
Columbian Supremo,
Oaxacan Pluma, espresso,

cappuccino, and more. One of

the owners makes a trip over

daily to help roast and grind

the coffee. They also have
cafe au lait, cafe mocha, and
flavors for coffee: vanilla, irish

cream hazelnut, and almond.
The service was friendly and
very laid back, while there was
more than enough to eat for

the price.

The music made
Wooglin's appear to be more
than just a hang-out for lunch,

it gave the place a lively atmo-
sphere. They provide various

acoustic entertainment, in-

cluding many local groups.

Wooglin's would Uke to see
more Colorado College stu-

dentswhohave bands perform
during open mike times or on
scheduled evenings. Anyone
interested should look into

because Wooglin's is always
looking for new talent. A rock
band. The Autonos, are their

next major performers with
an acoustic jam.

In two to three weeks,
moreCC students will be able
to visit Wooglin's on a regular

basis due to a new program
which allows Gold Cards to

be accepted at the deli. Ru-
mors of this have been circu-

lating for years now, but with
thenew cards it looks hke it is

finally going to happen. The
Gold Card program will make
dining at Wooglin's easierand
more convenient and it may
even convince more eating

places to accept CC Gold
Cards.

All in all, I thoroughly

enjoyed my Wooglin's dining

experience. The atmosphere
was pleasant, and the foodwas
good.

Beer, coatinaed from page 14

finished really smooth with
little aftertaste. We gave this

beertwothumbs up. The only
drawback to this beer was its

overcarbonation which made
pouring treacherous. Thiswas
also 2.99 a pint.

Lastly, the third beer
was The New Belgium
Brewery's Sunshine Wheat
Ale. This beer is brewed in

Fort Collins and happens to

beapersonal favorite ofmine.
This beer is spiced with cori-

ander and orange peel which
gives this beer a great refresh-

ing and distinctive flavor.

This beer has a beautiful or-

ange aroma which nukes the

mouth water in anticipation.

On pouring, this beer has a

bit of a problem forming a

really good head which is a

must for wheat beers. This
beer isalso fairly light in color

but definitely darker than the

Breckenridge beer. This beer

also has a tendency to go flat

too soon. On the positive side,

this beer has a great flavor! It

isn't too bitter or sweet and
the orange and coriander give

it agreat distinctive taste. On
first sip it tastes a bit like

fresh O.J. and the orange peel
is definitely detectable in the
pleasant aftertaste. This is not
a boring beer. AT 2.99 a pint,

this is a must try. Two
thumbs up.

As a parting comment,
we'd like to address the
homebrewers of CC. We
would love to critique your
homebrew. Kyle and I can be
contacted at X 7401 or X
7235oratW.B.'s 1 194 or 1734.

Also, for brewers who are in-

terested, we'd like to set up a
LISTSERV for homebrewers
on the VAX. It would be a
great way for homebrewers
to communicate and share
brewing secrets of recipes. If

you're interested, e-mail me
at AT_SMITH.

Till next week, enjoy

your Wheat Beers!!
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An author in our midst: Jim Yaffe's mystery novels
by Megan McKee

In "A Nice Mmder for

Mom, " Creative Writing Pro-

fessor James Yaffe creates lik-

able characters and a thrilling

detective story. The first in a

series of four 'Mom" myster-

ies, "ANiceMuideiforMom"
introduces the reader to Dave,
an investigator for the PubUc
Defender's office in Mesa
Grande, "a middle-sized town
nestled in the foothills of the

Rocky Mountains," and his

mom,whoisa natural at solv-

ing mysteries. Much of the

action in the novel is centered

around Mesa Grande College,

a small undergraduate liberal

arts school located in tovra. In

theacademic world that Yaffe

has created, tension is high

between professors and the

competition for tenure is cut-

throat. Dave discovers this as

he investigates the murder of

an American Literature pro-

fessor at the college. While
talking to colleagues of the

victim he learns of an aca-

demic world that the students

rarely hear about. Dave ea-

gerly discloses the clues to his

mother as they come. Rival

professor, Mike Russo, has no
alibi. Professor Samantha
Fletcher seems to be hiding

something. Will Dave's mom
be able to piece together the

puzzle that is the mystery!

'A Nice Murder for

You'll find textbooks
and more

at the Colorado College
Bookstore...

— leisure reading —— reference books —— dormitory supplies --

— free gift wrap —— report binding —— film processing —— check cashing —— gift certificates —— copier—— candy and snacks —

Hours
Monday - Friday
8:30 am - 4:30 pm

(Used Book Buyback 2:30 - 4:30)

Mom" is packed with paral-

lels between Colorado Springs
and the fictional city of Mesa
Grande. From the RichUeu,

"the big resort hotel on the

outskirts of town" to the park

downtown "that has turned

into the local haven for hobos
and hippies," the novel cre-

ates a vaguely familiar set-

ting. Though similar to Colo-

rado Springs, Yaffe has made
siu'e to give Mesa Grande its

own identity. Yaffe says, for

instance, "the town of Mesa
Grande has a park in the

middle of the downtown sec-

tion but ifyou check the physi-
cal description of that park

you will find it's very very

different from Acacia park,

which is located roughly
where this park would be."

Because of the similarities

between the two cities read-

ers may also wonder if the

characters in the novel, espe-

cially the professors at Mesa
Grande College, are based on
real people. Before you search

your memory to check if that

American Literature professor

you had your freshman year

was tall and blonde with a

booming voice or if your Me-
dieval Literature prof was a

small sharp-faced young
woman who wore thick

glasses and no makeup whose
name resembles Samantha
Fletcher, professor Yaffe as-

sures his audience that the

characters in the story are not

based on Colorado College

professors. He explained that

sometimes an author takes

certain traits from real people,

sometimes a composite of

traits from a lot of different

real people that he knows. At

a certain point however, the

character develops a hfe of its

own and begins to become
himself or herself and move in

directions which have noth-

ing to do with any person that

the author knows.

The team of sleuths.

Mom and Dave, are no new-
comers to the crime scene.

They were created years ago

by Yaffe in short stories vmt-
ten for detective magazines.

As a young writer these were

the stories that Yaffe sold and

made money from while he

worked on more serious short

stories and novels. After he

was successfuleasa writer for

television, Yaffe no longer

needed to write detective sto-

ries, so Mom and Dave were

put on a shelf. Until about six

years ago, that is, when Yaffe

decided to try to write a full

length "Mom" mystery. He
mentions that he came back

to the detective story almost

nostalgically, remembering

his days as a young writer.

Yaffe, who like his character,

Dave, was born and bred in

New York and transplanted

to the midwest, wanted to see

"the world of Mesa Grande"

through the eyes of Mom, the

quintessential New Yorker,

and Dave, through "the eyes

of people for whom this

(midwest cityj is almost as

weird or strange as if they had

landed on Mars."

In his spare time, Yaffe

admits to being an avid detec-

tive story reader. For all you

readers out there who share

his passion for mysteries "A

Nice Murder for Mom " is an

intelligently written novel

with a thrilling plot twist just

whenyouthoughtit was over.
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Announcements

Interested in student
I

government? CCCAisseeking
applications for threemember

lat large positions.'
Applications available at
Worner desk and are due

I

Monday, Sept. 19 at noon.

FREE NON-MARRIOTT
FOOD, and it's ladies night!

5:00pm, Friday, September 16
(TODAY!

)Tenneyhouse (next
door to Boettcher).

Classifieds Friday, September 16, 1994

Jobs

I Get involved! Join a student/
faculty advisory committee.
More information available at

Worner desk. Applicationsdue I

I
Monday, Sept. 1 9 at noon. |

Russian Table: Tuesdays at
noon in Ra.stall.

NO GIMMICKS, EXTRA
INCOME NOW! Envelope
stuffing - $600-$800 every
week. Free details: SASE to

International Inc.

1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York

1 1230

I

Brittany, where are you? You
expressed interest in writing
for the Student Life section,
but my answering machine at
your message. Please call the
Catalyst office and leave a
message.

I

Ext. 6675. Thank you

roB;

Am I going to get my LiveCD
back before Christmas?

Coming next week

Beaux-

Haven't heard from you in a
while. Still alive?

-Achmad

Study Ahrna(]- <it„A^„^.

interested in London/Florence
spring '95 and Florence fall '95

programs. There will be an
informational meeting
Wednesday, September 21 at I

3:30pm in Armstrong #245 or
contact Mark Stavigext.651 1.

For Sale

IFOR SALE: Dorm size,
refrigerator - works great! $30.
447-1968.

I'Stangs
Stables. Best damn

stallions in the west. Riding
lessonsavailable. CALL 1-800-

MUSTANG.

I

ATTENTIONALL GREEKS -

Ski for free! We are looking for
reps from every house for the
All Greek Ski Festival in
(January. Call (800)576-4386.

For sale, two pair Bauer
Women's Hockey Skates. Size
7 1/2. $20/pr. Call x.7475.

Lookin' for love. I am a SWM,
lookingfortheperfectpartner
If you never smile, hate
everyone, are consumed by a
bitter, burning disgust, and
love to cuddle, call me. Daniel
ext.7287.

Personals

HAPPY BIRTHDAY to our
favorite "social moron"!!
Love, x7781 and x7I24.

Dave,

The executive council wants
keys, now .

Erick

To Sarah and Anne.
I can't believe you ditched us
for a couple of boys.

To my stafffiia,

Perserverance, Dedication,
Excellence.

Thank You.

Jay,

You just turn me on when you
wear boxers.

E

Abrams- Next time, keep the
sock on.

Happy birthday to Chad Nitta,
Head Honcho, who turns 20
on September 19!

HFl

PARTY!
When: Friday night at

9:30pm
Where: Sigma Chi
Fraternity, on Nevada across
the street from Mathias
Who: Sponsored by the
Sigma Chi and Phi Delta
Theta fraternities

Why: Come and find out
[Band: Colorado Springs' own
Nobody's

To Pookie,

Guess what? We're
PREGNANT!
Love, B.

Jay-

Is a relationship too much to
ask for? I'm willing to give it

[

a try if you are... I've even
been listening to country
music!

LOST: My taste in women.
Last seen in spring of 1993.
I've looked and I've looked,
but to no avail. If you find it,

please call ext.7785. Ask for
the Califomicator

Laura,

Soar the skies. Be be the best
pilot ever. Thanks for being
my friend.

Tracy

Kristi -

Thanks for understanding,
You truly are a Southern lady
- a cohort in cadet dating

Erick,

We are amazing. Ready for

next week?
T

Flags from around the world
for sale. Cheap! Must go! Call
Ethan at x7633.

[Noldo not look like Connie!

!

Laura-

You must stop ditchingpeople.
Eventually, somebody will
become angry.

Isaac,

A flash back from your
summer.
Guess who!

Dad^

When can we play our first

eighteen? Let's be sure there
are as few people around as
possible... Thanks for the
extra memory!

u

INSTITyTE_roR_STyDYABROAD
B U T L E R U N I V E R S I T

UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES IN

GREAT BRITAIN
AUSTRALIA
IRELAND

NEW ZEALAND
Fully integrated study at British. Irish
New Zealand and Australian universities

^^ ^^ SPRING SEMESTER • FULL YEAR
INSTEP

. SUMMER PROGRAM • INTIRnSSiPS
Study Ahrnari Infommrinn .q^c.;ir^r.

Representative: Steve Seaworth

Date: Monday, Sept. 19

Location; Table - Worner Center
12:00 - 2:00

Kristen,

You're an awesome RA! Stay
cool and do well in your
classes.

Tracy

To Tenney 6,

Thanks for everything. You're
all much more than I could
have asked for as roommates,
and as friends.

Amber

Martha,

We've got a lot in common.
Hope that we'll remain good
friends.

Tracy

Trines,

I'm sorry for making you
angry. I know things are tough
out there. They're tough all

over. Be true to yourself. You
never ceased being a friend

I

Take time for the stars.

I
Chad

Everyone who bought stuff at
the S.C.A.P. garage sale, thank
you so much for your
cooperation and patience.
Clay and Dave

Chad-
I think we should buy stock in
Diet Coke.
A

Shd^

Thank you for keeping the
faith. You're holding the best
we could muster. You played
a bigger part in holding it, and
me, together than you'll ever
know. As always, you are in
my thoughts and heart.
Thanks for being you
Chad
P.S.—You alieadx are one of
the best RA's Gunnison has

I
ever seen.

To Josh from Florida,

Thanks for the NYTimes!
Room 218

Happy 20tE birthday
Veronica!

Love, the Heathers

Hi Mom, Dad, and Ryan,
Look at the mess I've gotten
into now!
Chad

-
1 thmk you're great. Hope

we can become closer
B

To Sarah and Anne:
Just kidding, haveagreattime,
•A

Alison,

You're doing a dynamite job!
Staff

— ' premature hu^

Dynamic Health Club for Sale
Own your own business while still in college.'

Why wait until after college to develop your
entrepenuer and management skills?
Pull together your financial resources and your
partners and enjoy a healthy income by owninq
a health club, with a Juice bar, coffee shop
ready-to-eat health food, vifamins and gym
along with a personal training income, all at one
location!

Current owner will help you manage.

593-9719

Classified Policy

The Catalyst accepts
classified advertisements in
five areas: Announcements,
Jobs, For Sale, Real Estate,
and Personals. The Personals
format may include any
communication sudents wish
to have published, including
but not limited to inside
jokes, thank-you's, and
tasteless humor. The
Catalyst reserves the right to
edit all classifieds for
inappropriate content.
Classifieds are free to all

members of the CC
community, andSlOper issue
for all off-campus clients. Ads
must be received by Tuesday,
9:00 p.m. to appear in the
subsequent Friday's Catalyst.
Send classifieds to:

The Catalyst - Classifieds
902 N. Cascade
Colorado Spgs., CO 80946
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Sore muscles and
stunning victories

The Catalyst - Page 17

by Angela Boatright

Women's Club Soccer

The warm, lingering days

of summer are almost gone.

But some days, on the field

behind Kappa Sigma, one can
see an entire fleet of CC
women runningaround on the

. intramural fields, getting
sweatyand losing their breath.

CC's Women's Club Soccer
Team is at it again, and they
are prepared for another year
of slide tackles, sore muscles,
and stunning victories.

Under the guidance of

coaches Jeff Jurgens and Dan
Burgard, the club soccer team
hopes to make a formidable
showing against Colorado's
club circuit. Over thirty play-

ers have come out this year,

and we have seen sharp ball

skills and fierce determina-
tion.

The season begins this

Saturday with a match against

Wyoming at 1:00 pm on
Stewart Field. After last year's

narrow 1-0 Tiger victory, the

game promises to be full of

excitement and non-stop ac-

tion.

Lady Ruggers make
impressive debut
by Karen Kowalski and Riley Peterson

The first ever CC
women's rugby team is

rucking and mauling with
the best of teams. Last Sat-

urday, CC matched up
against Black Ice Women's
National Team, CSU, and
CU in a rugby extravaganza

in Denver. Suited up in

bright, bumble-bee jerseys,

CC opened their season with
a record of 1-1-1.

Rough tackling is what
carried the inexperienced
team through the morning
hours, but by mid afternoon

their controlled running
plays gave them the edge.

and earned them their first

win against CU. Each rugger
started this season with
little or no knowledge of

rugby. Under the skilled

guidance ofClayton D. Coo-
per, the team is improving
rapidly. Any CC women
interested in learningabout

rucking, mauling, and
scrumming are welcome to

join our team. We meet on
Armstrong quad from four

to six on Mondays and
Wednesdays. Come out to

join us or call Karen at x786

1

or Riley at x7835.

Women 's Soccer, from page 20

factor in raising the team's Team that Could." With
level of play will be "pushing
the ball up as a team."

Another reason for the

team's slow start is the recent

addition of a new coach.

Adjustingtoanewcoach while

still reelingfrom thefive-game

losing streak that ended last

season has not been easy on a

squad already troubled by in-

juries and lack of experience.

The first two games, in

which the Tigers found them

Intramural Update
First Semester IM Sports:

Flag Football

Outdoor Soccer

Indoor soccer

Tennis

Volleyball

Ice Hockey
Basketball

5K Fun Run

Second Semester IM Sports:

Racquetball

Broomball

Softball

Ultimate Frisbee

Outdoor Volleyball

Track Meet

The Intramural Department will run four sports this season Soccer
and flag football kicked off on Tuesday. Tennis rosters are due Friday
Sept. 16 at 5 p.m. Volleyball rosters are due Friday, Sept. 23. Tennis
competition begins next week and volleyball will start soon after.

Intramurals have gotten off to a relatively smooth start under the
new management of Chris Starr. Starr replaced Ted Castaneda as head of
the IM Department this year. Starr's support staff consists of all new
soccer and flag football staffs.

Intramural soccer lacks boundaries

Crepeau stoking the coals,

this little team will attempt

to wreak havoc on the rest

of Division-I this season, be-

ginning this weekendwhen
they take the field in

Madison,

by Michelle Killeen

The debut of Intramural

play brought with it several

obstacles. The most inconve-

nient of these was the lack of

lines on the Kappa Sigma field.

Fortunately for the referees,

What forfeited to the Stank
B's on Slocum field. The game
which pitted Life's a Bitch and
Then You Die against Com-
plete Dominance was moved
to the Slocum field, complete
dominance gave a complete
effort, but fell to Life's a Bitch,

3-0

Several teams left their

Intramural debuts feeling dis-

appointed. To the dismay of

Love Machine and Random
Assortment, theirgame on the

Kappa Sigma field had to be

rescheduled. But this bunch
of aspiring stars wouldn't go
home. An hour later, the two
teams were still scrimmaging,

while the Gnindles and B.

Blew staggered away from a

hard-fought battle on the

Slocum field.

Although the Grundles
were short a few men and
women when they arrived,

quickrecruitingallowedthem

a few subs when the game
started. The first half was
evenly matched; with great

cooperation from each defen-

sive side. Grundles' forward

Adam Babbs didn't wait long

to make his move. An angled
shot from just outside the goal

box put the Grundles up 1-0.

A few minutes later, fortune

swung in Babb's favor again,

as a miskick dribbled over the

goal line. At halftime the

Grundles were up, 2-0.

"Now that we're win-

ning, I can relax a little bit,"

gloated Grundle goalie
Jonathan Murphy ,at halftime.

Someone from B. Brew
must have heard Murphy, be-

cause early in the second half,

B. Brew made some nice passes

and scored twoquickgoals.As
the game got competitive, the

Grundles put in their ringer,

Jed Murdoch. This timely de-

cision wrapped up the game.
Murdoch scored the needed
goal with plenty of time to go.

Meanwhile, on the Arm-
strongquad, the first flag toot-

ball game was in progress. The
all-freshmen team Natural
Bom Killers were initiated into

the harsh reality of intramu-

ral sports. The Killers were
crushed by Four Skins, 42-0.

selves pitted against Oregon
University and the University
of Hartford, the players were
vastly overworked. Accord-

ing to Maxfield, "We had
people playing full 90 minute
games." Though the team
kept up its intensity, they

found themselves over-

matched by the larger univer-

sities.

The 1994-5 season can

best be described as a test of

heart. The Tigers must adjust

to a new coach, overcome in-

jturies, play without seniors

andplay against schoolssome-

times over twenty times the

size of their own. The
Women's Soccer players cer-

tainly have their work cut out

for them, Mathias aptly de-

scribes them as "The Little

I GUIP€
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC. '^

an associate of the CARLSON TRAVEL NETWORK

SERVING THE NEEDS OF
COLORADO TRAVELERS

SINCE 1949

Campus Office: Armstrong Hall Suite 5

(719) 632-4612

389-6732 Campus Line

Main Office: 409 N. Tejon St.

(719) 635-3511

Broadmoor Hotel Office: South Lobby

(719) 577-5750

Colorado Springs Airport Office: Main Terminal

(719)570-7755

AIRPORT OFFICE OPEN EVERY DAY

rv'*' .
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SYRACUSE ABROAD
Something to write home about!

• Programs In Auitralb, Belgium, England, fiance,

Germany. Israel, Italy, Spain, and Zimbabwe

* Prior foreign language noi always neceisary

^ • SU credit

^V^' • Field tripiytravellng lemlnan

Inienuhlps

• Study tot a

Hair Designersfor Men & Women

mmm^
Razor Textured Cuts

Style cuts, Maintenance Trim,
Perms & Translucent Colors

fJexus & Tri products mailablefor sale

Mondays - Saturdays

Stop in or call for an appointment
827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531
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Outside

With CC
Spend Your Block Break

BeUnd Bars!

Join the Aspen bike trip!

Bike along Colorado's scenic

mountain highways and bi-

ways from Colorado Springs

to Aspen. Spend a fun filled

day in Aspen. Your camping
gearandsuppUeswillbetrans-

portedbytruck. Youjusthave
to transport yourself and your
bike. Sign up at the leisure

program office upstairs in

Womer Center.

Yoga Classes Hatha
Yoga Classes are being offered

Tuesday and Wednesday, dur-

ing the noon hour, beginning

September 13 and 14 in

Boettcher basement. The in-

structor is Nancy Kent. The
cost is $35 for the semester.

Sign up for either class with
Nancy Paton in the Boettcher

Health Center and bring a re-

ceipt to the first class.

Athlete of the Week
JOSH VITT, SENIOR QUARTERBACK
by Elsa Butler

"First-game pressure was more than 1 thought it would
be," said starting quarterback Josh Vitt. Vitt took down the
competition last Saturday. He came onto the field in the
fourth quarter showing fierce determination and unshak-
able confidence in himself and his teammates. Vitt pulled
out an amazing touchdown in the last four seconds of the
1994 season opener, and sent the Buena Vista Beavers home
to Iowa with nothing to show for themselves but a few grass
stains and the memory of the longest four seconds of the
season.

Although the cards were stacked against them with an
upsetting roughing-the-punter call in the fourth, the Tigers
came through like champs. "The defense stopping them at
the end helped us out, the receivers cut on the ball well and
the offensive line played great on the last drive. Everyone

kept their head up and was
pretty positive." The Tigers

came out of the huddle fo-

cused on a plan that left the

quarterback more than one op-

tion. As the ball was snapped,
Vitt eyed the open running ™_
back, but made a split-second decision to run the ball
himself, bringing the Tigers to victory.

Vitt is pleased with the team unity and individual
talent on the Tiger squad. Vitt is now concentrating on
consistency in performance and helping the team make the
playoffs. When asked about his personal goals, Vitt mod-
estly states that he'd "... rather play bad and win than play
good and lose. " Of course, as an Econ. major, graduating and
getting a job are also important goals. If things continue to
go right for Vitt, CC is in for a thrilling season of football.

ligers looking for

key wins at home

Mountain Biking
Marishna Simons is interested

in starting a womens' moun-
tain biking club. She sees the

club as probably meeting once
a week to go riding, but noth-
ing has been set yet. Any
women interested should con-
tact the ORC office or Dor-
othy in the Liesure Program
Office.

It's time for FOOT Trips
once again and this year the
destinations and leaders will

be:

Canyonlands/ La Sal Moun-
tains: Caroline Seaman and
Amy Zarrett

San Juan Mountains Back-
packing: Raleigh Coburn
and Andy Shoff

Sunshine at 14 and I: Sara
Wight and Keri Tessler

Hikes, Heights, Happiness and
Hot Springs: Kristen
Vetterlein, Chris Pitts and
Jonathan Raichart

Collegiate Peaks: Ben
Klompusand Craiglsenberg

Touching the Big Blue II:

Heather Moore and Ben
Bursell

Rldin' the RaUs Hikin' the
Trails: Elisa iVIiller, Brian
Calligan and Shea Ander-
son

Maroon Bells Wilderness:
Amanda Straus and Saxon
Gilbert

Maroon Bells Majesty: Sarah
Rice and Monica Breed

Power the Indian Peaks: Leise
Stevens and Christina
Crumpecker

Conundrum Hot Springs:
Chris Carithers, Drew
Holm and Kit Camp

Triangle Traverse: Simon
Keilty and Ethan Abbott

Rocky Mountain High: Debbie
Griffith andAnne Brownlee

Mt. Sneffels Backpacking:
Erica Amato and Jeff Brune

by Jessica MacMunay

Aftera disappointing loss

to the University of Southern
Colorado Tuesday, CC Var-

sity Volleyball is looking
ahead to a full schedule for the

upcoming weekend. The Ti-

gers will face Colorado School
ofMinesand Kansas Wesleyan
at Ipm and 5pm Saturday, on
their home court at J. Juan
Reid Gym. Last season's deci-

sive victory over CSM in
Golden, gaveayoungbut deep
CC team optimism for

Saturday's matches. The Ti-

gers will look for strong offen-

sive contributions from jun-

iors Kendra Johnson, Kirstin

Peck and Amanda Abbott.
Alsoimportant aresophomore
and freshman contributions-

both from starters and from
off the bench.

The Tigers will rely

heavily on consistent serving

and a solid defense in order to

dictate the pace of this
weekend's matches.

CC has had a bumpy sea-

son thus far - they go into the

weekend with a 3-5 record for

the start of the '94 season.

Several key pre-season inju-

ries have provided obstacles

for the group of three juniors,

six sophomores and three
freshmen (juniorMolly Gross,
sophomore Becca Reisch and
freshmen Helen Grossman are

currently on injured-reserve),

but a strong performance at

last weekend's Pikes Peak In-

vitational gave the team and
coaches confidence for a suc-

cessful season. CC posted
three consecutive wins against
UC Santa Cruz, Southwest-
em and McMurry. The Tigers
hope to re-start their momen-
tum thisweekend. Sophomore Alex Mercer pounds one away at the net

Men's soccer pads record in Texas
by Matt Atencio and Ian Creager

The Colorado College
Men's Soccer team kicked off

their season at home with a
game against God's chosen
team, Biola University, from
somewhere in California.
With divine guidance Biola
wasable toslide one into CC's
net, putting them ahead early
1-0. This caused great con-
sternation within the CC
coaching staff.

But the Tigers quickly
countered with a goal by de-
fender Ike "The Headhunter"
Jones, who is now only 52
goals away from tying Noah
Epstein's all-time scoring
record. The game ended in a 1 -

1 tie, and the Tigers were ready
to face their next opponent,
Elizabethtown.

Against E-town, the Ti-
gers played to a 0-0 tie in regu-
lation, only to be defeated in

overtime. With wounded
pride, the Tigers hit the road

and flew to San Antonio for a
real Texas Adventure.

Before their first game
against Trinity University, the
team made a special pilgrim-
age to the Alamo, where play-

ers Serapio Baca, Matthew
Atencio, and Craig Lopez
learned about their ruthless

ancestors. Several players
traded theirCC sweatsuits for

priceless Alamosouvenirs, in-

cludingDaveyCrockett'sfork,
Sam Houston's razor, and Jim
Bowie's knife.

That evening, the Tigers
marched onto the field where
they would meet their next
opponent, the Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost, otherwise known
as Trinity University. Know-
ing that they would have to
face the almighty powers of
God again, the Tigers knew it

wasn't going to be an easy
game. Sure enough, the Tigers
found themselves in a I-l tie

at halftime. In the second half,

both teams came out ready to

battle, and junior Jeff "Skay"
Lee was brutally knocked in

the head while saving a goal
for his team. Lee suffered a
concusion and temporary
memory loss. When Lee fi-

nally awoke, the only thinghe
could remember was the
Alamo.

Late in the second half,

defender Isaac Jones notched
his second goal-of the season,
putting him one goal closer to
the coveted CC scoring title.

The Tigers were not fin-

ishedyet. Led by "pain in the"
assistant coach Ken White's
battle cries of "Get it in the
back of the net Lu Lu!!!," se-

nior Arron Lujan notched the
third CC goal. Immediately
after scoring, the Native
American turned to the disap-

pointed Tirnity crowd and
yelled like an Indian! The
game finished in a 3-2 CC vic-

tory.

The following day head
coach Horst led his troops back
to the playing field to meet
Luther College of Decorah,
Iowa. In the first half both
teams left their defensemen
on the bench and combined
for seven goals, with CC lead-

ing 4-3. The Tigers produced
four more goals in the second
half on their way to an 8-3

victory over the Lutherans.

Goalscorers for thegame
were senior Arron Lujan,
Andre Nunley, Matthew
"Smoove" Atencio, Danny
Boy Morlan, Serapio Baca, and
Ian "The Scoring Machine"
Creager.

The Tigers flew home
the next day, to find 2,000 of

their devoted fans awaiting
their arrival at the Colorado
Springs Airport. With the two
wins in San Antonio, the Ti-

gers boosted their record to 2-

I-l and a National ranking of

15th, and proved that it is pos-
sible to "Mess with Texas."
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Future of Division I athletics

to be decided this semester
The future of Division

I athletics at Colorado Col-

lege will be decided this

year. Early in second block

President Kathryn
Mohrman will reveal her

plan for the future of Divi-

sion I sports

at Colorado
College.

The is-

sue of Divi-

sion I sports

has been de-

bated at CC
for years. In-

^^^~~^~"

terim presidents Gresham
Riley, Thomas Cronin and
IVUchael Grace were inter-

ested in investigating the

merits of Division I sports.

Neither Riley, Cronin or

Grace held office long
enough to reach a decision

on the matter.

As a second year presi-

dent, Mohiman is the first

president in several years to

be in a position to make a

decision about CC's com-
mitment to Division I

sports. Mohrman's decision

is based on the findings of a

strategic planning commit-
tee appointed last year to

address the college's prob-

lems with gender equity

compliance, lack of sports

facilities and its commit-
ment to Division I athlet-

ics. Mohrman hopestocome
to an agreement with the

college com-
munity about
her plan be-

fore Christ-INSIDE CC.
SPORTS

Even m
by Josie I. Henjum ?"^^'^ "^"-

"~^^^^"~ Mohrman
stated that she would not

reveal her plan until second
block. She offered no in-

sights, except to say that

the decision is her own and
that she has heard the best

arguments for each side of

the issue.

"1 reahze that this will

be hotly debated," stated

Mohrman. Mohrman plans

tohave open meetings, simi-

lar to those held last year,

with the college community
regarding her plan.

Mohrman expects to have

meetings with athletes, the

Athletic Boardand with con-

cerned students.

Sky Sox finish season... on
the baseball diamond

Major League Baseball
officially closed out its sea-

son on Wednesday in a con-

ference room somewhere in

Milwaukee County Sta-

dium. Milwaukee Brewers

owner and acting commis-
sioner Bud Selig melodra-

matically dropped the cur-

tain on what had been, until

August 12

one of

baseball's
most exciting

seasons ever.

This October

will mark the

first autumn ^^^^_^_
without a Fall

Classic in ninety years.

The Colorado Springs

Sky Sox also officially closed

out their season this week,

with a 12 to 1 1 defeat at the

hands of the Albuquerque

Dukes on Sunday. The
Dukes won the best-of-five

playoff series by a three to

one margin. This season

marks the second consecu-

tive year the Sky Sox have

made the playoffs in the

AAA Pacific Coast League.

As Sky Sox players

cleared out their lockers this

week, the Colorado Rockies

were also moving out of

Mile High Stadium in Den-

ver. But unlike their coun-

terparts in Major League

Baseball, the Sky Sox fin-

ished their season whereany

game should be decided- on

conference room. The Sky
Sox gave their fans some-
thing to cheer about over the

last several months, instead

of a big headache over rev-

enue sharingand salary caps.

Major League Baseball

owners want a salary cap.

believing that our economy
cannot support the massive

growth in

player salaries

FROM THE "''''^'^ ^^^ °'^'

curred over

CHEAP SEATS the past sev-

eral years. Ma-

by Blaine Olsen ior League
Baseball play-

ers argue that

a salary cap infringes on their

rights as American citizens

by limiting their earning

power. Both sides have logi-

cal arguments. Unfortu-

nately, somewhere in all the

rhetoric, they forgot two im-

portant things: the art of

compromise and more im-

portantly- baseball fans.

Next spring, the

Rockies are scheduled to be-

gin play in their new, state-

of-the-art Coors Field in

lower Downtown Denver.

Opening Day will undoubt-

edly sell out, as will many of

their games next summer.

As for myself, I'll be at Sky

Sox Stadium, enjoying base-

ball in a purer form, where

the fan still feels like a part

of the game and the teams
play out the season on the

the playing field- not in a grass and dirt.

Hot off a win, Tigers will host
improved Pomona-Pitzer Sagehens
by Thomas Quinlen

This Saturday, two key
Division in football teams will

face off on Washburn Field.

Tiger football (1-0) will take

on the Pomona-Pitzer
Sagehens The Sagehens are

rumored to have an excellent

team this year. They have a

new coach and are at 1 -0 for

the season, too. The Sagehens
defeated Macalester College

of Minnesota ,42-12 in their

opener last weekend.. The se-

ries between the Tigers and
the Sagehans is tied at 2-2.

Both teams have won twice

on the road. In last year 's

matchup the Tigers embar-
rassed a confident Pomona-
Pitzer team in a 42-21 Tiger

victory. The Sagehens will be

looking for revenge this week-

end and the

Tigers will try

to go 2-0, one

step closer to a

playoff berth.

Last
Saturday's 16-

I4victoryover

the Buena
Vista Beavers

showed that

the Tigershave

not lost the te-

nacity that car-
~^"^~

ried them loan

impressive 8- 1 record last sea-

son. In his first game as start-

ing quarterback, senior Josh

Vitt scored on a 4 yard roll-

out to cap an 80 yard drive in

the last minutes of play. Vitt

Tiger defense shut down Beaver offense en route to a 16-14
victory last Saturday.

completed 14 of 30 passes for

196 yards and a touchdown.
Senior split end lesse Yuran
caught six passes for 98 yards

and senior tailback John Lutz

Last Saturday's 16-14 victory

over the Buena Vista Beavers

showed that the Tigers have

not lost the tenacity that

carried them to an impressive

8-1 record last season.

carried for 100 yards, surpass-

ing the 2,000-yard plateau for

his career.

The game was a back-

and-forth struggle to the end.

The Beavers scored first, and

the Tigers answered with a 6

yard touchdown pass early in

the second quarter.CC took

the lead in the third quarter,

with a Bret Roberts field goal.

The Beavers

mounted a

drive by keep-

ing the ball on

the ground and

took a 14-10

lead in the

fourth quarter.

CC got the ball

with 1:17 re-

maining, and
took the ball to

the 4 yard line.^^"^
With 4 seconds
left, quarter-

back Vitt took the ball on a

sprint-out pass, and scored

diving over the pylon as the

clock expired.

Cross Country takes to home
turf for annual CC Invite

by Eric Coe

This weekend's CC In-

vitational will showcase run-

ners fromas many as seven

schools in the West Region.

Adams State College, defend-

ing national champion in Di-

vision II, headlines the list of

teams that also includes Mesa
State, Air Force Academy and
New mexico Highlands Uni-

versity. This is a chance to

come out and see Colorado

College run without leaving

the comfort of your own cam-

pus. The men's race begms at

9;00 am on the Monument
CreekTrail|behindElPomar|.

The women's race will begin

at 10:00am.

The Tigers began their

season on a Saturday morning

like any other. The campus
remained tucked in their beds,

recovering from the escapades

of the previous night. Indeed,

it was an inconspicous start

to the 1 994 cross country sea-

son, as the sleepy Tigers were

roused from their sleep to be-

gin the long trek to Alamosa.

The destination: the Adams
State Invitational, where
glory awaited them with big,

sharp, pointy teeth. It was up

to them to claim it.

The turnout for the

Adams State Invitational was

smaller than expected. The
Tigers faced Division II pow-

erhouses Adams State and

Western State, and no one

else. Undaunted in the face of

such extreme competition,

the Tigers opened the season

with blistering speed, fueled

by chocolate powerbars and

raw adreneline.

Junior captain Jack

"Stetson" Hayes led the men
with an impressive28:08 over

the five mile course. Fresh-

man sensation Ethan

"Hangin' from the Tinies"

White and sophomore Eric

"Sebastian" Coe were next in

for the men at 29: 1 1 and 29: 1 8,

respectively. Freshmen Andy
"Brave Li'l Toaster" Almonte

(30:031 and Mike "Roadrash"

Kremkau (30:50) rounded out

the top five, followed by fel-

low freshmen Dan "Pen 1

5"

Miller and Josh "Iceman"

Hayes. The Tigers finished

third overall in the team com-

petition, but took home the

Division III championship.

The CC women had an

impressive season debut as

well. With several key run-

ners sidelined by injuries and

fictitious stress fractures, the

women's team ran only four

competitors. Sophomore
Krista "Colorado Greenback

Cutthroat" Fish led the

women with a blistering time

of 22: 1 5 for the five kilometer

course. Freshman Sally

'"Stang" Wurtzler followed

with an impressive 22:42.

Sophomores Karalboo) Bundy

and Nanci Schultz (Bridget?)

rounded out the women's
team with times of 23:38 and

25:57, respectively. The
women did not have enough

members to score as a team,

so their Division III champi-

onship will have to wait until

next year.
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Young Tiger squad faces challenging season

by Steven Lewis

Women's Soccer Goalie

Needed. Those of us who
have seen the mustard yellow

flyer bearing this desperate

message flutteringaround the

campus may be under the false

impression that the Colorado

College Women's Soccer pro-

gram is in a sorry state of af-

fairs.

Though hard times have

befallen the Woman's Soccer

team due to a multitude of

injuries, that flyer refers to a

local club team and not our

Division-! Tigers, who are set

in goal with sophomore goal-

keeper Audrey Maxfield. Asa
matter offact, despite the slew

of iniuries that have beset the

Tigers, things are looking up

for the young squad. Accord-

ing to junior defensive

standout Paula Mathias, the

Tigers are going to be "look-

ing for a few W's this week-

end" in Wisconsin when they

take on the Universities of

Wisconsin and Minnesota.

When they travel to

Madison this weekend, the

Tigers will not only be miss-

ing several key players that

have been lost to injuries, but

will also be entirely without

seniors. Several attempts have

been made to recruit players

from the student body to re-

place those on the injured list.

The team's juniors have as-

sumed the extra burden of

leading the seniorless team.

Head Coach Nicole

Crepeau has ample faith in

her corps of juniors, namely

captains Mathias and
midfielder Katie Shenk. Fel-

low classmates Mary Kay

Meintzer and Amy Snyder

have also been providing lead-

ership on and off the field for

the Tigers. Thus far this sea-

son, the jimiorshaveanchored

the team from all ends of the

field. Crepeau has intention-

ally spread out her most tal-

ented juniors, placing Mathias

at defense, Shenk at midfield

Week in Review
Women's Soccer The Tigers are 0-3- 1 for the season. Last

week's trip to Northern California resulted in a loss and

a tie. CC dropped a 3- 1 decision to CSU-Sacramento on

Saturday and battled 14th ranked Cal-Berkeley to a

scoreless tie on Sunday.

Football: Tiger football ralhed late in the fourth quarter to

defeat Buena Vista College of Iowa 16-14 last Saturday

on Washburn Field.

Men's Soccer Last weekend's trip to Texas was successful.

The Tigers defeated Trinity University |3-2| and previ-

ously unbeaten Luther College (8-3|.

Men's and Women's Cross Country: Last weekend both

teams participated in the Adams State Invitational in

Alamosa. Junior Jack Hayes and sophomore Krista Fish

set personal course records. Freshman Ethan White ran

an impressive 29: 1 1 in the 5-mile and freshman Sally

Wurtzler gave a strong performance.

Volleyball: The Tigers won three of foiu matches and
finished third in a six team competition at their own
Pike's Peak Invitational last weekend.

Week in Preview
Women's Soccer The Tigers travel to Madison, Wis-

consin this weekend to face the Univ. of Minnesota
and the Univ. of Wisconsin.

Football: CC will host Pomona- Pitzer this Saturday at

Washburn Field. Kickoff is at 1p.m.

Men's Soccer The Tigers will host the Colorado School
of Mines at 3p.m. on Friday. CC will face the Univ.
of Colorado-Colorado Springs at 2p.m. on Sunday at

UCCS. A bus will leave from the South entrance of

Womer Center at 1:30 for Sunday's game against

UCCS.
Men's and Women's Cross Country: This weekend CC

will host the CC Invitational meet for men at 9a.m.,

and the Autumn 5K Classic for women at 10 a.m. in

Monument Park.

Vollleyball: In a double header this weekend, the Ti-

gers will face Colorado School of Mines 1 1 p.m.| and
Kansas Weslayan (5 p.m.) in El Pomar on Saturday.

and Snyder at forward.

It has been amazing de-

fense, however, that has been

the Tigers' major strength in

their first four outings of the

season. Mathias' talent has

been supplemented in the

backfield by freshman sweeper

Jaime Haire, who, according

to Crepeau, "is unbelievably

composed on the field and is

an extremely smart player."

Haire, Mathias and the

rest of theTiger defenders pro-

vided a formidable wall of de-

fense in shutting out the UC-
Berkeley Bears last weekend.

Maxfield also gutted out a stel-

lar performance in CC's tie

with Berkeley. According to

sophomore midfielder Kristin

Lasasso, "[Maxfield] had a

great game and had a lot of key

saves."

The shutout of Berkeley

has been the highlight of an

otherwise difficult season.

New coach Nicole Crepeau
Press Release

Nicole Crepeau
bringsareputation

of success to

Colorado College,

both as a player

and a coach.

Crepeau, who
took over the CC
helm last summer
after three seasons

as head coach at

Providence
College, guided
the Lady Friars to

their first-ever Big East Conference championship and

subsequent bid to the NCAA post-season tournament in

1993.

Crepeau is a 1 986 graduate of Tufts University, where she

earned a bachelors degree in Spanish with a minor in

education. She went on to earn her master in education at

Harvard University in 1991. She served as an assistant

women's soccer coach at Tufts (1987-881 and Harvard

1 1 989-9 1 1 before taking over at Providence in 1 99 1

.

During a four-year playing career at Tufts, she started 82

consecutive varsity matches and served as team co-captain

her junior and senior years. She has been a member of the

women's state team in Massachusetts since 1984, and in

'93 competed for the senior women's East squad at the

United States Olympic Festival.

Lack of seniors and injuries

have taken their toll on the

team and its record. The Ti-

gers will go to Wisconsin with

an 0-3-1 record (tie at Berke-

ley). This stands in sharp con-

trast tomany past Tiger teams,

five of which advanced to the

Women's Soccer Final Four

and two of which played in

the Division-I national cham-

pionship.

Mathias and other play-

ers attribute the team's initial

lack of success to injiu'ies and

the unfamiliarity that the

team experienced with each

other's styles in the beginning

of the season. Mathias specu-

lated that their lack of experi-

ence caused a bit of disunity

on the field and the team
would often find itselfadvanc-

ing the ball without the ma-

jority of the midfield. A key

Please turn to page 17...

New track enhances existing

college athletic facilities
by Blaine Olsen

This fall marks the inau-

guration ofColorado College's

brand new $350,000 track and

field facility. The all weather

latex track replaces the out-

dated cinder track that siu-

rounded Washburn Field.

Jumping facilities will be fin-

ished by next spring and will

be located north of the CC
tennis courts.

The track, which was to

be finished by the start of the

football season, experienced

several minor setbacks. The
biggest of these was the im-

proper leveling of the layer of

asphalt underlying the top

layer of latex. The asphalt had

toberemoved and relaid, caus-

ing a delay of several weeks.

Coordination problems arose

as a result of working with a

company out of Mississippi,

which was contracted to lay

the latex rubber surface.

The new facility repre-

sents the cumulation of sev-

eral years of planning and
fundraising on the part of the

College and a large number of

donors. The improvements
were funded by alumni con-

tributions of over $145,000

and a Challenge Grant of

$100,000 from the Adolph
Coors Foundation. No college

funds were used to pay for

construction.

Recruiting in both track

and cross country should ben-

efit from the presence of the

new track. Head track coach

Ted Castaneda expects the

track program to take off next

spring due to the improved

facilities. A CC track and field

meet next spring will allow

the college to showcase its

facilities to competitors
throughout the region.

Students will be allowed

on the track next week after

lane stripes and distance

marks have been painted. The
track will be solely for the use

of runners and walkers. No
cycles, skateboards or roller

blades will be permitted. An
Astroturf strip will be provided

for players wearing cleats to

cross.

The improvements are

the first in a series scheduled

for Colorado College athletic

facilitiee. The addition of

lights to Washburn Field and

the tennis courts is scheduled

for completion by the end of

first block. This project is be-

hind schedule also, however,

and should not be finished

until later in the semester.

The addition of lights,

though badly needed by them-

selves, helps the college fulfill

the guidelines set forth by the

gender equity stipulations of

Title IX by increasing practice

time for men's and women's
sports on CC's only full-sized

football and lacrosse field.

Also in the offing for the

comingsemester is a new roof

for thej.juan Reid gymnasium.
Accompanying the roof will

be a new sound system along

with acoustic padding in the

gymnasium rafters.

This summer improve-

ments to CC athletic faciU-

ties included the installationof

a state-of-the-art ice-making

system for Honnen Ice Rink

and improved filtration and

circulation systems for

Schlessman Pool.
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Housing shortage forces overcrowding
Situation 'more intense than usual' according to residence director

by Jennie Randall

The combination of an

unusually large first-year class

and an unusually small num-
ber of requests for off-campus

housing has resulted in a cam-

pus housing shortage.

"Overcrowding per se is

not unusual here, but this is a

little more intense than

usual," said Paul Jones, Resi-

dential Life Director.

Campus housing is de-

signed to serve 1312students.

Currently, 1338 students are

living on campus.

Students without regular

rooms are being temporarily

housed in Bemis, Loomis, and

Slocum lounges. Some double

rooms are being used to house

three people. Twenty-seven of

these triples existed at the

beginning of the year. Cur-

rently, sixteen triples exist on

campus.

Theme houses with va-

cancies are being used to tem-

porarily house students. Four

students are living in the

Donaldson carriage house.

Jones denied reports that

males are being housed in

Bemis, or that students are

living in the basement of

Boettcher or in Jay's Motel.

Some studi

overcrowding,

c of housing shonages, found themselves packed together

3rding to Residential Life Director Jones, is "out of our hands right i

All students in temporary

housingarefirst-years or trans-

fers. Their reaction to the situ-

ation is mixed. First-year

Elaine Porter shared a double

with two roommates until one

of them moved out. "You
didn't have any space at all,"

she said.

Some roommates choose

to continue living in a triple

whenoffered alternative hous-

ing. First-year Briana Kerstien

said that she and her room-

mates decided to stay together

because "we all get along so

well that none of us wanted to

move out. We all have such

different schedules that we
rarely are all in the room at

one time." First-year Tamsyn
Phii'er, who also plans to con-

tinue living with two room-

mates, said that besides closet

space, room is not a problem.

"It's not that bad at all," she

said.

Mike Edmonds, Dean of

Students, said that he had not

received any complaint con-

cerning the campus housing

shortage.

Jones said that he could

not predict how long the hous-

ing shortage will last.

"I neeti someone to leave

a space so I can have a space

available," he said. "Right

now, it's difficult to see when
things willcool off. It's kind of

out of our hands for now."

please see Overcrowding page 4

Financial aid taxes general budget; change coming

by Joseph Z. Sharman

The Board of Trustees re-

viewed financial aid policies

at a September lOth seminar,

reviewing information which

suggested aid could drain

nearly a quarter of CC's gen-

eral budget by the year 2000.

Financial Aid Director Jim Swanson faces

logistical challenges as current policy is

being revised.

Named at theseminarone

of Colorado College's "most

vexing challenges" as the col-

lege plans "for the future,"

financial aid proved a "sub-

stantive" topic, important

enough that the system faces

possible overhaul by the end

of the school year.

A five-year projection of

financial aid expenses, includ-

ing estimates from six, eight

and ten percent annual tuition

increases, shows a uniform

doubling of remitted (general

operation) funds regardless of

tuition variance. The College,

unless poUcies are altered, will

spend 23. 1 %, 24. 1 % or 26.4%

of its 1999-2000 school year

general budget on financial aid

with .the respective tuition

increases.

"Financial Aid is a big

ticket item at this school"

explained Director of Finan-

cial Aid Jim Swanson, and

"anytime that you compete

with other individuals for a

Umited amount of dollars, that

creates conflict."

Because financial aid al-

ready consumes over 19% of

thegeneral budget, thedepart-

ment is looking at change.

Swanson noted three possi-

bilities for the future: 1| the

current program will be main-

tained, taking larger percent-

ages of the overall budget 2)

the CC endowment must in-

crease substantially, creating

a bigger "pie" from which to

draw funds, and monetary gifts

to the College must grow an-

nually; 3| the College must

review how it awards finan-

cial aid.

Fiscally, the College faces

a near impossibility trying to

maintain the yearly percent-

age increases on the general

budget coming from financial

aid. Even in light of a recent

four million dollar donation,

CC's endowment, currently

$175.5 million, appears stag-

nant, and gifts cannot support

a higher endowment nor

shoulder the financial aid bur-

den alone. Thus, the Financial

Aid Department looks to be

modifying policy.

"It's going to take a lot of

creative planning on my part

and on the part of the institu-

tion," said Swanson. "What-

ever we do, it is not going to be

done in a vacuum."
please see Aid page 4

CC #20 says U.S. News
Colorado College, for the first time since falling from

the top 25 U.S. Newsand VJoM Report's America's Best

Colleges rankings in the late 1980's, received the number

twenty ranking in the magazine's list of national liberal

arts colleges.

Colorado College is the only institution in Colorado to

be ranked in the top 25 in either the national university or

the national liberal arts college categories.

"It's about time that the rest of the world recognized

what we all have known for a long time—that Colorado

College is a fine liberal arts college with an uncommon

dedication to teaching, learning and discovery/ said Presi-

dent Kathrvn Mohrman in an editorial on the ranking (the

editorial appears on page 7 of the Commentary section m
this Catalyst). ^

Mohrman, however, feels U.S. News fails to measure:i|

"the right things when it does its annual survey oi colleges."^

The rankings, compiled by theCamegie Foundationfor^

the Advancement of Teaching, a>mpile statistics on stu-^

dent selectivity, faculty resources, financial resomces, gradu>-^

ation rates and alumni siitisfaction.
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Security Report CCCA kicks off the new year

hv Carnlvii Edwards

9-1-04, 10:20 pm A vehicle was repoitet! stolen from the

p.irkiHg lot outside oi Armstrong Riil.

?-}-94, 1:55 am A car belonging to a CC student parked

on the west side of Armstrong was reported broken

into.

0-4-94, 12:45 pm A hicvcle was reported stolen from

south ot ^Uthlas Hall The $800 bike was locked with

a cable

9.4.94,1:30pm CC student reported her backpack stolen

from outside of Rastall Dining Hal!.

9-4-94^ 7:40 pm A student reported that her carpet was

stolen. Supposedly, "A girl walked by and ttiok it."

9.J.Q4, 7:00 am CC student reported a car with window

broken In Tenney parking lot. The mountain hike

mside, valued at MOO, was stolen. A resident stated

that he heard a noise at 3:30 am and looked out the

window, saw a white male, 6'-6'2' wearing a light

colored jacket get on a hike and ride away.

9-6-94, 3-.55 pm Kappa Sigma resident reported the theft

ot a VCR valued at $240 and stereo speakers valued at

$64 each.

9-9-94, 1:30 pm A student discovered items left in Bemis

lounge in May for storage were stolen. Included miss-

ing was carpet, answering machine and telephone.

9-9-94, 8K)0 pm Two non-student males were reported

harassing students on campus about religious affilia-

tions and beliefs.

9-11-94, 7:15 pm CC student reported the rear wheel

stolen from her bike locked outside Bemis.

9-1 1-94, 3:00 pm CC Art Department personnel reported

seeing 2 males loading chairs into a van parked on

Cascade Ave.

9-11-94, 7;15 am A student reported a half-naked male

standing on the north side of Mathias throwing rocksat

her window to get her attention.

9-13-94, 9:30 am A student reported a backpack stolen

from outside Rastall.

9-14.94, 12:30 pm Student reported the seat from their

bike stolen. The bike was locked on the Ticknor Hall

front porch.

9-16-94, 6:45 pm An off-campus visitor reported that his

right front tire was slashed. The vehicle was parked in

the lot outside ot Bemts Hall.

9-17-94, 10:00 pm A CCstudent reported that thelicense

plate from his vehicle was stolen. The car was parked

in the Mathias Hall parking lot.

SECURITY-RELATED PHONE NUMBERS:

Escort Service ext. 6340

Sectirity ext. 6707

Boettcher Health Center ext. 6384

Susan Mamie, Hall Director

m charge of Security ext. 6618

Victim's Assistance Team 475 - 4996

by Megan McKee

The Colorado College

Campus Association (CCCA(
is a student run organization

designed to be the voice of the

Colorado College students to

the administration or student

run organizations.

The CCCA works closely

with president Mohrman to

keep her informed of student

concerns and what CCCA is

trying to do. President David

Coffey explains that every stu-

dent at Colorado College is a

paying member of the CCCA
because the budget is taken

from the student activity fee.

"We want to be an avenue

for students," Coffey explains.

"Some criticism with the

CCCA has been that it's

coordinate the time and type

of events so different groups

wouldn't plan an event for the

same time. Coffey envisions

cooperation between groups

so students can get to all of the

"We want to be an avenue for students."

—CCCA President David Coffey

turned into a budget, and all

peoplecometousfor money

—

and that's our only real role.

We are trying to change that.

"

One place students may
voice concerns to the CCCA
is the Student ConcernsCom-
mittee. Coffey says he can't

force students to let him help

them—they have to ask. As
paying members oftheCCCA,
students should not be afraid

to let the organization help

them with everything from

dissatisfaction with the ftxid

to the rising cost of health

procedures in Boettcher.

Coffey and the CCCA wel-

come student concerns.

Two of CCCA's major

concerns this year are com-

munication between on-cam-

pus organizations and main-

taining the social life on cam-

pus. Coffey remembers one

Friday night last year when
there were four different mu-
sical events on campus.
"That's silly," he says.

Coffey is hoping to open

communication between on-

campus groups by having a

meeting once a block with

representatives from every

group. The meeting would

events they want.

Another major concern of

CCCA is the social life is

moving offcampus, especially

on Friday and Saturday nights.

"It's scary. (We're afraid] that

somebody is going to get hurt,

"

Coffey says. "It's a concern,

but it's a catch in that not

everyone on this campus is

twenty-one. Freshmen are go-

ing to drink. It's not safe |off-

campus], but, on the other

hand, if they do it here on

campus the college can get

nailed."

Look for events such as

Lamapalooza, which features

on-campus bands, to give stu-

dents an alternative to going

to off-campus bands and off-

campus parties.

The CCCA consists of

President David Coffey, Ex-

ecutive Vice President Brian

Galligan, Student Concerns

Vice President Greg
McLaughlin, Financial Vice

President Justin Lippard, Con-

stitutional Vice President

Abbay Robinson and Office

Manager Erick Scheminske.

Other members include Am-
ber Anderson, John Anthony,

Jeffrey Grace, Scott Grosscup,

W. Walker Peacock, Natalie

Sanchez, Mike Yriondo, and

newly elected Sierra

Blackwelder, Dee Daniels, and

Jamie Reynolds.

The Leisure Program Di-

rector, Residential Life Direc-

tor and the Dean of Students

also sit in onCCCA meetings.

Boettcher support groups formed
by Stephanie Dohrmann

With the beginning of

Block n. The Counseling Cen-

ter is offering three support-

ing groups—the Sexual As-

sault Support Croup, theAdult

Children Support Group and
the Eating Disorder Group

—

helping female CC students

deal with their needs.

"This is a confidential

place for women to come and
share their experiences—and
try to heal their wounds," ex-

plains Jackie Taylor, M.A.
Counselor at Boettcher.

Together with Diana
Fuller, also an M.A. Counse-
lor, Taylor will be in charge of

the Sexual Assault Support
Group—a group which ad-

dresses CC women who have

been raped, sexually harassed

or victims of date violence.

During weekly sessions,

on Tuesdays from 3:30-5:00

pm, the group will focus on
learning how to cope with is-

sues related to the trauma of

sexual assaults in a support-

ive environment.

Since meetings, limited to

a number of six to ten stu-

dents, are confidential, the

location won't be published.

The Adult Children Sup-

port Group is back on cam-
pus. Starting on the first day of

Block n (at 4:00 pm at Hamlin
Housel, Diana Fuller and
MarciaDobson will workwith
students who struggle with
the emotional consequences
of dysfunctional families.

"In our groups, nobody is

forced to discuss something

they don't want to," empha-
sizes Taylor.

Discussing food, body
image, exercise and related

issues, the Eating Disorder

Recovery Support Group is

trying to help students get rid

of eating disorders like

anorexia, bulimia, or compul-

sive overeating. This group is

open for people who want to

maintain their recovery.

The first meeting, facili-

tated by Diana Fuller and
Margi Duncombe, will take

place on October 5th, between
4;30and5:30pmat Armstrong

Hall 1 B. Cost is $ 1 5 per block.

For further information

call Jackie Taylor or Diana
Fuller at X6384 or X6388 or

stop by Boettcher.
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Campus planning hires MA
architectural firm to finish
by Saiah Parmley

This summer the Colo-

rado College's physical plant

began a series of renovations

that will continue through-

out the school year under the

supervision of the Campus
Master Plan Committee.
Renovations the team has al-

ready completed include the

Mathias residence hall, the all-

weather track and numerous
utility upgrades.

Thompson and Rose Ar-

chitects, based in Cambridge,

Massachusetts, were chosen

in June from 16 other apph-

cant firms nationwide tocoach

the Master Plan team. Other

members include Michael
Grace, Chair; Phil Rector,

Project Manager; Tim Fuller;

Jan Cassin; Jerry McHugh,
Trustee Representative;

Elaine Freed. This team will

be looking at everything from

historic architecture within

the campus to better parking.

In an effort to involve as

much of the CC community
as possible, the plan began by

speaking with faculty about

their needed space in the fu-

ture. Theathletic and residen-

tial life departments will also

be greatly involved when the

committee looks at residence

hall renovations andimprove-

ments on athletic facilities.

The committee hopes to see

participation from the entire

campus community.
"The remodeling of the

campus infrastructure will set

the stage for visible improve-

ments," says Phil Rector, Di-

rector of the Physical Plant.

Utility upgrades that took

place thissummer include the

installation of a campus-wide

"chilled water distribution

system." This new system

uses an ammonia-based cool-

ant—which is much friend-

lier to the environment than

chlorofluorocarbon refriger-

ants. The cooling system now
reaches every air-conditioned

building on campus through a

series of chilled water pipes,

making it a maximally effi-

cient system. As oldmachines
continue to wear out, the

physical plant will to put am-
monia-based machines in

their place.

Renovations yet to come
include two more residence

halls and some athletic facili-

ties. The committee has been

working on the design for the

Michael Grace serves as Chainnan o

Campus Master Plan Com

Loomis renovation. That will

incorporate the established

standards of the Mathias de-

sign. The Loomis renovation

will take place in summer
1996. and the Slocum renova-

tion will occur this coming
summer. Issues the commit-

tee faces in planning the resi-

dence hall renovations include

code and accessibility issues.

The committee will also be

taking into consideration

"needs brought to us by the

students," said Rector.

In October, the physical

plant plans to install lighting

on Washburn Field and the

tennis courts; this will ulti-

mately extend the daily use of

these facilities. Providing light

to these facilities also coin-

cides with the committee's

plans for gender equity facili-

ties, giving more field time to

various CC athletic teams.

The committee has also dis-

cussed renovating the locker

rooms in El Pomar.

The Campus Master Plan

is estimated at a cost of

$250,000, and$5.5 million was
spent this summer on
Mathias, the all weather track

and various utility upgrades.

None of the renovation funds

come from CC students tu-

itions. The physical plant

raised the bulk of the money
by selling bonds, and the rest

came from donations. For ex-

ample, the all weather track

was completely funded by

gifts, the largest being

$100,000 from The Coors
Company.

Next Tuesday at 4: 1 5 the

Campus Master Plan Commit-
tee will be giving a presenta-

tion in the W.E.S. room of the

Womer Center. Charles Rose,

the Campus Planner, will be

there for any questions. This

presentation will be open to

the entire campus, and every-

one is urged to come and see

where CC is headed for the

future.

( Campus Happenings )
Venture Grants Offered

The Colorado College once again has a Venture fund. The
Venture Funds are administered by the Dean's Advisory

Committee with an operating budget of $50,000 |$5000 of

which set aside for the second semester). Funds are divided

between Student Research |$20,0001, Conferences ($10,000)

and Visiting Faculty ($20,000).

Student Research monies go toward travel, housing, food

and materials for research or studio projects under the guid-

ance of a faculty member. Conference funds permit students

to attend academic and professional meetings and confer-

ences on subjects of intellectual interest with intention to

present research results. Visiting Faculty gifts bring in distin-

guished visitors to the campus for a few days to a week to

expose them to a large section of the campus community.
Applications for all three areas are available in the Dean's

Office and should be returned there when completed. The
Committee meets the third Thursday of every Block, and

application deadlines are 1:00 pm the Friday preceding the

meeting. Questions should be directed to X6686.

Study Abroad Programs Offered
The application deadline for the study abroad program in

Kansai Gaidai, Japan, is September 27th. Application forms

are available from Jeff Noblett in Palmer Hall #6.

Any questions should be directed to Kara at X6802.

Language Department Opportunities
The German "Kaffeeklatsch" meets every Wednesday at

3:30 pm in the Max Kade House.

A Russian Tea is held every Thursday at 4:00 pm at the

Russian House including conversation and refreshments.

Students, faculty and staff are invited to join in the new
extended format Japanese class, worth 2 CC credits, offered

by the German, Russian and East Asian Languages depart-

ment. The class meets Tuesdays and Thursdays, 5:00-7:00

pm in Armstrong 353A and will extend over both semesters.

Books are available in the bookstore. Call Joan Cooper for

more information at X6635.

Election results: Class of 1998

Co-Presidents:

Chris Gibson and Andre Schunk

Vice-President:

Carrie Bowman
Secretary/Treasurer:

Ondine Boulter (write-in)

The election, accord-

ing to Karen Schneider in

the Alumni Office, was

close on all accounts.

Withover25%ofthectass

voting, the office recorded

one of the higher partici-

pation rates recently in a

class election. Any ques-

tions should be directed

to Schneider at X6773

David Packard donates $4 million as a challenge grant
by Julie Gordon

David Packard, one of the

founders of Hewlett Packard,

recently gave a four milUon

dollar gift to Colorado Col-

lege. The donation came from

the David and Lucille Packard

Foundation in California.

"We consider this to be an

especially important gift be-

cause David Packard is such

an important person," said

Elaine Freed, Director of Cor-

porate and Foundation Sup-

port. Packard's parents are

alumni of Colorado College.

Additionally, Packard served

as a member of the Board of

Trustees here at the College

in the 1960's.

PresidentMohrman hopes

that Packard's gift will gener-

ate further financial support

for the college. Working
closely with theDevelopment

Office and the Board of Trust-

ees, she plans to quadruple

the gift to raise an additional

16 million dollars. Mohrman
will rely on the generosity of

CC alumni and friends as well

as Coloradoand national foim-

dations.

"We expect to meet the

challenge in three years from

now," Freed explained. The
money raised will be placed in

an endowment fund to earn

interest.

In addition to the four

million dollar gift, Packard

gave two other major dona-

tions toColorado College. The

first donation, twelve million

dollars, came in 1972. The
College received its second

donation of two million dol-

lars in 1984. The money from

the first donation provided

enough funding to build

Packard Hall.

Packard Hall is named af-

ter Sperry and Ella Graber,

David's parents. With the

money from the second dona-

tion, the College awarded

more scholarships tostudents.

In addition, it was possible to

create Packard professorships,

which honored distinguished

professors. All three of

Packard's contributions to

Colorado College total almost

20 million dollars.

Plans have not yet been

finalized for Packard's recent

donation. President Mohrman
is considering a variety ofways

in which the money will be

spent. Addressing the David

Packard donation at Opening

Convocation on September 8,

she explained, "I want the uses

of this gift to reflect David

Packard's contributions to

Colorado College and to our

nation." There are four broad

categories that Mohrman
highlighted.

The first is "Liberal Edu-

cation in the Information

Age." Because Hewlett

Packard computers and print-

ers influence world technol-

ogy. President Mohrman said

she would like to see "new

uses of technology in existing

courses as well as support and

training for faculty and stu-

dents who want to learn how
to use technology more effec-

tively in teaching and re-

search." There may be more

computers in the computer

labs on campus, and computer

classes may be more available

to students.

Packard has stressed the

importance of cross-cultural

understanding. Deeming the

second category as "Interna-

tional Imperatives,"

Mohrman cited specific inter-

national priorities for the fol-

lowing years. These priorities

include recruiting a greater

number of international fac-

ulty to Colorado College, cre-

ating more courses that pro-

vide students with an oppor-

tunity to explore other cul-

tures, and an expansion of

study-abroad opportunities.

Because of Packard's con-

cern for students, Mohrman
designated the third area as

"An Investment in People."

Funding in this area will pro-

vide more scholarships for

teaching excellence, recruit

more minority faculty to the

College, and create "special

opportunities for student

learning such as increased stu-

dent-faculty research, intem-

ships,andscholarships." Con-

cerning the latter, Mohrman
commented, "This is a neat

way to learn for students who
are really interested."

The fourth and final area

is the improvement of cam-

pus facilities. The upgrades

will pertain to all buildings.
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Garage sale raises funds for SCAP
by Adam Adair

On Wednesday, Septem-

ber 7, an all-campus garage

sale at the Sigma Chi house

raised over $1116 for the

Southern Colorado AIDS
Project. Students found good

deals on used lofts, couches,

chairs, etc. These items were

donated by students at the end

of last year to David Coffey

and Clayton Cooper, both of

whom organized the event.

The sale and fundraiser

was sponsored by CCCA, the

Student Alumni Association,

CC Rugby and Sigma Chi.

On a rainy Wednesday af-

ternoon, the side yard of the

Sigma Chi house was filled

with bargain hunters. SCAP
had a booth set up, and it dis-

tributed information, sold T-

shirts and talked with inter-

ested students. Channel 11

News had a camera on the

scene and possibly filmed

CCCA President David Coffey (second to left) and Co-Organizcr Clayton Cooper lianJ

SCAP officers tlie tnoney raised at clie September 7th all-campus garage sale. TTie proiect

raised ovcrSllOO.

Dean of Students Mike
Edmonds purchasing a couch

for the Boettcher Health Cen-

ter. IVIarriott Food Service do-

nated hamburger patties for

the barbecue run by Adam
Gunther,

"It was great to see the

cooperation between student

organizations to help students

and raise money lor a terrific

cause," said Coffey. "Hope-

fully this kind of thing can

continue throughout the

school year."

Cooper stated he "was
impressed with the honesty

and patience of the students

as they waited in the drizzle

for the sale to open."

Students who missed the

sale but would like informa-

tion are encouraged to con-

tact SCAP. The organizers

thankallwhoparticipatedand

supported the garage sale.

Anti-discrimination

committee files report

Press Relcijse

Overcrowding from page 1

Language houses are ac-

tively recruiting new mem-
bers in order to create mote
openings in regular campus
housing. There are currently

ten vacancies in the language

houses. There are also thir-

teen vacancies in the frater-

nity houses.

Only ninety students re-

quested off-campus housing

last spring. None were denied.
Normally, about 200 students
request to live off campus due

to the increase in housing

costs.

Terry Swenson, Admis-

sions Director, said that ap-

proximately540 first-year stu-

dents came to Colorado Col-

lege this year. The school tar-

geted a first-year class of 525

students.

Swenson said that the ad-

missions officealways accepts

more students than it expects

to attend. However, this year

fewer students than antici-

pated decided not to attend.

"I suspect that we'll be

more conservative (in the

number ofstudents we admit]

next year" he said. Swenson
suggested the admissions of-

fice might increase the num-

ber of applicants placed on

waiting lists. Swenson also

suggested that Colorado Col-

lege might lower the target

size for the next class it re-

cruits.

Although no current

changes are planned for the

room selection process, Jones

said that he would like to run

an evaluation of the process

with the help of the CCCA
Housing Committee.

Future housing problems

may be avoided with the addi-

tion of 24 new singles to be

added to Slocum when it is

renovated this summer.

Aid frontpage 1

Dravringon student input

and ideas, Swanson hopes to

maintain the nine central as-

sumptions already in place.

Among those are: 1 1 maintain-

ing need-blind admissions,- 2)

funding 100% of eligibility for

students applying on time; 3|

increasing tuition at a con-

stant percentage

annually (esti-

matedat6%,8%
or 10%); 4| hold-

ing minimum
student contri-

bution at $1200.

However,
Swanson sug-

gested, if one of

the assumptions

were to be ques-

tioned, it would
likely be funding

100% of eligibil-

ity. Many com-
parable schools

have dropped
that program in

favor of "gap-

ing"—awarding,

say, $9000 of a

$9861 demon-
stratedneed. Stu-

dents who apply

late for financial

aidmight receive
nothing.

Swanson as-

sures the office

will solicit stu-

dent input "before we make
any changes."

"Historically, the college

is very sensitive" when con-

sidering changing awards of

current students, Swanson
noted. The College does "not

want to make changes" with
enrolled studentsand will pre-

sumably "grandfather" their

financial aid packages.

Regardless, Swanson calls

forstudentsto"stay involved"

in the process, expressing con-

cerns. "We'll

definitely let ev-

erybody know
oncewe start nar-

rowing down our

options."

The Education and
Grievance Committee
|EGC) bundles ftirraal com-
plaints of discrimination

under the new (as of Pebfu-

ary, I993| Anti-Discrimma-

tion Policy,

During this first yenr

with the new anti-discrimj-

nation policy, the EGC re-

ceived live complaints. The
first complaint, mjde by a • gal Counsel. All other cop-

female student against a les are destroyed,

male faculty member charg- Beginning in the 1994

ally and racially offensive

verbal behavior. The Com-
mitted agam proposed me-
diation which was accepted,

and a mutually satisfactory

resolution was achieved.

In each of tlie media-

tions, the EGC used a sub-

group of Its members as a

mediation team, One set of

the documents and notes

obtained by the Committee
in each complaint is placed

on file with the College Le-

ing him with creation of a

classroom environment hos-

tile to women, was tor-

warded to the President at

the end of the 1992-93 aca-

demic year. A formal hear-

ing was not held because the

student was a graduated se-

niorand would not be able to

return for the hearing The
Dean of the College was
asked to discuss the matter

with the professor, and did

so.

None of the following

complaints were forwarded

to the President.

The second eomptaint

was filed by a female mem-
ber of the support staff

against a femaleadroinistra-

tor, charging her with age

disenmination. The Com-
mittee determined this was
not a case of age discrimina-

tion, and it was dismissed by

unanimous decision of the

Committee.

The thu"d complaint was
filed by a female student

against a male faculty mem-
ber charging him with sexn-

95 academic year, informal

complaints will be written

up by the advisor on a report

form provided by the EGC
and filed directly and only

with the Legal Counsel of

the College. That informa-

tion will be reported to the

College community without

identifying names. The re-

vised Anti-Discrimination

Policy will be distributed

shortly, and students are

encouraged to read it.

The I993-94Commitfce
members were; Jennifer

Carothers, Student; Sara

Sugerman, Administrator,

Education Co-Chair; Ron
Smith, Staff; Keith Kester,

Faculty, Grievance Co-
Chair; Brenda Balzer, Direc-

tor of Human Resources.

The 1994-95 Committee
members are: Erin Tolva,

Student, Education Co-
Chair; Marni Armstrong,
Administrator; Ron Smith,

Staff; Keith Kester^ Faculty,

Grievance Co-Chair; Brenda

Balzer, Director of Human
Resources.

Boggles the MinS ani Gratifies the Senses
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•SUPPER SALAD
•HALF ONION RINGS
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I GUID€
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC.

an associate of the CARLSON TRAVEL NETWORK
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Campus Office: Armstrong Hall Suite 5
(719) 632-4612
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On-campus housing frustrates 4th-year students
C.C. needs senior housing before expensive renovations

by Andy Davenport and Tim Hare

After hours in a steamy,

underground Prob. and Stat,

course in the vaults of Barnes,

we have uncovered a hidden

truth about a putrid chancre

permeating the CC campus.

The disgusting fact is that if

you are a male senior living

on-campus, there is a 95%
confidence interval (with a

standard deviation of approxi-

mately n| that you are Uving

either in Aithiu House or in

the slums of McGregor. In

otherwords, you're not happy.

The problem, quite sim-

ply, concerns options. ..or lack

thereof. Oh sure, you might

have snagged a single in Jack-

son House or in some other

theme house, but for those of

us who aren't interested in

"Living & Learning," the op-

tions are next to nil. Let's face

it, fraternity life isn't for ev-

eryone and get real, we've all

been in the fraternity houses

and know what they're hke.

And who wants to live in

Arthur House, McGregor or a

DORM for the final chapter in

"the best yeais of their Uves" ?

Where on campus can men
find shelter flowing with the

bountiful singles, nestled

amongst lavish carpets and

soft sofas, that women find in

Montgomery and Ticknor! A
hint. . .they can't!

But think a minute: what

devastating im-

plications does

this overlooked

housing trav-

esty pose on the

CC commu-
nity? first off,

we are all pay-

ing astronomi-

cal sums to at-

tend a four year

college. Why
then is it that

seniors are en- ^^^^^^
couraged to

move away after their third

year because of desperate

hopes for decent living condi-

tions? Where is that four- year

community? Who is encour-

aging campus unity? Is this

the Colorado College or

U.C.C.S.?

It appears that senior lead-

ership has been flushed down
the toilet of despair- the same

one that sits between the en-

trance to room 202 and the

rest of Arthur House. Yes,

there really is a room that can

only be entered by blasting

through the wall of stench of

the bathroom on the second

floor. It's a desperate senior

The disgusting fact is that

if you are a male senior

Uving on campus, you are

living in either Arthur

House or in the slums of

McGregor.

who indeed lives under such

gnarly conditions. But what

about those who weren't so

fortunate? Imagine those poor

senior men cornered into ei-

ther living in Mathias for the

third straight year or forced to

move off campus.

The fact that the situa-

tion has been neglected for

years while complaints have

been submitted makes it pain-

fully obvious that the admin-

istration does not value senior

leadership. Wisdom, poise,

maturity, confidence and di-

rection, all characteristics of a

fourth year scholar, are being

denied to those younger stu-

dents hankering for

knowledge at this

grandiose institution.

What aie some of

the potential oint-

ments for this malig-

nant pustule of a

problem? Driving

down Cascade last

week, one couldn't

help but notice the

homeless people

holding up signs that

^^_^ read, "Homes before

Highways!". The
same principle applies here

(althoughwe realize the plight

of a C.C. senior isn't quite as

severe as that of the home-

less). The Colorado College

invested $ 1 1 million over the

summer for renovations to the

entrance way and bathrooms

of Mathias (It's our opinion

that the holes in the roof

should have taken priority

over the tinted windows of

the new entrance).

While Mathias has had

functional bathrooms and en-

trance ways for years, senior

men have been pushed aside

and trampled on. Perhaps next

year the money can go to new
housing for seniors. Or even

better, instead of designating

an entire house to some un-

dervalued theme, how about

making an effort to preserve

campus unity and senior lead-

ership by offering it to seniors?

Maybe the students who truly

value a theme can organize a

group and reserve a wing in

one of the larger dorms. A
theme shouldn't be used as an

excuse to infest an otherwise

perfectly good house.

So until the "powers that

be" initiate change, senior

men will continue walking

that sad, lonely path that leads

from the condos of Wahsatch

and the rundown houses of

Weber to the gilded gradua-

tion podium in Armstrong

Quad, where their eviction

will finally be complete.

Colorado College destined for relative mediocrity
Congratulations to The Colorado College for

stretching its neck back into the US News &
World Report top 25 Liberal Arts Colleges. We're

moving up in the world. Maybe in fifteen years,

the general public won't still think this is a

community college.

Wishful thinking. CC belongs right where it

is- teetering on the bubble of making or missing

the top 25 list. This is a fine institution with

fantastic professors and the commitment to aca-

demics all upper-level schools prize. But it lacks

one important element the administration seems

not to realize will push us into the top 1 - a firm

commitment to students as social beings.

To rise to the next level, CC must...

Understand that professors and the block

plan alone will not pijl the best all-around stu-

dents to Colorado Springs. This keys everything

Beef up the music department. Some of the

most intelligent people I've known have been

turned away from CC due to music weakness.

The same holds true for dramatists and artists.

We've got the professors and a good core group of

students here. Now we need to publicize them.

Stop cutting sports programs. We've lost men's

golf and baseball. The future of Division I sports

is in question. Other schools on the rise and at the

top are spending more rather than offering less,

and showing a real dedication to the non-aca-

demic life of the students.

Organize a leisure program. In other words,

hire somebody who will stay here.

Use the performance facilities on campus.

The administration should join students in ac-

cepting some responsibility to bring in entertain-

ers for something to do on Saturday nights.

Do something to attract students to the Wor-

ner Center other than at meahimes. The Tiger Pit

is just not a happy place. Better pool tables, and

pool and ping-pong tournaments might help. .

.

A plea to the administration: please remem-

ber the students on this campus are people as

much as they are academics.

Friday's midday musings...

Lost: anything resembUng a U.S. foreign policy. If

found, return it to anybody but Bill Clinton. He

has difficulty figiuring out what to do with it.

I If I'm not mistaken, the purpose of invading Haiti

was to immediately lemove the miUtary dicta-

torship from power, and not let them continue

their human rights atrocities for another day, let

alone another month.
' Before we give Jimmy Carter the Nobel Prize, let's

THOUGHTS FROM
THE SKY CHAIR
by Erick R. Scheminske

examine his role in Haiti- he entered a country on

Presidential orders to negotiate Presidentially

requested peace so the President could call off his

own personal invasion. Poor Carter looks like a

pawn in this game.

' Guaranteed Clinton predictions: he will waffle on

a Haiti policy at least twice more before the end

of 1994.

' Cheryl Evans, I scoff at thee.

> I certainly experienced "personal problems" after

the first two weeks of college, but had the pride

not to pack up and leave.

> My application for Leisure program director goes

in tomorrow- I think I've got the right creden-

tials.

• Can you say backbone? Somebody can't.

« This is a post-Rastall column. Make any judg-

ments accordingly.

• To all Broncos fans interested in assisting with

wateringCC lawns: we will be collecting tears on

Monday night from I0:00p.m. to midnight.

Kleenex will be provided.

• Kudos to Sting, who has finally agreed to give

concerts in Israel and South Africa. It's pleasing

to see politically oriented celebrities stop pun-

ishing nations of people for the actions of their

governments. The action is a bit late, but

welcomed regardless.

A recent study sponsored by the Colorado

Fourteeners Initiative shows that 34 of

Colorado's 54 14,000 ft. mountains are sus-

taining significant environmental damage due

to human traffic. Would it be politically incor-

rect for CC to cancel all of its FOOT Trips for

this upcoming block break?

It must be rough to be an environmentalist -

can't walk on the mountains, can't live in the

mass produced city. I'd suggest going to eat

some worms, but that might destroy to deli-

cate ecosystem that the CC sprinkler system

works so hard to preserve.

The National Organization for Women has

threatened to boycott Pensacola, Florida, if the

state government continues to refuse to pro-

tect the city's two abortion clinics. If we ux-

payers help to fund abortions, and to protect

the women who have them from psychotic

pro-life killers, will we soon have to reimburse

them for the cost of the dates that led to these

abortions in the first place?

' My personal preference would be to see couples

take some responsibility for their "mistakes"

so we wouldn't have to see widespread abor-

tions continue.

> Guaranteed Clinton prediction: he will find a

way to twist the lack of a 1994 health care bill

into a political victory.

• This just in: IsraeU scientists have proved that

increased sexual activity during ovulation can

greatly increase the chance of infertile men

fathering children.

• And the reason for this study was. .

.

• I'm sure glad my federal government doesn't

pay for this kind of research.

« The moral thought police have declared this

column unintelligent anduninformed. At least

I have the courage to put my name on it.
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U.S. must re-evaluate current immigration policy

by John Anthony

In the United States, a

nation laden with immigra-

tion problems, an increasingly

negative sentiment towards

immigrants has emerged.

Many immigrants, both legal

and illegal, become wage earn-

ers, tax payers, and significant

contributors to the GNP of

the U.S. after having fled eco-

nomic disaster and political

persecution

.

However, popular opinion

sees immigrants as a strain on

our social services, as added

competition in an already

competitive job market, and

as a disruptive force in our

communities.

The issue is clearly a divi-

sive one, with a compromise

of some sort of needing to be

made. The U.S. must still pro-

vide avenues through which
victims of political persecu-

tion can seek entry into the

country. What we must seek

is a balanced solution to the

problem of economic immi-

grants whoflowsteadilyfrom

Mexico, and more recently in

droves from Haiti and Cuba.

First, the United States

shouldexamineanddocument

the motives for immigrating.

Some indisputable aspects are

that the United States hap-

pens to have the world's stron-

gest democracy, highest stan-

dard of living, and an ex-

tremely attractivejob market,

all attributes prone to attract-

ing immigrants.

Second, recent refugee

exoduses from Haiti and Cuba
should illustrate that condi-

tions in these immigrants'

home countries are so bad that

they are willing to leave their

family and homeland behind,

risking their lives in search of

a better one in the U.S.

In order to have an immi-
gration policy that reflects the

interests ofAmerican citizens

Noise level reveals

disturbing lack of respect

by Traver Kauffman

Imagine this scenario: Af-

ter reading for five hoursabout

the intricacies of the pre-

socratic philosophers, you are

finally finished with your as-

signment and ready to fade off

into the realm of the uncon-
scious. Averaging just over

foiu- hours of sleep a night,

you find the thought of going

to bed before midnight a wel-

come concept. However, just

as your head hits the pillow, a

horde of drunk revelers stam-

pedes past yoMi door and into

an adjoining room. Within
seconds, the music is playing

at eighty decibels and people

arebanging their headsagainst

the wall right next to your
bed. Sound familiar? It should,

because the noise situation in

some of the wings on campus
has reached the level of absur-

dity.

What is one to do if the

level of noise is disturbing

sleeping or study habits? First

of all, there should not be a

disturbance of sleeping habits

during "quiet hours." Unfor-

tunately, "quiet hours" are as
effective in stopping the flood

of noise as the 21-and-over

drinking age is in stopping the
flood of alcohol. Therefore,

one seems to have only a few
options: ask personally that

the noise be reduced to a rea-

sonable level, have an R.A.

mediate dispute, goelsewhere
to sleep or study, or put a pil-

low over one's head and pray

for silence.

The pillow option could
result suffocation, so it can-
not be considered practical.

Lounges and the library are

available for study, but some

students have to return to their

rooms to use a personal com-
puter for written work. Also,

it should not be asking too

much to sleep in one's own
room without disturbance or

interruption - common sense

should dictate this. As for ap-

proaching an R.A. to help, one
must realize that they cannot

be present twenty-four hours

a day to keep the animals in

their cages. Finally, person-

ally asking offenders to con-

trol noise is thrown out be-

cause "parenting" peers leads

to characterization as an anti-

social, silence-obsessed, con-

trol freak.

The solution to this wide-

spread disrespect of others

need not be anything as ar-

chaic as "Love thy neighbor"

It requires only the respectful

consideration of neighboring

students. The dorms stand as

tiny communities in which
many must literally live hand-
in-hand- giving neighbors a

bit of quiet in which to study
or sleep is surely the least that

one can do.

So to those who have dis-

turbed the dreams or studies

of others, let us say this: just

once, while in the state of so-

briety, cease to be selfish and
try to consider how your ac-

tions affect the lives of others.

Take a moment to understand
why theright to study is equal
to the right to be a loud,

drunken oaf. Notice how your
actions can infringe on this

right. Then, make sure that

the next time you feel like

pounding on walls or stomp-
ing around until you pass out,

do it somewhere else. You see,

some of us are trying to get

some work done around here.

but doesn't ignore those in

neighboring countries, the

United States government
needs to focus its attention on

the economic conditions in

immigrants' home countries

(because eventually their prob-

lems turn into our problems).

The solution is not pour-

ing millions into foreign aid

programs, but simply freer

trade between our nations.

Those countries that send us

the most immigrants are also

those that face the strictest

trade barriers. Free trade al-

lowsgoodsand services to flow

freely between nations and

ensures that they willgowhere

they will be used most effi-

ciently.

For these nations this

translates into healthier in-

dustries, sturdier infrastruc-

ture, and more jobs. More jobs

mean less immigrants, pleas-

ing many Americans and dif-

fusing what may become a

heated debate in the United

States.

Strategic planning leaves out key element
What follows is a missing page of the of keeping in place programs which already

Interim Report on the Future of Colorado do this.

College, developed by the process of strate-

gic planning.

College social life.

In keeping with our stated goal, "to pro-

vide an excellent liberal arts and sciences

education...", we must consider college so-

cial life as a final aspect of college planning.

The centralization of social life on-cam-
pus carries with it inherent risks and liabili-

ties to the college. Such risks include un-

derage drinking, injury, criminal negligence,

etc. Considering the social liberties the col-

lege would be forced to grant in order to

attract students back to campus, such cen-

tralization could involve an increase in col-

This will in tiun prevent campus from the lege disciplinary action.

one-dimensional academia that, while im- Still, the strategic planning committee
portant to the college's

future, could lead to the

production of many
world, national, and com-
munity members who
lack fulfillment from so-

cial development.

Given the intensity of

the Block Plan and our

PERSPECTIVE
by Justin Lippard

recognizes that risks in

generalarerelative. Com-
mon sense has prevailed,

and the college has real-

ized that on-campus risks

are much less significant

than those encountered

off-campus.

While reaffirming
rigorous academic program, the college must that underage drinking is illegal and prohib
take steps to facilitate a greater quality of ited on campus, Colorado College under
leisure time for the collective student body, stands that students of all ages often drink
This will lead to effective communication at off-campus functions. Until now, the
between students of both similar and differ- college has unintelligently opted to put its

ent backgrounds and cultures. Devoting own students at great risk by prompting
administrative efforts and funds to create a them to do so.

higher level of social interaction will yield Eventually, someone will be killed
an increased level of campus unity. Campus stumbling across a busy street, or attacked
unity will indirectly achieve a more pleasing on the way back to campus. Rather than
student environment, thereby enhancing wait until that happens, college administra-
CC's ability to attract and retain more high tors will demonstrate initiative by taking
caliber students. deliberate steps to bring social life back to

While deciding on the future of Division campus.
I athletics and the Greek System, the college The college must afford more social
will remember that these are two of the only liberties to students, which would require
existing outlets which even remotely ges- administrators to place a certain amount of
ture at campus unity. In its pursuit of social trust in the students they chose to admit,
diversity, the college will abandon labeling This takes administrative courage; after all,

such activities as "exclusive" and begin to a significant increase in on-campus cita-

recognize the benefits they afford, and the tions for underage drinking could occur,
benefits of adding similar programs. For the purposes of planning for the

Such benefits include, first and foremost, college's future, however, such an increase
the centralization of social activities on- is a risk worth taking. Any steps taken by a
campus and in controlled environments, college for the protection of its student body
College planners acknowledge the wisdom will always be commendable.
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Guest Commentary

Mohrman claims magazine poll lacks proper focus
C.C. cracks coveted U.S. News and World Report top twenty list

by Kathryn Mohrman

It's about time that the

rest of the world recognized

what we all have known for a

long time-that Colorado Col-

lege is one of the

finest liberal aits

colleges in the na-

tion.

But I have a

funny ambiva-
lence about our

new recognition.

On the one hand, ;

it's wonderful to x, v
find CC in the 'J |i

same list as some * '
'*

of the finest colleges in the

country. Lots of people make
important decisions based on

such a list- prospective stu-

dents applying to college,

foundations deciding who
should receive grants, and

alumni determining the worth

of their college degree.

My ambivalence comes

because I don't think that U. S.

News measures the right

things. By and large, these

rankings use "input" mea-

sures, often things that are

easy to count (SAT scores,

percentage of faculty with

PhDs, expenditures per stu-

dent, etc.|. This last factor

particularly galls me because

U.S. News has been criticiz-

ing colleges and universities

for charging too much and

spending too much, yet the

magazine gives higher

rankings to schools that do

just that!

The factors used in the

ratings won't tell

you very much
:

,

about the most
important char-

acteristics of a

college-the qual-

ity of the educa-

tional experience,

the nature of the

y j: curriculum, the

academic de-

^ - ^ mands on stu-

dents, the frequency of fac-

ulty-student contact, and
more. Granted, these are

harder to measure than aver-

age SAT scores, but they mean
more.

So if I were the editor of

U.S. News, here is an expli-

cated list of some of the fac-

tors that I would use in judg-

ing the quality of colleges and

universities.

1. What proportion of

entering first-year students

ranked in the top 10 percent

of their high school graduat-

ingclassf Since students learn

from one another as well as

from their professors, the in-

tellectual quality of peers in-

fluences the academic culture

on campus. Most selective

universities and liberal arts

colleges have a proportion

equal to or higher than CC's
average of 50%.

2. What proportion of

undergraduate classes have

fewer than 20 students com-
paredwith theproportion that

have 50 or more students!

This is a factor used by U.S.

News, because smaller classes

are more likely to engage stu-

dents actively with professors

and classmates. In fact, re-

search conducted by
Alexander Astin at UCLA sug-

gests that involvement is the

single factor that best corre-

lates with student satisfaction

and student persistence to

graduation. CC looks very

good here since we have na
classes over 50 students.

3. What proportion of

courses use student-focused

methods in the classroom

rather than lectures for more

thanhaJf the total classhoursf

Just as small classes encour-

age student involvement
rather than passive listening,

so do discussions, group
projects, and other "non-tra-

ditional" teaching methods.

4. What proportion of

courses taught include off-

campus experiences such as

field trips, observations, in-

ternships, communityservice,

and so on! Academic study

please see Mohrman on page 8

Staff Commentaiy

Evans appointment proves detrimental
Dean Mike Edmonds put

it very delicately: "We have

no control over (personal situ-

ations], and we wish her the

best." He was speaking of

Cheryl Evans, and her prompt

decision to leave C.C. There

was nothing else he could say.

Alter a lengthy national

search-atconsiderableadmin-

istrative expense- Edmonds
and his colleagues finally

found a suitable replacement

for Sara Sugarman.

Or did they? After five

months on the job, replace-

ment Cheryl Evans appeared

a fine choice. She initiated

several projects, including stu-

dent extracurricular records

and extended hours for

I read a pretty good quotation recently-

off of a card that agood friendgave to me for

my birthday. It said "Success is when you

get what you want. Happiness is when you

want what you get." As I sat in front of my
computer waiting for inspiration to strike,

I pondered the meaning of success and

happiness and how they relate to both the

Catalyst and to myself.

After much con-

templation, I think I

can term last week's

edition of the Cata-

lyst a success. I did

not really know what
to expect going into

my first deadline. I

knew what I wanted,

I knew what I had heard. All I didn't know,

all I couldn't know, was how it was actu-

ally going to be.

For the last week I have felt like I was

sitting in an airplane that was circling in an

endless holding pattern. I guess now I

know how the planners of Denver Interna-

tional Airport must feel. You ihink-things

are going to get done, you hcEfi things are

going to get done, you just can't be sure

things are going to get done until they

ar.tuallv get done.

Well, the waiting is over. My gray,

amorphous idea of the paper has come to

pass. And I truly believe that overall it

turned out the way I wanted it to. So in that

respect last week's Catalyst was a success.

This conclusion being reached, my
thoughts turn to whether or not I am happy

with the paper. Do I want what I got? Does

the school?

The response to our first publication

seems positive. As I walked to lunch on

Friday, I saw more students holding copies

FROM THE EDITOR
by Chad T. Nitta

than not. Almost everywhere I turned, a

student, teacher or administrator hada com-

ment. Most were positive, some weren't.

Whether the speakers were supportive or

critical did not matter. It was more impor-

tant that people not only took the time to

read the Catalyst, but were sufficiently

moved to take the time to formulate an

opinion.

Readership re-

sponse has been Uke

a beacon piercing the

shapeless fog that has

surrounded my staff

for the past two
weeks. It is real, tan-^~^^^^"^^^~
gible. Our efforts are

no longer hypotheti-

cal or theoretical, they are actual.

Apparently, at least for the moment,

people are reading, thinking and respond-

ing. This is what I want the Catalyst to

achieve week in and week out. In my mind

the Catalyst has an obligation to not only

incite conversation, but to give enough

information to incite intelligent conversa-

tion.

So, thank you for reading and thinking.

Whether your opinion is favorable or not,

please continue readingand lettingusknow

what you think. The Catalyst needs to do

more than be successfully published once a

week. It must do its best to enhance The

Colorado College as a whole.

This goal might be idealistic and lofty,

but I think we all pretty much agree that

this paper is aiming tohave it all-happiness

and success.

All of you have seen the reality of our

ability. Hopefully in the next few weeks

you will see the reality of our potential.

Benjamin's. She's even at-

tended both CCCA meetings

so far this year.

The new director of the

Leisure Program displayed ini-

tiative in her first months on

the job. The thing is, that's

exactly what she's paid for.

But she negated all of these

things the second she decided

to leave. To her credit, at least

she didn't wait until she was a

stone fixture on campus.

Nevertheless, she ac-

cepted a job that she obvi-

ously wanted, then proceeded

to blow off the Colorado Col-

lege students she agreed to

serve. Furthermore, the ap-

parently beneficial programs

she initiatedactually did more

harm than good.

Here's why: in the time

she spent so diligently work-

ing for the good of the Leisure

Program, the Womer Center,

and the rest of the college com-

munity, CC could have been

breaking in somebody else.

That's the cost of her salary

out the window, plus the in-

tangible executive training she

received, plus the fact that all

along, it could have been in-

vested in an asset that would
last.

Cheryl Evans, like Den-

ver International Airport fund-

ing project, was predicted to

yield a high rate of return, and

she has now become a junk

bond.

Now CC must re-select

from another pool of apph-

cants, which will cost more

time and more money. So

here's the final equation:

Evan's first programs and ben-

efits minus a| the cost of find-

ing her, b| the cost of training

her, c| the cost of finding an-

other replacement, d) the cost

of training another replace-

ment,ande|hersalary through

October. Answer: a resound-

ing negative.

Basically, through no fault

of the administration, it was a

poor investment. Next time

we'll attend a college invest-

ment committee meeting.

As for Evans, we can say

good luck, and thanks- we
probably didn't need anyone

with a foresight disabiUty any-

way.

SOME PEOPLE CONSIDER THESE BOOKS DANGEROUS

AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY . THE BIBLE » ARE YOU THERE.

• TARZAN

THE
G0D7 rrs ME. MARGARET ' OUR BODIES. OURSELVES

ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND ' THE EXORCIST '

CHOCOLATE WAR • CATCH-22 ' LORD OF THE FUES • ORDINARY

PEOPLE • SOUL ON ICE ' RAISIN IN THE SUN»OUVERTWIST. A

FAREWELL TO ARMS THE BEST SHORT STORIES OF NEGRO

WRITERS . FLOWERS FOR ALGERNON . ULYSSES . TO KILL A

MOCKINGBIRD • ROSEMARY'S BABY . THE RXER ' DEATH OF A

SALESMAN • MOTHER GOOSE ' CATCHER IN THE RYE . THE

MERCHANT OFVENICE ONE DAY IN THE LIFE OF IVAN

DENISOVICH • GRAPES OF WRATH . THE ADVENTURES OF

HUCKLEBERRY FINN • SLAUGHTERHOUSE-RVE « GOASKAUCE

BANNED BOOKS WEEK-CELEBHATINO TOE FBEEDOM TO READ

COLORADO COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
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Student walkout
ignores central issue

by Tonya Hahn

Last Friday, Denver His-

panic leaders instigated a

walkout of nearly 5200 stu-

dents to protest the aca-

demic decline of Hispanic

students. They claim that

the Denver schools do not

have enough programs to

curb Hispanic dropouts and

"ensure that every child is

ready to leam."

Since when are these

things the responsibility of

the school? What happened

to parental involvementand

values taught at home?

Schools cannot be blamed

for iiiadequate parenting.

First of all, it is counter-

productive to sacrifice a

school day, one in which a

student could potentially be

improving their academic

standing, to protest aca-

demic decline. TheHispanic

student leaders eiqiress such

concern over their educa-

tion, yet offer a protest that

further jeopardizes that edu-

cation. Besides, many of the

students who participated

in the walkout were not

genuinely concerned with

the issue- whatkid doesn't

jump at the chance to skip

school for a day?

All that aside, however,

the demonstrators ex-

pressed grievances against

the schools for problems

that they have only them-

selves to blame for- declin-

ing grades and increased

dropouts. They apparently

believe the school has con-

trol over the amount of ef-

fort a student puts into his

or her work. Schools have

no obligation to ensiure stu-

dents are "ready" to leam,

but only to provide the tools

with which they may do so.

A student must earn the

grade they receive- a con-

cept eluding most Ameri-

cans today, especially the

walkout demonstrators.

As for the increased

number of Hispanic drop-

outs, perhaps the students'

parents ought to take re-

sponsibility to instill in

their children the values of

education. The school

opens every morning with

intent to teach. Never has a

serious student been turned

away or forced out. Students

who drop out of school do

so of their own free will,

and can return any time they

decide they dowant to leam.

These are not the attributes

of a group with goals to fail

students.

It's time people began

to take responsibility for

their own actions, admit

mistakes instead of always

shifting the blame to some-

body or something else. If

the leaders of Denver's His-

panic community are so

concerned about the educa-

tion of their children, why
not address the issue with

their children? Instill in

them the values and moti-

vation necessary to reverse

current statistics. Give

them the guidance they

need to succeed, instead of

blaming others forproblems

beyond their control.

Letter to the Editor

Record set straight on C.C. xeriscaping I
Dear Editor,

You spelled "xeriscaping"

right, butthe rest of last week's

sprinkler commentary did

little fiu-ther justice to the

concept of environmental

landscaping at the Colorado

College. The article was a

blatant exaggeration of the

"two extremes" of the campus

xeriscaping program.

Sincemy freshman year, I have

spent countless hours

gathering input from students,

faculty, staff, and community
members on how to best

xeriscape at the college.

Students drafted a proposal

recommending xeriscaping for

the lesser-impacted areas of

campus, sparing the big quads

for intramurals. Frisbee was

spared from the harsh teeth of

our "special interest group."

I found it very interesting to

read about this as an attempt

to turn Colorado into a

"brown, dusty desert"-for two

reasons.

First, the CC campus rested

on the edge of a high plains,

semi-arid climate. CC has

subsidized a 14 inch per year

climate with valued water

resources to sculpt the "green

grass and shady trees" in

which you play frisbee.

Secondly, to entirely xeriscape

this campus would cost about

$125,000 from private

landscaping estimates,

making our budget short by

about 97%. Saying we can

xeriscape more than the

overgrown area behind
McGregor with that budget is

giving us too much credit.

I found your definition of

xeriscaping a bit inadequate

("uproot all the grass").

Xeriscaping implies use of

native plant species which can

eventually Uve independently

of watering.

You sound very concerned

about excess watering of the

lawns, but what haveyou done

aside from blasting the

physical plantinthe Cataiyst?

Whether you support

RENTAL SALE!
SATURDAY OCTOBER 1st

SNOOZE YA LOSE! 9:30 am SHARP!
Final Markdowns on Fall Sale Items

WEDNESDAY NIGHT CLINIC SCHEDULE

(all begin at 8:00 pm "\

Free of charge /

Sept 28

Oct 5

Oct 12

Kurt Smith: "Stone Free Tour"

Brian Mullin: "Adventures in the San Luis Valley"

Mark Twight & Kathy Beloeil: "Exreme Rock Climbing"

I^ountain Chalet

xeriscaping or oppose it,

there's still time to submit

your comments. The college

is testing the feasibility of this

project asa possible long-term

commitment and now is as

good of a time as ever to say

what you think.

Greg McLaughlin

SHOOT BACK.
Letters to the editor are welcomed

and must be submitted to the Catalyst

by Tuesday, 10:00pm for publication

in the subsequent Friday issue each

week. All letters must be signed. Ano-

nymity is rarely granted. Please re-

strict letters to400 words or less. Those

under 100 words will be considered

first. The Catalyst reserves the right

to edit letters for purposes of publica-

tion. All letters will be screened for

factual accuracy - libelous letters will not be accepted. The Letters to

the Editor section of the Catalyst is meant to give any and all students,

faculty, and staff a forum in which to express issue-oriented opinions;

letters will be published on this basis. No poetry, please. All letters

become the property of the Catalyst and are not returned.

Write to: The Catalyst

Letters to the Editor

902 N. Cascade Ave.

Colorado Springs, CO 80946

Mobnaan, continued from page 7

can be enhanced by appropri- academic work. A large num-

Specialist in Outdoor Clothing Mountaineering Equipment

226N.Tejon Downtown 633-0732

ate links to the larger society

beyond the classroom. There

isan important virtue in learn-

ing for its own sake. At the

same time, many students are

eager to apply their theoreti-

cal knowledge to real-world

situations.

5. What proportion ofstu-

dents have been involved in

independent study, student-

faculty research, thesis work,

or other substantial intellec-

tual work' Most of the col-

lege experience is exploration

of the best that has been

thought, written, composed,

discovered, and created by the

giants of past generations.

There is special excitement,

however, in students' engage-

ment in original intellectual

work. At CC, approximately

25% of the student body each

year is involved in indepen-

dent academic work.

6. How much contact do

students and faculty have
outside of class! One of the

best measures oftheacademic

environment is the nature of

the informal interactions at

the college. Most liberal arts

colleges emphasize the total

learning experience, not just

classroom work. 1 was de-

lighted by the enthusiastic

response of administrators,

faculty,andstafftothe "Break-

ing Bread" initiative last year.

7. What proportion of

courses taught focus on con-

cepts, topics, authors, and/or

materials dealing with inter-

national issues! If students

are preparing to live and work
in an increasingly global soci-

ety, they need to develop

knowledge and experience

about other nations in their

her of courses at CC deal with

international issues, and a

good proportion of those ad-

dress non-western cultures.

8. What proportion of

courses taught focus on con-

cepts, topics, authors, and/or

materials dealing with gen-

der, race, and ethnicity! Stu-

dents will be more effective

professionals and citizens in a

culturally diverse nation if

they have knowledge and ex-

perience about people differ-

ent from themselves. The CC
curriculum has a growing

number of courses that deal

with multicultural topics,

many with a consciously com-

parative focus.

9. Howmuch emphasis is

given to the development of

writing skills throughout the

curriculum! Good commu-
nications skills are essential

to both academic and later

success after graduation. From
writing-intensive courses for

first-year students to upper-

division offerings with signifi-

cant writing components, CC
courses expect students to

express themselves well in

writing.

I am delighted that Colo-

rado College has been recog-

nized by a respected national

rating system, but I also wish

that ranking were based on

the things that really matter.

Even if U.S. News doesn't

agree, we can still raise some
of these issues for ourselves.

Maybe the best rating system

of all would be our own
progress in doing a better job

each year on the factors that

mean the most for academic

excellence.
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Depression can strike anyone, help available; accessible

by Lisa M. Wexler

Depression is not foreign

to college campuses. It affects

9.4 million Americans, in-

cluding students, in any six-

month period. Recent stud-

ies also suggest that the ill-

ness underlies the majority

ofsuicides. Suicide is the third

leading cause of death among
people aged 15 to 24.

Because depression is

such a serious illness, those

whoshow signs of depression

should seek treatment. Dr.

Douglas G. Jacobs, a Harvard

psychiatrist said, "If a stu-

dent finds herself short of

breath or wheezing, she

would see a clinician to be

checked out for asthma or

allergies. The same should

be true of a student who has

the symptoms of clinical de-

pression."

80to 90 percent of people

suffering from the illness can

be effectively treated. Almost

all people who undergo treat-

ment receive some benefit.

Symptoms of depression

include change in eating and

sleeping patterns, fatigue, and

headaches or stomachaches.

Those suffering from depres-

sion may also lose interest

and pleasure in activities they

previously enjoyed- Theymay
experience feelings of worth-

lessness, hopelessness, inap-

propriate guilt, and

overwelming sadness and

grief. They also may be unable

to concentrate or make deci-

sions and may be unrealistic in

their thoughts.

Thoughts of suicide are the

most dangerous symptom of

depression.

One in four women and

one in 10 men experience de-

pression.

Many people experience

one or more of these symp-

toms at some time in their

lives. The difference between

feeling "down" and suffering

from depression is the dura-

tion and intensity of these

symptoms. Depression inter-

rupts its victims' abilities to

function normally.

Most major environmen-

tal changes can bring on the

illness. Moving to a new area,

the death of someone close,

even certain commonly used

medications can trigger depres-

sion.

Depression is usually

treated with medication, psy-

chotherapy, or a combination

of both.

Different types of depres-

sion can be diagnosed in a per-

son showing symptoms. Clini-

cal depression labels depres-

sion that is serious enough to

receive treatment. Dysthymia

describes depression that is

long-term. Bipolar depression

combines depression with ex-

treme emotional highs. Treat-

ment varies according to the

type of illness.

If this sounds like you, don't ignore it.

Seeking help on

National Depression

Screening Day" could

change your life.

If you have several of the symptoms

on this list for two weeks or more,

you could have clinical depression.

It's a medical illness that can be

effectively treated in four out of

five people who seek help.

On Thursday, October 6, 1994,

depression screenings by

mental health professionals will

be available free of charge in

communities across the country.

For Depression Screening

locations in your area,

call us at 1-800-262-4444

(after September 1).

An outreach event during

Mental Illness Awareness Week.

College Students, like

many people, experience mi-

nor forms of symptoms
present in depression. Though

a student may be able to func-

tion normally, feelings of sad-

ness or changes in appetite or

pression.

College first-years are es-

pecially at risk. They experi-

ence a major disturbance in

their lives when coming to

school.

All college students expe

sleep habits may occur along rience stressful situations that

with other symptoms of de- can cause physical or emo-

tional problems. Romantic

relationships, friendships,

classes, or school activities are

just a sample of such stresses.

Jackie Taylor, a Boettcher

counselor, suggests that stu-

dents "evaluate the stressful

sitations in ones' life and at-

tempt to make some changes

and adjustments."

Taylor also suggests "de-

veloping a positive and sup-

portive environment where

people will listen."

In addition, not isolating

one's self and becoming in-

volved inactivities often helps

in getting rid of "the blues."

Students should also get exer-

cise and watch their diet. Too
much caffeine, for instance,

can cause an imbalance that

might create stress.

It is also important to

know that Boettcher counse-

lors are available to students

who experience feelings of

depression. Taylor said of the

counselors, "We're here to lis-

ten and we're here to help."

Boettcher can also diag-

nose serious forms of depres-

sion and are experienced at

dealing with the illness.

Free screenings for depres-

sion are being offered at

Penrose-St. Francis Health

Care System on October 6 for

National Depression Screen-

ing Day. They are located at

825 E. Pikes PeakAvenue. Call

636-8482 for further informa-

tion on the free testing.

Students soaked by 'run-away' waterworks
Colorado College Environment

Sprinklers fail to water

campus properly

by Ben Day

Perhaps it begs a cam-

pus-wide poll, to see if a

solitary student has yet to

be moistened, muddied, or

outright soaked by the

Colorado College sprinkler

system that has this Fall

resembled Yellowstone's

geothermal basins. While

Geology majors may find

the nocturnal water spec-

tacle intriguing, the display

invariably provokes ques-

tioning. For anyone who
read last week's Catalyst,

they'll remember a staff

column questioning the

necessity of watering the

sidewalks and paths of the

campus. Perhaps ofgreater

question, is why water ev-

ery inch of the campus in

mid-September, three

nights a week, when Colo-

rado Springs is by climate

a desert.

At anytime in the night, a

homeward boimd student may
encounter the following: mind-

boggling sprinkler synchroni-

zation, near the North Arm-

strong Quad pathway, where a

muddy bog is filled by two

sprinklers, while rotating wa-

ter cannons thwart end-around

sweeps; or, a misty, waterfall-

like display near the fraternity

quad that soaks the sidewalk

from Mathias to Tutt in front

of Kappa Sigma; a mad frothing

sprinkler on thesouthwest cor-

ner of Tutt thatbringstomind

the aforementioned geother-

mal activity; and a whole line

of sprinklers that water the

sidewalk east of Barnes along-

side Nevada. In the mornings,

students leaving for class may
encounter ponds of red-brown

goo on any of the paths near

Armstrong or Palmer, rem-

nants of the previous night's

watery festival.

It's 10:30pm. Doyou know

where your non-potable is

flooding? On Monday, the

I9th, the setting from Barnes

to Palmer to Tutt to Cascade,

had 25 sprinklers out of 28 not

functioning. Functioning shall

be defined as effectively wa-

tering an area as the sprinkler

was designed. If a sprinkler

shoots water in a rotating

manner, it should do that. If

the sprinkler is in a corner of

grass, the water should only

come out in one stream in one

direction. Monday night saw

water coming out of both ends

of at least one fourth of the

sprinklers. In front of Palmer,

9 out of 11 were stationary,

one was revolving effectively,

and another was being fixed

by a campus seciuity member
with a screwdriver, to keep it

stationary. When he demon-

strated what happened when

he took the screwdriver out,

he first ran, then covered his

head as water burst out from

all directions. Of the twenty-

five dysfvmctional sprinklers,

seven were stationarily wa-

tering the dirt paths. The real

danger in walking in

Birkenstocks at night is leav-

ing the paths, because while

the path may be flooded and

muddy, the grass can be espe-

cially swampy.
To find out what is being

done, a call was placed and an

appointment set up at the

Physical Plant on Uintah (that

Southwestem pottery-looking

building as Karen, the office

manager described it|. George

Ekhart, at the Physical Plant,

explained that there was a

large amount of digging this

Summer, in and around Arm-

Do you know
where your
non-potable

water is

flooding?

strong Quad, and that the

Physical Plant was proud of

there efforts just to get the

campus backinanormal-look-

ing shape by the time school

started. Although they use

between half an inch to three-

quarters of an inch at each

water setting three times a

week, non-potable water use

is down again this year, and

most of the grass is in good

shape by their evaluations.

Right now, the majority of

their personnel are working

on the football field and the

new track. The sprinkler sys-

tem hired hand left two

months earher than planned,

so watering problems have

indeed taken a backseat to

other campus priorities. The

paths are not in danger of

eroding due to the excess

water that may be gathering

on them,and there have been

some measures to fill the

holes water may have cre-

ated in some of the paths,

especially near Slocum.

Therearechancesofdamage

to the grass however, if there

is flooding to an area. They

theorize that problems may

have been caused due to van-

dalism, but most likely

mowers and other vehicles

running over the sprinkler

heads.

In response to xeriscap-

ing, the Physical Plant

knows only of plans to

xeriscape the hillside behind

McGregor, where the new

Please see Works on pagell
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New directors involve students
by Tracy Fantle

The fall of 1994 brings

us more than just new
people in the Office of Resi-

dential Life. Gay Victoria

and Cara Sheldon are two

new directors in Worner
Center and they are both

working hard to make Colo-

rado College a better place.

Gay Victoria, the direc-

tor of the Center for Com-
munity Service, grew up in

the Colorado Springs area.

Victoria received her under-

graduate degree in educa-

tion at UNC and also re-

ceived her masters degree

in Sociology at UCCS. Re-

cently she worked on her

doctorate at Boulder and

taught at Pikes Peak Com-
munity College. Victoria is

a strong believer in using

service learning to teach

because it "enhances thein-

tellectual development of

students". Here at CC,
Victoria works with stu-

dents and staff by getting

them involved in commu-
nity service. She also con-

nects people with service

opportunities outside CC
and helps people create their

own programs. Having no

Gay Victoria and Cara Sheldon join Womer Center staff.

agenda for specific programs,

Victoria wants to "start with

what we've got available and

try to enhance that." As agoal

for the whole community,

Victoria hopes she can help in

fostering a relationship be-

tween the college and the

whole Colorado Springs com-

munity.

Another new member of

the Upstairs Womer team is

Cara Sheldon, the director of

International Programs. Origi-

nally from Massachusetts,

Sheldon received her under-

graduate degree in French at

the University of IVIassachu-

setts, and her masters degree

in Intercultiural Relations at

Lesley College in Cambridge,

MA. For the past three years.

Sheldon has worked in the

Study Abroad office at Uni-

versity of Colorado at Boul-

der. Although not actively

looking for work, Sheldon

took this job because, "CC
works with domestic and

international students, I

missed a smaller commu-
nity, and there's a lot of

information and guidance

to those students who are

international students com-

ing to study here at CC."

Additionally, Sheldon

assists faculty in their en-

deavors to pursue interests

overseas or to help them
organize programs for stu-

dents. "I am a central re-

source area for all things

international."

Gold Card Plus eases CC life

by Ondine Boulter

Once again, technology

has found its way onto the

Colorado College campus. It's

actually sitting in your wallet

right now. Yes, folks it's right

there in those neat little mag-

neticstrips foundon your CC.
I.D. card.

With those strips, you can

eat your meals, buy food at the

Mathias Convenience Store,

buy things at the bookstore

and post office, and use the

vending machines. By the end

of the month, you will also be

able to use the copiers all over

campus, wash your clothes,

andeatatWooglin'sDeU. This

is all thanks to a new "Plus

Account", the actual pre-

funded dollars that are repre-

sented on those magnetic

strips.

Prior to the Plus Account,

there were three different ac-

counts attatched to the Gold

Card: your meal plan, book-

store money, and "munch
money". If you ran out of

"munch money", you couldn't

transfer money from your

bookstore account, or vice-

versa. The beauty of the Plus

Account is that everything,

except meal plans, is combined

into one account, so you can

do a lot more with the Card

than you could before.

The CC Business Man-
ager, David Lord, hopes to have

all the copiers, vending ma-

chines and washers and dryers

on campus accepting Gold

Cards by theend of this month.

He believes that this expanded

useofGoldCardswillbenoth-

ing, but beneficial to the

school. "The students are go-

ing to spend money anyway,

and keeping it at CC. will

enable us to use any profits we
make in helping to keep tu-

ition costs down."

The Gold Card Plus Ac-

count has made spending

money on campus a whole lot

easier. It is amazing to think

that with just one card we can

get a can of Coke in a vending

machine or buy a computer in

the bookstore. Future plans

for the Gold Card include pos-

sibly using it as a "card key"

system in the smaller residen-

tial houses as a form of secu-

rity, or using it in the business

office as a record of people

who have bounced checks in

the past. The card has ahready

proven to be useful at El Pomar
Sports Center, where the Card

is used as a method of secu-

rity, but also to document us-

age in the facility. Owning a

Gold Card definitely has its

advantages.

Womens Educational Society blitzes for members
Press Release

Mary G. Slocum, the

founder of Colorado College's

Woman's Educational Society,

used the phrase "a quiet work"
in 1897 to characterize the

society's accomplishments.
Today the phrase "a noisy

blitz" might better describe

the WES membership drive

currently tmderway. Potential

new members will receive a

veritable blitz of letters, news-

letters, brochujes, and invita-

tions to special events during

September and October - all

mMm^mmmm
BOGGLES THE MIND AND GRAHFIES THE SENSES

EVERV FRIDAY
9PM-CL0SE

with the purpose of raising

funds for student financial aid.

Since its founding in 1889,

the WES has focused on one

ideal: to offer potential stu-

dents the opportunity for a

Colorado College education

regardless of their financial

circumstances. Overtheyears

the society has providedschol-

arship assistance to more than

a thousand young people.

But as the complexity and
cost of higher education have

grown, tuition fees have in-

creased throughout the coun-

try. Fortunately the college is

able to provide financial aid

to 57% of its student body
through a combination of

grants, loans and work-study

arrangements.

The WES currently assists

in that effort by contributing

to tuitionand bookallowances

for twenty Colorado College

women, selected as "WES
Scholars" for their achieve-

ment, academic and personal

promise as well as need.

But the society's purchas-

ing power has dropped dra-

matically as costs have risen.

To illustrate, fifteen years ago

a WES scholarship of $1500
provided almost a quarter of a

Colorado College student's

tuition, room, board, and
books for one year. This year

a scholarship of$2350 provides

only eleven percent of that

cost.

True to their tradition of

social responsibility, the 460

$.7SDtaht(Ki.$U9)
$4JSPitc]itn(K{.$S.4t)

im^nul»nUAjt^uimttSfrlift,CB UM4 (7U)-aJ-<su

Hair Designersfor Men & Women

Razor Textured Cuts
Style cuts, Maintenance Trim,
Perms & Translucent Colors

Nexus & Tri products mailablefor sale

Mondays - Saturdays
Stop in or call for an appointment
827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

hard-working volunteers of

WES have decided to remedy
this situation with an exten-

sive membership drive. The
campaign was kicked off on

September 12 with a mailing

to 5000 potential members,
both male and female. Vari-

ous levels ofparticipation from

a $ 1 5.00 basic membership on
up should go a long way to-

wards increasing the funds

available for scholarships.

For their investment
members receive many ben-

efits beside the knowledge that
they are assisting needy stu-

dents with college costs.

Members receive expanded
borrowing privileges at Tutt

Library, enjoy an annual Schol-

ars Tea at the historic Stewart

House, two coffees and a

Spring Luncheon which in-

clude lectures, a special

"Women in the West" lecture

and luncheon, a big bridge

party planned for October 20,

monthly announcements of

Colorado College events, and

two special 25% discount days

on purchases at the college's

bookstore.

Besides its scholarship

program, the WES also pro-

vides emergency loans to stu-

dents in coordination with the

Dean of Students. In addition

the WES has funded numer-
ous brick and mortar campus
improvements over the years,

recently a project to improve
the lighting in Shove Chapel.
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Beer Blues? Try

something new
this weekend

Greek Corner: Jones brings new ideas

by Julie Wheat

As you read this, chances

are it's Friday or Saturday, and,

consequently, you have this

thought on the proverbial back

burner of your mind: "What
am I going to do tonight?"

Tv^roanswerscompete foryour

consciousness' attention: 1|

"get trashed, party, YEA!"and

2| "hmmm, well, I could, urn...

1 don't know."

The fact is, my fellow CC
students, getting drunk every

single weekend can become
extremely boring and point-

less, fast. You've seen all the

people, you've tried all the

cheap beer, you've walked up

and down every street east of

Nevada looking for the party.

Now, I offer you the alterna-

tives.

I took an informal survey

this week, but, sadly, the re-

sults were disheartening. Ei-

ther Colorado is as boring as a

urologist's waiting room, or

we've gotapproximately 2,000

very un-creative students at

CC. Was that an admissions

requirement? I don't remem-
ber.

I heard several great sug-

gestions that involved rather

large sums of money. For ex-

ample, one woman told me
about her weekend excursion

to Denver for a Broncos game.

Sounds like fun! Total cost,

including two tickets (that

were discounted), parking, and

gas to our metropohtan neigh-

bor city to the north: 6 1 dol-

lars! Remember that doesn't

cover food and souvenirs at

the game. I don't know about

you, but if I've got sixty bucks

to throw away, I don't have a

problem finding something to

do. I sighed and narrowed my
search to weekend activities

that are cheap, fun, and do not

require horns of planning. This

excludes a few of the sugges-

tions I heard: shopping, week-

end camping and skiing trips,

and professional musical pre-

sentations (i.e. opera, plays,

etc.l

What does that leave?

Well, not a lot, but definitely

a creative, inexpensive assort-

ment of activities. So grab

some friends who are "flex-

ible" and the couple of bucks

left over from doing laundry,

and try out a few of these sug-

gestions. Miniature golf: yes,

it reeks of high-school, but,

hey, who ever said reverting

to our adolescent pleasures

was a crime? The sights and

sounds of our local Denny's:

yes, more fun than you think,

especially if you are a people

watcher and like never-end-

ingcoffee refills (conveniently

located on Bijou, just south of

1-25). Gather your favorite

dance CD's and some ener-

getic pals, decorate you room,

and throw an intimate, crazy,

"anything goes" dance party.

Here's a few Party Theme
ideas: 80's nostalgic night,

gender role switch (androgyny

anyone?!, come in your birth-

day suit, (you can do this, re-

member when quiet hours

start though). Another party

idea: those mystery party

games you can by at toy stores.

They're only about 24 dollars

(everyone can chip in), and

they guarantee hours of fun.

Do you like games? Several

students praised card games

like poker, strip poker, etc. Up
the stakes by betting stuff like

laundry service, hackey sacks,

old clothes, free paper typing,

stamps, carepackage stuff you

mom sent, whatever. The
S.A.P.H.E. House (Tenney

House, next door to Loomis)

always has activities planned

that are substance free. Stop

by and see what's up! And
don't forget the film series

movies on Friday and Satiu-

day at 7:30 under the Olin

fishbowl. Benji's is now open

until one am on these nights,

too. And last, but certainly

not least, three different people

mentioned the go-cart place

on Platte and Carefree. Maybe

you should go see what that's

all about.

Well, my search for the

"perfectaltemative weekend"

was tough, but I hope it gives

you afew ideas for those nights

when you need something dif-

ferent. My final thought?

When you try something dif-

ferent once in a while, your

usual routine seems more fun

when you go back to it. All of

us could use a change of pace.

Works, continuedfrom page 10

bench already hasbeen placed.

The hill is already very diffi-

cult to water. The Plant also

theorizes that any future xe-

riscaping would be in areas

that are not recreational ar-

eas, likenorth of Tutt, or other

non-playing field areas. Mr.

Ekhart, Plant director, will sit

by Joseph S. Carpenter

For those of you who
read last week's article

about C.C.'s new residen-

tial life directors, you will

recognize the name, Evelyn

Jones. For Greek leaders

on campus involved in

Interfraternal and
Panhellenic Councils, the

name Evelyn Jones has be-

come synonymous with

leadership and dedication.

Jones comes well prepared

with an outstanding back-

ground in Greek life to lead

and initiate positive change

in The Colorado College

Greek System.

Asanundergraduateat

OhioWesleyanUniversity,

Evelyn Jones served as an

example for Greek Life on

campus. During these

years she captured numer-

ous awards. Serving as

Panhellenic Council Execu-

tive President, Jones aided in

capturing numerous awards

from the Mid American
Panhellenic Council Associa-

tion. Altogether, her involve-

ment in Greek Life as an un-

dergraduate was to say the

least, extraordinary. Her ex-

periences outside ofGreek Life

are equally impressive.

When asked about her

goals for The CC. Greek Sys-

tem thisyear, Jones responded

with seven fundamental aims

(in no particular order of im-

portance):

1. To prepare Greek Lead-

ers for President Mohrmon's
pending decision concerning

the Greek System

2. To educate the campus
about the positive aspects of

Greek Life

3. To bring moreacknowl-

edgment on a national and re-

gional level to C.C.'s award

winning Greek System
4. To help Fraternities

continue to improve effec-

tive relations with Residen-

tial Life

5. To Improve
Panhellenic relations

among women
6. To help Greek lead-

ers involve faculty and ad-

ministration in Greek Life

and activities

7. To establish greater

unity within the Greek Sys-

tem
Evelyn Jones has al-

ready proven to be a valu-

able asset to C.C.'s Greek

System as indicated by her

timeless involvement and

commitment to improving

Greek Life on a wide scale.

The Greek System wel-

comes Evelyn Jones and

looksforwardtohelpingher

initiate positive change.

in on a planning committee

later this month, and said that

there is a demand for more

playing fields as well, so the

xeriscaping would have to be

done around these demands.

Acknowledging the Physical

Plant's other commitments,

enjoy the bogs while they last.

YOU'RE LOOKING AT TWO
COMPLETELY OPPOSITE, FUNDAMENTALLY
DIFFERENT WAYS TO INVEST IN STOCKS.

WE RECOMMEND BOTH.

Introducing the CREF Growth Account

Whether you want a fund that

selects specific stocks or one that

covers the market, we're on the same page.

Our new CREF Growth and CREF

Equity Index Accounts use two distinct

strategies for investing in the stock mar-

ket, but both aim to provide what every

smart investor looks for: long-term

growth that outpaces inflation.*

The CREF Growth Accoi che;

for individi

poised for

J that are

ir growth. In contrast,

the Equity Index Account looks for more

diversification, with a portfolio encom-

passing t the

stock investments. It

ange of U.S.

/ill invest in stocks

and the CREF Equity Index Account.

in the Russell 3000*;* a broad index of

U.S. stocks.

Like our CREF Stock Account, which

combines active, indexed, and foreign

investing, and our Global Equities

Account, which actively seeks opportuni-

ties worldwide, the new funds are managed

by experienced investment professionals.

They're the same experts who have helped

make TIAA-CREF the largest pension

system in the U.S., managing over $130

billion in assets.

To find out more about our new stock

funds, and building your portfolio with

TIAA-CREF just call 1 800-8-12-2776.

And take your pick.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it

'



HOW TO SAVE A FEW BUCKS.
(YOU CAN'T LIVE OFF PSYCH EXPERIMENTS ALONE.)

^ Buy pizza at closing time.

Haggle for slices they'd otherwise just throw away.

^ Eat Ramen noodles.

^ Make friends with a Senior.

Come June, they'll be more than glad to give you

their old Poly Sci books and couches.

^ Donate blood.

Save a life and get a free lunch to boot.

^ Pick up a Citibank Classic card.

There's no annual fee.

Gimmp

WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU.'

To apply, call l-800-CITIBANK.
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Guitarist expected to give dazzling performance

Kanengiser predicted to impress with dizzying execution ^
by Jason Foster and Aaron Padilla label. Kanengiser's world trav-

els also include several perfor-

Anticioationbuildsforthe for this amazing young artist mances with the Los Angeles

ISOURCE
The £^
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The Center for Community Service

Womer 205, Ext 6846

International Programs

Womer 232/233, Ext 6802

You are invited to visit The Center for Community
Service and meet our 1994/95 student advisors:

Saskia Nilsen, Becky Manchester, Fair Carey, Mary
Courtney Ning, Jason Schweid and Sara GrundmarL

Environmental Resources Center Advisors are:

Danyel Howard, Greg Mclaughlin and PhU Pusateri

Are you looking for ways to get involved? The Center

for Community Service can help you plug in to student

organizations or connect you with service opportunities

in the community. Want to start and lead your own
organization? Yes, we can help you there loo. (There's

not much we can't do!) Come visit us!

NEW OPPORTUNITIES:

• STAY, Inc. (Spring Teaching Association for Youth)

operate group homes for abused children ages 8 - 18.

Volunteers are needed for a variety of activities including

activity planning and organizations. Tutoring would also

be helpful.

• Interested in Elementary Education? Want actual

classroom experience? Divine Redeemer School has

invited interested CC student volunteers to organize and

condua projects for elementary or middle school aged

children. Volunteers may choose the age level and

subject of the project and will receive supervision from

the classroom teacher. This could be a single aaivity or

on-going project.

• Sierra High School is looking for volunteers to coach

and tutor high school speech and debate students.

Judges are also needed for competitions.

If you are interested in any of these opportunities, please

visit The Center at Womer 205 for more information.

The Office of International Programs (OIP) is the place

where you can find information on a wide-range of

international activities ranging from study abroad

programs to volunteer work-camps abroad. We also have

information on scholarships and grants for overseas

study. If you're just planning on travelling abroad, you

can purchase an International Student Identity Card in

the office.

If you are considering studying abroad at some point m
your college career, keep in mind that it is never loo

early lo get staned. Deadlines for most Colorado College

and affUiaied programs for the spring semest£r are between

October 1 and November I.

Minority Student Life

Womer 233/234 Ext 6338

Want to gel mvolved in cultural activities? Check out

the weekly meetings calendar inside The Source for the

meeting dales and limes of minority student groups.

EVERYONE who is inieresled is welcome to join!

Drop by Ihe office or call x6338 for information on Ihe

latest events.

- CYBERLEARNING

-

What i£ U and how caD it belp

YOU to be a SMARTER student?

Mart your calendar NOW for

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6, «1 7 PM
GATES COMMON ROOM

INPAUHERHALL

Stay tuned for more details! (or call x6338)

who will be playing

Kanengiser's visit to CC
includes a master class for

those interested in classical

guitar. His evening concert,

not to be missed, is October 6

I
from Seuss

)eare

tor of over forty much loved

children's story books.

"Little Red Riding Hood"

will also be performed by

the Pikes Peak Library

District's Funky Fairytale

Troupe.

"From Seuss to

Shakespeare: A Celebration

of the Right to Read" is free,

but spaces are limited, so

call the Smokebrush Cen-

ter, 235 South Nevada Av-

enue, 444-0884, for reserva-

ites, one that finds imitation

in "Edward Scissorhands" and

most recently, Soundgarden's

"Black Hole Sun" video.

"Polyester" opens with an

introduction (a la "Franken-

stein"! by a German scientist

explaining "Odorama," the

new method in which thefilm

was shot. He demonstrates

joins a completely non-sup-

portive AA group.) Elmer di-

vorces her for a younger

woman, Lulu gets pregnant,

and Dexter is found to be the

"Baltimore Foot-stomper."

She is at wit's end until Todd

Tomonow (Hunter|, owner of

a drive-in theater that only

shows ait films, rescues her

cult turn genre.

"Polyester", written, pro-

duced and directed by John

Waters is the second install-

ment in the College's film se-

ries, to be shown this Friday

and Saturday at 7:30 and Sun-

day at 2:30.

Lawrence, "To Kill a Mock-

ingbird" by Harper Lee,

"The Origin of the Species"

by Charles Darwin, andThe

Bible.

The Smokebrush
Reader's Theater will per-

form "The Lorax" by Dr.

Seuss, writer and illustra-

"Tbe Lorax" by Dr. Seass

will be performed tonigbt by

Smokebrush Readers Tieflter

daring "From Seuss to

Shakespeare: A Celebration

of the Right to Read."



On-going Events |

m-mM
Cutler Publications IstSSrd Womer216 t2:15pm- 1:15pm

Leisure Pgm. Funds All 4 Womer219 noon - 1 :00 pm

Outdoor Rec. Comm. 1st 3 W.E.S. Hall noon -1:15 pm

French Table 1st 3 Bemis Exile

Armstrong IB

6:00 pm - 7:00 pm

6:00 pm 7:30 pm
IJIIiHiWM

BGAW 1st 3

CCCA 1st&3rd Gaylord Hall 3:30 pm 5:30 pm

Fllwshp. Christ. Athletes 1st 3 Ck.WRDesk 7:30 pm 8:30 pm

Film Series 1st 3 Womer211 noon - 1 :00 pm

Great Performers All 4 Vi'omer212 noon- 1:15 pm

Infl Student Org. 1st 3 Womer216 noon - 1 :00 pm

LoomisStaft 1st & 3rd Womer218 6:30 pm - 7:00 pm

Mathias Staff 1st&3rd Womer117 5:00 pm - 7:30 pm

MEChA 1st 3 Womer218 noon - 1 :00 pm

Slocum Staff lst&3rd Womer215 5:30 pm - 6:30 pm

SpanBh Table 1st 3 Bemis Exile. 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Narcotics Anonymous All 4 Shove Sem.

Womer218

8:15 pm -9:15 pm

noon - 1 pmWomer Or Program Bd.lsl 3

Assoc. Std. Inter, in Asia lsl3 Womer213 noon • 1 :00 pm

Italian Table 1st 3 Bemis Exile 5:30 pm - 6:30 pm

IV Christian Fellowship 1st 3 W.E.S. Hall 7:00 pm - 8:30 pm

Native Amer.Stdnl.Asc. 1st 3 Womerll? noon - 1 :00 pm

SHARE 1st 3 Womer212 5:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Episcopalian Eucharist All 4 Pilgrim Chap. 8:00 am

Shove Council 1st 3 Chap. Offc. noon

Tibetan Buddhist [vied. AIM Pilgrim Chap. 7:30 pm - 9:00 pm

Asian Amer. Std. Union Isl 3 Womer218 noon -1:00 pm

Breakout 1st 3 Womer212 noon - 1 :00 pm

Camp. Crusade Christ 1st 3 W.E.S. Hall 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm

Catholic Community 1st 3 Wonier218 5:45 pm - 7:30 pm

Faculty & Faith 2nd Bemis Exile noon - 1 :00 pm

German Table Isl 3 Bemis Exile 5:30 pm - 7:00 pm

Vicim Assistance Team 1st 3 Womer213 5:30 pm - 7:00 pm

Alcoholics Anonymous All 4

Chaverim 1st 3

Shove Sem. 6:15pm-7:15pm

Womer218 noon -
1 :00 pm

Vineyard Christ. Fllwshp. All 4

Open Ivleditation All 4

Shove Chap. 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm

Shove Chap. 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

Vipassana Meditation All 4 Shove Chap. 6:30 pm - 8:30 pm

Catholic Mass M 4 Shove Chap. 9:00 pm

Alcoholics Anonymous All 4 Shove Sem. 6:15 pm -7:15 pm

Catholic Evening Prayer All 4 Shove Chap 5:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Special Events
Support Group for Survivors of Sexual Assault meets every

Tuesday from 3:30 5:00 pm Irom Block II to Block VI. Open to new

members tor first 2 weeks ol Block II. Support Group for Adult

Children of Alcoholics meets in Hamlin House every Monday Irom 4 • 1

5 pm. Open to nev» members first 2 weeks ot BiMk II and first Monday

ol every blxk. Support Group for Women Recovering from an

Eating Disorder meets first 3 Vi/ednesdays ol every block from 4:30

5:30 pm in Women's Study Conl. Room. Call x6388 lor more into.

Bl^k

2 3
Men's Soccer against Messiah

College. 4 pm.

4

1

9
Men's Soccer against Rowan

College-NJ. 1 pm.

5th Annual Pikes Peak Hunger

Hike, 1 pm, Shove Chapel. For

info call Jo Wasson, 598-5628, or

Nate Crawford, 531-0574, or stop

by Chapel office or Center lor

Community Service.

"El Mariachi" 2:30 pm, Olin 1

.

CC-$1
;
general-$2.

"Kafka's Dick" 8 pm, Armstrong

32. CC-tree; general-$5.

10 11
Womjccer a

UniveOenve

17-| n ISMiMMM

Mens' Soccer, Alumni Game. 1

am.

Women's Soccer against U ol N

Colorado. Noon.

"The Bicycle Tliief 2:30 pm,

Olin1.CC-$l;general-$2.

Lanner Faculty Artist Chamber

Series, tealuring Susan Smith,

Randy Fisher, Michael Hanson,

Paul Nagem, Guy Duira, Daryll

Stevens, Frank Shelton, Susan

Grace. 3 pm, Packard Hall. Free.

Mentraga

Collelpm.

23
"Evil Dead r 2:30 pm, Olin 1.

CC-$l:general-$2.

"Amerika" 8 pm, Armstrong

Theatre. CC-free; general-$5.

"Piano Music Based on

Paintings," Susan Grace, piano

wori<s by Mussorgsky, Debussy,

Cnjmb, Liszt, Rachmaninolf.

Commentary, slide presentation

by Michael Grace. 3 pm in

Packard Hall. Free.

24 2b

All events are open to the public uls c
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els also include several perfor-

Anticloationbuildsforthe for this amazing young artist mances with the Los Angeles

^ II Calendar of Events

r against

war. 4 pm.

Intramural Ice Hockey rosters

due by 5 pm in ttie Intramural

office. Open to all CC students,

employees and dependents only.

Rosters can be found at the

Intramural board in Womer

Center and El Pomar,

6

12

igainsi Grinnell

Aficionados Luncfieon: "Ifs a

|vlo-No': Cultural Boundaries in

tt\e Pueblos," a talk by visitng

Professor Susan Scarberry-

Garcia, a past Woman's

Educational Society lecturer and

one of this year's mini-Endowed

Cfiair lecturers. Noon in Gaylord.

$9.50 luncheon fee. Call 389-

6649 for resen/ations by Oct. f 0.

Sponsored by Hulbert Center for

Southwestern Studies.

Ttiursdayat 11, William

Kanengiser. 11 am, Packard Hall

CC-tree;general-$10.

Volleyball against UCCS. 7 pm.

Great Performers. William

Kanengiser. 8 pm, Packard Hall.

CC-free;general-$10.

"Kafka's Dick," a play by Alan

Bennett, sponsored by the

Drama/Dance Dept. 8 pm.

Amnstrong 32. CC-free; general-

$5. Tickets available Sept, 22.

13

19
Music at Midday. 12:15pm,

Packard Hall. Free.

Men's Soccer against SI. Olal

College. 4 pm.

Adam Robinson, lecture,

"99Things I wish someone had

told me when I was a Freshman,"

sponsored by Venture Grant

Comm . Minority Student Lite. 7

pm, Packard Hall. Free.

"El Mariachi," Rim Seres. 7:30

pm, Olinl.CC-$l:general-$2.

"Kafka's Dick" 8 pm, Amistrong

32. CC-free: general-$5^

8

14 simaiwrna

20

26

Traffic Court. 6:30 - 8:30 pm,

Womer 211.CC community

only

"Amerika," a play based on the

novel by Kafka. 8 pm. Annstrong

Theatre. CC-lree: general-$5.

Tickets available October 6.

Homecomlng Weekend,

updated schedule will be

announced.

Volleyball, CC Invitational with

Hastings (NE). Concordia

Teacher's College (NE).

Chapman (CA). Mills (CA). 4:00

6:00. 8:00 pm.

"Tlie Bicycle Thief," Rim

Series. 7:30 pm, Olin 1 . CC-$1

:

general-$2.

"El Mariachi" 7:30 pm, Olin 1.

CC-$l,general-$2.

"Kafka's Dick" 8 pm. Amistrong

32. CC-lree: general-$5

Fall Laadenhtp Contareno*

Registiatjon forma available

trom tha Leisure Program or

Minority Student Ufe.

For detelle, call x6S00 or x633B.

15

21

cM^na
Women's Soccer against U ol

New Mexico 11 am.

Football against Austin College.

1 pm.

Volleyball. CC Invitational, 2:00.

4:30, 7:00 pm.

Men's Soccer against Friends

University. 3 pm.

"The Bicycle Thief 7:30 pm,

01inl.CC-$l:general-$2

27
WES Fall Coffee (9:30 am)

followed by lecture (1 am) by

Prol. Margie Duncombe titled

'Women's Studies in the

Decade of the 90's.'' Packard

Hall. Free.

Centra Dancing: Dancing to

Live Music. No experience,

partners or special outfrts

needed. 7:30 pm. Gaylord Hall-

Free to students: $5 general.

Women's Soccer against

Stanford University. 3:30 pm.

"Evil Dead II," Rim Series. 7:30

pm,01in1.CC-$l:general-$2.

"Amerika" 8 pm. Amistrong

Theatre. CC-free; general-$5.

28

22
Men's Soccer against

Concordia College. 3 pm.

Women's Soccer against U ol

Nebraska-Lincoln. 1 pm.

"Evil Dead II" 7:30 pm, Olin 1.

CC-$1;general-$2.

"Amerika" 8 pm, Annstrong

Theatre. CC-lree; general-$6.

1 guitarist wlio will be playing

y Kanengiser's visit to CC
n includes a master class for

e those interested in classical

s guitar. His evening concert,

y not to be missed, is October 6

29
Hockey against U ot North

Dakota 2:05 pm, Air Force

Academy Ice Arena.

I from Seuss

)eare
~

tor of over forty much loved

children's story books.

"Little Red Riding Hood"
'" will also be performed by

* the Pikes Peak Library
'" Disuict's Funky Fairytale

^ Troupe.
^ "From Seuss to

'* Shakespeare: A Celebration
'"

of the Right to Read" is free,

but spaces are limited, so

i* call the Smokebrush Cen-
'^ ter, 235 South Nevada Av-

^ enue, 444-0884, for reserva-

otherwise noted. Tickets

ites, one that finds imitation

in "Edward Scissorhands" and

most recently, Soundgarden's

"Black Hole Sun" video.

"Polyester" opens with an

introduction |a la "Franken-

stein") by a German scientist

explaining "Odorama," the

new method in which the film

was shot. He demonstrates

are available at the Worner Center Information Desk. rt

ly

^"'Tdy?s::r''written,pro-
Uwrence,'.ToKillaMock-

duced and directed by John '"gbird" by Harper Lee

Waters is the second install-

ment in the College's film se-

ries, to be shown this Friday

and Saturday at 7:30 and Sun-

day at 2:30.

joins a completely non-sup-

portive AA group.) Elmer di-

vorces her for a younger

woman. Lulu gets pregnant,

and Dexter is found to be the

"Baltimore Foot-stomper."

She is at wit's end until Todd

Tomorrow (Hunter), owner of

a drive-in theater that only

shows art films, rescues her

The Origin of the Species"

by Charles Darwin, andThe

Bible.

The Smokebrush
Reader's Theater will per-

form "The Lorax" by Dr.

Seuss, writer and illustra-

"Tbe Lorax" by Dr. Seass

will be performed tonight by

Smokebrush Reader's Theater

daring "From Seuss to

Shakespeare: A Celebration

of the Righ t to Read.

"



Career Center
126 Womer Center

Editor: Tricia Main
For more information aboul career services check

the Career Cenler Kiosk. Career Center door, or

inquire at the Career Center reception desk

Tbe Cucer Center pronwics md adheics Lc

policy of equal opportunity b all upocts of

onploymail uid cducmtkKL We do not

knowingly list job opportunities bom
onployen who unlawfuUy disoiminate.

WELCOME
TO OUR
FIRST
1994-1995

SCHOOL
YEAR
ISSUE!

We hope you read it, enjoy it, and pass it on. Look

for us on the fu-st and third weeks of each block.

RepQi^np. KdHlnP. PhntnpranhlnP. GraDhlcs & Deslpn Tnlemshlps

Gel hands- oa experience at the Aiizooa Repubhc/The Phoenix Gazette.

They offer a variety of summer internships. If you're inleresled. send a leOer

indicadng area of interest, resume, five woik lamples and oaines of three

professional references to Bob Franken, Admin Editor, P.O. Box 1950.

Phoenix. AZ 85001.

Pianntnc/Cirants Officer Inlern-Tntprmodal FaclHllw

This posiUoQ assists the unit manager with moniloring com
intermodal projects and activities as well as writes reports on subjects that

impact intermodal fadlilies activities. Salary is S2081 - $2788 a month.

Send resume to Colontdo [Department of Transportation, 4201 E.

Arkaruas Avenue, Rown 124. Denver. CO 80222 by Sept 30th.

'MEMO'^i'MEMO

S;8o-8p'v\

hcT 10 S«>f ASSIW+

l:3o.S;oopn^

Qcru Gr«d ScKeil
^

1,-T.Kem

ocrji Sti'f Assiu4'

OCT \<\ Htwieuimirvc.

A^dalg nirfrtclr of Stud pnl AnIvlIlM: Conlaa-

Mi. Paul Cesare, Campus Box 39, P.O. Box 173362,

Denver, CO 80217-3362. Deadline: Ooobcr 7, 1994.

WndllfpTfclinlrian: Conlacl-Gaiy Berlin.

Tiaining Administiator, Colorado Division of

Wildlife, 6060 Broadway. Denver. CO 802 16.

Deadline: October ]Alh.

A-gdstanl l>lrr'rtnr of l)fvplnrinifnl:

Contact William Didamon, Oper^

Colorado. 695 Soudi Colorado Blvd.,

•20. Denver. CO 80022.

Markpllnp Repn'.yntntlve: Contact Gail Tweedy. 114E 2aih Street, Suite 603,

New Yorii, NY 10016. (212)684-0060

Mnnflppmpnf TrT^tnpp: Conlad: Bill McGray, Rollins Tnick Rental & Lease,

4617 Sandy Hollow Road, Rockfonl, IL 61 109, (815)874-6302.

i Contad Cutler/Williams, tnc, 6100 Rockside Woods, Suite

;, OH 44131. (216)447-3877 or 1-800-864-0878.

Schnol PCTPholoplsl: OntactSanu
Rosa aty Schools, 211 Ridgeway

Avenue, Santa Rosa, CA 95401. P^ycHoX-O^y f

REMINDER: Tlie Career Cenler has iofoimalitMi on the above jobs as well as

many other jobs. Oiu-job listings are listed geogr^hically and by fields. Comeo
in and begin your job seadi TODAY!

Interview in Denver at COLA January 12 & 13. 1995. Ccnnpanies

lecTuiting for job openings include; Chase Manhattan Personal Financial

Services. Colorado Department of Personnel, Enterprise Rent- A-Car. Federal

Reierve Bank of Kansas City-Denver Branch, Gteal-Wesl Employee Benefits.

Irmovalive Software. MCI Telecommunications. NCS (National Computer

Systems). Norwest Banks, Peace Corps. Quad/Graphics. Inc. Rand

Management. Sears Merchandise, and Up With People. Deadline for sign up is

November 1 . Three copies of your resume and cover letter (optional) art

required for each company you choose.

Tlie fall on-campus recruiting program is underway. Tbe following

coinpanies/ot;ganizatioiis will have info tables and/or info sessions: University

of Colo. Health Sciences Center. UCCS Graduate School of Public Affairs.

Sdiool for Held Studies, Teach for America, Public Interest Research Group

(PIRG), and IndqxtKlent Educational Services (lES). Companies conducting

individual interviews are: Peace Corps, State Faim Insurance, PIRG, and IBS.

Deadline to submit resumes for on-campus interviewing is two weeks prior to

the interview date.

In order to participate in CCLA or on-campus recrmting you must attend the

W.O.W. workshop and have your resume approved by a counselor. Qiedc

dates and times in the Career Cenler, the bulletin board outside Career Center,

and on the kiosk in Womer Cenler lobby.
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Guitarist expected to give dazzling performance

Kanengiser predicted to impress with dizzying execution

by Jason Foster and Aaron Padilla label. Kanengiser's world trav- ^I^^^A

Anticipation builds for the

upcoming performance ofgui-

tarist extraordinaire William

Kanengiser in Packard Hall

Auditorium. His appearance

will be the second in the Great

Performers Series, following

last week's successful perfor-

mance by The Chameleons.

Kanengiser has garnered

critical acclaim from around

theworld.In 1990hewas cho-

sen as one of Musical

America's OutstandingYoung

Artists and has received two

Solo Recitalist Fellowships

from the National Endow-

ment for the Arts. In addition

to performing in virtually ev-

ery major city in the U.S., he

has shared his talents with

audiences in Europe, Canada,

and Asia. ICanengiser is one of

only a few guitarists who has

won First Prize in the Concert

Artists GuildNew YorkCom-
petition. International awards

for this amazing young artist

include a First Prize in the

Toronto International Guitar

Competition and top honors

in le Concours Internationale

du Guitarre in Paris.

Kanengiser's broad reper-

toire has established him as a

strong force in the classical

music guild. He has performed

and recorded works written

for him from composers as

diverse as Dusan Bogdanovic,

Ian Krouse, and Brian Head.

His traditional repertoire in-

cludes Mozart's Piano Sonata

inA Major, which he prepared

for the Columbia Pictures re-

lease Crossroads. He served

as Ralph Macchio's guitar

double and coach for the film.

Kanengiser has released

two solo recordings under the

Guitar Solo Publications la-

bel. His instructional video,

Effortless Classical Guitar, is

available under the Hot Licks

label. Kanengiser's world trav-

els also include several perfor-

mances with the Los Angeles

guitar Quartet. As a member
of this group, he contributed

to their critically acclaimed

1992 release.

William Kanengiser's

technical mastery, couple

with his expressive style, cap-

tivates audiences and critics

alike. The Los Angeles Times

praised his "dizzying execu-

tion" and "exceeding vitality

and warmth." This young art-

ist possesses the ability to per-

form original transcriptions of

masters such as Mozart and

Handel and quintessential

Spanish classical pieces. "It

was his technical ease and

sense of style that impressed

us," wrote The New York

Times, "Mr. Kanengiser

seemed perfectly in control."

Enthusiastic reviews for

Kanengiser reflect his talent

for engaging and mesmerizing

his audiences. The St. Louis

William Kanengiser is - -

October 6, In Packaid Hall,

il guitarist who will be playing

Post-Dispatch was especially Kanengiser's visit to CC
lavish in its praise: "William includes a master class for

Kanengiser's recital was one those interested in classical

of those events that merits guitar. His evening concert,

the phrase: 'It doesn't get any not to be missed, is October 6

better than this.'"

"Polyester" a parody of suburbia

by Blake Jordan

In terms of popularity, di-

rector John Waters lies some-

wherebetween cult legendand

household name. His Holly-

wood films, like "Hairspray",

"Serial Mom" and "Polyes-

ter" are the closest Waters has

come to mass consumption,

though it can be said that even

these are not for

everyone's taste.

"Polyester" is the

first of these films,

released in 1981.

The film, starring

the late Divine (a

Waters' regular, also

featured in "Hairspray" and

the underground "Mondo
Trasho"! is the typical blend

of '50's and '80's pop cuhure

for which Waters is recog-

nized, and which was the punk

how audience members can

use scratch and sniff cards,

when given the appropriate

signal, to better appreciate the

movie.

We then are brought to

the home of the Fishpaws.

Francine (Divine) is a nervous

wreck: her husband, Elmer, is

overbearing and the owner of

an X-Rated movie house, and

is delighted when religious

"Her son Dexter uses

detergent as an inhalant."

groups come to picket his

housci her daughter. Lulu, is

going, against her will, with a

'50's Greaser type; her son

Dexter uses detergent as an

inhalant and has a foot-fetish,-

era of the early I980's. The her freeloading mother is

most obvious example of this s'owly stealing thousands of a great parody on both dys-

fusion is the theme song, writ- dollars from her; and her best functional and the normal

friend. Cuddles, is planning

from her desperate situation.

There are many hysteri-

cal scenes to be found here;

therepulsivesets (designedby

Vincent Peraniol andover-the-

top characterization are im-

peccably done. However, the

film is uneven and the charac-

ters, though entertaining, are

not likable, with the excep-

tion of Francine, whobecomes
so pathetic that she loses the

pathos that brings her

sympathy. There are

several scenes that, al-

beit they are hilarious,

may offend: Lulu's ela-

tion over getting an

abortion is a good ex-

ample. But it is clear

that the line between outra-

geousness and tastelessness is

what Water's tries to blur, and

the viewer should be aware of

this before watching the film.

Though "Polyester" has

Everything from Seuss

to Shakespeare

no real direction, it does offer

ten by Blondie's Deborah

Harry and sung by '50's

heartthrob and "Polyester" co-

star Tab Hunter. "Polyester"

also brings to the mass audi-

ence Waters' portrayal of the

wacky middle-class suburban-

ites, one that finds imitation

in "Edward Scissorhands" and

most recently, Soundgarden's

"Black Hole Sun" video.

"Polyester" opens with an

introduction (a la "Franken-

stein") by a German scientist

explaining "Odorama," the

new method in which the film

was shot. He demonstrates

her coming-out party, despite

Francine's reminder that she

is well over forty.

Francine's world quickly

collapses, and she finds her-

selfbecoming analcoholic (and

joins a completely non-sup-

portive AA group.) Elmer di-

vorces her for a younger

woman. Lulu gets pregnant,

and Dexter is found to be the

"Baltimore Foot-stomper."

She is at wit's end until Todd

Tomorrow (Hunter), owner of

a drive-in theater that only

shows art films, rescues her

households; there are numer-

ous scenes. Waters' story has

its problems, as the movie

loses it tightness in the last

half-hour, but "Polyester" is a

film to be watched and de-

serves its honored place in the

cult film genre.

"Polyester", written, pro-

duced and directed by John

Waters is the second install-

ment in the College's fdm se-

ries, to be shown this Friday

and Saturday at 7:30 and Sun-

day at 2:30.

by Kim Whipple

The Smokebrush Cen-

ter for Art and Theater is

commemorating the free-

dom of expression through

various forms of literature

tonight during "From Seuss

to Shakespeare: A Celebra-

tion of the Right to Read,"

7:00-9:00 p.m. This event is

designed to appeal to a wide

range of audiences and age

groups, and is in apprecia-

tion of the often-threatened

liberty to have available, and

legal, whatever one chooses

to read.

The evening begins at

7:00 with a premier perfor-

mance of "Giufa Meets the

Pirates" by Mary Elaine

Lora. The Smokebrush Cen-

ter held a contest for the

Festival of New Plays for

Children, and they selected

Lora's play as the winner, to

be performed tonight.

After "Giufa," commu-

nity leaders will read from

previously banned books

including "Bury my Heart

at Wounded Knee," "Lady

Chatterly's Lover" by D.H.

Lawrence, "To Kill a Mock-

ingbird" by Harper Lee,

"The Origin of the Species"

by CharlesDarwin, andThe

Bible.

The Smokebrush
Reader's Theater will per-

form "The Lorax" by Dr.

Seuss, writer and illustra-

tor of over forty much loved

children's story books.

"Little Red Riding Hood"

will also be performed by

the Pikes Peak Library

District's Funky Fairytale

Troupe.

"From Seuss to

Shakespeare: ACelebration

of the Right to Read" is free,

but spaces are limited, so

call the Smokebrush Cen-

ter, 235 South Nevada Av-

enue, 444-0884, for reserva-

"Tbe Lorax" by Dr. Seuss

will be performed tonight by

Smokebrush Readers Theater

during "From Seuss to

Shakespeare: A Celebration

of the Right to Read."
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An author in our midst: Richardson compiles letters

"Seig Heil" recounts the harrowing experiences of a young soldier

by Todd Walker

In the spring of 1941 a

young soldier wrote his

mother, "Do you know what

the worst thing in the world

is? It's hatred. Hatred ruins

entire peoples and certainly

can ruin individuals as well."

You might think him to be a

British tommy fighting a los-

ing battle against the Nazi war

machine or a French poilu la-

boring away in a prisoner-of-

war camp. He was neither.

The author was Karl Fuchs, a

German tank gunner in

France, a man dedicated to the

Third Reich and to his Fuhrer,

Adolf Hitler. Karl Fuchs also

was the father of CC German
Professor Horst Richardson.

Together with Professor Den-

nis Showalter, Professor

Richardson has collected a

large number of his father's

letters from before and during

World War n in "Sieg Heil!

War Letters of Tank Gunner
Karl Fuchs, 1937-1941", a

book which gives modern

readers an almost unbeliev-

able look at the attitudes of an

average German soldier.

The letters cover a num-
ber of phases in Fuchs' life

though they were written over

a short period of time. The
letters begin as Karl enters the

National Labor Service, a para-

military-like version of the

American Civilian Conserva-

tion Corps and continue

through his term asan elemen-

tary school teacher. Late in

1939, Karl enlisted in the Ger-

man Army and the remainder

of the letters were written

during the time of his service

until he was killed in action

outside of Moscow in Decem-

ber of 1941.

Theattitudes exhibited in

Karl Fuchs' letters were
formed by a multitude of fac-

tors. Hans Fuchs, Karl's fa-

ther, had fought in World War
I and his disappointments in

that conflict's outcome were

passed along to young Karl.

Membership in the Hitler

/ugend (Hitler Youth) also con-

tributed to the extreme pa-

triotism he held and the big-

otry evinced by Karl towards

Jews, the French, English, and

Russians. The undying admi-

ration of Adolf Hitler is espe-

cially baffUng and would al-

most be laughable if it were

not so serious.

In spite of Karl's strong

affinity for the Nazi party , he

was a human being. He con-

tinually yearned to be with

his wife and looked forward to

seeing his son for the first time.

(Karl was killed in action with-

out ever seeing his son, Horst.

)

He was enamored with the

idea of being a writer and had

hoped his letters would be the

basis for a novel after the war.

He was also a musician and

many of his letters describe

his love of playinginstruments

and singing withfellow sol-

diers. An artist's spirit found

its way through the Nazi in-

doctrination and propaganda

occasionaly, but the circum-

stances oftimeandplacenever

allowed it to flower.

Josh and John's worth three trips

by Rob Meyers

When 1 first received my
assignment to write a food

review of Josh and fofm's ice

cream, I had already become
familiar with the brand name
despite the fact that I am a

first year student from New
Jersey. The very first night I

was here, my RA announced
that an ice cream social would

be held in the lounge of my
dorm. She also specified that

the ice cream to be served

would be the famous Josh and

John's , and I immediately no-

ticed a similarity to another

fairly famous ice cream pair

from Vermont. Unlike many
of my fellow East Coasters,

however, I am not a drooling

Ben and Jerry's junkie, so I

didn't feel threatened by the

presence these new home-
made ice cream entrepreneurs

in my life. Yet, I did neglect to

attend that ice cream social,

and thus my exposure to Josh

and John's ice cream had to be

delayed.

Late in the evening, about

a week later, (but still before

my assignment to this article)

I made my first pilgrimage to

the famed ice cream parlor

with a group of friends. It

proved to be a waste of energy

and time. The place was so

crowded that the line spilled

onto the street, and there was
only one seat left on the two
benches sitting outside. Two
ofmy friends insisted on wait-

ing in the line, so I took that

last seat on the bench and had
a conversation with the
woman next to me about Bar-

bara Bush and Don Knots. My
friends didn't appear again for

at least a half-hour, but their

cieam shop owned by r

consensus was that it was
worth the wait. I promised

myself that I'd be back to pass

my own judgment. I just had
no idea that my judgment
would be published!

So I made a date with
friends this previous Friday

afternoon to go and finally see

what all the fuss was about.

For some reason, I had it in my
head that Josh and John would
be working there, but no such
luck. Apparently John works
there occasionally, but Josh

has moved to Boston and is

teaching inner city kids or

something. Anyway, my
friends all got simple sugar

cones, but I felt that for my
review I should get something
special. I opted for a mixer
with honey vanilla and a

Butterfinger. The guy behind
the counter puUed out a plas-

tic cutting board, slopped on a
few huge scoops of the honey
vanilla, and then began to

mash the Butterfinger into it.

1 was amazed! Whenever I've

gotten ice cream mixed with
other stuff before, there's al-

ways been some huge mixing
machine. This was really back
to basics. The other thing that

surprised me was the amount
of ice cream I received for

merely three dollars. There

was so much that I needed one

big cup and one little cup to

carry it all back to my table.

This was actually a hindrance

to my article, because in my
overwhelming effort to finish

all the ice cream I forgot to

find out the history behind

the business. I also ended up
feehng a little sick. In order to

get an accurate assessment of

the ice cream itself, and
enough information for my
article, I had to return one

more time.

I went with a good friend

right after dinner on Monday
the 1 9th. Upon walking in the

door, I immediately felt good

about the atmosphere. Some
cool jazz was playing on the

radio, and a smiling girl sat

behind the counter. I looked

around and noticed things like

the cow motif, (garbage dis-

penser, benches, etc.) the ques-

tion board, (Dear Josh and
John, Does thigh master re-

ally work?) and the churners

working away diligently (Josh

and John's churns all it's ice

cream from ice milk on the

Horst Richardson is responsible for the compilation oi his father's lei

WarLettereof Tank Gunmen Karl Fuchs 1937-1941."

C.S. Lewis said many men
stumble upon the truth, but

most pick themselves up and

carry on as if nothing had hap-

pened. So it seems with Herr

Fuchs. His lettersreveal a man
whowas completely dedicated
to the cause of Nazism. It is

difficult to imagine the point

of view which Fuchs so easily

inhabited, one which made the

merciless extermination of

fellow human beings so ef-

fortlessly accepted. At the

same time Fuchs was able to

realize the consequences of

the very same hatred he pos-

sessed, but was unable tofore-

see those consequences ap-

plied to his own people and

ultimately himself.

The letters compiled by

Professor Richardson and the

historical notes and commen-
tary provided by Professor

Showalter provide a picture of

the average German soldier.

However, the image created

by these letters is similar to

watching a movie with two
out every three frames miss-

ing. Each letter is a snapshot

of Fuchs' life and inevitably

something is missing. "Sieg

Heil!" provides a intriguing

picture, albeit an incomplete

one, of a man consumed and

ultimately destroyed by blind

obedience to the cause of ra-

cial purity. Perhaps Karl Fuchs'

life should serve as a timely

warning to ageneration which

hazily sees Nazis as matinee

movie villains in a time when
we blithely ignore racial ha-

tred from Bosnia to Rwanda.

TAYLOR TRAVEL
Understands Your Travel Needs.

• Youth Hostel Cards
• Student ID Applications
• Eurail/Britiail Passes

m Your Campus Travel Agency
636-3871818 N Tejon SI

premises). I told the girl be-

hind the counter that I was
writing an article for the CC
newspaper, and I got to hear

all about how the ice cream

was made, (something to do

with radiator fluid?) all about

how Josh and John got started,

(1 think they're bothCC grads)

and lots of other fun informa-

tion. You can read about it on

the walls there if you want.
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"Seven Sinners" in film series

by Jed A. Wangsgard

"Seven Sinners", the

1940's drama, is scheduled to

appear at the Colorado Springs

Fine Arts Center on October

4th. The Arts Center is spon-

soring a classic films series,

beginning with this black and

white film starring [ohn

Wayne and Marlene Diettich.

The Duke was cast shortly

after his breakthrough role in

John Ford's "Stagecoach", re-

leased the previous year.

"Alluring Dietrich makes

Wayne forget about the Navy
for a while in this engaging

action-love story with excel-

lent supporting cast," says re-

viewer Leonard Maltin. Albert

Decker, Broderick Crawford,

Anna Lee, Billy Gilbert, and

Mischa Auer comprise the

supporting cast

.

Dietrich stars as Bijou, a

South Seas cafe entertainer,

whose theme song is "I Can't

Give You Anything But Love,

Baby." The U.S. Navy finds

Bijou so irresistible that the

fleet's commander says, "The
Navy has enough destroyers."

A barroom brawl is the

picture's big moment.
Maltin gave this unrated

film 3 stars. So, don't miss

your opportunity to see this

John Wayne classic as it kicks

off the Classic Films Series. It

playsat the beginning ofBlock

II on October 4th at the Colo-

rado Springs Fine Arts Center.

Exhibit showcases spirit of West

"Hurricane" Hill to visit CC
by Shalani Ramchandani

On Friday, September 23

and Saturday, September 24,

Colorado College will be pre-

sented with the dynamic

works of one ofNew Mexico's

finest poets, Ms. Judyth "Hur-

ricane" Hill.A poetry reading,

sponsored by Poetry West, is

to be held in theBemis Lounge

from 7:30 to 9:00 p.m. Friday

night. On Saturday the 24th

from 10:00 a.m. until noon,

Hill will conduct a workshop

entitled "On Beyond Timed
Writing" in and out of Werner

Center, Room 213. The po-

ems that she will perform on

Friday are her own personal

writing. Hew workshop on

Saturday will include a

"sense" hike in and around

the Worner Center area and a

variety of poetry sessions.

Hill's purpose of the morning

session is to spar the creative

writing talents of all.

by Annie Armstrong

The Colorado Springs

Fine Arts Center will be

showcasing an exhibit en-

titled "The Informing Spirit:

Art of the American South-

west and West Coast
Canada, 1925-1945" from

Saturday, October 1, 1994

until January 8, 1995.

The Canadian painter

Lawren Harris spoke of "the

Informing Spirit of the

whole land," referring to the

power and mystical appeal

exuded by the North Ameri-

can Wilderness. "The In-

forming Spirit" exhibition

was devised to portray the

essence of the spirit of the

North American wilderness

as depicted by the artists of

New Mexico and British

Columbia through the use

of oils, watercolors, prints,

and fine art photographs.

Although each of the 20

artists featured in the exhi-

bition approached their

work with differing styles

and philosophies, they are

linked by talent and intu-

ition as well as a desire to

convey what curator Sharyn

Udall refers to as "the spiri-

tual intersections of nature

and painting."

The works of prominent

painters Georgia O'Keeffe,

John Marin and Ernest L.

Blumenschein, as well as Ca-

nadian artists Lawren Harris,

Emily Carr, and L.L. Fitzgerald

will form part of the exhibi-

tion which includes over 80

works.

Programming for "The
InformingSpirit" will include

a public lecture given by

Megan Bice, a curator for

the McMichael Canadian

Art Collection, and Dr.

Sharyn Udall on Sunday,

October 2, at 2.00 p.m.

Curators Bice and Udall

will also conduct a docent

talk and gallery talk on

Monday, October 3, at

10:00 am.

"Our art was 'founded on a long and understanding of the north

in an ever clearer experienccof oneness with informing spirit of

the whole land.'""— Lawren S. Harris 1885-1970 Mounuin
Experience

WeVejustdevelopedawaytomake

Power Macintosh even more powerml.
(Buyone no^^^ and we'll throw in all this software to help you power through college.)

Not otiiy is tlie worlds fastest Macintosh' computer available at special low student pnces,

but now it includes a student software set available only from Apple. For a Umited time, buy

a select Power Macintosh" and you get software that helps you through every aspect of writing

papers, a personal organizer/calendar created for your student lifestyle and the Internet Com-

panion to help you fcip into on-line research resources. Plus you'll get ClarisWorks, an integrated
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Classifieds
Friday, September 23, 1994

ANNOUNCEMENTS

STUDY ETHNIC DANCE
AT CC! Balinese, Chinese

Traditional, and Tai Chi

Dance taught as adjuncts.

Chinese Meditative Arts

taught as a block course.

Balinese and Chinese
Traditional Dance are offered

for credit to all currently

enrolled student. Faculty and

staff invited toattend as well!

For more info call Prof. Wang
at x6460.

The Medicine Wheel
Gathering invites all people of

"native heart" to join us for a

TALKING STAFFCIRCLE on

Friday, January28 at 7pm. The
Talking Staff Circle includes

listening and speaking from

the heart, and raising healing

energy for each other and

Mother Earh. Call Karia for

specifics at 635-0532.

INRAMURAL ICE HOCKEY
ROSTERS DUE 5pm October

5 in the Intramural Office.

Open to all CC community.

Look for rosters on the IM
boards in Woraer Center and

El Pomar. Contact Chris Starr

at x6767.

Current third year students

planning to pursue graduate

education in a public service

career may qualify to earn

$3000 for their senior year and

up to $27,000 for graduate

education. If you have strong

academic and service records

and leadership potential, you

may qualify for a Truman
Scholarship. Contact Prof.

Andy Dunham, at x6587.

LEARNTOSKATE at Honnen

Ice Rink! Open to the CC
community. Classes available

at all skill levels. $I5/person

for 3 classes. 2nd block

registration due Sept. 26! Call

Jo Ann at 632-4098 or Krista

Fish at X 7275 for more info.

INTERESTED IN CAMPUS
PUBLICATIONS! Cutler

Publications has an opening

loi member-at-large position.

Applications at Womer Desk.

Leadership/Cultural Retreat

Oct. 8 in the Womer Center.

All Studentswelcome! Retreat

costs $5/person before Sept.

30 and $10 after Oct. I. For

more info contact the

Minority Student Life Office

x6338 or the Leisure Program

Office x6800.

ATTENTION PREMED
SENIORS, JUNIORS, AND
SOPHOMORES; CU Med
School PREMEDDAY will be

held on the CU Health
Sciences campus on Sat., Oct.

8. This is of special interest to

juniors and seniors if they did

not attend this function

previously. Stop by the Health

Professions Office in Olin

Fishbowltosignuporfor more

info. Cars will leave Olin a

7;30am on Oct. 8. SIGN UP
DEADLINE IS TUES., SEPT.

27!

1ST ANNUAL COLORADO
SPRINGS MICROBREWER'S
EXPO , Oct. I, I Iam-6pm in

the Colorado National Bank

parking lot on Pikes Peak and

Cascade to benefit Colorado

Springs beautification efforts

and the Colorado Springs

Symphony. The "Micro Expo"

will feature fi local breweries

and brew pubs, a variety of

bands and several food

vendors. Souvenier mugs to

use in tasting will be sold for

$2. Each brew is $1. Call 632-

0553 for more info.

FOR SALE

The Ski Smith
At Recycled Sports

New & Used Ski EquipnienI • Clothing & Accessoiies

Complete Ski Seivice/Cerlified Bindng Technidin

Suy • JSmC • nmif • Cona/jfii

636-2340

Hidden behind 7-11 and 815 N. Nevada Ave.

10% off with CC ID - all yoarl

FOR SALE: Two pair Bauer

Women's Hockey Skates.

Size 7 1/2. $20pr. Call x.

7475.

EMPLOYMENT

TELEMARKETING, part-

time, evening hours, close to

school. Make $6-$I8 an hour.

Call 471-3505.

PERSONALS

Jenny,

Happy I8th! You're the

greatest! I love you.

-Your Big Sister

Ashley- You're the best!

-Tenney House Residents

I like your smile. Hope to see

it again soon.

-B.

Amy- You're still evil.

Well guys, two down and nine

to go. 1 already need sleep.

Badly

-Erick

Look Mom, I did it!

-Yush

Melinda- How's the new
wing? We miss you! Oh, and

happy birthday (an issue latej!

-Amber

A- Sarcasm, who me? I don't

think less of you (except

maybe a few ouncesj.

-C

Jay- We really need to figure

out where we're going next

week. Actually, we need to

figure out how to find the

Forestry Service Building, first.

Watch for all those cops.

-E

CLASSIHEDS POLICY

Please send Announcements,

Jobs, For Sale, Real Estate, and

Personal advertisements to:

The Catalyst

Classifieds

902 N. Cascade

Colorado Spgs., CO 80946

Ads must be received by

Tuesday, 9:00 p.m. to appear

in the subsequent Friday's

edition of the Catalyst. The
Catalyst reserves the right to

edit all classifieds for

inappropriate content. For off-

campus pricing information,

call 389-6675.

C^^^ Tapestries!
Beads! Incense!

Clothing! Cards! Gifts!

and More

c 5fc&te«i place on eartlil

''CHIOCM Lt./' W«S fl f UsftTlfiG- U(/OC
CW/J THE ni^ftt'^itil M6 siiewet at

.

v6,„ffclL-10L/ TJioal-H.
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le music IS
too loud,

Tou*re too ol<3L.

Let the others play music. You blast it. And for the best selection of earth-

shal<in', decibel-shatterin' alternative music, come to Media Play. We can't keep

quiet about our huge selection and everyday lov/ prices. Here's just a sample:

MORE MUSIC. LESS PRICE.
Over 60 000 tilbs discounted every day. Our Top 50 CDs priced from 10.88 to 11.88

(Single CDs vviili suggested list price of 16,99 lo 17.991

MORE BOOKS. LESS PRICE. MORE MOVIES. LESS PRICE. MORE SOFTWARE. LESS PRICE.

HEDIirrPLAY
MUSIC • BOOKS • MOVIES • SOFTWARE

Citadel Crossing's

651 North Academy Blvd.

Colorado Springs, CO
573-1977

OPEN MON - THURS: 1 - •, FRI - SAli 1 - 1 O, SUNs 1 1
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Volleyball

ready for

D-II

challenge
by Jessica Mac Murray

Confident after last

weekend's performance, Var-

sity volleyball is ready and

waiting for the AFA Falcons

this Thursday night. CC will

meet the Air Force at home
for the first time in two years,

and hope to come out strong

and play hard against the Fal-

cons, who are ten and one this

season. In the past, CC has

found challenge in the Divi-

sion I Air Force team. While

imable to pull out a win in

theirseveral matches this past

year, the Tigers have a history

ofcoming out strongand play-

ingwell against Air Force, both

in regular and post-season

play-

Straight off a quick vic-

tory over Kansas Wesleyan on
Saturday, the Tigers have
spent most of their practice

time this week preparing a

new defense and a solid foun-

dation for this Thursday's
match. Last Saturday, CC
played Colorado School of

Mines and Kansas Wesleyan,
splitting one and one for the

day with a loss to CSM in four

games. The Tigers came out
aggressively, but, due to some
crucial momentum-breakers

Athlete of the Week
SARA FRY, ALL-AMERICAN X-COUNTRY RUNNER
by Elsa Butler

Many athletes dream of becoming Ail-American, but for

junior Sara Fry this is areality. Although proud ofsuch agreat

honor. Fry says she is already feeling the pressure to perform

as well as she did last year. The only thing standingin the way
of another outstanding cross-country season right now is an

ankle injury that has been plaguing her for nine months.

Despite the ankle problem. Fry succeeded in claiming an

impressive fifth place in the first meet of the year, Saturday,

at home in the CC Invite. She finished only seconds behind

the first place finisher, a feat made more impressive consid-

ering her injury. Like all outstanding athletes. Fry is content,

but not ecstatic about her performance and is aiming for

higher goals for herself this season. It will be a challenge to

break heralready impressive times of 19:50, 18:I4,and 19:13

in the three meets already run this fall.

Fry has gotten to where she is now through discipline and
training. She aims to become mentally stronger this season.

Fry describes the sport of cross-country running as being a

sport of, "mental work because it's you against yourself."Her

goals for this season included improving her times and

bringingherperformance back

to the level she was capable of

before her injury.

Fry feels she has a lot of

ground to make up to get back
where she was last year. Having a good team environment
and a supportive coach will help her in the process. Fry

considers the team unity in cross country a great asset. Fry

enjoys the close friendships she has formed with her team-
mates more than any other aspect of the sport.

Fry has been chosen as team captain and is enjoying her

position. In terms of this year's team. Fry grows excited

talking about getting a social head start due to a pre-season

training camp. Fry thinks the team needs to get healthy to

get better, however. She feels frustrated with her own injury

because,knowing she is not doing as well as she did last year.

Running definitely has a continuing importance in Fry's

life. In the future, she hopes to return to her home state of

Vermont to coach cross-country. Fry's talents will take her

much further than college competition.

in the form ofservingand pass-

ing errors, couldn't stay with

CSM. However, CC came back
after a break and dominated
over aweary KansasWesleyan
team in 3 strong games. The
tired Kansas team gave the

Tigers the opportunity to run

an aggressive offense and re-

ally come together as a team.

Unfortimately, thisarticle

goes to press before the con-

clusion of the Air Force match,

but CC is looking to this

match as an opportimity to

play one of the strongest D-D
teams around and prepare for

their upcoming trip to San
Diego over Block Break.

Club soccer takes a well deserved rest

by Angela Boatright

A cancellation in the

women's club soccer sched-

ule will give the team a well

deserved rest. The lady Tigers

are well into a successful sea-

son, and will play again early

in second block against the

University of Colorado at

Boulder.

As anticipated, the
women's club soccer teamput
on quite a show this weekend,
beating Wyoming 2-1 on Sat-

ANNOUNCEMENT:
The cheerleading, dance and stunt teams are holding

try-outs for both men and women on Saturday,

September 24 at 1:00 pm on the football field.

urday, and narrowly losing to

Western State on Sunday, 3-2.

On Saturday the Lady Ti-

gers pounced on their first ac-

tion of the season. Junior

midfielder Amy Cusic at-

tacked Wyoming's weak de-

fense in the early seconds and
providedCC with a lead in the
game that they never relin-

quished. Shortly before half,

Cusic took advantage of a

beautiful pass from senior for-

ward Perry Morgan and beat

the Wyoming goalie in a one-

on-one. Wyomingscoredearly
in the second half. Senior

goalie Aimee Gabel protected

the Tigers from a tie game by

saving a penalty kick, and the

CCwomen walkedaway from
Stewart with their first vic-

tory.

On Sunday, a small and
very sore Tiger squad traveled

three hours to take on West-

ern State in Gunnison. Again,

the team took advantage of

weak defense, and Morgan
scored early in the first half.

With only two subs, the team
slowed and began to show
signs of fatigue in the second
half, allowing Western three

goals in about 25 minutes.

True to Tiger form,CC came
on strong in the final minutes,

blasting Western's goal with
an array of shots, many going

wide by merely inches. With
hertrademark fancy footwoi k,

Morgan scored again, and
brought CC within one.

Flowever, both teams had
reached a stalemate, and the

Lady Tigers drove away from
a loss in Gunnison. Captains

Jean Ferguson and Angela
Boatright are pleased with the

team'sperformance this week-

end, especially with their re-

fusal to give up on Sunday.

Intramural Update

Cold, Wet, Sloppy Soccer
by Michele Killeen

It was a perfect day for

soccer- if you grew up in

New England. A cold, wet
Tuesday greeted us all, as

another day of Intramural

soccer began.

After beingasked "What
are the rules to soccer?" by
part of the Callipygians, I

wondered how they man-
aged to dominate the first

half
. Then I realized thescore

was still 0-0. The Stanky B's

seemed equally inexperi-

enced, although better-in-

formed.

There were only two
close shots in the first half.

A kick from "Stanky B's"

member Mike Smith was
stopped by "Callipygians"

goalie Toby Minear.
Minear's teammate. Emily

Haines, found Stuart Sloat

open on a corner kick, only to

have Sloat's shot go wide. The
halftime score was still 0-0.

The "Stanky B's" came
out fighting in the second half,

with a barrage of solid shots,

only to have them all saved by
Minear. Then "Stanky B's"

forward Katie Derby had a

breakaway. Her shot was de-

flected by Minear, but Josh
Suchman tapped the loose ball

over the goal line to put the

"Stanky B's" up 1-0.

The "Callipygians" also

had a few scoring attempts,

mostly by captain Brian
Sullivan, but all were stopped
by various "Stanky B's" goal-

ies. It wasn't until Sullivan

had his own breakaway and
put a shot past Jay McCarren,
that the score was tied up 1 - 1

.

Therewere some other ex-

phoUbrCtoSBjktD

Ben Klompus (in white) dribbles against an unidentiiied IM player, while a
competitor oversees the action

citing plays in the last few When it was all over, both
minutes, including acrobatic teams, soggy from the rain,

moves by Minear, but the celebratedsurvivingtheirfirst

gameremained tied to the end. IM game of the season.

IM Soccer

Scores

9/19-9/21
Co-Ed
Forza Italia, led by

Baggio, tied Complete
Dominance I-l.

LABTYD handed the

Love Machine a 1-0 loss.

The Grundles(rm not

sure if we can print that|

beat Team What by the

dreaded forfeit.

The Callipygians,

whatever that means,

defeated the equally

enigmatic Stanky B's l-I

Men's Competitive
The Flying Squirrels

dive-bombed the Killer

Carps by a score of 7- 1

.

Fiji ran put The Pimps
out of business witha 3-1

decision.
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Athletic Department making

strides towards gender equity
"We hope to be in com-

pliance with Title IX within

the next year or two," re-

ported Max Taylor, Director

of the Colorado College Ath-

letic Department. The depart-

ment has made several

changes this year that bring

the athletic

program close

to compliance

with the 1972

act.TitlelXap-

plies to all

those tor men, it calls for

equal opportunity for all ath-

letes to participate in athlet-

ics. The student population

of CC is approximately fifty

percent female, so half of all

varsity positions should be

filled by women. In follow-

ing the com-

Tigers settle score with UCCS

mittee recom-

mendations to

cut golf and
baseball, CC
eliminated 35

schools which by Josic I. Henjum male varsity

receive federal positions

INSIDE CC.
SPORTS

funding. It dis-

allows discrimination in ath-

letic programs on the basis of

This year the AthleticDe-

partment offers nine varsity

sports for male athletes and

eight for females . Last year,

the College offered eleven var-

sity sports for men and only

seven for women. A strategic

planning committee, ap-

pointed by President

Mohrman, recommended
that the men's baseball and

golf programs be cut in order

to make the female varsity

sports program comparable to

the men's.

Title DCnot only demands

that the number of varsity

sports for women be equal to

The com-

mittee also recommended
adding two women's varsity

sports. Women's lacrosse will

be a varsity sport this spring,

and will bring with it 35-40

athletic positions.When var-

sity Softball is added in the

spring of 1996, the college

will be within nine percent-

age points of complete eq-

uity.

Title DC requires that all

teams have equal access to

facilities. This has been ac-

complished over the sum-

mer. Visiting locker rooms

were converted to female in-

tercollegiate locker rooms.

For the first time in the his-

tory of CC, there is a female

staffand faculty lockerroom

.

Rebirth of the Denver Broncos

by Ian Creager and Matt Atencio

After a successful Texas

road trip, the CC men's soccer

team prepared to face their

cross-state rivals, the Colo-

rado School of Mines (which

should not be confused with

the Colorado School of Mimes,

located in Walsenburg, whom
no one ever hears from).

Friday's match featured out-

standing early goals from
Arron Lujan, Danny Boy
Morlan, and Andre Nunley.

The Tigers found themselves

witha3-I lead, with only nine

minutes left in the match.

However, the Colorado

School of Mines Uptight Engi-

neers were not going home
without a fight. The Miners

dug deep and struck it rich,

leaving with a somewhat be-

wildering 5-3 overtime vic-

tory. The referee, who was

reported to be having marital

problems and still recovering

from the effects of Agent Or-

ange, gave the Engineers an

undeserved penalty kick that

sealed the Tigers fate. The ref-

eree has been banned from of-

ficiating future CC soccer

games and is not allowed

within seven feet of the CC
campus.

Feeling the deep pain of

defeat, the CC Men's soccer

team headed out on their next

road trip, a cross-town meet-

ing with rivals UCCS. UCCS

1 1 is not easy for me to

write this article. My favor-

ite professional football

team, the Denver Broncos, is

in a funk. As their last game
against the LosAngeles Raid-

ers showed, their team is

filled with as many holes as

Gregory, Karl Mecklenburg

and Dennis Smith (oops, it's

easy get those former and

current players mixed up).

3. Hire Wade Phillips as

PR director. He's a natural

for the position.

4. Get rid of the Broncos

the clothes worn by various cheerleaders. Anybody else

members of the CC student notice that the Broncos'

body. Filling problems
these holes started when

will not be CT>r>AA Tl^V '^^^ showed

easy, espe-
FK.OM 1 Hh up? Obviously

ciaiiy for CHEAP SEATS '^?y
^'l'

Bronco fans. taken the

The arm- by Blaine Olsen payers' minds

chair quarter- oU the game,

backs all have

their solutions to the prob-

lem; fire the coaches, trade

the players, fire the players,

trade the coaches. Fortu-

nately for Broncos' owner Pat

Bowlen the following plan is

guaranteed. I guarantee that

they would do no worse than

they have done so far this

season and who knows, they

might actually win a game

5. Trade

John Elway. (Just kidding . .

.

unless he throws another

touchdown pass to the oppo-

sition this weekend.)

6. Bring back Karl

Mecklenburg and Dennis

Smith. Wait a minute,

they're already back on the

team. Nevermind.

7. Rip out the natural

grass and replace it with

1. Fire Wade Phillips and astroturf. The Chiefs

his entire staff. Nice guys changed their field to grass

finish last, period.

2. Take a cue from the

Nuggets and hire a former

player as thenewhead coach.
I suggest the Broncosgo after

this year, so to maintain the

rivalry between the two

teams the Broncos have to

change their field to turf.

8. Finally, the team col-

SteveDebergasthenewhead ors have to go. Orange and

coach of the team. Deberg, Blue just don't instill fear in

one of the Chiefs best play

ers a few years ago at age 38,

could even fit the bill as a

player coach. Filling out his

staff would be Gerald

Willhite, Tony Lilley, Ted

the hearts of opponents any-

more. A new, more intimi-

dating style is necessary;

something that shows a com-

mitment to excellence, hke,

say, black and silver.

The Tigets' Matt Atencio moves infor the kill in Friday's game against

unidentified Colorado School of Mines players.

was hot off three big wins

against DeVry Institute, Uni-

versity of Phoenix, and ITT

Tech. UCCS, coached by

former CC soccer player Ed-

ward "Hothead" Dietz, was

thoroughly outplayed

throughout the entire match.

The devastating play of |eff

Montera (who also holds the

Kappa Sigma Most Consecu-

tive Beers in One Hour title),

Justin "Pretty Boy" Mead (also

known simply as Meaty), and

team hippie/goalie Doug Bow-
man kept the Tigers in the

match.

At the half, the Tigers

found themselves in a l-I tie.

At halftime, the Tigers were

given a speech by head coach

Horst...hmmm... Richardson

entitled "Accentuate the Posi-

tive." Assistant coach Ken

White followed with his own
"Since We Are Accentuating

The Positive, I Have Nothing

To Say" speech. The Tigers

bounced back in the second

half, and scored two more

goals. Goalscorers for the game

were...DejaVu...Arron "Lulu'

Lujan, Andre "the Loud
mouth" Nunley, and Danny

Boy Morlan. The final score:

CC3, UCCS 1.

Upcoming matches: Sat

urday, September 24 vs

MacMurray College and Sun-

day, September 25

Chapman University.

Cross Country, fresh off home
success, heads south for New Mexico
by Eric Coe

As students relax on cam-

pus this Friday afternoon,

kicking back, taking in the

new issue of the Catalyst, the

Colorado College cross coun-

try team will embark on a

pilgrimage to the running

mecca of Las Vegas, New
Mexico for a meet at New
Mexico Highlands.

Last Saturday's perfor-

mance proved that the Tigers

have a lot of promise this

season. The Tigers hosted the

CC Invitational in Monument
Park. At9;C10a.m.sharp,Spen-

cer "Tigger" Bonnie, clad in a

handsome tiger suit, cau-

tiously fired the gun to begin

the men's five mile race.

The men ran a strong race,

finishing sixth in a ten team

field of Division II runners.

Junior sensation Jack

"Heehaw" Hayes led the Ti-

gers with an impressive time

of 27:59, setting a personal

course record. Hayes was fol-

lowed by freshman alien

Ethan White, who used

teleportation in order to beat

sophomore Eric Coe at the

finish line with a time of

28:27. An NCAA investiga-

tion is pending.

In his first meet of the

season, sophomore Paul

"Pev" Evans christened his

season with an impressive

.jI^ijV^ '^ *

,

Colorado College's own Paul Evans,

for air during the CC Invitational or

28:59. Evans was followed

by freshmen Mike Kremkau

(29:29), Andy Almonte
(29:3 1 ), and freshman trans-

fer Dan Miller (29:58).

Sophomore Chris Durham
(30:44) and freshman Josh

Hayes (31:14) rounded out

the CC team.

An hour later, the Tiger

fired the gun to begin the

women's five kilometer

race. The women finished

strong as well, running to a

seventh place team finish.

The women were led again

by junior Ail-American

Sara Fry, who galloped to a

blistering 19:52 finish, good

for fifth place and a free

Ethan White and Eric Coe |1 to r) gasp

1 Saturday in Monument Park.

piece of pie at Denny's.

Junior Erica Sofianek ran an

impressive 21:32 for the Ti-

gers, followed by sophomore

Krista Fish at 21:55.

Next for the women was

resident paramedic, sopho-

more Kara Bundy at 22:15,

followed by freshman Sally

"Inbreed" Wurtzler at 22:51.

The Tigers were rounded out

by Sophomore Bridget

Schulte, improving her time

this week to a 24:51.

It was a very good meet

for both the men's and

women's teams. Impressive

finishes by both teams set the

stage for a promising season .
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Soccer underdogs battle on
by Steven Lewis

To understand the plight

of the Colorado College

Women's Soccer team, one

might venture to the nearest

movie storeand pickupacopy

of"Cool Runnings." There are

more than a few similarities

between the Jamaican bobsled

team depicted in the film and

our courageous young soccer

squad.

Like the four dreadlocked

members of the bobsled team

climbing into their rusty ba-

nana-colored sled, the Tigers

took the field in Madison this

weekend as underdogs, bring-

ing only 13 players in uniform

to play 1 1 positions. Looking

perhaps only to survive the

weekend in one piece, CC took

both Wisconsin and Minne-

sota Universities into over-

time, recording one tie and

one loss against the Division-

I powerhouses.

The Tigers were led by

freshman sweeperJaime Haire

in Saturday's tie with Minne-

sota. Haire scored CC's only

goal on a penalty kick. The
defense turned in an impres-

sive performance, limiting the

Gophers to only one goal in

120- minutes of play. "We
played tough against Minne-
sota," commented assistant

coach Liz Wynn.

Unfortunately, the Tigers

temporarily lost the service of

Haire due to injury, the extent

of which is yet to be deter-

mined. Head coach Nicole

Crepeau described the loss of

Haire as "devastating."

By the second game
against theWisconsin Badgers,

the corps of players had worn
thin. Injuries to Haire and to

junior midfielder Mary Kay

Meintzer took their toll on

the Tigers.. From the outset,

the Tigers felt overmatched

by the Badgers, who had, as

Crepeau said, "an army of play-

ers."

CC's lack of players

proved to be a weakness early

and the Tigers fell behind by

two goals early in the second

half. According to Crepeau,

the Tigers "played terribly at

first against Wisconsin."

At halftime, however,

somethinginspiiedacomplete

turnaround. The women
battled back and scored two
consecutive goals, tying the

score. With the score even at

two, defender Paula A^athias

took a shot that could have

been the game-winner but in-

stead glanced off the crossbar.

Eventually the Tigers fell

to the Badgers in overtime,

losing by a score of 7-3. Amy
Snyder, Megan McGuire, and
Emily Schere all scored in the

Week in Review
Women's Soccer: The Tigers went to 0-4-2 on the road. CC

battled the University ofMinnesota to a 1-1 deadlock on
Saturday and then dropped a 7-3 overtime decision to the
University of Wisconsin on Sunday.

FootballThe Tiger gridders aife 2-0-0 for theseason after last

week's impressive28-0 over the Pomona-PitzerSagehens.
Cross Country: All America junior Sara Fry led the women

to a sixth place finish among 10 teams last weekend at
their own CC Invitational, which featured strong D-n
competition. The men finished seventh in a field of ten.

Volleyball: The Tigers, 4-6, defeated Kansas Wesleyan (15-

4, 15-2, 15-6|and fell to the Colorado School of Mines(4-
15, 16-14, 10-15, 5-151 last weekend.. CC has lost to a D-
ni opponent only once this season.

Men's Soccer: Last Sunday's victory overUCCS brought the
Tigers road record to 3-0. They are still looking for their
first victory at home, where they are 0-1-2 after last

Saturday's overtime loss to Mines.

Week in Preview
Women's SoccerThe Tigers look for their first win of the

season this weekend when they host the Univ. of Mon-
tana at I p.m. on Saturday.

Football:The first road trip of the season takes the Tigers to
Jackson, Miss., where they will face Millsaps College.

Cross Country: This Saturday, the Varsity squad will travel
to Las Vegas, New Mexico to run in the New Mexico
Highlands Invitational.

Volleyball: CC travels to California to take on the Univer-
sity of La Verne on Sept

.
29 and to compete in the UC-San

Diego Tournament Sept. 30-Oct I.

Men's Soccer: The Tigers will host MacMurray of lUinios at

3 p.m. on Saturday and Chapman Univ. of California at
2 p.m. on Sunday.

losing effort. Despite the loss,

the Tiger's heads remained

high. The fact that they battled

back from a 2-0 deficit against

a nationally ranked Wiscon-

sin team was reason enough

to be proud. As Snyder, a for-

ward, put it, "we had no subs

and yet came back from a 2-0

deficit. It showed thatwe have

heart."

Crepeau was equally im-

pressed by the team's show-

ing in the second half. "We
really outdid ourselves," she

said. According to Crepeau,

the team is sticking with it's

original goal of making
progress each game. One of

the biggest improvements has

been on the offensive end of

the field.

Until this weekend, the

Tigers had yet to score a goal

onanythingbutapenaltykick.

Against Wisconsin, the Tigers

Up Next for the Tigers:

The University of Montana, 1 p.m. Saturday at Stewart'

field.

Last Weekend:
Sophomore gtsalkeepcr Audrey Masfield saved a total of;

31 shotsin the two matches against the University of;

Minneosta and the University of Wisconsin. Juruor co-1

captain Katie Shenk earned all-tournament honors for the:

weekend's competition,

Against The University of Minnesota:

Freshman Jaime Haire scored her first collegiate goal on
a penalty kick against the Gophers.

Against the University of Wisconsin:

Emily Scherer, a freshman from Minneapolis, MN, scored

her first collegiate goal. Sophomore Meagan McCuire and
junior Amy Snyder also scored against the Badgers.

booted three goals, one by

Emily Scherer, a freshman
who recently joined the team.

AccordingtoSnyder, "The
offense has really improved

the last couple of games.
Against Wisconsin, we were

communicating well and we

were getting our shots."

The Tigers are looking to

continue to improve and are

going for their first win this

Saturday when they face off

against the University of Mon-
tana at home.

Colorado College quarterback Josh Vitt, with Thomas Quinlen, number 84,
his 269 yards against Pomona-Pitzer at Washburn Field on Saturday.

ptxiiDbrCnaBiUBiiiidJtHNUpnbbnuiB

1 background, throws for a few of _
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13th ranked Tigers chew up Sagehens

by Thomas Quinlen

This Saturday theCC foot-

ball team, ranked 13thnation-

ally, will travel to Jackson,

Mississippi, to take on the

Milsaps College Majors. The
two teams have a long history

and, in the course of theteams'

meetings, an excellent rivalry

has built up.

The Majors have won a

good majority of the games,
but last year the Tigers
thrashed Milsaps 42-15.

Milsapslooked sluggish, prob-

ably suffering from "bus-lag"

after the24hourbusride.Th is

year the Majors should be
fresh, looking for revenge and
their first home win of the

season, Milsaps is 1-2, having
lost to Austin college in their

opener. They lost their sec-

ond game to 7th ranked NAIA
powerMcMurry University by

a score of 21-28. This game
should be the toughest test for

the Tigers yet.

Last week, CC demolished

a cocky Pomona-Pitzer team
28-0. The game was CC's first

shutout in 5 years. The
Sagehens threatened to score

several times, but the Tiger

defense held, allowing
Pomona-Pitzer inside the 10

only once, and that time forc-

ing a turnover.

Quarterback Josh Vitt

threw 3 touchdown passes,

two of them to freshman full-

back Chris Williams. Another
of Vitt's touchdowns went to

wide-receiver Bo Clancy.

To add to the Sagehens'

misery, Jesse Yuran caught a

two point conversion pass

from Vitt. Tailback John Lutz

rushed for 131 yards and the

other touchdown. The game
was such a one-sided debacle

that several members of the

class of 1 998 were able to con-

tribute to the winning effort.

Most notably. Will Smith, a

starter on special teams, de-

livered two smashing blows
on kickoff returns that sent

the Sagehens grimacing back

to their bench on both occa-

sions.

The Pomona-Pitzer game
was a much improved perfor-

mancefrom the opener against

Buena Vista. As Head Coach
Craig Rundle said, "You have

to improve all year long, but

the most improvement should
come between your first and
second games."
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Financial Aid Office looks for a new
Assistant Director
by Julie Gordon

The Financial Aid Office

conducted interviews this

week to fill thevacant position

of Assistant Director of

Financial Aid. Nancy Kent,

who formerly held the

position, retired in August.

The Assistant Director of

Financial Aid counsels

students about their various

financial aid options and
works closely with Director

of Financial Aid James
Swanson in awarding financial

aid packages. Because many
students are given on-campus

jobs as part of their financial

award, the Assistant Director

is involved in administering

the work-study program.

Another part of the job entails

acting as a liaison between

the Admissions Officeand the

Financial Aid Office,

improving lines of commun-
ication.

Approximately fifty

people applied for the position,

and four finalists were chosen.

The members of the Search

Committee—Maria Daniels

(Associate Professor of

Spanish), Jill Goldberg
(Assistant Professor of

Physics], Greg Drose (student

accounts officer), Karina
Nabors (student) and Swan-
son— reviewed the appli-

cations, looking at the

strengths and weaknesses,

educational background, and

number of years in financial

aid for each candidate. Now

that the interviews are

complete, the Search Com-
mittee will make its sug-

gestion to Laurel McLeod,
Vice-President of Student Life.

McLeod will then talk to Pres-

ident Mohrman.
"Stability is an important

factor in choosing the can-

didate," Swanson replied.

"We're looking for someone
who can stay for a long time."

The four finalists are

Debra Heintz, Mary Nash
Sommers, Sue Alloman, and

Diane De Reyes. "I'm very

pleased with the quality of the

candidates. Any one of them
would be a definite asset to

the College and its students,"

Swanson said.

Debra Heintz is the Dir-

ector of Financial Aid at

please see Search on page 4

HomecomiDg nevct fails to dnw familiar crat^d^—and cfa
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Professor, staff member injured in wreck
Inclement weather blamed for the multiple fatality tradegy

by Joseph Z. Sharman

While returning to

Colorado College Tuesday,

two employees were involved

in a wet-condition car accident

near Amarillo, Texas which

left two others deadand one of

the employees in critical

condition.

Sometime during the

evening of Tuesday, October

Bob Pizzi

4th Economics/Business

professor Bob Pizzi—who was
driving back student mail

room technician JoniBrandner

and Brandner's cousin, Patty

Cass—allegedly lost conuol

of his vehicle during slippery

conditions. A truck following

Pizzi's car occupied by a man
and woman, probably husband

and wife, was unable to avoid

the car, rear-ending it and

killing both Cass and the man
assumed to be driving the

truck.

Pizzi sustained massive

head and chest injuries and is

listed in critical condition.

Brandner suffered a broken

wrist, severe facial cuts and a

fracttued neck vertebrae but

is in stable condition. Infor-

mation is not available regard-

ing the truck's female passen-

ger.

Reports of the accident

vary considering the only wit-

nesses were those in the ve-

hicles. The most recent report,

derived from Brandner's

recollections, suggests Pizzi's

carencountereda "wall of rain"

upon reaching the summit of

a hill. Descenthng down the

hill Pizzi brakedupon noticing

the road at the base of the hill

appeared to be covered by

water. The car began to hydro-

plane, and Pizzi lost all control.

A truck following Pizzi

topped the hill soon after the

car started hydroplaning.

Unable to stop, the truck

smashed into the back end of

Pizzi's car, killing the alleged

driver of the truck and Cass

who was sitting in the back

seat.

Pizzi's injuries led doctors

to doubt he would survive the

night, especially as his con-

dition did not allow physicians

to tend to the most severe

problems. However, by mor-

ning his chest injuries had sta-

bilized. He is currently in an

induced coma to hopefully

curb swelling or inflamation

of the brain; the internal head

injury left large amounts of

blood in his cranium.

Reports suggested doctors

had performed a successful

chest operation on Pizzi

Thursday morning, a "good

sign" according to CC Chap-

lain Bruce Coriell.

Brandner has sufficiently

recovered to be alert and speak

with family members. She

might be moved to Colorado

Springs this weekend to

facilitate her recovery.

The number of calls going

into the hospital caring for

Pizzi and Brandner have

please see Wreck on page 4

Kafka s Dick

a play by Alan Bennett

and

sponsored by the CC Drama/Dance Department

runs

Friday, October 7th

Saturday, October 8th &
Sunday, October 9th

at 8:00 PM in Armstrong Room 32
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^Security Report
il>y Cirolyn Edwards

9-25-94 ac 8:05 PM: four CC students reported thit ihey

were harassed whiJe driving around the campus oy a

white male !n a black van with flames painted on It.

f 9-26-94 at 5:00 PM; A CC support staff member repotted

the theft ot a CD player troin an unlocked office in

Armstrong.

9-27-94 at 4:10 PM; A professor reported that her purse

was stolen froma desk in her imltKked office. The purse

contained credit cards and $ 10.00.

9-27-94 at 9:00 PM; A security guanl reported contact with

a stispiciuus white male on the east side of Olin Hall.

The individual seemed as if he were hiding something

in his jacket.

9-29-94 at 4-30 PM:A CC student reported her mountain

bike stolen from outside her room. The bike, valuet: at

1375,00, was locked with a chain.

10-3-94 at 12:30 PM: A CC staff member reported her

wallet stojen from her desk while she was out of her

office. Another staff member found the wallet in the

men's bathroom in Armstrong basement, and had seen

sometme coming out of the restroom. The wallet

contained credit carets and a checkbook.

SECURITY-RELATED PHONE NUMBERS;

Escort Service ext 6340

Security ext. 6707 ,

Boetrcher Health Center ext 6384 •

Susan Mamie, Hall Director

in charge of Security ext. 6618

:; Victim's Assistance Team 475 - 4996

CC ranks high in U.S. News
Best Values; behind in aid
by Petra Cahill

Colorado College reached

the top ten in two categories

but dropped to the runner-up

list on another in the latest

issue of U.S. News and World

Report rating Americas'

higher education "best

values." The College

ranked sixth in terms of

"Most EfficientSchools,"

tenth under "Sticker

Price" but was only

among the runners-up

(below the top 20| in the

"Discount Tuition

Prices" category.

With reviews ofCC's

financial aid program

pending, it would be

relevant to keep in mind ~"

these statisticsand their effect

on the program's future.

Efficiency for the first

rating was determined based

on overall score in the U.S.

News college rankings divided

by the '93 spending on educa-

tional programs per student.

"Sticker Price" ratings

were determined by the

quality rank divided by the

total of tuition, fees and room

school year—the higher the

ratio of quality to price the

better the value.

"Discount Tuition Prices"

were calculated according to

the ratio of quality to price,

the precentages of all

undergrads receiving need-

and board for the 1994-95

PiorQecoming Schedule
Friday, October 14

1 :00-3;00 PM: Career Mini-Fain "The Ins and Outs of Going to Grad School" in Perkins Lounge

3:00-5:00 PM: "Easy Choices/Haid Choices: Women Composing Their Lives" in Bemis Lounge

10:00 PM: Bonfire in Armslrong Quad (hand TBA)

Saturday, October 15

7:30 Alvt 6th Annual Tiger Classic 5k Race at the CC Track

8:30-10:30 AM: All Campus Breakfast in Raslall; student meal cards honored

9:00 AM: Bagel Breakfast sponsored by the Center for Community Service in front of Womer
10:30-1 1:45 AM: Coder Board Reunion Panel on free speech and political conecmess at Tutt Library

12:00 NOON: All-Campus Picnic and Alumni Awards Presenlalion in Armstrong Quad

6:30 PM: Pareni/Faculty/Snident Dinner (faculty speaker TBA) in Bemis

9:30 PM-1:00 AM: Homecoming Dance at the BroadMoor Hotel—shuttle busses provided at Womer

Sunday, October 16

9:00-11:00 AM: Homecoming Breakfasts; Snident/Parent Breakfast in Gaylord Hall (parents $8.00)

According to U.S.

News's Best Values;

Colorado College is:

•6th in Efficiency

•10th in Sticker Price

•Runner-up, Discount

Tuition Price

based grants, the numbers of

students receiving merit

awards and the amout of the

school's total cost (tuition,

fees, room and board, personal

expenses) discounted by need-

based grants.

While CC's cost to qual-

ity ratingsproved consistently

high, the rank in "Discount

Tuition Prices" indicates the

financial aid program is not

competitive with comparable

Second-year King recognized

by Gamma Phi Beta
Nicole C. King has been Recording Secretary for

awardedtheKathrynandJohn Gamma Phi Beta.

Winchester Scholarship from The Gamma Phi Beta
the Gamma Phi Beta Foundation was established to

pus, active in the Residence the Sorority's international

Hall Association, and Student philanthropy, special camping
Development Committeeand for girls.

Mailroom
Schedule
by Allison Bonner

1

.

iVlaU is delivered at 9:30

AJVl every day.

2. Mail is usually sorted by

noon if all goes well.

3. Mail can be found in

boxes usually by 4:30

PM Tuesdays through

Fridays and later on
Mondays.

4. School mail should be

placed in the drop-off by

noon each day to assure

that it is delievered to

the boxes on that same
day.

5. No certified, registered

or insured mail can be

mailedm the mail roon.

6. UPS takes care of both

insured mail and COD
mail.

colleges. This fact is particu-

larly relevant to the College

as it pursues revisions in its

financial aid policies. ASpecial

Session on Financial Aid was
held September 10 to discuss

the future of CC's financial

aid program.

The Session ques-

tionedthefutureofCC's

need-blind admissions

policy where students

are admitted solely on

their qualifications and

are guaranteed financial

aid. Dropping a need-

blind policy wouldallow

for a decrease in the

demands on financial aid

funds. However, it could

also have an adverse^ effect on the quality of

students admitted to CC.
Tuition increases over the

next five years, in order to

create revenue, were other

ideas introduced. However,

tuition increases would also

create a greater financial need

among students who already

receive aid, complicating the

aid process.

The new Assistant Direc-

tor of Financial Aid will be a

large part of future changes.
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Marriott implements changes
by Jennie Randall

MarriottFood Services has

made a number of changes at

ColoradoCoUege dining areas

this fall, and plans for more
change in the future.

John Hawkins, Food
Service Director, said that

Rastall Dining Hall "is the

area where we have the

farthest to go. We have to find

a way to take care of a lot of

people in a very short time

and maintain a certain quality

of food."

Rastall was redecorated to

get away from the institu-

tionalized look. "We tried to

spruce it up a bit- tried to

make it feel more com-
fortable," Hawkins said.

In an attempt to move
away from Rastall's "mass

produced feel," Hawkinsplans

to have more food prepared in

front of the customer. The
grill, featured at all three

meals, is an example of this

policy. The coming intro-

duction of specialty pastas

cooked fresh to order is

another example.

Rastall recently held a

taste test to choose a new
marinara sauce. RobertBrown,

manager of Rastall, said that

most complaints since the

- sauce was changed concern

the wait involved in getting

food. Brown said that most
student comments are re-

quests for new products.

Other changes in Rastall

include an expanded choice of

cereals, the reintroduction of

Belgian waffle makes, an

expanded grill menu, and the

relocation of the woks and

fruitand breadcartto improve

traffic in the serving area.

Future changes include the

introduction of personal pan

pizzas, improvement of the

salad bar, and the addition ofa

wok bar that will offer more

choices for stir frying.

"The big changes are yet

to come," Brown said.

StadeDts lookjcgfoifoodiD Rasutl wait m line Rastall has implcniented several

changes into lis pragram, all pan of a lar^t Mamott design to imptove tbe dining

facilities at Colorado College.

According to Hawkins,

the biggest change in Bemis

has been the customization of

menus away from Marriott's

standard recipes. The menu at

Bemis offers a variety ofvegan

and vegetarian choices based

on recipes from sources such

as MolUe Katzen's vegetarian

cookbooks and Tbe Vegetal-

ian Times. Other changes at

Bemis include an expanded

salad bar and the addition of a

student-run composting pro-

gram.

"Student perception of

Bemis has been very good,"

Hawkins said.

Changes at Benji's include

the introduction of rotisserie

chicken and the Tiger Express

cooler that offers takeout

saladsandsandwiches. Frozen

yogurt was reintroduced this

week, and the new espresso

bar will open as soon as the

plumbing and electricity are

hooked up.

New features at the C-

Store in Mathias include

expanded hours, fountain

drinks, and TCBY frozen

yogurt.

Hawkins said that Mar-

riott was not responsible for

inflation of meal plan prices.

Colorado College sets the

prices for student meal plans.

Marriott recently sur-

veyed 250 Colorado College

students to prepare for a re-

evaluation of its current

programs. The surveys were

sent to an independent
company for processing.

Results should be available

within the week.

"Basically, the purpose of

the survey was to give us

direction for late this year and

next year," Hawkins said.

"This survey was supposed to

be a little more analytical and

more far reaching than 'how

are we doing today?'"

Four of the five managers

at Marriott Food Services are

new toColorado College. Only

Shawn Finnegan, Catering

Manager, returned from last

year's staff. Although new on

campus, Hawkins has 1 7 years

of experience with Marriott,

most recently atWestern State

College in Gunnison, Col-

orado. Brown has also been

with Marriott for a number of

years, most recently at Otero

Jr. College in La Junta, Col-

orado. Bryan Wermers, the

new manager of Bemis, most

recently worked in food

service at the University of

Denver. Patty Carrulli, a

registered dietitian, is the new
manager of Benji's.

"Opening was real tough

for us because we were all

new," Hawkins said. Despite

a rough start, Hawkins is

optimistic that the new staff

will bring a fresh perspective

to campus dining.

Call X663 1 for questions.

(^Campus Happenings )

ACM India Studies Applications Here
The ACM India Studies program is accepting appUca-

tions for 1995. Deadline is November 1,1994. For application

materials anddetails.pleasecontact Professor VibhaKapuria-

Foreman, Palmer 101, extension 6419.

Gayloid Prize for AsianPacific Studies
The Program in Asian-Pacific Studies is pleased to

announce the Fall 1994 competition for The Gaylord Prize

for Independent Student Research in Pacific Area Studies.

The purpose of the Gaylord Prize is to encourage and
support independent work by students interested in Asian-

Pacific Studies. Prizes will be awarded for projects by both

individuals and small groups. Proposals are due to the

history department secretary, Sandy Papuga, Palmer 212,

by 3;00 pm, the second Monday of Block 3- November 7.

1 994. Please contact ProfessorVibha Kapuria-Foreman |ext.

6419) or Professor Yun-Yu Wang (ext. 6460| with questions.

Venture Grants Offered
The Colorado College once again has a Venture fund.

The Venture Funds are administered by the Dean's Advi-

sory Committee with an operating budget of $50,000 1$5000

of which set aside for the second semester). Funds are

divided between Student Research ($20,000), Conferences

($10,000) and Visiting Faculty ($20,000).

Student Research monies go toward travel, housing,

food and materials for research or studio projects under the

guidance of a faculty member. Conference funds permit

students to attend academic and professional meetings and

conferences on subjects of intellectual interest with inten-

tion to present research results. Visiting Faculty gifts bring

in distinguished visitors to the campus for a few days to a

week to expose them to the campus community.

Applications for all three areas are available in the

Dean's Office and should be returned there when com-

pleted. The Committee meets the third Thursday of every

Block, and application deadlines are 1;00 pm the Friday

preceding the meeting. Questions should go to X6686.

Language Department Opportunities
The German "Kaffeeklatsch" meets every Wednesday

at 3:30 pm in the Max Kade House. The meeting includes

conversation in German and refreshments.

A Russian Tea is held every Thursday at 4:00 pm at the

Russian House including conversation and refreshments.

Students, faculty and staff are invited to join in the new
extended format Japanese class, worth 2 CC credits, offered

by the German, Russian and East Asian Languages

department. Taught by Paul Maruyama, the class meets

Tuesdays and Thursdays, 5:00-7:00 pm in Armstrong 353A

and will extend over both semesters. Books are available in

the bookstore. Call Joan Cooper for information at X6635.

The German Film Series starts Tuesday, September 20,

at 8:00 pm with the silent film classic. Pandora's Box in the

Max Kade Theatre. The film includes English subtitles and

will be introduced by Professor Heinz Geppert.

Adjunct classes are being offered in Chinese, French,

German, Italian, Japanese, Russian and Spanish. For details,

contact the appropriate language department.

Campus Master Plan Committee holds meeting
by Sarah Parmley

Tuesday September 27,

1994 in the W.E.S. Room, the

Master Plan Committee met

for one of its first scheduled

school year meetings of this

year. The committee pre-

sented to a large audience a

history of American campus

planning so those in atten-

dance could understandwhere

Colorado College is headed.

The Campus Planner,

Charles Rose of Thompson
Rose, brought two of his

associates with him. Joe

McDonald, the project man-

ager, will be present on every

on site visit. McDonald has an

extensive background in cam-

pus planning, including the

campus planning of Harvard

Yard. The second associate,

Chris Moiles of Child and

Associates based in Boston,

will also be working with the

Campus Master Plan Com-
mittee. Moiles has just recent-

lycompleted the campus plan-

ning project forSkidmoreCol-

lege.

Over the next year, the

Campus Master Plan Commit-

tee will study CC, rationaliz-

ing future developments and

making recommendations for

improvements. The commit-

tee is "interested in the no-

tion of campus identity," says

Rose. The idea of identity will

concern everything from the

trees, types of architecture,

sense of region and how ev-

erything relates to the topog-

raphy. The committee will be

attempting to capture the

uniqueness of CC as it goes

intothe 21st century.

Campus designing began

in the 17th century. In Amer-

ica, campuses are seen as

unique places serving as ve-

hicles for addressing social

Utopian issues.

The plan for CC figures

significantly within the con-

text of campus planning. The

committee sees the switch to

the Block Plan as CC's
commitment to education,

and they will be lookingat the

Block Plan from an architec-

tural point of view. They un-

derstand that the intense aca-

demic atmosphere existing at

the college needs a tension

relieving campus.

Rose took the admissions

tour on campus to see exactly

what was being promoted to

prospective students. He com-
mented saying that the CC
tour was more "honest" than

most tours he had been on.

The basic trait of campus

planning is seeing colleges and

universities as separate

identities in themselves while

remainingAmerican. Over the

years, the American college

campus has gone through

many significant changessuch

as turning the campus out-

ward rather than inward. The

campus no longer revolves

around itself, but it interacts

with the siurounding com-

munity.

The committee's presen-

tation of the history ofcampus

planning revolved around a

detailed description of five

colleges and universities:

Harvard University, Radcliffe

College, Stanford University,

Oxford, and Corpus Christi.

All of these institutions, with

the exception of Stanford, are

East Coast schools, one

student attendingthe meeting

noticed. "We're not a

Princeton and we don't want

to be," said the student.

The three architects, who
also happen to be located on

the East Coast, said the prece-

dents for CC's campus just

happen to be located on the

East Coast.
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Author to address

students tonight

Adam Rob-

inson, author of

What Smart
Students Know,
will speak on
"99 Things I

Wish Someone
Had Told me
When I Was a

Freshman." A
1980 graduate of

Oxford Law
School in Eng-

land, Robinson

is the co-

founder of the

Princeton Re-

view, a com-
pany designed to

teach students

how to master

standardized
tests. The even-

ing's presen-

tation will

include a des-

cription of Rob-

inson's "Cyber-

learning Techniques" and
other nationally recognized

aids to more efficient learning.

Robinson will speak to-

night, October 7th, at 7:00PM
in Packard Hall. The pre-

Adam Robinson

sentation is open to the public

free of charge and sponsored

by the Venture Grant
Committee and the Office of

Minority Student Life. For

more information, call X6338.

Search continaed from page 1

Franklin Pierce College in

Rindge, NewHampshire. Prior

to this she worked as Director
of Financial Aid at Lawrence

University in Appleton,
Wisconsin. She graduated

from Nathaniel Hawthorne
College in New Hampshire

with a B.S. in Business
Administration. "I was
attracted to the job because of

the climate and recreational

facilities in Colorado," she

explained.

"I would like to be an

Ambassador of goodwill,

helping to explain the financial

aid process to first-year and

prospective students because

filling out the paperwork can

be confusing and tedious. I

would also like to improve

work study. " Heintz expressed

her concern for the

environment, noting that she

would like to participate in

environmental activities and

organizations on campus.

iVlary Nash Sommers is

the Assistant Director of

Fmancial Aid at the University

of Nebraska. She also worked

m the Admission and
Financial Aid Officesat Rocky
Mountain College in Billings,

Montana. Sommers graduated

from the University of Iowa

with a B.A. in Journalism/

Communications. She hopes

to receive her M.A. in

Educational Administration

in December.
Sue Alloman is the

Director of Financial Aid at

Hanover College in Hanover,

Indiana. She has held this

position for almost ten years.

Prior to that, she was Director

of Financial Aid at Ivy Tech
State College in Terre Haute,

Indiana. Shereceivedher M.A.

in education from Indiana

State University, and her B.A.

in Arts and Science from

Hanover.

"I came to Colorado a year

ago, and I Uked it a lot. There's

nothing tying me to Indiana,"

she explained. If chosen, she

said one of her goals would be

for students to have ready

access to the office. "I want

students to know who I am
and to feel comfortable

walking into the office with

their questions and concerns."

One of the issues that she

hopes to tackle is whether or

not Colorado College is

offering enough funds for

minority students. She
strongly feels CC should be

accessible to anyone who is

qualified academically,

regardless of a student's

financial situation.

When asked about what

she felt was the overall

problem with financial aid, she

explained, "It has not kept up

with inflation. The Pell grant

is at $2,300 when it should be

between $7,000-$8,000.

Students' financial awards

must be consistent with the

increase in tuition and room
and board each year."

Diane de Reyes is a

Financial Aid Counselor at

Arapahoe Community
College in Littleton, Colorado.

She graduated from the

University of Denver with an

M.S. in marketing then earned

her B.S. in Business

Administration from the

University of Southern
California at Los Angeles.

"We hope to make an offer

to the selected person next

week, and hopefully the new
Assistant Director will start

sometime in mid to late

November, depending on the

schedules at their present

schools." Swanson explained.

The Catalyst will publish

results when available.

Wreck continued from page 1

"overwhelmed" staff, said

Coriell. "Fornow we're asking

people not to call the hospital

or drive down there, " he added.

"We'll put the address on the

network as soon as they are

able to receive cards."

As information comes in,

the CC Dean's Office will pass

it onto interested parties over

E-mail. The Economics De-

partment will keep informa-

tion flowing over the week-

end. -. ..

WeVe justmade this 6-poiind computer

even easier to pickup.
(Buyone now^ and we'll throw in all this software to help you power through college.)
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When you weigh the options, its quite possibly (he best deal available for coLege students.

For a limited time, buy a select Apple' PowerBook" at a special student price and get a unique
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Companion to help you tap into on-line research resources. Plus ClarisWorks, an integrated

pack^e with a word processor, database, spreadsheet and more. All with the portable com-
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an Apple Computer Loan, you can own One for less than a dollar a day.' A .^^1/^fV
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Colorado College Bookstore

in the Worner Center or call 389-6392
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Divison I programs offer worthwhile advantages
Administrators must consider intangible benefits

by Justin Lippaid &. Blaine Olsen

In a diligent effort to plan

for the future betterment of

Colorado College, admin-
istrators have seen fit to

evaluate the merits of our

Division I NCAA athletics

programs. For a liberal arts

institution like CC, budgetary

constraints loom large, and

reviewing programs in terms

of costsand benefits must take

precedence. But while mon-
etary costs are readily

apparent, intangibles can be

easily overlooked.

In this particular case, the

numbers can easily be readily

calculated. Minus scholar-

ships, men's ice hockey costs

roughly $400,000 annually,

while women's soccer costs

around $125,000.

While hockey scholar-

ships are partially funded by

the El Pomar Foundation,

women's soccer scholarships

are supported solely by the

CC financial aid office. In this

case the figure could be seen

to loom even larger. Perhaps

as much as $ 1 million is split

between the two programs.

From the standpoint of a

college administration, these

figures are understandably

difficult to ignore.

However, when deciding

the future of Division I

athletics here at Colorado

College, the college must also

consider the benefits of the

two teams.When pointed out,

these benefits make the deci-

sion a bit more difficult. In

fact, completely cutting Divi-

sion I athletics at CC is a deci-

sion that should not be made.

The hockey and soccer

teams are one of the few

existing mechanisms for con-

tinued alumni involvement.

Alumni attendance at last

spring's regular season finale

at the BroadmoorWorld Arena
was phenomenal. It is this

participation which would be

lost along with Division I ath-

letics.

A liberal arts college

which is increasingly depen-

dent on alumni donations

should not take steps to re-

duce the opportunity for

alumni to become involved in

everyday college life. This is

especially true when such ac-

tion would upset alumni.

Ironically, disbanding hockey

and soccer is a sure way to

upset a great number of

alumni- alumni who are will-

ing to throw money our way.

For an institution strug-

gling to overcome a pattern of

national mediocrity, cutting

programs which attract posi-

tive national attention makes
no sense. Though costly, our

hockey and soccer programs

do more for our reputation

than an infinite number of

college fairs. People see Colo-

rado College hockey and soc-

cer games on television and

on the road. This exposure

benefits not only the

respective athletic programs,

but also our applicant pool, as

the women's soccer coach

receives over 500 unsolicited

letters of inquiry annually.

Through this process, name
recognition becomes more
widespread (a significant bar-

rier for CC). Meanwhile, the

number of our atheletes se-

lected for all-academic hon-

ors speaks volumes about the

academic quality of our insti-

tution.

Diversity, one of the most
pressing campus issues, is also

afforded by the presence of

Division I athletics here at

CC; after all. Division I

athlethes themselves repre-

sent a unique element of the

campus community.
Possibly the most imme-

diate impact felt by Division I

athletics here is the link which
it establishes with the com-
munity. The presence of men's

hockey and women's soccer

goes far towards establishing

positive relations with seg-

ments of the Colorado Springs

community who would oth-

erwise avoid contact with the

school. Though often over-

looked, thisrelationship plays

please see Division I on page 7

Concentrated O.J. and a Barry convicted user
Iadmit it, I'm mesmerizedby the O.J. Simpson

case. I watch the news, I know the players, I have

a framed picture of Lance Ito hanging on my wall.

I have an opinion on whether or not O.J. did it. I

care. If there's a support group out there for people

like me, please send a phone number. I even

appreciate most of the media coverage. Most of

the media coverage.

Some of it also makes me ill.

I wish the network news stations wouldn't

make daily headline news out of this trial. There

are dayswhen nothing happens, but some feature

about the interpretations of black middle class

bankers who met O.J. once appears without fail.

The public cares, but only about the actions in

the courtroom. The rest is garbage.

This case does not need to worsen racial

tensions in the U.S. Unfortunately it has. Every

time I see something on the trial, statistics about

the number of blacks vs. the number of whites

who believe O.J. is innocent inevitably pop up.

I'm rapidly tiring of the constant distinction

between races in this country that thwarts

advances in human equality. The statistic I really

pay attention to is the one that shows the general

population's feelings without division of sex,

race, nationality or occupation. Unfortunately,

that showsabout half of theAmerican population

has already condemned poor Juice.

Tabloid television shows have taken this

Simpson thing a bit too far. In depth looks at the

"troubled pasts" of the major figures in the trial

grate on me like Rush Limbaugh on Bill Clinton.

It scares me that citizens of this country want five

minute blurbs entitled "Marcia's Private Pain."

Really, I only sat through it because I didn't

have a remote control.

I respect O.J. Simpson as a football player,

sportscaster and actor. This case therefore means

a great deal to me. But it means nothing when the

reports about it are either not newsworthy or

extremely harmful to society.

Friday's midday musings...

• All I can think when I see Simpson in cuffs is,

"Nordberg, NO!!" The Naked Gun will never

be the same,
. While were talking race, I have significant

troubles with classification of certain races as

African American, Mexican American, Native

American... Why don't we just drop these

divisive qualifiers and form one big happy culture

without conflict?

' Maybe I should just start referring to myself as a

German American...

' Folks, let's admit that we live in the same country

and start acting that way.
' Reasons not to attend Homecoming: bitterness

toward theBroadmoor for tearing down theWorld

Arena.

' Can anybody explain to me why a convicted drug

user has won the democratic nomination for

Mayor of Washington, D.C.?

' Marion Barry has brought enough disgrace to his

city and the entire country for a lifetime without

being elected again.

' Kudos to the city of Hartford, Connecticut, for

turning over control of its school system to a

private firm. Finally somebody in government

THOUGHTS FROM
THE SKY CHAIR
by Erick R. Scheminske

has realized that they can't solve all of our

problems with legislation.

• Well, either kudos or tears... It might be

disillusioningto understand that tax dollars can't

be managed well enough to teach kids how to

read.

• Yes, it's a slow, apathetic, post-block-break news

week.
• Two Hispanic organizations are claiming that

Colorado's government overlooks Hispanics for

higher paying jobs. Another Hispanic group is

being simultaneously charged with age

discrimination. Hypocrisy runs amuck.
> My take: stop complaining and work to move into

a different economic class that allows for jobs as

something other than maintenance people.

Although discrimination plays a sad part in the

marketplace, it isn't the only reason people lose

or keep jobs. Poor performance opens up

opportunities for less desirable hiring and firing

practices to creep in.

• Reasons not to attend Homecoming: the drive

from CC to the Broadmoor is too difficult. Too

many lane changes and bright lights.

• In a recent pep talk to American troops in Haiti,

President Clinton told the soldiers, "your

presenceand professionahsm have helped curb

the violence." Maybe it's just me, but every

time 1 open up a newspaper, I see headlines

about random shootings into crowded areas,

exploding grenades, Americans forcibly

disarming Haitian gunmen, looting, and

destruction. Right on again, Bill. This man is a

genius.

• Does anybody else have problems with

supporting a group of citizens who find it

appropriate to loot and just demolish former

military strongholds andgovemment buildings

afterAmerican soldiers take them over? Maybe

part of Haiti's problem is that the citizens don't

take any pride in their country at all.

. Can you say south-central LA?

. A message to e-mail junkies. Soon, you will be

able to receive full audio transmission of

congressional happenings over the Internet.

The modem lines will never open up again.

• The campus is alive with anticipation. Just feel

the energy.

• Reasons not toattend Homecoming: intoxicated

alums overtake the dance floor.

• Word from the White House is that Clinton will

select "three or four or five" areas where he can

claim success to concentrate on in the lead up

to the November elections. Translation: even

if he suddenly found an opinion on something,

our president would not stick his neck out for

it if it appeared he might suffer a defeat.

• I sense an administration more concerned about

public support after recent setbacks than about

doing what if feels right for the country. I don't

think I want a president concerned more with

image than convictions anymore.

. Lift prices are up again all over Colorado ski

resorts, close to $50 per day in some areas. And

peoplefindthisan enjoyable pastime? Gofigure.

• If I'm living in a Slocum "triple", I'm on the

phone with Paul Jones daily.

• Reasons not to attend Homecoming: truth is,

I'm just rationalizing because I don't have a

date. If anybody out there appreciates

opinionated conservatives who can't dance, let

me know.
. Hmm, maybe I should transfer...
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Colorado College liberal arts rhetoric proves fruitless

by MJ. Casebolt

Human Capital is a term

which generally refers to the

amount of formal training or

education an individual has

received in preparation for

their career. Human Capital

is important for several

reasons: first, it determines

the wealth and prosperity of

nations, and second, it is what

allows individuals to compete

in the job market. The Liberal

Arts Education (capitalized for

effect) is a significant invest-

ment toward this end. What
Kathryn Mohrman has taken

every opportimity to tell you

is that it offers a wonderful

mind set and teaches one how
to "learn toleam." What I will

tell you, however, is to get

real...

The facts are that

technical school graduates

(who pay less for their training

than wedoforour "mindset"),

especially in the fields of

computer service and
programming, are making a

killing on their Human
Capital investments, whereas

we tend to get killed. Most
liberal arts institutions tend

to brag about their graduate

school ratios when the reality

of the matter is that most of

those who end up in grad

school are there out of

necessity. They couldn't get a

job with their four year

degrees. Because of the late

recession most of the statistics

could be construed as

inconclusive. But this still

does not invalidate the point.

Business majors have
nothing to fear really. Neither

do those involved in pure

science. It's the rest of us

headed toward history,

literattu'e, and the arts who

Staff Commentaiy

Current Rastall sludge

borders on the inedible
Given: college students

will complain about college

food. A few of us found
ourselves browsing through

the sheets of paper plastered

onto the comment board in

Rastall one morning. What did

wefind? "THEFOODSUCKS!
DOYOUR lOB. " Nothing that

we haven't seen before. It

seems as though every time

we take the opportunity to

culture ourselves with other

people's opinions of Marriott

(this is not a common
occunence), we discoversome
comment to the same effect.

Yet, this time, such comments
warrant some merit.

We might add that there

was no response to the

comment (was it politically

correct?) as yet. Perhaps
Marriott Food Services

Director John Hawkins hadn't

yet discovered the foreboding

remark. Or perhaps he decided
to keep the cap on his pen and
refuse to justify what is

unmistakably true. In somany
words, the food created and
doctored for student consump-
tion is seemingly far from liv-

ing up to its reputation as

roadkill. Many students feel

that this year's food goes
beyond that classification.

May we suggest a new one:

rawsewage (only a suggestion).

However, this would not be a

fail and just commentary if

we didn't look at, as Paul

Harvey says, the rest of the

story.

Compared to other
colleges and universities

throughout the nation, the

food quality here at Colorado
College is, dare we say, good
(for lack of a better word and
relativelyspeaking). Of course,

we cannot support the
preceding statement with

concrete evidence. We have

only heard such "fact" through

word of mouth. We can say, in

good conscience, that we
believe there is some truth in

that "fact." Some truth.

The quality of the food

aside, Marriott, in its infinite

wisdom, has attempted to

cater to the many demands of

students by upgrading its

facilities- thus we have the C-
store in Mathias, longer hours

at Benji's, the espresso bar,

TCBY yogurt, and, our
favorite, the spinningchicken

(has anyone tried that thing? ).

The truth is, Marriott really is

concerned about pleasing the

students of CC. On most
occasions, ifyouaskaiVIaniott

employee to cater to your

personal needs, that employee
will do the best he or she can

to bring you "pure chewing
satisfaction," orwhatever else

you desire. Marriott has done
an above average job at making
things convenient.

However, there are still

those long lines in Rastall and
now Bemis (it's shocking, we
know), among other things.

At one dinner this week only

one Marriott employee was
working "the grill," helping

to create an obscenely lengthy

line of impatient students.

And need we bring up an
article run in this publication

last block entitled "Marriott,

College stiff working stu-

dents."We'Ustop there, butit

seems as though Marriott

could use some help. All the

same, can they really be
blamed fully for the long lines?

The campus administration

deserves much blame (what a

concept) for giving CC more
students than it can handle.

Perhaps that explains some of

please see Marriott on page 7

are in trouble. We will be

sucked into a jobless void

(barring the instantaneous

death of hundreds of

thousands of professors and

teachers in those same
meaningful fields, allowingus

to teach). Time to come home
from La La Land.

There is hope. Get a job.

Don't panic. Not a real

job. An internship. This is one

of the best things one can do

to get the proverbial foot in

the door. Look into that the

next time you're even near

the Career Center. That, and

attaining a few computer
skills- now called literacy

(different language? Some say

species)- will greatly improve

your marketability and
diminish fears of unemploy-
ment.

There is no need to fear

thecomputer. Even old people,

like my father, use them these

days. For him it means not

having to make a four hour

commute to Denver twice a

week. For our generation, that

knowledge will be the

difference between life and

death.

Although my History of

Economic Thought professor.

Dr. Becker, cautions against

all those "gadgets those

librarians will try and get you
to use," it is sad that we have

so few in the Tutt facility. If I

were in charge, I would
mandate that every freshman
enteringColoradoCoUege buy
a computer upon arrival.

Secondly, I would redistribute

some of the monies cinrrently

designated for the "architec-

tural perfection" of CC and
put them toward improving

the computer science depart-

ments. It is sad that Mesa State

College in Grand Junction,

Colorado, which has nowhere
near the caliber of students

that CC does, can compete
please see Liberal on page 8

peace Ira Ne'+h««""I«*e*«»'^'

Budget Deficit Harms Private Citizens
Borrowed funds could be spent on other domestic projects

by Christopher Rose

At midnight, September 30th, 1 994, the

federal government did it again. For the 24th

year in a row it managed to spend more than

it earned.

In order to do this, the government,

through the Department of the Treasury,

had to borrow the money it could not raise

from its receipts from Americans and
foreigners.

This borrowing, (or deficit-spending as

the government calls it) adds up year by year

to give us the total national debt. As of now,
thenational debt standsat roughly 4.5 trillion

dollars.

Occasional deficits and a reasonable

national debt are acceptable and sometimes
necessary. After all, what industrial

countries in the world have gone without a

debt of some kind?

But there comes a point when the

borrowing goes too far. Until the mid- 1 960's,

the debt remained under control. But with
Lyndon Johnson's pursuit of the Vietnam
War and expanding his Great Society
programs, and Ronald Reagan's tax cut and
defense build-up, the debt drastically

increased.

Every dollar the federal government
borrows comes from theprivate sector. That
is a dollar that could have been used for

capital investment, the creation ofnew jobs,

and badly needed funds for research and
development. The result: a lower standard
of living, or the loss of the "American

Dream." As Flarry Figgie states in his book

"BanUmptcy 3 995 ", "all of the products and

services that make life in these United States

a far more pleasant experience than is

available to the rest of the world's population-

we risk losing by piling up debt at an

unprecedented rate."

Also, as the government continues to

borrow, it must every year thereafter pay

interest on it until that dollar has been paid

back. Thus as the debt grows, so does the

amount that must be paid to interest

payments. This decreases thefundsavailable

to the government that could be used for

education, rebuilding the infrastructure,

reforming welfare, and so forth.

The fault of this "reckless spending" is

not just Lyndon Johnson's or Ronald
Reagan's. It isn't even the fault of the

DemocratsandRepublicanswhohave served

in Congress. It is our fault. Yours and mine.

Our parents andgrandparents. AsAmericans,
we could have and should now immediately

stop this irresponsible spending that has

continued for so long.

Plans have been presented by politicians

under Reagan, Bush, and Clinton to lower

government spendingand with it the deficit.

But as the record of success of these plans

shows, the only way reckless government
over-spending can be stopped is through the

ballot-box.

As Thomas Jefferson said, "I place

economy among the firstand most important
virtues, and pubUc debt as the greatest danger
to be feared."
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LIFE photos paint

bleak pictures
Photos of suffering and
extinction speak for themselves

by Laura Wolfe&Amy LeDuc

Someone once said that a

picture is worth a thousand
words. If this is true, then

several thousand words are

voiced in the September issue

of"LIFE" magazine. The cover

title, "Saving the Endangered
100- Exclusive photos of

American animals and plants

we may never see again" says

what the focus of the issue is,

but it is the photos that tell

all.

Among the broad
collection of photographs is a

close up shot of a Florida

Panther bearing a countenance

which is at the same time

majestic and forlorn. This

photo is of one of the rarest

creatures on Earth- there are

only forty of these panthers in

existence. Also shown are

other unique and beautiful

creatures, and rarely seen wild

plants.

The photographers of

"LIFE" magazine captured the

essence of the rarest plants

and animals found on Earth

not only so readers could

appreciate their aesthetic

value, but also, and just as

importantly, to grip us

emotionally. Most gripping

perhaps isan eyewitness "Life

Special" featuring graphic

photographs of human
suffering. One in particular

catches the eye,- it is captioned

"Before There Were 8.2

Million Rwandans, One

Million Have Been Slain by

their Countrymen." Immor-
talized in print is a small, pure

boy overwhelmed with an-

guish.

Presumably it was the

hope of those involved with

this issue of "LIFE" magazine

to strike deep in the readers'

hearts with these dramatic,

heart wrenching scenes that

speak more powerfully than

words ever could. This would
hopefully spur a change in

people's thinking and reverse

the trend of extinction. Of
course some of these plants

and animals are endangered

simply because of natural

extinction. Others, however,

are dying off because of the

unthoughtful behavior of

mankind.

For some time now,
actions have been taken to

end these tragic predicaments

of humans and wildlife. The
need for the life preservation

of all species on planet Earth

is immense, and at times
seems hopeless. There is little

doubt in our mindsthatwe,as
members of the human race-

which holds the most intel-

lect and power- should be

aware of these morbid circum-

stances, respect our environ-

ment, and REACT.
Apositive,caringattitude,

combined with effort could

prove to change the world.

Perhaps on the cover of a fu-

ture issue of "Life" magazine

will be "The Saved 100."

Y EARS A H E A D

SALON

30 DAYS UNLIMITED TANNING

^
15% off all services

for CC students
118 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552

last chance

to prepare for

the December test

lSAt

Block II, Fall Semester, Colorado
College 1994... As I sit down to write my
weekly column, this dateline looms large

in my life. It is of paramount importance
for one reason. What reason? Come, sit

and let me tell you a story.

Once upon a time |or is it "Long, long

ago in a galaxy far, far away?"| there was a

little group ofabout adozen children. They
varied in age from young to a little less

young and in intelligence from stupid to

stupid but well-meaning. The group was
held together by a common bond. They
shared an ideal, a

vision for the entity

known simply as the

Catalyst.

Together they

strove to actualize

their dream. After

many long hours and

many setbacks and

many tears, they finally began to realize

their goal. In the end, everyone lived happily

ever after.

Sounds simple, right? Well, Block I

wasn't quite that storybook, but we
siurvived. That is why the dateline "Block
11" is so important. It shows that we have

endured and come through the proverbial

"other side."

In many ways, my staff resembles a

new White House Administration. Like

our analogous brethren, we faced our own
"First 100 Days." Block I was our chance to

be active, to prove our abilities and set the

toneforthesemester. If Blockl is indicative

of the coming months, than I think we
have a great deal to look forward to.

Don't get me wrong, we have made
many mistakes and still have a great deal

of room to improve. On the other hand, I

believewe have taken great strides towards

creatingmy vision of a professional college

newspaper.

Now that we have successfully

FROM THE EDITOR
by Chad T. Nitta

completed our landmark "First 100 Days," I

would like to take a moment to make a few
observations. First, to everyone that has
participated in the creation of the first two
issues, Thank You. You are all truly

dedicated professionals.

Second, to anyone who signed a sheet of

paper that indicated an interest in working
for the paper but has not been contacted,

please be patient. I would like to thank you
for wantingto help and apologize for leaving

you "twisting in the wind. " Sometimes there

just are not enough hours in the day. If you
are serious about
helping and are tired

of waiting, come by

the office or call. We
would love your help.

Lastly, whether

__^^^^^^^^^^ we want it to or not,

the Catalyst has a

limited amount of

space. We are doing our best to fit everything

in that we think is important, but sometimes
there is just not enough room. If a story is

bumped or needs to be changed, we will do
our best to maintain the intention and the

integrity of the piece.

We want to accommodate as many
students as we can. Please do not take it

personally if we don't use everything you
have turned in.We have many other business

obligations that prevent us from keeping

everyone happy, but we are doing our best to

get everyone "print time."

With this in mind, I willdraw my column
to a close.

Remember, my staff is still learning. We
will continue to make headway and over-

come obstacles. Please read our product at

face value; that is how we write it, that is

how we want it read.

One block down, three more to go!

And so the saga continues. As each new
challenge is overcome, the entity known as

the Catalyst grows and matures..

October 24
Call: 635-3432
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Division I from page 5

an important part in the cre-

ation of a healthy campus
environment. The civic

pride which accompanies

the success of these teams,

their local clinics, and their

outreach programs speaks

for itself.

The core of dedicated

Colorado College student

fans should counter any

argument which draws sup-

port from student apathy.

Though students don't

always fill their reserved sec-

tion to capacity for hockey

games (not the case during

the latter part of last sea-

son), students, faculty, com-

munity members, and
alumni combined to make
the former World Arena one

of the greatest home ice ad-

vantages in the WCHA.
Hockey games, in turn, cre-

ate a valuable social outlet

for the student com-

munity, already

sorely lacking in cam-

pus unity. Removal

of such a program

compounds this sig-

nificant problem.

Upsetting
alumni and faculty

fans while alienating

the remaining loyal

community mem-
bers should not be

part of Colorado

College's plan for the future.

Engaging in counterproduc-

tive national public relations

manuevers, detracting from

the quality of CC social life,

and failing to recognize the

diversity brought by Division

I atheletes can do nothing but

continue Colorado College's

pattern of mediocrity.

The money saved could in

no way be used efficiently to

replace all that is lost with the

elimination of Division I ath-

letics.

Our Division I programs

provideCC with a uniqueness

that cannot be purchased for

the dollar figure attached to

their operations.

If Colorado College de-

cides to terminate men's ice

hockey and women's soccer,

the CC campus will be losing

something enjoyable, unique,

and vital to the college's char-

acter.

Rather than seek the

elimination of costly programs

which hold so much value,

Colorado College should look

to creative financing methods

in order to ensure their sur-

vival.

Marriott from page 6

Marriott's woes. Butwe swear,

if that soft-serve ice cream

machine breaks down again.

we may succumb to rash deci-

sions and evil forces beyond

human control.

Consider this: it's ru-

mored that the money your

parents fork out to put you on

the meal plan goes directly to

CC, not Marriott. CC then

pays Marriott for the amount
of meals consumed by
students diu'ing a given week.

So, in essence, the students

are indirectly responsible for

the quality of food that

Marriott serves. If we dine

more often using the meal

plan, Maniott receives more

money, they invest more
moneyand time in betterfood,

and places like Rastall, Bemis,

and Benji's are placed on the

five-star rating list of

restaurants. Thisisallpossible

in a perfect world. Of course,

this world we call The
Colorado College is far from

being perfect.

So, what can we do? We
suppose the students of CC
could continue the barrage of

complaints, but that seems to

be a waste of energy. Why not

complain about the campus
administration instead?

That'salways fun, but equally

unproductive. Our advice:

suck it up and deal. This isn't

your mother's home cookin'.

And besides, the food might

taste good sometime...
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Letter to the Editor

Colorado Springs

leasing questioned
Dear Editor,

WARNING! !!!!!!!

Ifyou have signed a lease, or are planning to, with one of the

two companies in Colorado Springs who have a monopoly over

the property around CC (especially apartments), read this. You

could be getting taken advantage of! Follow these easy tips:

1. RIAD YOUK LEASE, READ YOUR LEASE, READ YOUR
LEASE!
Don't just sign it!

Don't ever sign a lease that is more than 2 pages long,

otherwise they are hiding something.
- There are no lease laws in Colorado, so what you sign is the

law!

- If you can afford it, have a lawyer read your lease (this

should only cost about $30 in Denver with a tenant friendly

attorney- they are landlord friendly in Colorado Springs).

- The clauses that you should be wary of are: Subletting,

illegal phrases that ask you to surrender your rights,

disclaimers, one sided clauses (you can always add a reverse

clause with the lessor's initials), eviction clauses, and key

clauses.

2. CHECKYOURUTILITYBILLS,DON'TJUSTPAYTHE2H!
- Demand for a copy of the bill from the Utility Company if

it is not mailed directly to you.

- Beware of split percentages of square footage, the formula

may not work out- take the time to do the math!

If you have any questions or concerns you can contact:

- The Housing Information and Referral Service in Denver
- The Colorado Springs UtiUty Company
- The Colorado State Attorney Generals Office in Denver
and ask for the Consumer Protection Division.

- The DA's office in Colorado Springs

It happened to us- fight back and demand your rights as

renters!

Sincerely,

Two CC Alums

Libera] continued from page 6

with us in that field. Instead of

admiringupperclassmen with

good cars, we should instead

look to the guys with the

Pentium processors and oogle

over them (listening gals?).

In retrospect, don't do ei-

ther of these two things be-

cause I'm going to.

And the fewer like me
there are, the more in demand
we'll be so we'll get more
money. That's the important

thing anyway. All this mental

meaningfulness and liberal

artsie stuff just makes life

worth it.

Be Informed
Check Out Our Stock of

Reference Books
WHICH WORD WHEN7THE INDISPENSABLE DICTIONARY

OF 1500 COMMONLY CONFUSED WORDS ($4.95)

C
THE TEF^^BLE SPELLER: A QUICK AND EASY GUIDE tO

ENHANCING YOUR SPELUNG ABILIPl- ($15.00)

THE POCKET DICTIONARY OF SIGNING ($5.95)

CYCLOPEDIA:
THE PORTABLE VISUAL ENCYCLOPEDIA ($8.96)

THE PENOUIN DICTIONARY
FOR WRITERS AND EDITORS ($20.00)

THE 1994 INFORMATION PLEASE ALMANAC ($8.95)

CAMBRIDGE PAPERBACK ENCLOPEDIA $19.95)

COLORADO COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE

SHOOT BACK.

Letters to the editor are welcomed
and must be submitted to the Catalyst by

Tuesday, 10:(X)pm for publication in the

subsequent Friday issue each week. All

letters must be signed.Anonymity is rarely

granted. Please restrict letters to 400 words

or less. Those under 1(X) words will be

considered first. The Catalyst reserves

the right to edit letters for purposes of

publication. All letters will be screened

for factual accuracy - libelous letters will

not -be accepted. The Letters to the Editor

section of the Catalyst is meant to give

any and all students, faculty, and staff a forum in which to express issue-oriented

opinions; letters will be published on this basis. No poetry, please. All letters become
the property of the Catalyst and are not returned.

Write to: The Catalyst

Letters to the Editor

902 N. Cascade Ave.

Colorado Springs, CO 80946

PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT INVE

CREF Stock Accpunt *****"
'CREF Bond Market Account . . .*****"
CREF Social Choice Account .... '^***

ISN'T IT NICE WHEN
THE EXPERTS DISCOVER SOMETHING

YOU'VE KNOWN ALL ALONG.
Over ] .6 mOlion people in edu,

research know that choosing TIAA-CREF
was a smart move. And now everyone else does

leading sources of variable annuity and mutual

fund information—has some stellar things to say

about our retirement investment accounts.

"This^omfortabreeomblnatron of
ilik and return has earned the CR£F
Stock Account a flve-star rating."*

After studying CREF's performance history,

Morningstar gave five-stars— its highest rating—

to both the CREF Stock and Bond Market

Accounts, and an impressive four-stars to the

CREF Social Choice Account^Mn fact, the

CREF Stock Account was singled out as having

'!..one of the best 10-year records among variable

annuities. **' Of course, past performance is i

guarantee of future results.

"...CREF Is far and away the cheapest
variable annuity out there."

Morningstar also called attention to CREFj
"...rock-bottom" fees—something that can really

add to the size ofyour nest-egg down the road.

What's more, TIAA's traditional annuity-

which offers guaranteed principal and interest

plus the opportunity for dividends—was cited

as having the highest fixed account interest rate

among all annuities in its class.

We're happy to accept Mornlngstar's glowing

ratings. But nice as it is to focus on stars, we'll

keep focusing on something more down-to-earth:

building the financial future you want and deserve.

For more information about our Morningstar

ratings or TIAA-CREF, just call 1 800 842-2776.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.^"

g 22.5% rccclvi- Tour Han.

jiid by TIAA-CREF IndiviiJua

or]2groivlh-and-i

J
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The EMT experience: more than an adrenahne rush
by Spencer Bonnie and Kara Bundy

Imagine driving down
Academy Boulevard going

90mph at 3:00am, sirens wail-

ing, flashing lights bouncing

off the street signs. You are

thinking, isn't it ironic that I

am going fast enough to crash

and die while on the way to

save someone's life? Adrena-

line shoots through your veins

in anticipation of the patient,

or patients, that await you.

You look forward into the

drivers compartment at your

EIVIT and paramedic hosts,

wondering about what they

are thinking as they calmly

and patiently enjoy the ride,

eating their greasy dinner and

reading the newspaper. Then,

the rig stops, the doors open,

and you step out into the

darkness, feeling the intensity

of beinga pawn in the game of

life and death.

If you come from a small

town where a siren in the

distance means someone you
know is in trouble, theamount

of wailing heard in one day at

C.C. takes some getting used

to. Even if you grew up in a

city, the sight of a fire engine

or an ambulance "running

hot" warrants a second look.

There are now many TV
shows which give us an inside

track to the life of emergency

crews. Why are some so

fascinated with their lives and

work? They are human be-

ings, just like us, dealing with

inhumane situations—fear.

illness, trauma, death. Yet, it

only takes a moment to hook
many people on the excite-

ment and power of EMS.
At C.C, you have the

chance to take an extended

format course to become an

with your regular C.C. block

classes. Needless to say, the

consequences of slacking off

are severe—you either make
the commitment to learn the

material and gain from the

experience, or you forfeit the

opportunity tobecome a medi-

cal professional. Some stu-

EMT's and paramedics are

well keyed into the learning

experience and will let you do

anything you are comfortable

with. Most take their roles as

teachers very seriously. It is

possible not only to see what
life on the streets is like but

also to get to know the crews

OftPtniT'. I TOLD you MOT To
mouE ... Ajolo r/n coMiMJt M^vc
To T^y IT /96/t/A/.

EMT-Basic. The class is very

popular—about 25 students

are admitted each semester

whilemany others never make

it off the waiting list. It is

taughtby the same peoplewho
teach EMT classes for mem-
bers of the Colorado Springs

community. The class meets

for four hours, two nights a

week all semester, with occa-

sional Saturday skills sessions.

The amount of work involved

with the class is heavy when
you have to split your time

dents go to the extreme, find-

ingthemselves addicted to the

lights and sirens, and putting

the EMT class at the very top

of their academic priority list.

Others never experience the

rush and, to them, EMT train-

ing is just another college class.

Part of the class is30hours

of clinical experience— 10

hours working the emergency

room of a local hospital, 20

hours as the "3rd rider" on an

ambulance. 3rd riders do more

that just observe. Most of the

you work with very well.

Being an EMT is not all

guts and glory. Many hours of

the night are spent at 7- 1 1 's or

transporting patients to detox.

During the day, transports

between medical facilities are

very common. Most patients

are not facing life and death

situations, need few proce-

dures performed, and really

only require transportation to

a hospital. Yet there are a few

messy traumas and cardiac

arrests which require prompt

medical intervention. Work-

ing with these patients is the

most intense experience you
may ever have. It can be very

rewarding or very frustrating.

Some people die. There is a

balance between caring deeply

for your patients welfare and

getting too emotionally in-

volved.

Athough this balance is

hard to achieve, most EMT's
and paramedics thrive on these

situations. A "good night"

working on an ambulance con-

sists of multiple calls for pa-

tients in life or death situa-

tions who need a wide variety

of medical assistance. EMS
personal do not necessarily

wish for bad things to happen

to people, but they want to be

there when the inevitable hap-

pens. So when the radio cries

"706, Code Three", you are

excited and grateful for the

opportunity. Because most

calls don't end up to be in-

tense life and death situations,

much more is needed to be a

good EMT or paramedic than

a need for adrenaline rushes

and the desire to strut around

in a uniform. Steve Berry, an

American Medical Response

paramedic and a paramedic/

EMT instructor, says that be-

ing an EMT is 3% sitting at a

7-11, 2% medically treating

patients, and 95% TLC. Very

few "thank-you"s are given,

but the personal rewards for

comforting a patient are be-

yond imagination.

Support available for CC sexual assault survivors

Group forming to assist in healing process for students

by Amber Anderson

Didyonknow...

-that one in four college

women have experienced

rape, or attempted rape

since age 14?

-that 70% of all sexual

assaults may be

attributed to date and

acquaintance rape?

-that 9 in 10 acquaintance

rapes go unreported?

-that sexual assault can

range from unwanted
touching to unwanted

sexual comments, jokes,

and gestures, to forced

sexual intercourse?

-that the effects of a sexual

assault may stay with a

person long after the as-

sault occurs?

These startling facts re-

veal that sexual violence af-

fects a tremendous amount

of people on the CC cam-

Effects of Rape can be long lasting, but overcomeable

Rape and sexual assault are an invasion

of a woman's body. The emotional effects

can last long after the incident took place.

Some effects of rape to watch out for are:

Loss of Trust-Sometimes victims of

rape,especially date or acquaintance rape

lose their ability to Uust. Some even

question their ability to judge people's

character.

CJui/t-Though a woman is in no way re-

sponsible for the incident, she may feel

some guilt and shame.

pus. To meet the needs of

women affected by sexual as-

sault, a support group is form-

ing on campus.

Certified counselors

JackieTaylorand Diana Fuller

realize the difficulties faced

by survivors of sexual assault.

For this reason they are at-

tempting once again to put

together a group to aid

survivors through the healing

process. The first group of this

nature met in the spring of

1991, but participation has

dwindled to the point that the

future of the group is in

jeopardy.

Unfortunately, the reason

for lower participation is not

because fewer people are be-

ing raped. Instead, Fuller be-

lieves that much of the hesita-

tion to join is caused by fear.

Admittedly, walking into a

group of strangers and sharing

such a sensitive event is a scary

proposition, but Fuller

emphasizes the confidential-

ity of the group.

Nighcmaies-AkcT an assault many women
suffer from either an inability to sleep, or

suffer from nightmares once theydo sleep.

fear-Many women become fearful after

being sexually assaulted. Some people

may become afraid of people they know,

whiie others may be afraid to date, or

afraid of men in general.

SexualProbhmsSometimai the emotional

pain that a woman suffers after an attack

may cause problems in her relationships,

especiallydatingandscxual relationships.

Support groups have

proven to be a useful tool in

the healing process. Often

women feel guilty, orashamed

after being raped When alco-

hol is involved these feeUngs

of guilt are enhanced. What

women should realize is that

alcohol does not justify rape.

The support group helps

women to overcome these

feeUngs of shame, emphasiz-

ing that they are not at fault

for being raped, that they did

not deserve it.

The group is not just for

people who have recently

been raped. The majority of

the time, Fuller says, she

works with women who
were assaulted several years

before joining a support

group. Many times the as-

saults occurred while the

women were in high school,

or as first years in college. In

fact, many women don't join

a group until they realize

that their hves are still being

affected by the assault. De-

pression, feelings of guilt,

difficulty relating to sexual

partners, afearofmen.night-

mares,anda loss of trust are

all effects that women may
experience following a rape.

Women who are inter-

ested in joining this group

should call x6388 for more

information. The group will

be starting within the next

twoweeks. Studentsshould

call byTuesday, October 10,

to express their interest.
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Off-campus experience instills a new perspective

by M. Jason Fumam

It is the beginning of the

year and a time when many
people start to think about

what they want to do with

their time in college. They are

planningtheir classes, finding

out how to graduate on time,

and figuring out if they are

going to participate in a pro-

gram that will take them to

someplace exotic, or maybe
not so exotic.

This is what I was think-

ing a couple of years ago when
I was getting burnt out on the

Block Plan and realized that I

should get off campus for a

semester.

The choices and opportu-

nities we have are astound-

ing! I have friends that in the

last year have been to

Manchester, Chile, Paris,

Equador, the Cacos Islands,

Australia, New Zealand and

Somoa. Who wouldn't want

to go to any of these places?

My choice was Chicago.

I can clearly remember the
summer after my Sophomore

year walking into my home in

New York when I told my

mother and a friend of hers

that I was planning on going

on the ACM Urban Studies

Program in Chicago. My
mother's friend instantly

started talking about her

daughter and all the incred-

ible plans that she had to go

abroad the followingyear, and

ended her oration with, "...but

Chicago is nice too." After

scooping myself off the floor

and insecurely walking to my
room, I read through the Ur-

ban Studies brochiu-e one more

Upon arriving in Chi-town

on what I now know is the

Dan Ryan Expressway, it fi-

nally sunk in that 1 was here

for the next four months, and

that I was lost.

That is probably one of

the main facets of the pro-

gram; getting lost. It was al-

most a daily occurrence to

ask one of the friendly locals,

or even friendlier CTA em-

ployees where we were, and

how could we get home.

We got lost so often be-

Many of us found someone that

touched us in such a way that our

perception of the world and of our

role in it changed drastically.

time.

It took very little time for

me to reassure myself that I

was making the right deci-

sion. The only other point at

which I had any doubt was
when I left the tepid Springs

area and heard that it was a

record 72 degrees below zero

in Chicago. Yea-ha!

(1-800.226-8624)

What are you wearing for
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Choose from over
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props or create your
own!i,',i4,uvi.i.,M,B4.Hf,r.vf;i

cause almost every day we
weaved our way through the

entire city ofChicagotowards

an address thatwe were given

without directions. This

made every day an adventure.

We never knew what to ex-

pect and couldn't imagine

what wewouldsee.Formany
of us it was an experience we
could not get from our home
towns. Even coming from

New York, I saw that Chi-

cago has a real character of its

own.

The program that I went
on is theACM Urban studies

Program in Chicago. The
main focus of the program

was sociologybut we touched
on political science, econom-

ics and even psychology. We
studied the city and the

people who give it life. The
instructors are amazing
people who seem to know

everyone of repute in the city.

They have done so much work
through the program and on

their own that has made a

difference in their

neighborhoods and in the city

.

With the instructors that

we had and all the people that

we met and spoke with, it is

not hard to become inspired.

It's amazing to see people who
have focused themselves on a

goal which effects themselves

and the lives of others, and see

how they have reached it. Af-

ter getting to know so many
people, mentors abound.
Many of us found someone
that touched us in such a way
that our perception of the

world and of our role in it

changed drastically.

The best part of the pro-

gram was that it was a com-
pletely different type of learn-

ing. We learned everything

from experience and saw it all

for ourown eyes. Here on cam-

pus we receive a fairly tradi-

tional education which is nec-

essary to understand the world

around us but is not always

able to show it. In Chicago our

education was all around us

walking down the street, tak-

ing the bus and riding the El.

We talked to the politicians

and the grassroots organiza-

tion leaders and the single

mothers on welfare. It means
so much more to see and talk

to these people than just try-

ing to imagine them from a

description in a book. Most
importantly experiential edu-

cation gave me perspective on
the real situation of things in

the world, on my life and the

things that I was to pursue.

The program does some-

thing different for everyone.

Many people found fields that

they'd like to pursue, and some
found fields that they never

want anything to do with

again. We all found a place lor

ourselves there. For awhile we
were a part of what makes
Chicago live. After living there

for four months you almost

wish that you could say that

you were from there. We de-

veloped a real attachment for

the city and almost everyone

from the program wants to

return and live there for some
time.

Like I said, it does some-

thing different for everyone

but the main point is that we
were out there learning about

people and issues that we may
have seen or heard about, but

never really understood.

Learning through experience

allowed me to take what I

learned on campus and apply

it to what was right in front of

my eyes. Knowledge is only

useful when you are able to

implement it in your every-

day life.

Almost anywhere you go

you can get this taste of expe-

rience. Everyone that I've spo-

ken to about their semesters

or years abroad has had simi-

larly enlightening experi-

ences. The key is to get away
for awhile and use what you
have learned on campus in the

field. Whatever crazy place

you're thinking about going

to, it will be incredible. You
will have the time of your life,

but you don't always have to

look so far for it-because Chi-

cago is pretty crazy too.

BRISTOL BEER NIGHT

BECKETT'S

Friday, October 14 9-11 pm

$1^ PINTS

ENTERTAINMENT MONDO BIZZARO

BREWERS WILL BE PRESENT
633-3230 128 S. Tejon Must be 21
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Eco-conscious

find info in ERC Greek Corner: Why rush this year?
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SOURCE
The ^^

Colorado
College

BLOCK n October?. 1994 WEEK 1

If you missed last night's seminar with Have an intercultural

experience without leaving

ADAM ROBINSON:
"WHAT SMART STUDENTS KNOW

home - join the International

Student Organization (ISO)!

OR
"99 THINGS I WISH SOMEONE HAD TOLD

ISO meetings are every

Tuesday at 12:00 p.m., in

Womer 216.

ME WHEN I WAS A FIRST-YEAR STUDENT' Through the ISO you'll

meet other students from the

you still have a chance to U.S. and across the globe

find out what CYBERLEARNING who share a common

is all about!! interest in the many cultures

Come hear him TONIGHT! of the world.

7:00PM IN PACKARD AUDITORIUM
For more information, call

x6802.

Community Service - Alternative Block Breaks

Have you heard about BreakOut Alternative Block Break Trips? Just ask one of the

tripees who attended a first block Alternative Block Trip, Don't worry... there will

be more trips this year. Look for signs in Werner Center and read The Source for

more information.

New Opportunities::

The Colorado Springs Senior Home is an assisted living facility for the elderly.

Volunteers are needed to spend social time with the residents.

CHINS-UP Partners Program is a mentoring program for at-risk kids ages 8-18.

Volunteers are needed to assist with and/or organize special activities.

The Pikes Peak Library District needs volunteers to frain public library patrons

on MAGGnet (the library's interface to the Internet) Training will be provided on

October 6 and 7. 1994,

Penrose Community Hospital performs hearing screenings on infants and need

volunteers. Training is provided for a one day per week (could be a weekend) 6

month commitment..

Place contact The Center for Community Service for more information on these and

other volunteer opportunities.

A World of

Opportunity

Awaits!

Did you know that over 125

Colorado College swdents study

abroad every year? Next year,

you could be one of them!

Visit the Office of International

Programs in Womer 233 and

discover die program that's right

for you.

C.C. has affiliated programs in:

France, Germany, Italy, Mexico.

Costa Rica. Italy, India, England,

the Czech Republic, Hong Kong,

Japan, Russia, and Zimbabwe.

: are so many great people at

ire Greek. Also, it's fun to

; events to go to and a house

t at."

-Annie Dent

>y to recognize the diversity

reasons for being Greek.

;he reason or motivation for

lion to join a Greek Organi-

.C., the benefits of member-

any, not only while at The
Zollege, but throughout life

lues and benefits of belong-

eek Organization are epito-

le words of Newton D. Baker

id, "Outoftheirassociation

sonal relation which makes
Ifishly seek to advance one

the arts of life and to add, to

, instruction of the college

1, the culture and character

y acquire by contact with

inalities, or when admitted

ihip in great tradition."

i
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small seminars and
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luio years of college

french reyulred

TRAVEL

INC.

( Priceless,
e Is Free.

mation on the state of the

environment at Colorado

College, the ERC is a good

place to start.

Also located in theERC
are names of contact people

for the various ENACT
projects, so anyone want-

ing to get involved can be.

While the ERC is rela-

tively unknown on cam-

pus, it serves as an

important resotirce. It is

expanding all the time, and

in the future may be an

alternative place to do

research for classes as a

depository for environmen-

tal information from a

plethora of sources^

happened because of a lack of

interest. The problem,

according to Rick Roberts,

director of the Career Center,

is that the information about

the retreats doesn't "trickle

down" to enough students.

keynote speaker, Edward

DeCarbo, Dean of Students a

Macalester College, and will

then be split up into workshop

groups according to their

specific tracks.

last chance

to prepare for

the December test ^3^3432

gRe
l^t ilm tirfii1 10/27 ««t a higher scora

KAPLAN

ww^3871

HOURS; MON THRU FRI 8:30 AM TO 5 00 PM
SAT AM BY APPOINTMENT

818 N. TEJON ST.

636-3871
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
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Off-campus experience instills a new perspective

by M. Jason Fumam

It is the beginning of the

year and a time when many
people start to think about

what they want to do with

their time in college. They are

planning their classes, finding

out how to graduate on time,

and figuring out if they are

going to participate in a pro-

gram that will take them to

someplace exotic, or maybe
not so exotic.

This is what I was think-

inga couple of years ago when
I was getting burnt out on the

Block Plan and realized that I

should get off campus for a

semester.

The choices and opportu-

nities we have are astound-

ing! I have friends that in the

last year have been to

Manchester, Chile, Paris,

Equador, the Cacos Islands,

Australia, New Zealand and

Somoa. Who wouldn't want

to go to any of these places?

My choice was Chicago.

lean clearlyremember the
summer after my Sophomore

year walking into myhome in

New York when I told my

Madrid
Rome
Paris
Guatemala
Costa Rica

"Faes «e Mcti ws/ from Dctneibased CO fomdmp pirc

CfldfotothnworWwJf

Council '

1 138 13th Street (On the Hill

303-447-8101

What are you i

HALLOW/E
this year?

Choose from over

500 costumes &
props or create your
own!|,',HiUVMiiHiUH,|{|.r,'-lil

On-going Events

Cutler Publications Isl S 3fd Womer 216 12:15pm- l;15pm

Leisure Program Funds All 4 Womer 219 noon- 1:00 pm

Ouldoor Recreation Committee Isl 3 W E.S, Hall noon- 1:15pm

French Table Isl 3 Bemis Exile Rm 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm

mMfiL\i>^

Aikido AN 4 BoeHdier Bsml 7:00 pm. 8:30 pm

BGAU\ Isl 3 AiTTSIronglB 6:00 pm - 7:30 pm

CCCA IslSSrd Gaylord Hall 3:30 pm 5:30 pm

Fellowship of Christian Athleles Isl 3 Ck Womer Desk 7:30 pm 8:30 pm

Rm Series isl 3 Womer 211 noon- 1:00 pm

Great Performers All 4 Womer 212 noon- 1:15 pm

Inlemational Student Org. Isl 3 Womer 216 noon- 1:00 pm

I^ECtiA isl 3 Womer 218 noon 1:00 pm

Spanish Table isl 3 BemIs Exile Rm. 6:00 pm 7:00 pm

Narcotics Anonymous All 4 Shove Seminar 8:15 pm -9:15 pm

kVJd>]!li-1iT:V/t|

Womer Center Program Board lsl3 Womer 218 noon - 1 pm

Assoc. Students Inler, in Asia 1sl3 Womer 213 noon- 1:00 pm

Black Sludenl Union 1sl3 Sludenl CuH. Clr 6:00 pm

Italian Table Isl 3 Bemis Exile Rm. 5:30 pm - 6:30 pm

IV Christian Fellowship Isl 3 W.E.S.Hall 7:00 pm - 8:30 pm

Nadve American Student Assoc Isl 3 Womer 117 noon- 1:00 pm

SHARE Isl 3 Womcr212 5:30 pm -6:30 pm

Episcopalian Eucharist All 4 Shove Chapel 8:00 am

Shove Council Isl 3 Chapel Office noon

Tibetan Buddhist Med. All 4 Shove Chapel 7:30 pm -9:00 pm

Eating Disorder Support Group lsl3 Women's Sid Con 4:30 pm - 5:30 pm

k^!IIJ:kl>7A'^-|

AikkJo Isl 3 Boellcher Bsml 7:00 pm -8:30 pm

Asian American Sludenl Union Isl 3 Womer 218 noon -1:00 pm

Breakout Isl 3 Womer 212 noon -1:00 pm

Campus Crusade for Chhsl Isl 3 WES Hall 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm

Catholk; Community Isl 3 Womer 218 5:45 pm - 7:30 pm

Chnstian Science Isl 3 Womer 219 7:00 pm - 8:00 pm

Faculty & Faith 2k1 Bemis Exile Rm, noon- 1:00 pm

German Table Isl 3 Bemis Exile Rm, 5:30 pm - 7:00 pm

Victim Assistance Team Isl 3 Womer 213 5:30 pm - 7:00 pm
Alcoholics Anonymous

IJillifAM

Chaverim

All 4 Shove Seminar 6:15pm-7:15pm

isl 3 Womer 21

8

noon- 1:00 pm
Vineyard Christian Fellowship All 4 Shove Chapel 7:00 pm 9:00 pm

Open Meditation All 4 Shove Chapel 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

Vipassana Meditation AIM Shove Chapel 6:30 pm - 8:30 pm
Catholic Mass All 4 Shove Chapel 9:00 pm
Alcoholics Anonymous All 4 Shove Seminar 6:15 pm -7:15 pm
Aikido All 4 Boellcher Bsml 7:00 pm - 8:30 pm

Catholic Evening Prayer All 4 Shove Chapel 5:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Special Events

OCTOBER

"Find Yourself; Be a Sludenl Leader," Fall '94 LeatJership/Cultural

Relrcat, October 8, 1 994, All sludents are welcome. The relreal will be held

in the Womer Center from 8:30 am - 5:30 pm Cost is $10 per person;

registration lorms are available at the Womer Center Desk or in Ihe Leisure

Program Office Parfirapanls may also register the day ol the workshop. For

more inlormation, contact Minonty Student Lite Office (x6338) or the

Leisure Program Office (x5800)

The deadline for Uie Oclober 21 issue of Tiie Source is Wednesday,

October 12 al 3:00 pm. Tiie deadline for the November 4 issue ol The
Source is Wednesday, Oclober 26 al 3:00 pm. Deadlines are also

published in the calendar A "One-Fell-Swoop" tom musi be completed in

order lor events to be published in the calendar. Forms are available at,

and should be returned to. the Womer Desk.

SUNDAY

9

23
"Evil Dead II" 2:30 pm,0lin1.

CC-$1;general-$2.

"Amerika" 8 pm, Armstrong

Theatre. CC-lree; general-$5.

"Piano l\1usic Based on

Paintings," Susan Grace, piano

woiks by Mussorgsky, Debussy,

Crumb, Liszt, Rachmaninoff.

Commentary, slide presentation

by Michael Grace. 3 pm in

Packard Hall. Free.

MONDAY

Men's Soccer against Messiah

e. 4 pm.

10
IVIen's Soccer against Rowan

College-NJ, 1 pm.

5th Annual Pikes Peak Hunger

Hike, 1 pm. Shove Chapel. For

info call Jo Wasson, 598-5628, or

Nate Craviiford, 531 -0574, or stop

by Chapel office or Center lor

Community Service.

"ElMariachi" 2:30 pm, Glint

,

CC-$1:general-$2.

"Kafka's Dick" 8 pm, Armstrong

32. CC-free: general-$5.

Men's Soccer, Alumni Game. 1

am.

Women's Soccer against U of N

Colorado. Noon.

"The Bicycle Thief 2:30 pm,

Olin1.CC-S1;general-$2.

Lanner Faculty Artist Chamber

Series, featuring Susan Smith,

Randy Fisher, Michael Hanson,

Paul Nagem, Guy Dutra, Daryll

Stevens, Frank Shetton, Susan

Grace. 3 pm, Packard Hall. Free.
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k II Calendar of Events

Idles Program

•eling. Jody

ilhe Urban

Chicago will

IS. All in CC

|ome. Noon,

ir against

Inver 4 pm.

igainst Grinnell

n.

)rake, "South

Elections." Dr

ior of History at

and was

History and

I President of

Sponsored by

DIfice. 8 pm,

I Room. Free.

WEDNESDAY

Intramural Ice Hockey rosters

due by 5 pm in the Intramural

office. Open to all CC students,

employees and dependents only.

Rosters can be found at the

Intramural board in Werner

Center and El Pomar.

12
Aficionados Luncheon; "'It's a

No-No'; Cultural Boundaries in

the Pueblos," a talk by visiting

Professor Susan Scarberry-

Garcia. Noon, Gaylord. $9.50

luncheon fee. Call 389-6649 for

reservations by Oct. 10.

ACM Urban Studies Program

informational meeting. All in CC

community welcome. Noon,

Womer215.

Deadline for Oct. 21 Calendar.

19
Music at l\flidday.12;15pm,

Packard Hall. Free.

26
Deadline for Nov. 4 Calendar.

THURSDAY

6
Thursday at 11 , William

Kanengiser 11 am, Packard Hall.

CC-free;general-$10.

Volleyball against UCCS. 7 pm.

Great Performers, William

Kanengiser 8 pm, Packard Hall.

GC-free; general-$10.

"Kafka's Dick," a play by Alan

Bennett, sponsored by the

Drama/Dance Dept. 8 pm,

Armstrong 32. CC-free; general-

$6. Tickets available Sept. 22.

13
J. Glenn Gray Lectures in

Philosophy, Professor Joseph

Fell speaking on "A New

Discovery in Heidegger Studies,"

sponsored by the Philosophy

Department. 8 pm, Gates

Common Room. Free.

20
Thursday atll. Prof. YunYu

Wang and students will discuss

their trip to Southeast Asia last

summer 11 am-12;15pm,

Packard Hall. Free.

Traffic Court. 6;30 - 8;30 pm,

Womer 211. CC community

only

"Amerika," a play based on the

novel by Kafka. 8 pm, Armstrong

Theatre. CC-free; general-$5.

Tickets available October 6.

27
WES Fall Coffee (9;30 am)

followed by lecture (10 am) by

Prof. Ivlargie Duncombe tilled

"Women's Studies in the

Decade of the 90's." Packard

Hall. Free.

Contra Dancing: Dancing to

Live Music. No experience,

partners or special outfits

needed. 7;30 pm, Gaylord Hall.

Free to students; $5 general.

OCTOBER
SATURDAY

8
Men's Soccer against St. Olal

College. 4 pm.

Adam Robinson, lecture, "99

Things I wish someone had told

me when I was a Freshman,"

sponsored by Venture Grant

Comm., IVIinority Student Life. 7

pm, Packard Hall. Free.

"El Mariachi," Film Series, 7;30

pm, Olin1.CC-$1;general-$2.

"Kafka's Dick" 8 pm, Armstrong

32. CC-tree; general-$5.

"El Mariachi" 7;30 pm, Clin 1

.

CC-$1;geneial-$2.

"Kafka's Dick" 8 pm, Amistrong

32. CC-free; general-$5.

Fall Leadership Conference,

see Special Events section for

more details.

-J_^
IMimtlUM -|_g HmHiMUBI

Homecoming Weekend,

updated schedule will be

announced.

Volleyball, CC Invitational with

Hastings (NE), Concordia

Teacher's College (NE),

Chapman (CA), lulills (CA). 4;00,

6;00, 800 pm.

"The Bicycle Thief," Film

Series. 7;30pm,Olin1.CC-$1;

general-$2.

Women's Soccer againsi U ol

Newlvlexico, 11 am.

Football against Austin College.

1 pm.

Volleyball, CC Invitational, 2;00,

4;30, 7:00 pm.

Men's Soccer against Friends

University. 3 pm,

"Tlie Bicycle Thief" 7:30 pm,

Olin1.CC-$1;general-$2.

21 22
Women's Soccer againsi

Stanford University. 3:30 pm.

"Evil Dead II," Film Series. 7:30

pm,0lin1.CC-$1;general-$2.

"Amerika" 8 pm, Armstrong

Theatre. CC-free; general-$5.

Men's Soccer againsi

Concordia College. 3 pm.

Women's Soccer againsi U of

Nebraska-Lincoln. 1 pm.

"Evil Dead H" 7:30 pm.Olinl.

CC-$1;general-$2.

"Amerika" 8 pm, Armstrong

Theatre. CC-free; general-$5.

28 29
Hockey against U of North

Dakota. 2:05 pm. Air Force

Academy Ice Arena,

mation on tne state ot the

environment at Colorado

College, the ERC is a good

place to start.

Alsolocated in theERC
are names of contact people

for the various ENACT
projects, so anyone want-

ing to get involved can be.

While the ERC is rela-

tively unknown on cam-

pus, it serves as an

important resource. It is

expanding all the time, and

in the futiue may be an

alternative place to do

research for classes as a

depository forenvironmen-

tal information from a

plethora of sources.

happened because of a lack of

interest. The problem,

according to Rick Roberts,

director of the Career Center,

is that the information about

the retreats doesn't "uickle

down" to enough students.

GRElast chance
to prepare for

the December test ^3^3432
<«tahlgh«rlalck>k^«iB 10/27

KAPLAN

; are so many great people at

are Greek. Also, it's fun to

I events to go to and a house

t at."

-Annie Dent
iy to recognize the diversity

reasons for being Greek.

:he reason or motivation for

iion to join a Greek Organi-

.C., the benefits of member-

any, not only while at The
"oUege, but throughout life

lues and benefits of belong-

eek Organization are epito-

le words of Newton D. Baker

id, "Out of their association

sonal relation which makes
Ifishly seek to advance one

the arts of life and to add, to

instruction of the college

1, the culture and character

y acquire by contact with

malities, or when admitted

ihip in great tradition."
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a gear at the Sorbonne.
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small seminars and
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Frencli replied

TRAVEL

INC.

I Priceless...

e Is Free.

keynote speaker, Edward

DeCarbo, Dean of Students a

Macalester College, and will

then be split up into workshop

groups according to their

specific tracks.

www J871

Represenlatjve

HOURS; MON THRU FRI 8;30 AM TO 5 00 PM
SAT AM BY APPOINTMENT

818 N. TEJON ST.

636-3871
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
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Off-campus experience instills a new perspective

by M. Jason Fumam

It is the beginning of the

year and a time when many
people start to think about

what they want to do with

their time in college. They are

planning their classes, finding

out how to graduate on time,

and figuring out if they are

going to participate in a pro-

gram that will take them to

someplace exotic, or maybe
not so exotic.

This is what I was think-

inga couple of years ago when
I was getting burnt out on the

Block Plan and realized that I

should get off campus for a

semester.

The choices and opportu-

nities we have are astound-

ing! I have friends that in the

last year have been to

Manchester, Chile, Paris,

Equador, the Cacos Islands,

Australia, New Zealand and

Somoa. Who wouldn't want

to go to any of these places!

My choice was Chicago.

lean clearlyremember the
summer aiter my Sophomore
year walking into my home in

New York when I told my

Madrid
Rome
Paris
Guatemala
Costa Rica

va/ from DemB D«cd tn rourdmp pu
!JI for otfw woritW],

Council
1138 13lh Street (On the Hill

303-447-8101

What are you \

HALLOIA/E
year^

Career Center
226 Woriier Ceiiier 389-6893

Editoi" 'lYicia Main

For more information about c

the Career Center Kiosk. Cart

inquire at the Career CeiUer r

r Center door,

:eption desk

The Career Center promotes and adheres to

a policy of equaJ oppoilunity in all aspects

of employment and education. We do not

loiowingly lis! job opportunities from

employers who unlawfully discriminale.

a.

%
Meet afew of our Student Career

Assistants!

Hello thercl Tm JJ. Stroh and I am ajunior Biology major. I

have been woifcing in the Canser Center for one year and will be

focusing on Employer Relations this year. I enjoy playing the

flute, hiking, running, and the arts. After graduating, 1 plan to

aOend med sdiool and hopefully become a family physician. I

will be wortdng witii the Career Consortium for the Liberal Art3

so if you need to fuid thai future job,m be glad to help. I look

forward to working with you. Come visit with us in the Career

Center about your future plans. See you soon! 1

Hello! Fm Jennifer Rael, one of the newest members here at the

Career Center, fm currently a junior pre-medsmdent being torn

between Psydiology and Neuroscience as a major. 1 enjoy

activities fn>m dancing to watching the sun rise, and everything in

between. While wodcing at the Career Center, I will relish my
lole as Student Career Assistant So, if you need any help in

planning your future, the Caieer Center is where it's at; plan on

stopping by!

Hello CC. My name is Stephanie Gainey,

and fm a veteran on die Career Center

team. As a Political Science/History major,

I keep preUy busy reading in the library, but

you can also find me playing soccer,

lacrosse, or racquetball plus I always look

forward to block breaking on the ski slopes.

I hope to see you at a club meeting because

the Career Center is expanding its outreach

programs this year.

hil i am fabiolajdcquez, a senior Spanish

major from el paso, texas

and i enjoy being in the heat! this is my
second semester woridng at the career

center and i dig iL if you feel lost,

confused, or aggravated, during any phase

of your college career come talk to any one

of us.

UCCS Graduate School orPubllc

Affairs Info Table October 18ih

from 1 1 to I pm.

School for Field Studies Itifo Table

October 19di from 4-6pm

School for Fldd Studies Group
Group Session - October 19ih from

6-7;30pm

CCI.A In Denver - Jamiflry 12:hand 13ih. Deadline forsign upis November IsL Three copies of your res

and cover letter (optional) are ret^uired for each company you choose. Slop by theCareerCenterfor list of

compianies participating in Consortium.

RY.I.
Peace Corps Interviews have

been moved from Monday,
October 4th and Tuesday,

October 5th to Monday, October

i 7th and Tuesday, Oaober 1 8di.

A reminder that you must attend

the World of Work Seminar prior

to signing up.

In order to participate in CCLA or

on-campus reciuiling, you must

attend the World of Work Seminar

and have your resume approved by

a counselor. Qieck dales and

times in the Career Center, the

bulletin board outside Career

Center, and on the kiosk in Womer
Center lobby.

A REMINDER: State Fann will

be conducting their interviews on

Thursday, October 20, 1 994 from

8:30am to 4:00pm. Please stop by

Caieer Center for more infonnation.

S3CGDC8

Are you thinking of gomg to grad

school? The Career Center will be

conducting a Career MinJ-Fair "The

Ins & Out5 of Going to Grad
School". Leam about graduate

study from alums and parents v^o

have been there. This fair provides

an opportunity to talk informally

with participants and get the inside

scoop on going to grad sdiooL Join

us on Friday, October 14, 1994

from l;00-3:00ptn in Perkins

Lounge area of the Womer Center.

Hope to see you therel

Choose from over

500 costumes &
props or create your
OWn!l.'.H,UVi.!„IJ,U^,IH,l.'J

BRISTOL BEER NIGHT
AT

BECKETT'S

Friday, October 14 9-11 pm

$122 PINTS

ENTERTAINMENT MONDO BIZZARO

BREWERS WILL BE PRESENT
633-3230 128 S. Tejon Must be 21
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Eco-conscious

find info in ERC
by Cairie Noteboom

Mention the Environ-

mental Resource Center to

the average CC student and

the chances are you will

receive a blank stare and a

mumbled, "huh!".

The Colorado College

Environment

This best kept secret at

CC, fondly known to

friends as the ERC, is a well

of environmental infor-

mation just waiting to be

discovered by anyone
willing to wander up there.

First of all, the location

needs explanation. The
ERC is located in a cubby

hole in the north east cor-

ner in the upstairs of

Worner Center, by the

study-abroad offices. If you

go looking for it, don't ex-

pect a door or real walls-

it's not actually a room of

its own, but merely a parti-

tioned cubicle made of

flimsy, fold-up walls.

Looks, however, can be

deceiving. Inside the tiny

cubicle lies a wide array of

information and resources

for the environmentally

concerned. There are books

by the likes of Dave
Foreman, a folder full of

letters to be written for the

politically motivated

among us, information on

what ENACT is up to, and

fliers and posters about in-

ternships and other pro-

grams available for people

who want to spend their

time cleaning up Mother

Earth.

The Environmental Re-

source Center also serves

as a place and to get

involved in environmental-

ism at CC to find guidance

and support. One goal of

the ERC is to be a cross-

roads of different environ-

mental concerns It con-

tains information on the

CC campus itself, includ-

ing water and pesticide use

reportsand anenvironmen-

talaudit of the campus com-

pleted a few years ago. If

you are looking for infor-

mation on the state of the

environment at Colorado

College, the ERC is a good

place to start.

Also located in theERC
are names of contact people

for the various ENACT
projects, so anyone want-

ing to get involved can be.

While the ERC is rela-

tively unknown on cam-

pus, it serves as an
important resource. It is

expanding all the time, and

in the future may be an

alternative place to do

research for classes as a

depository for environmen-

tal information from a

plethora of sources.

Greek Corner: Why rush this year?
Various perspectives on the decision to join Greek life at CC

by Joseph S. Carpenter

If you were to ask different indi-

viduals why they decided to join a

Greek Organization, you would re-

ceive a variety of answers.

For some, the reasons play on the

social aspects, while for others family

tradition or personal development were

this stimulus. For many people, the

decision to join a Greek Organization

is based on a number of factors.

With Sorority Rush taking place

this weekend, and Fraternity Rush the

first weekend of third block, what

better time to find out why students at

CC. decided to "go Greek"?

ThefollowingGreekstudents were

askedwhy they decided to join a Greek

Organization, and in particular, at The

Colorado College. Whether you are

going through Rush or not, perhaps

their answers will give you some
insight into what being in a Greek

Organization at CC. is all about.

"The Greek system provides un-

paralleled opportunities for leadership,

from Inter-Fraternity and Pan-Hellenic

Councils to the management of indi-

vidual chapters."

-Adam Adair

"Being in a sorority providesyou with

a constant group of friends in a school

where everything else changes with every

block."

-Jenna Samelson

"I joined a fraternity primarily be-

cause the friends I made in the first two

months of school suggested the idea. I

met brothers in all four houses and was

impressed with their unity and cohesive-

ness. My father was the Sigma Chi

President when he attendedCC and he

fully supported my decision to join a

fraternity even if it was not his chapter."

-Jeff Bush

"Joining a sorority opened new op-

portunities for me,- opportunities to meet

upperclassman, opportunities to be ac-

tive in a house that is all encompassing as

opposed to other organizations that have

one primary focus."

-Jessica MacMurray

"There are so many great people at

CC that are Greek. Also, it's fun to

have social events to go to and a house

to hangout at."

-Annie Dent
It is easy to recognize the diversity

in peoples reasons for being Greek.

Whatever the reason or motivation for

one's decision to join a Greek Organi-

zation at CC, the benefits of member-

ship are many, not only while at The
Colorado College, but throughout life

as well.

The values and benefits of belong-

ing to a Greek Organization are epito-

mized in the words of Newton D. Baker

when he said, "Out of their association

arises a personal relation which makes

them unselfishly seek to advance one

another in the arts of life and to add, to

the formal instruction of the college

cirruculum, the culture and character

which they acquire by contact with

great personalities, or when admitted

to partnership in great tradition."

Retreat to leadership

by Ondine Boulter

The Colorado College is

full of "emerging and

experienced leaders." Cheryl

Evans, director of the Leisure

Program, has recognized the

need for a leadership program

to foster these abilities, and in

turn, has been the driving force

behind the planning of a

leadership retreat.

Originally scheduled for

Saturday, October 8, the lead-

ership conference has been

temporarily put on hold.

Citing a scheduling conflict

with Greek Rush the

leadership conference will be

rescheduled. A meeting will

be held on Thursday, October

20, at3:30P.M. to regroup and

reschedule the retreat. The
meeting is open to any

interested student. Students

should check with the Office

ofStudent Life for the location.

This leadership retreat is

not new to Colorado College.

A retreat that was very similar

to this one was scheduled for

April of last year but never

happened because of a lack of

interest. The problem,

according to Rick Roberts,

director of the Career Center,

is that the information about

the retreats doesn't "trickle

down" to enough students.

The communication problem

is one that has become very

obvious. CC's need for a cen-

tral leadership team, with

members representing all

majorgroupsandclubson cam-

pus, as well as faculty and

administrators, is of para-

mount importance. Groups on

campus just do not take the

time to see what other groups

are doing. This lack of com-

munication has caused several

conflicts, such as the planning

of several major events on the

same day. A leadership team

might be the solution to this

problem.

The retreat plans to have

three separate focuses, or

"tracks". The first track,

"Leadership 101", is targeted

toward new leader with little

or no experience. The second

track, "Leadership 20
1

", is for

students who have had experi-

ence in a leadership position.

The third track, "Multi-

culturalism", is for students

who are interested in bridging

the gap between cultures. All

three tracks will hear the

keynote speaker, Edward
DeCarbo, Dean of Students a

Macalester College, and will

then be split up into workshop

groups according to their

specific tracks.
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HOW TO HANG ON TO YOUR DOUGH.
(WITHOUT CRAMPING YOUR STYLE. )

<& Separate "needs" from "wants."
Hint A bed is a need. A Mr. Microplione

is a want.

^ Split the bill but only pay your share.
Why put in for someone else's swordfish

if all you got was soup?

^ Set aside money for emergencies.
Unless you'd rather call your parents

for it instead.

^ Keep your eye on your wallet.
Have a Citibank Classic card in case you
lose it. The Lost Wallet'" Service can get you
emergency cash; a new card usually within

24 hours and help replacing vital documents.

WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU."
To apply, call l-800-CITIBANK.

CmBAN<9
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Low-budget "El Mariachi" a success
by Blake Jordan trouble combining moments

of almost cartoonish comedy
(the video store where I rented

this labeled the film a full-on

comedy) with the far more
prevalent elements of sus-

pense and drama. Perhaps if

the violence were toned down,

Winner of the Audience

Award at the 1993 Sundance

Film Festival. "El Mariachi"

was produced on an ultra-

modest budget of $7000.

Written, photographed, edited,

produced, and directed by and the comedy was given

debut film maker Robert more emphasis, an easier

Rodriguez, the film was shot

on location in Acuna,
Coahuila, Mexico. "El Mar-

iachi" was highly touted upon

release for its directing and

photography, if not for the film

itself.

And certainly, the

camerawork is the most
entertaining aspect of thefilm,

along with its easy-to-follow

minimal storyline. El

Mariachi (Carlos Gallardo,

who co-produced the film|, a

young guitar player who is

wandering around Mexico in

search of work, is confused

with Azul, a small-time

gangster who has just killed

several henchman of big-time

gangster Moco (Peter Mar-

quardt). Moco gives his men
directions to kill a man in

black, toting a guitar case,

which accurately describes

both Azul, who hides his

weapons in the case and El

Mariachi, who has nothing to

hide at all.

This Hitchcockian plot of

mistaken identity contains

some engaging turns, but has

"El Mariachi," direned by Robert

Rodriguez, was produced with only a

$7000 budget and tvill be shown at Olin

this weekend, Friday and Satuiday at

7:30 and Sunday at 2:30.

balance would have been

achieved- but as it stands, "El

Mariachi" has some good

laughs, but many seem out of

place.

The characters are fairly

one-dimensional, which helps

to emphasize the simplicity

of the film, and who is good

and who is not. El Mariachi

lies somewhere between

Eastwood in Leone's "Dollars"

trilogy and a fully fleshed out

character. However, the

character of El Mariachi is

likable enough that it would

have been nice to see him as

more than just a laconic Man
with No Name. El Mariachi's

romantic interest is also

likable, but never rises beyond

the level of a film maker's

pawn. Perhaps that was
Rodriguez's intent, for El

Mariachi to make his way
around pawns.

"El Mariachi" is photo-

graphed strikingly, with few

pans of the camera. We are

moved from shot to shot, with

fierce cuts and unexpected

zooms. It has the stylish

amateur look that made other

low-budget classics, like

Hooper's "Texas Chainsaw

Massacre," so effective. And
on this basis alone, the film

and its film maker warrant

serious attention. The film is

enjoyable, though, and has an

exciting, violent and philo-

sophical ending that effect-

ively gives cohesiveness to the

work. El Mariachi admits in

our first encounter with him,

that he'd prefer "to die with a

guitar in [his] hand." Always

just one step ahead of El

Mariachi, we find that he may
get his wish sooner than he

expects.

Arnest captures Vietnam

Announcement

Offspring smashes into mainstream

The Coburn Gallery at

Colorado College is proud

to present an exhibition of

the works of late studio art

professor Bernard Arnest.

A native of Denver,
Arnest|1917-1986|received

his professional education

at the Colorado Springs Fine

Arts Center. He won a

Guggenheim Fellowship in

1940 and worked in San

Francisco until the military

draft intervened. Initially a

member of the Army Signal

Corps, he first served as a

war artist in Iceland in 1 942

and then as war artist and

chief war artist, ETO, from

1943 until his army
discharge in 1945.

He came to Colorado

College as professor of art

and department chairman in

1 957. He served as chairman

for a total of sixteen years,

and as an instructor until

his retirement in 1982. As

an educator, Arnest initiated

and worked to implement

the program of Advanced

Placement in Art of the

College Entrance Examin-

ation Board; and he served

as a consultant on university

art programs for Stanford,

Pennsylvania State, and the

Ford Foundation.

In 1960 he received a

Arnest had his first one-

man exhibition at the San

Francisco Museum of Art

while he was a Guggenheim
Fellow in 1940. He has had

additional shows at galleries

in New York city, as well as

in museums such as the

Minneapolis Institute of Art,

the Walker Art Center, the

University of Minnesota
gallery, the Colorado Springs

Fine Arts Center and the

Denver Art Museum. His

paintings have appeared in

the Whitney Annual, the

Pittsburgh International, the

Corcoran Biennial, and other

national and regional

exhibition.

The current exhibition

of Arnest's work is titled,

"Scenes From Life," and

encompasses his reactions

to the Vietnam War and the

Nixon Administration. As

1994 is the twentieth

anniversary of the war's end,

we felt that this exhibition

offers an appropriate and

thought-ful retrospective

from the viewpoint of an

artist who not only

witnessed Amcr-ican apathy

duringthe Vietnam War, but

was able to capture it's

psychic relevance with an

artist's brush.

"Scenes From Life"

opens with a reception in

the Coburn Gallery in

Worner Center, on Tuesday,

by Diana Smith Niuo Records, which has just punk album and nostalgic of

The California-based

band. Offspring, has Smashed

into the mainstream with

their newest Epitaph release.

One can't deny the constant ordertoplaymorelocalvenues

radioandvideobombardment such as the University of

produced the new
Guttermoath album. They

have been asked to open for

Stone Temple Pilots on tour

but turned that offer down in

their musical intent.

This is not to say that

Smash is necessarily a bad

please see 'Smash" on page 15

U.S. State Department grant

to depict the landscape and Octobcr4,4-6p.m.Theshow

people of Afghanistan under runs from October 4 through

auspices of the U.S. Embassy Wednesday, October 26.

in Kabul. His work was Gallery hours are from

exhibited in Kabul, and the 12:30-7:30, Tuesdays

reigning monarch selected through Saturdays,

two paintings for the

national art collections.

of "Come Out and Play," the

first released single. Local

Orange County fans ram-

pantly deny the exposure.

California at Irvine and

Huntington Beach.

Offspring has been

relentlessly compared to their

What exactly IS Kafka's Dick??

by C.I. Richardson performance that my
interviewee was unwilling to

miss out on one of the many

fabulous treats that the

...,>,,„.„.., ...^ .-., As the hustle and bustle dispeU. I don't want to ruin Colorado College Theater

claiming that other, less California contemporaries, ^f giock II begins, many the play itself for you,so I'll Community has in store tor

frequently played songs from Bad Religion. Both bands have students have been wondering let you know a little about the CC this year. So do not miss

the album such as the catchy an extensive college edu- a(,out this new play, "Kafka's people in the play. "Kafka's Dick, written by

"Self-Esteem" or the angry cation. Dexter Holland, the Dick." I have heard questions Upon arrival at Armstrong Alan^ Bennett^ sponsorea^oy

"Bad Habit" were more Offspring's lead singer, was from, "Will they talk about 32, at 8:00 pm, either on Friday

responsible for introducing the valedictorian at his high Kafka's...!", to even the October 7, Saturday October

Offspring to the all too school and put his doctoral bizarre, "Can we see 8, or Sunday October 9, the

receptive alternative/punk candidacy at USC on hold for Kafka's...T'SoIsetouttofind audience will be amazed by

audience. the time being. out the answers to these the hard work the cast has put

In a recent show in Offspring has been questionsandmore.Mysearch into the play, not to mention Sogetyourticketssoonoetore

ended with Seth Sultan, a the hard work that the they_runout._^
^ ^ ^^

freshman with a major role in

the play.

Seth Sultan plays the part

of Sydne, a married insurance

the Colorado College Drama/

Dance Department. Rem-

ember, tickets are free with a

valid CC I.D. card and five

dollars to the general public.

Huntington Beach, the crowd together for at least five years,

booed "Come Out and Play" Dexter Holland and guitarist

and theband isnow somewhat Noodles went to high school

ashamed of its popularity due together in Garden Grove,

to the fact that most of their CaUfomia. Incidentally, when

punk audience has abandoned the band was initially formed, man who loves to read people's present a unique perspective

them. Smash has sold 1,300,00 none of the members knew biographies. I understand that on Kafka as they create the

records, nonetheless, and how to play an instrument, this sounds boring so far, but details of the characters they

major record labels are The first album. Ignition, hit that's only the beginning. play. I know that all of this

competing for the attention of big in Los Angeles, received The play takes place in may sound really corny but it

this new, up and coming heavyradioplay,andincluded mainly two places, Kafka's is something that one must

Billboard hit quartet. a guest performance from d^ath bed and Sydne's home, see for himself.

Offspring is still holding Jennifer Finch from the all girl There seems to be some If you do not make it to

fast to their own record label, band, L7./gnition was a purely mystery surrounding this "Kafka'sDick,"youwilltruly

technical crew has put into And for those of you who

the play. The crowd will also are still wondering about the

see a new way of directing, answers to the questions at

The small cast of seven will the beginning of this article,

allow me to relieve some

tension. "Will they talk about

Kafka's...!", yes, they will.

"Can we see Kafka's...!",

you'll just have to come to the

show to find out, but

remember that nothing is too

controversial for Colorado

College to perform!
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"Quiz Show" reveals director Kimball's opens at
Robert Redford as hypocrite Twin Peaks
by Todd Walker

We're cynics these days.

Everything is suspect. Poets,

priests and politicians are

either liars, liars, or stupid.

Robert Redford thinks he

knows of a time when we
weren't this wayand he thinks
he knows when we lost it, our

trust, that is. But he still

doesn't know why.

You see, it was game
shows. No, not simple-minded

drivel like "Jeopardy" where
the hardest thing is telling

Alex the answer in the form of

a question (who ever thought

that one up). Redford focuses

on the 1 95 7 scandal involving

that ever popular show
"Twenty-One." If you can

name Paul Revere's horse and
tell me whether it was a

stallion or a mare then you
might have had a shot at this

one. "Twenty-One" was one
of the nation's hi^est rated

programs on TV. That is, until

it was proven that the results

were rigged in a vain attempt

to beat "I Love Lucy."
Redford's fourth turn in the

director's chair is "Quiz

Show." It is the story ofan odd

threesome: intelligent,

distinguished Charles Van
Doren (Ralph Fiennes),

whinny nebbish Herbert
Stempel (John Turturro) and a

self-important Washington-
type (Rob IWorrowl. They are

three differentpersonahties all

involved in the quiz show
scandal for different reasons,

and none of them altruistic or

noble. Redford orchestrates

these three into a tune about

how game show hosts used to

be sweet and innocent, but

after we found out they lied to

us they turned into slick

shysters like Pat Sajak.

Suuuure.

The film begins promis-

ingly. A montage of television

watchers rolls under the

credits and our first encounter

with Herb Stempel makes him
a living character. John
Turturro's performance is far

better than his co-stars. He's

flesh and blood (annoyingly

so| while Fiennes andMonow
are finger puppets with bad
accents. Fiennes' Van Doren
spouts his lines as ifeach word
were the closingremark of the

State of the Union Address.

And Morrow's distracting

/fluxBoston accent sounds hke
he doinga deliberately skewed
JFK imitation. Nothing is

shown of these two characters

which makes us believe they

are people with lives of their

own. Any glimpse of home
life feels manufactured and
stiff, especially Van Doren's

relationship with his father.

"Quiz Show" ends rather

sheepishly with a lengthy
speech by Van Doren, rendered

ineffective by Fiennes dialogue

throughout the film. Redford

wants to shake his finger at

the real big bad wolves, NBC
and Geritol, while allowing

the individuals involvedroom
to say they were victims.

Never once does Redford
realize he's as big a liar as

"Twenty One" because
although "Quiz Show" is

based on a true occunence,
Redford made up the movie
and manipulated its audience

just as effectively as Charles

Van Doren manipulated the

audiences of 1957.

by Dennis Apergis

Col' chilling in the six-

seven, we decided to slide on
by the new Kimball's cinema
located on 1 13 E. Pikes Peak
Ave (between Tejon and
Nevada) Groovy, )azzy,

Smokin', the place was
hippity-hop on the def side.

The Twin Peak cinema
debuted in July. This art deco
theater with ceiling fixtures

reminiscent of the new DIA
airport houses the second
largest screen in the greater El

Paso County area. Kimball's

has also converted the original

balcony area into another
screen enlarging its feature

film viewing capacity to two.
With films shot in Cine-Scope
the main screen is as wide as

your peripheral vision, a

wonderful experience. The
seats are large with cupholders
and room for two elbows, a
feature which most good
movie houses cannot claim.

Besides, the great spotted
murals of the Garden of the

Gods and Pike's Peak on the

side walls of the main theater

the Twin Peaks

spotlighted with blacklights

adds a certain 50's ambiance.
Not to forget there'salsoa

cafe adjacent at the Twin Peak
Cinema serving fine coffees

and food. In the cafe, for your
viewing pleasure, they have
Laser-disc films showing
nightly on a large projected

screen. So if you're looking for

somethingtodo this weekend,
stop on by the new Twin Peak
theater and enjoy the view.

Films now playing; Fresh,

Priscilla-Queen of the Desert,

Baby Face and soon Pulp
Fiction. For info,caU 447-1947.

An author in our midst: Carolyn See makes history
by Kim Whipple

"The dead watch us with
a terrible caring. That's not
much to build a life on, but
some friends of mine would
argue, what's a life? You can
divide things, everything,

down into doing errands or

having fun. Sometimes they
say in school that everyone's

on earth for a reason, but I'm
clueless on that score."
Perhaps it is this dead boy
with the stiU-Iiving voice of
reason that has caused some
to place "Making History" in

the science-fiction genre. Or
maybe it is the way the
characters are tossed about in

a universe that seems to view
a life as insignificant, actions

infinitesimal. Or it could be
Thea, who could see "that
lives came in layers. Her
customers wanted to know
what was happening now, and
tomorrow, and the next day,

but she saw back."

The existence of the
characters themselves may
indicate a fantasy world, but
their messages carry the voice
of "social realism," asCarolyn
See, theauthor, callsherwork.
"Making History" illustrates

the "random quality of the

universe" with startling
accuracy.

Lost in a story that paints
a picture of beautiful young
blond girls, white sandy
beaches, margaritas and
wealth, the reader feels a cold
shock when in come the

horrors of reality. And these

horrors come often in this

book, fate rearing its often-

cruel head in the lives of the

characters.

Sensations are intensified

as the quotidian becomes the

stuff of drudgery and ecstasy.

Short encounters take on a

monumental significance to

the reader, who realizes the

impact of everything we do,

on ourselves and others.

But the universe takes it

all out of our hands. Thea goes
through life "not thinking
about (her gift), because when
you thought about it, it got

dimmer. Like trying to focus

onastaratnight:toseeitbest

you looked away from it."

"I want the reader to be
transformed, to jump up in

the middle ofreadingand walk
around with tears in their eyes,

to need to go out on the porch
forsome fresh air. I want them

to look at the world
differently" Carolyn See says

of the way she wants her

novels to touch her audience.

"Making History" was a

novel that touched her deeply,
as it was inspired by a near-

tragedy in her own life. "My
daughter Clarawas in a terrible

car accident where she nearly

lost her life, so the scene in

the emergency room came
straight from my experience."

Many of the other charac-

ters consist of components of

herself and the people she
knows. "It may seem a little

egotistical to say, but a writer

is really all of his or her
characters."

See was an Ebey Creative
Writing Professor during first

block, visiting from her home
in California, where she
teaches at UCLA and is the
Friday morningbookreviewer
for the Washington Post.

Every year Mr. Ebey
sponsors a visiting professor

for the creative writing track.

"Mr. Ebey has so much
imagination and vision. To
him CC is a cause that he
loves to see bloom and
flourish."

"Teaching at Colorado
College was a great experience

for me. The English
Department was very kind,

and my students were
wonderful. I felt empty and a

bit sad after finishing my new

novel, and it was a great change
of scene for me."

"Dreaming-Hard Luck
and Good Times in America"
is Carolyn See's new book,

which follows the fortunes of

that part of the white
American population that

"got the message, but didn't

know how to deal with
immigrants who Uved in the

trailer parks. I hope it makes
them examine their own
shame."

ATTENTION JAMMERS!
MUSIC CENTRAL at 429 N. Circle

has over 125 new and used aCOUStiC and

electric guitars on SALE through

October. New and used keyboard gear,
amps, drums, PA and a fuU line of

accessories at everyday Iattt prices.

CUsslc rock and blues CD's frx)m $2-$6.

If w retail?
4 41

^^degrees
I
FASHIONS AND STREETWEAR

from

LA and NY
for OTeens and Adults V cf

'The only ptogiessive store in town'

2603 W. Colorado Ave. • (719) 442-2636
ETCOTTE • HOCISOOL. • tOC H • 5(>.(v\ S. UBSV • SPOT 6\CL.S
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Dale Steet Cafe a dining surprise Brown Ale right for fall

by Brady Larson

Denver has 16th Street.

Boulder has Pearl Street.

Memphis has Beale Street.

And while on the topic of

streets, let me tell you about

the Dale Street Cafe. Hidden

amongst the outskirts of

Colorado College is this quaint

dining surprise. For those of

you who believed that

Wooglins was the only

restaurant close to campus-

think again!

The restaurant is actually

a Victorian House and could

at first glance be easily missed.

As my guest, Greg Albers, and

I walked up the steps we were

warmly greeted by the hostess

who led us in and then up a

narrow stairway to the second

floor dining area. The first

thing that jumped out at me
about the restaurant was that

it is the actual interior of a

house. It leads to small, but

home-like atmosphere which

we found very appealing. The

second thing which attracted

my attention was how the

walls were painted in a shade

of violet. It's hard to miss, but

the color, once again,

enhancedtheatmosphere. The

walls are decked with the

photography and paintings of

local artists. If you visit the

Dale street make sure to take

a moment to take notice

because the art is there for a

reason. It's very good. The

lunchtime clientele varied

from business person to

friends just sharing a bite to

eat, but Gregand I appeared to

be the only college students

amongst the crowd. What a

shame!

The menus arrived. The

prices were the same as many
restaurants ranging from

around two dollars for a house

salad to around eight or nine

for some of the larger entrees.

Most of the food averaged

about four to five dollars. The

menu includes a variety of

dishes. Appetizers, soups,

salads, pastas, Mediterranean

pizzas and grilled entrees-

most with an Italian flair.

There is also a full bar for

those looking for the perfect

potion to savor along with

by Ted Smith & Kyle Maher

Dale Street Cafe selves pasta, soup, salads, and their unusual thin oust pizzas.

their meal. Greg and I chose

water. I have to say, it was

very good.

As an appetizer, Greg and

I both had the house salad.

The salad, accompanied by

rolls and a side of whipped

butter, was made with lettuce,

tomatoes and cucumber
tossed in thehouse vinaigrette.

A sprinkle of pepper and we
had pure salad magic. Simply

charming and delicious. I

scraped my plate down to the

last leaf. The roll with a touch

of butter perfected the

appetizer. I wanted to scrape

the remaining butter out of

the butter bowl with a spoon

and eat it plain, but Greg

quickly informed me of my
near dining faux pas.

For the main course, we
both decided to try the

Mediterranean thin crust

pizza. I ordered the Five

Cheese, while Greg had the

Margueritte. Mine was cov-

ered in layers of cheese with

parmesan, while Greg's also

had tomatoes and basil. We
traded a piece for a piece and

they were both very good. The

crust, from thesouth of France,

is very different than what the

average pizza eating college

student is accustomed to, but

I highly recommend it. But be

careful while eating it. The

crust is very crisp and tends to

crumb all over the dark green

carpet. If you're not careful

people might begin to stare.

Dark clothing is also a no-no

for the messy. The gentleman

at the table to our left tried

the Chicken Parmesan, while

awomen behind us dined on a

Caesar salad. AU looked great.

That is, the food looked great.

And finally for dessert, a

woman off to our right had a

piece of cheese cake which

looked like it would melt in

her mouth. Short on cash,

Gregandlcouldonly imagine.

So if you're tired of Rastall

or aren't quite in touch with

the groove of Wooglin's, try

the Dale Street Cafe. Just head

south one block down Tejon

from Armstrong. Turn left at

the Laundromat and you're at

Dale street. The cafe is across

the street and about a block

down. The service is good.

The food is great. The walls

are very, very violet. Take a

guest and stare at other

people's plates. Or enjoy your

own. You won't regret it!

'Smash" from page 13

album. In fact, it is audibly pleasing despite

the fact that the lyrics do not reflect the

band's intelligence. Most of the cuts utilize

the recycled "fight thesystem" message while

others are simply chock full o' punk

aggression.

There is, however, a very good remake of

the Didgit's song, "Killboy Powerhead."

Throughout the album, there are random

interjections by some unknown narrator

commenting on the music. He introduces us

to the album by suggesting that it is "time to

relax. . .take your shoes off. . . make yourself

comfortable." "Nitro (Youth Energyl" is a

carpe diem sort of ditty but disappointingly

leads into "Bad Habit" which is an angry song

describing an offensive driver who has a "bad

habit of blowin' awav." The rest of the first

Welcome back beer

friends! This is week two of

Ted and Kyle's Beer Fest. So

anyway, Homebrewers, call

me ifyou want to get a Brewer

Network set up on campus.

Reach me at AT_SMITH on

the VAX.
This week we reviewed

three Brown Ales.

Brown Ales are delightful

darker beers which usually

have great rich malty flavors

but have pleasantly light Hops. This beer had fresh

bodies so they're not yeast in it which tended to

set which ends with "Come Out and Play" is

well orchestrated and I am unduly impressed

with both the rhythm and the lead guitar.

"Self-Esteem," the next single, is an

amusing melody of one poor guy's plight to

stand up for himself in an unhealthy

relationship. The rest of the second set is

reminiscent of old Offspring and "What

Happened to You?" reminds me of Green

Day's occasionally quirky polka-like

harmonies. The title song, "Smash," is one

long, fast-paced guitar riff endlessly

proclaiming that he is not a "trendy asshole."

The album comes to an abrupt end but has an

untitled cut about fifty second after "Smash."

I would recommend Smash to anyone

who solely judges Offspring on the premise of

"Come Out and Play" when, in fact, that

particular song sticks out like a sore thumb.

On pouring, the beer had a

respectable head. The head

however, was not the pretty

brown color we were looking

for however. This was
readily explainable by the

light color of the beer. This

beer is not the color of a

brown ale. The color on this

beaver's tail was a reddish

brown amber at best. Very

disappointing! This beer

turned out to also be quite

watery. It did have the nice

flowery flavor of Cascade

especially weighty in the ol'

breadbox. Brown ales are neat

because they're usually dark

enough to have these great

thick light-brown heads.

The first beer reviewed

was Elle's Brown Ale. This

beer is brewed by the Avery

Brewing Co. in Boulder

Colorado. The aroma was a

rich and malty smell which

lapped up at our noses quite

invitingly. Unfortunately,

the head on the pour was

pretty weak. I got no head

and Kyle shook it up to get

head but it dissipated pretty

quickly. On first gulp, this

beer had a nice flavor. The

beer had a really good walnut

brown color, the perfect color

for a Brown. The Cascade

Hops were quite evident with

their unique juicy, flowery

taste. The rest of the beer

had a decently rich malty

make it cloudy. Yeast in a

beer is not a bad thing, but in

this case it was. The yeast

these people use does not

taste good! I think they could

have spent a little more

money on this beer to get

better yeast strains. The
yeast left a terrible residue

on the inside of our mouths

which we didn't find

entertaining. At 3. 19 a pint,

the most expensive, we
thought this beer typified

Vail; expensive and crappy.

Two thumbs down!

Last but not least, we
finished the evening with

Tut Brown Ale brewed by

the Oasis Brewery Boulder

Colorado.

This beer had the smell

of chocolate malt; it was a

nice malty caramel smell. I

thought it kind of smclled

like caramel corn. When we

flavor. The use of chocolate poured it, it had a respectable

malt was detectable; it hasa lightbrownheadthatscttled

sort of dark caramel flavor.

The beer was a tad bitter in

its finish. You could really

feel it on the back of your

in thick at about 1/4 thick.

The color of this beer was

exactly what we were

looking for in a Brown Ale;

tongue. Thisbeeralsotended it was the color of a semi-

to leave an uncomfortable sweet chocolate bar. This

resin aftertaste/ feeling in our

mouths and it was a bit

undercarbonated.

So at 2.99 a pint we were

left feeling quite ambivalent.

It was a decent beer but it

wasn't stellar for a Brown

Ale.

The next beer was Beaver

Tail Ale brewed by Vail

beer was full bodiedbut well

balanced. You could taste

the hops and the malt but

neither was too strong. The

beer finished clean; it wasn't

too sweet and it didn't end

bitter. Furthermore, it didn't

have any crappy yeast

residues.

At 2.99 a pint, this was

Brewery at Vail Colorado, thebestbeerwedrankandit

The aroma on this beer was definitely deserves two

considerably lighter. It didn't thumbs up!! This is a must

smell quite as hoppy. It did try.

have a nice little nutty odor.

Hair Designersfor Men & Women

mMSMM
Razor Textured Cuts

Style cuts, Maintenance TVim,

Perms & TY-anslucent Colors

Nexus & Tri products availablefor sale

Mondays - Saturdays

Stop in or call for an appointment

827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

•fe* V »;»:«/'A<.*.*Aiiijt»wfc^v.v/»«iW.*<».«*'AWJ«i.»>»'».«^-:
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTION PREMED
SENIORS, JUNIORS, AND
SOPHOMORES: CU Med
School PREMEDDAY will be

held on the CU Health
Sciences campus on Sat., Oct.

8. Info in Health Professions

Office, Olin Fishbowl.

Informational meeting for stu-

dents interested in attending

theACM Chicago Urban Stud-

ies Program at noon Tues.,

Oct. 1 1 inWomer213,orWed.,

Oct. I2inWomer215. Bring

limch and questions.

LEARNTOSKATEatHonnen
Ice Rink! Classes available at

all skill levels. $l5/person for

3 classes. Pre-registration

required! 3rd block
registration due 10/24. 4th

block due 11/21. For info call

Jo Arm at 632-4098, Krista at

x7275, or Miako at x7025.

Students in a non graduate-

level science or engineering

discipline- the US Depart-

ment of Energy University

Coal Research (UCR) Intern-

ship Program may be for you.

For application materials or

more info, please contact

Kathy Ketner,UCR Internship

Program, Science/Engineering

Division, Oak Ridge Institute

for Scienceand Education, 120
Badger Avenue, PO Box 1 17,

Oak Ridge, Tenn. 3783 1-01 1 7,

or call (615) 576-3426.

Thanks toallwhohelpedwith
registration information on
Thursday night. -CCCA

The Young Knaves by Alex Confer

QUEER PRIDE WEEK, Oct.

10-16, 1994

Mon: Straight Night, Slocum
Lounge, 7:00 PM
Tues: Queer Ball, Tiger Pit,

9:00 PM
Wed: DenimDay-weardenim
to show support of gay rights

Thurs: Thursday at Eleven,

BGALA presents skits on
being queer. BGALA Meeting

at 6:00 in Armstrong IB.

Fri: Queer holiday

Sat: "Creating Change in the

90's," WES room, 9:00AM

The CC Christian Commu-
nity will be holding a day of

prayerandfasting. If interested

call 520- 1968 for more info, or

write Womer Box 866.

EMPLOYMENT

TELEIMARKETING, part-

time, even hours, close to

school.Make$6-$18an hour.

Call 471-3505.

Dance workshop is looking

for eitheran experienced stage
manager or somebody to train

in stage managing for the 3rd

block show. This is a paid

position. Contact PollyDraper
at 634-2879.

PERSONALS

Jay,

Three little birds told me a

secret. Call me and I will tell

you what it is.

-E

I GUID€
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC.

an associate ofthe CARLSON TRAVEL NETWORK

SERVING THE NEEDS OF
COLORADO TRAVELERS

SINCE 1949

Campus Office: Armstrong Hall Suite 5
(719) 632-4612

389-6732 Campus Line

Main Offiice: 409 N. Tejon St.

(719) 635-3511

Broadmoor Hotel Office: South Lobby
(719) 577-5750

Colorado Springs Airport Office: Main Terminal

(719) 570-7755
AIRPORT OFFIPF npEN F.VFR Y HA V

Rusty,

Happy Birthday!

-Yourfriendsin2

South

Amy,
This environ-
ment is not con-

ducive to sanity.

-Tonya

Music and hockey loving 5'8"

athletic male with a great

singing voice needs date for

homecoming. Contact Boyice,
WB #1242.

A,

Long talks, long walks, bright

stars. ..we may not have a

relationship, but I like it pretty

well anyway. No worries,

seriously.

-C

Alison,

-Jay

Scott,

Happy belated birthday from
all your housemates that you
never see!

Ali,

IamNOT neglecting you. I'm

just Ali-impaired at the
moment. Just kidding, its nice

to be missed, even if you are

just teasing.

C

LOST! Wallet containing US
passport & French national

identity, & other important

identification. If found, please

contact Arme A. Mcintosh,
WB #1962.

Dave,

Happy birthday from all of

your fans in the Catalyst
office- total of one.

Joe

Bekey,

Not now. Not with the three

of us. Not in the car. Not in

the daylight. Stop beinghomy!
Love, K,JandC

CLASSIHEDS POLICY

Please send Announcements,
Jobs, For Sale, Real Estate, and
Personal advertisements to:

The Catalyst

Classifieds

902 N. Cascade

Colorado Spgs., CO 80946
Adsmustbereceivedby Tues-
day, 9:00 p.m. to appear in the

subsequent Friday's edition of

the Catalyst. The Catalyst

reserves the right to edit all

classifieds for length and in-

appropriate content. For off-

campus pricing information,

call 389-6675.

Looking for a good exchange rate to
study abroad next semester?

3.76 GPA and upsSl.SOO Scholanhlp 3.50 GPA and ups$l,000 Scholarship
Study abroad grant* based on need also available.

Syracuse University sponsors study abroad sites In

Florenca, Italy London, England Harare, Zimbabwe
Madrid, Spain Strasbourg, France

SU credit Reld trips/Traveling seminars Internships Study for a semester, year or summer
Courses taught In English and in host country language

Syracuse University
Division of IwreHmnoNAL Proorams Abroui 119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York 13244-4170

1-800-235-3472 315-443-3471
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JUST RELEASED!
DOLLY
MY LIFE AND OTHER
UNFINISHED BUSINESS
Harper Collins ^y^^

MORE MUSIC. LESS PRICE. MORE BOOKS. LESS PRICE.

Over 60,000 titles discounted every day. Over 85,000 titles discounted every day.

Save on our TOP 50 CDs priced from 40% OFF All New York Times Best Sellers^

10.88 - 11.88 15% OFF All regional, children's and hardcovers.

(Single CDs with suggL.ed l,s. price o( 1 6.W lo 1 7.99) 1 0% OFF All paperbacks, audio books & magazines.

,,.,,

HEDI/^PLAY
MUSIC • BOOKS • MOVIES • SOFTWARE

Citadel Crossing • 651 Norlh Academy Boulevard • Colorado Springs • 573-1977

Open Mon - Thurs: 10 - 9, Fri - Sat: 10 - 10, Sun: 11-7

I
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Volleyball

finishes

2nd of 8 in

tourney

by Jessica Mac Murray

Tiger volleyball spent a busy

weekendinCaliforniaoverBlock

Break, playing five matches in

three days. The Tigers-the only

Division lU volleyball team in

Colaado-weteeagertofacesome

D-IHcompetitioa Theteam rose

to the occasicsi, coming out of

theweekendwith a second place

finish out cj a field of eight in a

tournament at the University of

San Diego.

Thursdaymominfttheteam
came together fa practice in the

UCSD gym. Tliey seemed ready

to face the challenges that lay

ahead. Unfortunately, serving

breakdownsandageneral lack of

ccxicentration led to a loss to the

LaVeme Leopards on Thursday

night

Friday was a difierent stay.

After a good ni^t's sleep, CC
played two tough matches, both

ofwhichweretakentofivegames.

CCgot o& to a slow start against

Claremont-Mudd-Scripps, the

secraid ranked team in the West
Region. Tlie Tigers overcame

their start, showing an intensity

and drive that hasn't been seen

verycrftenthisseason.TheTigers

beatCMSinfive(15-8, 7-15,8-15,

15-11, 15-71 and then beat

Franklin & Marshall in four 1
15-

11,8-15, 15^, 15-41 thefoUowing

morning. The wins landed the

Tigers in the finals against

nationallyiankedUCSD.Unable

to find the intensity and coisis-

tencyofthepreviousthree^mes,

the Tigers fell to the Tritons in a

decisive three game match^

Deqjite the UCSD match,

CC had a very impressive week-

endoveralLIncredibledepthfrom

the bench allowed for great per-

f<xmances,bothfromstartetBand

bench players. Freshman hitter

SarahNelsaihad40 kills, sopho-

moreJessicaMacMunay,34,and
freshman Kara Penn, 27. Fresh-

man setterHelen Grossman, out

with an ankle injury until

recently, logged 148 assists. An
impressive all-around perfor-

mance landed Grossman on the

tournament all-star team.

Athlete of the Week
ARRON LUJAN, CCS ALL-TIME LEADING SCORER
by Elsa Butler

On Saturday, senior soccer standout Arron Lujan
broke CC's record for career goals scored. Lujan,

unintimidated by the speed and strength of Messiah
College, the nation's second ranked NCAA Division
III team, tallied two scores in the game for the record.

The record-tying goal came in the first half after

Messiah College was called for a handball which led to

a penalty kick lor CC. Lujan took the penalty kick and
scored the goal in the twenty-fourth minute of the

game.
Lujan scored again in the sec-ond half with an

assist from Jeff Lee, setting an unprec-edented record
of sixty-five career goals. CC won by a final score of 3-
2.

Lujan's goal for the rest of the season is to help the
Tigers make the NCAA Division III playoffs in No-
vember. He is driven by a passion for the game and the
thrill of competition. Qualifiying for the playoffs would
be especially gratifying for Lujan because the team

would face high levels of

competition. The Tigers
have a strong history of

winning, having made the

second round of the D-III

playoffs last year and the

Final Four the year before.

The team has a lot of talent and potential this year,
much of which has not been fully realized. National
success is within grasp for the Tigers, predicts Lujan.

For the future Lujan plans tff continue playing soc-
cer at the professional level for as long as he can before
getting on with his life. At present he feels no pressure
and sees no need for personal glory, as long as the team
continues to win. Lujan is confident about the Tiger
team, adding that sweeper Isaac Jones is "bringing the
team to new level of play."

On the whole, the Tigers field a solid team. Lujan
is confident in their ability to go head to head against
any Division III team in the nation. CC soccer fans
should be in for an exciting season.

Intramural Update

by Michele Killeen

Love Machine had a

great day on the Kappa Sig-

ma field on Tuesday, shut-

ting out Mucho Macho 6-0.

In spite of the score ,this

was one of the best Co-ed
Intramural Soccer games of

the season, though the
Mucho Macho squad may

The field was soaked
from a day of rain and the

referees assumed that most
of the players, wearing the

usual footwear-tennis
shoes-would spend most of

the time on the ground.

Their concern was quickly

abated when almost every-

one showed up wearing
soccer cleats.A few players

even broke out their shin-

guaids. It looked like this

would be a hard-fought

battle to the last second-
and it was.

Led on their offensive

attacks by a determinedbut
unlucky Jeff Jergens, and
supportedon defense by the
skills of Angela Boatright,

Mucho Macho gave it their

all, but they couldn't hold

back the flood of Love Ma-
chine forwards. Although the

teams had an equal number of

scoring chances, Mucho Ma-
cho just couldn't produce a

goal.

Perhaps the most deserv-

ing shot of the afternoon came
late in the first half, when Ian

Jacobson slid into a melee of

players and managed to ham-
mer the ball into the goal.

Other first-half goals came
from Josh Tinker and Guy

Mossman. The Love Ma-
chine scoring fest contin-

ued into the second half,

with goals by Amy Cusic,

Wade Levering, and Darcy
Grant.

When it was all over,

Mucho Macho couldn't be-

lieve this was the game that

wasgoing to be in the news-
paper. "Brutal," they la-

mented, "we finally get

written up, and we get
killed."

IM Standings

Soccer Standings (through Men's "A" Competitive
press time|: Division

Co-Ed "A" Division 1. Flying Squirrels 2-0
I. Grundles 3-0 2. Fiji 2r^)

2. Stanky B's 2-^)-l 3. No Names 1-0
3. Low Riders 1-2 4. Killer Carps 0-2
3. B. Brew 1-2 5. The Pimps 0-2
3. Team What 1-2

6. Callipygians 0-2-1 Flag Football Standings

Co-Ed "B" Division (through press time|:

1. LABTYD 4-0 1. Foreskins 3-0
2. Killer Kanlnes 3-1 2. Kappa Sigma 2-0
3. Love Machine 2-1 3. Fiji 2^1
4. Mucho Macho 1-2-1 4. What the . . . 0-2
5. C. Dominance 0-1-2 4. No Names 0-2
6. Forza Italia 0-2-1 5. Natural Bom 0-2
7. Random Assortment 0^ Killers

The Ski Smith
At Recycled sports

Complete Ski Services
• News Used Ski Equipniert • CeiHHed Binding Technician

•CkxtiingS Accessories • Quality Worit AtA Fair Price

OVER 19 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN SKI REPAIR

HUden behind 7-11 »nd815N.N$¥mkAw.
10% off ski service with CC ID

^^ ^^ An Academic Year Abroad
'

in the Arts and Humanities

^JC'pend a year or a semester immersed in the life

and culture ofFlorence. Study at the University of
Florence in private tutorials and seminars. Students
of the arts work with Italian artists and musicians.
For information and an appli

Sarah Lawrence College in F
Box COF
Sarah Lawrence College

1 Mead Way
Bronxville, NY 10708-5999

(800) 873-4752

SARAH
LAWRENCE
COLLEGE

Men's Soccer Continued from
page 20

an emotional speech by Coach
Richardson, this time en-

titled, "The Winning Edge: Be
Resolute and Cause Great

Consternation."

With such wise words, the

Tigers were revitalized and
rejuvenated. Jeff "The Asian
Persuasion" Lee broke the 2-

2 tie with a forty yard free

kick that swerved into the
corner of the goal, instantly

killing the monkey. Senior

Arron Lujan rounded out the

scoring with a late goal,

assistedby Justin "PrettyBoy"
Mead. The Tigers triumphed
4-2 and headed back to

Colorado.

As if two road games
weren't enough, the Tigers

found themselves in another

key matchup against second
ranked Messiah College. It

was obvious in the starting

minutes that the Tigers were
sufferingfrom jet-lag, and they
found themselves in a

halftime tie once again.

Unsatisfied by such a

weak first-half effort, the
Tigers came out hard in the

second half. Senior Arron
Lujan made a wonderful shot

that put the Tigers ahead 2- 1

.

This goal not only gave
the advantage to the Tigers,

but also gave Lujan the
coveted CC all-time scoring

title. For this achievement.

Coach Richardson gave the

new scoring champion one
free 'Lil Tyke meal good at all

Colorado Springs Burger
Kings.

But the Tigers were not

done with Messiah yet.

Minutes later, freshman Matt
Barry scored on a rocket
volley, putting the Tigers
ahead 3- 1 . Messiah countered
with another goal, but was
unable to catch the Tigers.

CCprevailed, beating second-

ranked Messiah 3-2. The Ti-

gers are now 7-3-1, with im-

portantgamesagainstSt. Olaf

on Friday, and third-ranked

Rowan College on Sunday.
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Tiger Hockey prospects up after

disappointing finish in 1994
La3tyeai,theiegulai sea-

son champion Tigers fell to

tenth place Michigan Tech

in the first round of the

WCHA playoffs. The Tigers

did not receive a playoff bid

from the NCAA, so the loss

brought their

season to a

screeching
halt.

There
will not be a

WCHA this season, behind

St. Cloud State and the Uni-

versity of Minnesota. Sea-

sonMVP prospects included

Landon Wilson of the Univ.

of N. Dakota, Jason Elders of

DU,andCC's junior forward

Jay McNeill.

Also
the line in

Tuesday's
tele-confer-

ence was CC
repeat of such by Josie I. Henjum head coach

episode
"^"^

Formidable foes on deck
Football to face second ranked Central College

INSIDE CC.
SPORTS

Don Lucia.

this season.

Rick Comley, the Chair-

man of the NCAA and the

head coach of Northern

Michigan, announced a new
NCAA tournament rule in a

national tele-conference

Tuesday. This year both the

regular season and the play-

off champions from each

league will automatically get

an NCAA Tournament bid.

TheWCHA has also un-

dergone changes this year.

New commissioner Bruce

McLeod, theDirector ofAth-

letics at the Univ. of Minne-

sota-Duluth, has plans to up-

grade officiating.

Lucia an-

nounced that he will be look-

ing to returning players

McNeill, Kent Fearns, Ryan

Bach and R.J. Enga to fill the

gaps left by team leaders Jim

Paradise, Jody Jaraczewski

andWCHA Defensive Player

of the Year Shawn Reid.

Lucia plans totransform

the Tiger team into more of

a "skating type of team" to

compensate for the larger

size of the USAFA's rink.

Lucia's work will be on

display in two short weeks

when the Tigers open their

season at the University of

Michigan. CC begins super

The 24th Annual Grand vised practices on Monday

Forks Press Preseason Poll and will play an intrasquad

ranks the Tigers third in the game next Friday.

Grizzlies reintroduced to Denver
For those hockey fans

who didn't notice, profes-

sional hockey returned to

Denver last Saturday night,

as the Denver Grizzlies

christened their Inter-

national Hockey League

existence with a 4- 1 victory

over the Minnesota Moose.

The attention being

given the

Grizzlies in-

ception in the

media
coupled with

the determi-

nation of the

new owner-
ship in the

The success of the Den-

ver Nuggets late last season

was great for the young bas-

ketball team, but not for the

Grizzlies. Had the Nuggets

fallen flat in the playoffs last

year the Grizzlies couldhave

grabbed a fairly large seg-

ment of the basketball

team's fan base. Instead, the

Nuggets are

currently one

of the hottest

properties in

the NBA.
The Den-

ver Grizzlies

are not

doomed to ex-

by Thomas Quinlen

TheTigers currently stand

at 3- 1 on the threshold of their

biggest game in recent mem-
ory.CC will travel to Central

College of Iowa this weekend.

Undefeated Central is ranked

second in the West Region,

the same region as CC. A win

against the Flying Dutchmen
would greatly improve CC's

chances of landing a play-off

berth.

The Tigers are confident

that they can beat Central by

eliminating the mental mis-

takes that have marred their

past few games.

Two weeks ago, the CC
team traveled to Jackson,

Mississippi, to play the

Milsaps Majors. The Tigers

lost 2 1 - 1 9. This last weekend,

CC stayed at home for Block

Break, and beat Kansas Wes-

leyan, 19-7.

In Jackson, the Tigers

started off slow, and came up

five seconds short. CC scored

first, but missed the extra

point, and the Majors led at

halftime 7-6. In the third

quarter, Milsaps jumped to a

21-6 lead.

Mid-way through the

foiu'th quarter, the CC offense

came to life. The Tigers scored

two quick touchdowns, and

kicked one extra point but

failed on a two point con-

version. In the final drive, CC

FROM THE
CHEAP SEATS

by Blaine Olsen

team's success has been ex- tinction, however. Despite

uaordinary. Lost in all the competition from the Nug-

hoopla, however, is the ques- gets and college hockey, the

tion of whether professional Grizzlies may still manage

hockey can survive in Colo-

rado.

After seeing Denver's

loss of three professional

hockey teams in just over a

decade, the future of the

Grizzlies is anything but

certain.

Attracting fans to the

games will be priority num-

ber one for the young team.

Drawing in the spring and

fall will be difficult. Broncos

and Rockiesgames will keep

fans busy during these sea-

sons. As a result, the Griz-

zlies need to build a fan base

by attracting followers of the

Denver Nuggets' and the col-

lege hockey programs of the

to attract a their share of

spectators from die-hard

hockey fans along the front

range.

In addition, the IHL is a

very solid league with estab-

lished teams in seventeen

cities. This backingcan only

help the young team as it

tries to build a solid fan base

from scratch.

The Grizzlies deserve to

succeed. Hockey has a long

and rich tradition in Colo-

rado. It makes great sense

for the state to have a profes-

sional hockey to call its own.

If last Saturday night's

sellout is any indication, the

Grizzlies may be just fine.

FteshmaQ BriaD O'Sullivan outrans Kansas Wcslcan dcfcodct Jess Paikeito haul ii

thc-shouldei, a 46 yard pass from quarterback Josh Vilt.

marched down the field, and

junior wide recieverBoClancy

caught a pass fromQB Josh Vitt

to put the Tigers in field goal

range. However, the clock

expired as Clancy was tackled.

The defense, led by

sophomore tackle Seann

O'Conner, played better than

the offense, but three big plays

led to three Milsaps touch-

downs.

Determined not to give up

a successful season, the Ti-

gers were eager to bounce

backfrom their loss and de-

feat Kansas Wesleyan. From

the opening gun, a Tiger vic-

tory was never in much doubt.

The Tigers were aggressive,

attacking the much larger

Kansas team.

Vitt threw a pair of touch-

downs and ran for another and

senior tailback John Lutz car-

ried 26 times for 1 63 yards; his

fourth con-secutive 100-yd.-

plus rushing performance.

Vitt's touch-down passes ,

each for 1 1 yards, went to

Clancy and freshman Chris

Williams.

Kansas hit hard for the

first series, but the altitude

and their size got the better of

the them as the CC defense

clamped down, and the offense

got rolling. In the second half,

the offense was plagued by

penalties, and couldn't sustain

a drive. The Tigers coasted to

a 19-7 win.

Colby prepares for X-country invasion

University of Denver and Sports fans enjoy the show-

even Colorado College. while it lasts, at any rate.

by Eric Coe & Dan Miller

To most people, Colby is

just a cheese. To the Colorado

College Cross Country team,

however, Colby is more than

a cheese, it is a place where

dreams are realized and vic-

tory awaits. Colby, Kansas,

that is. That's right, Toto,

we're goin' to Kansas, and it's

not to see Auntie Em.

The CC runners head out

to the aforementioned Shang-

ri-La today to cross swords at

the Colby Community Col-

lege Invitational.

Undaunted in the face of

such competition, the CC
team knows exactly what to

dowiththeirswords,andlooks

to continue their successful

season with a stabbing dis-

play.

The CC team is commg
fresh off an impressive perfor-

mance over block break in the

city of sin. Las Vegas . .
.
New

Mexico. The New Mexico

Highlands Invitational

brought teams from near and

far (mostly near) to measure

their worth in a grueling ath-

letic contest. The women's

team was the first to hit the

course, and, as it turned out,

one of the first to leave, as the

women ran to a second place

finish. The first to cross the

finish line was our own Sara

"Way to Fly" Fry, who came

from behind in the last mile to

run an impressive 18:50 for

thefive kilometer course, good

for a new t-shirt. Sara was

followed by junior Erica

"Sophie" Sofianek,who ran to

a fourth place finish in 19:53,

and sophomore Krista "Birth-

day Girl" Fish, who finished

tenth, at 20:48. These fine

competitors recieved t-shirts

for their efforts as well.

Next in for the Tigers were

freshman Sally "Stang" Wurtz-

ler |21:2I), and sophomores

Mo "Sportsbra Sombrero"

Breed (21:33) and Kara

"Ambulance Chaser" Bundy

(21:35|. Rounding out the

women's team were Gwen
"Lanky" Lankford (22:151,

Nanci "Nasty" Eaton (23;05|,

and Bridget "What Gas Cap?"

Schulte (24:03), all running

season best times.

The men fared well also,

racing to a blistering fourth

place finish. The Tigers were

weakened by the absence of

team capuin and profesional

buUrider Jack Hayes, but they

triumphed nonetheless.

Leading the team was

sophomore Paul"Pev" Evans,

who ran like a man possessed.

crossing the line at 26:50 lor

the five mile course, good for

ninth place, a hee t-shirt, and

a visit to the local exorcist.

Evans was followed by

sophomores Eric Coe (27:17)

and Chris Durham (27:26),

who didn't win free t-shirts,

but still feel good about them-

selves as human beings. Next

in for the Tigers was the fresh-

man pack of Ethan "Sphincter

Boy" White (28:16), Andy

"Drogy" Almonte (28:36), and

Mike "Crisco" Kremkau

(28:41). Finishing lor the men

were freshmen Dan "Mr. Tam-

bourine Man" Miller (30:00)

and Josh "Wilhe Mays" Hayes

(31:02).

After the race, the team

adjourned to a meal of Marriott

(It is a national problem)

sloppy joes whileawaking the

award ceremony. After eating

one too many sloppy joes, the

New Mexico Highlands coach

lost the keys needed to re-

trieve the awards. The CC
runners were forced to go

home empty handed, but are

eagerly awaiting the postal

delivery of their t-shirts.

Following this post race

shindig, the team headed

home, quietly dreaming of

next week, and what lies over

the rainbow.
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Sports
Women's soccer looks for number two against DU
by Steven Lewis

This Tuesday, the Colo-

rado College women's soccer

team takes on cross-state ri-

vals, the University ofDenver

Pioneers. The game is being

played at 4:00pm on Stewart

field.

Sophomore Kristin

Lasasso, who recently has been

filling in for injured freshman

Jaime Haire at sweeper, feels

confident about the Tiger's

chances Tuesday-"Weshould

be able todominate thegame."

The Tigers will try to live up

to Lasasso's prediction and in

the process earn their second

win of the season.

In all likelihood, thegame
will not be as noisy as their

last match versus the Univer-

sity of Arkansas.

After coming off of a hard-

fought tie against the Univer-

sity of Tulsa on Friday, the

Colorado College Women's
Soccer team took thefield this

past Saturday in Fayatteville,

Arkansas, only to meet with

90 degree heat and 150 rabid,

screaming Girl Scouts.

According junior captain

Paula Mathias, "(the Univer-

sity of Arkansas] paid about

150 Brownies to sit on the

sidelines and scream." What
resulted, in the words of

Mathias, "was a lousy first

half" that the women could

not recover from, despite a

noble effort in the second half.

The game left the Tigers with

a record of 1-5-3 for the sea-

son.

On a more positive note,

since the last edition of the

Catalyst was printed, the Ti-

gers eamedr their first win
against the University of

Montana. The win was the

first fornewheadcoach Nicole
Crepeau.

Sophomore forward

Meghan McGuire led the

squad in their winning effort

against the Univ. of Montana
two Saturdays ago. MGuire
scored the game's only goal.

According to Mathias,

what made the most differ-

ence against the Grizzlies was
the team's transition game.

"We shifted incredibly well

from defense to offense," said

Mathias, a defender.

Undoubtedly, the victory

was heartening to a team that

had lost several tough deci-

sions, most of which were on

the road.

Freshman midfielder

Martina Holan said that the

home field advantage was also

a factor in the team's win.

"We hadn't had a home game
for a while and it was nice to

be |at Stewart field]," she com-
mented.

Fighting for their first vic-

tory motivated the Tigers

throughout the course of the

90 minutes. Most of the game
was played without the assis-

tance of subs, who have been

noticeably absent for most of

the season due toan onslaught

Volleyball: The Tigers placed 2nd out of a field of 8 in a

tournament hosted by UCSD. The Tigers defeated na-

tionally ranked Claremont and FrankMn & Marshall,
losing to UCSD in the finals.

Football: CC lost to Millsaps College 21-19, then trampled
Kansas Wesleyan 19-7 at home over block break.

Men's Soccer No. 2 ranked Messiah College of Pennsylva-
nia fell to the Tigers 3-2 last Monday. The Tigers defeated
Macalester College 4-2, but lost at the hands of Gustavus
Adolphus, 1-0 last weekend.

Women's Soccer The Tigers scored their first victory ofthe
season over the Univ. of Montana, 1 -0. Last weekend CC
tied in overtime, 1 -

1 , at the Univ. of Tulsa and lost 2-

1

in Fayatteville to the Univ. of Arkansas.

Week in Preview
Volleyball: The Tigers will face Ft. Lewis College on

Saturday at 7 p.m.

Football: CC meets undefeated Central College of Iowa on
the road this weekend. This game is crucial in terms of
a post-season playoff bid since both teams are members
of the West Region.

Men's Soccer St. Olaf College visits Stewart Field this
Friday at 4 p.m. Rowan College will make an appearance
at 1 p.m. on Sunday.

Women's Soccer The Tigers host the Univ. of Denver at 4
p.m. on Tuesday.

Cross Country: The Colby College Invitational takes the
Tigers to Colby, Kansas this weekend.

of injuries.

Preparation on offense was
also a key in the game for the

Tigers, who spent much ofthe

preseason focusing on their

defensive game. Scoring has

been a problem for CC. In fact.

Tiger goals had been limited

to penalty kicks until the

season was already several

weeks old.

Against the Grizzlies, de-

fense was exceptional as usual,
and sophomore goalkeeper

Audrey Maxfield earnedan im-

pressive shutout on five saves

to gain the victory. The shut-

out was the second of the sea-

son for Maxfield.

Last Friday against the

University of Tulsa, the Ti-

gers were looking for their sec-

ond win, but were forced to

settle for a 1-1 tie.

Playing under the lights

and on artificial turf in Tulsa,

the Tigers made another im-

Up Next for the Tigers:

The Tigers will hiist the University of Denver on
Stewart field at 4 p.m. on Tuesday, October 1

1

Tigers' Earn First Victory;

Sophomore MeaganMcCuirc scoredm the first halfand
goalkeeper Audrey Maxfreld notched her second shutout of

the season m the Tigers 1-0 victory over the Univ. of

Montana two weeks ago

Over Block Break;
Junior Paula Mathias scored m eacli match as CC tied

at the University of Tulsa ( 1- 1 ) and lost at the University of

Arkansas j2-l|. Sophomore Meagan McGuire assisted on
both goals.

pressive showing on defense

but could not manage more
than their single goal despite

several scoring opportunities.

The Tiger's only score

came on a header by Mathias

off a corner kick by sopho-

more forward Meghan
McGuire.

Two days later, after a

sweltering bus ride, the Tigers

met the University of Arkan-

sas and theirrowdy fan club in

Fayatteville. Unfortunately,

the defense could not hold up
against the Razorbacksand the

Tigers fell in a 2-1 decision.

Mathias again scored CC's
only goal, on a header assisted

by McGuire, who has now re-

corded a point in four con-

secutive games.

Men's soccer splits in Minnesota,

triumphs over Messiahs
Senior Arron Lujan sets new scoring record for CC

by Ian Creager &.MattAtencio

While most of you were
road tripping and camping in

the mountains during block

break, the CC Men's soccer

team was traveling to and
playinginMinnesota, theland

of ten thousand lakes.

The Tigers, ranked eighth

in the nation, entered the

weekend competition having

just come off wins over
MacMurray College and
Chapman University. In their

first matchup against

Gustavus Adolphus College,

the Tigers came out strong in

the opening minutes. But all

of a sudden. Tiger forward

Sergei Pokhilko collapsed and
began convulsing violently

and foaming at the mouth.
Team trainer, Bruce Kola,

rushed out onto the field, and
without hesitation, padded
and wrapped Pokhilko's leg,

put his left ankle in "The
Boot," gave him an elbow
brace, and taped his arms
together. The Diagnosis: bad
lutafisk androtten lefsa served

in the Gustavus cafeteria.

This underhanded tactic

managed to take out ten of the
starting eleven players, who
suffered minor to severe cases

of food poisoning. Only goalie

Mark Handy survived the
match, and kept the Tigers

close until the final minutes
of overtime with his stunning
saves. Unfortunately, the
stricken Tigers lost 1-0. Af-

terwards, coach Horst

! ii^

Senpio Baca (left) and Ua Cieagei (light) use leant piactict; t

Tiger squad hopes to eatn theii way to the NCAA Division 111 playoffs.

Richardson congratulated
Handy, and asked him the se-

cret tohisstellarperformance.

Handy replied, "That's a

good question. Thanks a lot,

Horst. First off, I'd like to

thank all the guys who
managed to survive the game.
These guys dug deep, they

gave it their all. They all

deserve a round of applause.

Secondly, I'd like to thank the

coaching staff for their

guidance and instruction that

allowed me to play my best

out there today. I'd also like

to take advantage of this

opportunity to announce the

dates for the Fall Arts and
Crafts show, where I will be
displaying some of my..." For
the sake of space, Handy's
comments will not be printed

entirely. If you would like a

copy of the full quote, please

send $3.99 to: Handy's Un-

abridged Transcripts, c/o

Emily Varley, El PomarSports
Center.

After recuperating from
Thursday's match, the Tigers

wanted to spend the next day

exploring Minnesota, a land

of peaceful deciduous forests,

sparkling lakes, and flowing

rivers. So the team headed to

the home of Minnesota na-

tive Ian Creager, for a fine five

course meal. The team was
refueledand ready for the next

day's match against
Macalester College.

The Macalester game was
a must-win for the Tigers.

After trading goals in the first

half, which included the first

goal of the season for senior

Craig "Lady's Man" Lopez,

the 'Tigers found themselves
in a tie at halftime. Once
again, the Tigers were given
Please see Soccer on page 17
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Homecoining activities crash campus
1994 marks the 25th anniversaryOfficial Schedule

Friday, October 14

9:00 AM-4:00 PM: Registration in Gaylord Hall

11 :00 AM-8:30PM: All Sports Facilities Available in El Pomar Sports

Center

1 1:30 AM-1:00PM: Parent/Student Lunch in Rastall (parent nametag

allows admittance)

12:00-1:30 PM: "Ciealive Planning Seminar" and lunch in the W.E.S.

Room of Womer
1:00-2:00 PM: Gennan/Russian Department Open House in Max

Kade House

1:00-3:00 PM: Poliucal Science, Business/Economics, Comparative

Literature/Classics and Physics Departments Open Houses

1 :00-3:00 PM: Career Mini-Fair: "The Ins and Outs of Going to Grad

School" in Perkins Lounge

1 :00-4:00 PM: Biology and Romance Language Departments Open

Houses

1:15 PM: Admission Office Campus Walking Tour leaving from

CuUer Hall

2:30 PM: Admission Office Information Session in Cutler Hall

3:00-5:00 PM: "Easy Choices/Hard Choices: Women Composing

Their Lives" in Bemis Lounge

4:00, 6:00 and 8:00 PM: CC Invitational Women's Volleyball Tourna-

ment in Reid Gym
7:00 PM: Black and Gold Intia-Squad hockey scrimmage in Honnen

Ice Rink

10:00 PM: Bonfire in Armstrong Quad (band; "Room 46")

Saturday, October 15

7:30 AM: 6th Annual Tiger Classic 5K Race at the CC Track

8:00 AM-8:30 PM: All Sports Facilities Available in El Pomar Sports

Center

8:00-10:30 AM: Freedom and Authority conunental breakfast in Tult

Library ($5)

8:30-10:00 AM: All Campus Breakfast in Rastall; student meal cards

honored

9:00 AM: Bagel Breakfast sponsored by the Center for Community

Service in front of Womer
9:00 AM: Alumni Women's Soccer Game North of Stewart Field

9:00 AM; Student/Alumni Rugby Game on Washburn Field

9:00-10:00 AM: Alumni Broomball Game in Honnen Ice Rink

10:00 AM: Admission OfTice Prospective Student Information Ses-

sion in Culler Hall

10:00-11:30 AM: "Creating Change in the '90's: Gay, Lesbian and

Bisexual Alumni Talk About Their Lives" in die W.E.S. Room of

Womer
10:00 AM-2:00 PM; Registration in Gaylord Hall of Womer

10:00 AM-5:00 PM; Center for Community Service Project Kick-Off

in Front of Womer
10:30-11:45 AM: CuUer Board Reunion Panel on free speech and

political correcuiess at Tutt Library

1 1 :00 AM: Admission Office Walking Tour leaving from CuUer Hall

1 1 :00AM: Women's Soccer vs. University ofNew Mexico on Stewart

Field

1 1 :00-12;00 NOON: Authors Jeff Bauer (Not Whai the Doctor Or-

dered) and Gary Sti-eet (50 Years of Colorado College Foolbail)

will sign books in the CC Bookstore in Womer

1 2:00NOON; All-Campus Picnic and Alumni Awards Presentation in

Armstrong Quad

1:00 PM: Foolbail vs. Austin College on Washburn Field

2:00, 4: 30 and 7:00PM; CC Invitational Women's Volleyball Tourna-

ment in Reid Gym
2:30 PM; Alumni Volleyball Game in front of Cutier

3:00 PM; Men's Soccer vs. Friends University on Stewart Field

3:00-5:00 PM; Sorority/Fraternity Open Houses

4:30-5:30 PM: Mathias Hall Open House to showcase renovations

6:30 PM: Parent/Faculty/Sludent Dinner (faculty speaker TBA) in

Bemis, student meal cards honored, parents $15

9:30 PM-1;00 AM; Homecoming Dance at the Broadmoor Hotel-

shuttle busses provided at Womer, $5 in advance and $10 at door

Sunday, October 16

9:00-11:00 AM: Homecoming Breakfasts; Student/Parent Breakfast

in Gaylord Hall (parents $8)

10:00 AM: Alumni Men's Soccer Game on Stewart Field

1 1 :00-12:00 NOON; Chapel Service; sennon by Professor Doug Fox,

"Humanity: A Failed Enterprise?" in Shove Chapel

12:00NOON: Women's SoccerGame,UNM vsUNC on Stewart Field

of the Cutler Publications birth

by Joseph Sharman

Beginningtoday, Colorado

College celebrates its annual

"Alumni-Parent Weekend," a

tradition begun under a differ-

ent title and with different

activities 99 years ago |for

more information, see "His-

Ruth Barton
tory of Homecoming Hints at

Lost Traditions" on page 1 1 in

the Student Life section). In-

cluded in this year's festivi-

ties are reunions, lectures,

panel discussions and a wide

array of sports activities.

A distinctive feature of the

1994 Homecoming is the 25th

anniversary of the formation

of Cutler Publications, the

body responsible for the

production and management
of student publications.

Celebrating that event is

a 25th Anniversary Edition of

the Leviathan, a compilation

of materials from alumni for-

merly associated with Cutler

Publications. Suggested by

Professor Ruth Barton, the

foremost patron of Cutler

Board, that edition of the Le-

viathan will be available this

weekend.

"We took a chance," ex-

plained the anniversary

edition's editor. Professor

David Hendrickson. Without

assurance the project would

succeed, Hendrickson wrote

to 200 former Leviathan staff

workers and received "a tre-

mendous variety of responses"

including everything from

reminisces to adventures in

the "outside world."

Consideringher long-time

commitment to student pub-

lications, the edition was "lov-

ingly" dedicated to Barton.

"1 was very much touched

by it," said Barton.

Other events slated to

commemorate the founding

ofCutler Publications include

a reunion at Hendrickson's

home today from 5:00 to 7:00

PM and a panel discussion in

Tutt Library on "Free Speech

please see Cutler on page 3

Future of Division I

sports in question
President Kathryn Mohrman will submit a

proposal to all students Monday in their Womer
boxes regarding CC's NCAA Division 1 sports,

Men's Hocke'y and Women's Soccer. Following

that will be a series of open meetings to gather

input and student opinion. Mohrman will then

make a final decision sometime before Christmas.

More details will foUow in next week's Catalyst.

Amerika
sponsored by the CC Drama/Dance Department

runs

Thursday, October 20th

Friday, October 21st

Saturday, October 22nd &
Sunday, October 23rd

at 8:00 PM in Armstrong Room 32
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Security Report
by Cjrolyn Edwards

10-4-94, 9:30ain Astudtnt reported his car missingfrom the

spot where he parked it on Cascade Ave. the night before,

When Security checked the area, the ear was there, the

hood warm and the driver's seat raoveA

10-6-94, Ham Honnen Ice Rinkmanager reported that $10

was mjsstng from the cashbox in the otfice.

10-9.94,3:45pin An alumni parked on Cascade Ave westot

Tott Library reported the passengerside windowol hiscat

broken.

10-11-94, liSSpm ACC student reported his mountalnbike

stolen from the rack on the south side of Mathtas, The
bike, valued at $450, was locked with a Krvptonite lock.

10-12-94, 9:30am Security received a call from off campus

that someone had broken mto a student's house on the

800 block of Wahsatch. The student reported that a

laptop, valued at $S00, was stolen.

SECURITY-RELATED INFORMATION:

• Blomng your CC-issued whistle when not m an

emergency can result in a $50 fme. The Whistle-Stop

program is fot yoor safety, so please don't abuse it

« Do not leave vaiiubles m youi backpack vi bile you
dine at cither Rastall or Bemis Because ot security

reasons, it is advisable to lem-e them at either Bemis or

Womei desks

Rick Roberts

Rick Roberts, Director

of the Career Center,

and other organizers

postponed the leader-

ship seminar originally

planned for last week-
end. In order to gather

more input before the

coming seminar, there

will be an informational

meeting Thursday,

October 20 at 3:30 PM—
check at the Office of

Student Life for the

location.

^^degrees
FASHIONS AND STREETWEAR

from

LA and NY
for ^,

Teens and Adults
"^ rf

"The only ptogieasive stoze in town'

2603 W Colorado Ave •(719)442-2636
ECOTC eOCJJPOOL. • NX. n - •SWV\ «. UBSV • -SPOT &ia.

Career Consortium coming
The process draws various national organizations

to interview and seek out qualified seniors

by Megan McKee

For its second annual Ca-

reer Consortium to be held

lanuary 12th and 13th, Colo-

rado College

has joined to-

getherwithfive

other private

colleges and
universities,

Lewis and
Clark,
MacCalester,
University of

sum£ early in the school year

to use during students' own
job searches. By starting early,

seniors have time to assess

what skills they have to offer

"It's just a really great

experience for a student to

compete on [such a] level. . .

.

[Last year] was the first time in

my six years at Colorado

Director of the Career Center

a potential employer and the

time to develop a personal job

search strategy. This is harder

to do in January and February

when seniors face future plans.

Funk believes last year's

Consortium had great success

in getting graduating seniors

S^rW'an'd Colkgc that I'vc sccu [so
creighton, to jngny] students with three or
provide gradu- '' '

ating seniors four job OffcrS."
with the unique

opportunity to —Cludy Fuuk, Assistant
be interviewed

and perhaps

hired—bysome ^^^^^^^
top companies

that might not otherwise

recruit students from a small

liberal arts college.

The Career Consortium
differs from job andcareer fairs

held in massive halls and
providing only fleeting

glimpses of potential employ-

ers. At the CareerConsortium,

each employer is provided

with a private interviewroom,
and there is private interaction

between employers and
students.

The Career Consortium
takes place on January 12 and
13 during Colorado College's

half-block. To be considered

for interviews, students must
submit an approved r6sum^

to the Career Center by No-
vember 1. Each r&umS must
be reviewed and critiqued by a

career counselor in order to be

approved.

The Career Center pro-

vides a service, "Resumania,"

to make the process easier.

Diu-ing the week of October

17th through the 21st, two
counselors will be available

from 1:00 to 5:00 PM to look

over student r^sumds. Once
ther^sumShasbeen approved,
it is submitted to the

companies that interest the

student along with r^sumfe of

students from the five other

participating schools.

Students are generally

notified by Thanksgiving
whether or not they will be

interviewed. Interviews are

not guaranteed. Whether or

not job offers are made, Cindy
Funk explains, "It's just a re-

ally great experience for a stu-

dent to compete on [such a|

level" against other top stu-

dents from comparable insti-

tutions.

Funk explains that even if

students are not interested in

participating in the Career
Consortium, it is still a good
idea to prepare an official r^-

to start writingr^sum^s early.

By the end of the year they had

job opportunities lined up.

"|Last year] was the first

time in my six years at Colo-

rado College
that I've seen [so

many] students

with three or

four job offers,"

said Funk.

The Con-
sortium targets

diverse
organizations
from across the

U.S.Funk says,

"A lot of times

students think

you have to

have an Eco-

nomics degree

to interview at

these events,^^—— but really what
[the companies]

are looking for are good basic

skills."

The organizations repre-

sented include banks, govern-

ment agencies, non-profit en-

terprises and some more tech-

nical positions—for the engi-

neers and computer experts.
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Escort service faces axe, 95%
of students vote to keep it

by Stephanie Dohrmann

The resuhs of last weeks'

student survey on the Escort

Service were released Mon-

day.

95% of the 350 surveys

handed in were in favor of

continuing the service. The
Escort Service walks students

everywhere on and three

blocks off campus between

8:00PM and 1 :00 AM any day

of the week.

The outcome of the poll

will be reviewed by student

life administrators, but the fi-

nal decision, based on the

amount of use, perceived stu-

dent need and cost effective-

ness, most likely will not be

made before the end of this

school year.

Sarah Gorecki, the man-

ager of the Escort Service, and

many others who have been

using the service, are very

pleased with this result.

"I really hope that the col-

lege will keep this organiza-

tion alive. Watching the news

everyday, I feel a lot more com-

fortable with somebody walk-

ing me home at night," said

one female student.

Critics of the Escort Ser-

vice, which is run and oper-

ated by ten students, think it

is a waste of money since not

enough people use it.

"You can t put a price tag

on a person's safety," says

Gorecki, who has been trying

to keep expenses as low as

possible, putting an emphasis

on the fact the money is not

comingfrom a tuition budget.

"Any savings incurred by

cancelling the Escort service

would not trickle down the

tuition rates," she explains.

In order to save money,

theservice workswitha mini-

mum staff and is closed on

Block Breaks (Wednesday -

Saturday night). During this

time students can call the se-

curity service.

pus. Students noted they felt

insecure walkingaroundcam-

pus in the dark.

Another problem is some
people tend to hesitate using

the service.

"I've never taken advan-

tage of the escort," reports a

Mtmben of ihe nndcnt Escon Scnrice pose

opentions. The Escnn Service was lecemly

Usually three students |a

variety from freshmen to se-

niors) work in the office lo-

cated in the basement of Tutt

Library. Approximately twice

a night two staff members go

out and meet the person who
needs an escort. The third

guards the phone.

Reviewing the student

survey comments and sugges-

tions, the safety service,

mainly usedby females, isnow
focusing on more publicity.

Besides wanting to con-

tinue the service, students re-

quested more li^ts on cam-

Catler continued from page 1

and Political Conectness" to-

morrowfrom 10:30- 1 1 ;45AM.
Panel members include Jim

Heller, Ed Goldstein, Donna
Smith and Chad Nitta.

The anniversary edition of

the Leviathan represents a

"rich tradition" according to

Hendrickson. Alumni with

selections in the issue range

from novelists to magazine

editors to professional artists

and photographers. Hendrick-

son describes the magazine as

a "showcase" for some of Colo-

rado College's best writers and

artists. The Admission Office

will be sending copies of the

edition to the most promising

prospective students.

Barton noted she

is "tremendously
pleased" with the Le-

viathan edition.

Cutler Publica-

tions (also known as

Cutler Board) origi-

nated from a conflict

with the then Colo-

rado College Tigerand

the CC administra-

ontside Tun Library, home base of their

supported by 95% tif Btodeots surveyed.

Student, "because I felt kind of

embarrassed about it."

Trying to get rid of such

prejudicesandconvincing stu-

dents to use this safe opportu-

nity more often, the service

has already put up several signs

on campus and has, for ex-

ample, started contacting

Head Residents for short in-

formational wing-meetings.

In addition to this, the

Escort Service will place

stickerson restroom doorsand

campus phones. Those should

insure the presence of the

number (X6340I at any time.

tion. Editor Bob Clabby ('74]

published a picture in the

newspaper of a policeman

beating a demonstrator "jux-

taposed" with a four-letter

word, the caption reading,

"Which is really obscene!"

Administrative members

threatened to expel both

Clabbyandthe Tiger, but, with

the assistance is the Board of

Trustees and former President

Lloyd Worner, the College

formed Cutler Publications,

an organization which would

keep at "arm's length" rela-

tions between administration

and student publications. Cut-

ler sustained much to the

credit of Barton herself.

Before the end of Cutler's

first year. Barton said, "We had

no idea that we would sur-

vive." It took weathering that

trial period before Barton

would conclude "Cutler Board

is here to stay."

"
I really admire [Clabby' s)

ethical stance," noted Barton.

"I really believe that his stand.

. .was absolutely right," and

Clabby took the necessary

"fire" with "great dignity."

Since that time Cutler

Publications has seen numer-

ous changes in its format.

"The more it changes the

more it remains the same,"

Barton observed. "That sort of

thing will go on,"

last chance

to prepare for

the December test

Last cUss iMgliis OK

October 24

Call: 635-3432

lSAt
+7.2 points*

<*t a higher score

KAPLAN

( Campus Happenings )

Women's Rights in Nicaragua Lecture
Luz Cerda will deliver a lecture entitled, "Women's

Rights and Land Issues in Nicaragua" Tuesday, October 18

from 5:30 to 7:00PM in Gaylord Hall in Worner. Admission

is free, and the lecture is sponsored by the Women's Con-

cerns Committee. For more information, contact Salvatore

Bizzarro at X6627.

ACM India Studies Applications Here
The ACM India Studies program is accepting apphca-

tions for 1995. Deadline is November 1 , 1 994. For application

materialsand details, pleasecontact Professor VibhaKapuria-

Foreman, Palmer 101, extension 6419.

Gaylord Prize for Asian-Pacific Study
The Program in Asian-Pacific Studies is pleased to

announce the Fall 1994 competition for The Gaylord Prize

for Independent Student Research in Pacific Area Studies.

The purpose of the Gaylord Prize is to encourage and

support independent work by students interested in Asian-

Pacific Studies. Prizes will be awarded for projects by both

individuals and small groups. Proposals are due to the

history department secretary, Sandy Papuga, Palmer 212,

by 3:00 PM, the second Monday of Block 3- November 7.

1994. Please contact Professor Vibha Kapuria-Foreman (ext.

64 1 9) or Professor Yun-Yu Wang |ext. 6460) with questions.

Venture Grants Offered
The Colorado College once again has a Venture fund.

The Venture Funds are administered by the Dean's Advi-

sory Committee with an operating budget of $50,000 ($5000

of which set aside for the second semester). Funds are

divided between Student Research ($20,000), Conferences

($10,000) and Visiting Faculty ($20,000).

Student Research monies go toward travel, housing,

food and materials for research or studio projects under the

guidance of a faculty member. Conference funds permit

students to attend academic and professional meetings and

conferences on subjects of intellectual interest with inten-

tion to present research results. Visiting Faculty gifts bring

in distinguished visitors to the campus for a few days to a

week to expose them to the campus community.

Applications for all three areas are available in the

Dean's Office and should be returned there when com-

pleted. The Committee meets the third Thursday of every

Block, and application deadlines are 1:00 PM the Friday

preceding the meeting. Questions should go to X6686.

Language Department Opportunities

The German "Kaffeeklatsch" meets every Wednesday

at 3:30 PM in the Max Kade House. The meeting includes

conversation in German and refreshments.

A Russian Tea is held every Thursday at 4:00 PM at the

Russian House including conversation and refreshments.

Students, faculty and staff are invited to join in the new

extended format Japanese class, worth 2 CC credits, offered

by the German, Russian and East Asian Languages

department. Taught by Paul Maruyama, the class meets

Tuesdays and Thursdays, 5:00-7:00 PM in Armsuong 353A

and will extend over both semesters. Books are available in

the bookstore. Call Joan Cooper for information at X6635.

The German Film Series started Tuesday, September

20, at 8:00 PM with the silent film classic. Pandora's Box in

the Max Kade Theatre. The film included Enghsh subtitles

and was introduced by Professor Heinz Geppert.

Adjunct classes are being offered in Chinese, French,

German, Italian, Japanese, Russian and Spanish, For details,

contact the appropriate language department.

Y CARS A H E A D

SALON

3d DAYS UNLIMITED TANNING
$3»

15% off all services

for CC students

118 N Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552
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CCCA Doings
CCCA Minutes, October 5, 1?94

In attendance;

^^fniVtf-r'i Present : Abfaay Robinson, Dave Cotfey,

?ett Grace. Scott Grosscup, Sierra Blackwelikr, |amic

Re>Tioids, Dec Daracls, Greg McLavighlin, Amber

AniicTSon, )ustin Lippard, Walker Peacock, Natalie

Sanchez, fohn Antbony.

/^.Iministratinn : Paul lones, Cheryl Evans, Adam

Ce^mak
Mpmhi-rs Absent : Brian Galligan, Mike Yriondo.

Meeting called to otdejr at 3:38 PM.

I. Minutes approved 13-0

II. Budget Proposals

A. Peer Writing Tutors

Requested: $335 Recaved: S300,Pass, 14-0

HL CoHcyTalk
A. Don't leave Womer tf you check out the key]

B. Lunches with Kathrvn Mohnnan:

Oct. 17, 12:00 PM, Berais Exile Room
Nov. J4, 12:00 PM, Bemis Exile Room
Dec. 5, 12.00 PM, Bemis Exile Room

C. President Mohrman's hockey Recommendation

released by Oct. 17. Open torum m Gates Common
Room on Nov. 1,3:30 PM. Abbay will take mmutes.

D. Work Calendars, phone lists

E. "IVlisdemeanor" funding will be tabled while

business office works out some "issues." Patd Jones

and Mike Edmonds will meet with the .Misdemeanor.

Justin thinks the council needs to be more mtormcd

about financial situation

F. Call committee chart if 'I'ou can't make a meeting

IV. Student evaluations/tst year seminar

A Scott, imdmg senior mators Having trouble with

Math majors. Women Studies majors. Philosophy

majors

B Dave, looking tor Southwest Studies.

C Greg, problems with Geotogj'.

D. Pizza.

.

E Insert m the Catalyst for student evaluations; By

dept./Prof. " Womer Boxes? Ruth Barton scheduled

fornext meeting todiscuss past evaluations. Talk to

Amber about article m the Catalyst, Oct. 21 issue

V. Exec Council

A. Greg, importance of attending committee

meetings.

B Justin, review of Budget meeting times.

C, Abfaav, see committee after full council meeting.

VI. Walker Peacock
- Bob Pizzi m an accident. What can we do? Jamie

Reynolds and John Anthony will work together on

this.

Meeting adjourned 4D7 PM
Abbay Robirtson,

CCCA ConstttQtional VP

The CCCA Doings will be a legulai Catalyst

column the first and third Fridays every Block.

fimwmmmi^^.
BOGGLES THE MIND AND GRAflFIES THE SENSES

' ' EVERV FRIDAY
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Two CC professors speak at

panel discussion on the UN's

"Year of the Family"

by Julie Gordon

Carol Neel (Professor of

History], Katrina Wegar (Pro-

fessor of Sociology), and Rev-

erend Harvey Joyner (All Souls

Unitarian Church| will hold a

panel discussion on "The In-

ternational year of the Fam-

ily" in Gaylord Hall on Sun
7r ..-war

cial time as the United Na-

tions celebrates its 50th anni-

versary on October 24th.

"My own work has been

in adoption," explained Pro-

fessor Wegar. "I plan to focus

on the debate as to whether

the family is a biological or

social unit. Some people be-

lieve that kinship is deter-

mined by blood, and others

Carol Neel

day, October 16, at 2:00 PM.

The Colorado Springs Chap-

ter of the United Nations is

sponsoring the event.

The United Nations has

declared 1994 "The Interna-

tional Year of the Family,"

and the Colorado Springs

Chapter planned the discus-

sion to make students more

aware of the issues the UN
tackles.

"Education about the

United Nations has been ne-

glected. Most college students

do not know much about it

even when its headquarters is

in New York. Hopefully, the

discussion will encourage

them to leam about the United

Nationsin addition to becom-

ing more informed and edu-

cated about the problem with

the decline of the family," said

Sylvia Homstein, President.

"The speakers have won-

derful backgrounds. The de-

cline of the family has politi-

cal, cultural, and religious

implications, and the three

people that the Colorado

Springs Chapter has chosen

will make it possible to touch

upon all of thesedimensions."

The discussion comes at a spe-

Katarina Wegar

believe that a group of people

who do not necessarily have

the same genes are still a fam-

ily."

Carol Neel will talkabout

the importance of the family

in Western Civilization. "I

teach family history, so this is

an exciting topic for me," she

explained. "My overall argu-

ment will be that people need

to go farther and look at the

roots of family decline in or-

der to fully understand the

problem because it actually

started a long time ago."

By declaring 1994 "The

International Year of the Fam-

ily," the United Nations hopes

to emphasize that every single

family contributes to society

as a whole. The family is the

primary means by which
youth learn to distinguish

right from wrongand are given

an appreciation of culttire and

religion.

Family membersaddition-

ally provide confidence and

self-esteem for youth, accord-

ing to a release about the con-

ference. It is difficult to trans-

mit these thingswhen the fam-

ily is weakened, and there ex-

ist broad implications to the
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decline of the family. By

strengthening that unit, the

UN expects there will be a

reduction of poverty, and edu-

cation will be on the rise.

As the world continues to

change, families must respond

accordingly, reads the same

release. It is difficult for a group

ofpeopletostillremainagroup

when so many factors influ-

ence it to go in different direc-

tions. Now more than ever,

families are threatened to the

point where some people won-

der if there is such a thing as

"the family" anymore.

Families are declining for

different reasons, but in any

case, it is a world-wide phe-

nomenon. In developed coun-

tries such as the U.S., many
families are declining due to

factors such as economic prob-

lems. In Third World coun-

tries, families are threatened

by famine and disease.

The United Nations is

concerned about how the fam-

ily as a social unit can become

more cohesive. There are

many different kinds of fami-

lies throughout the U.S. and

the rest of the world, and the

definition of family is in ques-

tion.

The majority of families

today do not meet traditional

criteria for a family in the sense

ofhavinga mother, father, and

children. Households are

changing in size and composi-

tion, and many chiltlren are

raised in an environment that

may not necessarily consider

"the family" to be a primary

concern. There are tiifferent

perceptions as to what the role

of the family should be as well.

"The discussion will be

beneficial for anybody who
hears it," said Hornstein.

"People don't have to agree

with everything that is said,

butat least theywillgainsome

different perspectives and

build on their understanding."

Hornstein hopes that even

though the discussion is

planned over Homecoming
Weekend, many people will

still be interested in attend-

ing. "Because of Homecom-
ing Weekend, many students

will already be with their par-

ents, making it an ideal time

to discuss the family," she

explained.

Audience participation is

encouraged, and the panel dis-

cussion will include a ques-

tion and answer period. All

students, members of the CC
community and the Colorado

Springs community and guests

for Homecoming arewelcome.

There is no charge to the com-

munity.

With any questions, con-

tact Sylvia Hornstein at 260-

81 15 for details.
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Candidates collaborate on blatant party gimmick
Republican smokescreen ignores party history, incompatability of goals

by Christopher Rose

A few weeks ago, on the

steps of the United States

Capitol, every Republican

running for Congress against

Democratic incumbents
signed a so-called "Contract

with America."

The contract called for

balancing the budget,

eliminating the federal

departments of energy and

education, lowering taxes, and

placing term limitations on

all congressional delegates. It

was also filled with implicit

problems.

First, this "Contract with

America" was merely a

political gimmick to raise

support for the Republican

Party.

Why do they need a

contract when this country's

system of repubUcan govern-

ment is already centered on

the concept that political

leaders will represent the

people's interests- the

interests that the people

showed during the campaign
and final election? And, if the

people feel dissatisfied with

the elected official's conduct

in maintaining that contract,

they simply do not re-elect

them. So simple, and yet so

very important.

Second, if balancing the

budget was so easy, isn't it

logical that it would have

happened by now? Balancing

the budget is going to require

change-big change- in the way
thegovernmentcoUects, allo-

cates and distributes its

money.
The Republican Party

promised the exactsame thing

in the 1980 election. In that

year Republicans held the

White House and a majority

in the Senate. But despite all

their promises, thefederal debt

more than tripled by the end

of Reagan's presidency, and

the deficit was even worse.

In addition, how can the

deficit be lowered to zero and

the budget be balanced if the

government intends to cut

taxes as the Republicans

promise? Unless there are

significant cuts in Medicare,

Medicaid and Social Security

to offset the decrease in

receipts, it just will not

happen. It is mathematically

impossible.

No matter how many de-

partments and other programs

are cut, if the growth in entitle-

ment programs is not checked

and taxes are lowered, the

deficit and the debt will only

increase. This is exactly what
happened in the 1980's.

And finally, is there any

evidence that denying the

people the opportunity of

electing an individual beyond

a certain time frame [term

limitations) automatically

provides better representa-

tives and a more productive

Congress?

Yet, what the Republicans

want would be good for

America. It's just that they

want the best of both worlds-

a world- lower taxes without

cutting real spending, and a

nation with a balanced budget.

It would be quite nice, but the

real political and economic

world does not operate that

way.Itneverhas, norwillit in

1994.

The Congress should do

something about spending,

and taxes, but it just can't

come up with another "short-

cut" like it did in the early

1980's. The country cannot

enjoy the long-term benefits

of lower taxes and a balanced

budget unless in the short-

term the government pays the

price of sacrifice and
responsibility.

So the Republicans, in this

mid-term election, are basing

their campaigns- their

promises- on ideas and false

hopcsthat were tried fourteen

years ago.

America tried the

Republicans' ideas; quite

simply, they didn't work. They
did not work because they

were impossible to begin with.

For the Republicans' sake,

they must come up with

something better in 1996.

Striking Denver teachers reveal selfish nature
A small sampling of the steaming garbage

coming out of the mouths of Denver teachers

after one day of the teacher strike, with responses...

"We're not a bunch of sniveling, unhappy

children. We need a good contract." I'm not a

sniveling, unhappy 20 year old. I need a jet black

Porsche.

On a sign: "Don't play games with my career.

I'm tired of being a battered teacher." Look at all

the bruises. $30,000 a year, all of the significant

holidays off, summers with your children... My
heart bleeds profusely.

"I would call that intimidation, wouldn't

you?" from a teacher's representative on the

video taping of the afore-mentioned sign. Um, no.

Last time I checked, video cameras were protected

under the first amendment. I think they were

intimidated knowing any lasting image of that

sign would make the strikers look foolish.

Fools? Nah.

"Thank you very much. Thankyou for think-

ing of yourself," to a replacement worker crossing

the picket lines. Can anybody tell me who, in this

scenario, is the one abandoning their responsi-

bilities toward America's future to improve their

lot in life? I don't know, maybe that's not selfish

at all, and I've been misleadthroughout my entire

life.

"This strike is about the quality of educa-

tion," from the head of the teacher's union,

Leonard Fox. Yep, just look at the improved

quality. Jmassic Park instead of algebra, Malcolm

X instead of American History, books thrown out

the windows, students being sent home... Exactly

what pubUc education should be.

"It's obvious that the district doesn't care

about the students. Just look at the person they've

replaced me with." Enough said. Honestly, I'm

not making any of this trash up.

"Scab! Keep walking!" Loser! Get inside and

do your damn job!

From a 12 year old: "My gym teacher's a

scab." Thanks strikers, for teaching the children

how to disrespect those who care enough to be in

the schools helping them.

From a 9 year old to her sulking hero: "I wish

you wouldn't go on strike. You are like a best

friend to me. Please come back to school."

This picture just looks wrong.

Friday's midday musings...

• So, the working conditions for Denver teachers

are too tough... Poor souls, expected to teach five

classes a day, with only one planning period, one

period of hall duty, and a 25 minute lunch.

Sounds easier than the life of every high school

student I know. I think most of us came out of the

experience with relatively few bruises.

Let's do some simple math. Five 50 minute

periods a day. That's just over four hours of

classroom time, about 21 hours a week. Minus

baby-sitting duties (four hours every weekj, this

leaves 15 hours out of the typical 40 hour period

to perform work-related tasks outside of the class-

room. Assuming a teacher makes $30,000 a year,

and works the entire 180 day school year, the

salary works out to $33.33 for each hour of

instruction, including hall duties. I think for that

THOUGHTS FROM
THE SKY CHAIR
by Erick R. Scheminske

amount of money, most people would spend

time at home grading a few papers.

' But wait, I forgot. Nobody's learning how to do

that kind of math right now.
> A Denver elementary school teacher is refusing to

send her kids to school while she strikes because

she doesn't want them taught by substitutes.

There is a simple solution to this problem, you

know...

> Reasons I should go on strike: I spend well over 40

hours a week on school-related activity, and pay

over $20,000 a year for it.

• From the What's This World Coming To?

department: the principal cellist in the Eureka

(California! Symphony Orchestra quit her job to

avoid performing Prokofiev's Peter and the Wolf.

In her opinion, the piece promotes wolf genocide.

• I think wolves are wonderful creatures and I

disapprove of their widespread murder, but this

pushes the levels of sanity just a bit too far.

» According to a recent study by the University of

Chicago and the State University ofNew York at

Stony Brook, 10% of all conceptions end in

abortions. A rather compelling statistic.

• I do not support legislation outlawing abortion. I

do not support federally funded abortion. Those

women who haveabortions should pay the dire

consequences themselves- it's really their loss.

Sad, though, that so many of these things

happen.

• That same survey shows that only about 2% of

the population describes itself as homosexual.

B-GALA- maybe this statistic shouldbe looked

into before the next installment of Choices

101 . I'd hatefor the distribution toall incoming

freshmen of faulty information concerning the

percentage of homosexuals based on 1 948 study

to continue in the future...

• Reasons I should go on strike: My days have no

built-in planning periods.

• Over 30 people have jumped to their deaths

from the Golden Gate Bridge in 1994^ six in the

last three weeks. If I'm thecity of San Francisco,

I want that mystique changed, regardless of

how preventative measures would affect the

aesthetic quaUty of my structure.

• Plus, without the option to jump, 30 families

might be grieving a bit less right now.

• Santa Cruz, California, just changed "Colum-

bus Day" into "Indigenous People's Day."

Wouldn't it be nice to just recognize, without

protest, the man who stumbled onto this beau-

tiful land. Regardless of his treatment of the

previous inhabitants, most of us wouldn't be

here with the opportunities we have without

this "discovery."

• Reasons I should go on strike: CC keeps offering

classes on national holidays.

• Just released: the O.J. Simpson Halloween

costume, complete with bloody football jersey,

plastic knife, and life-like Juice mask. I wonder

if a cello player had anything to do with this...

• Bruce Benson, chalk one more up on the longlist

of huge mistakes. Debates are a long-standing

political tradition. Television isn't. I'll be

impressed when you can have a head-to-head

conversation with Gov. Romer and run him

into the ground on issues. Sound bytes won't

cut it anymore- particularly after two years of

Bill Clinton.

• Mike Bird, I weep for thee.

• Reasons I should go on strike: I can yell offensive

phrases at replacement students with the best

of'em- Nerd, Geek, Scab, Brown Noser, Success

Story, Rich Businessman, Acclaimed Writer,

Respected Politician...

• Hey, Where's my Porsche?

.-!';'.r J ;-.:;: -,«:! ;:^.Jl.:i
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U.S. must remove 34-year-old Cuban embargo
by John Anthony

Let's just end the embargo.

The 34-yeai U.S. economic

embargoon Cuba is hopelessly

misdirected and outdated.

With the end of the Cold War,

normalization of trade rela-

tions with communist Viet-

nam, and the extension of

MFN status to China, it's time

for the U.S. to "pull its Cuba
policy out of the freezer."

For 34 years now, the em-

bargo has been in place. And
for 34 years it has not served

as a deterrent to human rights

abuses, moved Cuba any closer

towards democracy, or re-

moved Fidel Castro from

power. The unilateral nattne

of the embargo has proved its

largest stumbling block; Cuba
has survived up until recently

by attracting billions in So-

viet aid. That money has dried

up and the conditions in Cuba
have worsened, yet Castro re-

mains firmly entrenched.

The reason for this is that

Castro realized he could uti-

' lize the embargo in his favor.

The embargo provided an en-

tity (an imperialistic, inter-

ventionist entityl that Castro

could mobilize his supporters

against. The unintended ef-

fect was a strengthening of

Castro's grip on power and his

socialist ideology.

Termination of the em-

bargo and the subsequent free

flow of goods and capital

would not be throwing Castro

a bone. Instead, the increase

in exchanges of all kinds, be

they commercial or cultural,

would leave Castro and his

ideology stranded.

The trade issue is ex-

tremely significant, for U.S.

foreign policy is most often

driven by economic factors

and motivations. The embargo
works bilaterally. The em-

bargo on Cuba also serves as

an embargo upon American

business. U.S. firms are pro-

hibited from purchasing from,

selling to, manufacturing in.

and basically from havingany-

thing to do with Cuban com-

merce.

The Cuban Democracy
Act of '92 also prohibits the

foreign subsidiaries of U.S.

firms from trading with Cuba.

Continued implementation of
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such a policy would be ludi-

crous. When the U.S. should

be providing capital goods, our

alliesandNAFTA trading part-

ners are beating us to the

porch. U.S. firms should be

the first ones doing business

in Cuba, not the last.

Another negative aspect

of the embargo is its affect on

the Cuban people.

After more than three de-

cades of trade barriers and the

loss of Soviet aid, these inno-

cent people are struggling to

Please see Cuba on page 7

Amendment 2 decision raises questions
The constitutionality of Amendment 2 the political process is clearly affected by

has seen heated debates since the measure Amendment 2." This is a right, Erickson

was passed by 53.4% of Colorado voters on claims, that was "crafted" by the other jus-

Nov. 3, 1992; that's quite a long time to tices; "a new fundamental right that has

postponeabill passed byamajorityofvoters. never been recognized by the United States

At long last, the Colorado Supreme Court Supreme Court."

reached a decision. On Tuesday, the citizens If this is true, then the Colorado Supreme
of Colorado were informed that, in an almost Court has seemingly created a justification

unanimous decision, the court ruled to up- for overruling a majority state vote. One can
hold Denver District Judge Jeff Bayless's ini- only assume that they did so to correct a

tial ruling. Amendment 2 has been deemed severely misguided and confusing amend-
unconstitutional. ment. Sadly, the judiciary branch of the

Now Governor Roy Romer and Attorney government just cannot operate that way.
General Gale Norton must
take Amendment 2 to the

United States Supreme
Court. Hopefully, they

will hear it.

Why should they?

Quite simply, Amend-
ment 2 is an issue laden

PERSPECTIVE
by Justin Lippard

This doesn't neces-

sarily mean that the court

completely ignored its re-

sponsibilities to the state

of Colorado. Certainly

their ruling had valid

points: without an addi-

tional amendment, they
with complex political and judiciary impli- wrote,a"targetedclass"wouldhavenomeans
cations extending far beyond the issue of gay by which to obtain "legislative, executive,

rights. and judiciary protection." But the question
In fact, gay rights takes a backseat (or remains: did they decide strictly on the basis

shotgun at the very least) in this particular of constitutionality? Or were they engineer-
dilemma; at issue is the propriety of the ing social policy, as Erickson believes?

Colorado Supreme Court's decision, and the Simply put,the court left room for dis-

methodology it involved. Were the justices sent within itself. Does this suggest that,

on the majority side deciding according to rather than directly applying constitutional

their judicial responsibilities to the state of principles in this case, the court attempted to

Colorado, or based on their own personal fit their decision within those guidelines? A
moral codes? subtle but important difference, to be cer-

A single dissenter seems to think that tain,

thelatterhadsomethingtodowith it, assert- How many of you would do the same
ing that "if ever a court was guilty of an thing? How many of you would correct

unabashedly result-oriented approach, this something you consider to be morally wrong
case is a prime example." Why would Justice by fashioning a similar argument? Here at

William Erickson, who was quoting a rela- CC, most students agree that Amendment 2
tively more famous dissension, go out on is wrong and should not have passed,
such a limb? But it did.

The majority opinion draftedbythecourt So stay tuned; the U. S. Supreme Court
holds that "the right to participate equally in could hear the case as soon as July.

^^m
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Undefined morality

plagues America
by Traver Kauffman

While strolling the park-

ing lot at the Target store on

North Academy, I noticed a

puzzlingstatement spelled out

in theform of abumper sticker

on the back ofsomeconcerned
citizen's car.The message read
"Promote Morality." Though
I'm sure the owner of the car

was only attempting to broad-

cast a personal beUef, he or

she certainly did not realize

the profound absurdity ex-

pressed by the sticker's decla-

ration.

As defined by Webster's

College Dictionary, "moral-

ity" is "conformity to the rules

of right conduct; moral or vir-

tuous conduct". The defini-

tion of "virtue" in the same
publication: "conformity of

one's lifeand conduct to moral

and ethical principles." Thus,

it seems morality is virtue and

virtue is morality- hardly a

conclusive definition. Of
course, students of philoso-

phy will recognize the desire

for a definition to "morality"

or "virtue" as a centuries-old

quest, a quest that has led right

up to the dawn of the twenty-

first century.

The promotion of moral-

ity is impossible, seeing that

there is no one definition for

the concept of "morality."

This is not to say, however,

that there should be a total

absence of a moral system in

our country; what is needed is

a new definition of "moral-

ity"- one that does not impose

an inflexible system of preju-

dice on society.

Presumably, most people

would agree that there should

be a framework of "right con-

duct," a system of just laws

that would govern the daily

lives of the citizens in a soci-

ety. These laws include the

resolution of legal disputes,

the definitionandpunishment

of crime, and the like. One
could perhaps designate these

as "necessary" laws since they

ensure a cohesive community
and have been proven through

various legal resources to be

beneficial to the largest num-
ber of people.

However, it is unfair to

impose one specific- and let

us admit. Christian- morality

system upon people in

America as we would a sys-

tem of judicial decisions. One
cannot graft the Ten Com-
mandments onto the Consti-

tution and declare it a system

fit for all citizens in a society.

The general blanketing of

Christian morality over

America has resulted in wide-

spreadhomophobia, in racism,

and lately, in religious zeal-

otry that has called homicide

a morally justifiable way of

preventing abortion. Another

part of this movement, under

the guise of "family values,"

contended that a single

woman could not raise a child

conectly without the aid of a

male figure, undermining the

toil of a substantial part of the

population. Certainly this

monistic system cannot be

suitable for all people; for just

Please see Morality on page 8

Staff Commentary

Political correctness dumps
responsibility on Catalyst staff

As everyone knows, Colo-

rado College is celebrating its

84thHomecoming this week-

end. Part of the festivities will

include a journalism reunion

to commemorate the 25th

Anniversary of Cutler PubU-

cations. A key part of the re-

union will revolve around a

panel discussion concerning

the link between First Amend-

ment rights and political cor-

rectness (specifically ethnicity

and gender) in relation to jour-

nalism.

All of the panel members

will eitherbe current or former

Catalyst staff members. Ob-

viously, the issues of political

correctness and the First

Amendment guarantee of free-

dom of speech play large roles

in many of the day to day

decisions that we make.

In a school that stresses

diversity as much as Colorado

College does, political correct-

ness isalways a hot topic. From

our standpoint, we have to

worry about everything from

howwerefertospecificgroups

As 1 sit down to write this week, I am Anniversary. As part of the festivities. Cutler

feeling a little bit of pressure. Pressure to is sponsoring a journalism reunion. So, I

make this column just a little bit better than anticipate that we will have several genera-

normal. Pressure to make this entire issue

just a little bit better than normal.

This weekend. The Colorado College

celebrates its annual Homecoming, com-

plete with dance, sporting events and hun-

dreds of alumni. Now don't get me wrong,

tions of Catalyst writers, editors and staff

perusing our publication.

To all of you that have served on the

Catalyst, in any capacity, I tip my cap. I

know what it takes to put out a college

newspaper. Thank you for keeping the Cata

neither the dance nor the sports worry me in ]yst going long enough for us to get a chance

the least. |I have a wonderful date and I am to see what we can do. It is a pleasure and an

too small to play football.) However, I have honor to help keep this tradition alive, and
to admit the prospect

of having hundreds of

alumni pass through

the college

throughout the coiuse

of the weekend
worries me a bit.

The most obvious
way for alumni to get

FROM THE EDITOR
by Chad T. Nitta

we take the responsi

bility very seriously.

I would also like

to take a moment to

congratulate and
thank David, Ruth,

Scott and Erica for the

25th Anniversary edi-

tion of the Leviathan.

back in touch with the current events on It is truly fabulous, and befits the tradition

campus is to read the paper. We are supposed that Cutler embodies,

tocoverinterestinghappeningsandrepresent In keeping with the theme of the Levia-

everyday life at CC. Although I readily agree than, I would like to draw this note to a close,

their readership is both a positive challenge To all alumni reading this, you represent

and a compliment, I can't help but feel a little "back then. " You each played an integral role

bit of trepidation.

The alumni will be from several differ-

ent parts of the country, several different

economic levels, and most importantly, sev-

eral different eras of the Colorado College.

in making The Colorado College what it is

today. For this I thank you.

To my dedicated editors and staff mem-
bers, you embody "out there." For inexpli-

cable reasons, each of you has put countless

Whether they mean to or not, I'm sure they hours, enormous amounts of work, laughter,

will find themselves comparing our Cata- tears, creativity, and most importantly, heart

lyst with the one they remember. The tradi- and soul, into making this publication what

tion of several decades worth of newspapers it is today. For that, I thank you.

is pretty hard to hve up to. To Cutler Publications and the CC com-

I admit I'm probably making a bigger munity in general, 1 started this column by

dealout of this alumni thing than the situa- exploring my fears and worries about this

tion merits. It's not like they all served on

the Catalyst right?

Well, that leads me into the second part

of why I'm worried. This year. Cutler Pubh

particular issue of the Catalyst. After exam
ininghow I got here and who is here with me,

I'm no longer worried. Everything that is us,

our hopes and our fears, is "in here." The

cations lour publisher) is celebrating its 25 th Catalyst, as always, is filled with pride.

Cuba from page 6

survive on the barest of essen-

tials. It is morally wrong to

deny the human beings food

and medicine, as is mandated

by the embargo.

Furthermore, it also rep-

rehensible and in blatant vio-

lation of international law

(which prohibits the imposi-

tion of trade sanctions based

on political ideology) for the

U.S. to destroy the Cuban
economy.

To this end the U.S. has

tried for more than 30 years to

create instability in Cuba in

hopes that its people would

be driven to topple Castro.

So after over 30 years of

suffering, let's end this em-

bargo, and bring democracy

back to yet another nation in

the Western Hemisphere.

tohowmuch coveragewe give

any specific topic. In many
ways, PC literally shackles a

journalist's ability to express

him or herself. Oftentimes we
find ourselves debating for

hours over how to phrase

something or worrying who
we might offend. When these

kinds ofdiscussions occur, less

importance is placed on what

we are saying in favor of how
we are saying it. Appearance

over content.

This is a trap we have

vowed to avoid. Our goal is to

protect the journalistic integ-

rity of our stories, even if they

conflict with stylistic integ-

rity. Our allegiance is to accu-

racy and truth, not political

correctness nor placation of

the masses.

Please donot misinterpret

what we are saying. We will

never intentionally use "in-

correct" language for the sake

of effect, nor will we go out of

way to avoid being politically

correct. PC has a place and a

Please see PC on page 8

I GUID€
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC.

an associate of the CARLSON TRAVEL NETWORK

Serving the needs of Colorado travelers

since 1949

MAKE YOUR HOLIDAY TRAVEL== PLANS TODAY!==
Campus Office: Armstrong Hall Sviite 5

(719) 632-4612

389-6732 Campus Line

Main Office: 409 N. Tejon St.

(719)635-3511

Broadmoor Hotel Office: South Ix)bby

(719) 577-5750

Colorado Springs Airport Office: Main Terminal

(719) 570-7755
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Morality from page 7

as Paul Hill and his constitu-

ents refuse to live in a country

with abortion, I refuse to live

in a country v/here a woman's

body is controlled and murder

is used as a means to a politi-

cal end.

If religious doctrine has

been eliminated, what is the

solution to the problem ? There

must be a middle road estab-

lished, a means by which all

people can determine what is

best for the society- that is,

theAmerican iudicialsystem.

In the case of the "morally

justifiable" anti-abortionist

murderers, the legally sup-

ported view of the society as a

whole conflicts with their

position. Thus, their recourse

mustbeanappeal through the

legal system, which will ei-

ther defeat their revision or

support it behind the opinion

of the views of any one reli-

gion upon our laws.

Supposing that the law

does not support this group's

view, they can continue their

legal battle, change their ide-

ology, or, my primary sugges-

tion, leave the country. After

all, a country founded upon

personal freedoms never can

get rid of enough zealots who,

through terror and intimida-

tion, usurp the rights of fellow

citizens. These people,

through their ignorant preju-

dices, seek to pervert the very

foundations of a democratic

society.

SHOOT BACK...
Write to:

The Catalyst

Letters to the Editor

902 N. Cascade Ave.

Colorado Springs, CO 80946

Letters to the ctiitor are wcltx)inetl and must be submitted to the Catalyst

by Tuesday, ! 0:00pm for publication in the subsequent Friday issue each week.

All letters must be signed. Anonymity istaicly granted. Please restrict letters to

400 words or less. TTiose undet 100 words will be considered first. The Catalyst

reserves the right to edit letters for purposes of publication. All letters will be

screened for factual accuracy - libelous letters will not be accepted. The Letters

to the Editor section of the Caia/yst is meant to give any and all students, faculty,

and staff a forum in which to express issue-oriented opinions, letters will be

pubUshed on this basis. No poetry, please. All letters become the property of the

Catalyst and are not returned.

Staff Conunentary from page 7

time. However, we do not dis-

illusion ourselves by claiming

to keep abreast of all of the

"vogue" terms. Todoso would

not only be impossible, it

would be ridiculous. We do

not want to waste anybody's

time with empty promises.

In essence, on the issue of

political correctness, our

stance is simple. "It is much
easier to apologize than to ask

permission." To this end,

please rememberwe are doing

our best not to offend, and

there is a fifty-fifty chance we
were not even aware we were

being offensive.

As for the issue of the First

Amendment, our stance is

obviously a little less clear. As

a staff, we view freedom of

speech as a huge responsibil-

ity. In essence, by the Consti-

tution granting us the ability

to generally say whatever we
choose, we have the added

burden of accounting for the

greater public good.

What we say in print af-

fects more than just us. The

repercussions are almost end-

less, especially on a college

campus. Everyone hasan opin-

ion they wish to express. Add
to that the fact that the

"liberalism" pervading this

Letter to the Editor

Dear Editor,

I am writing in response

to the last two issues of the

Catalyst. If the articles I am
referring to were included for

the sole ptu-pose of angering

students, it has worked, but if

this continues, the only thing

it will promote is a mockery

of CC students' intelligence.

First, who makes up the

"staff" that writes your "Staff

Commentary?" Ican't believe

that not one person in at least

15 verbalized that yoiu state-

ments were not only rude, but

unfounded. I am speaking of

the Cheryl Evans article.

As you stated in the ar-

ticle, Cheryl Evans has

brought some great ideas to

CC. What you failed to make
note of was that once she has

left, the programs will remain.

If CC were a community of

incompetent staff members
and helpless children, her re-

tirement would be devastat-

ing... the loss of Cheryl Evans

is only a minor setback.

Now, to the god in his "Sky

Chair": I left CC. after only

four short blocks last year be-

cause of the personal problems

you so readily "scoff at." That

decision was one that I am
most proud of in my life. Ms.

Evans's decision is hers, and

her privacy should be re-

spected. I doubt she moved
here to fill the position and

then negged on her responsi-

bility for some petty reason.

Also, Mr. Scheminske, in

response to points 2, 4 and 12

in last week's Sky Chair... are

you trying to be offensive? We
are not "one big happy cul-

ture." America, if that isyour

"we," is a society with many
diverse personalities, tradi-

tions, and yes, cultures. If

you'd like to start whitewash-

ing the world, I'll be glad to

give you some paint, you
won't get very far. "Poor per-

formance opens up opportu-

nities for less desirable hir-

ing..." If you are not going to

accept ethnic discrimination

as the primary reason for un-

desirable employment oppor-

tunities, then at least wait

until your next issue to slam

your hispanic housekeeper's

performance.

It must be pretty hard to

get a good perception of the

issues from way up there in

the sky. Perhaps you should

move your chair back down
and get a little reality check.

-Emily Eyraud

campus promotes a greater

range of ideas than a typical

newspaper has to deal with,

and you have yourself a veri-

table "accident waiting to

happen." All we can say is

that we do our best to give

everyone as much freedom as

journalistic integrity and the

greater public good will allow.

We want to promote the truth,

but not necessarily at any cost.

Overall, the issues of po-

litical correctnessand freedom

of speech represent dynamic,

amorphousconcepts that have

to be dealt with one situation

at a time.

Rather than trying to

conform to their parameters,

we do our best to conform

them to our parameters of

truth, knowledge and
integrity.

For less thanadollaradajj

both will giveyou the poweryou need to

survive this semester

With an Apple Computer Loan, its now easier than ever lo buy a Macintosh' personal

computer. In iact, with Apple's special low interest and easy terms, you can own a Mac" for

as little as $23 per month? Buy any select Macintosh now, and you'll also get something no

other computer offers: the Apple student software set. It includes a program designed to help

you with all aspects of writing papers. A personal organizer/calendar created specifically for

students (the only one of Its kind). And the Internet Companion to help you tap into on-line

resources for researching your papers. It even includes ClarisWorks, an integrated package

complete with database, spreadsheet, word processing software and more. All at special

low student pricing. With an offer this good, itS the best time ever to

discover the power every student needs. The power to be your best? i^plei

For more information please visit

Colorado College Bookstore

in the Worner Center or call 389-6392
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"Los Ninos" aids orphanage, other good causes

The Catalyst - Page 9

by Allison Bonner

As you step off the street

through the doorway, you
think you are walking into

any old store. But, that's not

how it feels. You look again at

the sign that reads "Los
Ninos" and the question forms

inyourmind:"Thechildren?"

You walk further into the store

and are overwhelmed by the

beautiful creations from other

worlds. Your eyes fall upon

the Chilean rainsticks andyou

pick one up to hear the calm-

ing sound of the rains. The
brilliantly colored Peravian al-

paca sweaters catch your eye

and you pick them up, check-

ing the size. As you are drawn

to the Panamanian molas and

jewelry from all over the world

you ask yourself, "Where am
I?"

You are in "Los Ninos," a

non-profit store located on

Bijou Street. For seven years

now, Los Ninos has donated

the majority of its profits to an

orphanage. The Prince ofPeace

Home, located in Antigua,

Guatemala. The small amount

of the profits that are left over

go to local charities such as

the police station and dance

theaters. The orphanage, how-

ever, is the store's main focus.

Kirsten and Gary Oakley

first had the idea for the store

during a visit to Guatemala.

The beauty and originality

that first caught their eye was
quickly stifled by the poverty

streaming out from every cor-

the Prince of Peace Home for

Girls in May, 1986. Now, al-

most 100 girls between the

ages of 2 and 16 live there, in

their first real home.
Inspired by the work of

Sanchez and his wife, the

Oakleys set out to open a store

tinue to help, the store be-

come such a success.

Although they have a

committed volunteer staff,

Los Ninos always welcomes
anyone who is willing to lend

a helping hand. Quite a few

CC students have volun-

'Los NiDos *, located off of Tefon and

ner. Al Sanchez, a friend of the

Oakley's, was also affected by

the destruction he saw and

decided todo somethingabout

the plight affecting the city.

Disturbed by the horror of

young orphaned girls living a

life of crime and prostitution,

Sanchez and his wife opened

in merchaDdiM fmm inand the wotld.

specializing in folk art to raise

money for the helpless or-

phans. In 1987, almost seven

years ago to the day, they

opened Los Ninos. In the first

year of business they were sent

$10,000 to the orphans. A
dedicated staff with patience

and caring helped, and con-

Help, healing available for

children of alcoholics at CC
by Amber Anderson

College. Parties. Alcohol.

The link between the three is

undeniable. Alcohol is preva-

lent on campuses across the

nation, and CC is no excep-

tion. Yet, while generally as-

sociated with a good time, al-

cohol has had detrimental ef-

fects on some CC students.

These students are the chil-

dren of alcoholics.

Alcoholism taints the

lives of everyone around it,

not just that of the alcoholic.

Because they have been raised

around the disease children of

alcoholics do not always see

their homelife as strange, or

different from anyone else's.

Unfortunately, their lives

were different, very different.

Alcohol driven house-

holds foster an unhealthy at-

mosphere. Many times chil-

dren learn to avoid their alco-

hohc parentis). Or,othertimes

children learn toavoid all con-

frontations, even when they

strongly believe in something.

They fear inspiring an angry

rage from a parent and allow

this fear to dominate their

actions.

The effects of growing up

in an alcoholic environment

can be long lasting. A child

raised in an alcohol-driven

teered there in the past and

they welcome any other stu-

dents who are interested in

donatingtheir time. The com-

mitment is small; only 2 1/2

hours a week. The work in-

cludes waiting on the custom-

ers, cleaning and straighten-

ing around the store. They are

flexible with block breaks and
are understanding of a

student's busy life. Alongwith

the 15% discount offered to

all volunteers, they also give

them the self-gratification of

helping people who cannot

help themselves.

When I walked into the

store I expected just another

interview for just another ar-

ticle. But the information I

received led me to believe that

it was much more tb.in that.

Right here in ColoradoSprings

is a private little charity that

is truly an amazing place.They
have a multitude of merchan-

dise to offc; and most of it is

authentic and hand crafted.

There are cards, books,

clothes, jewelry, knick nacks,

slippers, bags, hats, gloves, etc.

Behind the commercial facade

is a South American city, an

Indonesian village, an African

town, or a Guatemalen or-

phanage.

Los Ninos is located at 22

E. Bijou Street. Their number
is 635-9908 and they are open

from lO'.OOam- 5:30 pm Mon-
days through Saturdays. If you

have some free time and the

desire to explore, check it out.

You'll be glad you did.

family may feel alone and

embarrassed by their family,

even after they have left home.

Many people raised in this

environment become caught

up in "people-pleasing" (work-

ing to see that everyone else's

needs are met, before even

considering their own needs

and desiresj. Children of alco-

holics may also find them-

selves with chronic relation-

ship problems . Many times

people from an alcohoUc fam-

ily become perfectionists, or

find themselves needing to be

needed. All in all, the children

of alcoholics often adopt an

attitude of, "don't talk, don't

trust, don't feel."

While the problems of

people who have grown up in

alcoholic homes may vary,

help is available for students

who want to break away from

a Ufe controlled by alcohol. A
support group is forming for

those strugghng to overcome

the problems of life with an

alcoholic parent. The group

meets on Monday's from 4 to

5 P.M. in Hamlin House. New
members are welcome to

come to any meetings held

this block, as well as to the

first meeting held each block.

Anyone with questionsshould

call Diana Fuller at x6388, or

Marcia Dobson at x6422.

Greek Corner: Success of sorority

rush illustrates importance on campus

by Joseph Carpenter

With nearly 100 women signing up for

Sorority Rush this year, as opposed to 34 the

previous year, one might view this year's

Rush asa good one. Why the drastic increase?

For one, sorority rush was held during a

block this year in contrast to being held over

second block break in years past. Secondly,

the number of individuals Rushing Greek

chapters is on the rise nationally, and CC. is

no exception. As well, it appears that more

women at CC. are reaUzing the benefits of

belonging .

toaGreek . . . j
organiza- Thc positivc expencnces and

"""fieyond outcomc of soiority rush indicate
the num

a part of a larger group of women. Everyone

that went through Rush seemed to find

their own niche within respective chapters.

Overall, the Creek system at Thc Colorado

College was drastically different from what

I had expected. The CC system seems to

break thestereotypes associated with Greek

hfe at larger universities."

Panhellenic President Nicole Egge,

seconded this, "I was happy to see the diverse

group of women going through rush. ..which

continues to help our Greek System move

away from the sometimes negative stereo-

typical view

of sorority

women."
ftnheDmic

Vice Presi-

what an essential andintegral part Rushcoo^rdi-

Greek organizations have in life ^"J^.^X
was also very

pleased with

the results.

at The Colorado College.

bers lies

an even

more im-

portant
"success"

in the pos-

itive experiences of both rushees and active

women. When asked about her rush

experience, first year Carli Sumida, had this

to say, "The whole rush experience was

incredibly positive for me. All of the sororities

went through a great deal of work to make

me and other women feel welcome. The

enthusiasm shown by the Greek women of

all houses was inspirational to me. No labels

could be applied to each chapter as all the

women seemed to retain their individuality

and personal identities even though they are

In addition to hard work and effort she

credits Nicole Egge, and other Rho

ChislRush Counselors! for helping to run

rush smoothly. Evelyn Jones, Greek Advi-

sor, deserves due credit as well for her time

and dedication to bringing positive change

to The Colorado College Greek System.

Overall, the positive experiences and

outcome of sorority rush indicate what an

essential and integral part Greek

organizations have in life at The Colorado

College.
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Alcohol Awareness Week
to be observed on campus

by Christy McNaul

The National council on

Alcohol and Drug Education

has designated October 17th

through 22nd as Alcohol

Awareness Week. CC, along

with over 3000 other colleges

and universities, will be host-

ing various activities to ob-

serve the week.

Although Colorado Col-

lege didn't observe it last year,

alcohol awareness week has

been a tradition at CC for

many years. The week has

typically focused on education

and awareness ofalcohol abuse

and its consequences.

Although 1994's alcohol

awareness week also hopes to

educate, "everybody has been

educated to death about the

dangers of drinking," says

Susan Marine, CC's Substance

Abuse Education Coordinator.

The main purpose of this year's

alcohol awareness week is to

provide alcohol free social

options for those studentswho

are tired of the typical CC
party scene, not to simply

preach at students about the

dangers of alcohol con-

sumption.

In addition to the events

of Alcohol Awareness Week,

a new organization is being

formed to replaceBACCHUS,
which disbanded at the end of

last year. This student organi-

zation, which has not yet been

named, hopes to promote fun

alternatives to abusing alco-

hol, as well as provide com-

munity education and out-

reach for Colorado Springs

high schools and middle

schools. Meetings are Tues-

day nights at 9:00 pm in

Loomis room 129, the Hall

Director's Apartment.

Events forAlcohol Aware-

ness Week kick off on Mon-
day withMelrose, Mocktails,

and Mocktails in the Loomis

Lounge at 7P.M.. Events will

continue throughout theweek

culminating in an open house

and film festival at Tenney

Alumna returns with new business

Press Release

Shana Colbin, class of '92

has returned for homecoming,

bringing with her a budding

business: Betty Blue Collec-

tions. Betty Blue Collections

is a mobile boutique featuring

a compilation ofunique cloth-

ingandgift items. Colbin will

be displayingher merchandise

in Worner Center throughout

homecoming weekend.

Since she graduated in '92,

Colbin has worked five differ-

ent jobs in two different states.

"I thought I'd never find my
career. I couldn't stand the

possibility of working under

fluorescent lights for the rest

of my life." She has recently

based herself in Washington

D.C.Shesaysthe biggest start-

up expense was her new (used)

van. "That @#&* piece of

machinery has been to the

mechanic three times already

and it still won't pass inspec-

tion! Unfortunately, it's what

Irely on most." Colbin travels

as far south as Virginia Beach

and as far north as New York

City. She sells tostudents and

people at universities, col-

leges, festivals and Junior

League shows.

The idea for her business

originated during her second

year. She explains, "I needed a

part time job. My friend in

New York had a wholesale

clothing company. She started

sending me her overstock and

I would bring the clothes to

Worner, spread them outside

on a table, sit back and sun-

bathe." Colbin movedto D.C.

and began a grueling job

WO N I ; w c i< I
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YOU'RE LOOKING AT TWO
COMPLETELY OPPOSITE, FUNDAMENTALLY
DIFFERENT WAYS TO INVEST IN STOCKS.

WE RECOMMEND BOTH.

Introducing the CREF Growth Account and the CREF Equity Index Account.

3000*,*' a broad index of

t every

Whether you want a fund that

selects specific slocks or one that

covers the market, we're on the same page.

Our new CREF Growth and CREF
Equity Index Accounts use two distinct

strategies for investing in the stock mar-

ket, but both aim to provide whal

smart investor looks for: long-te

growth that outpaces inflation?

The CREF Growth Account s^

for individual companies that ar

poised for superior growth. In c

the Equity Index Account looks for more

diversification, with a portfolio encom-

passing almost the entire range of U.S.

stock investments. It will invest in stocks

in the Rui

US. stocks.

Like our CREF Stock Account, which

combines active, indexed, and foreign

investing, and our Global Equities

Account, which actively seeks opportuni-

ties worldwide, the new funds are managed

by experienced investment professionals.

They're the same experts who have helped

make TIAA-CREF the largest pension

system in the U.S., man<iging over $130

billion in assets.

To find out more about our new stock

funds, and building your portfolio with

TIAA-CREF just call 1 800-842-2776.

And take your pick.

Ensuring the ftiture

for those v^o shape it."^

search. She says, "I was in the

middle of typing my resume

when I came to the realization

that working for myself was
the best job I ever had."

Ten percent of Colnin's

sales will go to the annual

fund and financial aid. "I was
able to receive a fantastic edu-

cation. I wouldn't have been

able to without the help of

CC's financial aid. I want to

support the financial aid pro-

gram because an education is

one of the greatest gifts that

anyone can receive."

From the tango to the

two-step, CC Tigers step

out at the Broadmoor
by Noel Sullivan

The mellow groove of a

jazz sextet, the twang of

country/western, the energy

of a big band orchestra, and

the diversity of a DJ. Four

different ballrooms, 2,000

people swaying to the pulse

of music, and free shuttles

from Worner will take place

as students celebrate the

heart of homecoming week-

end this Saturday night at

the Broadmoor Hotel.

Homecoming Weekend
caters to students, faculty

and alumni alike. Associate

Director of Alumni
Relations, Beth Brooks,

describes it as a "unique

opportunity for everyone

involved with CC to get

together. It's a big celebra-

tion." Although the week-

end is chock-full of events

that begin on Thursday and

continuethiough Sunday, no

other aspect of Homecom-

ing draws as much student

interest as the dance. Instruc-

tors will teach students how
to move to the country/

western sounds of Trigger

Finger from Denver in the

West Ballroom. In the

Colorado Hall, the Charles

Westfall Orchestra will play

big band music that charac-

terized the 1 920's. Junior Tu
Phan will DJ in the Lake

Terrace, and a jazz ensemble

will entertain in the

Pompeiian Room. Tickets

are available for $5 at the

WornerCenter during meals,

and $10 at the door.

The Homecoming bon-

fire at CC is also a long-

standing tradition. On Friday

night a bonfire featuring live

music by Crooked Yellow

will begin at ten o'clock in

the Armstrong Quad.
Hailing from Boulder,

Crooked Yellow will play on

the ground by the fire, letting

bonfire goers enjoy the fire.

Wednesdays • 9 P.M. • Fellowship Hall

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
219 East Bijou Street

Colorado Springs, Colorado
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History of Homecoming hints at lost traditions
Look at past Homecoming weekends reveals traditions beyond football and dancing

by Julie Wheat

The Colorado College Ti-

gers were the Rocky Moun-
tain Conference Champs in

1910. So the story of Home-
coming Weekend begins. Be-

cause of the huge success of

CC football that year, Home-
coming became an annual

event to bringalumni back for

the "big game."

A 1920 invitation to

alumni said, "Homecoming is

not a student affair; it's not

barbecue was a BIG DEAL.
Programs were printed, stunts

and songs were prepared, and

speeches were scheduled. The
Class of 1912 Barbecue had

three speeches. The first, pre-

sented by President Slocum,

was entitled, in the typical

CC style, "Value of the Barbe-

cue to Colorado College," and

the third was sarcastically

called "Value of CC to the

Barbecue." The class of 1922

Barbecue program had an

event scheduled called "Eat,

Recently, senior cfaeeileadeis have dressed ia nnlfonns from the past and peifonned.

Drink, and Be Merry For To-

morrow We Die." These bar-

becues were not to be taken

lightly, especially not by fresh-

menlBy 1921,oneof the main

features of the barbecue was

an event called "Frosh Toss-

ing." From what 1 could tell

from the official program, it

appears thefreshmen prepared

a stun t "in which theyattempt

to justify their existence,"

which was foUowedbyamock
trial. Punishment consisted of

being tossed. This was also

known as "Upward Bound"

and "Hades to Heaven in 10

Seconds. " The program states

definitively, "Of all events of

the college year, the barbecue

on Halloween evening is the

most distinctive feature of

CC."
It seems sooner or later,

the traditional barbecue, the

put on for the football team;

...it's planned for one person;

YOU." "Way down inside, you

can feel that longing, that de-

sire to be back again in those

dear old college days." A 1921

invitation promised alumni,

who had a reserved section of

the bleachers at Washburn
Field, that the game would

make them "feel young
again." Homecomingwasalso

a convenient timetohold class

reunions.

Clearly, Homecoming is

an alumni affair, but what

about us students? When did

we get involved? To answer

this burning question, we
must turn the pages of history

back a little farther.

Since way back in 1895,

the Sophomore class had been

putting on an annual barbe-

cue on Halloween night. This

"big game," and the alumni

home-comingall blended into

one Homecoming weekend
that was, indeed, a student

affair. In 1937, not one but

two Homecoming parades

were put on by the students

andothergroupsintheSprings

community. The Homecom-
ing Dance at the Broadmoor

was a tradition by then, too.

Admission was only $1.10 a

couple. In 1947, there were

twoHomecoming dances, one

on each Friday and Saturday.

Also, there was a homecom-
ing decoration contest among
the fraternities.

The fifties were the

"golden years" of CC'sHome-
coming history. It hadbecome

the most important event of

the year. In 1952, there were

23 entries in the annual pa-

rade, which traveled down
Tejon, to Pikes Peak, and back

up Nevada. All the fratemi-

ties and sororities made floats

based on that year's theme.

The winning floats were pre-

sented at the football game
during half-time. No classes

were held on Friday before

Homecoming so that the

Greeks could work on their

floats and the marching band

could practice. Everyone ea-

gerly anticipated the crown-

ing of the HomecomingQueen
during intermission at the

dance. In 1956, before the offi-

cial queen had been crowned,

a group called the Zetas pre-

sented their own homecom-
ing queen, a stripper from San

Francisco! They crowned her

during lunch at Bemis dining

hall. Needless to say, the RHA
wasnot pleased. In 1957, there

was a "student sock hop" on

Friday night. The cost of the

big danceon Saturday hadgone

up to $2.50 a couple.

With the sixties came
changes. By 1963, the Free-

dom and Authority reunion

had become an annual event.

Over 70 people participated in

Looking for a good exchange rate to

study abroad next semester?

3.76 QPA and upatltSOOSdiolimMp 3.M OPA and upatl,000 Sdiotaraldp

Ctudy abroad grants basad on naad alao avaUaMa.

Syracuse University sponsors study abroad sites In

Roranca, Italy Loodoa, England Harara, Zimbabwe

Madrid, Spain Strasbourg. France

SU credit Feld trips/Traveling seminars Internships Study for a semester, year or summer

Courses taught In English and in host country language

Syracuse University
Division of Internmhhoii. PaomAiiit Aukmd a 119 EuciKl Avenue, Syracuse, New Vorti 13244-4170

1-800-235^472 B 31&443^71

The Homecoming Dance has been a fiinute at CC since 1937

'62. The theme was "TV ads

and commercials," and CC
crowned it first Homecoming
King.

We can attribute the be-

ginning of Homecoming to the

football team, and, in a way,

the end as well. From 1964 to

1970, the football team had

only one winning season. Stu-

dent support for both football

and basketball dipped dramati-

cally those years. The last

homecoming parade was in

1964, and it wasn't long be-

fore the band disbanded, the

Tiger Club dissolved, and pep

rallies and frat decorations

faded away. By the early 70's,

the homecoming queen's

reigns had ended, too.

In 1975, Homecoming be-

came officially known as

"Alumni-Parent Weekend,"

and it began to resemble the

homecoming we know now.

Did we lose a great tradition?

Didwe miss out on all the fun

andexcitement? Who's tosay?

I guess it depends on how
much you like making floats

and voting for a homecoming

queen. Hmmm, maybe the

modern-day Homecoming is

not so bad after all.

Don't Loose Your Head
Over Airfares!

Let the friendly spirits at

Taylor Travel watch out for you

8 1 8 N. Tejon St. 636-387 1

Your Otmpus Travel Agency
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"Poor" Richard Skorman rolling in CC dough
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by losh Paddock

You walk into the ring of

a bell on the door and are

assaulted by a visual feast.

From the Laura Reilly

paintings on the walls to the

Herbal Thymes pamphlets on

the community board, the

Speak Out shirts on the wall

and the Garbage magazines

you could have walked into

an "artsy", new age head shop.

Wrong. You notice the

purple tables and the kitchen

in the middle of the room.

You haven't entered Utopia,

just a restaurant started in

1977 by a CC grad named
Richard.

Poor Richard's has been

"filling a gap" within the

Colorado Springs area since

itsopeningasaused bookstore

in 1975 when Richard

Skorman was a senior at CC.

He now does a good business

catering in part toCC students

who are sick of Rastall. "Hike

the connection down there,"

Richard says of the college,

"TheCC element isa nice one

for us...a good vibe."

Richard currently owns
the restaurant and the

bookstore adjacent. He
recently sold the movie
theater although it is still

labeled Poor Richard's. The
name itself comes originally

"from mynameand Ben's [Ben
Franklin] almanac," although

he says the name has been the

root of a very stale joke that he

unfailingly hears everyday.

With practically the whole

block named after him the joke

goes that he is "Rich Richard"

rather than "Poor." Agreed,

it's pretty lame.

Mr. Skorman is currently

involved with the college in

more ways than feeding its

students' stomachs and

minds. He is a member of the

Environmental Lecture

committee as well as recipient

Poor Richard's Pizu is only tliis qaiel aftei close.

of the Lewis Benezet Award
for community service.

Richard also employs CC
students and has friends on

the staff at the college as well.

Besides all of his activism

he can scare up some great

grub too. The pizza is

unbeatable both in taste and

price. And for the meat

So next time Rastall or

Focus on the Family has got

you down, visit Poor Richard's

"Not What the Doctor Ordered"

by Joseph Z. Sharman

In his book "Not What
the Doctor Ordered:

Reinventing Medical Care in

America," Dr. Jeffrey C. Bauer

presents a comprehensive

evaluation of contemporary

American health care and

suggests a refreshingoptimism

regarding its future. Instead of

adhering to—and dwelling

on—heavily publicized

models of reform, Bauer takes

a simple approach: change the

prevailing attitude.

"Not What the Doctor

Ordered" argues against the

doctor's traditional role as sole

controller of an individual

patient's care. Namingtoday's

physician the "captain of the

ship," Bauer points out,

historically, doctors reserve

the rights to diagnoseandtreat

illness and injury, authorize

all hospital admissions,

prescribe medicines and

perform all surgeries. And, if

the doctor does not personally

attend to these functions,

trained nonphysicians may
only under signed orders.

Bauer suggests a

dramatically increased role for

that nonphysician provider, a

goal accomplished through

legislative efforts (i.e.

allocating funds andloosening

insurance and medical

restrictions on providers) and

a reformation of educational

priorities. This would draw

on free market principles,

creating choice and

eliminating the "medical

monopoly" Bauer warns

currently grips America..

"I would really like to

change health care," Bauer

said in a phone interview. His

second objective, which
allows for the first to occur, is

to "get people talking. I want

to start a quiet revolution until

it is no longer quiet."

Fundamental to this ideal

is the hope that anyone reading

the book will act on it. Bauer

encourages his readers to meet

"face to face" with their

legislators during town

leffiey Baoer, Coloudo College graduate,

will be signing his new book, "Not What

the Doctor Ordered" in the CC
bookstoie Satuiday.

meetings, speaking out

specifically for reform. He
notes this reform need not

begin on a national scale.

States such as Colorado

"already" have in place the

nonphysician structure he

suggests; the only reason that

structure does not dominate

the scene is the fact current

law prohibits those providers

from giving care without the

direct consent of a physician.

"They're already here. We just

have to authorize them." This

process could be in place by

the end of the century.

"The real changes are

going to have to come from

people, the health care

consumers," Bauer observes.

Those changes include

havingconsumers take greater

personal responsibility for

their health care. Bauer

predicts, in the not-too-far

future, a system of self-

diagnosis and self-treatment

wherein individuals are more

educated about their health

needs. That way "you decide

whether you need to go see a

provider."

The book discusses most

major issues suggested today

by health care reform. It is a

comprehensive argument

with a logical and clear

solution, presented in a

readable format.

Bauer specifically avoids

too much statistical data and

what he names "doctor

bashing." He writes for the

"general public" and

purposely keeps from making

a "comparative survey of

different national health care

systems."

Bauer mentioned in the

interview his book "is much
more a reflection of my
undergraduate education than

my graduate education." As a

Economics major from the

Colorado College Class of '69,

Bauer said his work "reflects

a. . .CC education. If there's

any value in my book it's

because of my education."

Bauer will be signing copies of

"Not What the Doctor

Ordered" in the CC Bookstore

Saturday, October 15th from

11:00 to noon.

abstaining crowd, Richard's and be enlightened while

offers a plethora of wonderful you're filled,

veggie and vegan dishes

including excellent burger.

Alumnus Lobato pursues

artistic endeavors

by Laura Satin

You signed up for a Studio

Art course becauseyou wanted

a block to "play," then

discovered that the creative

process isn't any easier with

deadlines and unfamiliar

media thrown in to boot.

Perhaps you vowed never to

take another art course again-

after all, will it get you a job?

Or perhapsyou fell deeply

in love with the flow of energy

that came out of you and

expressed itself as the weird,

the wonderful and the well-

crafted: the objet d' art. And

youstill wondered ifyou could

get a job. Or how to tell your

mother that you life's work

would involve handling things

that she always warned would

give you Tetanus.

ColoradoCollege graduate

and visual artist Emilio Lobato

can identify with all of the

problems inherent in pursuing

a career as an artist: the

indifference, the struggle to

sell work that is largely viewed

as a luxury item, the 'baptism

by fire' of having to acquire a

business sense.

Yet he doesn't regret

having struggled for success.

Originally from the tiny town

of San Pablo in Colorado's San

Luis Valley, Lobato recalls an

upbringing that was lonely and

isolated. "We were 50 miles

from the nearest grocery

store." Although life in San

Pablo afforded few

opportunities, Lobatosayshis

parents were "disappointed"

when he decided to go away to

school. The only son of a strict

Catholic family, he was
expected to either take over

the family business (cattle

ranchingi or enter the

priesthood. "It was as though

those two things were the only

professions within their

experience," he says. He
stresses, however, that they

never discouraged him from

his interest in art; "I come

from a long line of jewelers

and weavers. ..so my parents

were always supportive of the

things I made." He adds that

his parents are now quite

proud of his status as an artist.

But success did not come

easily. For the first nine years

after graduation, Lobato's art

had to play second fiddle to

law school. Even after he was

established in his career, it

was difficult to switch to full

time artistic endeavor. "I'm

very driven because I love what

please see Lobato on page 15

"Tartuffe" by

Moliere is a comedy

about a hypocritical

pretender to piety. It is

being performed October

12th-29th on Wednesday

through Saturday, 8:00

p.m. , with a matinee on

the 23rd at the

Smokebrush Center.

The Smokebrush

Center was founded by

Art Director Cat Walter,

CC graduate. Gateth

Saxe, another CC
graduate, is performing

in the play tliis month.
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Disney's ''Wicked^dark side

by Brady Larson

"When you see the end of

things comin' and starin' at

you, it's not what you've done

that you regret. It's what you

didn't do." This statement is

the premise of Disney's dark

adaptation of Ray Bradbury's

"SometliingWickedThisWay
Comes" Dreams and missed

opportunities of the people of

Greentown are suddenly

granted as Dark's Pande-

"Der Blaue

Engel"

by Meredith Morgenstem

The Colorado College

German Department will

be showing "The Blue

Angel" ("Der blaue Engel"!

in the Max Kade Theater,

located in Armstrong 300,

on Tuesday, October 18 at

8:00 pm. The film will be

completely free of charge

and is the second in a series

that opened September 20

with "Pandora's Box."

"The Blue Angel" was
directed by Josef v.

Sternberg in 1930 . The
film is based on a novel by

Heinrich Mann entitled

"Professor Unrath," "The

BlueAngel" stars legendary

film actress Marlene
Dietrich. It is also one of

the first German sound
films for silent starand Os-
car winner £mil Jannings.

This is the story of an

older professor, whose
obsession for a heartless

cabaret entertainer leads to

his own destruction and
degradation. Not only is it

considered a classic

German film, but it is a

vivid portrait of society's

moral decay- with English

subtitles.

TheMaximilianSchell

documentary "Marlene"
will be shown after the fea-

ture film.

The next film in the

series will be "To New
Shores" ("Zu neuen
Ufern"! on Tuesday,
November 15.

monium Carnival rolls into

town one October's eve. But

findingthose longsought-after

dreams comes with a deadly

price as two young boys and

an aging father played by Jason

Robards ("Philadelphia",

"Parenthood"!, soon discover.

It's up to the trio to stop the

devilish Mr. Dark, Jonathan

Pryce ('Brazil') before it's too

late.

As an October child, this

month is magic to me. The
chill and smell of smoke in

the air, the orange and brown
leaves blanketing the campus,

the skeletal trees which have

been abandoned for yet

another yearand the feeling of

spirits a'watchin'. And
Halloween is, of course, the

perfect ending. If you, too,

enjoy these images bring$2.75

to the Colorado Springs Fine

Arts CenterTuesday, October

18 at 7:30 p.m. to take in the

chilling "Something Wicked
ThisWay Comes" ,

part of the

Classic Film Series. As one of

Disney's darkest underta-

kings, full of great special

effects (for 1983| and
wonderful acting by Robards

and Pryce, it should not be

missed.

Gun fury on video
by Dennis Apergis

"Reservoir Dogs,"
Tarantino's first feature-

length production, never

received the critical acclaim

it deserves. Alas, just another

case of stuffy film critics who
wouldn't know true cinema if

it kicked them in the head.

This is the film that started

what will become a brilliant

directing career by the young

Tarantino, who wrote both

"True Romance" and
"Natural Bom Killers".

Aclassic shoot-em-up that

hails to the days of the golden

Eastwood westerns, "Dogs" is

the story of a jewelry heist

gone bad. Only showing us

the beforeand after, Tarantino

never allows the viewer to

witness the actual crime. The
constant use of flash-backs

takes away any sense of time

and manages to keep the audi-

ence unbalanced throughout

the entire film. In this way,

Tarantino keeps the audience

from their familiar omniscient

stance, and allows the viewer

no more wisdom than he al-

lows the characters in his film.

Most impressive for a de-

but director was the cast that

Tarantino drew. Harvey Keitel

(The Piano), Michael Madsen
(Free Willy), Tim Roth (Bod-

ies, Rest and Motion), and
Chris Penn (Short Cuts) make
up only a part of this all-star

cast. Tarantino does an
outstanding job as director,

and leaves you with an ending

Hair Designersfor Men & Women

Razor Textured Cuts
Style cuts, Maintenance IVim,
Perms & lYansIucent Colors

Nexus & Tri products availablefor sale

Mondays - Saturdays
Stop in or call for an appointment
827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

that will floor you. Backed by

a killer soundtrack with
StevenWright playing the dee-

jay, this film is an all-out

success.

Warning: This movie is

not for the weak. It deals with

the problems men face when
there is toomuch testosterone

packed into one room. A little

advice, gentlemen. If you're

trying to impress a girl, take

her to see Kenny G live. J2S2

Not show her this one. Trust

me, I've tried it four times.

Here are the results. Two of

the girls broke up with me.

One girl walked out halfway

through the movie, and still

shudders whenever she sees

me. The last one left CC, and
the last I heard, she's living in

Aspen with her ex-boyfriend.

Other than that unfortunate

aspect of the film, this movie
is a triumph.

Another bicycle theft

by Blake Jordan

Vittorio DeSica's "The
Bicycle Thief." is one of

those films that may be

above criticism. It wasgiven
a special award as best

foreign film before such an

award was a regular part of

the Academy awards. Made
in 1949, "TheBicycleThief"

is the best known film by

DeSica, a contemporary of

Fellini and Antonioni, and

is considered the ultimate

in post-war Italian neo-real-

ism.

It stars Lamberto Mag-
giorani as Antonio Ricci, a

man whose livelihood is

dependent on his bicycle. On
his first day at his new job,

his bicycle is stolen, and he

and his son Bruno (Enzo

Staiola) spend a week
searching for it. They
encounter a society (among
which they must be

included) that is nameless

and generally unsympathet-

ic; Antonio must struggle

with his own moral
convictions in order to

recoup his losses. This
extremely simplistic and
realistic plot is what helps

develop pathos for Antonio
and his cause.

The film's title is gener-

ally incorrectly translated,

the accurate translation be-

ing "The Bicycle Thieves."

While this may seem incon-

sequential, DeSica's original

title creates a more allegori-

cal premise, that the plot

may be an endless cycle (in

watching the film this be-

comes more clear) of life in

Rome after World War II.

"The Bicycle Thief" is full

of themes and relationships

that have been a subject of

film discussion for the last

45 years. Unfortunately, to

dive into most of these

would be to reveal too much
about the movie.

"The Bicycle Thief" is

one of those "all time
classics" that consistently

ranks as one of the twenty

best films ever made. It is

perhaps to world cinema
what "Casablanca" is to

Hollywood film. DeSica
coversground in realism that

really had not been explored

before him. And his allegory

is unlike the stylized

fashioning of Bergman (the

scenes involving Death in

"Bill and Ted's Bogus
Journey" and "The Last

Action Hero" were allusions

to Bergman's film "The
Seventh Seal"), but rather

takes on a completely
plausible tale.Although I

can't say this is on my top

ten list, I definitely recom-

mend seeing this film. I

would also suggest "La
Strada." Made five years af-

ter by the late Frederico

Fellini, "La Strada" contains

all the pathos of "The Bi-

cycle Thief" with even more
sympathetic (if not just pa-

thetic) characters and a bril-

liant score by Nino Rota that

effectively ties the film to-

gether.

"The Bicycle Thief"

will be showing in Olin

tonight and tomorrow night

at 7:30, Sunday at 2:30.

BRISTOL BEER NIGHT
AT

BECKETT'S

Friday, October 14 9-11 pm

$P PINTS

ENTERTAINMENT MONDO BIZZARO

BREWERS WILL BE PRESENT
633-3230 128 S. Tejon Must be 21
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Brickell "Picture Perfect"

by Jill Kitchen

Edie Brickell released her

third album. Picture Perfect

Morning, on August 16th. This

is Brickell's first album
without the New Bohemians,

the band with whom she

recorded Shooting Rubber
Bands at the Stars (1988) and

Ghost of a Dog (1990|. Those

twoalbums featured Brickell's

clear singing with folky

electric guitar and sometimes

some very beautiful acoustic

guitar in the background. On
those two albums, the music

and Brickell's voice were

equally dominant.

On Picture Perfect

Morning, the music would be

bland without Brickell's voice

to make it all come together.

The music on the previous

albums was very lively, and

something new happened in

each song.

On the new album.

however, there is a very

dreamy, relaxed, almost lazy

tone- the kind of music to

listen to on a rainy day. Some
of the songs, like "Stay
Awhile" and "Good Times,"

closely graze classification as

easy-listening, while songs

like "In the Bath" sound a lot

like Brickell with the New
Bohemians.

Picture Perfect Morning

was co-producedby Roy Halee
and Brickell's own husband,

Paul Simon. Perhaps Simon's

influence account for the great

difference in sound between

some of the songs on the new
album and the previous cds.

Simon even performs on three

of the songs, playing acoustic

guitar on "Green," "When the

Lights go Down," and "Pic-

ture Perfect Morning." Other

guest artists include Art and

Cyril Neville.

Before Picture Perfect

Momingwas released, Brickell

Brickell's Picture Perfect Morning August.

was nervous about displaying voice is just as clear and beau-

her name alone on the cover.

No longer would the

responsibility of making
music be sharedwith theNew
Bohemians. Nevertheless, her

tiful as it was on the other

albums. The cd is very differ-

ent from the first two, but

Brickell's voice is reason alone

to purchase it.

Lobato continued from page 13

I do, so discipline isn't a

problem." Yet the intensity

of his drive alone could not

sell work. "You have to have

strong convictions about the

work. ..at many points! almost

gave up because it (selling the

work] was so difficult." Lobato

cites the same pitfalls that

many artists experience: bad

advice, indifference, galleries

that will deal only with artists

who sign exclusive represen-

tation contracts. Heestimated

that his highest costs are for

framing materials and
photography. The total

expenses are enormous.

In the end, however, his

perseverence has paid off, and

he no longer lives hand-to-

mouth. Now even his parents

buy his work, at full retail,

which he found "strange" at

first. "I would gladly have

given them anything they

wanted, but they really

believed strongly in what I

was doing, in the work itself."

The Coburn Gallery

presents; "Vistas de Soledad-

Views of Solitude": Recent

works by Emilio Lobato. The
exhibition will open with a

reception for the artist on

Tuesday, November 1st, 4:00-

8:00 pm and will run through

Wednesday, November 23rd.

Visions of Life here

in the Springs
Press Release

Artists Anne Dettmer,

Chuck Mardosz, and Ken and

Tina Riesterer present

DETTMER, MARDOSZ,
RIESTERER: VISIONS OF
LIFE at the Gallery in the

Business Art Center. Works

on display consist of ceramics,

including collaborative clay

pieces by Ken and Tina

Riesterer, paintings, drawings,

accordion books, and three-

dimensional works.

The show began October 6

and will be lasting through

Novembers, 1994. The Center

is located at 513 Manitou

Avenue in Manitou Springs.

Hours for the Business of Art

Center are Tuesday through

Saturday, 10:00am to5:00pm.

On Sunday the Center is open

from 1 :00pm to 5:00pm. These

are new hours and reflect the

new fall season

For more information call

the Business of Art Center at

(7191685-1861.

Music at

Midday
by Jason Foster

Colorado College contin-

ues to add a different kind of

spice to students' lunches on

Wednesdays on the third week
of the block with "Music at

Midday" concerts. This tra-

dition began with music
students giving concerts

alternating in the different

dormitory lounges. The con-

certs eventually took the

concert hall in Packard as their

home in 1987.

In addition to providing

the campus community with

some much-needed enter-

tainment towards the end of

each block, the concerts help

from a performer's standpoint.

Open to vocalists, instru-

mentalists, and small ensem-

bles, they offer a chance for

music students to try out a

new piece before a peer

audience in preparation for a

recital or competition. Music

majors and non-majors alike

perform, but all performers do

take lessons through the

school.

There are usually about

eight to ten students playing

any number of different com-

posers and styles. Artist in

residence and pianist extraor-

dinaire Susan Grace quoted

the turnout to be "never em-

barrassing." The concerts are

at noon on the third Wednes-

day of each block. Don't find

yourself at Rastall when you

could be enjoying and

supporting some of CC's

hidden treasures.

"The best Tlmifood in Colorado Springs.'

1222 N. Academy Blvd.

380-8333
620 E. Fillmore
471-8877

The

THAI ORCHID
Restaurant

•VEGETARIAN, SEAFOOD. BEEF
POULTRY AND CURRY DISHES

.10%OFFWITHCCI.D.

•PARTIES OF 10 OR MORE
RECEIVE A FREE MEAL

Now Featuring A Buffet On Weekdays

Mon-Sat 1 1 :00 a.m - 10:00 p.m.

Sunday 12:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

LEARNTOSK,\TEatHonnen
Ice Rink! Classes available at

all skill levels. $15/person for

3 classes. Pre-registration re-

quired! 3rd block registration

due by 10/24. 4th block regis-

tration due 11/21. For more

info call Jo Ann at 632-4098,

Krista at x7275, or Miako at

x7025.

Want to sample some of the

mouth-watering recipes

printed in Laura Esquival's

Like Water for Chocolate?

Come to the Litera House's

(Wood House) dinner/discus-

sion, Oct. 21, 5:30pm. We'll

discuss the novel and sample

some recipes! Call x7020 or

x7628 for more info.

The Young Knaves by Alex Confer

Want to see your friends, club,

team, wing, or YOURSELF in

the 1995 Nugget (yearbook)?

If so, send photos with your

NAME, WORNER BOX, and

the first and last names of ev-

eryone in the photo to WB
2116. Pictures will bereturned

in May. Send as many as you
want! Call Kindle at x7628

with questions.

STUDY ABROAD SCHOL-
ARSHIPS! Competition for

full one-year fellowships to

the Universities of Gottingen

and Regensburg in 1995-96.

Stipends allow for a full year

of study in any subject for CC
credit. Proficiency in German
(generally through GR 305)

required. Contact the German
department or Prof Whishard
at x652D for more info.

AVAILABLE NOW IN RES.

LIFEOFnCE(Bemis Hall): Off-

Campus Lottery Applications

for Spring Semester and Se-

nior (22 units by end of block

2) off-campus declarations due

11-16-94. Brat Seniors, your

house must be full for spring

semestei to qualify for offcam-

pus. Proxy Forms for all who
will be away 2nd semester due
before semester break. Ques-

tions? Call Earline Crochet at

x66I9.

LOST small key with black

top, fits bike lock,a black and
green lining to a Field and

Stream winter coat, and a red/
white/tea] flannel, size XL. If

found, call Rusty at x7606.

The CC Christian Commu-
nity will be holding a day of

prayer andfasting. If interested

call 520- 1 968 for more info, or

write WB 866.

DON'T FORGET! Dinner
with Rugby alums at

Guiseppe's tonight (10-14).

Shake the hand of the first

man to ever score a CC tri!

Beer, food, and fun!

EMPLOYMENT

FAST FUNDRAISER- RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS-Greeks,
groups, clubs, motivated indi-

viduals. Fast, simple, easy-NO
FINANCL\L OBLIGATION.
(800) 775-3851 ext. 33.

imcsM Back.'

SPECIAL HOMECOMING DISCOUNTS FOR
ALUMNI AND PARENTS

AUTOGRAPH PARTY
SATURDAY - 11:00 A.M. -12:00 NOON

Jeff Bauer CO'69
NOT WHAT THE DOCTOR ORDERED

Gary Street

COLORADO COLLEGE TIGER FOOTBALL

COLORADO COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
Womer Center

Friday & Saturday

8:30AM -5:00 PM

FOR SALE

ATTENTION JAMMERS!
MUSIC CENTRAL at 429 N.

Circle has over 125 new/used

acoustic &.electric guitars on
SALE through Oct. New/used
keyboard gear, amps, drums,

PA and a full line of accesso-

ries at everyday low prices.

Classic rock & blues CD's

from $2-$6. Why pay retail?

SHOP SMART. 447-9994

FOR SALE Marker M48 bind-

ers, brand new. $90 or B.O.

Contact Read 632-5050, WB
995.

PERSONALS

Ashley,

Sorry if I've offended you with

mycolumn. Let'sdoicecream

& talk out our differences. Still

have that coupon.

Erick

I deeply apologize for my pre-

vious inappropriate comment.
I value our friendship and

blooming romance. And I dfl

think you are sexy.

-C

YES! I'M NOW A A GOD!!!

CLASSIFIEDS POLICY

Please send Announcements,

Jobs, For Sale, Real Estate, and

Personal advertisements to:

The Catalyst

Classifieds

902 N. Cascade

Colorado Spgs., CO 80946
Ads must be received by Tues-

day, 9:00 p. m. to appear in the

subsequent Friday'sedition of

the Catalyst. The Catalyst

reserves the right to edit all

classifieds for length and in-

appropriate content. For off-

campus pricing information,

call 389-6675.

What are you wearing for

HALLOWEEN

Choose from over

500 costumes &
props or create your
own! E3CSH3!IiaaiE133

! Oct. 14-16 \

/ Friday-Sunday
Open 9am-6pm

j
Downtown

I Goodwill Store

Clef
of ^^es Peok & Wotiiotcl^



ANNOUNCINC
Tf1£DISCOVER CARD

$2«N£WM£HB£B
REffiVTE.

Apply for the Discover Card

by November 10.

Spend $75. Get $25 backt

NO Annual Pee.

Look for applications and certificates on campus. lFW^o^/'TWTlT,
6iT it;

NETWOMt (®1984QreeQwiMdTni3tCoiEpaiiy.UflmberPDIC.

•This Offer vaUd for Discover Card applications received by 11/10/94, that are ^proved and enroUed hi

OHer Talld for purohaaBs made by 3/31/96. Cash advances/balance transfers excluded. Offer limited to i
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Volleyball

to host CC
Invitational

Tournament to

begin Friday

by Jessica MacMurray

Tiger volleyball has faced

two strong teams in the past

week, and returns to J. Juan

Reid gym ready to host this

weekend's tournament.

The annual CC
Invitational comes in the

middle of a tough block for

the team; a block that includes

trips to Durango, Gunnison,

St. Louis and finally, San

Antonio over the break.

Needless to say, the Tigers are

excited for an opportunity to

play at home.NCAA D-IUand

NAIA teams from Califormia

and the midwest will travel to

the Springs this weekend to

face the Tigers.

Last week began with a

heated match against cross-

town rival UCCS. Last year,

CC lost to the Gold at the

beginning of the season, but

beat UCCS in four in their

last game of the season. CC
continued that momentum in

the first game, winning 15-

10.. Unfortunately, the Gold
regrouped after the first game,

and won the next three tough

games.

Saturday, the Tigers arose

early for the drive to Durango
and lost to the Skyhawks of

Ft. Lewis in their

Homecoming game. CC
showed a marked
improvement in the

fundamentals of theirgame at

Ft. Lewis. Tiger passing and
servingwas much improved.

Unfortunately, poorly timed

hitting enors kept CC from

running a successful offense.

Athlete of the Week
Helen Grossman, freshman volleyball setter

by Elsa Butler

Freshman starter Helen Grossman is the force behind a

big futiue for women's varsity volleyball at CC. She was

recruited as a top setter from Phoenix, Arizona. During both

her junior and senior years she was named MVP of her high

school team, making the all-region team both years .

Her most recent achievementwas being named to the All

Tournament Team at UCSD during first Block Break. This

honor is especially important since Grossman has been in

rehabilitation since the beginning of the season

Coach Laura Asper's description of Grossman is that she

"fits in really well with the team and has a natural leadership

ability."

Theposition ofsetter iscomparable tothat ofa quarterback

in that she must call all the plays, says Coach Asper. Although

Grossman is a freshman, she has no problems with coming

into a leadership position.

Grossman likes the position because she is in control of

the pace of the game. "It is scary and fun at the same time

because I have the option to change things. The leadership is

fun, too." Grossman says that good setters have to be smart

about both sides, they have to

drive after every ball, and have

tobequickandaccurate.Most

importantly, setters have to

have patience with
themselves. pht«,.oura.,.isi«i«,iio™i.

The team has made great improvements this year. Their

goal is to watch the defense of the other teams to create a

better offense. The team is young, so they have all this year

and next to gain a better understanding of how they work
together. By building a closer team relationship, Grossman
believes they can change things around to create a stronger

offense and defense. The players all aspire to be better and are

committed to themselves and the team.

Grossman's plans for volleyball take her beyond college

competition. She knows that volleyball will always be a part

of her life, whethershe coaches or gets national recognition

as an AU-American. She really wants to be a part of building

a strong volleyball faction at CC. Grossman wants to turn

things around. If she has her way with the volleyball program

here, she will take it to new heights.

Coach Asper was proud

of the Tigers' performance.

Although there is another

point in th« Tigers'loss

column, strides were made in

some vital parts of the game.

On Tuesday, the Tigers

traveled to Gunnison to meet
Western State, aD-nteam that

beat CC in three earlier this

season. A lackadaisical and

confidentWSC was surprised

to see an aggressive,

consistent CC team on the

other side of the net. The
Tigers dominated the first

game.

WSC woke up to even the

score in the second game, and

a see-saw effecttook hold. The
two teams traded games until

the fifth game, when both

teams came out aggressively

and hungry for the win. WSC
pulled out a 15-10 win.

This weekend the Tigers

playat4:30and7pmon Friday,

and again at 4 and 7 pm on
Saturday on their home court

Boggtes tl^e Mint) anh Gratifies tfje Senses

Intramural Update

by Michele Killeen

As IM Soccer season

draws to a close, teams like

Mucho Macho and Random
Assortment still strive for the

coveted cotton prize.

Although Mucho Macho
played without subs on
Wednesday they managed to

hold their own. When a

Random Assortment
defender was called on a

handball, Mucho Macho
quickly converted the

resulting penalty kick into

the first goal of the game.

Random Assortment
goalie, Benjacob Sprenke

recovered from the shot to

make several great saves in

the rest of the game. Josh

Geller led early offensive

attacks by Random
Assortment. Geller covered

the entire field in search of a

perfect play and goal. It

wasn't until late in the first

half that he was rewarded for

his determination with a

solidshotthattied the game.

Both teams increased their
intensity after halftime.

Mucho Macho almost scored

on a comer kick from Keri

Nedrud. The kick was headed

towards the goal by David
Touchstone. Unfortunately,

the shot hit the right post and
bounced wide.

Random Assortment
came close to scoring a second

timewhen Bryan Swearngin

sent in a shot following a

full-field run. The ball

ricocheted off a few Mucho
Macho defenders and out to

Swearngin's teammate,
Scott Grosscup. Grosscup's

shot was also deflected by

Mucho Macho defenders.

The game ended in a 1-1 tie.

IM Soccer Standings
Co-Ed "A" Division

1. Grundies 4-0
Co-Ed "C" Division

2. Low Riders 3-1
1. S.S. Crisp 3-0

3. SunkyB's 2-0-2
2. Who 2-0-1

4. Callipygians

5. What
0-2-2

1-3

2. Banditos

4. Nanooks
i-U-1

1-2

5. B. Brew 1-3
5. Gamp United 0-3

5. Team Brazil 0-3

Co-Ed "B" Division

I. LABTYD 5-0
Men's A Competitive 1

2. Killer Kanines 4-1
1. Fiji I-O

31 I. No Names 2-0

4. C. Dominance 0-1-3
2. Flying Squirrels l-I

1-3-2
2. The Pimps 2-2

6. R. Assortment 0-1-3
5. Killer Carps 0-3

Rucking and mauling: Lady's Rugby
by Riley Peterson and Karen Kowalski

Women'sRu^yteamscored

two tries in their VM victory

against the CSU Rams Sunday.

TakingchargeagainstCSU's

scmm, the CC forwards pushed

eight opponents across the tri-

line in order to score their first tri

of the game.

CC back line, led by Jen

Spare used an assortment of

plays to break through CSU's

defense.Re^nPlumbandPetra
Cahill maintained great field

position for the Tigers.

Live IVTusic 9pra-Cl.
14U W CofoTrttJo hvt.i oAoyaho SfrrMgi, CO SO904 l7l9)6j}-o$83

last chance
to prepare for

the December test

gRe
•• 1(V27

635-3432

KAPLAN

At halftime, Coach Randy

Czech encouraged "hard hitting"

to send the CSU women home
withmore bruises than theygave.

Jenny Dennison's black eye

didn't slow her down. Her
accuracy helped CC maintain

possession of the ball. In the

second half, Jill LoveU punished

CSU by breaking through their

defense. LoveU powered the ball

upthe fieldwhileKarenKowalski,

Lynna Scranton, and Riley

Peterson supported her with

aggressive rucks and mauls.

Women's rugby will play

Sunday at 12:00 against the

national champion Falcolns, at

Air Force.
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Mohrman has a plan for D-I
Check youi Womer boxes on Monday, sports fans.

President Kathryn Mohrman is going to leave you a

note regarding her plan for the future of Division I sports at

CC. You will recieve Mohrman's proposed plan. Mohrman
will hear reactions from the college community at open

meetings next week, and will make a final decision only

after such meetings. Students are encouraged to attend.

The Arguments Against:

•Division I athletics are

expensive. The College

coiJd save enough money

to satisfy pressing needs for

more

The Arguments Foe
•Uniqueness. Like the Block

Plan and our geographic

location,DivisionlpiDgtams

andathletesadd diversity to

the CC
campus.

•CC has the

sameacademic

expectationsof

D-I athletes as

athletic
faciUtiesand INSIDE CC.
gender _
equity SPORTS
(without
cutting by Josie I. Henjum otherstudents.

sports|. High

Cross Country takes to Kansas
Flat and hilly Colby course to team's liking

•CC is committed to the

academics over athletics.

Presently, CC has a double

standard in admitting

hockey players which is

contradictory to that

philosophy,

•Division I sports are intensely

competitiveand can detract

from an athlete's education.

• In a survey last year, alumni

rankedquality students,

facultyandacademics, small

class size and location as

CC's most important

attributes.. Athletics ranked

last in total importance.

nation rates suggest that

athletes are capable of

academic success..

•Division I sports foster an

amiable relationship with

the Colorado Springs

community, and beyond.

Our high profile in athletic

circles helps to make CC a

part of the Springs

community. Competition

aroundthenationmakesCC
a well-known institution.

Note: All information in this

articlewasobtinedfrom the

1994 Strategic Planning

Committee Report on

Athletics.

Nuggets poised to take

over Denver sports scene
This fall, kids (both

young and old| will be seen

across Colorado wearing

navy and white basketball

jerseys sporting the numbers

55, 3, and 24, and the names
Mutombo, Rauf, and Ellis.

Broncos Orange is dead,

at least for this

year, and the

more recently

popularized
black and
purple of the

Colorado
Rockies won't

be seen until

baseball manages to fix its

labor system. Yes, the hearts

of sports fans throughout the

Rocky Mounuin Region are

the sole possession of the

Denver Nuggets this fall.

Now, it's up to the Nuggets

to prove their worth.

Just three short yearsago

the Nuggets were in the

midst of a massive rebuild-

ing process. Even die-hard

Nuggets fans had very small

expectations for their team.

Nobody expected that they

would be back in the playoffs

before the Rockies or the

opening of Denver
International Airport.

Last year, however, the

the Seattle Supersonics.

The victory was made
more impressive by the fact

that the Nuggets last year

were the youngest team in

the NBA. Their oldest player,

captain Reggie Williams,

was a veritable old man at

30 years of

FROM THE
CHEAP SEATS

by Blaine Olsen

age. This year

Nuggets man-

agement saw

fit toadd more
experience,
bringing in

shooting
guard Dale

Ellis and forward Cliff

Levingston.

Ellis, one of the league's

greatest pure shooters and a

constant threat from three

point range, will comple-

ment the team's dominant

inside game, while

Levingston adds much
needed playoff experience.

Joining the Nuggets

youth movement this sea-

son will be first round draft

choice Jalen Rose. Rose, a

member of Michigan's Fab

Five, excelled at point guard

in the preseason, while

bidding for a starting role.

The young Nuggets are

on the verge of an exciting

Nuggets not only made the new era. They are no longer

playoffs, they became the misfits or inexperienced

first eighth seeded playoff rookies,

team to defeat a top seed in This year there are

the first round by beating expectations.

by Sara Fry

Race day dawned mostly

sunny and cloudy, perfect fall

weather for a cross country

meet on a mostly flat and hilly

course. Last Saturday morning
the CC cross country teams

were at the Buffalo Chip Golf

Course in Colby, Kansas, the

site of the Colby Community
College Cross Country Invita-

tional.

The ladies ran first, and it

was still cold enough to try

out our latest experiment in

team bonding: olive oil. Never

a team to attract attention,

the lady Tigers were surprised

to find everyone staring at

them as they applied a thin

layer of olive oil to their legs

and forearms. In addition to

that oh-so-pleasant fresh-

from-the-kitchen odor, olive

oil also provides warmth and

insulation.

First for the lady Tigers

was junior Sara "Always early

to the starting line" Fry, who
finished 2nd in 19:09. Junior

Erica "Rat Girl" Sophianik

crossed the line in 1 Ith place,

finishing in a time of 20:20.

Third for CC was sophomore
Krista Fish, who ran a PR of

21:05, finishing I8th.

Freshman Sally "Inbred"

Wurtzler finished 23rd in

2 1 :40. Sophomore Kara "Boo"

Bundycontmuedherconstant

and sporadic improvement,
running a 21:27. Sopho-
moreGwen "I wish I could run

wrapped in an electric blan-

ket" Lankford finished 24th

in 21:57. Sophomore Nanci

"Kangaroo" Eaton ran a 22:05.

She was cheered on by Papa

Eaton, who drove through the

night to see her run.

Sophomore Bridget "Make
sure you know where the fin-

ish line is" Shulte ran a 24: 1 8

.

The lady Tigers finished third

as a team.

The team o' men also

finished third, led by sopho-

more PEV, who finished 4th

in 27:20. The men made a

slightly wrong turn, which
addedabout 20 seconds to their

times. Junior Jack "El Diablo"

Hayes finished 8th in 27:53

and is considering reeval-

uating his race strategy for the

first 1/2 mile.

SophomoreChris"rmnot
wearing girl'sshoes" Durham
finished in 28:33. Freshman

Drodgy "I got carded for buying

a lottery ticket!" Almonte ran

a 29:46. Next came freshman

Josh "I'd rather be sitting in a

40 degree river" Hayes who
finished 32nd with a time of

30:25. Rick "Conversa-
tionalist" Richardson ran his

first collegiate race in 30:38.

Sophomore Ben "Nips"
Markowitz finished in a time

of 31:32.

TheTigers are primed and

ready for the Ft. Hayes in-

vitational, the second of four

big meets. Go Friggen Yar!

Tigers tear up Southern Colorado

CC to host Friends this weekend

by Ian Creager& MattAtencio

After a strenuous Block

Break in Minnesota and a

victory on Monday over

second-ranked Messiah
College, the Colorado College

Men's Soccer team spent

several days resting and

recuperating in anticipation

of their upcoming weekend

matchups.

St. Olaf College was
named after Saint Olaf, who
was a shepherd of reindeer in

the barren tundra of Norway

many years ago. Guided by

the spirit of Saint Olaf, the

Oles came to Colorado to

observe the mountain scenery,

gamble at Cripple Creek, and

prepare to face the twenty-

fifth ranked Colorado College

Tigers.

The Tigers came out early

in the game with two goals;

however, the CC Men's team

also concededtwo undeserved

goals, and entered halftime

deadlocked at 2-2.

Coach Horst Richardson

was once again prepared with

an expertly-worded halftime

oration, entitled "Formula for

Success: Score More Goals

Than the Other Team."
Richardson's speech will also

be given in the Max Kade

theater on Monday, followed

by an informal discussion in

the Bemis Lounge.

The Tigers bounced back

and scored two more goals, to

lead 4-2. With the game
seemingly in hand, the CC
coaching staff made an

unexpected substitution:

Goalie Mark Handy was
replaced by freshman

Matt Atencio »nd Andre Niinley advance the ball past USC dcfcndci

game. Coals by Sergei Pohilko, Nunley, Anon Lujan carried the Tigci

fhtno by Nk Ttrln

in Wednesday's

to a 3-1 victory.

midfielder Justin Spring,

known by his teammates as

"Springsteen" or "The Boss."

Spring, who hadn't played

goalkeeper since recess in

elementary school, was unable

to stop St. Olaf's attacks, and

allowed four goals. The game

ended in a 6-4 defeat for the

Tigers.

The Tigers were faced

with a new challenge, in the

form of Rowan College from

the urban wasteland of New
Jersey. Highlights of the game

included Team Mother/

Videotaper Helen Richardson

being knocked off ofascaffold

where she was filming the

game by one of Jeff Spight's

stray shots. Also notable was

the expulsion of team captain

Jeff "The Italian Goon"
Montera for performing a

figure-four leg lock on an

unlucky Rowan forward.

Even aftersuch an inspired

performance, theTigers came

away with a 2-0 loss.

OnWednesday, theTigers

met USC. The Tigers started

strong, with a Sergei Pokhilko

goal in the first minute.

However, in typicalCC soccer

tradition, the Tigers conceded

a goal and found themselves

in a 1-1 halftime tie.

The Tigers were deter-

mined to come away victor-

ious. After goals by Andre

Nunley and Arron Lujan, the

Tigers emerged witha3-I win,

and are determined to win

their remaining games. After

the game, senior captain and

drama major Arron Lujan,

commented, "Don't stay up

'til three in the morning

reading your Dostoevsky."

Wise words, indeed.

The CC Men's Soccer

team will be hosting Friends

University of Kansas on

Homecoming Saturday, at

3:00 pm.
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Gridders hope to resume their

winning ways for Homecoming
by Thomas Quinlen men. The Dutchmen jumped

out to an early lead, scoring

three times in the opening

quarter. The Tigers never re-

covered.

Central returned the open-

ing kickoff60

yards to the

. . . players are ^'^ ]^ ^l"*^ ' scored on tne

anxious to prove next play,cc

that last week's 'hen drove to

shouidprovltobe performance

It's Homecoming Week
once again and that means foot-

balL This Saturday, at 1 :00, the

Tigers will take to Washburn

Field to battle the

Austin College

Kangaroos.
Austin College is

a perennial NAIA
Division II power

and the game

excitmg.

Last year, the

Tigers traveled to

Sherman, Texas,

and came back

from a halftime _^^_^^_
defecietof21-7to

win 35-28. Austin has an even

stronger team this year and

comes into the contest with a

perfect 5-0 record. The
Kangaroos have played tough

competition thus far this

season and have come out on

top, but the Tigers are preparing

to play their best game of the

year and are prepared to win

the Homecoming contest. The
Kangaroos will surely be

looking to upset CC's Home-
coming plans.The Tigers will

be able to use all the help that

they can get.

Last Saturday, CC suffered

a miserable defeat at the hands

of the Central College Dutch-

was . . . not the

true Tiger

football team.

the Central

30, but

turned the

ball over on

downs. The
Tigers were

forcedtopunt

on their next

possession,

but the punt was blocked for a

touchdown. Central then

scored on an interception, and

led 2 1 -0 at the end of the first

quarter.

Another blocked punt in

the second quarter led to an-

other Dutchman touchdown,

and the Dutchmen led 27-0 at

the half. The lone bright spot

in the half for the Tigers was a

blocked extra point on the

Dutchmen's second quarter

touchdown.

In the second half. Tiger

offense was practically non-

existent, and CC couldn't

move the ball successfully.

The defense allowed only one

Week in Review
Cross Country: Both teams finished third at the Colby

College Invitational last weekend. Sara Fry claimed
second place in the women's 5K competition. Paul Evans
finished fifth overall to lead the men with a time of

27:20.5.

Football: CC dropped to 3-2 for the season after a 40-0 defeat

on the road last Saturday at the hands of nationally

ranked Central College of Iowa.

Women's Soccer The Tigers dropped a 4-2 decision to the

University of Denver on Tuesday. They are now 1-6-3.

Men's Soccer St. Olaf College beat the Tigers in a high
scoring game last Friday by a score of 6-4. Fourth ranked
Rowan College shut out the Tigers, 2-0, on Sunday. CC
beat use by a score of 3-1 on Wednesday.

Volleyball: The Tigers lost to UCCS in four games and fell

to Fort Lewis in three last week.

Week in Preview
Cross Country: The men's and women's teams travel to

Kansas this Saturday for the Fort Hayes Invitational.

Football: Homecoming weekend is here, and the Tigers are
looking to impress when they host Austin College of

Sherman, Texas at 1:00 p.m., Saturday.

Women's Soccer The Tigers entertain the Univ. of New
Mexico at 11 a.m., Saturday. The Univ. of Northern
Colorado will make an appearance at Stewart Field at

noon on Sunday.

Men's Soccer The Tigers welcome the Univ. of Kansas to
Stewart Field at 3 p.m. on Saturday. On Tuesday, Oct. 1 8,
the CC will host Grinnell College at 3:30 p.m.

Volleyball: The CC spikers will celebrate Homecoming by
hosting the 1994 CC Inviutional in Reid Gymansium
this weekend.

touchdown in each quarter,

and they blocked another ex-

tra point, making the final

score 40-0.

Last weekend, several

players were sidelined by

injuries, and a reshuffled

offensive line did not help play

execution. The Tigers are

anxious to prove that last

week's performance was only

a one time let down and not

the true Tiger football team.

CC Rugby celebrates 25th
Does everyone know the real reason why 1969 was

such a cool year to be alive? It had a lot to do with free love

but mostly because that's theyear Rugby cameto Colorado
College. This year at Homecoming, Colorado College will

be the site for the Rugby 25th Anniversary Gala.

Thiseventwillbethe2ndAnnual Rugby Homecoming
Aluinni Game, and for all those who were a part of last

year's beer and blood fest, this year's promises to blow all

previous parties out of the water. There will be beer, food,

RUGBY, singing, and nudity. What more could you ask

for? The One Yard Dash Club will be signing on new
members.

The game will be held at 9:00 a.m. on Washburn Field

on October 15th. So bring your hangover and join us for a

heck of a good time!!

Tigers need a win against UNM
by Steven Lewis

This Saturday the Tigers

take on the University ofNew
Mexico at 11:00 a.m. at

Stewart field. They will com-
plete Homecoming weekend
competition on Sunday when
they play the University of

Northern Colorado at 12:00

p.m.

The Tigers will attempt

to breaka onegame slide when
they take the field this

weekend. According to head

coach Nicole Crepeau, "The
team shouldbe back this week-

end."

Completely unbeknownst

to the student body, the

women's soccer team was the

victim of a cruel plot this past

Tuesday afternoon. Accord-

ing to Crepeau, the team that

took the field against the Uni-

versity of Denver was not her

own Tigers, but was, in fact,

"a group of imposters."

The Tiger team that lost

to the Pioneers by a score of 4-

2 at Stewart Field certainly

did not looklikethesameteam
that had just come off their

most impressive week of the

season. In the previous week,

CC held several Division-I

powerhouses at bay, fighting

for a win, a loss and a tie. The
game against DU, however,

Crepeau termed "an
abberation."

The loss, which was CC's
first to the Pioneers in the his-

tory of their competition, was
not without its share of sus-

pense. Halftime saw the Pio-

neers ahead with a 1-0 lead.

As the second half unfolded,

however, the Tigers immedi-
ately jumped back into the

game with a goal by junior

forward Erin Guinee {assisted

by junior Amy Snyderj.

The Pioneers reclaimed

their lead with two goals,

jumping ahead 3-1, but the

Tigers quickly respondedwith

some spark of their own.
Freshman sweeper Jaime
Haire, who has recently been
sidelined by injury, booted in

a goal to bring CC within one

Mary Kay Mcintzcr, #8, fights for possession of the ball in Tuesday's disheartening

2 loss to the University of Denver Pioneers. Head Coach Nicole Crepeau and the Tigers

c 1-6-3 for the season.

Up Next for the Tigers:

The Tigers, whowere idle last weekend, host the University

of New Mexico at 1 1 a.m. Saturday and the University of

Northern Colorado at noon on Sunday.

Tigers' Fall in Tough Defeat to DU:
The Tigers fell by a score of 4-2 to The University of

Denver Pioneers on Tuesday.

Quoteable:

"That was a group of imposters."

-Head coach Nicole Crepeau on the

CC team that took the fieldagainstDU
on Tuesday.

point of the Pioneers. Unfor-

tunately, anotherDU goal iced

the game for the visitors, who
went on to win 4-2.

The loss seemed to be a

result of theTigers' two major

ailments; the injuries that

have plagued the team and an

inability to play well on both

ends of the field.

Earlier in the week, CC
lost the services of starting

goalie Audrey Maxfield and
midfielder Martina Holan.

Crepeau described the loss of

Maxfield and Holan as "the

last straw."

Moreover, the defense,

which has been the Tigers'

biggest asset thus far this sea-

son, completely let dov/n

against the Pioneers. Junior

midfielder Katie Schenk, had
some words of wisdom, "We

let down defensively, but it's

not only the defense's fault.

All II players should be

playing defense," explained

Shenk.

The Tigers need to com-
bine offensive and defensive

performances in the same
game. According to junior for-

wardAmy Snyder, "We should

be able to get the offense and

defense together this week-

end."

Crepeau was also optimis-

tic about the team's chances

this weekend against New
Mexico and UNC. "I expect

that we'll put it all together

this weekend," Crepeau said.

Co-captain Schenk concurred

with the coach, adding that

the team cannot "dwell on
these kind of games."
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Division I sports survive review
by Joseph Z. Sharman

Monday, October 16th,

President Kathryn Mohrman
released a proposal to the

ColoradoCollegecommun ity

suggesting the retention of

NCAA Division I Men's
Hockey andWomen's Soccer.

To maintain those programs,

Mohrman suggested
increasing, over five years,

generated revenue to

eventually cover 40% of total

Division I costs.

"The bottom line is about

funding," said Mohrman.
Division I sports cost the

College $1,110,594 in the

1993-94 school year, an

amount projected to reach $ 1 .4

million by 1999.

Last school year, revenue

generated through

endowment income,

discretionary gifts, ticket

sales, the Western Collegiate

Hockey Association, the Blue

Line Club and the El Pomar
Foundation Scholarship

Support covered $583,000 or

25% of the total expenditures

on intercollegiate and
intramural programs. That

amount is expected to reach

$775,000 or 30% of the total

athletic budget this year.

Mohrman's proposal

suggests, through corporate

support and advertising,

licensing and retailing of

athletic novelties,

substantially increased ticket

sales and greater contributions

through the Annual Giving

Campaign, to increase that

percentage to 40%
($1,230,0001 by the 1998-99

school year. This is a "do-able

goal" according to Athletic

Director Max Taylor.

"The key to the success is

the construction of a modern

ice arena in the city with at

least 6000 seats," noted

Taylor. Ticket sales will carry

the largest burden of that 40%
with a projected annual

$408,000 by the 1996-97

school year. As a result, the

College is "asking a few
selected alumni and friends to

donate to the [Colorado
Springs World] Arena project

in recognition of its

importance to the College,"

according to Mohrman's
proposal.

Corporate support and

advertising— increased
through larger campaigns and

general appeals—should
generate $65,000 by the 1998-

99 school year. Currently, CC
does not license any novelty

items (baseball hats, t-shirts,

etc.) sold in area business.

Through licensing the College

hopes to generate $38,000 by

the 1998-99 year.

Finally, the College is

appealing todonors to increase

please see Sports on page 4

Matliiu Hall, newly renovated as of tliis snmmer, saffered severe water danusc

unluotvn nnmbei of vandals destroyed exit signs before UIgeting their efforts on the e

fire alaiiiL The thiid floor was flooded with apptoaimately an inch of water, soalting it

basement, ruining paint and peisonal items on the way down. For more iptotmation, *

Robert Pizzi dies from car crash
ProfessorBob Pizzi passed

away Monday, October 17th

as a result of massive head

injuries sustained in an

automobile accident near

Amarillo, Texas on October

4th. Memorial services will

be held Monday, October 24th

at 2:00 PM in Shove Chapel.

Pizzi was a member of the

Colorado College Economics

and Business Department

since the 1990-9 1 school year.

He was promoted to the rank

of full professor in March of

this year.

Cards and letters may be

sent to Professor Pizzi's

mother and sister, Mrs.

Frances Pizzi and Angela

Martini at 2350 Park Avenue,

Long Beach, CA 908 1 5. Pizzi's

brother, Raymond Pizzi, may

be reached at 4060 Dividend

Drive, Washington, PA 15301.

A Robert E. Pizzi Mem-
orial Scholarship Fund has

been established.

A memorial to Professor

Pizzi appears on page 9.

PiofessOT Robert Piizi died IVIonday, Oaober 17th from massive head ininries

snsuined in an antomobilc accident Octobet 4th neat Amarillo, Teias.

AmeriKa
sponsored by the Drama/Dance Department

runs

Friday, October 21st

Saturday, October 22nd &
Sunday, October 23rd

at 8:00 PM in Armstrong Room 32
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Substance abuse stats shock
by Megan McKee

The Colorado College

Core Drug and Alcohol Sur-

vey was administered to 492

students last spring. Twenty

CC professors administered

the surveys to their classes,

and random students walking

into Woraer Center filled

lieve the average student on

campus uses alcohol once a

week or more often.

Seventy-one percent of

students used marijuana in the

past year, seven times the na-

tional average. Fifty-four per-

cent had used it in the past

thirty days. Twenty-one per-

cent used itthreetimesa week

out the survey with the -pj^g SUrVCV foUnd
promise of a free drmk. /

Thirty percem of the §9% of CC StudciltS
studentswho filled out the , , ,

i i r i

survey werefirstyearstu- had drUJlk alCOhol
dents, 30% sophomores

and40% were others. 98%
were in the 'typical' col-

lege age range of eighteen

within 30 days of

the survey and 71%
;:rcrr:fem^i:i"d had used marijuana
73% uved on campus, in the past year,

Regardingalcoholuse, ^
'

r— r

89% of students had con- 54% Of thOSC WitMn Alcohol Policy wiU appear

sumed it in the thirty days , or* -^
in next year's Pa £fi//nder.

preceding the survey, tlie paSt o(J QayS. Student groups are

concerned that only 50% of

students think that there is an

effort by the college to curb

the problem of substance

abuse. "We as a college are

committed to do something

about this problem. Ifwe don't

set up international programs

and services then we are ig-

noring the problem."— In response to the high

percentages of substance

abuse by students, the

Drug and Alcohol Task

Force has been created.

Representatives from the

student body, faculty, and

the administration have

overhauled the campus
alcohol policy, defining

more specifically the lim-

its of where and how
much students can drink

on campus. The improved

Eighty-six percent of un-

derage students "indicated al-

cohol use at least once in the

previous thirty days." Sixty-

five percent of students had

five or more drinks at one sit-

tingin the previous two weeks,

three times the national aver-

age. That average is deter-

mined by a group of 59,539

foutr-year college students sur-

veyedbetween 1989aridI991.

Thirty-five percent of on-

campus residents had "driven

a car while under the influ-

ence during the past year"

while 52% of students who
lived off-campus had. Ninety-

four percent of students be-

or more, also seven times the

national average.

The problems that arise

from drugand alcohol use vary

from trouble with authori-

ties—including police and

residence hall administra-

tors—to performing poorly on

tests and important projects.

Six percent of students sur-

veyed reported having taken

advantage of another person

sexually while 16% of stu-

dents report having been taken

advantage of.

Colorado College Sub-

stance Abuse Education Co-

ordinator, Susan Marine, is

— also tackling the problem

of excessive substance abuse.

"Alternatives" and the

S.A.P,H.E. House have begun

to provide students with more

social opportunities that don't

include drugs and alcohol.

Groups such as "Alterna-

tives" also plan on raising al-

cohol awareness both on cam-

pus and in the community of

Colorado Springs through

community outreach. If those

surveyed are an accurate rep-

resentational group ofCC stu-

dents, it can be assumed the

majority of students on cam-
pus consume alcohol and are

or have been marijuana users.

Sports continaed from page i

their general gifts so more
funds may be diverted from

athletics to academics.

Considcrmg Division I

sports exist in large measure

to improve community
relations, Mohrman says,

"We want to try and do this

largely on community
support." If that support docs

not materialize, Mohrman
adds the CoUegc should re-

evaluate the Division !

program.

Mohrman's proposal "has

grown out of the long h istory

of discussion and debate"

surrounding D I sports,

according to Taylor.

Underlying the discussion is

the ultimate purpose of the

CC athletic program.

According to the

Colorado College Athletics

Handbook, "the College
stnvestoembracethegencral

philosophy statement
adopted by NCAA Division

HI programs." That statement

places emphasis on
participantsand the "internal

constituency" of the College

rather than spectators and

entertainment.

It is unusual Division 1

sports would be present at a

Divisionin school,a situation

Mohrman said would "no
way" east were the program

starting "from scratch." In

keeping the D I program,

Mohrman admitted she
proposes "a compromise
position,"

Opponents of Division I

sports at the fust open forum

discussion held yesterday

suggested those programs
promote commercialization,
double admission standards

and genera! corruption of the

athletic scene.

While not nccc3s<ari]y a

D I opponent. Professor John

Simons noted, "When
external forces have power
over our programs—financial

power... it could be very

dangerous for us,"

Mohrman said, "There is

no question that hockey
players.. .are looked at

specially" by the Admission

Office. Taylor added,

-however, theOfficc"docsnot

admit any student who does

not have a great chance for

academic successat Colorado

CoUcgc,"

Professor Bill Hochman
observed, "The national

athletic scene has become
corrupted," a situation he
notes IS "very bad for

institutions." Hochman,
remembering his words of

warning in the past were
Ignored, suggested his caution

now would most likely serve

"to absolutely no avail."

Mohrman's proposal,

Hochman believes, will

solidify D 1 hockey "for

generations to come," an

irreversible mistake as the

College bows to commer-
cialization.

Mohrman stated she
would "kill a program in the

middle of the year if...we

discover we are in a serious

compromise of our mtegrity"

such as former hockey coach
Beutow's NCAA violations.

f DIALogue1994 f

t 1 8th ANNUAL PHONATHON for THE COLORADO COLLEGE ANNUAL t
GIVING

Callers Needed November 6, 7, 9 & 10
Sign up NowT

Prizes for groups of 10 or more

I
PRIZES INCLUDE...

^ baked goods
if $50 gift certificate for dinner

IJosh & John's gift certificaes

tf postage stamps

^ ski lessons

^ TIGER memorabilia

f $100 cash from Development office

Free food and a long distance phone call for every volunteerl

^
^
^

^
•r

^
^

•Sf
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Diversity or division, ethnicity in America
by Bonnie Algera

"He is an American, who,

leaving behind him all his

ancient prejudices and man-

ners, receives new ones from

the new mode of life he has

embraced, the new govern-

ment he has embraced, and

the new rank he holds." This

is what the American dream

was meant to be, and what

many desire it to be.

Many in this country are

tiring of the shackles that po-

litical correctness places

around us and wonder why we
can't just allget along. As Erick

Scheminske pondered in the

October 7 "Thoughtsfrom the

Sky Chair," "Why don't we
just drop these divisive quali-

fiers and form one big happy

culture without conflict?"The

politically correct taxonomy

of people, while promoting

respect of different types of

cultures, does seem to drive

wedges between these cul-

tures. So it appears the solu-

tion to this problem would be

to rid the language of such

classifiers as African-Ameri-

can, Asian-American, and so

Staff Commentaiy

between

The attempt this country made to t h e

Americanize its people brought about

a backlash of cultural pride.

on, in order to create one cul-

ture that is uniquely Ameri-

can.

This is what the Ameri-

can dream of the melting pot

was based upon, the Ameri-

canization of different people

and cultures into one society

that is American and nothing

else.
How-
ever, as

Emily
Ey raud
pointed
out in her

letter to

the ed-

itor on ^^^—^^^^—
October
14, "we are not 'one bighappy

culture.' America is a society

with many diverse personaU-

ties, traditions, and yes, cul-

tures." So the melting pot has

never succeeded in fully

Americanizing its people. The
early immigrants to this coun-

try, the original members of

the melting pot, were forced

to sacrifice their cultural iden-

tities in order to live in

America, yet never became

fully "American." The at-

tempt that this country made
to Americanize its people

brought about a retaliation, a

backlash of cultural pride.

This same backlash of

pride can be seen today, mani-

fested in the language of po-

litical correctness, brought

about by the same problems

human being, an American,

nothing moreand nothing less.

However, in becoming a mere

American, a person loses a

cultural background which

makes up his personality, and

he becomes another number
in the lot.

So it becomes apparent

that the

differences

that the early immigrants to

this country faced. In exchange

for the freedom from political

correctness that a unique

American culture can offer,

each person within that cul-

ture must sacrifice his own
cultural roots.

If the goal of America to-

day is to create a oneness of its

citizens, then its citizens must

assume that everyone is the

same. They must look around

and accept everyone else as a

people of

this
country
are vital

pieces in

^^^—^—'^'—^ maintaimngthe
healthy verve that these dif-

ferences bring. Then what of

the wedge that these differ-

ences are driving between cul-

tures? Is it better to retain

cultural identity and pride, yet

to have a nation of people with

no cohesive structure or soci-

ety, or to lose the cultural roots

which make up our personali-

ties and become a nation of

bland Americans in order to

get along?

The most apparent simple

solution to this problem is to

give respect. Differences de-

mand respect. Of course this

is not to say that as soon as

everyone respects everyone

else, all will be rosy. There is

still the problem of language.

As Scheminske pointed out,

distinctions often "thwart

advances in human equality."

However, there is not a way to

identify with cultural roots

without these distinctions,

and as a result cultural iden-

tity is lost.

So it seems that the na-

tion is caught in a vicious

circle. In order for the people

of the nation to get along and

to consider each other equal,

the language of distinction

must be lost. But these dis-

tinctions are vital in keeping

ourselves from becoming one

giant mass of dull human be-

ings.

Again, part of the answer

is respect. When we can learn

to respect cultural differences,

distinction will no longer im-

pede the progress of equality.

When that happens, we will

have one happy nation which

thrives upon its differences.

OrwelPsl994- censorship on November ballot

On November 8, 1994,

Colorado voters will see the

following question concerning

Amendment 16 on the ballot:

SHALL THERE BE AN
AMENDMENTTOTHE COLO-
RADOCONSTITUTION STAT-
ING THAT THE STATE AND
ANY CITY, TOWN, CITY AND
COUNTY, OR COUNTY MAY
CONTROL THE PROMOTION
OF OBSCENITY TO THE FULL
EXTENT PERMITTED BY THE
FIRST AMENDMENT TO THE
UNITED STATES CONSTITU-
TION, AND THEREBY PRE-

VENTING THE COLORADO
COURTS FROM INTERPRET-
ING THE RIGHT OF FREE EX-

PRESSION MORE BROADLY
THAN UNDER THE FIRST
AMENDMENT TO THE
UNITED STATES CONSTITU-
TION IN THE AREA OF OB-

SCENITY.

Although there is no

specific mention of it in the

wording of the amendment,

make no mistake. Amend-

ment 1 6 is in fact all about one

issue: censorship- who has a

right to do it and what they

have a right to do it to.

In order to understand the

purpose of this initiative, one

must first fully understand

what exactly is being said. In

essence, if passed, Amend-

ment 16 would give each of

the municipalities and coun-

ties in Colorado (330 total) the

right to censor obscenity as

they see fit under edict of the

Constitution of the United

States of America rather than

that of the Colorado Consti-

tution.

This immediately begs

two questions. First, how is

obscenity defined by the two

constitutions in question, and

second, how does the censor-

ship of obscenity differ under

the two constitutions.

In Miller vs. California,

the U.S. Supreme Court de-

fined obscenity as those ex-

pressions which appeal to

purient interest, are patently

offensive, and lack serious lit-

erary, artistic, political or sci-

entific value. The Colorado

Supreme Court has defined

obscenity as those expressions

which appeal to a purient in-

terest, are patently offensive,

and lack serious literary, ar-

tistic, political or scientific

value. As is obvious, there is

no difference in the two defi-

nitions.

Both the Colorado and

U.S. Constitutions protect free

speech. Obscenity has always

been outside the range of pro-

tected speech. The difference

in how obscenity is censored

under each of the two consti-

tutions lies in the definition

of "patently offensive." The
U.S. Supreme Court has de-

fined "patently offensive" to

be those expressions which

thecommunity cannot accept

or tolerate. The Colorado Su-

preme Court has ruled that

the "tolerance standard" pro-

vides greater protectionfor free

speech than does the "accep-

tance standard." There are

many things that a commu-
nity may not be willing to

accept but that can still be

tolerated. The Colorado Su-

preme Court has ruled that

the Colorado Constitution

requires a statewide standard

of tolerance so that all Colo-

radans may enjoy equal free-

dom of expression through-

out the state.

What all of this technical

lingo boils down to is simple.

Colorado has declared a state-

wide standard of tolerance to

prevent each of the 330 differ-

ent counties and municipali-

ties from setting their own. If

each were to define their own
standards of obscenity, all

mass distributors of books,

videos and magazines would

have to ensure that their prod-

ucts fell within the strictest

guidelines. In essence, a state-

wide tolerance standard would

still be set, only it would be

bound by the most restrictive

definition o( obscenity.

please see Censorship on page 7

Guest Commentary

Academic freedom finds niche within liberal

arts environment at The Colorado College

i0

By Kathryn Mohrman

One of the fundamental

values of higher education is

academic freedom, which The

American Association of Uni-

versity Professors defines as:

Freedom of thought and

expression is essential to any

institution of higher learning.

Universities and colleges ex-

ist not only to transmit exist-

ing knowledge. Equally, they

interpret, explore, andexpand

that knowledge by testing the

old and proposing the new.

This mission guides learn -

ing outside the classroom

quite as much as in class, and

often inspires vigorous debate

on thosesocial, economic, and

political issues that arouse the

strongest passions. Inthepro-

cess. views will be expressed

that may seem to many
wrong, distasteful or offen-

sive. Such IS the nature of

freedom to sift ... ideas.

The most notorious vio-

lations of academic freedom

in recent times occurred dur-

ing the 1950's, when Senator

Joseph McCarthy of Wiscon-

sin accused hundreds of pro-

fessors, government officials,

and private citizens of being

Communists. Many individu-

als lost their jobs because of

such accusations, despite the

fact that Senator McCarthy

never produced any evidence

to back up his claims. AtCC,

President William H. Gill re-

sponded to a request from the

House Un-American Activi-

ties Committee with a clear

statement of support for the

principleofacademic freedom:

Colorado College is a pri-

vate, independent college. We
are not about to send you or

any other agency of the gov-

ernment the information that

you requested concerningtext-

please see freedom oa page 7
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C-Store costs counter consumer convenience
by Andy Davenport & Tim Hare

Do you remember the $1

1

million spent on renovations

forMathtas over the summer?
Well among the many new
and brilliant additions, such

as the leaky roofand non-func-

tionalhandicapped doors, they

added the sparkling new "C-

Store". Since they don't want

to give away that trip for two

to Denver and rename the

store, it remains the "C" (for

"convenience"} Store. Well,

isn't that special... maybe, but

it is far from convenient.

Now don't get us wrong,

it is nice to have a store near

by- Yeah, near by if you live

on Weber. But what about

those of us who live in the

cushy confines of Montgom-
ery or Ticknor? Or how about

the poor souls trapped in the

ghettos of McGregor? All of a

sudden one needs to make a

pilgrimage to get a candy bar.

Kelly, why is our convenience

store tucked away in the

northeast corner of campus?
Of course you might be

entertaining the thought that

things can't be worse than

when we only had Benji's; af-

ter all, two is better than one.

But this isn't Mitosis! This is

no even division- Benji's has

been sucked dry. Here, have

any of you heard this before?

Poor thirsty Student:
"Pardon me Ma'am, might you

happen tohavea pint of 100%
pure Florida Orange juice?"

Helpless Benji's Worker:

"Why no, we've moved that

over to the C-Store. However
we do have 'Citrus Sunshine

Creamy Orange Cocktail'

which has 25% orange juice

and 'may contain coconut,

cottonseed, palm,palm kernal,

saiflower, or soybean oil' and

only costs 11% more."

Poor thirsty Student
Thinks 'Oooh, palm kernal!

That sounds yummy. I won-
der if I would have the good
fortune of getting one with

palm kernal!'

Poor thirsty Student:
"Well no, that's OK. Since the

Convenience store is so handy,

I'll just drive across campus."

Unfortunately, this

conversation isn't limited only

to 'real' orange juice. The same
goes for bulk candy, chocolate

bars, and ice cream. They have
all been shanghaied from
Benji's and excreted into that

toilet of a convenience store.

If you don't want to end

up another uncaught perpe-

trator in the Security Beat sec-

tion, you might as well skip

the drive across campus, turn

down Tejon and head for Josh

and John's where you can get

some ofthis month's ice cream
and still save a quarter over C-
Store's price. Speaking of el-

evated prices, a box of LIFE

cereal costs justashort-n-curly

below six bucks-Oooh Nasty!

It's cheaper in Vail.

Some wise sage once
noted, "For every action there

is an equal and opposite reac-

tion."

This man was talking

about the C-Store's cannibal-

istic devouring of Benji's. As
prices sky-rocket in the C-

Store, quality plummets toan
unpalatable low at Benji's.

Have you had a Demi Loaf

lately? You really should try

one; they're great- for soaking

up spilled beer. Talk about

dry, I'd just as soon eat Sand
Dunes National Monument.

And remember those
sumptuous, moist, almost or-

gasmic muffins filled with
plump, juicy blueberries? Well
forget them; they are gone for-

ever, only to be replaced by a

smaller, more expensive
wanna-be that tastes like

caipet.These are indeed sad

times (especially for senior

men|. What with winter ap-

proaching, temperatures drop-

ping, lack of edibles in Benji's,

and grossly over-priced goods

in the C-store, we are almost

fortunate to have Rastall. Se-

niors, consider yourselves
lucky. You must endure this

pain for just six more blocks.

The rest of you, hold tight! As
long as we voice our opinions

there is always hope.

Pl-esiAorvV f^(>Wm<>.r\
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Connecting Colorado College and South Central
I recently took a Utile stroll through an inner-

city neighborhood in Denver-ashockingreminder
of how fortunate I am, how fortunate we all are, to

live as we do right now. But while this walk
afforded me the opportunity to revel in my state of

being, italsoshedadistressinglight on the massive
numbers of students at CC who work constantly
to throw away their fortune. Students on this

campus are self-destructing in much thesame way
inner-cities have.

I walked through a block without one living

blade of grass, where maintenance was a language
as foreign as Latin. Paint peeled off every house in

sight, and once-red bricksgleamed with the warmth
of Packard Hall's basement. BEWARE OF DOG
signs protected most every residence, but I heard
no barks as I walked by. Vandalism and spray
paint, sheer ugliness went unchecked. The people
living there were running scared, unable and un-
willing to find pride in their neighborhood in fear

of having it destroyed by others around them. A
pervading sense of gloom filled the atmosphere.

Take a walk through Slocum sometime, and
draw parallels... Just too many to detail here.

But it goes beyond a living environment. The
people there lived the same gloominess they were
surrounded by. I talked to a wonderful man as I

passed through. I could tell at one point in the past
he hadafantastic smile and a glimmer of life in his
eye. The disintegration of his society, though,
buried both long ago. The senselessness of his
surroundings, the destruction, the shootings, the
beatings, the hate, controlled his life. He could feel
nothing but bitterness.

And here we live at CC, in fear of the same
terrible things. We carry whistles around, just
waiting to be jumped. We worry about rape in the
dorms, about beatings behind closed doors. We're
surrounded by people who take no pride in who
they are, how they look, where they come from.

and where they live now. We have organizations
whose sole purposes are to defend members against
attacks on their lifestyles and cultures from
unaccepting peers.

The problems reach farther than dialogue in

newspapers, than heated debate of issues. True
hatred thrives on this campus- personal, racial,

political, sexual. It's the same hatred and lack of

respect that have turned America's inner-cities into
dreary warzones. There comes a time when we need
to take a step back and re-evaluate our lives, and
ensure we're not throwing away the gifts we have.

THOUGHTS FROM
THE SKY CHAIR
by Erick R. Scheminske

Friday's midday musings...

• The Denver Teacher's strike is over, and now the
reconciliation begins. Child psychologists are
offering suggestions on how to help children cope
with seeing their teachers walk out. Most of the
advice centers on convincing kids that teachers
are still good role models. Maybe it's just me, but
role model isn't exactly the phrase I would choose.

• Not only do the strikers owe the children an
apology, they owe the entire city of Denver,
particularly parents, an apology for causing pos-
sible catastrophic problems in the students they
abandoned.

• Amazinghow great a job we've done in Haiti. Jean-
Bertrand Aristide cannot even leave his residence
for security reasons. The murder and atrocity has
shifted from mihtary actions to the actions of
commoners. Fire, looting and bloodshed are still

widespread. Bill, my friend, clues are on sale
CHEAP all over the country. Go buy a few

thousand.

• In the true spirit of CC Intramural sports, I'm
looking for any former men's high school bas-

ketball stars who've decided not to compete at

a varsity level this year to play some IM ball.

• Happenings: Saddam Hussein aggressively moves
troopscloser to the Kuwaiti border. Bill Clinton
makes a strong military move, and his approval
rating rises. Saddam withdraws, then opens up
a missile site to the media to prove his compli-
ance with UN orders. Meanwhile, Russia starts

making grumblings about lifting sanctions
against Iraq. Prediction: Bill Clinton soon agrees

that Saddam has been good, and sanctionsshould
be lifted.

• A very odd coincidence that both Iraq and Bill

might help each other out here...

• If Joe Montana breaks my heart ever again, I

might have to go break something.
• John Elway, I weep for thee.

• Looking for a couple of token women to stand on
a basketball court duringIM games. No athletic

ability necessary,

• I understand that most people in Colorado take
great pleasure in sliding uncontrollably down
the sides of mountains, but can anybody ex-

plain to me why the Keystone ski resort made
such a huge deal about opening two hours
earlier than Loveland!

• Worthless big-business ego that continually
drives lift prices up? Nah.

• From the What's This World Coming To!
Department: Two boys, ages 10 and 1 1, pushed
a 5 year old boy out a 14 story window in

Chicago because he wouldn't steal candy for

them.

• And we laugh at Dan Quayle for preaching the
importance of family values?

• The juvenile court has ordered psychological

please see Sky Chair on page 7
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Students must remember importance
of free-thinking college environment
Freeedom from page S

books and collateral readings.

What does academic free-

dom mean forstudents today?

Fundamentally it suggests that

you will experience a liberal

education in all its richness-

and uncertainty- at Colorado

College. You will hear many
sides of an argument, you will

read authors with ideas you

had never imagined possible,

you will experience artistic

works that may shock you,

you will have classmates and

teachers who think about and

express ideas very differently

from the way you do.

Most importantly, you

will be challenged in your

thinking and your values as

you may never have been chal-

lenged before. Many years ago,

a dean at Harvard was famous

for telling new students that

the purpose of the university

was to make them question

everything they encountered

for the rest of their lives. We
don't want you to suffer eter-

nal convulsions of self doubt,

butwedoexpectyou to exam-

ine who you are and what you

believe in deep ways.

What are your rights and

responsibilities in a commu-

nity committed to academic

freedom? First, you have a

right to express your opinion

in a thoughtful and respectful

way, even if it is unpopular

with others. But you can't just

shoot off your mouth- this is

not an environment of intel-

lectual relativism in which

every opinion is equally valid.

Not all ideas are equali

some are more logical, some

have been shown to work bet-

ter, some are more aestheti-

cally appealing. You need to

have well reasoned arguments

to support your position. And
youhavearighttoexpectyour

classmates and professors to

have good reasons for their

opinions as well.

You also have a responsi-

bility to listen to others, even

if their opinions are antitheti-

cal to yours. You don't have

to agree, but it is important to

try to understand their argu-

ments, if only to be able to

refute them more effectively.

What might you expect in

a classroom at a college com-

mitted to academic freedom?

You are an environmental ac-

tivist but your professor ar-

gues that economic growth

takes precedence over envi-

ronmental protection. You
are a devout Christian but a

classmate does not believe in

the existence of God. You are

a feminist but youare assigned

to read an article by an author

who believes that male domi-

nance in American society was

justified historically. You get

alowgradeonapaperbecause

you did not bolster your opin-

ion with sufficient proof. Your

professor uses an aggressive

style in class discussion which

challenges your thinking and

your personal values.

Any of these situations

might make you uncomfort-

able. But all of them are abso-

lutely justified under the ru-

bric of academic freedom. All

of them are part of the process

of liberal education in which

many ideas are welcomed.

When you came to Colo-

rado College, you signed a

pledge to uphold the Honor

Code. We didn't ask you to

sign a piece of paper about

academic freedom, but by

choosing to become a mem-
ber of theCC community you

agreed to be part of an institu-

tion committed to the open

and responsible expression of

opinion. Think about it.

Censorship from page 5

We are not clear whether

the authors ofAmendment 16

( a group known as the CoaU-

tion Helping to Insure Laws

for Dignity, or CHILDI are

worried about local obscenity

standards or whether this

amendment is in fact a subtle

ploy to further restrict freedom

of speech throughout the state

of Colorado. What we are clear

on is that it Amendment 16

passes, El Paso County and

the City of Colorado Springs

would have the legal power to

censor this newspaper, all

otherpublicationson campus,

the content of Tutt Library

and the material utilized by

Colorado College professors.

Without singling out spe-

cific groups, we all know
pretty much what would be

considered obscene by the

ColoradoSprings community.

It isn't a pretty picture. People

keep saying that CC students

are apathetic. This is the

chance to prove them wrong,

to take a stand on an issue that

could very much affect how
each of us leads our lives. On
November 8, 1994, let people

know that the close-minded

fear that brought people like

loseph McCarthy to power is

a thing of the past, vote NO on

Amendment 16.

Piofessor Bob Pizzi - for allowing your time and heait to make

CC a better place, Thank You. Your smile will be with us always

sky Chair from page 6

testing on the two murder-

ers. Hmmm, what conclu-

sions could they possibly

reach?

• A point of clarification. For

all of you who are offended

by my column, I truly be-

lieve every word I write.

For all of you who agree

wholeheartedly with what

I say, my only purpose is to

create controversy and spur

reaction on campus. The

bottom line is that if you're

moved either way by what

you read, you should react,

and not consider what my
motivations are. I'll get

printed either way.

• And please, understand that

my job is just to comment
on what I see. Regardless of

how critical I may be, noth-

ing I say should be taken at

more than face value. I don't

have personal vendettas to

carry out against anybody.

In the immortal words of

somebody famous, "I just

call 'em as I see 'em."

Co-Ed basketball league,

watch out!

My heart goes out to the

friends and family of Bob

Pizzi. We've lost a truly re-

markable man who brought

somethingbeautifulintoall

the lives he touched. He'll

be sorely missed.

A former Hinsdale County,

CO, sheriff has been con-

victed of conspiracy to

eavesdrop, and is going to

jail.

• Anybody else a bit nervous

here? Mom, send bail

money. Soon.

Letters to the Editor

BGALA challenges 'Sky Chair'

stance on sexual issues

Dear Editor,

First, I would like to

thank everyone who partici-

pated in and supported

BGALA'sQueer PrideWeek.

I would especially like to

thank everyone who went to

our Thursday at Eleven pro-

gram,- the support we felt

that morning was great.

Secondly, I would like

to respond to some remarks

made by Erick R.

Scheminske in his recent

"Thoughts from the Sky

Chair" columns. BGALA
apologizes for the "slow

straight people" remark on

the all-campus flier we dis-

tributed earlier this year.

However, yourremarkabout

"a group of people who are

defensive about a cause as

BGALA is" was very offen-

sive. We are not a "cause."

For members of BGALA,
beinggay, lesbian or bisexual

is an integral part of our be-

ings. We are fighting for our

right to simply exist in the

same world as heterosexu-

als. As for your criticism of

our Choices 101 skit, we
present that situation be-

cause we put up with com-

ments like that every day.

This campus is not entirely

gay-friendly: Posters for our

meetings and events repeat-

edly disappear.

The last installment (Oct.

14, 19941 of your column was

equally offensive. I read the

Time magazine sex survey to

whichyou referred. Only 3,500

people were surveyed- that is

hardly a representative cross-

section of the U.S. population.

Kinsey surveyed 1 1,000 people

for his 1948 report. According

to the Time article, one of the

scientists said that there are

certain topics some people do

not wish to discuss, the big-

gest of these being homosexu-

ality. According to this scien-

tist, "This is a stigmatized

group. There is probably a lot

more homosexual activity

going on than we could get

people to talk about."

Erick, I do not know why

you choose to single out

BGALA. We are a social and

support group for bisexuals,

gays, and lesbians as well as

for people who are question-

ing their sexuality. We meet

the first three Thursdays of

each block at 6:00 pm in

Armstrong IB. If people have

questions, they can contact

me. We would much rather

people ask us questions than

lash out at us through the

Catalyst Thank you,

Jesaka Long

BGALA Co-Chair

SHOOT BACK.
Send

letters to:

The Catalyst

Letters to the Editor

902 N. Cascade Ave.

Colorado Springs, CO 80945

Letters to the editor are welcomed and must be submitted

to the Catalyst by Tuesday, 10:00pm lor publication in the

subsequent Friday issue each week. All letters must be signed.

Anonymity is rarely granted. Please restrict letters to 400 words

or less. Those under 100 words will be considered first. The

Catalyst reserves the right to edit letters for purposes of publi-

cation. All letters will be screened for factual accuracy -libelous

letters will not be accepted. The Letters to the Editor section of

the Catalyst is meant to give any and all students, faculty, and

staff a forum in which to express issue-oriented opinions^ letters

will be published on this basis. No poetry, please. All letters

become the property of the Catalyst and are not returned.

Columnist misses boat on contemporary

educational difficulties in public schools

Dear Commentary Edi-

tor Erick Scheminske,

Iwas raisedby two teach-

ers, so my view may be one

sided- but I believe yours is

too. I would like to respond

to a number of issues you

raised about teachers.

I know how much teach-

ers agonize over the new

trends in education. Teach-

ers and administrators are

involved in a struggle to

improve the education in

this country. There are many

teachers who are wilUng to

change their traditional les-

son plans, lecture styles,

tests... putting in more ef-

fort to better the education

of their students.

If you spent a day in a

classroom in one of the less

financially privileged

schools, you might see how
much teachers have to deal

with. They must discipline

students who do not want to

hfi there, let alone learn. They

must deal with the parents of

these students, who believe

that their childrens' education

(mainly their grades) are the

responsibility of the teacher,

and give no respect to the

teachers. Teachers spend time

at school and home talking

with parents who often don't

care.

What do you think a plan-

ning period is for? I guarantee

you it isn't a coffee break.

There is a lot of work involved

in teaching a class. I watch my
parents do every problem in

the books they use, grade as-

signments and write new tests

for hours every night.

I am not sure where you

got your numbers and calcu-

lations, but I ask you why

shouldn't teachers be among

the highest paid profession-

als? What job could be more

important? If the salaries

were higher, comparable to

the professions that draw the

brightest, maybe our educa-

tion system would be better.

In conclusion though, I

admire you greatly for offer-

ing your views up to the ex-

amination of this campus. I

believe that this is the pur-

pose of this publication. The

name says it all. I know the

writers of this paper are not

trying to impose their views

on anyone. In fact, the views

expressed in the commen-

taries are purposefully con-

troversial. But without the

involvement of the campus,

it is a one sided argument,

stirring up anger but no de-

bate. Without people writ-

ing back, the paper cannot

truly be a Catalyst.

Kara Bundy
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S.H.A.R.E. provides education, hope and healing

by David Coffey & Michele Brown

StudentsHelpingActivate

Rape Education, S.H.A.R.E.,

is a student group whose pur-

pose is to promote dialogue on

campus between men and

women about rape, especially

date and acquaintance rape.

Acquaintance rape is not a

black and white issue. The
definition of consent has nu-

merous interpretations. Many
students have developed their

own notions about rape be-

fore they come to college. In

many cases, however, their

definitions do not adequately

identify rape. Most people

would easily recognize a case

in which a woman is being

raped by a stranger in a dark

alley. But what about rape that

occurs between two acquain-

tances! What if alcohol is

involved? The definition of

rape becomes blurred. In 1985,

a clinical psychologist, Dr.

Mary Koss completed a three

year survey which included

these significant results:

- I in 6 women were vic-

tims of rape or attempted rape

while enrolled in college.

- Almost 85% of the vic-

tims were acquainted with

their assailant.

- Almost 60% of the rapes

werecommittedon first dates,

by casual as well as romantic

acquaintances.

Studies have also indi-

cated that alcohol is involved

in as many as 90% of the inci-

dences of acquaintance rape

on campus.

S.H.A.R.E. does not have

all the answers. In order to get

students to think and talk

about rape, S.H.A.R.E. facili-

tates dialogue between the

genders on their different per-

spectives about date and ac-

quaintance rape, to educate

students on this issue, and to

open lines of communication

among people. Some people

may think that this is not an

You walk back into the

crowd.

You stop and talk as his

friend approaches you.

You question his motives

as his friend tells you that his

room is unlocked.

You want to leave, but

there is nowhere to go.

Where is your boyfriend?

as you say no.

He pulls down your un-

derwear as you tell him you

are scared.

Why doesn't he hear you?

He grabs your hand as you

tense up.

He shoves it down his

pants as you try to pull away.

SJlj^ItE. cnconiages

issue at CC.
This poem was sent tome

anonymously at the end of

last year:

You smile because some-

one smiles at you.

You laugh as he tells you a

joke.

You leanyour headagainst

his shoulder as the worldfades

into a warm haze.

You tell him you already

have a boyfriend as he kisses

you.

You walk outside.

It is very dark and cold.

No one is around.

They are all inside where

the music is loud.

But there he is.

He sees you and starts to

kiss you.

He pushes upyour shirt as

you stand in amazement.

He pushes up your bra.

He pulls down your pants

He keeps kissing you as

you turn your head away.

He penetrates you as you

say no.

He pushes you closer to

the house as you try to get

away.

Will he ever stop?

He is gone now.

You hook up your bra and

pull up your pants and start to

walk inside.

Someone in coming to-

ward you.

Who is this guy?

You've never met him.

He runs to you.

You are up against the

house again.

He is kissing you hard.

You freeze.

He shoves up your shirt

and bra all in one movement.
He rips down your pants

and underwear.

He penetrates you.

You cry out in pain.

He is laughing and shoves

harder and faster.

He runs away.

You slide down the house

and hit the ground.

You put your clothes back

on.

It is so cold.

The note attached to the

poem stated that this hap-

pened at a CC party. The vic-

tim wrote that I could use this

poem if it would be helpful. If

you are that person, thank you

for sharing this and I hope this

is an acceptable use of your

tragic experience.

Most rape cases are not as

clear cut as the one depicted

in this poem. However, it

illustrates that this is an issue

about which we should all be

concerned. If you are inter-

ested in joining S.H.A.R.E. or

in attending or sponsoring a

S.H.A.R.E. workshop please

contact Michele Brown at ext.

7017 or come to the next

S.H.A.R.E. meeting. We meet

the first three Wednesdays of

the block at 5:30 upstairs in

Womer, room 212.

CC mourns loss of professor, Pizzi not to be forgotten

by Amber Anderson

Monday afternoon

brought sad news to the

entire CC campus. The

death of Professor Bob Pizzi

has blanketed the campus

with a sense of sadness; he

will be greatly missed.

As an editor, Pizzi's

death presented me with a

difficult challenge: toaddress

the death ofavaluedmember
of the CC community with

sensitivity and tact, to

present this man's life in

such a way that not only

those who knew him, but

those who did not, could

appreciate his contribution

to the lives of others, and to

do these things in a timely

manner.

I, unfortunately, never

had the pleasure of meeting

ProfessorPizzi. Over the past

few hours though, as I have

spoken with those who knew

him, and those who worked

with him, I have come to feel

that somehow I did know this

professor of economics.

Pizzi received a Bachelor

of Science degree from

Duquesne University in 1968

.

He later returned toDuquesne

for an M.S. in Education in

1 974. Pizzi alsoattendedTroy

State University, the Univer-

sity of Wyoming, and the Uni-

versity ofWashington, amass-

ing a Ph.D. in Business Ad-

ministration, an Ed.S. in Edu-

cation, and a M.S. in Business

Administration.

Pizzi's career began in the

Air Force in 1968, as part of

the Suategic Air Command.
Heserveduntill990whenhe

retired at the rank of colonel.

While in the Air Force, Pizzi

served in numerous capaci-

ties, culminating in the posi-

tion of full professor at the Air

Force Academy. Throughout

his career, Pizzi published

countless professional works

in economics and business.

These qualifications,

while outstanding in theirown

right, were not what impressed

me most about Professor Rob-

ert E. Pizzi. Instead, it was the

entire attitude of the CC com-

munity toward him. As I

walked across the campus,

researching this man I did not

know, I observed tribute after

tribute to him. In each office I

entered, I explained my mis-

sion, and in each office people

setaside theircurrent projects

in order to help me. In each

person was a desire to give

one last gift to amanwhogave

CC so much.

Pizzi was known for his

desire to help those around

him. Professor of Economics

and co-author of several pro-

fessional publications with

Pizzi, Judith Loux, remarked,

"Bob never met anyone he did

not want to help." Loux also

saw the impact Pizzi had on

his students, "I witnessed the

path worn to his (Pizzi's) door

by students. They would leave

his office transformed, with

an entirely different look on

their face. He helped students

handle their Uves and get their

priorities straight. Students

were always first in his life

and that is why he was so

loved."

Students' reactions were

much the same. At the

C.C.C.A. meeting on Wednes-

day, the committee voted to

rename the Colorado College

Campus Association Faculty

Advisor of the YearAward the

Robert E. Pizzi Memorial

Award. Pizzi was bestowed

with this award last year by

the student body. The

C.C.C.A. decision was

nearly unanimous, the only

opposition was in favor of

creating a new, and separate

award in Pizzi's name.

As tor now, the flag

hangs at half staff. On Mon-

day, the CC community will

gather one last time to honor

this man who graced our

campus for four years, but

who's memory will remain

for many years to come. I

began this project not

knowing Bob Pizzi, only

seeing the sadness in the eyes

of those who knew him.

Now, I finish, hoping I have

done justice to a man I never

met, but will miss all the

more.
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Alcohol strikes without warning
by Ben Day

It is a scenario repeated

everywherearound thenation.

Late night telephone calls ev-

ery ten minutes to a friend's

house, to see if they made it

home from the party alright

and in one piece. Phone calls

that go unanswered. Lectiu-

ers coming to speak in audito-

riums, relating how the best

night of their lives ended in

some tragedy. At times it may
be so distant yet still personal,

as the occassion of never get-

ting to know a relative well,

because of the sudden swift-

ness with which their life has

been snuffed out.

Drunk driving is perhaps

the least preventable ofAmeri-

can ails. In cases of disease

there are usually measures

that can be taken by every

individual to insure that they

will never be infected or con-

taminated with the threat to

their life virus and bacteria

bring. Drunk driving is far less

easy to prevent. There is the

"substanceawareness" aspect

of knowing when and why to

drink, and knowing when and
why to drive. Yet that is the

extent of Substance Aware-
ness, to be personally account-

able. Drunk driving has the

potential to strike indiscrimi-

nately, no matter what layers

of protection a person may
wrap themselves in, and no

matter how accountable they

may be for their own actions.

Until this weekend I had

never been personally affected

by the tragedy drunk driving

can bring. I had seen countless

friends mourn their friends

departure, heard acquaintan-

ces tell of tragedy within their

family, and met people who
have DUT convictions or ar-

rests in their past. None of

this has ever affected me per-

sonally, imtil this weekend.
My uncle was not driving his

car. He never saw what hit

him. Riding as "caboose," on
his weekly hi ke ride with four-

teen other cyclying friends, a

car came speeding around a

bend striking first him, and
then three others. He hung on

for a day and a half before

dying. The lady driving was
inebriated at six in the

evening, and unsuccessfully

attempted to flee the scene.

This is not a matter for

Substance Awareness, for any-

one could be aware of the con-

sequences. Nor is it a matter

for SADD, MADD, or maybe
even the Se-

•/degrees
FASHIONS AND STREETWEAR

from

LA and NY

what accountable actions a

person takes when they enter

a highway, mount their bike,

or turn their ignition, they

still have to contend with all

the other people out there. It

is difficult to prevent, yet para-

doxically easy to prevent, be-

cause while it may have ori-

gins anywhere, it may also

terminate anywhere. The
question of whether or not to

prosecute the person, whether

or not it is involuntary homi-

cide or vehicular manslaugh-

ter seems inconsequential,

because any legal definition

or victory does little to ease

the pain of only meeting a

person once, and never really

knowing someone who was
so integrated to your blood of

lineage. In a sense, all that can

be hoped for in such a case is

the individual's awareness of

their conscience, and that in

such a contracted world, any

actions we may take could

effect anyone at any time. Per-

haps through the actions of

substance awareness, by view-

ing cars destroyed by drunk
driving, the black and silent

treatment of mourning those

claimed by someone else's

actions, by sharing the effects

of the past, just perhaps we
can worry less when we drive

away.
Ed. note: It is Alcohol

Awareness Week. Activities wrap
up Sat.with movies at Tenney
House beginning at 7:00 p.m.

Halloween race a

healthy, fun treat
Press Release

On October 29th, put on
your best Halloween
costume and plan to race in

the 1st Annual Phil Long
Mercedes 4-mile Monster

Dash competitive adult run,

and the 1-mile Trick-or-

Treat Trot run/walk for kids

and adults. This themed
event has been planned by
the Symphony Volunteers to

bring a unique, healthy treat

to the community on
Halloween.

As race planner
Michelle Blessing noted,

"This is a safe and fun

alternative to trick-or-

treating for kids, and a

healthy, fun way for both

seasoned runners and
beginners to celebrate

Halloween."

Races begin and end at

Pikes Peak Center, where
other festivities are planned.

A costume contest will

reward best overall, teamand
children's costume wearers.

Top men and women racers

in several age categories will

receive awards. After the

race, free refreshments,

balloons, face painting, and
music by the Youth
Symphony will highlight the

day. Adults receive a free

race T-shirt and kids get a

"treat container" for

collecting goodies along the

Trot path.

Participants are

encouraged to get sponsor

pledges. The top fundraiser

will receive two nights'

lodging at a Breckenridge

condo, and other prizes will

be awarded. Any person who
gets $50 in pledges receives

free entry into the race.

Pledges should be turned in

at registration. All proceeds

benefit the Symphony.
So put on your ghostly

or ghastly costume on
October 29th and join the

Monster Dash at 9:00 am
and the Trick-or-Treat Trot

at about 10:00 am. Get your
entry form at Runner's
Roost, 107 E. Bijou, by
October 21st to avoid a late

fee. Entries will be accepted

on race day. Call 632-2633

for information.

Santa Fe block break

differs from norm
by Kimberly Silver

(1.80O-226-8624)

While others trudged through the snow
and tried to avoid avalanches, ten brave young
souls traversed the border and made their way
to sunny Santa Fe. This was a community
service mission sponsored by the Center for

Community Service and Breakout over first

block break.

This diverse group, which included nine
girls and one lone male, pulled weeds, painted
walls, served food, cooked food, carried adobe
bricks, built walls, interfaced with people, made
gardens, planted flowers, shared smiles, created

conversation, rode in a van, slept under the
stars and roasted marshmallows.

The trip fostered closeness to self, closeness
to nature, closeness to peers and closeness to
the rest of humanity.

A good time was had by all!

Academy Concerts Presents

WIDESPREAD PANIC
with the Freddy Jones Band

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5TH - 7:30PIV1
USAFA Arnold Hall Theater

$12&$15
Call 472-4497

or purchase tickets at all area Ticketmaster Outlets!
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Greek Corner: Greek life more than simply social

by Joseph Carpenter

If you read the Greek
Comer on a regular or semi-

regular basisyou will recall an

article two weeks ago that

addressed the issue of why to

RushaCreek organization. In

this article. Creek students

spoke about various benefits

that they realize as being part

of their Greek experience.

With the increased

number of women pledging

sororities this year, it is

apparent that more students

on thiscampus are recognizing

that Greek organizations offer

the C.C. student experiences

and benefits that go beyond

those offered by the college

alone.

As Fraternity Rush draws

even nearer, and in an effort to

educate those on campus that

are misinformed or just

ignorant about Greek
Chapters on this campus, it is

important toaddtothe student

comments listed a couple

weeks ago with additional

information.

Most students at C.C.

recognize that Greek life is a

drivingforce, it not the greatest

influence, on the social life of

the campus at large. There are

typically more students at

Greek houses for all campus
events than are seen in any

other context of student life.

Beyond providing a major
social outlet for the campus,

Greek life influences andadds

to the college experience in a

variety of other ways.

For one, Greek
organizations contribute

highly to the scholarship at

C.C. Looking at the past three

years, Greeks at C.C. have

obtained higher GPA's than

the all-college average, with

three chapters last year above

a 3.4 average. In addition, last

years graduate with the

highest G.P.A. (4.0) was Greek.

Additionally, Greeks
influence the campus on

numerous other levels. For

instance, this years C.C.C.A.

president, David Coffey, as

well as other members of

C.C.C.A and its committees,

are Greek. Greeks are also

very prominent in C.C.

athletics, from the varsity to

intramural level. Besides the

philanthropic activities

organized by chapters alone

and together, Greeks at C.C.

also comprise a large

percentage of students

involved in the campus center

for community service. In

addition, Greek alumni
contribute in an
overwhelming percentage to

the annual fund at C.C. These

are all internal influences that

Greek life has on campus life

and function at C.C.

Yet, it is also important

to consider how Greeks have

benefited and contributed to

our society. Here are some
interesting factsabout Greeks

and life outside of C.C:
11 76% of all congressmen

and women and senators

belong to Greek Fraternal

organizations.

2| Forty of the Forty-seven

supreme court justices since

Fact: "Every twelve hours, Americans eremite enough

gabage to fill the Louisianna Superdorae.

Tip: When shopping, use your own fabric ihoppingbag

which can be used over and over. Or, reuse your

old bags.

Send dps to:GMENTlPS, 48.5(1 W, Keatucky Blvd.,

Suite ISO, Tjmpa, Fi i}609

1S94 Kevin A. McLean, Timpa, FL

last chance
to prepare for

the December test

GRE
UrtdHita^M) 10/27

635-3432

otahlghar

KAPLAN

1910 were Fraternity men.

3) All but two United

States Presidents since

Fraternities began in 1825

have been Greek.

4) Of the Nation's 50
largest corporations, 43 are

headed by Fraternity men
5) 85% of the fortune 500

executives belong to a Greek
Fraternal organization.

6) Stats show that Greek

students have a higher

graduation rate nationally for

college than non-members.

At C.C. and in our society

it is evident that Greek
membership provides and has

provided the characteristics

for success, involvement, and

influence. It is time that

students and faculty realize

that Greek life at C.C. is not

only social, but that Greeks

contribute to this campus in

ways that strongly influence

and improve what we all have

come to know as life at C.C.

Meal time difficult for students

struggling with eating disorders

by Amber Anderson

For most CC students the daily trek to

Rastail is second nature. Complaints about

the taste aside, most students rarely give the

all you can eat mounds of food any thought at

all. For some students struggUng with eating

disorders though, trips to the dining hall are

full of anxiety.

The students fighting these disorders do

not necessarily suffer from anorexia nervosa,

or bulimia, but they do struggle with their

eating habits. Some students struggle with

controlling the amount of food they eat, while

other students harbor a fear of losing control of

how much they eat. Stdl others feel they eat

too much, when in reality they eat very little.

For some an eating disorder is characterized by

an excess amount of time spent worryingabout

food. Trips to a dining hall can be especially

difficult for these students because they worry

that others will criticize their food choices.

For students struggling with eating

disorders, help and support are available. For

women, an on-campus support group meets

weekly to discuss problems the women face.

The group is facilitated by Margi Duncombe
and Diana Fuller and meets on Wednesday

afternoons between 4:30 and 5:30 pm in the

Women'sStudies Lounge(Armstrong 1-B|. New
members are welcome on the first meeting of

any block, or can call Duncombe at ext.6976,

or Fuller at ext.6384.

For men, no on-campus support group

currently exists. Information regarding off-

campus groups is available by contacting Fuller

at ext.6384.

According to Duncombe, the on-campus

support group is not integrated because eating

disorders are closely related to an individual's

sex, and their sexuality. For most people, she

believes, it would be difficult to discuss prob-

lems so closely related to their sexuality with

members of the opposite sex. The on-campus

group is also restricted to students because

many of the issues they face at school differ

greatly from those of older women. Instead,

the group provides an opportunity for female

students to discuss the difficulties of eating

with other women who encounter the same

problems.

The number of women within the group

varies from block to block. Last year as many

as ten women participated. Currently, about

five women take part in the weekly gatherings.

The group costs $ 1 5 a block, but scholarsh ips

areavailable. Women are encouraged toattend

and not to be discouraged because of the fee.

l^ouritata Chalet

What's happenin' at Mountain Chalet?

October 26th Backcountry Skiing Get pumped for the upcoming

powder this winter. Join us as a few employees and friends of the

store pull out their best ski slides.

Novemtier 2nd Gasherbrum 11 in Pakistan. Ex-Chalet employee

Chariie Mace shows slides on his successful climb on the

standard route of this 8,000 meter peak.

Noveml3er9 Chris Bennington, famous British mountaineer,

shows his slides on thirty years of climbing on the world's

greatest peaks. Benefit slide show at All Souls Unitarian

Church for the Breast Cancer Fund. Tickets available at

the Chalet for $7.

November 16 First Aid in the Backcountry. Carl Weil from

Wilderness Medicine Outfitters will give some practical tips on how

to deal with emergencies in the mountains for the 1 st responder.

Lots of question and answer time.

All shows are on Wednesday at 8 pm.

CC's Outdoor Connection

226 N. Tejon • Downtown • 633-0732



HOW TO KEEP PEOPLE'S

HANDS OFF YOUR MONEY.

O Carry only enough cash to last the day.

Anyone who tries to borrow your last five spot

isn't a friend, anyway.

O Label your spare-change jar "beetle farm."

Then, put your beetle farm in a jar labeled

"spare change."

O Mark up every space on checks.

Don't leave room for someone to fill in their

name and extra zeros.

O Keep your wallet in your front pocket.

It discourages pickpockets. So does wearing

really tight pants.

O Put your picture on your credit card.

A Citibank Photocard is tough for anyone else

to use, unless they look just like you.

atiBimtn

WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU.
To apply, call I -800-CITIBANK.
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CC presents a visceral trip through ''Amerika''
by Kim Whipple

"What is fascinating is the

notion that everybody in

America is the child of an

immigrant. There is a sort of

doubleexistence, comingfrom
somewhere else on the

planet." Patrick Kealey, a vis-

iting professor in the drama
department, directed and
staged, as well as co-wrote,

the script for "Amerika," a

play based on the novel by

Franz Kafka. About Karl

Rossman, a 16 year old Czech
Bohemian who comes toagro-

tesque caricature of America,

"Amerika" is, among other

things, an exploration of the

nature of immigration and an

American search for roots in

the world. "Americans have

always tended to focus on the

future, unlike Europeans who
value traditions and ancestors

much more. The trend is

changing, though, as more
people ask questions about

their ancestry."

Kealeyand his co-director,

Bruno Santini, began from

scratch, with a only a copy of

Kafka's novel "Amerika" and

the impressions and exper-

iences of the cast members
and crew. "We explored our

own Amerikas, what we
imagine or dream of when we
think of it." Several cast mem-
bers came up with material

from that question and a play

was born. "It has become a

kind of collage of nightmare

visions from members of the

company. The genesis of the

project was we wanted to do

something a little bit more
risky in regard to the school,

the students, the city."

Which they seem to have

managed quite nicely. Work-
ing with Rob Van Sickle,

Kealey wrote a play that re-

mains "true to Kafka's vision-

surreal, nightmarish, gro-

tesque." Armstrong stage is

used to produce an "enclosed,

tense, claustrophobic space"

by cramming the audience on-

to risers on the suge with the

actors and actresses. "We've

done extraordinary things

with the space. I work in

physical movement theater."

The play is a one hour, 45

minute "hallucinatory trip-

it's funny and then im-

mediately afterwards brutally

shocking." Written for the

MTV generation, it is more of

a montage of images and music
than a story, "but there is a

plot for those people who find

that sort of thing important.

We wanted to see if it was still

possible to make theater

something that is exciting

now, instead of a museum
piece. We want to provoke,

challenge, outrage, and stim-

ulate the imaginations of the

audience, project a sort of

primal energy."

The music was composed
by Grahm Cooley and is per-

formed by a live band of four.

"The music gives it an extra

dimension."

The Colorado College

Drama and Dance department

will be performing "Amerika"

in Armstrong Theater tonight

through Sunday, October 23.

All shows are at 8 p.m. Tickets

are available at Worner Desk,

and are free for CC students,

$5 for general admission.

"We've fought to create

something where your

imagination has been scorched

for days afterward In sixweeks

I think we've created some-

thing remarkable."
"Amerika," is based on Kafka's Dovel and will be performed this weekend o

Armstrong stage. Origiaal music was composed and an origional script was

foi the piodaction.

Istomin graces CC campus with his presence

Eugene Istomin is widely adtnowledged foi his talent on the piano.

by Brady Larson

Let me toss a few names
your way. Shakespeare.

Michelangelo. Istomin. Who's

Istomin ? You havenever heard

of Eugene Istomin, the world

renowned pianist? Well, to tell

you the truth, neither had I

before I was assigned this

article,butthatwon'tstopme

from keepingmy schedule free

on Wednesday November 2 at

8:00 p.m.. That's right, Mr.

Istomin will be playing the

ivories on our very campus.

Why is thatso special? Friends,

let me take you on a little tour

through the world of Eugene

Istomin to give you an idea of

the magnitude of this special

opportunity we have been

given.

With a career spanning

more than four decades,

Istomin has long been

acknowledged as one of the

great pianists of our time. As a

musical prodigy, his masterful

talents were discovered at the

age of six. He was accepted to

a prestigious music academy

at the age of twelve and was

playing with the Philadelphia

and New York Philharmonic

Orchestras at the age of

seventeen. Since that time, he

has given over 3,000 concerts

and has made more than thirty

recordings. He has joined

famous conductors and
orchestras all over the world

performing from Washington

D.C. for Reagan's inaugural

bash to Tokyo to Australia.

He has enchanted the world

with his piano genius and now
is blessing Colorado College

with one performance, only.

Let me say that again. ONE
PERFORMANCE ONLY!

How can I relate the

importance of this

opportunity to our generation?

Imagine if within our isolated

adolescent world a singer

named Elvis Presley dropped

by our campus to give a

performance, but nobody has

heard of him, so naturally

nobody shows. Then you see

him on Ed Sullivan and you

say "Wow. This guy is big and

I missed the chance to see Mr. Istomin will be yours for

him." That regret will follow absolutely free- another great

you to your grave. Don't let reason to attend! Tickets will

this happen to you. Open your

musical minds and spend an

evening with the great Eugene

Istomin. How much will this

cost you? $99.95? $39.95? No,

be available at the Worner

desk. Grab them while you

can!

Evil Dead 2 falls short

by Blake Jordan

"The Evil Dead2," along

with its predecessor, have

achieved the status of cult

classics. Director Sam
Raimi's ("Crimewave,"

"Darkman"! first major

Hollywood production,

"The Evil Dead 2", despite

being more popular than the

original film and the more

recent sequel, "Army of

Darkness," has a lot of gore

but virtually none of the fun

found in the first "Evil

Dead."

Though there is room for

cleverness in the horror film

genre, it is hard to beUeve

that Raimi would want to

make a sequel that

essentially restates the entire

storyline of the first film;

unless, of course, he wanted

to improve his initial effort,

which he fails to come close

Raimi isacredibleyoung

director in Hollywood (a

contemporary of Tim
BurtonI, which he proved in

"Darkman" and the original

"Evil Dead," and that makes

it difficult to understand the

point of revamping a story

that he somehow managed

to make creative, but which

really has nothing too

original to offer. "The Evil

Dead" borrowed heavily

from classics like "Night of

the Living Dead" and

"Suspiria," "The Evil Dead
2" borrows from these and

"The Evil Dead." A film

without a point (like this

one) desperately needs to

deliver the goods,- "Evil Dead
2" delivers about half.

Ash (Bruce Campbellj,

the only survivor of "The

Evil Dead" returns to the

cabin where all of his friends

were killed and where he

please see Evil on page 15
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Dada in full bloom
by Diana Smith

Where do you go after

you've been to Dizz Knee

Land? You pick up an

American Highway Flower.

The new Dada released on

IRS Records is a wonderful

example of stopping to smell

the roses. It's a mellow and

pensiveaccount of social and

personal issues that have

been plaguing this Cahfomia

based trio since their 1992

breakthrough album, aptly

entitled Puzzle.

Puzzle is an extremely

diverse album containing

everything from the disco-

like "Who are You" to the

catchy "Here Today Gone
Tomorrow," which is

vocally reminiscent of Lou

Reed and the old days of the

"Wildside," to the heart-

wrenching "Dim." Vocalist

Joie Calio provides a medley

of quirky sounds and upbeat

harmonies. And, who can

ever forget the hit, "Dizz

Knee Land"? "I just flipped

off President George, now
I'm going to Dizz Knee
Land..." The tune was on

everyone's lips.

After this remarkable

album, what can Dada
possibly do now to recover

that kind of musical

statement? For starters, they

can catch the masses off

guard by releasing the first

single off the album, "All I

Am," and immediately
making avideo. Itshowsthe

public thenewand improved
Dada: a kinder band with

something important to say

.

American Highway

Flower is a 13 track

extravaganza which is a

more desperate attempt on

Calio's part to be taken

seriously. Most of the cuts

deal with a man's personal

journey and the obstacles

that are an essential element

in anyone's self-discovery.

Hesays in "Feet totheSun,"

"Down to the river/The river

I run/Point my face to the

water/My feet to the sun."

American Highway Flower

is basically a man's (possibly

Calio himself) revelation

that he is a lost soul in a

world of "Go-go's" and "8

Track" minds.

"Feel Me Don't You" is

the harshest and most bitter

tack on the album. He has

now become, shall we say,

comfortably numb.
The most compelling

tack, "Scum," takes a

skeptical look at our

country's social reforms.

"Someone's at the door/

They're probably pushing/

Freedom of whatever it is

today/ Be quiet and hope

they goaway/We're waiting

for the world/To find

somebody else to deal with

all thescum." The nest song,

"Pretty GirlsMake Graves,

"

is a generic anti-war

declaration, and yet, Dada

pulls it offwith style. "Atom
bomb bikini/Soldiers

marching through the

waves/Towards another

beached messiah/While
pretty girls make graves..."

While Puzzle is a hard

act to follow, American
Highway Flower is in full

bloom.

An author in our midst:Eddy

studies ''Homesteading Women''
by Megan McKee

Julie Jones-Eddy's book,

"Homesteading Women: An
Oral History of Colorado," is

a compilation of interviews of

forty-seven women who lived

on homesteads or in the small

towns of Northwestern
Colorado. "I was cataloguing

an oral history book one day,

actually an oral history of old

men...|and| this light bulb

went off...that said, I could

interview some of the women
that my family would be

familiar with in Meeker and

Craig, and my husband's

family. ..from Rangely,"

explains Jones-Eddy about

how she got the idea for an

oral history project.

Jones-Eddy received a

grant from Colorado Endow-
ment of Humanities for the

project, which required "a

program of some sort that

could be presented in these

communities." So Jones-Eddy

presented a slide program of

pictures of the landscape and

thewomen with a soundtrack

of some of the interviewees

speaking of their experiences.

This was later converted to

videotape.

In the book, the women
talk about their childhoods,

marriages, the land, and their

work. From 1890 to about

1950, life in rural Colorado

was very difficult. For

instance, on the homestead,

medical care was hard tocome
by, and the family's health

often depended on the

mother's home reme-

featuring The Original Pilot Of

THE REN & STIMPY SHOW^
Plus 16 Other Award Winning Audience Favorites!

6 Academy

Award'Winners!

i Academy

Award'Nominees!

The BEST Of
The International Toumee Of

01992 E)tpandad Er^teflainn

OPENS TODAY!
Showing for one week only! $5 with CC ID.

KIMBALL'S TWIN PEAK
115 E. PIKES PEAK • MOVIE HOTLINE • 447-1945

Julie Jones-Eddy is the Government document libnrian at Tutt.

dies.They used grease and
turpentine for the croup and

sagebrush tea for the flu. There

were no vaccinations for

diseases such as smallpox or

measles. Many women talked

aboutthefluepidemicofl918.

The doctor would often show
up after a baby was born so

women had to depend on each

other to know what to do

during emergencies.

When reading "Home-
steading Women," the reader

is aware of the courage these

women had and how strong

they were. They cooked and

cleaned as well as worked
along side their husbands on

ranches or taught school to

support their families. Those
who agreed to be interviewed

were pleased and surprised by

the results of the project.

"My mother and I had

been talking about feminism.

She has a college degree but

only taught one year before

she got married. Her whole
idea of herself was very much
undermined [by the Feminist

Movement] because what she

got from [it] was that she

should have a job and she

should have her own identity

and that she was not very

successful because...she was
just a volunteer...Some of the

women felt very much like

my mother.. .1 felt part of my
job was to point out the things

[these women] had cont-

ributed and that [without]

those things those

communities would not have

flourished and been what they

were."

The women interviewed

had so much courage. When
asked if she thought women
today have that same kind of

strength, Jones-Eddy replied,

"I think [women today] do,

but.. .it manifests itself in other

ways that are appropriate for

this period of time...Women
today have more complex
challenges and I certainly see

a lot of courage. It's just a

different sort. Now we have

so many more Jchoices] than

they had and maybe it takes

more courage to make
choices."

"Homesteading Women"
isJuUeJones-Eddy'sonlybook.

Though not a novel, the book
could be described as

wonderful stories about the

perseverance of the human
spirit in a harsh isolated

setting. The author
successfully pulls out of the

women she spoke to their

memories of childhood and
remembrances of a way of life

that has gone the way of the

handheld washboard.

Hair Designersfor Men & Women

Razor Textured Cuts
Style cuts, Maintenance TY-im,

Perms & Translucent Colors
Nexus & Tri products availablefor sale

Mondays - Saturdays

Stop in or call for an appointment
827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531
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A beer fan's fantasy

conies true
by Kyle Maher

I arrived at the Phantom
Canyon Brewing Company at

exactly 10:47 Sunday
morning, only thirteen

minutes behind schedule. I

burst through the double

doors, and saw what I was
looking for; a long table,

covered with a white table

cloth, upon which were three

bowls of large bread cubes,

three pitchers of ice water,

and a lot of small glasses. I

looked around to see ifanyone
would point me in the right

direction.

Suddenly things^ were
moving a little to fast. The
table was covered now with

glasses that were being filled

with the golden contents of

the bottles.One, two, three,

four glasses were poured right

before my eyes! I heard Erik's

voice, "Aren't you going to

get started?" The moment of

truth had come, I was a judge

at the "Homebrew '94

Contest!"

1 soon found out there

were two categories of beer to

be judged; lObottles of Golden,

and 18 bottles of Amber.

I

quickly quaffed half of the first

glass, and my palate was
pleased. Everything was fine

until brew number 6 came
along. My taste buds were

assailed by a horrible sourness.

It was such a terrible taste

that I was a little wary for the

rest of the day. Because

Sunday was only the pre-

liminary round, we were to

choose five winners from each

category. It was difficult to

decide, because except for two

beers, they were all very good.

Most notable was a

scrumptious honey-wheat

beer.

We then delved into the

mysterious depths of the

"Amber" category. Brown
ales, Pale ales, Dunkles
Weizen Biere, all kinds of

brown, sharp, bitter beers. This

was where the realwork began,

after only a few of these I was
not sure I wanted to taste any

more. I was sure my tongue

would taste bitter for days.

For every few sips of beer I

would munch a piece of bread

and try and wash it down for a

few minutes before I would

brave the next Homebrew.
This is not too say that there

were not several great brews,

although I now think that

some of the beers were perhaps

a little too experimental...

It was 3:30 by time we
were done, and I felt very

pleased with myself. I had my
community service for the

week. The entire project was

created for charity,

specifically for the Make a

Wish Foundation, the

Smokebrush Center's

outreach program, and
KRCC's environmental

program. I thanked the

judges, newspaper ladies

and PCB CO., and I was
presented with a cool T-

shirt to remember my good

deeds.

Other news: In Denver,

Friday and Saturday the

22ndand23rd,thereisgoing

to be the largest beer festival

in the country! Last year

twenty bucks got you in,

and get this, got you
unlimmited access to over

900 of this fine nation's best

micro - brewed beers! This

year's festival will be much
larger.

EvU continued from page 13

almost lost his own life, as

well. Why he does this is

anyone's guess. His girlfriend

is killed off after Ash
unwittingly summons the

dead via the ancient text, the

Necronomicon.A continually

tailing effort to stop this

madness takes up the rest of

the film.

Campbell obviously has

fun with his role and makes
campy dialogue and the

cartoonish photography work
(his facial expressions remind

me of Jim Carreyl. However,

the supporting cast is virtually

unlikeable, and deserve no
sympathy when they die.

While the original "Evil

Dead" was gory and silly (and

a lot of fun|, "The Evil Dead
2" is gory and stupid. When
there's death and blood, the

movie works great; there are

quite a few laughs. However,

when the movie pauses for

story (which happens much
too often), the film becomes

almost unwatchable.
Terribleactingandafailing

plot make this movie bad,

not a lack of blood (by any

meansj. The film should be

viewed only for the

opportunity toseetheselect

gory scenes and to watch

Campbell camp it up.

Give "Evil Dead 2" a

try. Though / would
recommend the first "The
Evil Dead", "The Evil Dead
2" is showing this weekend
in Olin, FridayandSaturday

at 7:30 and Sunday at 2:30.

The film series club,

who choses the movies
shown in Olin, arranges

aquisition of them and
plans their showings, meets

the first three Tuesdays of

the block, upstairs Worner

at noon.

Sight and sound and Susan Grace
by CJ. Richardson

As the lights go up down Packard Hall on
Sunday, October 23, the audience will not

only be led through a journey of sound but

also a journey of sight.

TheColorado College Music Department
will be presenting a joint act »
deemed Piano Music and l5f

Painting.. Michael and Susan

Grace got together and decided

that for her only solo recital of

this year she had to do

something extraordinary,

something different. Then it

hit them both, why not have a

musicrecitalofnot just sound

but also of sight? There is no

reason that something so

different could not be possible

at Colorado College, so here

we aie on the brink of a new
venue for our art lovers.

For most of you, sitting

for more than an hour

liSteningtO classical music is Sumd Grace will use an to iaspire hci

not your idea of fun, but that r'*Th?".";^lXi'i,;''s' n^^v""' ' dunag hei piano recital on Sunday,

is where that art work comes October 23 in Packard Hall.

in. Each musical piece is an interpretation of

an art work such as a painting. You will not

only be exposed to some of the greatest

composers, such as Franz Liszt, Sergey

Rakhmaninov, George Crumb, Claude
Debussy, and Modest Musorgsky, but you
will also be exposed to some of the greatest

artists such as Rapheal, Bocklin, Giotto,

Watteau, and Hartmann.
Susan Grace will reveal her

skill and talent to the

Colorado College community
m a montage of visual and

audiodelightsas she performs

her carefully planned and
innovative program.The
multisensory nature of the

concert should be great.

Even if you don't usually

like this type of music, the

artwork alone will be a show
stopper, not to mention the

beautiful artistry of Susan

Grace on the piano. So don't

miss out on one of the most
spectacular and enlightening

concerts of this year. Sunday,

October 23, in Packard Hall

at 3:00 in the afternoon.

PRINCIPLES RETIREMENT INVE

**CREF Stock Account *****
*'CREF Bond Market Account . . . *****]
"CREF Social Choice Account ....*****

ISN'T IT NICE WHEN
THE EXPERTS DISCOVER SOMETHING

YOU'VE KNOWN ALL ALONG.

DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE.

Over 1.6 million people In education and

research know that choosing TIAA-CREF

was a smart move. And now everyone else does

too. Because Morningstar—one of the nations

leading sources of variable annuity and mutual

fund information- has some stellar things to say

about our retirement investment accounts.

ThU comfortabla combination of

itok and rotum hm aamed tho CREF
StocK Account a flve-star rating."*

After studying CREF's performance history,

Momingstar gave five-stars—its highest rating—

to both the CREF Stock and Bond Market

Accounts, and an impressive four-stars to the

CREF Social Choice Account^' In fact, the

CREF Stock Account was singled out as having

,
past pertori

'...CREF Is far and away Uw cheapest

variable annuity out there.*

Momingstar also called attention to CREFs

"...rock-bottom" fees—something that can really

add to the size of your nest-egg down the road.

What's more, TlAA's traditional annuity-

which offers guaranteed principal and interest

plus the opportunity for dividends—was cited

as having the highest fixed account interest rate

We're happy ti

ratings. But nice

keep focusing on

building the finam

For more infoi

accept Momingsi

imething more down-tO'

il future you want and di

glowing

s. we'll

e of the best 10-year r ords among v lable

ihout our Momingstar

ratings or TIAA-CREE just call 1 800 8^2-2776.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.^

d by TIAA-CREF rndividua
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Classifieds
Friday, October 21, 1994

ANNOUNCEMENTS

LEARN TOSKATE at Honncn

Ice Rink! Classes available at

all skill levels. $ 1 5/person for

3 classes. Pre-registration re-

quired! 3rd block registration

due 10/24. 4th block registra-

tion due 11/2 1 . For info call Jo

Ann at 632-4098, Krista at

x7275, or Miako at x7025.

Come celebrate Laura

Esquivel's "Like Water for

Chocolate." Tonight at 6pm
in Wood House (behind

Loomis). We will be discuss-

ing the book and trying out

some of the recipes. Call x7020

with questions.

The 1st yearbook deadline is

just days away and you're not

on any of the pages! Do you
want your friends, your block

break, your club, or YOUR-
SELF to be in the 1995 Nug-

get? If so send photos to WB
2116orcaIlKindleatx7628or

x6675. You'll getyour pictures

back in May, so send them all!

STREET PARTY!! Friday

night, 4-7:30pm, on Wood
Ave., behind Loomis Hall.

Bring yotu ID for great food,

live entertainment, and
lipsynch contest! Sponsored

by the RHA small house coa-

lition in celebration of Alco-

hol Awareness Week.

Saturday night Film Festival!

Meet the residents of CC's
substance free house, enjoy

great movies (3 different

geru-es!| and food. At Tenney
House next to Boettcher, 7pm
Saturday night 1 10/22|.

FOUND! Adolescent male cat.

Possibly Burmese—cream
with chocolate points. Found
outside Palmer Hall 10/13.

Call 633-6432 to claim Ask
for Alison.

The Young Knaves by Alex Confer

Rosters for IM Pre-Chrsstmas

Basketball Tournament avail-

able now in IM Office. Com-
pleted rosters due Friday, Nov.

4, by 5pm in the IM Office.

Be a Prospective Host! Will-

ing to give up one nigh or so a

bloc k toshow offCC life ? Call

Daisy x6349. It's fun and cool!

Want to meet new people from

excitingplaces, give yourview
of CC, and have fun doing it?

Be a Campus Tour Guide! A
volunteer position that only

takes a few hours a block-

Call Daisy at x6349 NOW!

Sign up for DAILopie NOW!
win great prizes, eat good food

and get a free ten minute long

distance phone call. Groups of

ten or more welcome.

Alternative, the substance

awareness club, will meet
Tues, Nov. 1, 9pm in Loomis
129. Questions, call x7720.

Burned Out?

Treat yourself to one book that
WONT be covered on a final exam!

Neuromancer by William Gibson
The Road to Wellvllle by T. Coraghessan Boyle
Nightmares & Dreamscapes by Stephen King

J' is for Judgment by Sue Grafton

Missing Joseph by Elizabeth George

Colorado College Bookstore

AVAILABLE NOW IN RES
LIFE OFFICE (Bemis HaU|: Off-

Campus Lottery Applications

for Spring Semester and Se-

nior (22 units by end of block

2| off-campus declarations

due 1 1 - 1 6-94. Frat seniors,your

house must be full for spring

semester to qualify for offcam-

pus. Proxy Forms for all who
will be away for 2nd semester

due before semester break.

Questions? Call Earline at

X6619.

NCAA Scholarship for Sports

Journalism $3000 award for

those interested in sports jour-

nalism. Juniors apply. Dead-

line for application is Dec. 16,

1994. See Susan Ashley,
Palmer 206, for details.

Child care of the special kind.

RN will care for your sick

child, in your home, when
obligations from the outside

world are calling. For info call

Kathryn at 447-1959.

EMPLOYMENT

The Writing Center is Hiring

for the 95-96 Year! Interested

in a job that teaches some-
thing new daily, is an invalu-

able resource to the CC com-
munity? Are you a competent
writer, a good listener, conge-

nial, and conscientious? Know
someone who fits these crite-

ria? Then nominate him or

her (or yourself] to apply for

the half block training session

to become a writing tutor.

Applications available at the

Writing Center in Cossitt dur-

ing regular hours. Due, with a

letter of recommendation, by
November 10. All interested

first-years, sophomores, and
juniors of all majors welcome.

FAST FUNDRAISER-Raise
$500 in 5 days-greeks, groups,

clubs, motivated individuals.

Fast, simple, easy- No Finan-

cial Obligation. (8001 775-385

1

ext. 33.

TELEMARKETING, part-

time, evening hours, close to

school. Make $6-$18 an hour.

Call 471-3505.

FOR SALE

ATTENTION JAMMERS!
MUSIC CENTRAL at 429 N.

Circle has over 125 new and

used acoustic and electric

guitars on SALE through
October. New and used
keyboard gear, amps, drums,

PAandafullline of accessories

at everydaylow prices. Classic

rock and blues CD's from $2-

$6. Why pay retail? SHOP
SMART. 447-9994

PERSONALS

To the world's greatest RA's

and HR's: thanks for all you
do for me and for Loomis. You
keep me smilin'!! Good luck

on next week's finals.. ..Susan

Sarah-

Just need to confirm that I did

have a fantastic time Saturday
night, regardless of how bad I

felt about your hypothermia.

Sometimes, emotionally
empty people can smile. Still

insulted, though, that I'll ap-

parently be a stranger forever.

-E

C-
So we do have a relationship.

At least until tomorrow.
-A

ust nine short days to Eric

Clapton...

Lifestyle, lifestyle, lifestyle.

Jaybird-

Thanks for a terrific Saturday

night. We must go dancing
again sometime. I still think

5,000 is too many!

bbsn-

Hang on, we'll make it! Just

three more days! Thanks to

all of you!

b

Keep smiling. If you make it

through alive, I'll buy you ice

cream. Deal?

-T

Boyice-

Try toavoid blunt objects dan-

gerous weapons, and running

through the windows of

Barnes. Also, I would not rec-

ommend jumpingthrough the

Barnes chandelier.

You doubted your holiness?

HA! I scoff at your insecurity.

-A fan of The Sky Chair

bbsn-

I support beverage analysis

through mass consumption of

alcoholic beverages. Maybe
then I can actually score a

decent grade.

Hey look, it'sFriday. Only one
more day to put up with me!
And you finally get to see your

present.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
-C

Dad, Mom, and Ryan,

Hey look, it's been five issues

and they haven't fired me yet!

-Chad

CLASSIHEDS POLICY

Please send Announcements,

Jobs, For Sale, Real Estate, and
Personal advertisements to:

The Catalyst

Classifieds

902 N. Cascade

Colorado Spgs., CO 80946
Ads must be received by Tues-

day, 9:00 p. m. to appear in the

subsequent Friday's edition of

the Catalyst. The Catalyst

reserves the right to edit all

classifieds for length and in-

appropriate content. For off-

campus pricing information,

call 389-6675.
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Forza fails yet again
Italia loses close contest to Random Assortment

by Michelle Killeen

Fotza Italia hasn't had a

great liVl soccer season, but

they played one of their best

games Tuesday on the Kappa

Sigma field. In the end.

Random Assortment
dominated, with the help of

subsand a boisterous cheering

squad.

Bryan "Byron" Sweamgin

scored early for Random
Assortment. Josh Geller

worked hard on both offense

and defense for the team,

which showed determination

throughout.

Forza Italia was held

together by goalie Carl Greene

and forward Nicolette

Driggers. Forza produced a

goal in the first half, too.

Leonard Rael took a pass from

Darren Tallman and shot it

past Random Assortment

goalie Benjacob Sprenke.

Random Assortment
retaliated, with Chelsea

Adams scoringfrom the goalie

box. Random Assortment led

2-1 athalftime.

Driggers and teammate

SethBrown pickedup the pace

in the second half. Random
defender Kynan Steven

worked hard to prevent either

one from scoring.

Josh Geller turned up
Random's intensity, sending

in a hard shot that Greene

fumbled over his shoulder.

Soon, after Forza had made a

goalie change. Time Lane

dribbled in to face the Forza

goahe, Seth Brown. Lane's first

shot was deflected by Brown.

Lane got the loose ball,

however, and sent it into an

open net.

Forza's Eric Punkay
blasted a hard shot and Rael

powered through in a goal to

bringing the final score to a 4-

3 Random Assortment
victory.

Intramural Update
Soccer Scores

10-13: Banditos def. SS Crisp 2-0

Who def. Team Brazil 5-0

Nanooks def. Camp United 4-1

10-17: The Pimps def. No Names FORFEIT
Fiji def. Flying Squirrels 2-0

10-18; Complete Dom. def. Love Machine 3-

2

Random Assortment def. Forza Italia 4-3

10-19: Killer Kanines def. Love Machine 3-1

LABTYD def. Forza Italia 5-1

Complete Dominance def. Random
Assortment 1-0

Flag Football Scores

Kappa Sigma def. NBK 8-0

No Names def. Foreskins FORFEIT
NBK def. What the... FORFEIT
Foreskins def. Kappa Sigma

Intramural Notes;

-Pre-season hockey began 10-12.

-Basketball pre-season Christmas
tournament rosters due 11-4.

-Students as well as all employees are

encouraged to participate.

Fieshflian League
Indoor Volleyball Rankings

I. Snuffel... 4-0 Co-Ed League

2. Scrapers 4-2 Competitive League I. SNAFU
3. What 2-1 1. Fiji 2-0 I. 64 Slices

4. We Dig 2-2 2. No Names 2-1 3. Matadores

5. Players 1-2 3. Fudge Kitchen 1-1 3. No Names

6. Wet-n-Wild 1-3 4. Ballz 0-1 3. Phreaks

6. Big Hairy 1-3 5. PDT 0-2 6. Slacks

6. 10,000 Maniacs 1-3

Kanines, led by goalie, overcome confusion to win cheap beer

ORG
News

by Elizabeth Whisler

After a slow start due to

jersey confusion and Kelty the

onfield mascot, the Killer

Kanines triumphed over Love

Machine 3-1 on Wednesday.

The Kanineswon not only the

admiration of fans and peers,

but also the bet of a free keg

supplied by the loser.

Love Machine's keeper,

SuneilThomas, tookabeating

in the first half when all three

goals were scored on him by

Josh Howell. Thomas
displayed the good natured

spirit of IM sports with a

grinning comment to Howell,

"Hey, you're a bastard!"

Thomas was replaced at half

by Blair Trugner, who shut

the Kanines down for the half.

Pat Payne, Kanine's

keeper, allowed only one goal

from Chris Hatton in the first

half. "Pat is just stellar," was

a frequently heard comment
along the Kanine sideline.

The field player of the

game, however, was clearly

Howell. Commented Howell

on his first goal, "It was a real

pretty ball; all I had to do was

nudge it past the keeper."

The aggressive game
resulted in a game delaying

injury to Kanine Nick Rosen,

who fortunately has a pain-

numbing keg in his future.

by Ben Bursell

Second Block Break Trips:

A driver is needed for the

Mount of the Hnlv Cross trip.

Students signed up for the

trip to Mission Wolf should

meet upstairs in Womer on

Tuesday at 9:00 pm.

Equipment Sale: There will be

a sale of old ORG gear

sometime this semester.

More information will be

forthcoming.

Attention Future Leaders:

1. You must go on at least 2

trips, one overnight |FOOT
trips don't countj. Sign up

early; it's your

responsibility to get on lots

of trips.

2. Tell your leaders that you're

interested and they'll give

you helpful input and
information.

3.Come to ORG meetings.

They are held on the first

three Mondays of the block

at noon in the W.E.S. room
(downstairs Womerj.

4. We will have applications

available in Dorothy's office

(Leisure Programjandat the

meeting on the ihiid
MnnHav of third block.

5. Don't sweat it if you're not

a sweet-guy-bad-ass-gear-

hound because we're

looking for all types. We
want you ifyou are a happy

cat outdoors and enjoy

sharing yourself and what

you know with others.

Any questions? GallAnne 632-

3352 or Andy x7572.

Women's club soccer stays with regional powers
by Angela Boatright

After a three week hiatus,

the Women's Qub Soccer team

faced the University of Colorado

at home on October 9th. CU's

lightning forwards stunned the

Tigers' defense, and CG quickly

fell 3-0 in the first half. During

halftime, juniorArma Marie Sass

summed up the onslaught by

saying, "They are absolutely

workingus in die middle.We are

gettingdrawnouttothesidesand

leaving them a runway in the

center."

The Lady Tigers retumed to

the field with a new perspective,

and the tide of the game shifted.

Freshman Beth Hulac beat CU
with smart passesand clever ball

skills on the right side, opening

upavenuesfortheTigerforwards

to make runs and shoot the ball.

In the last minutes rf the game,

juniorAmy Cusic scored against

CU from a ccrnier kick taken by

junior newcomer Katie

Vorhees..The Tiger defense

allowedGU only one goal in the

second half. The final score was

4-1. GC's second half recovery

was impressive. The team's

encounter with the powerhouse

CU prepared them for their next

match against Colorado State's

strongclub,whowonthe league

last year.

During the first half d the

CSU game, the Lady Tigers

dominated the field, passing

around a stunned CSU squad.

Whenthehalftimewhistleblew,

CC wasdown by rare With only

one sub, thewomen began to tire

and let their marks wander. CSU

pummeled senior keeper Aimee

Gabel with an endless flow of

strong shots.. Bewildered and

exhausted, the Lady Tigers

suffered a crippling 7-0 defeat.

CC vengefully anticipated

the arrival ofCSU's "B" team on

Sunday. TheTigers ran from the

initial whistle and never looked

back. In the beginningmoments.

Gusicmaneuveredtheballeasily

around CSU's goalkeeper. CCs
smart defense shut down CSU's

offense, giving the Tigers'

forwards ample time to set up

theirattack Late in the half, Cusic

set up an astounding cross-field

goal from sophomore Ahson

Hogarth. The Lady Tigers

retumedtothefieldinthesecond

halfwitha2-01eadStrong winds

andconfusionworkedagainstthe

women, though, and CSU slyly

scored in the middle of the half.

Freshman Sarah Kline responded

with a skilled chip into the goal a

few minutes later, bringing the

final score to 3-1. The 2-3 Udy
TigersheadbackuptoFortCollins

for a tournament this weekend

Study Abroad in Israel

FOR Credit

THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF

JERUSALEM

TEL AVIV
UNIVERSITY

BAR-ILAN
UNIVERSITY

BEN-GURION
UNIVERSITY

HAIFA
UNIVERSITY

Programs for undergraduali and graduate sludcnls:

ONE YEAR PROGRAMS • SEMESTER PROGRAMS
SUMMER COURSES

COLTRSES TAUGHT IN ENGLISH

For more informatic

Hebrew University

Tel Aviv University

Bar-Ilan University

Ben-Gurion University

Haifa University

\ please call:

1-800-404-8622

1-212-687-56S1

1-212-337-1286
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Men's Soccer

article cut by

"expedient"

sports editors

by Ian Creager& Matt Atencio

The Colorado College

Tigers face Concordia College,

in their last home game of the

season on Saturday, October

22 at 2 pm. Over Block Break,

the Tigers will travel to

Minnesota yet again, where

they will face Carleton College

and St. lohn's University.

Warning: The remainder of

this article has been cut. To
see the original version

contact the reporters.

Journalistic "integrity" and

"expediency" dictates we
give you just the facts.

Today, you will get no
gravy, no fixings, and no

pumpkin pie after dinner

and like it.

The men's soccer team

spent last week at home,
against Friends University of

Kansas and Grinnell College

of Iowa. On Homecoming
Saturday, the Tigers faced the

NAIA Friends University. CC
struck early with a Sergei

Pokhilko goal in the first half.

Friends immediately replied

with a goal, tying the game at

1-1. After a halftime speech

by coach Horst Richardson,

the Tigers came out in the

second half with another

Pokhilko goal, putting CC
ahead, 2-1. The Tigers, led by

defenders Jeff Montera, Jeff

Lee, and Isaac Jones, held on

the rest of the game, and
emerged withabig2-l victory.

On Tuesday afternoon, the

CC men's soccer team faced

Grinnell College ot Iowa. Last

year, the Tigers traveled to

Iowa, only to be rained out in

a freak midwest thunder-

Athlete of the Week
Sergei Pokhilko, Soccer player from Kiev, Ukraine

by Elsa Butler

What seemed like an ordinary trip to the post office in his

hometown of Kiev, Ukraine turned into a golden opportunity for

CC soccer player Sergei Pohilko. Ukranian-bom Pokhilko was

discovered by a former Colorado College soccer player, whowason
assignment for USA Today. Until then, playing soccer while

studying abroad had been only a dream for Pokhilko, who scored

both goals for CC in their 2- 1 homecoming victory on Saturday.

Coach Hoist Richardson developed an interest in Pokhilko

based on his experience on quality youth teams, as well as his

excellent acholastic credentials. "He was not only a competent

athlete, but more than that, he was an excellent student He was

impressive, having taught himself English," says Richardson.

Pokhilko won a scholarship and has been at CC for a year and two

months, making his mark as a dominating force on the soccer field.

As a foreigner, Pokhilko has had to make many adjustments.

His enthusiastic attitude has allowed him to sail through any

difficulties he may have had, Pokhilko, who came from one of the

top teams in the Ukraine, hashad to get used to the American style

of play and coaching—a big svkdtch from playing in the Ukraine,

where soccer is #1. In general,

foreign players are more
determined, concentrated, and

passionate about the game
"becausesoccer isin theirblood,"

explains Pokhilko. Most
American players don't have a tradition of communicating on the

field or as extensive field vision and experience as foreign players.

Pokhilko is a posirive supporter of the team effort. He "has a

nose for the goal, hkes to play forward, hkes to attack and is fairly

physical," summarized Richardson. PokhUko is an emotional

player and the results of the game affect him deeply. He is driven

by the desire to prove to thosewho didn't believe in him that he can

play soccer, and to honor those who taught him to play.

Pokhilko's future is promising. With his major in international

poUucs, he is interested in working in an international corporation

orevenstartinghisownbusiness. Pokhilko will definitely continue

to play soccer and would love to try out for professional teams after

college. Unfortunately, his time in the U.S. is hmited. Wherever he

end s up after CC, however, there won't be many players who will

match his level of intensity and passion.

Volleyball season nears end
storm. This year, CC
dominated from the opening

whistle. However, Grinnell's

excellent goalkeeper was able p •! j. r^v • • ttt T. • r'j. t
tosnaiemanycrossesandhigh SpiKeis meet DivisioH III powerJiouse 111 St. Louis
balls sent onto the goal box, in

addition to saving or deflecting

many Tiger shots.

The Tigers were able to

string their passes together and

controlthe ball for the majority

of the first half. However, the

game remained tied 0-0 at

halftime.

In the second half CC
continued to dominate in all

facets of defensive and
attacking play. Grinnell

managed to rattle off only four

paltry shots in the entiregame.
In comparison, the Tigers

attacked the Grinnell goal

with forty-five shots. Many
shots were deflected at the

last moment, or banged off of

the goal post.

Fortunately for Grinnell,

no CC shots made it into the

net. The eventual 0-0overtime

tie was not indicative of the

domination by the Tigers.

I GUID€
TRAVEL SYSTHUI, INC.

an associate of the CARLSCW TRAVEL NETWORK

Serving the needs of Colorado travdera

since 1949

MAKE YOUR HOLIDAY TRAVEL= PLANS TODAY!==
Campus Offke: Armstrong Hall Suite 5

(719) 632-4612
389-6732 Campus Line

Main Office: 409 N. Tejon St.

(719)635-3511

Broadmoor Hotel Office: South Lobby
(719) 577-5750

CMorado Springs Airport Office: Main Terminal
(719) 570-7755

by Amanda Abbott & Molly Gross

The CC Tiger volleyball

team will travel to St. Louis

this weekend to take part in

the Washington University

Tournament. The Wash-
ington University Bears have

finished the past two seasons

as the number one Division-

Ill volleyball team in the

nation. The Tigers then play

their final home game the first

week of Block 3, on Saturday,

November 5, at 7:00pm.

The Tigers will try to use

the Washington University

tournament to bounce back

from this past weekend's
disappointing showing in

their own Invitational. The
Tigers, whohosted four teams
in the tournament, finished

the invitational with a 1-3

mark. They dominated Mills

College in three games for

their sole win. The victory is

especially significant because

Mills is a regional opponent.

The Tigers played well in

their loss to Concordia
College on Friday |7-15, 14-

16, 16-14, 15-7, 8-15) . On
Saturday, the Tigers played

Hastings, who knocked them
out of range to win the

:eal pnctice in piepuation foi

Wufainglon Uoiveisity.

CC volleyball player Jessica MacMonay bamps doriag

this weekead's competitioD in St. L4)ais, Missouri ver

SeveralCC players put up
impressive numbers for the

tournament. Freshman hitter

tournament (10-15, 4-15, 11-

I5|. Later that day, they took

on Chapman, the second

The Tigers will

try to use the

Wash. U.

tournament to

bounce back...

ranked team in the western

region. This was a crucial

match for the Tigers, who lost

decisively (7-15, 8-15, I0-15|.

Y E A R S A H E A D

SALON

30 DAYS UNLIMITED TANNING

15% ofTall services

for CC students
118 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552

Kara Penn had a career high

17 kills iagainst Concordia.

Freshman setter Helen
Grossman also set a career

high with 51 assists in the

Concordia match. Penn
compiled a remarkable .397

attack percentage for the

tournament with 29 kills and
only four errors. Junior Kendra

Johnson collected31 kills over

the weekend and freshman

Sara Nelson had 30 kills in

the tournament.

Hockey continuedfmm page 20

poised to defend the

MacNoughton Cup. Listen to

the Tigers on 1240AMKRDO
theis weekend, face off is at 6

p.m. Friday and Saturday
nights.

This season the Tigers are

playing all of their home
games at the Cadet Ice Arena

at the Air Force Academy.
There will be a shuttle bus to

the games, and students will

receive one free ticket each by

showing gold cards at the

Worner desk.

The Tigers will be home
next weekend, taking on the

University of North Dakota
at the Air Force Academy.
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Changes in store for CC Hockey
Avid Tiger hockey fans

may find themselves
dependent on the CC social

scene for entertainment this

winter. Less than half of

Tiger home games will be

held on Friday

and Saturday

nights. This

year the Tigers

will share the

Air Force

Academy
Cadet Ice

Arena with the Air Force

team, so many Tiger games
will be played on Saturday

orSunday afternoons in order

not to conflict with Falcon

hockey.

Students will also have

to present tickets to gain

admission togames. Tickets

will be available at the

Worner Center desk on the

Sunday before the series.

Students must show a CC
ID to get a ticket. Each

student is limited to one

ticket because the Falcon

Arena student section seats

only 400.

The student section at

the Falcon Arena is

approximately half the si2e

of the Broadmoor's. This

may or may not prove to be

a problem. On one hand,

afternoon games will

probably draw smaller
crowds than those typical of

weekend nights. On the

other hand, the Tigers are

the WCHA defending
champions, and student

interest runs

INSIDE CC.
SPORTS

by Josie I. Henjum

high.Max
Taylor,
Director of

the Athletic

Department^^^^^^
recognized a

potential problem in the

small number of seats

available for students. If

necessary, more seats will

be added to the section after

the first few home series.

"We hope to have a problem

accomodating student

interest," said Taylor, who
hopes the odd playing

schedule won't deter CC
students from supporting

Tiger hockey.

Another notable change

for the upcoming season

include a shuttle bus to

home games. A bus will

leave from Womer Center

approximately one halfhour

before game time. Initially,

one 45 passenger bus will be

available to transport

students. More buses, or a

second trip, willbe available

if the demand is high.

Tigers back on the right track
Tigers recover from shutout to win Homecoming

"Greedy" Pros can't lose
Attention professional in today's world, the

sports fans: you are to blame
for the recent strike in Major

League Baseball, the lockout

of the National Hockey
League, and the impending

lockout in the National

Basketball Association

The unbelievable es-

calation in players' salaries

over the past decade is a

direct result of

your undying

allegiance to

professional

sports in

America.

Recently,

sports fans ^—^^—

—

across the

country have been making
noise about pro sports

owners, players and the

"absurd" salaries that they

make. They call into talk

shows and write to sports

editors complaining about

the greed surrounding the

pro sports scene. Some of

theseargumentshave merit,

others do not.

What most people fail to

realize (or chose not to

realize) is that they can solve

the problem of greed

surrounding professional

sports in a simple way-by
boycotting their favorite

teams. The revenue losses

and diminished media
exposure that would result

would have a definite impact

on these organizations.

Once, this may have

been a simple solution, but

FROM THE
CHEAP SEATS

by Blaine Olsen

monster that is professional

sports in America cannot be

stopped, unless it stops itself.

America is addicted to

sports. Through the efforts

of the television, newspaper

and radio, sports figures

today are arguably bigger

than personalities in any

other business. Kids in our

country today

grow up

knowing
more about
E m m i t t

Smith and
Michael

-^^—^^^ Jordan than

anybody or

anythingelse, except maybe
other sports figures.

In itself, this is not

necessarily a bad thing. Kids

in most generations grow up

enchanted with the exploits

of local sports teams and

players. The difference is

that in this day and age

professional sports have

become entrenched within

American pop culture.

In truth, the loss of

professional sports would

create a more active, healthy

society. Unfortunately, this

action would not be seen by

most sports fans as

beneficial.

Instead of celebrating

the end of the "greedy"

professional sports monster,

most fans would kick and

fight like any addict going

through withdrawal.

by Thomas Quinlen

Tiger football is back to

its winning ways. This
weekend the Tigers whipped
up on the Austin College

Kangaroos, 31-13 in front of a

large Homecoming crowd.

This was the first

complete game for the Tigers

this season, and a major
improvement over pastgames.

The defense, led by

linemen Sean Mitchell, Sean

O'Conner, Neil Coluba, and

David Swift, sacked the Roos'

quarterback 6 times. Line-

backer |.B. Bissell returned an

interception 79 yards for a

touchdown, and Coluba re-

covered a fumble caused by

Vili Tua'one.

Special teams play also

improved dramatically. Josh

Vitt averaged 42 yards per

punt, and the pimtand kickoff

coverage teams kept Austin

deep in their own territory.

Placekicker Brett Roberts

kicked a 27 yard field goal and

converted on all four point

after attempts.

The offense played

consistently for the entire

game. The Tigers scored in

each quarter, refusing to let

Austin back into the game.

Freshman receiver Brian

O'Sullivan had three touch-

down receptions, including

one for 80 yards. The others

were scoring strikes of 4 and

25 yards. Fullbacks Jim
Fukahara and Nick Crudzien

both had excellent games
filling in for the injured Chris

Williams, and John Lutz had

SenloiuUbicklohllLuuduiges through the KaDgaioo line in luiSalDTtlay'sHoiTiecoiiuDg

victoiy over Austin College. Uitztushed foi ovct one bnnilied yaids in font consecutive

games before list week's devastiting loss at the hands of Central Colkge of Iowa. Lutz

was back on track again against Aostin, itisbing for over one hundred yards again.

another 100+ yard game.

After suchagoodshowing
the Tigers are primed for the

remainder of their season.

This weekend, CC travels

to the land of cotton and BBQ.

The Tigers will face the

Rhodes College Lynx, in

Memphis, TN. This will be

the team's second trip to the

South to face a SCAC team,

and they hope to improve on

their last game, a 2 1 - 19 loss to

Milsaps.

The Lynx are 1-6, but all

of theirgameshave been close.

Last week they lost a heart-

breaker to Sewanee, 19-17.

Rhodes should be seeking

revenge for the 52- 10 drubbing

they received here last year.

TheTigers are lookingfor their

first road win in this week-

end's matchup for.

States head coach Craig

Rundle, "They don't have a

good record, but teams like

that are dangerous. Ifyou don't

jump on them quick, they get

hope, and then they can give

you a lot of trouble."

Correction
Last week's Catalyst reported that Austin College of

Sherman, Texas boasted a 5-0 record. In fact, their record

was 3-2 coming into the CC Homecoming game.

The score of the game played between Austin and CC in

the 1993 season was reported as 35-28. CC actually won by

a score of 38-24.

Harriers brave freak Kansas hurricane

Teams storm to seventh place finishes at Ft. Hayes

by Eric Coe

Today, the 24 men and

women that make up the CC
Cross Country Team are once

again in a van somewhere in

Kansas.

For yet another week our

brave runners are heading out

to the nether regions of the

great Midwest to run and test

their mettle against fierce

competition and farmers'

daughters alike. Their

destination is the Hastings

Cross Country Invitational, in

Hastings, Nebraska. The
Tigers are looking to continue

their stellar season, and when
you have asmuch character as

this team, folks, it doesn't

matter how well you run.

Last Saturday, the Tigers

ventured into the Heartland

for the Ft. Hayes Tiger

Invitational. Spirits were high

after the long trek, highlighted

by eight straight hours of

euchre for one van, and eight

hours of restful slumber for

the other.

Unbeknownst to the

team, in the course of Friday

night an inland hurricane had

made its way to scenic Hayes,

creating rainy conditions and

fierce winds for Saturday's

race.

The women were the first

to hit the course, running to a

seventh place team finish. As

usual, the women were led by

junior All American Sara

"Birthday Girl" Fry, who ran

to a fifth place finish on the

five kilometer course in 1 9:0 1

.

Young Erica Sofianek was

next across the line for the

Tigers with a time of 20:30.

Sophomores Krista Fish

|2I:19|, Kara Bundy (21:27|,

and Nanci Eaton |2I:38| were

the next finishers for the

women, showing strong pack

runningand fierce animahstic

tendencies. Junior Sascha

Scott, running with all the

enthusiasm of a Pizza Hut

waitress, and Bridget Schulte,

who is just too darned nice for

that, rounded out the women's

team.

The men's team also ran

to a seventh place finish,

having just as much fun doing

it. The men were led by junior

Jack "I want to deal" Hayes,

who crossed the line in a

blistering 27:31. Following

Hayes were sophomore Eric

Coe and uppity freshman punk
Ethan White, at 27:48 and

27:52, respectively.

freshmen Mike Kremkau

128:35.5) and Dan "Ookie

Cookie" Miller |28:35.9) were

next across the hne. They were

almost disquaUfied for trying

to hold hands as they finished

the race. Miller was
reprimanded for his scurriUous

conduct, and was quoted as

saying, "It seemed appropriate

at the time." Poor Dan will

learn about appropriate.

The Tiger team was
rounded out by freshman Josh

Hayes and Junior Spencer

Bonnie, who finished his first

collegiate race. Such was the

stuff that Ft. Hayes, Kansas

was made of.
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Ole Time Hockey returns to CC
Tigers face perennial power Michigan in opener

by Mike Rabinovitch

The defending WCHA
regular season champions take

to the ice inAnn Arbor tonight

to face an always tough

Michigan Wolverine Team.
Returning from Yost Arena

with at least a split from the

two-game series will boost

team confidence and unity

going into next weekend's

home opener versus North

Dakota.

"This team has gained a

lot of confidence from last

year's success," states

sophomore netminder Ryan
Bach. "These games are going

to be tough. We're playing a

highly touted program in their

building."

These Tigers know how to

win on the road. Last year the

squad posted an 11-7-1 mark

on theroad. This weekend they

will be skating against a

Wolverine team returning

twenty lettermen.

Senior defenseman and

team captain Kent Fearns

explained the keys to victory

this weekend, "The team needs

to play with discipline. We
must play tenacious defense,

but it is imperative we stay out

of the penalty box. Most
important we must have
perfect execution on ourspecial

teams."

Fearns will anchor a

defense led by himself and

Key Returnees: Jay McNeill/F, R.J. Enga/F, Peter Geronazzo/

F, Colin Schmidt/F, Chad Remackel/F, Kent Fearns/D,

Ryan Reynard/F, Eric Rud/D, Ryan Bach/G

Newcomers: Lee Groom/D, Trevor Putrah/D, Jason

Gudmundson/F, Geoff Herzog/D, T.J. Tanberg/F) Stewart

Bodtker/F, Calvin Elfring/D, Travis Cheyne/F, Beau

Garrett/T

seniors Dave "The Hitman"

Paxton and alternate captain

Jon "The Enforcer" Steiner.

Steiner and Paxton have a

league wide reputation as

heavy hitters. They will be

accompanied at the blue line

by sophomore finesse players

Bobby Needham and AU-
WCHA rookie team selection

Eric "Mr. Polite" Rud. Hoping

to make an impact this year at

defense is highly recruited

freshman Calvin Elfring.

The offense will prove to

be as potent as ever. CC
returns six ofseven top scorers

from last year. Heading the

list are junior center Jay

"Crazy Coiff" McNeil and R.J

"I really am from Colorado

Springs" Enga. McNeil was

an All-WCHA Selection last

season collecting 44 points,

including 25 goals. Enga
earned honorable mention
dazzling fans with his

excellent speed and skating.

Junior forward and
alternate captain Chad "I hang

out in the library" Remackel

and senior Ryan "Iron fists"

Reyanrd will couple their

scoring ability with their

Week in Review
Women's Soccer The resurgent Tigers are 3-6-3 for the season

after victories oyer the Univ. of New Mexico |1-0| and
Northern Colorado |2-0| last weekend.

Men's Soccer CC, 9-5-2, defeated Friends University, 2-1, last

Saturday. The team tied Grinnell, 0-0, on Tuesday.

Football: The Tiger gridders had no problem controlling

Austin College in Saturday's Homecoming game. CC won
31-19. The team now stands at 4-2 for the season.

Cross Cotmtry: Both the men's and women's teams finished

seventh at Fort Hays State last weekend. Sara Fry, Krista

Fish, Nanci Eaton and Bridget Schulte ran personal bests

for the women. Eric Coe, Ethan White and Mike Kremkau
set personal records for the men's team.

Volleyball: The CC spikers fell to 7-16 after a fourth place

finish at their own Invitational last weekend. The Tigers

defeated Mills College in threegames, but fell to Concordia,

Hastings and Chapman.

Week in Preview
Women's Soccer The Tigers host Stanford University at 3:30

p.m. Friday and the University of Nebraska at 1 p.m.
Saturday.

Men's Soccer: Concordia University will face the Tigers at 3
p.m. Saturday on Stewart Field.

Football: The Tigers return to the road this week to meet
Rhodes College in Memphis, Tennessee.

Cross Country: CC will travel to Hastings, Nebraska for the

Hastings College Invitational this weekend.
Volleyball: The Washington University Tournament takes

the spikers to St. Louis, Missouri this weekend.

desire for heavy checking.

Freshman Travis Cheyne,
with his sizeand speed, should

follow suit. Last year's surprise

duo of Colin "Bones" Schmidt

and Peter "Epileptic victory

celebration" Geronazzo had a

knack for tickUng the twine

in the most crucial situatons.

Schmidt's plan of attack

for the upcoming season is

similar: "I'm going to get the

puck to Gerry and he's going

to put it in the net. That's the

plan."

The Tigers are blessed

with two outstanding

goaltenders in Ryan "Brick

Wall" Bach and Judd "Bench

Press" Lambert. Both are

excellent tenders and head

coach Don Lucia hopes that

both can see sufficient ice

time.

This year's Tigers are

please seeHockeyOBpage 18

Tiger Hockey
This Weekend:

The CC Tigers, 1993-94 regular-season champions of

theWCHA, open theirseason on the road this weekend with

a two-game, non-league series at the Univ. of Michigan.

The teams have not met since 1981 when Michigan

knocked CC out of theWCHA playoffs in their final season

as a member of the league. The Wolverines lead the series 54-

33-3.

Michigan, 33-7-1 overall last season, claimed both the

CCHA regular-season and playoffchampionships. The Wol-

verines were eliminated from the NCAA tournament by

Lake Superior State in the regional round.

CC Head Coach Don Lucia says:

"We're going to have our work cut out for us this week.

Michigan will be one of the top teams in the country again

this year. It'll be a good opportunity to see how we stack up

and should help our strength-of-schedule rating for NCAA
tournament consideration. This series will also get us ready

for our WCHA opener a week later against North Dakota .

. . Last year we learned how to win on the road (the Tigers

were 1 1 -7- 1 1. 1 think our veterans have confidence that they

can go into anyone's building and win."

That's a Fact:

The Tigers are are ranked 3rd both nationally and in the

WCHA in separate preseason polls.

The Tigers have a chance to become the first team to

defend its WCHA Championship since Minnesota accom-

plished the task in 1988-89.

Jay McNeill, R.J. Enga, Peter Geronazzo and Colin

Schmidt are among the seventeen of last year's top 26

scorers in the WCHA who have returned for the '94-95

Women's soccer healthy, on the upswing
by Steven Lewis

This weekend, the CC
Women's soccer team takes

on the University of Nebraska

and nationally rankedStanford

University at home. CC faces

off against the 3rd-ranked

Cardinal on Friday at 3:30 p.m.

on Stewart Field. The Tigers

take the field again on Saturday

at 1:00 p.m. against the

Cornhuskers.

Undeterred by the

prospect of facing a nationally

ranked team, sophomore
Meghan McGuire confidently

asserts that the team is ready,

stating "Bring 'em on."

McGuire, a forward, was
one of the forces behind the

Tigers' impressive showing at

Stewart field last weekend. Led

by McCuire's two goals, the

Tigers shut out the Division-

II University of Northern
Colorado on Sunday after

doing the same to the

University of New Mexico on

Saturday.

According to junior Mary
Kay Meintzer, who plays both

midfield and forward , the key

word for the weekend was
"click," as in coming together.

"It was the first time the

team actually worked
together," agreed McGuire. A
much smoother transition

from defense to offense was
very apparent. As usual, the

defense, anchored by freshman

Jaime Haire at sweeper, held

Up Next for the Tigers:

The Tigers will host Stanford University at 3:30 on

Friday and the University of Nebraska at 1 p.m. Saturday in

key NCAA Division I match-ups.

Against the Univ. of New Mexico Lobos:

Junior co-captain Katie Shenk scored with just four

minutes left of play in the Tigers' second victory of the

seaon.

Against UNC :

Sophomore Meagan McGuire scored both Tiger goals in

Sunday's game. McGuire leads the team with five goals.

opponents' forwards at bay.

The difference was the ability

that the team showed in

capitalizing on turnovers and

creating shots of their own.

"We actually took shots,

"

gaped freshman midfielder

Martina Holan. Constantly

applying pressure to the

opposition's goalie, CC
generated more offense than

they have been able to in

weeks.

The presence of Haire,

who returned from surgery

against DU two weeks ago,

and Meintzer, who returned

from a stress fracture to face

UNM, was also vital to the

team's winning effort.

Devastated by injuries for the

majority of the season, the

team is slowly but surely

returning to full form.

Sophomore goalkeeper
Audrey Maxfield also turned

in a stellar performance for

theTigers. Sheeamedher third

and fourth shutouts of the

season and had a total of nine

saves for the weekend.

This weekend was a bit of

a stress reliever for many of

the players. Bearing the burden

of having few and sometimes

no subs combined with the

struggle to win hardened the

spirits of many of the players.

According to McGuire,
however, this weekend was
different. "Everyone had a lot

of fun. It wasn't like a job, it

was more of a fun time."

Hopefully, the Tigers will

be able to have as much fun

against the Division-I

powerhouses they play this

weekend. McGuire is

undaunted by the national

ranking of Stanford and the

size of Nebraska. The
sophomore states "We're
going to try and look past who
we're playing and play like we
knowhow." Smiling, sheadds,

"we're ready for 'em."
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Arson fire burns fraternity
Sigma Chi entrance way falls victim to arson during Rush week

by Jennie Rantiall

A fire destroyed the foyer

and front room of the Sigma

Chi house, 1121 N. Nevada,

before being contained and

extinguished by fire fighters

late Monday night. The
incident is currently under

investigation as first degree

arson.

Seven people were in the

house at the time of the fire.

No one was injured.

The fire started at

radiator ignited the newspa-

pers. Investigatorsnow believe

the newspapers were inten-

tionally ignited with a match

or a lighter.

"The nature of the burn is

that is was started by an open

flame," arson investigator

Larry Schwarz said.

Occupants of Sigma Chi

were alerted to the fire by

Colorado Springs citizens

Jason Cook and Dave Tate.

Cook and Tate were driving

south on Nevada when they

n
lnj

"If we didn't have a quick

dispatch, it would have quickly

spread to the entire structure."

^Arson Investigator Schwarz

The Sigma Chi fiaiemity su

miDinul damage to the iDte

Seven resideots weie piescD

ained majoi damage to the (toot ectiaiice but onlv

ot hom a Hie investigatots detcimined caused by ars

at the time o{ the fire and all escaped injury.

approximately 1 1 : 10PM in the

foyer of the house. Earlier that

day, SigmaChi residents filled

the foyer with crumpled

newspapers as part of a

Halloween prank. It was
previously thought that a

noticed the blaze.

"We just stopped the car,

got out, and ran over," Tate

said.

The front door was on fire

and the side door was locked,

so Tate kicked the side door

open . He and Cook alerted the

occupants of the house to the

fireand used fire extinguishers

from the house in an attempt

to contain the blaze which,

Tate said, filled the entire

foyer. In the meantime, several

SigmaChi residents contacted

the fire department.

Senior Dan Maddock and

sophomore Jason Attas

attempted to extinguish the

fire from the balcony without

success.

"I went through that

whole fire extinguisher and it

didn't do a damn thing,"

Maddock replied.

"Wetriedtogodownstairs

with thefire extinguishers but

it was too hot and too smoky
and we couldn't breathe,"

Attas said.

The first company of fire

fighters arrived within three

minutes of receiving the

dispatch. Schwarz said the fire

was free bumingwhenthefirst

company arrived.

please see Fire on page 2

Phi Delta Theta gets two year probation

by Julie Gordon

On Monday, October

17th, after Homecoming
Weekend, CC security

officials discovered drug

paraphernaliain the basement

of the Phi Delta Theta

fraternity. Security found two

water bongs and two small

pipes. Near the paraphernalia

was a polaroid picture of

someone using a gas mask,

leading officials to believe the

paraphernalia and picture

were related.

Phi Delta Theta has had

its rush privileges evoked for

this year. Additionally, it has

been banned from hosting

social functions until the end

of the 1995-96 school year.

The house must remain free

of alcohol and controlled

substances and is required to

pay the $1,000 worth of

damages by November 15th.

"I have no idea how we

will be able to pay the money,"

said Jamie Klopp, President of

please see Frat on page 3
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Ritt Endowment
helps explorers

The Ritt KelloggMemo-

rial Fund exists to support

Colorado College students

in their safe and
conscientious pursuit of

wilderness expeditions and

outdoor education. Ninety

percent of the Fund promotes

imagination, challeng?«aj^

growth with grants ranging

from $250 to $ 1 000, and ten

percent goes toward the

purchase of books for Tutt

Library.

The fund was created in

memory of Ritt Kellogg, a

1990 CC philosophy major

who died with two of his

friends in an avalanche when
topping out the east face of

Mt. Foraker in Alaska June

18, 1992.

Funding proposals

should be submitted to the

Leisure Program Office.

Proposals must include

specific goals for the

expedition and a description

of the itinerary, participants

(including experience),

equipment and ration con-

siderations, travel plans.

safety considerations, envi-

ronmental impact concerns

and cultural considerations.

Proposals should be submit-

ted by December 1st.

Criteria for the Ritt Fund

include: improving a

person's abilities as a back

country traveler; completing

a wilderness based

expedition ofat least 1 5 days;

strictly adhering to high

safety and environmental

impact standards.

A review committee
composed of a Leisure Pro-

gram Office representative,

Outdoor Recreation Com-
mittee members and chaired

by one or more Ritt Fund
stewards will determine if

proposals meet fund criteria.

Students given Ritt Fund

monies must submit a Post

Expedition Report which
will serve as a reference for

future expeditions. The
report is due within 60 days

of the expedition's end.

Questions should be di-

rected to the Leisure Pro-

gram Office or the ORC.

Fire continued from page 1

"If we didn't have quick

dispatch, it would have
quickly spread to the entire

structure," he said.

Thanks to a quick
dispatch, as well as efforts by

Cook, Tate and several Sigma
Chi residents, fire fighters

were able to contain and
extinguish the blaze before it

spread.

Residents of Sigma Chi

spent Monday night in Jay's

Motel at the College's ex-

pense. Colorado College will

also pay to dry clean clothing

and bedding damaged by
smoke. No personal items
were lost in the fire.

The Sigma Chi house sus-

tained damage to the exterior

and interior of the building.

The front door and foyer were

destroyed. "Ourfoyerispretty

much totaled," said Jay Schall,

senior. The carpet must be

replaced and the walls need

repainting. Colorado College

will cover all the costs of re-

pairing the Sigma Chi resi-

dence. At press time, the cost

of the fire damage had not yet

been assessed.

Anyone with information
concerning the person or

persons involved in starting

the fire is asked to contact

Schwarz at 444-7504 or

CrimeStoppers at 444-7530.

DIALogue starts calling
by Anne Armstrong

On November 6th, 7th,

9th and 10th in the W.E.S.

room of the Womer Center,

student volunteers will

participate in the 1 8th annual

DIALogue phonathon.
DIALogue is organized by the

Student Development
Committee in order to raise

money for Annual Giving.

According to Carolyn

Byrnes of the office of

Telemarketing/Student
Programs, students will call

"all alums who have given in

the past and some parents" to

keep them informed about

Colorado College and seek

contributions. Money earned

will go to the Student
Development office into an

"open fund," according to Tu
Phan, Chairman of the Student

Development Committee.

That committee contends

"tuition covers only 70percent

of the cost to educate each

student at CC" and that

"earnings from the

endowment and Annual
Giving make up the other 30

percent." According to Phan,

money from the open fund is

used towards such causes as

helping out the Center for

Community Service, buying

equipment for sports teams,

alternative spring break trips,

ORC equipment, Financial

Aid, work-study salaries, fi-

nancing the library computer
network and keeping up the

CC cabin.

Students who participate

in the phonathon willbe given

a free dinner as well as a free

ten-minute long distance

phone call at the end of each

shift. All volunteers will be

eligible for prizes such as

dinner for eight at President

Mohrman's house, gift

certificates to Red Robin,

home baked treats, tapes.

«suBiunv
i^^M^fiimiiiAmim^&ixM.'m^^?^/^^^^^

SPECIAL!
Buy any Foot Long Sandwich

with l\/ledium Drinl< for
$3.50

good after 5 pm
131N.TeJon

on the corner of Bijou and Te|on

Not valid with any other offer. Valid only at this location.

Expires Jan. 1,1995

CD's, t-shirts and more.

Volunteering for two or

more shifts makes students

eligible to have their names
placed in the hat for a Grand
Prize drawing. Grand Prizes

include a $200 gift certificate

toMountainChalet,two$IOO
cash prizes, two color TV's

and a $200 gift certificate to

the Chinook Bookstore.

Students interested in

participatingin DIALogue can
call Megan Billings at X6601
or show up at the Womer
W.E.S. room for any shift

diuing the fourday phonathon.

Two evening shifts are held

each day of the phonathon:

4:45-7:30 and 7:15-10:00.
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ISO Week celebrates culture
by Stephanie Dohrmann

The International Student

Week took place on campus
beginning Monday, exposing

to Colorado College countries

with their cultures from all

over the world.

During the first three days

of the week, the Womer Cen-

ter turned into a bazaar of

international flair. Represen-

tatives from African Imports,

Los Niftos, Seoul Market, Af-

fordable Flags and Life by De-

sign were selling international

arts and crafts, music, food,

and clothing.

The International Week,

sponsoredby the International

Student Organization (ISO|

and CCCA, can be regarded as

the kick-off event for other

international activities

planned for the present school

year.

"So far, the response and

interest of students and

faculty has been really good,"

said Kara Sheldon, the Direc-

tor of the Office of Interna-

tional Programs.

In fact, 15 people came

tothe presentation and discus-

sion led by Elana Garfield, a

former exchange student in

Israel, about "Reflection on the

Occupation: Palestinians and

Israelis." Also, a lot of stu-

dents showed up to watch the

Chinese movie "Farewell My
Concubine," Tuesday night.

One of the week's high-

lights—of great student inter-

est—was the Study Abroad/

Off-Campus Programs Fair.

Here, students and program

advisors gave information

about their cross-cultural ex-

perience from all over the

world including countries like

Bali, Tanzania, Kenya, Israel

or Botswana. In addition to

the possibility of studying

abroad, CC students could find

out about short-term work op-

portunities abroad, financial

aid and scholarships.

"It is very important to

plan ahead," says Kara

Sheldon. "Students should get

the information about the

country they would like to go

to a year before they intend to

leave."

Thursday was African

Day. Instead of the usual

Thursday at Eleven, the Mu-
sicDepartment in cooperation

with the American Ethnic

Studies presented Al Haji Papa

Susso, a traditional musician

and historian from The
Gambia in West Africa one

hour later. In the evening, he

entertained his audience with

his performance of the Kora, a

harp/lute-like instrument
from Africa few had heard be-

fore.

The International Week
1 994 will end tonight with an

International Festival. This

festival is mainly organized

by some of the 45 interna-

tional studentsstudying atCC
this year. Food from many dif-

ferent cultures, like China,

Mexico, Turkey, France, Italy

or Germany, will be featured

along with an international

fashiori show. Also, traditional

dances from around the

world—the Chinese Dragon

Dance for example—will be

performed.

Come to Gaylord today

between 5:30 and 8:30 PM for

a taste of the world.

The Phi Delta Theta fraternity displays some chagrin following recent disciplinary measures

taken afterCC security discovered a seven-foot bongand other drug parapheniaiia in the house.

Phi Belts face damage fees, probation after party

trat continuedfrom page 1

Phi Delta Theta.

The person in the picture

has not been identified, and

no one is willing to come
forward and take

responsibility. "The person in

the picture might have been

an alumni," said Klopp. "We
have not completely ruledout

that possibility." The Phi

Delta Theta fraternity hosted

a party tor alumni in their

house over Homecoming.
Mike Edmonds, Diane

Benninghoff, and Paul Jones

serve on the Administrative

Review Panel that will

conduct investigations. It and

when the party responsible for

the drug use is discovered, the

person's (or people's) names

will not be revealed to the

Colorado College community.

"We follow the Buckley

Amendment, which is a

federal law governing the

confidentiality of discipline

records," said Benninghoff.

A judicial hearingwas held

not only because of the drugs

involved but because the Phi

Delta Theta fraternity hosted

an unregistered party.

Members brought cases ofbeer

for alumni and also had an

open bar. Colorado College

regulations require, when
alcohol is served at student

social functions, there must

be a security guardand trained

server certified by Residential

Life present. The fraternity

only had a security guard.

The Phi Delta Theta

fraternity has been charged

with hosting an unregistered

party, possession and use of

marijuana and violation of

College property. Over $ 1,000

worth of damage was done to

the house over the weekend.

Thermostats were ripped oft

the walls, exit signs destroyed

and fire extinguishers lit off.

"That we know the

alumni did," said Klopp.

"We have a policy that

makes students responsible for

their guests," said Vice-

President of Student Life

Laurel McLeod. "The
situation with the Phi Delta

Theta fraternity is the same as

when a few students damage

dorm property and no one

comes forward. The cost of

repairing the damage is equally

split between all students."

Under the Colorado

College judicial system,

students have the right to

know the charges againstthem

and to appeal the verdict. "We
are appealing only one thing,"

explained Klopp, "and that is

rush privileges."

The appeal was denied.

Campus Happenings
Oak Ridge Fall Research Semester
Applications are now being taken for the Oak Ridge

Science Semester, a one semester research opportunity

which places qualified science or social science majors in

on-going research at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in

Oak Ridge, TN. The research semester includes 16 hours

credit, a $3600 award and cost-free housing contingent on
DOE funding. Some students may be able to start five to ten

weeks early as part of a summer pre-session with an addi-

tional stipend and housing.

Interested students should contact Professor Nate Bower
in the Science Department or Professor Robert Loevy in the

Social Science Department.

NCAA Scholarship: Sports Journalism
Applications are now available for the NCAA scholar-

ship for Sports Journalism, a $3000 award lor those inter-

ested in the field. Any junior is eligible for the scholarship,

and the deadline is December 16, 1994. See Professor Susan

Ashley in Palmer 206 |X6529) lor details.

Ritt Endowment Funds Available
Students interested in wilderness expeditions and

outdoor education may apply for a Ritt Kellogg Memorial

grant for up to $1000. Questions? Leisure Program Office.

Gaylord Prize for Asian-Pacific Study
The Program in Asian-Pacific Studies is pleased to

announce the Fall 1994 competition tor The Gaylord Prize

for Independent Student Research in Pacific Area Studies.

The purpose of the Gaylord Prize is to encourage and

support independent work by students interested in Asian-

Pacific Studies. Prizes will be awarded for projects by both

individuals and small groups. Proposals are due to the

history department secretary, Sandy Papuga, Palmer 212,

by 3:00 PM, the second Monday of Block 3- November 7.

1994. Please contact Professor Vibha Kapuria-Foreman (ext.

64I9I or Professor Yun-Yu Wang |ext. 6460) with questions.

Venture Grants Offered
- The Colorado College once again has a Venture fund.

The Venture Funds are administered by the Dean's Advi-

sory Committee with an operating budget of $50,000. Funds

aredivided between Student Research ($20,000], Conferences

($10,0001 and Visiting Faculty ($20,000).

Applications for all three areas are available in the

Dean's Office and should be returned there when com-

pleted. The Committee meets the third Thursday of every

Block, and application deadhnes are 1:00 PM the Friday

preceding the meeting. Questions should go to X6686.

Honor Council

Nominations
Submit nominations to the

labeled boxes in the Worner

Center, Loomis, Mathias or

Slocum between November

4th and noon November 14th.

The nomination needs only the

name of the student, but a

Worner Box number and phone

extension are appreciated.

The Honor Council is an entirely student-run

organization vital to the Colorado College

community. Members seek to uphold with

integrity the Constitution of the Honor System

incorporating the Honor Code which applies to

all class-work done at the College.

All nominated students will be asked to write a letter of

intent, and those elected will be interviewed.
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CCCA Doings: 11/2
Members Present; Coffey, Galligan, McLauKfilin, Lippard, Robinson, Anderson, Anthony,

Daniels, Grace, Grosscup, Peacock, Reynolds, Sanchez, Ynondo

Memhers Absent: fllackwcldcr

I. Budget RequesSs

A. SAPHE House request for S300 to cover costs for an ait-campus substance

alternative dance party inchidinga D.I,, publicity and refreshments fimded

at $250 without discussion

B. Chess Qub's request for $984 to cover the remaining half of the coach's salary,

membership fees and USCf tournament rating fees not covered by the

Leistire Program funded at $574, the Budget Committee subtracted

membership fee costs with the suggestion individiul members should

contribute to that expense; three abstcniions

C. Rainbow lam (organized by nine different cultural student groups! request tor

$989.50 to cover annual event featuring culturally diverse foods and music

fully funded against Budget Committee's recommendation of $875 wltich

took out one server and a keg along with dance contest fees, overrule of

Committee supported 6 to 4 with 1 abstention

D. Litera House's request for $200 to compile and publish a pamphlet listing

'essential" readings for a well-rounded liberal arts education to be made

available onrequest by students andfaculty fully funded without discussion

E. The Educational Enrichment Center and Center for Community Service's request

for $400 to purchase art supplies and transportation lot a progjam which

would allow around 50 CC students to spend 2 hours per week in local

schools to supplement those schools* arts curriculums funded at $300

without discussion

F. Breckcniidge Adaptive Ski Program's request for $562.50 to pay fox transportation

and instruction fees for CC students to be "ski buddies" funded at $250

against the Budget Committee's jecomnendation of$125-whieh would have

funded half of instruction fees and no transportation costs, 3 votes cast

against the change to cover all mstructton fees and consider transportation

fees later

G. BGALA's request for $'2355 to pay for a lanuarv benefit concert m Armstrong Hall

by a gay comedy and musical act with proceeds going to the Southern

Colorado Aids Project funded at $ 1 700 to cover the honorarium and

publieityjthe Committee's recommendation centered on the concern the

concert at:ted partially as a charity, 2 abstentions

n. Master Planning Question*

A. A student a Master Plan committee askedCCCA for recommendations tegarding

getting an accurate survo' of students, noted several pi oposed ideas (parking

garage, etcl

1. McLaughlin notedstudents do not understand Master Plan's importance

2. Daniels suggested student construct a model to display m Worner
HI. Student/Faculty Committee Report

A, Michael Kauffinan leportedfor the Coramitteefor Socially Responsible Investment,

noting the SRi is in charge of CC's investments in companies

1 . SRI to begin submitting proposals to companies to promote healthy

environment

2. Kauffraan reportedfeeling on Committee "we aredoingabsolutely nothing"
,^. SRI to put together a list of companies it recommends students boycott

because of eirrironmental violations

B- Natalie Sanchez reported for the Dean's Advisory Committee, mentioning the

committee vvorks on judging pass/fail requests and Venture Grants
IV. Coffeytalk

A. CCCA will be having luncb with the President

B. The Council to make Bob Pizzi's Faculty Advisor of the Year trophy a memorial
trophy, send a formal letter to Pizzi's family

C. Noted the Misdemeanor obtained insurance and will be reapplying for funds

V. The Guide

A. McLaughlin announced an orientation to the Guide, the brochure given to all

student leaders, on December 1st at 5:30 in Gaylord co-sponsored hy the

Leisure Program
VI. Class Surveys

A. Survey on BlockTwo course to be submitted to Womer boxes Monday after review
B Council decided to add a question regarding the size of the class

VIL Meamg adjourned at 4 40

Bemis composting

project catches food
by Mike Smith & Joseph Z. Sharman

Colorado CoUegestudents

Darren Greve and Josh Finch,

both EnACT members,
initiated a composting project

in Bemis last month. Students

with leftover food may deposit

it in special bins in Bemis

during Monday and
Wednesday meals.

Composting uses natural

microorganisms todecompose

waste material

into a nutrient-

rich soil which
canbeusedasa
topsoil or

fertilizer,

to change the

old idea of

burying [waste]

in the ground

and forgetting

about it. With
the new idea of

composting,
we can reuse -^^^^^—
waste and save space at the

same time/ said Greve.

Greve and Finch hope to

expand the project to Rastall

facilities by the end of the

Block in addition to making it

available during more days.

Greve is using Slocum
facilities to treat the collected

food, and he is pursuing state

health permits for further

expansion.

Assisting with the

composting project are other

EnACT members and David

Lord, Colorado College

Business Manager in

cooperation with Residential

Life. Lord allotted $2000 to

help with costs. Bryan
Wermers, Manager of Bemis,

has also assisted the effort.

"I signed up because it

seemed like a program that

was actually

doing
something,"
noted student

Danny Herr.

According

to Abby
Moore, "In just

the few days

I've sat outside

of Bemis, lots

of people have

member Darren ^h°^"
. finterest in the

Greve program and
^^^^^—^^-^^^^-^ its efforts."

"With the new
idea of com-
posting, we can

We need reusc wastc and

save space at the

same time."

—EnACT

EnACT is asking for

volunteers to help with the

project. Anyone interested

should contact Greve (X7588}

or an EnACT member.
Composting is slow in

gaining acceptance, but it is

one measure to curb the trash

disposal crisis reaching 160

million tons a year. CC is one

of two colleges in the country

participating in a composting

effort.

'Minorities in

Newspapers' job

conference coming
The American Society of

Newspaper Editors, the News-
paper Association of America

and the Colorado Springs Ga-
zette Telegraph will host the

"Reach the Peak: Minorities

in Newspapers Job Confer-

ence" November 10-12 at the

Le Baron Hotel in Colorado

Springs.

The cost is $ 1 5, and meals

and lodging are free to stu-

Y E A R S A H E A D

SALON

36 DAYS UNUMITED TANNING
go

15% off all services

for CC students
118 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552

Paris $320- Costa Rica $265'
Madrid $320' Guatemala $235'
Rome $350' Mexico City $200'

Ul Iw o(ha woIdAide destJrabcns.

Council Travel
1>- Boulder, CO 80'

»(?-^-J-lSg8¥l!f"-

wmtmall or stop by for a FREE Student Travel

Eurailpasses issued on ti

dents.

Newspaper Editors and

recruiters will gather in Colo-

rado Springs to interview mi-

nority students interested in

jobs in the newspaper indus-

try. The program also offers

workshops on how to find a

job, how to survive in a news-

room and tips for students

seeking business-side newspa-

per careers.

Sponsors are making it

possible for students to receive

nieals and hotel lodging at no

cost. This conference is a good

career opportunity for those

studying journalism, market-

ing, business or accounting,

computer science, art or pho-

tography.

For information and regis-

tration materials contact ei-

ther the Catalyst (Joseph

Sharman, X72301 or call

Connie Steele, conference co-

ordinator, the Colorado
Springs Gazette Telegraph,

636-0392,

There is no deadline for

registration.
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by Tonya N. Hahn

Recently, the World
Council of Churches, along

with the National Council of

Churches and inter-faith

Christian organizations, came

to the United States with

delegates from around the

world to investigate America

on charges of human rights

violations, and to determine

whether or not their findings

warrant an investigation by

the United Nations. The
accusation: The United States

thinks itself high and mighty

enough to interfere with other

countries committinghuman
rights violations and ignores

those existing within its own
borders. Our offense: racism.

A black man walking

down the sidewalk watches

people cross to the other side

of the street as he approaches.

A Hispanic man is followed

carefully through the store by

the sales clerk as he shops for

a new stereo. A white man
reftises to drive through ablack

neighborhood after dark for

fear of being attacked to settle

a score he had nothing to do

with. The United States is

riddled with racist sentiment.

Situations like these are

commonplace in everyday

American society. They give

obvious indications of the

racism hidden behind our

banners of equality. Cases like

the Rodney King trial ignite

the fuses buried beneath our

country's thin skin. They
explode into tragedy. It's true.

The United States is teeming

with racism. Realistically

though, find a country that

isn't.

So, what is the difference

between theUnited Statesand

other countries? Unlike many
other countries, the United

States discourages racism. It

attempts to discourage

perpetration ofan atmosphere

conducive to such an atrocity.

In fact, the United States takes

decisive action against racism

in the form of social taboos

andlawsagainstit.TheUnited

States admittedly has its

problems, but falls quite short

of warranting being censored

in the United Nations.

Some would claim that

any violation ofhuman rights,

however small in comparison.

should receive penalty. In a

Utopian world, that might be

possible. In our own world,

however, it is not. Perhaps in

a Utopian world the United

States would be considered an

evil perpetrator of suppression

and inequality. The sour truth

is that this is not a Utopian

world, nor will it ever be.

People are still hungry, still

making enemies of their own
countrymen, still killing for

no other reason than reUgious

differences and the color of

skin. War has yet to fall prey

to extinction and racism has

yet to follow it down. For a

country boasting to be the

"melting pot of the world,"

the people of the UnitedStates

may mix more like oil and

water, but at least they make

the attempt. Never has our

country approached virtual

ruin in a blatant case of

genocide. Never have so many
different races come together

within the same borders and

lived as peacefully for as long.

We may fall short of

perfection, but we strive to

attain it.

Perhaps it is a bit

hypocritical on the part of

Americans to claim that they

have the right to judge human
rights violations in other

countries when their own is

no doubt guilty as well. But

doesn't that make those

accusing the UnitedStates just

as hypocritical? The charges

against the United States float

please see Human Rights on

pages

Random samplings of conversations I've had

in recent weeks:

"So, Erick, what class are you in right now?"

asked my saxophone instructor at the University

of Northern Colorado in Greeley.

"Music Theory 1," I politely repUed.

"Now, let me get this straight. You only take

one class at a time?"

"Yep."

"How much time do you spend in class every

day?" he queried.

"Usually between two and three hours."

"And how many people are in each class?"

"My classes average about twenty," I said.

"And the professors only teach one class at a

time?"

"Yep."

"And they only have twenty students. Only

twenty papers a week? Afternoons pretty much

free?" his voice getting a bit higher, and a look of

longing coming over his eyes.

"Apparently that's the case."

"Erick, have you seen my schedule?"

This poor man literally starts teaching before

9:00 a.m., has an hour lunch, then teaches straight

until about 4:30 p.m. every day. Add to this his

duties as the chair of the Woodwind Department

at probably the best music school in Colorado and

a heavy advising schedule, and you have man who
never sleeps.

"Well, Mr. Greenberg, I think you're teaching

in the wrong place."

Poor guy...

"And how much does it cost to go to CC?"

asked a high school friend and prospective Tiger.

"Well, after the 7% tuition increase, we pay

almost $22,000 a year."

"Wow, a 7% increase! What did it pay for?"

"Mostly to cover raises for professors..."

"How's financial aid?" she asked.

I just laughed, and referred her to US News

and World Report 's finding ofCC as sub-par in the

area of "Discount Tuition Price" (Financial Aid|...

"Can I use your computer to check my e-

mail?" asked a close friend living in my house.

"Sorry," I replied. "It's just about impossible

to log on to the network over modem Unes before

2:00 a.m."

Ahh, don't we all just love the incessant

whining buzz of a busy signal...

"I sure hope Jay gets financial aid from Lewis

& Clark. It would be a pity if he couldn't play ball

this year," said the same friend, commenting on

the baseball situation of a victim of CC action on

Title 9.

"Yep." What more could I say? It's tragic that

the College's policies are forcing such a fantastic

individual into a transfer because they cut his

opportunity to pursue his love.

Every day I see problems with the priorities of

the CC administration. Instead of paying money to

allow for better dorm-room access to the computer

network, instead of making efforts to avoid cutting

men's baseball and golf, instead of attracting

promising students to the College with favorable

aid packages, the administration charges us more so

they can pay the professors more. I understand that

CC professors are among the best in their field, but

few of them work as hard as most educators across

the country. And there are other teachers among the

best in their fields who would probably take pay

cuts to teach on the Block plan.

There is enough incentive for professors to move

to CC, and to stay at CC, without yearly pay raises.

There isn't, however, enough incentive for first-rate

students to attend CC if the administration refuses

to commit funds ensuring we all will receive the

THOUGHTS FROM
THE SKY CHAIR
by Erick R. Scheminske

best all-around education possible.

Friday's midday musings...

• Ah, the smell of fall is in the air, leaves litter the

ground, I've pulled the overcoat out of storage,

and sprinklers are still flooding the campus.

• Francisco Martin Duran, of Security, Colorado,

recently pumped 27 rounds into the side of the

White House from a now-illegal semi-automatic

weapon. At times, I'm just proud to say I'm from

Colorado Springs.

• Federal prosecutors want to put Duran through

psychological testing. Hmmmm, what

conclusions could they possibly reach? There

comes a time (much like with the two Chicago

kids who pushed another child out a 14 story

window] when psychological testing should be

foregone, and these idiots should be dumped in a

cold, damp, lonely cell for the rest of their pathetic

lives.

• Up until they found written notes confirming

Duran had plans to assassinate the President,

there was confusion in the White House as to

exactly what Duran's motives were. If I remember

correctly, the last time somebody pumped bullets

into my bedroom wall, I just assumed they were

after me. Was that wrong?

• But I forget, intelligence rarely emanates from

the White House.

• The Colorado connections of |ohn Hinkley,

Duran and the kamikaze Cessna pilot have Pat

Schroeder, Democratic House Representative

from Denver, a bit concerned. She recently

expressed her hope that some sort of "culture"

in Colorado hasn't bred Presidential murderers...

• Yes, Pat, we're all taught at an early age how to

shoot at important looking men in suits.

• These gun-toting losers are embarrassing enough

to this state without Congressional

Representatives making us look utterly stupid.

. CC Football died. CU Football died. CSU Football

died. Air Force Football died. Colorado football

fans, meet your 3-5 Denver Broncos, the only

team here that still has championship hopes.

• It's election time, and Clinton's running around

the world, sitting in on historic treaty signings,

and claiming success in Haiti and Iraq.

Meanwhile, we have no health care program, no

welfare reform, a still questionable economy,

and a crime bill that couldn't prevent an attack

on the White House. What's wrong with this

picture?

• Hint: This is the man who blew off foreign policy

in the '92 elections, and now must rely on

somebody else's international victories to regain

credibility.

• From the What's This World Coming To?

department: Calls of protest flooded into the

Mile Hi Humane Society alter the killing of a

Rotweiler that took the life of a 5 year old girl.

• I like fuzzy dogs as much as the next guy, but I

don't quite understand the priorities of these

animal activists.

• They must have been talking to the CC
administration.

• Happenings: Ross Perot came out at the beginning

of this election season and told his followers to

vote Republican. Then he endorsed Roy Romer

|D| over Bruce Benson |R| in the Colorado

Gubernatorial race, and Ann Richards |D| over

George W. Bush |R| in the Texas Gubernatorial

race. Question; If Ross can't follow through on

a simple theoretical decision, how exactly did

he make billions of dollars through "shrewd"

business dealings?

• It couldn't be that he's carrying out personal

vendettas against the Bush family and a

Coloradan who reminded him too much of

himself, could it?

• Oh no, I forgot. Benson actually hada shot to win

at one point.

• Would it be inappropriate to, just for kicks,

please see Sky Chair on page 8
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Staff Commentary

CC registration process hinders upperclassmen
There isa serious problem

with the Colorado College

registration system. If you're

a first year student, you may
beg to differ, since registration

focusesand caters to the needs

of first year students for all

entry level and high demand
courses. The rest of us

(upperclassmen) are left to

sweat it out and hope first

years are not interested in the

same classes. Why do the

needs of first years take

priority over those of

upperclassmen? Should
upperclassmen be refused

entry in a class because space

is saved for freshmen? Does
this mean upperclassmen
should not be allowed to take

these courses? If so, shouldn't

these classes be offered only

to first years? Other schools

register in class-standing

order. Doesn't that make more
sense? Is our system more
efficient? Many students say

no.

Maybe when the point

system was implemented, the

numberofstudentsatCCwas
ideal for the concept. Now,
the number of students at CC
has escalated significantly-

enough that more mailboxes

had to be added in the Worner
Center. Why hasn't the

number of classes offeredbeen

increased adequately enough

as well? Not only is it a

challenge for students to get

into a class, but after being

wait-listed and rejected,

students face an interesting

challenge in trying to find a

replacement. Very few classes

are left and only a few spots

Bruce amendment
allows majority tyranny

by M.J. Casebolt

If you happen to be a

Colorado resident, the name
Douglas Bruce is nothing new
to you. He's the same
gentleman who brought
Colorado the tax limitation

amendment. That
amendment "retook" the

power to levy new taxes. It

was a basic backlash reaction

to politics which, in theory,

will keep government in

check. The results have been

mixed so far. Education has

seen some pretty heavy
damage statewide lately, and
no one is sure (outside of

Colorado Springs] that tax

limitation was the answer to

Government limitation that

Bruce hoped it to be.

The issue this year is

Amendment 12, which lets

the populace recall Colorado

State officials at will. At first

this looks like a typical

conservative attempt to limit

government by keeping those

involved on a short leash. It

lookedgood tomeaswelluntil
I began reading many of the

documents surrounding the

Constitution.

Sure the Majority should
always rule. Sure the law
should be legislated by those

who the majority elects. The
Majority is always the group
with the biggest rights pool.

However, there are rights to

be had in the minority.
Politically speaking, the
majority has a tendency to try

to eliminate opposition. We
don't see it all that much in

th is country, but it does exist-

or did, in fascist Germany and
certainly in Russia, where
until recently all parties except

the communists were simply
banned.

The reason we haven't
seen it much in this country is

threefold. For one, we have

dam good advocates- lawyers,

who do their best to protect

peoples' rights. (This despite

society's wish to see all

attorneys dead.} The second is

the media. They "vigorously

promote thevisibility of rights

violations; ifwe lose our rights,

they lose theirs. Third, the

Judiciary- in the United States

the minority is protected from
tyrannical majorities by the

fact that the Judiciary is not

directly accountable to the

people. Bruce's amendment
makes it possible to recall

judges in knee jerk reactions.

Scenario-A man is accused

of murder. There is an angry

mob that wants to see him
hung. If he doesn't get

convicted, that mob, if it's big

enough, has the power to get

rid of every judge from the

local through the Supreme
Court of Colorado until they

get a verdict they want. That's

scary.

This could become reality

on a variety of issues, from
abortion through gun control.

If you're in the majority this is

all fine and dandy, but no one
is in the majority all the time.

We all have views which are

not shared by all individuals.

And thank goodness we have
those guarantees which allow
us to be individuals. College

students have historically

needed every ounce of

judiciary protection they can
get.

The opinions of the
majority are never the same
for long. Often the minority
view becomes that of the
majority- if those opinions
aren't protected before they
become the majority view,
mindsand society would never
change or grow. Sounds
undesirable, doesn't it?

are available in them.

In addition, the registrar's

office providedupperclassmen

with a sheet of the required

points to get into high demand
classes. Wanting to ensure

themselves a spot in the class,

students increase the number
of points they put on those

classes, thus increasing the

number of points necessary in

order to get into the class. First

years do not have to worry as

much about the number of

points needed to get into a

class. They have the privilege

of reserved spaces in classes.

making it necessary for them
to only compete with fellow

first years for those spaces,

instead of with the entire

student body. Upperclassmen

may be wait-listed in a class

they put 40 points on, while a

first year gets into the class

with only ten points.

On top of that, the list of

classes not filled is not updated

until registration is over. This

means positions in any class,

including positions in classes

that might have originally

been full, couldhaveopenings.

Students have no way of

knowing when openings
appear, and consequently,

don't gain access to those

classes. Those lucky enough

to land a spot in a class are

faced with large class sizes,

something CC prides itself on

avoiding.

PerhapsCC should replace

the point system or increase

the number of courses to make
it work. If CC intends to keep

its reputation for small classes

and close individual attention,

it needs to adjust its system to

actually do so. Maybe it

please see Registration on page 8

Election '<IH

Charismatic deficiency, futile

political strategy, kill Benson run
The race for governor of Colorado will be andhollerswhich greeted Swanson at Packard,

settled next Tuesday. Incumbent Democrat a little advertising beyond the Colorado
Roy Romer will win easily, pulling away Springs area would have been dangerous. After
from his nearest competitor by at least a all, he's got the kind of political savvy to

comfortable thirty-five percent margin. Take maneuver a furious sermon on a fetus's right

it to Vegas. In fact, I'd parlay that particular to life into his every response,

bet with another: Republican nominee Bruce Sure, Swanson's platform resembles that
Benson will drop out of politics forever. If not of a crack-smoking, communist Rush
willingly, then perhaps by force- his strategy Limbaugh. Sure, he might do better for himself
just doesn't seem to work
anymore.

Next Tuesday will be

a rock-solid credit to the

people of Colorado, to be
certain. Benson might be

able to buy a primary, but

gosh darnit, he can't buy

PERSPECTIVE
by Justin Lippard

on an underground radio

show. But the fact is, if

he had a cool $5.8

million to spend, he'd

have more votes than

Benson.

So the question
remains: is BruceBenson

thewholeelection. Thecitizensofthisstate a plant by the Democratic party? He's
just won't stand for that. certainlynotaseriouscontender. Why would

Better to elect candidates who actually someone who actually wants to be elected go
debate with one another, as several did in through all the trouble to buy a primary
PackardHall last Thursday. Governor Romer election only to falter when a firm stance on
showed the political courtesy to debate two the issues matters most?
insignificant forces in the election: Kevin I suppose he can't be blamed; he's merely
Swanson, a Taxpayers candidate whose trying the same anti-debate, television-blitz
veritable righteousness is only surpassed by strategy that got him on the ballot in the first

his affinity for compromise; and Philip place. But what he's actually doing seems
Hulford, the Green Party nominee who... closer to disproving the theory that a
well... wore a tasteful green suit. confluence exists between wealth and

Theseare candidateswho together might intelligence,

receive five percent of the vote next week. The lesson for CC's aspiring politicians?
Give them Benson's famed checkbook, Don'tconcealyourDUl's. Shouldyouchoose
however, and both of these candidates- to buy the election, by all means conceal the
tragicallyenough-couldhaveposedaserious amount of money you're spending. Also
challenge for Romer. conceal money you contribute so that the

Take a guy like Swanson into district attorney won't run against you.
consideration. Judging from the wild hoots please see Benson on page 8
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letteis to the Editor

Article ignores foundations of American morality
Dear Editor,

The editorial "Undefined

morality plagues America" in

the October 14 Catalyst

proved intriguing. While au-

thor Traver Kauffman makes

a valiant- if somewhat misin-

formed- effort to define a

mysterious populace seeking

"to pervert the very founda-

tions of a democratic society,"

he falters badly explaining

what those foundations are.

Though Kauffman's naivet6 is

understandable (few students

today receive an accurate re-

port of American history), his

permeable logic compels cor-

rection.

First, Kauffman claims

morality cannot be defined

and, therefore, one cannot pro-

mote it. This is potentially

arguable excepting the para-

doxical conclusion Kauffman
reaches, namely "what is

needed is a new definition of

'morality.'" Even allowing for
some compositional confu-

sion, one perceives some dif-

ficulty understanding how an

indefinable concept might
have a "new definition." Ad-

ditionally, Kauffman asserts

"there should be a framework
of 'right conduct,' a system of

just laws." Attaining justice-

a traditionally moral idea-

without ^specific moral struc-

ture is difficult.

Kauffman misses a large

point: all legal systems are

fundamentally moral. Specifi-

cally, understandable legisla-

tion must exist to order

society, but those laws have

no validity unless maintained

by a power strong enough to

enforce them. Morality by

definition validates a system

of ideas of right and wrong
conduct. Law, then, is simply

Student government

solicits class evaluations
Dear Editor,

On Monday, November 7, a student class evaluation wiU

be in YOUR Womer Box. This survey is an evaluation on your

2ndBlock class. In filling out this survey, you will be exercising

your right to voice your opinions. So what's your first reaction?

Throw it away, right? NO! This is your chance to make a

difference. Let your voice be heard and help out other students.

In the process you will probably be helping yourself. This is

your chance to tell othershow great and wonderful a class was,

or that it changedyour life, or if it was the biggest waste of your

tuition you can warn others. Speak up NOW!
Okay, so what exactly are we doing! We are distributing a

survey in all student Womer boxes about their last block class.

If there is enough of a response, we will continue this project

for the rest of the year. Hopefully everyone will motivate

themselves for just a few minutes to fUl them out. They can be

turned in at the box in front of the CCCA office (the office is

right next to the bookstore). These surveys (assuming we get

enough back to make it worthwhile) will be compiled in a

binder with the syllabus from the class. It will be available at

Womer Desk for check-out.

In distributing this survey CCCA has basically one pur-

pose: to increase communication between students about their

opinions on the best and worst classes. We are not trying to

promote a guide to slacking through CC (if that's possible), or

in professor bashing. What we want to do is create some sort of

resource of student evaluations of classes- by students for

students. This will be extremely helpful to everyone in

registering- especially freshman.

Please take the time to make this work. If you have any

questions please feel free to call David Coffey at ext. 7179, or

Abbay Robinson at ext. 7416. This is your chance to make CC
a better place; don't let us down. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Coffey and Abbay Robinson

Style cuts. Maintenance Trim,

Penns & Translucent Colors

Nexus & Tri products availablefor sale

Monday - Friday

Stop in or call for an appointment
827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

SHOOT BACK...

Send letters to:

The Catalyst

Letters to the Editor

902 N. Cascade Ave.

Colorado Springs, CO 80946

Letters to the editor are welcomed and must be submitted to

the Catalyst by Tuesday, 10:00pm for publication in the subse-

quent Friday issue each week. All letters must be signed. Ano-
nymity is rarely granted. Please restrict letters to 400 words or

less. Those under 100 words will be considered first. The Catalyst

reserves the right to edit letters for purposes of publication. All

letters will be screened for factual accuracy - libelous letters will

not be accepted. The Letters to the Editor section of the Catalyst

is meant to give any and all students, faculty, and staff a forum in

which to express issuc-oricntcd opinions; letters will be published

on this basis. No poetry, please. AH letters become the property of

the Catalyst and are not returned.

morality put into action.

Kauffman writes, "One
cannot graft the Ten Com-
mandments onto the Consti-

tution and declare it a system

fit for all citizens in a society."

That is a bold and incorrect

assumption. James Madison,

considered just a little

influential in composing the

Constitution, said, "We have

staked the whole future of

American civilization, not

upon the power of

government, far from it. We
have staked the future of all

our political institutions...

upon the capacity of each and

all of ourselves to govern

ourselves, to control

ourselves, to sustain our-

selves, according to the Ten
Commandments of God."

Those Ten Command-
ments disallow murder.
Kauffman rests much of his

argument on the assumption

murdering abortion-perform-

ing doctors is wrong. While

this author- and, any doctri-

nally literate Christian-

agrees, the question remains

how Kauffman justifies that

claim. According to Ameri-

can law founded on the Ten
Commandments, that action

is wrong. Kauffman provides

no justification for his belief.

Instead, Kauffman ridi-

cules the "general blanketing

of Christian morality over

America," a blanketing re-

sponsible for "homophobia,"

"racism" and "morally justi-

fiable" homicide. No Chris-

tian (by any Biblical defini-

tion, at least) claims racism or

murder as moral action, and,

while homosexuality is doc-

trinally immoral, so is disobey-

ing one's parents. But the real

issue docs not regard these

matters. Kauffman says Chris-

tian morality is a "monistic

system (not) suitable for all

people." Agreed, but whatever

"strikes at the root of Chris-

tianity tends manifestly to the

dissolution of civil govern-

ment..." according to the Su-

preme Court [People v.

Ruggles, 1811). John Adams
said, "Our Constitution was
made only for a moral and

religious people. It is wholly

inadequate to thegovernment

of any other." And, Hke it or

not, that religion was Chris-

please see Morality on page 8

Sky Chair inconsistencies

'nothing to chuckle at'

Dear Editor,

This letter responds to Erick R.

Scheminske's column in last week's Catalyst.

I usually enjoy reading his column because his

views are different from my own, and they,

therefore, spark my curiosity and interest.

Although I often disagree with what he says, I

usually just chuckle to myself and read on.

Last week's column was nothing to

chuckle at. He says, "True hatred thrives on

this campus- personal, racial, political, sexual.

It's the same hatred and lack of respect that

have turned America's inner cities into dreary

war zones." He has a good point, I have to

admit. But less than3 inches away, he blatantly

puts all women down (especially women
athletes) by saying: "Looking for a couple of

token women to stand on a basketball court

during IM games. No athletic ability

necessary." Erick, you claim you truly believe

every word you write. Why then do you point

at sexual hatred on this campus, and, at the

same time, deride women on this campus

with a snide, sexist comment? You could at

least be consistent!

I think the time has come for you "to take

a step back and re-evaluate" what you are

writing in your column. No woman wants to

be considered a "token," joking or not. It's

small comments like those that feed the tire of

hatred, and lessen the quality of your

journalistic integrity. I know that is not your

intention.

Sincerely,

Julie Wheat

Alum remembers '67 Doors

homecoming performance
Dear Editor,

In the October 14 issue of the Catalyst,

you summarized the history of the

Homecoming Dance. I beheve no history of

that event can be complete without a

description of the dance in 1967.

During the summer of 1967, the number

one single on the rock charts was "Light My
Fire" by The Doors. I had never heard of the

group before this song, but you couldn't turn

on a radio for more than fifteen minutes

without hearing it.

Imagine coming to CC for you freshman

year and learning The Doors were going to

play the Homecoming dance. It happened. For

a few dollars admission charge, CC students

were treated to the hottest band in the US!

And this was no huge concert in the Denver

Coliseum. As it is today, I believe, the

Homecoming dance was held in the relative

intimacy of The Broadmoor Ballroom. I

remember standing 1 feet from Jim Morrison

as he sang their hit song.

I suppose someone had booked the group

before their huge success. But, for whatever

reason, they wereat Homecoming, even though

they might have filled the Coliseum. As you

might imagine, it started off my four years at

CC in a big way.

Cordially,

Alan Grinnell

Class of 1971
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Last block, I took Speech Arts.

Each day, six of my classmates

presented a five to seven minute speech

on the topic of their choice. Topics

ranged from the serious (gun controll

to the humorous (miniature pigs) to

the obscure (alien abductions).

At the end of each speech we
discussed theramifications of the topic

and voiced our personal feelings. Some
of the debates were heated, others

merely enlightening. One of the hottest

subjects was apathy at CC.
The majority of the class feels that

CC is a very apathetic campus. They

point to the lack of participation in

student/faculty committees as well as

theapparent lackofinterest in campus-

wide issues like Division I sports.

At the beginning of the discussion,

I believed that my classmates were

exaggerating, that studentshere really

do care but are either too busy or

involved in less obvious ways.

However, over the next several days, I

began to notice different things. For

example, I started to ask friends and

acquaintances whether they were

planning to attend any of the

Homecoming sporting events. The
responses varied from the affirmative

to the decidedly negative. These two

answersare not particularly surprising,

they are to be expected. What is

surprising is that several students did

not even know it was Homecoming,

let alone which sportswere competing.

Now, don't getme wrong, Iam not

saying that not supporting

Homecoming makes you an apathetic

person. However, I do believe that

being so detached from your

surroundings is a symptom of the

needed to diversify its viewpoints, that

we only represented one faction of the

campus. None relayed any offers from

potential writers.

Tome, this isan example ofapathy

at its worst: people who take the time

to offer unsolicited criticism, but are

not willing to help find a solution. We
apathy my classmates were refening have never claimed to represent every

to. viewpoint or lifestyle on campus. To
As my interest in apathy grew, I do so would be ridiculous. On the

began to examine several different other hand, space permitting, we have

FROM THE EDITOR
by Chad T. Nitta

aspects of my
"student" life to

see if and how
apathy affected

either myself or

thosearoundme.

Standing in line

for lunch, I listened to all of the

derogatory comments concerning

Marriott food. However, no matter

how strongly the speaker seemed to

feel, no one suggested writing letters

or pursuing any kind of affirmative

action to improve the quality of our

sustenance.

Sitting in our office in the

basement of Cossitt, Iaskedmy editors

and staff what kinds of feedback they

had received about the Catalyst. Most

commented that they had received

lots of encouragement and a few

suggestions. Some mentioned that

they had been told that the Catalyst

never turnedaway
a writer or a story

that was within

the parameters of

our content. Our

^_^^_^^_^_^ boundaries are

very simple. In

order to be printed in the Catalyst,

your story must be appropriate to our

publication (as opposed to the

Leviathan, Misdemeanor, etc.) and
maintain a certain level of journalistic

integrity. That's it.

If you do not think the Catalyst is

doing an adequate job of covering

specific issues or groups, write a story

yourself or find a writer to cover the

subject. 1 know, you are probably

thinking that writing is not your

problem. Well, if you ever want to see

something changed, you must assume
at least a little of the responsibility for

the changing. If you can't or won't.

then don't complain.

I am still not sure whether I agree

with those who believe that CC is an

apathetic campus. On the flip side, I

am starting to become pretty sure that

we are all looking for "quick fix"

conscience- appeasing actions. You
know, the ones that only take a few

moments to do (like criticize), require

little energy and make you feel like

you are taking a stand. Well, standing

is not enough- it will not get you

anywhere.

Apathy is like a virus. You can

fight it into remission, but you can not

ever make it go completely away. As a

good friend of mine would say, "Be

your own porter." Put simply, take

care of your own baggage.

from Human Ri^ts on page 5

only in calm waters. Kick up the tide

a bit, and the United States will still

have its head above water. One of the

delegates who attended the hearings

happened tobe the first black member
of British parliament. Racism oozes

even within the borders ofthe accusers.

I wonder if he can swim.

from Sky-cbair on page 5

plaster Kathryn Mohrman's house

with27 little suction darts? I've already

got the ciJtural know-how...

from RegistratioD on page 6

wouldn't be so terrible to be like other

schools when it comes to registration.

from Benson on page 6

Furthermore, conceal any and all con-

tributions to the people who count

and verify the signatures you paid to

have gathered. And most importantly,

debate your fellow candidates.

from Morality on page 7

tianity.

We can reinvent a moral system.

However, before revisingAmerica (the

seven-day week, marriage, etc.), it

would be advisable to ponder if any-

thing could serve this nation better.

Sincerely,

Joseph Z. Sharman

cometoafree
MCATseminar

Date: Friday, Nov 11

Time: 1:30 pjn.

Location: Qlin Hall

Flehbowl
Call: 719-636-3432

otahlghwa

KAPLAN

f DIALogue1994 |

t 18th ANNUAL PHONATHON for THE COLORADO COLLEGE ANNUAL t
GIVING

Callers Needed November 6, 7, 9 & 10
Sign up Now!

Prizes for groups of 10 or more

•a*

•Sf

'3'

I
PRIZES INCLUDE...

^ baked goods
"uT $50 gift certificate for dinner

IJosh & John's gift certificaes

sf postage stamps

I ski lessons

^ TIGER memorabilia
•uT $100 cash from Development office

Free food and a long distance phone call for every volimteerl
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Minority Student Life active, varied at CC
Numerous activities provide a connection to school
by Allison Bonner

"The number of minority

students may be small, but in

terms of the number of activi-

ties they do, it's incredible/'

says Rochelle Mason, Direc-

tor of Minority Student Life at

CC. The percentage of self-

declared minority students in

the student body is currently

12.4%. Of this group, thehigh-

cst percentage is Hispanic/

Latino followed by Asian,

Black/African-American, and

Native American/American
Indian. Over the past few
years, the percentage of

minority students in the

student body has remained
relatively consistent, usually

fluctuating between 11 and

13 percent.

This year, 13.6% of the

freshman class is self-declared

minority students, showingan
increase from previous years.

This growth in minority stu-

dents can be partly attributed

to the efforts made to increase

the diversity of the college.

Currently, there are four mi-

nority student interns work-

ing in the admissions office.

They contact minority stu-

dents from the high schools

which they previously at-

tended, and inform them of

the opportunities offered by

CC. There is also a new pro-

gram in effect called the "fly-

in" program. The school will

fly in any minority students

and their families who seem
to be truly interested in the

college.

Since the spring of 1992,

the school has been conduct-

ing a minority student satis-

faction survey. The majority

of the students feel a connec-

tion with the school due to

the many activities in which

they are involved. This seems

to be true with all students,

not only minority students.

On the minority student

groups, Mason says, " A lot of

these groups are very multira-

cial. They're open to all stu-

dents who have a genuine in-

terest in the minority groups."
Rocbelle Mason directs the Office foi Minority Student Life

DIALogue benefits all at CC
Annual telethon raises funds from alumni

by Julie Wheat

Let's face it. Tuition at

CC is not exactly a matter of

nickels and dimes. The CC
Catalog estimated costs for

the year at over 2 1,000 dol-

lars. Yep, that should just

about cover it, right?

Unfortunately, it turns

out that this total amount
only covers 70% of each

student's actual education

costs. Where does the rest

come from? "The rest" is

referred to, by those who
know, as unrestricted funds.

These funds (which do

not include scholarshipsand

departmental fundsl are

largely made up of dona-

tions and are used to pay for

things like security, library

acquisitions, and the CC
Cabin. According to Megan
Billings, supervisor of Stu-

dent Fundraising Programs,

"All students use these mon-

ies, and the school couldn't

operate without them."

AJso, Financial Aid (which

58% of all CC students re-

ceive] has been overspent

this year by 400,000 dollars.

That gap needs to be filled,

and unrestricted funds bear

the full burden of relieving

the budget.

You may be asking
yourself:Who are the generous

people who give us this

money(which could total in

the 1 million dollar range)?

I'm glad you ask. This is where

Dialogue comes in.

Every year. Dialogue
reaches 10,000alumniof Colo-

rado College. About 61% of

those alumni will make some
sort of contribution. Colorado

College is number 2 in the

nation for alumni participa-

tion in donation drives like

this. The average contribution

is $50. During the four day

phone blitz, affectionately

called DIALogue, they will

give from one to two thou-

sand dollars. This makesa sig-

nificant dent in the overall

need for unrestricted funds

during the '94-'95 year.

DIALogue isn't all about

money though. It's a time

when students, faculty,

alumni, and the local commu-
nity come together for one

common goal: the education

of CC students. Approxi-

mately 300 students will par-

ticipate in calling alumni

(about 60 each night, for four

nights|.

Several super prizes for

students have been offered by

stores like Mountain Chalet

and Chinook Bookstore.

DIALogue is student-run and

student-organized.

You are just itching to

get at those phones, right?

Well, it all starts this

coming Sunday, November
6.

There will be two shifts

each night, each lasting two

and a half hours. Good Luck

and Thank You to all of you

who have volunteered to

makecalls duringDIALogue.

Your service is indispensable

to the Colorado College.

To all ofyou who are not

participating this year ,
you'll

get yourchancetoshow your
concern for the school's bud-

get woes. In a few years, you

will be an alumnus, and you

will pick up the phone in

your plush apartment tohear

the sound of a cheerful CC
student on the other end. To
put it simply, she will be

caUing to hit you up for a

donation. Don't forget how
importantyour participation

is. Don't forget about the

students still at dear old CC.

Don't forget about the

alumni that made your edu-

cation possible while you

were in school. Most of all,

don't forget where you keep

your checkbook.

In addition to most of the

groups being open to the en-

tire student body, all of the

activities and events that the

minority groups sponsor are

open toeveryoneas well. How-
ever, even though many com-

plain about not understand-

ing certain cultures, Mason is

concerned about the small

turnouts for many of the mi-

nority group events. She says,

"I wish more people would

take the time to educate them-

selves about minority groups.

Rather than asking each per-

son from a different group to

tell them about their heritage,

the students can go to the h-

brary and read about the cul-

tures, or they can attend the

events."

The minority groups at

CC include: Asian-American

Student Union (AASU|, Asso-

ciation of Students Interested

in Asia (ASIA), Bi-Sexual, Gay
and Lesbian Alliance

(BGALA), Black Student

Union (BSU), Jewish Students'

Organization (CHAVERIM),
Hawaii Club, MEChA-
Movimiento Estudiantil

Chicano De Aztlan, and Na-

tive American Student Union

(NASA).

Throughout the year,

each of these groups sponsors

a number of cultural events

open to the entire school and

often to the public. Some of

these events are: Asia Aware-

ness Week, Hawaiian Luau,

Black History Month Activi-

ties, "A Night in Africa", Ho-

locaust Awareness Week,
Symposium on Chicano Cul-

ture, Queer Pride Week, Tra-

ditional and Contest Pow-
Wows, and Native American

Heritage Week. All of these

events, except Queer Pride

Week, are up and coming in

the school year. All of the stu-

dents who plan these events

put enormous time and effort

into these events geared to-

ward educating the students

about the cultural diversity

on campus.

The Office of Minority

Life encourages students to

check out all of the groups in

which they are interested. "I

spend a great percentage of

my time working with all stu-

dents," says IVlason. "I'm in-

terested in working with the

campus as a whole."

The next event sponsored

by the minority groups will be

theAASU Symposium held in

conjunction with the 1994

Colorado Asian American

Studies Conference.,It will be

held on Friday and Saturday,

November 1 1 and 12. The
Symposium will feature

speakers from around the na-

tion, and students from virtu-

ally every school in the sur-

rounding area will be on cam-

pus to witness the major event.

The Office of Minority Life

encourages students to go and

increase their knowledge of

Asian culture.
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ISO introduces CC to other cultures, ideas
International club open to all students with a cultural interest

by Tracy Fantle

As everyone probably

knows, or should know from

the little cards on the tables in

Benji's, this is International

Week 1 994. Sponsored by both

the International Student Or-

ganization (ISOl and CCCA,
this is a week where the many
different nationalitiesand cul-

tures represented on campus

come together. As Boy ice Wil-

liams, one of the leadersofISO

says, "the point of Interna-

tional Week is basically to

broaden the internationalview

of the entire campus." For in-

ternational students, this is a

chance to show other people

parts of their cultures, and for

American students, it is an

opportunity to expand the

mind and learn about other

places and culturally different

people. For those who missed

it yesterday. International

Week featured "Thursday at

Noon" showcasing the Afri-

EDUCATION

FORTHE
REALWORLD

Graduate degree programs

(iMA. Ph.D) in International

Affairs with an emphasis on

contemporary policy-relevant

Area and
Functional Fields:

Interamerican Studies

(including U.S.-Latin

American Relations)

Q European Studies

Q Post-Soviet Studies

Q Comparative Development

International Business

Q International Economics

Q International Health Policy

International Relations

Theory

Q International Security

and Conflict

Q Foreign Policy Analysis

-Apply by February 1

for assistantships and o±er

financial aid.

I
^^North-South Center

Students who are interested

in Interamerican issues are

particulady encouraged to

apply for Noith-South Center

Graduate Assistantships.

GRADUATE Sv;HOOL OF
L\TEi3vATI0NAL STUDIES
Admissions, Room #357

Coral Gables, FL 33124-3010

(305)2844173

UNIVERSmrOF

can Music of Al Haji Papa

Susso. In addition, tonight,

from 5:30 - 8:30, there will be

an international festival with

iood, dance, and music.

ISO is the International

Student Organization co-

chaired by Boyice Williams

and Tiso Ngola. ISO was
startedabout six or seven years

agoby Tiggy Shields, who was
then the director of Interna-

tional Student Affairs. This

group has grown significantly

since then. The idea of the

organization is to bring inter-

national students together so

as to better understand each

other. For the International

students, this groups helps

them adjust to campus life

and also serves as a support

system. The group, however,

serves mostly as a social func-

tion which is in no way set

into a specific structure. The

members of the group plan

their own functions, or out-

ings, or whatever anyone in

the group wants to do. It is

important to note, however,

for those of you who may be

unaware, that this group is

The Inteinationat Sludeat OisanU^tJoa spoDSOre Inlcmational Week even' ycai.

not just open to International

students. Anyone may join.

ISO plans a trip to Baca fifth

Block Break, and be siue to

look for signs of upcoming in-

ternational speakers or films.

l.Mi;i.)!il*LL.UJ

Orgxnizf a gruup o( Tciimv Ntudi^tA (o Iroiel I<> ibv Biiluinos for SpriDi! Orcni ami...

EaRn$5000!
JOIN HLINOREDS OF STUDENTS!
Lail year over 300 coUirge studcnii iMinnwiiU;

sold spna^ txcak ir^ fco crnr company m
rampus teprescnUaiv« jaO eam&J ma
S 100.000 TB id fRKE TRIPS, n

MAKEYOUROWN HOURSAND EARNWHATYOURE WORTH
Aal kxAotooroanmiisioiiJcliodt/leEstedbebw and decide fotyourislf.Wciybe^cojt

v«nt aR^ TWP. Ormaybe you [Wt srant to earn bis of -nooey . Ttie dtdce b yourai I

oosliivr-tKingtobeocmeo«);npuirepi«sentofivaand yoi/ re under <woblii)olk»i.

NOOTHERSPRL\GBREA.K COMPANY OIT'KRS 1

YOUMORRCOMMISSIONPEHTKIPSOU)! |

miss^l^ Uaraniaii^ia

S.H Sl5/irip

!5 HtEHlKlPf
2)-50 tao/uip

Sl-iOO S35/lnp

101-1. WO/mp

Ita» many tripiScanyou^U???

And you'll have unlimited 800« support from
i-hoU80 salac team. CALL FOR MORE INfORWIATION!

1-800-424-7327

Recycling requires

respect, effort, time
by Etica Langbecker

it seems that CC students are really carijig students

who would like to save the earth and make the planet nicer

to live on, but they just do not take the time to make that

happen. A few years ago a recycbng program was started on

campus. Thij. program required the help of all the students

living on campus. All u mvolved was a few simple steps

that would take the student less than a minute to complete.

For a while the students followed the steps and all went
smoothly- Recently, there has been lack of care m the

recychngtabngplaceandasarcsultthequaUtyot recycling

has gone down Here are the simple steps that everyone

should know and follow if they really want to help the

earth.

please see Recycling on page 11

SEE TAYLO

DON'T BE TRAVEL NOW!!

LEFT "BEHIND"
"Your Campus Travel Agency"

818N.Tejon 636-3871
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Greek CorneriFraternity Rush
deserves a look by all CC men
by Joseph S. Carpenter

Students can aid environment

with these practical solutions

compare Fraternity Rush to Sorority~^^~'^~^~"^^^^^^^^^^"~
Rush. Fraternity Rush is not at all

It is once again time for Fraternity structured like Sorority Rush. Rather

Rush. And what better time for this Fraternity rush is an informal period,

article to be published, but on the where the men of each chapter open

starting day. Listed are the times that their houses at specified times to pro-

each chapter will be open for men to spective rushees. Houses provide food

and beverage and

casual conversa-

tion between its

members and rush-

ees.

So what's in it

foryou? Evenifyou

think you have al-

ready decided not to

Rush, going

through Rush can

be a good time. For

one, you have the

opportunity to

meet and hang out

with men from
each house.

Whetheryoupledge

a house or not,

knowing more
people at C.C. can

only be a benefit to

you. As well, each

house traditionally

by Carrie Noteboom

Fiatemity Rush schedule:

Friday November 4. 1994

4:00-5:30 PM
Sigma Chi and Phi Gamma
Delta

5:30-7:00 PM
Kappa Sigma
SatnrHav. Nnvemher 5

3:00-5:00 PM
Phi Gamma Delta

5:00-7:00 PM
Kappa Sigma and Sigma Chi

SiinHav. November 6

3:00-5:00 PM
All Houses Are Open
Monday Nnvemher 7

7:00-9:00 PM
Preferential Dinners

^^__ can connect you directly to your

senator's or representative's office.

When considering the staggering Call 1 -800-768-222 1 and ask for your

scope of many of today's global congressman by name,

environmental crises, it is easy to get To write to your representatives

bogged down with feelings of in Washington, send a letter to:

helplessness and futility. Pile on top

go through Rush
But beyond the

physical times and

locations, it is im-

portant to realize

the spirit of Frater-

nity Rush.

Some of you
men and potential

rushees will be

reading this article

shortly before or af-

ter Rush has begun.

Some of you have

already decided

that being in a Fra-

ternity is for you,

whereas some of

you have decided

that Fraternity life

does not seem to fit

your lifestyle. I

argue that Frater-

nity life offers

something for all men on this cam- offers varied and well-prepared foods

pus, and each house is representative (Not Marriott),

of the various activities and lifestyles So don't decide before hand, that

of men at C.C. Whether it be Kappa Rushisnotforyou. Regardlessofwhat

Sigma, Phi Gamma Delta, Phi Delta class you are in or what type of person

Theta, or Sigma Chi, each chapter on you are, give Rush a chance. Go to

this campus caters to each student in each chapter, eat some good food, and

varying ways. In some ways, every meet some fine men. Who knows,

chapter is similar, and in many ways, perhaps it will be during this time that

each chapter is different. you see some of the benefits that

One of the biggest misconceptions Fraternity life offers for the C.C.

about Fraternity Rush is that it is only student, and you too will be Rushing

for Freshmen. On the contrary, Fra- others in the coming year,

ternity Rush is open to all classes, and Good luck to all the chapters, and

typically, classes other than freshmen may this year's Fraternity Rush show

participate. Some people also tend to the real spirit of what it is to be Greek.

of that a gaggle ofdoomsday prophets

screeching and moaning about the

fate of the world and it can just about

ruin a person's day. But fear not!

Although it may not seem like it,

there are plenty of things the average

CC student can do to give ol' Ma
Nature a hand.

Several resources are at our

The Honorable (fill in the blank)

United States Senate

Washington D.C. 20510

United States House of Reps.

Washington D.C. 20525

There are also plenty of things to

disposal. Regarding that evil junk do around the house (or dorm room

mail: you can put your name on a list or apartment) to minimize your

in the Worner mail room so that you impact on the earth. Reuse grocery

don't receive all-campus mailings, bags. King Soopcrs takes 5 cents off

Since they post them outside the your total for every bag you bring in,

mailroom and usually on e-mail too, and while it may not save you

there is no need for the college to megabucks on your grocery bill, it is

waste so much paper. certainly worth your time to make

On a national scale: there is an the effort,

address you can write to, requesting Coffee filters are another item

your name be taken off general you may not have thought about

advertisingmailing lists. Sendaquick reusing. If you dump out the grounds

note to: and rinse them out, they can be used

a few times before throwing them

away.

Saving water is another area in

which it is easy to act environmen-

tally if you just employ a little

common sense. Tiu-ning the water

off while brushing your teeth and

Just imagine theamount of waste stoppering the sink while doing

you,yourparents,andallyourfriends dishes are great ways to cut down on

(hint, hint) can save by sending a the "uselessly running water"

simple letter. syndrome. Taking a bath generally

There are other ways to let your uses less water than a shower. You

voice be heard on a national level, mightalsotryshuttingoff theshower

Congressmen andwomen care about when you're not actually using it.

what their constituents have to say. When you take time to thmk

Keepingyourselfinformedandletting about what you're doing around the

them know your views is a good way house, it is easy to find ways to reduce

to keep politicians on their toes. Con- waste and to be a little kinder to the

gress has a toll-free number which planet.

Mail Preference Service

Direct Marketing Association

11 West 42nd Street

P.O. Box 3861

New York, NY 10163-3861

Recycling continued from page 11

A) Please remove all foil pains to inform the housekeep

and metal or plastic rings from

around the necks of glass

bottles. Do not leave the lids

on anything except for the

plastic bottles.

B) Please do not peel off

the labels of the glass bottles

and then put them inside the

bottle. This just means that

someone elsehas to take them

cut. Do not use the bottle as a

spittoon!! Someone else just

has to clean it out.

C) Re-

cycle ONLY
glass that has

a recycling

symbol on the

bottom and

not frosted

glass, vases or

pane win-

dows. Recycle

only plastic

with the num-
bers land 2 on

the bottom.
NOTHING
ELSE!

The Re-

cycling Crew
takes great

ers and Rastall workers that

dishes and trash do not go in

therecycle bins. The crew asks

students who see someone

cardboard and paper. There are

bins in the parking lots of

Slocum and nearPalmer. Oth-

erwise, housekeepers, DO
NOT put out newspapers withSLUUCIIIS VVIIU 0\.v- oxjiin-um- j.«(v^ ji put uui iiwii .jjjaf*-•«> •*••

putting trash into a bin to tell the other recyclables. It is

them not to. If even one piece NOT the crew's job to

ofcontaminationgetsintothe transport them to the right

glass bin such as a piece ol foil bin. The Recycling Crew

or a metal or plastic ring, then thanks you for your trouble,

the whole thing gets thrown

out.

Also there are certain

places that you may recycle

GLOBAL ECOLOGY
Study and Travel

Around the World!

y ;ilh
Starting in September 1995, spend 8 months living

families and worliing witli iin international faculty in

England India, Philippine.*, New Zealand, Mexico Courses in

ecology, anthropology, biology, economic development/sustainabOity 32 crediB^

IransSpl issuedby Bord College. Small group, students ages 18-5US. IHP founded

in 1958. CaU, write or email today for a course catalog. Our alumni are on-line to

.answer questions! _„_..,
INTERNATIONAL HONORS PROGRAM

in cooperation with BARD College

19 Braddock Park Boston, MA 02116 phone (617) 267-0026; email: infoeihp.edu

TEACH FORAMERICA
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Clockwise fromuppei left, CC rugby alumoi pose with current players duriDg homtcoming weekend, to compeoMie for the

altitude aiumni brought theii own oitygea, Aluamt David Florshelm, '78, runs foi a tty, and Bald heads and legs of Siccis

helped alumni uke the inatcb.

Mud, Max Taylor and kegs:

Rugby reunion CC style

Students and alumni come together at Homecoming
to honor twenty-five years of CC rugby

by David Banks 77

TheCCRugby Club celebrated25 years of"Bones, Blood& Beer"duringHomecoming
weekend. The injuiy-free affair produced a new tree and saw 30 intrepid former players

("Legends" they call themselves) play a wild rugby game against the student team.

On a muddy, slick field the crafty alumni won the match 27 to 24 despite the student

team's vastly superior lung strength and leg speed.

The arthritic alumni bones came from all over the country, including players from the

class of 1968-70 who formed and played on the college's first rugby team. These golden

oldies were confirmed as CC Rugby "GODS" and awarded autographed rugby balls.

Organizer of the commemoration and former rugby captain David Banks, '77, said

"that it is amazing that the club has lasted so long, and that is one of the reasons alumni

players wanted to celebrate 25 years of CC Rugby."

At the Friday night party the alumni offered a cash contribution to the squad of $ 100

for every alumni try scored during the game. An additional $50 for each shaved head was
offered up by Mr. David Florsheim, '78. Realizing a chance for quick dough, Ted Smith,

Clay Cooper and Scot Grosscup showed up on the rugby field hairless from the neck up.

Following Saturday's match, alumni, students and friends gathered near Stewart field

and dedicated a Ponderosa pine tree that, according to the

accompanying plaque, will forever be called "The Rugby
Tree." The plaque's inscription notes the 25 years of Rugby
at CC and one of the alumni's motto "The older we get, the

better we were."

Trophies were also awarded to outstanding players and

the "Golden Klutz" of the match. Several alumni ruggers

presented outstanding student players with tiieir tattered

jerseys and memorabilia from rugby days gone by. Scott

Grosscupp, Ted Smith, and Craig "TheRookie received these

momentos of glory.

Perhaps most notable of these presentation was from
alumni rugger Tom "T-Bone" Lutz, '77. Lutz presented Ted
Smith with his wisdom tooth earring. The tooth-ring was
passed along to Smith because he represented a truly "fun

rugby player."

When the mud settled from the weekend, the CC rugby
team was plus $800, two parties and two new rugby balls. The
campus spons a fine new pine tree and some sore alumni
forever commemorated a quaner century of good natured

effon. The 1994-95 learn ihanksDavidBanksforhishelpinlhereunion.
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-ENTERTAINMENT-
Students will perform a steamy ''La Ronde''
by Brady Larson

I write this week's article

while sitting naked on my
house's roof amongst the chill

of the November night air. Is

this person mad, you may ask.

And to that question, I answer

no. But I grabbed your

attention, didn't I? The truth

of the matter is, I just spent a

hot night at the theaue and

now I'm trying desperately to

recover! Please excuse me, if

throughout the article, I use

numerous sultry and syllabic

words such as Buttafuco. Call

me passionate! Call me fiery!

Call me Lovebug! I'm just in

that kind of mood.

The steamy play in

question which has left me
aching is 'La Ronde'. For those

of you who don't know, la

londe means circle or round

in French. Don't feel alone. I

had to look it up. The circle is

the central idea of the two act

play which is made up of ten

vignettes. The play opens as a

prostitute seduces a soldier.

The soldier then goes on to

seduce another woman and

the woman goes on to seduce

another man and so on. The

characters continue to keep

this seductive torch moving
from scene to scene until the

playcomes full circle, reaching

the beginning once again. It is

almost as if the characters

ravenously move up the food

surroundedon allsidesby beds

and other pieces of furniture

used as sexual playplaces. 'La

Ronde' toys with a very

interesting concept, but it

begins towearthin as theshow

which should be obvious to

the viewer, become tangled

and the natural flow of the

cycle of seduction is thrown

off balance.

Fortunately, the sexual

'Ls Ronde," a show about sedactlon, seducdoD, and

chain searching for prey, then

in turn meet thenext predator

who intends to quench his or

her sensuous htmger. The set-

up of the theatre also plays off

of the circle as the audience is

progresses. Although the

continuing cycle is central, an

unnecessary repetitiveness

develops within the show
which is hard to overlook.

Differences in characters,

8KKt p.m. this wetkend.

emotion generated within the

show saves the evening.

Scenes vary from the intense

and heated to one which
actually portrays a genuine

sense of love. The necessary

sexuality, obviously very

difficult for an actor to grasp,

is accomplished numerous
times.

Go see 'La Ronde', if not

for plot, then to witness these

difficult hurtles which actors

must leam to overcome, such

as how to make a kiss or a

caressing touch look realistic

and not forced. The cast does

a good job of it and it is worth

seeing. I certainly felt the heat

of the evening, as my
introductory paragraph al-

ludes to,through the careful

choreography of the scenes. I

wish I could have been more
emotionally drawn to the char-

acters instead of the occasional

bare shoulder or tossingof hair,

but I make do with what I've

got.

'La Ronde' shows in

Taylor at 8:00 p.m. beginning

Thursday, November 3 and

running through Sunday, No-

vember 6. Audience seating is

on a padded central floor so

make sure to get there early.

You may want tobringapillow

along and wear casual

clothing. Loose casual

clothing.

Until next time-

Buttafuco!

Infantile plot makes ''Ballroom'' purely escapist

Called, "A wiM-«P homage to the musicals of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogeis," "Slnclv Ballroom" ,s .he "D.ny Daucmg- ot

AuslraUa, winner o( the Prix de leuuesse at this year's Cannes Film Festival It is showing this weekend in Olin, SI 10 LL

students, $2 general admission.

by Brady Larson

"Strictly Ballroom" has

lively music, a youthful,

attractive cast and really not

much else.

The film is one we've seen

before, whether in "Dirty

Dancing" or in "Footloose."

Scott Hastings (Paul Mercurioj

is probably the most talented

dancer in the state, but when

it comes time for the

competition, he dispenses

with his instructor's pre-cho-

reographed dance steps and,

to his partner, instructor and

mother's dismay, begins to

create his own. This costs him

first place and his partner,

which leads to a search for a

new one.

Along comes Fran, a plain

amateur dancer, who desires

to be Scott's new partner. He
gives her a chance, and, after

much practicing, and when

no other dancers please him,

Scott chooses to dance with

Fran in the State Champion-

ships.

But these star-crossed

dancers face many obstacles.

Scott's mother doesn't take

well to the idea of Fran as

Scott's new partner, and Fran's

family is not impressed by

Scott's fancy moves.

Well, the plot is an

infantile and predictable as

theycome,andasurprisetwist

near the end is embarrassingly

cliched. Moreover, the

supporting cast, especially

Scott's mother and first part-

ner, are overly cartoonish and

infuriatingly obnoxious. Plus,

despite the lightheartedness

of the screenplay, there are

really no laughs in the film.

With that out of the way,

I would recommend the film

as pure escapism, solely on

the chemistry between and

appeal of Scott and Fran, their

relationship being the only

really believable aspect of the

film. Fran's relatives also turn

out to be entertaining, and

despite the plethora of music

and dancing, the film's high

points are when Fran's family

teaches Scott and Fran "how

to dance."

However, the other

dancers, instructors and

parents are so one-

dimensional that it makes the

film difficult to watch. While

I wanted Scott and Fran to

dance in the championships

(mostly because that was the

only time that the film was

very interesting!, there is no

suspense in their journey, due

to the obvious plot

contrivances and cliches.

"Strictly Ballroom" was

very popular in the United

States (for a foreign film- it

was made in Australia] when

it was released last year, and it

also sold well on video the

earlier part of this year. While

it does cover territory we've

seen in other movies about

the conflicts of dancing and

the freedom of expression

therein, maybe it's been long

enough for audiences to see

another one of these films.

The film will be showing in

Olin tonight, and tomorrow

at 7:30 and Sunday at 2:30. It

is $ 1 to CC students, $2 to the

general public.

Correction
A misprint occurred

in the article "Alumnus

Lobato pursues artistic

endeavors" in theOctober

14 issue ot the Catalyst.

The sentence that read,

"Lobato's art had to play

second fiddle to law

school," should have read,

"Lobato's art had to play

second fiddle to his day

job, as he did 'whatever It

took' to help his wife

through law school. Even

after she was established

in her career, it was

difficult to switch to full

time artistic endeavor."

The dates for the show

have been changed from

November 1st through

the 26th to November 1st

through the 23rd.

I apologize for the

inconvenience.
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Cello quartet will dazzle CC with performance
by Jason Foster

So we have seen the

miming, imagery, andcomedy
of the Chameleons.
Kanengiser has dazzeled us

with his mastery of classical

guitar. Istomin has touched

our hearts as he tickled the

ivories. What else could the

Great Performers series

possibly throw oiu" way?!

How about an all women,
all cello quartet. Yes, four

women, all with degrees at

such prestigious schools as

luilliard, the Manhatten
School of Music, Yale

University and Columbia
University. On theirown, each

one isan acclaimed performer.

Caryl Paisner, performed in

Broadway shows such as

"Phantom of the Opera,"

"Miss Saigon," "City of

Angels," and "Les
Miserables." Maureen
McDermott won the Artists

International auditions in

1986 and also performed at

Carnegie Hall. Laura Koehl

performed atAvery Fisher Hall

for the Mozart Bicentennial

Celebration and received a

fellowship to theAspen Music

Festival. Maria Kitsopoulos

appeared as a soloist with the

Phoenix Symphony as well as

making appearances in

Europe.

Butnow they are together,

in an amazing group they

appropriately call "Cello."

Theylie "somewherebetween

a classical music quartet and

the Beatles," pioneering the

next wave of music. Defyinga

traditional image, these

classically trainedwomen can

jump from a haimting version

of Baiber's Adagio for Strings

to an exuberant Miles Davis

classic.

Their eclectic mixture of

styles and their unique quar-

tet instrumentation has been

a magnet for publicity every-

where they go, from Carnegie

Cello will petfoim In Packatd Hall ThDrsday, November 10 at S:00p.

Hall to small liberal arts col-

leges nestled at the foot of the

Rocky Mountains. "Cello"

may play many different

styles, but there is one thing

that alwaysremains thesame;

sold out shows. Don't be left

hearing about the show after

"Cello" has been here and
gone. Tickets are free with

CC ID and available at the

Worner Desk. The concert is

in Packard Hall on Thursday,

November 10, at 8:00 pm.

"Speed" takes audience for a

'^J suspenseful ride through L.A.
by Todd Walker

Hilbeity is the wriia of 'The Gid with the Pead Eanin^' i otllcctioii of poems.
She is a ptofcssot here at The Colorado College.

Keanu Reeves is perhaps

the most annoying actor in

Hollywood. His presence in

"Much Ado About Nothing"
was that movie's only fault.

His performance in "Bram
Stoker's Dracula" bloodiedan
otherwise excellent film.

Listeningto his voice is a good
simulation of what it's like to

receive electro-shock
thereapy. The perfect starring

vehicle came along in

An Author in our Midst: Hilberry

by Kim Whipple

It was the first time I had
visited the special collections

in Tutt Library, and the first

thing I noticed was a woman
sitting at a desk, who offered

her assistance to me. A man
was sitting quietly, reading a

book. Locked in glass encased

shelves are rare books,
manuscripts, special editions,

fine prints, and southwestern
and Colorado collections, and
among them all is Jane
Hilberry's collection of poetry.

The Girl with the Pearl
Earring, printed by The
Colorado College Press in

1989. Only 70 copies are in

print, making the collection

less of an attempt at ubiquity

or financial gain and more of a

preservation, like the
photograph in "Photography
in the Nuclear Age."

As I sat at a desk and read
the collection, I slowly
realized what these poems

holdinthem.Thepoems sefem

inspired by an event, an
accident that left a ten year

old girl dead, forever held in

the simple, uncomplicated
photo of childhood. This
accident provokes a million

different thoughts, as death

often does, all too complicated

to express in an explicit form.

Careful reading of the poem is

the only way to experience

the message.

The photograph serves as

a reminder of what was once
there, and, almost more im-

portant, what was not there,

what could not be there. This
is a common thread
throughout many ofthepoems
in this collection, the strange

necessity of the way things

were.

There are also
explorations of the way
something might have been.

In "Katia," Hilberry looks at a

sketch and imagines what the

girl is thinking, looking at.

how she might have moved
around the room or reacted to

the sketch. The emphasis is a

moment captured in time and
the transitory nature of that

one moment, of all moments.
Jane Hilberry is an

Assistant Professor of English

at The Colorado College. The
collection was worked on by
Lael Bogomolny, Steve Grill,

Gwyn Mauritz, Courtney
Murphy and Susan Pitts,

students in Jim Trissel's

course. The Book. The cover

was designed by Barbara
Wegner and Charles Moore.
The collection of poems will

be re-releasedsometime in the

next few months by a small

Colorado Springs press for

those interested. It is also

available for perusal in the

special collections in Tutt.

Hilberry's poetry has
appeared in Artful Dodge,
Crosscurrents, and the
Michigan Quarterly review.

"Speed," a movie which,
thankfully, required little

speaking on Reeves' part.

"Speed" is an excellent

textbook example of how an
action film should be made.
It's exciting, keeps you
guessing, has an interesting

villian, and a likeable hero,

despite what I just said about
Keannu Reeves. "Speed"
pushes all of the right buttons.

For once Reeves is not an
anchor, but an asset. Much
like Bruce Willis in "Die
Hard," Reeves has shown us a

non-heroic actorcantacklean

action role and succeed.

The premise of "Speed"
has been called "Die Hard on
a bus." Not hardly. The claus-

trophobia produced in "Die
Hard" is not what "Speed"
exudes. The name says it all.

Dennis Hopper plays a mad
bomber who rigs an LA city

bus to blow up if its speed

drops beneath SOmph. He then

tips off Reeve's bomb squad
character and challenges him
to "diffuse" the situation.

Reeves then takes the bus and
its passengers, headed up by
feisty Sandra Bullock, on an

odyssey across the LosAngeles
freeways.

Reeves' character isa loose

cannon, albeit a subduedloose

cannon, if that's possible. He
is Mel Gibson's "Lethal
Weapon" character on Prozac.

His dead pan delivery of

morbid jokes gives impact to

his self doubt and loss of

confidence later in the movie.

DennisHopperprovides, once

again, a suitably nasty wacko.
The supporting cast is

admirable, as well. Sandra
Bullock is currently mining
Hollywood for the rewards of

her performance and both Jeff

Daniels and Joe Morton give

solid performances as Reeves'

bomb squad buddys.

"Speed" is not "Dr.
Zhivago." It's not meant to

be. Put "Speed" in the VCR,
sit your butt down in that

couch, and turn Organic
Chemistry into a hazy dot in

the rear view mirror.

sii mma coll[G[ in
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Homebrew Heaven
by Ted Smith & Kyle Maher

This weekwe had the rare

privilege of drinking some of

Colorado College's finest

homebrew. The Meister-

brewers in this case were Scott

Grosscup and Abe Ackley.

They graciously donated a

Cherry Stout and a Scotch Ale

from their Special Ed's

Brewery cellar. Then I road-

tripped to Durango to sample

some of the legendary Anaszi

Wheat and Durango Dark
brewed by the Durango
Brewing Co.

First the Cherry Stout.

This beer was a bit over-

carbonated which made it

pretty dam tough to pour a

decent glass of beer. This

usually happens with

homebrew that is allowed to

age for a really long time. So, if

youareahomebrewerandyou
intend to let your beer sit for a

while, slightly undercarbonate

it so it won't over-carbonate

with time. This beer had a

great dark brown head with

decent retention. The beerwas

very clear and really dark

brown. When held to a light,

not much passed through. The
bouquet was pleasant and

promised a rich taste.

Unfortunately, it was quite

light on taste and, body. But

that made the beer a very

drinkable beer. The cherry was

detectable but not very

tasteable. It was well balanced,

no aftertaste, real smooth, and

very clean. It didn't have much
of a presence in the mouth.

We liked it and gave it two

thumbs up.

Now the Scotch Ale. This

beer was newer and so was
excellently carbonated. It was

a beautiful deep red color and

on pouring had a respectable

head. The bouquet smelled of

fresh hops and and a sweet

fruity aroma. This beer had a

much stronger flavor and
presence in our mouths. The
ambitioushoppingof this style

of beer gave it a wonderful

fruity flavor. The beer created

a fun sensation in my mouth,

it seemed as if 1 couldactually

feel the flavor. But it wasn't

overpowering. The beer was
an exceptionally well crafted

beer. It finished clean.We gave

it an enthusiastic two thumbs
up.

Unfortunately, this beer

is not available in stores and

must be acquired directly from

Scott Grosscup. Supplies are

limited. Thank you to Scott

and Abe at Special Ed's.

Now for some local

legends. First the Anasazi

Wheat. This beer runs about 8

bucks a pitcher at Carver's in

Durango. It is really light in

color and noticeably cloudy

because of the fresh yeast in

the beer. The beer smelled

refreshingand had a good head.

It was not characteristically

sweet and fruity as would be

expected from this type of beer.

It tended tobe somewhat bitter

with a slight dull bite at the

end. I liked it and it got Clay

and I completely torn up so,

thumbs up.

Now my favorite,

Durango Dark. This beer was

also 8 bucks a pitcher. This

beer was a wonderful dark

brown color which promised

a rich malty flavor. It did not

disappoint. The head was

rather so so but, hey, taste is

what really matters. It was

rich, dark, and malty. It had

excellent balance making it

finish nice and clean. After

hogging a whole pitcher to

myself, I knew that the day

had been a good one. Thumbs
up.

Get your beer in the

Catalyst: call Ted at X7235 or

Kyle at X7401

''Bloodhound'^ repulsive

You'll find textbooks
and more

at the Colorado College Bookstore..

— leisure reading —
— reference books —
— dormitory supplies —
— free gift wrap —
— report binding —
— film processing —
— check cashing —
— gift certificates —
— copier —

— candy and snacks —

Hours
Monday - Friday

8:30 am - 4:30 pm
(Used Book Buyback 2:30 - 4:30)

by Diana Smith

The greatest challenge

to a critical reviewer of my
musical standards is to be

asked to listen to something

which lacks as much style,

grace, and talent as

Bloodhound Gang's debut

album on Cheese Factory

Records, Dingleberry Haze.

The album reeks of cheap

imitation. The trio takes

their name from the "3-2-1

Contact" skit for children.

Anyone can quickly

ascertain the nonexistence

of self-respect which
permeated throughout every

fiber of Cheese Factory

Records. In fact, cheese

oozes from the album itself.

The Philadelphia based band

compares itself to such hip-

hop godsasThe Beastie Boys,

and I could not help but

snicker at the irony.

Jimmy Pop and Daddy
Long Legs teamed up with

the fellow unemployed,
Grover, to produce this

THING which pretends to

be music. A representative

of Cheese Factory Records

said that the band is "liked

by few, hated by some, and

offensive to most." The
Bloodhound Gangprides their

"music" on the fact that they

are white trash living in the

suburbs. That type of paradox

pervades throughout the

entire album.

"Bloodhouod Gang" hu no merit.

I'm never quite sure if

the band is actually serious

or if it is all just one big joke.

There are only 6 full songs

which appear on the album.

The rest of the 1 1 tracks are

30 second ads from the record

company and some even

consist of insults and threats

to the listener. The actual

tracks are nothing special.

The beats and rhythm are as

recycled as the Bee Gees.

Even I cried out for real rap

music after I had torn out

my hair during the first

sample of Ding/eberry Haze.

The lyrics are half-witted

and disgusting. "Taste great

but less filling, so thrilling,

come unannounced like

automatic billing" and
"Your daddy thinksl'm lazy,

your mama thinks 1'm crazy,

but neither of them know
that you are carrying my
baby" are the kind of brain-

less statements which can

be heard in every song on

the album. By the end of the

second set, they can barely

speak English. "Coo Coo Ca
Choo" is all that remains.

It was not since New
Kids on the Block that 1 have

encountered a band that I

have despised to such a great

extent as Bloodhound Gang.

The album is not even worth

the time it would take to

push play. If music is a sacred

institution, the Bloodhound

Gang has started some very

blasphemous rumors.

Maximum Bean has it all

by Todd Walker

Hipsters everywhere (if

they're everywhere, can they

really be hipsters? | are turning

to the coolness of sipping hot

coffee slow and mulling over

obscure artistic movements.

Now they've got one more

place to obtain their favorite

drug of choice:TheMaximum
Bean in the Woodmen Valley

Shopping Center.

I can here you now, crying

"A shopping center!!"

Actually it's worse, it's a strip

mall, but it would be difficult

to find a better full-service

coffee shop anywhere in this

cultural desert General

Palmer called Colorado

Springs. The Maximum Bean

provides you with over one

hundred gourmet coffees,

either ground or "in the raw."

Free samples are available of a

number of tasteful brews.

Wait] 1 said this was a

full-service coffee house. Of

course they serve all the

S^^EIiiS'/'SMMK.B
BOGGLES THE MIND ANB GRAflFIES THE SENSES

(?) /S eVERV FRIDAY
9PM-CL0SE

Hili'ftiKPKiiiiCKbails

various coffees you'd find at a

franchise store like Starbuck's

(latte, cappuccino, blah, blah,

blahl but they also carry

Biscotti cookies, freshly

squeezed juices of all kinds.

And (elly Bellys by the

POUND! As it that wasn't

enough they sell coffee mugs,

coffee makers, coffee carafes,

coffee stirrers, coffee napkins,

coffee T-shirts, coffee books,

and, if you're too dense to get

that mug to your mouth, even

a book on how to select, brew,

and DRINK coffee. Take that

lameoldmugyougotatBenji's

and trade it in for a spiffy,

sophisticatedMaximum Bean

mug for free.

The Maximum Bean is a

great place for a quick

breakfast, as they sell fresh

pastries, daily, and bagels from

La Baguette and Lots a Bagels.

The people are friendly and

they are very free with the

samples.

However, there will be no

groovin' hipsters sipping latte

at The Maximum Bean, at

least not past seven thirty.

When I visited at nearly seven

the place was dead. I get the

feeling the Bean caters to

morning commuters with

"discerning tastes." Not

exactly a college hang out,

especially since it's so far

away. If you really have to

have the best coffee around

check out The Maximum
Bean, but otherwise stick close

to home.

2«2WHIC.I.Ill.4»t,Cl.~<US,rtl>tl,C0 UH4 (;1»)-»33«U
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

$3000 NCAA Scholarship for

Sports Journalism available.

Juniors apply. Deadline Dec.

16, 1994. See Susan Ashley,

Palmer 206, for details.

Still accepting late registra-

tions for SKATING CLASSES

at Honnen Ice Rink! Block 3

class beginsTuesday, Novem-

ber 8 . $ 1 5/person for 3 classes.

Beginning, Intermediate, and

Advanced levels offered. For

more info call Jo Ann at 632-

4098, Krista at x7275, orMiako

at x7025.

The 1994 Ebey Novella Con-

test Committee has selected

winners: 1st Prize ($700)-Josh

Howell, "NativesandOthers."

2nd Prize |$400|-Christina

Crumpecker, "Sister Straw-

beiry." 3rd Prize |$200|-Sara

Caplan, "Cricketsin the Corn-

fields."

AVAILABLE NOW IN RES
LIFEOFFICE(BemisHall|: Off-

Campus Lottery Applications

for Spring Semester and se-

nior (22 units by endo fo block

2| off-campus declarations due

11-16-94. Frat seniors, your

house must be full for spring

semester to qualify foroffcam-

pus. Proxy Forms for all who
will be away for 2nd semester

due before semester break.

Questions? Call Earline at

x66I9.

SUMIWER ROOMMATE
needed! Preferably, but not

necessarily, female. Please call

this block. x7550

THE TELLABRATION '94!!

Sat, Nov. 19, 7:00-9:00, Pack-

ard Hall. A night of stories

with members of the Pike's

Peak Storyteller's Guild. Folk

tales, personal tales and tales

fromaround the world. Adults

$5, children $2, families $10.

EIWPLOYMENT

FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS-greeks,

groups, clubs, motivated in-

dividuals. Fast, simple, easy-

NO FINANCL\L OBLIGA-
TION. (8C0| 775-385 1 ext. 33.

TELEMARKETING, part-

time, evening hours, close to

school. iWake $6$ 1 8 an hour.

Call 471-3505.

WANTED! Computer Tutor.

Knowledgable with WordPer-

fect 5.2, desktop publishing

and communications soft-

r^m^
V^ y An Academic Year Abroad
^1 ""^

in the Arts and Htimanities

vJZJpend a year or a semester immersed in the life

and culture ofFlorence. Study at the University of

Florence in private tutorials and seminars. Students

ofthe arts work with Italian artists and musicians.

SARAH
LAWRENCE
COLLEGE

For tnlbniutiai and an application:

Safth LMTcnce CoUcge in Floftnce

BoiCOF
Saiab VavvTcncc College

1 Mead Way
Bionivilk, NY 1070>-S999

(800) 873-4752

PERSONALS

Chris-

You desperately need an an-

swering machine. Oh yeah,

Todd called again...

-M.G.

JB- Good luck Saturday.

Thanks for taking care of me,

and especially for putting up

with me. Can you help me
with my laundry?

-ALH

Jay, Did somebody say some-

thing about country dancing?

'KINCII'LES o SOUND K h

**CREF Stock Account *****'
**CREF Bond Market Account . . .

*****'
"CREF Social Choice Account .... "^"^"^*'

ISN'T IT NICE WHEN
THE EXPERTS DISCOVER SOMETHING

YOU'VE KNOWN ALL ALONG.
Over 1.6 million people in educarion and

research know that choosing TIAA-CREF

was a smart move. And now everyone else does

too. Because Momingstar—one of the nation's

leading sources of variable annuity and mutual

fund information— has some stellar things to say

"...CREF Is far and away the cheapest

variable annuity out there."

Ma?-

"This comfortable combination of

^|lsk and return has earned the CREF
iFstock Account s five-star rating."*

After studying CREF's performance histoiy,

Momingstar gave five-stars—its highest rating—

to both the CREF Stock and Bond IVlarket

Accounts, and an impressive four-stars to the

CREF Soc.al Choice Account?' In fact, the

CREF Stock Account was singled out as h,

"...one of the best 10-year records among variabli

ne

Momingstar also called attention to CREF's

"...rock-bottom" fees—something that can really

add to the size of your nest-egg down the road.

What's more, TIAA's traditional annuily-

which offers guaranteed principal and interest

plus the opportunity for dividends—was cited

as having the highest fixed account interest rate

among all annuities in its class.

We're happy to accept Morningstar's glowing

ratings. But nice as it is to focus on stars, we'll

keep focusing on something more down-to-earth:

building the linancial future you want and deserve.

For more information about our Momingstar

ratings or TIAA-CREF, just call 1 800 842-2776.

Ensuring the fiitiu-e

for those who shape it.™

t'bSbor" k / y monih. 1

islaflZgi

Great work Nugget
heads. Only five more

to go and then we'll be

in pvervnne's faces!

Keep up the good work!

Hey Pete! Break a leg in

t.a Rnnde ! We love ya

big guy!

-Loomis Staff

KADS-
I believe in the spirit of

theBRAMBLE. Thanks
lor maldng me smile.

-K

Bekey,

Thanks for saving my
life. I promise to never

stop breathing again.

You are a kick-ass

NREiVlT-B.

Love,

K

There's nothing like a

tall galss of milk and a

package of OREOs.

Except maybe good
Chinese food...

Like Cambell's soup?

Me too. Call me. x67CI0.

Hanna-
Thanks for a clean Tenney.

Sarah-

Congrats on a fantastic per-

formance. Of course, we all

have questions now...

-The House

T-

It's really tough to be nice.

Only five more days. I hope I

can make it.

B.

A,

It's been a week, I thought you

were leaving! Oh well, I'm not

complaining. I hope you're

feeling better, you oweme one.

C

Boyice, All bets aside-I still

like you the way you really

are. "You're wonderful.

Tonya

CLASSIHEDS POLICY

Please send Announcements,

Jobs, For Sale, Real Estate, and

Personal advertisements to:

The Catalyst

Classifieds

902 N. Cascade

Colorado Spgs., CO 80946

Ads must be received by Tues-

day, 9:00 p.m. to appear in the

subsequent Friday's edition of

the Catalyst. The Catalyst

reserves the right to edit all

classifieds for length and in-

appropriate content. For off-

campus pricing information,

call 389-6675.

^y degrees
FASHIONS AND STREETWEAR

(rom

LA and NY
tor p, ,

Teens and Adults - ?

'The only piogieaaive store in town'

2603 W. Colorado Ave. - (719) 442-2636
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Squirrels divebomb Fiji

Intrafraternal game turns ugly

by Michelle Killeen

It was expected to be a

brutal game. The men's com-

petitive soccer semifinals pit-

ted Fiji against Flying Squir-

rels. Why did Fiji Trevor

Caldwell predict this would

be such a violent game? Be-

cause it also could have been

called Fiji vs. Fiji.The
Squirrels got

off to a flying

start, scoring

early in the

first half. The
Fiji goalie,

Seth Venetta,

deflected a

shot, and
Squirrel
forwardDicky

Heermance

several shots were taken but

none went in. Chris
Beauchamp and Jake Hynes
led the Squirrels offence while

Jake Segerhammar held them
off on the Fiji defensive hne.

Fiji goalie Venetta also had

some great saves. Two close

calls came when Fiji Andy
Rosequist had a breakaway all

the way to the goal box, only

to be stopped

by Squirrels'

g o a 1 i .e

Lawrence.
The Squirrels

retaliated
with a passfrom
Heermance
to Hynes
which al-

most re-

sulted in a

"This will be

a violent

game."

-Trevor

Caldwell

sent the loose ball over the

goal line. Just a few minutes

later, Fiji retaliated. Forward

Brad Fonts' shot was blocked

by Squirrel goalie Todd
Lawrence. When Fonts dove

for the loose ball and missed

by inches, teammate Jamie

Stralka connected with the

ball and scored, tying thegame
at 1-1.

The score remained tied

at halftime. In the second half,

With CC ID Bqslres 11/20/94

WE DO IRONING!
1931 W. Uintah (1/2 block west of King Soopers)

I GUID€
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC

an associate of the CAFILSON TRAVEL NETWORK

Serving the needs of Colorado travders

since 1949

MAKE YOUR HOLIDAYmNEL= PLANS TODAY!=
Campus OjgUx: Armstrong Hall Suite 5

(719) 632^1612
389-6732 Campus Line

Main Office; 409 N. Tejon St.

(719)635-3511

Btxxulnwor Hotel Cfffke: South Lobby
(719) 577-5750

Colorado Springs Afiport Office; Main Terminal
(719) 570-7755

Roxanne Dale's devotion runs deep
A.D. of Athletic Dept. is uniquely committed to gender equity goals

by Josie Henjum

"I am a behind-the-scenes person," claims

Roxanne Dale.

Those familiar with the CC sports scene

know that is simply not true. Dale,the head coach

ofwomen's basketball and Assistant Director of

the CCAthleticDepartment,isavery prominent

person in athletics. Dale represents the athletic

department and the college on local and national

levels.

"My job probably spans over two full time

positions," laughs Dale. This block, she may be

closer to filling three positions. Max Taylor is on

a block-long sabattical, and Roxanne Dale is

acting as the Director of Athletics in addition to

her duties as basketball coach and Assistant

Director.

As A.D., Dale headed up the monstrous task

of implementing gender equity programs at CC.

Her devotion togender equity is encouraging for

CC. The College has a "terrific start on gender

equity, but still has morework to do," vows Dale.

Her committment to the goals of gender

equity extend well beyond the parity CC is

scheduled to have achieved by next spring. Dale

is working to increase the number of full time

women employed by the department and to

achieve salary equity. In the next two years Dale

will focusonimplementingthe women'slacrossc

andsoftball programs. Dale isoptimistic that the

Softball program will be ready for varsity status by

next spring.

DaleanchoredSusanStewart,thegoalkeeper

for the U.S. Women's Lacrosse Squad, as the

coach for CC's fledgling program. The USWLS is

the best female lacrosse team in the country. "We
are lucky to have her," stated Dale.

The CC Athletic Department and female

athletes at CC are lucky to have Roxanne Dale.

Her committmenttothegoalsof thedepanment

andgendcrequity wouldmake heran asset toany

colle^te program.

goal.

With the score still tied 1-

I at the end of regulation play,

a ten minute overtime began.

The game finally came to an

end as darkness fell over the

Slocum Field. The Squirrels

offense went two-on-one with

Fiji defense, and Spencer Leese

came away with the winning

goal. Thefinal score was Fiii2,

Fiji 1. Obviously, not all Fiji's

went home happy.

Matadores hit Snafu on road to

IM volleyball tournament
by Elizabeth Whistler

Though most players were

fairly new to the sport, Snafu

trounced Matadoies to main-

tain its first place status in the

Co-Ed volleyball league.

Snafu triumphed with a

score of 15-6inthefirst match,

six points ofwhich werescored

byAndy Almonte. "I was serv-

ing well and just rattled 'em

off," commented Almonte.

The Matadores were shut

out in the second match. Snafu

player Daniel Miller jested.

The Ski Smith
AT RECYCLED SPORTS

Complete Ski Services
• New & Used Ski Bfuifxnent • Certified Binding Tectmidan

• a(Xhing& Accessories • Quality Work AtA Fair Price

OVER 19 YEARS EXPERIBMCE IN SKI REPAIR

Hidden Behind 815 ILNrndaAR. • 636-2340
"""V~S>7v/AP""s'F3ECriAL""-" .

Binding Adjustment I Binding Mount I Minor Tune Up | '*'°'*K

$8.00 I $i8.oo I $14.00
;

Ncyv.Sth

AtOiors
^Waretiause

4710

"Boy, when we get on a hot

streak, you'd better look out!

"

Millergotoffquiteafewstrong

and timely spikes to help lead

his team to victory.

Matadores found itself up

against a greater opponent

than expected, said Ondij

siacalek. He added,

"We're just lucky

other people usually

suck more than we
do." Many of

Matadores players, in-

cluding Slacatek, are

international students

and first time volley-

ball players.

The two teams are

looking forward to the

tournament, where
Snafu hopes to be vic-

torious. Miller com-

mented, "What with a

little practice you
never know."

REACH
THE PEAK

MINORITIES IN

NEWSPAPERS
JOB CONFERENCE

ASNE - NAA

Plan To Join This Exciting, Informative Job

Conference in Beautiful Colorado Springs

COMMUNICATIONS FOR
TOMORROW!

Log on to a career in Newspapers

• When: November 10-12, 1994

• Where: Le Baron Hotel in Colorado Springs

• Cost: $15 registration tee

(meals and lodging free to students)

Newspaper Editors and recruiters will gather in Colorado

Springs in November to interview minority students who are

interested in jobs in all facets of the newspaper industry,

including news, advertising, marketing, circulauon,

accounting and production operations.

The program will offer workshops on how to find a job.

how to survive in a newsroom, and opportunities for

business-side newspaper careers.

GAZETfE
nPELEGRAPH

Forfurther information and reservations please call

Connie Steele at 71U36-0392
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Volleyball

to face

crosstown

rivals
by Jessica MacMurray

This weekend CC Vol-

leyball heads into their fi-

nal challenge of the season,-

back to back matches
against bitter rivals. First,

the Tigers face UCCS. CC
lost to UCCS earlier in the

season due to defensive

breakdowns and serving

errors. In their final home
game of the '94 season, the

Tigers will meet the Uni-

versity of Southern Colo-

rado at 7 pm on Saturday.

Both UCCS and USC are

strong teams, but CC has

improved significantly

since the beginning of the

season. The Tigers look

forward to meeting the two
again at the end of a long

period of building and im-

provement. Over the block

break, the Tigers were in a

similar situation against #2

nationally ranked UC-San
Diego.

Over first block break,

CC lost to UCSD in a quick

and disheartening tourna-

ment final, but at the Trin-

ity University National In-

vitational in San Antonio
last weekend CC showed
UCSD a lot of strength and
substance. At one point, CC
led 12-8, a vast improve-
ment over their first meet-
ing.

It has been a difficult

season for CC volleyball;

they are a young team with-

out a lot of experience in

college ball, and without a

single senior. There have
been some glimpses of great

potential, however.
The Tigers have become

Athlete of the Week
Audrey Maxfield, sophomore goalkeeper

by Elsa Butler

Audrey Maxfield, sophomore starting goalkeeper for the

women's soccer team has more than enough career experi-

ence and skill to end the Tiger's season on a strong note. The

pressure of beingwhat she calls "the last defense on the field"

has made her a tough competitor. Maxfield's attitude and

spirit really make her a standout.Teammates describe her as

a player with a lot of heart. Maxfield is a natiu-al athlete. She

lettered in high school in basketball, softball and track, in

addition to garnering a string of soccer awards and honors.

This year Maxfield has started in 15 of 16 matches. Her

career statistics include 8 victories, 13 losses and 2 ties. She

has a total of 164 career saves. The two-time high school

M.V.P., All-Leaguerand team captain has workedwith Olym-

pic development teamsin her home state of California to

improve her foot skills. This is necessary because with new
regulations for goalkeepers, Maxfield's position is becoming

increasingly technical. She has stepped up to the challenge

with determination and great success.

Because the Tigers' two other keepers were out with a

knee injury and
mononucleosis, Maxfield

has had room to grow
both in skill and
confidence without hav-

ingsomeonelookingover

her shoulder. Head coach
Nicole Crepeau states I

that Maxfield has "played harder and harder improving her

leadership" ability and keeping the Tigers in "some good

games." Maxfield's defensive strategy is simply to play the

best she can for the team. She jokes that she is "just working

pn catching the ball", but she has improved and matured.

She has learned discipline and selflessness, as well as an

appreciation for a fast paced, physical game.

Although the Tigers' have a losing record this year,

Maxfield and the rest of the squad continue to have a

positive outlook. They have proven that they can step up to

any level of play. According to Maxfield, the team blends

together well. She describes this year as a building block to

an exciting Tiger future.

a tightly knit and evenly

balanced group, with the

ability to change and fit the

needs of any particular play

or game. Freshman setter

Helen Grossman, after re-

covery from a pre-season

ankle sprain, emerged as a

catalyst for an effective of-

fense and leadership on the

court. Junior captain
Kendra Johnson provided

consistency in the middle,

while sophomores Alex
Mercer and Joyel Ottoway
supplied strong blocking
and defensive elements.
Junior Amanda Abbott also

made contributions off the

bench, picking up the team
with unmatchable fire and
intensity.

The Tigers look forward
to next season with opti-

mism and excitement for a

more mature and consis-

tent team. But first they
hope to end the season on a

strong and positive note at

UCCS on Friday at 7, and
here at home against USC
on Saturday at 7.

Tiger football looks to end losing ways
in finales with win at home over Bears
Team hopes to wrap up second consecutive v/inning season

by Thomas Quinlen

The Tiger Football team
is still unable to find success

on the road. Their record

stands at 4-3-1, and each of

their four wins have been
home games. This Saturday,

on Washburn Field, the CC
Tigers will face the

Washington University Bears.

Over the last few years the

two teams have developed a

rivalry, and all of the games
have been down to the wire.

This season. Wash. U. has an

excellent team. They are tied

for their conference
championship, and this game
shouldbethebestofthe series.

Two weeks ago, CC tied

Rhodes College in Memphis..

The game was marked by

mental mistakes and abysmal

officiating. The final score was
7-7. CC's only touchdown
came on a long pass from Josh

Vitt to freshman receiver,

Brian O'SuUivan. Running
backs John Lutz and Chris

Williams were both injured in

the game. They missed the

Hardin-Simmons game last

week, and are questionable for

this week.

Over Block Break, the

Tigers traveled to Abilene,

Texas, where they facedNAIA
Division II power, Hardin-

Simmons. The Cowboys were

touted as a national caliber

team, and the Tigers were

eager to take up the challenge.

The last time the Tigers faced

such a challenge, they received

a 40-0 thrashing from Central

College, and they wanted
redemption.

At half-time, it appeared

the Tigers were headed for

another disaster. The
Cowboys led 28-0, andCC had

just over 40 yards total of-

fense. In the second half,

Hardin-Simmons scored

again, to make the score35-0.

Then, in the first five minutes

of the third quarter, CC found

the desire to win.

The team that played the

last 25 minutes of the game
was not the same team that

please see Football on page 19

Harriers rest up for regionals

^ffiWi^mi by Eric Coe

Boggfes the M.mb and Gratifies t^e Semes

EVERY TUESDAY

BURGER ^ .TVODRfiTTS

•HOT DOG ^ .PBEMIHHCOCmiL
NflCHOS

.ORASHOT
CAESAR SALAD
SUPPER SALAD
•HALF ONION RINGS

a43J W. COUHMDO AVt, COLOL SKCS. CO. «0904 (i31«a3}

This weekend the Colorado

Coll^ cross country team en-

joys a much needed week of rest

in anticipation of their regional

meet. Regionals will be held in

Waverly, Iowa on Saturday, No-

vember 1 1. This is the national

qualifyingmeet, aridCC looks to

sendseveralrunneistotheNCAA

Division HI national meet.

Last Saturdaywas nota time
for rest by any means. To cel-

ebrate theHalloween season, the

CC nmners courageously made
theirway to Winfield, Kansas for

the infamous Southwestern In-

vitational, otherwise known as

the asylum run.

No coincidence that this

meet occurs onlytwodaysbefore
Halloween, that the mascot of

the hosting school is the South-

western Jinx, that the men's race

was won by runner number 237
IthehauntedroomfmmThe.Shin-

ing), or most importantly, that

the race occurson the groimds of

the State of Kansas Mental Insti-

tution and Correctional Facility.

The women hit the course

first, and ran toa lucrative fourth

place team finish. Running first

for thewomen'steamwas junior

Sara Fry,runningatimecrf 19:05

forthefivekilometercourse,good
fora third place finishandashiny

silver plaque.

Next to firrish for the Tigers

was sophomore Krista "Cool it"

Fish, who ran to a 20: 1 7 finish.

Fish also received a plaque, and

hasnotletitoutofhersightsince.

Sophomores KarabooBundyand
Nanci"MoonsovCTmyHammy"
Eaton were the next across the

line, with timesof21 :23and2I d3.

This dynamic duo was fol-

lowedbyfreshman Sally "Keepit

off the team" Wurtzler, who
dashed across the line in 22:03.

The final finisher for thewomen
was Bridget Schulte, Brushing in

23.-03withadevastatingkickand

equally devastating good looks.

Tliemen alsoran toafourth

placeteamfinish.Ccsitinuinghis

impressive season, Paul "Pev"

Evans was the first to finish for

theTigetswithatimeof25:59 for

the five tnile course, good for

ninth place. For thoseofyouwho
don't know much about cross

country, that's really fast. Pev

received a shiny silver plaque for

his efforts.

Junior Jack "Rabbit" Hayes

finished next for the men with a

timeof26:3I, which would have

undoubtedly been faster were he

not wearinga cowboy hat during

the race. Hayes was followed by

sophomore Eric Coe, who ran a

26:4 1 . Freshman Mike "Army of

Darkness" Kremkau and Andy
"Snackstah"Almonte werenext

aaossthe line, followedbysopho-

more Chris Durham, freshman

transfer Dan "I'm a bed" Miller

and Josh "Run like bells" Hayes.

Rounding out the men's

team were sophomore Ben
"Lestat" Markowitz, rurmingan

incredibletimeof30<)8,andSpen-

cer"Snuggle-burmy"Boimie, fin-

ishing in3I:43.
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Meetings discuss flaws in D-I plan

"Somebody had tomakea
deciaionsometim^"President

Kathryn Mohrman asserted in

response to criticism of her

Division I plan at open forum

meetings on

Monday and

Tuesday. The

open forum
meetings are

being held to

give students

and faculty a

chance to "^^^"^^^
discuss
Mohrman's plan. Reactions to

the Division I proposal have

been "less intense than I might

have expected," commented

Mohrman. Very few students

have attended die meetings.

Kathryn Mohrman's plan

to maintain the Division I pro-

gram hinges on financial is-

sues.These issuescame to ligh t

at the meeting. The plan "is

predicated on a place to play/'

explained Mohrman.
Mohrman's proposal calls on

the Athletic Department to

raise enougji revenue to cover

40% of the cost of Division

INSIDE C.C.

SPORTS
by Josie I. Henjum

balance. If, in five yeara time,

Tiger hockey and soccer pro-

grams are not producing rev-

enue in accordance witli

Mohrman's plan, they will not

likely survive

another Divi-

sion I evalua-

tion. Ticket

sales at the

World Arena

are cmcial to

Division I per-
—^^^^^^ manence at

CC. Aheady,

season ticket sales have more

than doubled over last year's

numbers, but a lot more work

needs to be done.

Revenue raising could po-

tentially compromise CC's in-

tegrity and with it that of its

athletes. "Integrity is the most

importantthingtoremember,"

challenged Richard Taber,

chemistry professor.

Morhman insists that CC
will notputitsathletes in"com-

promising positions" in order

to attain fiscal goals.. 'Tf we
become like UNLV, we will

need to reevaluate the entire

sports. This translates into athletic program at CC. If we

ticket salesand marketing. "If get ourselves into a situation

the Arena project doesn't go

through widi its largerscheme

. . . it's over."

Essentially, the World

Arena has CC hanging in the

like UNLV, that would mean

the school can't (balance a Di-

vision in philosophy with Di-

vision I programs)," stated

Mohrman.

Big Dog barks up wrong tree
On Wednesday, Glenn into accoimt the MBA's re-

"BigDog" Robinson rejected strictive salary cap and the

a contract offer from his very real possibility that

would-be employer, the Mil- Robinson could at any time

waukee Bucks of the Na-

tional Basketball Associa-

tion.

The Buck's offer, which

called for sixty million dol-

lars over the

next nine

years, would

have made
Robinson
one of the

highest paid

players in a __^

league in

which he has never played a

minute.

Robinson is asking the

Bucks for 100 million dollars

over a period of twelve years.

The contract would be the

largest in the history of pro-

fessional sports and would

make "Big Dog" the richest

athlete in the NBA.
Robinson, the Big Ten

Player of the Year at Purdue

last season, was understand-

ably upset when the Buck's

released the figiues of the

rejected contract. Who
would be happy after being

shown to be greedy and out

of touch with reality?

Robinson's behavior sug-

gestshe is only apuppy when

it comes to fiscal responsi-

bility.

Milwaukee's apprehen-

sion at paying Robinson his

asking price is understand-

able, especially after taking

FROM THE
CHEAP SEATS

by Blaine Olsen

godownwithacareerthreat-

ening injurysimilar to that

which stopped Charlotte's

Larry Johnson only games

into his 74 million dollar

contract.
Robinson,
unlike
Johnson, is

unproven in

the NBA,
making "Big

Dog's" con-

tract even

riskier.

There is little doubt that

Robinson will make the

Bucks amuch better team, if

he ever plays a game in their

uniform. He possesses the

skills to make an immedi-

ate impact and will eventu-

ally be a star in the league.

However, even if Robinson

is the next Larry Bird, as

some suggest, he could not

possibly be worth his asking

price.

Milwaukee is right in

not signing Robinson, even

if it means losing the rights

to the "Big Dog." However,

until the NBA takes a stand

against escalating rookie

salaries it is only a matter of

time until "Big Dog" gets

the bone he wants.

Note:On Thursday, Mil-

waukee signed Robinson to

a ten-year, 70 million dollar

contract.

Women's soccer seeking

revenge against St. Mary's
Tigers look for win in season finale this weekend

by Steve Lewis

Friday at 3:00 p.m. the

Tiger women's woccer team
takes on St. Mary's of

California on Stewart field.

This Sunday, CC takes the

field again against the

University of Texas
Longhorns, also at home on

Stewart field

Friday's match pits a

revenge-minded CC team
against a longtime rival that

demolished theTigers in their

last meeting. Last year, St.

Mary's left CC reeling from a

5-1 loss and sent sophomore

forward Meghan McGuire
stumbling back to the bench

with a black eye. McGuire
has her eye on revenge for last

year's one-sided decision and

for her injury. She says, "I'm

going to get that girl."

Head coach Nicole

Crepeau kept a level head,

telling the girls that they

needed to put in "90 minutes

of excellent soccer this

weekend."

The match against St.

Mary's certainly will not be

an easy one. Freshman Laura

Murray, a defender who
usually keeps her mouth
closed, stonily predicted,

"There'snothin'tosay. We've

just got to go out there and

win."

Those who played against

St. Mary's last year will all be

playing their hearts out to earn

a victory today. McGuire

confirms, "We've hated 'em

since they beat us last year."

The game against the

Longhorns also presents an

interesting matchup. The
coach of the Longhorns

defected four years ago to

coach at the University of

Texas. Revenge could also be

a factor when CC takes on the

Longhorns on Sunday.

Unfortunately, the Tigers

Up Next for the Tigers:

The Tigers finish off their season with home
games. CC faces St. Mary's College of Califomia

on Friday at3:00p.m.and the University of Texas

on Saturday at 1:00 p.m.

Last Week:
The Tigers fell to Washington State, 2-0, and the

Univ. of Washington, 1-0, on the road.

Quote: "Go nuts on them.'

Nicole Crepeau

-Head Coach

are hoping to end a winless

drought of four games when
they take the field today. In

the past two weeks, CC has

fallen to the likes of the

University of Washington,

Washington State, Nebraska

and 3rd- ranked Stanford.

Against Stanford two
weeks ago, the Tigers fell by a

score of 3-1. The next day

they fell to a Nebraska squad

by a margin of 2- 1 . Freshman

midfielder Martina Holan had

the team's only score against

Stanford. Sophomore
midfielder Kristin Lasasso,

who scored the team's only

goal against Nebraska,

attributed the losses not to

lack of effort, but to the fact

that "We just played good

teams."

This past weekend, the

Tigers found themselves

matched up against not only

two tough teams, but what

seemed like a monsoon in

Washington State.

The first game, which

pittedCC against Washington

State University in Pullman,

Washington, saw the Tigers

lose by a score of 2-0. However,

an important discovery was

made in the game. Holan

commented, "We discovered

after half the game that we

couldn't pass through a

puddle."

In their next game, against

the University of Washington

in Seattle, the Tigers fell by a

score of 1-0. McGuire
reported, however, that CC
played one of their best games

of the season against the tough

Husky team.

Hopefully, theTigers will

continue on the same note

when they take the field this

weekend. To come out of this

weekend with two victories,

Crepeau told theTigers to "go

nuts."

McGuire is already

following that advice closely.

She says, "I'm going to be

looking for a yellow card."

Footballcontinued frontpage 18

had been on the field previ-

ously. CCscored 26 points,

intercepted the ball three

times, and generally owned

the field. If not for an intercep-

tion and a couple of missed

two point conversions, the

Tigers might have won the

game, even with their horrible

start. Going into the locker

room at the end of the game,

theTigers were confident that

they would carry the game's

momentum into their season

finale, and win the last game

of the season for the first time

in four years.

Hockey continued from page 20

in his last four starts dating

back to last season. It's a no-

lose situation.

The Seawolves are 1-3 for

the season, having lost both

games at Minnesota-Duluth

last weekend. They are m
town this weekend for two

two o'clock games at the Air

Force Academy. Seawolves

goaltender Lee Schill turned

back 94 of 100 shots on net

against the Bulldogs and was

named WCHA defensive

player of the week. CC Tiger

and WCHA offensive player

of the week Colin Schmidt

had this to say, "If they're

going to give up one hundred

shots to us, we're going to

score at least ten goals."

Hockey Update
WCHA Standings:

I.Minnesota (4-0-0)

2. Wisconsin|3-2-0)

3. Coloiado College (3-1-0)

St. Cloud State (2-2-01

6. Michigan Tech (3-1-1)

Northern Michigan (2-2-0)

Alaska Anchorage (2-4-0)

Denver (1-3-0)

Minnesota-Duluth (2-3-0) 10. North Dakota (0-4-0)

This Weekend:

The Tigers (2-0 WCHA, 3-1 overall) face-off against the

University of Alaska Anchorage at 2:05 p.m. on Saturday and

Sunday at the Air Force Academy's Cadet Ice Arena

Last Weekend:

CC swept the University of North Dakota by scores of 8-2

and 6-0 in their first home series of the season.

Congratulations to Colin Schmidt, WCHA Offensive Player

of the Week, October 3 i.
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Tiger soccer bound for playoffs
Key victories in Minnesota series launch Tigers

into semifinals against defending national champs

The Catalyst - Page 20

by Ian Creager& MattAtencio

Once again, the Colorado

College Men's soccer team
spent their Block Break in

Minnesota, the Land of Ten-

Thousand Rakes. Their first

matchup was against Carleton

College, in Northfield, MN
also known as the home of

the Malt-0-Meal company.
The game began under

scrupulous circumstances:

star forward Ian Creager was
about the enter the matchup,

only to discover that his

coveted #18 jersey had been

stolen by an envious Carleton

benchwarmer, whoreportedly

had it displayed in his dorm
room. The Tigers, in true lib-

eral ait tradition, managed to

find a black T-shirt for Creager

that read "Hello, Minnesota,"

which he wore for the entire

match.

Additionally, the match
was plagued by high speed

Northern winds, which
actually blew defender Jeff Lee

(whoweighsinatamerebuck
twenty-five) into a nearby
creek. However, the Tigers

were undaunted, and
managed to score four times

on a paltry Carleton defense.

Fabulous goal-scorers for the

game were Andre Nunley,
Justin "Tom" Sawyer, and

Danny Man Morlan [two

goals], formerly known as

Danny Boy Morlan. With
superb shutout defense, the

Tigers emerged victorious 4-

0.

Next, the Tigers traveled

to northern Minnesota, to face

St. John's University. This

was CC's last regular season

game, and the winner of this

match would advance to the

Regional playoffs in

California. 10,000 St. John
season ticket holders arrived

early, and by game time, the

stands were completely
packed.

The St. John's band
appeared and played several

tunes, including "Hallelujah

in E-Minor," and their fight

song, "Onward Christian

Soldiers." And a'monks't the

Catholic crowd was Pope John

Paul n, who had to leave at

half-time due to poor health.

The Tigers were
imaffected by the opposition's

supporters, and in the tenth

minute, or the 600th second,

Matthew "Smoove" Atencio
scored to put the Tigers on
top 1-0. The Tigers held on,

and senior Arron Lujan
secured the game with a goal

in the last six seconds.

The Tigers' 2-0 victory

put them into the NCAA

Week in Review
Men's Soccer CC clinched a NCAA Division III playoff bid

in last week's victories. They defeated Carleton College
(4-0) and St. John's University (2-0).

Hockey: The Tigers swept the Fighting Sioux of the Univ.
of North Dakota by scores of 8-2 and 6-0.

Women's Soccer The Tigers lost road games toWashington
State (2-0) and Washington (1-0), dropping their record to
3-10-3.

Football: CC, 4-2-1, dropped a 35-26 decision at Hardin-
Simmons University. The Tigers clawed back from a 35-

deficit in the contest.

Volleyball:The Tigers finished fifthat the Trinity University
Invitational with a 1-3 record. Junior Kendra Johnson
earned all-tournament honors.

Cross Country: Both the men's and women's teams finished
fourth in the Southwestern College Invitational. The
women were led by junior Sara Fry, while sophomore
Paul Evans led the men's team.

Week in Preview
Men's Soccer The Tigers travelto face UC-San Diego in an
NCAA Division III playoff match Saturday.

Hockey: CC will host the Alaska Anchorage Seawolves at
2:05 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday at the AFA.

Women's Soccer The Tigers wrap up their season with
matches against St. Mary's College at 3 p.m. Friday, and
the University of Texas at 1 p.m. Saturday on Stewart
Field.

Football:CC meetsWashinton Universityat 1p.m. Saturday
on Washburn Field.

Volleyball: TheCC spikers will visit crosstown rivalUCCS
at 7 p.m. Friday and will host USC at 7 p.m Saturday.

Cross Conntry: The Tigers take a break thisweekend before
the NCAA Division III regionals on Nov. 12.

playoffs. Assistant coach Ken
White, overwhelmed by

emotion, fell to his knees and
broke down crying, weeping
tears of joy and screaming "I'm

not worthy!"

The Tigers will face last

year's Division III national

champions UC-San Diego in

the first round of the playoffs

in sunny California.

NCAA Divisionm Playoffs

The CC men's soccer team has earned a bid to the

NCAA Division III playoffs for the third consecutive season
after winninga pair of matches in Minnesota last week. The
Tigers will be making their 12th appearance in the NCAA
tournament under head coach Horst Richardson, currently

in his 29th year at the helm.

CC takes a 12-5-2 record into the tournament and will

open post-season play on Saturday with a first-round contest

in Lajolla, Calilf., against West Regional host and defending
national champion UC-San Diego, 11-6-1. Saturday's other

regional semifinal in LaJolla pits GustavusAdolphus College,

14-3-0, against Claremont Mudd-Scripps, 15-2-1. The
semifinal winners will meet on Sunday to determine which
team will advance to the NCAA quarterfinals.

Tigers unleash potent offense

at home versus Fighting Sioux
by Mike Rabinovitch

The CC Tiger hockey
squad marched into Yost
Arena inAnn Arbor, Michigan

and dealt one of college

hockey's perennial power-
houses a humiliating defeat.

The Tigers tallied seven times

on that Friday night, includ-

ing two by senior winger Peter

Geronazzo, to quiet a usually

rowdy Michigan crowd.

On Saturday night, the

Wolverines came out firing

and jumped to a three to noth-

ing lead before the Tigers net-

ted one near the end of the

first period. After two periods

the Tigers found themselves

on the short end of a 4-2 score.

In the third period the Tigers

dominated the Wolverines'

players,skating circlesaround
their defense and scoring two
goals. Michigan miraculously

found the back of the net on a

power play goal with one sec-

ond left of play in the game.
The goal broke a 4-4 tie for a

Wolverine win.

"It was tough coming out

of Michigan with a split,"

stated Geronazzo, "We were
in a position to tie or even win
on Saturday night."

Sophomoie Cbad Hanaell shoots for a goal agaii

Hartnell scored aat 18:05 of the Fint peiiod

his 100th career poiot io a TigeT nBifonn.

Freshman StewieBodtker,
senior R.J. Enga, and
GeronazzocoUectedtwogoals

each on the weekend, while

sophomore Chad Hartnell, se-

nior Dave Paxton and junior

Jay McNeil garnered two
points apiece.

On to the Air Force Acad-

emy, CC's new home for the

next two seasons. The Uni-

versity of North Dakota ar-

rived at the meticulously
clean, yet deathly quiet Cadet
Arena with hopes of claiming

at least one victory from the

defendingWCHA champions.

No dice. The Fighting Sioux,

Sunday. R.|. Enga assblcd on the goal for

CC Hockey Ticket Procedures

• Student tickets to the CC hockey games, which are being
played this season at the Air Force Cadet Arena, are available

at the Worner Center front desk. Students will be issued 1

ticket with each validated CC ID.

• CC student tickets will NOT be available at the Air Force
ticket office.

• Faculty, staff, administration and military personnel may
purchase a discounted ticket for bleacher seating for $5.00.
• Discounted tickets are available at the Worner Center
front desk and at the Air Force ticket office.

General Ticket Information:

• Tickets for individual games will cost $7.00 for reserved
seats on the west side of the Cadet Ice Arena, and $6.00 for

bleacher seating on the east side.

Bus Information:

• Buses will be available outside Worner Center and will
depart 30 minutes before game time and return to campus
15 minutes after the hockey game.
• For further ticket information, please call theCC Hockey
Ticket Line at 472-6508.

a division three team that

snuck into division one uni-

forms, got shelled both nights

by the scores of 8-2 and 6-0.

After postinga horrid zero

for eleven on power play op-

portunities against Michigan,

the Tigers special teams woke
up. CC converted a total of

eight times in twenty chances

against North Dakota for both

games, while holding the

Sioux scoreless on their nine-

teen tries. Junior Colin
Schmidt, senior Ryan Rey-

nard, McNeil, and freshman

Jason Gudmundson each
scored two power play goals

on the weekend.

Everything went right for

the Tigers last weekend, in-

cluding a solid effort by the

defense.

"The whole defensive

corps played well," stated

sophomore netminder Ryan
Bach, who picked up victories

on both Friday nights. "The
offensive players were pick-

ingup theirmen comingback,
we were finishing our checks,

and most of all we were play-

ing tough around the net."

The only problem that

Don Lucia and the Tigers face

this weekend against the

AlaskaAnchorageSeawolves,
iswhichgoalietostart. Sopho-

more Judd Lambert, who
started both second games,

collected his second shutout

please see Hockey oa page 19
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Master Plan decides campus future
by Joseph Sharman

Thompson and Rose Ar-

chitects, the Massachusetts

firm heading Colorado
College's Master Planning

project, hosted an open forum

last night, Thursday, Novem-
ber 10 at 7:30 in Gaylord, to

gather student input and up-

date the campus regarding re-

cent developments.

"We're very fluid right

now," explained Charles Rose,

the Campus Planner of Th-

ompson and Rose. Noting the

project is still in the input-

gathering stage. Rose assured

those in attendance, "We're

looking comprehensively at

the campus."

Approximately 50 people

came to the meeting, and,

among those, around halfwere

students.

Rose outlined a five-phase

project leading to a final Mas-

terPlan report. The first phase

involves establishing an "aes-

thetic basis" for making deci-

sions. The second requires

gathering data to justify "what

we want to do," said Rose.

Phase three deals with the land

surrounding campus and de-

ciding how to maximize its

efficiency. Phase four consists

of preparing a draft for the

final plan, and the fifth phase

compiles all remaining infor-

mation into a concluding

Master Plan

would include considerations

of the campus' Western orien-

tation. Another suggested,

contrary to some consider-

ations, that the theme houses

be preserved.

Other student concerns

Honnen Ice Rink is not necessarily outside the Mastei Plan Committee's

lefoimatloiis. While original proposals to entirely remove the rink were hastily

scrapped, the committee may suggest moving Honnen to a diffeient location. Doing so

woiUd open the Cossit amphitheater, addressing student hopes to have an onompus
open-ait theater.

Thompson and Rose, in

conjunction with the Colo-

rado College Master Planning

Committee, is currently deal-

ingwith the first three phases.

Students in attendance

raised concerns on several dif-

ferent fronts. One, mention-

ing "CC is a very unique

place," hoped the Master Plan

include: 1 1 campus lighting |a

"definite problem" according

to one student); 2| parking,

lighting and lack of security

on Wood Avenue; 3) general

campus parking; 41construct-

ing underpasses/overpasses

across major streets; 5| the

possibility of closing off Cas-

cade between Uintah and

Cache La Poudre and closing

off Cache La Poudre between
the Worner Center and
Packard Hall; 6) building an
open-airauditorium for plays,

bands and concerts.

Rose addressed safety con-

siderations such as lighting,

security phones and street

crossings by noting those will

be included in the final Mas-

ter Plan report. Some students

asked, however, that those

concerns—and especially

lighting—receive more
immediate attention.

Phil Rector, Campus
Project Manager and Director

of the Physical Plant, admit-

ted both Cascade Avenue and

Nevada Avenue "disturb [the

students'! idea of campus com-
munity," but he explained

current problems will be

solved in the "context of the

whole."

Regarding the process'

current progress. Rose sug-

gested three areas of focus:

academic, athletic and the

physical campus. On the aca-

demic side, the committee is

looking intoconstmcting ideal

classrooms, better and more

please see Plan on page 4

Broadmoor reconsiders CC Homecoming after damages

o,ne,.lonwhe.he,th.C.llege.Ulb.„unded;»age_pHvUege,.e,.,ea.^^^^^^^^

dmiolstnura o iscnss way. o( drcmnvenUngpotentW problems nen yeai-and In the near Inl.re. For more, see the .».ry on page 2 and graph on page 4.
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Security Report
by Caroline Edwards

10-25-94 9 AM Drama Department faculty reported a

stolen boombox from an unlocked office m Armstrong

Half. The boombox is valued at S300.

10-27-94 10;5S AM A student living off-Ciimpus reported

that someone had cut the lock off her garage at her N.

Cascade residence. Nothing was stolen,

10-27-94 1 PM CC Security discovered the lock on a storage

garage behind Sigma Chi had been cut. Nothing was

missing.

10-27-94 4:40 PM A CC student reported her bike stolen

from the rack outside Loomis Hall. The bike valued at

$400, was locked with a chain.

llS-t9-'U 11 AM A student reported a bike stolen from a

rack near Wood House. The $4(X> bike was locked with

aJOyptonite lock,

10-29-94 2 PM A Marri ott Food Service employee reported

a leather iacket stolen from the kitchen adjacent to

Gaylord Hall. The jacket is valued at $250.

10-31-94 12 AM A student reported her unlocked bike

stolen from a rack near Packard HaJl, it's value is S 100.

10-31-94 8:20 AM A CC student reported her $350 bike

stolen. The bike, stolen from outside Donaldson House,

was locked with a cable.

11-1-94 I50PM A Residential Life employee repotted $73

stolen from her purse in an unlocked office.

3 J. 1-94 1:55 PM A Career Center employee reported her

wallet rrrissing. The wallet was stolen from her briefcase

which v/as open in an unlocked office.

11-2-943PM A sttjdent reported her mountain bike stolen

from 3 rack outside Slocum. The $200 bike was locked

with 3 cable.

11-4-94 1254PM Astudentreportedhiswailetstolenfrom

his locker lo<:atEd in El FomarCym. :,;!;;

11-4-94 12:50 PM CC personnel reported a $150 hrown*
leather^ket anda white sweatshirt stolen fromBarnes.

11-7-94 850 AM A faculty member reported his leather

jacket stolen from an unlocked rooin in Packard Hall,

Thejacket, valued at $150, was stolen on November 4th.

SECURITY HINTS
Considering "arming" yourself? A recent survey by the

National Association of Self-Defense.Educators has shown
that personal alarms are 80% more effective than defense

sprays, Many people who carry mace or pepper sprays are

unable to utilize them effectively when attacked.

Y E A RSAHJA D

SALON

36 DAYS UNLIMITED TANNING
$30

15% off all services

for CC students
118 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552

Homecoming might go, says

Broadmoor after vandalism
by Julie Gordon

Extensive tiamage at the

Broadmoor Hotel, following

Colorado
Homecoming
dance on the

evening of

October 15th,

has led hotel

coordinators

to reconsider

whether or

not CC will

have the

privilege of

using the

Broadmoor
for its

Homecoming
dance next

year.

Power on ^^^^^^_^
four floors of

guest rooms went out after

fuses and wires were taken

from electrical sockets. Hand
rails were ripped off the walls,

two pictures were broken, a

door to a handicapped stall in

the men's bathroom was
kicked in and destroyed, and a

brass bellman's cart valued at

$1,800 mysteriously

disappeared.

According to the

HomecomingCommittee, CC
does not want to have a

negative reputation in the

Colorado Springs community
due to the misconduct of a

select group of students.

A meeting was held in

Bemis lounge on Tuesday at

3:30 PM to determine what
should be done. In attendance

were Sara Soule and Jennie

Kaurez |Homecoming Chairs),

Brian Gallaghan (CCCA), class

officers Bev Vasquez, Matt
Perdue, Dasan Roland, Chris

GibsonandAndre Schunkand
Diane Benninghoff, Mike
Edmonds and Beth Brooks.

The committee talked

about the implications ofwhat
went on Homecoming night

and the ways in which to

convince the Broadmoor to let

Colorado College students use
the hotel's facilities next year.

Toward the beginning of next

week, the committee will be

sending a campus-wide
mailing to all students in their

Womer Boxes highlighting in

detail all of the alleged

incidents at the Broadmoor.

"Hopefully, this will

create awareness among the

student body because many
people did not know about
how serious the damage was,

"

said Gallaghan.

There will also be a letter

of apology to the Broadmoor
coming out at the same time.

It will mention steps the

College is taking to insure that

the incidents this year at the

Broadmoor will not be

repeated. The Committee
wants as many people as

possible to sign the letter.

The bus situation on
Homecoming night was also a

topic at the meeting. There

were only two buses

College's transporting students

"The Homecoming Committee
dedicated much time and effort

to insure that the dance would
be a success, and people should

really be more considerate. I

would hate to see our tradition

of having Homecoming at the

Broadmoor lost."

—Sara Soiile

throughout the entire night.

Gallaghan explained, "Many
people were waiting so long

for a bus to arrive that they got

bored, and people who were

drunk probably entertained

themselves unknowingly
with the Broadmoor's
property."

"There was definitely a

lot more damage than has

occiured in previous years,"

explained Bev Vasquez,

"Although nothingcan excuse

the damage, the DJ was
actually in the hotel this year

as opposed to

being across

the street in

the hotel's

International

and Colorado

rooms, and
this perhaps

made the

situation
more con-

ducive. The
way it was in

the past, two

of the three

bands would

play in those

rooms with

only one in

the hotel, so there were less

students in the Broadmoor
itself. This year, those rooms

were already booked."

The committee has

another meeting scheduledfor

Tuesday, November 15th. It

will continue to meet
regularly as the year

progresses.
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Average C-Store, Benji's food

cost exceeds /-ll'sby 10%
by Jennie Randall

A price of comparison of

fourteen randomly selected

items at Benji's, the C-Store,

7-11 and King Soopers found

that packaged food items at

the Marriott stores are, on

average, about ten percent

more expensive than those at

7-11 and about twenty-five

percent more expensive than

those at King Soopers.

A half-pint of milk at

Benji's or the C-Store costs

about twice what it would at

7-11. Snapple costs the same
at Benji's, the C-Store, and 7-

11. A pound of Pace Salsa

actually cost less at the C-

Store than at King Soopers. In

general, King Soopers was the

Both BenjamiD's and the C-Store offei prices avenging 10%
7-1 1's and 20% more than prices at King Soopefs.

more than 7- 1 1 sells it," she opinion of value at Benji's.

said. "About 50 percent (of

Hawkins said that prices students) rated us in the top

at Benji's are approved by halfofthesurveywhenitcame

ColoradoCollege.TheCollege to value at Benjamin's,"

receives a portion of the cash Hawkins said.

Marriott* 7-11 King Soopers

16 oz. Snapple .99 .99 .75

1 Ltr. soft drink 1.25 1.09 .95

half pint milk .65 .69" .42

quart milk 1.29 .99 .93

6 oz. Yoplait yogurt .80 .65 .58

Yoplait Crunch yogurt .95 .85 .58

4.5 oz. Lunchables 2.19 2.29 1.79

12 oz grape jelly 2.65 1.79 1.69

7.25 oz. Kraft Macaroni and Cheese .99 .89 .59

Pint Ben and Jerry's 3.15 2.79 * * *

Chef Boyardee Beef Ravioli 1.69 1.49 1.27

14 oz. Prego 1.95 1.79
* * *

11 oz. Poptarts 2.79 2.39 * * *

1 lb. Pace Salsa 2.95 * * * 2.99

Benji's and C-Store
"

' 1 Pint ' * * Not available

least expensive overall while

Benji's and the C-Store were

the most expensive.

John Hawkins, Food
Service Director, said items at

Benji's and the C-Store are

more expensive than those at

King Soopers because King

Soopers is a larger business

and can buy in volume.

"We don't get the pricing

King Soopers does because we
don't buy as much," he said.

"Our goal is to try to be at or

below, generally speaking,

what marketplace is selling

for. If you take a list of our

prices and go and compare

with like items [at another

convenience store], I think

you'll find we're very

competitive."

When informed thatitems

at 7-1 1 were generally found

to be cheaper than those at

Benji's and the C-Store,

Hawkins suggested that those

items might have been

prepricedby the manufacturer

and bought by Marriott for

more than the 7-1 1 price.

Benji's and C-Store

manager Patty Canilli agreed,

noting 7- 1 1 receives volume

discoimts on dairy products.

"I think we buy milk for

andGoldCardPlus sales while

Marriott receives a portion of

the school's meal plan fees for

flex-point sales. According to

Hawkins, most prices at the

C-Store are fixed by the

manufacturer. Hawkins said

that prices for the remaining

items are set according to the

local market.

Prices at Benji's are

adjusted at least once a year,

while pre-set prices at the C-

Store are controlled by the

suppliers. "We are here to

make a profit," Hawkins said.

"What we try to do is make a

reasonable profit and then

plow the rest back into the

program." \

Hawkins cited the

purchase of the rotisserie

chicken machineandupgrades

such as the installment of hot

tilesand servicewear in Benji's

as examples of how Marriott

reinvests profits.

According to Hawkins,

the C-Store actually lost

money in the first four weeks

of business. The figures for

the second four weeks were

not available at press time.

A Marriott student survey

earlier this year found neither

a strong positive nor negative

Campus Happenings

Artist Gathering Beginning
Majors in Studio Art and Art History have formed the

Art Students' Organization for all Colorado College com-
munity members interested in art. Studio majors will be

meeting at 7:00 PM the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of each

block in the basement of Spencer Center (on the corner of

Tejon and Cache La Poudrej.

That meeting will be an informal "Jam Session" in

which students will bring whatever projects they are work-

ing on for input, stimulus and, above all, a positive feedback

environment conducive to art-making. Occasionally food

and drink will be provided, and there are no time limits on

the meetings.

Direct questions to Luigi Cicala at 473-6843.

NCAA Scholarship: Sports Journalism
Applications are now available for the NCAA scholar-

ship for Sports Journalism, a $3000 award for those inter-

ested in the field. Any junior is eligible for the scholarship,

and the deadline is December 16, 1994. See Professor Susan

Ashley in Palmer 206 (X6529| for details.

Ritt Endowment Funds Available
Students interested in wilderness expeditions and

outdoor education may apply for a Ritt Kellogg Memorial

grant for up to $1000. Questions? Leisure Program Office.

Help the Holidays Happen
Beginning on Monday, November 14th, the Colorado

College community can donate food, clothing and toys to

help the holidays happen for those less fortunate. Unused
Thanksgiving meals will be collected as well. The drive will

last until December 15th and is sponsored by the Center for

Community Service. More information will appear in next

week's issue of the Catalyst. Direct questions to the Center

for Community Service.

Venture Grants Offered
The Colorado College once again has a Venture fund.

The Venture Funds are administered by the Dean's Advi-

sory Committee with an operating budget of $50,000. Funds

are divided between Student Research ($20,000), Conferences

($10,000) and Visiting Faculty ($20,000).

Applications for all three areas are available in the

Dean's Office and should be returned there when com-

pleted. The Committee meets the third Thursday of every

Block, and application deadlines are 1:00 PM the Friday

preceding the meeting. Questions should go to X6686.

3UB
SPECIAL!

Buy any Foot Long Sandwich
with Medium Drinl( for

$3.50

good after 5 pm
131 N.TeJon

on the comer of BI]ou and Telon

Not valid with anv other offer. Valid only at this location.

Expires Jan. 1,1995
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AimstTong QQads£ive3 331 focal poiotfoiampusacdvides and aesthetic qoality. ThompsoBand Rose, the Aichileclnial (inn from Massachusetts hired to assist with The
Colondo CoIJege's Master PlaD Committee, noted the possibility of phasing out Tntt Library's addition into the quad over a potential period of 20 years. Thompson and Rose
also oommented on the failnie of Armstrong Hall to sail the mood set by buildings forming the perimeter of the Qnad. While one of the firm's representaUves applauded
Armstrong's 'tough, modernist aesthetic,* he confessed the stmctore Is 'someivbat of a failure as an inhabitable building.' Any proposed changes fit into the cuneni Master Plan
as no recommendations have yet been set in stone. Thotrtpson and Rose b 'primarily interested in the aesthetics of Colorado College,' accotdbg to Charles Rose.

Plan continued from page 1

organized departments and
academic lounges, lecture

halls and other open spaces.

Athletically, Rose hopes toadd
new playing fields and more
facilities to bring the College

up to par with comparable
schools. Finally, the Master
Plan Committee plans to

organize a perimeter section-

ingoff the campusyet opening
up to the mountains and
landscaping in a way "more
environmentally aware."

In order toexpandand ful-

fill some of these objectives.

the committee is "exploring

all kinds of real estate direc-

tions," according to Business

Manager David Lord. Re-
searchingany property options

surroundingcampus, the only

area so far off-limits is Monu-
ment Park, excluded by the

city's deed on the park.

Rose noted the three

blocks east of Nevada Avenue
serve as particularly viable

points of interest. That land

could someday house athletic

fieldsandcampus expansions.

In regards to the open-air

auditorium. Rose noted the

firm had once looked into

The Ski Smith
At Recycled Sports

Ski and snowboard this block break!

Complete Ski Services
New S Used Sh Equipment • Certifed Bnding Technician

•CbthingS Accessories • Oualitf Work AtA Fair Price

we XUIME SKIS!!

HUden behind 7-11 andSISKNendtAve.
10% off ski service witt) CC ID

clearing out Honnen Ice Rink
in order to reestablish the

Cossit amphitheater. Consid-

ering the rink's value to the

campus, however, it would be

moved rather than destroyed.

Rose hailed the impor-

tance of small houses such as

the theme houses off Cascade.

"Small housinggroupings are,

in a way, most desirable on
campus," he added. Rose sug-

gested renovating the system
such that interested students

might not have to align them-
selves to a theme. "Those
housing options are most suc-

cessful."

Finally, responding to

questions about closing off

Cascade through campus.
Rose, somewhat tongue-in-

cheek, said doing so "would
be a phenomenal Master
Plan." However, that would
involve overcoming some bu-

reaucratic "realities."

The goal of the Master
Plan Committee is to estab-

lish a plan for future develop-

ments so that, according to

Rose, "Every time we invest a

million dollars into a new
building protect we can be

confident it adds to the aes-

thetic quality of the campus."
Thompson and Rose con-

siders the Armstrong Quad a

valuable part of campus Joe

McDonald, the firm's project

manager, emphasized this fact.

He admitted Armstrong Hall

contradicts the Quad's aes-

thetic, serving as "somewhat
of a failure as an mhabitable

building."

"Both firms are primarily

interested in the aesthetics of

Colorado College," Rose said.

This includes the College's

location in Colorado, ethnic

considerations, sculpture pos-

sibilities and other compo-
nents in a "broad range of is-

sues."

The campus planning
project will extend into next

year. Student suggestions and
criticisms are respected and
appreciated.

Correction
r

The October 1 1 st issue
1

of the Catdly-t (Volume
XXXVi, l5.sue VI contameil

the '^tory "^Misdcmc-uior

funding questioned" on page

I That story quoted the li

bcl suit against fames
Jellinck, Andrew Crum

j

baugli and Cutler Publica- '

tions as demanding a $1 S

milhon settlement Thcsuit

demands an unnamed sum
for damages The Catalyn

|

rcgrctb the error. ,

As an addendum to the

story, the Misdeweaoor
edited by Jdlinekaiid Joshua

Cunn, received msurancc
from the Colorado College

business office Icilinekand

Gunn will use exclusively

their own facilities and not

those of Cutler Publica-

tions For funding, the Mis-

demeanorwillappealtothe

Colorado College Campus
Association

The Mtsdemeunor is a

humor magazine published,

now, independently of Cut-
ler Publications, the cam-
pus board m charge of all

primary student publica

tions. Known for its satiri-

cal character, the Misde-

me-anot was refused fund-

ing previously from the

CCCA because of liability

issues Now the magazine

has obtained insurance, it

will need to resubmit a re-

quest for funding from the

student government orga-

nization .

Jellinek hasa suit pend-

ing against him for a story

he wrote m last year's Cata-

lyst about the Colorado
Sprmgs Greyhound Park A
picture included with the

story showed a local barber

with the caption reading,

"Hewanted to cut my throat

ear to car and remove my
tongue " The suit alleges

Jcllmek's story caused men-
tal distress to the barber

Paris $320- Costa Rica $265*
Madrid $320* Guatemala $235'
Rome $350' Mexico City $200*
•F»e »e call way ftcmOm« based on foutfcp pifxJwsft (leslnajons ^ply»^(^

Cdl (or 0010 k<.aldMde dctnabtfe.

Council Travel
___ 113S 13th street (on the hill) •Boulder, CO 80302
303-447-8101 1 -805.^-^00|i<:iL

311 or stop by tor a FREE Student Travels masazine.
EurailpaSSeS issued on-tfic-spotl

Broadmoor Damage Survey
•Chair ruined when throv^rn into a fountain in mezzanine lobby
•Several pieces of furniture require re-covering after being vomited on
•Brass bellman's cart valued at $1800 was taken and cannot be located
•Two pictures damaged when frame and glass were broken
•Power went out on four guest room floors because fuses and wires were
ripped from electrical boxes

•A box containing telephone wires was damaged and ripped out
•Hatch cover and lock leading to the cupola in the main building were
broken; spotlight there was broken

•Door to a handicapped stall in a men's restroom was kicked in and
destroyed

•Hand rail near the Carlton Room (mezzanine level) was pulled off the
wall

•Hundreds of liquor and miniatures and other liquor bottles brought onto
the premises were thrown in lobbies, guest corridors, grounds and the
lake
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Mother's conscious deception merits accountability

by Traver Kauffman

Here's the story: awoman
from South Carolina turns up

on every television station in

the country, pleading to God
and everyone for the safe

return of her two young sons.

Supposedly, a black man
entered her car at a stop sign

in a car-jacking attempt and

drove off with her boys
Michael and Alexander. The
nation-at-laige buys the tale

and an intensive search

follows.

Meanwhile, the mother

fails two polygraph tests and

police continue to gather

evidence, including a letter

from her beloved ex-boyfriend

who broke off their

relationship because he

"didn't want any kids around."

Tragically, the twoyoungsters

are found dead at the bottom

of a nearby lake, still strapped

into child-safety seats of the

aforementioned car. The
mother confesses the story

was fabricated and that she

drove her car into the lake

herself. The nation mourns.

Epilogue: The woman's
lawyer-to no one's surprise-

announces that he may em-

ploy the temporary insanity

plea in his defense.

While this entire scenario

smells of deceit, one hopes

that the judge who will hear

Susan Smith's trial does not

allow the insanity plea to

further pervert justice in this

situation. I do not contend that

Smith's actions were the

products of a completely well

and sane mind. However, I

will say that she had a full

understanding of what she was

doing and acted in a way that

would facilitate her selfish

ends. She found a twisted way
to solve her troubled

relationship, a desperate

irrational attempt.

Knowing that her murder-

ous means were wrong, Smith

formulated a hardly beUevable

story and pleaded for the return

of her sons, all the time
plotting to continue her

deception. If she had been

temporarily insane. Smith
would have come forward out

of remorse as soon as she

recovered her senses.

However, she did not-she

merely kept looking for a way
to cover her tracks and come
out of the situation clean and

free. While she may not have

been rational enough to keep

from following through on her

impulses, Susan Smith was

conscious enough to realize

the consequences of being

caught, and lucid enough to

produce a story and put on a

grieving mother act that kept

police temporarily off the trail.

Susan Smith's lawyer

should not be able to use the

temporary insanity plea as a

kind of justification for her

devious mind. She is a selfish,

conniving person who
deserves to be locked away for

her horrendous deeds, as are

most of the other criminals

who try to hide behind the

insanity defense. Letting

people use the insanity plea

for more lenient sentences is

merely allowing them to go

unaccountable for their deed

and further unleash dangerous

unspeakable actions upon the

whole of society.

please see Smith on page 8

Foreman's fortunate fight fails forty-somethings
The country has a new hero. He's big. The

same gusto goes into his consumption of

hamburgers that goes into oiu:avoidance of Rastall.

He works out, Hfts weights, smiles constantly,

had his own TV sitcom, and occasionally wanders

into a boxing ring long enough to win things like

the heavyweight championship of the world.

George Foreman has given new life to the 40-

somethinggeneration. And the nation is thanking

him for it.

"George Foreman just opened the door for the

rest of us," said newly re-elected Colorado

Governor Roy Romer. "Winning the heavyweight

championship at his age shows I'm not too old to

be a great governor at my age."

Yeah, Roy. Maybe you should have started

striving for greatness eight years ago when you

were first elected.

There's a serious problem here. Bruce Benson,

Romer's opponent, fits into the category of the

over-40 generation as well. As do almost all of

those who triumphed in Tuesday's elections. So

why is Roy so special? Why does he get the

distinction of being the beneficiary of Foreman's

victory?

A bit of recent history might explain. Last

Saturday night. Foreman stepped into the ring to

meet 26 year old Michael Moorer, and proceeded

to get plastered. After the sixth round, the old man
looked like Robert DeNiro in Frankenstein.

Bloodied and battered. Foreman was well on his

way to losing the fight on the cards of all the

judges. Then, he landed one punch against the spry

youngster with the chin of fine china, and the fight

was over. One big punch. That's all the poor guy

had. One punch.

One punch will not help my father beat me in

racquetball. One punch will not win any big

business contracts. One punch will not earn

anybody a job, a raise, or a promotion. One big

punch will not make an effective governor.

When I'm 46, 1 have no desire to run around

getting abused by 26 year olds, regardless of how
hard I occasionally hit back. I want overwhelming

power. I want to be quick and agile. I want to be

able to speak in cohesive sentences. I want hair. I

don't want my strength limited to one punch. Nor

do my parents, my professors, or anybody else I

know over 40.

It's a sick society that places a man like

Foreman on a pedestal. He symbolizes much that

we should strive to avoid- reckless stupidity,

excessive ego, a complete disregard for personal

health and safety... He's slow and lethargic, and

only survives in the ring because his body isn't

smart enough to know when to sit down.

Friday's midday musings...

Still, I have no desire to take a Foreman punch.

The real tragedy here is that the poor guy will

likely experience the same fate as Muhammad
Ali-the face arid character of a once charismatic

man with incredible charm and intelligence will

come to blend in nicely with the basement of

Packard.

Either that, or it will begin to resemble the face

and character of the Denver Broncos.

' Same difference.

' Reasons not to get pummeled by a heavyweight

boxer; Noses look better when they're not

concave.

' I had a thought about the Broncos of old yesterday.

It reminded me of a time when athletes were

mostly overachieving winners, not

underachieving whiners.

' Really, Glen Robinson asking for $100 million

from a Milwaukee Bucks team only worth $75

million is a bit much.
I When I woke up Wednesday morning, I could only

mutter one word: Yessss...

' Mario Cuomo, we'll miss thee. Like we miss the

THOUGHTS FROM
THE SKY CHAIR
by Erick R. Scheminske

Marriott food service over the summer.

I've heard the results of Tuesday's elections

summed up best one way: "It's like waking up on

Christmas morning."

Gifts abound.

Did somebody mention health care last year?

Reasons not to get pummeled by a heavyweight

boxer: The Clintons won't have the opportunity

to pay for it anymore.
' Unfortunately, Tuesday did have its weaknesses.

For one, Marion Barry was elected Mayor of

Washington DC, again.

' The man smoked crack while holding public

office. Heshouldbeshunned, ostracized, ridiculed

Instead, we elect him mayor of our nation's

capital...

I Well, maybe we didn't do such a bad job after all.

' And Ollie North lost. Where's the justice?

' Think Barry made a few friends in jail? His crime

platform included more lenient parole laws,

conjugal visitation rights for inmates, and "gate

money" to help convicts get started after prison.

' My take; If you break the law, you don't deserve

sexfor the period of timeyou're in jail. Nor doyou

deserve my tax money to help you get started

• Just for kicks, let's introduce Kevin Costner to

Kenneth Branagh, and let the Englishman teach

the ugly American something about class. And
about acting.

• Reasons not to get pummeled by a heavyweight

boxer: Permanent facial scars don't do much in

the dating scene.

• Proposition 187,aCalifomiameasureeliminating

all public education and most public health

care for illegal aliens, passed by a 2- 1 margin. In

retaliation, about 40 Mexicans ransacked a

McDonald's in Mexico City.

•This, ladies andgentlemen, is thereasonCalifor-

nians are tiring of Mexicans invading their

state. It just doesn't make sense to care for a

group of people who illegally take advantage of

American tax dollars, particularly when they

have no clue how to respect the rights of those

surrounding them.
• Ted Kennedy and Hillary Clinton were recently

pictured giving a rousing rendition of The hsy

Bitsy Spider to a group of young children.

Unfortunately, Hillary and Ted appeared a bit

off, with Ted's spider climbing the water spout

while Hillary's spider was being prematurely

washed out.

• And people wonder why the Democratic Party

took such significant hits Tuesday.

• It'sgottobe tough toeffectivelyrunagovemment

when you don't understand how to perform

simple children's songs.

• Age crisis: Anybody else disturbed by the fact

that, reading the papers, all of the 22 and 23

year-olds accused of murder don't seem so old

anymore?
• OK. The recent rash of mothers killing their

children then trying to pass them off as

kidnapped is bad enough. But do we really have

to have the US Justice Department issuing an

order to law enforcement agencies to

immediately suspect parental foul play in all

kidnapping cases?

• It just shouldn't be the job of the government to

propagate a sense of paranoia in its citizens and

police officers.

• Can you say sweepingrejection of these ridiculous

policies?

• The American people can.

• Yes, I feel great about havingUS soldiers running

around in Haiti with 400 convicted criminals

and murderers roaming free after breaking out

of prison. If I were there, I'd want to go home

too.

• Reasons not to get pummeled by a heavyweight

boxer; It hurts. Badly.
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Resurfacing issues reveal mishandling of Thomas confirmation

by Laura Wolfe & Amy LeDuc

Earlier this week, my Intro

to Photography class was
working diligently in the

darkroom. For over two hours

we had been surrounded by a

peaceful atmosphere of dim
lights, soft music, and
enjoyable work. As the half

hourapproached, however, the

relaxing ambiance was
interrupted by a National

Public Radio broadcast. NPR's
feature story centeredon anew
book concerning the charges

Anita Hill brought against

Clarence Thomas four years

ago. Four years ago!

Youremember the scandal

that occupied the media every

hour of every day for about

two weeks. Well, it's back...

Apparently NPR found the

information published in Jane

Mayer's new book "Strange

Justice" important enough to

be the focus of a program.

Maybe, just maybe, that would

be reasonable any other time

of the year, but this is election

week. It seems that the fate of

a democracy should be at least

somewhat more newsworthy
than a petrified scandal.

Later this week I came to

find out thatNewsweek, a well

recognized authority of news,

considered the Clarence
Thomas-Anita Hill story a

priority issue. The word news
does imply that the

information it contains is

currently relevant, doesn't it?

On November 8, 1994, America went to war. The
stakes were simple: the future of the United States of

America.

As you all (hopefully! know, last Tuesday was Election

Day. Millions of Americans went to the polls to cast votes

for would-be Senators, Representatives, Governors, and

state legislators. They also went to help enact laws and
revise state constitutions.

In the days leading up to the election, Americans were

bombarded with televised, radio-broadcasted and news-

printed promotions for various issues. A person literally

had to live in a cave to avoid being sensually, if not

physically, assaulted by the onslaught.

FROM THE EDITOR
by Chad T. Nitta

As I sat in my room thinkingabout this week's column,
I found myself listening to some of the radio promotions.
"Elect Scott McGinnis, he'll fight the politicians in
Washington." "Don't give the tax-and-spend crowd in

Washington more ofyour hard-earned money, vote No on
Amendment 15. " "Who are you going to trust, those career
politicians in Washington \yho vote themselves payraises!

Vote Yes on Amendment 12. " The Ust went on and on.

Over the course of the hour I had the radio on, I listened
to approximately 15 different advertisements dealing with
the election. They ranged from re-election promotions to

anti-smokingpropaganda. However, most had one common
theme. Candidates for officeandsupporters ofamendments
andreferendums each espoused an animosity forgovernment
and a distrust for "those bureaucrats in Washington DC."

On Election Day, America truly went to war. The tragic
irony is that it went to war with itself. Everywhere you
turned, candidates were claiming less government
interference and more direct voter input. In the past two
years, Colorado has moved to limit the number ofterms our
government officials can serve and the manner in which
they can legislate taxes. In essence, Colorado is showing a
disturbing trend toward taking the representation out of
our representative government.

Americans apparently no longer trust their elected
representatives. We seem to believe that in this ever-
changing world of information superhighways, we can
posess enough knowledge about every issue to make every
decision ourselves.

FACT: Of the 1 7 students in my class last block, 8 knew
the name of Secretary of State Warren Christopher.

FACT: In 1 992, the Colorado electorate voted down a 1

cent tax increase for education but ratified a similar tax
increase to build a baseball stadium.

FACT: In 1992, Coloradans passed an amendment to
limit taxes and reform the election process. As a result,
Colorado voters paid for over 20 lawsuits against various
cities and counties around the state, the most ludicrous of
which occurred when a lawsuit was brought against a
county for promoting the passage of a tax increase on the
wrong day.

please see Editor on page 8

I guess four years isn't as long

as I thought.

Even more disturbing than

the old age of this story is that

it's just a rehashing ofthe same
questions that were being

askedalmost halfa decade ago.

Did Anita Hill tell the

truth, and if so, why did she

wait so long to come forth

with the accusations? Was
Thomas' story credible? Who
should we believe?

The information in

"Strange Justice" is presented

to inform the public that

testimony with the potential

to prove Thomas guilty of

sexual harassment was
withheld. As you may or may
not recall (after all, its been a

while). Senator Biden, Chair

of the Senate Judiciary

please see Tiiomas on page 9

Colorado voters display collective

intelligence, initiate political reform
"I am not enamored of the professional This displays a significant degree of

politician." Thiswasattributed to President collective intelligence (often absent in such
Dwight D. Eisenhower in the New York decision-making] on the part of the people of
Times last Tuesday. Interestingly enough, Colorado. Rather than succumb to a
elections were held here in Colorado on that dissatisfaction with the current political

same day. After the political campaigns systembyhastilypassingananti-government
waged within the state this year, the people measure, voters patiently took initiative by
of Colorado must have some idea what was weighing the detriments of such an issue
going on in Eisenhower's head. They have against their desire for political reform,
seen the influence of big money in politics; This was a jab to the Douglas Bruces of
they have seen the shameless self-interest state politics.

and political manuevering exhibited by Then they opted to mend the political
individuals. In fact, you could even say system so as to make their voices and
they've participated in it. decisions clear and distinct.

ButthepeopleofColoradoarenotstupid. This was a right cross to the Douglas
Last Tuesday, they clearly expressed a Bruces of state politics,

genuine interest in the careful reform of Further, voters passed Amendment 17,
Colorado politics. which limits the terms of elected officials

Amendment 12, which targeted the starting in 1995. No more than three
reform of government.
politics, and the campaign
contribution system, was
riddled with extremist

anti-government
sentiment. Onthesurface,

these broad goals should
be appealing to even the

PERSPECTIVE
by Justin Lippard

consecutive terms for

U.S. Representatives
from Colorado. No more
than two terms for

lieutenant governor,
attorney general, state

treasurer, and secretary

of state. No more than
least angry of politically-frustrated voters, two four-year terms for state senators, and
However, Amendment 12 author and four consecutive two-year terms for state
Colorado Springs resident Douglas Bruce representatives.
attempted to include some baggage which Term limits like these prevent leaders
would do far more harm than good; allowing and lawmakers who rest on their laurels (Ted
judges to be recalled by popular demand, Kennedy, anyone?) from remaining in office
focusing legislative and electoral power on forever, giving rise to new ideas and new
petitionary procedures, and freezing pay for work ethics.
elected officials oversteps the bounds of AndbestofallforthepeopleofColorado?
"election reform,"to use the euphemistic Politicians can now serve no more than two
description given bythepen-wieldingBruce. consecutive terms (eight years) as governor.

Needless to say, Coloradans shot that Roy Romer will serve the last twelve-year
one down. term in Colorado.

Ah, but they did more than that. In order If voters had decided on Amendment 1

7

to prevent authors like Bruce from creating at this time last year, Colorado might have
and passing theirown hidden agendas via the even had a more reasonable gubernatorial
ballot box, voters passed Referendum A, altemativethanBruceBenson. ButasCatalyst
which limits ballot issues to a single topic, staffers have been known to say, better late
No more will Colorado voters face than never.
compUcated measures custom-tailored to The voters of Colorado deserve a pat on
fool them. the back.
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Homecoming conduct suggests disturbing attitude
by Beverly Vasquez

As the president of Cutler

Publications and "student

leader," occasionally I am
asked to attend meetings or

discussions pertaining to

College issues. This was the

case on Tuesday when I went

to a meeting with Dean of

Students Mike Edmonds and

Director of Alumni Relations

Diane Benninghoff to discuss

Homecoming and the

behavior of members of the

CC community at the

Broadmoor.

I was not sure exactly what

to expect- 1 mean, I knew
about the transportation

problems and the "bus surfer,"

but I was not aware of all the

problems and damages that

occurred that night.

The Broadmoor is making

some pretty serious

allegations about students'

conduct during and after the

dance. Although most of it

has not been proven, it is likely

that those responsible were

attending the Homecoming
dance.

Apparently, dancing and

having fun with friends and

family was not enough for a

few people- they felt that it

was necessary to be

destructive in order to make
the night memorable.

Among the incidents for

which CC is being held

responsible are:

• Chair ruined when thrown

intofountain in mezzanine

lobby.

• Lobby furniture that was
vomited on needing to be

re-upholstered.

• Missing brass bellman's cart

(value: $1800).

• Power outage in four guest

room floors after wires and

fuses were ripped from

electrical boxes.

• Door to handicapped stall in

men's room kicked in and

destroyed.

• Hundreds of liquor

miniatures and other liquor

bottles brought onto the

premises.

• Glass panel by outdoor pool

smashed in.

Of all these incidents-and

this is not all of them- the

only one for which anyone

was determined responsible

was the broken glass panel by

the swimming pool. With an

event that had over two
thousand people in

attendance, why is it that only

one incident was witnessed?

Or maybe that's not the

case. Maybe other incidents

were witnessed, but this has

become acceptable behavior

for CC students and alumni.

Maybe the Colorado Springs

community is correct in it's

perception of CC students as

selfish, spoiled brats with no

respect for others' property.

Maybe we shouldn't be

allowed to return to the

Broadmoor because weare not

responsible enough to control

ourselves and can't be trusted

around nice things. Is this

really the idea we want to give

others?

Party division induces political gridlock

by Christopher Rose

On Tuesday, November
8th, the American people

voted for the first time in

decades to place the

Republican Party in control of

both theSenateandthe House

of Representatives. In doing

so, voters sent a clear message

of "no-confidence" in

President Clinton.

Why to President Clinton?

Because the Republican Party

successfully made the central

issue in this mid-term election

a question of a faith in

President Clinton's leadership

and legislative agenda.

Placing Clinton's

performance at the center of

this election was probably the

most harmful thing the

Republicans could have done

for the sake of the American

people.

Why?

Because witha Republican

Congress and a Democratic

White House, one of two
things will happen.

The President will either

be forced to politically move
significantly to the right in

order to achieve some form of

his legislative proposals such

as health care and welfare

reform.

Or another era of

government gridlock will

begin with the biggest losers

being not the President or

Republicans, but the

American people. Due to the

lack of a clearly defined

Republican agenda, gridlock

unfortunately will probably

resume.

It was just two years ago

the American people voted to

end the gridlock that resulted

from aBush-Repubhcan White

House and a Democratic
Congress by givingDemocrats
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control over both.

And as a result, the

gridlock did end. A medical

family leave act was passed,

the deficit and budget cut,

funds to secondary and
college-level education were

increased, and NAFTA was

passed. During this time, the

Republicans fought {with the

exception of NAFTA) the

President every inch of the

way.

The Republicans'

opposition to the President

was expected and even
accepted. However, the

Republicans were wrong and

irresponsible in purposefully

faihng to provide alternative

plans to the various bills that

were being considered. Why?
Because they did not want

President Clinton to receive

any political credit that would

please see Gridlock on page xx

The Broadmoor is upset-

so upset that they are

considering banning all CC
events from the hotel. But this

isn't just about the Broadmoor
being upset. Shouldn't we be

upset as well? Here we are

being defined by the actions of

very few. I know, as do the

other student leaders, that

these actions are not typical

of most CC students. That is

why we want to do something

about it.

So what can we do about

the damages at the

Broadmoor?

Probably not much. But

we can apologize for ourselves

instead of the administration

doing it for us. The CCCA is

working on a letter to the

Broadmoor that will be

available for students to sign.

Please do it. Show them that

there are a lot of us who take

pride in our school and want

to see the tradition of

Homecoming at the

Broadmoor continue.

Another thing we can do

isshow our peers that we don't

find that kind of behavior

acceptable, and that it won't

be tolerated.

Obviously the problems

from the Homecoming dance

are not easily fixed, and we
don't have all the solutions.

We do, however, have some
ideas, and that's a start.

Staff Commentary

Voters take stand; keep the faith

"Doug Bruce gets skunked on campaign

reform." This banner stretched across

Wednesday's early edition of the Rocky

Mountain News.

The results ofTuesday's electionsshowed

several trends. Incumbents (with a few

notable exceptions) generally did well. The

GOP made substantial gains in Congress,

serving notice that they are more than ready

for the 1996 Presidential Election.

In Colorado, one trend stands out above

all the rest. With the defeat of Bruce's

Amendment 12 and the passage of

Referendums A and B, voters served notice

they are finally getting tired of special-interest

groups and hidden agendas. Maybe, just

maybe, the three M's- money, motive and

manipulation- have finally run their course.

Admittedly, our political system is far

from perfect. The massive changes in

Congress that took place last Tuesday, as

well as the election of Bill Clinton in 1992,

more than adequately illustrate some of the

general discontent felt by most Americans.

However, the system does not need to be

completely overhauled, especially by outside

forces.

Doug Bruce came to power by attacking

politicians, the political system and

governmental waste in Washington DC. He

claimed to be a "common man of the people"

who wanted to protect "his fellow common
man's interests." In reality, he represented

hypocrisy at its absolute worst. Masterfully

utiUzing the "catch phrase" and the "sound

bite," he took advantage of voter discontent

and apathy and legislated a complex, multi-

faceted law only he understands. Voters cast

their ballots to limit taxation, they received

complex voting laws and crippling budget

deficits.

Bruce circumvented the government by

utilizing the petition process to get his

initiative on the ballot. At the time, people

hailed this ambitious venture as "a perfect

example of people taking government into

their own hands." Voters believed politicians

could no longer be trusted. They seemed to

forget the fact that the politicians were

experienced, intelligent legislators elected

by the people. For every corrupt politician

there is a majority electorate responsible for

putting the person in office.

Tuesday's election illustrates that voters

have opened their eyes again. While we still

may not fully believe in every pohtician in

Washington, at least we are no longer

welcoming legislation from anyone who
claims not to be a politician.

No one puts an initiative onto a ballot

without a hidden agenda. There comes a

time when you have to place a little trust in

the people that you have elected to represent

you. At the very least, you can control how

long they will represent you. What do we

really know about citizens like Doug Brace?

He doesn't have to endure media scmtiny or

take part in issue-focused debates. He is not

accountable to anyone but himself.

In the coming years, American voters

must continue this trend of examining

content over packaging. Welcoming a group

or person because of what they ate not invites

trouble. Judge issues on merit. Be

conscientious and discriminating. Most

importantly, read, listen and think.
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Letters to the Editor

Author responds

to criticism
Dear Editor;

Some clarification for !Wi. Sharman's criti-

cism of my article in the October 14th issue of

the Catalyst:

(a) Call me incorrect, call me off-base-never call

me naive.

(b| I never said that morality was indefinable-if I

had, then criticism would have been correct.

However, Isaid that "there is noone definition

of morality."

(c) James Madison may have beUeved that the

Ten Commandments and the Constitution

combine together to form our "political

institutions." However, does this mean it is a

system suitable for all people? In a culturally

diverse society, systems based on one religion

exclude a large portion of the society as a
whole.

(d| I disagree that all legal systems are

fundamentally moral. If this is so, then the

history of exclusion of women and minority

groups as perpetrated by our legal system is

morally right and justifiable,

(e) The main point of the article was not that

Christian morality is bad- the point was that

in the hands of people like Paul Hill, a rigid,

exclusive morality system is a dangerous thing
that breeds ideas like homophobia and
justifiable homicide.

Traver Kauffman

SHOOT BACK.
Letters to the editor are welcomed and must be submitted to the

Catalyst by Tuesday, 10:00pm for publication in the subsequent
Friday issue each week. All letters must be signed. Anonymity is

rarely granted. Please restrict letters to 400 words or less. Those under
lOO words will be considered first. The Catalyst reserves the right to

edit letters for purposes of publication. All letters will be screened for

factual accuracy - libelous letters will not be accepted. The Letters to

the Editor section of the Catalyst is meant to give any and all students,
faculty, and staff a forum in which to express issue-oriented opinions; letters will be published on
this basis. No poetry, please. All letters become the property of the Catalyst and are not returned.

Send letters to: The Catalyst

Letters to the Editor

902 N. Cascade Ave.

Colorado Springs, CO 80946

To the Colorado College Community:
On behalf of the family of Professor Robert E.

Pizzi, I would like to express our heartfelt apprecia-

tion to the Colorado College community.
The cards from faculty and staff departments

were, and are, a great comfort to us. Thank you.
I reserve a special note of thanks to the people

who were the most special to Bob- the students,

past and present, of Colorado College. Their out-

pouring of sympathy has been overwhelming. The
cards and letters telling how Bob had personally

touched their lives and affected their futures is the
greatest source of joy and comfort. We shall readand
reread and cherish each of these. Without their

expression of appreciation for Bob, we could never
have come to appreciate fully what our hears have

always known- Bob was a great man. What make
him great was that he cared about others. You have
shown us that you, too, care. Extend that caring to

all you meet and Bob's life will not have been spent

Sincerely,

Angela Pizzi Martini

Editor's Note: For those who would still like to

extend their condolences, please address letters

to:

Angela Pizzi Martini

2350 Park Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90815

Smith coBtinned from page 5

On the same note, one could not
help but applaud as jiuorshanded down
a guilty verdict to Paul Hill, who
viciously shot and killed an abortion
doctor and wounded his associate
earlier this year. He was not allowed
to use his absurd "justifiable
homicide" defense during his trial and
was found guilty after only twenty
minutes of deliberation. One hopes
that the temporary insanity plea will

meet the same fate as the idea of

"justifiable homicide" and that Hill

and Susan Smith will both be locked
up for life.

Thomas contiuoed from page 6

Committee, stated that issues

pertaining to the private lives of Hill

andThomas were not to be considered
in the hearings. Senator Biden recently
said that this resolution was "in

fairness to Thomas, which in

retrospect, he didn't deserve."

How can a judiciary system that is

supposedly searching for the truth

disregard relevant facts- especially in

an attempt to protect the defendant
from any undue slander? For example,
many have known all along that Kaye
Savage, a Republican associated with
Thomas diuing the same years Hill

was employed by Thomas, was willing

to testify against the Supreme Court
nominee of her own party! The initial

mishandling of this case allowed for

theresurfacingof damaging allegations
four years into the future.

If the Clarence Thomas-Anita Hill

trial truly is news again, hopefully it

will be dealt with better than it was
the first time around. Otherwise our
children might be discussing it as

current events in the next millennium.

Gridlock continued from page 7

result from certain legislative victories.

So now that the Republicans have
control of both legislative houses, they
must prove by 1996 to the American
people that their party's platform
would bestserve theAmerican people.

Controlling both houses on a purely
"Anti-Clinton" philosophy will only
revive the gridlock that the American

people are clearly frustrated with.

Considering that the Repubhcanshave
not controlled the Congress since the

Eisenhower Administration,
governing with a pessimistic and
stubborn style as they have for the last

two years will lead to very different

election results in 1996 than in 1994.

For the time being, congratulations

to the RepubUcan Party, They have
achieved control over both Houses for

the first time in decades.

As a result, for the American
people's sake, hopefully they will be
willing to work with the Democratic
minority and the President in

addressing the serious problems still

confronting this nation.

Editor continued from page 6

FACT: Colorado voters defeated a
tourism tax initiative that the state

legislature supported 95 to 5.

Opponents of government hailed this

decision as an example of how
government does not represent "what
the people really want." What they
failed to mention was that the under-
informed electorate, not wanting tax
increases of any kind, had defeated a

$500,000 tax increase (roughly 1/2 of

penny on a limited number of items)
which would have directly resulted in

over2 million dollarsworth oftourism
revenue. As a result, voters who
generally bemoaned the condition of

the economy paradoxically hurt the
tourism industry and forced several of

the smaller tourist trades to close.

All of these examples illustrate

that the general electorate often does
not have enough information to make
every single decision. That is the
purpose of representativegovernment:

to elect people whom you respect and
trust to know enough to make
intelligent decisions.

I won't argue that our system is

perfect or that every elected official

has the pubic interest in mind.
However, I will argue that they
understandgovernmentandlaw better
than the average American. We must
stop looking at government as an
enemy that must be closely supervised.
This type of distrust hampers the
government and opens the door for

GLOBAL ECOLOGY
Study and Travel

Around the World!

Starting in September 1995, spend 8 months living with
families and working with an international faculty in

England, India, Philippines, New Zealand, Mexico. Courses in
ecology, anthropology, biology, economic development/sustainab'lity, 32 credits,
transcript issued by Bard College. Small group, students ages 18-5us IHP founded
in 1958 Call, write or email today for a course catalog Our alumni are on-line to
answer questions!

INTERNATIONAL HONORS PROGRAM
in cooperation with BARD College

19 Braddock Park Boston, MA 02116 phone (617) 267-0026; email: info®ihp.edu

manipulative special interests to
pursue personal agendas.

Representative government is a
tool of the people. Politicians do not
sneak into office, they are elected. If

we cannot trust our representatives in

Washington, we have no one to blame
but ourselves.

America has grown disillusioned

with its leadership. However, the
solution to our dissatisfaction does
not lie in electing officials who will

actively advocate "staymg out of our
business." That's like hiring someone
to be your night watchman and asking
him tostandguard with his eyesclosed.
Don't elect people who promise to
fight the government. Elect peoplewho
believe in actively trying to improve
the system and give them the
opportunity to work. Don't hire
someone to do a job and then
proverbially "tie their hands."
Giving up is not the answer. No matter
how hard we look, their is no "quick
fix" solution. All that we have left is a
little faith, a little hope, a littleidealism
and a lot of strength of conviction. It

may not seem like much, but two
centuries ago, it was enough to form a
nation.
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-Student LIFE—
Writing Center: no urine sample required

Staff of 1 8 helps struggling students with assignments

by Mike Smith

Going to The Writing

Center isn't much different

from going to the doctor. You
set up an appointment, fill

out a "Client Information"

slip, and meet with a trained

expert who will attempt to

solve any specific problems.

The only difference is the

absence of latex gloves, the

only price could be your pride,

and they usually don't ask for

a urin'e sample.

What they do ask for, how-

ever, is that you bring writing

assignments that you are

struggling with and that you

come willing to cooperate.

The Writing Center is a

school-funded program that

has been available at CC for

15 years. The organization's

director is Molly Wingate, an

8-year veteran who was re-

cruited from Bucknell Uni-

versity. Her staff consists of

18 student tutors who range

from athletes to actors, and

who are majoring in anything

from English to Math to

Geology. After a half-block

and semester of training, the

tutors are prepared to assist

students with essays, resumes,

lab reports, theses, and even

the infamous "writer's block."

"I went there once with a

paper I just couldn't start. Af-

terasking me some questions,

they helped me to focus my
attention on a topic," remem-

bers sophomore Jessie

Hatfield.

Although the tutors cater

to individual needs, they are

instructed on certain aspects

of writing. Along with

Wingate's direction, the staff

receives lectures each block

on particular writing styles by

such CC professors as Eve

Grace, Doug Fox, and Anne
Hyde.

While not all of CC's pro-

fessors necessarily agree with

the program, many strongly

urge their students to utilize

the facility.

"Whenever the number of

appointments exceeds the 150

average per block, you can fig-

ure that Tim Cheek is teach-

ing," jokes senior tutor Kris

McNeil.

The reason for this trust

ill The Writing Center is due

to the individual assistance

provided by the tutors. Each

The WritiDg Center is suffed by students who help other students in writing papers. Students can schedule appointm

individual sessions with ceotei employees.

staff member is Uained on how work if you want to improve Pulitzer Prize winning mate-

to deal with specific problems your writing. "Once a student rial, do not hesitate to venture

(grammar, organization, etc.|, came in who was obviously over to Cossitt Hall and have

nottomentionspecificpeople. stoned. He was impossible to someone else besides you

"Most people are usually work with, but, hey, it's his laugh at your writing |in a

cooperative, but sometimes grade, not mine," says McNeil, constrtictive way of course),

you get a person who is overly Most students, however. According to the wise

sensitive about changing their arrive with a positive attitude wordsofWingate herself, "The

writing. That's when you just and leave feeling better about Writing Center is used by a

have to be subtle and sugges- their assignments. If you are wide range of people: faculty,

willingtoimproveyourskills, administration, and students

then the staff members are from all disciplines. So if

more than happy to assist you, you're not using it, then you're

So, the next time you are feel- payingfor someone else touse

ing as if your paper is not quite it."

tive," advises senior Chara

Armon.
After all, the tutors are

there for you, not themselves,

so you must come ready to

Alternative builds from ground up
Substance-awareness group seeks to provide alternative to drinking

by Benjamin Day

Few groups on campus

have the luxury of deciding

their own philosophy.

Fledgling that it is. Alternative

has just such a luxury. In a

sense. Alternative defines

itself paradoxically as a

substance-awareness
organization that is not

entirely substance-free. Its

intentions focus on serving the

College campus as a social

alternative and the Colorado

Springs community as an

educational community
service outreach organization.

Alternative plans to do this by

building from scratch—from

the ground up.

The founders of Alterna-

tive include members of the

former BACCHUS, a defunct

substance-awareness
organization. Residential Life

and interested incoming and

returning students. Many of

these members express a

concern that the campus has a

polarized social situation.

Most first-year members

are active in the group because

they have found the social

situation on the Colorado

College campus somewhat
limited if one does not drink

or chooses occasionally not to

drink. From their own exper-

iences and opinions, the first-

years felt the campus needed

new activities that would

broaden its social situation.

All group members
assume that a need exists to

create a compromising social

mediumbetweendrinkingand

not drinking on the college

campus. To do this, the group

intends to hold all-campus

events that will not only be

free of substances but absent

also of substance-free

preaching or lectures on

morality. Croup members do

not take organizational

pledges toremove themselves

from activities with alcohol,

nor does the group scorn

activities where substances

might be present.

There is a concern among

group members of projecting

a Molly Hatchet/ prohibition-

ist image on the campus—
which is far from the group's

intentions. The group intends

to build activities that will

live up to the group's name as

socialalternativestodrinking

rather than a separation from

drinking.

A secondary function of

the group is to serve as an

members saw the approach of

alcohol awareness activities

in their formative high school

years as making alcohol a

taboo, so much so that it

became desirable in an

"The group intends to

hold all-campus events

that will not only be free

of substance but absent

also of substance-free

preaching."

educational community
service organization. Many
group members are currently

working with the Colorado

Springs police and the campus'

neighboring high schools and

middle schools to participate

in educational substance-

awareness activities. Those

irresponsible manner for many

of their peers.

This problem, coupled

with the fact that lectures on

the subject often came from

authority figures rather than

people of a similar age or

mindset, has inspired

Alternative members to seek

outlets in the Colorado Springs

community. There, college

students can share their

personal experiences with

children forming their own
perceptions of the world and

give them a message of

responsibility.

Similar to the group's

social goals on campus, its

educational goals in the

community are to diversify

the substance-awareness

education children receive.

The group intends to promote

self -responsibility—which

entails thinkingandreasoning

about activities—rather than

feeding students information

that will likely go unused.

Above all, the educational

goals intend to express that

life is a collection of choices

and that rationalizing and

considering the consequences

of certain actions is a part of

the growing experience.

As a fledgling group.

Alternative is still in the

formative stages. To make

inquiries about the group,

contact either Jessica

Uhlenkott, Ben Day or Susan

Marine at Residential Life.
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Work in Britain: passport to Europe
Program gives students blue card to work in United Kingdom
by Amber Anderson

Looking for a fun and in-

teresting way to spend a few

months? Want to immerse
yourself in another culture

while earning money?
These are just two of the

reasons why 3200 students

across the United States took

pan in the Work in Britain

program during 1994.

From Juliard to Brown
University, from Georgia to

Massachusetts to Oregon, stu-

dents throughout the United

States are taking advantage of

this imique opportunity.

Established 28 years ago,

the Work in Britain program

provides American students

with a Blue Card, permitting

them to work within the

United Kingdom for up to six

months. With a Blue Card,

studentsmay work in any type

of job during any part of the

year. Because of strict govern-

ment regulation it is usually

difficult forAmericans to gain

working privileges within

Great Britain.

Students hold a variety of

jobs ranging from secretarial

work to waiting tables to

nannying. One Yale Univer-

sity student worked with a

member of Parliament as a

research assistant in race rela-

tions. All the "Yale-ite" did

was write to the member of

the House of Commons be-

fore leaving for Britain to set

up his job. Other program
members also set up their jobs

before crossing the Atlantic,

while still others use the

program's job listings to find a

job once they arrive in the

United Kingdom. Generally,

students find jobs quickly once

they arrive. In 1994, 49%
found jobs within three days.

The average income for these

students ranges from 123

pounds a week, including

room and board, to 208 pounds
weekly, without room and
board.

Motivations for joining

the program vary widely from
the desire to fully experience

life in another country to sim-

ply wanting to travel and meet
new people. No matter the

motivation that drives people

to joining the program. Work
in Britain allows students to

experience "real life" in a cul-

ture different from their own.
For students who need

some additional incentive to

pack their bags: MTV will film

an upcoming series of "The
Real World" in Britain. Addi-

tionally, MTV is considering

featuring Work in Britain par-

ticipants within the next year.

To find out more about the

Work in Britain program,

write or call:

QEE
205 E. 42nd St.

NewYork, NY 10017 or

(212)661-1414

BUNAC (USA)
PO Box 49

SouthBritain, CT 06487

(203) 264-0901

Collegium Musicium sings out
Ensemble revives Medieval, Renaissance periods with voices
by Lisa Wexler

Collegium Musicum, a

select vocal ensemble at Colo-

rado College, specializes in

Medieval and Renaissance
music. The history of the en-

semble is indicative of the

college's academic enthusi-

asm. At the request of stu-

dents, Michael Grace, chair of

the Music Department at

C.C, commenced the first in-

formal rehearsals around
1968. Grace, who taught Me-
dieval and Renaissance mu-
sic, found that both students

and faculty were interested,

not only in learning about the

music, but in performing it.

At the time only a few

professional groups were re-

cording this type of music,

but Grace explains that "dur-

ing the '60's, there was a wild

interest in diverse kinds of

music." At C.C, this "wild

interest" translated into vo-

cal and instrumental en-

sembles that are now in their

twenty-sixth year of existence

at the college.

Grace comments that the

group started out "very infor-

mal." It began with students

and faculty gathering simply

to sing and play the music. Yet, Booth says that
Performing did not become Collegium musicians "tend to

part of Grace's plans until later, be very intelligent, flexible.

Since then, the vocal and able to focus" especially

ensemble, which bears the as the performance day draws
name Collegium Musicum, near.

and the Instrumental En- In 1993 Collegium once
sembleperformtwiceayearat again came under Grace's di-

the college. rection. Booth remarked, "I

In present years the vocal really loved it," but after di-

group primarily consists of recting the group for eleven
students. It meets every Sun- years, "I wanted to do differ-

day evening in Packard. The ent things."

ensemble has experienced a At the same time, Grace,
changeindirectiontwicesince who had spent the previous
its founding. Martha Booth year as acting president of

tookovertheensembleinl982 C.C, said, "I had a tremen-
when Grace became the Chair dous desire to get back into
of the Music Department. At music full time and really get
the same time, she was hired involved." Grace auditioned
as Principle Vocal Instructor potential new members at the
at the college. Booth holds fond beginning of the year,

memories of Collegium, In addition to performing,
though she remarked on the CoUegiumaffordsstudentsthe
difficulty of preparing a con- opportunity to practice their

Sales ~ Rentals ~ Tuning/Repair

Check out the latest from:

Burton * Sims * Nitro * Gnu * K2
Lib Tech * Santa Cruz • Airwalk

Deep • Quicksjiver * Wave Rave

Enter now for

FREE LIFT TICKETS!
{drawing 11/23/94)

1414 5. Tejon Street 576-0400

cert under CC's block plan.

Students' fierce academic
schedules and other personal

pursuitscombine to make "ev-

ery concert. ..a cliffhanger."

musical skills and sing inter-

estingmusic. Amanda Chase,

a sophomore at C.C, says, "I

really like that I get the chance
to perform music I wouldn't

normally."

food,goodwineandgoodcom-
pany, and is always enjoyed

by those who attend. Still,

performance is understand-

ablyamajor focus of the group.
Both Booth and Grace of-

ten organize the Collegium
concerts around a theme. In

1992, for instance, the theme
centered on music by women
composers. This semester.

Collegium will perform "A
Concert of German Music for

the Christmas Season." As
the major work, the concert

will feature a Christmas Ora-

torio by Heinrich Schutz
( 1585- 1672). It is a "short ora-

torio written for chorus and
soloists as well as for instru-

ments," says Grace. The vo-

cal ensemble is also preparing

a Setting of the Mass by
Heinrich Isaac (1450-1517).

Though both composers
bear similar first names, this

second work is very different

from the Schutz piece. The
composer is "actually Flem-

ish but associated with the

German style," says Grace.

The Instrumental Ensemble
will perform the Variation

Suite by Johann Hermann
Schein ( 1 586- 1 630). The Suite

consists of 5 dances that are

variations on a single melodic

theme.

The concert will be held

Sunday, December 1 1 at 3 PM
in Packard hall.

REDUCE
REUSE
RECYCLE
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VAT provides trained support in time of crisis

by Tracy Fantle

VAT, the Victim Assis-

tance Team on campus, is

ready and waiting for your

phone calls. If you are sexu-

ally assaulted or harassed, or

just think you might have

been, do not hesitate to call.

Started four yearsago, and

put in to full operation three

years ago, VAT was perceived

as a need for the students here

at CC. With the help of Chris

Bell, a hall director and advi-

sor of past years, the group

was given a push to get going.

The members of thisgroup

are put through a rigorous and

intensive training program in

order to better help students.

Their main piupose is to act as

a first response to sexual as-

sault and harassment. The
group is trained to handle the

immediate nature of crimes.

In the form of preliminary

counseling, a member of the

group will help get medical

attention or any immediate

services that may be needed.

In addition to helping vic-

tims of sexual assault, VAT
also helps counsel any stu-

dents who are tempted by the

urge of suicide. Working on a

pager system, a member will

return the victim's phone call

within fifteen minutes after

his or her call is placed. The
VAT counselor will either talk

to the victim on the phone or

meet with the victim in per-

son, whichever is best for him
or her. In order to make the

victim as comfortable as pos-

sible, and to give him or her

the option of talking to whom-
ever he or she wishes, there is

always both a male and fe-

male present to answer calls.

The program is not used

as much as it probably should

be, so if you have any doubt

about something that has hap-

pened to you, do not hesitate

to call. VAT is here to help

you work things out, they are

not here to pass judgement.

Everything is completely con-

fidential, except if the phone
call is life threatening. If you
have any doubts or difficul-

ties, just call 475-4996.

Greek Corner: Administrative decision on Greek

system to be made 'before school is out'

by Joseph Carpenter

For many decades. The
Colorado College community
has been informally discuss-

ing the existence of the Creek

System. But not until C.C.'s

past President Gresham Biley

instituted a PresidentialCom-
mission to look at the Greek

System and other elements of

the college did a formal evalu-

ation of the System surface.

Now, with the continuation

of the College's infamous Stra-

tegic Planning—and a change

in Presidents—the Greek Sys-

tem evaluation continues.

I had the chance to speak

with President Kathryn
Mohrman a few weeks ago

about the progress and futme

of the Greek System Review

and her pending suggestion to

the Board of Trustees. At that

time, the Division I Athletics

issue was the focus. With the

release of the Division I Ath-

letics statement, attention has

now shifted somewhat to the

next big item. ..the Greek Sys-

tem.

For those of you who have

not looked in detail at the

Presidential Committee's re-

view of the Greek System, it

includes what the committee

saw as viable options to con-

sider for the future direction

of Greek Life at CC. One
criticism of the committee's

review is the fact it was con-

ducted over a relatively short

period of time in comparison

to the many decades that

Greek Life has existed at CC.

Because of this, trends in

Greek scholarship, involve-

ment and membership are not

fully represented. President

Mohrman commented on

that, saying the report "fo-

cused on the recent past."

Compounding the time

problem, the commission's

reportwas established in 1992,

and it has not been formally

updated since. President

Mohrman feels that the "re-

port is probably not up to date

enough to make a decision."

An update is obviously needed

as well as further discussion.

Referring to this process. Presi-

dent Mohrman said, "Lets

imagine that there would be a

small group of students, fac-

ulty, and alumni" who would

assist in updatingand discuss-

ingfurther the issue surround-

ing Greek Life at CC.
So when is the decision to

be made? Rumors on campus

have talked about a March

W
Going Home ^^.
for the holidays? tD
Call us NOW! «^^i
8)8 N. Tajen StrMt Colo. Sprin0i, CO 80903

1995 date. However, Presi-

dent Mohrman would confirm
no such date and said that her

goal is "to make a decision

before school is out."

Most Greek studentswith

whom I have spoken about

this issue anticipate the final

decision to be of a positive

nature. That does not mean
that change will not occur.

The Division I sports release

is a small indication of what

type of suggestion may arise.

Like Division I sports, Greek

Life at CC has a strong his-

tory; and, for many alumni, an

important history.

With any type of organi-

zation Uke Greek chapters at

CC, change is eminent as the

attitudes, values, and foci of

undergraduate students

change. Yet, it is ludicrous to

think that change means
elimination. Organizations

change with people, and

people with organizations.

In my opinion, when the

final word is said, Greek Life

at CC will proceed to make
its place in history as an inte-

gral part of our campus.
Change or not, Greeks will

continue to influence campus
life, and Greek Life will con-

tinue to influence the grovrth

and development of its mem-
bers, people who will some-

day be alumni, supporting

their Greek experience as hav-

ingbeen a driving force in their

development as a CC stu-

dent.

^<MwgggWKiy->m^aiW'w^»^f^''^sg'twwBraM»i»wa»Kf^^

^UBUjnv
' ^'^^^ --JAvfy ^Ak^f^-j^'A-fy A"^ i

Now open for Breakfast!

Egg and Steak Sandwich
and a cup of Coffee only

99^ with CC ID

Breatifast served until 11 am

131 N.TeJon
on the corner of Bi/ou and Tejon

Not valid witli any other offer, vaiid oniy at this location.

Expires Jan. 1,1995
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MEGADETH Youthanasia

13.00 CD List 18 99

AEROSMITH Biq Ones

11.88 CD List 17.99

RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS
Out in LA
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From the studio to you.
IP these NEW MUSIC releases were any newer, the artists

would still be recording them. And iF you Found them at a

LOWER PRICE, you'd have to be dreaming.
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11.88 CD List 17.99

NIRVANA Unplugged
in New York

CD List 1799

MARIAH CAREY
Merry Christmas
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MUSIC • BOOKS • MOVIES * SOFTUTARE

Citadel Crossing, 651 North Academy Boulevard, Colorado Springs, 573-1977 OPEN MON -THURS: 10 - 9, FRI - SAT: 10-10,
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by Heinz Geppert

The German film-indus-

try in the mid-thirties was in

big trouble. Movie attendance

had dwindled to a few million

per year, production was at an

all-time low and export rev-

enues were almost nonexist-

ent when compared to the last

years of the Weimar Republic.

This was due mostly to the

great exodus of talented writ-

ers, directors, and actors and

technicians who either fled

Hitler's Germany or did not

get a working permit as "un-

desirables."

One attempt by the Ger-

man film industry to get back

on its feet again was the search

for new faces: another Garbo

or Dietrich (both had been

approached, both had refused|

someone who would fill the

empty theater seats again and

also be able to bring foreign

currency via export.

Enter Zarah Leander, a

Swedish bom singer-actress

who was discovered by the

UFA bosses in Vienna, where

she performed in a Benatzky

operetta. She received a

Hollywood-like star build-up

before the first meter of film

was in the can. For her first

film in Berlin, the best

cameraman, make-up artists

and costume designers were

contracted.The director, Dan-

ish bom Detlev Sierk (aka

Douglas SirkI, was hated. Even

though he was regarded with

suspicion by Goebbels andhis

cohorts- after all, he was
married to a Jewess- he had

proven himselftobeacapable

director of melodramas. He
went on to showcase his tal-

entswith such American films

as "All that Heaven Allows,"

"Written on the Wind" and

"Imitation of Life," among
others.

"To New Shores" (Zu

neuen Ufem, 1 936| is the first

of two films he made with

Zarah Leander, who then

became the most popular and

highest paid actress in Nazi

Cinema. In this film she plays

Gloria Vane, a famous singer

in eighteenth century England

who takes the rap for a crime

committed by her lover Sir

Albert Finsbury and is sent to

Parmetta penitentiary in

Australia, from which she is

finally freed by a handsome
Australian farmer at a

marriage-market. This sets the

tome for most of the Leander

films to come: The woman
who sacrifices and suffers all

for love, yet overcomes in the

end.

Notable especially is

Douglas Sirk's impeccable

mis-en-scene, the use of music

commenting on the action in

an almost Brechtian manner

and Zarah Leander's voice,

singing frivolous chansons as

well as sentimental love-

ballads.

The film has no subtitles

but a synopsis will be pro-

vided. It will be shown in Max
Kade Theater on Tuesday,

November 15 at 8:00 pm and

is free.

Eric Stoltt, diiectoi Michael Stelnbeig, ind Bridget Fonda OD the set of "Bodies, Rest and IHotion"

''Bodies'' nice to look at, but

by Blake Jordan

Most of the bodies in

Michael Steinberg's "Bodies,

Rest and Motion" are at rest,

which makesmuch ofthefilm

tedious, if not difficult to get

through. There are four

characters, three nearing

thurty and the other in his mid-

twenties. The youngest, Sid

(Eric Stolt), is the idealist, the

romantic, the kind who can

say "I loveyou" after one night

with a person. Phoebe Gates

plays Carol, the most stable

character in the film, and the

one who is wholly at rest. Beth

and Nick (Bridget Fonda and

Tim RothI are packingto leave

Enfield, Arizona, with their

sights set on Butte Montana.

This is before Nick leavesBeth

in search of "something," and

Beth falls for Sid's diatribe on

love and life.

Sid, a painter, has lived in

Enfield all his life and cannot

separate himself from the

work he does, be it painting

houses or moving lawns. On
theotherhand,bothNickand

Beth are in search ofsomething

greater than Enfield has to

offer. When Nick leaves

without warning, Sid finds an

entrance into Beth's life.

"Bodies, Rest, and

Motion" isessentiallyamovie

about three people trying to

kid themselves through life.

Either they try to run from

their problems or cannot find

the courage to leave what has

been holding them down.

While this is as true-to-life as

plots come, nothing too

interesting happens to these

characters. Carol is easy to

watch, unlikeSid, but she isn't

given nearly enough to do.

Nick, a small time drunk, is

probably despicable, but he's

also the most interesting if

not the most likeable of the

quartet.

There is some sharp

dialogue, and the cast is

attractive; moreover, the

ending is really perfect, the

kind the "Singles" and

"Reality Bites" needed to

make them more realistic, and

in general, better movies.

However, the pace is so slow

and Sid's character is so

infuriatingly juvenile that one

of the best things it has going

for it is it's moderate 100

minute running time. As a

character study it is marginal

at best, but as a film it can be

as easily missed as it can be

sat through.

"Bodies, Rest and Motion"

is showing this weekend in

Olin Friday and Saturday at

7:30 and Sunday at 2:30.

Zatah Leandei was the most popuiai and highest paid actiess in Nazi Cinema.

'^Fiori Musicali''

honors Purcell
by Jason Larson

In commemoration of the

composer's death three

hundred years ago, visiting

artist Mark Davenport, Patrick

Mason, andJelenaMathys will

perform a concert honoring

Henry Purcell. Purcell was a

short-lived (1659-1695| En-

glish composer, often thought

to be the country's greatest.

The performance, "Fiori

Musicali" presents a program

which features Purcell's de-

lightful but seldom heard the-

atre music. Scenes from "King

Arthur" and "Dioclesian" will

be interspersed with instru-

mental works, songs and even

a catch or two. The concert

will end with the hilarious

"Scene for the Drunken Poet"

and grand finale from "The

Fairy Queen," Purcell's fanci-

ful adaptation of "A Midsum-
mer Night's Dream."

The performers will use

instruments of the epoque,

such as early woodwinds
played by Mark Davenport,

baritone by Patrick Mason,

and harpsichord by Jelena

Mathys.

All three areaccompUshed

in the field. Davenport has

made several professional re-

cordings and has performed

with the internationally-ac-

claimed New York Pro Music

as an instrumentalist in their

production of "The Play of

Daniel." He also performs

with the BoulderBach Festival

Orchestra and the Columbine

Pro Musica.

Patrick Mason has ap-

peared throughout the United

States, Europe, and South

America for twenty years with

leading early music en-

sembles. He continues to be

in demand as a guest artist

with such groups as the

Rochester and Boulder Bach

Festivals and the Benessee

Baroque Players.

Jelena Mathys has exten-

sive international perfor-

mance experience in Russia

and throughout Europe as the

founder and director of the

early music ensembles

"Ludus," and as a member of

the group "Canto." She was

also a soloist with the Latvian

Philharmonic Chamber
Orchestra under the direction

of conductor Toby Livshitz.

Come and be transported

to the wit and brilliance of

seventeenth century England

as Fiori Musicali presents this

tribute to the one whom
Dryden called "the godlike

man, alas too soon retir'd,"

the Orpheus Brittanicus, Mr.

Henry Purcell. It will be

performed November 17 in

Packard Hall.

CORRECTION
In last week's issue of

the Catalyst, Brady

Larson wa.s mistakenly

given credit for the

article entitled

"Infantile plot makes

'Ballroom' purely

escapist." Blake Jordan

was the writer of that

article. We apologize.
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Tales from the Denny's side
by Brady Larson

Picture a world of buzzing

green neon and bottomless

cups of joe. Of tables for two
covered with ten empty
creamers and an ash tray

erupting with crushed
cigarette butts. A world
crossing all age barriers and

destroyingall normal states of

subconscious. You, my bubbly

C.C. friend, have just crossed

into THE DENNY'S ZONE!
It'sSaturday night and the

campus is still. The last keg is

dry. Blockbuster has shut its

gates. The weekend
entertainment at Benji's has

drifted off to dreamland. What
to do? What to do? Then, as if

you hear the gentle call of an

angel chorus, you recall the

late night savior, the 24 hour

oasis, itself,- Denny's! And
now, one can put ofif Sunday
and the four-hundred pages of

reading which so deviously

loom on the horizon for a few

more hours.

The tall glowing sign,

although recently abandoning

the classic red and gold, still

acts as a beacon to our world.

Denny's is, of course, a

pathway for all walks of life.

Young and old. Trucker and
Yuppie. Sober and melting.

The restaurant is a Colorado
College tradition, if not for

the convenient hours and
terrific greasy food, then for

the oddities and pleasures

which often occur during a

table next to a half eaten

omelet. No joke! Doo doo doo
doo!(Twihght Zone theme.)

Those who joined me on

visit. We all have our Denny's
stories. For instance, as our

group was so pleasantly
thrown into our booth, I was
absolutely boggled to see that

Mick Jagger sat in the next

booth. With black leather, lips

and all, he sat counting his

millions right there on the

my mission to uncover the

restaurant's metaphysical
secrets mentioned their

impressions of the food. Greg
commented on the whipped
butter "served as a perfect

sphere." Mark explained that

"one should not be tiu-ned off

by the initial appearance of

the sausage, for its taste

overwhelms the aesthetics."

Liese said that the seasoned

"fries are good." Katie liked

the water. There is no
subliminal pressure to order

from the staff. iVlaybe they've

just given up.

And as I sat there gnawing
on my buffalo wings and
playinggames with dollar bills

(Where's the mushroom, owl
and camel?) I asked myself
why this place of late night

folly was so important to me.
A tear of truth swelled in my
eye as I reahzed the answer.

During the college years of

the last generation, my parents

sat together past curfew in a

late night Denny's sharing a

chocolate milkshake and held
hands for the first time. The
first threads of love. Without
this restaurant, and I shudder
at the thought, I might not be

here today writing this article

for all of you. Thank you,
Denny's. Thank you.

Actually, that's not true.

My dad'sallergic to chocolate.

But late night at Denny's is a

weird bonding experience
which should not be missed
duringyourtimeatC.C. Who
knows? Maybe you'll drink a
shake with the one you're
destined to love. For anything

could happen under the neon.

Home-
brew hell
by Ted Smith

Well, beer lovers, it's

that time of week again.

This week we have a long

awaited special treat, Kyle

just finished his first batch

of beer for the year. Since
we are such beer gods we
knew that you'd be
interested as to what Zeus
has been brewing up in his

cellar.

Initially this beer was
intended to be a weizen
beer (a special type of

wheat beer) but do to Kyle's

love of rich malts and
flavor it ended up being
this pagan's dream of a

drink. The beer was a rich

deep dark brown color like

all good beers should be.

The head was somewhat
weak but don't let thatstop

you. On drinking, the
wonderful caramelly
essence of chocolate malt
seduced my senses. The
qualities that chocolate
malt lends to a beer are

something that every beer

drinker should acquaint

themselves with first-

hand. The beer had a great

full body, this was mostly
due to the high wheat malt
please see Beer on page 15

Kalia and Salvador's n c uansceDds lacgnage banieis

''Volcanto" eruption of

cultural poetry, music
by Kim Whipple

Guardabarranco, the
Nicaraguan duo, will perform
Volcantn on Friday, Novem-
ber 1 1 in Gaylord hall. The
brother-sister duo may per-

form vocals in Spanish with
English translaton about "hu-
man things. " Sponsored by the
Southwest Studies and Latin

American studies depart-
ments, Katia and Salvador
Cardenal B sing about the
"natural world. In Aztec and
Myan culture, the humming-
bird is very important" and

one song 'Colibri,' which
means hummingbird, is, like

many of their songs, about
hope.

YokaiUQisacombination
of two Spanish words: volcan,
which means "volcano," and
cantos, "song." The name is

"symbolic of the eruption of

music, poetry, and cultural

experience in Nicaragua since
1979 when the Sandinista
Revolution triumphed," says
Salvatore Bizzarro. The New
Song Movement of
Guardabarranco can be heard
November II at 7 p.m. in

Gaylord Hall. Admission is

free and open to the public.

USE A LITTLE
RESTRAINT
BUCKLE UP.

Sometimes you just gotta put kids in their place.
And when you're on the road, that place is buckled in their
own safety belts, and firmly. Do this, and your kids will
be more than ready for the long road ahead of them.

VDU COULD L£ARN Amr FROM A DUMMY
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY BEU.
'^"•aemlanatian, cat meAl^iCnu SafetyHoane.80(H24'3393
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50 Paces not quite ^'cowboyjunkpunkrock //

by Diana Smith

50 Paces play

"cowboyjunkpunkrock" ... I

wouldn't go so (ar as to

categorize them as country

western oreven punk but more
like a Winger-esque, chock full

o' Warrant band which is who
this four songdemo appears to

represent. They call Seattle

home and they are definitely

the black sheep of the grunge

family. They bear no
resemblance to the Seattle

godswhich haveemergedfrom

the smoke filled coffee houses

during the past decade. Their

tourbus must have spent more
time circling around the Hkes

of Queensryche and less time

making the acquaintance of

Mudhoney or Tad.

50 Paces have ventured

from their rainy home to do a

club tour during the month of

November. They will debut

in Colorado on November
15th at the Underground Pub
here in good ol' Colorado
Springs. Thisquartet has quite

a reputation when it comes to

their live act. "50 Paces has

created a sound which crosses

over into many territories . .

.

they're niche-proof, they can

play on any given night with

almost anyone," can be found

in the April issue of

Pandemonium!. Nodoubtthe

show will consist of new,
unrecorded songs, a fair share

of covers, and the four cuts

which appear on the self titled

demo produced by Dirty

Cowboy Music.

The demo tape is the best

indicator of a band's style. It is

the rawest and most
uninhibited recording the

band will ever produce. It's a

no holds barred, anythinggoes

approach to their music. After

a successful band has hit the

charts, musical purists often

return to their demo for a taste

of the band before they "sold

out." 50 Paces begins with a

bang with a quote from the

movie, "Crossroads," in

which blues singer, Willy

Brown, is accused of selling

his soul to the devil. The song

which follows is entitled

"Regret" and lead vocalist

Martin Chandler repeats the

phrase as he wails about
remorse. Although the

musical style does not readily

lend itself to variety, it is

interesting to note that every

band member contributes in

some way to the vocals.

"Down," the next cut, is a

fairly generic hard rock ditty,

however, there is definitely

potential. Kevin Inglett on
drums shows huge talent and

the distinctive drum beats

may very well be this band's

landmark. The lyrics on all

four tracks are rather shallow

and it is easy to tell that none
of the band members are

aspiring poets. "Sally" and
"Ridin' Thru" do not differ

terribly from the rest of the

album.

The "How the Hell Are

We Gettin' There?" Tour '94

will be in a pub near you in a

matter of a few short days. I

encourage checking out this

show. The demo isn't the only

factor which will ultimately

decide a band's fate, their live

show is also very important.

Go on kids, and don't stay out

too late.

Beer continued from page 14

content. The beerfinishedreal

smooth and clean.

The beer's name is

Spinnenweizen, meaning
"spider wheat". This is some
vague reference to a spider

Kyle put into the boihng wort

when cooking the beer. This

beer was brewed by a joint

effort Kyle Maher and Tyler.

Thank you men for filling

space in my weakly column
[pun intended).

In a few weeks we will be

able to proudly introduce our

Happy Harvest apple ale.

Don't miss out. For samples

contact me or Kyle.

Now for a serious matter;

we are looking for some
campus group to sponsor a beer

expo here at C.C. We've got

the equipment and time to

make a whole bunch of beer.

The only thing lacking is

MONEY. We thought it would

be totally cool to brew some
really good beer that would be

designed to accentuate certain

characteristics of beer. The
beer would be on "display" to

be sampled so that everyone

could have a great time and

experience first hand what
exactly all this mumbo-jumbo
we print every week means.

SO, if we come bother you
about helping us, don't say

"No", just say "CHEERS".

Dance Workshop's production of 'Tieces Parts'' has variety

by Lauren Bicknell

They are everywhere on

campus- sleepy students

galUvanting about. Are they

just really strange you ask?

No, although some are, they

areactuallystudentsinvolved

in the Dance Workshop
production. Dance Workshop

is the student run dance group

on campus, consisting of a

wide range of dancers. Some
only dance extracurricularly,

and others are dance majors,

but all are involved on way or

another with dance. The
students involved in dance

workshop have been working

hard toproduce a quality dance

performance, this Friday and

Saturday (the 1 1th and 12th|.

The show will go up both

nightsat 8:00pm inArmstrong

Mainstage, and tickets are free

at Womer Desk with your CC
ID. There will be a variety of

dance pieces and styles,

ranging from ballet to an

opening country western

dance. All of the pieces are

choreographed byCC students

and are worth watching for

their creativity and unique

styles. The students

performing were all chosen

from an open audition for all

interested in dance, earlier this

yearand are enthusiastic about

the show. These choreograph-

ers and dancershave been busy

putting their individual pieces

together and coordinating the

entire show since October and

their persistence has paid off.

This should prove to be an

exciting and interesting

performance. Get your tickets

quick before they are soldout!

Red Square Black mirrors
by Diana Smith

Could Red Square Black

be the next Nine Inch Nails,

an aspiring Skinny Puppy, a

new and possibly improved

Front 242??? Even Trent

Reznor had to start

somewhere. Zoo
Entertainment has taken this

L.A. based industrial quartet

under its wingand their debut

EP, Square, has exploded onto

the College and Metal radio

scene. The first release, "I

LostMy..." has already hit big

In their hometown. L.A.

station KROQ which has

launched such bands as the

Red Hot Chili Peppersand has

contributed to Red Square

Black's hospitable local

reception. They've decided

to leave the nest and are

branching out on an American

tour as the opening act for

Testament kicking off on

November 16 in Denver at the

Ogden Theatre. There are still

ticketsavailablesocontact the

Ogden Theatre box office for

information. This show
proves to be the kind of up

close and personal club

appearance that has made the

Ogden Theatre famous.

The Hard Report describes

Square as, "A raging attack on

the senses...A cross-section

view of the turmoils found in

the world today, with a safe

vantage point." Leadvocahst,

Mark Binder, considers the

band's music a "mirror" .

There seems to be a self-

reflective element somewhere

in the middle of all

the industrial/techno

beats and rhythms. Square is

a world in which pedophiles,

vigilanes, and love-lorn

stalkers can walk through the

noise and somehow find their

way. Red Square Black hopes

not to fall into the traditional

industrial stereotype. They

would like to continue their

use of technology, however,

the major goal is to create

meaningful, introspective

songs with heartfelt lyrics.

Yes, the drive may be long,

yet, the Ogden Theatre is the

perfect atomsphere for this

type of band. It is a smoky
celebration of all those

unknown acts trying to make
it in theharsh and cruel critical

world. For all those that

missed the Nine Inch Nails'

show at McNichol's Sports

Arena or Skinny Puppy's Last

Rites Tour a few years ago,

this is surely no comparison,

but will be an interesting look

into the early stages of another

industrial superstar.

CHILD-REN-S BOOK WEEK
NoyerABEV. m - zo

/«1LL CHILDHeN'S BOOKS

20% OFF
COLO-RAVO COLLE&e

HOOKSTOUe
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
NCAA Scholaiship for Spons
Journalism $3000 award for

those interested in sports jour-

nalism. Juniors apply. Dead-

line for application is Dec. 16,

1994. SeeSusan Ashley, Palm-

er 206, for details.

TELEMARKETING,
part-time, evening
hours, close to school.

Make $6-$18 an hour.

Call 471-3505.

AVAILABLE NOW IN RES.

LIFE OFFICE (Bemis Hall|:

Off-Campus Lottery Applica-

tions for Spring Semester and

Senior (22 units by end of block

2) off-campus declarations due
11-16-94. Frat seniors, your

house must be full for spring

semester to qualify for off-cam-

pus. Proxy forms for all who
will be away 2nd semester due
before semester break. Ques-

tions? Call Earhne Crochet at

X66I9.

PERSONALS

I need your true UFO,
supematm"al, paranor-

mal, extra-sensory,

ghost stories from
Baca! Call x7401.

FOUND!! To the couple mak-
ing out on my futon at 824 N.

Wahsatch last Friday night-

one of you forgot your blue

sweater. To claim, call 447-

1968.

Hey Bridget! Good
luck in x-country re-

gionals you speedy lit-

tle devil. We're behind

you!

Love, Loomis Staff

REACH
THE PEAK

If there's agirl out there

looking for a blond-

haired boy with blue

eyes who talks a lot

then call x7720and ask
for somebody with
that discription.

MINORITIES IN

NEWSPAPERS
JOB CONFERENCE

ASNE - NAA

Plan lb Join This Exciting, Informative Job
Conference in Beautiful Colorado Springs

COMMUNICATIONS FOR
TOMORROW!

Log on to a career in Newspapers

• When: November 10-12, 1994

• Where: Le Baron Hotel in Colorado Springs

• Cost: $15 registration fee

(meals and lodging free to students)

Newspaper Editors and recruiters will gather in Colorado
Springs in November to interview minority students who are

interested in jobs in all facets of the newspaper industry,

including news, advertising, marketing, circulation,

accounting and production operations.

The program will offer workshops on how to find a job,
how to survive in a newsroom, and opportunities for

business-side newspaper careers.

SKATING CLASSES at Hon-
nen Ice Rink! Classes avail-

able for beginning, intermedi-

ate, andadvanced skaters. $15/
person for 3 classes. Pre-regis-

tration required! 4th blockreg-

istration due 11/21! For info

call IoAnnat632-4098,Krista
at x7275, or Miako at x7025.

EMPLOYMENT

FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS-Greeks,
groups, clubs, motivated
individuals. Fast, simple, easy-

NO FINANCIAL
OBLIGATION. |800) 775-385

1

ext. 33.

C-

1 1/12, 6:30pm for a non-seri-

ous conversation?

-A

Gazette Forfurther information and reservations please call

'pELEGRAra Connie Steele at 719-636-0392

Mom and Dad-

I should be home for the hol-

idays, assuming 1 finally get

out of this office!!!

Kristi, Anne and Lisa-

Please don't say one of you
came down with bronchitis

over the course of the week-
we may never convince Erick

to leave the house again...

-I, R & E

Tonya-

Well, I guess I'll enjoy losh

andjohn'slce Cream with you.
I'm glad to return to the WAY
IWAS. You're wonderful, too.

-Boyice.

Amy- Oh God no?... Oh God,
YES! (smile!)

Don't worry about the job. Be
true to yourself. In the end it

will makeyou happy, and hap-

iness is success.

-C

Bright individuals

NEEDED
to fill a variety of accounting
& data processing positions.

Excellent opportunities to work
over the holitdays and

EARN $$$$1
Positions available in the
Metro Denver, Boulder,

and Colorado Springs area.

Casey Services, Inc.
specialists in the placement of

accounting & data processing personel

CALL 721-9211 FOR AN APPT.

NOFEEI

Ryan-

Happy 16th birthday. Good
luck getting your driver's

license. ...some day.

-Chad

Sarah

-

There are advantages to being
an outsider- applesauce, Ital-

ian food, and conversation
with living brilliance. Enjoy it

while you can... Sex is over-

rated anyway.
-E

Julie-

Coffee tonight? How 'bout it,

-Trigger

Chad-

I thought this whole paper

thing was supposed to be easy!

Where did we go wrong?
-Erick

Boyice-

No bites. But I might let you
chew a little.

LOST!
! Students on this cam-

pus with strong enough feel-

ings for anybody else to give

them the gift of a Personal in

the Catalyst. If found, contact

Tonya at x6675.

Shelly-

Have you finished reading
Marx yet? I'm anxious to get

my book back- the bookcase
just looks empty without it...

Amber-
Thanks for the cookie. It last-

ed almost a half an hour...

-The Staff

r it ii j, I,- » I it ^> I r "V" '^.
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Rob & Jay-

Try not to step on anybody's
feet,

S^

Joleen-

I can't wait to see you perform
next week. Than ks for the late

night talk.

-Sarah

Mom-
Send me chocolate chip cook-

ies and apples! Soon!

-your lost daughter

Jason-

Exactly what doyou think you
will be like in 20 years? En-

quiring minds want to know.
Submit all responses to WB
#194.

rki <» yo, ly tk. U,i„ w .«J iK. *,.lo» tU

Eric-

Jack still won't belong in the

bathroom, even after Brady
leaves. It just isn't heathy to

corrupt such a sacred and tran-

quil place.

CLASSIFIEDS POLICY

Please send Announcements,
Jobs, For Sale, Real Estate, and
Personal advertisements to:

The Catalyst

Classifieds

902 N. Cascade
Colorado Spgs., CO 80946

Ads must be received by Tues-
day, 9:00 p.m. to appear in the
subsequent Friday's edition of

the Catalyst. The Catalyst

reserves the right to edit all

classifieds for length and in-

appropriate content. For off-

campus pricing information,

I
call 389-6675.
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LABTYD wins cool

intramural t-shirts
Team takes Co-ed soccer championships

by Michele Killeen

The Co-ed intramural

soccer champions were de-

termined on Tuesday. De-

spite the cold, snowy
weather, both Life's a Bitch

and Then You Die
ILABTYD) and the Super

Sugar Crisps showed up ex-

cited and ready to play. The
Super Sugar Crisps had
squeaked by with some
close games in the regular

season, while LABTYD
dominated most of their

games.
Without their goalie

Todd Gradek, the S.S.

Crisps were a little worried

about their defense hold-

ing up to the LABTYD at-

tacking game.
Their fears quickly be-

came reality. Jae Ho Lee

scored the first two goals

for LABTYD, his second off

an assist from Kurt

Schmidt. The S.S. Crisps

tried to devise a strategy to

get through LABTYD's de-

fense and hold off their of-

fense, but were unsuccess-

ful.

LABTYD scored four

more times in the second

hall. A throw in from Scott

Spencer to Schmidt's head

started the scoring spree.

Willie Nguyen dribbled in

and scored off goalie Bob
Phillips' foot. Julie Wheat
shot and scored from the

midst of the S.S. Crisps'

defense. Ho Lee scored the

final goal of the game off a

long cross pass from
Schmidt.

In spite of having been

dealt 3 6-0 loss, S.S. Crisps'

captain, Elena Garfield, in

the true spirit of CC
intramurals, was happy to

have played.

"I'm proud of my team,

she said. " We had fun."

Intramural Update
Volleyball Soccer

Freshman League Competitive Co-Ed
Snuffelupagus 7-1 No Names 6-3 Semifinals:

Players 7-2 Fiji 4-3 LABTYD def. score not

We Dig 5-4 Fudge Kitchen 3^ WHO reported

10.000 Maniacs 4-^ Phi Delta Theta 4-6 S.S. Crisps def. 2-1

What 3^ Ballz 1-7 Grundles (shootout)

Players 2-5 Finals:

Wet-n-Wild 2-6 LABTYD del. 6-0

Big Hairy 1-7
Flag Football

S.S. Crisps

Co-Ed Men's Competitive
SNAFU Crew 6-1 Semifinals: Semifinals:

64 Slices 6-1 Fiji def. No Names orfeit Flying Squirrels def. Fiji

Los Matadores 3-4 Kappa Sigma def. No Names def. The Pimps

No Names 3^ Natural Born Killers 22-6 Finals:

The Phreaks 2-5 Finals: Flying Squirrels def. No
Slacks & Blouses 2-6 Fiji def. Kappa Sigma 20-6 Names

Women's Club Soccer

crushes Adams State
Team ends season on winning note

by Angela Boatright

After a long and disap-

pointing season of close de-

feats and second half

struggles, the women's club

soccer team crushed Adams
State on Saturday,
November 5, dealing them
a 9-1 defeat on Stewart
Field.

Drunk on promises of

spaghetti dinners and
brownies, the Lady Tigers

hit the field determined to

win big. Adams State's only

strength, the offsides- trap,

drew more than a dozen
penalties in the first half,

causing the team to falter

and come up short on
breakaways.

Midway through the

first half, junior Nicolette

Driggers broke the trap and
scored CC's first goal on a

one-on-one situation with

the goalie. Inspired by
Driggers' smart run, the

Tigers began pummeling
the Adams State goalie with

calculated shots on every

attack.

Before the end of the

half, junior Katie Norhees,

senior Jean Ferguson, and
senior Perry Morgan had

effortlessly found the back

of the net.

The second half meant
only more trouble for

Adams State. Morgan,
sophomore Shelly Killeen

and sophomore Alison

Hogarth scored one apeice,

while junior Amy Cusic
netted two goals. CC fal-

tered only once, allowing

Adams State to score in the

middle of the halt. The Lady
Tigers left the field trium-

phant and feeling accom-
plished for the season, de-

spite their 3-5-1 record. The
team would like to thank
coaches Jeff Jurgens and
Dan Burgard for their time,

effort and support.

Phi Deha Theta forced into scrimmage
'Dry Delts' frustrated with second Fiji forfeiture

by Elizabeth Whisler

Winning yet again by

forfeit, Phi Delta Theta foimd

itself playing only a

scrimmage Wednesday.

The Phi Delts showed the

dexterity and teamwork

—

with successful spikes and

sets—that has allowed them
to stay strong in the

competitive intramural

volleyball league.

Though the scrimmage
was only four on four, PDT
covered the floor well,

facilitated by intense play and

good communication.

Phi Delta Theta was
profoundly disappointed in the

evening's outcome, however.

This was the second time the

Phi Delts have been stood up

by the Fiji Fraternity.

"The Fiji's are obviously

scared," said Harris Hall. This

comment brought anew round

of snide remarks regarding Phi

Delt's absent opponents from

Hall's teammates.

"It's discouraging, coming

IGUID€
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC.

an associate of the CARLSON TRAVEL NETWORK

Serving the needs of Colorado travelers

since 1949

MAKE YOUR HOLIDAYIMVEL= PLANS TODAY!=
Campus OgUx: Armstrong Hall Suite 5

(719) 632-4612
389-6732 Campus Line

Main Office: 409 N. Tejon St.

(719)635-3511

Broadmoor Hotel Offkx: South Lobby
(719) 577-5750

Colomdo Springs Airport Office: Main Terminal

(719) 570-7755

from the Philippino farm

leagues, tomeetsuch marginal

competition on state side,"

lamented Jamie Klopp.

IF YOU WANT TO GETFROM

STUDENT

PARKING

TO

FACULTY

PARKING

START HERE

m
We will be visiting Colorado College

December 5-6
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Hair Designersfor Men & Women

mmsMM
Style cuts. Maintenance Trim,

Perms & Translucent Colors

Nexus & Tri products availablefor sale

Monday - Friday

Stop in or call for an appointment

827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531
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Hockey from page 20

penalties and post whistle

scuffles, one ending in a ten

minute misconduct and a ten

minute game misconduct for

junior alternate captain Chad
Remackei, who will be able to

play tonight in Denver.

Big hits, flying helmets,

taunting and stuffed penalty

boxes aside, the Tigers and

the Seawolves found
themselves deadlocked at one

at the end of regulation. The
Tigers potent offense had
fallen silent. Feams expressed

the sentiment of the bench at

the time, "We were definitely

frustrated. We knew that we
werecapableof scoring against

these guys but they just

wouldn't go in. Coach (Don

Lucia) kept telling us to be

patient, and that we were

playing well."

Lucia knew what he was
talking about, because at the

3:16 mark of overtime Fearns

fired a slap shot from just

inside the blue line that

rocketed over the Seawolves

goalie's shoulder. The power
play goal was the first by

Feams and the first by a CC
defenseman this year.

The power play, which
had been devastating to

Anchorage on Saturday, was
dormant on Sunday. The
Tigers went for 10 until

Feams' s goal.

Senior forward R.). Enga

collected one goal and four

assists on the weekend
includingan assiston thegame
winning goals both games.
Geronazzo and junior center

Jay McNeil both notched a

Athlete of the Week
Amy Snyder, women's soccer comeback story

by Ondine Boulter

Junior midfielder Amy Snyder has been selected as the

Catalyst'sAthleteofthe Week for her exceptional performance

in last week's women's soccer game against the University of

Texas. She scored a goal and assisted on two others to carry

C.C. to a 3-0 victory against the Longhorns. The Lady Tigers

finished their season with a 4-10-3 record this year.

According to assistant coach Liz Wynn, Snyder is an asset

to the team because of her versatility on the field, as well as

her strongleadershipability. Wynn alsoremarked that "Amy
has worked especially hard this season to recover from an

injury from last year. She was able to play in all but twogames
this year. She is a very strong, experienced, and self-motivated

player."

With heavy recruiting thisyear,andnograduatingplayers,

Wynn expects to have a very strong team next year. Wynn
believes that the team will be a good contender for next year's

NCAA Division I women's soccer title.

A native of Burnsville, Minnesota, Amy Snyder has been

playing soccer since she was in the fourth grade. In high

school, she made all-county and all-state teams, as well as

being named captain of

her team in her senior

year. Snyder believes that

two of her greatest

accomplishments in

soccer are being recruited

by a NCAA Division I team, and, more-recently, recovering

from a torn anterior cruciate ligament and being able to play

nearly all season.

States Snyder, "Although we didn't win much this year,

we were able to learn how to play well together, working
hard at every practice." Like her coach, she also has high

hopes for the team next year, with injured players coming
back stronger to join young talent in the recruits. Snyder
plans to work hard in the offseason to gain back some of the

quickness she lost from her injury. Snyder remarked that her

favorite part about soccer "are the friendships I make and
the closeness of the team." Her post-college plans include

becoming involved in elementary education as well as

coaching high school soccer teams.

Tigers look strong against Bears
pair ofgoals on Saturday, while

Geronazzo also grabbed the

second assist on the game
winner Sunday. Scnior leadership and gutsv performanccs providc

Sophomore goaltenders ,
,

.
i / i

Ryan Bach and jud Lambert key elements 101 success Guring season of adversity
each had stellar performances

in their respective games on

Saturday and Sunday.

This Sunday's game is a

must see affair for everyone

who calls him/herself a Tiger

Hockey fan. Friday night the

Tigers travel toDenvertoplay
theDU Pioneers on their turf.

The second half of the series

will be played here at the Air

Force Academy Cadet Arena
on Sunday afternoon at 2:05

p.m.

Women 's Soccer from page 20

Gaels by a score of 2-0 when
the Tiger offense failed to

convert on several key
opportunities.

Saturday against the Lady
Longhorns was a different

story. According to Snyder, a

co-captain, the team was
"passing the ball well and
getting a lot of good
opportunities" against the

University of Texas.
Freshman sweeper Jaime
Haire andfreshman midfielder

Martina Holan also scored in

the victory.

The victory,

unfortunately, wasone of only
a few high points in an
otherwise rough season.
Injuries, which felled -Haire

foragood portion of the season
and sidelined freshman goalie

Robyn Bilsky and sophomore
forward Susan Hull for the

entire season, took their toll

on the team and left the Tigers
virtually without subs for

several games.

Adjusting to a season
without seniors and to a new
head coach was also hard on
the junior-led team. In the
first several weeks of the
season, the team failed to score

except on penalty kicks. Many
players attributed their
inability to score to a lack of

communication between the

offense and midfield.

Fortunately,
improvement was a major
theme for the season, as was
the adjustment to new head

coach Nicole Crepeau. The
team's scoring picked^up by
the middle of the season and
the Tigers were able to string

together two consecutive
victories against the

University of Northern
Colorado and the University

of New Mexico. According to

Holan, in the course of the

season, the Tigers "improved
both individually and as a

team."

Learning to work with
first-year coach Crepeau was
also something CC gained
from the season. Holan was
impressed with her ability to

coach and relate to the players.

"On the field she was hard on
us but was also able to offer

criticism that was positive."

Holan wasalsoimpressed that

"she played with us and ran

with us."

Next year the team will

definitely benifit fromthe
return of several key players

from injuries, the experience

of a second-year coach and the

leadership of seniors.

According to Snyder, next
year "will be completely
different."

OD defense in last SatunUy's regulai

le, 17-15. CC ficished the yeai with

by Thomas Quinlen

Lastweekend. TigerFootball

closed out its season, and nine

seniors closed out their careers.

On Washburn Field, the Tigers

battled the Washington
University Bears in what may
have been the Tigers' best game
of the year. Paradoxically, they

fell toWashington in a close one.

The game was close from

beginning to end. The Bears took

a7-01eadinthefirst quarter, and
the Tigers tied the score in the

second Both teams moved the

ball, but both defenses prevented

scores. In the third quarter,

Washington scoredagain, taking

a 14-7 lead They held the lead

well into the foiurth quarter,

setting up the game's exciting,

but disappointing climax.

Late in the fourth quarter,

after several drives had ^tered
on the Bears' half of the field, the

Tigersmovedtothe oneyardline
on a Josh Vitt pass. With 1:29

remaining, Vitt threw for a

touchdown to bring the Tigers

within one. John Lutz walked

into the end-zone on a screen

pass from Vitt for the two point

conversion.

Washington took the kick-

off to the 30, and started their

final drive. Washingotn took

advantageofCC'snickel defense,

making good yardage on two
screensandtwodrawplays. Soon

the Bears were within field-goal

range. Their freshman
placekickercameonthefieldand

kicked the first field-goal of his

collegecareer,dashingCC'shopes

of a come-from-behind victory,

andTiger seniors' hopes ofgoing

out with a win.

Tills year's seniors were a

remarkable group. Their
leadership guided the team
through tryingtimes.TheTigers
finished 8-1 last season, so great

things were expected of them
this year.

These seniors did not allow

adveisity to side-track the team.

RyanEhrhattplayeddespiteankle

Q University Beats

surgery early in the season. Vitt

had broken ribs for most of the

season. John Lutz came back for

thelastgamewithhisankletaped

to the point of immobihty. Jesse

Yiuan moved from defense to

offense because hisbackcouldno

longer stand the pounding, and

played most of the season with

broken libs and a broken nose.

The defensive line, led by

Sean Mitchell and Neal Goluba,

wasconstantlybatteredbutnever

quit its assault on the opposing

offense. Jim Schrant played

defense like a madman, despite

several prior knee and ankle

surgeries. Tyler Firm and Blair

Buiselli were a consistent force

on the offensive line despite

changing positions and knee

injuries.

Theseseniorswerededicated

to the team and gave greatly of

themselves throughout Whilea
4-4- 1 recordmay not stand out as

spectacular, these men gave

everything they had, and "left it

all on the field"
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Women's basketball may be

ready to reverse losing trend
"This year's team is the spans five months of the

deepest team I have had at year, and is very demanding
CC," claims women's has- on players' time. The Lady

INSIDE C.C.

SPORTS
by Josie I. Henjum

ketball head

coach
Roxan n e

Dale. Dale is

entering her

fourth year at

the helmof
C C ' s

women's
roundball
program. This year Dale

hopes to overcome the

problems that have plagued

the Lady Tigers in the past.

When Dale entered the

picture, she was the third

women's head basketball

coach in just four years. She

inhereted a problematic

program.

An uneven playing field

is the Lady Tigers' biggest

problem. They are the only

NCAA Division III team in

the state of Colorado. They
play against opponents who
start working out earUer, and

who boast scholarship

athletes.

"Seventy percent of our

games are against Division

II and NAIA opponents,"

explains Dale.

The basketball season

Tigers are

required to

giveupBlock

Breaks,
Thanksgiving

break and
part of their

winter break.

The dismal

records of the

teams in past years have

made hoop players less

motivated to commit their

time.

Geography and
demanding schedules have

hurt records year after year.

In the past three years, CC
hasn't won more than four

games per campaign. (A

season schedule consists of

around 25 games.
|

Dale hopes to reverse

these trends. She has seen

her team "coming together

and showing a strong work
ethic in practice." Dale is

also impressed by the

winning attitude that has

developed in her players.

Hopefully, consistent

coaching, team depth, and

attitude will lead to a revival

of the Tiger program.

Jordan Makes New Rules
Michael Jordan is not a

good professional baseball

player. He never will be.

Most observers of Jordan's

baseball career agree that the

greatest basketball player of

our generation is too old to

master the skills necessary

to become even a utility

player on a

major league

team.

Never-
theless, it

came as no

surprise
when a

Chicago
White Sox insider

announced on Tuesday that

Jordan, currently batting

.256 in the Arizona Fall

FROM THE
CHEAP SEATS

by Blaine Olsen

not a major league player,

period. Money talks,

however, and Chicago
executives surely have
already bought Jordan's

ticket to Chicago for next

September.

The White Sox,

however, must be careful in

how they go

about the

move. There

are many
players
inChicago's

organization

with more
talent and

tenure than Jordan. They
deserve to make it to the

show every bit as much as

he does. Though the move is

Instructional League, could a blatant pubUcity stunt, it

be called up to the major shouldnot come off that way

leagues as early as LaborDay
next summer.

There can be only one

explanation-Jordan sells.

Ron Schueler, general

manager of the White Sox,

for the sake of all involved.

As for the man himself,

Jordan should not shy away
from playing in the big

leagues, despite the pressure

he will feel from fellow

has some interesting players and from fans. Jordan

thoughtsonthesubject:"I'd has a dream, and he has

never bring him up just to followed it through to this

bring him up. As far as I'm point. What Jordan has done

concerned he's still not a in the past year has taken

prospect yet. I expect if he courage and imagination,

came up he'd be an extra Baseball, currently in its

player, not an everyday darkest period since the

player." Give Schueler credit

for telling the truth on the

third point. Jordan is not,

and will never be, an

everyday player in the

majors. What Schueler fails

to mention is that Jordan is

Chicago "Black" Soxscandal

of 1904, could use Michael

Jordan. Jordan, if nothing

else, brings to the table his

unique charisma and that,

more than anything, is what

baseball needs now.

Winter Sport Preview
Swimming and basketball season outlooks

Women's Swimming Women's basketball

Head coach; Sandra Janes

Captains: Karen Kowalski,Tanya Kotowski
and Lisa Selle

First home meet: University of Denver, Jan.

20

After winning the Intermountain Swim
League Championship Trophy for the first

time in history last spring, the Lady Big Cats

are back in the water for the 1994-95 swim
season. Led by tri-captains Karen Kowalski,

Tanya Kotowski, and Lisa Selle, the swim-

mers are expecting even more success in the

upcoming season.

Two-time League Coach of the Year

Sandra James has high expectations for the

Lady Big Cats as well. "We're way ahead of

where we were last year in training and

morale is high. Every year gets better. I'm

expecting to repeat our success from last

year." Competition begins thisSaturday with

the Annual Black and Gold Alumni meet at

2:00 p.m. at Schlessman Pool.

Men's Swimming

Head coach: Roxanne Dale

Captains:Lydia Hochstetler and Monique
Youngquist

First home meet:Thanksgiving Tournament,
Nov 25-26

At the onset of her fourth year as head

coach of the Lady Tigers, Roxanne Dale is

"really impressed with the amount of talent

and the work ethic that the team will have

when it is all together."

Seven players return to the squad from

last year's team. Experienced players and hard

working freshmen will be asked to provide

the depth needed for the up-tempo style of

basketball that the team will run this year.

Seniors Lydia Hochstetler and Monique
Youngquist combine the elements of leader-

ship, desire, and motivation needed to spark

the team as the season approaches.

Assistant coach Amy Schrag will also be

a great asset to players, as she encourages a

winning attitude.

Men's Basketball

Head coach: Sandra Janes

Captains: Matt Lorson and Nate Anderson

First home meet: University of Denver, Jan.

20

The CC varsity men's swim team (a.k.a.

Big Cats! realizes that the past is behind

them and it is time to wipe the slate clean.

There will be no more excuses, no more

dressing in Speedo's to turn girls' heads, and

there will be absolutely, positively, no more

use of steroids to build bulk rather than speed

in the water.

Head coach Sandra Janes emphasizes the

team's intensity-"I think these guys mean

business this year. Not only do I think they

intend to win races- they plan on physically

hurting their opposition. There is a certain

look in their eyes this year that really scares

me."

Junior Eric Walker states, "I have put on

50 pounds of pure beef and I feel pure disgust

for those I race against. One word describes

me. Domination ." That one word sums up

what the Big Cats are looking for this season.

Head coach: Steve Proefreck

Captains: ErikHeger and Jay Longino

First home game: Thanksgiving Tournament

Nov. 25-26

It seems like an eternity since the CC
men's basketball team rounded off last year's

season with a victory and a 13-10 record.

They are once again hard at work and looking

forward to an exciting year. After losing four

seniors, as well as the infamous Stepdog and

the Miggety Mack Daddy, this year's line-up

will havea much different look. Jason Bradford

is the squad's lone senior. Other returnees

include juniors Jay Longino, Trent Peabody,

Dough Cicerelli, and Kevin Keilbach.

Seth Pfalzer and Erik Heger are the only

sophomores on a roster rounded out by

newcomers Brian Baum, Shachar Gilad, Jamin

Barth, and junior comerback Kevin Turra.

The Tigers tip off the season at the Grinnell

Tournament in Grinnell, Iowa on November

18th.

The firsthome game will be played during

the Thanksgiving Toiunament, Nov. 25-26.

Men's soccer travels to San Diego,

falls to defending champs in playoffs

Out of work players find off-season diversion in variety of ways

by Ian Creager& Matt Atencio players been doing this week confessing to burning the

now that the season has Sigma Chi entrance. Spring,

The Colorado College Ti- ended! Goalkeeper Sam Dou- who was caught by a number

gers made a Fantastic Voyage glas was seen combing of kids and a dog while in a

last weekend to da' beaches of Armstrong quad with his new psychedelic wan, commented

San Diego for their playoff Superseeker 2000 metal de- "I would've gotten away with

matchup against the Univer- tector, searching for rare coins bumingthewhokhousedown

sity of California at San Di- and jeweh-y. Midfielder Andre if it wasn't for those meddling

ego The Tigers were going to Nunley has been working kids." Spring is currently be-

avenge last season's defeat at overtime at Tutt Library to ing held in custody in the base-

the hands of the eventual pay for his new chrome hub- ment of Cossitt Hall, under

national champions, UC-SD. caps and Adidas Superstar

sneakers. Defender Isaac Jones

was seen at Pinkie'snightclub

doing his famous Freddie Mer-

cury imitation. Team hippie/

goalie Doug Bowman partici-

pated in an all-campus drum

circle, where he busted into a

bongo rendition of "Dancing

Last Saturday, the Tigers

were defeated 3-0, concluding

a magical season. Afterwards,

coach Horst Richardson

commented that "the crew

cuts of the opposing team

threw us off our gameplan.

Also, before the game, I in-

spected the game ball and it on the Ceiling."

was overly inflated, giving On a sadder note, team

them a decisive advantage." radical Justin Spring was ar-

So what have the Tiger rested by CC Security after

the watchful eye of Security

Guard Joe Tanner.

The Tigers will be losing

key seniors Arron "Goal Ma-

chine" Lujan, Craig "Latino

Lover" Lopez, Jeff "The Ital-

ian Goon" Montera, and

Serapio "The Rat Boy" Baca.

The soccer reporters would

like to wish these guys good

luck in their future endeav-

ors. Until next year, we're

Audi 5QPQ.
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Tigers smoke UAA Seawolves,

maintain winning ways at home
Hockey Update

photo couneij of Bcrrlcc

Iiy Mc Neill, #26, shoots oo the Alaska ADchonge goal (n Sunday's home contest at the Air Force Academy. The Tigers won the game
by ascore of 2-1 In OTtrtime, raising their record to 5-1 for the season. The Tigers, ranked ihirdln the nation, lake on cioss-sutt rivals
University of Denver tlds weekend in a two game series.

WCHA Standings Points (in league)

I.Minnesota |6-0-0| 12

2. Colorado College (5-1-0) 8

3. Minnesota-Duluth (3-3-11 7

Wisconsin (3-3-1) 7

S.Michigan Tech (5-1-1) 6

6. Denver (2-4-0) 4

St. Cloud State (2-4-0) 4

8. Northern Michigan (2-4-0) - 2

North Dakota (1-5-0) 2

Alaska Anchorage (2-6-0) 2

by Mike Rabinovitch

The Colorado College
Tigers agree about the keys to

a succeshil season. Senior
captain Kent Fearns, along
with the team's leading scorer

Peter Geronazzo, undefeated
netminder Ryan Bach and
defensive enforcer Dave „„..„„, o.,.w..uuii
Paxton all agreed that going game looked to be a repeat of Tcam OUtlaStS Lon^homS IT! <5P;l<!nn finjllp
undefeated at home wiU be Saturday when freshman

"^ '^'^^^^^" ^-^«*^ ^-^ l^UllgilUin& HI bCabUIl IinaiC
winger Jason Gudmundson

first fourhome games. Two of

those wins came last weekend
against the University of

AlaskaAnchorage. The Tigers
romped over the Seawolves
on Saturday afternoon,
erupting for five goals in the

second period and winning by
the score of 8-4.

The Sunday afternoon

two squads went toe to toe for

three solid periods of smash-
mouth hockey.

The penalty-marred affair

saw countless roughing

please see Hockey on page 18

Last Weekend: The Tigers swept the Alaska Anchorage
Seawolves (8-4, 2-1) at the Cadet Arena.

This Weekend: The Tigers will face the Univ. of Denver
Pioneers in Denver on Friday night at 7:05 pm and at

home at Cadet Arena on Sunday at 2:05 pm.
The Pioneers split a series with the Univ. of North Dakota

last weekend in Denver. DU boasts one of the WCHA's
quickest front lines in Jason Elders, Angelo Ricci and
Brent Carey. DU goaltenders Jim Mullin and Sinuhe
Wallinheimo have a combined saves percentage of .901

.

The Series: The Tigers and the Pioneers have met 200 times
previously, starting in 1949. Denver holds a 127-67-6

edge in the series. The last time the two teams met, the
Tigers clinched the 1993-4 WCHA title with a 5-5 tie.

Fast Facts:

Colorado College and the University of Minnesota have
perfect records in WCHA play.

Kent Fearns' goal on Sunday, the first by a CC defenseman
this season, was the ninth game-winner of his collegiate

career. Fearns has 94 career points and should join R.J.

Enga this season in CC's "Century Club."
Freshmen Stewart Bodtker and Jason Gudmundson scored

agoal apiece in theseries against Alaska. Freshman Geoff
Herzog collected his first career point on an assist to
Bodtker in Saturday's game.

crucial to another winning
season.

"It is important to notch
as many victories as possible

at home," stated Bach, ".
. .

it's really tough to win on the
road in the WCHA."

So far the Tigers have
followed their own advice,

collecting victories in their

found the back of the net
sixteen seconds into the first

period. Roughly three minutes
later the Seawolves tallied

while short-handed to tie the

game up at one apiece. The
next sixty minutes of hockey
invloved no scoring
whatsoever, however. The

Women's soccer defeats Texas
Team outlasts Longhorns in season finale

to end turbulent season on winning note

Week in Review
Women's SoccerThe Division I Tigers ended a disappioming

season on a positive note by defeating the Univ. of Texas
3-0 on Saturday. The Tigers ended the season at 4-10-3.

Men'sSoccer The Tigers droppeda3-0 decision todefending
national champions UC-San Diego in the regional
playoffs. The Tigers finished the season at 12-6-2.

Football: The gridders lost a heartbreaker to the Wash. U.
Bears in their last game of the season. The Bears kicked
a 37 yd. field goal with 1 4 seconds left to win, 17-15. The
Tigers ended at 4-4-1 for the season.

Volleyball: The CC spikers lost twice last weekend to close
out their season with a 9-24 record. The Tigers lost to
UCCS in three and to USC in five.

Week in Preview
Cross Country: Berths at the NCAA Division III national

meet are at stake this weekend when the harrierscompetem the annual Central Region championships in Iowa
Swimming and Diving: The Big Cats kick off the 1994-95

campaign on Saturday with the annual Black and Gold
alumni meet at 2 p.m.

Sophomoie Megaa McGuiie, #10, and
f i

Tigeis finished theliseasoaoDanupo

by Steve Lewis

The Colorado College
women's soccer team
concluded their rocky season
on a positive note, defeating

the University of Texas Lady

ioiAm V Snyder, #1 2, surround the Texas goal In S;

e with a viaory over the Longhorns, 3-0.

Longhorns this past Saturday
by a score of 3-0. The Tigers

were led by junior midfielder

Amy Snyder, who had a goal
and two assists, and ended the

season witha record of 4- 10-3.

Two days earlier, on

ilurday's season finale at Stewart Field.The

Thursday, the Tigers failed to

avenge last year's loss, and
sophomore Meghan
McGuire's black eye when
they fell to St. Mary's College
of California. CC fell to the

please see Soccer on page IS
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CC helps the hoHdays happen
by Megan McKee

Help the Holidays Hap-
pen, sponsored by the Center
for Community Service, is

once again trying to make the

holiday season enjoyable for

those in need.

Coordinator Jen Sands ex-

plains, "Basically, what we try

to get at is that there are a lot

of people who aren't able to

afford a Thanksgiving dinner,

or who aren't able to afford

presents for Hanukkah or at Worner desk, the Center tor

Christmas." Community Service and all

Help
. residence

dtnt Students should "take ^^l
'»"

pen will be time out to douatc
collecting , .

non-perish- Something or to
able food, donate some of their
clothing,

toys and ITieals."
school sup-

plies until

December

In con-

junction
withHHH,
the library

is sponsor-

ing Food

-Jen Sands 1°'
'^'"f^-' From No-

vember 28
1 6. Collection sites are located to December 2 1 , students who

bring in one can of food can
pay up to $5.00 in fines for

overdue library books. Food
For Fines does not apply to

lost materials or fines on re-

called books.

Also in accordance with
Help the Holidays Happen, the

freshman and sophomore
classes are sponsoring the

Thanksgiving meal collection.

Tables have been set up in

Bemis and Worner Center

Please see Help on page 3

Phil Roof covers financial aid position
by Sarah Parmley

On Tuesday, November
16, at 11:30 AM the final se-

ries of interviews were con-

ducted for Colorado College's

f*

Phil Roof

new Associate Director of Fi-

nancial Aid, Phil Roof. This
was an opportunity for repre-

sentatives of different depart-

mentsoncampus tomeet Roof

and for Roof to get a better

idea of who and what makes
CC run.

Roof is twenty-nine years

old, and, prior to being hired

at CC, he had been working in

the financial aid department

at Duke University.

When asked why he de-

cided to apply to Colorado

College, he gave two main rea-

sons. First, he feels he lost the

small college atmosphere at

Duke that he had been work-

ing in before. Second, he said

that the prospect of working

under Jim Swanson pushed
him to apply toCC because of

Swanson'sstatusasa national

leader in financial aid.

He feels CC will present

him with more opportimities

to work extensively with all

aspects of financial aid. In

Roof's words, he will be "tak-

ing off the financial aid

blinder." Roof is encouraged tionships with the different

that, by coming to CC, he will „, _ , ,
. ,, ' , .,, ,. , Please see Roof on page 2
be able to build workmg rela-

Aithui Miller's

The

Crucible
plays

November 18th, 19th

and 20th

at 8:00 PM in

Armstrong Theater
tickets free with a CC I.D. or $5.00 without
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Board of Trustees evaluates Division I

proposal, financial aid policy and cost
by Julie Gordon

During the second of its

four annual meetings on Sat-

urday, November 1 2, the Board

of Trustees decided to fully

endorse President Mohrman's
athletics proposal. The Board

also reviewed CC's need-blind

admissions policy, but no for-

mal decision v^'as made. Addi-

tionally, twopeople, Dan Coo-

per [Class of '64) and Suzanne

Wolley accepted their nomi-

nations as Board Members.

Last month, President

Mohrman sent a letter to the

campus community and
alumni of the College stating

her proposal for continuing

CC's present athletic program.

The program has been threat-

ened by financial pressuresand

issues of gender equity.

The College's strategic

plan, which the Board of Trust-

ees follows, declares that aca-

demics should be the number
one priority. Board members
also realize that athletics con-

tribute to the College's over-

all goal of creating a well-

rounded individual and should

remain an important part of

students' experiences. Accord-

ing to Mohrman's plan, in-

creased ticket sales combined
with more support from local

businesses and annual gift-giv-

ing will help fund athletics.

Along the lines of in-

creased gift-giving, Barbara

Benjamin-Trevifio, Executive

Assistant to the President,

explained that in last year's

DIALogue ISOstudentsraised

$46,000 whereas thisyear, 240

students generated $79,000.

Discussing financial aid,

the Board found, if Colorado

College continues its need-

Roof continued from page 1

areas of student life. He will

also interact with several

campus groups.

When asked what he saw
as the biggest financial aid

concerns of students, Roof re-

plied that there were basi-

cally three concerns all stu-

dents on financial aid shared.

First, students worry they

can't afford the amount of

money required from home
to help pay for college. Next,

they worry about too much
loan debt. Finally, students

worry about financing their

college education in the fu-

ture.

Roof said students and
families need to be re-edu-

cated during the student's

education on how to finance

college and its benefits.

Roof has worked very

closely and successfully with

Duke's athletic department.

Duke had a system where the

financial aidoffice wouldsend
recruits an estimate of how
much financial aid they could

expect to receive from the

school. This took place very

early in the fall before the re-

cruit has decided on which
college to attend.

Duke found the estimates

given in the fall were always

very close to the eventual fi-

nancial aid package. "We
never had an athlete drop out

of Duke because of his finan-

cial aid problems," said Roof.

When askedabout his phi-

losophy of "gapping," he re-

plied the financial aid depart-

ment has to move away from
meeting 100% demonstrated
need. This results in students

not knowing how much aid

money they will be receiv

ing. He hopes CC will con-

tinue meeting 100% of stu-

dents' demonstratedneedand

will not have to practice this

detrimental method.

Roof said, in his first im-

pressions of CC, he has found

what he hoped to find. He is

encouraged to seehow offices

work together. In fact, he sees

the cooperation that exists

between departments at CC
as rather unusual. "There
don't seem to bealot of people

pulling CC in different direc-

tions," observed Roof.

Swanson, in an effort to

assure Roof that his first im-

pressions were correct, re-

plied, "Overall, we commu-
nicate quite well, and every-

one agrees that students come
first."

Mountain Chalet
226 N Tejon

Colorado Springs, CO 80903

719-633-0732

Basic Cross Countiy Package
Fisher Summit Crown Ski
Alpina NNN II 102/92 Boot
NNN II Binding
Exel Nova Pole

Total Retail

Less Discount

PACKAGE PRICE

$160.00

$ 75.00

$ 37.50

$ 18.00

$290.50

$110.55

$179.95

blind admissions process, fi-

nancial aid will have to in-

crease its budget by $1.1 mil-

lion within the next year.

Currently, the College allo-

cates 25% of its total budget

toward financial aid, but over

the next five years, this might
increase to 30%.

"If financial aid receives a

five percent increase. ..other

areas will surely be slighted,"

noted CCCA President David
Coffey.

Financial aid coordinators

are concerned that it will not

be possible to uphold the need-

blind tradition because of an

insufficient amount of money.

Whereas students are now
grantedadmission toCC based

solely on academic qualifica-

tion, there isa possibility that

in the future, CC willrely just

as heavily on a prospective

student's financial situation.

"I think that the future of

need-blindadmission is some-
thing all CC students should

be concerned about," Coffey

explained.

CCCA members talked to

the Board about its class ques-

tionnaire. Distributed to stu-

dents in their Worner boxes

last week, the questionnaire

asks for students' opinions

about their 2nd block course.

The survey is due today.

"The response to the sur-

vey has been supportive, but

we're counting on everybody

to turn the survey in or wc
can't put the book together,"

said Coffey. The book that the

CCCA plans to create will fea-

ture—for every class—a sylla-

bus, class description and a

brief summary of what stu-

dents thought of the class. Stu-

dents will be able to check out

the book at the Worner desk

with their ID cards.

Three major concerns ex-

ist with the survey: a student

with a personal vendetta

against a particular teacher can

fill out more than one survey,

the survey can become a popu-

larity contest among faculty

and students might use sur-

veys to determine easy classes.

CCCA mentioned to the

Board it needs a revision of its

constitution. The computer
with that file was stolen.
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Computing adds modem lines
Overuse mandates more lines or limited usage

by Jennie Randall

Five new modem lines

were added to the Colorado

College computersystem this

week in an attempt to handle

the heavy e-mail use, bringing

the system's total number of

modem lines to ten.

The five lines cost about

$170 each. The terminal ser-

vice ports necessary for

their use, which cost

about $300 apiece,

were already available.

At least394 differ-

ent accounts on RIKKI

and TOOMAI have

agreed that the new modem
lines are not the ultimate so-

lution to problems with the

campus computer system.

"I don't feel like the prob-

lem with the modems is that

they're too busy. I think the

problem is that they're not

reliable," he said.

Michels agreed that the

lines are "unreliable." She
suggested, in the future, the

"If [modem use] gets

excessive, then I'll have

to set up a procedure
beenusedbystudents that yfiH rcinforCC thc
professors and staff

since October for an reCOmmendatiOn auto-
average of about 1 70 . ,

,

J ,1.1
sessionsperday.Many matlCally. 1 dOU t llKC
usershavecomplained j • .i . n
that the modems are UOmg tnat
"always" busy. Karen

Michels, Assistant

Director of Academic
Computing for Facilities Man-
agement, said that she doubts

thenew lines will significantly

improve the situation.

'They will only make
things slightly better," she

said.

Sophomore Tim Burton

case of in-dorm access, the

wiring for the system has al-

ready been installed, but the

college would still have to

purchase the necessary equip-

ment and software.

"The cost-|educational|

benefit ratio of those |opt ionsj

has to be evaluated by the col-

lege as a whole," she said.

Michels has sent out a

message two or three times a

year for the past two
years requesting that

users limit their ses-

sions to one hour at a

time. Thisyear, she also

sent a message to those

who have hatl multiple

modem sessions longer

than one hour remind-

ing them to limit their

sessions. The message,

sent to students, fac-

ulty and staff, also

warned that regular use

Tf-irpn Mir^Viplc ofthemodemforlonger
-JVaiCll IVUUilClt)

than an hour would re-

sult in automatic pro-

cedures to enforce the "one

hour at a time" policy.

"If it gets excessive, then

I'll have to set up a procedure

that will reinforce the recom-

mendation automatically. I

don't like doing that," Michels

said.

Learning and Teaching Re-

source Committee might con-
sider installing more reliable

modem lines for off-campus

users. It should also look into

providingall dormrooms with
modem-freeaccess to thecam-

pus computer system. In the

College students can Help the Holidays Happen

Help continued from page 1

where students can sign up to

give away the meals they

won't be using from Satur-

day, November 19 to Friday,

November 25. Donatedmeals

get turned into a dollar

amount, and that dollar

amount of food is given to the

Colorado College Commu-
nity Kitchen.

Help the Holidays Hap-

pen is also sponsoring a panel

discussion on hunger and
homeless issues on Decem-
ber 6 in Slocum Lounge.

Most of the non-perish-

able food donated is given to

the CC Community Kitchen.

Theother productsare divided

between the Colorado Springs

Department of Social Services

and La Puente, a shelter and

soup kitchen in Alamosa,

Colorado. The donations are

more widely distributed by

Social Services than if mem-
bers ofHHH did it themselves.

Volunteers are needed.

The organization welcomes
anyone either to help out the

classes collecting meals or

help pick up, sort through and
bring donated items to the

DSS office. Interested stu-

dentsshould contact the Cen-

ter for Community Service at

X6846 or drop by the Center

in upstairs Worner.

When Help the Holidays

Happen was started three

yearsago, only foodand cloth-

ing were collected, and only a

students caa donate clotjiing. food, school supplies and other equipment for

disadvantaged families in the drop boxes located actoss campus. The program is part of

the Center of ComtnuQity Service's fjelp the Holidays Happen pTt>graQ].

small amount was donated.

"Last year we had many
more drop-off points, a lot

more advertising and we de-

cided to include toys," ex-

plains Sands. "We also added

Food For Fines. We had an

overwhelming response. It

was great." Coordinators
Sands, Fair Carey and Mary
Courtney Ning are expecting

another great year.

Sands explains, "[The

holidaysl are a time when
people think about giving

more than usual. It's good to

capitalize on that." She en-

courages students to "take

time out to donate something

or to donate some of their

meals.. .and to think about

helping people."

(^Campus Happenings )
Philosophy Tutors Now Available

The Krell Tutors in Philosophy, Alex Kennaugh and
Gideon Turner, are available 3:00 to 5:00 PM Tuesdays and
6:00 to 8:00 Thursdays in the CPR (Classics, Philosophy,
Religion) Lounge, Armstrong 133. Students may also call

X6939 or, for information on the service, Rory at X6636.

NCAA Women, Minority Scholarship
Applications for the NCAA Women's and Ethnic Mi-

nority Enhancement Programs Post-Graduate Scholarships
and Internships are available through the NCAA faculty

representative Susan Ashley, X6529.

Admiral to Address Military Affairs
Admiral William A. Owens, Vice-Chairman of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff, will speak at the Air Force Academy in

Arnold Hall November 29 from 7:00 PM to 7:50. The
subject of the lecture is, "The Revolution in Military Af-

fairs." It is part of the John M. Olin Lecture Series in

National Security and Defense Studies.

Help the Holidays Happen
Beginning Monday, November 14th, the Colorado

College community could donate food, clothingand toys to

help the holidays happen lor those less fortunate. Unused
Thanksgiving meals are being collected as well. The drive

will last until December 16th. Direct questions to the

Center for Community Service.

Artist Gathering Beginning
Majors in Studio Art and Art History have formed the

Art Students' Organization for all Colorado College com-
munity members interested in art. Studio majors will be

meeting at 7:00 PM the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of each

block in the basement of Spencer Center (on the corner of

Tejon and Cache La Poudrej.

That meeting will be an informal "Jam Session" in

which students will bring whatever projects they are work-
ing on for input, stimulus and, above all, a positive feedback

environment conducive to art-making. Occasionally food

and drink will be provided, and there are no time limits on

the meetings.

Direct questions to Luigi Cicala at 473-6843.

Ritt Endowment Funds Available
Students interested in wilderness expeditions and

outdoor education may apply for a Ritt Kellogg Memorial

grant for up to $1000. Questions! Leisure Program Office.

NCAA Scholarship: Sports Journalism
Applications are now available for the NCAA scholar-

ship for Sports Journalism, a $3000 award for those inter-

ested in the field. Any junior is eligible for the scholarship,

and the deadline is December 16, 1994. See Professor Susan

Ashley in Palmer 206 (X6529| for details.

FROM

IGUID€
-mAVEL SYSTEM, MC.

7 Day Caribbean Cruise!!
• .il'.iai d I lu: M..S.lioliu.-iy

SEE INSERT FOR DETAILS!

Campus Office: Main Office:

Armstrong Hall Suite 5 409 N. Tejon St.

(719) 632-461

2

(71 9) 635-351

1

Campus Line 389-6732 or 6733
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Venture Grants Awarded
Dean's Office Release

Student Requests:

Serapio M. Baca, Psychology - to attend the 1994 Society for

Neuroscience Convention in Miami Beach, Florida, No-

vember 16-20.

Renee L. Meinert, Art • to research the art of glass fusing and

Pate De Verre.

Robin Havens, Art - research and proposal presentation for a

native plant-scaped sculpture garden and group meeting

area in the courtyard of Packard Hall.

Singeli Anew, English - produce a documentary video in the

hill region of eastern Nepal, focusing on social forestry

initiatives, and incorporating folklore and stories from the

area.

Sarah Beaubien - travel to Guatemala as a volunteer with the

Area Verde Expeditions

Brennan T. Dodson, Anthropology - to purchase genetic/bio-

chemical material needed to perform research, sex-typing

human bone using a DNA analysis technique known as

PCR.
Rachel L. Klein, Economics - to do a case-study of current

economic marketing issues relevant to industry in Bor-

deaux, France.

Kris McNeil, Religion, Tony Munoz, Political Science; Linda

Zoeller - to attend Annual Peer-Tutoring Conference in

Birmingham, Alabama, November 1 1-13.

Melissa Aragon, Spanish - to attend "High-Risk Children:

Awareness to Action in Colorado Springs," October 21.

Trevor Caldwell, Political Economics - to research the Cam-
paign Spending and Election Reform Act of 1993.

Nathaniel R. Norton, Political Science - travel to Egypt to do
research for senior thesis in Political Science.

Stacey Sowards, Math - to research the curriculum and teach-

ing strategies of public schools in Chiapas, Mexico.

Brigid Maher, Philosophy/International Affairs - to produce a

film documentary in Oman, A Gulf Emirate on the role of

women in Omani culture.

Sora Park - bring Dr. Edward Chang, University of California at

Riverside to campus for the 1994 Colorado Asian American
Studies Conference, November 10-13, 1994.

Joshua Finch, Music - to attend the American Folklore Society

and Society for Ethnomusicology Conference in Milwau-
kee, Wisconsin, October 20-23, 1994.

Rochell G. Thompson - to attend American Indian Science and
Engineering Society Workshops in San Jose, California,

November 10-13, 1994.

Karen Baker, Economics- travel to Germany to do research for

senior thesis in Economics.

Jason R. Coleman, Art - to explore an experimental variation of

the Duchamp-Cage Aesthetic |a conceptual approach to art

that embraces the "found object") and assert it's value as an
aesthetic object.

Darren Greve - travel to Alaska to do an analysis of metal
pollutants from Alaskan mines.

Christina Crumpecker, English - travel to Eiu-ope to begin
work on a creative writing portfolio for senior thesis.

Heather Bellson, English; Tiffany Henna, English; Iris Hinds,
English; Jason Stinson, English - to produce a book of poetry
through the Colorado College Press with Jim Trissel and
Joan Stone. The book will feature 10 poems from each
student.

Bo Day, Deborah Kittell - travel to the Philippines to study
modern dance as an expressive medium for current social
concern.

Jennifer Pierce, Geology - to test the age of wood samples using
the carbon 1 2/carbon 1 4 ratios of the wood for senior thesis
in Geology. Thesis will be presented at the Keck Sympo-
sium at Pomona College in the spring.

Matthew McKown, Biology - to research the Lemon Shark in
Bimini.

Faculty Requests:

Professor Mario Montano, Anthropology - visit by Professor
Devra Weber, Univeristy of California at Riverside to de-
liver two lectures on Oral History.

Professor John Simons, English - visit by feminist scholar and
film critic, Tania Modleski.

Rochelle Mason, Minority Student Life - visit by noted author,
Adam Robinson ("What Smart Students Know"|.

Professor James Loehlin, Visiting Professor in Drama - visit by
Professor Stephen Orgel, Jackson Ell Reynolds Professor of
the Humanities at Stanford University.

ProfessorDevon Pena, Sociology - visitbyMr. Shelton Harrison
Walden. Visit by Mr. Phil Bereano.

CCCA Doings: 11/16
I. Meeting called to order at 3:35 PM

A. Attendance: Coffey, Galligan, McLaughlin, Lipp,ird, Robinson, Anderson, Anthoti)

Blackweldcr, Danicla, Grosscup, Rcynoldi, .Sanchez

B. Absent: Grace, Peacock, Yriondo

IT, CCCA and Class Officers drafted a letter to Broadmoor apologizing for damages
A, All CC students will be asked to sign the letter in the front of Womer all week
B, Paul Jones noted the Marriott Hotel is questioning CC use tor the Winter Forma)

1, Anderson suggested sending to Marriott a copy of the Broadmoor apology

1, Andcison will write a letter to the Marriott explaining current attempts to

educate CC students, procedures to prevent damages from happening agai

III, Budget Items

A, Misdemeanor
1, Requested Sl.SOO for printing and mitccll.mcous cciMS; will run 1000 copies witi

36 pages and not use aiw ot Cutler BoaiJ'i tacilnics, Budget Coinmittee
recommended full funding

2, Coffey questioned why Misdemeanor did not have permission to use Cutler

facilities, noted paying tor some equipment use (in particular darkroom
matcnalsl constituted "paying twice"—funds go separately to Cutler

3, IcUmck noted ad sales would amount to .$350 and go to reimburse expenses

abeady incurred plus forthcoming ones (film, etc.)

4, Dean Edmunds suggested Committee's recommendation be approved but that

an audit be attached to the funds

a) this requires Misdemeanor to hire auditor, Edmonds wilt cover expenses

5, Full funding appioved unanimously with no abstentions

E B5U requested lundsforthe 19th, but the times conflicted with the Crucible, a

CCCA-supportcd event; CCCA Constitution disallows funding concurring events

C, Ritssian Folk Concert

1. Request made for $2500 to cover costs of bringing m group, Budget Committet
recommended SIOOO due to small projected participation and lack of funds

2. Concert organizers already received $2000 from Great Performers, $1000 from
Leisure Program, tickets will be free for CC students, $10 for community

3. Organizers must sign mth Russian group's agent by the end of December
4. Committee's recommendation for $1000 approved unanimously

D, Dreaming of a Green Christmas

1. McLaughlin presented proposal for $625 for environmental workshop
a) workshop to bring in students from as far away as Wyoming
b) $625 to cover fees for a Boulder band. MissionWolf presentation,

transportation for those attending, publicity, refreshments

2 Discu!>sion focused on details of proposal; members noted costs could be cut

3 Leisure Program volunteered to pay costs of band if concert held in Benji's

4 Proposal tabled for further review with two abstentions

E, Final semester budget following today's allocations is approximately $4500
IV. Student Evaluations

A. Final deadline for second Block evaluations is this Friday, Novembei 18

i , So far CCCA has collected350 surveys

V. Coffey talk

A. CCCA should have a social gathering; members to have 3 ideas by next meeting
B. Coffey noted meeting with Board of Trustees "went very well"

1
.
recommeded members look into future of Financial Aid, other matters, as these

proved major parts of Board's meeting
C. Council approved copy of a letter to be sent to Bob Pizzi's relatives

D. Dean Edmonds asked CCCA for 3 people to help select Leisure Program Director
Vr Meeting adjourned at 4:32

Marriott Food Service Hours
Thanksgiving Break

Rastall

'Wednesday, November 23rd
Close 7:15 PM

'Thursday - Saturday, November 24th 26th
Breakfast: 8:00 to 9:00 AM
Lunch: 12:00 to 1:00 PM
Dinner: 5:00 to 6:00 PM
•Sunday, November 27th
Brunch: 1 1:30AM to 1:00 PM
Dinner: 5:15 to 7:15 PM
Beniamins
'Wednesday, November 23rd

Close at 2:00 PM
•Monday, November 28th

Re-Open at Regular Hours

Worner Center Hours
•Wednesday, November 23rd

Close at 8:00 PM
•Thursday, November 24tb

Womer Desk Closed
Building Open for Food Service Only

•Friday - Saturday, November 25th and 26th
Desk Open 1 1:00 AM to 6:30 PM

•Sunday, November 27th
Desk Open Regular Hours

TAYLOR TRAVEL
wibhes you a wild and

wonderful Thanksgiving!

"Your Campus Travel Agency"

818 N. Tejon 636-3871
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Commercialized Christmas detracts from proper sentiment
by Bonnie Algeria

Cash drawers ring,

Are you listeningf

In the mall.

Lights are glistening.

A repulsive sight.

We're greedy tonight,

Walkin' in commercial
wonderland.

Yes, ladiesandgentlemen,

it's that time of year again -

time for wrapping paper,

plastic spray snow, little white

lights, gaudy ornaments, and
tacky wreaths. It's that time

when downtown glitters with
festive holiday decorations,

signs wishing agitated

shoppers a happy holiday

season, and tacky reindeer November, because the retail-

made of evergreen fronds ers say it's CHRISTMAS,
flying high above the streets. CHRISTMAS, CHRIST-
Children will nestle all snug MAS!!!!
in their beds.

while visions of

Power Rangers
dance in their

heads. So gather

'round the artifi-

cial Christmas
tree,whichsmells

of lOOpercentreal

artificial pine, and
create your very

^^~^^
own Hallmarkmoment as you
toast the holidays while a gas-

burning ceramic Yule log

warms the room. Never mind
that it's only the middle of

Christmas has become a

stale fruitcake cHched by
retailers' extortion of the

spirit of giving.

A walk down Tejon
inundates the senses with
sights and sounds of

Christmas. Tacky decorations

interspersed with white twin-

kling lights hang high above
thestreet,whileflags of cheery

holiday red shout Season's

Greetings from
the lightposts.

Store windows
scream with
holiday displays

in red and green,

while "Silent

Night" is shouted

from inside. The
street is a sensory

'^^~^^
overload which
seems to shout,

"Never mind the actual date,

you're running out of time, so

get your shopping done TO-
DAY!"

Why do these decor-

ations go up so early?

In order to reach into the

hearts and wallets of

shoppers everywhere. All

over the country, stores are

putting forth their best dis-

play of holiday cheer, in a

grandiose effort to win the

"Tackiest Display of Holi-

day Advertising" award. An
informal preliminary survey

indicates that this year's

winner is Hallmark.

The store located on
Teion has succeeded in turn-

ing the holiday into a giant

advertising ploy. It offers

everything from comple-

please see Christmas oa page 7

Conservative veiwpoint lacks facist element
Adolph Hitler was not a good person.

loseph Sulin certainly never qualified forMan
of the Year honors.

Atilla the Hun probably could have used some
help developing social policies.

Just needed to clear these things up.

Yes, I'm (gasp) conservative. I kind of like

Newt Gingrich (his name reminds me of a classic

line from "Monty Python and the Holy Grail"). I

find Rush Limbaugh rather entertaining |he

reminds me of my first teddy bear|. I even see

passing signs of charisma in Bob Dole (when I

compare video of him speaking to my framed still

photo of George Bush).

No, I am not a Nazi. And I really have no
attraction to genocidal dictators.

And it would really surprise me if any of the

RepubUcan delegates inWashington feel differently

than I do.

With that clear, let's analyze bits of the new
Republican agenda...

Nobody thinks of AIDS as good. Many
Republicans support HIV testing for convicted

prostitutes. Not a bad idea, really. If people must
make their living scantily-clad on big-city street

corners, they should not be allowed to contribute

to a growing epidemic m this country. If they

continue to prostitute themselves after testing

positive for HIV, stick 'em in jail for attempted

murder. Easily instituted aspect in the war against

AIDS...

Personally, I rather enjoy choosing my
distribution of charity. I don't particularly relish

in giving my hard-earned wages to people who
refuse to work. Republicans support a measure to

cut welfare payments aftertwo years of joblessness.
This country was founded on the belief that hard

work and personal responsibility pay great

dividends. Now, hard workers take responsibility

not only for themselves, but for those who feel no

need to care about their own well-being. I don't

want to give them my money any more. Period.

Can anybody explain to me when it became
the duty of the federal government to teach inner-

city children how to be nice? Really, if a kid has the

moral concept of a goldfish, if he can't figure out

on his own that shooting big black guns at soft-

skinned upright walking mammals is bad, no

amount ofjob training will make him an upstanding
citizen. Put him in jail, stick him in a reformatory

boot-camp, but don't pay somebody money to feed

him a banch of bleeding-heart vocational garbage

that'll linger in memory about as long as the

formulas for integrating third-power trigonometric

equations.

Maybe it was an individual thing, but when I

was in high school, my job consisted of doing

homework until midnight, not playing basketball

after midnight. Republicans favor incentives tosend
kids home, not keep them out later competing in

semi-conscious hoop leagues.

Don't look for the I04th congress to take steps

to kill off the underpriviledged part of the American
population. Don't accuse conservatives of singling

out a certain portion of the people to lavish gifts

upon. Do look for them to stop letting those less-

fortunate continue to rot in apathy from the inside

and to effectively coerce them to quit killing off

potentially productive members of society.

Friday's Midday Musings...

• That said. Proposition 187's clause compelling

health care workers and educators to report to the

state of California all they suspect of being illegal

aliens reminds me too much of the Joseph

McCarthy years.

• Illegal aliens simply don't deserve the benefits of

American government, but obvious racial

prejudice (Hispanic witch-hunts in an immigrant-

weary state) doesn't belong in any American

state's constitution.

THOUGHTS FROM
THE SKY CHAIR
by Erick R. Scheminske

• Too bad 187's writers had an agenda beyond

saving Californians' tax dollars and the state's

ballooning immigration difficulties...

• Hmmm, a fundamentally sound amendment in

principle written in such a way as to deceive the

voters and covertly discriminate against a single

class of people...

• Can you say Colorado's 1992 Amendment 2?

• Ah, yes.Amendment 2. Denver Mayor Wellington
Webb called for a boycott of California after the

passage of 187. Considering the "Boycott

Colorado" campaign a couple years ago, I'm

strangely inclined to believe that Webb's call had

more to do with petty revenge than idealistic

political opposition.

• Ever get the feeling that Wellington was one of

those children who spent most of his time in

trouble for fighting because he just didn't have

the sense to know when to let stupid things lie

without stupid retaliation?

• George Foreman vs. Mike Tyson after his release

from prison? I'll take Tyson in seven...

• Seconds.

• A word problem: Sally bought a computer with an

internal modem for a total of $1700. She then

took it to a college where 393 other students

had modems. If there are five modem lines into

the college's main computer, and every modem
used is limited to 1 hour a day of connect time,

what is the probability that Sally will ever call

in and get a ring rather than a busy signal?

• Answer: not bloody likely.

• A message to academic computing: The math
doesn't add up. Limiting use on the modems
will only cause bitterness and frustration, and
won't makea bit of difference with accessibility.

With the money we pay to attend this school,

you'd better find a way to add more phone lines

instead of further cutting our opportunities.

• We've been through this a million times... You
don't attract students by removing
conveniences.

• Get it yet??

• A University of Manitoba study has proved that

quitting smoking greatly benefits lung health. .,

• I think I'm going to run a study that conclusively

proves the widespread use of the automobile

greatly increases chances of high-speed

accidents.

• Let's get this straight-Timothy Dalton couldn't

hack it as James Bond, so he accepted the role of

Rhett Butler in one of the most blatantly

commercial pieces of trash television to come
out of the studios in decades.

• "Scarlett" (Sequel to "Gone With the Wind") is

like Foreman continuing to fight. Revisiting

the "glory days" can only lead to disappointment

and disgust (and in Foreman's case, permanent

and irreversible brain damage).

• Bill Clinton, in response to Newt Gingrich's

verbal assault on the Clintons as "left-wing

elitists" and "counterculture McGovernicks:"

"I'm a middle-aged man who's worked very

hard to be a mainstream American and I think

I've done a reasonable job of it."

• This couldn't possibly mean that Bill must

constantly fight his leftist nature to reach the

pinnacle of the "mainstream American," could

it?

• I'm sure every one of us spends hours a day

pondering methods of becoming more
mainstream.

• "I can control my own words..." says Mr.

Clinton. Maybe, just maybe, that's part of this

fool's problem.
• If I'm a White House staffer, I have three words

of advice for the President to make him look

competent: "Bill, SHUT UP!"
• Another new study proves that tall people are

less likely to die from heart-attacks...

• Take me to the racks!!!
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Political strategy necessitates move towards center
by Christopher Rose

Two years ago Bill Clinton

received 43% of the popular

vote in the Presidential

election. Since that time, as

the results of the recent 1994

election proves, the people

perceived the President as

being too liberal, too far to the

"left."

Whether this perception

was due to Clinton's actual

policies and actions or due to

the Republicans' successful

labeling of Clinton as a "left-

wing liberal" is not important.

What is important is that

President Clinton has realized

that he must move "right"

towards the "center" if he

wishestobere-electedin 1996.

Likewise, if the

Republicans wish to maintain

their majority in Congressand

gain the White House, they

will have to move away from

the "right" and to the

"center."

Why? Because as the

results of the 1992 election

show. Bush and Clinton each

received around 40% of the

popular vote. Clinton won the

Presidencyeven though he did

not receive more than 50% of

the vote due to Ross Perot's

candidacy. If no third-party

candidate runs in 1996 and
the contest is just between
Clinton and the Republican

nominee, then thewinner will

obviously have to collect more
than 50% of the vote.

Clinton may have an
easier time of positioning

himself with Democratic and

Independent voters than the

Republicans will if the

Republicans actually follow

through with some of their

initial proposals for the next

Congress.

For instance, since

November 8th, Senator Phil

Cramm of Texas and
Congressman (soon to be
speaker) Newt Gingrich have

announced their intentions to

introduce three new
amendments to the

Constitution.

First- a balanced-budget

amendment. A balanced-
budget is something most
Americans want, but the

Republicans could lose

credibility on this issue if they

fail to show just how the

budget wouldbe balanced. The
Republicans are proposing a

tax-cut, as well as an increase

in defense spending.
Obviously, as the 1980's
proved, the deficit and debt

will only increase if taxes are

lowered while spending is

increased.

The truth is that the
Republicans themselves know
that balancing the budget will

require deep cuts in

entitlement programs such as

Social Security and Medicare.

Elections create

'grand 'ole mess'
by John Anthony

It's now been ten days
since it happened. It will go
down in history as an
extremely significant mid-
term election, but in reality

the events of November 8,

1994, were more along the

lines of a revolution. The
election was essentially a
referendum on the Clinton

Administration. The
ramifications are

monumental, but will
hopefully last only two years.

Let's take a quick look at the

scorecard.

• The GOP secured the

governorships in 7 of the 8

most populated states, which
ensures electoral doldrums for

Clinton in '96.

• Tennessee was a

complete sweep,- both Senate
seats as well as the
governorship went to the
Republicans. Jim Sasser, in the
race for Senate Majority
Leader, isnow seeking gainful

employment.
• New York Governor

Mario Cuomo, a onetime
presidential hopeful and
potential Supreme Court
Justice, lost despite the
endorsement of New York

City Mayor Rudy Guiliani.

• In California, Dianne
Feinstein appears to have held
off Michael Huffington, but
Proposition 187, an inhumane
effort to cut off social services

to immigrants, passed.

• And finally, the sitting

Speaker of the House, Tom
Foley, failed towin re-election.

Last time that happened-
before the Civil War.

Bottom line: The
Republicansnow control both
Houses of the Congress for

the first time since 1954.

Now that the GOP has
control in both the House and
the Senate, look for them to

make a grand ole mess with
the legislative agenda. They
pay lipservice to their so called
change, but look for them to

simply use their majority to

further scrutinizeand criticize

Clinton.

With the Republicans'
majority also comes their

ascension to committee
chairmanships. Look for Al
D'Amato to re-open the
witchhunt that isWhitewater,
Jesse Helms to make a
mockery of any Clinton
foreign policy successes, and
Geritol boy Strom Thurmand
please see Elections on page 7

Unfortunately, even
suggesting cuts in these
programs can often mean
"political suicide."

The second and third

Republican proposals are fora

"school-prayer" as well as an

anti-abortion amendment.
Currently, the majority of

Americans are against these

two ideas. In fact, several

moderate Republicans are also

opposed tosuch amendments.
Once again the Republicans

could lose credibility with
the peopleas a result of these

internal-party schisms,
overestimating the influence

of the Religious-Right, and
simply misinterpreting
please see Center on page 7

Brewing controversy merits Supreme
Court action on 1935 federal statute

On November 30, 1994, the Supreme
Court will begin hearing arguments on the

constitutionality of a federal law created in

1935. Controversy over this particular mea-
sure has been brewing for some sixty years,-

now, at long last, the nation's highest court

will provide the final litmus test. The deci-

sion handed down in this case will offer

significant judicial insight concerning the

issue of free speech within the commercial
realm.

For this reason, it demands the sincere

attention of every flag-waving, beer-drink-

ing American citizen on this campus.
I am of course speak-

ing of dated federal legis-

lation which prohibits all

domestic beer distribu-

tors from listing alcohol

content on bottles and
cans.

Now, those of you
^^^^^^^"~

from Colorado |ornine other states! might be
wondering what I'm talking about. That's

because the federal statute of 1935 allows
exceptions for states who pass contradictory
state laws.

But the fact is. Big Brother is v;atching,

and he's not allowing the citizens in forty

states to know how much alcohol they've
had unless they're drinking something other
than beer.

Automatically, I know what you're
thinking: conspiracy.

Maybe not, but the issue becomes more
serious when you consider that beer ac-

counted for over half of all alcohol consumed
in 1990 (See Wednesday's GT|.

The rationale for this law in 1935 held
that listing alcohol content for all to see on
beer containers would create a competition
between brewers. Each brewer would be
forced by the market to produce beer laden
with higher and higher levels of alcohol.

Like Mickey Mantle and Ed McMahon
on a lunch date, brewers would engage in

chemical one-upsmanship. Clinton admin-
istration lawyers will argue that this trend

PERSPECTIVE
by Justin Lippard

will in turn increase the number of deaths

involving alcohol both on and off the road.

An interesting thought, but no evidence

of this type of competition exists in the ten

states which allow such labeling. And I just

can't see Pete Coors in a picturesque Rocky
Mountain meadow, talking about his grand-

fatherwhilepullingonaMickey'sBigmouth.

The alcohol-boosting model for compe-
tition between brewers would gain credibil-

ity only if the average beer-drinker was out to

get more drunk for less money. Is that the

purpose of malt liquor, or am I mistaken?
The person who drives the alcohol content of

beer up in a free market
society which allows
beer-labeling is the per-

son whojust won'tgo that

extra beer or two after

drinking eight.

I have never met this~^^^~"^^^
person.

If cutting down on drunken driving,

drunken accidents, or drunkenness is the

government's motivation, I highly recom-
mend exploring more direct-indeed, more
strict-deterrents. How can they do th is with-

out infringing upon the precious liberties

which Americans hold so dear? A separate

issue entirely.

On a more simple level, the beer-con-

suming public has as right to know how
much alcohol is in their beer just as the

health-nuts have to know how much choles-

terol is in their rice cake.

Besides, who ever said health-nuts don't

drink beer?

The federal government requires con-

tent labeling on all sorts of hard liquors. I

presume they do this to give people enough
information about what they're consuming
so they won't kill themselves or someone
else. How about a little consistency?

It's time the United StatesSupreme Court
extended the same courtesy to American
beer drinkers.

Thank you, and God Bless the United
States of America.
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SHOOT BACK...
Letters to the editor are welcomed and must be

submitted to the Catalysthy Tues-

day, 10:00pm for publication in the

subsequent Friday issue each week.

All letters must be signed. Ano-
nymity is rarely granted. Please

restrict letters to 400 words or

less. Those under 100 words will

be considered first. The Catalyst

reserves the right to edit letters

for purposes of publication. All

letters will be screened for factual

accuracy - libelous letters will

not be accepted. The Letters to the

Editor section of the Catalyst is meant to give any and all students,

faculty, and staff a forum in which to express issue-oriented opin-

ions; letters will be published on this basis. No poetry, please. All

letters become the property of the Catalyst and are not returned.

Send

letters

to:

The Catalyst

Letters to the Editor

902 N. Cascade Ave.

Colorado Springs, CO 80946

Last Friday, as I sat down to peruse Issue

VII of the Catalyst, I happened to glance up

at the television. The scene was of a group of

older men, garbed in military dress, marching

alonga crowded urban street. Unfortunately,

as I had turned the sound off, I was not able

to hear the newscaster's explanation of the

scene.

My attention now piqued, I set down the

paperand continued to watch the story unfold

before my eyes. After about another minute

of parades, the telecast abruptly switched

venues. The new scene was of President

Clinton presenting a wreath before a full

military color guard.

After a moments reflection, I realized

Clinton was presentinga wreath at theTomb
of the Unknown Soldier in Arlington

National Cemetery. As the ramifications of

this action began to sink in, the television

image again shifted settings. The new picture

was of a long black marble wall and a throng

of people tearfully tracing images along its

surface. The new location was the Vietnam

Memorial.

know what I am leading FROM THE EDITOR
up to. Last Friday, No-

, ,

vember 11, 1994, was by Chad T. Nltta
Veteran's Day. A day set ^^^_____^
aside to remember and

honor all of the men and women who risked

or lost their lives fighting for their country.

On a day like Veteran's Day, regardless

ofyour personal stance on any given conflict,

or war in general, everyone must take the

time torecognizethesupreme sacrifices made

by the members of our armed services.

These men and women had the courage

and conviction to risk their lives. Whether

they did it for principle or money, by choice

or draft, each person took up the struggle and

stood tall when their country asked them

too.

Veteran's Day is not about politics or

global security or international blustering,

itsabouthonoringmenand women, for their

actions and their achievements.

I personally would like to apologize to

each and every veteran, to each member of

every family of a veteran. Last week's

Catalyst did not make any reference to adverse circumstances. As always, I am

Veteran's Day. thankful for the opportunity to work with

This omission was not done intention- each of you. It has been an honor and a

ally, nor was it done to make a political pleasure. Keep up the faith for three more

statement. weeks.

As I stated earlier, holidays like Veteran's

Day, Arbor Day, and President's Day are not

about pohtics, they are about people. Any-

one who tries to corrupt the essence of the

holiday by arguing about the ethicality of

war or the morality of American involve-

ment is missing the point and should be

corrected.

Veteran's Day was omitted from the

Catalyst for one simple, if not somewhat
pathetic, reason. We forgot. As most of you

know, the Block Plan makes it hard enough

to remember what day it is (except for

amorphous concepts like "end of week 2 of

the block"! let alone what holiday we're

missing.

It's not like the good old days in

elementary school, when, in the rare event

that you did not get the day off from school,

you spent the day making arts and crafts and

watching movies to commemorate the

holiday. From personal experience, if not for

my job at the mall, I would have missed

Labor Day, Memorial Day and President's

Day altogether. Thank
you for holiday sales!

Anyway, this col-

umn is not about faults

in the Block Plan or a

wistful reminiscence of

my formative elemen-

tary days. Rather it is about rightinga wrong.

For whatever the reason, we were wrong to

omit Veteran's Day hom last week's issue.

Before I close, keeping with the

"remember the holiday" spirit, I would like

to make a brief mention of next week's

major holiday.

As Thanksgiving draws near, I can't help

but reflect, as I'm sure many of you do, on

everything I have to be thankful for-a nice

expensive college education, a nice car, a

nice house. Amy, good friends, a great family,

and a very simple life.

Finally, I would like to take a moment to

thank each person that is associated with

the Catalyst. I haven't made reference to

you guys for a few weeks, so I don't want you

to think I've forgotten about you.

As the last few weekshaveshown,weaU

have the capacity to adjust to some very

Christmas continued from page 5

mentary cookies in festive

shapes and colors to giant

boxes of cards containing

sappy holiday platitudes in red

writingand littlegiftsUke jolly

Santa and eight plastic rein-

deer on a string, so that they

may be hung on the Christ-

mas tree to create Hallmark
moments for years to come.

The store is every retailer's

Christmaswish, containingan

abundance of every Christmas

item imaginable. It reaches

into shoppers' wallets with a

hand like that of a child

reaching into his Christmas

stocking.

But the finale in

Hallmark's magic Christmas

act is the ultimate expression

of the commercialization of

Christmas, the holiday plan-

ner.

The planner includes

stickers to affix to the calen-

dar which remind crazed and

flustered holiday shoppers to

buy decorations, cards, wrap-

ping paper, and thank you

notes -all things which can be

conveniently purchased at

Hall mark. There arealsostick-

ers which remind shoppers to

actually shop. In fact, of the 56

stickers included in the plan-

ner, 14 contain the word
"buy," while five more indi-

cate "shopping day." There are

six more stickers which per-

tain to gifts. There is also a

convenient space in which to

listgiftsalongwiththcircosts.

The back pages of the planner

are filled with coupons for sav-

ings on Mattel toys.

What happened to gifts

from the heart? Have the re-

tailers managed to squish the

Christmas spirit, like a piece

of pecan pie that's been

dropped on the floor and

stepped on?

Can we only find the time
for budgets and shopping and
the material things which sur-

round this holiday? Shouldn't

family, love, andcookies mean
more than gifts?

Christmas has become a

stale fruitcake cliched by re-

tailers' extortion of the spirit

of giving. Gifts once ex-

changed in the spirit of the

holiday are now gifts ex-

changed because retailers say

that it's necessary. Family and
love are trite. The true expres-

sion of the Christmas spirit is

what you get. So...

Have yourselfa profitable

Christmas,

Let your gifts be right

From now on your wallet

will be out of sight...

Center continued from page 6

public opinion.

In other words, the

Republicans could lose their

Congressional majority and

the chance of recapturing the

White House by being too

conservative; just as the

Democrats and Clinton lost

their majority in Congress for

appearing too liberal.

The next two years will

certainly be very interesting

politically.

Elections continued from page 6

to re-start the arms race.

They also have the

leadership positions. Senate

Majority Leader Dole ? Speaker

of the House Gingrich? Bob

Dole won't lead this nation

anywhere I want to go. And
Newt Gingrich certainly does

not speak for what I believe in.

If there's anything to be

thankful for, it's the

Presidential veto and the fact

that Dole might now not run

for president.

Hair Designersfor Men & Women

Style cuts. Maintenance Trim,

Penns & Translucent Colors

Nexus i Tri products availablefor sale

Monday - Friday

Stop in or call for an appointment
827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

Paris S320- Costa Rica $265"

Madrid $320" Guatemala $235"

Rome $350- Mexico City $200"
f<re«a* »*^ ftom OWMJ bsrf OT ioi«*B pwchaa. teOKloria *c*> (rdt^

Council Travel
1133 1311. Street (oo the hm-BoMa. CO 01305

all or stop by for a FREE Student Tr

Eurailpasses issueci



MACARONI AU FROMAGE
(EAT WITH GUSTO FOR ABOUT 5W PER SERVING)

2 cups macaroni (pinwheels are fun)

1 cup sharp cheddar (grated;

1/2 stick butter

1 tsp Worcestershire (if you like)

1 cup milk

3 tbs flour

1 tsp pepper

1 tsp salt

Cook macaroni in 5 cups salted, boiling water for 15

minutes or until al dente. Drain. In a separate pot, melt

butter and mix in flour over low heat. Then, stir in milk
until smooth. Add cheese, salt, pepper and Worcestershire.

Stir well. Smother macaroni. Seirves 4.

Note: For your nutritional convenience, Citibank
Classic cards are accepted at over 11 million
locations, including grocery stores.

WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU.
To apply, call I -800-CITIBANK.
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Shove Council fosters diversity, learning,

understanding throughout CC community
by Julie Wheat

In terms of faith, something good

is going on at CC. Students are no

longer being called to defend their

religious faith any more than they are

actively questioning the attitudes

presented by their professors, towards

the faith tradition of students in par-

ticular, in the classroom. Accordingto

Bruce Coriel, Colorado College's

chaplain, "If the faculty at CC are

challenging students' beliefs, we are

doing our jobs; if the students are

challenging their professors, and are

willing to ask critical questions of

them, we are doing our jobs well."

This is just one of the issues that

Shove Council has its sights focused

on this year.

What makes this group of stu-

dents, who represent numerous
different religious backgrounds, able

to confront such an issue?

Also, what fosters the honest, open

communication that is necessary to

answer the other spiritual and ethical

questions that present themselves to

all of us?

The answer lies in how Shove

Council describes itself: "A
Community of Diversity." Yes, I

know, "diversity" is the buzz word
that virtually plagued the Colorado

College mentality last year and, un-

fortunately, seemed to leave a bad

taste in our collective mouth. Students

were told to "Celebrate Diversity,"

and, to do so, they singled out their

distinct identities and "celebrated"

alone. Shove Council has approached

this issue of diversity, religious diver-

sity to be specific, in a more effective,

community oriented manner. Shove

Council, composed of lews, Muslims,

Evangelical Christians, Roman
Catholics, Pagans, other Protestant

Christians, and other faith traditions,

is a group that embraces the diversity

within itself. In other words, it is a

functional community.

Shove chapel houses mnch of the religii

In the midst of a Colorado Springs

that is full of religious discord and

misunderstanding. Shove Council is a

diverse group of individuals who are

exploring their own faiths, as well as

those of others. This, in turn, allows

Shove Council to provide the necessary

resources to students, that may be

otherwise unavailable, to ask, and

answer, critical questions like: "Is the

CC Community hospitable towards a

person of faith, and, if not, what can be

done about that?"

The history of Shove Council is

interesting indeed. The group, which

had been operating on campus since

before Bruce Coriel arrived at CC in

1988, has always had a broad focuS;

however, the group has always tended

to emphasize different issues,

depending on individuals' concerns

and/or current events. For example.

during the aftermath of Amendment
2, the group focused on the spiritual

lives and rights of gays and lesbians.

A fervor for service activities one

yearledShove Council to initiate many
of the programs that became what we
now know as the Center for

Community Service. Shove Council

was also a springboard for the now
popular Alternative Spring Break. The
"Faculty and Faith" series, presented

every second Tuesday of the block in

the Bemis Exile Room, is another

brainchild of Shove Council. This

series was designed to explore the pos-

sibilities for a new, more common
language with which the CC campus

can discuss spiritual issues. So far,

they are insightful and vivacious

events.

This "Community Diversity"

does more than discuss spiritual issues

and discover new ways to learn about

the many faith traditions represented

on campus,- they truly "practice what

they preach." They arc people who
truly have become friends. They
participate in two or more retreats a

year, and meet once a week for lunch.

[It's every Wednesday at noon in Shovc;

all are invited.) They arc allowing the

differences inherent in their beliefs to

be revealed and explored naturally,

not because they arc forced. They are

laid back, and they require no one to

make a commitment to the group. If

you are interested in discovering more

about the faith tradition you arc

familiar with or learning more about

others, in a relaxed, fun atmosphere,

Shove Council might be the group for

you. For more information call Shove

at ext. 6638.

"I'm Dreaming of a Green Christmas", provides

unique learning opportunity for eco-conscious

by Carrie Noteboom

There is some big news

for the eco-conscious at Colo-

rado College. This nice, quiet

campus will soon be trans-

formed into an environmen-

tal think tank of sorts, with

swarms of environmentally-

concerned students from all

over the state swooping down

to rejuvenate the spirit and

inspire the soul of CC envi-

lonmentalists.

Over the weekend of De-

cember third and fourth, the

first weekend of fourth block,

CC will be hosting a regional

environmental conference.

The conference is being put

on by the Environmental Re-

source Center, and is titled

"I'm Dreaming of a Green

Christmas." While the exact

schedule is not set yet, several

events are being tentatively

planned already.

Hopefully, CC will be

lucky enough to once again

welcome "Mission: Wolf" to

our campus to kick off the

weekend's activities. The
group houses unwanted, cap-

tive wolves on a large expanse

of landin the mountains. Their

program provides information

on wolves and gives people

the opportunity to actually

meet some of their wolves "in

person."

Also scheduled for the

weekend are a host of work-

shops centered on global envi-

ronmental issues as well as on

The Coloiado College

Environment

practical issues that students

can tackle on campus. Al-

though not all of the

workshop's topics have been

set, some possible subjects in-

clude multicultural ap-

proaches to environmental-

ism, xeriscap-ing, composting,

nonviolent conflict resolution,

and a program on the activi-

ties of the World Bank. Work-

shops will probably each be

held multiple times during the

day on Saturday.

Sunday is being reserved

for a gigantic networking ses-

sion. Students are comingfrom

Denver, Boulder, Durango, and

even Wyoming, making this

an incredible opportunity to

share ideas and information,

make contacts, and just

generally get some warm,

fuzzy feelings from individu-

als who really care about the

state of the planet.

Registration is being held

from about 9 to 10 am on Sat-

urday, December 3rd, but in-

terested parties can prc-regis-

ter in the Environmental Re-

source Center. There is a mod-

est lee of five dollars to cover

the cost of the conference.

I encourage everyone to

take advantage of this unique

opportunity to meet with

other students who take an

interest in Ma Nature. It is

truly exciting to pool resources

and ideas. If you are looking

lor some inspiration, or just

interested in greening a week-

end for a change, join us!
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CC student Budden rides Russian rapids
Senior spends summer navigating Siberia's Kaa-Khem River
by Noel Sullivan

Last July, senior Ashwin
Budden helped guide a group

of six Americans and three

Russians through an isolated

and beautiful stretch of

Siberia's Kaa-Khem river. On
seemingly rickety rafts fash-

ioned from inflatablepontoons

and melded tree branches, he

and his companions rode the

class IV river for 180 miles.

The venture led him 12,000

miles from his Oregon home,
a voyage in which he discov-

ered different culturesand new
perspectives on his own life.

Budden has the distinc-

tion of being one of a handful

ofAmericans to visit the little

known Tuva region that con-

tains the Kaa-Khem. Due to

govern mentrestrictions in the

1 980's, Tuva was only recently

opened to foreigners. Budden
passed through villages of no-

madic tribes almost un-
touched by western culture.

He spent two nights with Old
Believers, Ommish groups
who have separated from the

Russian church. In some vil-

lages, Budden and his com-
panions were the only foreign-

ers seen all year. "Out in the
remote areas they thought we
weregods orrock stars. They'd
come up and hug or kiss you.

one person gave me a ring off

their finger. I actually signeda

guy's arm," Budden said.

Whether among nomadic
wanderers or Russian guides,

those he interacted with made
a strong impression on
Budden. "Just meeting the

people and hanging out with

them, you realize how incred-

ible they really are. It kind of

struck me, wearejaught when
we are younger that they are

the enemy. When you meet
them though, you realize that

first of all, they are great

people, but the lives that they

lead are difficult ones. It is a

really grim situation over

there," Budden said.

His interaction with dif-

ferent cultures began long be-

fore arriving in Tuva. Living

with fellow guides, he visited

Moscow for a while before

embarking on a three and a

half day, 3,500 mile ride on
the Trans-Siberian railway.

There he boarded a fly infested

bus and spent the next 16

hours on winding mountain
roads until he reached Kyzyl,

Tuva's capital. From Kyzyl the
group took a plane to

Kungertuck, a small village

and the beginning point for

their ten day expedition.

Only oncedid Budden find

himself pitched against the

river in a perilous situation.

The group was approaching a

dangerous rapid and Budden
was trying to tell the others to

navigate two boulders from a

boat in the rear. The deafen-

ing sound of the rapids and a

communication breakdown
between different nationah-

ties resulted in the boats col-

liding head-on with therocks.

"The river washed us right

onto the boulder," Budden

said. "For a moment, we tee-

tered on top before we tumbled
down the otherside, right onto
the raft's nose. Miraculously,

we didn't flip..."

Such experiences con-
tinue to affect Budden. "You
come back with an apprecia-

tion of experiencing some-
thing totally different. You
realize what the rest of the

world is like, and that there is

more than just your sheltered

environment. You also learn

about yourself, and how to

deal with meeting new people,

dealing with sketchy situa

tions, and taking on leader

ship roles," Budden said.

Catapult Adventures or-

ganized the trip, and is search-

ing for experienced river run-

ners and trekkers to partici-

pate in future expeditions. In-

terested parties should con-

tact Budden.

New group provides forum for student artists
by Mike Smith

I don't know about you,
but when I attempt to create

art, no matter what it is, pub-
lic display and scrutiny are

the last things I am looking
for. These, however, are ex-

actly what CC art students
desire, which has resulted in

the formation of the Art
Student's Organization.

With the arrival of first

year print making-professor
Kate Leonard comes an inno-

vative idea that is both wel-
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cornedand longoverdue. Based
on a program Leonard was in-

volved with in college, the Art
Student's Organization (ASO)
is the perfect response to the

unilateral wishes of art stu-

dents and professors.

The organization will hold
"Jam Sessions" twice a block,

which will be informal gather-

ings where students can bring

projects they are currently
working on to receive praise,

criticism, and basic feedback.

These meetings will be
especially beneficial to senior
art majors who need informal
peer input on important
projects, in addition to the of-

ficial "critiques" they receive

from professors. According to

Leonard, "the organization

will provide constructive dis-

cussions between students
that might accomplish more
than the student-teacher rela-

tionship normally would.
Equally important is the

accessibility of the organiza-

tion to underclass students
that are interested in, and cu-
rious about, art. Not only
would they be able to receive

advice on their own pieces,

but also they would beallowed
a first-hand glance at what
seniors are accountable for. "I

think by going to these 'ses-

sions', I'll see what majoring
in art entails, and if that's

Laundry

Cleaners
With CC ID Expires 12/21/94

WE DO IRONING!
1931 W. Uintah (1/2 block west of King Soopers)

something I want to do,"

sophomore Zarina Shah said.

Shah is not alone in her

excitement. Majors, non-ma-
jors, and professors alike ap-

plaudASO's implementation,
even though its direction and
specific goals are still unclear.

One of the intended goals is

that the organization spawns
communication within the
CC art community that will

result in shows and campus-
wide awareness. "Hopefully
we can work out time where
students' individual studios

will be open for showings,
which will create peer feed-

back that the students can
benefit from. Its even likely

that the organization will set

up group shosw and invite

speakers," explains senior
Luigi Cicala.

Cicala, a studio art major,

serves as the "answer man"
for those who are curious
about the program, and has
worked along side of Leonard
in planning the ASO. While
talking with him about the

organization. Cicala had diffi-

culty in containing his enthu-

siasm, something that was
common with everyone inter-

viewed. "I think it will be so

good to hear what people think
about my work and not have
to worry about grades and cri-

please see ASO on page 11
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CC students help

the holidays happen
by Jennifer Sands

Do you remember a

time when your parents

could not afford to feed you?

Do you remember a time

when no one in your family

got presents for Chanukah
or Christmas because even

the expenses of survival

were too much? Do you
remember not havingwarm
clothes in winter time?

Chances are, you probably

do not. Even those of us

who are just scraping by to

be here probably have never

known a holiday season

with no food, or no gifts.

We probably have never

faced a cold winter wonder-

ing how we could stay

warm. We face the season

wondering what we are

going to do for the holidays,

not wondering if the

hoUdays will happen. Hard

to imagine, isn't it? We are

sofortunate. Wouldn'titbe

wonderful ifwe could share

our fortune with someone
else? Wouldn't it be great to

help someone's holidays

happen? Thanks to the

Center for Community
Service, you can.

Help the Holidays
Happen, CC's annual food,

clothing, and toy drive,

started this week. For the

third consecutive year,

boxes popped up all over

campus. Posters and signs

magically appeared. Table

tents went up and little

pieces of paper describing

the program jumped into

Womer Boxes. (Either that,

or some hard working
volunteers put in a lot of

timeandeffortgettingthese

things done. Who knows?)

In case you have missed the

onslaught of information

this week, I will tell you
again that the drive will run

until December 15.

Donations of non-
perishable food, clothing,

toys and school supplies

will be collected all over

campus and given to the

Colorado Springs Depart-

ment of Social Services, La

Puente Shelter in Alamosa,

and the CC Community
Kitchen. Donations of

Marriot meals will be

collected and used to help

keep the CC Community
Kitchen open over winter

break. You can also

volunteer your time to help

sort and deliver donations

by calling the Center for

Community Service at ext.

6846.

Go through your closet

and pick out some things

that you can give. Excavate

your desk for school sup-

plies. Pick up some extra

groceries the next time

you're at King Soopers. Buy

a new toy, or give an old

one. Take some time to

think about those less

fortunate this month.
Imagine what life would be

like if you could not afford

to make the holidays

happen for your family.

Make a sacrifice. Donate

something or volunteer to

make someone's holidays a

little better. Make a com-

mitment beyond yourself.

Share some of your good

fortune with others. Help

their holidays happen.

HOIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEIIIDiMOIIIDSraUnS

Sales ~ Rentals ~ Tuning/Repair

Check out the latest from:

Burton * Sims * Nitro * Gnu * K2

Lib Tech * Santa Cruz * Airwalk

Deep • Quicksilver * Wave Rave

FREE LIFT TICKETS!
(drawing 11/23/94)

1414 5. Tejon Street 57S-0400

E R C announces regional

conference on environment
by Adam Lemer

On the weekend of De-
cember 3rd, the ERC (Envi-

ronmental Resource Center)

will host a regional environ-

mental conference atColorado

College.

The conference is to help

network, environmental
groups from Colorado, Wyo-
ming, Montana, and Idahoand
to teach people more about

environmental issues. There
will be three sets of work-

shops given on subjects such

as ancient forest issues in

Colorado and multi-
culturalism and the environ-

ment.

Additionally,therewill be

a presentation by "Mission:

Wolf", lots of really cool

people, a political action, re-

gional networking, and a con-

cert. Croups are coming from

CU-Boulder, SEAC (Student

Environmental Action CoaU-
tion).

Registration is extremely

cheap, it is only $5 is you are

not eating and the bargain of

$10 for a breakfast, lunch, and

dinners with registration. It is

going to be the first of Colo-

rado College's environmental

conferences heldhere in a long

time. Don't miss out on a

plethora of information and a

whole lotta fun. To register,

volunteer, or receive informa-

tion, go to the Environmental

Resource Center upstairs in

Worner or call x6822. Every-

one is invited, so don't miss

out on this incredible envi-

ronmental weekend being
held on your very own cam-
pus. Look for posters around

campus for the schedule of

events.

ASO continued from page 10 Panther continued from page 15

tiques," senior Barbara Shen

said.

Whatever the reason, any-

one interested in or serious

about art should plan to at-

tend the "Jam Sessions" in the

basement of Spencer Center.

They will be held at 7:00 pm
on the 1st and 3rd Wednes-

days of each block, with re-

freshments occasionally being

provided. Most of all, though,

the meeting will be informa-

tional andstimulating to those

who want input on current

projects. "Although its early

to say, the organization has a

great deal of potential to pro-

duce a beneficial social and

intellectual setting for stu-

dents interested in art," said

Leonard.

its memorable score by Henry
Mancini and that is spawned
six sequels which are far better

than the original. If my
critique alone does not

convince you to avoid this

movie, then know that three

of the six people watching it

with me left before it was over.

If you are a masochist,

however, then, by all means,

venture over to The Colorado

Springs Fine Arts Center next

Tuesday. "The Pink Panther"

is one of forty in the

organization's annual Classic

Film Series directed by Rob
Beers. The film begins at 7:30

and admission tickets are

$2.75, but I suggest saving that

hard-earned cash for a more

exciting use, like buying

thumbtacks. Or you could

squirrel it away for some of

the better movies the Center

is providing, such as "Dr.

Zhivago," "Rope," and "Cool

Hand Luke." So, stop by

sometime for a schedule of

the remaining movies, but

pass up the showing of "The
Pink Panther," you'll thank

me for it.

W\
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Media Play has great gifts for all tiie

music lovers en your shopping list. And our

everyday low prices will keep your pocket jingling with

savings. Here's just a sample:

lOvPOCD LisM799 13.88 CD List 20.99 10.88 List 16.99 10.88< List 17,99

R.E.M.
Monster Worncr Bros.

CARRERAS, DOMINGO,
PAVAROTTI Atlanlk

The Tliree Tenors live in Conrerl 1994

ANITA BAKER
Rhythm of Love Elektra

MURDER WAS THE CASE
Orlginol Motion Picture Soundtrork

Interscope

10.88 CD List 16.99 10.88 List 16.99

r~|
;» i$lm

HOOTIE & THE BLOWFISH
Cracked Rear View Atlantic

MORE MUSIC. LESS PRICE.

Over 60,000 titles discounted every day.

SAVE EVERY DAY ON OUR TOP 50 CDs

PRICED FROM

10.88-11.88
(Single CDs with suggested list price of 1 6.99 to 1 7.99)

Share that warm and fuzzy feeling.
Brighten a child's life this holiday season.
Purchase our Rudolph the Red-Nosed-Reindeer® plush toy for

$5.94 and we'll donate $1 .00 to your local hospital.

® © Robert L. Moy Co.

Special oHen valid through
Nov.mber 24. HEDI/^PLAY

MUSIC . BOOKS • MOVIES • SOFTWARE
Citadel Crossing, 65

1
North Academy Boulevard, Colorado Springs, 573-1 977 OPEN MON - THURS: 1 - 9, FRI - SAT: 1

-
1 0, SLJN: 11 - 7
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American Inquisition acted out in ''The Crucible''

by Jamie Roberts

"I am fascinated by the

real. The subtleties of humans
interaction, the real essence

of our daily life, are becoming

distorted into sensationalized

melodrama. I have found

through using the mediums of

theater and film that I can

recreate feeUngsand emotions

that are normally ignored or

trivialized .... I am currently

directing "The Crucible," and

I have found much of the

dialogue too formal for the

student body. The biggest

difficulty is making the play

effective for the desensitized

audience to which I am
catering. Many times the

production has been played

melodramatically, but this no

longer works. It needs to be

real."—Brigid Maher
Sound of stomping feet.

Female voices in half chant,

half moan, crescendoing to a

scream. Onstage, a reverend

praying on his knees, a single

candle glowing. These are the

initial Images of "The
Crucible," shocking in their

intensity. Thisshow, the latest

of Brigid iVlaher's pieces

(created in conjunction with

talented student designer

David King), has a full

injection of her trademark

intensity.

You may have read this

play in a literature class or

seen it on stage. Written by

Arthur Miller in the 1950's,

"The Crucible" delves into the

world of the Salem witch

hunts and the intricacies of a

time in America when religion

was central and absolute in

people's lives, venturing
sometimes into the realms of

fanaticism and destruction.

The main plotline is that

of the trials in Salem- a

congregation of religious

leaders formed to cleanse a

community of the devil's

servants and the evils they

foster. In order to save

themselves, people fearful of

judgments upon themselves

make widespread accusations

against others in the

community which lead to

endless trials and numerous
executions.

Thesecond storyline takes
place on a more personal level,

a young girl named Abigail is

caught in both a need to save

herself from reprimand for a

night spent conjuring spirits

with a house slave and an

emotional fit evolving from

her unrequited love for

married townsman John
Proctor. She begins a series of

accusations of witchcraft {at

one point, against Proctor's

wifel and leads a group of her

friends into a frenzied

'possession' borne of their

"The Crucible' will be peifonned on Annsnong Maiustage Noveniber 1 7-20.

imaginations and fears.

Such meaty material with

such vast implications calls

for a cast with great talent.

Each character requires

amazing energies and
interpretations. Maher has

found a group of 20 students

who rise well to this occasion,

spearheaded by Gideon
Turner, Andrew Mudge,
Andrew Horwitz, Ida Smith,

Christina Serkowski, and
Johanna Cohen asAbigail. The
lovely and haunting musical

score for violinist Elizabeth

Wall and cellist Tallie (ones

was composed specifically for

this show by junior music

major Darius Makaitis.

To perform a play with a

core issue of fanaticism in

Colorado Springs, where
several groups are often

accused of similar fanaticism,

is a bold choice. Not one

individual will leave thisshow

without some questioning or

re-evaluation of what inherent

seeds in mankind sprout the

fanatical religiousness even

today—in America, in Bosnia,

Awadagin Pratt: dreadlocks and Beethoven

by Brady Larson

For those of you who
believe that dreadlocks go

hand in hand with the reggae

culture, the time has come for

you to change your

perspective. Try Awadagin
Pratt—classical pianist! On
Thursday December 1 at 8:00

p.m., this upandcomingpiano

genius will perform a tribute

to Beethoven for our ears.

Tickets are ten dollars for

general admission or free with

a C.C. I.D.! Pratt will be in

Packard Hall forone night only

as part of the Great Performers

Series at Colorado College,

just after playingwith theNew
York Philharmonic! We are

incredibly privileged to have

such a visitor honor us with

his gift.

The Washington Post

praises, "The performances

were astonishing— not just

for their sheer physicality and

technical mastery, but also for

the depth of feeling and

maturity he brought to the

music." Named as one of the

Fifty Leaders of Tomorrow in

Ebony Magazine's fiftieth

anniversary issue, Pratt has

Pratt will be peifonniDg Decembet 1, 1994 in Packaid Hall,

certainly gained national at the White House for the

attention appearing on both President and Mrs. Clinton.

The Today Show and CBS He is the recipient of a 1994

Sunday morning, not to AveryFisherCareerCrantand

mentionarecentperformance won the 1992 Naumburg

in the Middle East, and
elsewhere.Dm crucibles today

cannot be ignored, especially

as they are reflected in all their

rage, grotesqueness, and
passion in this play. They are

real, too real for comfort.

"The Crucible," directed

by Brigid Maher and designed

by Dave King, will be

performed Thursday through

Sunday at 8:00 p.m. on
Armstrong Mainstage. Tickets

are sold out, so arrive at least a

half hour early to get on the

waiting list.

International Piano

Competition. He recently

released his first recording, "A
Long Way from Normal,"

alluding to his hometown of

Normal, Illinois.

Pratt took up piano

lessons at age six, violin at

nine and at the youthful age of

sixteen he wasaccepted to the

University of Illinois where

he studied piano, violin and

conducting. In 1986, he

became the first student to

receive diplomas in three

different performance areas

from the prestigious Peabody

Conservatory of Music.

While away from the

recital circuit, although I don't

know how he manages to find

the time, Pratt isan avid tennis

player and chess enthusiast.

I can not stress too many
times what a special

opportunity it is to put the

studies aside for a few hours

and go take in the numerous

Great Performers offerings.

I'm sure Awadagin Pratt's

recital, quite possibly a once

in a lifetime experience, will

be incredibly moving and

inspirational. Dreadlocks,

Beethoven and all!

Orchestra

Concert

by Megan McKee

The Colorado College

Chamber Orchestra with

the Chamber Chorus will

hold its first performance

of the school year on

Tuesday, November 22 at

8:00 pm in the Packard Hall

Auditorium. The concert

is free and open to the

public.

The Orchestra will

perform Requiem, a forty-

three minute long piece by

Gabriel Faure. "The thing

that's very unique about

[this] piece," Foster

explains, "isthat it is scored

for primarily low strings:

seven violas, six cellos and

two bases."

The concert will also

include a performance of

Franz Schubert's Overture

InD Major, subtitled ]n the

Italian Style.

The chamber orchestra

consists of forty-five

members, and the chorus

has twenty members, most

of whom are CC students.

There is a reception

following the performance.
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Music, comics-'Tlanet Janet'' has it all
by Diana Smith

"Janet Speaks French
thanks the people back on

Planet Earth..." Those of us

left on Planet Earth are in "the

midst of a new east coast band

with lots of potential. Their

debutalbum, The Planet fanet,

produced by their own com-
pany, JanetSpeaksFrench Pro-

ductions, is an extremely raw
attempt at the mainstream.

The band members seem to

still be experimenting with

their style and their instru-

ments. The only members
who appear to be comfortable

are lead vocalist, Sean
O'SuIIivan, and occasional

vocalist, Dave Stem.

The Planet Janet is more
than just an album. There is a

story that accompanies the

band. The cover and the in-

side booklet have a prevailing

comic book motif. The band

members are fighting the evil

dictator, EnricoMandani, with

the help of a woman code-

named ")anet. " The history of

the band is told with an
animated quality, and a gov-

ernment body called "The
Master Synchronizer" who
was concerned with the

"untidiness of the unwashed
masses" is frequently

mentioned. This explains the

random interruptions by this

Master Synchronizer on the

album. They are simply 30
second voice overs which give

the album a sense of a radio

atmosphere.

There are 10 full length

tracks on the album. I was
immediately aware of the fact

that Iwas not able to pin down
a certain style or any reminis-

Sink your teeth

into "Vampire''

cent style of any other bands

on the album as a whole. This

five-man band is fairly diverse

for the debut album. "River of

My Soul," by far the best song

on The Planet Janet, is a soft

alternative ditty but definitely

don't file it under easy listen-

ing. In contrast, "Just Sex"

and "Pushed" are funkadelic,

"World on a Wire" is

Pixiesesque, and "Her Eyes

Are Still Closed" is chock full

o' Lou Reed sound and the

Velvet Underground.
Lyrically, Janet Speaks French
far surpasses many of those

new up and coming recycled

rock bands. The range of

subjects goes from Nycita and

the beautiful melodies of

"Shadows on the wall night

prepares to fall/And I prepare

to dream my dream, Nycita"

to the catchy tune, "Just Sex"
which calls upon oiu mating
instincts, "Let'snot talkabout

love/I don't want your love/

All I want is Just Sex."

[anet Speaks Fiench gets

S H»S MlNOKJOtO UKiDei?
I THe coisjrRou OFms
CAPTORS^ MlVce IS ^
POW^EftL^SS TO tJEAVfe. i

^

^Tv'
This is a paoel from "The Planet fanet." The CD includes a

which the band fights "The JHaster Synchronizei."

brownie points for creativity

and spunk. Musically, they

need a few more sessions in

the studio, but this New
Amsterdam band is certainly

headed for fame. A star is born.

Now, if only they could defeat

that pesky dictator.

by Brady Larson

There are three types of

exits from theaters one can
follow after seeing a movie.
First, there's the '1 shouldhave
gone to see 'Ishtar' a second
time" blues. Second, there's

the, "well, at least it kept me
away from my mother-in-law

reconciliation." But, my
favorite exit from the theater

is third alternative, "Alleluia!

Oh what a feeling, Toyota!

Why couldn't the movie have
gone on for another two days?

Life is great!" Or in the case of

'Interview With the Vampire',

death is great! And so is the

movie!

The most anticipated
movie of the year is out of the

coffin! Much controversy rose

over the film even before it

went into production. This
was mainly over the odd
choice by director Neil Jordan

("The Crying Game") of

casting Tom Cruise as the

villainous Lestat, a role many
fans felt was made for actors

such as Rutgar Hauer, Daniel
Day Lewis or even Sting!

Forget all the hoop-la! Ignore

who won Oscars for

"Terminator 2" and "Jurassic

Park."

Despite Cruise's name
over the title, the main focus

of the film is placed on the

film's tremendously morose
vampire hero, Louis, played

wonderfully by Brad Pitt. The
plot follows Pitt over a course

of almost 300 years as he
searches for true meaning
behind the vampire Ufestyle,

while trying to escape the

ideals and revenge of the
vicious Lestat, who believes

vampirism is the stuff of

dreams. A vampire with a

conscience who cannot let go
of the ethics of mortality is a

rarity in Hollywood. Another
important aspect of the film

follows Louis' daughter/lover

relationship with the vampire
child, Claudia. Twelve year-

oldnew-comer Kirsten Dunst,
in her first role ever, plays the

woman trapped eternally in a

child's body as if she were a
film veteran.

'Interview' is a movie
which you can really sink your
teeth into! Sorry, I couldn't

Drive-In takes off twenty
percent at twenty degrees
by Chloe Pederson & Erica Amato

What does your average

white-water rafting, hot-air

ballooning, and bungee-
jumping couple do in their

spare time! They run an
independent ice cream and
burger joint, of course. If you
are lookingfor inexpensive ice

cream or snacks, motor on
down to the Drive-In.

The Drive-In was
established in 1955 and taken
over on May 15ofthisyearby
Ken Davis and Rosemary
Contreras. It is a family-owned
and operated business which
specializes in ice cream and
hamburgers, and caters to

everybody from elementary
school children to business

people.

Recently, the Drive-In
purchased a Flavor Burst
machine which injects one of

eight flavors into soft-serve

vanilla ice cream. The flavors

or regular), tator tots, or onion
rings, and then receive any
size drink or shake for half

price. This meal usually works
out to less than three dollars-

a real steal of a deal! If you are

in a hurry, you can call ahead
and place your order.

Ifyou still aren't tempted,

the Drive-In is offering a

special winter bargain. All

season long, if you visit the

Drive-In while it is snowing
or when the temperature is

below twenty degrees on the

official Drive-In thermometer,
all ice cream products are

available at a twenty percent

discount.

Soon, they will have
discount cards for food and ice

cream. Once you accumulate
fifteen punches on your food

card or ten punches on your
ice cream card, you will reap

the Drive-In benefits.

So, if you're craving ice

cream, attempting a cost

efficient date, or simply have
the munchies, make tracks to

the Drive-In. Your taste buds
and wallet will thank you.

Boggles tbe Mind anb Gratifies t^e Senses

EVERY TUESDAY

resist. A warning for the weak
any past prejudices against of stomach: the film is very available are as common as
"Top Gun's" maverick hero, violent, but not much worse strawberry and as exotic as
A blonde, blue eyed Tom than the average horror film, pistachio, but all are equally
Cruise steals the show with This is, however, no average delicious. The final product is

his killer's charm and subtle hoirorfilm.It'sanexceptional, ^ colorful spiral with
British accent! And imagine fast paced, fun and thought- extraordinary flavor, and all

thatinfamousboyishgrinwith provoking thriller which
explains the reality and ups
and downs of a vampire's life.

In fact, since I saw the film,

I've had a strange neck fetish.

I'm salivating as I write this

article. Olive Oil, Big Bird, the
giraffes at the zoo-now those
are some necks!

So until next week: "Blah!
Blah! I vant to suck your toe!"
Wait, no, that's not quite right.

fangs!

The motion picture, itself,

is the best representation of a
novel to come to the screen in

years. Fans of Anne Rice's

gothic classic should not fret,

for the movie is very faithful

to the original work. The film

works on an epic andmajestic

scale filled with awesome
makeup and special effects

from FX wizard Stan Winston

for under a dollar! The owners
report an excellent customer
response, and this is the only
place in town where Flavor

Burst is available.

Anothernewaspectofthe
Drive-In is the "Make-your-
own-combo" deal. You can
pick any well-priced entree,

which run the gamut from
cheeseburgers to grilled cheese
sandwiches to burritos, also a
side order of french fries (spicy

•BURGER V .TffODianS

HOT DOG ^ .PBEMIDMCOCmiL

"ilJ™- -OHflSHOT
-CAESAR SALAD
SUPPER SALAD
HALF ONION RINGS

2432 W. COLOtADO AVI, COUHL SPkCS. CO. S09(>4 (U3-(UB3)
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An Author in Our Midst: Douglas Monroy
by Kristopher Lindbloom

"Thrown Among
Strangers" is by Douglas
Monroy, History Professorand
director of the Southwest
Studies Program.

Places, names, and dates

comprise the study of history

at the most basic level. Many
History texts are collections

of chapters, each of which
represent mountains of raw

data and research. However,

the book "Thrown Among
Strangers; the Making of

Mexican Culture in Frontier

California" by the Colorado

College history professor and
director of the Southwest
Studies program is a much
more comprehensive and
enjoyable work.

"Thrown Among
Strangers" examines the

history of frontier California.

Monroy uses an
interdisciplinary approach to

examine the interactions of

Indians, Spanish, Mexicans,

and Euro-Americans, and to

examine how multitudes of

cultural interactions shaped

California's history. Monroy
looks at relationships in early

California from the

viewpoints of history,

economy, sociology, and an-

thropology. Most impor-
tantly, Monroy understands

that the best way to tell his-

tory is in a narrative way; like

a story. His task was to com-
bine the many stories of the

history of California into his

own view. "The Spanish and

the Anglos have had their sto-

ries told for a long time, and in

the last two decades so too

have the Indians and the Mexi-

cans. Now it is time for the

whole history, and that iswhat
I have tried to write in this

book," states Monroy in the

introduction.

His skillful storytelling

technique and thorough and

interdisciphnary research won
Douglas Monroy the James A.

Rawley Prize of the

Organization of American
Historians in 1990. The
Rawley prize is given only

once a year, and about forty

history books compete each

year for the honor. "Nowthey
have nominated me to the

committee," states Monroy,

who now has the additional

honor of helping to select the

next prize-winning text.

Monroy's book is the

result of "about six years of

researchandwriting." Togain
information Monroy had to

study original records (in hand
written Spanish) written by

Friarsand Priests, Spanish and
Mexican Government
officials, and even military

personnel. Monroy enjoyed

"thinking about what they

were trying to say to me."
"Thrown Among

Strangers" is "still

controversial because of the

[sometimes raucous] tone," of

which large universities

generally don't approve.
Monroy occasionally spices

up his writing with humorous
stories, such as the gruesome
demise of one Father Andres

Quintana, and a story of

another Priest "caught in an

unspeakableactwithamule."

At other times Monroy is very

serious but still manages to

get the point across with some
humor. "Into this multiply-

weakened population [of

Indians] came European
microbes, the most
devastating of which was
Treponema pallidum... In

this context the Europeans did

not civilize but rather

syphilized the Western

Douglas MoDioy is ihc dircaor of the Southwest Studies Progtai

Hemisphere."

Overall, Monroy's work is

both easily readable and
enjoyable while not

compromising its value as an

important factual and
analytical history source.

Monroy reports brisk sales of

his book in California

bookstores, and students may
run across it if they partake in

a Southwest Studies course,

Monroy also contributed an

excellent article to the

October issue of the "Colorado

College Bulletin" that

examines the problems faced

by modern day Los Angeles

and how our Southwest
Studies program is in an

advantageous position to

study them.

Thousands laid off in Flint-and, yes, it's amusing
by Blake Jordan

Michael Moore^ former

editor of Mother Jones

magazine and creator of last

year's TV Nation (featuring

Moore and MTV's Karen
Duffy, among others), received

national attention in 1989

with the acclaimed
documentary "Roger & Me."

In doing this, he joined the

ranks of Bob Eubanks, Casey

Kasem, the members ofGrand
Funk Railroad and the wife of

Don Knotts as famous people

who escaped from their

hometown of Flint, Michigan.

Home of the first General

Motors plant and the

birthplace of the United Auto
Workers, Flint garnered the

attention of all of America in

1988 when tens of thousands

of GM manufacturers were

laid off in a time when the

company itselfwas stillamong
the world's top corporations.

Writer, producer, and director

of "Roger & Me," Michael

Moore sets out to find the

chairman ofGM, Roger Smith,

and have him spend a day in

Flint with some of the victims

of his mass lay-offs. The
elusive nature of Smith and

the obstinate people under

Smith stand in Moore's way.

Aside from the several

attempts to talk toSmith face-

to-face, Moore takes us

through therecent history and

failures of Flint, Michigan.

We see the wealthy suggest

for those laid off to try harder,

along with a deputy who is

forced to evict those out of

work due to the plant closings.

While the very middle of

the film sags just a bit, "Roger

& Me" is consistent in its

poignancy, pathosand humor.

Y EARS A H E A D

SALON

3d DAYS UNLIMrrED TANNING
$39

15% off ail services

for CC students
1 18 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552

Moore achievesan impeccable
balance between human
tragedy and the black humor
that manifests itself in the

denigration of many citizens

of Flint (the best example is

the hiring of some of the

working class as "human
statues" for an annual, well-

to-do "Gatsby" party).

Moore picks up on the

various contradictions of

people in power and offers

excellent juxtapositions of

those being evicted with the

ignorant attitudes of Smith

and other GM executives.

Moreover, Moore's deadpan

interviewing and schlumpy

appearance, despite the

decorum of some of the places

to which he goes, is always

amusing; the humor is morbid

and ironic, but isalways there.

"Roger & Me" is solid

entertainment, and an

important film to see, now
that news of Flint's economic

downfall has fallen by the

wayside. It illustrates the part

of the Reagan years many
refuse to acknowledge
without dealing with

American politics, per se. It is

an affecting funny film, that

almost demands viewing.

"Roger & Me" is showing

in Olin Friday and Saturday at

7:30 and Sunday at 2:30.

'Tink Panther'' pathetic

by Mike Smith

Since I began writing for

the Catalyst, I have covered

such fascinating storiesasThe
Writing Center and food

composting. Although
interesting, reportingon these

subjects failed to conjure up

my utmost enthusiasm and

curiosity. So, along with my
recent assignment to review

"The Pink Panther" came a

great deal of excitement and

anticipation. In hindsight,

however, I would rather have

watched two hours of

composting, but allow me to

explain.

For those ofyouwho have
not seen (and hopefully will

not see] "The Pink Panther",

it is director Blake Edwards'

1964 comic mystery that

introduces the world to the

bumbling Inspector Clouseau

(Peter Sellers). The latter's

clumsiness and general

disorientation provide for

most of the film's slapstick

comedy, but even his

welcomed presence and

humor fail to rescue the movie

fromitsless-than-entertaining

status.

The storyline revolves

around the priceless "Pink

Panther" gem, which is pre-

sumably the next target for

"The Phantom," an infamous

jewel thief. Inspector

Clouseau is in pursuit of this

sticky-fingered apparition,

which leads him to stay in

close proximity with the jewel

and its owner, the lovely Prin-

cess (Capucine). This pursuit

brings the Inspector and his

wife toa beautiful ski resort in

the Swiss Alps, where all in-

terested parties, good and bad,

conglomerate to steal or pro-

tect the gem. These schemes

result in betrayals, seductions.

and constant slapstick antics,

none of which make the film

worth watching."The Pink

Panther's" most injurious flaw

is its failure to concentrate on

the only entertaining aspect

of the film: the Inspector. Al-

though his awkward naivete

is amusing and welcomed, his

screen time is minuscule com-

pared to the numerous scenes

of trickery and sexual

enticemnt with the other less-

interesting characters. The

plot goes from initial confu-

sion to predictability, and

there is little to no excite-

ment when the expected out-

come actually occurs.

Ifmywritingseemsvague

and poorly representative of

my personal opinions, let me
reiterate more clearly. The

movie is worthless. The only

positive aspects of the film are

please see Panther on page 11
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
SKATING CLASSES at Hon-
nen Ice Rink! Classes avail-

able for beginning, intermedi-

ate, andadvanced skaters. $ 1 5/
person for 3 classes. Pre-regis-

tration required! 4th block reg-

istration due 11/21! For info

call loAnn at 632-4098, Krista

at x7275, or Miako at x7025.

PERSONALS

$ EASY MONEY!! I will pay

$25 for your phone book. Call

Lee Ramsey Collect at (615]

577-7237.

ELLEN-
Please clean our litter.We love

you.

-Sammy & Tober

I need a lift for Thanksgiving
toSt. Lou is oranywhere close.

Will help pay gas & drive too!

Call Jenny-Viva x7249.

Snukums-
Hope Thanksgiving goes real

OK.
-Pookie

Doesn't ANYONE have an
interesting life? If you do - or

even if you don't - we NEED
your block break, community
service, dorm, club, and ran-

dom candid (especially seniors)

photos for the yearbook! This
is your LAST chance. Please

ID everyone & include your
name andWB so we can return

the pictures. Deliver to WB
2 11 6 or the Nugget desk in the

Cutler Pub. office (downstairs

Cossit). HURRY!

Glad everything is coming up
roses.

Two months. Pretty good for

a social moron.
-A

I WANNA DRIVE A ZAM-
BONL..

Em-
You push my love button so
hard.

Love, Seth

Mom (Scholetl-

I need some clothes. Really,

really soon.

-E (Scheminske)

Amy-
...It's a huge responsibility-oh

god no? yes? AH!
-T

Kathleen-

What's icing? How much do
you know about hockey?
-Josie

EMPLOYMENT

FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS-greeks,
groups, clubs, motivated indi-

viduals. Fast, simple, easy-NO
FINANCIAL OBLIGATION.
(8001 775-3851 ext. 33.

Erick-

If you're ever naked during a

drought, be sure to look for a

camel with massive head in-

juries.

-A

Bond. James Bond. Lines work-
ing yet?

Loveya- M

Anne and Kristi-

Thanks for a fun time on Sun-

day.

-Rob

Rob-

Sorry I cha-cha'ed on your
nerves.

-Kristi

Rob & Jay-

Did we go dancing or was that

a miracle in our dreams Sun-
day night?

-KaiA

Sarah-

The next time you have hic-

cups while you're walking up
to a cabin, don' t pick the short
straw!!! I think you look cute
with little red spots - even if

others (no names) don't!

-Chad

Jilly-Billy,

Having problems with calcu-

lus? DEAL WITH IT!

the gang

Thanks for all the phone calls.

Keep on calling. Use info

found in the last Catalyst.

Slocum 2-North-

Have a great Thanksgiving!!!

Get ready to go sledding.

-Kristin

Cyndi-

Thanks for the book, although
I did nothing to deserve it. We
hear potato chips are good for

scratching the throat. I Look
forward to youi writing...

-Erick

To warped mystery fans:

An unstriped zebra walks into

a house sitting at the bottom
of a canyon. McDonald's nap-
kins line the canyon bed. Who
is Bob, what instrument did
he play, and whose daughter
slept with the fish?

-the resident Divinity

GO US!!

You're great! How would I

ever PMT without you?
-T

Sarah-

Is it difficult to Rhumba with
bimbos in the background?
Next time: Taco Bell, the

$1.50's, a drive-up wedding,
six little girls, more broken
bones and mutilated bodies,

and no diseases. A (chicken)

pox on your house...

-Erick

Go me!

Ruth-
Keep the faith.

-Chad

Hey, I was sitting down here
in the office diligently being
authoritative and I heard a
great song, maybe you've
heard it - its called "Love is

All Around" from the movie
Four Weddings and a Funer-
al. Have you seen it? Any-
way, even if I'm a loner, I like

being with you.

-C

Eh, Jo-

Ipla fubahh...

Lonng tim, no taak. Stil alliv?

Hey, how's AP? Starkey as
chipper as ever?

Mom and Dad (Nitta )-

The test was four hours. Its

like they think I'm here to

learn or something!
Your Loving Son (Nitta)

Ryan (Nitta)-

You need to grow another two
inches. Shopping for you is

getting too hard.

Your Loving Brother (Nitta)

-Go Erick

-Prof. David C. Hendrickson
I just wanted to thank you for

four hours, eight typed, sin-

gle-spaced pages and a head/
backache. Have fun grading, I

have no sympathy!
-Sincerely Yours, CTN

To "Crack the Case" Fans:

A man lies dead on the side-

walk. Near his body areashell,

a mint and a plate. Who killed

him and why?
-Ed.

Dad (Scheminskej-

The Cfow(again) and football.

You bring the screen, I'll bring
the guacamole.

-Your Loving Son (Schemin...)

Have a Happy and Safe

Thanksgiving Break!!!!

CLASSIFIEDS POLICY

fi. Wtthsat€h

444-8888
W»9a-U«ichOffw Valid Oiitifrt'nwPoniirKJt raiaSl<ltM^„i:

Kirsten-

Hun hun he jepansi.

-Josie

To Whom It May Concern:
Three more issues and count-
ing. Round and round it goes,

where this staff lands, only
the lucky ones know.
-Ed.

Please send Announcements,
fobs. For Sale, Real Estate, and
Personal advertisements to:

The Catalyst

Classifieds

902 N. Cascade
Colorado Spgs., CO 80946

Ads must be received by Tues-
day, 9:00 p.m. to appear in the

subsequent Friday's edition of

the Catalyst. The Catalyst
reserves the right to edit all

classifieds for length and in-

appropriate content. For off-

campus pricing information,
call 389-6675.

KAB-
Have fun at SUNY while you
can. Good luck at UMASS.
America would be proud of

you-you'reagreat "poor corre-

spondent"! See you over win-
ter break.

-Dunk

Z^ch*man-
You'U always be my diseased
HUNNY BUNNY!!! You still

owe me a Paul Creston solo
and a visit... Start practicing

the paino, babe.

-Accchhhchchmad Sr.

(the dead one)



YOU'LL SAVE SO IVIUCH IVIOIMEY SKIING,

YOU IVIIGHT ACTUALLY BE
ABLE TO BUY REAL BOOK SHELVES.

When it comes
CO savings, no

other card does what
the STM (Save The Most) card

does. It guarantees you the lowest

possible price on Steamboat lift tickets

and accommodations. We're talking as

much as 40% off regular room prices.

And the best part is, ifs FREE.

discounts on ski rental, tuning, lessons,

dining and more. With the STM card,

you'll also be able to access our Straight

Talk Snow Report. Ifs not some "powder/

packed powder" nonsense, it's a real

report from people who are on the

mountain every morning. We'll give

it to you straight, so you'll know what
conditions are really like.

To get your free STM card, just call dept.

660 at 1-800-1 SKI STM (1-800-475-4786).

You'll hear all about the many things

the STM card can do for you, including

So call today for your free card. Then
make room for that new, solid-oak book
shelf. (Maybe right next to your card-

board box coffee table.)

1-800-I SKI STM (teambaat.
The Place to Ski
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Outside

with CC
ORG Activities

Third Block Break Trip:

ORC will lead a snowshoeing

and swimming trip 'to

Rainbow Hot Springs

November 23-27.

Interested students should

inquireattheLeisure Program

Office.

Indoor soccer

and basketball

league rosters

are due

Wednesday,

December 7

at 5:00 p.m.

Athlete of the Week
R.J. Enga, Tiger hockey Century Club member
by Ondine Boulter

Senior center R.J. Enga has been selected as the Catalyst

Athlete of the Week for his outstanding performance in last

weekend's series against the University of Denver.

On Sunday, Enga scored a pair of goals against DU,
including the game-winner, and assisted on two others. Enga

is tied with Dan Trebil of the University of Minnesota and

Eric Johnson of St. Cloud State for the WCHA lead in points

for this season. His 15 point total for the season, 1 1 of which
have been scored in the last four games, has boosted his Tiger

career total to 1 11 points. Enga's remarkable record has

earned him the title of All-WCHA player, and has made him
an All-America candidate.

A native of Colorado Springs, Richard Jason Enga began

playing organized hockey at the age of five. He attended Air

Academy High School for one year and then transferred to

Culver Mihtary Academy in Culver, Indiana. Enga led Culver

to it's best record in school history just four years ago, scoring

44goalsandassistingon 54 others.Hewas Culver's top scorer

for three consecutive years and was named the team's Most
Valuable Player for two years. After graduating from Culver,

R.J. was a 10th round draft choice of the New York Islanders.

R.J. feels that this year's Tiger team" . . . has the potential

to do really well. Hopefully we'll be WCHA champs again

this year." Although they lost a lot of key players this year.

Enga believes that the

team has a strong core of

returning players. "We
also have strong talent

among the freshmen
players, helping us to be a

R.j. ENGA
Sr. C, 6-0, 183

cohesive unit, so we work well together."

Along with holding on to the WCHA championship,
Enga's goals for the team include making theNCAA playoffs.

"The playoffs are kind of the spark that's fuehng our fire. We
didn't make them last year, so we're going to try our best to

get there this season."

On a more personal level, Enga hopes to help the team
out as much as possible in his last season of Tiger hickey.

Some disappointments of the season have been the loss to the

University of Michigan and, more recently, the loss to DU.
As he continues to gain experience in hockey, Enga realizes

that "The game is much faster than it was in high school,

more competitive, and much harder to score."

Enga feels that the best part about hockey is "
. . . the

speed of the game and excitement that goes along with it."

After graduation in May, R.J. hopes to continue his hockey
career for as long as he can, be it with the Islanders or another
NHL team.

XXX wrecks competition in preseason B-league contest
by Elizabeth Whisler

The Scramblers were
defeated by XXX on Tuesday,
9-2 in intramural hockey B-
league action. Scramblers'

goalie Jeff Grace took a

beating. Grace was scored on
four times in each of the first

two periods and once in the

third period. "It was a rough

night," he commented.

Josh Fink, goalie for XXX,
faced fewer onslaughts as he

was backed up by a strong

defense. Colin Farrell

attributed XXX's unorthodox
manner of dealing with
penalties to their confidence

in the backfield: "If we got a

penalty, we would pull our

goalie and they still didn't

score."

XXX kept the puck in their

offensive half for most of the

game and most members of

the team scored goals. Though
the points were fairly evenly

spread throughout the team,

Mugsy Nields and Jamie
Repenningscoredseveral goals

for XXX.
Fink may have fallen

asleep in the second period.

The Scramblers' first goal was
scored by Ian Creager in the

third period. Creager's goal

was shortly followed by
another from Andrew Freni.

Creager commented, "The
guys were skatin' real hard out

there, but all in all it was a

great day for hockey."

Regular season starts

December 1, andXXX looks to

be the most promising team in

the most competitive B- overwhelmingnumberofXXX bestteamwehave/'saidTony
league. Their favorable status players who also play club Kreusch, IM hockey
may be the result of the hockey. "They're probably the supervisor.

MONARCH
All new snowboard terrain.

Designed by snowboarden.

For Snowboarders. Al Monarch.

VWe worked on it all summer except

(or when we were, lite, you know,

sleeping and stuff and now It's done.

We call it the Meadows. And It's killer.

^Juaiter pipe-.j'ail slide...
j

spine...Jibonk obstacles-.BlC airs...

smooth tramJtions...deep Huff for (

carving„.weVcgo(iiaJI. And i

we've got It all season long \

^^penlng Day Novennber 18

TcKET RilCES
EARLY SEASON
ADULT: $24 JUNIORS: $10
ADULT SECISINER; $17
JUNIOR BEGINNER: $10

REGULAR SEASON
ADULT: $29 ADULT 1/2 DAY:

.^gCi.P'^ESAREON
You cant .beat our prlce>. Get
a pass and go to th6 slopes
whenever you wanti

OUR ARLY
EASONBring this

coupon to the

moumain and oet

1 lift ticket for $23
Of get 2 lift tickets

for $22.
This offer is only valid for 1 1/1^4-
12/16,194. Not valid for the dates of
11/24'94-11/27/94. Not valid with
any other coupon or discount.

Intramural Update

Indoor Volleyball Championships

Freshman League Co-Ed Competitive

Semifinals: Semifinals: Semifinals:

Snafu def. No NamesSnuffel def. 10,000

Maniacs

Scrapers def. We Dig

Finals:

Scrapers def. Snuffel

(15-7, 15-9)

64 Slices def. Los

Matadores

Finals:

Snafu def. 64 Slices

(15-2, 15^)

No Names def. Fudge

Kitchen

Fiji def. Phi Delta Theta

Finals:

Fiji def. No Names
(15-11, 15-9]

S.S. Lagoon lampoons competition in

preseason Rec. League hockey action

by Michele Killeen

Tuesday night, as

preseason IM hockey
continued, S.S. Lagoon faced

ot( against Ground Waste in

Rec League competition. S.S.

Lagoon dominated the game
from the first whistle. Led by
Andy Siber, Scott McKenzie,
and Jay Lambert on offense,

and anchored by Rob Madden
in goal. Lagoon had no
problem controlling thegame.
Waste goalie Shaun Rudolph
faceda barrage ofLagoon shots
throughout the game.
Rudolph's quick reflexes, and
a little luck, prevented Lagoon
from scoring until late in the

first period.

The first goal was scored

by Lambert, who made some
quick moves to evade the

Waste defense before sending

the puck into the net. Ground
Waste almost scored a few
minutes later, when Rueben
Chen maneuvered behind the

Lagoon goaland nearly got past
Madden. Strong netminding
by Madden kept Chen from
tying the game.

In the second period.

Lagoon continued to pepper

the Waste goalie. And with
the help of some good passes,

the puck started flying into

the net. McKenzie scored off a

pass from Eric Coe, and

Lambert's soft-handed pass to

Siber put S.S. Lagoon up 3-0.

A breakaway by Siber opened
the lead to 4-0.

Waste scored their lone

goal in the third period after

going down 6-0 on a goal by

McKenzie and a third goal for

Siber to give him a hat trick.

Waste's goal was scored when
Madden left the goal to chase

a loose puck.and a Waste
forward took the puck into

the goal. However, Lagoon's

Jon Murphy showed a great

effort in trying to stop him.

S.S. Lagoon's domination
in their first two games shows
that they will be a force in IM
Rec League hockey.
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Women's basketball

gearing up for Block

Break Tournament

Big Cats warm up against alumni

by Riley Peterson

The Lady Tigers'

basketball team begins the

season against the

Southwestern Kansas
Moundbuilders next Friday at

4 pm. On November 25th and
26th the Tigers will host CC's
annual Thanksgiving
Tournament. Sterling College

will take on Western State at

2 pm to start off the women's
competition.. The winners
will face off on Saturday.

Assistant coach Amy
Schrag is optimistic about the

tournament."The team has

improved by leaps and bounds
since practice started in mid-

October," says Schrag.

A fast-break offense and

relentless rebounding will be

forceful weapons for the Tigers

this year. Karen Schwarts,

Larissa Goldman, Megan
McGuire, Riley Peterson,

Maria Griego, and Natalie

Martinez are the guards
responsible for setting the

tempo of thegame using speed,

dribbling, stellar passes, and

outside shots.

Experience and leadership

on the court will be expected

from Erin Guinee and Lydia

Hochstetler. Hochstetler says

there is "a strong connection

between all of the players."

Five players taller than
5' 10" give the ladies an edge in

rebouningand shooting in the

paint. Monique Youngquist,

Annie Dent, Kiisti Mathison,

Kendra Johnson and Melissa

Prather will dominate the

inside game for CC this year.

Hockey continued from page 20

on Sunday while fellow junior

center Colin Schmidt tallied

once and assisted twice.

Senior defensman and
captian Kent Feams set up

three goals on Sunday, scored

one and assisted once on

Friday night to earn WCHA
Defensive Player-of-the-Week

honors.

The weekend's activity

left the Tigers in third place

intheWCHA.TheTigers have

played two games less than

MinnesotaandWisconsin, the

first and second place teams

respectively. The Wisconsin

Badgersswept Michigan Tech,

while the Minnesota Gophers,

previously ranked number
one nationally, were upset at

North Dakota, with a loss and

North Dakota's triumph- is.'

ant weekendgoestoshow that

there is no such thing as an

easy road victory in the

WCHA. The Tigers will travel

to St. Cloud State this

weekend to meet a Husky
team that posted a 12-1-3

home record last year. The
Huskies' sole loss last season

came courtesy of the Tigers.

When asked about the

Tigers' chances this weekend,

senior winger Peter

Geronazzo had this to say.

"This is our first league road

trip of the season other than

DU. Last year we had the best

road record in the league. In

the preseason, the coaches

picked St . Cloud to finish first

in the league. We're going to

show 'em who the number
one team in the league really

by Big Cat Alumni Dirk & Rob

Returning Schlessman
legends such as Tim "All

Hands" Kotowski and Tom
"Chimichanga" MacFarlane

showed up last Saturday to test

their mettle against current

swimmers in the annual
alumni meet.

Steve Bartos voiced the

opinion of most alumni
swimmers. "I gave it my all"

said Bartos. "I'm fat but I

wanted to beat these (guys)."

A close meet to the end,

thealumni prevailed, with the

aid of the timer. Big Cat head

coach Sandra Janes was happy

with the results. "I was really

impressed with the team's

performance today. But it

wouldn't have been possible

without all that water in the

pool."

The final relay consisted

of only freshman and their

performance gave hope for a

great season.

Freshman Nick Haxton
anchored the Fresh-Cat relay

andshowed the crowd his skill

by posting a 2:50.54 in the

100m breaststroke.

Now, everyone is looking

to Nick to carry the team.

Surprised by his accomp-

lishment and newfound
admirers, Haxton had this to

say, "I think I bit off a little

more than I could chew."

The Big Cats travel to

Greeley this Friday night and

to Oklahoma City for a

Saturday evening meet against

Trinity College of Texas.

by Melinda Sharkey & Beth Bacon

The Lady Tigers had their

first meet Saturday, taking on

alumni at Schlessman Pool.

Although the Big Cats lost to

returning alumni, they

performed well, with several

swimmers posting impressive

preseason times.

The Big Cats now embark
on a marathon swimming
weekend starting Friday night

in Greeley. The meet, which
pits CC against Metro, who
has had trouble keeping a

coach, and UNC, promises to

be an adventure.

After Friday's meet, the

Lady Tigers will leave at 5

a.m. Saturday morning for a

Saturday evening meet in

Oklahoma City against

Trinity.

CC hockey signs four top recruits

Press Release

Four lop recruits have

signed early letters of intent

to enroll and play hockey

here at CC next fall, head

coach Don Lucia announced

Thursday.

The players are Scott

Swanson and Brian Waldo
of Cottage Grove, MN; Brian

Swanson of Eagle River,

Alaska; and Cory Cyrenne

of Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Scott Swanson and Waldo
are defensemen. Brian

Swanson and Cyrenne are

centers. All four are left-

handed shooters.

Scott Swanson is in his

second season with the

Omaha Lancers of the

USHL. He was a first team

USHL all-star in 1993-94.

"He runs their power play,

kills penalties and skates a

regular shift," said Lucia.

"He's the best defenseman

I've seen in the USHL or in

Western Canada."

Brian Waldo is in his first

yearwith the Omaha Lancers.

He served as captainof the U.S.

select- 17 team that won a

silver medal in Mexico City

last August, and played for

the American select- 1 6 a year

earlier. "He's a defensive

defenseman, someone we
think can develop into a 'go-

to' guy in critical defensive

situations," states Lucia.

Brian Swanson is also in

his second season with
Omaha and was a first-team

USHL All-Star last year. One
of the most widely recruited

forwards in North America,

Swanson led the Lancers and

finished fifth in the league

with 103 points in '93-94. "He
has tremendous speed and

skill,"Lucia3aid. "We believe

he also can come in here and
be a 'go-to' guy for us as a

freshman. He'll also see a lot

of work on our special

teams."

Cory Cyrenne currently

plays for the St. Boniface

Saints of the Manitoba Junior

Hockey League. He finished

the '93-94 season with 63

points in 53 games. Cyrenne

hashad48pointsin22games

so far this year.

Each of the four recruits

will bring additional

experience to the Tiger

roster. Scott Swanson played

in last summer's U.S.

Olympic Festival, and the

two forwards have already

competed internationally.

Brian Swanson was a

member of the 1993 U.S.

select- 17 team that won a

silver medal in lapan.

Cyrenne finished as the fifth

leading scorer at last year's

Esso Cup, an international

tournament for 1 6-year-olds.

Waldo also played in the Esso

Cup as a select- 16.

Many Thanks to:

Boyice

Tonya
Denise

Cindy
Ruth

Jo

Pat

Nellis

i<r=#»|ili\S^i\'
Kaltirynlvfonirman c^
CuUer Publications

All of our writers

All of our phoiographers

Roy & Inlcnnouniain Color

In theimmortal words of the Bard, "We few,

we happy few, we merry band of brothers."

Thank you.

—Chad Nitta—

^e S/ii SmifH
At Recycled Sports

WE TUNE BOARDS & SKIS!!

Complete Ski Services

Hidden behind 7-11 & 815 N. Nevada Ave.

10% off ski service witti CC ID
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CC fights to gain split with DU
Tigers fall at Denver, but demolish Pioneers at home

Team to take on preseason favorite St. Cloud State w L T Pts. GF GA
6 1 1 13 35 22
5 3 1 11 35 30
5 1 10 36 16

3 5 1 7 31 35
3 3 « 22 20
3 3 6 20 25

3 5 6 31 36
2 3 1 5 18 32
2 4 4 22 23
1 5 2 14 25

Sophomore Tun SweezAfaces off against an DDideotified University ofDeal
lay McNei] iooks on, awaiting the pndt. file Hgeis won tlie game by a scoi

:iplayeiioSunday'sactionattlieAiiForc«Academy.Innioi

: of 7~3, malting np for a 6-5 loss to DU on Fiiday at Denver.

by Mike Rabinovitch

We need not hold our

collective breath any longer.

The defending WCHA
champions, our Colorado
College Tigers, dropped their

first league game at Denver
University last Friday night.

For those of us who made the

short trek up 1-25, 1 commend
you. It is not easy to listen to

the neanderthal "bleacher
creatures" and their ridiculous

and unimaginative chants for

three periods straight. The
DU fans were convinced that

their Pioneers were the better

team on the ice. I knew they
were wrong, but their
incessant chant of

"Scoreboard...Scoreboard" left

me scratching my head in

disbeUef. The Tigers lost to

the Pioneers by a score of 6-5.

Itseemedasthoughthe Tigers

CC hockev siens four

top recruits for the

1995-96 season.

-see page 19

The Tigers unleashed
potent power-play attacks,

notching four goals in eleven

opportunities on Sunday. That
was the fourth time this season

that the Tigers have scored
four or more power play goals
in a game.

Senior center R.J. Enga
scored a pair of goals and
assisted on twoothers to spark
the team to victory on Sunday.

Tiger Hockey Update
WCHA Standings

Team (overall record)

1. Minnesota (6-l-l|

2. Wisconsin |3-3-l)

3. Colorado College (6-2-0)

4. Minnesota-Duluth (3-3-1)

5. Michigan Tech (5-1-1)

Northern Michigan (2-4-0)

Denver (2-4-0)

6. North Dakota (1-5-0)

7. St. Cloud State (2-4-0)

8. Alaska Anchorage (2-6-0)

Last Weekend: The Tigers split the series againstarchrival
DU, winning on Sunday in front of a sell-out home crowd
by a score of 7-3. CC lost on Friday in Denver, 6-5.

This Weekend: CC travels to Minnesota for a two-game
series at St. Cloud State University. Faceoff is at 7:05 p.m.
Friday and Saturday evenings.The games can be heard on
AM 1240 KRDO.

The Series: CC and St. Cloud State have met 17 times
previously, starting in 1989. The Huskies hold a 9-6-2
advantage in the series. The Tigers were 3-0-1 last season
against the Huskies, winning 4-1 and tying 4-4 in

Minnesota, to begin a six-game unbeaten streak heading
into the WCHA playoffs. CC has lost just one of its last

five games at St. Cloud State. A veteran team boasting 1

1

seniors, St. Cloud State is as deep as any team in the
WCHA. Senior defenseman Kelly Hultgren was named
second-team All-WCHA last season.

Fast Facts: Tiger's center R.J. Enga, who tallied a total of six
points over the weekend, extended his scoring streak to
eight games. He is tied for the WCHA scoring lead with
15 points for the season . . . Senior defenseman Kent
Feams' five points in the DU series earned him WCHA
Defensive Player-of-the-Week honors last week. Feains
has 99 career points, including 10 this year. Only three
defensemen in CC history have more points

Enga also collected a goal and
an assist in Friday's defeat for

a weekend total of six points.

He is tied for the points lead in

left their defense on the team
bus.

On Sunday the Tigers

came through for us. In front

of a standing room only crowd
at the Cadet Ice Arena at the

Air ForceAcademy, the Tigers

scored six unanswered goals,

includingfourinanine minute
spanduringthesecondperiod, t r> -r.
to take a 6- Head into the third Jumor Ssia Fiy qualifies for nationals .

period, en route to an eventual

theWCHA with fifteen points.

Junior center Jay McNeill
netted two power-play goals

please see Hockey on page 19

Tigers race to 12th and 13th at

regional competition in Iowa
again

7-3 victory.

Week in Review
Cross Country: The men's and women's teams finished

their seasons at the Central Regional meet in Waverly

,

Iowa. Junior Ail-American Sara Fry continued her out-
standing season by quahfying for theNCAA Division in
championships in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania this Satur-
day. The CC women finished 12th and the men 13th out
of 2

1 teams. The men were led by sophomore Paul Evans.

Week in Preview
Men's Basketball: Head coach Brett Znver makes his debut

this weekend as the Tigers open their 1994-95 season at
the Grinnell College Tournament in Grinnell, Iowa. CC
tips off at 6 p.m. Friday against Simpson College, then
will play again on Saturday against either Grinnell or
Mount St. Clare College.

Swimming and Diving: CC officially opens its 1994-95
season in Greeley on Friday as the women take on the
University ofNorthern Colorado and Metropolitan State
College in a tri-meet and the men meet Metro State in a
dual. The competition is scheduled to begin at 5 p.m. On
Saturday, the Tigers travel to Oklahoma City to take on
Trinity College at 7 p.m.

by Eric Coe & Krista Fish

The cross country season
finally came to an end last

Saturday as the phenomenon
called the Colorado College
cross country team ran its re-

gional meet in the much cel-

ebrated running mecca of

Waverly, Iowa, site of

Wartburg College.

After a restful night's

slumber in the ever-so com-
fortable waterbeds of

Waverly's Star Motel and
Hunting Lodge, the team was
ready to run. The men were
the first to test their mettle
against the twenty one teams
of the Central Region and the
Waverly course, located on a
local golf course.

Competition was stiff,

and the men's team ran to a
thirteenth place finish.
Leading the pack was
sophomore team captain and
assistant coach "Pev" Evans,
running an impressive time of

26:33 for the five mile course.

Evans was followed by junior

Jack "Marlboro Man" Hayes
and sophomore Eric "Pressed
Ham" Coe, running times of

27:05 and 27:11. Freshman
Mike "Mr. Carpet" Kremkau,
ran a personal best of 27:46,

and was followed by
sophomore Chris "Nebraska
Sucks" Durham (28:00) and
freshman Ethan "Pansy"
White (28:05). Rounding out
the top 7 for the men was
freshman Andy "Get along,

little Drogy" Almonte,
fininshing in 28:56.

The women's race was
competitive as well, and the

CC women placed I2th in the

21 team field. The Tigers were
led in the race by junior Ail-
American Sara Fry, who placed

seventh in the women's race

with a time of 18:40 for the 5K
course. Fry's finish was good
enough to qualify for the na-

tional meet.

Following Fry was junior

crossword master Erica
Sofianek, who came across the

line in 20:04. Following
Sofianek were sophomores
Krista "Euchre Queen" Fish

(20:43), Kara "Light Bulb"
Bundy (21:00), and freshman
Sally "Friggin Bar" Wurtzler.

The women's team was
rounded out by sophomore
Nanci "Maui Princess" Eaton,

running a personal best 2 1 :29,

andsophomore Bridget "Sleep-

ing Beauty" Schulte, who
came across the line in 23:05.

In such manner the cross

country season cametoan end.

As the Tigers began feeling

downtrodden lookingback on
their finish, a voice spoke from
heaven, saying, "Be not sad,

for with the melting snow of

springtime comes a new track

season."

Their hearts encouraged
and their spirits lifted, theCC
runners said goodbye to Iowa,
eagerly awaiting the coming
of spring.
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Concerns over vandalism voiced
by Julie Cordon

Student vandalism both

on and off the Colorado Col-

lege campus has become more
frequent this year than in pre-

vious years, prompting con-

cern among members of the

CC community.
"The vandalism can re-

sult in a lack of trust and re-

spect for students at Colorado

College," saidAdam Cermak,

acting Leisure Program Direc-

tor. "Hopefully, students can

raise an awareness among
other students, and eventu-

ally thevandalism will cease."

Many instances of vandal-

ism have occurred in the

Womer Center. The courtesy

telephones next to Gaylord

Hall that allow students to

make campus calls have been

repeatedly ripped out of the

wall. Maintenance has had to

re-mount them each time.

Another area of concern is

within food service, and the

amount of stealing from
Marriott. Students have sto-

len plants fromBenjamin'sand

food, including entire loaves

of bread, from Rastall.

Vandalism has also

plagued the residential halls.

Mathias has experienced the

most student destruction. On
Wednesday, October 19th, a

person [or persons) tampered

with the Mathias fire preven-

tion system. As a result, the

sprinkler system on the third

floor was set off. Students re-

siding in the 3-East wing of

Mathias were immediately

drenched in 1 to 2 inches of

water. The water then trick-

led down to 2-East, and then

reached isolated spots on the

first floor.

"Something like a base-

ball bat caused the system to

go off," explained Mathias

Hall Director Janet Hinshaw.

In addition to vandalizing

the fire prevention system,

two exit signs and an emer-

gency pull-head were also

smashed
Onethousandsixhundred

and fifty dollars worth of dam-

age was done to Mathias.

Maintenance had to replace

not only the exit signs and

emergency pull-head, but the

carpet and paint damage. Prior

to the vandalism, the carpet

and paint were brand new from

the dorm's renovation this

summer.
All Mathias residents will

have to spht the cost as no one

has accepted responsibility for

the incident. Each of the 330

students will receive a bill in

the Werner Box for $5

sometime during either the

hohday break or half-block.

"The consensus is that

someone who lives outside of

Mathias committed the van-

dalism, and students are an-

gry that they must pay for the

damage when no one from

their hall was responsible,"

Hinshaw said.

The cost does not include

the damage to students' per-

sonal items. The housing con-

tract that students sign stipu-

lates that the College cannot

please see Vandalism on page 2

Professor Champion dies
Press release

Professor William Cham-
pion passed away Thursday,

November 17. A memorial

service was held at Shove

Chapel November 28.

Champion was a member
oftheChemistry Department.

He received his Ph.D. at

Cornell University in 1958and

began teaching at Colorado

College in 1959.

Cards and letters may be

sent to the Champion family

at 2608 North Logan, Colo-

rado Springs 80907.

A William C. Champion
Scholarship Fund has been

established.

A memorial for William

Champion appears on page 9.

ChatDptou passed away Thursday, Novemeber 17.
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Correction
The November 21st Catalyst, Issue VIU, contained a

ston- on the tront pige entitled 'Phii Roof covers financial

aidposinon/ThestoiyprcsentedKtKjfasthenewAsstKiate

Direetor of Financial Aid. Roof was and Ls a candidate for

the position; he had not been selected to fake the job. The
Catalyst regrets the error.

Joseph Z. Sliarman

New'S Editor

Marriott decorates

for holiday season
by Jennie Randall

Marriott spent more than

$1,000on winterholiday deco-

ration for Benji's, Bemis, and
Rastall this year.

Decoration included 5

decorated artificial Christmas
trees, poinsettias, wreaths and
garland.

Food Service Director John
Hawkins said that the size of

the cost was due to the fact

that, "this year was our initial

purchase. We'll try to, over a

period of time, build upastock
of decorations."

The recently purchased
holiday decorations will be

reused in the future, displayed

alongside future purchases.

Hawkins said that after

receiving a complaint that

there were no Chanukah deco-

rations in Rastall, Marriot
purchased a banner and sev-

eral decorations which are

currently being displayed.

"We tried to make sure

we had winter holiday [deco-

rations] instead of specifically

religious (decorations),"
Hawkins said.

Vaadalism from page 1

be held responsiblefor the loss

of student property.

According to Hinshaw,
students who have renter's

insurance can use it to help

pay for the loss. Over the

summer, when students were
given their room assignments,

the option of purchasing
renter's insurance was
available. Renter's insurance

costs $50 a semester.

Hinshaw noted that the

sprinkler incident is just one
example of vandalism that

Mathias has encountered.
Over the first Block Break,

trash was dumped out and
scattered all over the main
floor, and a blender was sto-

len.

The 2-East walls are cov-

ered with dark black marks.

"It looks as if the marks have
come from hockey pucks," she

explained. In 3-West, a fire

extinguisher was broken.

On the second floor of

McGregor, someone pulled

the fire extinguisher. There
was enough smoke emitted

from the extinguisher that

another student thought there

was indeed a fire and pulled

the fire alarm. "The students

Security Report
by Carolyn Edwards

11-13-94, Z^Opm A CC student reported $ 165 missing from bis unlocked lockei in Horten
Ice Rink.

11-27-94, 7:30pm A motmtain bike wasreported stolen from the bike rack in front of Loomis
hall. The bike, -valued at $500, was locked with a cable

11-28-94, 2.1SpniCCseciinty was notified that a student s brown leather wallet containing
$20, a checkbook, anda credit card, was stolen from the counter adjacent to the roadroom
in Womer Center

Applications for

Spring editor of the Catalyst

and

• Member-at-large

available at Worner Desk
*

Cutler Publications
389-6675

Adam Cermak, acting Leisure Piogram director, is cotn;eit]eti about recent vandal
both onandoffcampus.

did the right thing by pulling bage and beer eans left in the
the alarm," said Cermak, "but parking lot and on the road
police had to respond to the have brought attention from
call unnecessarily." the neighbors."

The Sigma Chi fraternity Incidents at The
house became the victim of Broadmoor duringHomecom
arsononMonday,October31. ing are also a factor in the
When residents decorated vandalism issue. At theHomc
their foyer with newspaper, it coming dance, several items
was originally thought that a were destroyed, an $1,800
nearby radiator ignited the brass cart disappeared, and
newspapers. However, a po- power was lost to some guest
lice investigation concluded rooms. Because of the vandal
that the newspapers were in- ism, the Broadmoor is consid
tentionallylitwithamatchor ering not hosting the dance
lighter. The person or persons next year. CCCA president
responsible have not been David Coffey asked the stu
identified. dent body to sign a letter

Off campus, incidents of apoligizing for the incidents
vandalism have occurred at at the Broadmoor. It is not
the CC Cabin. "The cabin per known how many have signed
se has been treated pretty the letter,

well," said Cermak, "but gar-
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Faculty approves revised

anti-discrimination policy

Joseph Z. Sharman

During its meeting No-
vember 22, the faculty ap-

proved the Faculty Executive

Committee's recommenda-
tion to President iVlohrman

revising the current anti-dis-

crimination policy. Thoserec-

ommended revisions include

adding to the policy an Ameri-

can Association of University

Professors statement on free-

dom of expression, amending

the policy's definition of ha-

rassment, reforming CC's in-

formal and formal grievance

procedures and abolishing the

existing committee structure

handling formal complaints.

"We are recommending a

substantial alteration in

policy," noted Faculty Execu-

tive Committee |FEC) Chair-

person Libby Rittenberg. That

alteration "hopefully leads to

more informal procedures"

while creating a "much more

streamlined process,"

Rittenberg said, ridding, for

one thing, of the Education

and Grievance Committee
(EGC), an effective "grand

jury."

The recommendation did

not receive unanimous sup-

port from the faculty. Profes-

sor Keith Kester, ciurent fac-

ulty representative on the

EGC, while saying he, "for

the most part. ..found the rec-

ommended revisions to be

good or valid changes in the

policy," admitted "some con-

cerns [with] the actual imple-

mentation" of the FEC's plan

beyond informal complaints.

That implementation
proved the most controversial

facet of the FEC's recom-

mended revisions. The
faculty's proposal first dis-

bands both the EGC and the

existing ad hoc committee

structure for investigating

complaints.

Currently, someone with

a complaint first contacts one

of around 40 advisors Usted in

the anti-discrimination

policy. The advisor then at-

tempts to resolve the problem

at the informal level. If that is

unsuccessful, a formal com-

plaint is filed with the EGC.
The committee decides

whether to dismiss the com-

plaint, try and resolve it

through mediation or forward

it to President

The Faculty Executive Committee (FEC), chaired by Ubby Kilteaber^ recommentled

the changes in the anii'disctiminatioii policy. CCCA called aa emeigeocy meeting

Tuesday, December 6 at 8 pm to discuss the proposed changes.

staff members and three stu-

dents. Each of the four con-

stituencies would select its

three members for that pool.

The three person commit-

tee would consist of two
people from the constituency

of the accused and one from

the constituency of the com-

plainant. That committee will

dismiss the complaint if it is

without foundation or recom-

mend disciplinary action to

the senior member of the

accused's constituency if he

or she is found to have vio-

lated the anti-discrimination

policy.

"The faculty was not try-

ing in any way to invalidate

the existing policy," observed

Dean of the College Timothy

Fuller. The FEC's proposal, he

noted, resulted from faculty

concerns about inadequate

representation on the Educa-

tion and Grievance Commit-

tee (the EGC is comprised of

one member of each constitu-

ency and the Director of Hu-

p/ease see Policy on page 4

Mohrman. If the

complaint reaches

Mohrman, she forms

an ad hoc committee

to investigate the is-

sue and reach a con-

clusion.

Under the

faculty's recom-

mended plan, the

complaint would still

first go to an advisor.

The advisor would try

and resolve the complaint at

the informal level, possibly

contacting the accused, or, if

the complaint does not fit

imdertheanti-discrimination

policy's definition of

discrimination (including

harassment), it will be dealt

with by "suasion rather than

sanctions," according to the

plan.

The advisor also has the

option of taking the com-

plaint—still at an informal

level—to either the Dean of

the College, Associate Dean

of the College, Dean of Stu-

dents, Director of Human Re-

soiuces or a Vice-President.

The administrator would re-

view the accusation and de-

cide whether or not to take it

to the formal level.

At the formal level, the

complaint would be judged by

a three person committee ap-

pointed by the Legal Counsel.

The Counsel would select the

committee from a pool of 12

people; three faculty, three

administrators, three support

Last chance to

get a higherscore!
Last class begins: 12/15

TARGETED TRAtNING Is Iha mosl

customlzad, llexible approach to GMAT stuiiy a

Call: 635-3432

cat a higher score

KAPLAN

Campus Happenings
Artist Gathering Beginning

Majors in Studio Art and Art History have formed the

Art Students' Organization for all Colorado College com-
munity members interested in art. Studio majors will be

meeting at 7:00 PM the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of each
block in the basement of Spencer Center (on the corner of

Tejon and Cache La Poudre).

That meeting will be an informal "Jam Session" in

which students will bring whatever projects they are work-
ing on for input, stimulus and, above all, a positive feedback

environment conducive to art-making. Occasionally food

and drink will be provided, and there are no time limits on
the meetings.

Direct questions to Luigi Cicala at 473-6843.

Enviromental Conference Slated
"Dreaming of a Green Christmas," a regional

enviromental conference will begin at 9 am Saturday,

December 3 in the Gates Common Room and will run

through Sunday, December 4. Activities mclude a panel

discussion on spiratuality and workshops on
multiculturalism, xeriscaping, and ancient forest activism.

Participants are asked to donate $5 each to cover conference

fees. Registration forms are available at the CC enviromental

resource center in upstairs Worner Center, or call x6822.

Ritt Endowment Funds Available
Students interested in wilderness expeditions and

outdoor education may apply for a Ritt Kellogg Memorial

grant for up to $1000. Questions? Leisure Program Office.

Help the Holidays Happen
Through Dec. 15, the Colorado College community

could donate food, clothing and toys to help the holidays

happen for those less fortunate. The drive is sponsored by

the Center for Community Service. Direct questions to the

Center.

Venture Grants Oifered
The Colorado College once again has a Venture fund.

The Venture Funds are administered by the Dean's Advi-

sory Committee with an operating budget of $50,000. Funds

are divided between Student Research ($20,000), Conferences

($10,000) and Visiting Faculty ($20,000).

Applications for all three areas are available in the

Dean's Office and should be returned there when com-

pleted. The Committee meets the third Thursday of every

Block, and application deadlines are 1:00 PM the Friday

preceding the meeting. Questions should go to X6686.

Volunteers for Soup Kitchen Needed
The Colorado College Soup Kitchen needs volunteers

for the upcoming Winter Break. Food donations and a

volunteer overage21 whocandriveavanareneeded. Please

contact Cynthia Blea at x7551 for more information.
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Fellowships offered for future teachers
Press Release

The James Madison Me-
morial Fellowship Founda-

tion, a federally-endowed

program designed to

strengthen Instruction about

the Constitution in the

nation's schools, will award
generous fellowships in 1995

for master's degree level

graduate study of the framing

and history of the U.S.

Constitution. College seniors

and college graduates who
intend to become secondary

school teachers of American
history, American govern-

ment, and social studies are

eligible for awards.

James Madison Fellow-

ships will be awarded to at

least one legal resident ofeach

state, the District of Colum-
bia, Puerto Rico, and other

U.S. territories. After complet-

ing study under their fellow-

ships, James Madison Fellows

are required to teach Ameri-
can history, American govern-

ment or social studies in grades

7-12 for a minimum of one
year for each year of graduate

assistance they receive.

Fellowships carry a maxi-

mum stipend of $24,000 (for

up to two years of full-time

study for college graduates),

which can be used to cover

the costs of tuition required,

fees, books, room, and board.

Fellows may enroll in gradu-

ate programs leading to

master's degrees in American
history, political science, or

education offered by any ac-

credited university.

For further information

contact Professor Marianna
Mcjimsy atx6925.

CCCA Doings: 11/30
Absent: Grace, Grnsscup

i. Budget Items

A_ Unanimously approved $300 for The.itre Workshop,

$300 for the Breckenridge Adaptive Ski Program,

S500 for the Black Student Union and Kappa Sigma's

Soul Nighi

B. Following discussion^ asst>ciation approved, with five

abstentions and one opposed, $3 1 . 75 for the CCCA/
ORG bike shop

i.Blackweldernotedoriginaiagreement was foE bike

shop to charge membership fees, sponsor workshops
II. Education and Grievance Committee report

A After report from member Erm Tolvo, CCCA decided

toho]daschool-wfde"eraergenc3' meet injr" December
6th at 8 tX) PM in Gaylord tn draft a student proposal

for Mohfman
HI Bemis Demnhtion
A Discussed out-ot-control senior^' paity mBeimsm the

context ot student vandalism

B. Paul Jones noted the pos-sibiUty, it vandalism is not

curbed, all student activities will needsup^vision of
an administrator; student fees will be increased

C. CCCA decided tu askm administrator to write aietter

to the campus, possibly hang postersaround campus
tV. Ciiffeytaik. Ltppard, Blackwelderand Grdceiwt remrnmg;

council to sponsor seasonal party Friday^ Dec. 16th

Policy continued from page 3

man Resources) and issues of

"academic freedom." It is in-

herently the faculty's role,

Fullersaid,toprotect that aca-

demic freedom and "self-regu-

lation" is a part of the faculty's

professionalism.

"Weneed to be the persons

who rally to preserve that

(freedom] against all

constituencies," stated

Professor Bill Hochman at the

faculty meeting.

According to Erin Tolva,

the student representative on
the EGC, "The issues of

academic freedom are

important to all of us." She
feels, in declaring its almost
lone role of protecting that

freedom, the faculty displayed

an "air of arrogance."

"I'm mystified that only

faculty can.. .adjudicate aca-

demic freedom," mentioned
Marni Armstrong, adminis-

trative representative on the

EGC. The EEC's proposal does

not "take into account the

power structure as it exists on
this campus," she added. "By

virtue of that structure,

students are at a disadvantage

tothefaculty"asare the other

constituencies.

However, Armstrong is

not concerned exclusively

with the faculty. Under the

three-person committee
system, the person with the

greater power is at an
advantage to discriminate

against the person with lesser

power. "Many people will

perceive [that committee] as

being unfair" because two-

thirds of the membership
represent the constituency of

the accused.

Kester observed that

academic freedom may not

be the central issue in

question. Again, the EEC's
proposal was "ignoring the

power relationshipswhich are

present in our community,"
forming a "very intimidating

position for the subordinate"

who brings an accusation
against someone in a higher

power structure. "It does no
good if [complainants] are just

squelched."

Rittenberg admitted the

committee formation "could
discourage some legitimate

complaints," but it was
necessary to compromise in

order "to make sure that we
are protecting freedom of

speech" and maintain the

assumption the accused are

innocent until proven guilty.

She added, "Anyone is going

to feel intimidated by a judicial

process." The EEC's
recommendation functions

much the same as the existing

Honor Council, a "jury by
peers," said Rittenberg.

Both opponents and
proponents of the PEC
recommendation agree it is

best to encourage as much
resolution at the informal level

as possible.

-"^m^m.-
the Holicf^j,
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American power play overshadows GATT's trade motives
by Bonnie Algeria

After the results of last

month's elections, President

Clinton was looking for some-
thing to cling to, something
he could call a victory in both

the domestic and foreign are-

nas of his administration be-

fore the 1996 election. So the

passage ofGATTwas expected

this week, with some hard

campaigning fromClinton,

and a change of heart from

soon to be coronated Senate

Majority Leader Robert Dole,

whom Clinton soothed by
assuring the US would not lose

its sovereignty to the World
Trade Organization (WTO).

GATT, the General Agree-

ment on Tariffs and Trade,

has been sixty years in the

making. It is the culmination

of the efforts of 123 countries

to create a free trade environ-

ment fostering growth in the

global economy and creating

new jobs all over the world.

An agreement of this mag-

nitude is bound to have many
ramifications for the US, both

profitable and inauspicious.

The supporters of GATT
are quick to point out its value

for America. For instance,

Clinton pointed out that this

agreement would quickly add

$1700 to the average family's

income and wouldcreate high

wage jobs. Further, elevated

international competition
would increase the quality of

American products. In turn,

this would increase exports,

particularly of high-tech and

industrial equipment where
American product quality is

already high. This growth in

the economy makes up for

what many opponents of

GATT say will result in a high

short-term budget deficit due

to the lost revenue of tariffs.

Opponents express con-

cern that GATT will induce

American companies to take

their jobs to countries where

labor costs are lower, in the

classic NAFTA style. Fiow-

ever, this loss of jobs will most

likely be from industries

where domestic production

would not stand up to compe-
tition in a global capitalist

environment, such as the tex-

tile industries of the South.

The dislocation of jobs to

other countries also raises fears

of exploitation of other coun-

tries. Many fear free trade be-

tween nations encourages
commissioned oppression of

workers by American com-
panies. Without provisions in

the agreement, responsibility

is left up to the companies to

treat their employees with
respect. This has not happened
in Mexico since the passage of

the North American Free

Trade Agreement [NAFTA],
and the situation will only

worsen with GATT.
Not surprisingly, all of the

provisions ofNAFTA arc based

upon the rules of GATT.
Therefore, it should be ex-

pected that the ramifications

of the two agreements should

be approximately the same.

GATT provisions should cre-

atean environment conducive

to. the sale of American auto-

mobiles, much hke that cre-

ated underNAFTA. Similarly,

in the petrochemical indus-

try, NAFTA provisions ensure

that America, as the biggest

petrochemical goods producer

under NAFTA, will have the

privilege to export all of the

oil that it can without
restriction. Again, GATT
should produce similar results.

Foreign investment laws

under GATT should also be

expected to have the same
implications as the laws in

NAFTA. NAFTA rules, taken

directly form GATT, protect

American investors form
being thrown out of the coun-

tries they invest in without

compensation.

Exploitation of foreign

resources by these American
investorsconcerns many
opponents of GATT. Con-
sumer, labor, and environmen-

tal lobbying groups have
expressed anxiety about the

WTO power to overturn envi-

ronmental standards in favor

of fair trade.

However, NAFTA rules,

again taken directly from
GATT provisions, allow each

country to create its own en-

vironmental standards. A
special stipulation regarding

foreign investment states that

no country may lower its

environmental standards for

the purpose of attracting

investors. This does not
prevent theUnitedStates from
investing in the resources of a

country with already low
environmental standards.
America would then be in a

position to exploit the re-

sources of that nation and gain

an economic hold over that

country which would keep
environmental standards low
in order to keep American
investors happy.

GATT, with all of its ben-

efits, is not fully advantageous

to the country or to the world.

Why, then, is America bother-

mg with GATT? Is it that the

benefits truly outweigh the

cost in human strife and envi-

ronmental standards? Or is

therea larger purposeat hand?

Could it be that America is

trying to save face? Is GATT
merely a reassertion of

America'seconomic strength,

in an arena where it has been

falling behind?

As Democrat Bill

please see GAIT on page 6

Bullet-proof Santas: the wave of the future?
Ahh, the joys of Christmas... Wynton

Maisalis's/1 Crescent City C/irislmflS Card, bright

twinkling lights, the smell of dead pine, cookies,

candy, stockings on the mantle... And of course,

that jolly fat guy, complete with rosy cheeks, the

magic nose, deep-throated laugh, and bullet-proof

vest.

Dateline: Denver, late December, 1993. Local

malls receive death threats on the Christmas icon,

forcing area Santas to trade their fake beards in for

pink slips. The red-clothed wonder goes home five

days early, presumably to make last minute prepa-

ration for his lengthy flight on the 2Sth. And to

avoid bullets in the chest.

A look into the future: 28 year old CC grad

takes his fiveyear old twins, Rob and Mike, to visit

Santa. To impress the old guy, the kids put on their

shiny new belt buckles Dad bought them at the

local stock show. All spiffed up, they drive thirty

miles to the only mall in town that Mr. Claus still

visits. Dad must walk the children for fifteen

minutes around the mall, looking for the end of

the Santa line. They wait.

Little Robbie gets hungry. Dad buys the boys

hot dogs, complete with ketchup, which predict-

ably gets all over their clean white shirts. After

three hours of slow line movement, the kids fi-

nally get a glimpse of Santa. Mikey, in his excite-

ment, lets out a joyous scream. Suddenly, eight

men in dark suits and radio ear pieces surround the

happy little family, convinced the scream sounded

murderous. Dad convinces the Secret Service that

Mike's just a bit excitable, and they back off.

As they approach the cleverly constructed

North Pole, Dad looks around and notices snipers

perched at strategic fat-man-protecting locations

in the upper level of the mall. He turns around in

time to see his children run through the Santa

Saver (brand name metal detector), which goes off

before he can explain the belt buckles. Due to

recent sexual abuse lawsuits filed against worker

elves, Santa's helpers cannot touch the children to

search for weapons. The elves try to remove Rob

and Mike from the premises. Dad raises a fuss, and

both parties finally agree to conditions allowing the

twins through the bullet-proof glass case where

Santa sits.

Robie and Mikey sit naked on Santa's lap, say-

ing, "I want a bike, and a Middle Aged Mutant

Former Ninja Turtle in Traction action figure, and

new roller skates, andsome toy cars, andmy clothes."

As the devastated family walks away, they hear

gunshots. Driving home, a radio announcer reports

on the deaths of two children at the mall, shot by

security after excitedly rushing Santa Claus holding

mysterious sharp objects. Preliminary accounts say

THOUGHTS FROM
THE SKY CHAIR
by Erick R. Scheminske

the objects were decorated candy canes.

Bullet-proof vests, increased security, and re-

duced numbers of Santas start this Christmas, folks.

This scene isn't far off.

Friday's midday musings:

• I understand that many feel Santa Claus has

replaced much of the spiritual mean ingof Christ-

mas, but death threats on mall workers do not

constitute the most effective method of correct-

ing this "problem."
• It's unfortunate that some malls are succumbing

to the pressure of psychotic fundamentalists

who've conveniently ignored the underlying ba-

sis of their religion. Once again boys and girls, it

isn't nice to shoot at Santa.

• Just for kicks, wouldn't it be fun to round up and

punish all of our favorite murderous anti-abor-

tionists and Santa haters by making them sit on

the old guy's lap for five minutes?

• In other Christmas news, the big buzz of the

season concerns gender inequality in toyland.

Manufacturers are being blamed for the fact that

boys and girls play with different toys and choose

to put their playthings in conflicting imaginary

situations.

Yep. Not once did a girl ever make fun of me for

liking Transformers. And I constantly set up tea

parties with Luke Skywalkcr and Darth Vader.

' Face it. With a few exceptions, women and men
operate differently. It's time to stop making

excuses for that fact and build something posi-

tive on it.

I The final word on Clarence Thomas - no man
can go through his life without saying some-

thing completely wrong to numerous women
about sex. No woman can go through her life

without hearing men they're mad at say the

wrong thingsabout sex. It happens, we're sorry.

Slap us across the face, and move on. Don't

write crucifixion pieces like Strange lustice in

an attempt to take out all of your anger towards

masculinity on one man who obviously doesn't

deal well with women.
' Or at the very least, take it out on the guy who

apparently can't stop sleeping with the women
he offends.

' Oops. Sorry Bill, didn't realize you were listen-

ing.

Hillary Clinton, after being hydraulically lifted

to place the traditional star on top of the Na-

tional Christmas Tree, got her shoe stuck in the

elevating mechanism. Giggling, she said, "Like

Cinderella. My slipper."

• Unfortunately, she's not married to anything

resembling a handsome and well-intentioned

prince, and she refuses to disappear with her

staff at the stroke of midnight.

• In Tampa, Florida, a couple has been accused of

child neglect for leaving their three youngest

children alone in a hotel room while they went

to a Rolling Stones concert. Maybe it's just me,

but it doesn't seem to make much sense to go to

jail for watchinga man with no vocal talent run

around on stage wearing clothes tight enough to

turn coal into diamonds.

• Then again, nobody ever accused humanity in

general of having intelligence.

please see Sky Cbair on page 6
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Gingrich, Helms follies prompt reevaluation of GOP leadership

by Traver Kauffman

The average voter at the

November election was angry

and tired of the supposed in-

ability oftheDemocratic party

to affect change; accordingly,

he or she went to the polls and

voted in a majority of Repub-

licans. Without question,

these people were looking for

a different direction for

government and bought into

the "Contract with America"
promised by the GOP.
However, in hght of recent

actions by prominent mem-
bers of the Republican party,

it remains to be seen whether
voters were granted the leaders

they wanted or fell prey to the

classic bait-and-switch.

First, onewould expect the

new leadership to set about

formulating a feasible health-

care plan, or perhaps a look at

the abortion issue, or possibly

a rethinking of the war on

drugs. Nevertheless, what
America got was would-be

Speaker Newt Gingrich tout-

ing a Constitutional prayer

amendment-promisingavote
in the House by July 4th.

Gingrich is looking to over-

turn a 1962 decision that dis-

allowed prayer in schools be-

cause of the separation of

church and state, stating that

the amendment would "rees-

tablish the right to teach that

there is a Creator from whom

yourinalienable rights come."

It seems that Gingrich is

forgetting one of the most
cherished rights granted
Americans- freedom of reli-

gion. Our country is set apart

from other nations in freedoms

like these,- citizens have the

right to practice their own re-

ligion provided it does not in-

fringe upon the rights of oth-

ers. Making prayer a part of

public schooling would rein-

force the concept of certain

"acceptable" doctrines and
nullify the country's commit-
ment to diversity, tolerance,

and freedom of all, regardless

of religious orientation.

One hopes that Gingrich-

having attained such a posi-

tion- would have already ac-

cepted the premises upon
which America was founded

and will now use his influ-

ence to improve the lot of all,

rather moving to alienate

portions of the population.

The next dubious action

was committed by one of the

most entertaining figures of

the Republican Party- Jesse

Helms. Helms, who is poised

to become the chairman of

the Foreign Relations Com-
mittee, expressed in an inter-

view a dislike (real or imag-
ined) of President Clinton in

North Carolina, especially by
military personnel. In addi-

tion, he said that the Presi-

dent "better have a body-

guard" if he came to visit his

state. Since this time, Helms
has retreated, saying his

statement was made in jest

duringan informal media talk.

Nevertheless, what would
happen to an ordinary citizen

who threatened the President

with bodily harm? Certainly,

the public would not have a

man who shows such blatant

disrespect for the President

heading the Foreign Relations

Committee- how can Clinton

operate while being under-

mined by his own country?

However, Bob Dole has
come out in support of Helms
saying that his innocuous re-

mark should not impede his

appointment as Foreign Re-

lations chair. It is difficult to

believe that a party with the

people's best interests at heart

would go on the record sup-

porting a man whose
demeanor is disgraceful and
possibly dangerous. Yet,with

the support of a prominent
GOP leader, Helms is poised

to gain a seat from which he
will disgust and angerAmeri-
cans for years to come.

With luck, these actions

will be overshadowed in the

coming months by pertinent

issues that should be settled

by Republicans and the rest

of Congress. However, if

things continue in this vein,

voters have every reason to

believe that they were
fleeced and must consider

their "Contract" null and
void come next election day.

5e.na-1-e. Poreign
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Prof ponders pressing problems
by Cyndi Levy

Oneof my students, Cflta-

lyst commentary editor Ehck
Scheminske askedme to write

a piece for the paper. Immedi-
ately, I started to worry about
the subject and style of my
article.. .after all, Erick's
weekly articles are so...

well...you know- pithy!?

I began to worry that my
article might be too serious- didn't control it, it would get
even boring. out of hand.

Then, I worried that my I worry about shipping
article might not be "hip" styrofoam; when they ship it,

enough for a college newspa- what do they pack it in?
per. In fact, I worry that the Iworryaboutgravity...Ifa
word "hip"- isn't. cat always lands on its feet

units that you live in that are

stuck together- APART-
MENTS? Do you think when
a young woman somewhere
in Georgia named her new-
born after a salamander she
knew that he would grow up
to be the Speaker of the US
House of Representatives?

I worry that whoever
dreamed up the term "quality

control" thought that if we

After hours of worrying, I

reahzed a trend...I realized that

my subject was obvious...my
subject should be "worrying!"

We all do it...It is an emo-
tion that binds us
together...close to home we
worry about our homework
(yes, even professors have
homework!?!. ..we worry
about our clothes...hopefully.

and buttered bread always
lands butter side down...what
would happen if you strapped

a piece of buttered bread to

the back of a cat?

I worry about food... If pea-

nut oil comes from peanuts
and olive oil comes from ol-

ives-where doesbabyoilcome
from?

I worry aboutDaylight
Savings Time...Who is saving

it- where are they keeping it-

what are they saving for?

I worry about Clamato
juiceand why "they" invented

it. Did someone drink a glass

of tomato juice and think,

"THIS NEEDS FISH?"
I worry that vampires will

get smart and start chasing

Jews.

I worry about the people
who made tarter sauce...how
do they know when it is done?

Then there is that worry
we have all had since the third

grade.. .you know that worry
about parking on driveways

Dear Editor,

Good news! There was an encouraging response to the first

set of CCCA surveys that went out for second block. We got
back quite a few surveys with comments ranging from "This is

the best class I have ever taken," to "This class is a waste of
time and money." One student even quoted Goethe when
filling out a survey. We still have six blocks to be surveyed. If

you did fill out a survey, please keep up the fantastic work and
fill out the rest. If you didn't, it's not to late to redeem your-
self. If you'd Uke to fill one out for second block, come by the
CCCA office.

This project will die without student response. Please help
out yourself and fellow students by completing these surveys.
Thanks again, I appreciate your time and concern.

Sincerely,

David Coffey

I worry that humanity has and driving on parkways.
been "advanced" to its present

level ofincompetency because
evolution works on the Peter

Principle.

I worry about the inven-
as world citizens we worry tor of that fuzzy toilet seat
about what we can do to help cover. Do you think he was
rid the world of war and staring at a toilet and said.
famine. ..but, my article is

about more esoteric worries.

Iworry about names. ..how
orwhy are thingsnamed? Does
cream of tarter come from
where is sounds like it comes
from? Why do they call lots of the glue go?

gosh, that needs a hat?'

I worry about conglom-
erations... If water and flour

makeglue...andwhenyouadd
eggs and sugar to that mixture
it becomes cakc.where did

I worry about the price of

stamps...If the world is get-

ting smaller why is the price

of postage increasing?

I worry thatnomatterhow
cynical you become, you can
never keep up.

I worry that my life does
notfitinto the cosmic scheme
of things.

I worry that there is no
cosmic scheme.

P.S. I worry that some will

not understand the frivolity of

this article...

I GUIP€
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC

an asscKlate of the CARLSON TRAVEL ^ETWORK

Serving the needs of Cdorado travders

since 1949

MAKEYOUR HOLIDAY TRAVEL^= PLANS TODAY!=^
Campus OfPce: Annstrong Hall Suite 5

(719) 632-4612
389-6732 Campus Line

MaSn qgUx: 409 N. Tejon St.

(719)635-3511

Broadmoor Hotel Ogke: South Lobby
(719) 577-5750

Colorado Springs Airport Office: Main Terminal
(719) 570-7755
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EGC overhaul trivializes student complaints
by David Coffey

The controversy sur-

rounding the Education and

Grievance committee is some-

thing that affects everyone at

CC, especially students. To
begin, I understand and
appreciate the need for aca-

demic freedom on theCC cam-

pus. This concept is crucial to

the mission of CC. However,

I do not think that the recom-

mendations the faculty re-

cently made to Kathryn
Mohrman are in the best in-

terests of the CC community
and its individuals. The rec-

ommendations are not fair,

they do not create a congenial

atmosphere to people v/ith

legitimate grievances, they do

not account for the hierarchi-

cal structure of our campus
community, and they invite

more litigation than miti-

gation. I do not think, as a

whole, the recommendations

keep with the spirit of CC.
The Education and Griev-

ance Committee, the E.G.C.,

was born out of the anti-dis-

crimination policy. It deals

with matters of discrimina-

tion and harassment. The pro-

cess of having grievances re-

dressed is a series of steps. As
it stands now, the E.G.C.

works through mediation - it

cannot enforce sanctions or

take disciplinary measures. A
major thrust of the E.G.C. is

to reach some sort of resolu-

tion between the two parties

that both sides can live with.

The faculty's proposal to

Kathryn Mohrman would
eliminate the E.G.C. as it is

and replace it with a smaller

committee, less receptive

toward the needs of students.

The new process would
involve the same first step as

the current system, but would
then require one of four

administrators to arbitrarily

decide on the complaint's "le-

gitimacy." Their criteria, ac-

cording to a November 16

faculty memo, would be

whether "severe personal ha-

rassment and intimidation"

occurred. If that administra-

tor does not feel that a student

has been subjected to severe

personal harassment, then the

complaint dies within chan-

nels at CC. If not, the new
committee will then hear the

complaint, and may recom-

mend sanctions against the

accused to that person's

superior. In the case of accused

students, the new proposal is

unclear on who that superior

is. It is also unclear on
directing complaints for in-

cidents outside the classroom.

I think that there are many
disadvantages to the proposed

system. It seems to me that

anyone wanting to bring a

complaint forward would be

under the impression that the

deck is stacked against them.

The new committee is in a

sense "loaded." For example,

if charges were brought by a

student against a professor, the

voting members of the com-
mittee dealing with the com-
plaint would consist of two
faculty members and one stu-

dent. Is this fair? I think that it

is somewhat natural for the

representatives to be in some
way, even if subconsciously,

inclined to side toward their

constituency. The faculty

states that academic freedom

is at stake and that really only

other faculty members can be

the true judges of what aca-

demic freedom is. What if a

faculty member brings up a

student? Then there would be

two students and one faculty

member on the committee, so

it suggests that the faculty is

only concerned with "expert"

opinion on academic freedom

where they are personally ac-

cused. Regardless of whether

or not the two members of the

accused constituency can re-

main impartial, if people per-

ceive the new process as

slanted against them, then this

is a real problem.

When looking at power

structures and positions on

campus, it is safe to say that in

most cases, students are on

the low end. Faculty or admi-

nistrators have more "power."

I do not think that the faculty

recommendations account for

how intimidating faculty and

administrators can be to

Staff CommentaTy

The puck stops here: CC students

would support D-I with pocketbooks
A new era has arrived for

Division lathletics here at CC,

and the next five years will

determine their survival. If the

college cannot find ways to

cover 40 percent of the cost of

running these two programs

within this time, both hockey

and women's soccer will be

droppedfrom our athleticspro-

gram.

Already, Colorado College

has made a decision concern-

ing the direction of men's ice

hockey, maintaining that it

will not charge students for

admission to games. This is

an admirable stance for our

school to take in today's world

of high profile college athlet-

ics. However, if the college's

current plan falls short, policy

should be revised to allow stu-

dents the opportunity to pro-

vide some monetary support

for the programs.

President Mohrman
stands by her decision to main-

tain the status quo, in so doing

she is protecting student in-

terest. The time may come,

however, for the administra-

tion to consider charging stu-

dents for admission to CC
iiockeygames. IfCC is to make

every attempt to find creative

ways to obtain this money,

the sacred cow of free student

tickets may be sent to the

slaughterhouse.

At present, all WCHA
teams except for Colorado

College charge students, fac-

ulty andadministration for ad-

mission to games. CC is now
charging faculty and adminis-

trators $75 for a 1 6-game sea-

son ticket package. Ticket

prices forgames remain $3-$6

cheaper than our counterparts

in the WCFiA. As an initial

example, providing 16 season

tickets to students at $20 to-

tal could bring in upwards of

an additional $ 10,000 per sea-

son. This could help a bit in

the drive for funds without

altering our status as the best

bargain in the league.

Colorado Springs' new
state-of-the-art arena, to be

finished in time for the 1996-

97 season, will hold 6,000 to

8,000 seats. The arena will

have an Olympic size ice rink,

comparable to facilities used

by top WCHA rival Univer-

sity of Minnesota. In two short

seasons, CC's turnaround will

be complete, havinggone from

last place in the 1992-93 sea-

son to one of the premier pro-

grams in the country.

Colorado College recog-

nizes, however, that with qual-

ity Division I athletics come
sacrifices.

CC's Division I programs

are an important part of the

college's character. Kathryn

Mohrman's plan to retain

these programs is a practical

solution with an attainable

goal. Should the 40 percent

figure be achieved without

charging students, the plan

will have successfully served

its purposeand will be a credit

to its designers.

However, if the plan is in

any danger of failing, Colo-

rado College owes its students

the opportunity to determine

for themselves whether Divi-

sion I remains.

In acquiring funding to

keep our worthwhile program,

the college must examine ad-

ditional options. Given the

choice, students who enjoy

following such a successful

program would pay a small

price to see one of America's

top-ranked hockey teams play

rather than lose the team due

to the inability of the school

to come up with a few more

dollars.

students. The proposed sys-

tem is not congenial to stu-

dent concerns and feelings. I

think this new committee
would have a chilling effect

on campus; students being

harassed or discriminated

against will be less likely to

pursue justice. People should

not have to have to endure
discrimination or harassment.

They should have access to a

fair way to seek recourse.

This will have the nega-

tive effect of pushing people

to other means of having their

complaints settled. In other

words, if people believe that

the "deck is stacked"- that

they have a poor chance at

getting a fair hearing at CC-
they will be more inclined to

get a lawyer and settle the

matter m court. I do not think

that this benefits anyone in

the Colorado College Com-
munity. It is not only a

financial drain, but it is also

horrible for CC'S image.

Again, I appreciate the

need for academic freedom;

however, I do not think that

the changes proposed by the

faculty are the way to go about
it. I write this as an elected

representative of the student

bodyconccrncdaboutthchow
the faculty policy recommen-
dations will affect students.

After discussing this with the

executive and full councils of

the C.C.C. A., I have called for

an emergency meeting of the

C.C.C.A.towhich all students

are invited. Hopefully at this

meeting questions about this

complicated issue can be clari-

fied. We will also draft our

own proposal to submit to

Kathryn Mohrman in regards

to the future of the E.G.C.

This is a controversial issue

and wc must not fall into the

trap of an us-against-thcm

situation. It is important that

students make themselves

heard in the spirit of a common
goal to maintain the fantastic

institution that CC is for today

and the future, I am willing to

discuss this matter with any

concerned constituency or

individual and can be reached

atextension7179orWB 1155.

GATT continued from page 5

Richardson stated, "This vote

is about America's standing in

the world. Whether we arc

going to lead internationally

or put our heads in the sand

and retrench." Treasury Sec-

retary Lloyd Bentsen agrees,

stating that other countries

will follow America's lead. He
points out the example of the

Great Depression, when the

Smoot-Hawley Deal's tariff

increases caused America to

retreat from the arena of inter-

national trade, causing a glo-

bal depression. Today,

America's retreat fromGATT,
which is the equivalent of a

raise in tariffs, would result in

the same situation.

However, GATT is an at-

tempt by America to decrease

its trade deficits, and increase

its ability to produce goods in

an arena where all exports arc

equal. Withoutthcrestriction

of tariffs, America can increase

itsability to export goods with-

out having any effect on its

ability to import.

So, GATT is merely an

attempt by America to save

face in an area where it is

falling behind. The United

States has been faltering in

international trade, and the

government feels a need to

reaffirm its status as a world

leader and to gain economic

strength in foreign trade

balance. While there may be a

concern for the economic

health of the country, it is

secondary to America's need

to maintain its dignity in the

world.

Sky Chair continued from page 5

• Case in point: A brain sur-

geon, supposedly among
one of the smartest breeds

of people alive, lost his li-

cense for leaving a brain

exposed for 25 minutes

while going to get lunch.

• And if that isn't enough, a

woman in Peoria, Illinois,

has been charged with man-

slaughter after electrocut-

ing her 7-month old nephew

with a stun gun. Appar-

ently, she repeatedly

shocked the child to keep

him quiet overnight.

• Tragedy aside, does it make

any sense to try to silence a

crying baby by giving it

pain?

• Tipper Gore recently told

Woman's World magazine

that she saw "absolutely

pureanimal magnetism" in

Al when they first met in

1963. Al, what happened?

All I see is cardboard.

• Broncos, 6-6, and still whin-

ing. Nuggets, 6-6, and just

starting to whine. It's tough

leading the life of a Denver

sports fan. Fonz, we'll miss

you this year.

• For those who question the

above mentioned of eleven

sex-offenders, an cx-Boy

Scout leader has pleaded

guilty to charges that he

sexually assaulted mem-
bers of his troop.

• Who do you trust? The

president's an accused adul-

terer, troop leaders can't

keep their hands to them-

selves, stun guns have be-

come the latest fashion in

childdiscipline, and Santa's

wearing a bulletproof vest.

• Next thing you know, he'll

be flying an armed sleigh

protected by stealth tech-

nology.

• I'mgoingtogodrinkabottle

of Extra Strength Pepto

Bismol.
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Campus remembers a true Champion
by Mike Smith

On November 17, Colo-

rado College lost a well-liked

and respected member of its

community.
Professor William C.

Champion, age 64, passed

away suddenly at his home
from breathingcomplications

due to an asthmatic condi-

tion.

Champion was born on

March 12, 1930 in Rockford,

Illinois, but grew up in Byron.

An American Legion

scholarship allowed him to

study at the University of Illi-

nois, where he receiveda Bach-

elor of Science in Chemistry

and was involved with the

ROTC. The latter resulted in

two years of military service,

during which time he served

in Korea.

Upon his return. Cham-
pion attended Cornell Univer-

sity for his Doctor of Philoso-

phy degree. The followingyear

[1959] he finished a post-doc-

toral fellowship at Ames,
Iowa.

In September of the same
year. Champion joined the

Colorado College Chemistry
Department.

He acquired full profes-

sional status in 1972 and De-
partment Chairmanship in

1973. After 34 years of teach-

ing, he retired to Special Se-

nior Status in the summer of

1993, but remained for the

following Summer Session.

There wasa ceremony this

past Monday at Shove Chapel

to celebrate Champion's life,

where numerous students,

colleagues, and friends pro-

vided their own personal re-

flections.

All praised Champion for

his dedication to an enthusi-

asm for teaching, especially in

regards to being available and

helpful to students. Fellow

Chemistry professor Harold

Jones remembers:

"Bill would be here before

8:00 am talking with a stu-

dent, and then I'd see him af-

ter 5 :00pm talking with some-

one else."

Jones always admired and

respected Champion for his

failure to succumb to a limit-

ing handicap.

Because of a lab accident

which occurred in 1957,

Champion had only limited

sight [10%) in one eye. This

turned normal, everyday pro-

cedures into tediously long

ordeals.

According to Jones, Cham-
pion was known to spend

hours grading exams with a

magnifying glass.

This incredible patience

carried over to his teaching,

which students remember as

concentrated and highly fo-

cused. "His corrections and

suggestions were extremely

well-thought out," sophomore
Simon Keilty said, "not to

mention over our heads intel-

lectually at times."

This intclhgence, coupled

with a superb memory, made
Champion always look for

more challenges in Chemis-
try.

When colleague Keith

Kester proposed teaming up
to teach inorganic chemistry.

Champion quickly agreed, al-

though organics was his ex-

pertise. Reflects Kester:

"Bill was a wonderful
learner. He would always
learn, grow, and change with

the times."

Champion was quick to

become involved with numer-

ous activities. His work on

the Committee on Compen-
sation brought about a bal-

ance of campus-wide salaries

for the athletic faculty and

support staff that he so ada-

mantly supported.

Because of his love for

baseball, Champion organized

June trips to the Collegiate

World Series inOmaha for stu-

dents, support staff, and any-

one else interested. This en-

thusiasm for the sport also led

him to create intramural

Softball teams for his summer
students.

Most of use will remember
William Champion best for

these interactions, along with

his devotion to and love for

teaching here at Colorado
College.

He is survived by wife

Gwendolyn, son Erich, and

daughter Emily, but he is also

survived by a memory.
According to Kester:

"Bill took a lead in build-

ing relationships."

It is through these rela-

tionships that his memory will

be fondly cherished by all

those who knew him.

Levy livens up learning with fresh ideas
Visiting professor impresses students with energy, enthusiasm

by Sarah Shelley

Somewhere deep in the

Political Science depart-

ment of Colorado College

sits a barren room with an

exhausted telephone. The
lone piece of decor is a

loosely hung wall-rug of

unknown origin.

Welcome to the tempo-

rary headquarters of Profes-

sor Cynthia Levy. This

charismatic visiting pro-

fessor is the newest edition

to the Political Science

faculty.

Professor Levy is an ac-

complished scholar who re-

cently ended a brilliant gov-

ernment career in Washing-

ton D.C.. She is no stranger

to the bustling rhythm of

college life.

As the ringing phone
dies down and the white-

walled room begins to fill

with the thoughts, stories

and philosophy of Cynthia

Levy, it becomes clear that

this office needs no other

decoration than the vibrant

energy of its inhabitant.

Findinga more qualified

person than Professor Levy

to teach the courses The
American Presidency and

American Government here

at CC might be impossible.

Levy graduated from

Syracuse with a degree in

East European Soviet Stud-

ies. She then went on to

study at the Fletcher School

^^
Visiting Professoi CynUiia Levy uses mon

of Law and Diplomacy where

she received her MLAD and

Masters degree in

International Law. Even with

all this college campus
experience, Levy has

returned to school-

this time to

vigorously fill the

minds of her students.

When asked why
she decided to teach.

Levy replied that she

is rejuvinated by the

enthusiasm she sees

in college students.

Although she has

enjoyed a fairly suc-

cessful career she
loves the idea of

than just twokwoilt to teacli students.

Levy smiles, recalling her to a top position in the Penta-

successful yet time-consum- gon. Now, she has returned to

ing career that nourished a an atmosphere of intense

longingforpeaceful weekends, academia, teaching at schools

While living in Washing- like Stanford, Syracuse, and

Colorado College

Levy not only

observes enthusiasm

in her students,

she embodies and

creates it within her

classroom.

As a professor. Levy

not only observes

enthusiasm in her

students, she embodies

andcreates it within her

classroom.

In her third block

class, the American
Presidency, Levy

allowed her students to

become part of a

Presidential Cabinet. As
acting President, Levy

listened and corn-

having a job where she can tonD.C, Levy worked for the mented while her cabinet

read, wiite,andthinkandeven CIA, assisted the Secretary of members (students) gave her

have her weekends to herself. Defense, and was appointed memos, discussed problems,

and presented proposals.

As a class, they watched

election resultsand were sur-

prised by a visit from Hillary

Clinton (a bravesoul in drag).

Levy believes that her

active classroom helps stu-

dents achieve an

understanding of how
government really works:

"By involving students, I'm

teaching them the game." A
game which Is filled with

strategies of networking and

ways to influenceand change

people.

Students not only found

Levy's third block class in-

formative and fun, they

enjoyed the exper-iencesand

insights Levy shared

throughout. Erick

Scheminskc, a student from

Levy'sAmerican Presidency

class said:

"She was great because

she brought so much of the

world into the class. She had

so many fantastic stories

about the inner-workings of

American government that

you'd never get to hear any-

where else."

As a newcomer to the

Block Plan and to Colorado,

Levy is truly enjoying her

stay as a visiting professor.

Said Levy:

"They makeyou feel hke

you belonged here all along.

I feel like a long lost relative

that they've been waiting

for."

please see Levy on page 11
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Sexuality and gender issues to

seize spotlight in January
by Tracy Fantle

On January 1 8, three and a

half intense days of speakers,

films, concerts, and exhib-

itions all addressing the issue

of sexuality and gender will

engulf the CC campus.

This event, formally

known as the Symposium,
comes at the end of the half-

block. As Alvin Boderman,
chairman of the Symposium
and a Professor of Sociology,

states, this is a "cultural and
intellectual cornucopia"
where many different con-

stituencies come together to

increase the breadth of their

knowledge.

Townies, parents, alumni,

and students annually attend

the event.

The topic is not chosen by

an elite group of representa-

tives, but rather, by the entire

campus community.
Anyone is free to submit

his or her ideas for topics, and
then the ideas funnel to the

Symposium committee which
is made up of three members
of the faculty, administra-

tion, and student body, respec-
tively.

The committee screens

the possible topics, picks three

or four, and then send out an
official ballot toeveryone. The
idea is that everyone can be

involved in this process.

The three and a half days
are extremely concentrated

and intense, and create a great

exuberance and excitement.

Boderman states that this

year's topic "touches on
something that affects us all.

We've gone through a revolu-

tion on our ideas of sexuality

and gender."

A particular point of this

event is to emphasize that in-

tellectual engagement is not

just something that goes on in

the classroom. To learn and
achieve does not simply mean
that there must be a certifi-

cate or grade.

Symposium is a time
where people at all different

stages and places in life can
interact with each other.

It isatime to broaden one's

knowledge by discussing real

life topics that affect not just

students here at CC, but

people all over the world.

The symposium began in

1987asa week long affair with
the topic of intimacy.

In I988,itwasaIsoa week
long, and the topic was weal th

.

After moving to a three

and a half day affair, following

the institution of the haif-

biock program, some of the

topicshave been ethnicity and
identity, theenvironment, and
religion and spirituality.

The guests that come to

speak or perform at the
symposium are people
representing different points

of views, different angles on
the topic. Also, they are people

with fresh and interesting

ideas. This event is certainly

not meant to be boring, but

rather enticing and exciting.

Many people who have
come to speak or perform, have

made considerable con-

tributions to the idea of the

topic.

To give a brief idea of

what one can expect this year,

there will not only be great

speakers, there will also be a

documentary exhibit in

Cobum Art Gallery, films, and
a concert featuring a group
called Tsunami.

Tsunami is part of a new
waveofsmart rockers who are

speaking up about love, sex,

power, andambition.Thecon-

cert will take place on Satur-

day night at 8:00 pm.
Some of the speakers to

look out for arc Melvin
Konner, Katie Roiphe, and
Carol Tavris.

Konner is an anthropolo-

gist and a doctor who spent

the last twenty years explor-

ing some of today's most in-

triguingandurgentques-tions

about human nature. He also

contributes to the "Body and
Mind" column of the New
York Times Magazine.

Roiphe created an uproar

with the 1993 publication of

her book, "The Morning Af-

ter: Sex, Fear, and Feminism
on Campus."

Tavris has specialized in

writing about psychological

research for the public with a

special focus on gender issues

and the status of women. She
has written a book and has

received numerous awards.
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Greek Corner: National

conferences open doors
by Joseph Carpenter

While it is always im-

portant to look internally

within any organization or

group of organizations for

means of improvement, it is

of equal importance to look

beyondand learn from others

on bettering one's own
system of operation.

With the help and en-

couragement of Evelyn
Jones, CC. Greek Advisor^

and in an effort to enhance
and promote Greek Life at

CC, this year members of

the CC. Greek Community
will be attending two
national conferences.

The First will be the

"Front Range Greek Confer-

ence '95" to be hosted by the

University of Colorado, on
February 4.

At this time, the CC.
Greek System plans to send
thenewIFCandPanhellenic

executives, new chapter
presidents, Evelyn Jones, and
perhaps, someone from
Order of Omega.

This year's keynote
speakers will include
Maureen Syring, former
Delta Gamma national
president, and Mike Hayes,
the Greek Advisor at

Depauw University. Both

are nationally and inter-

nationally recognized Greek
Life speakers.

In addition, CC. Greek
Advisor Evelyn Jones will be

co-presenting NIC's
program, "Our Chapter, Our
Choice".

The 1996 Front Range
Greek Conference will be

held at CC.
The second conference

for the CC Greek System
will be the "Western
Regional Greek Con-
ference" April 6-9 in San
Francisco, CA.

This larger conference

will incorporate a more
diverse group of lecturers and
attendees.

Tentatively,CC will be

sending the new IFC presi-

dent, Panhellenic President,

a Panhellenic Executive Of-

ficer, and Joseph Carpenter,

a floor manager for this year's

conference who plans to run

for Co-Chair of the 1 996 con-

ference.

The Keynote speakers

will include Carter
W6mach, current National

Panhellenic Council
President, and Eileen
Stevens, from CH.U.CK.
(Committee to Halt Useless

College Killings).

Again Evelyn Jones will

be presenting "Our Chapter,

Our Choice", and will

conduct a Panhellenic Rush
Chairs Roundtable as well.

Both of these
conferences that CC
Greeks will attend are

regarded as the most
progressive conferences in

the nation.

Some of the seminars

available include Risk
Management, Leadership

Development, Hazing/
Pledge Education, Diversity/

Multiculturism, Officer

Transition, and Rush. CC.
Greeks will be attending
many seminars and key note
addresses.

During a year when the

CC Greek Chapters have
won four national awards,

attending these conferences

is just another way to

improve and promote Greek
Life at CC

Theattending members
will be gaining invaluable

information that will benefit

the CC. Greek System as a

whole.

All Greek Chapters
value the education of their

members. By attending
these national conferences,

CC Greeks will be placing

our Greek System on a

national level while
educating themselves, their

chapters, and the CC
community.

^fdegrees

=What will you=
= be wearing? =

2603 W. Colorado Ave. (719) 442-2636

10% off With CC ID
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Wondering what to give this hoHday season?
Economical suggestions for your seasonal shopping needs

by Ben Day

It is late morning,
December 2 1st, and you're

plane leaves in an hour and a

half for home.
As you furiously spend

yourremainingflex points, the

question keeps popping into

your brain: Who else in your

family would want sixteen

ounces of C-Store Spam for a

Christmas present?

To avoid this unfortunate

dilemma, remember, as the

holiday season rapidly

descends upon us [Hanukkah

is already with us), the best

shopping daysare already past.

No longer do you have the

chance to be one with ten

thousand other sale-crazed

lunatics on the day after

Thanksgiving. So while the

chance has been missed to re-

cxpcrience the yearly

shoppingspectacleresembling

a CC Homecoming, there is

still time to experience the

sublime of the season.

For those who still

celebrate the holiday season

with giving, here are some tips

on where to get what, for who,

this holiday season.

Most conveniently, the

CC Bookstore is open regular

hours for all your textbook

and clothing needs.

First-years may want to

start in the clothing and
apparel section, and dress their

parents and siblings in the

latest black and gold fashions.

Just a reminder, unlessyou
really dislike CE appliances,

you cannot microwave
anything in a mug with gold

paint.

For upperclassmen who
already have given everyone

in their family CC
paraphernalia, the sale book

section could be asolid winner.

While the Elvis "Are You
Hungry Tonight?" cookbook

hasalready sold out {deep-fried

hamburgers and lots of

concoctions involving

peanut butter and
Velveeta), coffee table

books for grandparents

and hardback Dave
Barry anthologies for

prematurely senile

fathers can be found.

Not in the sale

section would be the

"Politically Correct

Bedtime Stories,"

which gives the

lowdown on

Rapunzel's hair-growth

problem, and on order, "The
Anne Rice Trivia Book."

For new parents

"Everybody Poops," should be

back in the store any day, and

"Once Upon a Potty," has been

updated, now complete with a

doll who does the same.

Finally, for the

adventurous, outdoorsy type,

the bookstore offers several

field guides, the newest being

"The Field Guide to North

America's Breweries and
Microbreweries," a solid book

on the variety of hops our

continent has to offer.

For those dying to get off

campus, but with little

transportation, Tejon Avenue
is always there to provide.

The Lotus Eater has a great

deal of... well, undefinable

stuff.

Here you can buy gifts that

will make any younger sibling

look like the average CC
student, or at least smell like

one from Loomis, since they

sell more incense then you

can shake a stick at.

Budget Tapes and Records

up the street will probably

suffice for most musical needs

on your shopping list. They
offer mostly the standard fare,

but with a large selection and

On the coffee note,

who knows who
might have a need

for 7- 1 1 's flavored

coffee creamers?

non-mall prices. For harder to

define musical tastes, Toons
on Nevada Ave., specializes

in the more avant garde

musical taste.

If a sudden fit ofgenerosity

claims anyone, they can give

twice by purchasing their gifts

at Los Ninos, on Bijou. They
donate theirproceeds to Latin

American charities, and offer

a bounty of third world items.

For the family caffeine freak,

nothingsays love like a pound

of Ethiopian Harrar from
Starbucks, but a pound of

Yukon will still go a long way.

For that matter, so does a

pound of Poor Richard's

Yergacheffe (they swear there

are hints of lemon zest, and

subtle earthy undertones.

Magical beans!?).

On the coffee note, who
knows who might have a need

for 7-1 1's flavored coffee

creamers?
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Stores, Conoco sells some
really nice combs. If all is lost,

and Mom remains on the

shopping list without a gift,

there is always Four

Corners used
bookstore on Bijou.

Only Mom can be

given a book with
someone else's note's

in the margins, two or

three persons' names
on the inside of the

cover, and the last five

pages mined by a tragic

Slurpee spill. How
couldanyonc go wrong

—^^ with a gift that has

seen so much love?

Lastly, if you can, avoid

the temptation of the Citadel.

For starters, military

fortresses and shopping
establishments do not go hand

in hand.

Even if the days tick by

where gifts are still not to be

had, all-out war is never
necessary.

Remember too, that many
of the Tejon district stores

were started by CC grads,

Wooglins (Muffin, Grandpa?)

and Josh and Johns for

example, and while they do

have a boost in busincssduring

the holidays, they rarely areas

crowded as the Citadel.

If you must, give your

sister the chocolate-chip

cookie dough ice crcamover

the strawbcrry-guava Snapple,

because in the end, that is

what will make her feel good
thisseason. That way you can

also avoid the guilty fcelmg of

having used a coupon on a

loved one's present.

Besides, your sister

probably would not want a

Casa Bucna Chimichanga
anyway. Happy shopping!

Levy continued from page 9

While she was impressed

with Colorado College's hos-

pitality. Professor Levy was
overwhelmed by the talent of

her colleagues and the work
ethic of CC students.

When asked how CC stu-

dents compare to other col-

lege students:

"I can't believe this cam-

pus- the students are not only

prepared, they are over-pre-

pared," said Levy. Levy is now
teaching American Gov-
ernment where she promises

students will "work their tails

off."

She plans to return eighth

blockto again teach American

Government in an encore

performance.

In the mean time. Profes-

sor Levy plans on trying out

the Colorado ski slopes, get-

ting to know all about the CC
campus, and pushing her stu-

dents to the limit!

We are now m 1
accepting mm

cSubmicScSions

lilof poetry.
fiction, art.

IIIand photos
for the Winter

llilLeviathan.

Deadline: iii
9 December 1994 lil

(Submit to 111
the Worner Desk.

III
C^estions? MiMM

389-6675 mm



CHEAP FLIGHTS;

+ Fly standby.

It's like camping out for concerts,

but the people bathe.

^ Buy your tickets in August.
That's when airfares are lowest.

Consider reserving a vegetarian meal.

^ Look into courier flights.

Ask what you'll be delivering. So you
don't end up in aThird World prison.

^ Organize a charter.
Bring your friends. If you have none,
classmates and relatives will do.

> Get a Citibank Classic card.
You'll get discounts off domestic and
internationar flights.

•Get an ISE Internationa] Student 1.0. card to qual.ly for international
flights and other travel related savings.
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''Drama and Design'' gets its time in the limelight
by Kim Whipple

Huge, orange wingssprcad

high. A glare of red stands to

the left. One-half inch scale,

ornately-painted models of

enormous, looming sets.

Compact bodices stand stiffly

and long trainssweep the floor.

Generous folds of dark

material are decorated with

gold. Set pieces carefully

carved from styrofoam from

CC productions past stare at

you from the corner. Pictures

of more costumes, of the

designs for these costumes, as

well as various set designs,

cover the walls.

Gypsy Ames and Donna
Arnink worked up until the

last minute on Coburn
Gallery's new exhibit, "Drama
and Design." Entering the

gallery, according to Ames, is

like going on "a fantasy trip,

it's almost like another reality.

Well, it is another reaUty."

Many of the costumes are

of special interest, and the

exhibit contains costumes
created either for a

performance,or for "fun." The
fun costumes get their use at

exhibits like this one or at

conventions, such as the

International Costumers
Convention. The red one,

titled "The Devil's Own
Flame," is one of Ames'
favorites and was worn by

Ames at the Convention.
Made of silk faille, silk satin,

with fluffs of red and orange

netting as the skirt and
headdress, "The Devil's Own
Flame" won Best Design, Best

use of Color and Master
Category.

A lot of work goes into the

making of a costume. Not only

must they "look right, but they

have to fit someone, too. It's

very hard." First the designer

must research the costume. It

needs to fit the fashion for the

era, the social class, the age of

the character, and the loca-

tion. The designer then draws

designs to submit to the direc-

tor for approval.

One white gown in the

exhibit was created for the

opera, "LaTraviata," and was
worn by Martile Rowland.

Ames put much research into

the design of this period piece.

"A period costume can take

anywhere from 30-40 hours to

create, and different types of

costumes go up from there."

Other period costumes in the

exhibit are an antique lace

wedding dress, and the

costumes for the Colorado

Opera Fesitval's production of

Puccini's "Turandot."

"Phoenix," the winged
costume at the entrance to

the gallery, took over 600

hours to create from Thai silk

and dyed silk chiffon. It was

one of Ames most laborious

jobs, but also one of the most
rewarding. It won Excellence

in Movement, Use of Color,

and Workmanship, Master's

Category.

Models of set designs are

scattered throughout the

gallery, and the walls are

covered with artwork of the

sets of "Othello," "Count
Dracula," "Romeoand Juliet,"

"Man of La Mancha" among
others.

A gruesome skeleton of a

prop baby sits on a table next

to a severed head. The baby

was made for "Buried Child,"

and was soaked in glycerm

andpaint between uses togivc

it the sense of a corpse coming
from twenty years in a muddy
tomb.Thcsevercdhead, made
using flex-foam and plaster,

was a prop in "Macbeth."

Ames teaches costume
design at Colorado College,

and does costume design for

the Drama and Dance
department. Donna Arnink

specializes in scenery, lighting

and design, and contributed

photos, models and props to

the exhibit.

The show is in Coburn

Gallery, next to the south door

of Rastall, until December 20.

It is open Tuesday through

Friday from 12:30 to 7:30.

Kafeo captures the art of espresso

by Brady Larson

"Yes, I'd like a half caf,

double decaf with a twist!"

A whatn don't know what
it means either. I do, however,

know that this lingo is a part

of the national craze which

has caffeinated America's

bloodstream. I'm talking

coffee shopsIWithin the last

five years, the quaint gathering

places have practically sprung

up at every street comer of

every town like dandelions.

Colorado Springs is no
exception!

I took a visit to Kafeo, one

of the Springs' local coffee

shops, with a group of C.C.'s

finest to figure out what all

the hype isabout. Kafeo, which

is located on Bijou between

Nevada and Tejon, is larger

than most coffee shops with

an indoor area and a patio.

Both sections are non-

smoking which is a rarity

amongst coffee shops.

The employees are great

and the service is fast and at

times flashy! Think "Cock-

tail"! With tan adobe-walls

and a rustic wooden interior,

Kafeo is pleasantly decorated

with a romantic fireplace,

hanging ferns, ceiling fansand

small tables designed to bring

visitors closer together for

conversation's sake.

Judging from our table and

those around us, conversation

is the center piece of the coffee

shop experience. Whether you

go with intimate friends or a

group of complete strangers,

you'll most certainly learn

much more about the group

than before.

Coffeeshop conversations

havea way of bringing out the

hidden and sometimes weird

sides of people. During our

visit, discussions ranged from

donating blood and looking

through wallet-sized pictures

anddiplomas {real wallet sized

diplomas- can you believe it!)

to learning relationship

nicknames (Puddin' Cake,

Precious, Sugar Love Muffin

and Bagel). Speaking of

pastries, Kafeo has a wide

range of things to eat for a

small price.

And of course, I can't

discuss Kafeo and other coffee

shopswithout mentioning the

key to whole experience. After

all, without the coffee- a coffee

shop would just be, well, a

shop. I don't know what kind

exactly. It would probably be

kind of boring and pointless.

Back to coffee though, whether

you like espressos, lattes, iced

coffees or the usual cup of joe,

Kafeo has a menu of exotic

flavors all under three dollars.

It's fun to try something new.

I never bought that advice from

my mom when it applied to

vegetables, but coffee is a

different story. Juices, tea and

hot chocolate are alsoavailablc

for the timid.

Kafeo is a great place to

hang out and just chat about-

whatever amongst an array of

coffee drinkers from all walks

of life. I'm afraid that the X
Generation chillin' in the

coffee shop myth faded with

the credits of 'Singles.'

Be wary, for the shop does

fill up during the evenings,

especially on weekends, and

judging from the 99 person

maximum occupancy sign

near the door a large group

should plan their visit wisely.

How are maximum
occupancies decidedanyways?

Sesame Street shouM have

taught these judges of space to

realize that we do not live in a

world of clones. Sorry for the

spurts of randomness. My
mocha wasa double! Woo-hoo!

Juried photo exhibit

displays CC work
by Jessie Hatfield

The Art Student
Organization and CC's Art

Department will be holding

ajuried photography exhibit

titled "The Human
Element" in Packard Hall

December 12 through the

1 7th. The opening will take

place on Tuesday the 13th

at 7:00 p.m.

Though this is the first

time CC will hold a juried

photography exhibit, senior

art majorand co-coordinator

of the event, Ian Edelstcin,

notes that the organizers are

"hoping that this will be the

first annual" exhibit of this

kind. CC is fortunate to be

bringing in Herbert

Asherman Jr., Cleveland

photographer and gallery

owner, to judge the art on

display.

The opportunity was
open to any interested

member of the CC commu-
nity who entered a photo-

graph, keeping with the

theme of the exhibit. There

is bound, therefore, to be an

interesting variety of ideas,

styles, and levels of exper-

tise represented.

Besides having an arena

to display their own artwork,

the entrants also will have

the chance to win several

prizesgivcn at the discretion

of the juror Asherman. The
art department has donated

the funds to offer three one

hundred dollar "purchase

awards" to the top entries.

Three offices around

campus have volunteered to

house the winning photos

onapcrmanent basis, which

will be bought from the

artists with the award

money. There arc several

other prizes "in the works,"

including copies of Mr.

Asherman'sbook, "Voyage,"

which he will be giving to

the winners.

Everyone is urged to

come see for themselves the

talent of Colorado College's

photographers in this unique

exhibit, and hopefully, we
will have the same
opportunity in the years to

come. For more information,

contact Ian Edelstein at 447-

1494. Get out of bed, turn off

the "Pulp Fiction"

soundtrack, and check out

the artistry your friends and

peers have to offer!
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An author in our midst: Fox's view on God
by Ted Yun

The title of the book being

reviewed here is "What Do
You Think About God?" Yes,

that is "God" with a capital

"G," implying that the book
might quite possibly have
something to do with the God
of the Judeo-Christian and/or

Islam traditions. In fact, the

book isabout the more beloved

of the two, Christianity (and I

say that with all the possible

sarcasm I can muster) -

somethingthatstrikesa minor
chord in the hearts of many
associated with the Colorado
College.

It is too often the case that

those who are the most
opposed to a particular idea or

subject are the ones who are

the most ignorant about what
they hate. More often than not

such an attitude is ascribed to

the bible-beating fundamen-
talist closc-minded conserva-

tive Christians all of us are so

Eastern traditions writing a

book about Christianity in a

favorable hght, admitting that

he is an adherent to the religion

and giving his personal
description of Christianity as

he sees it!

He does not try to take it

apart, nor does he make an
attempt at validating the

religion in any sort of historical

or scientific manner. He
simply invites his readers to

listen to his view of

Christianity and take a chance
at seeing the religion in a non-

biased light -in much the same
way that he teaches the
Eastern traditions of

Buddhism, Hinduism, etcet-

era.. As his students are chal-

lenged to experience a differ-

ent way of thinking by "get-

ting into" that mind set, so h is

readers are asked to try to see

Christianity as a Christian

would - basically, to give it a

chance and consider it as

something that is not com-
pletely devoid of intellectual

Doug Fox 15 the

familiar with, thanks to the

news media and the plethora and spiritual value, without
ofChristianorganizationstak- totally taking the religion

ing residence in our fair city.

In recognizing, then, that such
ignorant close-mindedness is

a disease, and a good liberal

arts education the cure, the

open-minded and unbiased
people of the Colorado Col-

lege should be more than happy
to take up and read this book.

I am reviewing this book
at the risk of creating yet more

apart to fit preexisting ways of

thinking.

It is possible, after all, that

Christianity as practiced by
Christians might be worth
looking at, and that the
information most of us have

on Christianity could come
from some biased sources,

processed by our biased minds
resulting in eschewed

unfounded prejudices against understandingsof thesubject.
the school's Religion AsImentionedbefore,this
departmentandtarnishingthe is not a book of immense
name of the book's author, theological or scientific
Professor Doug Fox of the proportions. But with his gift

aforementioned departme'nt. of understanding and
What a scandal, a teacher of simplifying the most complex

of issues into terms most
people can grasp, Douglas Fox
writes a very personal account
of Christianity that is rather

enjoyable to read in style and
content.

There are elements
contained in the book that

could conceivably disturb

those who are more
conservative on both the
Christian [the chapter on the

Bible, for example) and non-
Christian (the subject matter
itself) sides - but for those of

us who are being nurtured by
the liberal arts system of

education, such things should
not even be an issue as we
approach the book with an
open mind with only thedesire

to learn something new.

Beer fiends of

Phantom Canyon

Feared by Customers!

i(

Loved by Critics!

ROLLING STONE

Worshiped by AudiencesI

The Comedy Event of the Year!
Sawy and screamingly funny!

Hilariously profane chatter and mad-dog humor!"
Peter Travers

g^ .^fc».<<rB
UOS ANGELES TIMES

m.JE] jft U^REVERENTLY FUNNY
5MKrK.'Ui AND Boisterous!"

A Hilarious Look at the Over-the-Counter Culture

|g^^. NOW PLAYING! ggAg^ ^-..-.......^^.....-r] g MiBaaax

by Ted Smith & Kyle Maher

You've all been there,

you've all done it. Now we've
been there, had it, nailed it

shut. This week we reviewed
the beer down at the Phantom
Canyon.

Being a veteran
Canyonite, I thought it was
appropriate to takeyoungKyle
here down to the watering hole

and show him the ropes. The
beer down at the Phantom is

brewed by a fellow named Eric

Jefferts. This year a beer he
brewed took a silver medal at

the Great American Beer Fes-

tival, which was just a few
weeks ago up in Denver. On
tap, they currently have six

beers. They are a Blonde Ale,

and IPA Bitter (Indian Pale

Ale), the Cascade Amber, the

Zebulon Pike's Porter, a

Hefeweizen, and a special

Imperial Stout. We did them
all. It was a good afternoon.

The Blond Ale is a nice
light beer. It has a pleasant
golden color and a great aroma.
If you're a beginner beer
drinker who isn't quite sure

what you'd like, this beers

light body and mild palate is

sure to not scare you away.
The IPA is a great

rendition of aclassic beer. It is

somewhat bitter but not
overpoweringly so. It hasthis
great head that packs down
real tight to the beer and never

It's nice and fruity and aro-

matic served with a slice of

lemon. The yeast that makes
this beer is a special one which
I think Eric once said did, in

fact, come from Germany. It

makes the beer stand out in a

crowd. If you're looking for a

real thirst quencher, drink this

beer.

The Cascade Amber
happens to be my favorite. Its

name comes from the
generous use of Cascade hops.

If you want to know what we
mean by a fresh hoppy, fruity

flavor, drink this beer. There
will be no doubt left in your
mind as to what Cascade hops
taste like. It'sa beautiful, cop-

pery, amber color. Although
it is quite hoppy, it finished

really cleanly. MM MM good.
Now, the Pike's Porter.

This is the dark horse of the

line. It is quite rich and malty.

If you really want to taste the

malt, try this beer. It has a

nice, mild, bitter edge that

keeps the sweetness down, but
is strong enough that you can
enjoy both flavors. This beer
is made with peated malt
which also lends a slightly

smoky flavor to the beer. (It's

something you've got to look
for though.)

Now, the special Imperial

Stout. This beer is a limited

offer beer and is not part of the

regular line-up. Hey, but this

is the beer, if you love dark,

malty beers. This beer is also

KIIMBALL'S TWIN PEAK
115 E. PIKES PEAK • MOVE HOTLINE 447-1945 • $5 WITH CC ID

HIT SOUNDTRACK FEATURING IVIUSIC BV:

goes away
.
Thearoma is sweet

and hoppy. It goes down fairly nitrogen charged, which
smoothly with just a little bite makes it even cooler. If you
at the end to let you know that

you are alive, and not in
heaven.

The Hefeweizen is

probably the best weizen beer
that you're going to find
without going to Germany.

are familiar with Guinness
from the tap or in cans, that is

nitrogen charged beer.
Nitrogen gives the beer a great

dense head because the
bubbles are incredibly small
please see beer on page IS
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//The Tune''successfully parodies songwriting
by Blake Jordan

"The Tune" begins with

the aspiring songwriter, Del,

struggling with his latest

piece, only to be given this

ultimatum: he must deliver a

hit song to Mr. Mega, wealthy

head of Mega Music, in 47

minutes, or be fired. On his

way to see his boss, Del winds

up in the magical land of

Flooby Nooby, where he is

shown that songs must come
from the heart, not from the

head.

This 1992 full-length

animated feature is the

progeny of Bill Plympton,
known as one of the most
creative and unmistakable

modern American animators,

and winner of several "first

prize" animation awards over

the past ten years.

He is best known to the

mainstream crowd for his

"Push Comes to Shove" short,

which is, among others,

shown regularly onMTV.This
short is part of the large-scale

"The Tune," which, despite

its frantic, imaginative ani-

mation, is fairly slow-paced

and at times, dull.

This may be due to the all-

too-basic plot versusa running

time of over seventy minutes.

This is the same length of the

averageDisneyanimatedfilm,

but "The Tune" lacks the

characterization and plot

development that lead to those

cartoons being labeled

classics.

That being said, there is

much to admire about "The
Tune." Plympton drew all

30,000 cells single-handedly,

with only a crew of inkers and

colorists. Although the

animation is clever and often

surreal, it is only sparsely

funny. It Is amusing in places,

but never hilarious.

There are ten songs in the

film, written by Maureen
McEltheron, each of which
parody a particular genre of

songwriting. The best of these

are the exquisitely written

"Home," sung by Del's

girlfriend DiDi, the "No Nose
Blues," and the finale, "Be My
Only Love."

While these three are

worthy of attention outside

the film, the other seven songs

Mr. Mega, the head of Mega ftlu:

aren't bad, but, like the simple

plot, don't help raise the film

to the level of a classic.

The characters in "The
Tune" are likable enough: Del

is a pleasant, albeit hapless,

redhead; Mr. Mega has some
funny segments, including a

brief conversation with his

wife and a dance number near can compete with great films

the end. One of the best things outside the world of animation

the film has going for it is the is debatable. The film is

fact that it never takes itself

too seriously.

"The Tune" is an

achievement for which
Plympton should be

recognized; whether, or not it

showing tonight and
tomorrow at 7:30 and Sunday

at 2:30.

Everclear fills your world with a world of noise
by Diana Smith

Everclear is the best band
to come out of Portland since

Pond. But, then again. Pond
was on Sub Pop Records
shortly after Sub Pop's move
to Portland from Seattle so

that doesn't really count.

Everclear, then, is the best

band to come out of Portland

on a major record label. "World

of Noise", the trio's second

full length album, was remas-

tered by Capitol Records after

being released locally in Janu-

ary of 1994 by T.K. Records.

Since its re-release on Novem-
ber 1, "World of Noise" has

clamored onto the national

music scene. The band has

won a great amount of acclaim

from such respectable maga-

zines as "CMJ", "Paperback

Jukebox", "Glut", and "Punc-
ture". "CMJ" called Everclear

"a band that combines Pacific

Northwest volume with
Southem Californiapunk rock

spirit."

Everclear has had quite an

interesting history. The band,

with a few different members,
was once called Colorfinger.

They split up in 1 992 after five

U.S. Tours and a successful

LP. In Portland, theband found

Art Alexakis, guitarist and

main vocalist, who formed
Everclear. Their first EP and

first single, "Nervous and
Weird," was released in 1993.

Since then, the band has been

touring extensively. Their

most recent tour will only last

two months and will appear at

24 clubs and will even make a

stop at the famous "CBGB's"
in New York City. Unfortu-

nately, Coloradowasexcluded

from this list.

"World of Noise" is a

twelve cut headbanging induc-

ing frenzy coupled with great

lyrics and a distinctive style

similar to Bob Mould, Husker

Du, X, and the Clash. The
album begins with "Your Ge-

nius Hands" which is a dy-

namic track and possibly the

best on the album. "Sick and

Tired" is a harder tune remi-

niscent of all of our favorite

hard rockers. "The Laughing

World" reminds me of old

SonicYouth/Mudhoney while

in contrast, the next song,

"Fire Maple Song" could al-

most be mistaken for old

Smashing Pumpkins if only

Alexakis' voice could re-

semble Billy Corgan's. "Penn-

sylvania Is..." is a nostalgic

song about a girl in Philadel-

phia. The conclusion made is

that "Pennsylvania is wTong!

"

"NervousandWeird" was car-

ried over from the first EP.

The next set is completely

different from the beginning

of the album. The style is a

unique kind of bass-filled

grunge. "Loser Makes Good"
is a mellow track and surely

inspires the Christmas spirit.

"You say it's Christmas Eve/

that don't mean nothing to

me/just another fucked up

day..." The last two songs,

"Invisible" and "Evergleam,"

arefine, upstanding songs with

catchy guitar riffs and insight-

ful lyrics. It has been a long

time since I wasexcitedabout

a review. ..probably not since

Vs. (Vitalogv on Dec. 6! !
!
). It is

such a refreshing change to

find an obscure band such as

Everclear and be able to say

emphatically that 1 wouldrec-

ommend them for your listen-

ing pleasure.

beer continuedfrom pa^ 14

compared to C02 bubbles. I

love it. So anyway, the beer

was dark, pitch black. It

smelted richand malty. Tasted

just Ukeitsmelled, this beer is

about a half a step up from the

porter in terms of maltyness,

but is also considerably more

bitter. Its high alcohol content

ensures that it will always

leave your face with a smile. It

is really full bodied beer so,

after about two or three your

stomach knows it hasbeen

working. Get it while it lasts

because it don't get much bet-

ter than dat man.
Happy hour prices are only

$ 1 .50 a pint. Happy hour goes

daily from 3-6. See you there.

'^^

A 6ook is a pRcaenc you can open

again and again.

Books oRC chc pcRFccc glFc For chc holidays.

No 6acrcRic8 needed, no oBScmbly RcquiRcd.

and chcyRe easy co uiRap.

Besc oF all uie have somcching

CO spaRk chc inccResc and imaginacion

oF cvcRyone on youR giFc lisc.

And uic'n uiRap ic For FReel

Scop 6y chc

ColoRado College ftookscoRC

codayl
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Classifieds Friday, December!, 19941

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Late registrations being
accepted for SKATING
CLASSES for Block 4. Call (o

Ann 632-4098, Krista x7275,

or Miako x7025 for info. ($5/

lesson. Lessons are Tuesday at

12:30 at Honnen Ice Rink.l

Junior Class would like to

know who wrote they have a

contact with Al Gore for

Commencement Speaker.
(Your Dad is on a committee
with him.) Call Matt x7293 or

Clayton x739I.

WANTED: Babysitter for

nights. 20 hrs./week. $5/hr.

References requested. Some
meals included. Call 47 1 -0004
or 634-3826, ask for Pamela.

EMPLOYMENT

FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS-greeks,
groups, clubs, motivated indi-

viduals. Fast, simple, easy-NO
FINANCL\L OBLIGATION.
18001 775-3851 ext. 33.

FOR SALE

WordPerfect3.0forsale.Never

used! $70 Call Katie at x74I5.

0n!)Sl,155. Orabm$21.arnmlb'

Madnloslf ftrforma*

473 4/m. Perfomtt Plus Dipkj
AW^l^'l^oaniSand mouse.

0afyfl,S35 Oraboul}} ,

MaciiiLosh" Performa' ^^
636m50mtbCB-ROH ml^ Mir Plus If
Cspm AtfleDesigif Keyimrdmifmms.

Onfytijn. Oraboul$62.amim(b.'

GREAT XMAS GIFT for a

MOUNTAIN BIKERI-Brand
new mountain bike front

shock. Won in race, never
opened. Scott Unishock only

$125 ($240 value!. Call David
x63I0orBethx6772.

CAR FOR SALE 89 Cutlas
Supreme. 40,000 miles. Only
driven from Cascade to

Uintah. Contact Cyndi x6788.

Tonya-

I iliZLsay you're wonderful.
Even if you didn't get to see

Frost the Snowman. Behave!
-Boyice

Relax with me! You play much
better that way.
-T

Ah. Somebody's in bed before

Iam -and much less healthy...

for now. After tonight, I may
be in toruble.

TO THE BOYS: C_Dockum
and K_Ploessl-

Thanks for making me
electronically laugh daily,

-k

CAR FOR SALE 87 Honda
Accord, low milage, 1 owner.
$4200 OBO 575-0177

PERSONALS I Just because groveling is fun.

The fish was a greenback ''"" "°' running a certain

cutthroat trout. personal tonight... I'm dying.

;, A & L-

Gummi things and Banana
chips. That's where it's at. I + l

=2, stars randomly pitter out,

weallgethuffy, muscles knot,

but multi-colored bears and
dried fruit hold the world
together.

-the resident Divinity

I'll give you Quiz Show if you
give me the Christmas deal.

-A

Thanks for being so calm
about the new class. Enjoy
the banana chips!

-A

Chad-
Pop, pop, pop. Holes in the

wall, oil on the hands, and a

125-125 tie. I think we need
another gun.

-Erick

Your sympathy pains are
appreciated. The scary part is

that was me at my best.

-C

Beware little green bugs in the
lettuce. They taste funny.

36 DAYS UNLIMITED TANNING
$30

15% ofTall services
for CC students

118 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552

Paris

Madrid
Rome
Tares« eachwe from Om«ibMd I

$320- Costa Rica $265*
$320' Guatemala $235'
$350' Mexico City $200'

Council Travel
11 38 ISthStreaCod the hill). Boulder, CO 80302

all or stop by for a FREE Student Travels
Eurailpasses issued on-m

Before you make a single payment, you'll

have read a zillion pages for4 different

classes, another Super Bowl will have

passed with commercials better

than thegame and you'll be making
your quarterly visit to the Laundromat.

BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER.'
Wre not just making it easier for you to buy a Macintosh; we're making it easier
for you to buy something else you really need -time. Because for a limited
lime, with the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred l>ayment Plan you an
own a Macinlosh personal compute.; printei; CD-ROM drive or other periph-

erals without making a single payment for 90 days.- Combine that with no hassles
no complicated forms and already great shident pricing, and the easy-to-use

'

Macintosh is now incredibly eas^r to buy. The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day
Deferred Payment Plan, The solution that gives you the .

, ^
power every shidenl needs. The power to be your besf ^pl6W

For more information please visit

Colorado College Bookstore

in the Worner Center or call 389-6392

^^c ^^ .

^""^^ *°**^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^foi'e the hoUdays!

amMpap^ rmpt^USX F„li,„^ o/»,Jf 1994 Suer^S m«« «? ? ?" "W««»./« trillk addedU IknqmsMUan™«J£TSSw"3iE "f™"" »/



Media Play has six volumes of MTV's party to CO, ^
featuring the hottest music around.

And at 10.88 per CD, you'll have enough money

left over for other entertainment expenses.

So pick one up and party on.

ALL CDs NOW

11.94*
OR LESS EVERYDAY

•Extludes extended ploy versions, super hi-fidelity

recordings, special editions and multi-disc sets.

Brighten any child's life

with our Rudolph the

Red-Nosed Reindeer® plush

for $5.94 and $1.00 goes

to your local hospital.

3 Robert L. May Co.

Spetlal prite$ valid through
Decembar B. HEDI/^rPLAY

MUSIC • BOOKS • MOVIES • SOFTWARE

CitacJel Crossing, 651 North Acodemy Boulevard. Colorado Springs, 573-1977

CALL FOR SPECIAL HOLIDAY HOURS!
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Big Cats face D-II

foes at CU-Boulder
by Dirk & Rod

After receiving a helpful

hint sheet from the Catalyst's

two fantastic sports editors,

we, Dirk and Rod, can finally

sit down to write a good swim
article. All of our articles over

the past ten years have been

fairly crappy, we have to ad-

mit. But now, we're going to

blow your socks off! In fact

the sports editors won't even

have to touch this one. The
word "crappy" won't even
have to be edited because we
have supported our opinion

with facts, the article is in

King's English, and we have

used an interesting angle. We
absolutely love these sports

writing hints.

The Big Cats, a.k.a. the

CC men'sswimming team are

going to Boulder this weekend
to swim in the Buff

Invitational. The Big Cats,

with another two weeks of

practice under their belts, are

looking for even better results

than their meets in Greeley

andOklahoma City two week-
ends ago. With newly acquired

diver sophomore Zack "I've

been on tranquilizers and a

non-fructose diet since
childhood" Love, the Big Cats

are looking to crawl out of

their habitual basement
position this year.

The Fresh Cats especially

are looking forward to this

weekend in Boulder. Fresh-

man Todd "I've got an earring

but I still likewomen" Landin
exclaims, "I'm really looking
forward to going to Boulder, I

hear that is where all the cool

people hang out." Nick "Who
says granolas can't swim?"
Haxton is also excited about
the prospect of heading to
Boulder. States Haxton,
"There's a lot of people there
with a lot of hair. That's why
I like the town." Judging from
the many hard nipples seen in

practice this week, it is evi-

dent that the entire team is

aroused by the prospects of

swimming in Boulder.

Two weekends ago, at the
Greeley and Oklahoma City
duel meets, the Fresh Cats
stepped up to carry the rest of

the team. At theGreeley meet,

Ryan "I'm a collegiate man
now" ReedandTommy "I'm a

pretty big guy for a freshman"

Murphy narrowly missed win-

ning the 100 fly and the 200

freestyle, respectively. After

the meet they explained to

Coach Sandra Janes, "If we
didn't have to swim all of the

lengths, we would have won."
Another freshman swimmer.
Randy "I like punishment"
Alvarez, pulled more than his

weight by swimming in both

the 500and 1000 yard freestyle.

The Big Cats took on
Metro State University at

Greeley on Friday night and
then drove to Oklahoma City

the next day to take on Trinity

University of Texas. Because

they drove to both meets, the

Big Cats swam on only 52

minutes of sleep in Oklahoma
City. Scott Morioka ex-

claimed, "With all this travel-

ing around and with so little

sleep beforeaperformance,rm

beginning to know what a real

tramp feels like." The Big Cats

barely lost both meets by

scores of 60-57 and 102-5. The
Big Cats hope to pull out their

first win of the season this

weekend in Boulder.

Fiji and

Kappa

Sigma tie

1-1
IM Hockey
C-League
by Elizabeth Whisler

Despite a brutal attacl< on
Kappa Sigma goalie Mike
Rabinovitch in the first pe-

riod, Fiji was unable to
capitilize on its many scoring

opportunities. At the end of

three periods of intense play,

Kappa Sigma and Fiji were
deadlocked at 1-1 in

Wednesday's preseason C-
League IM hockey matchup.

Fiji's first period shots
went virtually unanswered by

Athlete of the Week
Kendra Johnson, basketball

All-Tournament player

by Elsa Butler

Women's basketball head coach
Roxanne Dale can't say enough positive

things about Kendra Johnson, who was
named to the All-Tournament Team in last

weekend's Colorado College Invitational.

Coach Dale describes Johnson as ex-

tremely "eager and receptive to learning,

and one of the most coachable athletes I've

ever worked with." The junior is starting in

this, her first year of competition. Already,

after only two weeks of play, she has added
an exciting dimension to the team. She has

"cat-like quickness and just knows how to

hit the holes," says Dale. Johnson has a

strong work ethic and brings an intensity to

the practices that the other players pick up
on. Although this is the first year Johnson
has played collegiate basketball, she has the

ability to read what's going to happen on the

court.

Although Johnson has been playing bas-

ketball all her life (her father coached her

high school team), she came to CC with the

intention of playing volleyball. She spent

her first two years concentrating on
volleyball, but she missed playing basket-

ball. To the delight of the coachingstaff, she

decided to try out for the basketball team
this season.

This year's team is young, but in Dale's

twenty years of coaching she has never had

W^SSS^ 'W

'

a team /'*\
that has f:9§m'mmmm
bonded :

:;••

so in- i^^Hr
tensely ^'^MtP
this ^^k^HK:^
early in ^^^^mmi^i k
the sea- ^^^^^^^^^^^^1m
son. The

1HHHHI
tial for a successful season definitely exists.

The Lady Tigers'compctition is stiff be-

cause, although they arc Division III, the

Tigers play mostly Division II teams. This is

often a psychological challenge because, in

Dale's words, "While Division III teams
continue to learn about a sport, our
competition doesn't." However, players like

Kendra Johnson help set the tone m practice

that is necessary for success. The team has a

"special chemistry" says Dale. They have a

very focused attitude and they want to im-

prove.

Johnson has high aims for herself and
many goals she wants to accomplish. When
asked what she wants to work on thisscason,

Johnson saysshe wants to improve all aspects

of her play, especially defense.

A Psychology major, Johnson is inter-

ested in getting her Elementary Education

license and perhaps becoming a counselor.

Of course, coaching basketball hasa place in

her future plans.

Fill and Kappa Sigma battle in intramural C-Uague hockey action. The preseason
goals scored by Eric McCusky for Kappa Sigma and Dan Surdam for Fiji. Regular s<
with games continuing throughout fourth block and on into second semester

ndcdina 1-1 tie, with
on began yesterday

the Kappa Sigma offense. In A strong Kappa Sigma de-
the second period, however, fcnse led by Thomas Quinlen
Eric JVlcCuskey netted Kappa kept the Fijij offense at bay for
Sigma's lone goal. the better part of two periods.

"Tfie Sfi Smifh

Complete Ski & Board Services

Pden behind 7-1U N.Nevada Ave.

10% off with CC ID

Hair Designersfor Men & Women

Style cuts. Maintenance Trim,
Penns & Translucent Colors

Nexus & Tri products availablefor sale

Monday r Friday
Stop in or call for an appointment
827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

"I tried to play aggressive

D, but they probably had bet-

ter skaters...One defensive let

down, and they scored," re-

flected Quinlen.

Dan Surdam scored Fiji's

goal late in the second period.

Surdam dominated the ice in

the third period, peppering
Rabinovitch with shots, but
came up empty-handed.

"I mentally prepared for

the game by watching hours
of footage ofmy mentor Arturs
Irbe. After I stacked the pil-

lows, thwarting a breakaway,
all I could think of was 'Irbe,

like wall'," confided
Rabinovitch after the game.

It was a hard fought game,
but both Fiji and Kappa Sigma
skated off the ice winless.
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D-I marketing concerns community
If I>I sportsare to survive

their next review in five years,

the Athletic Department must

increase its revenue by almost

100%. The Athletic

Department and the Office <

leap of $100,000 and may yield

even more revenue.

The Athletic Department
will also look to alumni, parents

and corporations for monetary

gifts. This is the most criticized

Development have devised a aspectofthemarketingstrategy

marketing strategy to do this. Marketing CC's athletics to

Students and faculty have corporations could lead to ex-

expressed
concern to the

president that INSIDE C.C.
marketing cpnDXQ
athletics will >->-* ^-t\ 1 o
compromise
theintegrityof by Josic I. Hcnjum
the college. ,

"This is a

plan for all of athletics,"

explained Kevin McTeman of

the Development Office, "not

just hockey." Hockey attracts

the most interest in the CC
community and will be the

biggest source of revenue for the

athletic department, but the

department aims to promote

other sports, too.

The Athletic Department

and the Development Office gift and ticket revenues in this

have taken tentative steps to- first year, on top of the money

ploitation of our

school and our

athletes. Such an

approach could

clash with CC's

stated
commitment to

a Division III

philosophy of

athletics.[in which academ-ics

is the primary enterprise).

"It doesn't fit the traditional

character of a Division lH school

to market itself.Wehave to walk

afine line," concededMcTeman,
"but there are plenty of ways to

do this tastefully."

The Athletic Department

hopes to see an additional

increase of $5a$75,000 in total

ward marketing women's soc-

cer. The departments are look-

ing toalumni and women lead-

ers in thecommunity for ideas.

The success of the market-

CC has already received from

ticket sales. McTeman hopes to

increase the revenue by the end

of the five year period "This is

very do-able," said McTeman,
ing strategy hinges on hockey "Alumni support for athletics is

ticket sales. This year's sales strong, and we have a lot of

have already taken an upward communitysupporttotapinto."

CU loses without stepping on field

FROM THE
CHEAP SEATS

by Blaine Olsen

On January 2, 1995, the

University of Colorado will

face the Fighting Irish of

Notre Dame University in

what can only be called the

first annual Fiasco Bowl.

The NCAA Bowl Coali-

tion is responsible for the

mess. The Coalition places

Big Eight runner-up CU in

the Fiesta

Bowl auto-

mat ically
where, it is as-

sumed, they

will meet a

qualified and

worthy
opponent. ^
Whereas the Buffaloes aretied

into at most a possibility of

two options, the Coalition

givescomplete freedom to in-

dependent Notre Dame.
Notre Dame, due to its name
and drawing power, has the

option to play in the Bowl of

its choice, as long as it posts

a six win season, a mark
which the team just barely

hit this past season, finishing

at a very unimpressive 6-4- 1

.

Interestingly, Notre

Dame is not even ranked

among the nation's top 25

college football clubs. Even

Beano Cook has to realize that

Notre Dame has no chance

against CU. Winning may not

be enough, however, for the

ID- 1 Buffaloes. Colorado may
need to defeat the Irish by at

least 30 points and wipe up

the field with Notre Dame's

remains toremain fifth in the

country.

The current situation,

which sees CU playing the

likes of Notre Dame, is a dis-

grace tocoUege football. This

year's matchups demonstrate

the long overdue need for a

college football playoff sys-

tem.

An eight team, single

elimination
playoff be-

tween Ne-
braska, Penn
State, Ala-

bama, Miami,

CU, Florida,

Florida State^^^"^^^
and Kansas

State would provide much
more competitive games and

probably more money than

the top seven bowl games in-

volved in the current system.

The weakest possible

matchup in such a system

would be ten times more ex-

citing than, say, this year's

explosive Cotton Bowl pit-

ting powerhouse Texas Tech

against equally dynamic
use. Standards have to be

set somewherealong the line.

When it comes right

down to it, however, big time

college athletics may not be

ready for national champion-

ship college football playoffs.

Until the time comes we'll

have to just sit back, relax

and enjoy watching CU drub

Notre Dame under the Ari-

zona sun.

Oh well, that really does

not sound too bad after all.

Tigers, led by Longino, defeat UCCS
by Kevin Keilbach &

Mike Cicerelli

The CC men's hoops team
is riding the waves accompa-
nying a 3-2 record going into

the most prestigious NCAA
Division III tournament in the

country. The Tigers will go to

battle against Pomona-Pitzer

in the first round of the 1 1 th

annual Lopata Classic

Tournament at Washington
Univ. in St. Louis. Host
Washington University will

face off against Swarthmore
on Friday. Championship and

consolation games will be

played on Saturday.

The Tigers go into the tour-

nament hot off a narrow 79-77

victory over UCCS on Tues-

day. Any hopes the cross-town

rivals had commg into Rcid

Gymansium were quickly put

to rest by an active Tiger de-

fense and a 43 point perfor-

mance from junior guard Jay

Longino. Longino recorded a

career-high single-game point

total and tied the school record

of nine three pointers in a

game. When asked to describe

how he felt on the floor, the

Atlanta native simply stated,

"I am the greatest."

Longino was not the only

key to theTiger victory. Sopho-

more point guard Seth Pfalzer

hit his second three late in the

game and proved once again

that he is a deep threat. Strong

wing-play by Eric Heger, Mike
Cicerelli and Brian Baum,
along with the solid perfor-

Jamin Barth, #12, dnvcs to the hoop against UCCS as junmr Mike Cic

#21, looks on. The Tigers won the game by a score of 79-77, bringing thci

record to 3-2 for the season and avenging a 65-61 loss at UCCS earlier in

mances of Jason Bradford,

Kevin Keilbach and Trent

Pcabody in the paint, provided

the Tigers with the edge

needed to pull out the victory.

Freshmen lamin "If I eat too

much I'll" Barth and Shachar

"I can beat you running back-

wards" Gilad have been con-

tributors all season.

The jitters are out, first-

year coaches Brett Zuver and
Regi Clark are prepared, the

team is determined and, as

always, the Fellaz are in full

effect. The keys to a success-

ful weekend and a great year

are present in thisTiger squad.

Women's basketball disappoints at

home in Thanksgiving tournament
by Riley Peterson & Megan McGuire

The Tigers' hosted the

Thanksgiving Basketball Clas-

sic, and, unfortunately for the

few remaining souls on cam-

pus, the show wasn't as im-

pressive as hoped.

The opponents, South-

western Kansas and Sterling

College were thankful for the

victories handed to them over

the weekend. The CC team

ate way to much Thanksgiv-

ing dinner the night before the

Southwestern game. Much of

the Tiger team didn't wake up

until the second half.

Junior starter Erin Guince

explained the difficulties stat-

ing, "We have a lot of new
players this year, but we also

have a lot of talent. These

first games were learning

experiences and I think

that every game we'll

show improvement."

Kendra Johnson and

Kristi Mathison each

pulled down eight re-

bounds against South-

western showing the skill

that CC will use to chal-

lenge its opponents. The
Tigers played strong, but

the first test resulted in a 68-

39 defeat.

The leftover turkey sand-

wiches proveda downfall once

again on Saturday, when the

women went head-to-head

with Sterling College. The
entire team, suffering from

collective memory loss, elimi-

nated defense from the game

plan.

Offensively, Kendra

Johnson played tough once

again, scoring a team high 14

points. Her two-game perfor-

mance gained her a spot on

the All-Tournament team.

This is especially impressive

considering Johnson hasn't

played an organized game in

almost three years.

Sterling College had its

fair share of talented players.

Two Sterling players were se-

lected for the tourney team,

and their center was selected

as the tourney MVP.
Sophomore Riley Peterson

believes that winning games

requires effective practices.

"Defense and communication

arc the key emphasis of our

game in practic es. If we
increase our overall intensity,

then we'll achieve our goal of

stopping tough opponents."

Needless to say, the Ti-

gers arc planning to pull to-

gether for a victory Saturday

when they travel to Gunnison

to take on Western State.

great scores..

(^25'
Kaplan helps you focus your

MCAT studes and build your

confidence, so you can get a

higher score.

t
Call: 635-3432

«.ta higher SCOT*

KAPLAN
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Tigers rout Falcons, look to

avenge loss to Michigan Tech

The Catalyst - Page 20

by Mike Rabinovitch

Senior captain Kent
Feams had the opportunity to

rest his sore ankle last

weekend as the Tigers handed
the Air Force Academy two
surprising losses.

The first surprise came on
Friday night in front of sold

out crowd at the Cadet Ice

Arena. The Falcons, to the

amazement of their fans and
every hockey media person in

the country, were battling

with the Tigers. CC took a

slim one goal lead into the

thirdperiod. Thescorewas2-
1 thanks to a pair of goals

from senior winger Ryan
Reynard who is sixth on the

team in scoring with thirteen

points.

Coach Don Lucia couldn't

have been happy with his

team's performance in the

Tigers in the lead
Junior Peter Geronazzo leads theWCHA in scoring
with 20 points overall for the season.Four other
Tigers are among the league's top ten scorers:

junior Jay McNeill is tied for third with 18

points; juniors Chad Remackel and Colin
Schmidt and senior R.J. Enga are all tied for fifth

with 17 points.

Sophomore Judd Lambert leads the WCHA in

goalkeepuig. He allows an average of only 1.92
goals pergame and boasts a .929 savespercentage.

McNeill's five points vs Air Force last Saturday
gives him 101 career points at CC (56 goals, 45
assists). Mc Neill is the third CC player to join

the "Century Club" this season.

Tiger Hockey Update

W L T Pts. GF GA
27

35

20

34

47

39

39

56

36

45

tongue lashing from Lucia, the

Tigers came out on Saturday
night and showed exactly why
they are ranked second in the

country in all four major
hockey polls. CC put on a

"These next three weekends are

going to be a gut check for this

team
"

tallied twice. McNeill also

added three assists toraise h is

career point total to 101 and
become the newest member
of CC's "Century Club".

After having their way
with the lowly Falcons, the

Tigers must prepare
themselves lor tough games
the next three weekends. The
Tigers are playing against the

Michigan Tech Huskies this

weekend in Houghton, MI,

WCHA Standings

Team (overall record)

1. Minnesota 19-2- 1)

Wisconsin (7-5-1)

3. Colorado College (10-2-0)

4. Michigan Tech (7-4-2)

North Dakota (7-5-0)

6. Denver (2-4.0)

N. Michigan (6-6-0)

8. Minnesota Duluth (3-8-2)

7. St. Cloud State (5-7-0)

8. Alaska Anchorage (2-10-0) _ . _ _ _, ..,

Last Weekend: The Tigers swept a pair of non-league games
against Air Force, 4-2 and 10-1.Seventeen players had at
least a point in the series.

This Weekend: The Tigers return to the rigors of their
WCHA schedule with a two-game series on the road
against Michigan Tech. The MTU Huskies gained three
points on the road from Minncsota-Duluth to move into
a fourth place tie in the WCHA.

The Series: Tech holds a 65-49-4 advantage in a rivalry that
dates back to the 1946-47 season. Last year the tenth
place Huskies won a best-ol-three series to oust CC from
the WCHA playoffs in the iirst round. This year the
Huskies boast one of the league's most productive power
plays with 19 goals in 80 power play attempts.

Fast Facts: CC climbed to No. 1 in the national rankings for
the first time ever last Monday when WMPL Radio (Ml)
listed the Tigers at the top of its weekly coaches' poll. CC
was no. 2 last week in four other polls, including those
conducted by WMEB Radio (ME), College Hockey USA
(MN) and the Troy Record (NY).

^^ -i. T -r, Ti 1
"<^'='^<!"<1 '" Houghton, MI, weekends are going ti-^^ gOaltender Ryan Bach and against the Northern gut check for this t

Michigan Wildcats in stated sophomore goal

first two periods. Senior
winger Peter Geronazzo, the
WCHA's overall leading
scorer, took it upon himself
to fire up the squad.
Gerronazzo scored four
minutes into the third period
and again at the 6:24 mark to

bump the Tigers lead to 4-1.

The final score was 4-2.

After a probable severe

clinic for the Falconsand their

fans as they rolled to a 10-1

victory. Thiswasnosurprise.

Fifteen players collected

at least one point in this old
fashioned shalacking.
Sophomore defenseman Eric

Rud collected a hat trick,

while junior center Jay
McNeill and freshman wing
Jason Gudmundson each

Marquette, Ml the following

weekend, before returning to

the Cadet Ice Arena to take
on the nationally top ranked
Minnesota Golden Gophers.

The MTU Huskies have
quietly moved into fourth
place in the WCHA by taking
three of four points last

weekend at Minnesota-
Duluth.

"These next three
weekends are going to be a

:eam,"

.^--iltender

Ryan Bach, who collected 29
saves last Friday night. "We
need to be focused and come
out firing Friday night. If we
play to our potential we
should come away with four

points."

The Tigers played the
Huskies seven times last

season, sweeping Tech in

Houghton and tying twice

here in Colorado Springs.

It pains me to remember
the other three games. The
Tigers were ousted from the
WCHA playoffs in the first

round, dropping the third

gameofthebestofthrceseries
in overtime. The game was
the last ever played at the

Broadmoor World Arena.
There is a revenge factor this

weekend. Listen to the games
on 1240 AM KRDO at 7:35

eastern time Friday night and
7:05 Saturday night.

Week in Review
Men's Basketball stands at 3-2 for the season after Tuesday's

79-77 victory over UCCS. Jay Longino scored 43 points in
the game, just three short of the school record. Longino
hit nine three pointers, tying a school record.

Women's Basketball has gotten off to an 0-2 start in the
young season. The Lady Tigers lost to Southwestern
College of Kansas and to Sterling College of Kansas in the
Thanksgivmg Tournament. Kendra Johnson was named
to the All-Tournament team for her performance in CC's
home tournament.

WeekinPreview
Men's and Worn en's Swimming will travel to CU-Boulder to

compete in the Buff Invitational.
Men's BasketbaU travels to St. Louis this weekend to partici-

pate m the Uth annual Lopata Classic tournament at
Washmgton University The Tigers will face Pomona-
Pitzer on Friday while Wash. U. takes on Swarthmore
Consolation and championship games will be held on
Saturday. The Tigers are scheduled to challenge Metro
State on Tuesday, December 6, in Denver

Women's Basketball will play a game on the road at Western

r™i" '-^"""'*°"™ Sa'"fday. The Lady Tigers will face
UCCS, at UCCS at 6 p.m. on Wednesday December 7

Big Cats face tough competition in
annual CU-Boulder Invitational
Big Cats go up against Division H forces with
meets at UNC and in Oklahoma under their belts
by Melinda Sharkey & Kathryn Plummet

Amazingly, the CC
women survived a marathon
swimming weekend consist-

ing of two meets and several

hundred miles on a bus. As
stated by a certain beefy mem-
ber of the men's team, "Think
about it. Spend 3 hours on a
bus, swim for 30 minutes.
Spend 3 hours on a bus, sleep
for 3 hours. Spend 12 hours on
a bus, swim for 1 hour, sleep
for 3 hours, spend 12 more
hours on a bus. I'll pass."

Luckily, the women's
squad embarked on the jour-

ney in high spirits. Despite
the enormous size of theUNC
competitors and the obnox-
ious Metro State swimmers,
the Lady Tigers swam

fearlessly on Friday night. Leah
Bayer summed up the meet
when she said, "I swear the
girls from UNC squat heifers.

But, we did awfully well. ..a

lot of people swam best times
and we've only been training

for 3 weeks."

The next morning, the
Lady Big Cats arose at 4:30
a.m. and boarded the bus once
more for a 12 hour trip to

Oklahoma. After the
delightful bus ride, the team
finally arrived at the pool in

Oklahoma City. The women
swam incredibly well against

Texas' Trinity swim teamwho
flew to Oklahoma.

Lisa Selle swam a lifetime

best of 2:35 in the 200 back-
stroke. Tanya Kotowski broke
the 6:00 barrier in the 500
freestyle and Lisa Vetterlein

anchored the winning 400 free

relay of Joanna Meals, Dana
Robertson, and Hilary Specht.
As Coach Rundle would say,

"Good job, ©!#&!!"
This weekend the Lady Big

Cats will board that fabulous
bus once more to attend the
Buff Invitational at CU-Boul-
der. Five Division II schools
will compete in the meet, so
competition will be fierce.

See Men's Swimming on page 18
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Students discuss anti-discrimination proposal
by Joseph Sharman and Jennie Randall

Approximately 30 stu-

dents, includingCCCA repre-

sentatives and five Victims

Assistance Team members,
met Tuesday, the 6th, at 7:00

PM in Bemis Lounge to dis-

cuss the faculty's proposed

revisions to Colorado
College's anti-discrimination

policy.

Also present were Presi-

dent KathrynMohrman, Libby

RittenberglChairpersonofthe

Faculty Executive Commit-
tee], Renee Rabinowitz |CC
Legal Coimsell and three fac-

ulty members.

Following discussion the

CCCA suggested drafting a

student counter-proposal to

submit to Mohrman. This

could be done at the CCCA's
next regular meeting on De-

cember 14th at 3:30 PM in

Caylord. However, on

Wednesday the 7th, Rebecca

Joenes IColoradoCorpsMem-
ber)Becky Manchester IChair,

Community Council|, Creg

McLaughlin IVice-President of

StudentConcerns,CCCA| and

Jason Schweid IChair, Volun-

teerAction), students issueda

statement to Mohrman stat-

ing they "strongly oppose the

FEC's proposal."

Most students felt the

faculty's proposal creates "an

unfair power balance" as

voiced by Christi Cnimpeck-

er. Student John Lien stated,

"The new proposal trivializes

a victim's perspective of what

happens there."

Instead, students gener-

ally agreed Professor Keith

Kester'samendmentproposed

at the faculty meeting suffices

to equalize the process. That

amendment (verbally voted

down by the faculty) suggested

comprising the three person

committee to handle formal

complaints of one member
from the constituency of the

accused, one from the con-

stituency of the complainant

and the third could be from

any of the four constituencies

(at the discretion of the Legal

Counsel selecting the com-

mittee).

Erin Tolva, Student Rep-

resentative on the Education

and Grievance Committee
(the committee to be dis-

banded according to the

faculty's proposal), said, "If

there's going to be a formal

process, if you have one per-

son from each constituency

and one from an outside con-

stituency, that seems a little

more fail for me."

Mohrman, however, em-

phasized not the difference in

constituency but the respon-

sibility of the members serv-

ing on the committee. "It may
not be so much the category

than making sure we have

good people with fair values."

Rjttenberg responded, "If

please see Policy page 2

Financial Aid deadline for

returning students changed

Press Release

The deadUne for financial

aid forms for returning stu-

dents has been changed to Feb-

ruary 15, 1995 to match the

due date of forms for incom-

ing first year students.

Personalized packets for

students who have applied for

financial aid in the past will

be distributed at tables in

Worner Center during the

week of December 16-19.

Forms will also be available

forstudentswhohave not pre-

viously applied for financial

aid.

In the past, financial aid

forms were mailed to return-

ing students' homes and were

due April 1.

A copy of the parent's tax

returns are dueintheOfficeof

Financial Aid before April 15.

William Shakespeare's A

Wmte/s
Tale

sponsored by the CC Drama Department

runs

Thursday, December 15th

Friday, December 16th

Saturday, December 17th &
Simday December 18th

at 8:00 PM in Armstrong 32
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FEC's proposal draws arguments from students
Policy continued from page 1

there's an assumption that

faculty will always vote in fa-

vor of the other faculty, I hope
to dispel that." In regards to

how the three-person commit-
tee is comprised, Rittenberg

said, "We need to make a deci-

sion and stick with it" rather

than maintaining ambiguity
regarding that process.

Also constituting a large

part of the discussion was aca-

demic freedom. Mohrman
opened her statements not-

ing, "Academic freedom sug-

gests a tolerance for ideas that

probably don't exist in other

environments."

At the faculty meeting,

several professors explained

their role of protecting aca-

demic freedom. Professor
Owen Cramer said, "I would
not want anyone outside my
constituency to determine if I

abridged academic freedom."

However, Tolva noted at

the CCCA meeting, "I don't

think I'm an expert on aca-

demic freedom, but I think
having been in an academic
environment for 17 years I

couldsaysomethingaboutit."

Mohrman felt the situa-

tion warranted a "jury of

peers" for accused to judge
themselves.

Rittenberg defended the not going to get a fair hearing
faculty proposal, noting, "We from the committee, then
worry about the victim and they're going to go for the

"emphasizes the informal pro-

cess." In support, Rittenberg

added, "What I hope will hap-

CCCA President David Coffey organized a meetlDg to discuss the propctsed anti-discit;
stndeots attended aod voiced theif concerns ovei the faculty proposal.

victims' rights..„Wealso have courts."
to worry about the accused Also mentioned at the
and the accused's rights.

"

meeting was the focus on the
CCCA President David informal method of filing a

Coffey said in response, "If complaint. Mohrman ob-
people's perception is they're served the faculty's proposal

pbalD coinuy of Spciucr Bo

Tuesday, Decemt>cf 6. Thirty

pen with this process is that it

will help solve things at an
informal level."

While no students seemed to

disagree with the intent to

enhance the informal process.

some did question the logis-

tics of the faculty's proposal.

Coffey askedhowmuch power
the informal process had to

stop a formal complaint. He
expressed concern a complaint
might have to receive unani-
mous approval in the infor-

mal procedures to move to a
formal setting. Mohrman de-

nied that but added the proce-

dure needed to be clarified.

Lien suggested the
faculty's proposal does not
even change the policy of in-

formal procedures. "Idon'tsee
how changing the constitu-

tion of |the existing informal
review] panel is going to
change anything."

Regarding academic free-

dom, the American Associa-
tion of University Professors

(AAUP) states, "To some per-

sons who support speech
codes, measures like these-
relying as they do on suasion
rather than sanctions- may
seem inadaquate. But free-

dom of expression requires
toleration of 'ideas we hate' as

Justice Holmes put it... Free
speech is not simply an aspect
of the educational enterprise

to be weighed against other
desirable ends. It is the very
pre-condition of the academic
enterprise itself."
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Residential Life grants all

off-campus housing requests
by Megan McKee

The Office of Residential

Life granted off-campus hous-

ing to all students who ap-

plied for next semester, in-

cluding sophomores. Over-

crowding in the dorms, and
fewer number of applicants

for off-campus housing have
made it possible for all stu-

dents who wish to live off to

doso. Thedecisionaboutwho
is to get off-campus housing is

made strictly by numbers.
Though there is no specific

policy which denies under-

classmen off-campus housing,

Director of Residential Life,

Paul Jones admits, "It is very

atypical for all Sophomores to

be granted off-campus living.

"

Residential halls are

crowded primarily because the

current first-year class was
larger than entering classes of

the past few years. Another
reason for the lack of residen-

tial living space is that more

students are opting to stay on

campus rather than live off.

Fewer students have been

applying for off-campus hous-

ing in recent years. According

to {ones, the market for off-

campus housing is very full.

There are few apartments
within convenient walking

Residential Life has tried

to accommodate all the stu-

dentswhowere placed in study

lounges and triple rooms by

asking of any of them wish to

stay in that circumstance.

Those who say "no," must be

moved into single or double

rooms as they become avail-

"It is very atypical for all

Sophomores to be granted

off-campus living."

- Paul Jones, Director of

Residential Life

distance from campus. Also,

the price of those apartments

has gone up considerably in

the past two years. Jones ex-

plains that residing off-cam-

pus no longer provides the

substantial financial savings

that it may have in past years.

able. On-campus housing
must also be made available

for the students arriving in

January. AUowingallstudents

who apply to live off-campus

to do so is one way of control-

ling the overcrowding of the

dorms.

Students complain about

waiting for operators
by Jennie Randall

The endless ringing of

unanswered calls to the cam-

pus operator spawned several

complaints last week.

Many students reported

having to wait up to five min-

utes before calls were an-

swered at the operator's sta-

tion in Loomis Hall. Others

reported making calls that

were never answered.

The lengthy wait was in-

discriminate for both on and

off campus calls.

Student reports may be

explained by the fact that one

of the operators has been out

recently due to health prob-

lems.

Normally, two operators

are available during daytime

hours. Besides answeringcalls,

they act as receptionists at the

Loomis Desk.

"I've been shorthanded

lately," Communications
manager Alice Ledbetter said.

"But still, you should never

have to wait more than one

minute. And even a minute is

an awfully long time to wait."

Operators reportedly are

attempting to rectify the situ-

ation and shorten the wait for

all calls.

Calls to the operator on

Thursday revealed that calls

were beinganswered relatively

quickly. The longest wait

came when the phone rang

three times before being an-

swered by one of the opera-

tors.

Ledbetter said that on-

campus and off-campus calls

are given equal priority.

"I apologize for any in-

convenience," Ledbetter said.

She asked that anyone experi-

encingproblems with thecam-

pus operator service please

contact her at ext. 6719.

Students experiencing

various problems around cam-

pus are encouraged to write to

the Catalyst. Letters to the

editor are welcomed. Infor-

mation on submitting a letter

is provided on page 8.
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Campus Happenings

Artist Gathering Beginning
Maiors in Studio Art and Art History have formed the

Art Students' Organization for all Colorado College com-
munity members interested in art. Studio majors will be
meeting at 7:00 PM the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of each
block in the basement of Spencer Center |on the corner of

Tejon and Cache La Poudre|.

That meeting will be an informal "Jam Session" in

which students will bring whatever projects they are work-
ing on for input, stimulus and, above all, a positive feedback
environment conducive to art-making. Direct questions to

Luigi Cicala at 473-6843.

Foreign Christmas Program Presented
The German, Russian and East-Asian departments pre-

sents a "Christmas Extravagance" on the 1 6th of December
at 7:00 PM in the Max Kade Theater.

Highlights of the evening will be a Christmas-concert
and a performance of the Christmas-story in German.
Further information will appear in the next weeks Catalyst.

Philosophy Tutors Now Available
Krell Tutors Alex Kennaugh and Gideon Turner are

now available3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Tuesdays and 6:00 p.m.

to8:00 p.m Thursdays in Armstrong 133. Students may call

X6939, or, for more info on the service, Rory at X6636.

Help the Holidays Happen
Through Dec. 1 5, the Colorado College community can

donate food, clothing and toys to help the holidays happen

for those less fortunate. The drive is sponsored by the

Center for Community Service. Direct questions to the

Center.

Venture Grants Offered
Available Venture Funds are divided between Student

Research ($20,000|, Conferences ($10,000) and Visiting Fac-

ulty ($20,000). Applications lor all three areas are available

in the Dean's Office and should be returned upon comple-

tion. The Committee meets the third Thursday of every

Block. Application deadlines are 1:00PM the Friday preced-

ing the meeting. Questions should go to X6686.

Volunteers for Soup Kitchen Needed
The Colorado College Soup Kitchen needs volunteers

for the upcoming Winter Break. Food donations and a

volunteer over age 21 who can drive a van are needed.

Please contact Cynthia Blea at x755 1 for more information.

Book now...

for

Spring

Break.

Call Taylor Travel,

your campus
agency
636-3871
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'Sexuality and Gender'

discussion January 18-21

Press Release

Symposium scheduies

and previews were released

early this weeL
This >'ear'9 Symposium,

"SexualityaiidGendcr" will

heginWednesdav, January iS

and windup Saturday, fanu-

aryll.

The four day event will

deal with sueh topics as

sexual attitudes, gender dif-

ferences, pornography, the

increased sexuality m ado-

lescents, as well asrape,and

sexual orientation.

Guests from varying

backgrounds and occupa-

tions will address thi'i year's

gathering, fournahsts, sa-
entists, and artusts represent

fust some of the occupations

of this year's speakers.

Begun in I9S", the an

nuaJ Symposium has be-

come an institution at The
Colorado College.

This year's Symposium
on Sexuality and Gender

conies on the heels of last

January's discussion of reli-

gion.

Guests this year include

proicssorandauthorBhnchc

McCrary Boyd, author War-

ren Farreil, journalistand au-

thor Lisa Jones, psychiatrist

and sex therapist Avodah
Offit, psychologist and soci-

ologist i-ilhanRubin, the edi-

tor of "The New Repubhc
magazine Andrew Sulhvan,

as well as many others

This year's event begins

With the him '7act)ui's th-

leiTuna". The him aus the
Eighteenth at 1 30PM

The conterencc con-
cludes Januarv- 2 1 with a con-

cert bv the group Tsimami
The concert begins «t

R 00PM m Armstrong The-

ater and IS free to those with

a C.C iD
Events between the

opening film and the con
eluding concert range from
lectures to art displays to

more films

Library offers half block course
on research methods
Press Release

Haven't decided what to
take during half block! Robin
A. Satterwhite, Head of Pub-
lic Services, and Ian K. Keder,
Reference Librarian, are offer-

ing a course on "Research
Methods" (GS 126|.

This class will prepare
students for using the litera-

ture relevant to their major,

senior thesis, and graduate

schcxil. The class will give a
review of traditional library

skills including topics like

questionanalysis, search strat-

egies, modem technologies in-

corporating CD-ROM's, on-
line bibliographic searching
and downloading of citations

or numeric data sources.

For further information
contact the library or the
Registrar's Office.

t^avTif-

More money needed

Financial Aid changes an option
by Julie Gordon

Jim Swanson, CC's Finan-

cial Aid Director, and Terry

Swensen, Dean ofAdmissions,

are considering future changes

to the Colorado College finan-

cial aid packaging program.

While the number of stu-

dents who request financial

aid has increased, the amount
of money allocated to its bud-
get has remained at 18.66% of

the college's total budget, ac-

cording to Swanson. The Fi-

nancial Aid Budget must in-

creasewhen more students are

applying for assistance, but

resources available to make
this happen are limited. The
Financial Aid Office is con-

cerned that, in the future, it

will not be able to give incom-
ing students the total amount
of support they have been cal-

culated to need.

"We're hoping to generate

more money for the budget by
increasmg the amount of gifts

and endowments," Swanson
explained. Students' scholar-

ships come from three main
areas: the general operation of

the budget, the mterest from
endowments, and gift giving.

The current program
makes it possible for students
to attend Colorado College
regardless of whether or not it

is financially affordable for

their families. As long as an
applicant is academically
qualified, he or she can rely on
the Financial Aid Office to

assist in coming up with the

tuition dollars.

David Packard's four mil-

Uon dollar donation earlier this

year, as well as the generous
alumni contributions from
November's annual
DIALogue, will hopefully help
increase the Financial Aid

phoun eounuy ol Ttnr Si

The committee on Admissions aod Fmancial Aid met yesterday to discuss issues
rcgaiding the Financial aid question. No decision has yet been reached

Budget enough that all

students can receive 100% of

the aid they need.

Another area that could
generate extra money toward
financial aid is tuition. There
is a possibility that if a larger

percentage of tuition dollars

went toward the FinancialAid
Budget, this could solve the

problem. Tuition and fees

compose the largest portion
of the school's total budget,
but its revenues are sought by
other areas of the College as
well.

Swanson discussed these
issues with the Committee
on Admissions and Financial

Aid on December 8th. The
Committee has not yet

reached a decision.

If Financial Aid does
change its packaging program,
this will not effect returning

students. Returning students
will receive aid under the cur-

rent plan.

"I think that if Financial

Aid changes it's packaging,
this will have an impact on
diversity at CC," Swanson ex-

plained.

There is concern that stu-

dents who are academically

quallified, but come from
lower income famihes may
not apply "An A student may
really want to come here, but
will end up going somewhere
else becuase he or she [cannot
afford CCJ," said Swanson.

Final sessions for Leisure Program
Director candidates scheduled
Press Release

li'jy yjuu jjiiii IJJ2.

Open sessions with the
final candidates for Director
of the Leisure Program/
Womer Campus Center will

be held m the Worner Center
at the following places and
times;

Friday, December 9 - 2 pm
- Room 213 - Tim Schroer

Monday, December 12-2
pm - WES Room - Bryan
Barksdale

Tuesday, December 13 -

2:30 pm - WES Room - Lynn
Berliner

Wednesday, December 14
- 2:30 pm - WES Room - Kurt
Stimeling

Thursday, December 15 -

2:30 pm - WES Room - Phillip

Cooney
These sessions are open

to the campus community.

A glimpse at the candidates:
Tim Schroer

Direttor of Compaq Pi-oRromming, Dcpauw UnivfrMty
Director otPrograrammg.Rta^idfntul Lite, NnrthweNtetn
Residence Hjll Director Univtpiuy of Wisconsin
Bryan Batkiiti]e

Graduate Assistant, The University ot Mississippi
Graduate Intern, Delta Tiu Delta Fraternity Central Offae
Orientation Advisor, The University of Texas
Peer Advisor, University Of Texas at Austin
LyimBerlioer

Difettnr of Student Aittvitiei, Fort Lewis College
Director of Student Activities, Otcidental ColleRC
AvsHtant Dircetur ol Career Center Occidental Cullegc
Kart Sdmelmi^
Acting Assistant Director of Student Activities, St. Olat CoUege
Aibistint to the Director ol Student Activities, St. Olaf College
Residence Hall Director St Olaf College
Pbillp Cnone>

Asiistant Ctwrdmator Student Organiz ition Office, University tif

Wi-icon&m

Program A.ssistant Stud, nt Activitiea and Centers, University of
Wisconsin

1-oundtr/Diru.tiir of Admissions, The College of Santa fe
Assistant Duector ot Admissions, The College of Santa Fe
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Republicans ignore entitlements in doomed budget plan
by Christopher Rose

Due topublic pressure, the

Republicans have put forth

their initial budget plan -

showing how they intend to

balance the budget by the end
of the century without cut-

ting social security or raising

taxes.

Whyis it that sinceJimmy
Carter, every President and
Congress has enacted some
new proposal or "brilliant"

idea to balance the budget and
ultimately failed?

The answer is the same
reason the Republicans' plan

to balance the budget is al-

ready doomed to fail. Because
their plan, like all previous

plans, fails to address the
central and obvious reason

why the budget has not been
balanced: Entitlement
Spending.

Entitlement spending
consists of payments such as

Social Security, Medicare,
Medicaid, and both veteran

andcivilservicepensionplans.

Since the 1980's, entitlement

spending has risen in billions

of dollars every year. For the

future, as America's elderly

population increases, spend-
ing on Social Security and
Medicare will likewise in-

crease sharply. This increase

makes the budget even more
difficult to balance unless the

growth of entitlement spend-
ing is curbed now.

Entitlement spending is

probably the most wasteful

thing the government can do

with taxpayers' money, be-

cause such spending is merely
consumption spending and
serves no long-term benefit to

America'seconomicviability.

On the otherhand, investment
spending-as in energy conser-
vation, education, discourag-

ing illegal drugs, infrastruc-

ture, etc.- helps build a stron-

ger economy for both the
present and the future.

This explains why our
deficit is so shameful. It is

terrible that thiscountrymust
borrow not only from its citi-

zens but even foreigners to

satisfy the consumption de-

mands of its population —
consumption spendingwhich
for some reason allAmericans
feel they have an uncondi-

tional "right" or "entitle-

ment" to. Before the I980's,

the debt that this countrycom-
piled was borrowed for invest-

ment purposes or emergency
situations. Some examples
include World War n, the in-

terstate highway plan of the

1950's, and the Moon Race of

the 1960's.

Bonowing for consump-
tion purposes is like a college

student borrowing funds to

pay fornew clothesand stereo

equipment, rather than to

invest in their education.

And so, just as Ronald
Reagan proved the budget
could not be balanced by cut-

ting social programs, and as

Clinton proved it could not be
balanced by raising taxes on
the wealthy, the Republicans

will also fail for ignoring the

real problem.

Ironically, the Republi-
cans' plan decreases invest-

ment spending which is so
valuable to the future well-

being of this country, and in-

creases entitlement spending.
Hopehilly their plan will force
theAmerican people torealize
that to achieve a balanced
budget that will remain bal-

anced, health care insurance
reform and possibly social se-

curity reform should be seri-

ously considered.

The solution isn't that the

purposes of Social Security,

Medicare, etc., should be dis-

regarded and abandoned, but
instead that achieving those

purposes must be done in a
more efficient and fiscally re-

sponsible manner.

Throw the book at holiday parking offenders
After a long week of pre-"holiday season"

trips to Downtown Denver to see the aimual
Parade of Lights, to the Citadel Mall, and to vari-

ous compact disc stores, I've decided life in

America, particularly in December, is not alto-

gether pleasant. We must now forget the "Con-
tract with America," and implement some truly

essential laws improving this fine country...

Restrict the number of shoppers allowed out
of their houses on prime shopping days, particu-

larly overweekends. You know something'swrong
when you drive to a mall, circle for 45 minutes
looking for anyparking space, battle dense crowds
for another 20 minutes in order to get inside, only

to find hundreds of thousands of window shoppers

buying absolutely nothing.

Outlaw the practice of stopping parking lot

traffic to wait for cars to pull out of close-in

parking spaces. There's nothing more frustrating

than sitting behind an idiot, too lazy to walk an

extra 50 feet, while he waits for a minivan to

vacate the priceless piece of real estate it occupies.

Inevitably, that minivan is owned by a two-parent

family with three children requiring proper place-

ment in car seats, and 80 bags of just-purchased

merchandise to load in somehow...

Further, outlaw the practice of driving slowly

behind innocent shoppers walking out of malls,

following them to their precious soon-to-be-emp-

tied parking spaces,,.

At the time a person ages past the point where
he or she can adequately handle a car, take away
some drivingprivileges. When it takes somebody's

brain 30 seconds to register a color change in

stoplights, when they forget where the gas pedal

is, when their reaction time to road-hazards com-
pares with the time it takes to get food in Rastall,

they have no right to share the roads during peak

travel periods with competent motorists.

Prohibit from parades marching bands who
cannot stay in step, maintain straight lines, or play

in tune. It's embarrassing to all musicians.

Prohibit from parades Color Guards who can-

not stay in step, or maintain any sense of dignity.

It's embarrassing to all Americans.

Eliminate competitive CD pricing at holiday

time. Make the cheapest price the standard, but

don't allow anybody to buy a disc in one store for

$11.99, walk into another and see it for $10.88,

then walk into yet another and see it for $9.96.

Or, if competition is absolutely necessary,

outlaw the increasing of gas prices during the

holiday season, so "bargain shoppers" don't pay

more while driving around in hopes of saving

those all-important pennies.

Ban LA Raiders fans.

Just thought I'd throw that in...

Prohibit vendors at parades from making men
feel terrible because they don't have enough cash to

buy the ladies standingnext to them balloons... And
forbid anyone eavesdropping on those conversa-
tions to chime in with the heckUng of those poor

lUterallyl guys.

Limit the number of showings of Charles
Dickens' A Christmas Caiol on syndicated televi-

sion.

Friday's midday musings.

• Have you ever had an urge to wander up to one of

those inner-city kids wandering around pants

pulled up only to his knees, and lift up his shirt?

Would that be wrong?
• Really, what's under there? Boxers or briefs? Or

worse...

• Seriously, crotches in pants are put where they are

for a distinct reason- it isn't so people can make

THOUGHTS FROM
THE SKY CHAIR
by Erick R. Scheminske

their legs look six inches long.,.

Reasons to pull your pants all the way up: it cuts

in half the numbers of steps you must take to get

anywhere,

Jesse Jackson, I scoff at thee.

This man has no class. Period.

It's a sad state of affairs when a man of national

prominence can get away with suggesting a ma-

jor university's administration is racist because

its newly-hired headfootball coach is white rather

than black. Sadder still that he can call for a po-

tential black student-athlete boycott of that uni-

versity based on the assumption that it does not

take "the interest of African Americans to heart."

"We feel for the student-athletes at the imiver-

sity," Jackson said. Still, the simple fact remains

that the black athletes at the University of Colo-

rado at Boulder have nothing but divine praise for

their outgoing white coach, Bill McCartney.

Rick Neuheisel is the right man to replace

McCartney. He's young, energetic, a great re-

cruiter, exceedingly intelligent, a fantastic role

model (both academically and athletically) and

extremely popular with the studentsat CU. Black

or white, he is the future... And right now, the
future looks mighty bright.

• Reasons to pull your pants all the way up: If you
have to wear Valentine's Day boxers in the

middle of December, nobody will ever know.
• Kudos to Ruben Perez, Vice-Principal of Horace
Mann Middle School in Denver, for attempting
to suspend nearly 100 discipline problem stu-

dents last week.
• Finally, somebody at an administrative level

makes a firm commitment to the principle that

public schools are not free baby-sitting facili-

ties, but places where motivated students go

the gain knowledge,

• Of course, the Denver Public School System
temporarily suspended Perez, and is now inves-

tigating the legality of his action.

• Hello? Is there a brain cell in the DPS? Any-

where?

• The Latino Education Coalition has accused

Perez of racism because most of the students

up for suspension are Hispanic,

• Yep, Racist, Absolutely, The fact that 78% of

Horace Mann's student body is Hispanic, the

fact that Perez himself is Hispanic, truly means
nothing. He's unquestionably a bloody racist,

• Just for kicks, wouldn't it be fun to eliminate

groups like Jesse Jackson's Rainbow Coalition

and the Latino Education Coalition, and moni-

tor the resulting decrease in racial tensions?

• Reasons to pull your pants all the way up:

Chances are good you'll never be protected by

the Coalition for Trouser-Wearers' Rights,

• Newt, Newt, Newt, You don't get anything

accomplished by accusing personal aides to the

world's most powerful man of being drug users,

• Newt, Newt, Newt, You do nothing to win over

the hearts of inner-city citizens by threatening

to put their kids in orphanages. Talk about

adoption, about putting these kids in homes

where they'll actually learn some solid moral

values. Don't threaten to herd them into dreary

environments of bitterness and hostility.

• Stick to the "Contract," Newt. Don't blow this

opportunity. It's too important.

• You heard it here- the Broncos (3-5 a month ago

and the only Colorado football team with a

championship hopes) are now 7-6, rolling, and

staring the playoffs straight down the throat.

Counseling sessions begin next week.

• Go CC Hockey! 'Nulf said.

• Reasons to pull your pants all the way up:

Important parts of your anatomy stay much,

much warmer.
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Holiday season calls attention to emerging trend: Tawyerism'
by Bonnie Algera

The countdown has be-

gun. There are just two weeks

left in the holiday race, and

you have yet to find the per-

fect gift for the one person

who is the most difficult to

shop for.

As you run through the

Citadel like an AWOL Air

Force Cadet, crashing into

other frenzied shoppers with

crazed looks in their eyes, grab-

bing everything that you pos-

sibly can before timeruns out,

you try desperately tothink of

something for that person,

while the critical date looms
in front of you like the mono-
lith of the mall itself.

But did you stop to con-

sider the latest craze in gift

giving? The novelty spy store,

where, according to a recent

report by CNN, you can outfit

your loved ones with the lat-

est in equipment for the 007

zealot.

Don't think that James
Bond devotees are the only

ones who will enjoy a gift of

this sort, though? A virtual

cornucopia of equipment for

the lawsuit enthusiast can be

found as well.

For instance, your parents

will love the micro-sized tape

recorder, which they can use
to catch their neighbors in the

act of plotting to steal garden

tools from your garage. And
your sister, anew mother, will

welcome the opportunity to

install hidden cameras in the

refrigerator to catch her baby-

sitter in the act of stealing the

jimk food.

With the bounty of gift

ideasfor lovers oflawsuits this

year, it seems that there is a

new religion celebrating the

Christmas holiday- Law-
yerism. This spirit of greed

and corruption complements
the modern Christmas spirit

quite nicely, and is consum-
ing the people of this country

like students making a mad
rush to Rastall.

Take, forexample, theAk-

ron, Ohio woman suing Wal-

Mart. This woman, whorarely

showed up to work on time

and created a nuisance to her

employer, yet quit her job of

herown volition, isnow suing

the nation's largest retailer for

wrongful termination. Is this

a woman acting on the sound
advice of a good attorney, or a

woman possessed by the tidal

wave of Lawyerism?

This case makes it clear

that Lawyerism is creating a

mockery of a system which
was created to guard against

real violations of rights. The
followers of this new religion

are so caught up in their indi-

vidual sovereignty, that they

do not stop to consider the

rights of others.

In another case illustra-

tive of this point, a man in the

act of burglarizing a house fell

through a skylight, breaking

his leg. He then sued the own-

ers of the house. But what

about the owners' right not to

be burglarized? It is clear that

the burglar gave no thought to

the rights of the house own-
ers, yet he isconcemedhe will

not receive just compensation

for a violation of his rights.

This is yet another ex-

ample of the farce Lawyerism

is making of the legal system.

The people of this country

have become so caught up in

their right to just compensa-

tion, that consideration is no
longer given to the rights of

others.

Yet, this consideration is

necessary in any sort of cohe-

sive society. Individual mem-
bers of a society have an obli-

gation to protect the rights of

others by honoring them. By
doing so, they ensure that no-

body else will violate their

own rights.

However, individuals
caught up in the insurance of

their own rights don't con-

sider the rights of others, and
thus violate their social obli-

gation.

Clearly, the rise of

Lawyerism must be sup-

pressed. So as you make your
ritual run through the Citadel

to find that perfect gift, stop to

consider whether that novelty

spy store really has something
to offer, or if a purchase will

only be supporting a flood of

lawsuits.

VJ*A

Alcohol consumption preempts essential self-development
Guest Commentary

by John Riker

From what students tell

me, alcohol is omnipresent at

student social affairs, from
parties to dorm room gather-

ings. In this, CC differs very

little from most colleges and
imiversities. Indeed, the Com-
mission on Substance Abuse
at Colleges and University
reports that college students

spend $5.5 biUion on alcohol,

more than they spend on soft

drinks, tea, milk, juice, coffee,

and books combined. Why is

this so?Why do students drink
so much? When I ask groups
of students this question, I

typically hear the following

responses:

I. To get high. The most
obvious reason students drink
is to achievean altered state of

consciousness. This need for

altered states is hardly unique
to collegestudents, foralmost
all cultures since the davm of

humanity have tried to find

ways of achieving them, in-

cludingtheuse of drugs, medi-
tation, hypnotic dancing, and
so on. There seems to be a
need either for relief from "ev-

erydayness" or for some kind
of reality that can only be ex-

perienced in an altered state.

More and more students are

carrying this need to the ulti-

mate point: full drunkenness

and passing out.

2. To relieve stress. As
onestudentsaidtome, "Alco-

hol is the button one pushes
to turn off the machine." Aca-
demic work during the week
is experienced as difficult,

stressful, andcallingforhighly

disciplined (machine-like) be-

havior. So when a free evening

or the weekend
comes, a beer is

the door out of

the world of

high-stress aca-

demics into the

realm of spon-

taneous, care-

free fun.

3. To ease social tensions.

Many students feel shy, in-

hibited, and lacking in self-

confidence in social situa-

tions. With a little alcohol the

inhibitions lessen, the anxi-

ety fades, and one becomes
lighter, friendlier, more out-

going, and able to really have
fun. Since alcohol is both a

stimulant |at first| and a de-

pressant, it has the magical
ability both to depress uptight
states and toheighten (at first)

erotic, fun-loving energy.

4. Drinking is socially

required. Students who have
an aversion to drinking tell

me that sometimes they are
literally not allowed to walk
around without a drink. Some-
one (usually someone already

high) will approach them and
say "Hey, Where'syour drink?
I'll get you one." If one tries to

reply that they are not
drinking, they are met with
scorn, derision, or disbelief.

S. Drinkingmakes onefeel
grown-up. Drinking is, in our

culture, one of the significant

rituals young people go

Facing difficult problems might
take one into an important
realm of self-exploration.

through to pass from child-

hood intoadulthood. Children
don't drink and adults do;

hence, young people whowant
to pass beyond being
dependent children prove their

adult status by drinking.

6. Party now, for adult-

hood is coming. Although it

may seem in direct opposition
to drinking in order to end
childhood, a number of stu-

dents drink and party to ex-

cess during college, for they
feel the dull, heavy responsi-

bilities of adult life on the

horizon. These are the best

years of one's life: college is

beyond parental observation

and the silly restrictions of

high school, and before the

massive responsibilities of

making it in the professional

world and providing for a fam-
ily. Now is the time to party

and one cannot party without

drinking.

These are all very strong

reasons for drinking. Alcohol
is indeed a magical elixir. It

transports one from a dull,

stressful world to an alterna-

tive reality of

fun and
carefreeness

in just mo-
ments. It

takes you
from being a

dependent
having to

obey the assignments given

by professors to an adult free

of the burdens of adulthood.

Are there good reasons for

not drinking? When does the

recreationaluse of alcoholstop

being moderately harmless
and start becoming prob-

lematical? Aside from the
severe problems of addiction,

I find one substantial reason

forquestioningeven moderate
drinking habits: they interfere

with personal development.
Development typically occurs
in situations of optimal frus-

tration- situations in which
we encounter a significant

problem that, while not too
difficult for us to solve,

stretches our abilities and
capacities. These situations

tend to produce in us some
unpleasant feelings: anxiety,

fear, and self-doubt as to

whether one is up to the task.

If one marshals one's talents,

imagination, insights, and
courage to solve a difficult

problem, she grows stronger,

more vital, and more self-

assured- even if the problem
proves too tough to tackle.

Life constantly presents us

with problems that test our
fortitude and arouse fearful un-

wanted feelings. However, one
can learn how to eliminate

uncomfortable feelings by
sidestepping the problem. We
no longer have to face it, be-

cause weno longer suffer from
the feelings of anxiety and in-

adequacy. This is called get-

ting "a fix," and the most
prevalent of all fixes is alco-

hol, which has the amazing
capacity to remove anxiety,

fear, depression, self-doubt,

and worry. It even seems to

solve a number of problems. If

we are stressed out, a drink

relaxes us. If we are inhibited

and shy, a drink makes us so-

cial and outgoing. But are these
real solutions?

Let us look at the prob-

lem of being "stressed out."

This is genuine problem fac-

ing almost everyone who par-

takes of the intense, demand-
ing, and challenging world of

please see Alcohol on page 7
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Campus time warp creates emotional distress
by Alison Laidlaw Hogarth

One day last block, I hada
nervous breakdown. My
breakdown was not caused by

too much class or too much
homework. My breakdown
was not caused by any per-

sonal problems. My break-

down was caused by time- or

should I say, the God-like

manner in which public clocks

at the Colorado College are

set.

The redLEDnumbers read
8:00 when I turned my alarm
off that fateful day. I leaned

over and smacked the snooze
button, and collapsed back

into bed, not willing to face

what I was sure would be yet

another cold, wintry day in

beautiful Colorado.

I had drifted back to sleep

when my roommate's alarm

went off, the loud radio filling

the room with Mariah Carey

squeaking Christmas tunes.

What a wonderful wav towake
up. Her clock read 8:00. Sec-

onds later, my alarm went off

again, 8:09. My snooze was
over.

After a quick shower and
early morning preparations, 1

left my room to head over to

Womer for some good food,

hoping to start the day off right.

How naive I was then. As I

locked the door, I glanced at

my watch; Alison time: 8:27.

Cruising through the Mathias

lobby I was a Uttle confused to

realize that it had taken me

negative four minutes to de-

scend three flights of stairs.

Mathias time: 8:23.

Being a fairly speedy
walker, I was again surprised

to enter Worner and realize it

had taken me fifteen minutes

to get there. Worner time:

8:38. I was late for my 8:30

breakfast date. But, not as late

as I thought, because as I

walked the one hundred feet

toBenji's, six minutes had dis-

appeared from the universe.

Benji's time: 8:32.

Afteradeliciousdemi loaf

and orange juice, I happened

to glance at the red, moving
light display behind Worner
Desk. As there were no cul-

tural events planned for a

while, the date and time were

Well, it's that time of year again. The
December cold is in full swing. The last

regular season college football games have

been played, college hockey is underway.

Students are racing down the homestretch

toward Winter break. The last few days of the

year promise to fly by in a blur of studying,

shopping, shopping, and more shopping.

It's also the time of year to reflect, to look

back on the past year and the many years that

have preceded it. As I begin to reminisce on

past autumns, a specific memory stands out.

Two years ago, I spent most ofSeptember,

Octoberand November studyingvarious col-

leges around the country. As I'm sure all of

you remember, the fall of your senior year

was a hectic time filled with tons of

pamphlets, books, college fairs, meetingswith

recruiters, applications and deadlines.

As a student from Arvada (a small suburb

outside ofDenver!, I wasalittleoverwhelmed

by the deluge of information. I was going to

graduate with a 4.0GPAandgood test scores.

My college options ap-

peared to be pretty open-

ended. I received unso-

licited applications from

Yale, Harvard, Princeton

and Stanford. The Uni-

versity of Denver kept

in close contact.

Now, before you think this is a column

dedicated to my past glories, I'll get to the

point. It's simple: throughout this flood of

information, I never heard once from the

Colorado College. CC did not attend any of

the local college fairs, nor did they send

recruiters to any of the high schools in the

Arvada area. In fact, Colorado College does

such a poor job of recruiting in the Denver

area that when my relatives heard my older

brother was going to CC, they thought he

was either going to a community college or

Colorado Christian College.

I cannot fathom why CC does not try to

market itself in the suburbs of the largest city

intheirhome state. I used to think that it had

to do with money. I figured that CC deemed

the economic level of the areas below the

level that could generally afford to send

students to Colorado College.

This theory was dispelled when I saw the

amount of successful recruiting that finan-

cially-comparable schools like the University

of Denver and Regis College conducted in

the four high schools in my home town. Six

students enrolled at DU and five enrolled at

Regis from my school alone. Obviously,

families could afford to send their children to

schools in the $20,000 range.

I next assumed that my local area had

showed a historical proclivity toward avoid-

FROM THE EDITOR
by Chad T. Nitta

ing liberal arts schools. This theory was
dispelled when I began to question my class-

mates on the type of schools they were

looking at. The answers ranged from
Amherst College to Pomona College. My
class saw students enroll at Whittier,

Occidental and Carleton College.

Now, you're probably wondering why I

chose to enroll at CC after they had done

such a poor job of recruiting. Well, the

answer is pretty simple. CC recruiting had

little to do with luring me to enroll. My
older brother came down toCC in the fall of

1990. He absolutely loved his college

experience. Hisencouragementand constant
praise of the school, along with a campus
visit and the uniqueness of the block plan,

convinced me tfiat CC was the place for me.

While my brother's role is well and good

for my particular case, CC needs more than

sibling enrollment. The fact remains that I

probably would not have heard ofThe Colo-

rado College if it hadn't been for my brother.

Neither my guidance

counselor nor many of

my teachers had ever

heard of it. Over the

last four years, four stu-

dents out of 2000 have

chosen to attend CC
after graduating from

Pomona High School in Arvada, Colorado.

My first roommate, from Vermont, had five

students out of his class of350 enroll. These

kind of scenarios are simply unacceptable

foraschool of the caliber ofColorado College.

I understand that CC wants to promote

a geographically diverse environment. I un-

derstand that the Admissions Office already

has to siftthroughthousands of applications.

But let's face it, that's their job. IfCC is truly

committed to building the best academic

environment that it can, it must stop ap-

pearing to disregard the state of Colorado.

CC, with its Block Plan system, is unique

among liberal arts colleges. It offers an

intriguing style of learning that many
Colorado high school students would jump

at if they had the chance. If they were aware

of its existence.

Whether it means to or not, Colorado

College is giving the impression that in-

state students are beneath them.

Recruiting is about more than enroll-

ment - it's about reputation and respect.

Like it or not, every student, faculty member

and administrator wants CC to be well-

known and well-liked. In order for CC to

reach and maintain this standing, they have

to do something very simple.

They have to earn it.

repeatedly speedingacross the

screen. Worner Desk time:

8:52. I noticed this time was
halfway between Worner time
and Benji's time. My watch
said 8:55. 1 wasafraid what the

clock in the bookstore might
read, so I decided togo to class.

I slipped intothelast chair

in my computer class in Barnes

just when my watch said 9:00.

After four minutes of shuf-

flingpapersandbooksandtry-

ing to avoid eye contact with
my professor, she glanced at

her watch and announced that

it was now nine o'clock and
time to start class. Eight min-

utes later, (9: 12 my time, 9:08

professor timej, the bells at

Shove chapel rang out, nine

times. Shove time: 9:00.

Lunchtime came and in-

stead of battling the outra-

geous lines at Rastall, some
friends and I decided that it

was time to run for the border

so we hopped in my car and
turned on the stereo. Stereo

time: 12:03. My watch time:

12:01. Color-radar-weather

announcer time: 12:07.

That afternoon I had been

so completely stressed by the

whole time issue I thought I'd

pound the Stairmaster in El

Pomar to release some ten-

sion. Bad decision. By the

time I got to the scale and
drinking fountain outside the

turf room my watch said 2:23

.

El Pomar time: 2:25. Halfway
down the hall on the way to

the weightroom I turned
around and much to my cha-

grin, looked at the clock. El

Pomar time: 2:22. Filled with
fear that I had been having

blackouts all day, I ran away,

and up the stairs, two at a

time, only to be confronted by

a third El Pomar clock; 2:28.

The hallway began to spin

and the student working at

the reservation desk began
staring at me. The different

clocks from all over campus
began flashing through my
brain like the scenes of my life

are supposed to flash before

my death. My recollection

ends here but I've been told

that I then grabbed my Timex
from my wrist and flung it at

the concrete wall. A friend

told me that while being car-

ried to Boettcher I was repeat-

edly muttering "Is this a clock

I see before me?"

My suggestion to anyone
who displays a pubhc clock:

call Time, Weather & Tem-
perature and set your clock to

that time. Consistency, after

all, is not a bad thing.

Alcohol continued from page 6

college academics. Questions

facing persons on the verge of

adulthood might be "How can

I learn to be a relaxed human
being and enjoy life while all

of these tensions are around

me?" and "Who am I that I am
stressing out so much- why
do I not feel more competent

in the face of the problems and

people I am dealing with?"

These are difficult

problems with no ready-made

solutions, but facing them
might take one into an

important realm of self-

exploration. They might lead

one to adding more exercise,

meditation, or quiet friends to

one's life, or give one the

courage to make radical

alterations in Ufestyle.

Now let alcohol enter the

picture- not a lot of alcohol,

just enough to make one feel

better after being stressed out.

There is no need to solve the

problem of stress, for alcohol

takes it away. I can work my
butt off in a mechanical, de-

humanized way at my school

work during the day, if I can

comehome toa drink at night,

or if I can get crazy on the

weekends. Rather than engag-

ing in possible self-explora-

tions and health changes of

lifestyle, one develops a pre-

disposition to use alcohol

whenever stressed.

We can now more readily

see the difficulty in distin-

guishing recreational non-

harmful use of drugs and alco-

hol from problematical use. I

call "problematical" any use

of intoxicants that prevents

one from seeing and dealing

with significant issues in per-

sonal development. A great

deal of drinking- even light,

"just until I get a little buzz"

drinking- is problematical

during the college years. Be-

cause alcohol is so prevalent

at social functions, social

skills do not develop as rap-

idly as cognitive functions.

Typically, college seniors

are far ahead of first-year

students in their particular

majors, but how much more

socially mature are seniors

who have stayed within the

mainstream of college social

life than first-year students?

Is their discourse more subtle,

more challenging, or better

able to relate to persons as

genuine individuals? Are they

more capable of seeing the

complexities of social situa-

tions, of dealing with fine

emotional nuances, of

compromising conflicting

feelings and interests? Or do

they more or less repeat what

they have done for four years-

gettinghigh-and initiate first-

years into this form of life, so

that it can be repeated, just as

they repeated it, ad infinitum'.

I am not saying that one

should never use alcohol. For

some people, someofthetime,

it is life-enhancing. What Iam
concerned about is the con-

stant or habitual use of alco-

hol and drugs in college social

life. I think this hinders emo-

tional and social personal de-

velopment as much, if not

more, than any other factor.
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Letter to the Editor

Student leaders object to EGC overhaul
Dear Editor,

We strongly support pro-

tecting issues ofacademic free-

dom and the rights of the ac-

cused and of the accuser in a

grievancesituation. However,

the Faculty Executive
Committee's (EEC) proposed

change in the Education and
Grievance Committee (EGC)
sacrifices the rights of the ac-

cuser by creating an unequal

distribution ofrepresentation.

These proposed changes
would establish a three per-

son committee consisting of

two members from the con-

stituency of the accused and
one member from the con-

stituency of the accuser. For

thereason's mentioned below,
we strongly oppose the FEC's

There are constituencies

within the campus commu-
nity that inherently have more
power than others. People in

power have the means to con-

front discrimination by exer-

cising their power. For ex-

ample, an employer can fire

an employeewho has discrimi-

nated against her/him. Those
not in power need an alterna-

tive way to pursue and con-

front a discriminatory situa-

tion. For example, an em-
ployee can not fire his/her

employer, but must take a le-

gal course of action.

Therefore, an effective

EGC should provide a means
for the powerless to legiti-

mately pursue a grievance.

The FEC's proposal defeats

this purpose by giving unfair

weight to the accused, which
is usually a person in power,

while taking representation

away from the accuser.

Legitimate cases ofsexual

harassment and discrimina-

tion exist on this campus. The
proposed changes would deter

people with legitimate claims

from seeking a formal course

of action within the college

system. Without an effective

formalgrievance process, cam-
pus community members
would be forced to, and should,

seek action in a court of law.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Jones

CoIoradoCorps Member
Becky Manchester

Chair- Community Council
Greg McLaughlin

VP-Student Concerns, CCCA
Jason Schweid

Chair - Volunteer Action

SHOOT BACK...
Letters to the editor are

welcomed. They must be sub-

mitted to the Catalystby Tues-
day, 10:CIOpm for publication

in the subsequent Friday issue

each week. All letters must be

signed. Anonymity is rarely

granted. Please restrict letters

to 400 words or less. Those
under 100 words will be con-

sidered first. The Catalyst re-

serves the right to edit letters

for purposes of publication. All letters will be screened for

factual accuracy - libelous letters will not be accepted. The
Letters to the Editor section of the Catalyst is meant to give
any and all students, faculty, and staff a forum in which to
express issue-oriented opinions,- letters will be published on
this basis. No poetry, please. All letters become the property
of the Catalyst and are not returned.

Send The Catalyst
letters Letters to the Editor
to: 902 N. Cascade Ave.

Colorado Springs, CO 80946
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NIGHTLY FOOD

SPECIALS!

Happy Hour

ANYTIME
you wear a
BECKETT'S

T-shirt

or
Sweatshirt

Holiday $ isJinter Selections

On Jap
S3.S0 Pint . SS.SO l/Z yard • Se.OO Slein

Merry Berry Brown • Odell's

Winter Warlock Oatmeal Stout • Bristol
Ginger Cherry Ale • Pikes Peak
Blitzen Bock • Tabemash

One Hiter Swing -top Bottle

Breckenridge Christmas Ale $19.95

7venty-tvo Ounce Bottlings

Frambozen New Belgium
Mogul Madness Rogue
Chestnut Ale H.C. Berger
Cranberrj- Lambic Samuel Adams
Snow Cap Pyramid

Jwelve Ounce Bottlings

Wicked Winter Brew Pete's
Jubel Ale Deschutes
Winterful Rhino Chasers
Celebration Ale Sierra Nevada
Winter Lager Samuel Adams
Our Special Ale Anchor Steam

LIVE BANDS
every Thursday,

Friday, & Saturday!

$6.50

$6.50

$6.50

$6.50

$6.50

$2.95

$2.95

$2.95

$2.95

$2.95

$2.95

Season's Qreetings...

All the Best in the //ew year...

From the entire Beckett's Family

Colorado's BEST micros!
f^US-r BE 21 NAZITH VALID ID
1 2S Sotjth T-eJori » 633 - 3230
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Bike shop beckons biking enthusiasts
by Brian Sullivan

The Outdoor Recreation

Room (ORC) offers just about

anything you may need to con-

quer the outdoors.

What many people don't

knowabout is the bike shop in

the back of the ORC room.
This is understandable con-

sidering its location.

The bike shop is secluded

enough to be called the Secret

Bat Bicycle Room.
Recently, I made a visit to

the ORC bike shop to tune up
my bike. Upon entering the

ORC room and after exchang-

ing the usual friendly greet-

ings and comments about
snow and avalanches and
snow-bunnies with the ORC
personnel, I had to venture

through the ski-repair room.

Considering the p-tex and
wax fumes, this is an adven-

ture in itself. Past the ski

room is a dark room who's

purpose remains a mystery

even to the ORC itself.

I reached the bike shop at

last, only to discover that the

light switch is somewhere
else. If you yell enough, the

ORC member on duty will

turn the lights on, sometimes.

The ORC bike shop has

been around for about two
years. Although it is referred

to as the "ORC bike shop",

the concept came from the

CCCA, as does the funding.

The shop itself is not

much bigger than a large

closet. A good work table and
a high quality bike standsit in

middle of the room. The tools

are top-notch and range from

simple things such as screw

drivers and alien wrenches to

averynicewheel-truingstand.

The room is estimated to

beable tohold eighteen people

at once, standing shoulder to

shoulder. Normally, two
people can work comfortably

ontheirbikesatthesametime,

and since an estimated four

people use the room per week,
there should not be any con-

cern about it being crowded.

The rules in theORC bike

shop are fairly basic.

The ORC asks that you
please do not "borrow" tools

permanently, clean up after

yourself, and do not start any

WD40 fights.

If you do venture to the

ORC bike shop to work on
your two wheeled transporta-

tion, I recommend that you

The ORC/CCCA Bike Shop provides a place foi students to work

wear clothes that can get dirty;

the bike shop is not the

cleanest place in the world.

If your bike does need
work butyou are not mechani-

cally inchned, there are people

who will work on your bike

foranominalfee. Theycanbe
reached through the ORC

There are no big plans for

the future of the ORC bike

shop. It already offers the ba-

sic necessities to fix all types

of bikes. The only plans for it

now, are to maybe open the

window next week to let the

WD40 fumes air out.

There is a shortage of rags

and cleaning solvents, so if

you own any extra, feel free to

donate it to theORC bikeshop.

If your bike gets the best

of you and you feel discour-

aged, the ORC personnel are

often happy to play a quick

game of darts or offer there

personal view of life, the uni-

verse and everything.

Air of apathy pervades attitudes on CC campus
Students fail to vote, few pay attention to media coverage of mid-term elections

by Amber Anderson & Tanya Hahn

A cloud of apathy de-

scended on the campus of

The Colorado College dur-

ing recent midterm elec-

tions.

An informal survey of

CC students earlier this

week revealed

that, of those sur-

veyed, a full three

quarters did not

vote in the No-
vember 8 elec-

tions.

The survey

includedarandom

sampling of about

50 Colorado Col-

lege students. Its

original intent

was to determine

the campus reac-

tion to the media coverage

of the past election, what it

revealed was large amounts

of apathy.

This attitude marks a

large transformation from

the college campuses of just

a few decades ago.

As recently as the 1970's

collegecampuseswere a cen-

ter of political activity.

Reasons for lack of voter

turn out varied from not re-

ceiving absentee ballots in

time to simple lack of action.

Absentee ballots allowed

many voters to cast their bal-

lots even if they were away
from home at the time of the

election. Most states made

"The media have their

good points and their

bad. If someone wants

news, though, it's out

there," said Cody
Young, a junior at CC.

this option available to voters

who submitted a written re-

quest.

But even with this option,

many students didnot partici-

pate in the recent elections.

Some students admitted

simply "missing" the return

deadline. Some expressed re-

gret that they did not vote.

One unidentified student

remarked, "I am lame, and I

forgot to vote. I feel bad. I will

be sure to vote the next time

around."

For some students the abil-

ity to vote by mail had little

effect on their voting behav-

ior.

Several expressed that

they had httle knowledge of

the candidates, the issues, or

of the election as

a whole.

Much of the

students' apa-

thetic approach

to voting was
mirrored in their

attention to the

press coverage of

the election, the

survey revealed.Many
students declined

commenting on

the media cover-

age because they had not fol-

lowed the election.

"I'm isolated in my little

college and don't have to pay

attention to news if I don't

want to," one unidentified stu-

dent answered when ques-

tioned about the media's han-

dling of the elections.

Of the total number of stu-

dents surveyed,approximately

one in three felt informed

enough to comment on the

media performance.

Surprisingly, of those who
did vote, few followed elec-

tion coverage closely. Many
claimed to have "voted any-

way."

A few students com-
mented that the press cover-

age of the November election

was adequate. None of the stu-

dents surveyed believed the

coverage to be without flaws.

Several students suggested

the press overstepped its

bounds during this year's elec-

tion. George Orfankis, a se-

nior, commented, "The press

has been under fire lately for

potentially oversteppingtheir

bounds. I believe this is true.

The media simply delves too

deeply into personal matters."

A first year student ex-

pressed similar concerns, stat-

ing, "Too much time was

spent |by the media) in explor-

ing the personalities of the

candidates. Very little time

was spentonthetrueissuesof
the campaign."

Still other students ex-

pressed concern over bias by

the media and its affect on

campaign coverage.

Michele Brown, a junior,

said she relies on voter pam-

phlets instead of media cover-

age for election information.

She commented, "The
media explains how an issue

is perceived, not what it is

really about."

Few of the undergradu-

ates surveyed blamed the

media for their bleak record

in the past election. Instead,

many simply blamed
themselves.

Junior Cody Young ex-

plained, "I wanted to vote,

but I missed the oppor-

tunities. The media have

their good points and their

bad. In television, too much
of a show is out for ratings

instead of news. If someone

wants news, though, it's out

there. I am happy with most

non-television coverage."

Editor's Note: This

survey interviewed 50

Colorado College stu-

dents. Do the results fit

the majority of CC stu-

dents? Did you vote in

the recent elections?

Why, or why not? How
do you think the media is

doing in its coverage of

recent political events.

Let us know. Address

your responses to The

Catalyst.
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Luneburg home away from home for visiting students
by Ashleigh Parsons

Luneburg is an ideal little

town to study German in.

Within a day, you'll feel

like you've been there a week.

Within a week, you'll feel like

you've been there a month.

And by the end of the program

you'll feel like you are leaving

home!
The Luneburg program

sets participants up with host

families.

As a participant I found

these familiestobe verywarm
and welcome addition to the

experience away from home.
They took participants in

as their own children. The
families educated us on the

cultural intricacies of Ger-

many.
They fed us delicious Ger-

man food. They read us
Grimm's Brothers Fairy Tales

as we fell asleep at night. We
became part of their families.

It was through them that we
gained real practice speaking

German and learned the "life

of Germany."

Luneburg has a hopping

night life, enough to put Colo-

rado Springs sadly to shame.
Never was there an utter-

ance that we had nothing to

do, or nowhere to go.

The Stint, an area filled

predominantly with bars, saw
our faces a little more often

than our professors would like

to have knowm.
But how can you refuse

beer so thick and rich, bars so
charming, and people so
friendly?

We developed quite a taste

for beer and I would say that

we now can offer CC some of

Several nndents from Colorado College participated in the Lnoebeig program last year.

the best beer connoisseurs on
campus!

As participants, we be-

friended the barmen, and sat

for hours shelling handfuls of

peanuts, keeping them enter-

tained by encouraging them
to help us with our German.

In the warmer months, we
sat outside on the banks of the

river and watched the lights

twinkle in the water along

with the reflection of the
famed "old crane."

We bumped into friends

from the university and were
introduced to many German
students eager to hear about
our experiences in Germany
and our lives in America.

Misunderstandings and
cultural differences provided

plenty ofgood laughs amongst
ourselves.

Karin Bazant tells a great

story about her trip to the sec-

ond hand store/alterations

shop. She saw a shop with
clothes hanging on racks. She
casually went in, greeted the

Next Summer
stay on campus!

SummerSession 1995

Early Enrollment forCC Students

begins 9:00 a.m.

Monday, December 12

Registrar's Office

Block A June 12- June 30
Block B July 3 -July 21

Block C July 24 - August 1

1

store keepers (as is the Ger-

man customi, and told them
she was just looking.

As she perused the shop,

the storekeeper tried to ex-

plain that is was an alterations

shop.

Who understands the
word "alterations" in a for-

eign language within the first

few weeks? So she kept look-

ingandnodded politely. When
the shopkeeper persisted and
explained in simple German
that the articles were not for

sale, Karin said thank you,

excusedherselfandsheepishly

slipped out of the shop...

Differences between
American and the German
culture are numerous. We
were all, atsomepoint, sharply

corrected about obeying the

traffic lights. Even at three in

^H^deg

=What will you—
= be wearing? iz

2603 W. Colorado Ave. (719) 442-2636

10%offwithCCID

the morning with no traffic,

you simply don't cross the

street if the signal indicates

stop.

Ahh! The nostalgia I feel

writing about days gone by in

Germany!
Host families will be

missed, but not forgotten.

If you go, you will be left

with a gnawing lu-ge to save

up and make another trip to

Germany,
Finally, your English

grammar and word order will

never be the same again!

In all the fun I forgot to

mention that we all speak
German now as well! It just

happened somewhere along
the way, amongst all the
friends, families, trips, and fun
that we had!

It is near impossible to

sum up a

semester in

500 words.

If this has

wet you in-

terests in

stepping
out of the

country for

a semester,

contact
A r m i n
Wishard in

the Ger-
man De-
partment,
ext. 6635 or

catch any
of us on
Wednes-
day after-

noons at

Ka f f e e

Klatsch in

the Ger-
m a n
House.

rees
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A taste of diversity: holidays around the world
Press Release

The holiday season has
descended on area shopping
centers as Christmas carols

ringthrough the airand Santas
sit with children on their

knees.

This picture now holds
true for most shopping malls
and stores nationwide. These
are the pictures of a Western
nation building toward the

main holiday of the year.

While the United States

and other Western nations

look towards the Christmas
holidays, other nations and
cultures worldwide are cel-

ebrating their respective hoU-
days.

The Jewish faith recently

ended its annual eight day cel-

ebration of Hanukkah. Jew-

ish students at Colorado Col-

lege lit a menorah each
evening beginning on No-
vember 27 and lighting the

final candle on December 4.

The lighting of the

menorah commemorates the

miracle in Jewish history

when the amount of oil nec-

essary for one day lasted for

eight days. Hanukkah is also

viewed asa celebration of free-

dom for the Jewish people.

Generally, Hanukkah is

the most well known of the

Jewish holidays because of its

proximity to the Christmas
holiday. Early autumn,
though, actually hosts the two
major Jewish hoUdays of Yom
Kippur and Rosh Hashanah.

The Buddhist faith also

celebrates two holidays at this

time of year.

Nepal, Sri Lanka, Thai-
land, India, andlndonesia con-
tain the highest population of

Buddhists, who celebrate
Pavarana and Bodhi Day.

Pavarana falls on Novem-
ber 29. The late November
celebration memorializes
Buddha's return from preach-

ing in heaven.

December 8 hosts the Bud-
dhist celebration of the en-

lightenment of founder
Shakyamuni Buddha, entitled

Bodhi Day.

The Islamic religion,

found mainly in Egypt, Mali,

Senegal, Sudan, Sierra Leone,

Fifth block First

Amendment class taught

by McHugh Chair

by Allison Bonner

During the fifth block,

visiting professor Leif Carson
will be teaching for the
Political Science department.

Carson is the second
person to fill the endowed
chair called the McHugh
Professor of American
Institutions and Leadership.

While he is here, Carson will

be teaching PS 203, Topics in

Politics: The First

Amendment.
Carson earned his BA at

Harvard College in 1962, his

LLB at Harvard Law School in

1 965, and his PhD in Political

Science at the University of

CalifomiaatBerkeleyln 1972.

He is currently a professor

at the University of Georgia

and has been since 1 986.

He teaches Legal Theory
and Administrative Law.

During the fifth block,

Carson will be teaching for

the Political Science
department.

He will be teaching at CC
full time next year. However,
due to a previously signed

contract with the University

of Georgia, he was unable to

commit himself full-time this

year.

Next year Carson will

teach American Politics in

Political Science.

Carson is an esteemed
professor and will be a

welcomed addition to the CC
community.

Y E A RSAHJA D

SALON

15% off all services

for CC students
118 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552

Guinea, Kenya, Togo, Uganda,

Sri Lanka, and Zimbabwe,
also observes two holidays in

the coming months.

The night journey of

Porhet Mohammed and his

subsequent ascension into

heaven are commemorated on
January 20 in the celebration

of Isra and Miraj.

February 12 marks thirty

days of fasting in honor of the

first revelations to Prophet

Mohammed in the celebra-

tion of Ramadan.
Hinduism observes two

major holidays on November
13, and February 19.

The "Festival of Lights",

formally known as Diwali,

begins the Hindu New Year in

mid-November. The solemn
festival of Shivarati takes place

in mid-February. It is

dedicated to the worship of

Shiva, the most powerful
Hindu deity.

Editor's Note: As I was
leavingmy house to head to

the Catalyst office I found
this information on a bulle-

tin board in Tenney House
In keeping with the spirit of
the season I felt it had some
importantinformation forall

of us. The background on
Hanukkah was passed on to

mebyafewishfriend. Ihope
that this has broadened your
holiday horizons. Happy
Holidaysl

Greek Corner: Community
service critical to Greek life

by Joseph Carpenter

For years, Greek Fraternal

Organizations have had to live

under the stigma of being

referred to only as social

organizations.

While they are inherently

social, this reference implies

that Greeks do not participate

in activities outside the social

realm.

For Greeks at CC. and
nationally, activities beyond
the social domain comprise a

vast majority of their

operations.

In a year when the CC.
GreekSystem isunder review,
it is essential that the
Colorado College community
recognize Greeks for their

philanthropic activities.

All Greek Chapters at

CC have extensive

community service programs,

in addition to Greek
participation in the CC.
Community Service Center.

As was stated a few weeks
ago, Greeks comprise a large

percentage of students

participating in the CC
community service programs

through activities such as

Volunteer ActionandHabitat

for Humanity.

Yet, beyond those

programs associated with the

community service center, it

is imperative to realize the

extensive philanthropic

programs organized and
implemented through Greek
Chapters themselves.

This year, Greek
philanthropy activities are in

full force with programming
extending from individual

chapters to the Colorado
Springs community. Greeks

contribute to the

Colorado Springs and

CC community
through Adopt-a-
Highway programs,

participation in Special

Olympics events,

holdinganannual blood

drive, and working as

peer mentors in the

Colorado Springs

schools as well as

working with drug

education. CC Greeks

also perform extensive work
with the Colorado Springs

School for the Deaf and Blind,

and put on programs with local

ranches for disabled children.

Locally, Greeks help with
hoUday food baskets and make
nursinghomevisits. Programs
with the American Heart
association, American Cancer
Association, and American
Red Cross, as well as all Greek
programs such as the annual
Halloween carnival, can
castles, and Help the Holidays

Happen comprise just a few of

the community activities

Greeks participate in.

While this list is rather

extensive, it is only a small

sampleand summary ofGreek

of CC.Philanthropy
Chapters.

Greeks and philanthropy

are synonymous. At CC. and
nationally, Greeks contribute

to their schools and
communities in ways that go
beyond the traditional

educational experience.

Greek Chapters provide for

their members the
opportunity to help others and
aid in their development as

responsible and educated
citizens. While Greek
Fraternal Organizations will

forever be referred to as

"sociar'organizations, bear in

mind this term is only
historical and not all

encompassing.

I GUID€
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC

an associate of the CARLSON TFIAVEL NETWORK

Serving the needs of Colorado travders

since 1949

MAKE YOUR HOLIDAY TRAVEL^= PLANS TODAY!=
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Building ''Bridges'' while the bombs rain down
by Heinz Geppert

A few months before the

Russian Army fought its way
into Berlin, with tremendous

losses on both sides, a group of

young German film-artists

went on location on the

waterways outside of the city

and created a film which was
later hailed by many
international critics to be a

masterpiece.

The film is called "Unter

den Brucken" (Under the

Bridges! and its director is

Helmut Kauther. It tells the

story of Hendrik and Willy,

two friends and skippers on a

barge which transports goods

into the big city. Both dream
of female companionship and

a tugboat of their own. This is

rare, because individual

aspirations are seldom
portrayed in Nazi cinema.

They live day and night on

waterways and view life from

"under the bridges." One night

they meet Anna standing and

suspect that she is trying to

commit suicide. But it turns

out differently. She works long

hours as a short-order cook for

potato pancakes in one of the

waterfront fast-food joints, and
regretting having made some
extra cash asan artist's model,

she drops the earned money
into the river.

A triangular love story

evolves but leads to a happy

ending, of course.

This simple story is a

subdued, poetic film and also

a forerunner of Italian

neorealism, made famous by

such directors as de Sica,

Rosselini and Visconti.

Characteristic of such films is

the unheroic naturalism,

authentic landscapes and
working class people, all traits

very alien to Nazi cinema. But

then, Kautner was perhaps the

only German director of that

period who was able to insist

on his individual vision and

the very personal fate of his

heroines and heroes, which

put him at odds with the

official film policy more than

once. While filming "Under

the Bridges" allied bombers
flew nightly over their location

and destroyed the city. Cast

Lessons and Carols
by Mike Smith

If the gaudily lit trees

around campus haven't
captured the Christmas spirit

in you, don't give up yet on

the holidays. This Sunday's

annual "Festival of Lessons

and Carols" in Shove Chapel

might succeed in kindling that

festive fire burning within.

The program is held the

second Sunday of Block Four

each year, and consists of a

candlelight service ofreadings,

carols, and various choral

selections. Modeled after the

not-so-recent celebrations at

King's College in Cambridge,

England, the service takes on

a traditional and seasonal

mood.
Established during the

1960's by Shove's Kenneth
Burton, the Colorado College

program does, however, differ

from its predecessor. "Each

year we try to have a different

slant to the service. The
structure usually remains the

same, but we attempt to

change the theme slightly,"

College Chaplain Bruce

Coriell said.

The "we" Coriell refers to

are fellow coordinators Don
Jenkins (Professor of Music)

and Frank Shelton (College

Organist Instructor). One of

the past themes they have

collaborated on has been an

international motif, where
each reading and song were in

different languages, ranging

from African dialects to

Spanish. This past year, the

theme was "A Praise ofMary,"

in which female participants

read and sung selections for

and about women. This year,

"the celebration takes on a

decidedly American flavor

with music and readings from

early American Christian

traditions."

While most participants

are students andfaculty, there

is also involvement from the

Shove Chapel Council. Many
of theparticipants are involved

with other religious

organizations on campus, as

well. An example is Chara

Armon, who read a "lesson"

from the Bible last year and

plans to do the same on
Sunday. "I find it a nice,

peaceful occasion where you
have interdenominationaland

ecumenical worship with

other students and the

community," Armon said.

Because the service is free

and open to the public, some
of those who do attend are not
related to Colorado College.

Most, however, are students

andfaculty. "The timioutsare

usually great, and we expect

thesame this year," speculates

Coriell.

The service begins at 6:00

pm and lasts for aboutan hour.

And if "An American Festival

of Lessons and Carols" really

moves you, then be a

participant next year. Happy
Holidays!

members later remarked how
they were able to watch the

reflection of the great fires in

the sky and how happy they

were to have been able to

escape the destruction.

The film passed the censorship

board in March, 1945 but did

not reach German screens

until 1950. It premiered in

Stockholm in 1945, however,

and critics there immediately

proclaimed it as the best

German film since the silents

and called it "a greeting from

a different Germany."
The film has no subtitles,

buta synopsis will be supphed.

It will be shown on December
13 at the Max Kade Theatre

with free admission.

If anyone should be

interested to view German
filmsfrom the postwar period,

you are welcome to attend

showings in connection with

the upcoming German film

class in Block V. Please in-

quire at the Language Office

in ArmstrongHall about titles

and times.
The youag lovets (Hanaeloie Schroth and Cail Raddau) from 'Undei the Bridges"

"Like Water for Chocolate

evokes passion, sexuality

//

by Blake Jordan

One of the biggest films to

come out of the 1993-94's

"year of theromantic sleeper,"

which also included Sleepless

in Seattle and Four Weddings

and a Funeral, is Like Water
for Chocolate. A quasi-

fantastical tale of a Mexican

family at the turn of the

century, Like Water for

Chocolate is based on Laura

Espuivel's best selling novel,

which embodies the magical-

realist movement of Spanish

authors earlier in this century.

Directed by Altonso Arau,

the film is exquisitely

photographedand very tightly

written. The story is a familiar

one of love denied, this time

between TitaandPedro. Pedro

wants to marry Tita, but as

Tita is her domineering
mother's last daughter, family

tradition will not allow her to

marry Pedro. So Pedro marries

Tita's sister Rosaura, in an

effort to be near his true love.

Meanwhile, in an effort to

carry on with her life, Tita

finds solace in the American

doctor, John.

Tita's mother is a

frightening character who
seems to resistant to all emo-

tion as fire and food, passion

and pain, occur before her and

around her, apparently failing

to affect the woman in any

way.We discover that her pain

is deep, and her anger is taken

out on her younger daughter.

The fantasy element of the

film is contained in the

cooking sequences. There are

certain ingredients, it seems,

that can produce a desired

effect in the consumer of the

family's elegant meals. Tita

cries into the cake batter, and

wedding-goers cry themselves;

rose petals are cooked with

quail, the dinner quests

become brazenly amorous.

These sequences are rich in

language (the narration is full

of sensual imagery) and

sexuality. The characters are

consumed by their eating, and

their bodies (Tita's especially]

are controlled by the passions

the food evokes inside them.

To clear up the mystery of

the title of the film, LikeWater

for Chocolate refers to a

Mexican method of making

hot chocolate, where water is

boiled with cocoa and re-

boiled until the chocolate is

"agitated, much as Tita feels

in the presence of her new
brother-in-law."

Everyone loves this film

who sees it, or so they've told

me. It became the highest-

grossing foreign film in

America, surpassing the late

'fin'sTAmCiirionsYellow. I'll

have to join the ranks of the

film's admirers and

recommend a viewing,

especially one with subtitles

(which the school has obtained

a copy of|. It achieves a very

believable blend of realism

(even without an original

storyline) and fantasy, made
possible by the seriousness,

originality, and sensuality of

the cooking scenes.

However, one might have

to go into Like Water for

Chocolate with the intention

of suspending some amount
of disbelief; the movie should

do the rest of the work in

convincing the viewer that

what's going on "could

happen."

"The Mexican director

Alfonso Arau has directed in a

lilting, magical style, probably

the only possible approach-

though not easy to pull off as

gracefully as he has-to this

fable about a young girl

condemned to spinsterhood by

her wicked mother" says critic

Julie Salamon.

The film's performances

are good all-around, while

those of Tita, her mother, her

doctor and Nancha, Tita's

more loving "mother-type",

stand out in my mind. It's not

a film that requires too much
thought or generates much
thought afterwards, but it is

very literate, very sexual and

very well-made.

Like Water for Chocolate

is beingshown in Olin tonight

and tomorrow night at 7:30

pm and Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
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Russian art shows its history
by Jesse Hatfield

For anyone interested in

art, Eastern European culture

and history, or both, there will

be a slide lecture given next

week by Stuart Levy, New
York gallery owner
specializing in Eastern
European art, and noted
Russian painter Cenia Schef.

The presentation, which will

take place on Tuesday,
December 13 at 7:30 pm in

the WES Room of Werner
Center, will feature a variety

of Russian artists including

Schef's own work and
influences.

SchePsworkundoubtedly
shows the influence growing

up in the Soviet Union has

had on people: the ubiquitous

presence of "Grandfather
Lenin" and "Stalin, Father of

Peoples" in their childhoods,

symbols and stories of the

ever-changing culture, and the
effects, especially on art, of

the government's attempts to

revise history.

The Art and Russian
Departments have not only

arranged the slide lecture, but

Levy and Schef will also be

lecturingon Socialist Realism
in Katherine Moskver's
Russian Culture and Civiliza-

tion class Tuesday morning.

The following Thursday
afternoon, at 1:15, they will

meet with the CC art majors,

and later will attend a CC
Russian tea.

This presentation will

surely prove to be intriguing

to art and history buffs alike.

For more information, Bogdan
Swider of theArt Department
may becontactedat ext. 6373.

Hopefully everyone will take

advantage of this opportunity

to learn first-hand about the

distinct Russian culture that

many of us are interested in

but few of usknow very much
about.

It comes from the Pearl
by Diana Smith

Oh, to be able to hear it

again!!! That one fateful day

in that damp Seattle basement
where guitarist Stone Gossard
was strumming out the first

guitar riffs of "Alive, " the song
that would make Pearl Jam
famous. Pearl Jam is a

hodgepodge of former Mother
Love Bone, War Babies, and
Bad Radio members. The
band's first album, Isn, was a
beautiful mix of heartfelt

lyrics and calming, emotion
provoking music. Pearl Jam
was something mysterious.

Nooneknewandnoone cared.

According to bassist Jeff

Ament, back in 1992 at the
MTV Music Awards, "I

thought we were grunge."And
so did I.

However, one can't spend
too much time and energy
reminiscing. Even Eddie
Vedder does not live in stasis.

We can not forget their second
album, Ys^ which bolted the
band to number one on the
billboard charts during the
album's first day in stores. Y^
is surprisingly raw and an
angry scream-fest full of

proclamations and
declarations. Vedder once said
that he doesnot enjoy success.
He must have been miserable.
Pearl Jam was big business

nowandtherewasnoavoiding
the fact that they were
mainstream. Us devoted fans
had to accept the fact that
Pearl Jam was a household
word.

Then, all of a sudden, this

monumental quintet faded
into the woodwork of the
mainstream. After the death
of Kun Cobain, the band took
a break from touring and
producing to mourn their
influential colleague. There
were rumors that drummer
DaveAbbruzzesehadabruptly
left the band and there was an
immediate uproar, Vitalogv's

release was announced shortly
after and this only increased
the confusion. Dave did
provide the drumkit for
Vitalngv but isn't considered

a part of the band anymore.
The hunt for a new drummer
before touring has begun.

I've learned by now not to

be surprised by anything that

Pearl Jam, who got its name
from Vedder's Great Grandma
Pearl who was famous for her

hallucinogenic jam, does
musically orstylistically. The
only constant landmark is

Vedder's distinctive, constant,

low voice. Vitalngy is unlike

any album that has ever been
produced by Pearl Jam's
creative juices. The first

noticeable thing about the
album is that it isn't a normal
CD case. It has the appearance
of the record jacket and the

CD actually sits inside this

jacket. "Viva la Vinyl!" The
inside cover is a 34 page book
of various articles, lyrics (all

rough drafts), and anatomical
diagrams of the brain. It

thoroughly explains the
concept ofVitalogy, the health
technique of the body and the
mind working as one.

The first single, "Spin the
Black Circle," is slightly

reminiscent of cuts off Ys.
such as "Go" or "Drop the
Leash," but only if you're
listening very carefully. It's a
fast pacedanthem that follows
"Last Exit" and precedes the

thoughtful "Not For You,"
which was performed on
Saturday Night Live last year.

Vedder enters the religious

realm with "Tremor Christ"
and goes typically political

with "Whipping," which is a
statement on the recent
murder of Dr. Guim outside of

an abortion clinic. The band
has always been outspoken
about pro-choice issues. The
song "Porch" on Jsn and
Vedder's shin with the coat
hanger made with tape are just

two of the many public
examples.

The album gets extremely
personal, as Pearl Jam
characteristically does, with
the incredibly beautiful tracks,

"Nothingman," "Better
Man," "Immortality," and
"Cordoury."Somethingnever
heard before occurs on this

album. There is an entire song
written by guitarist Stone
Goussard, "Satan's Bed," and
the lyrics to "Nothingman"
were written soley by bassist

Jeff Ament. Usually, all lyrics

are written by Vedder.

The remaining tracks are

also diverse, but not
necessarily very appealing.

"Pry, to" and "Hey
Foxymorphandlemama,
That's me" are simply voice

overs, fuzzy
background music
and jumbled radio

sounds. Not very
Pearl Jam-esque.
There was a homage
to rats on YSj. and a

songdevoted to bugs
on Vitalo^ It's a

strange semi-spoken

word cut which
chronicles Vedder's

insane confrontation

Russian an Is tbe topic of tfae lecture

with the bugs which he decides
to join in the end anyway.
Lastly, "Aye Davanita" is a

short instrumental piece.

What else is there to say? Go
out and buy it today. Worship
it for it comes from the pearl.

be glvenbyLevyaod Schef on Tuesday.

If you're expecting an album
chock full o' "Jeremy,"
"Evenflow," and "Daughter,

"

you'll be sadly mistaken. If

like a journey into the oyster's

eye, pick up Vitalnpv

Last chance tn

get a higherscore!
Last class begins: 12/15

TARGETED TRAINING islhemrat
customized, flexible approach to GMAT stutfy b\

Call: 635-3432

fata higher score

KAPLAN

Come see our selection of popular titles.

COLORADO COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
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Great Harvest makes best bread in Springs
by Kim Whipple

The Great Harvest Bread

Company takes its bread

seriously, with good reason. It

is some really heavy bread.

And I mean that literally; this

breadweighstwoandone fifth

pounds per loaf. For those of

you who are not up on your

bread weights, that is twice

the weight of most other

breads. Not only filling, Great

HarvestBread is "theheartiest,

most nutritious, and best

tasting bread available in

Colorado Springs," according

to their flier.

With the bread comes
instructions for storing,

heating, and cutting the bread.

For ski trips, the bread can be

wrapped in foil and placed on

the engine on the way up.

"Warm-up time depends of

speed of travel, outside

temperature, and vehicle

condition."

Holly and Scott offer

suggestions for cutting their

special loaves, which bake

more evenly because they are

round. "Ifyouareabadslicer

at first, be patient, try changing

your stance, oryour grip. Keep

your eye on the ball and keep

practicingandsoon you'll slice

Uke the pros."

The bread is fresh, and
available daily is honey,
country, sunflower, light

wheat, and premium white.

Cinnamon Raisin and
Cinnamon Raison Walnut are

available on alternate days.

They also have weekly
specialty breads: Monday,
Swedish Rye; Tuesday,
Tomato Herb and Cinnamon
Swirl;Wednesday, NineGrain

and the Bread of the Month;

Thursday, Colorado Herb and

Sourdough; Friday, Apricot

Orange; and Saturday,

Cheddar Cheese Garlic.

We went in on Saturday,

and tried generous samples of

the Cheddar Cheese Garlic

bread. I wasn't too excited

aboutituntilltastedit. It was

pretty mild, with big chunks

of cheese and a light garhc

flavor that won't leave you

with bad breath for a week. I

The Great Haivest Bread Company's nearer

also took home a regular loaf

of honey wheat bread, which

tastes great toasted with a hot

drink.

Alsoavailablearecookies,

muffins, dinner rolls,

cinnamon rolls, and various

it location Is on Tejon, just around the comcifrom losh and lobn's.

drinks.

A great gift idea is a white

willow bread basket from The
Great Harvest Bread

Company. They have their

own favorites oryou can build-

your-own. Call in advance

260-6960 to order.

The Great Harvest Bread

Company has three locations

in Colorado Springs, but the

nearest one is 101 North
Tejon, right around the corner

from Josh and Johns.

Ensemble performs at CC
by Megan McKee

The Colorado College

New Music Ensemble will

perform its fall concert on

Sunday, December 18 at 3:00

pm in Packard Hall.

Under the direction of

Professor Stephen Scott, the

Ensemble will present six

recent works by CC faculty

and student composers.

Two new works, Fanovai

and Gahu on "J, K, R" by

Emeritus professor of music,

Carlton Gamer, will be

premiered.

Firstperformances of three

student works will also be

given, Lewis Keller's Ho,

David Wilhelm's Bassooning,

and a string quartet by

Munikantha Kulasinghe.

Shawn Keener, a 1993

graduate in music will present

her new work Kwartet on

Munikantha's Theme.

In closing, the Ensemble

will perform an excerpt from

Vikings of the Sunset,

Professor Scott's work-in-

progress. The entire work,

with its companion piece,

Vikings of the Suniise, will be

performed in Norway,
Germany, Belgium, and

Holland this summer during

the Ensemble's second

European tour.

"Professional" beats "Pulp"

WOOGLIN'S DELI
In House Roasting by BB Bean^J^

823N.Tejor 578-9443

Gale Late ' uappuccmo • fa

Rocket Coffee • Sumatran Darf
. Cafe Blanca Hor Chocolate
Kaluha L^:te - Costa Rican »

Hot Chocoiats » Cafe fi^locha •

Double Latte ' Kynvr^n i^ft » Mil

Kona • Cafe Latte

resso FJoat • Roc
Iran Dark '

h Latte • Cafe Big
ts • Oaxacan Pin
Katuha Latte » Co
3SQ • Cafe Au Lai

CO late ' Cafe Moc
utile • Vanilla Nut
enyan AA • f^lilky

locoiate • Kona •

uccino • Espress
offee ' Sumatran
spresso • Irish Lalfi

Pluma • Cafe Breve • Kaluha Latte

Cafe Au Lait • White Hot Cfiocolate

Truffle • Vanilla Nul • Double Latte

COFFEE
WADNESS

Every Tuesday Higfit

Receive 50% Off

ALL Pitchers of

Coffee Drinks
Cafe Bianca

park Hot. Chocolate - Kona •

Espresso Float • Rocket Coffee

Espresso • Irish Latte Cafe Bianca

^^^^^^^^ Bean E
Hol^HBPH!?' Oaxacan
< osta Rican • Espresso •

. Cafe Mocha • Raspberry
Kenyan AA • Milky Way •

Cafe Latte • Cappuccino •

. Sumatran Dark • BB Bean
Hot Chocolate • Cafe

by Todd Walker

It's too bad French
director Luc Besson's "The

Professional" is bound to be

overshadowed by the box

office success of Quentin

Taratino's "Pulp Fiction."

Both draw on the gangster

genre of film and literature,

but the comparison is apples

and oranges. Besson's

thoughtful film isa fresh take

on traditional material while

"Pulp Fiction" is merely

rapid-fire dialogue wrapped

in trashy 70's nostalgia.

Together they prove that a

formula, often considered a

shallow pool, can have as

much breadth and depth as

any mainstream drama.

"The Professional"

centers on a hit man in New
York City named Leon (Jean

Reno|. Leon is extremely

talented at what he does. The

opening sequence prepares

us for a twohour chche. Leon

takes out a small army of

rival gangsters and we expect

him to be a stylish mobster

living in the fast lane of loose

women and easy money.

Besson takes the opposite

route. Leon turns out to live

in a bare apartment, wearing

a long underwear shirt and

suspenders to hold up his

highwater pants. His only

friend is his plant which he

carefully waters and cleans

every day. And the hardest

thing he drinks is bovine

wine.

He is a recluse until his

next door neighbors are

murdered. A twelve year old

girl, Mathilda (Natalie

Portmanl, survives and
comes to him for sanctuary,

which he reluctantly pro-

vides.

Reno is marvelously sub-

dued, a perfect match for

Besson's subtle direction.

His Leon is quiet and

tentative, reflective and

tender. His relationship with

Mathilda occasionally has a

Nabakov-esque tone, but is

centered on how a bachelor

might deal with suddenly

havinga preadolescent child

dropped in his lap. The sup-

porting cast is an odd-ball

lot, acting mostly as them-

selves. Gary Oldman appears

as a corrupt DEA agent who
pops drugs before killing

people. His performance is

often so ballistic you won-

der if he doesn't take "The

Method" a little too seri-

ously. Danny Aiello is a

mobster who gives Leon his

assignments, and is able to

pull Leon's knit cap over his

gloomy eyes more than once.

"The Professional" is

distinctly European movie

which means it is a little

more laid back and pensive

that a big-budget Hollywood

action movie. Which is not

to say there is noaction. The

climactic battle at the film's

end is pulse pounding in the

extreme, but Besson knows

when to stop and take a look

at the simplicities of a char-

acter. "Pulp Fiction" aims

to create an atmosphere and

in the end, is just that, thin

air. "The Professional" is

about an unusual man who
is more like the rest of us

than we ever expect.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Summer session registration

begins Dec. 21.

FOR SALE

WANTED Babysitter for

nights. 20 hrs./week. $5/hr.

References requested. Some
mealsincluded.Call471-0004

or 634^826, ask ibr Pamela.

Internships in the NCAA of-

fice& J6,000 grants for gradu-

ate study in sports adminis-

tration. Deadline is February

15, 1995. See Susan Ashley,

Palmer 206, or call x6529.

Love seat- GREAT CONDI-
TION: 575-0177

CAR FOR SALE 87 Honda
Accord, low milage, I owner.

$4200080 575-0177

9x6 carpet-blue, good
condition. $20 Call Becca
x7296.

Mac Classic Computer-2mg
ram, 40mg hard drive, $450.

CaU 471-2106.

Get a SltATING LESSON in

before winter break! Last les-

son ofBlock4isTues. 12/13at

12:30 pm, Honnen Ice Rink!

OnlySSICallJoAnn 632-4098,
Miakox7025, Kristax7275, or

Carrie x7653 for info.

Lovable cat needs home. Our
landlady is making us give

away our black male cat be-

fore winter break. He is cud-

dly, sweet and independednt.

If you can provide a home for

him, please call 471-3632

SKATERS! The men's Club
Hockey team is looking for

players. Ifinterested, call Jacob

at 575-9758.

I, A & L-
Here it is- the Sky Chair is

real. I eat banana chips in it all

the time.

Tonya-
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!
-Laura

Sarah,

Dog-dog, horse-horse, (pen)-

guin-guin. Thanks to you, an-

imals are ail doubled. I owe
you- for this, and $5.

-E

Chris-

I'm not sure I want to room
with a professional stripper.

-Matt

The Artist Formerly Known
as Prince is my hero.

Anybody notice I still haven't

been country dancing? Come.

Brooke and Deanna-
Congratulations on making
the play; with you two in it, it

should be fascinating.

-M

And nobody has even asked
me, go us.

CAR FOR SALE 89 Cutlas

Supreme. 40,000 miles. Only
driven from Cascade to

Uintah. ContactCyndix6788.

Amy-friend-

I MISS YOU!! Ut's do hot

chocolate and scream about

the oh-gods.

-Tonya

PERSONALS

Amy-
You owe me a coherent con-

versation... Like that'll ever

happen.

-E

To warped mystery fans:

Two wingless pigeons fly into

the side of a blinded bull. A
container of com starch lies

nearby. Who is Joe, where did

he buy his socks, andwhy did

he lose his pilot's license?

-The Resident Divinity

Dave and the rest of CW,
Sorry about the homebrew...

well, there'salwaysnexttime.

-M.G.

Thanks ORC. It was warm
last night.

Good luck with the paper|s).

You owe me hot chocolate.

-A

Rob-
School sucks, 'eh?

-Rob

A-
Just wait, three moredays and
thepaper will be finished. Just

in time for Christmas hours

to start. Here's a hint about
your present: It's smaller than

a miniature pot-belly poodle.

You owe me a hug.

-C

Mom and Dad,

You know its bad when I have
to start sending my laundry

out. On the bright side, the

Broncos are gimpy but alive.

Your Loving Son, Chad

Mrs. Hogarth
It could have beenme sending

those personals. Your sigh of

relief when you learned it

wasn't me didn't offend me
too much.
Sincerely, Chad

Ryan Ehrhart-

I was on the CC campus, and
thought I'd say hello. Did you
know Brett's engaged?

-ShawnaZ.

Kara Penn-
Sanity check: Howdidthefirst

semester at CC treat you?
Hope all went well.

-A saxophone playing fellow

CM alum.

CLASSIFIEDS POLICY

Please send Announcements,
Jobs, For Sale, Real Estate, and
Personal advertisements to:

The Catalyst

Classifieds

902 N. Cascade
Colorado Spgs., CO 80946

Ads must be receivedby Tues-
day, 9:00 p.m. to appear in the

subsequent Friday's edition of

the Catalyst. The Catalyst

reserves the right to edit all

classifieds for length and in-

appropriate content. For off-

campus pricing information,

call 389-6675.

Before you make a single payment, you'll

have read a zillion pages for4 different

classes, another Super Bowl will have

passedwith commercials better

than the game and you'll be making

your quarterly visit to the Laundromat.

BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER."

We're not jusl malting it easier for you to buy a Macintosii; we're making it easier

for you to buy something else you really need-time. Because for a limited

time, with the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can

own a Macintosh personal computer, printer, CD-ROM drive or other periph-

erals without making a single payment for 90 days: Combine that with no hassles,

no complicated forms and already great shident pricing, and the easy-to-use

Macintosh is now incredibly easy to buy The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day

Deferred Payment Plan, The solution that gives you the . , ^L
power every sUident needs. The power to be your best" ,rfflpl6VK

For more information please visit

Colorado College Bookstore

in the Worner Center or call 389-6392

Hurry in today and shop before the holidays!

M»%»/™fc f^»j^^<75 ,,t„s«JL," r£S?»2^^^^^

'Z'M,mlylhm/tfi7m,ulb^SX!l^lZlmS^iMi£Si^^



The Student Development Conunittee says THANK YOU to the CC
community for helping DlALogue raise over $78,000 in firm pledges and gifts

for the ANNUAL GIVING CAMPAIGN.
The following individuals and businesses provided prizes for student volunteer callers:

Abrams Jewelry Design A pair of sterling silver earrings

Adams Leaf LTD ... . Tuxedo shirl

Annual Giving Staff Dinner for four

Brenda Badial Baked goods

Megan Billings .... Hot chocolate mix

Black Eyed ("ea . . . . $20 gift certificate

Blue Sky Roral & Gifts .... $25 gilt certificate

Marti Booth 3 voice lessons

Susan Brickell Baked goods

Beth Brooks Dinner for lour

Budget Tapes and Records 6 CD's

Burger King .... 18 coupons for free V\fhopper & M
tuy-one-gel-one-free coupons

Carolyn Byrnes .... Cupcakes

CCCA .... $300 towards purchase of TVs
CantertHiry Wine & Cheese 2 large lux luches

Cave of the Winds .... 4 passes to Cave of Winds

4 passes to Hall of Presidents

Celebration New Age/Metaphysical Store $25 gift certificate

Center for Community Service A pair of gold shoes S a pair of silver shoes

CenterpoinL . . . Discount on 1 -hour massage & foot reflexokigy

Chinook Bookstore, Inc. & Annual Giving Office .... $200 gift certificate

Eddrie Clark Cookies

Cliff Dwellings Museum 20 passes

Coal Mine Dragon .... $10 gift certificate

ColWge Pharmacy .... 2 $10 gift certificates

Colorado College Bookstore. ... 2 $1 gift cerflicales, CC mug, 2 CC water

bottles, 2 CC key chains, CC paper, 2 CC
slipper socks, & a CC baseball cap

Colorado Springs Symphony 4 syiiiphony tickets

Dairy Queen 50 cent off purchase coupons

Dale Street Cafe .... $25 gift certificate

The Date Bar .... $1 2 gift certificate

Nancy Dickson Chocolate chip cookies

Domino's Pizza 5 large pizzas with 4 items

Christy Douglass Brownies & cherry oatmeal cookies

George Eckhardt— Cake

Oarcy Esch Cookies

Fargo's Pizza 2 gift certiticates

Fashion Bar Pearl Bfacelet

Joy Fritz Home-baked bread

Cindy Funk Tin of popcorn

Futons & More .... $1 00 gift certificate

Carolyn Gianarelli Baked goods

Eve Grace $20 gift certificate to Canterbury Cheese

Guide Travel .... $100 gift certificate

Michael & Deb Hanningan 2 $5 Josh & John's gift cerlficales

Margaret Hillman Brownies

Hungry Fanner Restaurant Gift certificate

Independent Records & Video .... $1 5 gift certificate

Evelyn Jones .... Double chocolate brownies

Julie Jones-Eddy Cookies

Mary Jane Joyal Cookies

The following students donated over 1000 hours of calling time to talk to

alumni & parents about Annual Giving. Thanks! You did a great job!

Dune Hansen Ashley Middleton Mariana Schmitt

Brent Heinze Dan Miller Bridget Schute

Katherine Hughes Kiandra Mitchell Laura Smith

Pete Jensen Keri Nednjd

Nicole King Katherine Neede

ErinKnoska MaryOrcutt

Mary Kocman Laura Peterson

Jay Lambert Tenia Plascenda

Milch Amhold

Bany Balof

Emmet Belliville

Jen Bertrand

Jeanie Birdwell

Christina Bonner Kate Fisher

Andrew Borene Can Frank

Dawn Davis

Leigh Oeckert

Melissa Diaz

Merritt Driscoll

Molly Enjely

Kristen LaSasso Tamsyn Phiefler

Rena Maez Than Pulsifer

Jenn Reel

Ondine Boulter Aimee Gabel

Emily Brendler Brian Galligan

Jayne Bucholtz Steph Gardiner

Petia Cahlll Atanas Stoyanov Garov Ben Martiowitz

Molly Caren Lisa Gesson Paula Mathias

Matthew Casebolt Julie Gordon MaryMcCollom

KimbertyClay KaraGoyette Peter McDonnell Jamie Reynolds

Dave Coffee Maria Griega Megan McKee

KimCurdey Scott Grosscup

Dee Daniels Gregg Hansen

Vidri Southard

JeffSpight

Bret Tennis

Twin Taun

Came Turner

Selen Ucak

Bev Vasquez

Sarah Wagner

Shalina Ramchandani Katie Waldman

Becca Reisch Nena Watkins

Just Dyelightful .... $25 gift certificate

KKCS .... 6 tapes, 2 CD's, 2 baseball caps & a t-shirt

KHII....5t-shi1s

KflCC .... 67 tapes, t-shirts, sweatshirts & posters

KVUU 6 Hardee's coupons

King Pin .... 12 passes

Kirig Soopers .... 2 $25 gift certificates

Knit One ... . $25 gift certificates

Rachelle Latimer .... Baked goods
LitHe Ceasers Pizza 3 coupons for two larae pizzas

David Lord $50 gift certificate to Concept Restaurants

Los NInos Handbag
Lots A' Bagals, Inc $10 gift certficale

Bonnie McKay .... Josh & John's gilt certifkate

Laurel McLeod Dinner for 5

Meadow Muffins Gift certificate for 2 free meals
Kathryn Mohmian .... Dinner for 6

Dolores Moon Magic cookie bars

Erin Moon Cookies

Mountain Chalet .... $200 gift C8rtifk;ate

Pat Munson Brownies

New Mexico Shop .... $50 gift certificate

Old Town Bike Shop .... $25 gift certificate

Panino's .... 2 $10 gift certificates

Paul's Rowers 2 $20 gift certificates

The Picnic Basket .... 2 box lunches

Piramide Natural Fibre .... Passport bag

Lon^ine Pluemer .... Baked goods

Poor Richard's Espresso Bar .... 4 $5 gift certificates

Poor Richard's Restaurant 6 $5 gift certificates

Red Robin .... 2 $5 gift certificates

Susanne Ridings .... Blueben7 muffins

Marilyn Rigdon Cookies

Rocky Mountain Chocolate Factory 2 gift certificates for 1 lb fudge

Karen Schneider .... Baked gooos

Seven Falls 8 passes to Seven Falls

Isabelie Shaw Celebration brownies, book of stamps

Kara Sheldon All-day ski lessons

Bud Sheton .... 12-pack Pepsi

Shennan I Howard Law Rnn $100 cash

Skate City 15 passes

Ski Sunlight.... 2 lift tickets

Sound Track .... 2 20" TVs
The Squash Blossom .... Framed print

Terra Verde $15 gift certificate

Tutt Library .... Tuft TIGER memorabifia, 2 yeltow hats,

2 fiisbees, 2 black t-shirts

Ute Lanes Bowling 10 passes

Video USA Lifetime membership & video rental

YunYu Wang.... T-shirt

Julie West Popcorn

Sally Whitaker .... $10 gift certificate

Wiki West Funwear .... A plague & a careing

Wooglin's Deli .... 4 box lunches

Years Ahead in Hair Design .... 4 haircuts & a tanning package

THESE STUDENTS WON GRAND PRIZES
IN THE DLALogue DRAWING:

Tania Plascexia 20" Color TV CCCA/Sound Track

Mitch Amhold 20" Color TV CCCA/Sound Track

Petra Cahill $200 Gift Certificate Chinook Bookstore/Annual Giving

Bany Balof $100 Cash Development Office

Mary Kocman $100 Gift Certificate Futons and More

ErinKnoska $100 Gift Certificate Guide Travel

Maria Griega $200 Gilt Certificate Mountain Chalet

Natalie Sanchez $100 Cash Shennan & Howard

Natalie Sanchez

Greg McLaughfin Shaun Sears

Kirsten Melbye Kristen Schardein

miYOU to all those on the SDC who donated their time and

talents in recniitment, publici^, prize solicitation and gathering,

training, supeivising and calling of alumni and parents.

A special THANK YOU to Marriott for donating all meals for our

volunteer callers for the four evenings of DlALoguel

Elizabeth Whissler

Kristi Williams

Melissa Williamson

Sara Wood

1994-95 STUDENT DEVELOFlvlENT COMMITTEE
Tu Phan, Chair

Aline Hansen-Higa, Chair of Grand Prize Committee

Nina Goldstein, Chair of Recruiting Committee

Michelle Eddy, Chair of Prize Committee

Caroline Bruce, Chair of Publicity Committee

Sierra Blackwelder

Alysia Blandon
Meredith Cairns

Jenny Qiapman
Debbie Finn

Kirsten Gabbert_

Kris Lindbloom
Tiffany McComsey
Christopher Rose
Carlye Stulz

Julie Tyler

Karen Baker

Becky Bunn
Heidi Chamberlin
Billy Crisco

Tyler Firm
Andrew Kerrigan

Jill Lovell

Abbay Robinson
Christine Shen
Janelle Towns
Tricia Weppner
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Women's hoops looks to

strike gold against Mines
Basketball team hopes for important victory

by Riley Peterson & Meagan McGuire

The Colorado College

women's basketball team will

try to escape the bad luck that

has plagued them thus far this

season as they travel to Colo-

rado School of Mines in

Golden this Saturday to take

on the Orediggers.

The Tigers'goal is to play

a solid forty minute game of

basketball every game, rather

thanintenminute spurts. The
Tigers depart for Colorado

School of Mines on Saturday.

In last Wednesday's game
against Western State, it be-

came apparent in the opening

minutes that Western State

was somehow mechanically

controlling an invisible lid on

top of the CC basket. At one
point in the first half the score

was 26-3 in favor of Western
State-indication of the foul

play.

The refs were in on the

plan too, and a fair majority of

the calls went against the Ti-

gers. Referees will never be an
excuse for poor play, but the

Tigers didn't play all that

badly.

The Tiger team has im-

proved immensely since their

first outing of the season. Erin

Guinee, a junior forward, gave

a stellar performance in the

Western State game, dragging

down 6 rebounds and throw-

ing in a team high 13 points.

"Each game we show im-

provement in different areas,

we just haven't put it all to-

gether," remarked Kendra
Johnson. In the43-76 loss, not

much went the Tigers' way,

but they learned from the

game.

The Tigers lost another

bout with bad luck in their 77-

40 loss to UCCS.
Despite the odds, Erin

Guinee stepped up again as a

leader in scoring and inspira-

tional play. She scored II

points against the tenacious

UCCS defense. Both Guinee
and Meagan McGuiie demon-
strated teamwork by handing

out 4 assists a piece.

"Our best ten minutes of

basketball were played at the

start of the UCCS game," said

head coach Roxanne Dale.

Athlete of the Week
Jay Longino, men's basketball

all-tournament performer

by Elsa Butler

For junior Jay Longino, winning is

everything.

"He is an extremely competitive person

who cannot tolerate losing," says men's head
basketball coach Brett Zuver. For Longino,

winning makes basketball a fun game. With
that kind of attitude, Longino is a tough
player to go up against.

The Atlanta native transferred to CC
from Vanderbilt after his freshman year. Since

coming to CC, he has been an imposing force
on the court. Longino has earned a series of

important honors in his basketball career,

the most recent of which are his All-

Tournament titles at the Colorado College

Thanksgiving Tournament and the Lopata
Classic in St. Louis, where the Tigers placed

third.

Longino has matured as a player this

season, and as the team captain he has
"accepted his leadership role very well,"

says coach Zuver. Longino's work ethic in

both practices and games is contagious. He
has a strong outside shot, a quick first step in

taking the ball to the basket, and he is a tough
player toguard. Freshman teammate Shachar
Cilad describes Longino as "very quick, a

good shooter and a good team captain."

As a team the Tigers are working on

e n c y .

"Some-
times
we look

like
world-
beaters,

b u t

we've had games that looked like anyone in

the world could beat us," Zuver comments.
The Tigers look young on paper, but many of

theplayers have had a lot of experience on the

court. Longino finds comfort in knowing that

the team will be stacked next year, but he is

still concentrating on upgrading his perfor-

mance this year.

The Tigers, led by Longinoand co-captain

Erik Heger, are focused on their goals for the

season. The team is focused on four main
achievements: 1 ) to beat all Division III oppo-
nents, 21 to beat all the teams they lost to last

year, 31 to make theNCAA Tournament, and
4| to win Nationals. The Tigers and Longino
are willing to work hard to attain these goals.

Longino believes that the chemistry on
the court is great. The Tigers are working on
their offense, but when they play defense
they are hard to beat. The Tigers are pleased

about their fans, but are still looking for more
support at their games.

MH Fate runs all over Legends in IM hoops action
by Michele KHleen

As the Pre-Christmas
Basketball Tournament
continues, theteamsare being
thinned out to those who are

just that-a team. Players onM
H Fate used their experience
from last year's competition
to display their compatibility.

Their opponents, calling
themselves the Legends, were
lessthan solid, often struggling

to keep up with their

competitors.

Led by Chris Blasi's

impressive ball handling and
ChadAtwood's twen ty points,

twelve in the first half, M H
Fate controlled the game from
the opening tip. The Legends
bench thought their
teammates on thefloor needed
to play stronger defense, but
against the quick, no look

passes ofM H Fate, there was
little the Legends could do to

slow the pace of the game.
Although they seemed to
dominate, M H Fate players

missed many of their shots in

the first half. Struggling from
the free-throw line and
missing all four shots from
the stripe in the first half, the

Legends still managed a

respectable half. Backed by
Chris Condon's eight points,

they only trailed by a score of

26-21 at the half.

In the opening minutes of

the second half, M H Fate
opened up the lead
considerably. Atwood added
another eight points, while
Roberto Vejia scored twelve
of his sixteen in the second
half. The Legends' leading
scorers inthesecondhalfwere
Condon, with six points, and

SamAdams with eight points.

M H Fate also dominated
from the foul line. Vejia led

the team, sinking six of his

eight free throws. The Legends

free throw leader was Condon,
who converted on four of six

chances. Condon finished the

game with fourteen points,

while Adams had ten.

MH Fate's teamwork and
consistency carried them to a

59-37 win, moving them
onward in Men's A-League
competition.

Style cuts. Maintenance Trim,
Penns & Translucent Colors

Nexus & Tri products availablefor sale

Monday - Friday
Stop in or c|ill for an appointment
827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

CompMlioB in inmmuial Ice hockey get set (or tie face oft in one of the regnUi season's eaiiv
in Rec, c and B leagies conUnues thionghont (onnh block and into the second seuieslet.

Regular season competition

There will be a men's and
women's Track and Field

meeting this afternoon,

Friday, December 9 at

4:00 p.m. in the middle
level classroom in El

Pomar Sports Center.

Men's club hockey will play

this evening at 8:15 p.m. against

Colorado State University in

Hoimen Ice Arena. The team
also has home games on
Saturday and Sunday at 1:30

p.m. both afternoons against

the University of Colorado.
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Top-ranked Tiger Hockey prepared to remain at pinnacle
by Josie Henjum & Blaine Olsen Catalyst Sports Editors,

Tiger hockey is finally

getting some respect.

Two weeks ago the Tigers
were ranked #1 in a national

poll for the first time ever,

WiVIPL Radio's coaches' poll

was the biggest news to hit

the CC sports scene since last

year'sWCHA Championship.
This week's news is even

bigger. This week CC was
ranked #1 in not just one, but
all four major national polls.

TheWMPL poll was joined by
the WiVlEB Media Poll (MEj,

the College Hockey U.S.A.

Coaches' Poll |MN) and the

Troy Record |NY). AU four

polls place the Tigers at the

top of the nation's college hoc-

key ranks. The Tigers sit above
Maine, Minnesota, Boston,

Michigan and Michigan State
in the rankings.

"Our goal at the beginning
of this season was to get some
respect," states junior center

Jay McNeill, who leads the
nation in scormgwith 18 goals.

His 23 points in 14 games
leads the WCHA. McNeill is

joined by four other Tigers at

the top of the scoring ranks in

the league. Peter Geronazzo
trails McNeill by one point,

R.J. Enga trails by two. Colin
Schmidt and Chad Remackel
join the others in the top
eleven, with 19 and 18 points

respectively.

The Tigers are on top of

the WCHA defensively, too.

Sophomore goalie (udd
Lambert is holding strong at

number one in the nation with
a 2.08 goals against average.

The other half of CC's
netminding tandem, soph-
omore Ryan Bach, has climbed

tothirdplacewithaS.Ol goals

against average.

Just two years ago, the
Tigers finished last in the
WCHA. Last year the Tigers

surprisedeveryone by winning
the WCHA title. The Tigers
felt slighted, however, when
they were passed over for an
NCAA playoff bid.

At the beginning of this

season, theTigers aimed tore-

peat their WCHA champion-
ship and to earn the NCAA
playoff berth that eluded them
last year.

"Our goals have changed
since then," explained Mc-
Neill this week, "After seeing

what the rest of the WCHA
has to offer and after this

week's polls, the team is more
excited about actually being a

competitor at the NCAA
Tournament, not just making
it to the tournament."

A tournament berth is

definitely in the offing if the
Tigerscontinue their winning
ways. They stand at 12-2-0 for

the season, and 9-1 in league
play, after sweeping Michigan
Tech last weekend.

"The trip to Michigan
Tech was another outstanding
weekend for our team,"
reflected Coach Don Lucia,

"It's a good feeling to be first

in the WCHA, but we've got

four difficult games before

Christmas."

This weekend the Tigers
face Northern Michigan at

Lakeview Arena, where they
have not won since October
of 1986. "Northern
Michigan has been kind of a
nemesis for CC over the
years." admitted Lucia,
"We're right m the middle of

a very difficult stretch going
into the holidays. We need
to pull together ... in order

to have a chance to win."
The true test for the

Tigers will come next week-
end, when the Tigers host

powerhouseMinnesota.The
Gophers are ranked second
in three of the four national

polls, and third in the other.

If the Tigers perform well
against the Golden Gophers,
they will have proved
themselves worthy of the

respect they havebeen given.

Lady Big Cats swim,
frolick in the Buff
by Melmda Sharkeyand Kathryn Plummer

The Lady Big Cats
trekked to Boulder for last

weekend's annual Buff
Invitational with their bus
driver-Bob-making tracksat
the wheel. CC competed
against Division I teamsCSU
and the University of

Wyoming, Division II teams
Metro State, the Colorado
School of Mines and UNC,
as well as the hosting CU
club team. As the only
Division III team in

Colorado, the Lady Big Cats
took the blocks with
confidence and went on to

achieve several personal
records. Head coach Sandra

lanes stated, "The team is

farther along at this time of

the year in comparison to

previous years." During the

two day extravaganza, the

team swam in every single

swimming event ever
invented, as well as a few
others.

Barb "I love fly" Diehl

raced 450 yards of the all-

terrifying butterfly. Jenny
"Is this my room?" Stone
swam a personal record in

the 500 freestyle. Wendy
"$25,000 X 20 is half a

million" Monahan rocked

the waters as the only fresh

cat swimmer. Hilary "Disco
queen" Specht fueled by the

excitement of the relay,

destroyed her previous
personal record of 1:03 in

the 100 freestyle to a 1:00.

Jessica "Don't blow the

candles out in the

bathroom" Garson
hydroplaned in the 50 free.

Karen "It's not Kotowski"
Kowalski once again braved

the hellish 400 individual

medley with a smile on her

face.

The Lady BigCats finish

thissemester with a meet in

Denver on December 17th.

Look for the CC women to

defend their title as the 1 994
Intermountain Swimming
League Champions next
semester.

Men's swimming faces Wyoming
convicts in rough CU Buff Invite
by Dirk and Rod

Last weekend the BigCats
(a.k.a. the CC Men's Varsity

Swimming and Diving teamj
traveled to Buff Invitational

in Boulder to take on some of

their tough Colorado
competition. Also present at

the Invitational was the
Wyoming scrub team fresh out

of Leavenworth County
Prison, Even though they were
not allowed to swim in prison,

the many hours of weight
lifting made them an
intimidating foe. Freshman
Ryan "I think I'll have a Fat

Tire" Reed explained, "Those
guys from Wyoming really

scared me. They all had
mowhawks, tattoos, hairy

chests, and knives hidden in

their Speedos. Oh, wait a

second, my mistake, I'm

thinking of the CSU women's
swim team." Luckily, Reed
was able to overcome his fears

and was able to power his way
to a time of :57,23 in the 100

yard butterfly.

Freshcat Nick "Don't

Hockey continuedfrom page 20

year, and this is a new team.
Even though the team has not

won at Northern since 1986,

we |the freshmen) have yet to

lose there,"

An explosive Tigers
offense leads the league in

the 'goals for' column,
averagings, 7goals per league

game. CC's air-tight defense

also leads the league with the

WCHA leading scorers
player/school pts. g. Brian Benin/ UM 18

Chad Remackel/CC 18

Max Williams/ UW 18

Jamie Spencer/UW 18

12.DanTrebil/UM 17

Rusty Fitzgerald/

UMD 17

Dave Holum/SCSU 17

Ryan Reynard/CC 17

Mark Stitt/UAA 17

Pat Mikesch/MTU 17

1.

2.

Jay McNeill/CC 23

Peter Geronazzo/

CC 22

Eric Johnson/

SCSU 22

4. Greg Hadden/
NMU 21

5.

6.

R.J. Enga/CC 20

Brett Lievers/SCSU 19

Colin Schmidt/CC 19

lowest 'goals against' total.

The defense is anchored by

the finest goaltending tandem
in the country. Sophomore
netmindersJuddLambertand
Ryan Bach have each posted

6-1 records this season.
Lambert leads the league and

the nation in saves percentage

and goals against average.

Listen to the Tigers to-

night and tomorrow night on

1240AM KRDO. Face-off will

beat 5:05 p.m. local time each
night. Root for the Tigers and

get pumped for next

weekend's series here at the

AFA against the Minnesota

Golden Gophers. The game
will be televised both in

Mimresota antt t!otorado.

judge a man by the hair on his

butt" Haxton finally was able

to crack the two minute barrier

in the 200 yard freestyle,

finishing in 1.59.23. Haxton
commented on his perform-

ance, "I never really tried until

today, but with all these

hippies in Boulder I felt

obligated to show everybody

that hairy animals can swim
too." Sophomore Scott

"Would ya look at that. .
."

Morioka came a long way in

the meet. Not only did he

swim one of the most grueling

events, the 400 yard I.M., he

swam it naked. Stated

Morioka, "I recently experi-

enced a revelation from the

Hickster who explained to me
how I could relax during my
races. I dropped my suit and
my time. You don't get any

more relaxed than this, baby."

Eric "If you don't succeed

at first, try, try again" Walker

also had a good performance

in the water this weekend,

swimming to a dominating

1:09.23 in the 100 yard
backstroke and a :24.23 in the

50 free. Walker elaborated on

his training methods, "If I keep

improving my swimming and

keep putting on muscle every-

thing else should fall into

place, if you know what I

mean." Rob "Wake me when
I have to swim" Phillips was
not lucky this weekend.
Unfortunately, Phillips

suffered a severe blow to the

head and lost the Imno-
tasmartallis portion of his

brain. His swimming career

has come loan end but at least

he stillhas cow lipping to look

forward to when he returns

home to Iowa.

Team captains Matt "I

wanna be sedated" Lorson and
Dave "I wanna be naked"
Suchman were both extremely

pleased with the team's per-

formance last weekend. Stated

Lorson, "As captains, Dave
and 1 don't swim too much,
we mostly just make sure

everyone is properly dried after

their races." In two weeks,

the Big Cats are headed to

Denver to take on Metro State

Roadrunners. That stupid

coyote might have had trouble

catching the roadrunner, but

the Big Cats won't have any

trouble with metro. Cats eat

birds . . . including road-

runners.

London

$250

Paris $259' Rome
Frankfurt $279* Costa Rica

Madrid $305' Belize
BedoniaxicflrppuctMse. RoOicticxis apply and

$350-
$268-
$280-

Council Travel
1138 13th Street (on the hill)- Boulder, CO 80305

303-447-8101 1-SOO-2-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624)

Call or stop by for a FREE Student Travels masaiine.

EurailpaSSeS issued on-the-spotl
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Tigers tops in Nation!
CC avenges loss to Huskies, faces road test in NMU

The Catalyst - Page 2o

by Mike Rabinovitch

Junior center and All-

WCHA/AU-America
candidate Jay iVIcNeill scored

one goal on Friday night and
four goals on Saturday night

to spark nationally top ranked

Colorado College to a sweep
on the roadat Michigan Tech.
Junior winger Colin Schmidt
rounded out the scoring on
Friday night with a pair of

goals as the Tigers edged the

Huskies by a 3- 1 margin.

Saturday night all pistons

were firing for CC as they

rolled to a 9-3 victory. The
key to the Saturday's victory

was the play of the Tiger's

special teams. Of the seven
special team goals scored, four
were netted while CC was
playing a man short. McNeill
found the back of the net four

times, including one
shorthanded. The Tigers three

Biggest game on horizon
The Colorado College hockey team,

the consensus No. 2 hockey team in

America last week, vaulted to the top in

all four major national polls this week,
marking the first time CC has ever been a

consensus number one. Polls consistently

place the University of Minnesota Golden
Gophers in second place. Colorado College
faces Minnesota December 16th and 17th
at the AFA Cadet Ice Arena. Tickets for

the contest, which promises to be one of

the season's best, become available to

students on Simday, December 11 at the
Worner desk.

Luciano Caravaggio. Senior

linemates Peter Geronazzo
and Ryan Reynard each
chipped in with a goal apiece.

"There is still half a season to

go, and this is just a stepping
stone for us. Our goal is to

win the league and then win
in the playoffs."

-Junior wing Chad Remackel

other shorthanded goals were
scored by junior wings Jason
Christopherson, Tim Sweezo
and senior defenseman David
Paxton, who deeked the
jockeys offofTech goaltendef

Aside from bumping their

immaculate road record to 7-

2, the Tigers reached new
heights with the weekend
sweep at Houghton,
iVIichigan. CC now rests atop

the WCHA standings with
their 9-1 league record.

However, the most
astounding result of last

weekend's series is the Tigers'

number one ranking in all

four major college hockey
polls. This is the first time
the Tigers have been ranked
number one in the country
since the inception of the
coaches' and media polls. I

asked junior alternate captain
Chad Remackel about the
impact the number one
ranking might have on the
team. "Being ranked number
one in the country is great

recognition for our program
and our school . . . There is

still half a season to go, and

Tiger Hockey Update
WCHA Standings

Team (overall record) W L T Pts. GF GA
1. Coloiado College (12-2-0) 9 1 18 57 24
2. Wisconsin (8-6-1) 8 4 1 17 52 47
3. Minnesota (9-2-1) 7 2 1 15 43 27
4. Denver (9-5-0) 7 5 14 48 42
5. Michigan Tech (7-6-2) 5 6 1 11 37 44
North Dakota (5-8-1) 5 6 1 11 46 61

7. N. Michigan (6-8-0) 5 7 10 40 48
8. St. Cloud State (6-8-0) 4 8 8 41 45
Minnesota Duluth (4-9-2) 3 8 2 8 47 56

10. Alaska Anchorage (4-10-0) 3 9 6 37 54
Last Weekend: The Tigers enjoyed sweet revenge last week-

end as they swept a pair of league games at Michigan
Tech, 3-1 and 9-3. With the wins, CC improved its road
record to 7-2-0 for the season.

This Weekend: The Tigers are back on the road with a two-
game series at Northern Michigan, where CC has not
won since 1986.

The Series: This weekend's games mark the 41st and 42nd
meetings in a series that dates back to the 1984-85
season. Over that period, the Northern Michigan Wild-
cats own a 29-10-1 advantage. The Tigers own a record
of 1-20-1 on the Wildcats' home ice at the Marquette
Lakeview Arena.

Fast Facts: Junior center Jay McNeill scored five goals in the
Michigan Tech series, including four on Saturday to grab
the WCHA scoring lead with 23 points. The effort gar-
nered McNeill College Hockey USA's pJayer-of-the-
week honors. McNeill also earned WCHA offensive
player-of-the-week honors. CC netminders Ryan Bach
and Judd Lambert continue their awesome play in goal.
Lambert is currently the top ranked goalie in the nation,
while Bach has moved up to third place in the WCHA.

this is just a stepping stone
for us. Our goal is to win the
league and then win in the
playoffs." Remackel
commented further on the
magnitude of the ranking.
"The facultyand student body
is beinga lot more supportive.

It's a great feeling. This
weekend is going to be tough.

We haven't won in Marquette

since 1986. There will be a

revenge factor, however. They
took three of four from us last

year."

When askediftheyounger
players are nervous for this

weekend's series against
Northern Michigan, freshman
defenseman Calvin Elfring

had this to say, "This is a new
please see Hockey on page 19

Week in Review
Men's BasketbaU went 1-1 last weekend at the Lopau

Classic basketball tournament hosted by Washington
University in St. Louis. The Tigers lost to Pomona-Pitzer
in the opening round of the tourney but defeated
Swarthmore CoUege in the consolation game. Junior
guard Jay Longino earned all-tournament honors

Women's Basketball dropped a 76^t3 decision at Western
State last weekend despite 13 points and 7 rebounds from
jumor forward Erin Guinnee. Sophomore guard Meagan
McGnire tossed in 1 1 points, including thiee 3-pointers
in the loss.

'

Men's and Women's Swimming competed in the Buff Invi-
tational last weekend in Boulder. Freshman NickHaxton,
lumor Hilary Specht, and sophomore Jenny Stone all
posted personal bests.

Week in Preview
Men's Basketball takes on Mesa State College on Saturday
mght at 7:00p.m. athome in the J. Juan RaidGymnasium

Women 8 BasketbaU faces the Colorado School of Mines
this Saturday in Golden, CO.

Men's and Women's Swimming have the weekend off, but
return to the pool next weekend with a meet in Denver at
Metro State University.

Men's Basketball dominates pesky
Swarthmore, faces tall order in Mesa

The first half dogfight
quickly turned into a rout as

by Kevin Keilbach & Mike Cicerelli

The Colorado College Pitzer in the opening round SiTfi^m"scredontherfirst
mens baske ball team cornes Friday night.CClooked strong four possessions of the second
into Its fmal home game be- at times against the Sagehens half, in the process breaking
ore Christmas break with a and the lead changed hands Swarthmore's spirit The
their record even at four wins dozens of times throughout Tigerswon thegame by a scoreand four losses. With this in the game. When the buzzer of 108-77. CC shot over 50mmd, this Saturday night's sounded, however, the Tigers percent from the field for the

moTrrh ''''f"if'
""^"^ "P "" '"^ ^^O" ^"'' °f '"'« «™« «his season, thanks

Tn n
^^^'1°""^": The an upsetting 70-63 decision, in large part to the long rangeTigers will put their defense After Friday's disappoint- accuracy of freshman Brian

to the test against Mesa's ment,theTigers were eager to Baum and junior Jay Longino.
prove themselves in Baum scored a career high 3

1

Saturday's consolation game and Longino added 28 in the
against an overmatched team cause. CC center Jason

strong inside game. Look for

the Tigers' trio of Kevin
Keilbach, Jason Bradford and
„ , , ,,,,,,

"ft.""^v ««i u*tiiii«»n,iicu lean
Schachar Whatisupr"Gilad from Swarthmore College,
to shut down Mesa's play in Swarthmore, who had lost the
the paint. The game will be a
challenge for the Tigers, who
hope to go back on the road
with a wiiming record.

CC goes into Saturday's
, ^..

game after a superb dining at halftime.
weekend in St. Louis at the

TL'T^TeJ^fLrPo^iiri See Women's Basketball on page 18

previous night to the host
team, Washington University,

by 43 points, once again found
themselves in trouble against
CC, which led by nine points

Bradford also turned in a
quality performance, netting

19 points in the effort.

Hope to see everyone this

Saturday night at Reid Gym-
nasium. Come over and see
the Tigers pour it on against
the Mesa State Mules.
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The Bard visits CC in production

phna counciy of ^

William Shakespeare's "Tlie Winter's Tale" opened last night and continues through Sunday at 8 pm each night in Armsuong Theater. James
Loehlin is directing the play, which is $5, oi bee with CC ID. See related story on page 14

Leisure Program Director search winds down
by Julie Gordon

The search for the new
Director of the Leisure Pro-

gram was in full swing this

week. Final candidates visited

the CC campus to interview

with Dean of Students IVlike

Edmonds and participate in

open forum sessions with in-

terested members of the CC
community.

Cheryl Evans, who for-

merly held the position, re-

signed in October. She moved
to San Diego, California and

became Director of Student

Activities at Cal State Uni-

versity, San Marcus campus.

According to Edmonds, Evans

said she wanted to leave CC
for "personal reasons."

Adam Cermak |Bemis/

McGregor Hall Directorl and

Edmonds have assumed the

job's responsibilities until an-

other person is chosen. "Ide-

ally, I would like to see the

new director start by the

middle of fifth block, but it

depends on who is hired and

what that person's schedule

is," Edmonds explained.

The Director of the Lei-

sure Program is responsible

for planning extracurricular

activities at the College, rang-

ingfromartsandcraftstoFilm

Series. Outdoor recreation ac-

tivities, dancing, music, and

theater are all made possible

through the Leisiure Program.

Another part of the job

entails working as a liason

with the Student Life staff,

managing theWomer Center,

and advising the CCCA.
"The director should be

able to complete a variety of

tasks as they come up,"

Edmonds explained.

Members of the Search

Committee narrowed the ap-

plicant pool to five candidates-

Tim Schroer, Bryan Barksdale,

Lynn Berliner, Kiut StimeUng,

and Philip Cooney.

Schroer is Director of

Campus Programmingand the
Memorial Student Union at

Depauw University in

Greencastle, Indiana.

Schroer received his M.S.

Degree in Education from In-

diana University in

Bloomington, Indiana. He
earned his B.A. from the Uni-

versity of Cincinnati.

"I'm Midwesternbomand
bred, and I'm looking forsome-

thingdifferent," he explained.

Schroer described his

working style with students

as being informal, and based

on team-work. "I tend not to

be an administrative type," he

said. "I don't want to be the

stuffy administrator because

that's not what students

want."

When asked about what

he has done at Depauw toshow
his commitment to diversity,

Schroer explained he has su-

pervised the Director of Mi-

nority Affairs. He said he was

able to make Black History

Month come ahve on campus,

and he also got the campus
talkingabout gay, lesbian, and

bisexual issues.

Bryan Barksdale isCradu-

ate Assistant at the Univer-

sity of Mississippi.

He earned his Master's

degree in Education from the

University of Mississippi, and

his B.A. in psychology from

the University of Texas.

"I want to be where stu-

dents are bright, and take aca-

demics seriously," he ex-

plained. "It seems clear to me
that students are at CC be-

cause they want to be."

Please see Leisure on page 2

The

Winter's
Tale

sponsored by the CC Drama Department

runs

Friday, December 16th

Saturday, December 17th &
Sunday December 18th

at 8:00 PM in Armstrong Theatre
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Security Report
by Carolyn Edwards

12-1-94, Z-lSpm A CC$nid<?nt reported the window in his
room in Sigma Chi was hroken.

12-1-94, 8:20pia CC student reported her bike, valued at

$400, was stolen from the rack outside of Slocum.

12-2-94, 33Spm Visiting professor living on eampus re-
ported the right front hubcap stolen from her car.

12-4-94, 4pm A CC student reported the driver's side
windshield ofa car was broken with a beer bottle. The car
was parked near the Sigma Chi house.

12-6-94, Spm A CC student reported a portable CD system
was stolen sometime between NovemehrlOand Decem-
ber 3. The system, valued at $2S0, was located in the
basement of the Kappa Sigma house.

12-13-94, 4,-40pm A hike valued at $1(X), was reportcHl
stolen from the rack outside of McGregor Hall

Security Tips:

-Please don't give building codes out toanama including
your friends significant other, thepizzaman, etc. Note;
they will be changed over Christinas break.

Leisure coatinaed from page 1

"The fact that arts and
crafts is always available
makes CC unique," he said.

To promote diversity on
the University of Mississippi

campus, Barksdale said he has
worked with the Black Stu-

dent Union and Inter-Frater-

nity Council. He plans to have
an AIDS speaker come to the

university in January. Later

on he said he would like to

have a speaker on African
American females throughout
history. In his undergraduate
years, Barksdale helped to plan

the International Student Ori-

entation.

Lynn Berliner is Director
of Student Activities at Ft.

Lewis College in Durango.
She received her Master

of Education and Bachelor of

Education degrees from the
University of Missouri.

"Students at Ft. Lewis are
not as ambitious and driven,"

Berliner explained. "A high
percentage of our population
is Hispanic and Native Ameri-
can." Whereas at Ft. Lewis,
Berliner has had to develop
programs to interest students,

CC is already student-driven.

"We don't have a classical

music program at Ft. Lewis,
which I think is something
really neat about CC," Ber-

liner commented.
Kurt Stimeling is Acting

"Ideally, I would like to see
the new director start by the
middle of the fifth block..."

-Mike Edmonds, Dean of

Students

e
[rariyQut Onl/i

444-8888
M-ga Lund, Offar V„l,J r,.!.^^ 7^^^^^^• M^gg Lonct. Offer Vd,d Only rf Jj^.J^Z^^c

Director of Student Activities

at St. Olaf College in
Northfield, Minnesota.

He received his M.S. in

Biological Sciences from Illi-

'

nois State University in Nor-
mal, Indiana. His B.A. in Biol-

ogy he earned from St. Olaf.

"I'm the cartoonist, musi-
cian, and microbiologist who
would like to be your new
director," he explained.

"Students are students
everywhere, and I don't see
CC students as beingradically
different," he said. "But what
distinguishes them from other
students is their commitment
to education."

Phihp Cooney is Assistant

Director of the Student Orga-
nization Office at the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin, Madison.

He received his M.D. in

Education and his B.A. in Rec-
reation Leadership from the
University of Wisconsin, La
Crosse.

"I'm involved in a big

ropes course project on cam-
pus right now," Cooney ex-

plained, "but I speculate that,

if selected, I could come next
month. I have not yet worked
with performing art program-
ming and I would enjoy that,"

he said.

Cooney recognizes that
the retention of students of

color is a major issue for the
College right now. He feels

there is a tendency to put all

students of color into one
group, which we shouldn't do
because "the people in this

group are diverseamong them-
selves."

Now that the interviews
are complete, the Search Com-
mittee will give a summary of

what it feels are the strengths
and weaknesses ofeach candi-
date to President Mohrman.
PresidentMohrman will make
the final decision in the selec-

tion process.
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CCCA sends student proposal

to Mohrman for consideration
by Joseph Sharman

The Colorado College

Campus Association |CCCA)
voted Wednesday to send
President Mohrman a student

proposal regarding CC's anti-

discrimination process.

The proposal, based pri-

marily on the plan being de-

veloped by administrators,

suggests the formal commit-
tee to handle complaints be

comprised of two members
from the constituency of the

accused, two from the con-

stituency of the complainant
and one from a neutral con-

stituency. In addition, the pro-

posal creates a pool of 16

people from which the Legal

Counsel chooses the members
of the five-person committee,

four from each constituency.

Paul Jones, administrative

representative to the CCCA,
suggested the association fo-

cus less on the power differ-

ences between the constitu-

encies and more on the com-
position of the formal com-
mittee. For example, if a for-

mal sexual harassment com-
plaint is broughtagainstsome-

one, the committee should

have at least one member rep-

resenting the gender of the

complainant.

CCCA voted to include a

cover letter with its proposal

suggesting the Legal Counsel
form the committee "consid-

ering the nature of the case.".

As such, the five-person for-

mal committeeshould include

balanced representation of

gender, race or any other fac-

«*«*
''

CCCA President David Coiiey discusses tlie student proposal for the i

discrimination policy to President Mohrman.

tor relevant to the complaint, ambiguous, wanting instead

Not all CCCA members
supported the proposal. Three

voted against it, focusing their

disagreements primarily on

the method of selecting the

committee.

Several members said that

proposal leaves the process too

'a set formula" to decide the

committee.

CCCA Constitutional

Vice President Abbay
Robinson will draft the pro-

posal, and the CCCA will

present it to Mohrman before

the Winter Break.

Campus Happenings

Artist Gathering Beginning
Majors in Studio Art and Art History have formed the

Art Students' Organization for all Colorado College com-
munity members interested in art. Studio majors will be
meeting at 7:00 PM the 1st and 3td Wednesdays of each
block in the basement of Spencer Center |on the corner of

Tejon and Cache La Poudre).

The meetings will be an informal "Jam Session" in

which students will bring whatever projects they are work-
ing on for input, stimulus and, above all, a positive feedback
environment conducive to art-making. Direct questions to
Luigi Cicala at 473-6843.

Foreign Christmas Program Presented
The German, Russian and East-Asian departments pre-

sent a "Christmas Extravagance" on the 1 6th of December
at 7:00 PM in the Max Kade Theater.

Highlights of the evening will be a Christmas concert
and a performance of the Christmas story in German.

'Paintings in Motion' Presented
Local musicians and dancers will present a special

performance called "Starfruit Locomoto: Paintings in Mo-
tion" 7 pm in Armstrong Hall on January 30, 1995 . The
group will weave together an exhibition of paintings and
audience. The performance is free.

Philosophy Tutors Now Available
Krell Tutors Alex Kennaugh and Gideon Turner are

now available3:00 p.m. to5:00p.m.Tuesdaysand 6:00 p.m.

to8:00p.mThursdaysinArmstrong !33. Students may call

X6939, or, for more info on the service, Rory at X6636.

Venture Grants Offered
Available Venture Funds are divided between Student

Research ($20,000), Conferences ($ 10,000) and Visiting Fac-

ulty ($20,000). Applications for all three areas arc available

in the Dean's Office and should be returned upon comple-

tion. The Committee meets the third Thursday of every

Block. Application deadlines are 1 :00 PM the Friday preced-

ing the meeting. Questions should go to X6686.

Volunteers for Soup Kitchen Needed
The Colorado College Soup Kitchen needs volunteers

for the upcoming Winter Break. Food donations and a

volunteer over age 21 who can drive a van are needed.

Please contact Cynthia Bleaat x755 1 for more information.

Student all-campus e-mailings dead after one week

Walther pulls plug on short-lived program
by Jennie Randall

About a week after being

created, all-campus student

mailings were terminated.

Junior Nathan Walther

created the program to allow

students to share information

about campus events with

other students without hav-

ing to get faculty approval.

Without the program, stu-

dents must go to a faculty

member to have their mail-

ings distributed.

Walther expressed con-

cern that it might be difficult

to get a faculty member to

send a message that, although

campus related, is not related

to a specific campus organiza-

tion.

"There'ssome stuff I think

would have difficulty going

through a faculty member,"

he said. "If it could be used, it

[student all-campus mailings]

would keep a lot of paper out

of mail boxes." Walther cited

the full-moon ritual as an ex-

ample of an activity that is

relevant but faculty might be

reluctant to approve.

Controversy arose when
students began using the all-

campus mailings for personal

advertisements instead of

sharing campus information.

Walther said he got about a

hundred messages from stu-

dents, some in favor of the

program and some angered by

the fact that it was being used

for advertising.

"That [personal advertis-

ing] wasn't my intent,"

Walther said. "Most people

whowere criticizingme didn't

realize I agreed with them."

Senior Dan Brau sent an

all-campus mailingcomplain-

ing about the use of the ser-

vice for personal advertising.

Sophomore Carolyn Edwards

sent an all-campus "net=

iquitte" trying to educate stu-

dents about the intended use

of the program.

"On the net, things like

that [personal advertising] just

aren't acceptable," Edwards

said. "Peoplejustdon'tunder-

stand that."

Walther temporarily sus-

pended the program in order

to reconsider its purpose. Af-

ter Edwards' "net-iquitte"

mailing, he decided to give

students another chance.

However, the personal adver-

tisements continued, and De-

cember 14Walther shut down
thestudent'sall-campus mail-

ing program.

Asimilar all-campus mail-

ings program was in operation

two years ago. Unlike
Walther's program, the previ-

ous program was created and

run by the CC academic com-

puting department. That pro-

gram was shut down for simi-

lar reasons.

Edwards said she agrees

with Walther's decision to

shut the program down.

"Most people can't handle

it and most don't want it," she

said.

Walther was unsiue if he

would restart the all-campus

student mailings.

"I would have to be con-

vinced that it would end up

differently than it did this

time," he said.

Hair Designersfor Men & Women

m^m
style cuts. Maintenance Trim,
Perms & Translucent Colors

Nexus & Tri products availablefor sale

Monday - Friday

Stop in or call for an appointment
827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531
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Denver Library closes for renovations
by Stephanie Dohrman

The Denver Public Li-
brary, 1357 Broadway, will
close temporarily for three
months in order to prepare for
the use of the so called "Klipp-
Graves" addition.

The final day of service
will be Friday, December 23,
1 994. The Denver hbrary will
not be reopen till Saturday,
March 25, 1995. During the
period of closing, alternatives
for getting books which are
not available at Tutt Library
are the Colorado Springs pub-
lic library, the UCCS library,
or the CU Boulder library.

"The closing down of the
Denver Public Library will not
affect the inter-library loan
that much", says Tutt's Li-
brarian, Leroy D. Smith. The

only negative effect might be
that it takes a little bit longer
than usual, but which possi-
bly might not even happen.

Since the Denver library
owns a special Western His-
tory Collection, students of
history might have to switch
over to the Pioneer Museum,
or the historical collection at
the local library in Colorado
Springs.

Students who will not
make it up to Denver before
Christmas may return their
borrowed books to any Den-
ver Public Library location. In
addition, a Bookmobile will
be located at the Central Li-
brary for returns only.

In 1990, voters approved
system-wideimprovementsto
the Denver Public Library,
including construction of a

new Central Library at I4th.
and Broadway, The new facil-

ity will open in two stages -

the Klippp-Graves addition in
spring 1995, the current Hoyt
building renovation in fall

1995.

HAVE A

HAPPY

AND

SAFE

HOUDAY season!

CCCA Doings: 12/14
Atttndinff Roh.nsoii. CoHcy, Daniels, McLaughlin, Lippard, Sanchez, Anthony Call.em

Peacixk, Ynondo, Grace
'

I

Absent. Reynolds, Anderson, Blackwclder

1. Oiled to order at 3.-tO

A. Mmutes approved after pulling out two budget items and chanpins (wo tVDOs
IL Budget Items

A. Reouest from Arden Myrin lor $ 1000 to pay (or royalties, costumes, fivers -iet and
other expenses ol her play 'Little Shop of Horrors" tabled until next budget meeting
to gather more mformation and discuss details of request

B. Request from Theater Workshop for $200 to cover costs of huildmgsct for a Modular
Maoness production "PJaEa Suite" apptovedfor $200 unijnimously

in. Lducation and Grievance Committee Action

1 5^*1"' ^-"^ ^'^'^ stu'ient representative £rin Tolva present a student proposiil
B- CCC\ member Graceasked if the composition of the three person committee would

be the same everv time
C. Discussion then centered on the role of the Legal Coiinscl

1, Daniels noted Counsel will be under pressure from constituencies to choose
certain members

a. Tolva corrected her, saying the process would be kept confidential, she
added this should not become an "us against them" situation

^.
Quesnon was asked if accused or accuser help determine who serves on coram.

,
??!;'' ^"^^ " appropriate one person would choose the third committee member

4, GaiUgan said studentproposal should insiu-e against the proeessappearing biasedD Paul Jones provided the administrative position, saying its major concerns were not
the power issue but those of race, gender, etc.

F. CoHev said CCCA must decide then On a proposal to send to Mohrman.
1. McLaughbn said CCCA should wart because there was no way the council couldcome to a consensus on the question
2. Council determined the administrative proposal was good, esp. 2-2-1 committee

a Members felt student proposal should include a mention of the race
gender, etc. issues in writing,

3

.

By a 6 for, 3 a^nst and 2 abstentions the council approved the following proposal
a. FomialcompUJntcomraitteeshouldconsist of live members, twofrom the
constituencyoftheaccused,twofromtheconstiiuencyofthecomplaintant
and one from an outside constituency (neutral)

b- The Legal Counsel will have a pool of 16 people tiom which tochoosa
committee members, tour from each constituency

rv New Financial Vice- President selection
A. Current Financial VP Lippard leaving at semester, needs a replacement
B. Coffey nominated all members of the current budget committee

2. Daniels, Sanchez and Anthony accepted nommations
a Each nominee gave ashort talk

V. Co^feuli^'
'^'""^'^ '"' "^ ''°'' ''''^'* '"''"'"" °P"" "> *J»^ CCCA members only

A. Read a thank you letter from the DiALogue coordinators

m^Z!f'T>'^'°''T
Doctor interview process,- noCCCA members attendedmterview breakfast to which ) 1 members were mvited

Tutt will get facelift

over winter break
by Jennie Randall

New carpet will be in-

stalled in the first floor,

atrium, and staff room of the
north building of the Tutt Li-

brary over winter break. Re-
pairs, using salvaged scraps of
the current carpet, will be
completed on the ground floor

of the north building.

The installation will cost
about $45,000, to be paid from
the Capital Reserves fund for

campus maintenance work.
Aside from some repairs,

the carpet that is currently in

the hbrary is the original car-

pet installed when the library

opened during the 1960's.

"There are some very
badly worn spots in the carpet
that are very dangerous," said
Ginny Kiefer, Chair of the li-

brary Building Committee.
The Building Committee is

working with the Physical
Plant to plan the installation.

The Building Committee
also considered aesthetics
when choosing the new car-

pet, which will beTweedMore

instead of the current orange.
The library is frequently vis-

ited by students, prospectives
and community members.

"We want to be nice look-
ing," Kiefer said.

The installations over
winter break are the first part
of what Kiefer hopes will be a
two step process. At some
point, the Building Commit-
tee wants to have new carpet
installed on the ground floor

of the north building, as well
as in office areas and the first

floor of the south building.

On December 22, the li-

brary staff will remove com-
puters, clean and clear off the
bottom shelves in preparation
for the installation. The in-

stallation is expected to be
completed by the time the li-

brary staff returns on January
5. Students will begin to re-

turn to campus on January 8
and half-block classes begin
the next day.

"Everything should be up
andrunningandlookingpretty

Ibythetimestudents return],"

Kiefer said.

Poet to present lecture

on 'Vocation of Writing'
A critically acclaimed

American poet, Gary Soto will
visit CC January 28 to present
a lecture entitled: "The Voca-
tion of Writing: Making
Progress in Poetry," from 4-6

pm in Worner Center room
213. Soto is the author of

Pieces of the Heart: New Chi-
cago Fiction.

At 8 pm he will give a
reading of both his prose and
poetry in the Gates Common
Room of Palmer Hall.

Both programs are free to
the public.

3 FREE tanuing se&sions with each faaiicut
• thiouqh Dccenilwi

15% ofTall services
for CC students

118 N. Tejori, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552

JeffThomas
KRDO sportscaster

will speak
THIS SUNDAY

December 18th at 10:30am
at Cheyenne Mtn High School

Thoro =.,0
-Tlie i^if of viotnn> thp amnv nf fl"frnt

I here are times in life when everything goes right & times when

SnMLl"*^ "'°"A '^ ^^'^ any wly^e can succeSygS
^S, ptit,n'?n^r^'i''?K""^-

.•'^'' T"'^°'^3S will address th^kly
question from both a spintual & sports perspective.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 573-7969
Presented by South Springs Community Church
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Urban crime spills over into rural areas, merits retribution
by Bonnie Algera

I come from a small, rural

town in Ohio, surrounded by
rolling hills, with only three

traffic lights, where everyone

knows everyone else. Kids play

baseball in the summer eve-

nings and sled on the hills of

farm fields in the winter snow.

There is one small grocery

store, and a chicken restau-

rant that's been in the same
place since 1890, but not much
else. It's the kind of town
where you shouldn't have to

lock your door at night, and
no one used to. But with the

sudden encroachment of

crime from the rapidly grow-

ing cities around the town,

indicatedby an increase in the

number of firearms being

brought into the schools and
the subsequent installation of

a metal detector in the high

school, residents of the area

have been forced to rethink

their trusting nature.

Even though this scene is

becoming routine in small

towns all over America, the

focus of national concern
seems to have turned away
from crime in recent weeks.

But thesystem ofpunishment
needs to be reexamined.

The approach that Presi-

dent Clinton advocated in his

last State of the Union address

was a system of determent.

The "three strikes, you're out

(in for life!" law was meant to

deter first time offenders from

committing future crimes, and
future offendersfrom commit-

ting felonies. This is perhaps

the harshest system of pun-
ishment, with the exception

of capital punishment, ever

suggested. Along with this

law, many legislators sug-

gested longer sentences for

other crimes. This would en-

courage prevention of any
crimes committed by future

criminals. However, it seems
that these sentences are not

really effective, that harsher

sentences have no bearing on
the crime rate.

So if punishments are in-

effective as deterrent, what is

the purpose of punishing a

crime? Why bother to punish

a criminal without a guaran-

tee that future crime will be

prevented? The answer Ues in

a system of retribution.

Retribution involvesa sort

of reprisal exacted upon the

criminal by society for the

criminal's actions against so-

ciety. These ilhcit actions oc-

cur when there is a discrep-

ancy between goals and an

acceptable means of achiev-

ing them. By violating these

means, a criminal gives him-
self an inequitable advantage

over society, incurring a debt

to the community. So punish-
ments are a means of reim-

bursing society. This view of

punishment rationalizes ex-

treme punishments such as

the death penalty. If the debt

incurred is large enough, the

renum-eration of the creditor

is the life of the debtor. This

type of punishment is clearly

not a case of deterrence, as the

death penalty has little to do
with deterrence of future

crimes, but with revenge.

Further problems with the
use of punishments as deter-

rents arise when viewing pun-
ishment as social control, or

an attempt to control the

population's actions through
castigation for violating ac-

ceptable means of reaching

goals. This view assumes that

criminals are rational think-

ers who can weigh the conse-

quences of their actions. How-
ever, this is not the case. For

instance, one who kills in a fit

of rage cannot be thinking ra-

tionally. Therefore, if crimi-

nals are not rational thinkers

and cannot understand the

costs of their actions, the

Please see Retribution on page 6

Denver Public Schools, Duran
Denver 'Donkeys': digressions

Duran, and

on a semester
Reflections on the news of a semester...

I spent most of the last year complainingabout

the Catalyst. Read things that disgusted me, that

I felt were completely inappropriate to appear in a

campus newspaper. But all I did was complain.

Never wrote a Letter to the Editor, never made any
attempt to infiltrate the organization and change
it. The classic excuse: "Tiat trash doesn't even
merit a response."

I kick myself for that.

Ladies and gentlemen, when something is

trash, it demands a response; much more so than
quality. I hear those same ridiculous excuses about

responding to the "Sky Chair." Do us a favor: if

you're going to complain, follow it up. Don't run

around accusing writers (me| of racism, sexism
and irresponsible journalism without putting your-

self on the line as well. The fact is, CC students

prove their apathy time and time again. Ifwe want
that image changed, it's time to start acting as if

we actually have our own convictions...

And iust for the record, I am not racist, sexist,

homophobic, or any of the other "evils" {except

conservative! members of the campus claim to

object so emphatically to. And I'll gladly have
words with anybody who makes accusations to

the contrary.

Thanks to Pearl Jam, Live, The Black Crowes,

The Judybats, The Beastie Boys, The Artist For-

merly Known as Prince, Francis Dunnery, Joshua

Redman, and David Byrne for giving me fantastic

new albums to talk about this semester.

Anybody else getting antsy for a new Duran
Duran?

To the vandals ofMathias, the Broadmoor and
Womer Center: Go out, buy a life. It's Christmas,

there has to be a sale somewhere.

Yes, I do feel almost guilty for following col-

lege football outside of CC and Division ni. Re-

gardless, hats off to Rashaan Salaam - a fine

individual, from a fine family background, with

incredible talent, and a humbleness rarely seen in

young athletes.

That said, stay in school, Rashaan. A degree

means more than a Heisman (or, as Bob Kravitz

would say, a Heismaan).

Thanks to the LA Raiders. Without you, our

beloved Broncos might be staring at a 9-5 record,

and making Super Bowl noises.

I shudder.

To Laphonso Ellis: Heal quick, please! The

Nuggets need you out there. Desperately.

To the Baseball owners, the Baseball Players'

Union, the Hockey owners and the Hockey Players'

Union: Hop in a car with the CC vandals and go

shopping. This is absolutely ridiculous. If you've

forgotten the meaning of sport, go check out some
intramural games on a college campus. There you
see heart, passion, and a love for competition. No
money, no endorsement contract, just friends in

athletic arenas, having fun and playing hard.

Thanks to Kathryn Mohrman for not chopping

Division I sports. Please now, use that same deci-

sion-making process to answer the "Greek Ques-

tion." As detached as I am from that scene, CC
would not be the same without it.

Thanks to Republicans for makinga run. It'll be

a fun two years. I like watching Clinton quake in his

running shoes almost as much as I like watching

THOUGHTS FROM
THE SKY CHAIR
by Erick R. Scheminske

him waffle.

Thanks to Chad Nitta, for this opportunity, for

what you've taught me, and for naming this col-

umn. You heard it here: he called me a deity before

I accepted the role. A hint, though, the Sky Chair

itself is earthly, even if the thoughts aren't...

Friday's midday musings.

• I'll say it now: I hate the concept of Secret Santas.

• I'd personally rather give meaningful gifts than

insignificant trash meant to throw thereceiver of

gifts off the scent.

• Obviously, I just have no Christmas spirit.

• The Denver Public School system never stops

with its brilUance. First, they find Ruben Perez

unethical for attempting to suspend 97 problem

students, then they let each one of those kids off

the hook.
• Hey, we've found a new method of raising chil-

dren - show them that authority is corrupt, and

that it's OK to break rules, no matter how insig-

nificant.

• Next thing you know, we'll find out that 25% of

all 8th graders admit to having used illicit drugs

at least once in their lives.

• No wait, it' already happened.

• My, this society just gets healthier everyday.

• No matterhow you look at it, 13% of 8th graders

should not be consistently smoking pot. It points

to a bleak future. What these kids need is

somebody to tell them this is wrong.
• Ah, but we fire these role models, accusingthem

of unethical behavior. Makes perfect sense.

• An aging couple in Fort Lauderdale recently

committed suicide to avoid the health care

costs of arthritis, asthma, and Alzheimer's dis-

ease. They left their $10 million to charity.

• "Mommy, what happened to Grandma?"
• "Well, honey, she sat in her garage and inhaled

carbon monoxide until she died. But wasn't it

nice of her to leave all her money to charity?

What a kind and loving soul."

• If I'm an out-of-stater, I start transporting every-

thing I use at school through the mail. Some-

how, I get the feeling that luggage won't be well

protected at Denver International Airport after

February.

• I sense a conspiracy - the United States Postal

Service is single-handedly preventing the penny

from becoming obsolete. Somebody should

launch an investigation into the number of

copper mine owners associated with the USPS.
• Scenario; You're 21, married to another of the

same age, with a 21-month-old son. You win

$1.4 million in the lottery. What do you do?

• Answer: You don't just go to "...Iowa for Christ-

mas as planned." You fly first class, through

Honolulu, with a short layover in Disneyland,

on the way to your midwestetn holiday celebra-

tion.

• And, right up front, you put away enough money
for your son to go to college, something you

obviously didn't have the opportunity to do.

• I tire of the typical "I don't want this money to

change us" lottery line. By nature, a milUon

dollars changes everything, and you're foolish

not to take advantage of it. iVlr. and Mrs. Jensen,

invest it well, and reap the benefits for years to

come.
• This just in: It isn't wise to stick your hand into

the ice chute of a running snow blower.

• Is it just me, or has there never been a remotely

becoming artist's impression of Bill Clinton?

• OK. Has there ever been a remotely becoming

photograph of Bill Clinton?

Please see Sky Chair on page 8
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Commentary writer offers top ten wish list for Holiday season
by Traver Kauffman

The Holidays are upon us
again - the season of good
cheer, the feeling of family,

and the sentiment of giving

are all in the air. Bearing this in

mind, what follows is a list of

ten things (in no particular

orderl a Commentary writer at

CC could desire as gifts in this

holiday season:

10. A clue: Marion Barry,

who was found using crack in

a seedy hotel with a woman
whowas not his wife, is elected

Mayor of Washington D.C.
Jocelyn Elders mentions mas-
turbation as part of sex-educa-

tion and gets fired. This neces-

sitates explanation.

9. A spine for President

Clinton. Get an agenda and
stickwith it. To hell with what
Newt, Bob, and the rest of the

GOP thinks, they're not going
to support Democratic aims
anyway.

8. An end to Clinton's pan-
dering to the new Congress.

See also #10.

7. Academic Computing,
three words: more modem
lines.

6. A kind thanks to Joe at

Loomisand Charles in Rastall

- two people who go out of

their way to be friendly and
brighten one's day. Also,
thanks and an apology to the

people who clean up at

Loomis. You aren't being paid
enough to slog through the

cess-laden dorm we leave you
every week.

4. A note to Rastall: ambi-
ance good, food bad. The
money sunk into Christmas
trees could have been better

used for improved quality

food.

3. Additional activities

like the Sugar/Magnapop
show. Such things are wel-

come breaks from the usual
drinking/skiing weekendfare.

2. A nod to the dumbest
new fad: body branding. The
pitch? It's better than a tattoo
- all you need is a white-hot

piece of metal, a large area of

bare flesh, and fifty dollars,

fust in case you were wonder-
ing what to do with all that

extra Christmas cash...

1. A moment to recognize
the feeling and the meaning
behind the holidays. Here's
hope that commercialism
hasn't trodden down the true

spirit of the season so much
that it's more about the
Mighty Morphin Power Rang,
ers and Sega than love and
goodwill.

Students scramble for tickets as

Tiger hockey fever hits boiling
Does anyone know if the debate on powerhouse, tickets will grow increasingly

whether to keep Division I athletics at Colo- more difficult to obtainandshould behandled
rado CoUege is over? The hockey team in a responsible manner. This did not happen
doesn t seem to think so: they're busy on Monday morning '

conductingopen forums all over the WCHA. While I appreciate the tremendous spirit
After some housekeeping at Michigan Tech that prompts students to get in line withtwo weeks ago, the Tigers skated right into twenty of their friends' student ID cards it
thenauonalnumberoneranking-andthere just doesn't seem fair. I shouldn't have to say
theyremam,mtwoofthefourcol]egehockey anything stronger than that; I can't, really
'°

AnHl,»<„„f 117 c. J 1. .
Thosestudentsderivetheirjustificationfrom

Andbestofall? Students are hnmg up to the fact that they were allowed to do so, and

wli- 1**'
A ,. therefore pat themselves on the back for a job

Just like they dom Minnesota. well done. Some students honestly couldn't

=.k 1*^^ ' u """f' ^°V^^,
'^" *^' ""^ """^^ " Monday ™onung; others, howeversdiool furnishes Uckets for free. Still, our having no shame, shuffled their ID's ahead in

m roT^r^l^ '" ^"'"•"^'' '^y li^ewhenitlookedasifaselloutwasimmi.
students to rise before

8:00 a.m. last Monday
to acquire seats for this

weekend's games
against WCHA rival

Minnesota. Call me
sentimental, but I was
touched to see a line

PERSPECTIVE
by Justin Lippard

nent.

Even more deplor-

able than the elemen-
tary school transgres-

sion of cutting in line,

however, were people
who grabbed extra ID's

from non-interested

BETRmUTlON, from page S

harshest punishment will not
deter them from acting.

Hence, punishments are

ineffectual as deterrents and
can only serve as retribution,

or payment to society for hav-
ing violated the principles of

self-restraint. What, then, is

the answer to small-town
America's problem of en-
croaching crime? How can
crime be deterred? Only
through the process of social-

ization, or of rearing a child to

become an effective adult. By
teaching children at a young
age that violation of the rules

of society is not the way to

achieve goals, crime can be
deterred, and the need for ret-

ribution will dissipate.

Herein lies the answer to
the growing problem of crime
in America. The current sys-

tem clearly needs legislative

rethinking, with the empha-
sisnot on therapeutic punish-
ments meant to deter crime,
but on a system of retribu-

tion- retribution with pro-

grams that have nothing to do
with punishment, but empha-
size proper socialization of

children in order to prevent
them from becoming deviant.

Staff Commentary

Bad weather threatens

to cancel school at CC

sBetchingaJJ the way over to Benjiman's; as students to get extra Ucrets"'',"u«[n"^'se"

brft'eTm^r^ I'T
""' ""^ ""dents up This type of blatant selfishness dei" bXf.before 8.00 a.m. to do somethmg other than Unfortunately, 1 can't quite call getting

Srm^^bv'^rw^nf^r'V"^ somanyticketsan''affronttounivSor7hmh^r moved by the bits of dialogue I over- ity, nor cani completely condemn students

" f«^l,M;„„., . u .

hke the girl in front of me in line with fifteen

"t"tT^slTBR°^T^""'''''-f 'P'»'°"''eguybehindmewithten,.afterall,
...eat gophers for BREAKhst, man..." they were only taking advantage of what the

etstiike"*"
"*™^'^**'"'"°*'^ coUege permitted.

^^^ge ot wnat the

»„,!,_" 1 / , ,
^"* *' 'he very least I can call it outra-

ice ^de tSs^I Z'tt ct^ °" '^ geouslyimpolite.llany,manystudentsw1,o

P^nV ,
'

.n A
^^"^'"^' ™Wd in line lost out on tickets to people

bJkXrif'ltorickSands *: rem""" '" "^"^ »"'-- ^^^ "^

yTuThridfoSlou^mCChi'l"""'" Simplyput,eachstudentdeservesanequal

h..,'h,r 1

^^'"^''^>'^'"^* **"" ^' ge"'"S tickets. The only effective

pTeli^t as'-Srr "• '-?' "i"^
" fuge we have for determining who des'^ePleasant as blood on the ice," but almost, free tickets the most is to let them to stand in

D±, h'
" '

^"""l' "T"' '° '"^^"^ ""^- Limiting tickets to two or"hree pe"

^vZl f
""'' °" *e„t«l^i^ion: "This person would have been a fL idT yS

Muh MS'mi'f'he'"'
'^'^,''"''- '^!^'="">-«-'- *ey limit tick's tc^' N^w

on^ knim ',1^ ' "''y ^^"- why would they do that?

SecIk 'Ln^l°^ ''

""^ •• '"' ''"" '"

,he

-^"-"fo-""^'-- don't give people

Butldigress^thereisanissueamidstthis
^^^/--"V "be selfish andyou won't be

hockey madness. If CC remains a national

A rare, very strange thing
happened Thursday, Decem-
ber 8th. The temperature
dropped, and the wind began
to blow. Then, in the climax
of this weather frenzy, it

snowed.

Okay, for Colorado snow
isn't rare, but from the reac-

tion that Colorado College
took snow seemed like an
unnatural phenomenon. As
the sky dropped a modest few
inches, CC practically closed
down. The C-Store and
Womer Center closed. More
importantly, events planned
for that evening were called
off, though no one bothered to
communicate this to the stu-

dent body. How could a typi-

cal winter day in Colorado
completely cripple the Col-
lege?

The roads became icy, per-

haps more so than usual, and
safety was a concern. The pre-
vailing theory was that em-
ployees should be sent home
before the roads got worse.
While this theory has it merit.

if the collegehad been patient,

road crews would've begun
cleaning the roads, and travel-

ing would have been safer.

Also, it only seems logical that
if employees were sent home
at night (when they normally
close) instead of evening, traf-

fic would have been much
more sparse. The chance;i of

havingaseriousaccident, even
on ice, would decrease dra-

matically in the absence of

traffic.

Although the closing of

Womer Center and other
places was only a minor nui-
sance to students, it presents
a disturbing question: If a few
inches of snow could com-
pletely disable CC, what ef-

fect would a natural disaster

have? In a state where snow is

a fact of life, more appropriate
measures need to be taken
when CC is faced with ad-
verse weather. Ifnot, we'll find

ourselves tuned into the radio
all winter long to see if Colo-
rado College is on the list of
school closings.
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Letters to the Editoi

Student responds to various 'Sky Chair' issues
Dear Editor,

I am writing to express

concern for the articles ot Erick

R. Scheminske. It surprisesme
that Erick is able to get away
with many of the "things" he

says in his section in a liberal

school like The Colorado Col-

lege. A good friend of mine
told me, "In order to hit the

pig you gotta get in the mud."
With this in mind, I am going

to hit the pig with this letter.

It appears the "Sky Chair"

exists only for elite, white,

right winged. Christian, seg-

regationisgood, the Holocaust

never happened, Nazi flag car-

rying, women understand a

good smack across the face,

ain't no fag gonna get rights,

gun huggin'. Rush watchin'.

Republican males.

Even though Erick's ar-

ticles are obnoxious I must say

he is consistent. He is consis-

tent in that he continually of-

fends people with his blatant

racist and sexist remarks. He
is consistent by continually

putting down liberals in an

attempt to support his conser-

vative views. Finally, he is

consistent in his failed at-

tempts to cover up these of-

fenses with humor. I feel as

though he is using a signifi-

cant portion of OUR newspa-

per to vent this anger and hate

for anyone that does not fit

into this category. Correct me
if I am wrong. What is the best

category to be in ? Oh, I already

know the answer.

"Thoughts from the Sky
Chair" is a symbol of what is

wrong with our society today.

People who share the same
beliefs as Erick are the ones

caUing the shots and making
the laws. They are the people

who hold down those who do

no fit their mold. People like

Erick are the ones who stole

this land from the Native

Americans and stole a signifi-

cant portion of NorthAmerica
from the Mexicans. If you
would like to talk about "ille-

gal immigrants" take a lookat

your own ancestors.

Only a person like him
would support a white Repub-

lican male named Oliver

North (Nov. 1 1 ) who continu-

ously lied to Congress and

Well, ten issues have come and gone. The
boys of summer have locked their gates, turn-

ing the fields of green into fields of greed. The
Republicans have won a majority in Congress

and a small, angry, inconsistent, tactless baby

salamander has taken power. Heroes have

fallen and many great men and women have

passed on.

It has been a year of change and conflict

that if you're late somebody somewhere is

waiting for you.

• Be honest and loyal. Both traits will

win you many friends and their lack may
create many enemies.

• Praise. It costs so little and gives so

much.
• The loss of our baseball program still

hurts. I more than understand the lack of

and of hope. My staff and I began this paper a gender equity that afflicts our campus, yet

little over four months ago. We were idealistic

and inexperienced. We made our share of

mistakes and learned our share of lessons. The
Catalyst has grown and evolved as its editors,

writers, photographers and staff have changed

and learned.We have seen wh^t this paper can

be and recognize the opportunities that still

lie ahead..

On Monday, I was re-hired as Editor-in-

Chief of the Catalyst for next semester. In the

I still find it painful that the discussion

came down to dollars and "slots" rather

than student needs. The manner in which

all sides dealt with the process was poor to

say the least.

• Unfortunately I can not think of a

better solution. It is simply a shame CC
was forced to commit a second wrong to try

and make a right.

• For what it's worth, CC hockey

continues to demonstrate that it has placecoming months we hope to keep learning,

changing and improving. I doff my hat to on this campus. First the WCHA title and

everyone with whom I have worked during then the top ranking in the nation. Go

FROM THE EDITOR
by Chad T. Nitta

Tigers,

• The more I hear

about the proposed re-

visions to the ECC, the

more frightened I be-

come. I'm not sure I

^^^^^^"^~— understand what ei-

ther side is fighting for.

Is this an issue of justice or one of protect-

ing CC from bad publicity?

• If the driving motivation is to protect

CC's reputation in the eyes of the world,

where do you draw the line. ..sexual harass-

ment, embezzlement, racism. ..murder?

Heaven forbid we trust our court system

over our own "unbiased" judgment.

'Vigilantereview boards. .. that's anew

the course of the semes-

ter. I do not have the

words to express my
gratitude and admira-

tion.

In tribute to our resi-

dent divinity, I would
~^^^^~^~^'^^~

like to finish my last

column of 1994 with a look at a few of the

lessons that I have learned and a few of the

questions and observations that I have made

during the course of the year;

• The Catalyst is little short of all-con-

suming. Everyone who has contributed to it is

somewhat mentally disturbed, incredibly dedi-

cated and more than a Utile gullible.

• For all of the flack that it takes for not

promoting enough diversity. The Colorado one.

College does foster unique learning opportu- • First Ryne Sandberg retires, then the

nities. After having spent a semester charged baseball season is ended by a strike. Kids

with the duty of covering as much of campus everywhere are in mourning. The month of

life as possible, I have seen many facets of our October will never be the same,

campus. Ifyou look hard enough, the kernel of • Talk about a year of contradictions,

diversity is there. The Denver Broncos start the pre-season as

• Apathy still is, and probably always will Super Bowl Contenders. Eight weeks and

be, a problem, not just at CC but throughout foiu losses later, they are considered Super

the world. People will always find it easier to Bowl pretenders. Another eight weeks pass

criticize than to take a stand or to take action, and the Broncos are one gimpy knee away

However, the dedication of my staff and the from the playoffs.

dedication of various groups around the cam- • CU football goes from National

pus have proven to me that there is hope. Championship contenders to playing an

• The November elections in Colorado

have illustrated that the average voter has

woken from his slumber. No longer will per-

sonal agendas dominate the elections.

• Be pleasant at 4:00 in the morning. It is

not always easy, but the benefits are almost

endless.

unranked, underachieving team with a

whiner for a coach. Go figure.

• CU's Rashaan Salaam is awarded the

Heisman trophy. Bill McCartney resigns.

Still figuring?

• Professors Bob Pizzi and Bill Cham-
pion, Richard Nixon, Raul lulia and many

• Be punctual. Chances are pretty good please see Editor oa page 8

broke, not one, but several

Federal Laws. He has yet to

pay for those crimes. While
supporting onecriminal, Erick

points our how unbelievable

it is for the people ofDC to re-

elect Marion Barry. Yes, he

did break the law, but he paid

for his crime. Mayor Barry did

much for the people of his

community diuing and after

the Civil Rights Movement.
We should be thanking him
for his efforts. He and others

like him set the groundwork
and shed the blood necessary

for women, gays, Latinos, and

Native Americans to push for

their rights. How can you com-
pare these two men?

It takes a person like Erick

to project the actions of 40

people on to the rest of their

race. Yes, maybe forty Mexi-

cans did tear up a McDonald's
in Mexico. However, how can

you possibly compare those

forty Mexicans to the rest of

the race? |"...they |Mexicans|

have no clue how to respect

the rights of those surround-

ing them.") (Nov. 11)

How is it possible for him
to compare the recital of "The
Itsy Bitsy Spider" to running a

government? Maybe his favor-

ite group should spend some
time helping out the youth of

America instead of trying to

oppress and control them. In a

previous article [sorry I don't

knowthedatejErickexpressed

support for women and later

on in the same article he made
a sexist comment. Hmmm,
can we say hypocrite? I be-

lieve we can. Now, any person

who can find fault with an-

other person's achievements

needs to look in the mirror

and ask himself "What's
wrong with me?" Search and
fix your own inadequacies.

Mr. George Foreman |Nov.

1 1 ) has gone through great

lengths for his community and
if he wants to box at 46 it

Please see Page on page 8

'Sky Chair' trivializes

sexual harrassment
Dear Editor,

Igenerally take "Thoughts

From the Sky Chair" with a

lafge grain of salt. However,

after the most recent install-

ment, my shaker is empty and

my blood pressure elevated.

Mr. Scheminske writes,

obviously, from the perspec-

tive of a college student. How-
ever, I hope that when he en-

ters the "real" job market he

is observant enough to better

understand the very real prob-

lem of sexual harassment

'-ijvhich exists there. Clarence

I Thomas aside, the "final

word" is that many men find

it easy to excuse themselves

from theresponsibihty of "say-

ing something completely

wrong to numerous women
about sex" by claiming it was

just a joke |boy will be boys,

you know). According to them,

wewomen need to finda sense

of humor, and then we'd get

it, right? Society condones this

view by urging women in the

workplace to "lighten up,"

"ignore it," or |as Mr.

Scheminskeadvisesus)"move

on." This attitude simply pre-

serves the status quo and al-

lows the offensive behavior to

continue.

Erick, women don't hear

"the wrong things about sex"

only from men we're "mad

at." We hear it from men we
barely know; from men we
respected until they proposi-

tioned US; and from men we
thought were valuable col-

leagues. To imply that we use

the accusation of sexual ha-

rassment as an outlet for our

anger or to get back at some-

one we are mad at diminishes

the validity of these claims.

Mature people don't use accu-

sations to settle petty office

squabbles; the stakes are just

too high. Why would anyone

risk their reputation on false

claim of harassment? Most
women value their careers too

highly to do that. The major-

ity of claims are valid and se-

rious attempts to combat the

effect of sexual harassment has

on women's careers, our eco-

nomic security, and our emo-

tional well-being.

Please tell me, Erick, how
long should we women laugh

at harassment and "move on"

before we do something about

it? Should we complain if

we're "just" verbally as-

saulted, or would you advise

us to laugh it off until we're

grabbed in the lunch room?

Do we turn our sense of hu-

mor when a less competent

man is promoted and we're

passed over, and "move on"

when men who do less than

we do are earning more than

us? Where do we draw the

line?

Finally, if some men have

such trouble talking towomen
about sex, so much trouble in

fact that they are destined to

say the wrong thing to numer-

ous women throughout their

lives (something that they

evidently can't help accord-

ing to Mr. Scheminske), per-

haps they should use a little

discretion. Maybe they should

learn that talking about sex

while in the workplace is just

not a good idea! I'm not advo-

cating censorship, just adher-

ence to standards of good taste

and decorum which would

help to make the working en-

vironment pleasant for all.

Sincerely,

Terri Maizels Parnau, '85
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should not be considered "reckless
stupidity." When considering Mr.
Foreman, you should respect his past
and present accomplishments. In the
same fashion that the Constitution of
the United States gives reporters the
right to print anything they wish, it

gives Mr. Foreman the right to do
what he wants. Age is not a factor.

Also, if Erick wants to accuse Mr.
Foreman of excessive ego, then he
should take a close look at his own.
Finally, worry about yourself, not Mr.
Foreman.

To continue, in the Dec. 9 issue
you make reference to the elimination
of groups like the Rainbow Coalition
and the Latino Education Coalition.
You say "wouldn't it be fun" and
"monitor the decrease in racial
tension." Well, Erick, remember
everything that exists in the racial
arena today was set up by your
ancestors, not ours. Your ancestors
eliminated entire cultures, your an-
cestors enslaved millions, your
ancestors made women into tools.We
are only reacting to the actions that

have been carried out by your ances-
tors and the actions of people like you
today.

Youshowsupport for Newt. Newt
is a racist, sexist, homophobic.
(Remember, I'mstillinthemud hitting
the pig!

I
Showing support for him

supports everything I said earlierabout
who can sit in the sky chair. (Thanks
for clearing that up.| Erick, I feel that
if you could roll the clock backwards
it would be set to about the 1950's
when the women were in the kitchen,
the blacks were in the back of the bus
and homosexuals were in the closet.

(Who knows what you would have
planned for the rest of the "others."|
It's time for me to get out of the mud.
Please Erick, don't get up.

Mr. Nitta, it seems as though this
letter is written to Erick. However, it

is written to both you and Erick. I feel

that as longas a person does nothing to
fight this type of hate, then that person
is supporting it. I do not believe you
support these types of views. If I am
correct, then this is simply a letter to
bring it to your attention. However, if

you are in support of these types of

views that taint the purpose of OUR
newspaper, then consider this to be a
warning. We, the Africans, Latinos,

Native Americans, gays, lesbians and
all others that do not fit the mold that

Erick describes weekly, are in the
process of creating a fierce storm. So,

either bundle up or seek shelter.

Sincerely,

Darren A. Page

CC Student

Editor continued from page 7

Others, you will all be sorely missed.
• Elizabeth Glaser, your courage

inspired us all. I hope you are in a
better place. This place is better
because of you.

• Regardless of the fact that I

personally disagree with his decisions
and tactics, lam truly sorry that Ronald
Reagan was afflicted withAlzheimer's
Disease. He deserves better.

• Newt Gingrich and Jesse
Helms... America, I hope you know
what you're getting into.

• Gary Larson, I tip my cap toyou.
Thank you for all the years of laughs.

• To my Catalyst staff.We started
as a group of eight, with only our
dreams and ideals to guide us. Along

the way, we've grown into a family of

over two dozen. Our laughter, tears,

triumphs and failures have shaped our
lives and this paper. We started with
truth, knowledge and integrity. We
finish with commitment, coiuage and
the ability to overcome all obstacles.

As always, you have my deepest re-

spect and highest praise. Thank you.
• Finally one last thought to all

our doubters, I work in the Catalyst
office 30 hours a week, and it smells
just fine. The pulse of life is stronger
than ever.

• Have a happy and safe holiday
season.

Sky Chair continued from page 5
• I think dark bags under eyes don't do
much for me...

• A happy thought - 1 have no reason
to enter Rastall untilnext semester.
Flex points are such wonderful
things.

• Happy Holidays, everyone. Be safe,

don't drink and drive, and keep the
drugs out of your younger siblings'

hands.
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Johnson leads and coaches from the heart
by Mike Smith

If you know Al Johnson,

you love Al Johnson.

At least this is the senti-

ment you get by talking with
anyone even remotely ac-

quainted with the man.
Johnson, a Colorado College

graduate and professor of Eco-

nomics since 1956, is cur-

rently in his final year of Spe-

cial Senior Status.

Equally as significant, is

that he is coaching the college

debate team for the thirty-

eighth straight year. When
askedabout his initial involve-

ment with the team, Johnson
modestly replied, "When I ar-

rived here, I was asked to head

the team for just three years,

but I enjoyed it, so I'm still

doing it."

By looking at his accom-
plishments since then, how-
ever, there seems to be little

room for humility:

-Named "Forensic Coach
of the Year" at University of

Utah's 1976-77 tournament.

-Chairman of the District

9 Forensics Association, a 6

state region since 1970.

-One of the 7 founders of

the Cross-Examination De-
bate Association, a national

organization which allows for

participation from peoplewho
would normally be unable to.

-American Forensics As-
sociation member and trea-

surer for 10 years.

-On the 14 member Na-
tional Debate Committee
since 1972.

-Director of the National

Debate Tournament from
1990-93.

Along with these impres-

sive credentials comes a suc-

cessful coach.

During his three decades

ofinstruction,Johnson'steams

have done quite well in dis-

trict competitions within the

Rocky Mountain Region, not

to mention numerous top 3

finishes by individual teams
in California and Oregon.
When asked how he does it,

Johnson responds, "I put the

responsibility on the students.

I just teach the theories of

debate, they are the ones who
win the tournaments."

There is something,
though, that Johnson cannot

avoid taking credit for.

He is most widely associ-

ated for his contribution to

the college following the 1 970
installation of the Block Plan.

Previous to the new plan's

implementation, Johnson was
against the Block system. It

wasforth is reason thathewas
appointed Registrar to solve

some of the many problems.

Following his appoint-

ment, Johnson quickly rem-

edied the chaotic order of the

block system by instituting

the point scale and by gearing

the Registrar's office to suit

the specific needs and prob-

lems of students. It is this dedi-

cation to the students that is

so characteristic of Johnson
and what makes him such an
important part ofourcommu-
nity.

Junior Jeff Tieman has al-

ways admired Johnson for his

intense commitment to the

developmentofhispupils. "He
genuinely cares about people.

Whatever it is, he's interested,

attentive, and helpful,"

Tieman said.

Sophomore Dawn Handy
does more than just agreewith

this statement: "He is the

most wonderful man I ever

met in my life. Times when I

had personal things to worry

about, Al was always there.

He's like a father to me."

Johnson admits that in-

teraction with students is one

of the reasons he enjoys de-

bate: "I really cherish the rela-

tionships that are created here

and with other schools. I also

Al Johnson has earned the affect:

nationwide

enjoy debate because it forces

you to look at both sides of a

question."

Perhaps his students

title "Uncle Al" by debators

should listen to this advice,

because they only approached

my question with one answer,:

"I love Al Johnson."

Greek Corner: IFC and Panhells change leaders

Greeks fill leadership positions for approaching year

by Joseph Carpenter

It's that time of year

when many students are

thinking of being at home
for winter break, skiing, ly-

ing on the beach, or just

simply taking some time off

from C.C. life.

It is during this time each

year that Greek Chapters at

C.C. are making officer tran-

sitions within their

Chapter's cabinet, and as

well, the Interfraternity and

Panhellenic Councils make
their officer transitions.

With a newly appointed

committee to bring the

Greekreview up to date, and

President Mohrman's com-

mitment to present a recom-

mendation to the board of

trustees by the end of the

school year, this year's Greek

leadership has a great deal of

responsibility and account-

ability to Greek Life at C.C.

Beyond the issues of the

Greek review, IFC and
Panhellenic Officers have

crucial roles in promoting

interfraternalism between

fraternities and sororities

themselves, and as an entire

Greek System. Because

many judicial issues which
concern Greek Chapters at

C.C. are channeled through

these Councils, it is impera-

tive that officers realize the

magnitude of influence that

they have on the entire Greek
System and its perceptions.

A major procedural change

that came along with Greek
elections this year was one

implemented by the Panhel-

lenic Council.

In previous years the

Panhellenic council, like IFC,

had a rotating candidacy for

positions on its Executive

Council, meaning that what
Sorority had what position on
the council rotated each year.

This year however, the

Panhellenic Council voted to

change this voting procediue,

so that it was no longer rotat-

ing and was based solely on
the merits of the prospective

candidates. The Panhellenic

Council sees this change in

voting as one that will ensure

strongrepresentation and lead-

ership from year to year.

The new Panhellenic of-

ficers show a great deal of

Greek leadershipand look for-

ward to implementing posi-

tive change in Creek Life.

Leading that cause is Kate

Sweeney, a member of Kappa

Alpha Theta, who was re-

cently elected Panhellenic

President.

Kate is an Anthropology

Major who brings with her,

past experience as a Panhe-

llenic delegate. Katealsotakes

her Greek leadership to the

President's Ad hoc commit-

tee to review the Greek Sys-

tem, as she is a member of

that committee.

Kelsey Paul, a Delta Gam-
ma and economics major, is

servingas thenew Panhellenic

Vice President.

Kelsey also bringswith her

a great deal of Panhellenic ex-

perience as former Treasurer.

Kelsey will be absent from the

council as she will be abroad

this spring, however, she will

be working diligently over the

summer and early next year to

prepare for her primary duty.

Women's Rush.

Another Delta Gamma
will be taking her place this

spring. This year's Treasurer

position is being handled by

Tomira Baca, a Kappa Kappa

Gamma. Tomira brings with

her Greek leadership qualities

in representing thesophomore

class on the Council.

Donna Drucker, a fresh-

nian Gamma Phi Beta, was

elected to the secretary posi-

tion on the executive council.

Donna brings with her Greek

leadership experience from

serving on the Junior

Panhellenic Council this year.

The Interfraternity Coun-

cil, now unlike the Panhel-

lenic Council, continues to

support rotating election pro-

cedures for executive mem-
bers, with the thought that

each house will have equal

opportunity to show leader-

ship in all positions on IFC

over a four year period.

The newly elected mem-
bers of the Interfraternity

Council bringwith them ideas

of change, a dedication to

interfraternalism, and a focus

on assisting the Greek Review

process to adequately repre-

sent Fraternity life at C.C.

Andrew Mayer, a member
of Kappa Sigma, is the newly

elected Interfraternity Coun-

cil (IFCI President. Although

Andrew has not previously

served as a member on IFC, he

brings with him leadershipand

the ability to deal with the

Greek Review process, and

changes that may take place,

whether small or large.

Adam Jensen, a member
of Phi Delta Theta, fills the

position of IFC Vice Presi-

dent.

Like Andrew, Adam has

not served directly on IFC

but brings with him his lead-

ership in acting as a Mathias

Hall Resident Assistant.

The duties of Treasurer

are now in the hands of Jo-

seph Carpenter, a member
of Phi Gamma Delta. Jo-

seph brings to the council

his Greek leadership experi-

ence from serving as a previ-

ous IFC delegate, and his

work as former House Man-

ager for FIJI.

The newly elected sec-

retary position isbeingfilled

by none other than the

C.C.C.A. President, David

Coffey. David, like Joe,

servedasanlFCdelegatethis

past semester, and hopes to

use that experience com-

bined with his leadership

experience in C.C.C.A to

help bring proactive change

to the Greek System and to

deal with issues concerning

Greek life and the entire

campus community.
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Visiting professors vary stay, enjoy time at CC
From History to Economics, CC departments welcome guests

by Tracey Fantle

In addition to the many
full-time professors here on

campus, there are numerous
visiting professors.

Some of these professors

truly teach here for one block

and others teach here for

longer. The actual term "vis-

itingprofessor"maybeioosely

defined. Nevertheless, each

visiting professor Interviewed

had nothing but good things

to say about CC.
Gene Abrams, a professor

of Economics and Social Sta-

tistics, is currently teaching

Economics 215. Abrams
taught at CC full-time for two
years, and for the past eleven

years, he has been teaching at

UCCS. He claims that the stu-

dents are good and motivated,

but acknowledges that teach-

ing math is hard under the

Block Plan. He hopes to teach

here again in the future.

Lori Hopkins, fresh out of

Graduate School, is a visiting

professor in Women's Stud-

ies. This year, she has taught

numerous courses, including

Feminist Theory, Feminism
and Psychoanalysis, Literature

of the Americas, Spanish 101,

and Introduction toAmerican
Ethnic Studies. Last year, she

was the Director of Women's
Studies, and this is her third

year as a visiting professor.

This job, now, however, is her

first job out of Graduate
School. As a professor,

Hopkins feels as if her labor is

exploited by the system
because of "the way the

market's working right now.

"

It is hard due to the lack of job

seciuity. She is very impressed

by the students and faculty,

and emphasizes the great

quality of education.

Hopkins is unsure wheth-

er or not she will be back, but

not because she does not want

to return. As she says, "I don't

think stability is in my
future."

Another visitingprofessor

is Richard Elliot, who is now
part of the Physical Education

Department. Teaching Exer-

cise Physiology, Elliot has

been with us for four years

now. He taught at the Air Force

Academy for eighteen years in

the Athletic Department, and

he alsocoached trackand cross

country. He is very impressed

with the students here, and
claims that the students he

teaches are very similar to the

Cadets. Also complementing
the faculty and administra-

tion, Elliot would love to

return to CC as a visiting pro-

fessor.

All the way from Moscow
for fourth block, Nina
Belyaeva is teaching a history

course called The Soviet

Union. Actually, Belyaeva is a

lawyer and political scientist

who's specialty is the consti-

tution and the constitutional

rights of the citizens. Back in

Moscow, one thing she does is

give legal advice to non-gov-

ernment organizations. This

is Belyaeva's fourth time here

at CC, and says "I'm coming
here like I'm coming home."

She loves how the stu-

dents are eager to learn, and

admits that her course is al-

ways challenging because the

political status of Russia is

always changing. Already feel-

ing like part of a team,
Belyaeva would love to come
back. Trying to continue her

relationship with CC, she is

actively trying to implement

a program where students can

go to Moscow to study. There

is a trip tentatively planned

for the summer school ses-

sion of '95.

Kathleen Bizarro, who
happens to be the wife of fel-

low Spanish professor Sal-

vatore Bizarro, has spent four

or five years teaching in the

Romance Language depart-

ment. Bizarro has had twenty
one years of teaching experi-

ence, teaching at UCCS, in-

ner-city schools in New York
City, and in Florida. She re-

ceived her degree from the

University of Salamanca in

Spain. The students are excel-

lent, she says. "I sympathize
with them even though I push
them the most." She is pretty

sure she will be back in future

years.

Darnell Rucker, who now
resides in Colorado Springs,

spent many years teaching at

the University of Chicago and
at Skidmore College. He
teaches American Philosophy,

and has taught two blocks al-

ready this year. He has always
liked CC, and says that "it is a

good opportunity to get back
in it (teachingi for a short

time."

Half-hearted about your half-block? Kill some time in C. Springs
by Ben Day

As the final week of the

semester looms, the firstthing

on everyones' mind iswhat to

do for Half Block.

Forget the season of giv-

ing, reunions with high school
friends, the masochism ofholi-

day traveling, and the Poulon-
Weedeater Independence
Bowl, the only thing of impor-

tance surrounding Holiday
Break, is the option of return-

ing for Half Block.

While most of the Half

Block courses offered do pro-

vide the all-campus commu-
nity with the opportunity to

take classes they normally
would not take, thefew classes

that areextremely interesting

IChaplain Films, Dinosaurs,

etc.) have enormous waiting

lists. While not everyone
signed up for each class will

exercise their option to return

for Half Block, the chance of

surpassing thirty-nine other

people for a spot in the Chap-

lain classseemsa little unrea-

sonable.

After failing to get into

the two or three immensely
fascinating classes, those stu-

dents who have returned to

the Centetmial Statemay pon-
der what there is to do with
two weeks of leisure time in a

town founded to be a health

resort (no really, I am a tour

guide. General Palmer did

have that goal in mind|. There-
fore, the majority of these stu-

dents will be thinking beyond
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the Tejon Ave. district, and
instead limiting their itiner-

ary to the nation West of the

Mississippi. Acknowledging
this so-obvious Truth, pre-

sented here is another bi-

weekly list of Block-head en-

tertainment suggestions.

The obvious: Free skiing

at CrestedButte will have been
replaced by liftlines and real

ticket prices. Soifskiingbeck-

ons, why not pay through the

nose? Vail has made a modest
seven dollar price hike to

$52.00a day (half-day isaround

$40|. For that money, relin-

quishing eight trips from a

personal entertainment bud-

get will buy about any level of

skier skis too good for their

ability.

Half-Block though, is not

meant for wasting money, and
since the skiing is usually

Hearing prime conditions in

January, the joy of sharing

unrequited devotion to the

snow spirits can be had with
dozens of friends in a cozy
relative's three room condo.

The less-obvious: Nevada
Avenue offers the rare oppor-

tunity of both go-carting and
dog-racing, while Academy
Blvd. weighs in with two
"weather-permitting,"all-sea-

son miniature golf courses.

Of coiu-se, leaving home
or the slopes for either of these

options may not be stimula-

tion at its finest, but there are

notmany greyhounds that can
run in January at 6000 feet.

At times, the US West
Yellow pages can be a marvel-

ous resource. For instance,

pawnbrokers command four

pages of print. The yellow
pagesarealsoahandy resource
for lumber companies, llama
rentals, livestock haulers, and

literary agents.

On that note, writea book,

impress your folks, and test

your friendship with your
roommate (do you think.four

pots of coffee are enough to-

day?!.

The un-obvious for pos-

sible reasons: The Pikes Peak
cog-highway will likely be in

operation, unless Jetson and
Spacely Sprockets can think

of a more efficient mode of

transport.

The toll road up the peak

costs, ahem, five dollars per

person in thevehicle, requests

half a tank of gas before mak-
ing the climb, requires a two
hour stay within the gates of

the toll road, and urges a leaky
anti-freeze cap so the deer do
not go hungry (everything but

the last remark is true. Sort of

a reminder, that if you do go,

see thatyour car is not leaking

fluids, for the critters have a

taste for them unfortunately).

At last check Cave of the

Winds was still offering its

spectacular lasers among sta-

lactites, and Santa'sWorkshop
did not have metal detectors

at the entry gates.

So, as you can see, if you
use your imagination well

enough, you can find things to

do other than wait for class

openings that may never hap-

pen for two weeks in January.

At least, there are plenty of

things you can say you did,

and no one will bother asking

for proof that you actually did

any of them.

On a final note, from a
Colorado resident of seven-

teen years, if you fish, the riv-

ers are honestly never better

than on Super Bowl Sunday.

All you need are some bugs to

chuck and a license.
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The end of 1994 Is rapidly
approaching.

The year brought times of

celebration and times of trag-

edy. In 1994 we saw the tri-

umph ofthe human splrit^^jd

we experiencfed,the p^^^t
saying goodbyfe fe-^alumj^KniT'

bers of our wfeld anS^mit
community. t-J ^]>f'

The foUowing'page isMedi-

cated to all who took time to

live In 1994. Remember, re-

flect, and enjoy this retrospec-

tive on the events that affected

our lives throughout the year.

Politics

•November 1994 saw the

most dramatic political swing
in recent history. Republicans
gained a majority in both the

United States Senate and the

House of Representatives for

the first time since 1954. Re-
publicans also won many of

the gubernatorial races nation-

wide. When the dust had
cleared even long-term demo-
cratic office holders such as
Mario Cuomo and Thomas
Foley were out of a job.

• 1994 also saw the return
of OUver North to the political

spotlight. Best known for his
' i-dle'iil the IranMItontra scandal,

North ran for a Senate positii

in his home state of Virginia

•Political scandals grabbi

headlines more than once
1994. Not only did Ollvi

North's Senate race return the

Iran-Contra affair to the
headlines, butthisyearmarked
the twentieth anniversary of

Woodward and Bernstein's

breaking oftheWatergate scan-
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dal.

•Scandal erupted once
againwhen Paula Jones posed
for Penthouse. Jones first

gained the spotlight for accus-
ing ag^yater suing President

vBi^SmtOTitfor propositioning

her in a hotel rot>m.

Dateline: Fall 1994,
Fornjej/ President Reagan
anntfiirices he is suffering from
Alzheimer's disease.

•Speaking of former
Presidents, in a Nlxon-like
fashion Jimmy Carter goes
abroad and resurrects himself

at home.
•Jocelyn Elders: openmind,

open mouth, open door.

Saying Goodbye

nation ^^^^^efcath^of
former ^Mdent^^ff
Nixon. Rf^mber^^^
tremendou^ifluen^^P
foreign policy, Nixon's funeral

was attended by all five

remaining Presidents.;

•The world lost a
strength when it said

to AIDS activist e:

Glaser. Glaser worki

tabllsh National Red
Week, as well as working to

earn money forAIDS research.

le^^^A)
I

gd^ftreHlwolovi
^^^^rs

of g94.
iP«Sfe?o^^
and Economics professor Bob
Pizzi will long be remembered
by CC.

Sports
•The Colorado CollegeTigers

The CC hockey team gained national attention in 1994.

won the WCHA division In the

spring of 1994. The team then
lost in the first round of the

WCHA Playoffs

Skat^Soger^ again

lews ^en they were
umber 1 m a poll

[elyg-i 1995 season.

;ne Superbowl 1994
The Dallas Cowboys rolled to a
second consecutive Superbowl
victo^ defeating the Buffalo

iills.L,

:llne: January, Bobby
s Florida State

Sei^^|eswinthe national tide,
whileWwden's son Terry goes
undefeated in his first year as
head coach at Auburn.

rfo^etsjinake

"e BTSt eighth

efeata number
"ffie flr^tJOund of

Th^iouston
Rockets evehtuEilly won the

tiUe.

•Dateline: October. World
Series results:

Owners 0, Players 0, Fans
•Nancy Kerrigan andTonya

EVERY THURSDAY IS CC NIGHT!
8pni - CLOSE • $3 pitchers & 50 drafts on selected beers

Happy Hour

ANYTIME
you wear a
BECKETT'S

T-shirt o^ Sweatshirt
(every day 4-6 & 9-11)

. MUST BE 21 WITH VALID ID •

1 28 South Tejon • 633 - 3230

;^o^'

On Tap
S3.S0 Pint • SS.SO 1/1 fjanl • S6.00 iuin

Meny Berry Brown • Odell's

Winter Warlock Oatmeal Stout • Bristol

Ginger Cherry Ale • Pikes Peak

Blitzen Bock • Tabemash

One JUter Jving-top Bottle

Breckenridge Christinas Ale $19.95

7venty-tvo Ounce Bottlings

Frambozen New Belgium $6.50

Mogul Madness Rogue $6.50

Chestnut Ale H.C. Berger $6.50

Cranberry Lambic Samuel Adams $6.50

Snow Cap Pyramid $6.50

Twelve Ounce Bottlings

Wicked Winter Brew Pete's $2.95

Jubel Ale Deschutes $2.95

Wmlerful Rhino Chasers $2.95

Celebration Ale Sierra Nevada $2.95

Winter Lager Samuel Adams $2.95

Our Special Ale Anchor Steam $2.95

Harding. One bum knee, one
porno movie, and no gold medal
to show for it.

Entertainment
•Lions, and Tigers, and

Bears, Oh myl The Lion King,

Disney's latest release, rocks

the box office.

•Gumpisms galore. Forest

Gump's simplistic view on life

touched the heart of America.

•Together: Julia Roberts

and Lyle Lovett? MlchaelJack-

son and Usa Marie Presley?

Rest in Peace, Elvis.

•Calling it quits:

Roseanne and Tom Arnold,

Cindy Crawford and Richard

j<Jfre. and Christie Brinkleyand
Billy Joel prove that breaking

up isn't so hard to do after all.

•Hell froze over and the

Eagles reunited for one last

album and a concert tour.

Random Events

•O.J. Simpson, JohnWayne
Bobbitt, Heidi Fleiss: maybe
truth is stranger than fiction.



so MANY PRESENTS

If you're a last-minute holiday shopper racing

against the clock, race into Media Play. In one visit you'll wrap up

>fC great gifts for everyone on your list, whether they're into Big Band or Big Bird

^*v|__,.««*T\,

If you're short on money <7»rt'time, don't worr\'. Our everyday low prices will accommodate the leanest holiday budget.

SO LITTLE

TIME.
If you still can't find the perfect gift from the thousands of titles available,

a Media Play Gift Certificate is the perfect solution.

HEDIA^PLAY
MUSIC • BOOKS • MOVIES • SOFT^VARE

Citadel Crossing, 651 North Academy Boulevard, Colorado Springs 573-1977
CALL STORE FOR SPECIAL HOLIDAY HOURS
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It's not all about nude men and feline friends
by Mike Smith

Cats, nude men, and ba-

nana bread. Regardless ofwhat
these thingsconjure up in your

mind, all three were present

at Monday's debut of the Juried

Student Photography Exhibit.

Along the walls of

Packard's West wing hang 39
photographs, all but one of

which are black and white.

The pictures, which range

from a wintry Moscow to a

local auto-mechanic to a nude

model, each share one charac-

teristic: all were taken by stu-

dents.

Senior Art Majors Brett

Spencerand Ian Edelstein were

responsible for organizing the

event, managing to solicit

funds and support from the

Art Department. According to

Edelstein, this is the first time

ever at Colorado College that

there has been a juried

photography show for

students.

A juried show entails a

professional artist judging a

pool of student photos and
decide which will be put on

display. In this case, Cleveland

gallery owner Herbert

Asherman, Jr. was chosen.

Following his lecture on por-

trait lighting demonstrations,

Asherman gladly assumed the

role of juror. Approximately

40 students entered the con-

test, with each alloweda maxi-

mum of 3 photographs, which
left Asherman the meticulous

task of narrowing the group

down by 75%.
The result was 39

selections, 3 of which were

designated purchase awards.

The latter are $100 payments
to the chosen artist from the

library, Business Office, and
Financial Aid office, who plan

to house the pictures after the

exhibit. Thereare also various

prizes given away, ranging

from Asherman books to gift

certificates.

Senior Alejandro Salazar

was awarded the distinction

of "Best of the Show" for his

"Heaven's Blessing", a picture

that captures a group of nuns
trying to avoid a storm outside

the Vatican. Sophomore
CarolineSeaman also received

recognition lor her portrayal

of young boys on a swing
during recess.

More important than
winners and prizes, however,

is the opportunity to see your

fellow students' work. "I'm

surprised at the talent that we
don't even know other stu-

dents have. You don't always

realize what the people you

see every day on campus are

capable of," Senior Kate
Sweeney said.

Schedule

ft® (ol®

"True Stories": Friday,

December 16andSaturday,

December 17 at 7:30pm,

Sunday, December 18 at

2:30pm, in Olin.

"The Winter's Tale":

Friday, December 16,

Saturday, December 17,

and Sunday, December 18

at 8:00pm in Armstrong

Hall. Tickets are available

at Worner Desk.

Advent Mass:
Saturday, December 17 at

I0:00pmin Shove Chapel.

C.C. New Music
Ensemble: Sunday,
December 18 at 3:00pmin

Packard Hall.

"Room 46's" Annual

Fall Concert: Monday,
December 19 at 7:30pm.

Check Womer Desk for

location.

"Lines" contemporary

ballet: Friday, January 27

at 8;00pm in Armstrong

HaU.
"Romanovsky and

Phillips": Sunday, January

29 at 8:00pm in Armstrong

HaU.

I must admit that I was
personally inspired and
touched by Senior Heather
Orgen's "Elvis Lives," one of

two she has on display.

Another creative and expres-

sive work is Nic Taylor's five

part series comparing cats

with human behavior. Not all

themes were upbeat and
optimistic, however. Dan
Copp'sgrippingly candid print

of Vietnamese children

enclosed in barbed wire is far

from uplifting.

While themes and styles

might have been in great

contrast, the reaction of the

50 or more observers was not.

"I think this is great," said

Sophomore Ethan Abbott,

while restocking his

refreshment plate, "Some of

these pictures are the type you

see in real galleries."

Unlike real galleries,

though, this showing ends

tomorrow, so hurry out to

catch the impressive work of

your peers before they are sold

to the highest bidders. You
might have waited too long to

get any banana bread, but don't

worry, because the cats and

naked guy haven't gone
anywhere.

Organized by Ian Edelstein and Brett Spencer, the juried photogjaphy exhibit

provided CC photographei^ with the chance to exhibit their own woik and

win prizes, lluee photographs were chosen to be displayed around catnpus.

Skip ''Miracle'' or "Santa Clause" and

take your money to the video store

by Todd Walker

The holiday season brings

a host of cheerful, uplifting
,

sappy, saccharine movies to

our little temples, I mean
televisions, every year. You're

probably going to see "It's A
Wonderful Life" twenty times

before returning to school

from the holidays and your

parents will undoubtedly

shove you out the door with

ten bucks and orders to take a

sibling or cousin to see the

second remake of "Miracle on

34th Street." Show them how
thrifty you are when you
stretch that ten spot to cover a

number ofgenuineChristmas

classics out on video.

The first classic is

probably not remembered as a

Christmas movie since it takes

place in LA and there really

isn't any snow. It's about the

love between a man and a

woman, mending torn

families, and a high body
count. "Die Hard" is an
archetype in the much
neglected action category. No
other movie in the pasttwenty

years has spawned so many
clones since the original "Hal-

loween." AndAlanRickman's

malign Hans Gruber is worse

than both the Grinch and

Scrooge wrapped up in one

nasty little ball. You might

want to check this out as a

refresher for next summer's

"Die Hard 3."

"A Midnight Clear" was

passed overby audiences when
it first came out in theaters,

but the critics applauded its

treatment of a small group of

American soldiers spending

Christmas on the front lines

in 1 944. This flick stars Ethan

Hawkeand Gary Sinese before
they got famous. It's not an

action movie, but a serious

look at what war does toyoung

men, about our age. Maybe a

little too sober for a Christmas

Eve bash, but more appropriate

than "National Lampoon's

Christmas."

"InTheSoup"is notabout

Christmas, but it takes place

during the holiday season, so I

guess it qualifies for this

column. One of my favorite

up-and-coming actors, Steve

Buscemi (Mr. Pink in

"Resevoir Dogs"| stars in this

90-minute black&whiteflick

about a screenwriter's effort

to get his 500-word play

produced. This film will be

nearly impossible to find, but

it isworth the snoopingaround

A flash from the past and

genuine piece of 80's nostalgia

is "Less Than Zero." It stars a

number of brat packers,

including Andrew McCarthy,

James Spader, and Robert

Downey, Jr. As with most of

these flicks, "LessThan Zero"

has little or nothing to do with

Christmas, but it has a lot of

"Cali(omiaSnow."Iftheholi-

day season getsyou down, take

a peek at this little gem and

either you'll quickly realize

you're not so badly off oryou'U

strangle yourself with those

festive little Christmas lights.

If you are just dying to see

an annoying little kid beat the

snot out of a couple of morons

trying to burglarize his house,

"Home Alone" and "Home
Alone 2" are for you. If you'd

rather see demonic monsters

beat the snot out of an entire

town, then try "Gremlins".

Or, if you prefer, an odd,

annoying fat man who beats

the snot out of Gotham City

in the dead of winter (
and

nms for Mayor in the middle

of January, as if that was
possible) you should pick up

"Batman Returns."

If you absolutely must
watch a traditional Christmas

movie rent the 1951 version

of "A Christmas Carol."

Alistar Sim stars as Scrooge

and it's probably not as

anachronistic as the '30s

version and much easioer to

swallow than the Muppet take

on the tale.

But setting aside all this

sugary sweet, corporate

sentimentaUsm, you should

take a long look at "King of

Kings," a movie based on the

life of Christ. The holiday was

first celebrated in America as

a festival of the birth of Christ

and this film does a stand-up

job of covering the gargantuan

task of displaying the life of

the man who has made the

greatest impact on the world,

Jesus Christ. If your a real film

buff and want to dig, try to

findthe 1966 Italian film "The

Gospel According to St. Mat-

thew." It is in Italian and fea-

tures non-professional actors

in what is probably the most

down-to-earth version of the

life of Christ, which is what

He was all about anyway.
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'The Winter's Tale'' promises to be chilling
by Jesse Hatfield

After two long blocks of

rigorous preparation, Shake-

speare's "The Winter's Tale"

is upon Colorado Col-lege.

This classic tragedy will be

performed Thursday through

Sunday night at 8 pm on the

main stage ofArm-strong Hall.

"The Winter's Tale" is the

story of King Leontes who
brings tragedy upon his

household due to his wild

jealousy. He suspects that his

wife, Hermoine, is having an
affair with his best friend, the

King of Bohemia. However, in

the second half of the play, the

winter's tragic events are

slowly reconciled through
youth and love in the spring of

the next generation, Peridta

and Florizel.

The structure of the play

is like most of Shakespeare's

lateromances. Director James
Loehlin is concentrating on
the heavy archetypal images
in the change of seasons, with
the tragedy occiuring during

the cold months of winter in

Sicilia and its resolution com-
ing with the spring in

Bohemia.

Loehlin chose to put on
"The Winter's Tale" because

it is one of his favorites plays,

and in his opinion, "one of

Shakespeare's greatest, al-

though most people aren't

familiar with it." Loehlin is

also pleased to be able to show
the play on the main stage in

Armstrong, and because of a

large budget and skilled

designers, the sets and cos-

tumes are stunningly doneand
definitely high quality.

Cast members have very

positive comments about
Loehlin's directing. First year

actor Jeremiah Brophy, who
plays thelordCleomones, was
impressed not only with the

"outstanding" technical crew,

but also noted that Loehlin

directed the play "with a good
grasp of what he wants" and
that the actors have worked
very hard to "bring his vision

onto the stage."

Junior Carl Greene, who
plays the First Lord, also feels

very goodabouthowsmoothly
the production hasgone and is

very pleased with Loehlin's

directing style, noting that,

"instead of always criticizing

like many directors, James
giveslotsofpositivereinforce-

ment and keeps his cool."

Sophomore Andrew Hor-
witz, who plays the part of

Everytliing has come logethei well in CC's production of "The Winter's Talc.'
together sets and costumes that could entenain alone.

The talented crew has put

Pohxenes, King of Bohemia,
also feels that everything,

including the dress rehearsal

Tuesday night, has gonereally

well, and comments on how
hard the cast has worked and
how much of a team effort has
been put forth by all. "I think
that everyone'sreally optimis-

tic," says Horwitz.

It's not too often that the

cast and director of a dramatic

production are this overwhel-
mingly positive about all

aspects of an upcoming show.
Loehlin and the actors are

bringinga unique and moving
version of "TheWinter'sTale"
to the Colorado College
audience, and this is surely a

must-see event for all.

The play is being
performed tonight, tomorrow
night and Sunday night at 8:00
pm in Armstrong Theatre.

Tickets are free with a CC
LD., $5 for everyone else.

Cranes Loved with a garden of vocals and instruments
by Diana Smith

Unknown, discovered,
fused, and, finally, Loved.
Cranes has been together
almost as long as sliced bread,

but in thehubbub of the British

music scene, this quartet has
had a tough time being
noticed. Lead vocalist Alison
Show, and leadguitarist, James
Shaw, were raised in

Portsmouth listening to the
likes of Joy Division and Nick
Cave. With a much needed
bank loan, they bought an 8-

track recording machine and,
in their tiny basement. Cranes
were bom. The first album,
ZllSE, and the LP, Self Non
S£iL won the band an
appearance on the influential

U.K. John Peel Show arid a
spot on the cover of Melody
Maker. The Shaw siblings

hooked up with drummer
Matt Francombe and rhythm
guitarist Matt Cope, and not
long after, the first EP on the
Dedicated label was released.

Inescapal^lf was the first

album in a series of four LP's
during the band's most prolific

era, all of them ranking
number one on the British
charts. The next album
epitomized their Cocteau
Twins-esque style, and
Alison's tormented, childlike
vocals was at its height. Long
time fans of the Cure, Cranes
embarked on the Wish World
Tour immediately after
"Wings of Joy" had hit num-
ber one. Robert Smith of the

Cure even aided in remixing
"Jewel."

After seven European
tours and world wide fame.
Cranes set to work on their

third full length album which
was released in October 1994.
It was intended to be a double
set sung mostly in French and
based on the Jean Paul Sartre

play, "The Flies." It was split

into two separate albums,
LasiEi and The Flies Flood (a

superstar in the remix world)
and Michael Brauer have
mixed various tracks off of

Imsd which appear on the
first single, "Shining Road,"
along with two previously
unreleased songs.

Loifid is a fourteen cut
journey through a delicate
garden of soft vocals, water-
filled instrumental, and
mellow tempos. Definitely
not dance or party music, but
wonderfully relaxing and
meditation-inducing. There
isn't much musical variety on
the album, however, it is

stylistically so rare that
variation is almost
unnecessary. The album
begins with "Shining Road,"
leads into "Pale Blue Sky"
which is chock full o'

percussion, and the next cut,

"Reverie," is simply an exten-
sion of drum beats. "Lilies" is

adesperatecryforlove. "Those
rainbows are long gone/ And
mud lies where those/ Days
once shone/ And now there's
just a space. . .

"

"Are you gone?" is a

distracting interlude
preceding "Loved" and
"Beautiful Friend," the most
powerful and dynamic songs
on the album. "Bewildered"
and "Come this Far"
annoyingly fade into one
another. However, "Paris and

Rome" is a light-hearted ditty

and "In the Night" is a dark,

brooding tune. The rest of the

album contains the remixes
of "Shining Road," "Paris and
Rome," and "Lilies."

Up next for the Cranes isa

soundtrack for a short British

film entitled "Scarborough
Ahoy!" inspired by Tennes-
see William's story. Although
Cranes is somewhat
predictable musically and a
bit toosomnambulistic. Loved
is a worthy album, that is, if

you're into things like that.

WOOGUN'S DELI
In House Roasting by BB Bean^l

823N. Tejon 578-9443

Gale Late Uappuccino
Rocket Coffee • Sumatran Darl?
Cafe Blanca • Hot Chocolate

Kaiuha Latte • Costa Rtcan
Hot Chocoiate • Cafe Mocha R
double Latte • Kammn && . Mill.

Kona ' Cafe Latte
ressQ Float • Floe
Iran Oark • BB Be
h Latte • Cafe B!g
te • Oaxacan Plu
aiutia Latte • Co

pso • Cafe Au Lai _ _ . _.. .^
coiate . Cafe Moc Evcrv Tucsdav riiqfit

Receive 50% Off

ALL Pitchers of

Coffee Drinl^s

TOT

liffle • Vanilla Nut
enyan AA • Milky
locoiate • Kona
ijccino • Espress
offee • Sumatran
spresso • Irish Latte • Cate Blanca
Pluma • Cafe Breve • Kaluha Latte • Costa Rican

COFFEE
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iBreve
• White
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1

'\Q • Esp
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Espresso
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Tru fie . Vanilla Nut • trouble Latte • Kenyan AA • Milky Way •

park Hot Chocolate • Kona • Cafe Latte • Cappuccino .

espresso Float • Rocket Coffee • Sumafrnn Dark • BB Bean
.spresso - Irish Latte - Cafe Blanca • Hot Chocolate • Cafe
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Film series finally tells some 'True Stories
//

by Blake Jordan

One of the more obscure
ventures into film making by
an acclaimed musician is

1986's "True Stories." Co-
written and directed by David
Byrne, the film shovirs the more
offbeat side of the citizens of

Vergil, Texas, preparing for the

150th anniversary of their

town. Byrne leads us through
homes and shopping centers

to show the quirks of small-

town life. The real story (what
there is ofone) centers on Louis
Fine (John Goodman) search-

ing for his mate.

Byrne serves as both
narrator and character,
although his role is mostly
one of a connector between
thevarious events taking place

in the town. His acting is

impressively deadpan, and he

shows he can hold his own in

the film world, alongwith the

likes ofDavidBowieandRoger
Daltrey, and other musicians
who have made the transition

from music to the cinema.

"True Stories" is wildly

uneven, with an occasional

hilarious sequence to keep the

audience's attention. The
acting of Byrne and especially

Goodman and Swoosie Kurtz,

who plays a rich lady who
never gets out of bed, is what
keeps the movie at a mellow,
but consistent pace. There are

nine songs performed byByrne
and the rest of the Talking
Heads.

One gets the feeling that,

despite some philosophical

notions put forth by Byrne,

the film is really only a vehicle

for the music of the Talking
Heads. The songs are good,

though, so even with this

theory in mind, a viewing is

not a waste of time.

Much of the elements of

the ever-growing middle
America are satirized: thenew
shopping center, the town
fashion show, church evan-

gelists, and the town parade.

The writing in these sequences

is sharp, but the film falls flat

when it attempts to connect

Goodman's storyline with the
various goings-on of the town.

While it's obvious that the

movie does not attempt to be

completely unified, there is

an element that is dealt with
early on in the film, but is

relatively ignored once Good-
man begins his quest. The
town is prosperous because of

a huge computer plant that

Goodman works tor. There is

an extremely odd sequence
where Byrne, asa dinnerguest,
is treated to a demonstration
of the revolutionizing of the

computer industry by Spalding
Gray. After this, however, the

evils of the industry are not
reckoned with.

"True Stories" does have
its moments, but as a whole it

suffers from a lack of consis-

tent laughter. For fans of

Talking Heads, of coiurse, there

is the added bonus of a whole
soundtrack of their music,

plus the screen presence of

David Byrne. For the rest of

you, the music certainly won't

be a drawback, but might not

make up for the inconsisten-

cies of the screenplay. Either

way, there is agood amount of

bizarre humor,although there

is a substantial amount of ex-

cess to be waded through.

"Trae Stories" is "tiilariousl One of the wildest, weirdest pick-me-ups of

the year" according to Peter Travers of People magazine. It is showing this

weekend in Olin-

Do your Christmas shopping with your Gold Card
by Megan McKee

The Colorado College
Bookstore provides a plethora

of the most thoughtful gifts a

young, broke, college student

can give: books.

There are several reason

why a book is the perfect gift.

First, books are relatively

inexpensive. Second, by
putting the time into looking

for a book that you know the

receiver will likeyoucan show
that you are thoughtful and
care for that person. Third,

there is no betterway to get an
opposing viewpoint across

than by giving a book that

supports your opinion.

The Bean Trees by Bar-

bara Kingsolver is a great tale

formen and women alike. It is

the story of Taylor Greer and

her journey from her home in

a dead-end town in Kentucky,

gaining custody of a Cherokee
baby on the way. This is the

story ofhowTaylor deals with
sudden motherhood, against

the backdrop of the mid and

southwest. Kingsolver's

writing is so lyrical The Bean

Il££S seems as if it is being

told aloud.

Those on you Christmas

If ir says "ColoRado College",

irs on sale ac che 5ooHsroRe!

SacuRday, Decem6eR 17

9:00 ACD CO 4:00 PCD

All Insignia CDcRchandisc and Cloching

20% OFF

One Day Only

Frcc QiFc (JLlRapping

ColoRado College BooHscoRe

list who like mystery, ro-

mance, and English literature

will surely enjoy Pos,sessinn.

by A.S. Byatt. This novel's

heroes are Roland Mitchell,

an expert on the writing of

Randolph Henry Ash {a fic-

tional 19thcentury writerjand

Maud Bailey, a scholar of

Christabel Lamotte's (another

fictional author) poetry. When
Roland discovers a letter

pennedbyAsh toan unknown
woman he narrows down the

possibilities to the little read

19th century poet, Lamotte.

As Mitchell and Maud Bailey

research the two authors'

connections to each other they

find they are on the verge of a

discovery that will change the

way both author's work is

studied. This novel is a

brilliant work on Byatt's part.

She not only intertwines two
complex love stories taking

place in two different centuries

but she also vnites the poetry

of her two fictional authors.

Ash and Lamotte.

A novel for the mother

who likes to read isThe Robber

Elide by Margaret Atwood.

This book explores three

friends' relationships with

each other and with the

woman who brought them
together, Zenia. Zenia be-

trayed Roz, Charis, and Tony
by becoming each of their

confidants and then taking

from them the most important

things in their hves. The novel

delves deep into the bonds of

these women and also shows

the reasons women bond to-

gether. In the end, the three

friends reconcile their feelings

toward Zenia in a most aston-

ishing way.

For the newly empowered
mother, sister, or female
friend, I am Recomins the

Woman I've Wanted is a good

choice. Poems, essays, and

photographs by women, about

women and ofwomen capture

the powerful feeUngs women
have about their bodies.

Three Cnmnlete Novels:

Lonesome Dove. Leaving

Chevenne. The Last Picture

Show, by Larry McMurtry is

the perfect anthology for the

reader who likes westerns.

LonesomeDove is the western

saga of an ex-Texas Ranger,

Captain Woodrow F. Call, who
convinces his friend, Augustus

McRae, to move from the

Texas town ofLonesome Dove
to make one last cattle drive

to the Montana frontier. This

is a story which explores its

characters which go beyond

the generalizations of rough,

tough cowboys.

The Last PictureShow. set

in a dusty, dying Texas town
is the story of three teenagers'

awakening sexuality. Sonny,

Duane, and Jacy deal with their

relationships against the back-

drop of the town's movie
house, their only connection

with the outside world.

When in doubt about pick-

ing out a book for parents stick

with the classics. If they read

it in high school or college

then its time they read it again.

The books mentioned
above are just an example of

the wide selection the book-

store offers for poor students

who are Christmas shopping

with their CC Gold Cards.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Summer session registration

begins Dec. 21.

Internships in tlie NCAA of-

fice &. $6,000 grants for gradu-

ate study in sports adminis-

tration. Deadline is February

15, 1995. See Susan Asfiley,

Palmer 206, for details or call

x6529.

CAR FOR SALE 89 Cutlas Orf-

Supreme. 40,000 miles. Only I own you in Sega '95. I am a
driven from Cascade to genius! Irbe, Irbe, Irbe!

Uintah. ContactCyndix6788. | -Rabbi

CAR FOR SALE 87 Honda
Accord, low milage, 1 owner.

$4200 080 575-0177

9x6 carpet-blue, good
condition. $20 Call Becca
x7296.

.SKATINC ri.A.SSK.<; will be

offered during half block! Reg-

istration forms are on the bul-

letin boardat Honnen Ice Rink.

$10 for 2 lessons. Call Krista

x727S orCarriex7653 for more
info. Lessons are on Tuesdays
from 12:30-l:00pm. REGIS-
TRATION DEADLINE is 1/

6/96.

PERSONALS

Tonya-

rll miss you a lot over Christ-

mas break. At least we'll have

Christmas. Behave. You bet-

ter call me!
-Boyice

ROOM 46 PERFORMING!
Monday,Dec. 19, 7:30pm Tay-
lor Hall. No tickets needed.

FREE!

To: Jennie R.

Happy Birthday

From: J, S, S, and the S in

Europe

BOOT LADY,
Happy 20th!

May you find plenty of

homework to do over break :)

Because I will be doing mine
:

)

-DAISY

Prof. David C. Hendrickson-
Okay, okay, enough is enough.

Well, I can't speak for anyone
else, but all I can say is that

after 20 pages, 10 books and
countless hours of work, you
better not projectile vomit on
my creation. Ihopeitwas your
kids and not our papers that

made you sick.

-CTN

GENEKQUS REWARD
AVAILABLF. FOR RETUHN:
1 pair gold sunglasses lost;

wrap around arms, round
lenses. BIG SENTIMENTAL
VALUE. If found, please con-

tact Ben Day at x7720.

WANTED - One or two dar-

ing, and dedicated individuals

to take over the job of editting

the Sports section of the Cata-
lyst. Anyone interested please

call ext. 6675 and leave a mes-
sage.

Clyde,

I am enjoying the "spoils" of

good communication. Let's

keep it up.

-Bonni

Done, done, done...

Go us!

Sarah-

Still don't buy into the
androgyny thing. Sorry, you're

a dead giveaway.

Mom and Dad-
What a week. I finished my
paper, got re-hired as editor

and most importantly, pur-

chased my last Christmas
present.

-Chad

Hey Everybody!!

Come to the ARTHUR
HOUSE X-MAS BASH. Free
bear. Dress festively. Friday,

December 16 |tonight|,

IO:0OPM

FOR SALE

Love seat-GREAT CONDI-
TION: 575-0177

J,A&L-
Three days in hell with a

drowned cucumber. I can't

wait.

-The Resident Divinity

Amy-friend,

Peanut butter balls-what a

great step-mommy I have.

-Yush

E-

A sandwich, a Pepsi, and
peanut butter balls-it's a date.

-T

Amy-
Three months today. And
we're still speaking. I guess
anything can happen. Have fun

at home. Bundle up when you
go see Joe Bob.

-C

Talk about closure. We pub-
lish our first paper on Septem-
ber 16 and our last paper on
December 16. Go us.

Chad-

Threemonths. Howdoesthat
work? Have a wonderful win-

ter break. I'll be thinking of

you while I'm 2,000 miles
and two time zones away.
Amy

'^^ GUID€
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC.

Serving the needs of Colorado travelers
since 1949

= MAKE YOUR5W^ R5j:^jr=
TRAVEL PLANS TODAY! ~

CRUISES TO...
• Florida!

• Mexicol

Campus Office: Armstrong Hall, Suite 5
(719) 632-4612

389-6732 Campus Line

Main Office: 409 N. Teion St
(719) 635-3511

L, E, J.

Only two more classes with
the chemist and the cucum-
ber. Thank God (whether or

not He's real.
I

Amy

To all my great friends here at

CC-
I hope you all have a very
merry Christmas, and enjoy
your winter break!

Amy

CLASSIHEDS POLICY

Please send Announcements,
Jobs, For Sale, Real Estate, and
Personal advertisements to:

The Catalyst

Classifieds

902 N. Cascade
Colorado Spgs., CO 80946

Ads must be received by Tues-
day, 9:00 p.m. to appear in the

subsequent Friday's edition of
the Catalyst. The Catalyst
reserves the right to edit all

classifieds for length and in-

appropriate content. For off-

campus pricing information,
call 389-6675.

HOWTDUSE
THE BATHROOM.

C3'o'"'t^ probably saying to yoitr-

selfi an)' four-year-old knows how

to use the bathIoo^^ But you may

not know that you use more water

in the bathroom than anyplace else

in your home. In liict, between the

yJ^ toilet, the shower and the

sink you can use up to

55 gallons a day.

You could aii up

usin^ a low-jhw

shcMtT heal number ofhomes in

the wodd, and that's a lot of natural

resources going down the drain.

Ncjw, we're not saying j"ou should

stop taking showers or brushing

your teeth. We're just suggestir^

some simple bathroom training. For

instance, when j-ou're brushing jour

teeth, cum off the water. '"^

Do the :same vAien

you're shaving. .And just

because your shower "^^^

sounds like an opera hall, don't feel

the need to sing one. Shorter songs

make for shorter showers. And for

the biggest

culprit of

them all, \

the toilet, try

putting a wait-

ed jug in the tank. It will help

save water ever)' time you flush.

Plus, don't forget to cum out the

Lghts when you leave. And oh )'eah,

if )Ou don't think )Ou'l] remember

these things, take this newspaper

with you the next time )Du go.

FOR MORE INFORMA TIQN /\ND TIPS

CAll l-HOO-MY-SHAM

IT'S A CONNECTED WORLD.

DO YOUR SHARE.
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Mountain Chalet
226 N Tejon

Colorado Springs, CO 80903

719-633-0732

Basic Cross Countiy Package
Fisher Summit Crown Ski
Alpina NNN II 102/92 Boot
NNN II Binding
Exel Nova Pole

Total Retail

Less Discount

PACKAGE PRICE

$160.00
$ 75.00

$ 37.50

$ 18.00

$290.50

$110.55

$179.95

Hockey continued from page 20

lege Hockey USA Coaches
poll. The Tigers lead the coun-
try in wins with a 13-3 record

while the Black Bears own an
unmarred 12-0-5 record.

The streaking Denver Pio-

neers stormed into second
place in the WCHA last

weekend, behind the Tigers,

sweeping Minnesota in

Minneapolis, 4-3 and 3-2,

Minnesota has their back
against the wall as they fell to

fourth in the WCHA and
fourth in the country.

Gopher forward Brian
Bonin expressed the
sentiment that the team is

confident that they can come
into Colorado Springs and

The Catalyst - Page 17

sweep the Tigers.

The Tigers have Bonin's
statement posted in the locker

room. I asked sophomore
defenseman Eric Rud if there

was any credibility m Bonm's
words. He replied, "Not a

chance!!"

The stage is set for a huge
weekend at the AFA. The
games start at 7:35 and 7:05

Friday and Saturday night

respectively. The game can
be heard broadcast by [eff

Thomas on 1240 AM KRDO .

They will also be broadcast on
the Midwest Sports Channel
out of Minnesota.

great scores...

<525' t
Call: 635-3432

Kaplan helps you focus your
MCAT studies and build your
confidence, so you can get a
higher score.

ft a higher i

KAPLAN

M}$1,15S Oraboul$21.an

Macintosh Perfomia

<75 OTSa Perfonm' Plus Di^lm

Afple' Keyboard IIand mouse.

Oitly$l,835. Oraboul33 urrmlb.'

636 S/250 wUb CD-ROM AUle' Color Plus If
Display, AppleDesigu'Iseyhoardand mouse.

Ortty$3,i70 Orabout$62 i

7100/668/500 wilt CD-ROHiffle'UullllJle Scan

15 Display, AppleDesign' keyboardand mouse.

Before you need to make a sin^e

)ayraent, 7,776,000 seconds wii:

lave passed, the baseball strike

may finallycome to an end anc

,

the term"Generation X"will have

)een used one too many times.

BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER."

We're not just making it easier for you to buy a Macintosh' we're making it easier

for you to buy something else you really need— time. Because for a limited

time, with the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can

own a Macintosh personal computer, printer, CD-ROM drive or other periph-

erals without making a single payment for 90 days: Combine that with no hassles,

no compOcated forms and already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use

Macintosh is now incredibly easy to buy The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day

Deferred Payment Plan, The solution that gives you the i i ^^
power every student needs. The power to be your best* xippiC ^».

For more information please visit

Colorado College Bookstore

in the Worner Center or call 389-6392

Hurry in today and shop before the holidays!
Vt^erredmis Conipuler Loan offer expires Febnmry 17, 1993- Nofxpnnenl ojmlmst orprinapal uiU be requiredfor 90 days. (Some resellen may require a deposit lo bold merfbandise uhiU loan u bemg •ippmvd) Interest

atXTuing during Ibis 90-dayperiod uill be added lo principal, and Ibeprindpal amount, as so increased, uill Ibereafter bear hleresl ubtch will be tndudedm He repa)menl sdedaU. 'Sli}nlblvpa)-m^it b an e^imate basedon Ibe

foUouing information. For IbePeTforma-iJS system sboun here, apurchasepria of tlM^'l uiicb includes 6J% sales tar. mdudmg loan^. Ibe loial loan amount a SU99-23, nbvAr^^m a monlbiypayment oblii^itwn of
$21. For Ibe Perforrna 636 CDsy^ernAoun here, apurchasepria of$1350.61 uhicbindudes6S% sales lor, iJiciuding loan{m, Ibe total 1^^ uhcb results m a monlblypayment ob^atvn of03 Fortbe

PouerMadnl^ 7100/66 CD syslemsiouvbere.afmniasepTTcecfS3.3S2Jl.ubich mciudes6J% sales tar, iruiudirig loan fees, ibe total loan ai^ uixh results in a monthtypayment ohiigainn ifS62
Computer ^^^em prices, loan arm>unls and sales laxesnuiyiary.iesyour oulborizedAppUCarr^ Reseller wrepresenMiiefor current sy^emprK^
$10,000. Ybu may lak out rmrelban one loan, but Ibe loialcfa^ loans canni^aceed $10,000 annually A $S% loan oripnat'on fee utU be adde^ Tbe mleresl rale is lariiAle, based on Ibe

commercialpaper raleplus 5^5"^ For Ibe nionib ofSoiember. 1994, Ibe tnleresi rate was I0.85'%uilb an AmualPercenlasef^ of 12.10%. S-year loan lermuiib noprvpaymenlpenalty. Tbemonlbl}' fxiymenlandlbe.innual

PwerUa^ Raleshouvassmielbe90-day de^rrnenlcfprincipd and interest describedabote arid no other dt^rrneni ofprincs^
uill changeyour monlblypayments. The Apple Computer Loan is subject lo credit approial Af^ Computer loan and 90-Day Deferred Pavmenl Plan offers aiailable only lo qualifying students. facull\' andslaff. (^ers

aixiilableonfyfrom.ij^ or an autbornedApple CatT^ Reseller or represerilatttt:®1994AfpUConfniter.Inc All r^reserivdAp^
Apple Computer, IncApplePesign and Pouer.ilacinlosb are Irademarks ofAffile Computer, Inc.
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S^, Lagoon's Scott McKcnzie goes up for a shot en roate t

loss to The Hammer in Intramural Co-ed basketball.

Balanced Kinks squad
topples Awesome
by Michele Killeen

The battle for the Men's
B-League Championship con-
tinued as The Kinks faced off

againstAwesome on Tuesday
night. In a hard-fought con-

test, both teams were plagued

by erratic play.

Kris Romero led the Kinks
in thefiist halfwith two three-

pointers. Josh Messer got into

foul trouble early, but
managed to tally five points.

Ugyen Sass sank almost
every shot, scoring ten in the
first half for Awesome. Tim
Hare was Awesome's key

inside man. Hare pulled down
several rebounds, and made
three lay-ups in the first half.

The teams were evenly
matched on the outside plays

and in the paint. The Kinks
used five treys to stay in the

first half, and Sass' shooting
spree left the game tied 21-21

at halftime.

TheKinksadded five more
threes to the scoreboard in the

second half. They only man-
aged to convert on six of four-

teen free throws, but their

scoringwasmuch more evenly
spread through the team.

Awesome had a very un-

Taylor Travel

With affordable prices right

around the comer and down the

block a little

There's no reason to go
anywhere else.

"Your campus travel agency"

incorporated ^18 n. Tejon
est.1969 636-3871

Athlete of the Week
Jay McNeill, hockey, .,,^..

WCHA scoring leader

by Elsa Butler

(ay McNeill and the Tigers are leading

the WCHA. The Tigers are the defending

WCHA regular season champions and own a

2 point leagueleadover second place Denver.

McNeill leads the Tigers and the WHCA in

scoring.

SofarthisseasonMcNeillhasearnedboth

WCHA and College Hockey USA Player of

the Week honors. When asked which of his

recent titles he is most proud of, McNeill
modestley states, "the only real title I like to

talk about is winning last year." With a top-

scorer like McNeill, the Tigers have a chance

to repeat last year's winning performance.

McNeill has many strengths as a player.

He has great hands and a knack for scoring.

"He is what we call in hockey a 'finisher',"

says head coach Don Lucia. McNeill has a

"happy-go-lucky" attitude but can be hard

on himself, according to Lucia. His attitude

makes McNeill a fun player to coach.

McNeill's relatively small size gives him
a lot of freedom in his position. As a center

he has the freedom to go anywhere on the ice

and to be aggressive. McNeill likes being a

center mainly because it is less restrictive

than other positions and he says he's "bad at

other positions. " When asked how he would
like to improve he answers, "I could im-

prove m
every as-

pect .

You can

never
skate
fast
enough."

Right
now,
Mc-Neill is concentrating on helping his

team win a national title.

The Tigers' main goals are to win against

big schools like Minnesota, Denver and
Michigan and to win the WCHA Tourna-
ment.

"It is exciting to come from a small
school and go in and knock them off," says
McNeill. Winning against big schools looks
good for CC and helps the Tigers gain respect

both locally and nationally. McNeill is ex-

cited about the recognition Tiger hockey has
been getting because it is great exposure for

the program and it builds a better team for

the future.

The Tigers have a lot of strengths as a

team, says McNeill. Their four solid lines

give them an edge over their competitors.

Not many teams can score as many goals as

the Tigers can, and the Tigers have two of

the best goalies in the league.

balanced team. Sass racked up
another eighteen points in the

second half, including five

treys, for a grand total of

twenty eight, while Hare fin-

ished the game with ten. Only
five of Awesome's points
didn'tcome fromSass orHare.

A well-balanced Kink>
squad dominated the .second

half, and went home with .

52-43 win.

Casey Nehion of The Zebras faces off against the Bob Johnson Saambleis in B-league hockey competition.

Goals hard to come by in C-league
by Elisabeth Whisler

Inagamedominatedbygoal-

ies,HeIshey'sSqlIirtsfounddlem-

selves victorious over the Ice

Cqiades by a nairow one point

margin. Both teams were fiercely

aggresswe in Tuesday's C-league

hockeygame, butgoals were fiard

to come by.

Earlyin thefirstperiod. Squirt

Craig Musburger battled his way
past goalie Darren Lake.
Musburger proved himself to be a
strong cifensive player, and his

aggressivenesseamedhim several

penalties.The Ice Capade defense

subdued the Squirts for two

periods. Tliough a relative rookie

in net. Lake played with vigorand
frequently came out of his box to

interceptthepuck. Strongdefense

kept Lake from getting burned on
an empty netter.

More seasoned on the other

end of the ice. Squirt keeper

Jonathan Beal was often found
loungingon thenet "I tend toget

awfullyrelaxedingoal,itgetshard

to keep my eyes open," said Beal.

Beal felt sure that hisrelaxed state

was part of the reason Wilhe
Nguyen was able to score on him
mid-second period.

Tlie already exciting game
was intensifiedwhen Nguyen at-

tacked Squirt Mark Dixon. Tlie

two hit the ice in a furious brawl.

Both players were ejected.

Squirt captain Jeff Brune felt

the incident was "unfortunate",

but it fueled a Squirt rally and a

resulting goal "It was kind of a
lucky shot," admitted Brune, "I

justputitintheSholebetweenhis

legs."

Ice Capades' offense contin-

ued to pepper Beal in the third

period, but was unable to capital-

ize on their many scoring oppor-

tunities. Beal's deflections and
catches earned him the admira-

tion ofhis teammates. "He'sdefi-

nitelyourbestplayer,"saidBrune.
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Freshman diver Melbye has
already qualified for nationals

In her first year at CC They look up to her because
and her third year as a diver, she has a hard hst of dives
freshman Kirsten Melbye and she's a hard worker."
has already qualified for

nationals. On November 1 9,

at Trinity University in

Oklahoma, Melbye broke a

CC record

and posted
an NCAA
qualifying
score. The
swimming

Melbye describes her
relationship with her
teammates as "very
productive; we make each

other work
hard."

The Big

Cat swim-
ming and
diving

and diving by Josie I. Henjum schedule
coacheshope emphasizes
to hear from competition
NCAA officials by the first duringsecondsemester. First

of the year. semester is used mainly for

"She made a qualifying training. "We spent the se-

score, it just needs to be made mester learning and perfect-

INSIDE CC
SPORTS

official," explained diving

coach Ellen Berens.

"I hope to qualify again

during second semester,"

said Melbye. Melbye must
qualify one more time this League."

ing our dives," said Coach
Berens . "I expect both
Kirsten and Kristina Berger

to finish in the top three of

the Intermountain Swim

season to compete at

nationals in the spring.

Melbye is one of four

women divers on CC's
men's and women's

Melbye started diving in

her junioryear of high school.

She went to state (Colorado)

in her senior year. She broke

high school records and was
swimming and diving team, named MW in her senior

"She has a great attitude," year. She is on pace to

said Berens, "She is always accomplish as much in the

willing to try new dives and Big Cat program and the
she encourages her Intermountain Swim
teammates to try new dives. League.

Inept Denver finally folds

FROM THE
CHEAP SEATS

by Blaine Olsen

The funeral dirge has be-

gun for the 1994 Denver
Broncos. What was sus-

pected immmediately fol-

lowing a devastating loss to

the Los Angeles Raiders on
September 18 in Denver be-

came glaringly apparent last

Sunday in Los Angeles.

The Broncos are not

good.

Earlier
this season I

was inter-

viewed by a

reporter from

the Dennver
Post in a

Denver eat-

ery immediately following

the Broncos' loss to the New
York Jets. The reporterasked

me and a few of my friends

for our takes on the Broncos'

0-2 start, which was their

worst since 1968. (Little did

we know that the streak

would only get worse in the

next couple of weeks.) My
two buddies ridiculed the

Broncos' and their poor start.

Unfortunately, I did not.

"They didn't have a bad

game, they just had bad

breaks. Their defense will

eventually come around."

That was my bigquote. Now,
I have to recant. Though the

Broncos did not have a bad

game that day, they were

not and still aren't a good

team.

The Broncos proved on

Sunday that without John

Elway at quarterback they

are merely a below average

team in football's below av-

erage conference. With Hugh
Millen at quarterback, Sh-

annon Sharpe, Anthony
Miller and Glyn Milbum are

but shadows of the best re-

ceiving corps in the AFC.
With Elway, so went the

Broncos' hopes for the 1994

NFL Playoffs.

The de-

fense, which
seemed to

have bounced
back from its

horrific start

with the aid of

Charlie Wa-
ters' innovative play calhng,

was exposed for what it truly

is- undersized and old. The
same can be said for the Bron-

cos' offensive line, which

was pushed off the line re-

peatedly on Sunday. In two
huge goal line situations the

line was literally thrown
backwards by the Raiders

defense, testament to

Denver's ineptitude rather

than to the Raiders' defense.

Denver must now re-

group, play strongly in its

last two games and hope for

a miracle. It appears likely,

however, that the Broncos

will have a long offseason to

ponder all of the preseason

Super Bowl hype heard com-
ing out of Denver. It's just as

well. Denver could use the

time to make all the changes

it will need to make to be a

contender next season.

Senior Arron Lujan named to

D-III First Team All-America
by Ondine Boulter tain for the 1994 campaign,^^^^^^^^^^^^^^~"

set three new Colorado Col-
Arron Lujan, a senior lege records with his career

midfielder for the Colorado totals of 69 goals, 62 assists

College men's soccer team, has and 200 total points,

earned first team All-America This year, Lujan helped
honors in NCAA Division III theTigerstotheirthirdcon-

men's soccer for the 1994 secutive NCAA Playoff ap-

season. pearance, and a 12-6-2 over-

"No one deserves it more, all season record. Lujan isa

especially since he missed by four-time all-conference
justonevote pick in the

theprevious „-^ dcscrves '^ » <= ^ y
season," J->u uiic ucscivcs Mountain In-

men's soc- it more." tercollegiate

cer head Soccer League
coach Horst -Horst Richardson and a three-

Richardson Head Coach timeAii-west
cmpimEnKl" .^_^__^_^^^^^_^^__ Region choice

He's never in NCAA D-
missed a game and he's bro-

ken every school record in the

book."

Lujan, the Tigers' co-cap-

III.

Lujan's skill is a major

asset to the team. Though the

Tigers will lose Lujan and sev-

eral other team leaders to

graduation next season, Lujan
is optimistic about the future

of Tiger soccer. "With stron-

ger players and increasing tal-

ent coming in every year, I see

nothing but good things for

the team."

Lujan hopes to play soccer

professionally for the Colo-

rado Foxes in the near future.

Big Cats to revisit Roadrunners
Men's swimming puts 1994 to rest this weekend

by Dirk & Rod

The Big Cats head into

the third meet of the season
with the hope that another
tie will move their record

to 0-0-3.

They will go against the

Roadrunners of Metro
State, again, to finish out

the 1994 season. After

Saturday the Big Cats will

train through the holidays

Metro

awaits

Tigers in

Denver
by Melinda Sharkey &.

Kathryn Plummer

The Big Cats have their

last meet of 1 994 this Saturday

against MetroState in Denver.

Two weeks of hard training,

and a weekend of rest should

pay off against the Metro

Roadrunners.

"We're swimming so

well," said head coach Sandra

Janes,"I'm just looking to be

consistent this weekend."

"Our competiton is

mainly focused in second

semester, sowe have used this

semester for training," Janes

explained.

The swimmers will

return to the Springs in prime

form on Jan. 2 for an eagerly

anticipated "Hell Week"- two

practices a day for a total of

four hours in the pool each

day.

and will return to friends will travel to UNC
Schlessman Pool January 2. for a state wide invitational

Before school even starts on Jan. 7 and to California

up again, the Big Cats and on Jan. 14.

London

$950
Paris $259- Rome
Frankfurt $279' Costa Rica

Madrid $305' Belize
n rourdtjip puchase Bestrictcos af

$350-
$268-
$280'

Council Travel
• Boulder, CO 80302

i-800-a-COUNCIL
{1-800-QQ6-8624)

Call or stop by for a FREE Student Travels masazine.

EurailpaSSeS issued on-the-spotl

^fie Ski Smiifi

h<o BS^c

Complete Ski & Board Services

Hidden behind 7-11 &N. Nevada Ave.

10% off with CC ID
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Tiger hockey; the

hottest ticket in town
by Mike Rabinovitch

Colorado College hockey
will host the University of

Minnesota at the Air Force

Academy Friday and Saturday
night. The games have been

sold out for three weeks.
Student tickets were gobbled

up in a mere two and a half

hours Monday morning as a

line stretched from the
Worner desk all the way into

Benji's.

"I can't believe the

student tickets went that

quickly, " exclaimed senior

winger Peter Geronazzo.
"This is the biggest weekend

Tigers ranked second
The Maine Black Bears have moved into first

place ranking in three of the four major national

polls. College Hockey USA, (MN) ranked the

Tigers the top team in the nation again in this

week's poll. WMPL (MI), WMEB (ME) and the

Troy Record (NY) ranked Maine first after a 1-0-

1 weekend with Merrimack College. Minnesota
ranks fourth and fifth in the polls. Denver made a

huge leap to 8th and 9th place national rankings
this week.

outshot the Wildcats 50-28,

but NMU's goaltender stood
on his head to thwart the

"We have a chance to put a

lot of space between us and
Minnesota. This weekend
will be pivotal."

-Peter Geronazzo

the Cadet Ice Arena has ever
seen"

The Tigers are returning
home to the APA after four
road weekends in arow. They
posted an impressive 7-1

record over the stretch
slippingup last Saturday night
falling to the Northern
Michigan Wildcats 6-3. Senior

center R.J. Enga scored his

ninth goal of the season while
junior left wing Chad
Remackel notched his
seventh of the season.
Freshman T.f. Tanberg
rounded out Saturday's
scoring with his first

collegiate point. The Tigers

Tigers' third period onslaught.

The previous night the
Tigers could do no wrong.
Remackel found the back of

the NMU net just five

minutes into the game. CCis
12-0 this season when they've

scored first. The goal ignited

the Tigers as three more talhes

followed before the Wildcats
could answer. CC had
established a 4-1 lead in a
building where they had not
won since 1986. This was the

ninth time this season that

CC had ertipted for four goals
in a single period.

The Tigers scored two
more goals in each of the

following periods to crush a

demorlaized Northern squad
8-2. All WCHA/All-America
candidate Jay McNeill scored

two goals and added an assist

to boost his league leading

points total to 27 (20g, 7a).

Junior center Colin Schmidt
netted one goal and assisted

on two others.

The Tigers' road split al-

lowed the Maine Black Bears

to jump into first place in

three national polls, however
the Tigers retained theirnum-
ber one ranking in the Col-

please see Hockey oa page 17

W L T Pts GF GA
10 2 20 68 32
9 5 18 55 47
8 6 1 17 56 55
7 4 1 15 48 34
7 6 1 15 54 65
6 7 1 13 42 50
6 8 12 49 47
4 8 8 48 59
3 102 8 49 64
4 100 8 3B 59

Tiger Hockey Update
WCHA Standings

Team (overall record)

1. Colorado CoUege (13-3-0)

2. Denver (11-5-0)

3. Wisconsin (8-8-1)

4. Minnesota (9-4-1)

North Dakota (8-7-2)

5. Michigan Tech (8-7-2)

7. St. Cloud State (8-8-0)

N. Michigan (7-9-0)

9.Minnesota Duluth (4-ll-2|

Alaska Anchorage (S-Tl-O)

Last Weekend: The Tigers claimed their seventh consecu-
tive road victory in Friday's 8-2 romp over N. Michigan.
Despite a shots-on-goal advantage of 50-28 on Saturday,
CC saw its streak come to an end as the Wildcats clawed
out a 6-3 victory.

This Weekend: The Tigers host the University of Minnesota
Gophers at 7:35 pm Friday and 7:05 pm Saturday.

The Series: TheTigersandtheGophers have met I87times
since 1947, Minnesota holds a 129-54-4advantagein the
series. The Gophers are the defending WCHA Playoff
champions and have been ranked No. 1 in the nation for

much of this season. They are led by Brian Bonin and Dan
Trebil.The Gophers are in a bit of a slump, having won
only three of their last eight games. Last weekend the
Gophers were swept by the DU Pioneers 4-3 and 3-2.

Fast Facts: CC survived four consecutive weekends on the
road in impressive fashion, finishing the stretch with a 7-

1 record. Junior center All-WCHA/All-America candi-
date Jay iWcNeill had a four point weekend and remains
the WCHA's scoring leader with 27 points. Sophomore
goalie Judd Lambert's goals-against average has slipped
from 2.03 to 2.47 this week,but Lambert is still ranked as
the WCHA's top goaltender. Ryan Bach still occupies the
No. 3 spot with an improved 2.88 GAA and .907 saves
ratio.

Lady Tigers determined to win

Week in Review
JWen's Basketball suffered a 58-42 loss to Mesa State last

Saturday. Jason Bradford led the Tigers with 10 points and
6 rebounds. The Tigers stand at 4-5 for the 94-95 campaign.

Women's Basketball lost another game last weekend. The
Colorado School ofMines handed the Tigers an 88-55 loss
to bring the Lady Tigers' season record to 0-5. Lydia
Hochstetler contributed 12 points and Monique
Youngquist and Erin Guinnee pulled down 7 rebounds
apiece in the Tigers' effort.

Week in Preview
Men's BasketbaU will remain idle until the CC Holiday

Tournament on December 3 1 and January 1 . The Tigers
are matched against Redlands at 6 pm on the 31st. The
Tigers host Redlands, Augustana and Rose-Hulman Insti-
tute in the tournament.

Women's BasketbaU will host the three day Radisson Inn
Holiday Tournament December 28-30. The Lady Tigers
face The University ofMinnesota at Morris at 7 pm on the
28th.

by Meagan McGuire

The women's basketball

team heads into winter break
having taken many steps to-

ward improvement, but they
have yet to put a win in the

record columns. Players' high
hopes for the season haven't

completely diminished, but
team statistics have not been
encouraging. Difficult road
trips an d talented opponents
have taken their toll, but the
Tiger squad is still optimistic.

Improvement is inevi-

table. Throughout the season
many players have stayed rela-

tively consistent in their per-

formances. Kendra Johnson
has been consistent both of-

fensively and defensively. She
is averaging 9.2 points and 5.4

rebounds per game, and she
leads the team in total blocks.

Turnovers have been a
problem for the first half of

the Tiger season. The Tigers
need to work on protecting
the ball. The number of turn-

overs have been decreasing
everygame, but they continue
to plague the Tigers.

The last game before the
break, against the Colorado
School of Mines, proved to be
the best team effort so far this

season. Coach Roxanne Dale
explained the Tiger 88-55 loss

as "a matter a shutting down
the opponent's 49% outside
shooting average, and closing

down on their 57% shooting

from the three-point line." The
Tigers have been unable to

convert on their offensive

opportunities, and their

opponents have been very
effective in that area.

Scoring was evenly spread
throughout the team for the
first time this season. Seniors

Monique Youngquist and
Lydia Hochstetler and sopho-
more Meagan McGuire each
contributed 10 points to the

Tigers' 55 point total. Most of

the team helped to improve
offensive statistics, and play-

ers off the bench effectively

stepped up to maintan the
game flow.

Each game is a step in the
right direction. With improve-
ment will come the confidence

the Tigers need to compete at

a higher level of performance.

Junior forward Erin Guinee
sums up the team attitude,

"We're having fun as a team,
and we will be winning after

Christmas."

Holiday tournament pits

Tigers against Redlands
by Kevin Keilbach & Mike Cicerelli

The Tiger basketball team
is excited about an extended
winter break this year. The
Tigers will enjoy a week off

from practice as they rest up
for the CC Holiday Tourna-
ment on Dec. 31 and Jan. 1

.

On Saturday, December
31, the Tigers will play
Redlands at 6 pm in the first

round of tournament play.

Augustana and Rose-Hulman
will also face off on Saturday.

Championship and consola-
tion matches will be played
on Sunday, January 1.

Colorado College suffered
a disappointing 58-42 loss to

Mesa State last Saturday. The
Tigers shot just fourteen per-

cent in the second half. They
scored only four baskets in that
dismal twenty minutes, two
of them long range bombs by
Mike Cicerelli.

Luckily, the stifling inside

defense of Kevin Keilbach and
Jason Bradford held Mesa
State's big man, and leading

scorer, to a season low. If not
for Seth Pfalzer and Brian
Baum's incredibly quick feet

on defense, the Tigers would
have lost by more than sixteen
points.
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Barber considers appealUng decision

CC wins lawsuit filed by former employee
by Joseph Sharman

Shortly after Thanksgiving

Break, a Colorado Springs judge

handed down a directed verdict

in favor of Colorado College in a

lawsuit filed by the former Asso-

ciate Director of College Rela-

tions, Joe Barber. The suit

charged wrongful discharge and

tortious interference against

Barber's previous supervisors,

former Vice President of Devel-

opment and College Relations

Barbara Yalich and Director of

College Relations Pat Munson.

A directed verdict, an infre-

quent decision requiring a mo-

tion from the defendant's attor-

ney, occurs when the judge de-

termines a case does not meet

legal requirements necessary for

a jury review.

The court awarded the Col-

lege $1,160 for coun costs. CC

has requested another $4,000

from Barber to cover legal fees.

The directed verdict fol-

lowed three days of the prose-

cution's oral testimony in which

Barber defended his CC career.

He argued Yalich and Munson's

spring of 1993 decision to rec-

ommend his contract not be re-

newed violated legal standards.

Citing Colorado's status as

an "at will" state, the judge

maintained state law does not

impose a duty on employers to

keep someone employed (i.e.,

they may hire and fire employ-

ees "at will"). As summarized by

Colorado College's Legal Coun-

sel Renee Rabinowitz, the Col-

lege legally had "no obligation

to renew the contract" with Bar-

ber.

Barber may appeal the deci-

sion.

The suit did not name a

monetary settlement. According

Reaching out to the less fortunate

photo courtesy o( Peler McDonnell

Mary Ann Stadjuhar, Supervisor for the Marlon Shelter, Is getting help from CC students to run the drop-in homeless center. Be-
cause of the efforts of Becky ."'dnchester and Farr Carey, the center can stay open an extra day. See related story page 3

to Barber, he pressed charges to

"get (his) name back." Addition-

ally, Barber claimed to "have no

grievance against the College."

He named CC in the suit at the

request of Chris Cipoleni, the

lawyer representing the College.

Doing so allowed Yalich and

Munson to claim legal protec-

tion under CC's insurance plan.

As explained by Cipoletti,

Barber's original suit involved

five allegations against Yalich

and Munson: wrongful dis-

charge; tortious interference;

wrongfijl discharge in a manner

violating public policy; conspira-

cy to discharge; outrageous con-

duct. The judge dismissed the

last three charges on the

grounds they had insufficient

basis in fact to stand up in a

court of law.

Barber's first two charges

received a court hearing, alleg-

ing Yalich and Munson both ille-

gally discharged him and "tor-

tiously" interfered with his abili-

ty to have his CC employment

contract renewed.

The College argued Barber

was not meeting performance

standards. Rabinowitz said, "We

focused primarily on the fact, in

our view, that Mr. Barber was

not doing his job."

Barber's called witnesses

and brought forth testimony in

an attempt to demonstrate he

had performed his job well. Bar-

ber claims he "could refute" the

College's "concrete" charges.

Former art director for College

Relations Todd Morrison, a for-

mer administrator, an employee

currendy serving in College Rela-

tions and a current member of

the faculty testified for Barber.

Because the directed ver-

dict dealt with law but not evi-

dence, the arguments regarding

job performance did not receive

a direct ruling.

In April of 1993, following a

series of evaluations. Barber's

year-long administrative con-

tract was not renewed for the

1993-94 school year. Yalich and

Munson made that recommen-

dation to then Acting-President

Michael Grace on the basis that

Barber was not a "team player."

please see Barber on page 4
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Symposium likely to face budgetary axe
byJoseph Shamian

An executive decision in

December determined, on the

basis of budget priorit)', the Col-

orado College Simposium Com-

mittee would not receive the

money it requested for next

year. If the Board of Trustees ap-

proves the planned budget in

March, the 1995 Symposium

was probably CC's last,

"The Symposium is won-

derful," maintained President

Kathrjn Mohrman, but the ex-

pense is "one of many things"

ranked below other college pri-

orities in the 1995-96 budget.

The 1995-96 school year

calendar does not list a Sympo-

sium following the Half-Block.

"I'm always sad to see a ma-

jor college event end," noted

Symposium Committee Chair-

man Eli Boderman. However,

"students haven't [attended] in

what some consider sufficient

numbers" for the program to

continue.

According to Boderman, an

average of 300 students attend

the Symposium along with

alumni, parents and a "big draw"

from the community. Boderman

suggested six to eight hundred

students attending might justify

maintaining tlie program.

Mohrman made the deci-

sion '^vatching how students

vote with their feet." Along with

other programs cut, the Swipo-

slum fell below the top budget

priorities set for next year.

Those include maintaining and

increasing facult)', staff and ad-

ministrative salaries, allocating

around $800,000 more to the fi-

nancial aid budget, making next

year's tuition increase one of the

lowest in the last few years and

pursuing the College's strategic

planning process. As Mohrman

explained, "budgets drive your

priorities."

This year's Symposium was

budgeted at $64,500.00, $588.00

more than last year's cost of

$63,912.00. The Symposium

may have been cut last year had

the College not received a

$30,000.00 grant to fund the

Symposium on Spirituality and

Religion. The Symposium Com-

mittee had requested a

$47,000.00 increase over this

year's budget for next year's

Symposium.

"It takes a lot of money to

fund the Symposium," noted

Boderman, but it is an "unique

opportunity to pursuc.issues

diat are very high on the public

Mohrman explained the

Symposium was "great for out-

reach .and bringing people to

CC" but cutting it will not direct-

ly affect the core academic cur-

riculum.

Boderman felt the Sympo-

sium 'is one of CC's few pro-

grams that brings in people

from all constituencies. Those

who come get something out of

it." This year's Symposium

proved "verj' successful," Boder-

man said. He added, "I thought

it was a very good Symposium."

The Symposium staned in

the 1960's before Colorado Col-

lege moved to the Block Plan. At

that time it was a "common in-

tellectual experience for ever,'-

one on campus," Mohrman stat-

ed. When CC moved to the Nine

Block Plan the College found it-

self widiout time for a Sympo-

sium. The College revised the

Block Plan, moving to eight

Blocks a year and leaving time

for a Half-Block and Symposium

following Christmas break.

However, the Symposium "nev-

er really played the role it used

to have," according to

Mohrman.

The College annually

spends around $200,000 to
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The Winter Symposium, in perhaps its final year, discussed
"Sexuality and Gender." One seminar was on Why men are
the way they are," where they hosted a role reversal beauty

bring in speakers, performers

and other professionals. Thus,

cutting the Symposium will not

create "an intellectual waste-

land," said Mohrman.
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Students help homeless shelter
by Jennie Randall

The Marion House drop-in

shelter for the homeless will

soon be open a third day every

week, thanks to the efforts of

Colorado College students.

Beginning February 13, the

shelter will be run and staffed by

CC students from two p.m. to

four p.m. every iMonday.

The Marion shelter is cur-

rently open from two to four

p.m. on Tuesdays and Thurs-

days. Adding a third day will give

the Colorado Springs homeless

another place to go to escape

from the cold, as well as provid-

ing CC students with another

chance to make a difference in

their community.

"I wanted to do something

for students and the homeless,"

said Becky Manchester. "I think

its great tor students to get off

campus once in a while."

Manchester, who founded

the CC soup kitchen in Shove

Chapel a few years back, first

thought of a student-run drop-

in shelter last fall.

"The one thing 1 wanted to

do more at die soup kitchen

was to get to know the visitors a

lot better," she said. "1 thought

it (a student run drop-in shel-

ter) would do a lot to dispel

myths about homeless people

in the student community."

Manchester worked with

Farr Carey to create the original

proposal and the current plan

for the drop-in shelter.

In their original proposal to

Vice President of Student Life

laurel McLeod, Carey and Man-

chester suggested that the drop-

in center be housed in Shove

Chapel.

photo courtesy ol Peter IWcDonnell

CC students Becky Manchester (left) and Farr Carey organized
efforts to run the Marlon drop-in homeless shelter one day a
week. Students Intrested in volunteering can contact the Com-
munity Sercive Center at x6846

McLeod nixed the idea of an

on-campus shelter due to con-

cern that it might compete with

instead of compliment current

community resources available

to the homeless. Instead, she

recommended that Carey and

Manchester work with the Mari-

on house to expand the services

already available.

Marion House is "a well es-

tablished drop-in center," said

Carey. "People who go and eat

lunch (at the soup kitchen) will

often stay through the after-

noon."

The shelter provides a num-

ber of services. Showers are

available, as are snacks and bev-

erages. Most importantly, the

drop-in shelter provides an op-

portunity to get off the streets

and come' in from the cold.

Overnight shelters close at 9

a.m., leaving the homeless with

few alternatives to the cold

streets during the day.

"Downtown, (homeless)

people get shooed of streets

and they need someplace to

go," Manchester said.

Manchester and Carey are

looking for a core group of

twelve students to staff the shel-

ter on Mondays from 1:30 until

4:30 in the afternoon. Responsi-

bilities include setting up,

preparing drinks and snacks,

overseeing the shelter for the

two hours it is open, and clean-

Music Group to Perform

Tarika, a iriusic group from Madagascar, will perform a con-

cert Febuary 7 at 8 pm in Armstrong Theater. Tarika is current-

ly #1 on world music charts.The concert is free to everyone

Study Abroad Meeting Scheduled

There will be a meeting for students interested in two study

abroad programs Wednesday, Febuary 8, 3:30 pm in Armstrong

245. The programs are for London-Florence in the Spring of

1996 and Florence in Fall of 1995.

Venture Grants Offered

Available Venture Funds are divided between Student Re-

search ($20,000), Conferences ($10,000) and Visiting Faculty

($20,000.) Applications for all three areas are available in the

Dean's office and should be returned upon completion. The

Committee meets the third Thursday of every Block, Applica-

tion deadlines are 1:00 pm the Friday preceeding the meeting.

Questions should go to X6686.

Hispanic Scholarship Announced

ElCinco de Mayo, Inc. is offering a scholarship to provide fi-

nancial assistance to Hispanic satudents planning to attend any

technical school, community college, or four year college or

university. The amounts of the award will vary depending on

availability of funds, and will be released to the institution

where the student is enrolled. Applicants must have a GPA of

at least 2.50, be a resident of El Paso County and have an his-

panic background. Application deadline is April 7, 1995 and can

be picked up in the Financial Aid Office.

Philosophy Tutors Now Available

Krell Tutors Alex Kennaugh and Gideon Turner are now

available 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm Tuesdays and 6: pm to 8:00 pm

Thursdays in Armstrong 133. Students may call x6939 or, for

more information on the service, Rory at x6636

ing up afterwards.

Students intrested in Volun-

teering at the shelter should

contact die Community Service

Center in upstairs Womer at

Stimeling named Leisure Program Director

by Julie Gordon

If you see a new face in the

Leisure Program Office, it's Kurt

Sdmeling.

Stimeling began his new

job as Director of die Leisure

Program on Wednesday, Febru-

ary 1.

After much consideration,

the Search Committee and Pres-

ident Mohrman decided that

out of five final andidates, Kurt

was best suited for die job. An

offer was extended to him on

December 23.

"We were very pleased widi

all of our finalists overall but

Srimeling's background particu-

larly impressed us," said Dean of

Students Mike Edmonds.

Stimeling comes to Col-

orado College after serving as

acting Director of Student Activ-

ities at St. Olaf College in North-

field, Minnesota.

He received his M.S. in Bio-

logical Sciences from Illinois

State University in Normal, Indi-

ana. He earned his BA. in Biolo-

gy from St. Olaf.

"It's been a neat experience

moving to a new pan of the

country and meeting all the

people that make this college

work," Stimeling explained.

"Everyone has been wonderfiil

welcoming me to CC."

"As a shon term goal, I

would like to assess what the

Leisure Program offers. I want to

make sure we are accomplishing

what die student body wants,

and diat programs are constant-

ly evaluated for their use or lack

ofuse," Stimeling said.

Stimeling would like it if stu-

dents stopped by the Leisure

Program Office to introduce

themselves, "The door is always

open. I welcome anybody," he

said.

photo courtesy ol Geoff EaWn

Kurt Stimeling
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Security Report
12-30-94, 2:50 p.m. CC employee reponed black wallet stolen

from Spencer #200 F benveen 12-29 and 12-30-94. Wallet

cont.iined $20, aedit ords. and ID.

1-2-95, 3:30 p.m. CC employee reported theft of cassette radio

valued ,it $60 from Spencer Center over v,ication.

1-3-95, 7:00 p.m. CC employee repotted dieft of 3 pairs of

shoes from soccer locker room. Also missing from cabinets

at pay entrance was cash box containing $40.

1-14-95, 4:20 p.m. CC student reported 20" yellow bike with

white banana seat stolen from east side Donaldson House.

Bike Wiis not locked and is ofno value.

1-17-95, 1:00 a.m. CC student reponed burglar in basement of

Phi Delta Theta, When guards arrived, the individual had left

the house,

1-17-95, 10:30 a.m. Security received call from Residential life

employee reporting VCR missing fromJackson House. It was

later returned.

Security dp: Matt Bayley will be teaching a self-defense class tn

I

Slocura Lounge at noon on Wednesdays and Fridays. The

I

class is Iree and open to the CC community.

Students, Cutler cleared in court

Judge dismisses suit

by Jennie Randall

The libel lawsuit filed

against Cuder Publicauons for

unspecified damages has been

dismissed by an El Paso Count)'

District court judge.

"ICarpa v. Cutler Publi-

cations, Jim Jellinek and Drew

Crumbaugh" was dismissed on a

summar)' judgment December

21, 1994 on the grounds that no

"reasonable people" would con-

sider the evidence cited to be

facaial.

The lawsuit was filed on

January 10, 1994, after the publi-

cation of an article and photo by

Jellinek in the arts section of the

October 8, 1993 Catalyst. Crum-

baugh was the editor of the Cat-

alyst at the time.

The article was entitled

"Descending into Hell: A room

fijil of crazies" and subtitled

"Rocky Mountain Greyhound

Park a circus for die strange and

manic depressed." It was accom-

panied by a photo of die plain-

tiff, Karpa, widi the caption, "He

'wanted to cut my throat, ear to

ear, and remove my tongue."

Karpa, a barber, complained that

the caption was libelous and

defamatorj'.

The court found that the ar-

ticle was one in a series of satiri-

cal articles by Jellinek and was

intended to be humorous in-

stead of factual.

Crumbaugh graduated in

tiie spring of 1994. Jellinek, a

sophomore, is currently on die

staff of the Misdemeanor, a stu-

dent publication of humor and

satire.

ptiolo courtesy of NIc Taylor

The Spencer Center, wihlch houses the Public Relations Office, is wrfiere Barber worlced as Associ-
ate Director of College Relations before being discharched in 1993.

BARBER, from page 1

Barber allegedly took a "dif-

ferent view of the position"

from that of his supervisors, ac-

cording to Rabinowitz. Yalich

and Munson apparently wanted

Barber to communicate more

with CC alumni while he fo-

cused on press releases and me-

dia relations. "He didn't see the

broad picture," Rabinowitz

added. "Joe didn't see himself as

a member of a team."

While disagreeing with his

employer's charges. Barber also

suggested he was evaluated in

an unfair manner. Barber said

he requested arbitration which

was subsequendy turned down.

Additionally, Grace allegedly

failed to contact Barber and set

up a meeting to discuss Yalich

and Munson's recommendation

his contract not be renewed. "I

was denied due process," said

Barber.

Barber suggested Yalich

and Munson may have given

him a poor evaluation not on

the basis ofjob performance but

last chance
to prepare for

the Aprilt^
Last class begins on: 2/4

Call: 635-3432

•MahllpierMon

KAPLAN

because he questioned their

policies. Justifying his actions.

Barber said, "A college environ-

ment especially should be open

to questioning."

His most serious accusation

against Yalich and Munson

comes in regards to the Alumni

Challenge, a hind-raising effort

aimed to increase the CC alum-

ni-giving percentage to 65%.

Barber said the department

"cooked the books" to reach the

65% figure, naming alumni un-

willing to give as "unsolicitable."

Such a designation keeps that

name out of the final figures

(i.e., those "unsolicitable" are

not calculated into the overall

percentage). Barber admitted,

"That's not a team I would want

to be on."

Yalich felt, when raising that

among other accusations. Bar-

ber was pursuing his "agenda

and no one else's.. .Joe's natural

tendency was to be an investiga-

tive reporter. He often did that

about procedures in the office."

In reaards to calculating the per-

centage of alumni giving, Yalich

explained, if an alumnus re-

sponded strongly in the nega-

tive (for example, she quoted

one alumnus as saying, "I don't

want to give. Don't ever call me

again."), that name would be

placed on the "unsolicitable"

list. According to Yalich, the Col-

lege established a set of proce-

dures for the project "that

brought a large amount of chal-

lenge to the process." Those

procedures were "followed

every year of the Alumni Chal-

lenge," she added.

Cipoletti noted none of the

arguments surrounding the

Alumni Challenge were brought

to trial. He said there was "no ef-

fort to cover anything up."

DON'T
DRINK

DRIVE

GLOBAL ECOLOGY
Study and Travel

Around the World!

Starting in September 1995, spend 8 months living with
fimilies and working with an international fecully in

England, India, Philippines, New Zealand, Mexico. Courses in
ecology, anthropology, biology, economic development/sustainability. 32 credits

ani^« quiJnT
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Government reinvention or rhetorical myth?
by Christopher Rose

Less than 25% of the Ameri-

can people actually trust gov-

ernment to do anything right.

Distrust of government has al-

ways been part of American pol-

itics, but recently such con-

tempt has been extremely high.

In response to voter dis-

trust, the Democrats and Re-

publicansJiave been calling for a

"reinvention" of government.

Such a reinvention is necessary,

but both party's actions have

been doing the opposite.

Though Vice President

Gore's "Reinventing Govern-

ment" received extensive media

coverage, the apathetic public

responded by electing many

new Republicans.

Of the 384 recommenda-

tions Gore produced, about half

will be presented in the fiscal

1995 federal budget. These

changes will save billions, but

considering that the federal gov-

ernment will spend a total of

$1.5 trillion in one year alone,

such savings have little impact.

Although Gore and others

have certainly put forth tremen-

dous effort, success will be limit-

ed because their basic approach

is wrong from the beginning.

Proposing, as they are doing, to

give quick-fix, band-aid, patch

and fill solutions to the prob-

lems of the federal government

simply does not work.

For proof, just look at cor-

porate America. They tried

"patching" to solve the competi-

tiveness and efficiency prob-

lems, only to realize that the

problems were deeper So, with

GM, IBM, and Sears as exam-

ples, they downsized. Staff cuts

and layoffs throughout the work

force once again forced them to

realize that the problems were

even deeper.

The Republicans, respond-

ing to voter disu-ust and the de-

sire to balance the budget, now

want to do the same. But swing-

ing the budget ax around re-

gardless of what is cut to achieve

a sense of accomplishment by

making things smaller (and

therefore more efficient) is fun-

damentally fiawed. Flawed be-

cause they forget that smaller

does not necessarily mean effi-

cient, but being efficient does

mean being smaller.

What is needed then is a

"rethinking" of government and

its purpose. Hence, every de-

panment, bureau, and agency of

the federal government needs

to answer the question, "What is

our purpose? What are we doing

right that could be improved,

and what are we doing wrong

that should be abolished? If our

mission is still worth doing, can

it be done better?"

With a clearly defined, goal

driven sense of purpose at all

levels of the government, the

waste can be cut, and good can

be done even more efiiectively

with all the individuals within

those departments working to-

ward a common ideal. With

such a philosophy come ques-

tions such as, "Is the Depart-

Please see Cuts on page 7

Fond recollections of a joyous decade past
Ahh, how things change...

I remember the 1980's. Fondly.

I remember a time when this society generally

firowned on widespread drug use. We finally tired of the

fruitless suicide. Inner-city suicide manifested in crack

houses, middle-American suicide based on harder poi-

sons. Decades of personal suicides: Chadie Parker, Bil-

lie Holiday, Janis Joplin, Jimmy Hendrix, Elvis Presley,

John Belushi, just to name a few. I remember a "War on

Drugs," essentially fruitless in real control, but exceed-

ingly useful in creating an atmosphere of rejecting self-

destructive behavior

A time when nobody had to listen to idiots like

Melissa Ethridge missing the point of the tragedy of Ja-

nis Joplin: "I wish the dose of heroin weren't ten times

stronger than her usual hit..." A time when we didn't

create a martyrs of flash-in-die-pan losers like Kurt

Cobain and stars out of musically inept whiners like his

widow. When we didn't forget that the baby they

brought into this world was apparently born a heroin

addict.

I remember a time when we mourned tragedy, but

simultaneously felt anger toward these flakes who de-

stroy themselves, and didn't make unnecessary stars out

of them.

I remember a time whenJames Bond movies meant

what they were intended to mean- cool gadgets, gun

fights, fast cars, sleek boats, and beautiful women in

bikinis. A time when political correctness kept its grimy

fingers off American staples of tradition. A time when

Bond lovers everywhere, who enjoyed a suave hero run-

ning around fighting the evils of tyranny (notice, more

often than not, the bikini-wearing women were used as

sex objects of the tyrannical bad guy, generally leaving a

negative impression of their exploitation), didn't have

to listen to the director of die upcoming 007 film ex-

claim with joy and pride, "We don't have any bikini-clad

women draped 'round swimming pools or hanging

from chandeliers."

I remember a time when the President of the Unit-

ed States, regardless of his political orientation, had an

ability to energize the country, to rally support when

needed, to make this great nation fun to be a pan of A

time when the leader of the country used occasions like

Martin Luther King Day to remember great and influen-

tial figures in history, rather than as widely-publicized

stops on a never-ending campaign trail.

1 remember a time when MLK Day actually meant

something, when we celebrated the man, when we

studied the history, when we knew die stories, when it

had a vital energy meaning more than a day off work.

THOUGHTS FROM

THE SKY CHAIR

by Erick R. Schemlnske

I remember a time when die Super Bowl was at

least somewhat competitive, and when people placed

bets on the game rather than the outcome of the coin

toss or the entertainment value of the newest Pepsi

commercials.

I remember a time when the masses really cared

when Duran Duran was to release its next album.

For those interested, it comes out this month, is an al-

bum of covers, and will be tided "Thank You."

Bill CHnton, Ace of Base, the NFC, Bill CDnton, Pierce

Brosnan, Courtney Love, Bill Clinton... After five years of

experience, I can safely say the 1990's just don't mea-

sure up.

Friday's Midday Musings.

• I must admit, I quit watching the Super Bowl after

San Francisco received the initial kickoff. Graduat-

ed to Die Hard 2. I would bet that Bruce Willis

could take the entire 49ers team on a level playing

field...

• Any takers?

• Newt Gingrich and Bruce Willis... Now there's an in-

triguing matchup. Put a long neck on Bruce and a

sign that says "Giraffe," and watch out...

Mr. Gingrich and Dan Quayle are staning to show

distressing similarities. Both have always thought

well, but their thoughts often manifest themselves

into dangerous political statements. Murphy Brown

for Dan, giraffes and infections for Newt.

You're just not going to win die hearts of the mass-

es by asserting that die majority of women couldn't

survive in the trenches for 30 days because few can

do pull-ups and most are more susceptible to in-

fections than men. There's truth in it (I don't know

any women who do pull-ups), but it really doesn't

make for good politics.

On the other hand, columnists can get away with

anything... Hey, I like bikinis on women with little

upper body strength. I think it's attractive.

My apologies. Mom.

Reasons I'm not presently out hunting giraffes: my

BB gun is in the shop for a tune-up.

Jack Kemp, fare dice well. It's tragic tiiat you're giv-

ing up on becoming the leader of a party that needs

a reality check. You just don't hear things like, "I

believe in inclusion, not exclusion. I believe diat

the party will never be whole again until blacks feel

comfortable in our party," coming out of Bob

Dole's mouth.

Mr. Kemp illustrates a growing feeling among Re-

publicans that die party doesn't operate from a so-

cially responsible standpoint anymore. A split is

coming. Not based on economic issues or issues of

personal responsibility (cut welfare, do it now), but

on issues of race, gender, and inclusion.

Kennedy is my heroine. Any MTV V] who energizes

audiences the way she does, suppons the right of a

woman to choose whether or not to destroy an un-

born baby (she's personally pro-life, but doesn't see

mandating that belief as prudent), supports Dan

Please see Sky Chair on page 7
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Messy welfare system begs sweeping changes
by Bonnie Algera

The welfare system is a

mess. Expansion in the sixties

led it to cost billions of dollars

annually and to create a social

class of dependents. These peo-

ple then taught their children

this way of life, and created a cir-

cle of decomposing values and

social corrosion.

It is this circle which con-

cerned President Clinton in his

State of the Union address. He

brought attention in particular

to the current problem of the

feminization of poverty, marked

by an inaease in the number of

impoverished mothers with

children, which is caused by an

increase in the divorce rate.

This increase triggers im-

poverization, as indicated by a

Census Bureau study of Ameri-

can families, which found that

after divorce, children are twice

as likely to live in poverty.

This raises die issue that to-

day's lawmakers seem primarily

concerned widi the encourage-

ment of single mothers- partic-

ularly teenage unwed mothers-

to continue to have children

without a fadier figure. Clinton

worries diat the current system

"undermines the values of work,

family, and responsibility" and

claims that we need a system

that "can foster work and inde-

pendence and good parenting."

The current legislative body

feels that if mothers can be

taught responsibility, then the

circle of deteriorating values will

be broken, and more of these

mothers will be able to get off of

welfare.

So how will Clinton and the

Congress go about performing

this task? One solution that fo-

cuses on die problem of putting

welfare recipients back to work

is the idea of "workfere." This

concept involves placing welfare

recipients in government spon-

sored jobs and essentially mak-

ing them work for dieir pay.

Welfare then becomes a job

radier than a handout.

The idea also hypothetically

addresses the family values

problem by not allowing young

unwed mothers die dme to have

new babies, since they will be

busy working. The policy would

also foster responsibility. As

Clinton's policy goes, "We

should promote responsibility...

We should not put diem (single

mothers) on the street."

However, this idea has

shortcomings. Many of die re-

cipients of diis type of aid are

not skilled enough to hold

down a job. In addition, this

type of aid has been tested be-

fore and has failed to produce

substantial results.

It can also be seen that a na-

donal policy such as "workfare"

cannot induce a change in be-

havior, as die federal govern-

ment is too far removed from

the problem and too lethargic in

dealing with it.

So an idea has emerged to

let the state and local govern-

ments take control ofwelfare re-

form, giving thenr the opportu-

nity to experiment widi differ-

ent types of aid and programs.

This idea fosters an envi-

ronment in which reform can

take place freely, without the

burden of torpid government

workings. However, there is fear

that such programs would en-

courage states to skimp on ben-

efits while reaping the rewards

of federal benefit fijnding. There

is also die fear that some states

Please see Welfare on page 7
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Americans divided by cultural classification
by Kristi M. Franklin

1 am an English-German-

Dutch-White-Southern-Female-

Cadiolic-American, but usually 1

just go by plain old "American"

for short. I have friends who call

themselves African-American,

Latino-American, Native-Ameri-

can, Asian-American, Japanese-

American, Chinese-American,

Korean-American... The list

goes on.

What are we trying to say?

That we cannot simply be our-

selves- individuals— in the US?

That we love anodier country so

much that we demand to be

identified with it publicly, polid-

caOy, and socially for the rest of

our lives, even while reaping

the benefits of life here? That

one nationality is not enough,

and it happens to be all the rage

to have multiple, extraneous

loyalUes to foreign lands that

many of us have perhaps never

even seen?

Do we hate to be associated

with America, American life, and

fellow countrymen so much that

we refuse to admit to being all of

the same country? Must we di-

vide ourselves up this way to

gain a greater slice of the Ameri-

can Pie? How can an American

citizen jusdly calling himselfany-

thing besides an American citi-

zen?

I feel that he cannot ade-

quately jusUfy claims to multiple

naUonalides as a matter of social

".sensidvity." While the United

States does not require people

of dual citizenship to choose

with which country they will be

associated, to which country

they will pay taxes and to which

country they will pledge undy-

ing devotion, people of solely

US citizenship can certainly lay

no claim to another nation.

Immigrants coming to

America can become Americans,

but, they cannot become Luxem-

bourg-Americans
. or New

Zealand-Americans or Brazil-

Americans or Greenland-Ameri-

cans, or any two nationalities.

America is different than

every other country in at least

this regard: whether you are

black or white or yellow or

brown or purple, if you are a cit-

izen of the United States of

America, you are automatically a

plain old American.

People who come from

Japan may call themselves

Japanese. People from England

may call themselves English.

People from Ireland who have

emigrated to the US may call

themselves Irish, but if they

have American citizenship, they

have shaken Irish dust from

their feet and should be labeled

as nothing more than American.

The very name "American"

is enough to show much-

sought-after diversity. America is

traditionally believed the n, It-

ing pot of the worid. While tl re

are tho.se who contest the accu-

racy and the ethics of such an as-

sumption, essentially America is

developing its own distinct cul-

ture based on a wide variety of

cultures from foreign lands.

Although a term such as

Japanese or Native or African

can also describe a culture or a

race or a religion, they are not

words that are necessarily relat-

ed to the term "American". In

fact, avoiding the classificadon

of people in the US according to

race, religion, or minority cul-

ture is the height of progressive

tolerance.

In addiUon, because in

some instances the term "Amer-

ican" refers not only to citizen-

ship but to culture as well, it is

contradictory to refer to a per-

son as belonging to two cul-

tures; American culture includes

every culture in its distinct, pro-

tective organization. Therefore,

it is not necessary to proclaim

(and force others to acknowl-

edge) that someone is African-

American. It is irrelevant to cid-

zenship, it is digressive to say so,

and it serves no purpose but to

uphold the very vices we hope

to avoid- intolerance, racial seg-

regation, and discord among

groups of facsimile people.

I do not mean to say that

black people should not be

proud of their African heritage. 1

do not mean to say that Chinese

immigrants should not lift their

chins higher in remembrance of

their upbringing. I do not mean

to say that I am not proud to

have a bit of British blood in my

veins.

However, I do mean to say

that labeling ourselves as any-

thing but American onjuch a

national and all-encompassiing

polidcal scale as we have is to do

nothing more than wage war

against each other- our own al-

lies.

Let's face it; interest groups

are interested in themselves.

Please see American on page 7
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Ethnic labels breed racial tension. .

.

American, from page B

People who lobby for a particular racial group do nothing but

segregate that group from other similar lobbying groups. Those

who demand rights they already have simply waste time.

Forcing people to be "politically correct" by openly acknowl-

edging another's race, culture, etc. is not only extraneous to the

allotment of rights among the populace, it is degrading to do so.

It forces every American to say "You are different than I, and I

shall point to this fact every time i mention you."

Tlie result is a fragmented, uncaring, and selfish society

This kind of self-interest is the root of racism, and until we

stand together as a nation of varying peoples under die same

name, we can never hope to be more than hundreds of tiny,

frightened tribes, fighting members of our own country for re-

spect diat is already understood to be part of die label- "Ameri-

can."

Welfare, from page 6

would fail in the same sad way

that the federal government has.

However, as the Chicago Tri-

bune notes, if these fears mani-

fest themselves, there is always

room for the federal govern-

ment to intervene.

Another problem with

granting state governments

power in reform is the amount

of power that should be grant-

ed. Whil should be the extent of

state control over welfare re-

form? Should there be anation-

al standard that the states

should adhere to?

Some argue that if the

Japanese earthquake triggers

more American arrogance
Sometimes it's pretty hard to find any

thing redeeming about the human species. One

can point to mankind's perverse infatuation with

death, murder and violence. Parents are murder-

ing their children, children are murdering their

parents, people are randomly kilLng strangers.

It's enough to sour die most devout opdmist.

On January 16, an earthquake measur-

ing at least 7.2 on the Richter Scale struck near

Kobe, Japan. Over the next few days, America was

mesmerized by the tragedy that unfolded. The

number of dead soared into quadruple digits, the

injured toward the tens of thousands. Cities were

ravaged, communides desffoyed, families shat-

tered.

As one might expect, stories of triumph

over tragedy and heroic

acts ofbravery permeated

the nightly newscasts.

However, the straight

news stories displayed an

alarming trend. Many news anchors seemed to be

taking a self-righteous pleasure from the carnage

and destruction.

Stories that were supposed to only con-

tain factual accounts were prefaced with state-

ments like, "It's tragically ironic that diese same

people who had ignored American warnings that

their buildings weren't ready to widistand an

eanhquake now find themselves homeless."

Few reporters seemed able to stop

themselves from reiterating that the "arrogant"

and "smug" Japanese had disregarded "friendly

advice from American expens." Most journalists

conveyed a sense of sadsfaction that theJapanese

had finally received their comeuppance.

Even here on campus, 1 was told by sev-

eral individuals that they "couldn't help but take

some sadsfaction from the fact that the Japanese

had been 'knocked from their high horse.'"

I grant that the Japanese have been ar-

rogant when questioned about their building

techniques. Ironically, their attitude seems simi-

lar to the feelings expressed by Wellington Webb

FROM THE EDITOR

by Chad T. Nitta

and the other creators of Denver International

Airport when asked about their controversial de-

cision to install an unproven automated baggage

system. The difference is diat few Denverites

seem to derive any satisfacdon from an error that

costs them $1 million a day.

The fact is, no human being, whether

they are American, Japanese, Russian, Hispanic

or African-American, appreciates unsolicited crit-

icism. Whether or not the Japanese were right or

wrong is not die issue. What is disturbing is that

any person could take pleasure or satisfacdon

from a tragedy that claimed thousands of lives

and cost thousands more loved ones, homes, and

families.

Even worse, this sick satisfaction

cropped up in the initial

news coverage. It didn't

appear in retrospectives

or analytical examina-

tions, it appeared in

everyday "factual" accounts of the tragedy. It was

impossible to watch the "objective" repordng

widiout experiencing the smug "we were right"

atdtude diat most journalists seemed to exude.

As an American, I found this bias to be

insensitive and embarrassing. Completely ignor-

ing the fact that many viewers may have lost

loved ones in the earthquake, our self-righteous

press decided to preach about the imponance of

taking American advice. In a time when a show of

global solidarity and compassion would have

been appropriate, America managed to reinforce

its global percepuon of arrogance.

Whatever the reason for diis perversity,

be it fear of Japanese economic hegemony or

residual Worid War II animosity, it is a pathetic

statement about mankind. No matter how much

you hate a culture or lifestyle or ethnicity, you

should not take pleasure in the destruction of in-

nocent men, women, and children.

Everyone likes to be right. However,

there is a time and place. If you don't realize diat,

then maybe you aren't right after all.

states are to receive federal

money for their reforms, they

should adhere to a federal poli-

cy. What, then, is the purpose of

allowing states the freedom to

enact their own reforms? A na-

tional policy does not allow a

wide ben;h for experimentation,

which is the purpose of allowing

states to have control over re-

form in the first place.

This experimentation is not

without hazard for the reform

movement. But experimenta-

tion seems to be the only way to

find a feasible solution for the

problem of an unfit program

which has become obsolete.

Cuts, from page 5

ment of Agriculture still neces-

sary when less than i% of the

American population is actively

engaged in farming," or,

"Should the purpose of this de-

panment be transferred to save

money and time to a smaller bu-

reau within the Commerce or

Labor department?"

Questions like these will

not be answered easily, and pri-

oritization of government ser-

vices is easier said than done.

But the sooner Democrats and

Republicans alike realize their

"quick and eas/' solutions are

centrally flawed, the better.

Sky Chair, from page 5

Quayle for president in 2000, is a virgin, and wKirs cool glasses

just deserves all kinds of respect.

• Reasons I'm not presendy out hunting giraffes: the people at

Cheyenne Mountain Zoo have my number..

• Initial thought after reading a headline concerning House Ma-

jority Leader Dick Armey's mispronunciation of homosexual

Rep. Barney Frank's name as Barney 'Fag': It's about time a na-

tional leader took a shot at that idiot purple dinosaur...

• From the NaFurther-Comment-Necessary category: four men in

San Francisco are bickering over exactiy which one peri'ormed

the heroic act of catching three children whose mother dropped

them into the waiting arms of would-be rescuers out of the

third-story bedroom window of a burning house...

• I want to be Mike Shanahan. Seven years, $7 million, essentially

to say, "Here John, you thtow die ball to Anthony, Mike, Shan-

non, or sometimes Glyn, whichever one is open. Now, Anthony,

Mike, Shannon, and sometimes Glyn, catch die ball and run up-

field. Don't stop. Run fast. Don't get hun. And Pete, here's some

money, go make a defense." Go Burrows.

• Reasons I'm not presendy out hunting giraffes; I'd rather hunt

those who decided Apple Macintosh computers are the medium

by which Cuder Publications will produce all of its periodicals.

• Look Mom, a $4.5 million book deal! Peek fast, I'm bowing un-

der unfounded pressure and giving it all back tomorrow ...

Tired of the Catalyst not saying what you think

it should say?

Stop complaining! Wiite Commentary!

We're loolting for a few good opinions...

and a few more bad cliches.

If interested, contact us at x6675

London

$250
Paris $259' Rome $350"

Frankfurt $279- Costa Rica $268'
Madrid $305* Belize $280*
Tares »e each w^y from DeiNw based oi fcxfidmp pactase, Rcsinrtcns (tpV a^d tares not mduted

Oil for (her •f/aicff^Kk desDiHOora.

Council Travel
1138 13th Street (on the hill) • Boulder. CO 80302

303-447-8101 1-800-9-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624)

Call or stop by for a FREE Sludenl Travels mas
EurailpaSSeS issued on-the-spot!
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Letters to the Editor

Send '"^^ Catalyst

SHOOT BACK! -« -"^.T
'"• Colorado Springs, CO 80946

letters to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be submitted to the Catalvst by

Wednesday, 12:00 PM for publication in the following Friday's issue. AU letters must be signed.

Anonymity is rarely granted. Please restrict letters to 500 words or less. Those under 250 words

will be considered first. The Catalyst reserves die right to edit letters for purposes of publication. Ail

letters will be screened for fectual accuracy- libelous letters will not be accepted. The letters to the

Editor section of the Catalyst is meant to give any and all students, faculty, and staff a forum in which

to express issue-oriented opinions. Letters will be published on diis basis. No poetry, please. All let-

ters become die property of the Catalyst, and are not returned.

Catalyst s\\ou\6 not censor

campus conservatives
Dear Editor

Well, I'm glad to see diat

nothing much at CO has

changed this semester. That is,

outside of being able to use my

CC Gold Card at Wooglin's

(Thanks, Oh Mighty ID God).

Let me preface this letter by

admitting that I've been away

fi'om campus since July. Since

I've been back, I've had die joy

of reading the last two issues of

die Catalyst. Please, correct me if

I'm wrong, but it appears the

Catalyst is now expressing some

(My God!) conservative views.

The few letters to the editor

in the last issue (Dec. 16) appear

to strike aim at Erick Schemin-

ske and his "conservative" views.

From what I've heard, he's prob-

ably taken a lot of shit diis se-

mester. This is not a letter sup-

porting Erick, or his views, nei-

ther of which I'm very familiar

with.

Darren Page wrote a letter

in which he states (in reference

to Erick's conservative views)

that he feels "as diough [Erick]

is using a significant portion of

OUR (sic) newspaper to vent

this anger and hate for anyone

who does not fit into diis cate-

gory."

He goes on to suggest that

it is conservative views which are

what is wrong with our societj'.

I've heard similar statements in

my four years at CC, and it never

ceases to amaze me.

First of all, it appears to me

that on this liberal campus, it is

conservatives who get hated for

voicing their opinions. Secondly,

"OUR newspaper", i.e. the Cata-

lyst, is a newspaper for die en- 1

tire campus.

It is not just for people who

express Darren's views that lib-

erals are good and conservatives

bad. There is hopefully more

than just the liberal, let gays live

next to me, give women man-

agement jobs, males suck (espe-

cially white ones), lock up all the

guns, posidon on this campus.

Over the past few years,

there has been a lot of talk about

diversity on this campus. I've

come to the conclusion that

most of this talk is bullshit. After

all, what is diversity? If people

aren't willing to listen to some-

one who doesn't agree with

them, diversity may as well not

even exist.'

In May, I'll graduate and put

on my resume that I attended a

liberal arts college. This will tell

my future employers that I've

been made aware of the worid,

and know a little more dian just

what I'm taught in my major

field.

I also think diat a liberal arts

education means that I'm pre-

pared to deal eflectively with

people who don't agree with

me. However, it seems that at

CC the way to deal with people

who express difl'erent views is to"

bash die person (not necessarily

die views) undl one of the par-

ties gets sick of it. I hardly think

this is the appropriate way to

deal with the situation. Whatev-

er happened to open-minded

discussions?

Come on CC, get your nose

out of the air long enough to

look around you. You are never

always right.

Sincerely,

Becky Hoenigman

CAREER FAIR
February 28, 1995

OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker^" is
looking for motivated people to establish a career
in the brokerage business.

OLDE offers:

12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income

Excellent benefits

If you possess excellent communication skills
general market knowledge and the desire to excel,
see us at the Career Fair on February 28, 1995.

If you are unable to attend the Career Fair call-

1 800 937-0606
or send resume to:

OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

^OLDE
DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS

Member NYSE and SIPC

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Columnist defends his

precious Integnty
Dear Editor:

I don't believe my column

is an appropriate place to con-

dnue the trend of verbal mud-

slinging begun in the final issue

of last semester's Catalyst. How-

ever, I cannot in good con-

science allow the personal at-

tacks viciously launched on me

to go without rebuttal. There-

fore, I am striking back in letter

form.

This will be short, sweet,

and will contain no verbal as-

saults. It is only a defense.

I will not stand for unfound-

ed attacks on my family, my an-

cestors, my values, or my in-

tegrity. I have never advocated

any type of violence against

women, minorities, or gays. In

fact, I have advocated exactly

the opposite- mutual respect

and understanding.

I live in a diverse worid

filled with atdtudes and beliefs

different from mine. But if it is

expected of me to respect the

rights and equality of those who

hold differing beliefs, diey'd bet-

ter damn well respect mine, too.

And respect does not mani-

fest itself in aggravated accusa-

tions of pro-violence racism, fas-

cism, and sexism.

Folks, if you have problems

widi my column, this newspa-

per, and any opinions expressed

in eidier, it is your responsibility

to write to or for the Catalyst,

and challenge this paper on

valid points of argument rather

th:in unsound and irresponsible

attacks on columnists like my-

self

One more time, just for the

record: 1 stand opposed to Fas-

cism and racism. I support the

struggles of gays and women to

gain the equality they deserve.

My family immigrated to the

United States in a completely le-

gal and upright manner. I abhor

domestic violence.

And I will challenge any-

body who accuses me other-

wise.

Sincerely,

Erick R. Scheminske

Dear Editor:

After an overwhelmingly positive response to the first round of

student sun'eys diiid block, results last block bordered on discourag-

ing. Thank you to those who responded- once again, your responses

were dioughdul and will tienefit futtjre classes greatly. And for those

who didn't respond, you'll have another chance to redeem yourselves

starting TODAY! Please, take the dme to fill out these surveys. This

project will die without your support.

Thank You!

David Coffey
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BSD examines current racism on campus
by Anne Lucke

February is Black History

Month and the Black Student

Union (BSD) on campus has

events planned throughout the

month,

BSU has chosen "Racism:

Alive and Well" as this year's

theme.

"That was a deliberate

choice to begin a discussion on

racism as it exists on campus

and in the local area," said

Thomas Potter, member of

BSU's Political Action Commit-

tee.

The celebration of Black

History Month began Wednes-

day, featuring poet Stacey

Dyson.

This Sunday, February 5, at

6 p.m. a Gospel Concert will be

held at Shove Chapel. The con-

cert will feature the Trinity Bap-

tist Church Choir under the di-

rection ofJohn Bowen.

The Keynote speaker of

Black History Month will be

Manning Marable, a noted au-

thor and lecturer on Afro-Ameri-

can social and political thought

and African and Caribbean poli-

tics. The event will be held

Wednesday, February 22 in

Packard Auditorium from 8:00

to 10:00 p.m.

A program of events can be

picked up from the Office of Mi-

nority Life in Worner Center.

BSU began the year decid-

ing which direction the organi-

zation would take. They decid-

ed upon seven ideals which they

had printed in Swahili on the

back of BSU shirts. According to

Potter, one goal the organiza-

tion is hoping to live up to is

changing the face of the cam-

pus.

Overall, Potter believes that

the campus is not inviting for

African-American students. "It's

not a comfortable place to be,"

he said.

Potter cited one example of

how racism is indeed alive and

well on campus.

"Security has been checking

IDs of African-American stu-

dents more than those of non-

minority students," said Potter.

In one incident a dorm se-

curity guard asked to see the

IDs of two resident African-

American students, but did not

check the IDs of a group of Eu-

ropean-American girls who were

clearly not residents, according

to Potter.

BSU and campus security

have attempted- to resolve the

problem, and the situation

seems to have improved, said

Potter.

BSU is an organization open

to all people on campus. Meet-

ings are held Wednesdays at 6

p.m. in the Student Cultural

Center.

For more information, con-

tact Rochelle Mason, Director of

Minority Student Life at exten-

sion 6,1^8.

Students react

Cancellation of Symposium unpopular decision

by AOison Bonner

The annual Colorado College symposium

was held over half block from January 18 to Jan-

uary 21. This year the topic centered on "Sexu-

ality and Gender".

According to a number of the CC students

who attended, the symposium was fairly crowd-

ed throughout its duration with people often

having to stand arid crowd into the rooms for

some of the events.

However, there will be no more sympo-

siums in the forseeable future.

Some of the students who did attend the

symposium found it a very worthwhile experi-

ence. "It seems that every year they pick a top-

ic that many people are not able to take classes

in, but that their fields of study may center

around," comments one student. By picking the

different topics, students are able to attend the

symposiums while learning more about dieir

majors or fields of study.

Students did mention, however, that many

of the people who attended the symposium

were not Colorado College students. Instead,

most of the people were fi^om the Colorado

Springs community.

Students estimate that only about one quar-

ter to one third of the people who attended were

CC students.

Perhaps this is one of the reasons that the

administration has cancelled future symposiums.

So far, exact reasons for this are unknown, but

one of the main reasons may be a major budget

cut. With this budget cut there will simply not be

enough funding to continue die symposium pro-

gram. However, many of the faculty do not even

know why this is all happening. Although the

student and community reaction to the sympa

slum seems to be positive, there still remains a

need to do away with symposiums.

Students, however, disagree with the deci-

sion to cancel symposiums. "1 think it will be

detrimental. A lot of CC students do go to them,

especially to the more interesting parts; die

more controversial parts, " said another student.

Students, on die whole seem to favor sym-

posiums, but this doesn't explain the reason for

the low student attendance.

Aldiough many people may have attended, it

was only a relatively small pordon of die student

body.

Perhaps there was not enough publicity to

please see Symposium on page 10

pholo by Nick Taylor

Poet Stacey Dyson started off BSU's month long schiedule of

events for Black History Month on Wednesday.

Yum or dumb? The
remaking of Rastall

by Kathleen Johnson

Have you noticed the

changes in Rastall this semester?

Can you think of any? Do you

like them? When asked, many

students have lots to say about

them.

For starters, the pizza bar

has been added to the lunch and

dinner menu. Many students

find die pizza tastes good. "Hike

the pizza bar much better dian

the grill. You never know what

diey are going to throw at you."

said Aaron Knapp.

It seems as if some people

though, think the pizza bar is

just another added constant in

Rastall. "Here they go again.

Every lunch and dinner its pasta

bar, grill bar and now pizza bar.

It is getUng pretty old. Nothing

ever changes in this place," said

David Perfors.

In general, students are

happy with Marriott's decision

to have the pizza bar. For now,

its a nice change.

Another exciting new

change in Rastall is the TCBY

frozen yogurt machine. The

general consensus among up-

perclassmen is positive. "I really

like the frozen yogurt. They

have more flavors than choco-

late and vanilla," said Nicole

Fredrickson.

Furthermore, many people

are glad Rastall now offers a

healthier choice for dessert.

"Besides, its healthier than die

previous soft serve they offered.

1 can eat it more often," added

Christy McNaul. While the

firozen yogurt has met with die

students approval other dessert

items have not met their stan-

dards. Students are upset that

die brand of cookies has been

changed. "
1 really wish they

please see Rastall on page 10
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Trevor Shettron earns respect, moneyfrom The Franklin Company

CC intern excels, college reaps benefits

by Amber Anderson & Christy McNaul

The Career Center benefit-

ed from the hard work of one

Colorado College graduate this

week.

The Franklin Company, a

full service financial institution,

presented the Career Center

with a check for {1,000.00 on

Tuesday.

The presentation was made

in honor of CC grad Trevor

Shettron's hard work for the

company over the past seven

months.

Shettron, a member of the

class of 1994, was first ap-

proached about interning with

the company last spring by for-

mer CC football coach and cur-

rent Franklin consultant, Skip

Pritchard. Shettron then partici-

pated in several interviews be-

fore being accepted into the

program.

The Franklin program em-

phasizes the importance of true

hands on work in the field,

rather than the gopher duties

often assigned to interns in oth-

er organizations.

The first duty of interns in

die Franklin program is to ob-

tain their state license in finan-

cial services.

After obtaining their license,

interns continue in a twelve

week program of study while

also beginning to work in the

field.

Students begin their hands

on experience working direcdy

with an experienced Franklin

consultant.

As the intern gains experi-

ence he slowly begins to build

his own clientele until he is

working on his own.

Shettron excelled in the

Franklin program and has en-

tered a Marketing Leadership

Program. This highly selective

program accepted only eight

members nationwide over die

past several years.

While Shettron first joined

the program through a personal

contact, The Franklin Company

will continue its recruiting at

Colorado College through the

Career Center.

Students interested in diis

program should contact die Ca-

reer Center.

The internship offered by

The Franklin Company is not

the only of its kind, diough.

Our lenses start at $29.99/pr.

ALL BRANDS AND PRESCRIPTIONS.

Call SIGHT EXCHANGE
1-800-342-0011

^

Y EARS A H E A D

SALON

15% ofTall services

for CC students
1 18 N. Tejon.Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552

photo by Jett Nilprabhassom

Representatives of The Franklin Company presented the Career Center with a check for $1 000.00

in honor of the hard work and dedication of 1994 graduate Trevor Shettron.

The Career Center receives

announcements regarding thou-

sands of internship opportuni-

ties every year. Addidonally, die

office serves as the home to di-

rectories and notebooks of na-

tionwide internships.

The Career Center hopes to

eventually establish a data base

in which students look for in-

ternship opportunities. In fact.

die money from The Franklin

Company may be used towards

die purchase of a computer for

just such a purpose.

Opportunides abound for

students willing to work hard.

Skip Pritchard of The Franklin

Company said, "We are looking

for people like Trevor." Buster

Shepherd, also of The Franklin

Company added, "We want to

Book now...

for

Spring

Break.

Call Taylor Travel,
your campus
agency.
636-3871

idendfy die best talent on cam-

pus and bring them into our

program."

For students wondering

what it means to be "like

Trevor" his employers describe

him as someone with a strong

work ethic, a depth of character,

someone who is teachable and

eager to learn, as well as some-

one widi a strong desire to suc-

ceed.

Symposium from page 9

spark the interest of most stu-

dents. Much of the news of the

symposium was spread through

die mail, and many of the stu-

dents can be seen simply throw-

ing their mail into the recycling

bins without ever reading it.

Whatever die case, after diis

past one, symposiums will be

only a part of die programs of

Colorado College past.

Rastall from page 9

would switch back to the kind of

cookies they had last year," stat-

ed sophomore Eric Hardesty.

Rastall has also switched to

popular method of serving food:

the students serve themselves.

"The self-serve makes the lines

go faster and the food doesn't

run out as quick," said Aaron

Knapp. The overall opinion of

the students looks to be favor-

able to the changes that have

been made in Rastall.
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Input welcome on thefuture ofthe Greek system at The Colorado College

Greek organizations beneficial to CC life
U..T u /- .__ been fostered. As inriir^rpH hu -jomp rh^it nr^Kiomc -.^^r:k.,^^J ._ .1 . ,

Vne Catalyst -VigtW

by Joseph Carpenter

"Greek alumni are more

likely to be donors, volunteers,

and attend alumni events. " —
The Presidential Commission

on the Greek System Executive

Sumnuzry, 1992.

Why is this? People tend to

give their time and financial re-

sources to causes which have

impacted, or in some way im-

pact their lives or the well being

of their environment or person-

al development.

So why then, do Greelt

alumni of The Colorado College

generate 65% ({10,563,582) of

the value of all alumni gifts

($16,224,999)? Obviously, these

Greek alumni feel that their affil-

iation has contributed to their

academic, social, and personal

collegiate experiences in ways

that would not have otherwise

been fostered. As indicated by

their generous financial contri-

butions, time commitment, and

general institutional support to

The Colorado College, Greek

alumni are conveying that their

experiences enhanced and

added to their education.

If Greek affiliation were the

sole criteria, contributions

would exclusively be directed to

the national fraternal endow-

ments. Yet, they are not.

CC has undergone a long

debate on the "appropriateness"

of Greek Fraternal organizations

as they relate to the philosophi-

cal and practical criteria of a Lib-

eral Arts education.

In a faculty forum in the fall

of 1992, "faculty critics called for

the elimination of the Greek

system because it is 'elitist, clas-

sist, sexist, and racist'." As well,

"defenders and critics tended to

agree that problems attributed

to Greek organizations reflect

problems of the entire residen-

tial system."

Many critics, at CC and else-

where, have argued that Greek

organizations have outlived

their time.

GREEK
CORNER

How
many of

these com-

ments are

made by

people
who have no Greek affiliation or

have no true understanding of

this affiliation? One can read

through the by-laws or princi-

ples of any Fraternity or Sorori-

ty and obtain a surface under

standing of the aims and mis-

sions of these organizations.

But from this does one truly un

derstand what it means or feels

to be Greek?

Fifteen month program availableforfuture teachers

Masters degrees available from CC
by Tracy Fande

Many people on campus

may have no idea that a mas-

ters program in Education ex-

ists on campus. Unique be-

cause it is the only masters

program that The Colorado

College offers, this opponuni-

ty consists of three programs,

each fifteen months in dura-

tion.

No, you do not have to

have an undergraduate degree

from Colorado College to ap-

ply to this program. Although

it carries the name of Col-

orado College, it is a national-

ly advertised program and

pretty much a separate school.

The program was actually

created about twenty five

years ago to complement oth-

er four year liberal arts pro-

grams. Many students earn a

four year liberal arts program,

and this masters program is

designed to go along with that

as a fifth year program. Fur-

thermore, it is for students

who have no time, or do not

want to sacrifice time, of their

four year program to concen-

trate on a professional program.

The three programs, a Mas-

ters of Art and Teaching in Ele-

mentary Schools, a Masters of

Art and Teaching in Secondary

School Science, and a Masters of

Art and Teaching in Secondary

School Mathematics, all begin in

the summer and go through die

academic year, through the next

summer.

The fall semester is used for

courses and student teaching,

while the second semester is

based on an internship in a local

public school. This internship is

extremely economical, for it is

hill time, and the interns are

paid a salary.

The elementary program is

die oldest, while the math and

science programs are more re-

cent.

There are roughly thirty

people in die program, most of

whom are in the elementary

school program.

It was quite interesdng,

diough, to learn that while

some of the students enter

diis program fresh out of col-

lege, several are older stu-

dents who may have taken a

few years, or many years, off

before entering a masters pro-

gram. Some students have de-

cided to go back to school to

be a teacher after raising a

family. Also, there are those

who, after entering another

job, realize that their heart is

in teaching. The large variety

of students creates for a di-

verse learning atmosphere,

where many people may learn

from another's experience.

If anyone is interested in

ftjrthering his or her knowl-

edge about this program, or if

he or she may be interested in

applying, the education de-

partment is located in Mierow

House, next to Tutt Library. In

addition to the printed mat^r

iai, there are also diff'erent

people you may talk to de-

pending on your interests.

In theory, to have never ex-

perienced Greek affiliation and

claim that one understands diis

concept is much like saying that

one understands what it must be

like to be homeless, as they are

living comfortably and simply

read or hear

about it.

Cu r-

rendy, an ad-

hoc Greek

System Com-

mittee is up-

statistical information,

IS membership data,

dating

such

G.P.A's, and residential/financial

data, so that this information, in

addition to the previously gath-

ered statistics of the Presidential

Committee on the XIreek Sys-

tem, can be used to formulate a

recommendation to the Presi-

dent on the hiture of the Greek

System. This recommendation

will be given in early March,

When asked if die ad-hoc

Greek System Committee would

be holding any open forums for

students to attend and address

their concerns, co-chair, Joseph

Pickle, responded, "my inclina-

tion is not to do diat again", sug-

gesting that the open forums

held by the Presidential Commis-

sion in 1991-92 adequately rep-

resented the views of students at

CC. Pickle did add diat "any stu-

dent diat is concerned and wants

to share their views should write

us (ad hoc Greek System Com-

mittee)."

Is elimination the answer? Is

non-residential for men's Frater-

nities the answer?

Greeks at CC. are a minori-

ty (approx. 22% of all under-

graduates). Change is eminent

within any organization as soci-

ety changes. Yet, to provide a

true liberal arts education im-

plies giving students a range of

options.

The Presidential Commis-

sion on the Greek System Exec-

utive Summary states under one

possible option, "We ought not

to be in the business of restrict-

ing choice." For 22% of CC stu-

dents and for a large percentage

of donating alumni, any drastic

alterations to the Greek System

as we know it implies a limita-

tion of choice. It implies a limi-

tation for opportunity.

Greek involvement in near-

ly every aspect of campus life—

from C.C.CA., to die Campus

Center for Community Service,

to athletics, to the Writing Cen-

ter and so on— illustrates diat

Greek students involve them-

selves not only in the acUvities

of their chapters, but in diose of

die campus community.

Greek alumni support

dirough financial contributions

and alumni event attendance,

reiterates diis commitment to

The Colorado College

.

Whether you are Greek af-

filiated or not, if you have any

concerns, comments, or sugges-

uons, please direct them to a

member of the ad-hoc Greek

System Committee. Copies of

the Presidential Commission on

the Greek System Executive

Summary may be obtained

through the Office of the Presi-

dent.

M^orldTeach i$ looldng for people

who have a mind to travel.

'WorldTeach
l-(800) i-TEA.CH-0



Collector'is Items.
No collection is complete without these classics. And right now our special low price keeps

your money and your music in perfect harmony.

8.95 ea.

CD
list 13.99

Herb Alpert & the Tijuana Brass Greafesf Hits a&m

Bachman Turner Overdrive Greatest Hits Mercury

Bee Gees Best of, Volume 1 Polydor

Tlie Big Chili Soundtrack Motown

Bon Jovi Slippery When Wet Jambco/Mercury

The BrealcfasI Club Soundtrack a&m

Eric Clapton Slowhand Pdydor

Eric Clapton Time Pieces I
- Best of Eric Clapton Poiydor

Joe Cocker Greatest Hits a&m

Cream Strange Brew - Best of Cream Polydor

Melissa Etheridge Brave & Crazy isbnd

The Four Tops Greatest Hits Motown

Marvin Gaye Every Great Motown Hit Motown

Good Morning Vietnam Soundtrack a&m

Elton John Greatest Hits Polydor

Elton John Greatest Hits Volume 2 Polydor

John Mellencamp American Fool Rivo

The Moody Blues Days of Future Passed Polydor

Nazareth Hair of the Dog asm

Pretty in Pink Soundtrack asm

Rush 21 12 Mercury .

Scorpions Love at First Sting Mercury

Squeeze Singles 45s and Under a&m

Cat Stevens Teaser and the Firecat a&m

The Temptations Greatest Hits, Volume 1 Motown

U2 War island

Ugly Kid Joe America's Least Wanted Mercury

Van Morrison Poetic Champions Compose Polydor

Barry White Greatest Hits, Volume I Casablanca

Hank Williams 24 Greatest Hits mgm

^trf'Hjmk'WaSamsGripalEst'Hitsi

NEDI^^PLAY
MUSIC • BOOKS • MOVIES • SOFTV/ARE

Citadel Crossing, 651 North Academy Boulevard, Colorado Springs, 573-1977
Open Mon - Thurs: 1 - 9, Fri - Sat: 10-10, Sun: 11-6

Sale prices good through

February 9, 1995.
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Love, gender and murder are "Madness"
by Meredith Morganstern

In the mood for a night of

comedy? Need something a lit-

de bizarre, a little offbeat this

weekend? Try "Modular Mad-

ness," a Theater Workshop pre-

sentation being performed at

CC this weekend, starting

Thursday, February 2, and run-

ning through Sunday, February

5. All shows are at 7:30 in Taylor

Hall (next to Bemis), and tickets

are sold out. "Modular Mad-

ness," which promises "an

evening of passion, fashion, and

murder," is surely one of the

more original shows to be put

on at CC this year. Made up of

three separate shows directed

by four different CC students,

"Madness" is full of twists, turns,

and farces of every kind.

Fans of Neil Jordan will

enjoy "Plaza Suite," one of the

three shows in "Madness,"

directed by Lauren Biknell and

Jordanna L'Esperance. "Suite" is

about a couple in a hotel room-

except one of them is having an

affair. "I don't want to give too

much away," said Biknell, "but

Marston exhibit

in Coburn

An exhibit of J.D.

J Marston's photographs is on

display during Block 5 in the

[ Coburn Gallery. The exhibit

: will be on display through

February 14. The photo-

graphic art of J.D. Marston

captures an essence of the

American landscape that is

disappearing. He is the recip-

ient of the Sierra Club's 1992

Ansel Adams Award for Con-

servation Photography, and

has received acclaim from

the art world, collectors, and

environmentalists.

To keep his art in touch

with the pure ;ind simple, he

resides at the foot of the San-

gre de Cristo Mountains of

Colorado.

This exhibit is spon-

sored by The Hulbert Center.

there's a mistress and a waiter,

and the wife is pretty eccentric.

The characters play off each oth-

er well." "Suite" is described as a

black comedy - that is, the sub-

ject matter is pretty serious, but

the show itself is quite funny.

The second show in "Mad-

ness" is a farce of the old "Sleep-

ing Beauty" fairy tale, called

"Coma." It was written by

Charles Busch and is directed by

Jesaka Long. For this show. Long

did something a little unusual

with her cast; she made "Coma"

a gender-bender by giving all the

women's roles to men and vice

versa, except for the role of

Sleeping Beauty herself, which is

being played by a woman. Long

did this, she said, because "gen-

der and gender identity in our

society are constructions. Tlie

roles are pretty androgj'nous,

and I wanted to show how soci-

ety has created only two gen-

ders, men and women, when

actually there are more."

The last modular is "The

Real Inspector Hound," a come-

dy/murder written by Tom Stop-

pard, better known for his Ham-

let spoof "Rosencratz and

Guildenstern are Dead."

"Hound" is being directed by

Jamie Roberts, who took very

good care to create a period

piece out of her show. "It's a

farce on the classic murder-mys-

tery from the days of radio

shows, so I really tried to create

the mood of the period; all the

furniture and costumes are

real."

"Hound," she said, is full of

twists and turns and surprises.

There's even a corpse on stage

from beginning to end. It has all

the facets of the classic murder-

mystery: desire, passion, and

betrayal, yet it remains a light-

heari^d, humor-packed come-

dy. Long would also like to

emphasize that many very tal-

ented first-years are making

their debut in this show.

Finally, there's one person

who deserves special mention

in connection with "Modular

Madness", and that is the show's

technical director, Eric Kuhn. A

senior who's had quite a lot of

experience in theater, Lauren

Biknell says of him, "He's been

photo courtesy o( Nic Taylor

"Coma" ts a gender-bending play directed by Jesaka Long, in

which the actors and actresses cross dress.

such a great help. He's very

good at this and he was just

great with every show."

Tickets are sold out, so

those who have them, enjoy the

show. It promises to be an inter-

Black History events fill February
by CJ. Richardson

Tills year. Black History

Month at Colorado College is

looking to be one of the best!

Beginning on Wednesday, Feb-

ruary 1, Black History Month at

Colorado College was kicked off

in Loomis Lounge at 6:00 p.m.,

with a special Black Student

Union (BSU) meeting featuring

poetess Stacey Dyson.

But that was just the begin-

ning of the exciting events

scheduled for the month of

Februarj'. On Thursday, Febru-

ary' 2, storyteller Tern Moore

will be at Bemis Lounge from

,1:00 p.m. until 4:30 p.m. to

showcase stories that are a part

of the African-American her-

itage. Later that night, from 8:00

p.m. until 10:00 p.m., represen-

tatives from die Nation of Islam

spoke in Armstrong Auditori-

um on the theme for this year's

Black History Month celebra-

tion, "Racism: Alive and Well."

For those of you who want

to attend a more spiritual event,

you will be happy to know that

on Sunday, February 5, at 6:00

p.m., in Shove Chapel, there will

be a gospel concert featuring

the Trinity Baptist Church

Choir, Sheriey Hancock, and

Denise Young-Smith.

The next event is one for all

intellectuals in the Colorado

Springs community. On Tues-

day, February 7, in Gaylord Hall

in Worner Center, from 3:00

p.m. until 5:00 p.m., there will

be a Lincoln-Douglas type

debate featuring black leaders

representing the conservative

agenda as well as the liberal

agenda. Our own Dean of Stu-

dents, Mike Edmonds, will mod-

erate the event. But the night is

still young! At 8:00 p.m. on the

same day, in Armstrong

Auditorium, Tarika, a dance and

musical group from Madag;iscar,

will be performing.

On Tuesday, February 21,

from 3:00 p.m. until 5:00 p.m.,

in Gaylord Hall, there will be a

panel discussion featuring stu-

dents, administrators, staff, and

faculty from the Colorado Col-

lege community. The discussion

of the evening will encompass

the theme for the month's

activities, "Racism: Alive and

Well." Later thai night at 8:00

p.m. until 10:00 p.m. in Gates

Common Room in Palmer Hall

Rhonda Piggins will address the

theme for the month's event

and examine the relationship

between racism, sexism, and

homophobia.

The Black History Month

events will be capped off on

Wednesday, February 22, at 8:00

p.m. in Packard Auditorium,

with keynote speaker, Manning

Marabel, who is a Professor of

History, PoliUcal Science, and

Sociology at Columbia Universi-

The Black Student Union.

CCCA, the Leisure Program,

Livesounds, the Venture Grant

Committee, and many other

departments in the CC commu-

nit)' are responsible for bringing

these exciting events to the CC

community .ind to the Colorado

Springs community.
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The Poor Boys in their Element in Room 46
by Megan McKee

The Poor Boys, one of the

premiere a cappella groups in

Coiotado will perform Saturday,

Febnjar)' 4th in Armstrong The-

ater. Tickets, available at Womer

Desk, are free with a CC I.D„ or

$5.00 for general admission.

Since winning the 1992

regional Harmony Sweepstakes,

the five young men that com-

prise The Poor Boys have satis-

fied audiences from Denver to

San Francisco. Their diverse har-

monies range from jazz to con-

temporar)' hits from such

groups as Boys II Men and Shai.

Opening for The Poor Boys

will be two Colorado College a

cappella groups, Room 46 and

Element, who have performed

the National Anthem at CC

hockey games and perform sev-

eral times each year.

Room 46, formed in the

spring of 1992, is a mixed 12

person group which performs

often on campus. Element is a

new a cappella group, made up

of six women and formed at the

beginning of this school year

Together diese three vocal

groups are guaranteed to stir

the soul.

A cappella fans have many

people to thank, as this function

is sponsored by the class of

1997, the Leisure Program,

Livesounds, and Room 46.

photo courtesy o( Jett Nilprabtiassom

Room 46 will be performing this Saturday with CC's Element and The Poor Boys.

Cisneros gives snapshots of Mango Street
by Kim Whipple

Click. Girls play jump rope

on the sidewalk. Click. A

woman lowers money for

papaya and coconut juice from

her apartment window. Click. A

cousin takes the kids for a ride

in a stolen yellow Cadillac.

CUck, Sitting in a cafeteria

alone, a giri tries not to cry over

her greasy rice sandwich. Click.

She "escapes" Mango Street, but

it does not escape her, and she

comes back to it in this series of

vignettes by Sandra Cisneros.

It is not easy to become a

woman in "The House on Man-

go Street." Esperanza is, to the

reader, the voice of a young giri,

hoping for a home, trying to fit

in at school, objectively record-

ing the worid through a child's

eyes. Yet she has no choice but

lAzz Concert
W TobcnrfitCdwiAiColltMAtklId benefit Coliirado(Agi Athlsf ft Pritgram.

fitarrtng

HOLLIS GENTg,„nationally
ophonjit, has taken

the fusion |az2 wtwJd by storm!

Gentry has perfortjied with such

stars as Sarah V^^n, Dave

Bajbeckjl£Sfirwrtfeall Adderly,

Fat(bufij§f^^(;^>^ Benoit, Urfy
Caritortiiw* 0»Ve Valentin.

Alan Joseph &H30,f.,.,ed a,

a Rising Star by)A2ZIZ and CUfTAR PLAYER
magazines

Feb.11, 1995 • Reid Gym, El Pomar Sports Center
^mmmmt. the Men's Baskhmu Came • CC vs McPherson Couke

IKW« ) fjl COKUI 70 HXIOWCM

TICKETfi: $10(^5withC.C.II
CoodfotjamBieoneori

Available at:

Srons ct>mt
Q)U>«U>0
CoiLECt
389-«476

WonNEa
CAMrus CtmtR
902 N. Cascade

i^m ni

^America SfetAiriine^

to become a woman, living on

this street. Her "voice" becomes

deeper and more sensitive to

the pain of others as she reflects

on her own pain.

This is a physi-

cal awakening as

well as a vocal mat-

urarion, with Es-

peranza trying to

explain the use of

her swelling hips

and catching her friend kissing

boys behind the schoolhouse.

She does not understand at first

why the bums on the street look

at her when she plays in her

high heels, and is relieved when

she can shed her womanhood

with her shoes. A day will come

when that is not an option.

The women Esperanza lives

with constantly remind her that

womanhood is lonely and diffi-

cult. One woman loses her baby

and has the faneral in her home,

BOOK
REVIEW

and Esperanza realizes that "1

had never seen the dead before,

not for real, not in somebody's

living room for people to kiss

and bless themselves and light a

candle for Not in

a house." But this

should not be an

uncommon scene

for Esperanza. All

of the women on

Mango Street have

lost something.

Longing and doom are syn-

onyms for womanhood, and the

memories of their own dead

babies linger with each woman.

Minerva writes poetry in secret,

hiding it 6-om her children and

her abusive husband. Mamacita

"sits all day by the window and

plays the Spanish radio show

and sings all the homesick

songs about her country in a

voice that sounds like a seagull."

Even Esperanza's mother "used

Hmr Designersfor Men & Women

Style cuts, Maintenance Trim,
Perms & Translucent Colors

Nexus & Triproducts availablefor sale

Monday - Friday
Stop in or call for an appointment
827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

to draw when she had time," but

now must use her creativity for

the practical art of the domestic

woman. What promise do these

women give Esperanza?

She can escape, get her own

house, find a "house as quiet as

snow, a space for myself to go,

clean as paper before the

poem," but she is reminded to

return, and "The House on Man-

go Street" is the testimony of

her compliance, and as she fills

her blank page with Mango

Street, she returns to her child-

hood and her home there.

Sandra Cisneros deals with

difficult issues without social

commentary, representing a

worid the reader can see and

touch and love safely, while rec-

ognizing die tragedy of it. The

sad, the lonely, the scared are a

part of life and cannot, and

should not, be left behind.

The Introduction to

Women's Studies class, taught

by Brenda Tooley and Kathy

Merrill, uses this book this block

to explore socialization and gen-

der roles. It is also explicit about

racial and social class differ-

ences. The contrast between

childhood and womanhood, as

well as the treatment of lower

class women, is revealing and

honest. "The House on Mango

Street" explores values and

voice without being moralistic

or preachy. It's a quick read, too.
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Little Bangkok Thai Restaurant cool in pink
by Eric Hardesty

There seems to be a general

rule for college students about

eating out: If a good meal away

from the school cafeteria can be

had for less than five dollars,

ihen its a good deal, and if a

meal can be had for firee, then

you're there.

Unfortunately, I could find

nary a free place to review, and

the Soup Kitchen isn't open on

Mondays, so I set out to find a

reasonably priced restaurant

with good food and courteous

service.

Upon entering The Litde

Bangkok Thai Restaurant at 109

E. Pikes Peak, I didn't know

what to expect. My dinner com-

panion had experienced this

type of food only once and I had

not yet delved into the taste bud

delight we like to call 'Thai."

We walked down a fairly

long corridor at the side of Kim-

ball's Pike's Peak Theater and

arrived at a light pink door with

a sign that read, "Come in ,we're

OPEN." Little did I know that

this pink door would be a fore-

shadowing of the whole am-

biance of the restaurant, but the

place is just plain pink. My din-

ner companion, Heidi, informed

me that in Craig, Colorado, they

have in their jail a bright pink

cell for subduing uncooperative

prisoners, and, similariy, the

evening spent at The Little

Bangkok was very relaxing. I

don't know if there is any real

correlation there, but it might

just be that this restaurant is

good for reducing stress.

Besides being very pink the

general feel of

the decor is one

of inexpensive

elegance. It looks

like an old fifties

diner turned

Thai restaurant.

There is even a

counter with stools in die front,

and on the back wall hangs a

very interesting bronze picture

of running horses.

Our waiter was courteous,

although a bit rushed. He hap-

pened to be the only waiter and

bus boy and host and server,

etc. In spite of this, he did a

good job. The place was clean

and service was prompt, and,

fortunately for him, it was not

very crowded.

Most of our fellow patrons

this night were C.C. students,

and I also spied Chemistry pro-

fessor Howard Urossman sitting

at one of the tables in the back.

I did not expect to see anyone I

knew, because the place is so

obscure, at least to me, as I had

never noticed it before.

The menu was laid out

much like a menu for a Chinese

restaurant would be. There

were shrimp, chicken, beef and

pork entrees as well as various

combinations. Also, to avoid the

awkwardness associated with

FOOD
REVIEW

questions about pronunciation,

the choices were numbered.

Definitely a plus.

1 ordered number 45, a

combination of the above men-

tioned meats

with ft"ied rice in

a Thai sauce.

Heidi had classic

number 37, the

same meats,

sauce, rice noo-

dles and the ever

popular favorite, bean sprouts

on a sesame seed bun. Well,

okay, no bun. All of the selec-

tions were four to five dollars in

price.

Our food arrived in only a

mere five minutes or so, and

despite such a slim tick ofi' the

clock, it did not seem to have

been previously made or

microwaved or otherwise poorly

prepared.

My first thought, as some-

one who had never even seen

Thai food before, was that this

looked good. The meat was real

and cooked properly, the aroma

was tantalizing, and those bean

sprouts just looked stylin' on

top of old number 37 there.

There would be no Rastall

tonight.

I suppose I should probably

mention that the food tasted as

good as it looked. There was

even some Thai sweet and sour

(which is different than Chi-

nese) basted egg on Heidi's

plate that was very good, and

three random, yet well choreo-

graphed, cucumber slices on my

dish. The plates looked small at

first, but they were filling. We

capped off our evening with a

stop at Kafeo, which was along

the pleasant stroll back to cam-

pus.

My recommendation is as

such: The Litde Bangkok Thai

Restaurant is a good place to get

an inexpensive meal in a relaxed

atmosphere, and don't ever try

drinking espresso if you haven't

already. Trust me.

We are together hy choice.

PEACE CORPS COMING TO
COLORADO COLLEGE!

INFORMATION TABLE
February 6 - 8, 9:30am - 5pnn, Womer Center

FILM PRESENTATIONS
February 8, 6pm, "Let It Begin Here" film show, Werner Center

INTERVIEWS
February 9 - 10, 11:30am - 5pm, Career Placement Office.

Interviews are by appointment only.

Your first job after graduation should offer you more than just a paycheck.

Americans have a proud tradition of people helping people - a tradition you

can share in Peace Corps. You'll live and work for two years in one of more

than 90 countries worldwide. And, your work will pay you back. Consider

these competitive benefits... $5,400 "in the bank" after training and service;

housing and living expenses; student loan deferment, partial Perkins loan

cancellation, and academic credit programs; transportation overseas & back,

vacation & travel, and medical care.

For a free information kit call 800/525-4621, ext. 165.

Peace Corps
A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY
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ANNOUNCEMENTS Erick is in love with a MARXIST!

SKATING CLASSES-Tuesdays at

12:30. $5 a lesson or J15 a block.

Please call Jo Ann at 632-i098,

Krista at x7275, Miako at x7025,

or Carrie x7653 for more infor-

mation.

WANTED: games, cards, books,

magazines, and other recre-

ational items for the Drop-In

Center. Bring donations to the

Center for Community Service.

Anybody interested in attending

SHARE (Students Helping Act-

ivate Rape Education) meetings

is WELCOME. We meet on

Wednesdays at 5:30 in upstairs

Womer.

A message from your CCCA:

Financial Aid forms are due Feb.

15- two months earlier than last

year!!

FOR SALE

ELECTRIC TRAIN SET, complete

with lots of buildings, bridges,

fences, trees, and extras. {35

Call x6820.

Factual Statistic: More breakups

occur in January and February

than any other months of the

year.

"THULE" SKI RACK. Bought last

January. Call 447-1968.

SPRING BREAK 95! Ameria's

#1 Spring Break Company!

Cancun, Bahamas, or Florida!

110% lowest price guarantee!

Organize 15 friends and TRAVEL

FREE! Call for our finalized 1995

Party Schedules!! (800) 95-

BREAK

PERSONALS

LOST! Pair of black fleece

Patagonia gloves with initials

BJ.V. on inside tags. If found,

please return promptly to

Womer Box 1205 or call Beverly

at 447-1968.

'Stang Stables seeking tall, svelte

men for employment and inden-

tured servitude. High pay, great

benefits. x7269

To my Chris-Min. class- Hang in

there! Sleep will come soon, and

so will block break!

-Shelly

Cast of Coma-

I've had a wonderful, amazing

time with you all. I love you

dearly. Never forget Sebasdan

Lore.

-Beth

Gimp Nitta-

Next time, don't kick the com-

puter when you're uncontrol-

lably angry with it. It's not par-

ticularly healthy on die 'ol left

ankle. 'Vou'd better be nice to

me, or I may hide your beloved

crutches.

Chris and Hey-Hey-

Thanks for coming to see us.

Let's go dancing. We love you.

-Cagney and Lacey

Coma Cast-

You are stupendous. No more

drag rehearsals! Break a leg.

-Ian

Luke-

When are you taking me to din-

ner?

-From the Lunchroom Giri

Non-factual statistic: you are

more Okely to break your teeth

eating a roll from Rastall than

trying to gnaw a hole through

Shove Chapel.

To My Favorite Creative Writer-

Congratulations and keep up

the hard work; it will pay off in

Rottweilers and island paradises!

-From your favorite Political

Scientist

Gardner-

Someday we might get the

room rearranged. When's the

next girls night out?

-Hogarth

Whitney-

We miss you more than you will

ever realize. Have the time of

your life and write lots! We miss

your stories— really!

-Love,T&A

HANG TOUGH BUCK!

-ROO

Joseph-

You are the quintessential unbi-

ased journalist. And we love

your legs!

-Erick and Sarah

Dave P.-

Granted, schmokdom is unat-

tainable for us both. However,

were the possibilities existent,

you'd be the first one!

-J

Tonya-

I DO really care.

-Boyice

Glove Girl-

Thought it would be fiin to print

Jon's genitalia. He he.

-Fresca Boy

(;iJTLpo3E3/^ipi^
Introduces

"AnneTre"
(formerly of Rapunzel)

^
2o

a full service salon for men & women
Your CC Headquarters for Hair

-ALL STUDENTS 10% OFF!-
81 5 N.Nevada '630-3435

W O R p L -S tr M.'k SwfJei

mj{i

UNLIMITED
TOPPINGS!

Plus Tax

Limit 5 PIziM
Not Volld On Domlnator
Price subject to change
without notice.

DELIVERY OR
CARRYOUT!
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Rec League Favorites and C League
Grundlewarts "upset" in IM Hocl<ey

IM hockey has been subject to frequent cancellations. Players are concerned about the problem.

by Michele Killeen

Honnen Ice Rink was a busy

place Wednesday night. At 9:30,

the Rec League favorites,

Friggin Yar, faced off against

Fiji. The game did not go as

well as the confident Friggin

Yars had planned.

"We thought it was illegal to use

the sticks in the first two peri-

ods. After we were informed, we

played much better," Frigger

Daniel William IWiller, III

claimed. A second reason for

dieir loss came (rem teammate

Eric Coe. "Two of their goals

were scored because of illegal

Zamboni interference."

Drodgy Almonte and Miller

scored Friggin Yar's two goals.

The Fijis fared better, netting

three, but finished exhausted.

Jered Shein could only

muster an "I'm tired." Trevor

Caldwell put it better when he

said, "Don't eyer play the cross-

country team, 'cuz they're all in

great shape."

In response to Caldwell,

Miller stated, "We weren't there

to play hockey, we were hired to

model the equipment." Perhaps

that explains their loss, athough

the Fijis did regret that '\ve did-

n't have cool uniforms,"

Caldwell and Shein each

scored for the Fijis, but the MVP

was Luke McFarlan, who had

two assists and a goal. Despite

their 3-2 loss, Friggin Yar coach

Nancy Eaton was happy. "It was

a good game," she said. "My

team played well."

The second game of the

night was scheduled to begin at

10:45. When the Grundle-

warts arrived, the refs and the

nets were nowhere to be found.

They had received a phone call

telling them the game had been

cancelled, but suspecting a

The Catalyst - Page 17

RAQUETBALL

TOURNAMENT

sign-up

deadline

5:00 pm
February 2

prank from their opponents,

Don't Worry, they came any-

way. The game was, in fact, can-

celled.

Some Grundles voiced their

frustration at being bumped.

"It's sad when they sacrifice stu-

dent ice time," said one

Grundle.

Another Grundle was a little

less restrained, "I pay twenty f—

-ing thousand dollars a year to

skate on this ice. I spent three

months waiting to play a C

league IM game and we get can-

celled ... Why bother to have a

rink if we can't use it?"

Onlyf1,155 Or about $21 amntb:'

Oiil) $1,835 Or about}} amnib:

lIliJiiliJ

Before you make a single payment, you'l

lave read a zillion pages for 4 different

classes, another Super Bowl will have

passed with commercials better

than the game and you'll be making

your quarterly visit to the Laundromat.

MiLinlnsh Performa
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time, \vilh the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can
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erals widiout making a single payment for 90 days.' Combine that with no hassles,

no complicated forms and already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use

Macintosh is now incredibly easy to buy The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day

Deferred Payment Plan. The soluLon diat gives you die A^^IqfV
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Intramural Basketball

Magic Christians feel

wrath of The Family
bv Elizabeth NXIiisler

After taking the lead early in

the first period, the Family held

its advantage to defeat the

Magic Christians 43-34 in the B

league intramural basketball

game Tuesday.

The Magic Christians found

themselves on top only once by

a mere 8-6 margin. Four points

from Wade Levering gave Family

the lead once again. Family

maintained this lead over the

Christians for die remainder of

the game.

Family played an organized

game which was complemented

by strong individual play. Steve

Romero's speed allowed him to

beat die Christians downcourt,

burning them repeatedly.

"Everybody played good. We

were all moving the ball well,"

s:iid Romero.

The Christians found a small

and quick player in Jeff Stone.

Stone was one of three visiting

Sigma Chi players covering for

the many members of the Magic

Christians currently studying

abroad.

The Christians' driving

force, however, was forward

Nate Anderson. He issued an op-

timistic statement of his team's

morale before the game.

"Expectations are for us to

play very sloppy but dominate

with our intimidating presence

in the middle," asserted

Anderson. Contrary to

Anderson's hopes, die Family

controlled the court for most of

the game.

Athlete of the Week
Bach, WCHA Defensive Player of the Week
by Ondlne Boulter

Hocky continued from page 20

key," stated senior captain Kent

Feams, "we finally remembered

what it took to win on

Saturday."

The sweep increased the

Tigers' lead to seven points over

Denver and Wisconsin, who are

tied for second.

CC notched a 7-3 mark dur-

ing the month ofJanuary. After

sweeping Alaska-Fairbanks in

late December, the Tigers re-

turned to the Cadet Ice Arena to

host Minnesota-Duluth. CC won

Friday night's game, and then

proceeded to watch a four goal

lead disappear on Saturday night

to lose their first of three con-

secutive Saturday nightmares.

Study Abroad in Israel
FOR Credit

THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF

JERUSALEM

TELAVTV
UNIVERSITY

BAR-ILAN
UNIVERSITY

BEN-GURION
H. UNIVERSITY

JMM HAIFA^ UNIVERSITY

Programs for undergraduate and graduate students:

ONE YEAR PROGRAMS ' SEMESTER PROGRAMS
SUMMER COURSES

COURSES TAUGHT IN ENGLISH
For more information please call:

Hebrew University 1-800-404-8622
Tel Aviv University 1-212-687-5651
Bar-Uan University 1-212-337-1286
Ben Gurion University 1-800-962-2248
H^ifa University 1-800-388-2134

Tlte Catalyst has selected junior goaltender

Ryan Bach as the Athlete of the Week because of

his impressive record of 54 saves in the Tiger

hockey two-game series against Sl Cloud State

Universit)' last weekend.

A native ofSherwood Park, Alberta, Bach has

been skating since the age of four and began

honing his goaltending skills at five. Before com-

ing to Colorado College, Bach played for the

Notre Dame Hounds of Saskatchewan. He was

also named the Most Valuable Player of the All

Star Team at Canada's prestigious Mac's Midget

Tournament. Bach then went on to be drafted by

the Detroit Red Wings in 1992. TTiough he was

recruited by many other top hockey colleges,

Bach chose CC because "...of its size as well as its

excellent academic record."

Bach feels that his greatest triumph in his

Tiger hockey career vm overcoming a season

ending injury in his freshman year. After playing

only four games, Bach suffered a torn anterior

cruciate ligament, which landed him in rehab for

the remainder of the season. He rebounded

liis sophomore year and helped the Tigers win

their first WCHA championship title in 37

years.

Bach feels that his, team has gotten off to a

great stan, using their confidence and skill to

win key games. One of the major highlights of

the season for Bach was beating Wisconsin in

January
.
He hopes to continue the success by

"concentrating on working hard to do my best

to help the team, and on winning each game so

we can be WCHA champs again, and then go-

ing on to the NCAA tournament. The coaches

are the some of the best I've ever had and their

aperience will definitely help take us to the

top, "We really need to start winning every

Saturday game, though."

Bach hopes to play hockey professionally

after graduating from CC next May. Bach, an

economics major, ts also interested in business

and in helping children. In the ftiture, Bach

would tike to own his own business. He con-

cludes his plans by saying, "No matter what,

hockey will always be a part of my life."

The next two weekends proved

to be true tests of the Tigers' grit

and determinadon. Traveling to

Madison, Wisconsin and then to

Mariucci arena in Minneapolis

could have crushed a lesser

team. The Tigers played in front

of 17,000 fans wearing crimson

and white, and 18,991 fans wear-

ing maroon and gold. The

Tigers earned a decisive 5-2 vic-

tory Friday night against the

Badgers. The next night the

Tigers had their season debut on

national television courtesy of

ESPN 2. Apparently, the team

thought it would be neat if

everybody swapped skates with

the person to their immediate

left. The Tigers did nothing

right, and left the ice with one of

those 'not so fresh' feelings, not

to mention shell-shock. 8-1 was

the final score.

Minnesota, previously em-

barrassed 9-3 at the hands of the

I GUID€
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC. ^

an association of the CARLSON TRAVEL NETWORK

Serving the needs of Colorado

travelers since W9
Campus Office: Armstrong Hall, Suite 5

(719) 632-4612

389-6732 Campus Line

Main Office: 409 N. Tejon St.

(719) 635-3511

Broadmoor Hotel Office: South Lobby

(719) 577-5750

Tigers on December 12,

dropped the opener 4-3. Goalie

Ryan Bach anchored the de-

fense with an MVP performance.

Saturday night the Golden

Gophers took a chomp out of a

sporadic Tiger defense en route

to a 74 victory.

The Tigers are in Anchor-

age, Alaska tonight and tomor-

row night to play die UAA Sea-

wolves, who boast one of the

louder arenas in the country,

and the worst record in the

WCHA.

Both games will face-off at

9:05 MST and can be heard on

1240 AM KRDO.

Super continued from page 18

Super Bowl XXX next year, and

Super Bowl XXXI the year after

that. I'll probably still be watch-

ing when it's my kids giggling at

the boy who sucks himself into

the Pepsi bottle. No matter how

lopsided the scores get, no mat-

ter how bad the Indiana Jones

half-time impersonator is, now

matter how bad Kathy Lee

Giflbrd's version of the national

anthem gets, it is still a specta-

cle. And it keeps the world

watching.
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Super Bowl provides nothing but Super Image

by Chad Hoeppner

People in approximately

128 nations viewed the Super

Bowl on Sunday. It's a pity that

our biggest sports export is

such a disappointment every

year. Don't get me wrong,

Sunday's game did have com-

pelling moments — Jerrj'

Rice's shoe string touchdown

catch and Andre Coleman's

record-tying kickoff-return

come to mind — but by the

second quarter I was more in-

terested in what Dennis

Hopper" would say in his Nike

speech than what the final

score might be.

It's sad that our biggest

sport spectacle is ahvays a let-

down. But that is precisely

why 128 countries tune in

each year; because it is such a

spectacle. The only other tele-

vision product that we expon

so successluUy is the TV pro-

gram fiaywatch. International

tiewers definitely don't watch

that program for intriguing

plot. Wliat America exports

best is image. Whether it's

Deion Sanders dancing in the

end zone or Pamela Anderson

jiggLng.,.er, jogging in a swim-

suit, our country has perfected

glitz.

It was easy for viewers to

get more excited about the

commercials dian the game.

But then again with so little

suspense on the field, rooting

for your favorite commercial

could become downright in-

tense. Personally, I enjoyed the

boy sucking himself into a

Pepsi botde.

The post-game interviews

were almost as compelling as

the commercials. Conuary to

the game, the interviews were

actually suspenseful. When

Lynn Swann asked Charger

head coach Bobby Ross how it

felt to lose the game, I inched

forward in my seat to see if

Ross would stuff the micro-

phone down Swann's throat.

But even though the

Super Bowl XXIX was so anti-

climactic, I know that I'll watch

please see Super on page 18

If Everyone Gave Five Dollars

byJosieHenjum

Division I sports have

placed new demands on the

Athletic Department budget

In response to President

Mohrman's requirement that

the department be able to foot

40% of the cost of D-I spons

within five years, the Athletic

Department is hosting a con-

cert by nationally acclaimed fij-

sion jazz artist. Mollis Gentry.

Profits from Gentry's concert

will go to die athletic budget.

Gentry, who has per-

formed with the likes of Sarah

Vaughn, Cannonball Adderiy,

Fattburger, and Dave Valentin,

has given several excellent

concerts on the CC campus in

recent years. "Hollis puts on a

great show every dme," said

Fred Whitacre of the Athletic

Department.

Gentry will perform im-

mediately following the CC-

McPherson College basketball

game on Saturday, February

II. Tip-off is at 7:00 p.m. and

the show is expected to start at

9:00 p.m. Tickets will be avail-

able for $5 with a CC I.D., and

for |10 to the general public.

A generous contribution

made to die athletic depan-

ment by the Colorado Springs

Winter Carnival makes re-

duced student ticket prices

possible.

It is important for stu-

dents interested in the athletic

program to attend department

fijndraisers.

'When Division I spons

go up for review in five years

from now, its survival will de-

pend on whether or not the

Athletic Department has been

able to foot 40% of the cost of

division I sports.

*The athletic budget

funds the development of new

facilities for both varsity and

non-varsity athletes.

*It pays the traveling ex-

penses of varsity teams. CC is

one of very few D-III schools in

the state of Colorado, and

many Tiger teams struggle

through their seasons compet-

ing on uneven playing fields.

Hard work pays off, Mens' Swimming posts

best meet of season in tie with DU
by Dave Suchman

The CC Men's Swimming

Team, A.KA. the Big Cats, have

been hard at work ever since

getting back from winter break.

The Cats returned so early

that they were cooped up in the

LcBaron Hotel for a week before

the dorms opened. During this

"hell week," swam approximate-

ly 10,000 yards per day, proving

once and for all that the Big Cats

are indeed the hardest working

varsity team at CC (except for

possibly our little known

Division I chess team).

The hard work paid off for

the Big Cats. Their first meet

was the Claremont Invitational,

held in Claremont, California on

Jan, 14. The Big Cats overcame

huge obstacles, such as getting

lost in South Central LA., stay-

ing at the Grizwald Hotel, and

the California fioods, to put on

an impressive performance

against seven other Division III

teams. The Big Cats seem to

have a knack for barely missing

natural disasters in California.

Despite the close calls, die 200

medley team, featuring Mm
Lorson, Dave Suchman, Ryan

Reed, and Nick Haxton, turned

in an impressive showing.

The second meet over win-

ter break was the sole home

meet of the season, with the

men facing Denver University,

Although the Big Cats tied DU, it

was their most impressive per-

formance of the season. Rob

Phillips, Aaron Dunham, Zack

Steer, Todd Landin, Ryan Reed,

Dave Suchman, and Tony Phan,

all set personal records for the

season.

The Big Cats have two

meets this weekend, taking on

CU in Boulder tonight at 5:00

p.m. and taking on the Colorado

School of Mines in Golden on

Saturday afternoon.

Womens' basketball

fights through adversity

by Meagan McGuire

It's one thing to be winners

in terms of statistics, but it's an-

other thing to be winners in atti-

tude and dedication.

The Lady Tiger basketball

team may have a dismal record

of I-IO, but nothing can be said

to deny their love of the game.

Not many people would be will-

ing to give up all but five days of

die winter break to return for

the Holiday Tournament, The

team went 1-2 for the week, and

overall it was a positive experi-

ence for the Tigers.

Two days afi;er New Year's

Day, die team took on Pomona-

Pitzer to begin a three game

stand in California. They also

took on Wliittier College and

Claremont-McKenna, The

Tigers played well, but unfortu-

nately went winless.

All in all, die year has been

more than an uphill battle.

Players have come and gone,

and the team has had to con-

tend with injuries. They may

have lost some games, but diey

haven't lost the drive that brings

them back to practice every day.

The womens' basketball

team has two games left. The

first competition will take place

over block break when they

travel to Oklahoma to play

Panhandle State. The last game

of the season is at home against

the Colorado School of Mines

on the first Tuesday of the

block.

Ladies from page 20

only two weeks of practice.

The Big Cats then faced DU

in their only home meet of the

season. The women upset the

soon-to-be D-I Pioneers by two

points. Jessica "I swear Dana, it

flushes if you pull the handle

up" Garson broke the minute

barrier in the 4x100 relay, lead-

ing the team to first place.

Joanna "I wish someone would

wax my car" Meals gave her par-

ents something to photograph

in her 100 meter backstroke,

Merritt "batwoman" Driscoll

would have marked up an ex-

cellent time if Sue hadn't

decked her to keep her quota

up in the 100 meter breast

sU'oke. Karen "what is your real

name?" Kowalski had a personal

record in the 200 IM. Seniors

Tanya "I like Neil Diamond"

Kotowski, Hilary "wait, what are

we doing?" Specht, and Lisa "you

dirt)' dog" Selle, swimming in

their final home meet, all had

personal bests in the 200 free,

100 fly, and 100 back respective-

The Lady Big Cats are meet-

ing both CU and Mines this

weekend. The Big Cats will then

prepare to defend their league

title at the ISL championships on

February 18 and 19.

^Srdegrees
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HUGE SALE//
50% OFF

UNBEATABLE PRICES!
-all natnebrand winter clotlilng-

jeans•flannel shirts • t-shirts •cords
UNTIL IT'S GONE!

2630 W.Colorado Ave. (719)442-2636
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McNeill, Bach spark back-to-back wins

Tigers stay hot, sweep
St. Cloud State
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by Mike Rabinowitz

The Tigers shook a bad case

of Saturday night fever last

weekend to sweep the St. Cloud

State Huskies at the Air Force

Academy. Six different Tigers

scored and goaltender Ryan

Bach collected 22 saves Friday

night as the squad crtiised to a 6-

1 victory over the pre-season fa-

vorite Huskies.

Saturday night the Huskies

came out firing. The cellar

dwellers, led by twelve seniors,

scored four unanswered goals

including three in a three and a

half minute span to stan the sec-

ond period, taking a 4-2 lead.

The Tigers, fearing their founh

Saturday loss in a row, rallied

back with a power play goal just

over a minute after St. Cloud's

last tally The third period was

all CC. The Tiger special teams

took over as junior center Jay

Mci\eill, the league's overall

leading scorer, sandwiched a

pair of power play tallies around

senior center RJ Enga's brilliant

short handed goal. The final

score was 64 as CC earned their

seventh series sweep of the sea-

son.

McNeill's two goals

Saturday night gave him 27 for

the season, most in the WCHA,
and put him among the national

goalscoring leaders. It was the

ninth time the Hobey Baker

award candidate (college hock-

ey's version of the Heisman tro-

phy) netted two or more goals

in a game.

Enga's goal, which broke

the 4-4 deadlock midway

through the third period, was

his third SHG of the season as

well as the team's fifteenth. The

Tigers continue to stretch their

season record of 12 short ban-

ders which was set back in the

'80-'81 season.

Ryan Bach's performance

WCHA Standings
Team (overall record) ™
1. Colorado College (21-7-0) 16

2. .Denver Univ. (16-9-1) 12

Wisconsin (13-I1-3) n
4 Minnesota (14-10-2) n
5 Michig;m Tech (13-11-3) 10

6 Nonh Dakota (12-13-1) 10

N. Michigan (11-13-3)
"

9

8 Minn-Duluth (11-12-4) 8

9 St Cloud State (1O-16-0) g

Alaska-Anchorage (9-15-0) 8

last 'Weekend: The Tigers continued thdr success with two vic-

tories over St. Cloud State. CC dominated Friday's game, winning

6-1, and took a b4 win on Saturday.

This Weekend: The Tigers travel to Anchorage to take on the

UAA Seawolves, at 7:05 pra on Friday and Saturday,

The Series: The Tigers and the Seawolves have met 8 times this

season. CC holds a 5-3 edge after sweeping the Seawolves (8-4, 2-

1) earlier this season in Colorado Springs. The Tigers are 1-3 in

Anchorage having claimed a 54 sudden death decision in their

most recent game there one year ago.

Fast Facts: Goaltender Ryan Bach was selected as the WCHA
Defensive Player of the Week, recording a total of 55 saves over

the weekend. Jay McNeill scored two goals in the win over SCSU
last Saturday, giving him 9 multiple-goal games this season and 22
for his career. The sweep over SCSU last weekend was the Tigers-

seventh sweep of 1994-95,

on the weekend earned him

WCHA defensive player of the

week honors, as he turned back

a total of 54 shots. Bach, who

has started every Friday this sea-

son, was given the nod for

Saturday afternoon's contest re-

placing a slumping Judd Lam-

bert. The Tigers' goalie tandem

is rivaled by none other in the

country, as Bach holds the best

goals-against-average and saves

percentage among league goal-

tenders.

"Last weekend's sweep was

pease see Hockey on page 18

Lady Big Cats set personal
records, beat DU
by Karen Kowalski

WEEK IN PREVIEW
Men's BasketbaU will travel to Oklahoma to take on
Nonhwesiem Oklahoma State on Febniaiy 3, and then
return on February 8 to take on UCCS at 7:00 P.M.

Women's Basketball hosts Panhandle State University

at 2:00 P.M. on February 4. The lady Tigers then face

Colorado ChrisUan University in Lakewood at 7:00 P.M.

Men's and Women's Swimming and Diving take on CU
in Boulder at 5:00 P.M. on February 3, and then travel

to take on the Colorado School of Mines in Golden at

10:00 A.M.

January 2 marked the begin-

ning of what is affectionately

known as "hell week" for the

womens' swim team. As if four

hours of practice a day weren't

enough, the Big Cats ventured

to the mountains for the rigor-

ous Estes Park High Altitude

Pentathlon on Saturday January

7. Every Big Cat swam 100 me-

ters of each stroke and ended

the day with a 200 IM.

On Monday, the team pre-

pared for a long haul to rainy

California. Despite the cold tem-

peratures, many Big Cats strut-

ted their butt-white stuff to set

personal records in front of all

those tanned Californians. Jenny

"oh how I love dried apricots"

Stone cruised her way to a sub-

six minute time in the 500 yd.

freestyle.

Barb "how come I'm the

only person who had to swim in

the hail?" Diehl saved the team

once again by swimming the

butterfly stroke all weekend.

Dana "my cap fell off again!"

Robertson scorched the compe-

tition in the 400 IM, missing die

record by a tenth of a second.

Lindsay "where were you all

weekend?" Johnston turned in

outstanding performances in the

200 breast and the 200 IM. Sally

"salon" Rupert swam her way to

a personal record in the 100 me-

ter breast stroke. Katherine

"Shut up, I fell off my bed"

Neebe gave an outstanding per-

formance in the 200 IM. Wendy

"see, other people really do

wear Ugg boots" Monahan

showed her hometown what a

difference high-altitude training

can make, by swimming a 2:27

in die 200 meter backstroke.

Fresh from semesters abroad,

Sarah "what exactly does Sarah

smell like?" Spanberger and

Elizabeth "anyone that hot

doesn't need a personality"

Cunningham competed after

please see Ladles on page IS
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Take a look at the size of this rock

o her engaBcment ring while slUlng on the lap ot her husband-to-be, senior Jebb Bl

e related slory on page 9

Financial Aid deadline draws near
^ Rcic,

Students wlio plan lo apply

fiirFinancnl Aid for the 1995-96

siJiool year must submit ihcir

\-i\r- .ind FAFSA Fornis to the re-

spective processing agencies by

rchmary 15 (next Wednesday!).

According to Jim Swanson, Di-

rector of Financial Aid, the Col-

lege is committed to meeting

100% of demonstrated need for

students who apply for aid on

time, "CC continues to promote

(inancial aid policies that make

enrollment passible for many

students who would othenvise

be unable lo attend. Tlie Col-

lege is mainininlng iLs commil-

nient to fund returning students

at 100% of their need— but we

can'l make any promises if stu-

dents fail tofildon time."

The February 15 application

deadline will allow die College

to project die need for CC schol-

arship dollars earlier, in lime for

the Board of Trustees meeting

In March when they approve

next year's budget and set new

tuidon figures. It also allows the

Finandal Aid Office to consider

the needs of returning students

before finishing the aid pack-

ages for the entering first-year

class. "It Is also our goal to have

aid awards to students before

they leave at the end of die

school year," aiJcording to Swan-

son. - '• ' .'

CCCA, the Financial Aid Of-

fice and other ofiices on campus

will sponsor an Open Forum on

Financial Aid in earlf April.

, Jini Swanson, Director of Finan-

cial Aid, and other Finandal Aid

staff will clarify policies and ex-

, plain die packaging procedures.

Other CC administrators will be

on hand to explain the College's

budget and the role Financial

; Aid plays in the tuition -set dng

and hudgcdng process. Every-

one is Invited to attend.

Siudcnts must complete

and mail the Free Application for

Federal Student Aid (FAFSA)

and the Financial Aid Form

(FAF)byFcbuaryl5."

By April 15. submit signed

copies of your own and your

parents' 199^ federal income tax

forms. Include copies of the W-.

2 forms. Some students may

'

need to submit a Divorced/Sep-

arated Parent's Statement and

die Business or Farm Supple-

ment.

The Finandal Aid office, on

the second fioor of Cuilei' Hall,

has all the necessary forms and

will an.swer any questions.

j^V

had fallen on the knife.

According to Leroux, Ed-

wards was "a smart little kid who

wanted to stab somebody."
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McNeill, Bach spark back-to-back wins

Tigers stc

St. Cloud
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Peter Geronazzo (24) receives a f
period of Friday night's win over

by Mike Rabinowitz

The Tigers shook a bad case
,

of Saturday night fever last

weekend to sweep the St. Cloud

State Huskies at the Air Force

Academy. Six different Tigers

scored and goaltender Ryan

Bach collected 22 saves Friday

night as the squad cruised to a 6-

1 victory over the pre-season fa-
j

vorite Huskies.
I

Saturday night the Huskies

came out firing. The cellar

dwellers, led by twelve seniors,

scored four unanswered goals

including three in a three and a

half minute span to stan the sec-

ond period, taking a 4-2 lead.

The Tigers, fearing their founh

Saturday loss in a row, rallied
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Women's Basketball hosts Pa

at 2:00 P.M. on February 4. T
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in Boulder at 5:00 P.M. on Fe

to take on the Colorado Scht

10:00AM.
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New members join CCCA, events planned
hy Jennie RindaJI

With five new mcmbcrs-ai-

largc and countless ideas, CCCA

is looking 10 accomplish a num-

ber of projects on campus this

semcsier.

Ian Curry, Jerome Delier-

reia, Darren Page, Aaron Brown

,ind Jeff Slone join CCCA as

mcmbers-at-large this semesier.

llic member-al-large posilions

were advertised by (he Commit-

tee on Commiltces. Twenty-two

people applied for the posi-

lions. The final five were select-

ed through interviews.

The new memhcrs-at-large

replace Sarah Blackwclder. Jeff

Grace, Mike Yriondo, Scott

Grosscup and Justin Lippard.

The previous members-at-large

left for various reasons, such is

graduation and study abroad,

CCCA will pursue a number

of projects this semester.

"One of the big things we

want to work on is organizing a

night walk," CCCA President

David CofTcy said. For the night

walk, campus administrators

like President Mohrman, the Di-

rector of the Physical Plant and

the Director of Security would

be invited to a tour of the cam-

pus after dark. Coffey hoped

that showing administrators a

side of campus that they do not

normally see would initiate dia-

. logue and action concerning

campus safety issues.

CCCA will (

dent surveys this s

rcsulLi of the surveys, which are

designed logadier student feed-

back about various classes, will

be compiled and made available

in time for registration for fall

classes, CCCA will also organize

a program that will make upper-

classmen available to discuss

majors and classes during regis-

tradon this spring. CCCA suc-

cessfully coordinated a similar

program this past fall during

. frosh registration for blocks

three through eight, Coffey said

the program offered students a

chance "to talk to people in the

know" when trying to choose

classes and a major.

CCCA will be involved in

the decisiori concerning the ed-

ucational grievance committee.

"We're waiting to see die final

release from Mohrman'S office,"

Seven professors recofnmended for tenure

Seven assistant professors

have been recommended, for

tenure this year.

The recommended profes-

sors are: Catherine Wier - Psy-

chology; Donna Arnink - Drama;

Juan Lindau - Political Science;

Trim Undbiade Drama; Yun-yu

Wang-chen - Dance; Victoria

Levine • Music; Vibha Kapuria-

. Foreman -Economics, ;

The tenure recommenda-

tions are 'onty"ten'talf*J^. The

board of Trustees will consider

granting tlienl when diey meet

March 10. .
-

"
-

Assistant professors are rec-

ommended for tenure afier six

years at Colorado College, ex-

cept in special circumstances.

For instance, if a professor has

previous teaching experience at

another coKege, they might be

recommended for tenure after

less than six years at CC,
,

Once an assistant professor

has been granted tenure, they

are considered a full professor.
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Coffey said.

CCI^ plans lo host a finan-

cial aid forum in eariy April in

collaboration with the Financial

,

Other issues on the CCCA

agenda this semester include

passibly endorsing a boycott of

Mitsubishi and the aeallon of a

teacher of the year award.
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iember of the football team, has

had fallen on the knife.

According to Leroux, Ed-

I

wards was "a smart little kid who

i
wanted to stab somebody."
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St. Cloud
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Peter Geronazzo (24) receives a (

period of Friday night's win over

by Mike Rabinowitz

The Tigers shook a bad case

of Saturday night fever last

weekend to sweep the St. Cloud

State Huskies at the Air Force

Academy Six different Tigers

scored and goaltender Ryan

Bach collected 22 saves Friday

night as the squad cruised to a 6-

1 victory over the pre-season fa-

vorite Huskies.
j

Saturday night the Huskies

came out firing. The cellar

dweUers, led by twelve seniors,

scored four unanswered goals

including three in a three and a

half minute span to Stan the sec-

ond period, taking a 4-2 lead.

The Tigers, fearing their fourth

Saturday loss in a row, rallied
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New position created,-
\

..,.^-^ - .-:^'':' .^^ .^ ' \ ^-

-

CC seeks Information Director

byjulic Gordon

Tlie posiiion of Direcior of

lnfurmaiion at Colorjclo Col-

lege ii being aeaied and liUed

iliii spring. The Director will bt

iionied by ihls summer and bt

yn work nexifal].

The position is being fund

al by a punlon of the J4 million

I'jckard Grant the school re

i.eivcd last fall.

"We're looking for some

one with a good technological

and academic background

Sieve Janke said. The search is

iijiionwide. Jusi before the hoi

idays, we placed ^ds on Inter

net- We've also advertised in

ihe Chronicle of Higliet Educa

Lion and the New York Times

lie added.

Janke heads ihe Working

Croup on Information Tecluiol-

ogy. The group has made sev-

eral recommendations to Presi-

dent Mohrman about Improving

campus technology.

,
Mohrman responded 10 the

Working Group on Information

Technology's recommendations

by announcing a portion of

Packard's grant will be used to

hire someone lo manage four

new informaiion technology

centers. These centers will be

the Operations Center, the New

Aodemic Center, the Adminii-

GET DRESSED
BEFORE YOU
HIT THE ROAD.

help prevent liypblii(^rmiS. And al

ijtai prulctis againbl (l^mg ubjccl;

WliicliisvilalilyoLim

iecupie the tlyiog ijbju

HOTOBOTliU UfETY FOtlHDITlDHN

^live Cgmpujing Center ajid

the Library Resources Center.

According to Janke, the cFe-

aiion of the four centers could

make it possible to create a new

phone system. Additionally, un-

der the Ubtaiy Resources Cen-

ter, the campus e-mai! system

might be expanded.

The Director of Information

Technology will rcpun dircaly

to President Mohrman, with a

'Strong oversight by'th^.Dean of

the College and Vice president

for Business.

"Colorado College used to

have a director of all campus

computing, but now things are

distributed between the acade-

mic and administrauve (com-_

pu ting)," Janke said. .

--The Levudun deadline li Hebuar) li Mudenii .liuulJ giv.

iheir submissions uf poeiiy, anwurk, ficuoii or pliuiugrapliy n

the Worner Desk.

w The Catalyst is seeking writers and photographers. Interest-

ed Mudents may contact The Catalyst at x6675 or on e-mail at:

'CATALYST@CC.COLORADO.EDU

^t.^;t»i»BlW»v=v:

London

$250
$350-
$268-
$280-

Paris ; $259' Rome '' *

Frankfurt $279' Costa Rica

Madrid $305' Belize „„„„,^

mi or stop by for a FREE

Eurailpasses

Campus Happenings

Semester in the Arts Meeting Held

Jill ZiCGifdi from the ACM Chicago Semester in the Arts Pro-

gram will be holding an informaiion session on Tuesday, Feb.

21 at j:iO p m. in Worner Room 213. Anyone Interested in

learning more about the program, internships etc. is urged to

attend. Anyone with questions may contact Pani in ihe dra-

ma/dance dcpanmeni at x6637.

Venture Grants Offered

Available Venture Funds are divided between Student Re-

search ((20,000), Conferences ((10,000) and Visiung Faculty

((20,000.) Applications for al) three areas are available in the

Dean's office and should be reiunied upon completion. Ihe

Committee meets the third Thursday of every Block. Applla-

uon deadlines are 1:00 pm die Friday preceding the meeting.

Questions should go to X66ii6.

Hispanic Scholarship Announced

El Cinco de Mayo, hic. is offering a sehoLirship to provide

fmanclal assistance to Hispanic students planning to attend any

technical school,. cprnmunity college, or four year college or

university. The amounts of the award will vary depending on

availability of funds, and will be released to die institution

where the student is enrolled. Appliaiion deadline is April 7,

1995 and can be picked up in die Financial Aid Oltice.

Philosophy Tutors Now Available

Krell Tuioni Alex Kennaugh and Gidc-on Turner are now

available };00 pm to 5:00 pm Tuesdays and 6:00 pm to 8:00 pm

Thursdays in Armstrong 153. Students may call x69i9 or, for

more informaiion on the serviee, Rory at x6636.

Valentine's Party Slated

' The Arthur House Is having a Valemine's Day party tomor-

row night, Saturday the 11th. It will begin between ten and

eleven o'clock. Lots of good music and free beer!

V

CAREER FAIR
February 28, 1995

OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker*' i

looking for motivated people to establish a careei

ui the brokerage business.

OLDE offers:

12-18 month paid training program

Potential six-figure income

Excellent benefits

If you possess excellent communication skills,

general market knowledge and the desire to excel,

see us at the Career Fair on February 28, 1995.

If you are unable to attend tlie Career Fair call:

1 800 937-0606

,.is- i-;" "
Qtpfi Discount Slockbrokcrs

' National Recruiting

751 GrbwoM Street
I • - Detroit, Ml 48226

J^OLDE
DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
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had fallen on the knife.

According to Leroux, Ed-

wards was "a smart little kid who

wanted to stab somebody."
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St. Cloud
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WCHA Standings

Peter Geronazzo (24) receives a
i

period of Friday night's win over

by Mike Rabinowitz

The Tigers sfiook a bad case

of Saturday night fever last

weekend to sweep the St. Cloud

State Huskies at the Air Force

Academy. Six different Tigers

scored and goaltender Ryan

Bach collected 22 saves Friday

night as the squad cruised to a 6-
'

1 viaory over the pre-season fa-
j

vorite Huskies.
j

Saturday night the Huskies

came out firing. The cellar

dwelleis, led by twelve seniors,

scored four unanswered goals

including three in a three and a I

halfminute span to Stan the sec-
|

ond period, taking a 4-2 lead.
'

The Tigers, fearing their fouith
j

Saturday loss in a row, laHied

WEEK IN r

IHen's Basketball will travel t(

Nonhwestem Oklahoma Sta

return on February 8 to take

Women's Basketball hosts Pe

at 2:00 P.M. on February 4. 7

Colorado Christian Universit

Men's and Women's Swimm
in Boulder at 5:00 P.M. on F<

to take on the Colorado Schi

10:00 AM. I
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It takes two to tango
\^1>---

HEH,iHHpH hjn
^H^jifi

''^

^J.'ir^:^'JB
Ptwto OTJrtnBV o" Nte Taytor

Chad Hoeppner and Laurs Sn Hh prBCllce the lango in

preparation for the Wlnler Formal lonlght. 1

Winter Formal opens

weekend festivities
The Winier Carnival kicks

olT tonight with the Winter For-

maLaUbe Nlitriotl Hate! begirt:.

ningat9;00pm. Tickets for the

event are being sold at the

Worner desk for (5, or at the

door tor (7.

Tomorrow's events include

a jazz concert with Hollis Gentrv

in Reid Gymnasium, following

the CC basketball game against

McPherson College - Tbe con-

cert is scheduled la begin at

9:fX)pm, tliecosiofadmissinn

is (5witliCCI-D, andJlOwith-

Also scheouled for Saturday

Is a free Gaylord Part>', featuring

the Secret Cajun Band, from

10:00 pm (0 12:30 am. Food

and beverages will he provided

-.•i. ;.Sunday concludes the earn!-,,

val widi a free 5K Fun run along

Monument Creek at 10:00 am.

There will be awards given to

the winners.

Security Report
1-26-95, 8:00 a.m.

Security received a call that aii individual had been Injured

when a window fell in Cossitl south dance studio. 91 5 vrss

called. Tlie Individual was treated by emergency crc^vs and

iraa'iported to Penrose cmcrgenc,' room.

1-27-95. 9:45 a.m.

Security received a call rcponing ;l dancer from Lines Ballet^

Company was injured during petfonnance in Armstrong. The

Indii-iduol Was tninsporxed to Penrose for treatment.

1/28/95, 4:05 p.m.

CC students reported (30 ash stolen from H^fhixs desk cash

btM.

2/3/95. 7:00 p.m.

United Nations Associated reported a suspldous phone all

concerning 2/6/95 UN AssocJadon meeUng in Worner Center.

Security rorommcrided notiticatlon of CSPi).

2/4/95

Security received a report of an injury of a non-student at

Honnen Ice Rink during a PceWce A-dlrision hockey game

between teams from Denver and Colorado Springs.

2/5/95, 5:50 p.m.

CC student reported a laspeed bike stolen from the Slooini

bike rack. The bike was unlocked and is valued at J60.

Security Tip; lock your bike. Lock your room, too.

CCCA Meeting Summary
I, Meeting called to order on February 8, 1995 at 3:38 PM

A. Attendance: Robinson, Coffey, Daniels, McLaughlin, Anderson, Sanchez, Anthony, Galligan,

Reynolds. Peacock, Page, Sidne. Curry, Detterera. Brown

B Absent: none

II Resolution for Adam Cermak to continue voting -,

A Council approved unanimously a resolution to allow Cermak to vote the remainder of schocil

year

1 Cermak being replaced oy Kurt Sttmeling, fiew leisure Program Director

2 Stimeling to sit in on meetings but not vote until 1995-96 school year

III Budget matters _ .

A. Requests from CC Blues Lover ((100), A.S.I.A ((1380), I.F.C. ((350) and Junior Class ((350 for

Winter Cirnival) approved unanimously for (400, (1000, (350 and ( 150, respectively

B Alexei Pavlenko requested (1678.50 for Russian Folk Concert, CCCA recommended (275

1 Costs to cover refreshments, transportation, housing and food for memhens of irnupc

a. CCCA recommendation lo cover tinly refreshments and iranspodatlon

2. Council recorfimendcd Pavlenko find lodging for troupe on campus

a. Pavlenko noted the troupe needed to lodge together for practice

- b. Coffey olfered to help find lodging

3, McLaughlin suggcstetJ Pavlenko charge students admission (community admi.s.sion- ( 10}

i CCCA recommendation to hjnd at (275 approved 13 lo 2

C, Misdemeanor requested (2000 for spring Is-sue, CCCj\ recommended (1000

1. Jellinek said Misdemeanor needed (15^0 to guarantee it come out; noted adversers

would not buy ads if he could not guarantee production (ads were "not a sure

a. $1500 to caver fee^ mi hnnnrariums

2. CCCA motioned to approve (1000 retommendation with the contingency Jellinek could

' cdtne back Slid petition CcCA for the additional 1500 ifit doc? not come up with ads

t 3 Motion approved 9 to with 6 abstention^

D CC Ski Tearti'i request for (1 100 for Stenniboat compelition, CCCA rcrnmmcnded (1000

'^''•"•' "i:-%dnijiift*feTi6afeffisSrKttiniiiyf;Bp8S"p^^ '

"
'

"' •-''"^~-'

'

2. Competitiotltobeatwo-dayeventinwhichtcamsofrivcp.irlicip.tlcinfflriousevents

(slalom skiing, crass-countrt skiing, Showshoeing, ice skating, etc ); prizes lo be

'
awardedforwinnets, losers, best elTon, best fall, etc

;''
a. Student casts for participation will average (5 00, lift ikkelincluded if Ski Team

'

gets all the money It requests from various organi7,alions

3. lodging to p.ay for 30 teams of five people each, one team per room

a. CCCA recommendation for (lOtiS approved B to 1

E CCCA budget, with (4175.00 granted this meeting, stands at (3729.00 .,'... ...

IV. New Member introductions and Registration Assistance program -

A Galligan led introduction of five new memberS-at-large .
"

1 Nesv membcre: Ian Curry; Darren Page; Jerome Detlcrrera; Aaron Brown; JelT Stone

B Galligan isked for volunteers to help wilh Regisltation Aisistance program

1 Dale set for March 28, 1995 ".

V Boycott Mitsubishi Resolution

A Mcbuglilin presented a proposal lo CCCA which would name die Campus As,soclallon as a

member of the Mitsubisbi boycott (the company is allegedly environmentally Irresponsible)

1. McUughlmsnid CCCA should "make a statement," not "|US1 give away money"

B, Curry asked if a resolution would be approved by CCCA as a statement of die Council or If Ihc

Council is acting as a body of student representatives for die entire campus
"

"

1 Lengday discussion followed; no consensus reached

C. Daniels moved lo table vole until nerl meeting to gather student input

1 Brown recommeh'ded CCCA set up information table m Worner Center

2. Daniels suggested CCa publish agenda J days before meedngs 10 gel studenl opinions

3 No action laken on modon

D Detterrera said CCa should not iusl boycott Mitsubishi but all companies hurling die

environment

1. F^e suggested Council gel a list of all companies dealing widi Mitsubishi

2. Peacock suggested Coundl get a list of all Hllsubishl products for CC students

E. Resoludon approved 7 lo 4 svidi 4 abstentions

VI. Coffeytalk

A- Coffey discussal worii on class sun«rys (Cca needs lo advertise personally), Pinandal Aid

meeting to bs held Apr« U and Nlghlwalk fitbgram (show Phil Hector where campus needs

llghUng) '• '
'.> = ;•

,

„.
;

..

VII. Meedng adjourned at 4:57 PM

19-389-6675
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Peter Geronazzo (24) receives a |

period of Friday night's win over

by Mike Rabinowitz

The Tigers shook a bad case

of Saturday night fever last

weekend to sweep the St. Cloud

State Huskies at the Air Force

Academy. Six different Tigers

scored and goaltender Ryan

Bach collected 22 saves Friday

night as the squad cruised to a 6-

1 victory over the pre-season fa-

vorite Huskies.

Saturday night the Huskies

came out firing. The cellar

dwellets, led by twelve seniors,

scored four unanswered goals

including three in a three and a

half minute span to start the sec-

ond period, taking a 4-2 lead.

The Tigers, fearing their fourth

Saturday loss in a row, rallied

WEEK INF
Men's Basketball will travel ti

Nonhwestem Oklahoma Sta

return on February 8 to take

Women's Basketball hosts Pi

at 2:00 P.M. on February 4. 7

Colorado Christian Universit

Men's and Women's Swimm
in Boulder at 5:00 P.M. on Fi

to take on the Colorado Sch)

10:00 AM. i
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COMMENTARY-
Stabbing

Amendment would force lengthy recession

by Bonnie AJgexa

The new Congress and Bill

Clinton tuve promised several

things which, ai fifii glance,

seem to be exaoly what the

economy n^ds- tax aits fur the

middle class, to put money Into

the economy and allow freer

spending, and a balanced bud-

gel to reduce that nasty deficit.

However, these policies

contradia each other, and none

can be Implemented without

huning the others. Thus, the

policies are nothing more dian

political maneuvering by Wash-

ington politicians in an attempt

10 muster public support.

One should expect this

from a president whose political

future is in danger, but this time

there is the dire consequence of

an endless recessionary period.

The balanced budget dien

must be looked upon as a ndic^u-

lous political move which is sim-

ply unhealdiy for die economy.

Promising a balanced bud-

get is much less complicated

than aaually balancing the bud-

get. In order to have a balanc~ed

budget, governmental spending

must match tax revenues.

However, the current rev-

enues from taxes are too low to

allow diis. Fuflhemiore, many

spending cuts have already been

made, and much of what re-

mains Is programs protected

from the budget cuts, such as

Social Security,

In addition to this, Con-

gress has been trumpeting the

idea of a middle class tax cut,

which, with the monstrous

amount of spending cuts that re-

main, makes for an impossible

chore.

In spite of this, ihe amend-

ment favors cuts in spending

over tax increases, with a diree-

fifihs majority required in both

houses to ratify an income tax

inaease. However, diis makes

b'.ilancing die budget a much

more arduous task. As a result,

the taxes which support pro-

grams like Sodal Security will be

raised-

In addition, It Is neariy im-

possible to lower taxes and a-

pea spending cuts to maich the

loss of revenue. It then becomes

impossible to balance the bud-

get-

Yet Congress expects to be

able to balance the budget by

cutting spending. However,

these spending ojts will auto-

maucally reduce the amount of

money that goes into tlie econo-

my, resulting in lower incomes

and reduced consumption,

which will send the economy

into a never-ending recession.

One might say diat die bal-

anced budget might work if

there were a hike in taxes, but

that will most certainly not get

Clinton reelected.

To many people, taxes in-

volve the forcible payment of

hard-earned money to the gov-

ernment so that il can be spent

in ways which they may not

agrcT widi.

Or, as is iJie case wiih the

balanced budget, it entails die

Please see Budget on page 6

Open arms? Conservatives and gays examined
There comes a time when political incorrectness

pushes just too far. .

;

Like every fun-loving, high-on-life-only, less-govern-

ment, mo;e-lndividual-responsibiliiy, heterosexual

male, Caucasian conservaUve. 1 en)oy taking giabs se left-i'?

Isi PC garbage I frown on affirmative aaion. 1 don't like

C.C 's minority recruitment poliacs 1 dunk li GALA

someumes pushes too tir. And 1 stand firmly by Newt

Gingrich's apparendy controversial assertion that men

and women differ in the types of tasks diey're besi suit-

ed to perform.

Politically incorrect viewpoints, yes. But 1 bold

them for one simple reason- dial 1 believe the oppos-

ing viewpoints breed racism and hatred radier dian

eliminate it. 1 favor acxeptance and understanding, I

frown on exclusion.

And I send big frowns to the College Republicans of

HetropoLtan State College in Denver, who have refused

to adopt an anu-disoiminatjon policy concerning ho-

mosexuals. They object to officially adopting the policy,

according to College Republicyns chairman Leah Delay,

simply because "it stems out of politicil correctness..,"

Congratulations, College Republicms. You've suc-

ceeded in pushing the doctrine of poliucai incorrect-

ness beyond any realm of jctepiabiliiy.

True, the Kepublican party may ofBcially stand

against homosexuals But the majority of conservaUves

do ttoi, And I'm thoroughly di.guited by tins hoher-

tlian-lliou atlilude running amuck among nghi-wingers

today. Republican leadership can no longer afford to

live in this illustonary air of moral supremacy.

It is absolutely wrong for any group .(O not reject

discriminaUon. We must accept each other, we must

understand that society is moving beyond intolerance.

It is time for conservatives to band together, to open

up, to stop rejecting valuable allies basfi| on who they

have sex with, wha[ religion they as:|Qfjaie themselves

with, Of iticjf per^Ofwl yieWi Pfl ih.P Hghl pf f 'iiOn\An to

choose to ravage h?r own body.

To essentially lell someone they're not wanted sim-

ply because diey choose to live differendy leads only to '

self-ilesti^iction. Too many fiscal conservatives, people

'who 9bjeci to the welfare sute, and to afflmiative aaion 'J'-

prugramb, arc hesitant lo join die ranks ofAmencin Re- '

publicans because diey fear discrimination. The College

Republicans only propagate that (ear.

Agreeing to an anu-discriminadon policy does not

open up avenues for politically correct procedures. On

the contrary, by dcflniuon, it should block those av-

enues Equality means equal opponunities for all who

THOUGHTS FROM

THE SKY CHAIR

by Erick R. Scheminske

qualify- black, white, male, female, gay, straight... Tlie

ones who are qualified win, not based on a discrimina-

tory quota or a public relauons hiring gimmick meant to

please minority communities, but based sirialy on abil-

ity-

Political Correctness grows from principles of re-

verse-discrimination, not anii-discfiminauon. And die

College Republicans only damage their credibility by as-

serung anything to the contrary.

Hate and bfoad-based exclusion have no place in

America anymore. Simply put, the Republican party will

never achieve the popular appeal il deserves until it em-

braces tins anu-haie doctrine.

But if young Republicans refuse to reject this

malevolence, conservatives' will never lose this detri-

mental stigma of exclusion.

Frid^'i midday musings .-
_

» Was diat politically correct? I

1 Oh, 1 feel all dirry. ,.

Finally, thanks to Mr, Newt, a possible line-

veto. Where were you, sir, during the Reagan Years?

All those tired of reading exclusive aposes in the

Denver newspapers on die mishandling of DIA,

raise your hands.

Meeung Sunday nights during the foodwU offsea-

son, in place of the Bronco Fan Suppon Croup; die

1 Know Enough About The Daily Goings On In Tlie

OJ Simpson Trial To Carry On Coherent Conversa-

tions About It With Complete Strangers Suppon

Group,

As a founding member, I'll readily admit that 1 have

no life,..

Four Calliolic priests iri the Washington, DC arc-a

have been relieved of their duties after admitung to

die sexual abuse of tlie same alter-boy in the 1970's

Society is a mess bdies and gentlemen. No amount

of governmental interference will correa the prob-

lems we're having with leaching our diUdren right

and wrong, particularly when those instituuons cre-

ated to aa as moral guides can't seem lo keep it

straight.

Presidem Clinton, you're really stretching now. This

minimum wage inaease. ..bad idea. Truthfully, no

frjU-iime worker can survive on minimum wage, ei-

dier at (4.25 or (5,15 an hour This is why under 5%

of all workers over the age of 20 work at minimum

v/age,

Tlie minimum wage is paid in bulk to pan-time

teenage workers, and it's a nice supplement lo add

to buying power Raising the minimum wage won't

decrease poverty. It will only force small businesses

to cut pan-time posiuons bec-ause they can't afford

to pay workers anymore. And this will do nothing

more than take away jobs from the s^me teens that

we should be encouraging to work.

Is it just me, or is block break just five shon days

ay/ay?

Pleas^ see Sky Chair on page 7

I I

photo courtesy o( Emie Ferguson

iember of the football team, lias

had fallen on the knife.

According to Leroux, Ed-

wards was "a smart little kid who

wanted to stab somebody."
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Tigers st<
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WCHA Standings

Peter Geronazzo (24) receives a
|

period of Friday night's win over!

by Mike Rabinowitz

The Tigers shook a bad case

of Saturday night fever last

weekend to sweep the St. Cloud

State Huskies at the Air Force

Academy. Sk different Tigers

scored and goal tender Ryan

Bach collected 22 saves Friday
, ,

night as the squad cruised to a 6-
I

1 victory over the pre-season fa-
'

vorite Huskies.

Saturday night the Huskies
.

came out firing. The cellar

dwellers, led by twelve seniors, I

scored four unanswered goals

including three in a three and a

halfminute span to stan the sec-

ond period, taking a 4-2 lead,
i

The Tigers, fearing their fourtfi

Saturday loss in a row, rallied

WEEK IN F

Men's Basketball will travel ti

Northwestern Oklahoma Sta

return on February 8 to take

Women's Basketball hosts P;

at 2:00 P.M. on February 4.1

Colorado Christian Universit

Men's and Women's Swimm
in Boulder at 5:00 P.M. on F(

to take on the Colorado Schi

10:00 AM.
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Students deserve first priority at Honnen
StaffCommentary'

Honnen Ice Rink. Home of

ihc most popular sport on cam-

pus. Aside From skiing perhaps,

wliicli requires a or and a lot of

money- At Honnen, skates an

lie rented for a buck and noth-

ing else is needed.

Tlic funny ihing is that it's

usually harder to get ice time

ilian it is 10 find the money to

go skiing. What used lo be open

skating has become a t\virling

mass of figure skaters sailing

backwards and leaping around,

ignoring those trying to figure

out how lo maneuver with

blades on their feet.

Those of us who can get

around reasonably well on the

ice have given up trying to prac-

tice amidst the endless crowds

and the out-of-conLrol hot dogs.

In search of an answer to

this overcrowding, and lo the

cancellauon of an IM hockey

game on Wednesday, February

1. we sent a delegate to meet

with Steve Bevel, the Director of

Honnen.

Allhnugh Steve is one of the

many overworked athletic facul-

ty at this school, he look the

lime lo sit down with our re-

porter and explain the situation.

The cancellation was a mistake

. made by Steve's assistant, who is

in charge of scheduling the IM

games.

It turns out that the ice had

been booked several months be-

forehand. The problem lay in

communication. IM teams were

not notified until the last minute

and no one look the time to ex-

plain the blunder to the disgrun-

tled students.

As for the overaowding, it

is caused by three changes in

the last year: the closing of the

Plaza ice Chalet, which alone

serviced 400 lo 500 figure

skaters; the razing of the Broad-

moor World Arena; and the

great inaease of skaters on cam-

pus.

To help try lo compensate

for these problems, the week-

day open Skating is open only to

CC studenLs and faculty.

Steve's priorities are lo tlie

CC Varsity Hockey team,'the CC

community, and rentals (need-

ed lo keep the rink running), in

that order. Mistakes have oc-

curred, but if one exhibits a little

common courtesy, Steve Is

more than willing to help:

September, when the

new Colorado Springs arena

opens, Honnen Rink should

once again be a facility (Primarily .

for CC students.

Still, we are disappointed in

the lack of ice time provided to

CC Students. It is especially fm,<-

trating when the studenis are

forced to forfeit IM hockey

gamfes, whatever ihe i

Most students would be

glad for the opportunity to play,

it's a shame we can't use the ice

thai we pay for with our tuition

a little bit more-

Admliledly, economic rea-

sons affect student ice lime, but

we don't think that It Is too

much lo ask that students be

given first priority.

Budget, from page S

payment of money to the gov-

ernment so that ihe budget can

be balanced. Neither of these

two ideas are very appetizing to

the public.

So the only answer to the

dilemma that does not necessi-

tate raising taxes Is to cut huge,

budget-eating programs such as

Medicare, Medicaid, and Social

Security- This seems difficult,

due 10 the lack of benevolence

in the government that these

cuts would seem to imply. How-

ever, it must be acknowledged

thai there simply isn't enough

money to give everything to

everyone.

The Idea of free health care

is nice, but there simply isn't

, enough room In the budget to

support the idea. As a result of

free health care, doctors would

find themselves working at or

below the cost of running their

practice, something which no

business would ever think of do-

ing'

These programs must be

cut In some way if the budget is

to be balanced ^iih the loss of

tax revenues from the middle

class.

However, this scenario is

unlikely, and alts in ta.xes with-

out cuts in spending lo malch

will result in an increase in the

deficit, which will in turn result

in an increase in interest rates

due to the drain of the national

savings. This will lake even

more money out of the econo-

my due to a reduction in con-

sumer, spending on .
big items

such as houses and cars, causing

deeper recession.

Other policies lo be imple-

menled in the amendment are

equally as alisurd in terms of

their economic sense; For in-

stance, the amendment advo-

cates either cuts in spending or

a reduction in taxes during a re-

cession.

Theorelically, this would

give the consumer more money

to spend during this period.

However, more money is taken

out of the economy in this way

than is put back in, due to the

tendency of die consumer to

hoard all of his money during

times of recession.

Simply speaking, the poli-

cies advocated in the balanced

budget amendment arc eco-

nomically ridiculoils. They are

policies that could trigger a peri-

od of recession which cannol be

' recovered from because the

hands of ihe government would

beiied-

ThiS is exactly the situation

that Hoover was In at the start of

the Great expression. He insist-

ed upon a b.ilanced budget and

only worsened a bleak predia-

ment.

Instead of repeating hislo-

,ry, Clinton and Congress need

lo get rid of their deficit tunnel

vision and find other places to

conccntPle iheir pnliiical pos-

turing.

This amendment, when

passed only on political motives,

without thought to its cffecLs on

the economy, could send Amer-

ica into economic oblivion.

Hair Designersfor Men & Women

m^mMME
style cuts, Maintenance Trim,

J Penns & Translucent Colors

Nous & Tri products availabUfor sale

Monday - Friday

Stop in or call for an appointment

827 N. Tejon al Cache La Poudre 632-3531

Where on earth

will you be next year?

Van could be Itavsning lo England, India, Naw Zealand

Phllippmea and Ue«k;o - and galling academk: credm 9

monlh program locuasing on ecology, anlhropology. biology,

nic davelopmenl and more. Come and r™el wilti program

d rador and Colorado Col age .lodenls who weal on Iha program laal year - «ee

pholoa p ck up a courae calalog, ask quBElicna!

„^ Thuraday. February 23

.-,,1 ',>w v/ornar Canter Lobby - . ,
, v- ; ...^.i

„-».lMf,» I1:00..m.1;00p.m.

INTtRNATlONAL H0N003 PHOGRAU

1.B,.d<l<..kP-k,B..U.r.,«« .2116 pl..n. (tlTl Kl-«rX. .m-H: lnlo«IKp..d^

19-389-6675

Stabbing

photo courtesy ot Ernie Ferguson

lember of the football team, has

had fallen on the knife.

According to Leroux, Ed-

wards was "a smart little kid who

wanted to stab somebody,"
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McNeill, Bach spark back-to-back wins

Tigers stj

St. Cloud

WCHA Standings

Peter Geronazzo (24) receives a
|

period of Friday niglit's win over

by Mike Rabinowitz

The Tigers shool< a bad case

of Saturday niglit fever last

weekend to sweep the St. Cloud

State Huskies at the Air Force

Academy. Six different Tigers

scored and goaltender Ryan

Bach collected 22 saves Friday ij

night as the squad cruised to a 6-

1 viaory over the pre-season fa-

vorite Huskies.

Saturday night die Huskies

came out firing. The cellar

dwellers, led by twelve seniors,

scored four unanswered goals i

including three in a three and a

half minute span to stan the sec-

ond period, taking a 4-2 lead.

The Tigers, fearing their fourth
|

Saturday loss in a row, rallied

WEEK INF
Mens Basketball will travel ti

Nonhwestem Oklahoma Sta

reaim on February 8 to take

Women's Basketball hosts P:

at 2:00 P.M. on February 4.

1

Colorado Christian Universit

Men's and Women's Swimm
in Boulder at 5:00 PM. on F(

to take on the Colorado Schi

10:00 AM.
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i^ Cljcers and

JEERS X
^ To the Leisure Pro-

gram, for hlririg a direc-

tor who might stay for

more than two months.

•Ot To the El Pomar Train-

ing Room for expanding

Iheir facilities to better

accomodate the needs
of student athletes.

ti To all those who vol-

unteer their time to

make the CC Center for

Community Service

among the best around-

Ot To our saviour, the

Block Break.

i3r To the members of

the Residential Life staff

who have worked so

hard to put on another

winter formal.

X To the students who
will undoubtedly trash

the Marriott at the Win-

ter formal.

X To the cooks In Ben|i's

.

who seem not to realize

that a grilled tuna sand-

wich usually hits a frying

pon sometime In Its exis-

tence.

X To the cooks at Ben-

\\'i who seem to believe

that ]/3, and 1/4 lb.

burgers are all the same
size.

X To the envlronmen-

tolly conscious at CC,
who constantly remind

us of the difference be-

tween white and col-

ored paper, but who do

not provide us with regu-

lar trash receptacles.

X To the Worner Mall

,

Room workers, who
seem to' believe it's'

more important to stu-

dents that they have an
extra phone line than to

be open on Saturdays.

X To the Marriott food

service for closing the C-

Store during holf block

after removing all of the

snack food from Benll's.

X To studenls who
don't fill out their CCCA
class evaluations.

Senil us your fftjecra and

JEERS by e-mail;

CATALYST(5'CC.C0L0RAD0 EDU

PT^"

Congressional budget cuts

threaten CC. students
A few days ago, I received an interesting lei- it Is a lot easier to ignore government pobdes

ter in my usually barren «'omer Box. As a pan of

,

itiat have little bearing on our everyday lives. If

a defidi-reduction plan, Congress is considering these initiatives are passed, many of you may

eliminaung the in-schoo! interest exemption on
'

find it impossible to finish school or lo attend

Suffofd Loans, campus-based student aid pro-, graduate school Even if the cuts ilonot direcdy

gninis, and Si4(,e Student Incentive Grants, . /: i affeci you^ j^our younger siblings m^a^ find tiiem-

Accordlng to the National Aisociaaon of In-'^^selves' denied the same opportunities yoij were

dependent Colleges and Universities (NAICU), lucky enough to receive,

who authored of the letter, the proposed cuts Last semester, 1 wrote about student apadiy.

could coii studenls and their families as much as 1 still believe that jpathy is a problem that per-

(2o bilfion over the next five years. Student in- vades this campus and affects the human speaes

debiedness would increase by up to 50% and as a whole. This is a chance to stand up and

grant and work-study funding would be dmmati- make a difference on an issue that could directly

cally reduced. affect you and your family. '
'

These cuts drove home the fact that Con- The NAICU has provided an 800 number

gress is currcnUy considering adopting a Bal- diai will .illow you to speak directly and your lo-

anccd Budget Amendment. If the amendment is cal cungressperson to voice your opinion on tlic

™,!'''s."r„.rra FROM THE EDITOR
very real possibility.

Although these par-

ticular cuts may not be a direct result of die cur-

byChadT. Nitta

. The ciil

does cost $365, so be

sure you really have

somediing to say. The

number is 1 -60^574 -4A1D. If you want more in-

formation, contact die NAICU or try talking to arent Congressional push for a balanced budget,

diey arc Indicative of what areas such an amend- CC. administrator.

ment may affeci.
,, >,[. . ,

People need to become infpmied about ini-

''^j-^^ijyouiT.fy'erag.eriev.e^day-.lhltiking.lype of ilatives like (h^ BHlamsd -Budget Amendment,

person, I look at the Republicans' balanced byd- " and diese proposed student-aid cuts. We all feel

get initiative widi a great deal of skepticism.;>,safe and secluded in our litde world at CC, but

While I admit that it would bg great to reduce', diere are things going on in die outside wodd

the deficit and stop defidi spending. Republican diat affeci eadi and every one of our lives. Even

unwiUingness to oudine what exactly would be
, if you are not on financial aid, you may be de-

cut seis off alarms in my head. . pendent on other forms of governmental aid.

In order to obtain a balanced budget. Con- '._ A trillion dollars is a great deal of money,

gress would have to cut almost |1 trillion from Tliis laziness and naiveiS has to stop. We've

the budget. Without knowing exactly what diey all heard how one person can't make a differ-

intend to cut, 1 doubt that any government pro- ence. Well, that may be true, but there is some-

gram would escape the economic trimming. :
. i thing to be said for trying. Pride and self-respect

Earlier, I focused on the current proposals have to be earned. Caring and failing may make

lo reduce student aid bc-cause they are cuts that .you L7nical, but not caring at all will definitely

hit close to home for most of us. Unfonunately, make you a failure.

Sky Chair, from page 5

• So, Dr. Foster, exacdy how

, .
, many abortions did you per-

form? Less than a dozen?

,„ Hundreds?

• Tlie problem is that die Clin-

ton Administraiion has diis

nasry habit of distorting die

truth regarding such matters

with its appointees. Flat out,

I'd just like to know the trudi

behind how many abortions

Dr, Foster performed, for

what reasons, and why the

Clinton Administration
,

brxishes aside the fact diat he

led a 1980's study testing do-

it-yourself abortion drugs.

Our president's biggest

problem is that he doesn't

think. As much as he'd like

an ideal society where these

abonion questions would

not enter into die political

arena, die reality is dial they

do. Anti-abortion groups In

die US have afi kinds of influ-

ence, and Clinton displayed

blatant stupidity to even be-

gin to believe diai diis nomi-

nation would make political

• If die man were sman, he'd

run as far away from useless

controversy as he cm. In-

stead, be searches it out, ex-

pecting bquabbles to bolster

his presidential image.

From die No Funher Com-

ment Necessary Depan-

meni; Tupak Shakur + Mike

Tyson + OJ Simpson »-

Snoop Doggy Dogg =

young, black, inner-city role

models.,.

Democratic Representative

David Skaggs, from Col-

orado (of course), will soon

release plans to file a lawsuit

diallenging die constitution-

ality of the new House rule

requiring a i/5 majority to

raise taxes, Hmmm, it ap-

pears that Mr, Skaggs is

showing his true colors here,

essentially saying, "No, I

don't care tliat the people

obviously don't want any

more of their money taken

away. We need to be able to

raise taxes at will,"

' David, open your eyes.

' Thanks to ABC news for en-

lightening. us widi a I hour

prime time special eniided

"Are Men and Women Really

Differenu'"

' ReaUy, I was confused until

last week,

• Happy birthday President

Reagan. May you find happi-

ness in your few remaining

years...

Tired of the Calalysl not saying what yon think .

it should say?

;,Stop complaining! Write Commentary!

!

We're Icwking for a few good opiruons...

and a few more bad clitiies,

If interesteid, contact u§ at x6675

. e-mail: CATALYST@CC.COLORADO.EDU

FREE SHIRT
BRING THIS COUPON INTO
EON MARKET, SPEND AT

LEAST $20 AND GET A SMALL
100% COTTON r-SHlRT

mMx-QUAmnummD

834 NORTH INSTITUTE ST. 6331015

M-F 4:30-6:30 SAT 11-4 txr.m9,

Stabbing

I

pholo courtesy o( Emie Ferguson

ember of the football team, has

had fallen on the knife.

According to Leroux, Ed-

wards was "a smart little kid who

wanted to stab somebody."
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St. Cloud
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Peter Geronazzo (24) receives a
|

period of Friday nigiit's win over

byMikeRabinowitz

The Tigers shook a bad case

of Saturday night fever last

weekend to sweep the St. Cloud

State Huskies at the Air Force

Academy. Six different Tigers

scored and goakender Ryan

Bach collected 22 saves Friday

night as die squad cruised to a 6-

1 victory over the pre-season fa-

vorite Huskies.

Saturday night the Huskies

came out firing. The cellar

dwellers, led by twelve seniors,

scored four unanswered goals

including three in a three and a
j

halfminute span to start the sec- i

ond period, taking a 4-2 lead.

The Tigers, fearing their fourth

Saturday loss in a row, rallied

WEEK IN F

Men's Basketball will travel ti

Nonhwestem Oklahoma Sta

return on Febniary 8 to take

Women's Basketball hosts ft

at 2:00 P.M. on February 4. T

Colorado Christian Universit

Men's and Women's Swimm
in Boulder at 5:00 P.M. on F<

to take on the Colorado Scb

10:00 AM.
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Letters to the Editor

SHOOT BACK!
The Catalyst i

Send Letters to the Editor

your 902 N. Cascade Ave,

, ^ Colorado SpriBgs, CO 80946

J ,
letters

.,

Letters to lite editor are welcomed and encour- e-mail:

.igedMl tellers must be submiiled to the ato- tO: CATALYST@CC.COLOMDO.ED

lysl by Wednesday. 12:00 PM for publicalion In

ihe following Friday's issue. All letters must be signed. Anonymity is rarely granted. Please restrict

letters to 500 words or less. Those under 250 words will be considered nrsl. Tlie Calal)^! reserves

the right 10 edit letters for purposes of pirblicalion. All letters will be screened lor factual accuracy-

libelous letters will not be accepted. The kllcrs to die Editor section of die aialy^l is meant to give

any and all students, faculty, and staff a forum In which to impress issueflricnted opinions Leilers

will be published on Oils basis. No poetry, please. All letlen become the property of the CalalyA

and are not returned.

Color-blind America only a dream
Dear E(Ji(nr

In response to Kristi

Franklin's article, "Americans di-

vided by cultural dassirication,"

we want to elaborate on several

aspects neglected by her view.

Although we admire her

ideaJistic notion of an all-Amer-

ican, Miss Franklin's vision Is

merely a Utopian dream. Ameri-

ca is indeed a world melting

pot; however, like all societies,

it still needs to improve racial,

cultural, and ethnic relations.

As a Vietnamese-bom

American and as a Peruvian-

born American, we nevertheless

consider ourselves 100% Ameri-

can. Miss Franklin implied that

hyphenated Americans want "to

have multiple, extraneous loyal-

ties to foreign lands that many

of us have perhaps never even

seen."

Just beause we immigrat-

ed from a different country does

not mean diat our political alle-

giance wavers between two na-

tions. In fact, we are extremely

grateful for the opportunities in

this land of democracy. Where

else GUI you express your views

without penalty? Where else do

you find a specidc Bill of Rights

guaranteeing your terms of citi-

zenship? Finally, where else can

people of different backgrounds

and races interact pe;icehilly for

die mm part? The answer is

nowhere but the United States.

Miss Franklin's simplistic

idea of ONE national Idendty

widiout muld-culturalism is ab-

surd. When my friend and I

meet educated, middle-class.

Christian, Cauc^ian, law-abid-

ing citizens, their initial ques-

tions are the following; 1) "So,

where are you from?" We natu-

rally respond, "Oklahoma City"

or "Denver-" 2) "NO, '1 >nean

where are you REALLY from?"

Perplexed, we demand, "What

do you mean?" 3) The new ac-

quaintance smiles, "What na-

tionality are you?" Taken aback,

we return, "Why, I'm an Ameri-

can." 4) The relendess inquisitor

interrupts, "BUT where were

your parents bofn^
'

This line of questioning im-

plies that a minority is a sell-out

if he/she fon;akes the country of

birth. And the list continues.

Our point is, no matter how

much we prove and proclEum

ourselves American, fellow

Americans look first at our eth-

nicity. Our personal experiences

disprove Miss Frankliri's as-

sumption that Vhedier you are

black or white or yellow or

purple.-you arc

matically a plain old American."

Wouldn't it be nice to live

harmoniously witlioiit racial di;^-

tindions? We all dream for that

time- But social condidoning af-

fects the way die human br^in

responds to physical appear-

ances, We certainly hope for a

color-blind America; however,
,

die pressure to define ourselves

as hyphenated American makes

this difficult.

Wc do, however, concur

widi Ms. Franklin's ihterition for

racial harmony. Mutual sepa-

ratism on both sides, Caucasians

and minorities, damages efforts

for diversity. ,

Everyone, regardless of eth-

nic affiliation, must work to-

gedier to appreciate and under-

stand differences. TheiMore

Roosevelt once asked all U.S.

citizens to remove hyphen3ted

labels and to all dicmsclves

"Americans." We salute him.

But how can we be "just

plain old American" when we

aren't blond-haired and blue-

eyed? We doubt Miss Franklin

has ever dealt widi the cultural

spodight.

\'r : SlTKerfely,-"^--.-*^ "^V-'.^i

Aiotandria Hien Nguyen

and N, Erica Ponce

Yet again, columnist proves' shallow

fJeat Editor:

I write in response to Erick Schcminske's "Thoughts Prom

the Sky Chai'i'' column Irora February 3. Erick, in your fond mem-

ories of the previous decade, evidently you failed to rlotlce some

of die diings going on in our community right now. \'om retail, in

yOuc article, a time when Martin Luther King Day "actually meant

'

somediing." Periiaps you were not present at ilie January 15 Col'

otado Springs candlelight march and celebration of Manin Luthci

King's binhdrty. At thL*; cclebrauon a sinble number of the Col

ofado Springs community comprlsc-d of people of different ages

cultural backgrounds, and personal hcllcfe, came togelliet and

celebrated llie Ideals of Dr. King. It was an incnxlibic experience

to see so many people together, finding a common ground de-

spite everyone's differences, and I feel confident in saying they

weren't jtusi getting logeilicr to celebrate a day off work.
-

Furthermore, you affirm Newt Gingrich's argument c-onccrn-

ing women in Uie military throtjgh your owii timiied observation

and experience. I hesitate to acknowledge your empirial deduc-

tions iVtrudi": just because you "don't know any womeii who

do pull ups" doesn't mean the>' don't e>;ist. Your cynical and in-

accurate generalizations lake away from any credibility your argu-

ments might hav'C,

Sincerely,

Ashley Struck

Dear Editor:

On January 22 & 24, 199S,

an advertisement purchased by

Mr. Ed Bircham appeared in die

Gazette Telegraph, criticizing

many of die films and presenta-

,

tions offered at the G.C, Syrnpo-

siuminjanuary.

Mr- Bircham did not attend

any of die Si'mposium presenta-

tions. Yet he found significant

fault with six of the programs of-

fered, which ranged in focus

from sexual violence in America

to the difficulties lesbians face in

American society' today. At tlie

time,hc3Ccuse.iS0%n[,ilI

college students of being "Binge

Drinkers," unable to cope with

such "disgusting topics."

Additionally, Mr. Bircham

spends (50.000 annually to ad-

vertise his philosophies

througWl Colorado' Springs

under the guise of advertising

for his retail business. Blrcham's

office Products. Please write

and let him know how you feel

about his advertising campaign

targeting Colorado College.

Sincerely,
'

'

Stacy Volkcr
'

Class of 1995

Dear Editor,
, . ,

. .. „

I find It totaUy absurd that the prclife groups ^ound die country are choasmg to make abortion

an issue wldiin rx-nfinnadon hearings of President Clinton's choice for Surgeon General. Confinna-

tion hearings should exist for the sole puq^oSe of determining competency. Political bipolanzation on

this issue and odiers like it can only hurt die pladng of principled individuals in government ofHce.

Abortion is Ic^al within the United States. The criminializadon of a person who may or may not

have performed abortions prior to Roe v. Wade Is despic^le beause conservatives know di,s has the

potential to enrage the fundamentalists and put more pressure on the president. Playmg political hot

otato with a man's reputadon is unprofessiond, unediic^, and I, as a moderate, am for d,e first Ume

writing my representatives. 1 hope som«ne else besides me is upset, because I'm r^ly pissed off.

Sincerely, '
'
' '

Matthew James Caseboli
^

•HTcVe" CC vs. N, Mlchlgan-7:35 TM.

'WlDicr Formal (SS In advance at won
, Cenier, S7 at the door)-9:00 P.M. ^, ._,.._

'^ 1^
-Hockey: CC «s. N. Mlchljan-2:t)0 P.M.

•Basketball: CC w McPheoon College-

7;00 P.M.

•Jazi Concert scarrtng HolUs Gentry-

Mlowing the Baikelball Came In BeW

Cymnaslum (aprrox- 9:00 P.M.). S5 with

CC I.D.. SIO wlthouL

•FREE Gaylord Party featuring live music

b, the Secret Ca|un Band. Dynamic taxi

and beverages wlUbe provided. 10.00-

12:30 P.M.

^VPflr ^*'' ^^'-

*lll be

19-389-6675
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had fallen on the knife.

According to Leroux, Ed-

wards was "a smart little kid who

wanted to stab somebody."
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St. Cloud
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Peter Geronazzo (24) receives a
|

period of Friday night's win over

by Mike Rabinowitz

The Tigers shook a bad case

of Saturday night fever last

weekend to sweep the St. Cloud

State Huskies at the Air Force

Academy. Six different Tigers

scored and goaltender Ryan

Bach collected 22 saves Friday

night as the squad cruised to a 6-

1 victory over the pre-season fa-

vorite Huskies.

Saturday night the Huskies

came out firing. The cellar

dwellers, led by twelve seniors,

scored four unanswered goals

including three in a three and a

half minute span to start the sec-

ond period, taking a 4-2 lead.

The Tigers, fearing their fourth

Saturday loss in a row, rallied

WEEK IN F

Men's Basketball will travel ti

Nonhwestem Oklahoma Sta

return on February 8 to take

Women's Basketball hosts Pi

at 2:00 P.M. on February 4.

1

Colorado Christian Universit

Men's and Women's Swimmj

in Boulder at 5:00 P.M. on H
to take on the Colorado Sch

10:00 AM.
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NTLIF.
Till death do us part... CC students take the plunge

by Aline Lucke

Viilcniine's Day is fast Jp-

pcoaching and people every-

where are searching for die luve

of their lives- The idea of living

happily ever after can be a bit

overwhelming for some stu-

dents.

Many people argue ihJt

C.C. students iJon't even date,

much less get married. And how

can someone choose a marriage

panner when he or s|ie .can't

even face ihe commitment of

choosing a major? ... >

Unlikely as it may seem,

C.C. siudenis do get married.

Several couples on campus are

already engaged including Vicki

Southhorn & Jeb Binns, Megan

llradly & Scoit Nilsen, Jennifer

Hams & her non-CC.,.. fianci:

Clark Shuford, and Marsha &
John (whose names have been

changed to prqtea the inno-

cent).

Vicki and Jeb, now Seniors,

have know each odier since ihe

last day of the first block of their

Freshman year. Tliey had been

introduced by a mutual friend,

but when diey ran into each oth-

er on the stairs of Slocum. nei-

ther could remember the oihen

n^une. Vicki didn't tell Jeb thai

she couldn't remember his

name and teased him about not

remembering hers.

"If you tell me your name,

I'll never forget it," wasjeb's re-

sponse. She told him, then r.in

down the stairs with him ch^is-

mg her.

Now the couple argues

good-naturedly over whedier he

caught her or she stopped, but

they agree that diey stayed up

talking for the rest of the night.

The next week was Homecom-

ing, which they consider ihetr

Orsi date

They've been logedier ever

since. Jeb said dial it has been

almost a year since he made up

his mind lo marry Vicki While

he was in Europe he missed her.

"1 realized I wasn't really luppy
:

unless wc were ;ogedier," said -

Jeb.

. . It's been almost two weeks

since Jeb proposed to Vicki at

!:jO in the morning on January

27 -
-- In describing diat night, the

couple is like a scene from

When Harry Met Sally. She

starts, then he interrupts, then

she interrupts again, but they al-

ways end ill J triL-iiillv tonipro-

"Hc hjJ J secret luid I was

not allowed to know what ii

was," said Vicki. He wouldn't let

her in his room, not even for a

minute. Finally, though, he took

her upstairs. Then he went in his

room and dosed the door leav-

ing her standing in the hall,

more than a bit confused.

' Moments bter he called her

into his room, "He was on his

knees in the middle of the room

and there were candles all over,"

said Vicki. "1 felt weird standing

while he was kneeling, so 1 got

down on my knees too, Then he

asked me and all 1 cou|d say "was

'yes,'" Tlicif wedding will proba-

bly be in the spring or summer

Are you engaged, or married?

We want to hear your story!

We are looking for stories and pictures

of CC students vjUo have tied the

knot recently or will be soon.

Write to us at:

The Catalyst

Features Editor

902 North Cascade Avenue

Colorado Springs, CO 80946

or

E~maii: Catalyst@cc.colorado.edu

of VM.

Megan and Scott were en

gaged dils past New Year's Eve

after dating for two years. They

had gone to see Phantom of the

Opera widi her family, and then

went to her lamily's New Year s

Eve party.

Unbeknownst lo Megan

earlier dial day Scott had a^kcd

her parents' permission to mar

ly her. In the middle of dinner

Scott stood up to make a toast

Megan was mortified ihai he

was doing this at her family d n

ner, but Scon had everyih ng

under control. To her surprise

he pulled out his grafidmoiher's

diamond ring, and asked Megan

10 marry, him. She, of clu ic

agreed, ^'i'

"My mom has it all on video

'

ppe cause she knc^ it was go-

Ing to happen, I dioughi she

was just filming the dinner,"

said. Megan. "Iwas so sur-

-

prised!"

Tlieir wedding is set for De-

cember 16, 1995 in Esies Park,

- Colorado. .'

"h'S the week before Christ-

mas, so il should be beautiful,"

said Megan.

Megan will graduate this

December and Scoti will be at-

tending seminary school In

Denver.

Clark asked Jennifer to mar-

ry him jusi a week ago today.

Jennifer's class was keeping

.her busy and she had plannc-d

to spend the weekend studying,

but Ckirk had a different idea.

"He fl(;w up from Texas on Trir

day and met me after class," said

Jennifer. "1 didn't expect it at all.

I w;is totally shocked that he

w.b there, and Uien he pro-

posed!"

Clatkhad asked her parents

permission the night before

when he was still in Texas, but

Jt-nnifer didn't know that he was

turning or diat he was going to

propose. They had never seri-

ously talked about marriage be-

fore, but he had said dial he

wanted to surprise her if he did

propose.

"It worked out 'just die way

he wanted ii to,'* said Jennifer.

"It made fne happy that it

worked out so well for both of

us. He did surprise me, and I

had a great weekend."

Clark (lew back home to

Texas, but Jennifer hasn't gone

b:ick to her everyday life.

- "It's like a big slumber par-

ty- everyone's giddy and gig-

gly, '' said Jennifer.
,

"Everyone wants to see my

ring and say 'Congratubtions!'"

Jennifer and Park, who have

been dating sine? high school,

plan 10 marry in May of VM-

Jennifer plans to attend medical

school in Dallas near where

Clark works in Arlington.

"li will be nice to be near

him again," she said. "It's been a

long four years apan."

John and Marsha were en-

gaged at 3:15 in the morning of

December 7, 1993-

"We had been discussing

marriage in general for hours

and he leaned over and whis-

pered in my ear, 'Will you many

me, sweeiic?.„ said Marsha. "I

said "yes' almost immediaiely

and leaned over and kissed

Marsha waiied until the

next October to tell her parcnis,

and John has yet 10 tell his.

Marsha was nervous when

she and John s;it at her parents

table preparing to announce

their engagement.

"I wasn't even 20 yet, and I

was 18 when he asked," said

Marsha.

Her parents handled it fairly

well though.

"My dad started cracking

bad jokes, and my mom jusi sat

there widi a stem look on her

face," she said.

John and Marsha have

scheduled their wedding for

June 15, 1996.

"We wanted to lake time so

he could gel established in his

career and 1 could travel

abroad," said Marsha.

Marsha has already started

planning ihe wedding. "I've

been buying those bridal maga-

zine's and trying to figure out

whai 10 do," she said.

She's a lildc surprised at

please see Marriage on page 1

1
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According to Leroux, Ed-
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wanted to stab somebody."
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Peter Geronazzo (24) receives a
|

period of Friday night's win over

by Mike Rablnowitz

The Tigers shool( a bad case

of Saturday night fever last

weekend to sweep the St. Cloud

State Huskies at the Air Force

Academy Six different Tigers

scored and goaltender Ryan

Bach collected 22 saves Friday

night as the squad cruised to a 6-

1 victory over the pre-season fa-

vorite Huskies.

Saturday night the Huskies

came out firing. The cellar

dwellers, led by twelve seniors,

scored four unanswered goals

including three in a three and a
'

half minute span to stan the sec-

ond period, taking a 4-2 lead.

The Tigers, fearing their founh I

Saturday loss in a row, rallied

WEEK INF
Men's Basketball will travel ti

Nonhwestem Oklahoma Sta

return on February 8 to take

Women's Basketball hosts Pi

at 2:00 P.M. on February 4.1

Colorado Christian Universit

Men's and Women's Swimm'

in Boulder at 5:00 P.M. on fJ

to take on the Colorado Schi

10:00 AM,
I
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Mmcl ihe senior panic, visit the Career Center early and often

Searching for your future? Career Center may hold the key

liy Aaron Drown

"Gel a job." "Gel ofT your

duff unfl do somelhing with

your life." "College won't last

fnrcver ynu know, start making

somelhing of yourself." "That

Bohby Frasicr is the President of

a small foreign nation now you

know, and he's not but a year or

nvo older than you." "All right al-

ready" you tell them. "I'm work-

ing on it!"

Tlie alarm screeches and

yoti shut it down mightily.

You've been awake for awhile,

ilianks. Your cold sweat and

wildly fibrillaiing heart are evi-

dence enough of that. You don't

know how, hut these cursed

aa\icty attacks have grown even

more frequent as another block

draws to a clase. Over break you

had plenty of sweet little re-

minders that it 'might be help-

ful' if you thought about your fu-

ture. 'What do you think 1 was

doing e\'ery damn night last se-

mester?' you wanted to say. But

you didn't because it would

have hurt Aunt Petula's feelings.

And now those annoyingly per-

sistent little voices which love to

tromp about and create havoc in

your exhausted mind are getting

ever louder. You can't fall asleep

and you snap awake constantly

in the middle of the night.

Just like every morning, you

claw your way out of bed and

head to tlie shower. Tlie fist

around your heart and lungs

flexes just (0 show how easy it is

to send you into spasms of pan-

ic. 'Maybe it's just physical,' you

think, 'maybe I'm just having a

heart attack." Well that would

certainly solve some of your

problems. But no, because then

they'd find you prostrate and

naked on the shower floor. Not

a very flattering way to go. So

that leaves you with the prob-

lem at hand. .

At die top of WotTier Center

there's a large room with big

windows, nice chairs and a pile

of solutions. Under the director-

ship of Rick Roberts and Ciridy

Funk, the Career Center focuses

ARE YOU PAYmG TOO MUCH FOR
YOUR CONTACT LENSES?

OUR LENSES START AT

$29.99/PR.
ALL BRANDS AND PRESCRIPTIONS.

Call SIGHT EXCHANGE
i-800-342-001 1

This allowed alu-

with alumni

on preparing students for die

various demands of entering the

job market. Resume prepara-

tion, planning for the Hiture, ex-

ploration of the \ch market, re-

cruiting, and self-assessment

tests are a few of the tasks that

the staff of students and profes-

, sionals will help guidefV ybiJ
''

through,
'

" -1
.

So you climb the stairs and

wander into the Career Center.

The secretary greets you as you

pluck a Jolly Rancher from the

candy bowl. You grab a bro-

chure and take a seal.

You of course are not an

optimal case, but you knew that,

your Uncle Frederico has al-

ready assured you of that. First-

years and sophomores have the

most opportunities available to

then simply because they have

t me '0 esperience the many

ral connections tor lulure jobs.

po.s.^ihilitics. You glance wistful-

ly at the shelves stocked with

info on summer opportunities,

internships and volunteer

groups you could have worked

widi from all around the coun-

try. The programs yoO could

have done If you had visited the

But the big event is still to

come, she says. On Tuesday,

February 28, the Career Fair will

take place in Womcr, From 4-7

p.m. a large group of business

represenLitives will be on hand

to discuss their organizations.

Also diis year there will be over

Career Center while (hterted'lh- V'i30 representatives 'here '10 talk '

Loomis include tremendous ex-

plorations of the careeis that are

out there. But alas. It's dme to

bite the bullet, nail the bucket

on the bottom as your poor, de-

ranged Grandfather Looper

ijsed to say.

You return to the desk and

ask the secretary what to do.

She Informs you that unfortu-

nately you have missed the Ca-

reer Consortium, a gathering of

corporate recruiters and college

students which took place this

past January.

^ydegre^s
^"•''J;;*'^

HUGE SALE//
50% OFF

UNBEATABLE PRICESI
all namebrand winter clothing-

leans-flannel shirts • t-shlrts-cords
UNTIL IT'S GONE!

]ust about internships, volun-

teer projects and summer jobs

that are available loally. Preced-

ing the fair, two seminars will be

held on Choosing a Major and

Summer Jobs/In lernships- The

secretary then informs you that

programs will be held in BkKks

5, 6 and 7 to address Self-As-

sessment, En'ective Interview-

ing, Resume Writing, and Job

Hunting as well.

You leave, clutching in your

arms a packet on resumi^ prcpa-

ralion and brochures on upcom-

ing events. Now you can get

started. You've been told that

time has not run out on you and

that there is still lime for you to

network and direcUy approach

th^e companies which hold in-

terest for you In a few months

you'll be a CC grad and by then

you will have prepared a work-

ing resume and maybe even

spent some lime in a quick in-

ternship.

Maj^K you should call Peiu-

la and Frederico and tell them

how organised you've become.

Rut no, you're exhausted and

perhaps at last you'll be able lo

get that full night's sleep. You

please see Career on page 11

Stabbing

^
-y

pholo courtesy ot Emie Ferguson

ember of the football team, has

had fallen on the knife.

According to [.eroux, Ed-

wards was "a smart little kid who

wanted to stab somebody."
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McNeill, Bach spark back-to-back wins

Tigers st<

St. Cloud

WCHA Standings

"^fi'Mil'ti '

(

Peter Geronazzo (24) receives a
|

period of Friday nigtit's win over

by Mike Rabinowitz

The Tigers shook a bad case

of Saturday night fever last

weekend to sweep the St. Cloud

State Huskies at the Air Force

Academy. Six different Tigers

scored and goaltender Ryan

Bach collected 22 saves Friday

night as the squad cruised to a 6.

1 victory over the pre-season fa-

vorite Huskies.

Saturday night the Huskies

came out firing. The cellar

dwellers, led by twelve seniors,

scored four unanswered goals

including three in a three and a

half minute span to start the sec-

ond period, taking a 4-2 lead.

The Tigers, fearing their founh

Saturday loss in a row, rallied

WEEK INF
Men's Basketball will travel ti

Northwestern Oklahoma Sta

return on February 8 to take

Women's Basketball hosts Pi

at 2:00 P.M. on Febniary 4.

1

Colorado Christian Universit

Men's and Women's Swimmi

in Boulder at 5:00 PM. on R
to lake on the Colorado Scb

10:00 AM.
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Greeks at CC undeservedly stereotyped

by Joseph Carpenier

Last weekend, executive

members of ihe Inierfrjiernity

jnd Panhellenic Councils in ad-

diiion 10 all Greek Chapter pres-

idents attended the 23rd annual

"From Range Greek Confer-

ence" at The University of Col-

orado, Boulder.

For those of you unfarnilia:

with Greek Conferences, ihcy

[ypically include one or two

keynote speakers and other

small seminar style educational

sessions. At this particular con-

ference llie range of topics in-

dudcd, "Creauve Leadership,"

"Gay and Lesbian Greeks are

Here to Stay," "Party Now, Pay

Later," and "Challenging Your

Intellect," among many other

sessions.

While most of the sessions

attended by CC students offered

no ground breaking information

or ideas for Greek System im-

provemeni, the conference did

show the attending students

that CC's Greek System is both

unique and exemplary.

one particular education-

al session, members of fraterni-

ties brainstormed for stereo-

types Uiat 'describe' sororities

whde members of sororities did

the same for fraternities. Nearly

all of [he siereutypes generated

by both sexes did not apply to

[he CC Greek system,

Yet , many odier institutions

attending found stereotypes

tJiat accurately desalbed dieir

Greek system.

All too oftt

ulty, and ad-

.

minisiraiors

that are not

closely asso-

dated vfiih

I, students, fac-

die CC

GREEK
CORNER

Greek sys-

Not only do individual Greek

students possess such charac-

teristics, but these characteris-

tics also describi; die Greek sys-

tem.

When a viplauun of college

policy is found within a fraterni-

ty or sorority at CC, the system

is blamed. Whereas, when art In-

, dividual student in a reslderice

lull is found guilty of die same ;

violation, the individual is

blamed, not Residential Life or

the resident in

question,

Aa open-

minded as CC

would like to

be, a large pan

of the college

inaccurately describe the

Greek system In the context of

tliese national stereotypes. Per-

haps what is forgotten at times

is dial die Creek students at CC

are first and foremost CC stu-

dents.

CC students ar? often char-

acterized as intelligent, creative,

inventive, I, enthusiastic, am;!

unique. Those wP(ds are not

lost widiin the CC Qreek system,

community remains close mind-

ed to Greeks while believing

and reinforcing stereotypes of

(he Greek systern.

During an educational ses-

sion on racism at the Front

Range Greek Conference, die

session presenter spoke of an

exliibii dial he had constructt-d

in the CU, library, depicting

racism by Greek letter organiza-

tions. The exhibit contained

Winter Carnival, Steatriboat welcome

"Winter enthusiasts for weekend fun

posters, t-shins, news anicles,

and odier media used by Greeks

In a racist manner, '

TTie presenter, in referring

to stereotypes, spoke of a all

dial he had received from a per-

son at The Colorado College,

The person from CC wanted pic-

tures and other Information on

die exhibit in order to use li

against the CC Greek System.

What the culler from CC appar-

endy did not know was diat the

exhibit creator is himself Greek,

The exliibit creator denied die
-

individual from CC diis Informa-

.

lion, claiming that to use jl in

such a way is implying "guilt by

association,"

Stereotypes are evil when

enough people buy into and be-

lieve diem. I would like to be-

;
Marriage from page 9

bow many people are getting

engaged In college. "Every-

body's signing up 1,0 gel

hiichcd." she s,iid. She iliinlts

ii could happen lo anyone—

; e\'en CC. students. •;
•

"I was nut out to findiVlr..

. Right, but he popped up at

that first Catalyst meeting,"

Marsha said,

Tlie snowy mountains of

Steamboat are calling all Col-

orado College students and

their friends.

The first weekend of Block

6 the Colorado College Winter

Cxnival in Steamboat Springs

will tAe place, Tlie carnival is

lull of events for each and every

eiiiliusiasiicsiudcni. Alpine ski-

ing, mogul competiUon, a lele-

iiijrking GS, a half-pipe compe-

tition, a cross-country ski race,

snow shoeing, and ice skating

make up die first days events.

Tlie second day will follow with

snow sculpturing, tug 'o' war,

relay races, broomball, and

snow volleyball.

Students are invited to form

teams to compete in die week-

end events. E;ich member will

compete in one of the events to

earn points for their team. Win-

ners will not be the onl/ ones

winning points. Points will also

be awarded for best falls, the

bc'si costumes, and die best at-

tempts.

Currently the ski team is

working on subsidizing lodging

and transportation. Prizes will

be awarded counesy of the Ski

I GUIP€
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC. ^«"^

an association ot the CARLSON TRAVEL NETWORK

Serving the needs of Golorado

travelers since W9
Campus Office: Armstrong Hall, Suite 5

(719) 632-4612

389-6732 Campus Line

Main Office: 409 N. Tejon St.

(719) 635-3511

Broatdmoor Hotel Office: South Lobby

(719) 577-5750

Team. CCCA, ORC, and the

Leisure Program. Look for more

information and sign-up sheets

next week in Worner. Get your

team ready to go!

lieve dial die CC community is

intelligent enough to disregard

stereotypes of Greek fraternal

organizauons, yet these stereo-

types are In abundance at CC.

The next lime you diink

negatively of CC Greeks or die

Greek System, uke a moment

and evaluate die validity of your

thoughts or comments. Are you

making assumptions based on a

panicular individual or national

stereotypes?

CC Greek students were

admitted to this college based

on the same aiieria as all CC

students: intelligence, creative-

ness, uniqueness- These stu-

dents and these chancierisdcs

collecuvely make up and define

the CC Greek system.

Congqitulations to dicsc

four couples and all the others

out there. May you all live hap-

pily ever after...

Carssr from page 10

stumble into your room and

(bp tuliy clothed onto your

bed, and as sleep closes in on

you, you wonder idiy why you

feel so much like sumc cheesy

heroinaselfhc-t|)arTicle.

I
Azz Concert

Feb.11, 1995 'Reid Gym, El PoMAR Sports Center

tuMduiarraioMKm Mix'sUtma Ca« • CC « McPhiiisch Cotua

TimiS; ilOIWwilkC.C.I *©^

Stabbing
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pholo courtesy ot Emie Ferguson

ember of the football team, has

had fallen on the knife.

According to Leroux, Ed-

wards was "a smart little kid who

wanted to stab somebody."
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McNeill, Bach spark back-to-back wins

Tigers sti

St. Cloud

WCHA Standings

Peter Geronazzo (24) receives a
|

period of Friday night's win over

by Mike Rabinowitz
I

The Tigers shook a bad case

of Saturday night fever last

weekend to sweep the St. Cloud

State Huskies at the Air Force

Academy. Six different Tigers

scored and goaltender Ryan

Bach collected 22 saves Friday

night as the squad cruised to a 6-

1 victory over the pre-season fa-

vorite Huskies.

Saturday night the Huskies

came out firing. The cellar

dwellers, led by twelve seniors,

scored four unanswered goals

including three in a three and a

half minute span to stan the sec-

ond period, taking a 4-2 lead.

The Tigers, fearing their fourth

Saturday loss in a row, rallied

WEEK INF
Men's Basketball will travel ti

Nonhwestem Oklahoma Sta

reaim on Febmary 8 to take

Women's BasketbaU hosts Pi

at 2:00 P.M. on February 4.1

Colorado Christian Universit

Men's and Women's SwimnJ

in Boulder at 5:00 P.M. on F

to take on the Colorado Sch

10:00 AM.
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ember of the football team, has

had fallen on the knife.

According to Leroux, Ed-

wards was "a smart little kid who

1 wanted to stab somebody."
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McNeill, Bach spark back-to-back wins

Tigers st<

St. C[oud

WCHA Standings l^?--

Peter Geronazzo (24) receives a
|

period of Friday night's win over

byMikeRatjinowitz

The Tigers shook a bad case

of Saturday night fever last

weekend to sweep the St. Cloud

State Huskies at the Air Force

Academy. Six different Tigers

scored and goaltender Ryan

Bach colleaed 22 saves Friday

night as the squad cruised to a 6-

1 victory over the pre-season fa-

vorite Huskies.

Saturday night the Huskies
j

came out firing. The cellar
I

dwellers, led by twelve seniors,
j

scored four unanswered goals

including three in a three and a

halfminute span to Stan the sec-
!

ond period, taking a 4-2 lead.
:'

The Tigers, fearing their fourth
j

Saturday loss in a row, rallied

WEEK IN f

Men's Basketball will travel ti

Nonhwestem Oklahoma Sta

return on February 8 to lake

Women's Basketball hosts R
at 2:00 P.M. on February 4.

1

Colorado Christian Universit

Men's and Women's Swimiri

in Boulder at 5:00 P.M. on fI

to take on the Colorado ScW

10:00 AM.
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Double header of sports and saxes at CC
byjci c mtildd

CC, get ready for a musical

experience you won't forgei.

Holiis Geniry is once again grac-

ing our campus with his amaz-

ing fusion jazz skill on the saxo-

phone, and it's a concert

nobody will want lo miss, espe-

cially if you're a basketball fan

(keep reading!).

In L^c you're not familiar

widi names in ihe pop jazz cir-

cles, Mollis Gentry 111 is a

naiionally-acdaimcd saxophon-

ist (diough he is not restricicd

to this instrument only); and has

performed with many of the

great names In fusion jazz,

including Faitburger, Barry

Willie, and die Larry Carlton

Band.

Marston
"

c Exhibit, i
An exhibit of.J.D. v

Mirston's photographs ts on

;

display during Block 5 in Oie

.

Coburn Gallery through

. Febru.iry 1-^, Tuesday

/ through Saturday, 12:50-

i 7:30 p.m.. The photographic-

' anofJ.D.

Marston captures an

essence of the American

landscape dial is rapidly van-

ibhlng,

He is die recipient of

the Sierra Club's r/;2 Ansel

Adams Award for Conser,-a-

. don Photography, and has

: received acdiUni ffom the,

>'art world, collectors, ;iik1

: envlronnieniaJisis.

': Mr. Marston taught

'

"Nature Photography jn San

' Luis Viilley" during Bloc>: 8

'

1994.. , .-.
'. To keep Ills art In tough'

r- wldi the piue and .-ilmple, he

resides at Uk foot of die

Sangtt de Crlsto Mountains

o(

Colorado, dose to the Col-

lege's Baca Umpub

Tills e.xliibi[ IS sponsored

by Tlie Hulbert Center for

In 1993, he played on die

Arsenio Hall Show with the

Stanley Clark Band, and he was

also the first ever jazz musidan

to make an appearance with dig

San Diego Symphony. To add to

his credentials, he has bodi a BA

in Music Performance and a

Masters In Music Theory, Com-

position, and Technology from

the University of California. He

is currently performing with

such acts as Common Sense and

his own Neon.

If that's not enough to get

you in a jamming mood, sharing

die bill widi Gentry are local jazz

fusion artist^ Alan Joseph and

HjO, a dynamic group featured

as a rising star by both Jazziz

and Guitar Player magaanes,

Fred Whitacre of the adilet-

ic depanmeni organized this

'event. He has been mvolved

widi the music of Hollis Gentry

since ' 1978^ Wliiiacre .cc^prfif'

duced Gentry's first, album with

Faidiurger in San Diego in 1986,

and also worked on Alan Joseph

and H30's album. \(1iiiacre's

enthusiasm for this unique

event is catching; "[Gentry] had

been here before and he's

always been great. He's really an

incredible saxophone player."

And he has equally rave reviews

for Alan Joseph.

As part of the CC Winter

Carnival, this event has been

spedally scheduled to take

place immediately following the

men's basketball game against
,

McPherson College on Saturday,

February 11. The game sians at

7 pm, and the cpncen should

probably be getung undenvjy

around 9:15. in the I(eid Gymna-

sium in El Pomar, „.,,...

The spedal Winter Carnival

ticket price for diis concert is J5

widi CC ID. ,
and $10 without-

For more information, please

contact Fred Wiiucre in .die

""
Adiletif pfllce at cxtensfon 6476.

Don't miss out on this exdung

night of sports and saxophones! Hollla Genlry. IJI will perform In Held Gym

Wood conveys her reality in poetry

by Mcredidi Morganstern

Sus.in Wood will be reading

"Hope," along with odier poems

from her collection Campo San-

to, tonight at 8 pm, in Gates

Common. Wood, who also

wrote die poetry collection enu-

ded Bazaar, grew up in Tatas

and calls on her memories of

growing up diere in her poems.

"bUc writes about family and

dulJhood," says Jane Hilbeny,

an assistant professor of English

here at CC who uught Contem-

porary Poetry Block 8 last year.

Among those poets Hilberry

taught was Susan Wood: "She

writes widi a sense of loss In die

past. She's very good at detail

and at being able to evoke

scenes that happened a long

umeago."

Wood's
,

poetry is very

unpredictable, as she usually

bi-i,ins her poems about one

siibtLci and dien ends up on

SI nicthmg else entirely. In her

poem "Four Roses," for exam-

ple. Wood begins by descnbing

four dying roses on her

doorstep, rdaung ditm to the

memory of her unde, whom

plays baseball and drinks Four

Roses In her memory.

says Hilberry, Wood's poems lift

her readers out of their world

and into hers. She is incredibly

vivid and her words have a ten-

dency to strongly sur in her

readers the emotions conveyed

in die verses. Reading her poet-

"Wbat saves us begins

as something small, the thing

so insignificant we hardly notice.

First letter, a syllable, then another

and another, until what we are rises

through them like a face

a child patiently tracesfrom dot to dot

in a coloring book

"

— Taken from the poem "Hope"

by Susan Wood

"Susan Wood has a great ry is like traveling back to some-

sense ofcraft, as well as conuol one's past and sedng through

over die language, "Her poetry clear, condse eyes the sir\jggle.

Is very lyrical; diere is a music in die loss, the pain,

the language of her poems," Sandra McNew, who works

at Poetry West (the group spon-

soring Wood's reading), says,

"There's a great quote about

Susan's work, that in her poems,

memory and loss constitute an

'uncompromising poetry that

continually chooses grief over

oblivion; but," Wood adds, '"we

all deserve some sweetness in

the end.'"

Susan Wood currently

teaches at Rice University in

Texas. She will also be here Sat-

urday, February 11 from 10 until

noon for a poeiry workshop.

Everyone who is interested in

poetry is invited to aiicnd.

Wood will be discussing tech-

nique, aaft, and learning how to

write, Tliere will be critiques of

her poems as wdl as any poi'ms

students are invited to bring;

bringing poems is not a require-

ment, though. Tlie workshop

will be held in Worner 213-

Wood's Campo Santo is avail-

able in the CC bookstore for

anyone interested in her poetry.

\

pholo courtesy o( Ernie Feiguson

ember of the football team, has

had fallen on the knife.

According to Leroux, Ed-

wards was "a smart litde kid who

wanted to stab somebody."
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McNeill, Bach spark back-to-back wins WCHA Standings

Tigers st<

St. Cloud
""^^ViiUiftyki/

(
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Peter Geronazzo (24) receives a
|

period of Friday night's win over

by Mike Rabinowitz
j

The Tigers shook a bad case

of Saturday night fever last

weekend to sweep the St. Cloud

State Huskies ai the Air Force

Academy Six different Tigers

scored and goaltender Ryan

Bach collected 22 saves Friday

night as die squad cruised to a 6-

1 victory over the pre-season, fa-

vorite Huskies. I

Saturday night the Huskies
j

came out firing. The cellar I

dwellers, led by twelve seniors,
!

scored four unanswered goals

including three in a three and a

half minute span to start the sec-

ond period, taking a 4-2 lead.

The Tigers, fearing their fourth

Saturday loss in a row, rallied

WEEK IN F

Men's Basketball will travel o

Nonhwestem Oklahoma Sta

return on Febraary 8 to take

Women's Basketball hosts R
at 2:00 P.M. on February 4.

1

Coloi:ado Christian Univereic

Men's and Women's Swimra

inBoulderat5:00P.M.onFi

to take on the Colorado Sch

10:00 AM.
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"Jazz" mourns racism and hatred with song
Issue 1

liy Meg.in McKee

]az2, by TonI Morrison, is a

tliyOimic ode to life, set in the

city in the 19Z0's. The novel

explores race and the individ-

iinl, life in ilie city and in the

ciiuniry, and young Inve and

fortable love.

At die cen-

ler of ihe novel,

,irc Joe and Vio-

Ici Trace, a mid-

dle-aged, child-

less couple who moved from

Virginia years ago. Their lives

are changed forever by a had-

complexioncd teenage girl

named Dorcas who haunts their

lives in die present as Joe's mis-

tress, although young enough

10 be his daughter, and in flash-

backs as a needy young girl who

watched both of her parent's

burials in five days, during die

race riots of 1917 in East St.

Louis.

It is no scaet that it was Joe

who killed Dorcas, and every-

one saw Violet come to die

funeral with a knife in her hand

BOOK
REVIEW

(0 try to kill a dead girl Everyone

knows iheydid it, but in order to

know why, Morrison takes us

back to tlie southern roots

where both Joe and Violet were

conceived by independent

women. Through past stories of

racism and hatred alxiut people

from Joe and Vio-

let's homes in

Vespers County,

Virginia in the

late 1800s, the

readers learn of

the passionate

women who orphaned die two

and left them searching for

something. The search leads Joe

to an eighteen year old girl he

meets at a woman's meeting

where he sold Cieopalra beauty

products. He had never before

been templed to be unfaithlijl to

Violet, but Ihe young girl tempts

him like die peppermint candy

he likes to suck on.

Diiven by passion, jealousy,

and rage, Vilet also becomes

obsessed widi the dead gid.

Just as it is youth that sepa-

rates dicm, it is youth diat even-

tually brings diem closer logcdi-

Stabbing

Jazz, by TonI Morrison,

er, Dorcas's friend Felice visits

the Traces to tell Joe diat die

dead girl isn't worth weeping

over anymore, mondis after her

deadi. Wti first visit is in die

spring as the city is waking up

from its long sleep. The sound

of ja2z music filters through

sireets.^harmonizing witJi .the

feelings of the inhabitants. Joe

Trace smiles for die first time in

months and he and Violet dance

to a song diat drifts through the

window on a breeze.

In Jazz, Toni Morrison

explores what love and passion

will make a sane person do, like

try to kill a dead girl. She por-

trays people as a package of

emotions, knowing tha^, like

Jazz music, sometimes those

lifest themselves in

jealous rage or in silence similar

to a lone instrument crying into

the air. Compared to Morrison's

brilliant ability to shape her char-

acters into complex people,

most writers catch only a

glimpse of the person inside

dieir characters.

Toni Morrison's ;'Jazz;',is like

a'soulful Miles Davis solo in the

turbulent song of life.

Kubrick's directing low still a suspense classic

by Blake Jordar

Tbe Shining is Stanley

Kubrick's worst film. . Still, widi

the track record diat this film

icon has, it is safe to say that

most directors would be more

than pleased to have The Shin-

ing as the low point of their

career.
(

Dubbed a "masterpiece of

modem horror," The Shining is

Kubrick's sole tackling of the

horror genre, His previous

films, however, were "master-

pieces" of their separate genres {

2001 and A Qocku-ork Orange

UyiyiA^

are without a doubt Kvo of the

best examples of sdence fic-

tion/Iuture dramas, while Dr.

Strangelove still tops cridcs', list

as die best black comedy ever).

The Shining, however, just

isn't very good. It is overlong,

and captures litde of die sus-

pense of Stephen King's novel

(Kubrick and Diane Johnson

adapted the book for the

screen); it has a great cast, but bat, leaving bodi of diem very

dicy are given a childish script little room to grow into their

with very litde room for charac- roles (although Duvall d

(;dT IP03E 3/^Lpfl
Introduces

"Annerie"
(formerly of Rapunzel)

<
d full service saloi-i for men & womeh

Your CC Headquarters for Hair

—ALL STUDENTS 10% OFF!—
815 N. Nevada • 630-3435

ler growth.

King's story itself is very

good: The Torrances (played by

Jack Nicholson, Shelley Duvall

and Danny Lloyd) become are-

takers of a hotel long possessed

with evil due to murders that

have occurred in

the past. The

demons inside

die hotel prey on

Jack's past record

of drinking and

mild violence

toward his son Danny.

The Shining's problems

start right at Ihe beginning.

Nicholson's interview with the

hotel management makes him

look just as crazy as when the

film progresses. It's hard lo tell

if his overacting is brilliant or

just diat. an overly-hammy per-

formance. And because he goes

off die deep end so soon, Duvall

becomes nervous right off the

FILM
REVIEW

one of the most frazzled perfor-

mances I've seen). Young Lloyd

is good, but his lines are often

dumb. Tlie best role is probably

given to Scatman Crothers as

Danny's "shining" friend.

flfhile die story is subpar.

the phoiognphy

is sublime. Shot

by John Alcott.

The Shining is

almost as visually

memorable as

'

2001 or A Oock-

work Orange. Not a shot in the

film is wasted, from die eerie

opening aerial, to die interior

shots of die hotel, and die two

young dead girls who appear

before Danny.

I do recommend a viewing

of The Shining for filmgocts

who are interested in breathtak-

ing camerawork and a chance to

see a brilliant director's most

flawed work.

photo courtesy o1 Ernie Ferguson

lember of the football team, has
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had fallen on the l^nife.
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AccortJing to Leroux, Ed-
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wards was "a smart little kid who

i wanted to stab somebody."
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McNeill, Bach spark back-to-back wins

Tigers st<

St. Cloud
"Maiiik''''''''^

WCHA Standings

Peter Geronazzo (24) receives a
|

period of Friday night's win over

by Mii<e Rabinowitz

The Tigers shook a bad case

of Saturday night fever last

weekend to sweep the St. Cloud

State Huskies at the Air Force

Academy. Six different Tigers

scored and goaltender Ryan

Bach collected 22 saves Friday

night as die squad cruised to a 6-

1 viaory over the pre-seaspn fa-

vorite Huskies. I

Saturday night the Huskies

came out firing. The cellar !

dwellers, led by twelve seniors,

scored four unanswered goals
J

including three in a three and a

half minute span to stan the sec-

ond period, taking a 4-2 lead.

The Tigers, fearing their fourdi

Saturday loss in a row, rallied

WEEK IN F

Men's Basketball will travel c

Northwestern Oklahoma Sta

return on February 8 to take

Women's Basketball hosts Pi

at 2:00 P.M. on February 4.

1

Colorado Christian Universit

Men's and Women's Swimm
in Boulder at 5:00 P.M. on F

to take on the Colorado Sch

10:00 A.M.
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At Eastside Mario's, save room for dessert

by Ted Yui

We waik'd uui of Libisidc

Mjrio's with taste buds that

were more dian satisfied. This

might be a bit unconvcmional,

but I'm going to have to sian my

review of this panicutar food-

pnxlucing csiabhshmeiit with a

rich chixobte. I can't say that

I've done justice lo this most

scrumpdousdish, for tny words

fail me; it is something thai musi

be experienced.

W?ll, on to the rest of the

meal. The pasta was good, rival-

ing the angel hair pasta offered

t the Olive Garden- As always

:ntary on die last course widi dishes containing shrimp,

of die meal— die dessen. It is die litde creatures from the sea

nacssary for me were a bit scarce.

But of what was

offered, they

were of pretty

good quality

(trust me on this

with such happy one; I'm from

mouths. Selected randomly Seatde). The dish was in danger

from a radier original desert of being a bit bland, however,

beause

Tiramisu v

reason w

FOOD
REVIEW

menu (original not because of

die actual dishes offered, but

because the menu was a view-

master containing color piaures

of the desens), die Tiramisu

quickly captured our senses at

first sight to die bittersweet

ecsias7 of die l^t bite. Magical

swirls of light and fluffy whipped

cream surrounded and topped

die heavenly sweet pastry cen-

terpiece, all of which were

immersed in delicate rivers of

die flavor was delighiiijl and die

lack of power was nodiing that

couldn't be made up for by a

dish of fresh-ground parmesan

cheese antl/or salt. And as far as

I could tell, my companion was

pleased by die Brooklyn Hoagie

(lightly breaded chicken breast

widi tomato sauce baked inside

a loaf, of bread) which indeed

looked and smelted good.

Something else to rave

about. Move over Olive Garden,

The barlenders at Eastside MaKo's wear the Eastside geer.

and watch out SpaghettiFacioty;

diere is a new kid in compli-

mentary bread-town. The loaves

of bread, served in a brown

paper bag and lighdy touched

widi butter, are a taste to be

reckoned with.

The restaurant is modeled

after a section of Brooklyn, NY,

with replicas of everything from

a line of laundry hanging out

windows to a little comer gro-

cery. In die distance a sutue

of liberty holding a tomato can

be seen by the outline of ilie

Brooklyn bridge. Tlie ambiance

is one of a small hut lively out-

door cafe at night, widi Euro-

pean (presumably Italian) tradi-

tional and pseudo-pop music fill-

ing up the background. Not

exactly the spot for a quiet can-

dlelit dimier, but hey, if die

drags, there are

more than enough diings in the

restaurant Itself to occupy

attention.

Eastside Mario's gets a defi-

nite nod from this lover of

middle-American cuisine as a

must try experience in Colorado

Springs dining. By the way, for

diose who are concerned about

quantity, the combination of

entree and descn was enough

to fill a 6' 4" 180-pound male.

Stone Roses successful at Second Conning

by Diana Sm

Despite all die n.isty rumors

of a breakup, Tlie Stone Roses

made a surprising comeback

with dieir second full length

album. Second Coming. The

first single, "Love Spreads,"

caught everyone off guard when

it recently exploded onto the

radio charts. Stone Rtjscs were

back in high demand after three

long years of uncenainty and

dcNberation on a new album.

This Brit quanet has been mak-

ing fans in die UK extremely

unsettled and wocried that a

new album would never be

released. There were reporters

omped outside of the studio

religiously wailing for anything

resembling an album title or a

release date to be uttered by the

band. List month, causing both

fnrstration and relief. Second

Coming Vios ditown upon the

public.

'

The Sione Roses experienced

dieir humble beginnings as a

house band, a part of what we

reviewers call "indie pop" cul-

ture. After a self-titled debut

album and a shon EP, Stone Ros-

es had made quite a name for

diemselves in dieir native Eng-

land but, unfortunately, didn't

make the same phenomenal

impression in the U.S. Better

late than never, I suppose.

MUSIC
REVIEW

Second Coming is a twelve song

journey dirough the funky blues

iind jazzy tunes of guitarist John

Squire. Vocalist Ian Brown's oh-

so-British voice gives evety cut

the kind of perky fun that

Damon Albarn gives to Blur, a

Manchesterian colleague of die

Stone Roses. This album is won-

derfiil driving music .ind pro-

vides a refreshing change to

"alternative" musii:. Tlieir first

track, "Breaking Into Heaven," is

an arnazing U minutes long

with a 6 minute introducuon

chock full p' tribal beats, psy-

chedefia, and guitar screams. It's

an interesdng preface of what's

to come. 4 I

.

"Driving South" is strangely

reminiscent of Led Zeppelin,

especially widi Squire's Page-

like guitar style. Ten Storey

Love Song" is an annoying 60's-

esque pop song, Ttie next few

songs blend together to crc-ate a

smooth medley of tlie blues.

"Begging You." however, is a

fasi, desperate, magnificent little

ditty that is not unlike a joli of

caffeine. The finiil cut, "Love

Spreads," is so disdncdy unique

that one might mistake it for a

goihic tune. Tlie album should

have ended there.

To my dismay, diere is a

secret bonus track which

reminds me of an insane ice

cream truck. It can be skillfully the moment. The Stone Roses

avoided, though. have evolved into a sophisticai-

Second Coming proves to be ed, mature band. 1 just hope we

a pleasant surprise and surely don't have to wait three years

one uf the best new releases of for a tour or :moiher album.

Stabbing

photo courtesy ol Emie Fetguson

iember of the foolball team, has

had fallen on the knife.

According to Leroux, Ed-

wards was "a smart little kid who

wanted to stab somebody,"
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McNeill, Bach spark back-to-back wins

Tigers st<

St. Ooud

WCHA Standings ^^'.
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Peler Geronazzo (24) receives a
|

period of Friday night's win over

by Mike Rabinowitz
j

The Tigers sliook a bad case

of Saturday night fever last

weekend to sweep the St. Cloud

State Huskies at the Air Force

Academy. Six difTerent Tigers

scored and goaltender Ryan

Bach collected 22 saves Friday

night as die squad cruised to a 6-

1 victory over the pre-season fa- I

vorite Huskies.
j

Saturday night the Huskies

came out firing. The cellar

dwellers, led by twelve seniors,

scored four unanswered goals
J

including diree in a diree and a
'

half minute span to stan the sec-

ond period, taking a 4-2 lead.

The Tigers, fearing their fourth

Saturday loss in a row, rallied

WEEK IN F

Men's Basketball will travel o

Nonhwestem Oklahoma Sta

retum on February 8 to take

Women's Basketball hosts Pi

at 2:00 P.M. on February 4.

1

Colorado Christian Universii;

Men's and Women's SwimnJ

in Boulder at 5:00 P.M. on Fj

to take on the Colorado SclJ

10:00 A.M.
I
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

SKATING CIASSES-Tucsdays at

12:30pm at Honnen Ice Rink,

(V lesson, <15Ailock. Block 6

registration due 2/18/95- PRE-

REGISTRATION REQUIRED!

Beginning, inlermediaic, and

advanced levels offered Call Jo

Ann at 632-4090. Krista at x7275,

Miako at x7025, or Carrie at

x7653 for mare info.

FOR SALE

SPRING BREAK 95' America's

#1 Spring Break Company!

Cancun, Bahamas, or Florida!

110% lowest price guarantee!

Organize 15 friends and TRAVEL

FREE! Call for our finalized 1995

Pariy Schedules!! (300) 95-

BREAK.

POR SALE 4 Roundtrip tickels-

(234 OBO. Are you flying to

Montana, Kansas City, Missouri,

El Paso, or Tucson for Spring

Break? Then call X7433 on(7560

for a great ticket price!

FOR SALE Fuji professional pho-

tographic slide film Cheap! Call

Nic X7779.

Amy & Beth &Jill-

You're sweethearts! Lei's i

-Dianna

Sars-

Happy Birthday! How

feel to be half-way to 40? I low

you!

-Cagney (or am I Lacey?)

Selh-

Happy Birthday to my friend

and dale to the winter Formal.

Alison-

Happ>' Binliday! We lore you

even though you're an old lady!

-Staff

Carries Jessica- ' " '

Hakuna Matata! We're going to

ha\'e a wild and crazy weekend.

-Your fellow ZambonI driver

wannabe

Bacchus-

AOvflT SCX^IVE XfOUp TjCtlp.

-Aeschylus

Schwandi Gabouli-

Yeah! Good Luck Baby! I know

If love is blind why is lingerie so

popular?

-Anonymous

I don't believe in Valenlirte'i DSy

and I don't believe in love, but I

can't help lovin' you.

-Selh

Mom and Dad-

Thanks for coming down. Just

call me gimp,

-Your loving son, Chad

Basketball, skiing or dancing?

Your choice. Personally I'd

choc»se doing the laundry!

-AI5N

Welcome hack. I missed you!

-Your college friend

J- Sniboih movd f

-Sunshine

To the girls of 3-EAST suite-

The tears are gone. We can

dance, sing, and play diis week-

UNLIMITED
TOPPINGS!

DELIVERY OR
CARRYOUT!

B^M
330 H. Wahsatth

KIMBALL'S TWIN PEAK
WBAURAHDCm

115 EAST PKES PEAK AVE
447-1945

MOVIES. COFFEE, DESSERTS]

READY
:iT)

WEAR

FRIDAY

FEB. 10

1 WEEK
ONIVI

OPENS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1 O
BARGAIN MATINEES S3.SO

MON-FRI BEFORE 6PIVI

AFTER ePWl-SS.OO WITH IP

Stabbing

! * « » 'i>
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ember of the football team, has

had fallen on the knife.

According to Leroux, Ed-

wards was "a smart litde Idd who

wanted to stab somebody."
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McNeill, Bach spark back-to-back wins

Tigers stj

St. Cloud

WCHA Standings

Peter Geronazzo (24) receives a
|

period of Friday night's win over

by Mike fiabinowitz

The Tigers shook a bad case

of Saturday night fever last

weekend to sweep the St. Cloud

State Huskies at the Air Force

Academy Six different Tigers i

scored and goaltender Ryan

Bach collected 22 saves Friday

night as the squad cruised to a 6- i

1 victory over the pre-season fa-

vorite Huskies.

Saturday night the Huskies

came out firing. The cellar

dwellers, led by twelve seniors,

scored four unanswered goals i

including three in a three and a

half minute span to start die sec-

ond period, taking a 4-2 lead.

The Tigers, fearing their founh

Saturday loss in a row, rallied

WEEK IN F

Men's Basketball will cravel D

.Northwestern Oklahoma Sta

return on Febmary 8 to take

Women's Basketball hosts ft

at 2:00 P.M. on February 4.1

Colorado Christian Universit

Men's and Women's Swimm

in Boulder at 5:00 P.M. on F

to take on the Colorado Sch

10:00 AM.
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Storm Troopers destroy Soccer

Guys in ugly IM basketball slugfest

by MichelcKlllecn

Efick Scheminske shoots In S,S. Lagi

Normally, as the IM Basket-

ball season progresses, ihc play-

ers improve, the competition

gels b(.iier. and tlie games be-

LOme more fun to watch. None

nf ihis was true on Tue.sday

night as the Soccer Guys Taced

ofT against the Storm Troopers

of Death In the competitive

Men s B-league.

The game began slowly,

ftilh neither team scoring in tbc

first few minutes. Even when

the SlD's Jake Hynes broke the

drought, the competition on

both sides lagged.

Mike Baca tried to spark the

Soccer Guys with sev'en of their

fotrteen first-half points, but

the shots weren't falling, Hynes

led the STti's with ten of the

team's twenty-four total points.

At half-time, Baca tried to be op-

timistic. "We're doing well con-

sidering we're all soccer or vol-

leyball players," he said. The

STD's couldn't find an acuse

for their poor play, but they had

no problem admitting how bad-

ly they were doing.

Early in the second half, as a

Soccer Guy passed the STD

bench, he commented, "This is

getting ugly," Tlic response from

the STD bench was clrocr to llic

truth, "This whole game is ugly."

In the end, after several air-balls,

some terrible passes, and even a

little soccer (perhaps an attempt

by the Soccer Guys to even the

score), the STD's came away dis-

gusted bui victorious,

Jeff Spight led the Soccer

Guys with twelve points, all bui

two coming in the second half

Baca finished with eleven,

Hynes led the STD's with four-

teen points, while Zack Jones.

JclT Schncn, Mike Yrinndo, and

John Anthony each added eight.

Final score: STD's 50. Soc-

cer Guys 30, me one excuse to

write on Hockey next week

(going to Winter jformnl?
Plen,se.,.

iiii Please..

Think!

DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE!

Oiilyil.155- OraboujS21.amo-3b'^ I '""m

"""^
1

'i JlflJS (>rafvul33 ommA-

Befi3rey()urieedtDmakeas^

paymerU,7776,000se(X)ndsMm baseball strike

ma^^finallycometoanendaM^

ill be&i used0^

Onfy$3370. 0raimil$62.a

BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT UTER.'

Ufe're ntrt lusl nukuig li eaMer for )vu » buy a ^^.ldJltaJl; w're making il easier

for )W lo buy something else )m ksW)- need - time Because for a limlled

lime, ftiOi ihe Apple Ojrnpuler Loan and 90[)a> Dclerreil P3)-menl rian, iwj an

own a MadnUsh penonal compulei; prinlet; CD-ROM dth? or other periph-

erals wilhoul making a sln^ pa)!™]!! for 90 days.' Combine ihal wiih no haslcs,

no complidled fofms and already greal sliidenl pricing, and the casy-lo-use

MadnlDsh Is now incredibly easy to buy The Appk; Computer Loja and 90-Ray

Deferred Psyinenl Plan The sduiten thai giws jwilbe A j,rtlp Aff
powr every studenl needs. The ptnwr to be ywir besl*

;'i^-'-n. For more information please visit

;•
• Colorado College Bookstore

,

'

in the Worner Center or call 389-6392
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ember of the football team, has

had fallen on the knife.

According to Leroux, Ed-

wards was "a smart little kid who

wanted to stab somebody."
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McNeill, Bach spark back-to-back wins

Tigers st<

St. Cloud

WCHA Standings
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Peter Geronazzo (24) receives a
|

period of Friday night's win over

by Mike Rabinowitz

The Tigers shook a bad case

of Saturday night fever last

weekend to sweep the St. Cloud

State Huskies at the Air Force

Academy Six different Tigers

scored and goaltender Ryan

Bach collected 22 saves Friday

night as the squad cruised to a 6- !

1 victory over the pre-season fa-
j

vorite Huskies.

Saturday night the Huskies

came out firing. The cellar

dwellers, led by twelve seniors,

scored four unanswered goals )

including three in a three and a

half minute span to start the sec-

ond period, taking a 4-2 lead.

The Tigers, fearing their founh

Saturday loss in a row, rallied

WEEK IN \

Men's Basketball will travel D

Nonhwestem Oklahoma Sta'

return on February 8 to take

Women's Basketball hosts R
at 2:00 P.M. on February 4.1

Colorado Christian Universit

Men's and Women's Swimiij

inBoulderat5:00P.M. onFi

to take on the Colorado Scl^

10:00 AM. I
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liUmmi/ral Hockty

Speed Limit 25 idles

past Rocks, 8-1

by F.li7:ibct!i Wliislcr

Well protected from Rock

slicks hy Speed keeper Chris

"block 'cm" Dockuni, Speed

Limit 25 Irounced the Rocks 8-1.

The Rocks were clearly out-

played in the C-league hockey

m.iich-up Tuesday night.

Speed Limil 25 kicked olF

their scoring melee half-way

ihmugh the first period with Uri

Ncurcn's shot which, was de-

flected in by Rock keeper Susan

Stewart. Neuren's moves were

-SO smooth that they appeared

unintentional, but he neverthe-

less scored once more.

"I'm from Minncsoooda;

what else can be said, eh?" com-

mented Neuren. - .

lust one minute later, Todd

Jackson beat Stewart to up the

score Z-0. Jackson shone as an

aggressive player whose hat

trick was loo much for Rock

Carlo Reyes. Widi tlic hat irick,

J.ickson got off two more points

in the game.

Hockey from page 20

overlooked our Tigers. It was

the first time in Tournament

huMory that a league champion

was not given a post season

berth. A new rule cysts that

guarantees all league champi-

ons automatic post-season

bcrtlis. It's afl'cciionately called

Jackson rc^'Caled his humili-

ty even as the leading scorer of

the game-, as he said "It was our

first game of the season every-

one was rusty, but we had a lot

of fun,"

Speeder Evan Wolf felt a

personal victory in his score on

Stewart. As his para-prof, Stewart

usually plays on die faculty team,

Peter Enns of Speed Limit

25 upped the margin over die

Rocks by two points. One of

which penetrated the Rocks' box

with die help of Laura Sehnert.

Enns added to die aggressive D

ofjohn Howell with Umely inier-

cepUons and sweet skaung.

The roclis finally got on the

board in the third period with a

;
clean shot by Karl Brunner.

Brunner slid the puck past

Dockum as his aggressive piay

and good passing finally paid off.

No offensive onslaught from the

Rocks, however, could compen-

sate for the pummeling received^

by Stewart

The CO Rule.
'

-
; Let'smakesonienc^ethis

weekend and help our Tigers •;

bring liomc a second Mac-

Noughtan Cup. The magic

ntimbet is six. Friday night's
:

game Is at 7;35 while Saturday.;'

afternoon's game is at 2:05.

'

With good behavior, you'll be

out in just 5 months.

• Approved by the American Bar Association

• Free lilBtime nalional placemeni assistance

• Financial aid available lor eligible students

• Includes a 100 hour internship

Call today for a free video "Your Career In Law'

719-444-0190
DENVER PARALEGAL
INSTITUTE - COLORADO SPRINGS

105G Vemljo Ave, Colorado Spnng5, CO 00903

U Please provide inlormalion on the paralegal profession. C(

Please send tree video "Your Career In

AdrirflW

Afifl

Athlete of the Week
Tuggle puts on a show in Greeley.

by Ondine Soulier
the Wyoming Stale Track and

Field Championships, where she

pbced fifdi in her e^'ent She

continued to qualify for the

Slate Championships in her ju-

nior and senior years In the shot

put and the disc, pladng In the

The Catalyst his selaled

freshman shot and discus

thrower Erin Tuggic as the

Athlete of the Week. Erin's

throw of 35' 9.5" at the

Tiger's last track meet at the .
top four contestants In both

University of Northern Col- events. Though her lalcnt Is

"

orado in Greeley put her at strong in die shot put and the

the top of the female's all-

time hjghlest throws list in

the shot put at CC. Her con-

sistent top performance in

hec first year of collegiate

competidon makes her a def-

inite asset to die future of die

: women's track and field

Erin began her shot and

discus career in ninth gnde

in her hometown of

Cheyenne, Wyoming. In

^ tenth grade, she made it to

B-ball from page 19

coa^ehRegi Clffl-k'^laydd for fouV^"'

years.

The men's next contest is

Saturday night at 7 p.m. when

they will square off against

McPherson College This Is die

final home game of die year,

The game will be Immediately

followed by a '\m. concert fea-

turing die nationally acclaimed

musicians Mollis Gentry and

Alan Joseph.

discus, Erin admits that she likes

throwing die discus better.

As a newcomer to the CC

Track and Field team, Erin has

already felt the strong sense of

unity diat binds the team \o-

gether. "1 feel that the team here

Is much more supportive of

each ndier than my team xvas in

high school.'' in addition to be-

ing apan of the track and field

team, Erin is also a member of -

the CC women's volleybaiheam.

"Being on bodi teams gives me

'Setensive uiikie Menfy'Thomas .-

Thomas will command (2-2 5

million per year, but the Rri incns

could free diat up easily by rene-

gotiating the contracts of Rod

Bemstine, Mike Creel, and Brian

Habib, or cut them outright.

Those three roster moves would

free up over $4.5 million and

John Elway is' also willing to re-

negodate his (19.3 million con-

tract to help the leam, In addi-

DON'T BE A DUMB BUNNY...
BOOK YOUR EASTER
REVERVATIONS...

NOW

Freshman Erin Tbgfll©

the best of both worlds, in

vollc>'ball, I do my part to help

die enUre team out, but in

track, I am constandy striving

10 do better for myself Volley-

ball is definitely mudi more

team-oriented than inck."

Right nrrv, Erin Is com-

pcling in indoor field evenis

which enables her only lo .

dirow die shot put. Her per-

. sonal goal this season is to

(jualify for both die indoor

and outdoor Nadonal Tnck

and Field Chamionships. .
,

"j

ijun, die NFL's salary cap is ex-

pected to Increase from i^M\
'

million, to (36 S 117 million in

all, Shanahan could free up (d.S

million dollars to throw at

Sanders and Thomas, Assuming

diat (3.5 million is enough lo

lure Sanders and that (2 million

will satisfy Thoma.s. that still

leaves (1 million for Shanahan

to solidify die defense by sign-

ing a run-sioppIng linebacker.

The rest of the defense can

be made-over through the draft.

Letting Sanders play on offense

would make Derek Ruwcl and

Glyn Mllburn trade bait. Tlie

Broncos could land at least a

second and fourth round pick

for those two players. Those

picks could turn into depth at

the linebacker and s-tfety posi-

Simply put, if the Broncos

would just listen to me, Super

Bowl XXX would be theirs for

die taking The only thing I ask

for in return is two tickets on

the 50-yard line-

^ir.

"Your Campus Travel Agency"
818N.Tejon 636-3871

Stabbing

photo courtesy ol Emie Feiguson

iember of the football team, has

had fallen on the knife.

According to Leroux, Ed-

wards was "a smart litde kid who

wanted to stab somebody."
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McNeill, Bach Spark back-to-back wins

Tigers st<

St. Ooud

WCHA Standings

Peter Geronazzo (24) receives a
|

period of Friday night's win over

by Mike itobinowitz I

The Tigers shook a bad case

of Saturday night fever last

weekend to sweep the St. Cloud

State Huskies at the Air Force

Academy. Six different Tigers

scored and goaitender Ryan

Bach collected 22 saves Friday

night as the squad cruised to a 6- !

1 victory over the pre-season fa-

vorite Huskies.

Saturday night the Huskies

came out firing. The cellar

dwellers, led by twelve seniors,

scored four unanswered goals

including three in a three and a

half minute span to stan the sec-

ond period, taking a 4-2 lead.

The Tigers, fearing their founh

Saturday loss in a row, rallied

WEEK IN F

Men's Basketball will travel t

Northwestern Oklahoma Sta

return on Febmary 8 to take

Women's Basketball hosts R
at 2:00 P.M. on February 4, !

Colorado Christian Universi^

Men's and Women's Swimnj

in Boulder at 5:00 P.M. on R
to take on the Colorado Sch

10:00 A.M.
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.Want to go to the Bowl? Listen up. Broncos

byChailHoeppner

Now (hat the Denver

Uroncos findlly have a coach
,

itiai is coniniitteij to winiiing, 1

oifi now explain how the

BtoncQb can get to ihe Supgr

litnvl NEXT SEASON, I realize

that ilic qmcs among you will

no doubi Uugh at my boldness

and doubt my sanity. But if Pat

Bowlen follows my tnsiruc-

lions, Supa B^wl XU can be

honored once again by die

Broncos' presence.

So, allov.' me lo begin.

Ihe offense wilt be Bne. With

. Mike Shanahan calling die

phys instead of jIm "fiun-ihe-

ball-ihiec-Umes-in-a-row-on-

ihe-gcoUne-for-nc^gain" Fasset

and.a healdiy Mike PritcliArd

teainiiiij,wldi Andiony MJUa

and Shonnoa Sharpe, DcnviT

should rjnk In die lop Qvt in

total offense

Thcprobltm ofgoupe Ij

on die deftnsive side d die

fooibalL The litoncus ranked

dead liit in def^ns^ last ';ei

^'"-•-wEU^ebcSLdefawvi free

agent available is Deion

Sanders, And Dowlen and

ShAiialian should offej- him

more dian money. OlTer Deion

oiacdy what he craves: Prime

Time. Write it inro his contraa

thai he can play a substantial

amount of lime on offense.

Give him die high-profile of-

fensive limelight dial he -

craves. Deion can't continue

his two ting boscbiill- football

act now that Major U-ague

tJaseball is even past Bill Clin-

ton's infliienL-e. But he could

shift his double act lo being

the 5rst player since Chuck

.
Bednaiik of the Eagles to play

full-time two-way football.

Deion's LTxky, show-btrating,

ifOih-ulking, endzone-dancing

atiiiude could give an identity

10 a defense diai sorely needs

Once Deion is in place at

corncrbaUt die fesi of die de-

fuise will come tugcdier. To

gtt 1 pas. tush md run stop-

pa in jne Slianahan should

pursue the MmnuiOU Viking's

please eee Broncos page 18

High hopes for new womens' lax

byjuaic Heni
status gives them an edge over

compeuiors m a schedule that

The (ledglmg women s pits diem against musdy dub

varsity lacrosse program is teams. They will enter the sea-

slowly geiting off die ground son widi five weeks of official

under die guidance of experi- practice time under dieir belts,

enccd head coach Susan Stew- while most dub teams will

.in. have die benefit of only a fev^

Siewan, die goal!? for the team practices.

U.S. Elite Team, has spcm die

Lisi five year^ coaching on the

E;isi Caast. She has cojched

varsity squads at Penn Siate,

James Madison, and Roanoke.

The NCAA 'sponsors

;lub team for the past

14 years, womens' lax p;iriici-

pants have been booted off

Washburn and Stewan Fields

ill the middle of practice by CO

intramural games. This year

women's lacrosse competition lliey are enjoying priority field

in Divisions I, II and 111. "Divl- time and e(|uipmeni, and are

sion lil has a huge range of looking forward to varsity

ability," explained Stewart, competition, -

"Wlic-n 1 came here 1 didn't Wlien I say "go" you say

know what lo expect...CC is •fight". Go -flsbl go Jig'"

not at die level of die national When I s;iy Svin" yuu say

champions, but we are not at "lonighi". Win - tonight win

the bottom of die D-!il pool, tonight. Wlien 1 say "boo-

^.j^ll^f

"

gie" you say "down". Boogie •

"Tills squad is vcty. very down, boogie -down.

excited lo be varsity," contin-

ued Stewart. "1 wogid like to

see lis go unicfeai^ in suie

play this year."

Tlie Tigers' new varsity

Wlien i ijy "all" you say

lij.hr Ml riglft, alt

right: Go. Jigbt, uin

tonight, boogie down, all

right, all Tigbl.

Sports Tlie Catalyst - Page 19

Longino hits 1 ,000 as Tigers halt five game

skid against Coloracio School of Mines

by Kevin Kielbach

Heading into the hnal

mondi of the season, die Tiger

men's basketball team has high

hopes fur die final three games

of the year. The Tigers are

presently sitting at five-hun-

dred, widi a record of 11-11,

Coming off a short but sweet

Christmas break, the men re-

turned to action on New Year's

Day and put logedier a four

game winning streak, including

a championsliip in dieir own

Holiday Classic. Their tough

schedule caught up widi diem,

however, and a loss in Calffomia

10 NAIA Division II Chapman

Tuggle, Cole lead the

Tiger Track

University on January 7lh began

a slide during whicli the Tigers

dropped five straight coniesis.

This streak cam^ to, a

screeching halt behind
:
the

record setting performance of

junior guard Jay Longino on the

24 th of January, as die men

made easy work of Colorado

School of Mines. With iiingino's

first field goal of ihe game he

surpassed die 1000 point mark

for his career, putting his name

in die record books among die

most elite men in die history of

CC basketball. -
, .

"it's nice to have reached

this mark," Jay mendoned after

the game, "but my main goal is

still for us to jusi continue win-

ning." Only eight other players

have ever reached the 1000

point mark. The record career

point total of 1899 points is held

by 1993 CC graduate Jason

Valani. Is this out of reach for

Longino? Time will tell.

Following iheir victory over

Mines, die Tgers lost a hard

fought battle in Alva lo Norili-

wesietn Oklahoma State Univer-

sity, a tough NAIA Division 1 pro-

gram. The Tigers will have to

wait until next year to avenge

this loss to the school where

head coach Bret Zuver previous-

ly coached and where assistant

please see B-ball page t8

way, set school records.

Starts promising season

by Meagan Mc^uitt

After experimenting with

new forms of pre-race work-

outs, die mens' and womens'

track teams were primed and

ready lo begin another historic

year. Friday's workout consisted

of shopping can drills, which

prepared the teams for die first

big meet of the year in Greeley,

Colorado.

The first Tiger to compete

was die freshman transfer Ryan

Cole. He direw a school record

in die shoi put of 477.5". Fresh-

man sensation Erin Tuggle also

threw a school record in die

shot put with a low of i5'9
5"

Sliclly Killcen chucked a PR of

24' V.

The first running event was

the 1500, Sara "hooked on

phonics" Fry, in her matching

yet contrasdng warm-ups fin-

ished 3rd in 4;59,9, a school

record and indoor best. Edian

White and Dave Perfors also ran

die 1500. Edian "keep it off my

relationship" White won his heat

in a stunning 4:17.5, Dave Per-

fors ran a 4^21 to finish 3rd in his

heat. Next came sophomore

[Crista 'Vorking in a OOPS mine"

Fish, representing the Tigers in

the 800, Krisia, a numerically

challenged non-breather, pulled

GUI a 2.43-7. Sara Fry set a

school record of 312.8 i

1000. The next event was die

masters 3000. Despite nagging

anhriiis, Eric ^vhere's Mulva

hiding now?" Coe ran a 9:37.35,

The final event of die day was, of

course, the coaches' exhibition

2 X 52,765 meter lacrosse relay.

Coach Ted Castaneda and

coach Brian "INFWA" Kates

were victorious, Tliey bodi cred-

it this victory to their daily

coaching experiences, which

combine laaosse balls and the

new CC track.

Next week die Tigers con-

tinue dieir track and field saga at

die S«.hoo! of Mines Invitational.

Racquetball Correction: Sign-up

deadline today at 5:00 pm

Womens'

kicrosse season-

opening tourna-

ment Sunday

March 5th at

. .:-D,gn,ye8.-*i«^'-

University

Y EARS A H C- A D

SALON

15% off all services

for CC students

118 N Tcjon.Suiic 301 . Above Old Chicagos

635-SS52

19-389-6675

Stabbing

P-"

photo courtesy ol Ernie Ferguson

iember of the football team, has

had fallen on the knife.

According to Leroux, Ed-

wards was "a smart little kid who

wanted to stab somebody."
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McNeill, Bach spark back-to-back wins WCHA Standings

Tigers stc

St. Cloud

Peter Geronazzo (24) receives a
|

period of Friday night's win over

by Mike Rabinowitz

The Tigers shook a bad case

of Saturday night fever last

weekend to sweep the St. Cloud

State Huskies at the Air Force \

Academy. Six different Tigers
I

scored and goaltender Ryan
{

Bach collected 22 saves Friday
j

night as the squac) cruised to a 6- •

1 victory over the pre-season fa-

vorite Huskies.

Saturday night the Huskies

came out firing. The cellar

dwellers, led by twelve seniors,

scored four unanswered goals

including three in a three and a

halfminute span to start the sec-

ond period, taking a 4-2 lead.

The Tigers, fearing their fouith

Saturday loss in a row, rallied

WEEK IN f

Men's Basketball will travel q

Northwestern Oklahoma Sta

return on February 8 to take

Women's Basketball hosts K
at 2:00 P.M. on February 4.1

Colorado Christian Universi(

Men's and Women's Swimnj

in Boulder at 5:00 P.M. on Fi

to take on the Colorado Scl

10:00 AM.
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Schmidt passes McNeillfor WCHA scon'ng lead ' .
''-.

CC Splits in Anciiorage,

IVIaintains WCHA Lead
byMikcRaiiinoviich

The fourth ranked Tiger;

return 'home' lo ihe Cadet Ice

Arcni this weekend to lake on

the Northern Michigan Wildcals

after splitting with the Alaska

Anchorage Seawolves in An-

chorage. Tlie Tigers have a firm

grip on first place in the WCHA

even after losing a bit of ground

last weekentJ. They lead Denver

and Wisconsin by five points

apiece and Minnesota by seven.

The next four weekends will be

crucial, as CC attempts to win its

second MacNoughton cup in as

many years.

Last weekend the Tigers

penetrated the hostile confines

of Sulliran Arena lo earn a split -

with the WCHA's cellar

dwellers. Friday night the squad

skated to a 4-2 victory as junior

center Colin Schmidt recorded

two of his weekend total of

three points to bump his

league-high total to 42 (16g,

2fia) Preshman Cnlvin Elfring

notched his second goal nf the

OflBcial Hockey Game times:

Friday February 10, 7:35 P.M.

Saturday February 11, 2:05

WCHA Standings

Team (overall record) m i

1. Colorado College (22.a^) 17 7

2. .Denver Univ. (lP-9-1) 14 9

Wisconsin (l$-ll-5) !5 9

'

4. Minnesota (15-10-3) 12 9
'

5. Michigan Tech (13-12-4) 10 )1 '

6. Minn-Dutulh (12-13-1) 9 12

7. North Dakota (12.15-1)

N, Michigan (1M3-3)

9. Si Cloud Slate (1117-0)

Ala-ika-AnchOrage (10-16-0)

13

season as senior wing Peter

Geronazzo and junior wing

Chad Remackcl rounded out the

scoring.

The Tigers weren't as fortu-

nale Saturday night as senior

captain Kent Fearns's three

point performance wasn't

enough to keep the Seawolves

from claiming a 6-5 overtime vic-

tory. Senior center RJ Enga net-

ted two goals and Junior center

Jay McNeill scored once as he re-

mained die league's leading goal

Although the Tigers did lose

to the last place team in the

league, coach Don Lucia was not

upset with his team's perfor-

mance.

"I thought we put out a

good cfTort and played well both

nights last weekend I've gnt lo

give Anchorage credit for com-

ing back and winning the game

on Saturday, " stated Luda.

Tlie parity of team strength

within the WCHA is unparalleled

by the other three leagues. To

earn a split on the road is an ac-

complishment in itself. A total of

eight points separate the second

through eighth teams in the

league. The TigerS host North-

ern Michigan this weekend then

travel lo North Dakota over

block break. Our boy5,.reiurn .

home the following weekend lo

take on Michigan Tech and then

end the season with a home and

home series against Denver.

Rick Comley's Wildcats

come into the Springs after be-

ing swept ai home by Denver,

Tlie Tigers split with the Cats

earlier in the .season up in Mar-

Week in Review
Men's Basketball dropped a 90-72 decision at Northwestern

Oklahoma Stale University last Friday despilc 22 points from ju-

nior guard Jay Longlnoand 17 from freshman guard Brian Baum,'

Sophomore Scdi Pfal^er contributed nine assists.

Track and Field .siartcd ihe season impre.«iveley. iTie Tigers

bmkc four sthixil indoor records while com'peitng at List
. ;

Sunday's meei in Greeley, iwding the chx^c were Sara Fry,
:

winning ihc 1,000 meters, Erin Tuggle, and R\'aii Cole.

Swimmbjg and DMng won a pair of dual meets on the road last

weekend, defeating CU on Friday and the Colorado School

of Mines on Saturday. The men's team lost to CU and Minei de-

spile some ouisianding performances, particularly by freshman

Scott Osborn,

Weel< in Preview
Swimming and Diving next competes at the Iniemioiintain Swim

League championship meet at Denver's ;Vrapalioe High Scliool

on Feb. 18-19, The ISL diving diampionslilps arc scheduled for

10 a-m. this Saturday at Meiropoliun State College.

Last Weekend: The Tigers split their two games wiih Alaska An-

. chorage last weekend. In Friday's game, CC claimed a 4-2 victory.

The Seawolves came back on Saturday, however, to claim a 6-5 in-

Thb 'Weekend: The Tigers host. Northern Michigan Univerity

thl*; weekend in a two-game WCHA set at die Air Force Academy's

Cadet Ice ArenS, Faccolf is 7:35 P.M. Friday and 2:05 P-M, Saturday.

The Scries: The ie.ims have met 42 limes previously with NMU

owning a 30-1M advanLigc after splitting with tiic Tigers earlier

this season. CC won the series opener at Ukcvicw.' Arena, H-2, Inn

dropped a 6-3 decision the nexl night.

Fast Facts: Peter Geronazzo's goal against tlie Seawolves \x'H Fri-

day was his fifth game-winner ofthe scison, most in the WCHA. J.iy

McNeill's 28 goals is (he mast by any player in the WCHA as well ;ls

i-one-of the highwt^iotfltS-jni^Jheia^tUori.rRyailBach.contlnucs^^

'

boa-M die WCHA's and nations' best wTnnmg'fi??rcrit;iRrf^;SV

ijuette.MI. The Tigers arc a stel-

lar 9-2 at the Cadet Ice Arena

and lead the league with a 5.16

goals per game average

Rick Comley will have lo

watch his back on the bench this

weekend. I have a premonition

thai 3 Tiger fan may slip and spill

his or her soda all over the

coach. Remember that ll was

Comlc>' who chaired Ihc NCAA

Tournament selection commii-

lee last year which conveniently

please see Hockey on page id

Mem' swimming wraps up winless season

Big Cats look to League Championstiips

by Joe Hutchinson

The CC Men's "Big Cat"

swim team concluded a defeat-

ed swimming season last week-

end wiih losses' lo perennial

league powerhouse CU-Boulder

and rising contender Colorado

School of Mines, The lo.^ to

Mines was especially difficult

considering most of dieir top

swimmers were a little sluggish

from partying too much the

night before- The Cats took

dieir losses in stride, though,

blaming themselves for the

weekend losses. "If only I had

used my arms I could have won

my race" exclaimed a frustrated

Eric Walker, There were some

highlights In the meet- notching

multiple victories. Freshmen

ScotI Osborne and Nick Haxton

proved that guys widi long hair

really can swim fast. Fresh-Cits

Aaron "Funky Star!" Dunham

and Ryan "Not Enough Fly" Reed

turned in scintillaUng sprint per-

formances. The CC "Dream

Team" of Zack Steer, Malt Lor-

son, Rob Phillips, and Dave

Suchman came within Inches of

glory when they almost qualified

for nationals in die 4 X 500 yard

sidcstroke.

Wiih a week off from com-

petition lo prepare for ihe con-

ference championships, the Big

Cats have been busying them-

selves wiih refining their starts,

turns, and stroke technique. Big

. Cat Randy "Machoman" Alverez

said, "This is the mosi imporianl

lime of ihe season. No more life-

jackets, water wings, or buoys.

It's time for this cat to sink or

swim," Sophomores Tony Phan

and Scoll Morioka are looking

forward to "shaving down" their

bodies 10 gain an extra advan-

tage over dieir competitors, "i

should drop al least 5 seconds

once I shave my legs and chest,"

said Tony, Scoll added. "Do !

get lo shave my eyebrows?"

' "We can't win Ihe League

Championships this year 'cu^ if

we did our 0-8 record would be

blemished," staled whiz-kid

Tom Murphy, The Cats will

wrap up iheir season on Sat. and

Sun, of block break In Denver al

Arapahoe High pool.

Stabbing

had fallen on the knife.

According to Leroux, Ed-

wards was "a smart litde kid who

wanted to stab somebody."
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McNeill, Bach spark back-tn-hark wins WCHA Standings

Tigers st<

St. Cloud

Peter Geronazzo (24) receives a
|

period of Friday night's win over

by Mike Rabinowitz
i

The Tigers sliook a bad case

of Saturday night fever last

weekend to sweep the St. Cloud

State Huskies at the Air Force

Academy. Six different Tigers

scored and goaltender Ryan

Bach collected 22 saves Friday

night as the scjuad cruised to a 6-

1 victory over the pre-season fa-

vorite Huskies.

Saturday night the Huskies

came out firing. The cellar

dwellers, led by twelve seniors,

scored four unanswered goals
'

including three in a three and a

halfminute span to stan the sec-

ond period, taking a 4-2 lead.

The Tigers, fearing their fourth
:

Saturday loss in a row, rallied

WEEK IN I

Men's Basketball will travel t

Nonhwestem Oklahoma St4

return on February 8 to take

Women's Basketball hosts R
at 2:00 P.M. on February 4.1

Colorado Christian Universit

I

Men's and Women's SwimnJ

in Boulder at 5:00 P.M. on H
to take on the Colorado SctJ

10:00 AM.
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Teenager to be chargedfor assualt

Leroux recovering from block break stabbing
by Joseph Sharman

Around 3:30 PM last

Wednesday, February 15th, 19

year-old Hunter Edwards

stabbed 21 year-old Colorado

College student Paul Leroux in

the abdomen with a seven-inch

knife in the parking lot of the

Citadel Mall. Leroux's girlfriend,

junior Amy Sanders, immediate-

ly drove him to Memorial Hos-

pital where doctors performed

emergency surgery.

Leroux was released from

the hospital but dropped his

Sixth Block class due to injuries.

The knife wound missed

Leroux's aorta by 1.2 centime-

ters and opened a wound across

the front of his abdomen, ex-

posing his intestines and stom-

ach. Doctors performed five dif-

ferent repairs on his intestines.

Edwards was incarcerated

following the incident but is

currently out on bail, he is fac-

ing probable charges of first-de-

gree assault.

The stabbing incident fol-

lowed a traffic altercation ap-

proximately a half-mile from the

Citadel, MChen exiting from an

Arby's restaurant on Academy,

Leroux, with Sanders in the car.

ittL. Maeu^^

pholo courtesy ot Ernie Ferguson

Paul Leroux (bottom left) was stabbed Febraury 15 in the Citadel Mall parking lot. Leroux, who is a member ot the football team, has

been released from the hospital and is back on campus recovering from his wounds.

pulled in front of Edwards.

Allegedly feeling himself

cutoff, Edwards approached Le-

roux's car at a nearby stop light.

According to Leroux, Edwards

walked toward the car with his

hand behind his back, mimick-

ing holding a gun. When close to

Robert Harling's

Steel Magnolias
njns

Friday, February 24

Saturday, February 25

and Sunday, February 26

free with CC ID, 15 general admission

8:00 pm each night in Armstrong 32

Leroux, Edwards is said to have

told him, "I don't need a gun for

someone stupid like you." Le-

roux explained he then "lost

(his] temper," and the two

agreed to meet in the Citadel

Mall parking lot.

Leroux followed Edwards

into die lot. According to Le-

roux, Edwards then "jumped out

of his car and stabbed me. " Say-

ing he did not immediately real-

ize he had been stabbed, Leroux

struck Edwards, knocking him

back into his car Leroux then

"noticed (his) intestines and

stomach were hanging out."

Edwards then, as Leroux

and Sanders explained, said he

was sorry and explained he had

acted in self-defense. Sanders

drove Leroux to Memorial Hos-

pital, leaving the scene before

police arrived.

The Colorado Springs Pa

lice Department responded to a

call at 3:37 PM from Edwards'

cellular phone informing them

of the incident. According to the

police repon, "officers contact-

ed Edwards" at the scene of the

crime and arrested him on

"probable cause."

Sergeant Herbert of the

CSPD said the Colorado Springs

District Attorney has filed

charges against Edwards. How-

ever, the CSPD would not say

what those charges were. The

DA. may add weapons charges

or crime and violence charges,

etc., as appropriate. The charges

should be made public some-

time today.

Edwards told Springs news

stations last weekend Leroux

had fallen on the knife.

According to Leroux, Ed-

wards was "a smart litde kid who

wanted to stab somebody."
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Tempers flair over Nation of Islam speech
by Jennie Randall

Controversy arose when

Nation of Islam speaker Jamal X

spoke in Armstrong Auditorium

February' 2 as part of Black his-

tory Month. The controversy

surrounded security and a

brochure distributed by mem-

bers of Chaverim after the

speech.

"There was a misunder-

standing, but there is no tension

between the black students and

the Jewish students," said Dar-

ren Page, a member of the Black

Student Union who helped or-

ganize Black Histor)' Month.

Nation of Islam speakers al-

ways travel with their own secu-

rity due to threats against their

lives. Campus administrators

met with representatives from

the Nation of Islam prior to the

speech to discuss issues of secu-

rity.

"We knew they traveled

with their own security, and we

said, 'that's fine'," President

Kat/i/yn Mobrmsm said.

Wien Mohrman and Vice

President for Student Life Laurel

McLeod arrived at the speech,

members of die Nation of Islam

security group were searching

audience membeis for weapons

before admitting them into die

auditorium.

"No one was denying them

(audience members) the right to

come into the auditorium," Page

said. "Tlie only diing diey (the

Nation of Islam security) were

saying was that they didn't want

anyone to come in with any type

of a weapon."

According to Mohrman, the

searches violated Colorado Col-

lege policy.

"I diought it had been made

pretty clear that was not accept-

able at Colorado College,"

Mohrman said. Mohrman re-

quested that die body searches

be stopped and die representa-

tives from die Nation of Islam

complied.

After die speech, members

of Chaverim distributed a two-

page brochure to audience

members. The brochure alleges

that, "die Nadon of Islam and

their leader Louis Farrakhan

have a long history of racism and

anti-Semitism." One side of die

brochure lists four quotes about

Jews by Farrakhan along with

statements from diree historians

countering trade.

The other side of the

brochure features and-prejudice

quotes from Martin Luther King,

"The flyer was produced very care- .

fully. We did not attack BSU. We
respect their right to bring whoever
they wish to speak at CC."

-Dan Fellman,

President of Chaverim

Jr. and Elaine Jones, Director-

Counsel of the NAACP Legal De-

fense Fund.

"The flyer was produced

veiy carefully," said Dan Fell-

man, President of Chaverim.

"We did not attack BSU. We re-

spect dieir right to bring whoev-

er they wish to speak at CC."

Although the brochure was

printed in advance, Fellman said

the decision to distribute it was

not made undl die question and

answer session after Jamal X's

speech.

"He (Jamal X) made com-

ments that were and-SemiUc,"

Fellman said. "We decided re-

marks were made diat needed

to be responded to."

Page said diat he did not

disagree with Fellman's deci-

sion to distribute die brochures.

"He (Fellman) and I have

talked about this and I know he

was upset by (Jamal X's com-

ments)," Page said. "
I don't
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blame Chaverim for doing this.

It just felt like it undermined the

program."

Page said diat he does not

have a problem with any of the

brochure, except for the line,

"The Nation Of Islam's lies and

hate are undermining the sense

of community at Colorado Col-

lege."

"What sense of community

are they talking about?" Page

asked. "I don't feel there is a

sense of community not yet."

Page stressed his belief that

the controversy over Jamal X's

speech is a "small problem."

"We need to work on bigger

things and, frankly, we can't do

it without the help of Chaverim,

of MEChA, of other students,"

he said.

Correction
In the February 10th issue of

the Catalyst, CCCA member

Jerome DeHerrera's name

was misspelled in the "CCCA

Meedng Summary" on Page

4. An official CCCA member-

ship list was not available at

press time last issue. The Cat-

alyst regrets the error, and

DeHerrera's name is spelled

correctly is diis week's edi-

tion of the "CCCA Meeting

Summary."
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Campus Happenings

Delta Gamma Hosts "Anchor Slide"

The Delta Gamma Sorority is sponsoring an "Anclior Slide."

Teams of five will compete in various tug-of-war events. There is

a sign-up sheet in Worner Center for the Sunday, March 5 event,

begining at 7:00 pm. There are awards for the winners.

Venture Grants Offered

Available Venture Funds are divided between Student Re-

search ($20,000), Conferences ($10,000) and Visiting Faculty

($20,000.) Applications for all three areas are available in the

Dean's office and should be returned upon completion. The

Committee meets the third Thursday of every Block. Application

deadlines are 1:00 pm the Friday preceding the meeting. Ques-

tions should go to X6686.

Hispanic Scholarship Announced

El Cinco de Mayo, Inc. is offering a scholarship to provide fi-

nancial assistance to Hispanic students planning to attend any

technical school, community college, or four year college or uni-

versity. The amounts of the award will vary depending on avail-

ability of funds, and will be released to the institution where the

student is enrolled. Application deadline is April 7, 1995 and can

be picked up in the Financial Aid Office.

ACM Early Applications Due

The ACM Studies program is accepting early applications for

1996. Deadline for the application is March 31, 1995. For appli-

cation materials and details, contact Professor Vibha Kapuria-

Foreman, Palmer 101, x6419.

Free Condoms No Longer Offered

Due to discontinued fijnding, Boettcher Health Center is no

longer able to give away free condoms. However, a variety of con-

doms will be soon available for sale at Boettcher at discounted

prices. Students may charge them to their student account if

more than $5.00 worth is bought at a time. Free condoms are still

available at El Paso County Department of Health and Enviro-

ment, STD Clinic, 301 South Union, 8am-5pm, Monday through

Friday.

Intramural Rosters Due

Three intramural roster deadlines are approaching. Softball

and Ultimate Frisbee rosters are due into the IM oflice by 5:00 pm

Friday March 10. Rosters for a broomball tournament are due

Monday, March 13. Only the first 20 team rosters submitted for

the broomball tournament will be accepted

Opportunities Fair Slated

The Opportunities fair will be held from 4-6 pm on Tuesday,

February 26 in die Worner Center. Tlie event is sponsored by the

Career Center and the Center for Community Service. The fair is

an opportunity for students to talk to faculty, alumni and profes-

sionals about majors, careers, internships, summer jobs and vol-

unteer opportunities. Over 45 organizations will be represented.

Two workshops will be held in conjunction with the Fair.

"Choosing a Major" will be 1:30-2:30 in worner 213. "How to get

;i Summer Job and Internship" will be held from 2:45-3:45 in

Worner 213.

pholo courtesy ol Geotf Eakin

Marriot is applying tor a 3.2 liquor licence to sell beer in the Worner Center. Even if the applica-

tion is aproved it could be as late as next year before Marriot begins selling beer.

Marriot applies for liquor license

by Jennie Randall

Marriott is in the process of

applying for a 3.2 liquor license

for Worner Center.

"We hope it will provide an

alternative for a little more so-

cial interaction on campus," said

John Hawkins, Director of Food

Services.

The process is currently in

the planning stage, and it is as

yet undecided where in Worner

liquor will be available. It is also

undecided how and when

liquor will be sold. However,

Hawkins said, "the law is like

any other - you will still have to

be 21 or older (to purchase al-

cohol in Worner)."

Marriott initially met with

the Colorado Springs Liquor

Board on February 17 to ap-

prove boundaries for an area

survey. Marriott has hired an in-

dependent firm to go door-to-

door eighty square blocks

around the Colorado College

and learn if anyone is opposed

to a 3.2 license in Worner

On March 3, Marriott will

appear before the Liquor Board

a second dme for an Evidendary

Hearing. During the hearing,

Marriott will present the results

of the area survey and opera-

tional details will be discussed.

At the end of the meeting, the

Liquor Board will either grant or

deny the liquor license for

Worner.

"So far, things seem to be

going fine," Hawkins said.

"We're somewhat optimistic."

There is a mandatory ten

day waiting period after a li-

cense has been granted, making

March 13 the earliest possible

date that alcohol might be avail-

able in Worner. However, alco-

hol may not be served in

Worner until next fall.

If a liquor license is grant-

ed, Marriott will work with Stu-

dent Life and Worner Center Di-

rector Kurt Stimeling to decide

when, where ;md how alcohol

will be served.

"It's really a joint effort,"

Hawkins said.

Alumni, senior fundraising begins

by Jennie Randall

Fundraising for both the se-

nior class and alumni will kick

ofi' this weekend,

"It's really kind of unique

that it's all happening this week-

end," said Joy Fritz, Associate

Director of Annual Fund Devel-

opment.

The senior class dinner will

be held Sunday, February 26 in

gates Common Room, Palmer

Hall from 6 to 7:30 p.m. Senior

class Co-Chair Jay Schall and

Dinner Committee Co-Chair

Beverly Vasquez will co-host the

event, which will include the Se-

nior gift Program kick-ofi".

The Reunion Workshop for

the classes of 1946, 1970, 1975,

1985 and 1990 will be held Feb-

ruary 23-25. The classes are

preparing for their reunions

during the fiscal year 1995-96 as

well as preparing fijndraising ef-

forts to support Colorado Col-

lege in honor of their reunions.

This is the eighth cycle for

reunion classes to take on diis

effort on CC's behalf," Fritz said.

Pre-registration goes electronic

The Registrar's Office is

moving to an electronic pre-reg-

istration system. All students will

now be able to input their own

schedule into the system. This

will greatly improve the stu-

dents' capability to access and

change their grade track and

points at ;my time during the

two week pre-registration peri-

od. The new system will be avail-

able by logging into CCINFO.

The Registrar's Office is current-

ly testing the new system and is

looking for student volunteeis

to test it. Beginning Friday,

March 3, the Registrar's Office

will have two tenninals set up

outside their office in Armstrong

Great Httll. So, if you're interest-

ed in testing the new sj'Stem or

just want to come by imd prac-

tice for die actual spring pre-

registration st;irting M;irch 27.

1995, ple,ise feel free to give it a

try.
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Anti-discrimination revisions become policy

by Julie Gordon

Tliere are several new

dianges in Colorado College's

Anti-Discrimination Policy.

President Mohrman, work-

ing closely with Renee Rabi-

nowit2 (Legal Counsel for the

College), CCCA, the Faculty Ex-

ecutive Committee, administra-

tors, and support staff, has

amended the existing policy.

"I consulted widely, all as-

pects of die campus both before

and after issuing the policy,"

Mohrman said. "What we have

done is very close to what die

CCCA proposed in December,

so student government is- hap-

py. I have not had a lot of peo-

ple contact me directly, but

most of what I've heard has

been positive."

Facult;' members felt the

Education Grievance Commit-

tee was not as aware of issues

concerning academic freedom

as it could be. The committee,

which heard discrimination

complaints, had only one facult)'

member.

"That is how the whole

process of change began," Rabi-

nowitz explained.

Before the policy was

amended, die EGC consisted of

five people: one faculty mem-

ber, one administrator, one stu-

dent, one support member, and

the Director of Human Re-

sources.

The Faculty Executive Com-

mittee made a recommendation

that a new investigatory com-

mittee be formed to replace die

EGC. The recommendation was

approved by President

Mohrman.

"The EGC has been

thanked and sent home," Rabi-

nowitz said.

The newly-formed investi-

gatory committee consists of at

least two people from the consi-

tuancy of the complaintant, and

at least nvo people from the

consituancy of the accused.

There are four consdtuancies:

faculty, administration, stu-

dents, and suppon staff.

"We haven't yet given a

name to die investigatory com-

mittee, but we thought it would

be a good idea to call it some-

thing odier than the EGC in or-

der to make diis a fresh start,"

Rabinowitz explained.

Under the earlier system,

when a student brought forth a

discriminadon complaint with a

faculty member, he or she

would meet with two faculty

members and one student.

"A lot of students thought it

was unfair to have this imbal-

ance," Rabinowitz said.

The new policy requires

that mo students and two facul-

ty members hear the student's

complaint. Additionally, die pol-

icy calls for a fifth person select-

ed from any one of the four con-

stituancies.

"This fifth person can be

anyone in the coUege communi-

ty. It gives us maximum flexibili-

ty," Rabinowitz said. "The

change is posidve, and fair to

everyone. I'm particularly happy

die enure college community

participated in the decision,"

she added.

In addition to the change

from the EGC to the investigato-

ry committee, there are changes

in the definition of Academic

Freedom and Harassment.

A statement approved by

the American Association of Uni-

versity Professors is being added

to the definition Academic Free-

dom. The statement will empha-

size the importance of Academic

Freedom at Colorado College to

a greater extent.

The definition of harass-

ment will no longer include the

phrase, "the creation of an intim-

idating, hostile, or offensive

working environment."

"This kind of definition was

very vague," Rabinowitz said. "If

a teacher said something nega-

tive about a particular group in

general that offended a student,

but nothing specifically to the

student, the student could say

he or she was harrassed. We're

making it clear with the new de-

finition that a student can only

report a case of harrassment if

he or she is personally at-

tacked."

The revised Anti-Discrimi-

natidh Policy will be distributed

to the CC community sometime

this semester. CC will continue

to use its current policy, as pub-

lished in the 1994-95 Pathfinder,

except as amended by the Presi-

dent's memo of February 8,

1995.

Iltie to space considerations, the

CCCA Meeting Summaiy will aot mn
this week. It wiJi resume next week's
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For fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes,

we recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are

tax-deferred annuities designed to help build
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Ensuring the future
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To find out more, call our planning specialists at
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Call today—-it couldn't hurt.
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Tobacco giants punished for smokers' risks

by Bonnie Aigera

Tobacco companies have

recently come under severe at-

vA, being portrayed as bad

guys who only want to harm

people for their financial bene-

fit. Because of diis, many laws

are going into effect which side

against companies such as Philip

Morris and RJ Reynolds.

For instance, due to a new

Florida State Law making it easi-

er for health officials to take to-

bacco manufacturers to court,

the state government is suing

Philip Morris and RJ Reynolds

for money lost through Medic-

aid benefits paid out to victims

of smoking related illnesses.

The tobacco companies, as

well as many other businesses,

are declaring the law unconsti-

tutional. They believe it is too

broad and will eventually be in-

terpreted to encompass many

other industries, such as the

food industry.

However, Governor Lawton

Chiles has vowed to veto any at-

tempts to repeal die law, assert-

ing, "I hope to stop the state

ft-om having to pay millions of

dollars out in sick and health

claims for people that are smok-

ing." This statement seems

grounded in the nearly 1.5 bil-

lion dollars in government-in-

sured benefits that the state

paid for these illnesses last year.

However, a more ostensible

solution to the problem would

seem to be to stop allowing gov-

ernmentally funded insurance

for smoking related illnesses. It

is not the fault of tobacco com-

panies that people become ill

from smoking.

A smoker knows the risks to

his healdi involved in his habit.

He should dien also be aware of

die financial risks. Smokers widi

private insurance must pay high

premiums for coverage, and

some insurance companies will

refuse to cover smokers. Why

should governmental insurance

not follow suit? Why should the

taxpayer hold responsibility for

die health of smokers on Medic-

aid?

Laws such as these only

harm the tobacco companies,

and the Florida state legislature

has made a poor choice in pass-

ing damaging laws to such sig-

nificant economic powerhouses.

If diese companies are harmed,

billions of dollars are taken out

of economic circulation.

One might argue that other

large corporations such as Gen-

eral Motors also come under fire

when their product poses a

health risk to the consumer.

Take the example of the truck

with the fuel tank placed on the

side. This feature caused many

deaths to drivers of these trucks.

However, in this case, die con-

sumer was not aware of die

healdi risk. Smokers are warned

clearly by die Surgeon General

on the side of die canon and in

every advertisement pertaining

to die product.

Therefore, it is not die to-

bacco industry which should be

coming under fire for die risks

Please see Tobecco on page 7

Democratic party desperation in Washington
Joy runs amuck in my soul these days.

Bleeding hearts make me laugh.

And yes, along widi die 104th congress, I am whol-

ly evil.

Thoroughly guilty of advocadng the barbaric star-

vation of young babies, unwed mothers, and poor ele-

mentary school students.

The House Committee on Economic and Educa-

donal Opponunides recendy proposed die elimination

of die federally fiinded school lunch program in (avor of

allocadng states block-grants to take care of poor kids.

And last November's losers are writhing in pain.

According to White House Press Secretary Mike Mc-

Curiy (who is this guy, anyway, and where did he come

ft-om?), "...die 'Contract With America' is adding up to a

very damaging assault on some of the most vulnerable

in our society."

He ftirther accuses die GOP of encouraging states

to "let hungry children go away widi empty stomachs..."

My heart bleeds. Proftjsely.

Really, diis Democradc Party is getting desperate

for attendon, forgetdng that diose who cared enough

to vote in November asked for exacdy diis. The pre-

cious liberal federal government is shrinking, and left-

ists can't seem to deal well with it.

Aside ft-om die fact diat Mr. McCuny is grossly over-

stating a non-existent problem, diere is a solid principle

at work here- Congressional Republicans are reducing

national-level bureaucracy, making federally mandated

compassion more efficient and cost-effective.

It's absurd to believe diat a group of 535 lawmakers

can fijlly understand how best to disuibute assistance to

the less-fonunate in 50 distincdy different areas of the

counuy. Simply not logical. House Republicans are es-

sentially eliminating the costly and arrogant belief diat

diey have all die answers, and asking those closer to the

situations to make better use of tax money.

Federal leftists are confused, though. They fear de-

regulation, and assume dieyre die only people in this

nation who care enough to effectively distribute finan-

cial assistance.

Contemptuous, and flat out wrong.

Fact: the Economic and Educational Opponunides

committee is recommending block grants specifically

for school lunch programs. Thus, poor children will still

have access to federal dollars at lunch time every school

day. Even more, die money will be better managed by

smaller and less clumsy governments.

This is real compassion. It is a government telling

die people diey deserve die best system possible, and

THOUGHTS FROM

THE SKY CHAIR

by Erick R. Scheminske

that system is not in place right now. Positive and re-

sponsible leadership, folks. Somediing lacking in the

Legislative Branch for many years now.

I smile to see it exist again.

Friday's midday musings.

• The NAACP, desperately attempting to become a

politically viable organi2ation again, has chosen Myr-

lie Evers-WiUiams to head die group. And after only

diree days, she has launched an assault on Mr. Gin-

grich and die 104th congress. Suggestion for Mrs.

Evers-Williams; get your organization out of bank-

mptcy and make it financially viable before you at-

tempt to fight overwhelmingly favorable public sen-

timent for Newt.

• The public bashing of Republican aims to overhaul

welfare and limit Affirmative Action programs won't

get you far in this political climate.

• The NAACP- a nice concept whose time passed

about 25 years ago. There's nothing wrong with

pushing for equality, but the aim of this group is no

longer equality of all individuals- it is the advance-

ment of black individuals over all others. Racism

thrives at its core, and the group has become detri-

mental to its own seminal aims.

A little secret; nobody in this country is conspiring

to organize die systematic starvation and murder of

the impoverished homeless, all people of color, or

Big Bird...

> But I'm convinced somebody out there is mediodi-

cally bringing about die ruination of all professional

sports in Colorado.

• Nuggets, Broncos. Dan Issel, Gene Litdes, Bemie

Bickerstaff, Wade Phillips, Mike Shanahan. Five head

coaches, two teams, neither of which has managed

to efiectively play anydiing resembling dieir respec-

tive sports in die last six mondis.

Somebody must be ft-owning on diis place...

' But good luck to Bemie and Mike now. The entire

state is pulling for you to get us out of diis rut. It cer-

tainly won't happen with baseball.

•
1 dream of an anti-Scheminske conspiracy, just so I

can live my life in utter fear, too.

• Any takers?

• Nothing compares to die joy of writing sentences

widiout nouns and verbs...

• Kudos to Sparky Anderson, manager of die Detroit

Tigers, who has been suspended for refiising to

manage replacement ball during diis ridiculous la-

bor dispute in the Major Leagues.

• Conviction, honor, sacrifice. This world would be a

much happier place if we'd all learn ft-om Sparky.

• "I'd give all my political skills if 1 could acquire Louis

Armstrong's ability to sing," said Governor Roy

Romer last week. Roy, as much as it pains me to say

it... Keep your day job. Please.

• I'm so thankful for Colorado's laws on temi-limita-

don...

Please see Sky Chair on page 7
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Republicans pose threat to necessary NEA
by Andrea Buckvold

1 have discovered my ene-

mies.

They are those forcing the

recently empowered OOP's

plans to downsize or eliminate

die National Endowment for die

Arts.

This deeply concerns die

pulic at large, and die impor-

tance of the NEA should be

brought to the attention of die

CC community.

Aidiough the NEA and its

lunding has been a controversial

topic for many years, it is possi-

bly facing its greatest direat now

that die GOP has come to pow-

er. It is not only the arts diat are

direatened, but also the Nation-

al Endowment for die Humani-

ties and die Corporation of Pub-

lic Broadcasting.

As a Studio art major and a

professional artist hopeftjl, 1

worry where funding for the arts

will come (rom in die future.

And far more importandy,

where freedom and expression

will stand in diis grim future.

Ever since the presidency of

John F. Kennedy, die NEA has

nourished our society with a

rich cultural diversity, giving to

artists derpeiately needed fiinds

to create and give life to their

dreams and to the communities

that diey create them in.

The NEA funds many ex-

tremely beneficial programs,

such as inner-city programs

which, without that money,

would be unable to offer die

youth in their communities die

worid of art and die free expres-

sion.

The NEA also funds film fes-

tivals in some communities,

which bring dilferent perspec-

tives, discussions, and often

much needed tourism. The NEA

funds many museums as well,

enabling some to be free to die

public. A great many artists also

receive funding for individual

projects.

Some people often criticize

die specific projects being fund-

ed. But die rare conU'oversial an

works which are funded are of-

ten overblown. An such as die

homosexual photographs of

Mapplethorpe or die "Rites"

performance-art piece of Ron

Adiey has become fuel for die

fire being created by die opposi-

tion. But diis conti'oversy and

discussion brings about aware-

ness.

Take, for example, the

"Rites" performance in Min-

neapolis, where Ron Athey,

hung towels freshly bloodied

widi die blood of an HIV posi-

tive male above die audience.

None of the blood dropped

from the towels.

But diere was a certain fear

in the audience that it might.

Yet, it is exacdy that which

seems to be the point of the

piece. It is our fear of AIDS,

looming, ominous, ever-present

above us- the constant threat.

Art is the making of an expres-

sion so intense that it is alive. Art

is life.

Yet, it seems diat all diat

was overiooked, and many peo-

ple were in an uproar over gov-

ernment funding of such ob-

scene "art work." However, the

truth of die situation is diat ony

$150 dollars of NEA funding was

spent on the Athey perfor-

mance.

Even if many people object

to their tax dollars being spent in

such a way, it is important to re-

member that such conU'oversial

projects are rare and the great

majority of the fund is given to

die extremely worthwhile pro-

jects discussed before.

The most important factor

to remember in diis debate is

each American pays 65 cents to

support the I^lEA each year.

Is 65 cents so great a cost?

Or is it possibly too little? To

take away such a meager

amount of money would be a

great u-agedy for our societ)-.

Without public fiinding of the

arts, it might well happen thai

art will continue its trend ol

commercialization into advertis

ing and design and the like.

And then where will be the

freedom of expression? And the

freedom to create purely for die

sake of creation?

America must not become a

prison for the artist. In a world

where the artist is prisoner, so

becomes everyone.

^ \

Social Consciousness in financial planning
Guest Commentary

by Professor Bob Dunne

This is the first of two essays

on social responsibility and in-

vestments. In this first essay I

will indicate how you, as an in-

vestor or potential investor, can

bodi invest in order to earn an

adequate return and make wise

decisions diat allow you to use

your investments to hirdier edi-

ical positions you feel are im-

portant.

There are three ways diat

invesunents can be used to ad-

vance socially responsible goals:

First, you can choose to invest

in corporations that have good

track records. For some, this

might mean investing in new

companies diat' are developing

new, non-polluting technolo-

gies. For others it might mean

investing in corporations that in-

vest in third worid nations in

such a way that the effect is to

assist their economic develop-

ment rather than just exploit

them. Second, you may choose

to withdraw your money from

corporations whose policies and

activities offend you. For exam-

ple, you might decide that a cor-

poration you have invested in

has a record of denying equal

opportunities to women and mi-

norities.

But how can you find out

about a corporation's record in

order to make such a decision?

This is actually easier than you

might diink. Many libraries (Tutt

is one) hold information provid-

ed by organizations that are in

business just to collect and

make such data available. IRRC

(Investor Responsibility Re-

search Center) is such an orga-

nization.

By reference to data sup-

plied by IRRC (usually no more

than a dozen pages for any given

proxy issue) you can become in-

formed about an issue and as-

sess a corporation's track record

on diat issue, such as work place

conditions, third worid invest-

ment, etc. If you are interested

in learning how to do such re-

search, let me know. If there is

enough interest a work shop on

how to do this sort of investiga-

tion could be set up.

But there is also a third way

that you could use your invest-

ments. You might decide that

you don't want to divest from

corporations with offensive

track records. In fact, you might

decide that it is only by continu-

ing to hold stock in the corpora-

tion that you have a chance to

vote for socially responsible

proxy challenges, and in that

way influence die corporation.

Once a year each corpora-

tion holds a shareholders meet-

ing and often shareholders pre-

sent socially-responsible proxy

challenges, for example, that a

given corporation adopt policies

to cut down on the emission of

pollutants. If you own stock in

such a corporation, you could

vote in favor of that particular

proxy.

One final point should be

made about socially responsible

investing. You do not have to

sacrifice earnings to adhere to

your principles. Many non-re-

sponsible corporations are not

doing so well - often due to

fines and expensive law suits.

On the other hand, many corpo-

rations that attempt to enact re-

sponsible practices do very well.

Comparisons in recent years

demonstrate that wisely chosen

portfolios of socially responsible

stocks do as well, or very nearly

as well, as other portfolios. In-

vestments can be used as an im-

portant force for responsibility

without sacrificing earnings.

Using investments need not

be an exercise in greed. Socially

responsible choices can be

made.

In next week's essay, I'll tell

you how the college tries to use

its investments in a socially re-

sponsible way.
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A minor argument for journalism at CC
On February 13, Professor Ruth Barton and Profes

sor Brenda Tooley proposed that Colorado College

adopt a thematic minor in the field of journalism. The

proposal, offered at the monthly faculty meeting, was

presented for discussion and revision. The faculty will

not take a formal vote until the last Monday of this

block.

Throughout the year, I have encouraged Colorado

College students to take action in matters that directly

affect their everyday lives. The proposal for the themat-

ic minor in journalism is yet another opportunity to

fight the apathy that pervades our campus.

1 am writing this column for two reasons-. I support

the journalism minor and 1 want to challenge students

to involve themselves in the decision-making process.

1 believe that Colorado College sorely needs a jour-

nalism program. Among the arguments against the

adoption of the minor was the claim that CC is respon-

sible for producing competent writers and that any

skilled writer can produce good, sound journalistic

copy.

Experience as editor of the Catalyst has shown me

that good writers do not necessarily make good jour-

nalists.

Journalism is more than a method of writing, it is a

field that encourages many skills, including listening, at-

tention to detail, integrity, curiosity, accuracy, responsi-

bility and a strict dedication to the truth. These are life-

long skills that affect every aspect of our everyday lives.

If, in truth, our purpose as Colorado College stu-

dents is to learn and to better ourselves as individuals

and to prepare ourselves to be life-long learners, then

more opponunities like the proposed thematic minor

in journalism can only help us to broaden our minds

and expand our horizons.

I believe that we deserve as many opportunities as

possible to pursue the things that interest us. 1 would

like to emphasize that minors are merely opportunities.

If students do not take advantage of the opportunity, I

FROM THE EDITOR

by Chad T. Nitta

strongly believe that the program should be modified or

discontinued.

However, as long as students continue to enroll in

the classes, they should have the opportunity to pursue

the minor. Also, I believe that students who have a

strong interest in journalism should have the opportu-

nity to have their interest represented on their tran-

script,

1 understand that the adoption of the minor pre-

sents some logistical and philosophical problems. 1 am

not attempting to address these issues. Radier, I am

merely arguing that student needs and desires should

be granted priority consideration.

However, I do not wish to place all of the responsi-

bility on the shoulders of the faculty. I firmly believe

that interested CC students have a moral responsibility

to become informed and active in the fight for the adop-

tion of the minor.

Contact your advisor or talk to your curtent profes-

sor. Make it clear that there is a student demand for the

minor. Attend the faculty meeting on the last Monday of

the block. The meetings are held at 3:30 in Gates Com-

mon Room on the top fioor of Palmer. You may not be

able to address the floor, but your presence will

strengthen the proposal.

Students always complain that they don't have

enough say in the decisions that affect their lives. The

opportunities are there if you look hard enough. The

true test of character is whether you take advantage of

the opportunity.

Put pressure on the faculty to accept the proposal.

If they reject it, make them look you in the eye and de-

fend the decision.

Opportunity and diversity are important. The Col-

orado College was created to foster curiousity and stim-

ulate learning. The adoption of the thematic minor in

journalism is an opportunity to reinforce the idea that

CC ofi'ers unique choices and formats to students.

Stand by what we supposedly stand for. It's time for CC

to put our money where its mouth is.

Cancun
from only

$309!
Join AmeriM's largest ^|>ri"1 ^foak companyl

Direct round trip flights from with

7 nights hotel accommodations!

Sky Chair continued from page 5

Guaranteed 1st Choice Hotel!

g)/ *Call and ask; about our finalized

1995 party schedules!!

For Reservations and Information, call the BREAK-LINEI

1-800-95-BREAK

STU DENT TRAVEL
(toinme tu«> ind $6 *km»«i1 Miy«l ItaL AD Cri[» «re ap«dtj cobpoDwL

Your Campus Spring Break Connection!

Clinton quote of the week,

on the dreaded Religious

Right: "if they could look into

my soul ... they would proba-

bly see someone who is, per-

haps rightly or wrongly,

much more humble in his

Christian faith than many of

them are."

OK. Is it normal for the Pres-

ident of the United States to

have failed to mature emo-

tionally beyond the second

grade?

I'm a belter Christian than

you are, and your mama

wears combat boots...

' Come on now, don't we have

something better to do with

our time, like, say, nominate

a suitable candidate for Sur-

geon General?

• Or maybe find somebody to

lake over Ron Brown's posi-

tion as Commerce Secretary

after he resigns under heavy

pressure because of shady fi-

nancial dealings?

Or, for that matter, some-

body to replace Housing

Secretary Henry Cisneros af-

ter he resigns under heavy

pressure because of shady fi-

nancial dealings?

Or, for that matter, some-

body to replace the First

Lady after she resigns under

heavy pressure because of

the estimated $5 to $6 mil-

lion of taxpayers' money she

took to reseirch and write

that health care tfiing?

' Oh no, 1 forget, she can't re-

sign, because she gained her

position through a solid

Christian marriage to a loyal

and loving husband.

Infidelity?

• Can you say hypocrisy?

Somebody certainly can...

• So.what has your CCCA

been up to lately?

• From the No Further Com-

ment Necessary Depart-

ment: The Brady Bunch-

Movie.

Tobacco, from page 5

smokers take. Nor should die

government be paying billions

of dollars in benefits to those

who do smoke. Smokers ;is-

sume a healdi risk, and must

assume the financi;il responsi-

bility for this risk as well.
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Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor:

In response to the com-

mentary on the availability of

Honnen Ice Rink in the Febru-

ary 10, 1995 Catalyst, students,

faculty, and staff should know

that group lessons are available

Tuesdays at 12:30. These

lessons are only for the CC com-

munity, and the classes are

much smaller than skating

lessons available to the public at

other rinks. The classes are

taught by 3 Colorado College

students who are experienced

skaters, and one Colorado Col-

lege graduate who is a former

National competitor and medal-

ist.

Also, next year, the classes

will be available for credit during

Blocks 2 & 3 and Blocks 5 & 6!

Beginning, intermediate, and

advanced levels are taught, and

individual attention is given

whenever possible. The cost per

class is $5.00 a lesson, or $15.00

a block. So, do take advantage of

your time here at CC, and learn

to skate for hockey, figure skat-

ing, or just plain fun.

Sincerely,

Jo Ann Schneider Farris

Krista Fish

Miako Poison

Carrie Bowman

Dear Editor:

I am an Asian American.

More specifically, I call myself a

Pilipina, somerimes Filipino

American. I am not caught be-

tween two allegiances to one

counuy over another. Contrary

to neo-conservative, backlash

rhetoric concerning identity

politics, by calling myself Asian

American 1 am not being racist.

Nor am I planning to suck this

country of all its economic, po-

litical and cultural resources and

then return home to the "moth-

er land." Clearly not all are edu-

cated about our "American" his-

tory and the sodal contexts that

necessitate self definitions by

people who are resisting as-

cribed labels of "Other"ness.

These "hyphenated" terms

are not manifestations of cultur-

al schizophrenia among racially

oppressed people. They are

manifestations of collective re-

sistance to. ascribed definitions

labeled by the dominant society.

People who say diey are Nadve

American or African American

are demanding equal citizenship

in this country. Doesn't "citizen-

ship" imply the participation

and representation of its citizens

on all levels- political, econom-

ic, and cultural? How ironic, it

appears, to accuse people of

color of denying their "Ameri-

can" citizenship when they have

been fighting second-class sta-

tus for decades.

The power that continues

to inhibit people from becom-

ing true citizens is the same that

perpetuated the usage of

derogatory names to label peo-

ple from non-Western cultures.

I refijse to believe that peo-

ple are walking contradictions

who say they are bicultural. The

melting pot paradigm is prob-

lematic because it supports a

naive understanding about our

multicultural nation. "American"

does not translate into "all-en-

compassing inclusiveness." If

that were true, dien why are

there attempts to pass English-

Only Acts, Proposition 187-like

mandates, and attempts to deny

certain Nadve American nadons

dieir religious rights? You may

eat Mexican food one night, Chi-

nese food die other, Indian fry

bread at a State Fair, and Soul

food during a Saturday after-

noon, but I doubt diat by mere-

ly satisfying your stomach you

have had an integrated Western

and non-Westem woridview. I

prefer resisdng cultural geno-

cide radier than "being a plain

old American." Ask yourself,

"Who's trying to acculturate

whom?"

Self-definidon is about re-

claiming our own identities. It is

naive to think diat racial equality

has been achieved. Do we really

know the meaning of racism?

I'm beginning to think diat peo-

ple have an all too simplistic

idea of what racism is. However

a person describes, defines, calls

oneself is how we should re-

spect them as. I refuse to ascribe

a name to a group of people nor

deny them the right to define

who they are as a collective

commununity. It's time we be-

come more educated, people of

conscience who acknowledge

diat unity among difference isn't

the same as disunity in division.

Sincerely,

May Penuela

Dear Editor:

I am writing diis letter to formally diank the Colorado College

student body. So often these days we hear about problems tiiat have

arisen surrounding today's college students, and we become disillu-

sioned. I am happy to repon; diat the success of die Winter Formal

was largely due to the positive actions of the Colorado College stu-

dents. There were over 300 people in attendance; some in full cos-

tume, others dressed more traditionally, all enjoying die sounds of a

big band orchestra. There were no problems resulting from the

event, and everyone appeared to have a good time. After the con-

cerns die Homecoming dance raised, the huge success of the Winter

Formal hopefully gives renewed faidi'in the Colorado College stu-

dents and dieir ability to act appropriately at a large social event

where alcohol is served. Thank you for giving a new adminisu-ator

such a positive experience with the CC student body.

Sincerely,

Cindy Zomchek

Assistant Director of Residential Life

Dear Editor:

On February 2nd, Jamal X, a

member of die Nation of Islam,

spoke on campus as a pan of

Black History Month. The Nation

of Islam has had a history of

propagating anti-Semitic beliefs.

We held a meeting widi the

Black Student Union the week

before to discuss the possible

consequences of Minister Jamal

p, —^ I
Letters to the editor are welcomed and en-

OflOOt JjSCK! couiaged. All letters must be submitted to the

Calalysl by Wednesday, 12:00 PM for publica-

tion in die foLowing Friday's issue, AO letters must be signed. Anonymity is

rarely granted. Restrict letters to 500 words or less. Those under 250 words

will be considered first. The Catalyst reserves die right to edit letters for pur-

poses of publication. All letters will be screened for /actual accuracy- libelous

letters will not be accepted. The Letters to die Editor section of die Calalvst is

meant to give any and all students, 6cuity, and staff a fonim in which to ex-

press issue-oriented opinions. Letters will be published on diis basis. No po-

etry, please. All letters become die property of the Calalysl, and are not re-

turned Send letters to: the Catalyst

g.,„2j|.
Letters to the Editor

CATA1YST@CC.C0L0RAD0.EDU '"^ "^^ Cascade Ave.

Colorado Springs, CO 80946

X's speech. We believe that both

groups left with a mutual under-

standing.

Yet because of the Nation of

Islam's history we still felt it nec-

essary to prepare a flier in the

event that he would make

claims diat were anti-Semitic or

factually untrue. It was not until

the question and answer period

diat we felt we had to distribute

die flier.

We stand by the informa-

tion on the flier, but wanted to

clarify the reasons for its release.

Additionally we would like to in-

vite a continual dialogue con-

cerning the flier or the speech.

We support die Black Stu-

dent Union's efforts to expose

"Racism: Alive and Well".

Sincerely,

The Members of Chaverim,

C.C.'s Jewish Students

Group

I GUID€
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC. ^«^

an association of tlie CARLSON TRAVEL NETWORK

Serving the needs of Colorado

travelers since W9
Campus Office: Armstrong Hall, Suite 5

(719) 632-4612
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Main Office: 409 N. Teion St.

(719) 635-3511

Broadmoor Hotel Office: South Lobby

(719) 577-5750
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Students learn power offriendship through older buddies

KEEP bridges gap between generations

by Aaron Brown

The distance across genera-

tions can sometimes be as far a

distance as across the globe.

And to some the distance seems

impassable, a wasteland of

stereotypes and fears. But there

are those that cross the gap in a

footstep, and to them that foot-

step is invaluable.

Of the 30 some students in

the Kare Enough about Elderly

People (KEEP) program, many

step regularly across two or

even three generations in order

to find a wonderful friend on

the other side.

Senior Amy Wolfe, co-direc-

tor of the KEEP program which

matches interested students

with elderly 'buddies,' has made

a lifelong friend. In fact, George

Chance, her buddy, thinks of

her as a daughter. "Amy is like a

daughter ... she ranks up there

with some of the best friends

I've ever had," he said.

Junior J.J.
Stroh also feels a

strong connection to her buddy,

Emily Steppenske. "It's really

important and it's really fun.... I

enjoy being with her, I feel as if

she's passing on her legacy,"

said Stroh.

When Wolfe took over the

program three years ago, it had

few sets of buddies and was gen-

erally unkown on campus.

Each year since then, Wolfe

has expanded the program, in-

volving more and more people.

Currently, there are over 60 peo-

ple (students and elderly per-

sons) who take part in the pro-

gram, attending both the orga-

nized activities put on by KEEP

as well as regularly correspond-

ing with each other.

While some of the elderly

participants are homebound

due to physical restraints and

can only participate through let-

ters and phone calls, several of

the buddy pairs go out together.

'There's a stereotype that

aging people are not exciting,

but our people are hip, they're

really with it," said Wolfe.

One of the primary hrnc-

Uons (or effects) of KEEP is the

destruction of those stereotypes

young people hold against the

aging and vice versa.

Through friendships the

stereotypes that the elderly are

Profiling a newface

Stimeling seeks to

serve student needs
by Tracy Fantle

As many of you know firom a previous Catalyst, a new direc-

tor of the Leisure Program is on campus.

Kurt Stimeling, a native of Wisconsin, earned his bachelor

degree in biology at St. Olaf College, and earned his masters in

microbiology from Illinois State University. After many years do-

ing research in the field of science, Stimeling took a different di-

rection. He realized that what he wanted to do most was work

with people, more specifically with students. During his gradu-

ate studies, Stimeling taught students, and he wanted to return

to this arena.

Favoring small, private, liberal atts institutions over

public institutions because of the sense of community, Stimel-

ing sees this as an opportunity to know the campus better.

One of the biggest reasons, though, that Stimeling decided

to come to CC is because he sees that "this school is veiy com-

mitted to the eduation of its students." To him, this is a great

please see Stimeling on page 11

Amy Wolfe and her buddy George

boring or long-winded drop

away, just as stereotypes that

college students are self-ab-

sorbed and obnoxious will fade.

Wolfe observed that not only do

participants come to realize the

reality of others they also find

that the relationships they form

fill voids in their lives.

Whether students live far

away from their grandparents,

have had grandparents die, or

never knew their grandparents.

prioto counesy ot Amy Wolle

Chance pose for a photo at a dinner in December.

KEEP offers them the opportu-

nity to have that intergenera-

tional relationship.

The reverse is u^ie for the

elderly who can experience hav-

ing children or grandchildren.

"The program means a whole lot

for me and many others," re-

marked Steppenske.

Steppenske is not alone.

Wolfe has found an abundance

of elderly people who are inter-

ested in partnering with CC stu-

dents.

However even with the

growth of the program, there is

still a shonage of students who

have expressed interest. Wolfe

hopes that more students will

join to take up the slack, stating

that the time commitment is al-

most entirely dependent on

what students wish to con-

tribute and the rewards are

many. She asks that anyone in-

terested call her at 634-4339.

Calling all authors andpoets

Writing contest open to CC
For the third year in a row,

creative writers at Colorado Col-

lege have a chance to receive a

substantial sum of money in

recognition of their long-term

achievement.

Through the generosity of

an anonymous donor, the Col-

orado College Creative Writing

Award, amounting to two thou-

sand dollars, is given annually to

a student who has shown, over a

period of time, that he or she

has the ability and dedication to

write good poetry or fiction.

The money is intended both to

recognize past accomplishment

and to give the recipient a

chance to spend some time

writing, free from some of the

pressures that might interfere

with this process. All CC stu-

dents, including graduating se-

niors, are eligible.

Two years ago the award

was given to Ray Bartlett, a se-

nior Political Economy major,

who never took a creative writ-

ing course at CC. Last year it was

given to Linda Olman, a senior

English major.

The recipient of the Cre-

ative Writing Award will be cho-

sen by the CC professors chiefly

responsible for teaching creative

writing at the college. Professor

Joan Stone for poetry and Pro-

fessor James Yaffe for fiction.

They point out that this award

differs fundamentally from other

writing awards that the college

has offered for many years. It is

Students

not the prize in a contest for the

best story, poem, or other liter-

ary work; nor do potential win-

ners have to submit specific pro-

jects, budgets, statements of

purpose, etc. as in the case of

the summer literature award.

"It's more like the Nobel Prize

than the Pulitzer Prize," says

Professor Yaffe.

Interested students need

not file any application for the

award, but if they feel they are

qualified for it diey are encour-

aged to call themselves to the at-

tention of Professor Stone or

Professor Yaffe. Also it is hoped

that faculty members will nomi-

nate qualified students. This

year's recipient will be an-

please see Contest on page 12
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Native American rigiits activist to speak at Thursday at 11 :00

bv Briiin Sullivan

"Thursday at Eleven" has

provided us with amazing peo-

ple, and March 2 will be no ex-

ception. On that particular

Thursday Tlie Colorado College

will be blessed with the pres-

ence of Professor Charles F.

Wilkinson.

Professor Wilkinson is a

renowned advocate for Native

American rights and the preser-

vation, and wise use of natural

resources. He will deliver the an-

nual Andrew Norman Endowed

Lecture in Packard Hall. His talk

is tided "Honoring the Work and

Worldview of the Continent's

First Peoples: The Case of the

Anasazi Sites of the Colorado

Plateau".

This talk will describe a long

backpacking trip in southern

Utah that Professor Wilkinson

took in search of a perfect,

roofed kiva (the traditional, sa-

cred subterranean chambers

that the Anasazi used for hun-

dreds of years). Professor

Wilkinson also will examine the

devastating lossei) that have

been occurring for decades at

the historic Anasazi sites all

across the Four Corners area.

The Anasazi are a Pueblo

culture of the plateau region fol-

lowing the Rocky Mountains.

An;isazi is a term which means

die "old ones". The Anasazi in-

habited the areas of Mesa Verde

NaUonal Park and the Chaco

Canyon National Park. Mesa

Verde is in soudi-western Col-

orado, while Chaco Canyon is in

central New Mexico.

Professor Wilkinson is the

"Moses Laksy Professor of Law"

at the University of Colorado at

Boulder. His specialties are pub-

lic land, water rights. Native

American rights, environmental

rights, and even administrative

and constitutional rights. He

graduated from Stanford Law

School in 1966 and pracdced

with large law firms in Phoenix

and San Francisco. He then

served for four years as a staff at-

torney at die Native American

Rights Fund.

He has written of law, nat-

ural resources, and society in

die American West. He has also

received distinguished teaching

awards from his students. In ad-

dition, he has been awarded the

University of Colorado's system-

wide citation for overall faculty

excellence in scholarship, teach-

ing, and lectureship. In the Oc-

tober, 1992 issue of "Outside"

magazine (the 15th-anniver-

saty). Professor Wilkinson was

named "die West's foremost le-

gal authority on natural re-

sources management".

Professor Wilkinson is cur-

rendy co-chair of the board of

directors of The Center of the

American West and serves on

the Governing Council for the

Wilderness Society. He also

serves on the board of directors

of the Northern Lights Institute.

His current book-in-progress is

endtled Land of Fire: The Story

of the Colorado Plateau.

Professor Wilkinson's talk is

die Annual Andrew Norman En-

dowed Lecture. This lecture se-

ries is made possible through a

grant from die Andrew Norman

pholo courtesy of Chartes Wilkinson

An expert in Native American Rights, law Professor Ctiarles

Wilkinson of C.U. will address students on March 2, 1995.

Foundadon in California which

gave money to the Soudiwest

Studies Program at the Colorado

ge in 1988.
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Relaxed atmosphere ofSpring Rush opensfraternity doors to new members

Spring activities welcome new mennbers to Greek life

by Joseph Carpenter

Spring is in the air, and

Men's rush is soon approaching.

Men's Rush will be held

next weekend on Thursday,

March 2. All houses (except Phi

Delta Theta) will be open for

rushees from 14pm. This year

three women's sororities are

choosing to

have open

houses.
whereas
Gamma Phi

Beta is hav-

ing a more

formal rushing period.

Kappa Kappa Gamma's

open house will be held on

March 7 from 6-8:30pm. Gamma

Phi Beta's schedule for Spring

Rush is as follows: On March 3 a

Bar-B-Q will be held from

12:30pm-2pm and on March 4 a

brunch from llam-lpm.

Spring rush for both men

and women is a much more re-

laxed rush atmosphere than that

of fall rush.

Spring rush offers potential

rushees the opportunity to visit

each men's or women's house

and talk with members about

their particular Greek chapter

and any other

concerns

they might

have.

CORNER T^ m a t e I y ,

spring rush's

relaxed atmosphere is an invit-

ing period for any person who

opted not to attend fall rush. It

is also an excellent opportunity

for summer starts, transfers, or

any other student at CC, to get

to know a particular Greek

chapter or Greeks in general.

Rush is often looked at as a

freshman only event, yet spring

rush typically attracts a consider-

able number of sophomores and

upperdassman.

So if you have ever consid-

ered finding out more about a

particular Greek chapter at CC,

or just would like to get to know

what Greek life has to offer, go

through Spring rush and make

your own judgments.

Also coming up this Spring

will be "Greek Weekend '95: a

benefit for Southern Colorado

Aids Project" on March 31

through April 2.

Greek Weekend '95 will be

sponsoring an all-campus barbe-

cue in addition to many other

philanthropy and social events.

Watch the Greek Corner for

more specific anicles closer to

the event date.

Order of Omega, an all

Greek scholarship and philan-

thropy organization, will also be

sponsoring various all-campus

philanthropy events throughout

the spring, in addition to the an-

nual Greek Awards banquet.

Further information on

diese events will be published in

future Greek Corners. The com-

ing months will be an exciting

time within the Greek system.

Upcoming Greek Events

Men's Rush Sorority Open

Mardi 2: 8:00-10:00p.m.

All houses except

Phi Delta Theta.

House

Kappa Kappa Gamma

March 1: 6-.00-8:30pm

Women's Rush

Gamma Phi Beta only

March 3: Bar-B-Q

12:30 -2:00p.m.

March 4; Brunch

ll:00am-2:00pm

Greek Weekend

March 31-April 2

March 31; All-ampus

Bar-B-Q

Stilmeling from page 9

value, "1 am here because

there are 1,800 students

here."

Hesees that the school

has a lot on the agenda for

the future, and he acknowl-

edges that there are many

nov avenues to be explored

in order to provide for the

students here.

One of his greatest

hopes is that he can be fis-

cally minded in making sure

diat we get the most people

to utilize the leisure pro-

giam services for the money

being spent.

The students should

become more of a driving

force behind decisions, and

Stimeling hopes to play

more of an advisory role to

help students shape what

they see.

Stimeling is more than

willing to meet with anyone,

go to hail meetings, Ot just

get to know the students on

an informal basis. If the stu-

dents feet that something is

not right, they shouW be

open and speak up. This is

the only way to make sure

the students are getting

what they want.

Class officersplan to keep new event

Winter Carnival begins a CC tradition

by Amber Anderson

Winter formal weekend is

developing into more than just a

dance. This year's Winter For-

mal saw an entire weekend of

events thanks to the work of the

class officers.

Class officers, who operate

through the Tutt Alumni House,

worked throughout first semes-

ter to plan an event, which they

hope will become a tradition for

the entire CC campus.

Billed as Homecoming

without the alumni, the week-

end included four musical per-

formances, the hockey game,

and the dance. More than just a

dance, Winter Formal weekend

transformed into the Winter

Carnival. Hollis Gentry, H30,

Kissing Grandma, and Secret

Cajun Band performed for this

year's event.

The idea for the Carnival

came from the class advisors,

who asked die officers to plan

die event.

According to Sophomore

Co-President Dasan Roland the

event went well, especially for

the first of its kind. The number

of people attending Saturday's

events left the class officers

looking positively, not only on

this year's event, but also in

looking toward a similar week-

end next year.

Roland says the group is

hopehil that the event will con-

tinue, possibly with the addition

of another event, or two. The

officers would also like to see

the event continue to grow and

improve. Their aim is to involve

the entire cimpus and begin a

new Colorado College tradition.

tsmo^
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Introduces

"Annerre"
(formerly of Rapunzel)

i
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a full service salon for men & women

Your CC Headquarters for Hair

—ALL STUDENTS 10% OFF!-
81 5 N.Nevada '630-3435

^=e

No Matter

Where You Live

We'll Get

You Home

Taylor Travel

818 N.Tejon street

636-3871 ®
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Contest from page 9

nounced by the end of Block 7,

1995.

This year the two short-sto-

ry contests for which Colorado

College students are eligible will

be combined. The Adelaide

Bender Reville prize, estab-

lished in 1982 by CC graduate

Paul Reville in honor of is moth-

er, is given annually to die best

shon stories written by CC stu-

dents. First prize is $150, second

prize is $100, third prize is $50,

and this year diere may be cash

awards for honorable mentions.

The three winners, plus one of

the honorable mentions will

then be submitted for die Nick

Adams Prize, which die ACM has

been offering since 1973. The

Nick Adams Prize of $1000 goes

to the best short story by an

ACM student as judged by a

prominent fiction writer.

The English Department

has decided to combine die two

contests this year because die

submissions for eidier contest

were die same.

Colorado College poets are

invited to enter the Evelyn

Bridges Poetry Contest. The

prizes parallel diose for die Re-

ville Prize. Poems may be of any

form, versificaUon, genre, and

topic. You may submit as many

poems as you wish as long as

die total number of lines does

not exceed five hundred lines.

The guidelines for the con-

tests are as follows:

1) Any Colorado College under-

graduate may participate. Only

diiee stories may be submitted

by any one student. Stories for

the Reville Prize may be no

longer than 10,000 words.

2) Stories and poems should by

typed or word-processed and

placed in a 9x12 inch manila en-

velope with a pseudonym writ-

ten on die outside and on die ri-

de page of each story. A smaller

envelope should be included in-

side the larger one, widi the

same pseudonym on the out-

side and a slip of paper inside

widi the writer's real name and

phone number.

3) Please use quality type-fece,

dark enough to be easily read.

1 1/2 inch margins on the left and

1 inch margins on the right.

4) Number your pages.

5) Be careful about spelling and

punctuation.

6) The deadline for submitting

stories is Monday, March 13 at

4:00PM. Submissions should be

made to the Secretaries Office

AHS'il.

The winners will be an-

nounced at Honors Convoca-

don.

For more information on

the Reville Prize, contact James

Yaffe, x6498. For additional in-

formation on the Bridges Con-

test, contact Ruth Barton x6503.

t)^^
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All natural, freshly prepared foods...

unique menu consisting ot salads, pastas,

mediterranean pizzas, grilled fish & chici<en.

and scrumptious desserts

Full Bar

115 E.Dale

Mon-Sat
Lunch & Dinner

578-9B98

ATTENTION WRITERS!
THE 1995

CC AWARDS IN LITERATURE

$15,000 for Block and Summer Projects

Shea Anderson: Short Stories

Chara Armon: Scholarly Research

Scott Craig: Translation

Tonita Lopez: Folklore Studies

INFORMATION MEETING
(AND REPORT FROM 1994 WINNERS):

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 1. 7:00 PM
ENGLISH LOUNGE (AH 245)

Application Deadline:
March 31 , 2:00 pm
Armstrong 341

Eligibility: Juniors

For further information see committee
members: Professors Butte, Mauch, Yaffe

(English); Professor Redmount (Psychology);

students Seth Brown, Sky Scherer, and
Graham Smith
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Steel Magnolia^ friendships transcend race
by Megan McKee

The CC Drama Department

presents Steel Magnolias. The

play, written by Robert Marling,

is based on the story of his sis-

ter's life and death. It will run

from Thursday, Februrary 23 to

Sunday the 26th. All perfor-

mances are at 8:00 p.m. in Arm-

strong 32, the Black Box The-

atre. Tickets are all sold out due

to limited seating.

Steel Magnolias is directed

by Rochelle Mason, Director of

the Office for Minority Student

Life, and Dean Mike Edmonds,

both who have undergraduate

degrees in drama. Every few

years when the pair can fit it into

their work schedules they

approach the drama depart-

ment and offer to direct one of

the year's plays. Their last dual

effort was Do Lord Remember

Me in 1992.

Although the play was

picked by the southerner

Edmonds, Mason immediately

concurred because of the

dynamic roles for six actresses

and the strong theme of friend-

ship that transcends racial barri-

ers. Mason hopes that the inter-

racial casting in a play about

women supporting other

women will help dispell nega-

tive stereotypes the audience

has about racial tension in a

small southern town.

The play Steel Magnolias

differs from the movie in that in

the play there are only six char-

acters and all of the action takes

place in a beauty shop, over the

course of two years. The movie

added scenes and characters

that are only talked about in the

play.

Mason is enthusiastic about

the production, saying that both

the actresses and technical crew

are excellent. Over sixty women

auditioned for the sbt female

roles. The cast is divided into a

range of acting experience, with

Steel Magnolias casts six female

some students being drama

majors and some making their

acting debuts.

Mason sends out a special

thanks to stage manager Erin

Rollnaan, without whom the

production would not be possi-

ble.

The Trial not just for

the German speaking

Blues drummer at Shove

by Jessie Hatfield

Look forward to some

major blues boogie this Sunday

night, kids. The legendary blues

drummer Sam Lay and his blues

Revival will be rocking Shove

Chapel at 8:00 p.m. sharp.

This is a perfect opportuni-

ty to catch some of the best live

blues around right here on our

campus. Sam Lay is often called

the best blues drummer there is,

and his performances are

remembered not only for his

incredible talent in Chicago-

style percussion but also for the

warmth he extends to his enrap-

tured audiences.

Rob Stone, a 1994 Colorado

College graduate in English,

plays the harmonica in Lay's

Noel teaches student poets

Poet Ron Noel wp present a free writing workshop for

poets at all levels at Colorado CoBege's Worner Center, Room

213, on Saturday, Feb. 25 from 10 a.m. to noon. Noel, a local

poet and therapist, will lead participants to work on "ghazals,

pantouras, and the unconscious: surprising ourselves and loos-

ening our grip to fj:ee our inner rhythms and :issociations,"

Bring a newspaper or magazine, if possible, but not a fin-

ished poem.

Poetry West is partially sponiiored by the Colorado Council

on the Arts and Humanities. For information alraut the reading

or the workshop call 636-1257 or 6324374.

band.

Lay has toured all over the

country and in Canada and has

played with almost all of the

biggest names in blues and rock,

including Bob Dylan, Eric Clap-

ton, Keith Richards, Muddy

Waters, B.B. King, and Chuck

Berry, only to name a very few.

Add that repertoire to a

stint at Woodstock, appearances

high on the blues charts, and

enthusiastic acclaims from near-

ly every city he plays, and native

Alabamian Sam Lay's old-style

blues becomes somediing you

won't want to miss out on.

So get ready to get out and

get down and catch a legend in

action this Sunday night in

Shove. The show is free, but all

donations will be given in sup-

port of the CC Soup Kitchen.

The Sam Lay Blues Revival jam-

ming for a good cause in our

own backyard - it's an event that

can't be beat!

by Horst Richardson & Dick Koc

In an effort to upstage the

O.J. Simpson trial and to tempt

people away from their televi-

sion sets, die German Depart-

ment at Colorado College will

present a thrilling trial of its

own: a dramatized version of

Kafka's famous novel, DER

PROZESS, to be performed

March 9th, 10th, and 11th at 8:00

p.m. in the Max Kade Theater

(on the third floor of Armstrong

Hall). You can reserve seats (free

of charge!) by calling the depart-

mental secretary at (719) 389-

6635.

Directed by Professor Horst

Richardson, the play will be per-

formed in German by CC stu-

dents. Program notes and spe-

cial audio/video inserts, howev-

er, will help make the piece

understandable even to those

who do not speak German.

Plays in German have been

produced annually at Colorado

College since 1966 in an effort

"to make German a bit more

exciting than the classroom rou-

tine," says Professor Richardson.

"It gives students live exposure

to the language and temporarily

puts diem in an environment

where they have to communi-

cate."

In DER PROZESS, Kafio

(1883-1924) combines die ele-

ments of tertor and the absurd.

The central character, Josef K

(played by Matthew Casebolt

and Andre Schunk) is artested

but never told why. The pend-

ing mal slowly creates a feeling

of guilt in him, and he seeks

relief from his anxieties with

Fraulein Biirstner (Karin

Bazant).

Through his uncle (Randy

Grow), he is introduced to a

bedridden lawyer (Kris Markey),

who is informed about Josef K's

trial and who is visited at the

same dme by an administrative

court official (Kent Van VIeet).

But Josef K misses die chance to

meet one of his judges, because

he has left die room in order to

make love to Leni (Amanda

Jackson), the lawyer's nurse.

Tlie painter Titorelli (Doug Cas-

son) tells him that a tnie acquit-

tal will not be possible, and lat-

er, during a dieoretical disputa-

tion widi a priest (Ted Smith),

Josef K becomes convinced of

the reality of his guilt.
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Oleanna explores grey areas of harassment
by Kim Wtiipple

There is sometiiing wrong

wlien the words "sexual assault"

and "rape" can be wielded as

weapons against people in pow-

er. But with assaulted women

silenced by their fear of sltepti-

cism, who dares to doubt a

woman who claims that some-

one uied to rape her? Society

and the legal system's need to

provide a safe environment for

women who were assaulted

gives the claim a kind of sensi-

tive power Is it better to con-

vict an innocent man because

there is a chance he is a rapist,

or to set a rapist free because

perceptions differ?

Oleanna, a play and new

movie written and directed by

David Mamet, does not directly

address these issues, but cannot

fail to leave them echoing in the

reader's head. Issues of sexual

harassment are not dear any-

more, and the Antioch rules

about play-by-play permission

reverberate people's fear of

unknowingly perpetrating sexu-

al harassment.

In the play, a student

(played by Debra Einstadt in the

movie) visits her college profes-

sor (William Macy) to try to

understand his book, which they

are discussing in class. Tlie

book adds an interesting twist to

the play, as it addresses the

issues of power and control in

the classroom that these two

characters face. It is ironic that

the professor forces students to

BOOK
REVIEW

read the book he wrote while in

the same book exerting diat this

act borders on immorality and is

at the root of the problem widi

education.

The student leaves angry

and frustrated and comes back

with a sexual harassment accusa-

tion, and her "group" encour-

ages her to tell the tenure com-

mittee. The poor student is

manipulated and wheedled by

her "group" almost as much as

she is controlled by her profes-

sor She gains power over her

professor while losing her grasp

on the harsh but relatively inno-

cent events that transpired in

his office. Someone has con-

vinced her that she was

harassed without knowing all

the facts, and she recognizes the

power in that idea.

The professor loses his job,

his home, and his family at the

whim of this accusation, and

then he loses his control. The

violence comes firom helpless-

ness and lack of power.

The ambiguity and confu-

sion clouding the issue is com-

pounded by my experience

reading something that was

written to be acted out. Just as

people could interpret a physi-

cal and verbal confrontation dif-

ferendy, directors could inter-

pret the severity of the profes-

sor's actions dilFerendy and how

much of the student's accusa-

tions are purely created. The

new film version of the play

gives audience a view of what

Mamet intended.

Mamet, the writer of Glen-

garry Glen Ross and The

Untouchables, has created

another tense, violent play

n^iMcr
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Oleanna, by David Mamet, addresses problems in education.

about desperate fear and a mad office between the two charac-

desire to succeed. Like in Glen-

garry, the audience's view is sti-

fled, depicting only the events

which occur in the professor's

ters. I look fonvard to seeing

the movie on video; it should

provide an interesting spin on

harassment issues.

Beer, bread, and cheese but not much else

by Eric Hardesty

Beer. Free beer. Lots and

lots of good quality free beer.

Well, okay, so no beer, but

you do get to enjoy reading this

restaurant review for free. Actu-

ally, the beer segue was only

intended to get the reader into

the mood because this week

we're going German.

Much to my chagrin, there

t^lack heritage - l^lack Voices

Celebtate

l^lack History Month
by reading something from our

wide selection of books

by and about African-Americans
* * * * *

'Just arrived: Kente Cloth Poster

$15.95

Colorado College IJookstore

Worner Center

is not much in the way of undis-

covered gems for the taste

organs to report. I have nothing

against Uwe's (pronounced

Yoo-ba's) German Restaurant

itself. The service was fast and

friendly enough, and the wait-

resses (or at least our waitress)

could speak fluent German.

Definitely a nice touch for

the whole atmosphere portion

of the review.

The place was kind of small,

but we, the gallant knights of

the German 201 class last block

(all three of us) and our fearless

professor (all one of him) ven-

tured into Uwe's at the height of

lunch time. Though it was busy,

it didn't appear to be over-

crowded.

The walls in the room we

were seated in were covered

with small painted pictures of

places in Deutschland and there

was a bar adjacent to this room

with ample beer advertisements

on the walls surrounding it. But

hey, lets not stereotype

Deutschland now.

The subtle background music

was German. It welled up with-

in me a general feeling of nostal-

gia as 1 heard a song which sings,

"Valderi, Valdera," that brought

me back to the days of elemen-

tary school and those sing-

FOOD
REVIEW

along's we had to attend in the

school cafeteria. Aaaah, the

memories ...

So, I found good old Uwe's

to be kind of a neat place, except

for one interesting thing. On

the wall next to the entrance

hung a whole slew ofAAA (Auto

Association) recommendation

plaques. They seemed to drop

in value about half way through.

The drop involved something

like a devaluing from "recom-

mended" to "recognized." Also,

the streak seemed to come to a

cold "halt!" after the year 199.1

I don't know if 1994's plaque

just hadn't come through the

mail yet, or...

Anyway, Uwe's was a happy

place, but the number of menu

choices was small, and German

food could use some improve-

ment in the area of taste bud

satisfaction.

It was reported to me by

the other guy in my class that

after I was dropped ofi' on the

way home, the professor told

him something to the effect of,

"I don't know why I get excited

about doing this lunch thing

with my classes. All 1 end up

doing is going to eat bland,

greasy food and wishing I taught

some other language like Chi-

nese." I'd have to say that just

about sums it all up. Germans

make good bread and cheese,

but the restof the food lacks.
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Riefenstahl's controversy redeemed by talent

by Blake Jordan

One of the earliest docu-

mentary filmnial(ers to malie

waves in ttie film industry was

Leni Riefenstahl. Her most

famous films, Triumph of the

Will and Olympus, made in the

mid-1930's, were about ten

years junior to Flaherty's land-

mark documentary, Nanook of

the North. Reifenstahl is notable

not only for her artistry but for

being one of the first major

female directors of the twenti-

eth century. Her career is also

highlighted (or perhaps

marred) by the subject matter

that she photographed.

Her 1934 Triumph of the

Will was filmed not only as a

documentary, but also a celebra-

tion, of that year's Nazi Congress

in Nuremberg. Olympia is con-

sidered the foremost document

of the 1936 Berlin Olympic

Games; again, however, the film

was made under the auspices of

the up-and-com-

ing Nazi horrors.

The Wonder-

ful Horrible Life

of Leni Riefen-

stahl is a three

hour documen-

tary of the filmmaker, now in her

early 90's, and searching for

financing for an underwater film,

though she hasn't made a film in

over 50 years. During the 1960s

and 70s, Riefenstahl, ostracized

togtaphed the Nuva tribe in

Africa.

Wonderful Horrible comes

under the direction of Ray

Muller, whose film seeks to con-

tinue the debate of Riefenstahl's

link to Hitler rather than end it.

Muller shows

how Triumph of

the Will rallied

support for the

Nazi cause,

though her

intentions may

have been only artistic and not

political, as she insisted. The

Sim does not deny Riefenstahl's

awareness of certain elements

of the Nazi cause, including Jew-

ish persecution and the perse-
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from the film community, pho- cution of other peoples. Yet, it

does show Riefenstahl in a more

sympathetic light than in her

own autobiography. She has

claimed that she lost faith in

Hitler's sensitivity toward her

and others' an.

The oldest scuba diver in

the world, Riefenstahl has

become the subject of a film that

The Boston Globe has called

"compulsively watchable" and

the LA. Times called "always fas-

cinating and completely success-

ful," If you haven't had the

opportunity to see the work of a

controversial filmmaker whose

documentaries have been called

genius, then The Wonderful

Horrible Life ofLeni Riefenstahl

should be a definite must-see

this weekend in Olin.
Leni Riefenstahl

Todd Snider satirizes to his doom on Planet

by Diana Smidi

Everyone deserves a

chance. All young musicians

need that one earth-shattering

break, the Buzz Clip, the place

on the charts - especially if they

are hin and cute and resemble

Mudhoney's lead singer, Mark

Arm. Todd Snider is duking it

out with all the odier young

boys who play the guitar and

smoke cigarettes in quaint clubs

and sing their hearts out. Except

he isn't British, but that's just a

technicality. His major label

debut. Songsfor the Daily Plan-

et, was released this month and

is already wearing out its wel

come on radio airwaves widi

that infamous and increasingly

annoying parody, "Seattle

Grunge Rock Blues," which

unfortunately appears as a

secret bonus track on the

album.

Okay, so everyone has their

bad days. I grudgingly gave this

"new and highly talented singer-

songwriter" (Adantic City Press)

a second look and can't say that

1 am exactly impressed. A litde

less bitter, perhaps. The only

problem, besides the mundane

country-and-westem-gone-tragi-

cally-hip musical style, is diat it

is difficult to tell when Todd

Snider is being

serious. Most of

his songs are

outright satire

and don't claim

anything more

distinguished.

But others, like his first sin-

gle, "Alright Guy," appears to be

a down-to-eanh, that's the way

life goes, ode to the Average
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Joe. And so die rest of the album

goes . .

.

"There is no excuse for die

actual album itself," Snider com-

mented and that is exuaordinar-

ily evident. Songs

for the Daily

Planet is an

amusing collec-

don of twelve

twangy tracks.

Snider is Travis

Tritt trapped in Evan Dando's

body. It paints an interesting pic-

ture, doesn't it? I didn't believe it

at first but, when 1 mistook

Campus Interviews

March 7, 1995

OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker?'

is looking for motivated people to establish a

career in the brokerage business.

OLDE offers:

12-18 month paid training program

Potential six-figure income

Excellent benefits

If you possess excellent communication skills,

general market knowledge and the desire to

excel, sign up for an on-campus interview on

March 7, 1995 in the Career Center.

If you are unable to arrange an interview call

1 800 937-0606
or send resume to:

OLDE Discount Stockbrokers

National Recruiting

751 Griswold Street

Detroit, Ivll 48226

^OLDE
DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS

Member NYSE and SIPC

An Equal Opportunity Employer

LSAT*
If you took

Don't

GRE*IVICAT
IW would you score?

ibut.

,., »ur teat,

pike tha tul thing.

iputer analysis of your

ingths and weaknesses,

from Klplan teachers

Fyotj ace vm real exam.

cost-free, risk-free opportunity.

iP-TEST to reserve your seat today!

, February 25, 1995 @ 9:00 a.m.

S -'Colorado Springs

1-719-635-3432 to reserve a seat!

KAPLAN

Snider's "You Think You Know

Somebody" for Garth Brook's

'The Dance," I knew that diere

was something rotten in die

state of Denmark.

Songs for the Daily Planet

isn't enUrely insipid and worth-

less, however. Snider does have

his good points. He has a

decent voice and is a witty and

poignant lyricist. 1 just personal-

ly wouldn't pop this particular

album in the tape deck and slip

on sunglasses and go for a ride.

1 probably wouldn't even play it

that frequently in the privacy of

my own room.

The . one wonderfully

redeeming aspect of the album

is the last cut, "Joe's Blues." It's

a jazzy mellow tune that would

inspire anyone to become a

lounge singer. Anyone from

Cincinnati tonight?

Snider staned his U.S. tour

in Boulder, Colorado in January

and has already visited Colorado

Springs. But. he may return and,

if he does, it might be neat to

check him out.

"Remember who you are

and don't forget how for you are

from where you are when you

are where you aren't now,"

Snider declares. At least he

doesn't want to save die worid.

Now that WOULD be going a lit-

de too far.
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ifiedS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

TAKE BACK THE NIGHT or-

ganizational meetings have be-

gun. Next meeting: Wednesday,

March 1, 7pm, upstairs Womer.

Call Mikahla at 475-2866 with

questions.

SKATING CLASSES! Tuesdays

at 12:30 at Honnen Ice Rink. $5

a lesson, or $15 a block.

Beginning, Intermediate, and

Advanced levels are offered. For

more information call Jo Ann at

6324098, Krista at x7275, Miako

at x7025, or Carrie at x7653.

$ EASY MONCTII I will pay $25

for your phone book. Call Lee

Ramsey collea at: (615) 577-

7237.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Applications for Theme

Houses for Fall housing now

available in Res. Life office.

Deadline is Monday, March 27,

1995 at 5pm in the Office of

Residential Life. Open house for

the Wood & Tenney Theme

Houses Wed. March 8, 3:30-5:00

pm. Contact Eileen Beauregard

with questuions at x6618.

FOR SALE

$5100 '88 Subaru GL Station

Wagon, 4-wheel Drive, Turbo,

LOADED. Call Jessica at 473-

6252.

Motorcycle for sale! Graduating

must sell, perfect condition.

$750obo.x.7322

UNLIMITED
TOPPINGS!

Plus Tax

UmHSMnot
NetMldOnDomlnator
Priet lubitct to dianot
wHhoutnoHc*.

DELIVERY Off
CARRYOUT!

s
330 N. Mfofisafcfi

JOBS

NO GIMMICKSI EXTRA IN-

COME NOW! Envelope stuff-

ing—$600-$800 every week. Free

details: SASE to International

Inc.; 1375 Coney Island Ave.;

Brooklyn, New York 11230

PERSONALS

19 years. You would think

something would have to go

right eventually. Is there no end

to the downward spiral? Arizona

sunshine, here we come-watch

it rain all week. But hey, we will

have the Cherokee. Always an

upside...

-Guess

Ski Bunny 1-

Thanks for skiing with mel Now

that we have conquered

Wyoming we must triumph over

Disneyland. All I want to do is

have some fun.

-Ski Bunny 11

Dave-Dave!

I'm glad you're an English major

too!

-Joey

Riley-

Although math statistics may

not always compute and boys

sometimes (often) do not call,

you are consistently a charming,

delicate person. Forget today.

Sunshine, brothers, and horses

wait for you in MN.

-Sars

T&J-
Girls' night out!

-A

Chad-

Someday you'll be able to hit

me on the run....At full speed

no less...

-E

'You cannot shake hands with a

closed fist."

Indira Gandhi

Jennie & Everyone-

You'll be pleased to know I fi-

nally got voice mail.

-MSG

W O ^ I. s
Ir M(k SwjJer. lV-/\

h

H»*e who h»ve been iaujht to e*l«tra+e

j
difference find +hey no longer have any-
^hing in common. ^^^_^_^,^—

PERSONALS

Miss Marlboro Lights-

Where are you?

-Matt

Tabi-

The Rose is dead but the love is

still alive. (That's three fish in as

many weeks.)

-Josie

Laurel Mcleod-

CCCA challenges you and your

staff to a battle of the best at

Anchor Slide.

Tonya

-

You light up my life and you

make my section smile.

Thank you!

Clyde-

The field was creative. Can you

top it' I double-dog dare you,

baby.

-Bonnie

Dear Karen-

Thanks for all the wonderful,

wonderful applesauce! I can't

get enough.

-Sarah

PERSONALS

Dear Sarah-

I think you're cool even though

you're twenty. In fact, I would

like to see you more than once

a year, especially because of

your ultra sexy arms.

-Joseph, Your Secret Admirer

Chad-

We love you no matter what

anyone says.

-YourlOVING Staff

"Myriad laughter of the ocean

waves."

Aeschylus

"When elephants fight it is the

grass that suffers."

Kikuyu Proverb

The Delta Gamma Sorority in-

vites CC students to form

teams for their wild and crazy

fundraiser Anchor Slide. Sign

up in the Womer Center now!

Sonya-

No lab? No Homework? Are we

getting worried yet?

-Shelly

Emily Dickinson:
:MJ?«l!tV^&fflK

A little Madness in the Spring

Is wholesome even for the King.

No. 1333 [c. 18751
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'•** Kappa Sigma beats Miller's

. Clams in nasty IM Hockey game
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by Elizabeth Whisler

photo courtesy ot Peter McDonnell

Intramural Hockey remains the most popular IM sport.

IrRANCE AUSTItALIA RUSSIA ENGLAND

Global Internship

and Language
Programs

a representative will be on campus:

Thursday, March 2nd

Information Table in

Worner Center Lobby
11:00 am to 1:00 pm

International Pro-ams

For program dttaiis please virile or call:

Boston University Internationfll Programs

232Ba}'StateRoad,BoKQ. Boston, MA 02215 617/353-9888

MFRANCE AUSTRAUA RUSSIA ENGLAND

FREE SHIRT
BRING THIS COUPON tNTO

EON MARKET, SPEND AT
LEAST $20 AND GET A SMALL

100% COTTON T-SHIRT

HURRY -auAmmsiminD

Our faahiomt and prices an 30 good, we loant you to coin

Imy Ihem. We /iffure tliis miffhl do the trick.

834 NORTH INSTITUTE ST. 633-1015
comer ofCache Li Poudreand InstiniU

M-F 4:30-6:30 SAT 11-4 Exp.iwi

Despite a goal early in the

first period, Dan Miller's Beard-

ed Clams could not hold their

early lead and were defeated by

Kappa Sigma, 4-2. Kappa Sigma

finally gained control in the

third quarter of the see-saw, B-

league hockey game Tuesday

night.

Consistent control of the

backfield from Scott Hawkins

and George Orfanakis kept the

puck moving for Kappa Sigma.

The two set up a wall which al-

lowed few shots to reach Kappa

Sigma keeper Mike Rabino-

vitch's zone.

Orfanakis' defense was

judged a little too aggressive by

the referees as he received one

of the few penalties of the game.

This set back did not keep the

Kappa Sigmas from playing an

extremely high strung game.

The Clams finally reacted in the

third period when a fight broke

out with Willie Nguyen in the

center. Nguyen scored the

Clam's second goal in the third,

but evidently did not consider it

ample retaliation to Kappa Sig-

ma tactics.

In the third period alone,

Kappa Sigma scored three goals

on Clam keeper Erik Daehler.

Orfanakis' shot fired from

midice was deflected in with the

help of Kappa Sigma Tony Phan.

Phan also powered a shot past

Daehler in the second period.

"I split the defense and

took it top shelf!" Phan ex-

claimed.

Kappa Sigma continued its

offensive onslaught with a goal

from Eric McCuskey. Hawkins

finished the Clams off with die

fourth Kappa Sigma goal of the

game. Hawkins played some

fine D and managed to domi-

nate the ice with his aggressive

maneuvers and strong aware-

ness ofgame action.

Though Hawkins proved

himself an outstanding star on

the Kappa Sigma team, the team

worked well together to trounce

the Bearded Clams.

Majic Christians overcome

fast Kinks start, win 48-46

in IM basketball thriller

by Michele Killeen

Tuesday's B-league basket-

ball game between the Kinks

and Magic Christian looked to

be one-sided. The Kinks ap-

peared dominant at first, taking

the lead early. Unfortunately,

ten of their first twelve points

were scored by a single player;

Nick Grudzien. Magic played a

much more balanced game, let-

ting everyone handle the ball

and shoot. At half-time Magic

led 25-20 behind 12 points ft-om

Steve Boese and seven from

Josiah Wliitman. Grudzien had

16 for the Kinks.

The Kinks came out shoot-

ing in the second half, but led

only briefly as the team effort of

Magic overpowered them.

Grudzien's ego got the better of

him for a few minutes, but only

die best of the best can shoot

from behind the backboard,

dirough three defenders, and

still sink the shot.

But, down by four, with only

a couple minutes left, Grudzien

did add some crucial points to

the scoreboard. When the Kinks

KOWTiiiiiiiHsiiiinmiinaiiisi)

SNOWBDHRDING!
5ilL[SIflRTJ5llTyR0BY,F[BRyflRY251D:0DflM

iHBPmtrfBiiBinsEmm!

.^^^--5
i ii i iiiininii ii! iAn iiNHitnJii!iirniniiiutinttJiiiitui')iH'HllllH

m i. iHM ii.'Ciuiiii inimi'tiiiiiii 'iw sn-wii

staned fouling in an attempt to

get possession, the Magic Chris-

tians responded by hitting the

free throws and holding on to a

two-point lead thtough the final

buzzer.

Gruzdien finished widi 32

for the Kinks, followed distandy

by Chris Smith, who scored

eight points. Boese totaled 16,

and Whitman had 14, while Nate

Anderson added ten for Magic.

The final score was Magic Chris-

tian 48, Kinks 46 in a dose but

not always pretty game.

Women's B-Ball from pg 19

the hoopstecs were foe-used

on winning. Freshman guard

larissa Goldman said, "We

made every possession

count. We had confidence in

each other which allowed us

to stay in die game even in :

the pressure situations."

Goldman and Krisu i*idii-

son bodi scoted in die paint

to even the score.

Strong play by Kendta

Johnson, the team's leading J

scorer (Uppg). and

McGuire also spurred the :

team to play to their potetf-; j

tial at the end of the game. J
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Men 's swimming closes out season

Big Cats win Co. Div.

ill Championships
bv Steve Hicks

Last weeliend Men's Swim-

ming and Kenny Harris (a.lt.a.

tlie Big Cats) returned from

Denver with smiles on tlieir

faces and carrjing tlie famous

J.W. Lear Cup, the highly sought

after Div, III championship

swimming trophy. Head coach

Sandra Janes had trouble hiding

her extreme enthusiasm for her

teams performance. She ex-

claimed, "Except for when my

SLxth child took his first steps,

I've never been so proud in my

whole life." Assistant coach Lisa

adds, "Championships were a

real barn burner. I'm takin' all of

die Cats out for a few cold ones

tonight!"

For three of the Big Cat se-

niors, championships repre-

sented the final meet of dieir

coUegieate career. One of the

seniors, Matt Lorson, swam ex-

ceptionally well last weekend.

Lorson stated, "The tmth is, I

did good, but I never really

cared about swimming in all

fouryears of college. 1 just need-

ed a good excuse to strut

around in a Speedo." The senior

duo of Zack Steer and Rob

Phillips defended their league ti-

tle in the 75 yard synchronized

swimming competition. Zack

stated, "After eating, sleeping,

and breathing together for the

last four years, we have become

one spiritual and physical enti-

ty." Rob continued, "I know his

every move. 1 don't know what

I'm going to do next year with-

out Zack. I'm going to miss diat

ol' custard-sweetie-pie."

Although competing against

four NCAA Division II schools,

the Big Cats matched last year's

overall fourth place finish.

Athlete of the Week
Robertson sets records in League Championship

C2by Ondine Boulter

Junior Dana Robertson

put in a record-breaking per-

formance for die mighty Big

Cats at last week's League

Championship swim meet at

Arapahoe High School in Den-

ver. The meet included Den-

ver University, CU Boulder,

Metro, and Mines, which are

all NCAA Division U schools,

putting CC at a slight disad-

vantage. Dana came away

from the meet with a second

place finish in the 400 meter

Individual Medley with a

school record of 4 minutes,

56,6] seconds. She was also

part of the women's 800 me-

ter freestyle relay team that

placed third in the meet, and

broke the record set in 1981

with a time of 8 minutes, 36.44

seconds.

Hailing from Mercer Island,

"Washington, Robertson has

been swimming competitively

for a U.S.S. swim team since the

age of 6. She also swam for her

high school team, making it to

the state finals in her junior year.

Dana comments, "Swimming is

very different here than it was in

high school. Here I feel like the

team is a lot clo.ser. It's a lot

more mellow also because

swimming in Washington was

extremely competitive. I love

watching the team develop and

do well. We have definitely

come a long way since my Iresh-

man year!"

Dana has started to use her

swimming talent in triathlons, as

well as in swim meets. "1 like

swimming because it keeps me

in shape. I am a very adiletic per-

Junior Dana Robertson

son and I like keeping active,

whether it be swimming, skiing,

hiking, or biking."

As far as goals for next sea-

son go, Robertson hopes to en-

ter the season in better shape

and make it to Nationals. She

will continue swimming and

training for triathlons this sum-

mer. Though she doesn't see

competitive swimming as a ma-

jor focus after college, Dana will

definitely use it as a way of re-

maining active athletically.

Hockey from page 20

Air Force Academy perennially

ranked among die worst teams

in the nation, and a schedule

that had the Tigers playing

Michigan Tech four times dur-

ing the campaign contributed to

die Tigers demise. CC played

Tech. which lingered in the cel-

lar most of the season and fin-

ished in last place, four dmes in

die regular season and three

times in the league tournament

,

giving the Tigers a computer

ranking a fraction of a point less

than die last team to receive a

bid.

Needless to say the team

was upset. "We were all very

disappointed, especially the se-

niors," said junior wing Jason

Christopherson, "Our success

wasn't a fluke last year, and diis

season proves that we should've

been there (at the NCAA tourna-

ment) last year."

As a result of last years

calamity, the NCAA devised the

CC rule that states that the

champion from each of the four

leagues will receive an automatic

berth to die college hockey's

equivalent of March Madness.

The Tigers will play Michi-

gan Tech this weekend at the Air

Force Academy. "If we could

^Wdegrees

HUGE SALE// '*

50% OFF
UNBEATABLE PRICES!

-all namebrand winter ciothing—

Jeans'flannef shirts •t-sMrts •cords
UNTIL IT'S GONE!

2630 W.Colorado Ave. (719)442-2636

ARE YOU PAYING TOO MUCH FOR
YOUR CONTACT LENSES?

OUR LENSES START AT
$29.99/PR.

ALL BRANDS AND PRESCRIPTIONS,

Call SIGHT EXCHANGE
1-800-342-001 1

tEADY FOR SPRING BtEAHS??
SPRING BREAK PARTlf WEEK INCLUDES!
ROUND TRIP AIR-DENVER TO CANCUN • ROUND TRIP TRANSFERS AIRPORT TO

HOTEL • 7 NIGHTS HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS • FREE WELCOME PARTIES 8

aUB ADMISSIONS • ALL SERVICE CHARGES, HOTEL TAXES, & DEPARTURE TAXES

PRICES START FROM $450.00/PERSON

GARDEN OF THE GODS TRAVEL
(719) 594-9595 • 1-800-766-6077

Rates quoted are based on quad (4) occupancy & are subject to change
until reserved & paid. Some restrictions apply. Space is limited.

London

$250
Paris $259' Rome $350*
Frankfurt $279* Costa Rica $268"
Madrid $305" Belize $280'
(aicsaecech way from Derr.^ based on rcjurtlmppu-diaw Restncticrsiipplyandta'esnc)! included

Coll lot oUiEf www-vide destf«uof«.

Council Travel
1138 13th Street (onthe hill)« Boulder CO 80302

303-447-81 Ol 1 -800-2-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624)

Call or stop by for a FREE Student Travels masaiine.
EurailpaSSeS issued on-the-spotl

wrap it up this weekend, against

the team that beat us last year in

the playoffs, it would make the

championship that much sweet-

er,
" added Christopherson.

The sweetness of a second

championship in as many years

will stem from team balance and

unity. The Tigers have five of

the league's top ten overall scor-

ers, as Peter Geronazzo and Col-

in Schmidt are tied at the top

with 46 points. Yet much of the

team's character comes from

the play of the fourth line.

Christopherson is the line's

leader. 'Those guys (the league

leaders) are going to score the

goals, but we have a distinct role

to play. We deliver big hits and

put bodies on the other team.

We put a lot of pressure on the

other team and try to pick up

our guys' attitudes. When we

start to buzz any one of us is ca-

pable of having a two point

night. We come in and get a

team on their heels."

The Tigers are fired up to

repeat as WCHA champions.

Christopherson sums it up best,

"We have a chance to become

the Nebraska of college hockey.
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Pro Sports: The way I see it.

by Chad Hoeppner

Random, half-baked mus-

ings for 128 million nations:

Anyone who wants to

take Bemie BickerstafTs posi-

tion as head coach, GM, and

team president of the Denver

Nuggets please raise your

hand. ! thought so.

Is there any team that has

gained and lost as much talent

in the last three years as the

Golden State Warriors? Chris

Webber, Tyrone Hill, Anfernee

Hardaway, and Tom Gugliotta

ail have been or could have

been Warriors. And this team

still has a strong starting Itve if

Donyell Marshall can fuUftll

even a litde of his potential.

U of Maryland's Joe Smith

could have been a Tar Heel if

North Carolina Coach Dean

Smith had made the effort

Jerry Stackhouse, Rasheed

Wallace, and Joe Smith wotjld

be absolutely frightening on

one team

Then again, if I'm the Dal-

las lyiavericks, I put this sea-

son tn the tank and hope 1 can

get lucky in the lottery. Jason

Kidd, Jamal Mashburn, and

Jimmy Jackson would all be

that much better with an in-

side-force like Smith to com-

plete the team.

Does anyone care about

baseball anymore? Just check-

ing.

So Deton Sanders wants

to play in San Francisco or Mi-

ami and the Broncos haven't

even contarted Henrj'

Thomas. I guess it's safe to say

Mike Shanahan missed my col-

umn two weeks 1^0,

If we could just make one

Nuggets player with Rodney

Rogers body, Bryant Stith's

heart, Jalen Rose's passing,

and Machmoud Abdul Raufs

shooting, the Nuggets might

actually have a chance to win a

game or two.

Or of course diey could

just hire me to run the point

Speaking of which, John

Stockton might be the best

playmaker the NBA has ever -

seen.

Lady Tigers beat Mines, lose to Panhandle

State, end difficult season in winning style

We only need one
byjosie Henjum

The Tigers could clinch a

second consecutive Mac-

Naughton Cup this weekend.

We only need one win to

doit

A win this weekend over

the Michigan Tech. Huskies

will put the Tigers out of

reach of second place Min-

nesota and Denver, and clinch

a second consecutive WHCA

regular season Tiger champi-

onship. One loss apiece for

the Minnesota Gophers and

the Denver Pioneers will also

take bodi teams out of the

ainning, and result in rings for

the Tigers.

The Tigers own a com-

fortable seven point and four

game WCHA lead over Min-

nesota and Denver, but the

race is not over yet.

With only two weekend

series left in the season, the

Gophers and die Pioneers are

feeling pressure to win all four

games. This weekend pits

Minnesota against die North

Dakota Fighting Sioux and

Denver against the fourth

place Wisconsin Badgers.

The Badgers have already

been rudely awakened from

their dreams of a 1995 WCHA

championship. They trail die

Tigers by eight points, and

their chances of finishing on

top are slim to none.

In addition to a league

championship, the Tigers

could nab die NCAA Tourna-

ment berth they were denied

last year. Thanks to the newly

adopted 'CC Rule', die travesty

that ended the 1994 Tiger sea-

son will not be repeated. This

year, all regular season cham-

pions will automatically re-

ceive a bid to the NCAA Tour

nament.

One more victory is all die

Tigers need to claim a place in

the WCHA as die seventh team

to win back to back champi-

onships, and most import-

antly, a place in the NCAA

Tournament.

by Riley Peterson

This past week the Litiy

Tigers' played Oklahoma's Pan-

handle State and Colorado

School of Mines to wrap up a

basketball season based on ded

ication, enjoyment, and team

improvement.

The players worked hard to

improve their shooting and re

bounding by meeting with pro

fessional motivational speakers

and shot doctors during a three

week gameless streak.

The team was anxious to

strut their new skills as they

headed to Oklahoma during

block break to take on Panhan-

dle State, so the loss was very

disappointing.

Junior captain Erin Guinee

focused on rebounding, grab-

bing 17 boards. Not only did she

do well on the boards, she

scored 13 points and inspired

die team to play tough defense.

The final performance

against Mines last Tuesday dis-

pholo couflesy ol JeH Eakin

Karen Schwartz shoots in the season finale against Mines.

gym that the Tigers are a team

with heart, determination and

talent. The players and the

coaches walked away from the

court feeling like "winners", de-

spite the 68-59 loss. Senior

Monique Youngquist said, "the

team never gave up and they

have a lot of talent to work with

next year." Youngquist has been

a key leader on the team. She

cashed in 18 points and pulled

down 11 rebounds in a su-ong

effort against Mines.

In the first half, the sopho-

more guards, Meagan McGuire

and Karen Schwartz, were hit-

ting from diree point land to get

everyone off their feet to cheer

and to keep the game exciting.

Schwartz's outside shooting

earned her 9 points for the

night.

At half-time the score was

31-29 in favor of die visitors, but

please see B-ball page 1

7

by Pat Judge & Bubba O'Konnor

played to everyone in the CC

Track Team now holds most team records after only two games

Tiger Track sets marks vs. Mines
2:09.81. Sara "Its really hard be- cided to go to Wendy's instead,

ing Becca's roommate" Fry

broke her 4th school record in 3

weeks, topping the 3000 record

for die second dme. She won

the 3000 in a time of 10:48. Erica

"Rat Girt" Sofianek also ran the

3000 finishing in 11:48. Eric "RT-

WATC" Coe once again ran the

masters 3000, this week finshing

in 15.35. Mike "Bat Guano and

french fry milkshake" Baca at-

tempted to triple jump but de-

By way of die Denver Sta-

pleton Airport, coach "My foot

IS on the brake!" Kates drove

die track team into a ditch and

dien to the School of Mines Col-

orado Classic Track Meet. Due

to illnesses and injuries, several

team members were unable to

attend the meet, but neverthe-

less several school records tum-

bled.

Sally "Shongman" Wurtzler

made her college track debut in

the 1500 meters and ran a solid

6:02.48. Erin "Skppery Shoes"

Tuggle chucked the shot 31'6".

Sasha "RUDKLMC" Scott ran ex-

tremely well setting school

records in the 200 and the 400.

Ben "1 like peanut butter"

Markowitz ran a 1:15.8 in the

500. Jusun "Will it be extra for

everything on the menu?"

Springer, who also competed in

the 500, ran 1 : 18, Josh "No one's

going to lap me!" Messev ran the

800 in a devastating dme of

The final event was the

4x800, The women's team of

Sasha Scott, Krista Fish, Nanci

Eaton, and Sara Fry ran a 10:29,3

school record. Josh Messer,

Justin Springer, Ben Markowitz

and Paul Neville also set a

school record of 8:47.8 in die

men's compedtion. The team

now holds the record for die

most school records after only 2

meets.

Huir Designersfor Men & Women

Style cuts. Maintenance Trim,

Perms & Translucent Colors

'
Nexus & Tri products availablefor sale

Monday - Friday

Stop in or cafl for an appointment

827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531
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CC sweeps Northern Michigan, splits series with North Dakota

Tigers one win away

from WCHA Crown!

s L T Pts

20 8 40

16 11 1 33

15 10 3 33

14 10 A 32

12 13 3 27

12 15 1 25

12 15 1 25

10 15 3 23

9 15 4 22

10 18 20

by Mike Rabinovitch

The Tigers swept Nortliern

Michigan at the Air Force Acade-

my two weekends ago, and then

split at North Dakota over block

break to improve their league

record to 20-8. In the process

the team has reduced their mag-

ic number to one. If both Den-

ver and Minnesota lose or the

Tigers win one of the four re-

maining regular season games,

then the MacNoughton cup

would rest in El Pomar for one

more year. The chances that the

Tigers will win a second consec-

utive WCHA championship, a

feat accomplished only eight

times in the league's 43 year his-

tory, are very, very good.

Head coach Don Lucia

came into Colorado Springs to

try and repair a program marred

by NCAA violations and un-

tapped potential. He was suc-

cessful. The Tigers bounced

back from worst place to claim

the WCHA regular season cham-

pionship as they edged out Min-

pholo courtesy of Gazette Telegrapti

nesota by one point on the last

day of the season. This was the

first worst to first finish since

Michigan accomplished die feat

back in the '62-'64 seasons

when the WCHA contained only

seven teams.

After all of the Tigers' suc-

cess last season they became

the subject of a college hockey

travesty. Although the Tigers

lost a three game series to

Michigan Tech in the first round

of the WCHA playoffs last year,

the MacNoughton winners did

WCHA Standings

Team (overail record)

1. Colorado College (25-9-0) 20

2. Denver Univ. (20-11-1)

3. Minnesota (18-11-3)

4. Wisconsin (16-124)

5. Michigan Tech (15-14-4)

6. St, Cloud State (14-17-1)

North Dakota (14-17-1) .

7. Northern Michigan (12-18-3)

8. Minnesota Duluth (12-164)

9. Alaska Anchorage (11-19-0)

last 'Weekend: The Tigers split their two games with North

Dakota last weekend. In Friday's game, CC dropped a 3-5 deci-

sion. The Tigers came back on Saturday, however, to claim a 3-2

triumph.

This 'Weekend: The Tigers host Michigan Tech tliis weekend in

a two-game WCHA set at the Air Force Academy's Cadet Ice Are-

na FaceoEFis 7;05 P.M. Saturday and 2:05 P.M. Sunday.

The Series; The rivalry between MTU and CC has featured 120

previous meetings with Tech holding a 65-514 edge. The Tigers

swept the Huskies at home earlier this season.

Fast Facts: The Tigers are within one victory of clinching its sec-

ond consecutive regular-season championship in the WCHA. CC

was a consensus No. 4 in last week's national polls, CC has tied a

school record for most victories in a regular season. Peter Geron-

azzo was named WCHA Offensive Player of the Week for his ef-

forts against Northern Michigan University.

not receive a bid to the NCAA

tournament, CC possessed one

of the best records in the coun-

try, yet because of the strength

of their schedule, which was not

under the team's control, and a

major gaffe on the part of Rick

Comley, the Northern Michigan

coach, and NCAA selection com-

mittee chair, they would not be

part of the 12 team post-season

party.

An intercity rivalry with the

please see Hockey on page 18

Week in Review
Men's Basketball lost to Panhandle State 74-61 last Satuday.

Freshman Brian Baum led CC with 16 points while juniorJay-

Longino's 13, moved him into 4tb place on the school's all-

time scoring list.

Track and Field continued its impressive indoor season. The

Tigers set three more school records, including two by

Sascha Scott. Erin Tuggle, Louis Soudiall, Juan Aragon, Carl

WassiHe and Blaine Olson also turned in outstanding perfor-

mances.

Swimming and Diving concluded its season with a second

place finish for the women and a fourth place finish for the

men at the Intermountain Swim League championship meet

in Denver,

Week in Preview
Men's lacrosse opens its defense of the Rocky Mountain In-

tercollegiate Laaosse league charapionshipat home Satur-

day with a 1 p,m, match against the New York Institute of

Technology,

Men's Basketball closes out the 1994-95 season this Saturday

when they travel to Durango to take on Fort Lewis College.

Robertson leads as Big Cats postpersonal, CC records

Ladys' Swimming places second in finale

by Karen Kowalski

The Lady Big Cats outdid

diemselves at the Intermoun-

tain Swimming League champi-

onships, racing their way to a

second place finish.

Two ten year old Colorado

College records were broken

this weekend as well. The 800

free relay of Dana Robertson,

Jenny Stone, Wendy Monahan,

and Tanya Kotowski impressed

everyone with their unexpected

record-breaking performance.

Dana "It's about time..." Robert-

son obliterated the 400 IM

record, swimming to a second

place finish with a time of

4:56.61.

As well as breaking records.

the women all swam personal

best times. Lindsy "Batwoman"

Johnston swam fantastically in

the 100 breast, cruising to a sec-

ond place finish and narrowly

missing die school record in the

process. Jessica "...Still going..."

Garson sprinted in style, proving

that warm-ups and healthy eat-

ing habits aren't necessary for

winning performances. Jenny

"awakened with a kiss" Stone

survived 2650 yards of stiff com-

petition and still swam incredi-

ble times. Barb "we didn't know

you had it in you" Diehl shat-

tered personal records and

swam more butterfly than any-

body else on the team. Fresh-

man diver Kirsten "Stop Drool-

ing" Melbye finished second in

both 1 and 3 meter diving.

The seniors ended their col-

legiate swimming careers in

style. Hilary "We thought you

guys hated each other" Specht

sprinted her way to a fourth

place finish in the 100 back-

stroke and broke the 1 minute

barrier in the 100 freestyle. Lisa

"Snuggle widi me" Selle gave

both medley relays a terrific start

and swam a lifetime best in the

200 back. Tanya "'Who needs al-

cohol to have a good time" Ko-

towski anchored the record-

breaking relay and dominated

the competition. Kristina "I'm

just a spectator..." Berger over-

came her knee injury to finish

her diving career in perfect

form.
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Tigers Capture WCHA Championship

pholo courtesy ot Geoff Eaftin

CC's Division I Hockey team celebrates after capturing the MacNaughton Cup by defeating Michigan Tech last weekend. The win marks the second

straight year that the Tigers have taken the WCHA Championship. Please see articles on page 20.

And then there were three.

Phi Delta Theta fraternity dissolved
Inside

by Jennie Randall

On Monday, February 27,

the Colorado College ceased to

recognize its Phi Delta Theta

chapter. Consequently, the fra-

ternity's charter was pulled by

the organization's international

headquarters, which requires

each chapter to be recognized

by its host institution.

"The reason our charter

was revoked was the culmina-

tion of about fifteen years of

probation and probation viola-

tions," said Jamie Klopp, Phi

Delta Theta treasurer.

"We were responding to

some violations that have oc-

curred," said Mike Edmonds,

Dean of Students. Edmonds de-

clined to comment further on

the violations due to the possi-

bility that Phi Delta Theta mem-

bers would appeal the adminis-

tration's decision.

Phi Delta Theta is reported

to be in the process of appealing

the decision. However, at press

time, Vice President for Student

Life Laurel McLeod, who would

hear die appeal if one was of-

fered, said she had yet to hear

from Phi Delta Theta. The frater-

nity was told to file an appeal by

today.

If Phi Delta Theta does not

appeal, or if they appeal and

lose, the house will have to be

vacated by March 16. Director of

Residential Life Paul Jones is cur-

rently contacting members to

arrange residences for the rest

of the semester.

McLeod said the dissolution

of Phi Delta Theta would not

necessarily have a negative im-

pact on President Kathryn

Mohrman's upcoming decision

concerning the fijture of the CC

Greek system. She cited the dis-

bandment of Beta Theta Pi in

the late 1980's and the dissolve-

ment of the Alpha Pi sorority in

the early 1970's.

"I don't see such action as

detrimental, necessarily," she

said. "In each of these nises,

when the houses were disoand-

ed it didn't weaken the system."

Asia Week at the

Colorado College

9

A Look at the

Winter Festival

page 11

Hocke]' Takes

WCHA crown

page 20
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CCCA passes boycott resolution

by Stephanie Dohrmann

CCCA has passed a resolu-

tion to boycott Mitsubishi's en-

vironmental practices.

"Mitsubishi Corporation is

the world ' s worst corporate de-

stroyer of rainforests," said Greg

McLaughlin, CCCA Vice-Presi-

dent for Student Concerns. "The

goal of the resolution is not to

put Mitsubishi out of business,

instead it will work to build the

public awareness necessary to

put unsustainable resource de-

velopment out of business. We

do not want Mitsubishi to die,

we merely ask that they change

so that cultural and natural re-

sources might survive. The next

generation might need them,"

he added.

Tlie CCCA Mitsubishi boy-

cott was endorsed by the Rain-

forest Action Network, which

began the boycott in 1990. The

Rainforest Acdon Network be-

lieves that, as one the largest im-

porters of tropical timber into

please see boycott on page 3

ATTENTION WRITERS/
THE 1995

CC AWARDS IN LITERATURE

$1 5,000 for Block and Summer Projects

Shea Anderson: Short Stories

Chora Armon: Scholarly Research
Scott Craig: Translation

Tonito Lopez: Folklore Studies

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
March 31 , 2:00 pm
Armstrong 341

Eligibility: Juniors

For further information see committee members: Professors

Butte, Mauch, Yaffe (English); Professor Redmount
(Psychology); students Seth Brown, Sky Scherer, and Graham

Smith

Spinich Feta Quesadilla • Hummus Dip Platter • Honey

Brown Ale • Grey>^alad • Chicken Breast Fillet • Spicey

Pretzels ;,^^«^A<4^nry! ',
• Garden

uesadillas

Bagel • Pepper

Burger • Turkey

• Hummus Sand\{

New Castle Broii

Almond Bagel

Bacon Avocac

Black Bean Di

• Cheddar Pre

Dip Platter •

Burger • Turki

Wlllll'S llli
Open 7 am - Midnight

Spicey CheesJ 8^3 N Tejon • 578-9443

Platter •

)r'» Turkey

cey Cheese •

timate Melt •

ed Lemonade

as • Hummus
leddar Bacon

icken Salad •

> Dip Platter •

Ultimate Melt • Black Bean Dip • Greek Sub • Fresh

Squeezed Lemonade • Cheddar Pretzels • Spinich Feta

Quesadillas • Hummus Dip Platter • Honey Brown Ale •

Greek Salad • Chicken Breast Fillet • Spicey Bagel

Pepper Jack Pretzels • Sam Adams • Garden Burger •

Turkey Avocado Bacon • Black Bean Quesadillas

Hummus Sandwich • The Veggie • Spinich Dip Platter •

New Castle Brown Ale • Cheddar Bacon Burger • Turkey

CCCA Meeting Summary
I. Meeting called to order on February 22, 1995 at 3:37 PM

A. Attendance: Robinson, Coffey, Daniels, McLaughlin,

Anderson, Sanchez, Galligan, Reynolds, Stone, Curry,

DeHerrera, Brown, Page

B. Absent: Anthony, Peacock

II. Budget matters

A. Delta Gamma Foundation request for $100 funded at $150

1. DG members at the meeting asked CCCA for $60

more to cover security costs at 1995 Anchor Slide

2. 100% of profits go to help deaf and blind foundations

III. Brown's proposals (CCCA board, newsletter, ice cream party)

A. Passed 10-2-0 motion lo print 50 copies of CCCA

newsletter to be available at CCCA bulletin board

B. Passed 7-5-1 motion to hold ice cream parties in the major

residence halls and a small house; funded by Res. Life

rv. Reynolds' proposal for student-organized book sale

A. Modified original proposal and passed 12-0-0 Page's idea

to have 3X5 cards available at Worner Desk for book sale

V. Coffeytalk

A. McLaughlin reported on liquor license and Master Plan

1. License probably means no free beer and Marriott

would be the only group to sell or provide beer

in Worner Center
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Campus Happenings

Asian-Pacific Competition Announced
The Program in Asian-Pacific Studies announces the Spring

1995 competition for The Gaylord Prize for Independent Student

Reseach in Pacific Area Studies. Prizes will be awarded for pro-

jects by both individuals and small group. Proposals are due to

the history depanment secretary, Snady Papuga, Palmer 212, by

') pm March 10. Professors Vibha Kapuria-Foreman (x6419) or

Professor Yun-Yu Wang (x6460) can answer any questions.

Campus Plan l\/leeting Scheduled

A meeting with the Campus Planners has been scheduled for

Thursday, March 9 at 7 pm in the Gates Common Room in

Palmer Hall. This will be the only opportunity for students to

meet with Thompson-Rose, the consulting firm hired in the Cam-

pus Master Plan.

ACM Early Applications Due

The ACM India Studies program is accepting early applica-

tions for 1996. Deadline for the application is March 31, 1995- For

application materials and details, contact Professor Vibha Ka-

puria-Foreman, Palmer 101, x6419.

Monument Trail Safety Concerns

Women, probably non CC students, have been chased while

running on North Monument Trail in the morning. Students are

strongly cautioned to be careful, particulariy in that area

Author Gives Reading

Karen Swenson will be giving a reading of her work March 10

at 7;30 pm in the Stewan House, located at 1228 Wood Ave. The

event was originally scheduled to take place in Bemis, but has

been moved to the Stewan House.

Leave/Withdraw Forms Overdue

The deadline for requesting a leave of absence was March 1

for a leave which begins in the fall semester. On formal applica-

tions, a leave of absence will be considered for one of the follow-

ing reasons: medical, financial, or personal emergency. Applica-

tions for academic leaves of absence are available in the Regis-

trar's Office.

The withdrawal form must have also be submitted by March

1. All students who decide to interrupt their education at Col-

orado College, and who do not qualify for a leave of absence, or

who wish to transfer to another institution, are expected to with-

draw formally from the College.

Bird's Eye watches environment
by Libby Hruska

Bird's Eye, a student envi-

ronmental group on campus, is

just one committee working

with Colorado College's Master

Plan to envision the future of

the campus over the next fifty

years.

"Hopefully, Bird's Eye will

become a check for environ-

mental issues on campus. ..a

body of knowledge in this area,"

said Wells Lawon. Lawson and

Kirsten Heckman co-lead the

group.

Bird's Eye is trying to "green

the campus" by being a voice of

environmental reason to the

Master Planning committee

which consists of faculty, admin-

istrators, students, staff and ar-

chitects. The Master Plan is the

college's answer to campus

planning, looking at everything

from landscaping, the construc-

tion of new buildings, the future

of pedestrian and vehicular traf-

fic on campus to how the col-

lege effects its immediate sur-

roundings.

After much research and

consultation with experts in the

field. Bird's Eye is now in the

process of submitting a report

to the members of the Master

Planning committee. Wliile their

findings suggest specific ways to

"green" the campus, they also

encourage the college to look at

all its ftjture projects with a gen-

eral commitment to environ-

mental responsibility. Members

of Bird's Eye believe this com-

mitment does not have to be

separate from other priorities

Boycott from page 2

Japan, Mitsubishi, the largest

corporate family in the world,

has destroyed native communi-

ties, evaded millions in taxes,

broken numerous national laws,

and permanently degrades mil-

lion year old forests.

'The tragic thing is, that

Mitsubishi is not just destroying

forests, it is destroying cultures

with their ecosystems as well,"

said Bryan Galligan, CCCA Exec-

utive Vice-President.

CCCA members cited the

Penan, Kayan, Kenyan, Kelabit,

and Iban tribes as examples of

victims of Mitsubishi's rainforest

policy. According to the Rain-

forest Action Network, these

tribes are all trying legal peti-

tions in an attempt to save their

homes from logging. However,

representives from the Rainfor-

est Action Network said, the

tribe's rights have not been rec-

ognized by the government and

many spend weeks in jail for de-

fending the territories they have

lived on for many years.

McLaughlin said that as a re-

sult of destroying forests in

places like Alaska, Australia,

Brazil, Chile, Indonesia, Malaysia

or Indonesia, Sarawak, Papua

New Guinea, Philippines, Alber-

A student shows his support of

tree in Armstrong Quad.

such as aesthetics or functional-

ism.

Widi their work for the Mas-

ter Plan completed for the time

being. Bird's Eye will begin

working more directly with cur-

rent campus issues. Future pro-

jects may include improving

pholo counesy ol Paler McDonnell

the enviroment by hugging a

sprinkler efficiency around cam-

pus, and electrical retrofittings

to save energy and money on

lighting. Those interested in

helping with these and other

projects are encouraged to con-

tact Lawson or Heckman for

more information.

ta, and British Columbia, mil-

lions of animals, birds, forest

plants, and insects have been

wiped out or are threatened

with extinction.

CCCA suggests that, in or-

der to save the rainforest, stu-

dents should boycott any prod-

ucts made by Mitsubishi mem-

ber companies. These products

include, but aren't limited to:

Mitsubishi cars and trucks, TVs,

VCRs, and FAX machines; and

Chrysler cars made by Mitshu-

bishi. CCCA will have a table set-

up in Worner Center today with

more information on the boy-

cott.

Years Ahead
SALON

-15% OFF ALL SERVICES FOR CC STUDENTS-

118 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's • 635-5552

London

$250
$350-
$268-
$280-

Council Travel
1138 13th 5lre« (on the hill) • Boulder, CO 80302

303^7-8101 1-80^5?,Sp^>;!!CII-

Paris $259* Rome
Frankfurt $279- Costa Rica

Madrid $305- Belize

all or stop by for a FREE Student Tr

EurailpaSSeS issued on-the
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Admissions respond to criticism of diversity

bv lulie Gordon

In response to a survey

about campus diversity, die ad-

missions office is working to

bring more minority students to

campus

The results of die Minority

Student Satisfaction Survey cre-

ated and compiled last year by

Dean of Students Mike Ed-

monds indicate concern among

minority students about the Col-

lege's committment to campus

diversity.

Minority students are de-

fined as those of African Ameri-

can, Asian, Hispanic and Native

American heritage.

According to the survey, ap-

proximately fift>'-four percent of

minority students reported neg-

ative or semi-negative percep-

tions of student diversity; about

fifty percent reported negative

or semi-negative perceptions of

faculty diversity.

About sixty percent of die

students surveyed somewhat or

strongly disagreed with the

statement, "CC administration is

committed to diversity." Approx-

imately sixty-five percent some-

what or strongly disagreed widi

die statement, "CC actively re-

cruits minorities."

The sur\'ey concluded,

'There is a perception that the

College is not committed to di-

versity, however; students find

the people at the College to be

generally supportive."

"Our office is concerned

about diat sort of perception [of

the college not being commit-

ted to diversity]," said Terry

Swensen, Dean of Admissions

and Financial Aid.

Swensen continued, "Since

the survey came out, one of the

main thrusts has been to get mi-

nority students more involved in

die process (of admissions)
."

In an attempt to bring mi-

nority students into the admis-

sions process, as well as to in-

crease campus diversity, the ad-

missions office has minority stu-

dents accompany admissions of-

ficers on recruiting trips.

Besides sending minority

students out on recruiting trips,

the admissions office has creat-

ed a program to bring more mi-

nority prospectives to campus.

Under the program, the Admis-

sions OfTice pays 80 percent of

the airfare and die student is re-

ponsible for the remaining 20

percent.

This is the third consecutive

year the Admissions Office has

3^

PRINCIPLES,'/SOUND RE E S T I N G

mf ^v^s :̂ts

For fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes,

we recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are

tax-deferred annuities designed to help build

additional assets — money that can help make the

difference between living and living luell after your

working years are over.

Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from

your salary on a pre-tax basis. That lowers your

current taxable Income, so you start saving on taxes

right away. What's more, any earnings on your

SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive them

as income. That can make a big difference in how

painful your tax bill is every year.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.^

As the nation's largest retirement system, we

offer a wide range of allocation choices— from

TIAA's traditional annuity, with its guarantees of

principal and interest, to the seven diversified

investment accounts of CREF's variable annuity.

What's more, our expenses are very low," which

means more of your money goes toward improving

your future financial health.

To find out more, call our planning specialists at

1 800 842-2888. We'll send you a complete SRA

information kit, plus a free slide-calculator that

shows you how much SRAs can lower your taxes.

Call today-it couldn't hurt.
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fiown minority students to visit

die campus. Last year, the invi-

tation was extended to 65

prospectives and .35 accepted.

"This [visiting the campus]

is a really important part of the

admi.ssions process for all

prospectives, but especially for

the minority prospecdves who

want to make sure they will feel

comfortable during their years

here," said Roberto Garcia, Se-

nior Assistant Director of the

Admissions Office.

The Admissions Ofilce has

also begun an Outreach Pro-

gram dirough which the the Ad-

missions OfBce sends direct

mailings to minority students in

the Springs. The Admissions Of-

fice telephones minority stu-

dents and encourages them to

apply this way as well.

"Committed recnjting, or-

ganized efforts at retaining stu-

dents, a sense of community

among minorities, and a realistic

approach to financial aid are just

as important as a basic com-

mittment to diversity," said Ray-

mond Jones.

Jones, a Colorado College

graduate, who is now a visting

professor in die Political Science

Department, offers a unqiue

perspective on what it was like

to be a minority student at CC

in the 1960's.

Jones graduated from Col-

orado College in 1967. "At that

time, CC didn't reflect the soci-

ety it was living in," Jones said.

When he was a freshman,

Jones was one of only five black

students on campus. "There

were no black women on cam-

pus at all until my junior year,

when there were three," he ex-

plained.

Jones also noted that there

were no black faculty members

and very few black staff during

his years as a student at Col-

orado College.

"I missed the feeling of

community," Jones said."It was

the lack of community that was

the worst. It wasn't a hostile

place, it was just a lonely place."

"CC has changed faster

than society," Jones added. "I

want the college to continue to

act on its commitment [to diver-

sity)."
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Baseball salvaged by heroic replacements
by Bonnie Algera

Do you remember how it

felt to hop in the car with your

parents and drive for to that

Mecca of childhood dreams, the

ballparl<? You held your glove in

one hand and your Dad's hand

in the other. As you approached

the park, your sense of awe

grew, and you thought you were

going to die from excitement.

You sat in the stands eating

a hot dog, wondering if a home-

run was going to be hit to your

section, where you would catch

the ball and have it to show off

to all your friends. And when it

was over, you went home, got

out your bat and ball, and played

in the backyard until it was too

dark to see.

This image has been

warped by money hungry play-

ers, and many fans are feeling

sickened. Replacement players

are on the fields, owners and

players are refusing to budge on

their stances. What will Ameri-

ca's pastime come to next?

Hall of Famer Brooks

Robinson has kicked off a cam-

paign to end the strike in time

to begin the new season by invit-

ing fans to explain why they love

baseball. He claims that this will

happen within two weeks.

Is this unrealistic? Robinson

thinks not. He believes that the

fans' desire to see the game

played will force players and

owners to rethink their actions.

He explains, "1 think it is inbred

in our society that everyone

wants to play and see the game.

That was my dream as a young-

ster. I have been in baseball 24

hours a day for my whole life

and I still feel that way."

Unfortunately, Robinson

seems the only player to sympa-

thize with the sentiment of the

fans. His campaign is a bit unre-

alistic to expect that the fans'

desire to see the game played

will bring about compromise.

The players should be the

ones explaining themselves

now. They have been running

around like a hoarde of spoiled

brats, acting as if they play for

money rather than for the love

of the game. People who make

millions of dollars a year should-

n't whine about salary caps. Per-

haps they should all be forced to

live the life of a college student.

This is why replacement

players are a blessing to baseball.

They will return the game to a

time when people really meant

"take me out to the ball game,"

cherished their hot dogs, and

fought over scores. When the

question "what's the count?"

pertained to the game, not the

salary of the batter.

These players will make the

trip to the ballpark a possibility

once again for millions of kids

whose dreams were snatched

away by players who thought

only of themselves. The replace-

ment players should be paraded

in the streets as heroes, not lam-

basted as they have been.

These players are an inspi-

ration to every little leaguer and

sandlot player in America. They

Please see Baseball on page 6

And unfortunately, not news on a typical day...

Recently, police made a routine drug bust on a

black male doing something very illegal. A normal oc-

currence, and, quite unfortunately, not news on a typi-

cal day. But news this day, because this man is the son

of Denver's anti-gang violence, anti drug-use, crusading

mayor, Wellington Webb.

Yes, Webb's son blew it. But we must assume that,

with proper family attention, love, and care, the out-

come of his situation might have been different. Mayor

Webb, an advocate of hefty government programs to re-

duce crime and prevent these kinds of arrests, doesn't

often preach the one thing his own family needed.

Webb supports police enforced curfews for chil-

dren on the streets, but forgets to mention that parents

should play an even more significant role in keeping

their kids at home. He supports programs like the

famed Midnight Basketball, but dismisses any querj' as

to why these youngsters are out at those hours in the

first place. In his politics, and possibly in his own fami-

ly, Webb seems to forget diat more often than not, so-

lutions to difficulties lie inside much more than out.

Last week, a gay man went public with the fact that

he has AIDS. A normal occurrence, and, quite unfortu-

nately, not news on a typical day. But news this day, be-

cause this man is four-time Olympic Gold Medal diver,

Greg Louganis- also a man who bled profusely into a

pool after cracking his head on a diving board in the '88

Games, knowing full well he was HIV positive.

In the wake of the Louganis incident, sports com-

missions across the board are scrambling to research

potential mandatory AIDS testing programs. Undoubt-

edly, many former divers and one doctor who stitched

up Louganis without rubber gloves are getting tested for

HIV. This tragic personal story reeks of ugliness when

we consider the danger Louganis placed so many others

in simply by not disclosing that he was HIV positive as

he dripped the disease into a highly populated pool.

Last week, a couple of everyday college students

were caught drinking in a place they shouldn't have

been. A normal occurrence, and, quite unfortunately,

not news on a typical day. But news on this day, because

the two students just happened to be members of the

Phi Delta Theta fraternity on the CC campus, which was

(1 repeat was) coincidentally on probation for drug-re-

lated violations earlier in this academic year.

Now the Phi Delts are no more, and a good possi-

bility exists after this incident that President Kathryn

Mohrman will recommend ending the Greek program

at CC in a proposal later this semester. Because of the

selfish actions of a few idiots, an entire way of life on this

THOUGHTS FROM

THE SKY CHAIR

by Erick R. Scheminske

campus is now jeopardized.

Three situations, all relating to the responsibilit)'

governing bodies can take in maintaining the safety and

livelihood of their constituents, and all pointing to one

overriding truth- no matter what role government

plays, nothing will improve until people stan taking re-

sponsibility for dieir own actions. Looking at things

now, personal responsibility means nothing anymore.

Friday's midday musings...

• Greg Louganis, I weep for thee. Your story reminds

us once again that nobody is impenetrable to pain.

AIDS, six years in an abusive relationship, and con-

stant inner-personal conflict. It makes me so sad to

lase respect for you because of the danger you put

so many others in...

• Lamar Alexander for President! It doesn't get much

better than this: "Everybody has an idea about

prayer, about gay rights, about abortion, about a

whole variety of issues, about what state sentences

ought to be. And my feeling is that Washington

ought to stay out of that."

Add to that the fact he wishes Congress to take a

50% pay cut, to spend six months out of every year

at home with their own constituents, and to make

everything else in Washington smaller, and I can't

imagine a better candidate.

Reasons I didn't get tickets to die CC-DU game this

weekend: I was too busy heckling Mitsubishi car

owners Monday morning to stand in line.

Did somebody say Phi Delt?

Did somebody else say, "Oops?"

Tlianks, guys, we owe you one.

DIA, open at last. Finally, we get relief from the ob-

noxious barrage of pullout sections in Denver's dai-

ly papers. Now we can lose our luggage in peace...

February 28, 1995 6:06 a.m., concourse B, gate 40:

the first fiight arrives at DIA, greeted by a frozen jet-

way that would not move to the door of the plane,

forcing the pilot of fiight 1474 to back the jet out and

park it at gate 38.

Not exactly an auspicious beginning.

' Reasons I didn't get tickets to the CC-DU game this

weekend: I was distracted by a telephone conversa-

tion with my father, trying to convince him to throw

away his brand-new Mitsubishi television, and forgot

to go stand in line.

> From the No Further Comment Necessary Depan-

ment: a 13 year-old daughter of a hospital clerk in

Jacksonville, Florida has been arrested for making

prank calls to hospital patients, telling them they

were HFV positive.

• Rep. Sander Levin, D-Mich., on the Republican pro-

posal to scrap present welfare programs in favor of

block grants to states: "There is no definition of a

work program, no penalty for noncompliance, and

there could be no state money."

Please see Sky Chair on page 7
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Conference contends with environmental emergency
by Greg McLiughlin & Brian Gailigan

The Clean Air Act, the Clean

Water Act, the Endangered

Species Act- GONE!!! Imagine if

the 104th Congress were suc-

cessful. Newt Gingrich and his

Contract with America threaten

many of the environmental pro-

tections that we have enjoyed

over the past twenty-five years.

These threats prompted a na-

tional emergency environmen-

tal conference in Philadelphia.

On one month's notice, we

joined over 1,500 college stu-

dents from around the country

to address these issues.

The feeling in die air at die

conference was one of ftustra-

tion and anger. Unlike most

conferences, where the sole

purpose is for education, stu-

dents came to Philadelphia

seeking ways to convert this

anger into action.

One of die highlights of die

conference was a speech by

Ralph Nader. In this eye-open-

ing address, he attacked the

Contract with America as a

"wrongdoer's protection act."

Nader reminded students of the

power they possess. He de-

scribed ways we can channel

diat power toward change.

On Sunday, the conference

culminated in a march to Inde-

pendence Hall in Philadelphia. It

was a fitting place to sign the

"Environmental Bill of Rights,"

since die first revoludonaly peti-

tion was signed there in 1776.

The Environmental Bill of

Rights states:

• Every American has the

right to a safe and healthy envi-

ronment. We urge all elected of-

ficials- local, state and federal-

to protect that right. We oppose

any measures that would roll

back the environmental

progress of the last 25 years. We

commit ourselves to support die

following simple principles, and

will hold public officials who

represent us accountable for

dieir stewardship of the planet.

1. Prevent Pollution. Every

American is entided to air, wa-

ter, food and communities free

firom toxic chemicals. Govern-

ment policies and regulatory

standards must prevent pollu-

tion before it happens, expand

citizens' rights to know about

toxins, and guarantee protection

for citizens, particularly for die

most vulnerable among us- in-

fants, children, pregnant

women, and the elderly.

2. Preserve America's na-

tional heritage, wild and beau-

dftil for our children and fijture

generations. Wildlife, forests,

mountains and prairies, wet-

lands, rivers, lakes, historic sites,

urban parks and open space,

oceans and coasdines are all

part of our national heritage.

3. End the give-aways of

public assets, such as mineral,

timber, brazing and fisher)' re-

sources. End the subsidies for

oil and energy companies. Pol-

luters should pay to clean up

the mess they create. No one

has the right to use property in

a way that destroys or degrades

the surrounding community.

We reject die idea that good

neighbors must pay bad ones

not to pollute.

4. Conserve America's natur-

al resources by controlling

waste, increasing energy effi-

ciency, and protecting against

overuse and abuse. Encourage

sustainable technologies that

meet human needs without de-

stroying the environment.

5. Get the big money out of

politics. No more government

for sale. Let's take our govern-

ment back from the big cam-

paign contributors and ex-

ploiters who control it today.

This Bill of Rights was incor-

porated into an environmental

petition to Newt Gingrich which

is currently circulating around

campus. We already have over

250 signatures.

If you are concerned about

the anti-environment/pro big

business activities of the 104th

Congress, we encourage you to

sign this petition. If you are in-

terested in helping, contact Bri-

an Gailigan at x7499, or Greg

McLaughlin at 447-0497, or the

Environmental Resource Center

at x6822.

The time has come for stu-

dents to activate and send a

message to Congress diat we

will not stand for any anti-envi-

ronment legislaUon.
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Social Consciousness in CC investments
Guest Commentary

by Professor Bob Dunne

This is die second essay in a

two part series on socially re-

sponsible investing. In die first

essay, I introduced die concept

of socially responsible invest-

ment and indicated some medi-

ods diat any investor could use

to further ethical standards they

believe in. In this essay, 1 will ex-

plain how The Colorado College

brings a social conscience to its

investment decisions.

Let's begin by considering a

litde known but hardworking

group of people- the All-Col-

lege Committee for Socially Re-

sponsible Investment. This year

I am a co-chair of this commit-

tee. Despite the fact that few are

aware of our committee, it does

three very important things: 1)

the committee investigates

proxy challenges to corpora-

dons in which the college owns

stock, 2) the committee carries

out educational projects to in-

form die entire campus commu-

nity about socially responsible

investment issues, and 3) the

committee acts as a conduit for

bringing issues of social respon-

sibility from die campus com-

munity to the Administration

and the Board of Trustees.

The college invests its en-

dowment in corporate stocks se-

lected to provide the college

with a favorable yield. But ques-

tions arise when ethics, rather

than profits, are brought into

consideration. Groups of in-

vestors may present proxy chal-

lenges to a corporation at its an-

nual shareholders meeting. The

corporation may be asked to

provide information on working

conditions, to adhere to a set of

principles about environmental

practices, or to assure equal em-

ployment opportunities. If Col-

orado College holds stock in

that corporation, the college

must decide how to vote on the

particular proxy challenge.

This is where the commit-

tee comes in. We research the

issues and the corporations.

Then we make a recommenda-

tion to the President and the

Board of Trustees concerning

how we believe the college

should vote on specific proxy

challenges. In diis way, we help

the college to remain socially re-

sponsible. The yield returned

on an investment is impon;ant,

of course, but so are ethics.

The second fijnction of the

committee is to put on pro-

grams to educate the entire

campus community about so-

cially responsible investing. This

year, three programs will be of-

fered. One will deal with tobac-

co, die second with maquilado-

ras, and die third will involve a

campus presentation by an in-

vestment counselor on socially

responsible investing in general.

The purpose of these efforts is

to create an awareness of how

we can use investing to advance

socially responsible goals.

Finally, the All-College Com-

mittee for Socially Responsible

Investment acts as a conduit,

conveying ethical concerns from

die campus community to the

Administration and the Board of

Trustees.

This, in fact, is how the

committee came into existence.

It was several years ago and the

issue was apartheid in South

Africa. Many people on campus

felt the college should divest it-

self of stocks in corporations

doing business in South Africa.

They brought their concerns to

the Administration and the

Board of Trustees.

Shonly thereafter, the com-

mittee was formed because of

the recognition that a body like

Colorado College cannot just fo-

cus just on the bottom line, but

also on ethical standards.

Today the committee exists

as an institutionalized means by

which ethical concerns that bear

please see Investing on page 7
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Resolution makes mockery of morality

StaffCommentary

Almost a full month ago, the Council of the Col-

orado College Campus Association (CCCA) voted blind-

ly to join an international boycott of the Mitsubishi Cor-

poration. Although this action appears noble and quite

rational in a liberal environment such as CC, the Coun-

cil has effectively managed to embarrass itself and make

a mockery of the body it represents through an ignorant

and arrogant vote to determine exactly what constitutes

ethical behavior for every student at CC.

Many on this campus, apparently including some

members of the CCCA, lack a clear understanding of

how student government at CC operates. Essentially,

every student at the Colorado College belongs to the

CCCA. The Association holds yearly all-campus elec-

tions to determine which students will represent the

campus on the governing Council of the CCCA. Thus,

much like our American form of government, a vote by

the Council for any CCCA action affects each and every

student at CC, not just the Council.

In voting to endorse The Boycott Mitsubishi Reso-

lution prepared by Student Concerns Vice President

Greg McLaughlin, the council committed this action of

imposing a political agenda on every individual studying

at this institution.

The final stanza of McLaughlin's resolution reads.

"Be it resolved that the Colorado College Campus Asso-

ciation (student government) . . . hereby endorse and

join the international boycott of the Mitsubishi Corpo-

rate Family. .

." In other words, this resolution obligates

every student on this campus to join the boycott or be

deemed "unethical" by its governing body.

The crux of our grievance is simple: without any

campus-wide utterance of its intentions, the CCCA

The final goal of the CCCA vote

seemed to force political activity

onto the wretched bunch of

ignorant sloths that constitute

the student body at CC.

Council decided it was in its power to determine the ac-

tions that constitute ethical behavior at CC. We heard

no debate, the students on this campus had no voice in

this matter at all. The Council simply acted, unilaterally

imposing moral restrictions on each of us with ab-

solutely no outside input.

But it gets worse. Upon examination of the minutes

from the Feb. 8th CCCA Council meeting (available in

the CCCA office in the Worner Center), it becomes ap-

parent that members of the council deliberately ignored

pleas to delay a vote and take this issue to the college

constituency. The Council's prevailing attitude was one

of contempt for CC students. The final goal of the vote

seemed as much to force political activity onto the

wretched bunch of ignorant sloths that constitute the

student body at CC as it was to take a stance against en-

vironmentally detrimental practices of Mitsubishi.

If you question this, take a look at the "Boycott Mit-

subishi" sign hanging from a table directly in front of the

Worner Center doors. It reads, "The time has come to

get political!"

Members of the council decided to accept the mea-

sure, then publicize Mitsubishi's evils that we're sup-

posed to despise. It took over two weeks for the coun-

cil to even set up its promised table in the Worner Cen-

ter, which was supposed to be manned by council mem-

bers armed widi detailed information concerning Mit-

subishi's deadly practices and all companies associated

with diis evil conglomerate.

The table has thus far remained empty of anything

except the offensive sign.

And we're confused, as to what this boycott means,

how we support it, and what it means if we don't.

Simply put, this CCCA fiasco drips with incompe-

tence, showing the Council's difficulty in following

through on its initiatives. It drips with arrogance in the

Council's assumption of a duty to make us all more eth-

ically responsible by a standard none of us agreed to.

And it drips with foolishness in the belief that this stu-

dent body would stand for such a blatant abuse of pow-
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• And your complaint is...?

• D.C. politicians, you're not

the only compassionate ones

in this world. But you may be

the most selfish.

• Question #1: when a man

says he "had a nice visit" with

somebody, does that imply

that he hasn't seen or talked

to that person in some time?

I think so.

• Question #2: is it a problem

when that man is the Presi-

dent of the United States,

and he's referring to a con-

versation he had with his

daughter on her birthday?

• To our CCCA Council: next

time you vote to boycott a

company, please make sure

it's an issue in this campus,

that your constituents are in-

formed of your intentions,

and that you understand ex-

actly what your vote means

before you jump into some-

thing offensive.

Reasons I don't have tickets

to the CC-DU game this

weekend: I was too busy

sobbing over all the Mit-

subishi products I own and

can no longer ethically use

to wait in line. Mr. VCR, it

was nice knowing you.

' Congratulations to CC Hock-

ey on another outstanding

run. Best of luck in the up-

coming tournaments. I'd

watch on television, but die

Mitsubishi is forever turned

off, for it would be amoral to

leave it on.

• Kun Stimeling, you're still

here? Isn't it about time for

you to resign? You've al-

ready surpassed the tradi-

tional tenure of CC Leisure

Program Directors.

Investing, tram page 6

on the college's investments

can be dealt with. If you have

any such concerns, it would be

entirely appropriate to bring

diem to the attention of the

committee. We promise to

give them careful considera-

uon.

Though not widely

known, the All-College Com-

mittee for Socially Responsible

Investment php an important

role on campus. In die years

ahead we hope to play an even

greater role.
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Baseball from page S

wrabolize what the game is

retlly alwut: heart, dedica-

tion, and the chance to

make ii to die majors. These

players have been woricing

tlieir tails off for years in the

minors, plawng for peanuts

and biding their time w+iile

making wishes thai only

caine true in their wildest

dreams.... until now.

They are telling Ajnerica

that baseball is not .about

s;tlar)' cips and monopolies,

but about the crack of die

bat, the roar of the crowd,

and die love of the game.

Seat belts belong on school buses
by Amy LeDuc

Wliether or not it is consti-

tutionally legal for states to pass

seat belt laws is a controversial

issue in itself. The fact remains

diat at present, 46 of our states

mandate die use of seat belts,

and all 50 require that children

dirough age five be fastened in

child restraint seats. Presumably,

these laws are to protect peo-

ple's lives. Why then, do they

not apply to public transpona-

tion and school buses? Certainly

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor

The women of Gamma Phi

Beta would like to cordially ex-

tend a hand to any woman con-

sidering being part of the Greek

system to come to our spring

tush. We are sponsoring a bar-

becue in die sorority parking lot

at 12:30 pm, March 3 and a

brunch at our lodge at 11 am,

March 4.

We are a group of women

who share something deeper

dian friendship - sisterhood. Sis-

terhood is having women to

suppon you all die time in many

different ways - dirough rela-

tionships and family problems,

formals and physics. It is walk-

ing into meeting, going through

ritual, and knowing diat some-

thing bigger than we are unites

all Gamma Phis.

Our social events remind us

diat college is more than learn-

ing. It is forming fiiendships and

having die best times of our

lives. Whedier hosting a Thanks-

giving fraternity dinner, going to

a party with a group of your sis-

ters, or dancing for hours at a

formal that you helped plan, you

are sure to enjoy yourself.

Please come and join us.

Sincerely,

The Women of

Gamma Phi Beta Sorority

CORRECTION

In last week's Prom the Editor, stttdents were invited to attend

die Faculty Meeting on die last Monday of the block. Students are

not allowed to attend Faculty Meetings without prior permission

from the Dean's ofEce.

ROl/£^
mammmJACKPOT mmm

die government does not be-

lieve that only private vehicles

are at risk of accident.

The government appears to

believe that unrestrained chil-

dren pose a greater risk of acci-

dent. Perhaps this is because

children who are not fastened in

safety restraints tend to move

about, thereby distracting the

driver and putting them at risk

of an accident. If this is so, why

are cars - which can usually seat

up to a maximum of four chil-

dren, equipped with seat belts

and safety seats, but not school

buses which transport up to 20-

30 children at a time? Tlie same

school buses diat require spe-

cial training and driver's licenses

because they are so difficult to

control even when they are not

full of energetic children.

Of course, accidents do not

only happen because children

passengers can be distracting.

Surveys conclude that the major-

ity of accidents occur within 10

miles of the victims' homes. This

is because drivers do not con-

centrate as much when driving a

familiar route. It would seem,

therefore, school buses would

be at a very high risk of danger

because their drivers travel the

same route almost 200 days a

year. Which is not to say that bus

drivers are incapable of doing

their job well. Just that they are

human and it would be a chal-

lenge for anyone to baby-sit 30

anxious children, remember all

the places to stop, pay attention

to traffic, and drive a huge piece

of machinery simultaneously.

For many children the bus

rides to and from school are the

only times they ride in a vehicle

each day. Since they do not

even have the option of wearing

a seat belt then, they are less apt

to remember to wear one when

riding in a car. The fact is, seat

belts do save lives. Whether or

not it is mandatory, it is just

common sense to "buckle up".

But how can we expect children

to know that when we do not

even install seat belts in school

buses?

'Sky Chair' critic firmly grounded in reality

Dear Editor,

Over the past week as I've

been enjoying our incredible

Colorado weather, I've been

ever thankhil that 1 don't live in

a sky chair. 1 like the view from

die ground where reality is actu-

ally occurring. I've had a chance

to do some thinking. Maybe you

could call it "Thought from the

Ground Chair."

Oh block grants, diose di-

vine block grants. .. They sure do

sound great don't they? The

trudi is that die Federal school

lunch program has provided a

nutritious and needed lunch to

our nation's poorest school chil-

dren for the past 47 years at a

fraction of the federal budget.

The republicans propose to

replace this program with a

block grant supposedly to allow

die states more fiexibility. Let's

get our facts straight: the pro-

posed block grant is 7 billion

dollars less than the states were

getting before, which means less

children fed.

The proposed plan allows

the states to use up to 20% of

die block grant for non-food as-

sistance purposes, and many

schools are expected to drop

the program altogether. Federal

nutrition standards would be

scrapped. Ketchup is a veg-

etable, right? Maybe up on the

sky chair...

Oh, our grand old Constitu-

tion, 1 think it must be hard to

read for diose Republicans in

die sky chair. A Republican bill

would allow evidence seized

without a search warrant to be

used in federal court. If there is

a choice between an occasional

criminal getting off on a techni-

cality and maintaining a fijnda-

mental tenet of justice in a free

society, I will take my freedom.

Patrick Henry didn't say, "Give

me liberty or give me less

crime!"

2*32 W. COIOKADO AVC., COtOUmO SPKINQS, CO S0904 ai9)6633-05S3
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And wait, another bill re-

quiring the loser in a law suit to

pay both side's legal fees? Amer-

ican justice isn't reserved just

for those who can afford it.

There is a word for that kind of

government and it's not democ-

racy, it's aristocracy. Oh yeah,

but 1 keep forgetting that in the

America which Republicans

dream of it's, "We die corpora-

tions..." not "We the People..."

The American people asked

for this in November; is that

what I heard? Yeah, and the

NAACP is racist. Let's get real.

The hard truth is that the re-

publicans who choose to reside

in the Sky Chair can't see the

ground very well. From the Sky

Chair, all looks well and good...

Racism is thing of the past, hun-

gry children don't matter be-

cause their parents should just

get a job, women just can't do

pull ups, and money is^more im-

portant than clean air or safe

food.

Maybe all die factories and

high-rise banks block the view,

but while Republicans float

around in the clouds there is

trouble on the ground.

There is nothing wrong

with cutting red tape, but red

tape is not red tape when it's

holding peoples' lives together

My heart is not bleeding, it's just

actually beating.

Sincerely,

Parker Baxter
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Co-operative effort provides week ofactivities to stimulate student thought

Asia Week aims to increase interest in culture
by Aaron Brown

The Chinese are troubled

communists. The Japanese; rav-

ing capitalists. Vietnam was the,

site of a disastrous "situation."

North Korea's got a madman

building nukes. Or, there's the

mysteriousness of the East:

Buddhism and the arts of Zen,

Karate and Judo. Chinese food

is pretty popular, and how

about those fortune cookies?

Obviously there is more to

Asia than diese simplistic gener-

alities, but many Americans will

quickly conjure up thoughts of

these things when they hear

'Asia', or the 'Far East'.

This past week, the group

ASIA has sponsored an explo-

ration into the full range of

Asian culture. Films, slide

shows, instructional activities,

and lectures have all been on

the menu with a weekend of

demonstrations, displays, and

dancing coming up.

While it has been a great

load of work for ASIA members

and Co-Chairs Elaine Knobs

and Kumi Rattenbury, this week

has also been a great celebra-

tion. After a year filled with din-

ners, meetings, Mah-Jong

nights, and even a Sushi socuil

this week presents a culmma

tion of the group's efforts to ex-

pand their horizons. ASIA activi

ties have always been open to

newcomers, but Knobbs hopes

that this week has increased m

terest around the campus.

Last night, with Sonder

mann Lecturer James Fallows,

Asia Week went beyond address-

ing cultural matters and gave

prescience to political issues as

well. Fallows is a widely

renowned editor of the Atlantic

ivlonthly who has been featured

on countless news and com-

mentary programs. His lecture,

"How Americans Should Think

About East Asia and Why They

Don't Think That Now," was

co-sponsored by the Political

Science Department and drew a

considerable crowd. "We were

really lucky to get (Fallows),"

said ASIA secretary, Chris Stolz,

who was interested in his lec-

ture.

While most of the week's

activities have passed, Knobbs is

looking forward to this weekend

as the biggest draw for students.

Starting tonight with an all

school dance in Gaylord, this

weekend will feature a number

photo courtesv ot GeoH Eakin

Asia Week activites have extended throughout the past vi/eek and will continue on into the

weekend. Students are welcome and encouraged to participate in upcoming events.

of functions which should ap-

peal to a wide audience. Tomor-

row, a Martial Ans demonsu-a-

tion will take place. The demon-

stration will most likely occur in

Gaylord and will be followed by

Hawaiian dances later that

evening in Cossitt Gym. Sunday,

the climax of the week, will host

a Dollmaker display from 14

PM, and an Ikebana flower-ar-

ranging demonstration at 1:30

and 3:00, in Worner Lobby. In

Gaylord, at 1:00 and 3:30, a

Japanese Tea Ceremony will be

performed. A Cherry Blossom

Dance at 2:00 and Koto Plavine

at 2:15 will fall in between.

Having spent several

months in China and a week in

Japan, Knobbs has become fasci-

nated with the culture of the Far

East. It is this fascination that

drove her to become a leader in

ASIA. Stob has really enjoyed

learning how to do such things

as play Mah-Jong and make

Sushi. Both hope that after this

week more people will share in

those activities that have been

imnortant to them and ASIA.

It is ASIA'S express purpose

to broaden people's under-

standing of Asian culture. Stolz

and Knobbs hope they accom-

plished this throughout the

week, and their ongoing events.

They further hope CC students

will come to understand better a

culture hidden by stereotypes

and generalities.

CCCA explains adoption of Mitsubishi Resolution

Press Release

On Wednesday, Febru-

ary 8th, 1995, Colorado Col-

lege's Student Government

(CCCA) took a stand, becom-

ing the second student gov-

ernment in the nation (be-

hind CU-Boulder) to adopt a

resolution criticizing Mit-

subishi's environmental

practices.

This resolution is pan of

ongoing efforts by The Rain-

forest Action Network to un-

cover the nature of multina-

tional companyies' resource

extraction operations.

Mitsubishi, a Japanese

mega-conglomerate contfoUing

more resources than some

countries, owns several sub-

sidiary companies engaged _

in unsustainable, unjust ex-

ploitation of resources in

lesser-developed countries

from Indonesia to Siberia.

A "Penan" tribesman

(Malaysia), pan of one of

the many cultures being _
threatened by Mitsubishi

activities, said, "If diey continue

to extract logs and timber from

our forest, our lives will wither

like leaves on the trees, like fish

without water." This story exem-

plifies the larger costs associat-

ed widi unsustainable resource

extraction.

In order to help make the

The goal of the

resolution is not to

put Mitsubishi out

of business.

resolution less "nebulous" for

the average CC student, CCCA

will provide an information

table in Worner Center at The

Colorado College, including a

copy of the resolution, a com-

ment sheet, an optional list of

products for interested students

to boycott, and any other infor-

mation that can be found

on Mitsubishi.

According to the CCCA,

the goal of the resolution is

not to put Mitsubishi out of

business. Instead, the

Council hopes it will work

_ to build the public aware-

ness necessary to put un-

sustainable resource develop-

ment out of business.

CCCA does not want Mit-

subishi to die, the Council mere-

ly asks that they change so that

cultural and natural re-

sources might survive. The

next generation might need

them.

CCCA acknowledges that

its representatives have been

elected to represent the in-

terests of the Colorado Col-

lege student body. The

Council also realizes that not

all of its decisions represent

the views of all CC students.

Furthermore, CCCA appreci-

ates and encourages both

praise and criticism of its

business, and hopes indeed

to receive student feedback

on the Mitsubishi Resolution.
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Annml sorority event provides excitement of ice

Delta Gamma and Anchorslide to benefit blind

by Joseph Carpenter

Greek philanthropy is

continuing a strong tradition

this weekend with An-

chorslide, sponsored by

Delta Gamma.

Anchorslide is a charity

event that consists of three

basic competitions, all of

which take place on ice.

These events are relays, tug-

o-wars. and synchronized

skating. Anchorslide will be

held this weekend at Honnen

Ice Rink on Sunday, March 5

at 7;30pm.

Competition is open to

Greeks, faculty, administra-

tion, wings, or any other

group on campus who would

like to organize and register a

team. Teams can sign up in the

Worner Center during lunch and

dinner. The fee is $,iOO per per-

son or $15.00 per team of five. If

you choose not to participate,

there will be a $2.00 cover

charge to be a spectator at the

event on Sunday. Free drinks

and pizza will be available to all

who watch and participate.

All proceeds generated

from this event will be used for

Aid to the Blind and Sight Con-

ser\'ation. If you miss sign up in

Worner or have any specific

questions about this event,

please contact Jeanie Birdwell at

x7244. Whether you are Greek

or not, Anchorslide is always a

hjn event.

pholo courtesy ol Nic Taylor

Anchorslide ttiill raise money for Aid to the Blind and Sight Conservation. The event is sponsored

by the Delta Gamma sorority, represented here by Tabi Gardner (right) and Carlye StuU (left).

Weekend in Steamboatfull offun and sport

First Winterfest success sets precedent for future competitions

by Brian Sullivan

Last weekend marked the

first Annual Colorado College

Winterfest in Steamboat

Springs, CO. The event

spanned both Saturday and Sun-

day.

Teams of five students com-

peted in five different skiing

events. There were bumps,

snow-board half-pipe, ' telemark

giant slalom (G.S.), a snowshoe

race, and a cross-country race.

The Wmterfest was held at How-

ellsen Hill in Steamboat Springs.

Howellsen Hill is a very small ski

area, and actually a city park.

Howellsen was very receptive to

the idea of hosting Colorado

College students and tried to

help run everything smoothly.

Twent)'-fLve teams paid the

entrance fee of ten dollars for

the Winterfest. However, nvelve

of these teams never showed up

(due to their own lack of enthu-

siasm?). What they missed, ac-

cording to Jenny Babaar was,

"The greatest skiing event I have

Geneva Melbourne Rome

Isn't It Time You Went
To Taylor Travefl

618 North Tejon 636-3871

attended in the history of

Steamboat Springs."

Tlie sun shown all week-

end, providing skiers with a

taste of spring skiing. Several

people skied in shorts, some

even ventured to wear argyle

socks.

To make the events more

fun some teams skiied in cos-

tume. Skiers showed up wear-

ing anything from disco dress to

leisure evening wear. The

events were judged on time,

form, creativity, costume and of

course, best crash. The bumps

race was the most fun to watch,

thanks to various crashes. Al-

though the bumps were

plagued by poor snow, they

gave everyone a chance to see

some fantastic skiing. The only

strictly enforced rule was: to

have fun; some fun-loving

skiers even attacked the bumps

without their skis.

The snowboard half-pipe

was a fun event as well, although

the half-pipe was steep and

very icy. The telemark G.S.

event was difficult due to more

ice. The snow shoe race proved

to be physically challenging,

since it included running about

a hundred yards up a black dia-

mond run. The cross country

race was set up like a dog race,

except instead of a rabbit on a

mechanical track, the skiers

chased Andy Kerrigan.

To aid fiin-seekers CC pro-

vided transportation for a nomi-

nal fee. The bus left CC about

8:30 AM and arrived at Hollison

Hill around 12:30 PM. After al-

lowing time for lunch and warm

up runs, events got under way.

The events ran for about three

hours.

After the competition,

everyone rested and reflected

on the hin time they had en-

joyed. They also contemplated

the fate of all the teams that nev-

er showed up, and missed all the

fun.

Thanks to Laura Wolfe,

Mike Slaughter, and all the "Dis-

co Dolls" who prepared dinner

for the thirteen teams, a won-

derful meal of Marriott food was

served before everyone headed

back out for some night skiing

and sledding.

The extremely nice lift oper-

ators even allowed several stu-

dents to ride up without skis.

These students spent several

hours enjoying the new found

sport of Frisbee sledding (using

a Frisbee to slide down the hill).

The night skiing continued until

8:30 PM, when the bus departed

for the Super Eight Motel in

nearby Craig.

The Super Eight was as co-

operative as Howellsen Hill and

provided thirty-five rooms.

Skiers' spirits were high as they

replenished all the carbohy-

drates they had lost during the

day.

Sunday was not as exciting

as the previous day, but there

was still hin to be had. Most stu-

dents arrived back at Howellsen

around 12 noon; not exactly

bright-eyed and bushy-tailed, for

it had been a long night. Brunch

was then served, thanks to Pete

Wicked. Games followed, in-

cluding Ultimate Snow Frisbee

and Snow Volleyball, but many

students opted for the less

straining activity of sun bathing.

High school and Junior

High students practicing the ski-

ing long jump provided endless

minutes of entertainment. Most

everyone left by 3:30 PM, except

one individual who apparendy

did not make his ride and ar-

rived back to CC at 9:00 AM the

next morning. Most panicipants

will agree that the First Annual

Colorado College Winterfest was

a giant success. The two main

coordinators: Andy Kerrigan and

Sara (Wigit) Wight; and pho-

tographers: Ben Klompus and

Laura Wolfe; and all the other

people who helped set up and

tear down the courses deserve a

special thanks.
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Only 10% of your brain

is active during study.

Guess what the other 90% is

thinking about?

ia95 ea
CD

list 16.99-17.99

Atlant'

It's been your mantra
since the first week in January.

Sprin^brea1{springbrea1{sprin$ibrea1{.
And now, all you need is the soundtrack for your adventure. So jump on your bed with the

Dave Matthews Band to "What Would You Say" after your last midterm. Then you and Sheryl can sing

"All I Wanna Do" over and over and over as you pack your bag. Grab your headphones and take Hootie & the Blowfish

on the road with you. And have the time of your life.

MUSIC • BOOKS • MOVIES • SOFTWARE
Citadel Crossing, 651 North Academy Boulevard, Colorado Springs, 573-1977

Open Mon - Thurs: 1 - 9, Fri - Sat: 1 - 1 0, Sun: 1 1 - 6
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Sam Lay teaches CC campus how to boogie
by James Jellinek

Last Sunday evening the

Sam Lay Blues Revival trans-

formed Shove Chapel into

something reminiscent of a

dingy Chicago blues dive. Inside

Shove, the concert took on

quite a ridiculous air. Bibles in

front of every seat and the altar

dark in the distance, Sam Lay

and his Blues Revival pounded

out some of the best music

heard on this campus for some

time.

The band entered the stage

one at a time with the guitarist

warming up the crowd with a

few "traditional" blues tunes.

Sam entered four songs later

wearing one of his trademark

tuxedos and carrying a rhine-

stone studded alligator cane.

Known as the "Shuffle Mas-

ter" for his trademark Sam Lay

double shuffle, his beat is noth-

ing less than infectious. "It

began when I was in church. I

would just watch the drummer.

I would listen to all the hand-

clapping. The rhythm of it all

just fit the blues."

Working as a Cleveland

steel mill worker, Sam came to

Chicago to follow the blues.

Soon, he began to frequent a

club called the Shack. Night

after night he watched Johnny

Johnson, drummer for a band

called the Moondog Trio. He

took over as drummer after

Johnny shot himself distraught

over a lover. In the beginning

Lay had trouble adjusting to

playing on a stool. His only pre-

vious drumming experience was

as a drum major and conse-

quently he was only comfortable

playing standing up. Soon he

settled in and caught the atten-

tion of Little Walter and Howlin

Wolf

Sam regards himself as a

"Traditional" Blues player in the

likes of Muddy Waters or Light-

nin Hopkins. He revealed diat

the blues were about "the facts

of life, that's the whole story.

Where you goin' what you're

doin', where you been." It

seems that Sam has been every-

where; recording with just about

every great blues and rock musi-

cian from 1954 to the present.

The first set opened with a

lot of "Post War" blues. Much of

the music was a comment on

the disappointment of black sol-

diers returning from the war.

There were also the 50's era rips

at the Eisenhower administra-

tion; these were laments ft'om

an entire group left behind dur-

ing the post war boom. Most of

Schedule of Activities

3/3-3/5 Exhibit: "Wake up Little Susie," a three dimensional,

multi-media exhibit documenting the different treatment of

black and white unwed mother prior to "Roe v. Wade."

Armstrong Hall.

3/3-3/15 Exhibit: "Artists as Teachers," a celebration ofwork by

arts and crafts faculty and visiUng artists. Coburn Gallery

3/5 Japanese tea ceremony, flower arranging, doH making, and

origami. Womer Center 1-6 p.m.

3/7 Concert: Rusty Hawkins, a nauonally renowned Christian

acoustic guitarist from Kentucky. Gates Common Room

7 p.m.

3/8 Jovanovich Endowed Lecture "An Evening with Chariayne

Hunter-Gault." Ms. Hunter-Gault was one of the firet two

black students admitted to the exclusively white University of

Georgia in 1961. A recipient of many journalism awards,

Chariayne Hunter-Gault is also die author of the best selling

memoir, !n My Place. Packard Hail 8 p.m.

3/9 Thursday at Eleven: Chariayne Hunter-Gault Packard Hall

11a.m.

Sam Lay revived audience last weeitend in Shove.

the set served as an apt instruc-

tor in blues history.

At set break both the audi-

ence and the band seemed

utterly exhausted. A panting

Sam Lay sat down in the front

row of die pews and talked with

audience members while sign-

ing autographs. With Lay

approaching 60 years old, it

seemed unlikely he would have

die stamina to top his scorching

first set. With confidence he

"Man, the next set will

knock your eyes out."

The audience, in the sec-

ond set, was treated to an off

shoot of Chiago blues made

famous by the likes of Magic

Sam and ElmoreJames, the boo-

gie. Probably one of the most

memorable points in the

evening was when the Blues

Revival played "The Sky is Cry-

ing." The slide guitar bit with

each note and a true feeling of

how die blues sounds at its most

heartfelt was attained. After the

photo courtesy 0( Nic Taylor

show Sam affimied, "We stick

with die roots, man, we like that

Delta style."

This reporter was amazed, if

not astonished at the \eve\ of

intensity maintained for almost

three hours. The crowd at times

grew manic to the infecUous

rhythm of die boogie. It seems

Shove was the right place after

all. The blues articulates frustra-

tions and lets you vent them at

the same moment by body

shakin', and foot stompin'.

Local H into "Mayonnaise and Malaise"

by Nic Taylor

From the 'burbs of Chicago

comes a kick ass duo on Island

records. Local H. The sound of

this back to basics "power duo"

falls somewhere between Hel-

met and Offspring, "local H

started as a fourpiece," recalls

singer/guitarist Scott Lucas, "but

when we lost our other guitar

player, we kept playing and

thought it sounded harder and

better. Then when our bass

player left, we thought the same

thing, so we figured there was

no reason to replace him. Every

time we tried to bring someone

else in, it watered down the

chemistry."

This group gets dieir raw

sound not only from their sim-

plicity but also from their

diverse musical influences.

Lucas confesses to an early

weakness for power metal bands

such as the Scorpions, while

drummer Joe Daniels logged

time as a DJ in local Hip-Hop cir-

MUSIC
REVIEW

cles. The two met in high

school and gave birth to their

sound in intense school gym

sessions, but it took the hand of

producer Steven Haigler, who

has also worked with the leg-

endary Pixies, to refine dteir

feedback-guitar head banging-

drum sound. So dieir lyrics may

also have a slight stench of teen

angst suburban kids "that aim to

capture the frustration of a soci-

ety teetering towards the millen-

nium in increasing isolation,"

but at least these guys back it up

with hard hitting music and

some heavy screaming. They

also seem to have a sense of

humor, rare in young bands diat

seem to take themselves too

seriously, which comes through

in tunes like "Mayonnaise and

Malaise" which takes a look at

fast food culture and "GRRRl-

friend" which Lucas descTibes as

"a fantab7 about (Bikini Kill ft-ont

grtri) Kathleen Hanna."

So next time you happen to

be pemsing the racks at your

loc-al music establishment, and

you feel an urge to turn it up

loud and do a litde dorm room

moshing, check out Local-H.
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bv Todd Walker

Neil Postman's vindictiveness not Amusing

Neil Postman ®
Aiidioriil I he DiMpixxmiiwe !>/ (.. hililliiKxl

AniiisTngOiirseRts

Neil Posman is notm idiot.

He is a college professor, a mag-

azine editor, and esteemed

scholar. His peers have put a

great deal of faith in his analyti-

cal skills. He has had a number

of books published and is a rec-

ognized expert on communica-

tions theory. Imentionallofthis

because his arguments in

"Amusing Ourselves to Death:

Public Discourse in the Age of

Show business" work hard to

prove that he is a fool. It is hard

to see where such a smart man

went so wildly off course.

Most writers have an agen-

da. It is an integral part of

putting forth a logical argument.

However, the "logical" part is

lost on Postman and he has sub-

stituted 'Vindictive" for "logical."

His distaste for popular cul-

ture— television mainly— leads

him down an avenue that con-

tains inconsistencies, false sup-

positions and nostalgic ram-

blings. Here, at the start, is

where his book falls apan.

Postman's opening chap-

ters are a history of American

communication. He creates an

idyllic state where a large per-

centage of the population, larg-

er than any other contemporary

country, is literate. He does not

mean to say that many colonial

Americans could simply read

and write. Postman suggests lit-

eracy ent;iiled a higher level of

intellectual thought than literacy

means today. His long-winded

description of complex verbal

combat of the Lincoln-Douglas

debates leads him to conclude

that the written word influenced

the general population into a

highly analytical frame of mind,

a state which has been

destroyed by new technology.

One by one he takes each

BOOK
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new communicative invention

and vilifies it as an instrument

which wrought death and

destruction to the logical and

dignified minds of Americans.

Postman begins with the tele-

graph, which he accuses of start-

ing a trend diat has culminated

in the current OJ Simpson

media firenzy. He supposes that

the advent of the telegraph ae-

ated a news void which had to

be filled with whatever nonsub-

stance could be found. Howev-

er, he contradicts himself by

noting the first commercial tele-

graph tfansmission concerned a

vote in Congress. Postman

doesn't address the fact that

telegraph transmissions had to

be disseminated through the

"highly analytical" form of the

AHENTION SENIORS !

Order your caps and gowns NOW
in the bookstore NO CHARGE

College Ring Sale - March 6 - 10

Commencement Announcements

10 for $9.00

written word. If writing is so

innately analyUc;il how would it

be possible for something as

trivial as content to subvert it?

The invention of photogra-

phy, according to Postman, fur-

ther degraded the public dis-

course by it's exactness, it's

specificity. Postman avows

abstract ideas cannot be com-

municated by photography.

Thif fs quite possibly true if we

are talking about simple snap

shots taken by an uninspired

photographer, but in the hands

of an artist photography has an

enormous potential for commu-

nication, be it specific or

abstract. This is not so different

from the written word.

Over and over. Postman

asserts the medium lends itself

to a certain message. The con-

nection between information

and action is where his primary

concern lies.

He asks if the news we

watch on television actually has

any relevance to what we do in

our daily lives. I seem to

remember something in history

class about the impact of televi-

sion on the outcome of the Viet-

nam War. Postman mentions

this in one sentence, but dis-

misses it as unimponant in light

of the larger picture.

Certainly Postman's ideas

are thought provoking and of

increasing relevance in light of

the continuing interest in the

Death
'lib! ic Discoiir.se in the A,se of Sliow Business

"This comes along at exactly the right moment , .

.

V\^ must confront the chaiienge of his prophetic vision

—Jonathan Kiuol

Amusing Ourselves to Death is

"Information Superhighway"

and "direct democracy." Will

"on-line" voting reconnect infor-

mation and action? I believe it

will, but what difference will it

make? According to Postman,

those who take advantage of the

information highway have been

dumbed down by television and

movies. He never stops to think

that perhaps we were always

that way.

I GU1D€
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC.

^•*^

an association of tiie CARLSON TRAVEL NETWORK

Serving the needs of Colorado

travelers sinceW9
Campus Office: Armstrong Hall, Suite 5

(719) 632-4612

389-6732 Campus Line

Main Office: 409 N. Teion St.

(719) 635-3511

Broadmoor Hotel Office: South Lobby

(719) 577-5750

being taught at CC.

The Trial

atCC
by Horst Richardson &

Dick Koc

In an effort to upstage

the O.J. Simpson trial, the

German Department at Col-

orado College will present a

thrilling trial of its own: a

dramatized version of Kaf-

ka's famous novel, DER

PROZESS, to be perfomied

March 9th, 10th, and 11th at

8:00 p.m. in the Ivlax Kade

Theater (3rd floor Arm-

strong ). You can reserve

seats (free of charge!) by

calling the departmental sec-

retary at 389-6635.

Directed by Professor

Horst Richardson, the play

will be performed in German

by CC students. Program

notes and special audio/

video inserts, however, will

help make the piece under-

standable even to those who

do not speak German.

In DER PKOZESS, Kafka

(1883-1924) combines the

elements of terror and the

absurd.
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The Times of Harvey Milk addresses gay rights

by Blake Jordan

Directed by Roger Epstein,

The Times of Harvey Milk won

both the Best Documentary

award at the New York Film Crit-

ics Circle Awards and at the

Academy Awards. The film fea-

tures narration by

fellow filmmaker

and Tony-award

winning actor and

director Harvey

Fierstein (Torch

Song Trilogy, Mrs.

Doubt/ire).

The Times ofHarvey Milk is

the acclaimed story of the extra-

ordinary rise and demise of the

nation's first openly gay supervi-

sor. Milk rose from his owner-

ship of a camera store in San

Francisco's Castro district to the

prominency of one of the

nation's leaders of the gay rights

movement.

The film takes us from

Milk's three political defeats in

FILM
REVIEW

the mid-1970s to Anita Bryant's

efibrts to repeal gay rights to the

controversial Proposition 6

(denying Californian gay teach-

ers certain rights), and finally the

assassination of Supervisor Milk

and Mayor Moscone by former

supervisor Dan White.

What follows

is the story of

White's now-

famous
"Twinkle
Defense" and

the vigil that fol-

lowed Milk's

death and the riots that followed

White's sentencing.

The Times of Harvey Milk

includes eight people telling

how they were affected by Milk

from their own unique perspec-

tive. This is what the filmmakers

used to make the documentary

compelling, along with the gen-

eral charisma of Milk himself and

the tragedy of what followed his

election. The tragedy is exacer-

Ttle Times of Harvey Mitk will be

bated by the knowledge that

Milk was not only for gay rights

but a supporter of the "little

guy" in general.

The music score is the work

of Mark Isham, who recently

wrote an exceptional jazzy score

for Romeo is Bleeding.

The documentary provides

showing in Oiin this weekend.

an exceptional opportunity to

witness the changing views

toward gays and gay rights in the

1970s not only in California, but

in the whole nation. It may also

provide an interesting compari-

son to attitudes toward gays in

Colorado today, with controver-

sy surrounding the currently

proposed Amendment 2 and

the recent state-wide attempt to

revise equal opportunity laws,

which outraged many gays and

gay rights supponers.

The film will be showing

tonight and tomorrow night at

7:,30 and Sunday at 2:,W in Olin.

Roguenberry and Mexicalli Ale aren't your best bet

by Ted Smith and Kyle Maher

This article is dedicated to

the Rogue family of beer. Rogue

beer is brewed in Oregon near

the Rogue River. They made a

pretty good name for them-

selves in the micro-brew worid

with their delicious dark beers.

This week we decided to check

out some of their other brews.

The first beer up is the

Rogue Mexicalli Ale. When we

first bought this beer, we

thought, "Hey a micro-brewed

imitation Corona, hee hee bee."

We should only have hoped.

This beer turned out to be one

of those infamous chile beers.

This may be a mere matter of

taste, but we think chile beer

sucks. They didn't even use reg-

ular chiles, they used some

obscure type of pepper which

wasn't especially hot but had a

real funky flavor. The beer itself

was just your basic light beer:

decent head, body, and what

not, but we couldn't get past the

chile flavor. We didn't want to

but we must: two thumbs down.

The next beer we tried was

called Roguenberry. This beer

has been flavored with marion

berries. There is a certain mayor

who got into a bit of trouble

named Marion Berry. Perhaps

this beer is dedicated to him.

This beer was pretty good. It was

probably built on the same basic

beer body as the Mexicalli. The

beer wasn't hopped too much,

to allow for the full flavor of the

fruit to come through. We were

a bit disappointed, as we were

hoping that marion berries

would taste a lot more like rasp-

berries than they did. It could

have also been the permanent

nasty taste left in our moudis

from the previous brew.

The beer overall was a good

drinkable beer, even if some

aspects were a bit weak (we

were hoping for more fruit). I

gave it a thumbs up but Kyle

denied it.

Rogue does make some

really good beer. Unfortunately,

we didn't buy any. If you should

decide to buy some, the Rogue

Mogul Monster or the Shake-

speare Stout are superb ales. All

the Rogue ales come in 22 oz.

bottles at about $.-).50 each.

'Til next time, this brew's

for you.

^ NEED A JOB? ^
"Plexibue schedule, year round

Opening in retail sales, receiving, shipping,

stock, filing, etc.

Apply 8 AM. - 1 1 AM.

TEACHER'S PET/ BANKS SCHOOL SUPPLY
241S RAND AVE.

(I - 25 a CIRCLE. EXIT 1 38, 1 BLOCK WEST. 1 BLOCK NORTH )

Thanks Seniors

For your contributions to the

Senior Class Campaign

Donors as ofFebruary28, 1995

Nathan Anderson Fabiola Jacquez

Dennis Apergis Daniel Maddock

Karen Baker Jill McMillan

Megan Black Katie McVeigh

Caroline Bruce Kimberly Nixon

Rebecca Bunn Gretchen Nowak

Shari Chavez Tu Phan

Ryan Ehrhart Jay Schall

Jean Ferguson Beverly Vasquez

Tyler Finn Stacy Volker

Nina Goldstein Lori Walter

Harris Hall Christine Wendt

Robin Havins Patricia Weppner

Annual Giving Gifls: $565.00

Bob Pizzi Memorial Gifts: $155

Participation: 5.9%
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

FAST FUNDRAISER! RAISE

$500 IN 5 DAYS- GREEKS,

GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTIVATED

INDIVIDUALS. FAST EASY-NO

FINANCIAL OBLIGATION. (800)

775-3851 Xii

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SKATING CLASSES! tot class

before Spring Break Tuesday,

3/7/95, at 12:30 pm. Only $5!

Call Jo Ann at 632-4098, Krista at

x7275, Miako at x7025, or Carrie

at x7653 for more info. Pre-reg-

istration for Blocks 7 & 8 are be-

ing accepted now! COME JOIN

THE FUN!

COLLEGE ACHEIVERS

Billions of dollars will be made

in the environmental industry in

the next five years. New office

recently opened in Colorado

Springs area. Please call for in-

terview. 473-9529 xll5.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Crochet at x6619 with ques-

dons.

AVAILABLE NOW IN RES. LIFE

OFFICE: Off-campus lottery ap-

plications, senior (22 units by

end of block 6) off-campus dec-

larations, applications for the

217 E. San Rafael Apartments,

group area applications for fall

semester. Frat seniors, your

house must be 100% hjll fall se-

mester for off campus. Also,

proxy forms for those who will

be away from campus on

Thursday, May 4 must be filled

out so someone can choose a

room for you. Call Earline

mh
/mi
UNLIMITED
TOPPINGS!

There will be a library fines com-

mittee meeting Tuesday, March

7th at 6PM in the library confer-

PERSONALS

Todd(3/3)-

It obviously takes style to be a

Pisces. Happy B-day.

-Jen(3/4)

Zaraboni Women!

How do you spell hockey in

Morse Code? Just curious

Male bonding is ftin! We should

do it more often.

-Noogie Girl

Chad-

1 think all 128 million nations

would agree that Michael

Jackson does have talent.

-Dre

t matthew-

'Your absence has gone through

me like a thread through a nee-

dle. Everything I do is stitched

with its color." This weekend is

for us...

-bkay

JB-

Spring break is only 12 days

away, so get better soon. No

crutches allowed on the beach.

-Alison

PlusTox

UmltSPlQu
NotVtalMOnDoinlnalar

Prktiubltdtodnng*
wlltiout nsHw.

DELIVERY OR
CARRYOUT!

VCxaaS'

All natural, freshly prepared foods...

unique menu consisting of salads, pastas,

mediterranean pizzas, grilled fish & chicken,

and scrumptious desserts.

Full Bar

115 E. Dais

Mon-Sat
Lunch & Dinner

578-9898

PERSONALS

To a Truly Beautiful Person-

A promise: a quiet dinner, a qui-

et conversation, dark sunglasses,

and freedom from the paparazzi.

And a large Slurpee. See you

Tuesday (if you have time).

-An Admirer

To Warped Mystery Fan,s-

A dead man lies on the ground

wearing only a sock. Fifteen feet

away sits a box of starch. Who

ate the starch, who slept with

the platypus, and where did the

airplane crash?

Dear Andre-

"soaring tumbling free-wheeling

through an endless diamond

sky..." Hope your shoulder heals

fast!

-Your Computer Cohorts

Shelly and Erica-

How are your tummies?

-Sarah

PERSONALS

Happiness is a hermit who lives

on a hill and speaks to no one.

It's an interesting idea. A solu-

tion? Oh, probably not. But

tempting...

-T

CLASSIFIEDS POUCY

Please send Announcements.

Jobs, For Sale, Real Estate, and

other Personal advertisements

to:

The Catalyst: Classifieds

902 N. Cascade Ave.

Colorado Springs, CO 80946

fax: 719-389-6962

Ads must be received by

Tuesday, 9:00p.m. to appear in

the subsequent Friday's edition

of the Catalyst. The Catalyst re-

serves the right to edit all classi-

fieds for length and inappropri-

ate content. For off-campus

pricing information call Cuder

Publications at 719-389-6675.

ARE YOU PAYING TOO MUCH FOR
YOUR CONTACT LENSES?

OUR LENSES START AT
$29.99/PR.

ALL BRANDS AND PRESCRIPTIONS.

Call SIGHT EXCHANGE
1-800-342-001 1
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Intramural Hockey

What defeats Friggin Yar in

hard-fought matchup
by Elizabeth Whisler

With only 42 seconds left

and tension filling Honnen,

What's Jake Segerhammer pow-

ered a goal past Friggin Yar

keeper Mike l&emkau to win

the Rec-league hockey match-

up Tuesday night, 2-T

The game was very taxing

for both keepers Kremkau and

Adam Kim. In the last minutes

of play, What's Matt Trebella

fumbled in the goal with

Kremkau, downing the keeper

for several minutes. Kremkau

was able to stand and finish the

game, but a scraped and bruised

leg was not the only conse-

quence of the incident. Less

than a minute later the menac-

ing What returned to score the

winning goal.

What keeper Kim also

found himself kissing the ice in

the third period. Attempting to

beat a Friggin Yar breakaway,

Kim came way out of his box

only to be beaten and tossed

aside. Friggin Yar was unable to

QiJTLp03E3/^ipi^
Introduces

"AnneTTe"
(formerly of Rapunzel)

b
a full service salon for men ck women

Your CC Headquarters for Hair

—•ALL STUDENTS 10% OFF!—

-

815 N.Nevada '630-3435

capitalize on the opportunity,

however, as What's defense

swiftly moved in to cover the

empty net.

Kim played an otherwise ex-

emplary game with timely de-

flections and catches. Friggin

Yar obtained its sole goal when

Daniel Eric Coe slid the puck

past a sprawling Kim.

"Twas a competitive com-

petition where everyone was

competing competitively with

their competitors. Let's go to

Benji's," Coe commented.

At the time it must have

been difficult for Friggin Yar to

decide who their competitors

truly were as they took each oth-

er out almost more often than

the Whats. A strong What de-

fense, led byJesse Quay, capital-

ized on Friggin Yar's hostility to-

wards each other.

Teamwork played a major

role in What's success. Both

What goals were assisted goals.

Early in the second, Chris Dock-

um received a well placed puck

from Liz Wall and slammed it

past Kremkau. Segerhammer's

game winning tie-breaker came

with an assist from Nathan Ban-

wart.

6RANTS FOR SUMMER PROJECTS

Each year, the Paul Sheffer Memorial Fund for Catholic Studies awards

several grants of up to $1,000 for student summer research projects or

internships. The Paul Sheffer Memorial Fund provides a wide range of

resources for teaching and research in the Roman Catholic tradition,

allowing the College to supplement its course offerings and enable

students to come to a filler appreciation of the rich intellectual tradition of

Catholic Christianity.

Grant recipients are required to make a presentatton about their prefect

during the following academic year Recipients may also be allowed to

combine their grants with fimds from other awards or grants at the

discretion of the fund administrator.

TO APPLY, you must submit:

-a summary of the proposed project

-a budget of anticipated expenses

And either:

-a letter from a CC faculty member which assesses your readiness to

carry out the researcti project, or

-a letter from the organization witli wiiich you propose to do an

internsiiip.

Address all apphcations to Sheffer Fund Coordinator, Shove Chapel. For

more information, please contact Joe Pickle at ext. 6615 or by e-mail.

Deadline for proposals is March 15, 4:00 pm.

Intramural Basketball

The Hammer drubs S.S.

Lagoon, stays undefeated

by Michele Killccn

On Tuesday night. The

Hammer, perhaps the best team

in IM Co-ed basketball, faced off

against S.S. Lagoon. The two

teams had met once before,

with The Hammer cmshing La-

goon in the end. The Lagoon

team would not give up so easily

this time.

Hammer fielded a much

more skilled team that has

played together for a few years.

Lagoon had a lot of heart, but iill

three women were struggling to

keep their dinner down. The

game started slowly, with Ham-

mer sinking the first shot after

four minutes of play. Lagoon re-

sponded quickly, and pulled

ahead to lead for most of the

first half behind some strong in-

side moves from Ryan Hamilton

and Mike Kremkau.

Hamilton led Lagoon

with twelve points, going two

for two from the foul line.

Kremkau followed close behind

with ten points. Siber con-

tributed another five, including

one three, and Drodgy Almonte

scored four.

Steve Boese and Lori Droste

led the Hammer with ten points

apiece, three of Droste's coming

from a trey. Lynne Chastain

scored six points, and Josh Low-

ell added five.

The Hammer managed to

hang onto their lead, stretching

it in the end to ten points. The

final score was The Hammer 4.^,

S.S. Lagoon ii. Hammer fin-

ished the regular season unde-

feated, and definitely represent

some tough competition, aim-

ing to win the whole thing.

With good behavior, you'll be

out in just 5 months.

With a 4 year college degree, you can begin your career

in law as a paralegal in just 5 months.

• Approved by the American Bar Association

• Free lifetime national placement assistance

• Financial aid available for eligible students

• Includes a 100 hour internship

Call today for a free video "Your Career In Law"

719-444-0190
DENVER PARALEGAL
INSTITUTE - COLORADO SPRINGS

1 05 E Vefmijo Ave., Colorado Springs, CO 80903

1

D Please provide information on the paralegal profession,

D Please send free video "Your Career In Law"

Address

City

Graduation Date _

DENVER PARAIEGAL INSTTTUTE

-COLORADO SPRINGS

I05E. VermlloAve.

Colorodo Springs, CO 60903
7l9-44d-OI9Q

READY KMISniNG WEAK "9$??

SPRING BREAK PARTT WEEK INCLUDES:

ROUND TRIP J^R-DENVER TO CANCUN • ROUND TRIP TRANSFERS AIRPORT TO

HOTEL • 7 NIGHTS HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS • FREE WECOME PARTIES S

aUBADMISSIONS'ALLSERVICE CHARGES, H0TaTAXES,40EPARTURETAXES

PRICES START FROM $450.00/PERSON

GABJDEN OF THE GODS TRAVEL
(719) 594-9595 • 1-800-766-6077

Rates quoted a/e based on quad (4) occupancy & are subject to cliange

until reserved & paid. Some restrictions apply. Space is limited.
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Athletic Dept. raising funds

byJosieHenjum

$12,500 in cash. Over

135,000 in trade items. Tlie

Atliletic Depirtnient is raking

in money from corporate

sponsors in its efFoits to build

the department budget and

support Tiger athletics.

The department has its

sights set on meeting a re-

quirement set by President

Kathrj'n Mohrman. In her re-

view of CC Diiision I sports,

Mohrman made die depart-

ment responsible for absorb-

ing 40% of the cost of D-I

sports within five years. The

Athletic Department has

teamed up with the Develop-

ment Office to raise a portion

of this revenue via corporate

sponsorships and season ticl(-

et sales. They have also

teamed up widi advertisers in

an effort to make CC's name

more visible.

Griflrs-Blessing, Blick's,

Guide Travel, Radisson hotels,

Vne Antlers, and many other

local businesses have already

pledged financial support to

CC athletics. In return for

funding, free advertising, and

hotel stays from these spon-

sors, the College posts corpo-

rate names on the boards in

Honnen Ice Rink and hangs

banners at Tiger games in the

AFA Cadet Arena.

Less tangible than the fi-

nancial donations are the con-

tributions from advertisers and

the media. Lamar Outdoor do-

nates billboard space to Tiger

hockey each month. Tiger

sports are now promoted by

Cablevision, The Gazette Tele-

graph, KRDO, and in local

restaurant restrooms.

"Awareness and income

go hand in hand," said Fred

Whitacre, a sports marketing

consultant hired by the CC.

"Our goal is to sell 1,000

season tickets for next season,

'

said Whitacre, "We have only

been at diis (fundraising) since

November...We are making

great progress."

Hmr Designersfor Men & Women

Style cuts, Maintenance Trim,
Penns & Translucent Colors

Nexus & Triproducts availablefor sale

Monday - Friday
Stop in or call for an appointment
827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

r"

FREE SHIRT
BRING THIS COUPON INTO
EON MARKET, SPEND AT

LEAST $20 AND GET A SMALL
100% COTTON T-SHIRT

rFREET

mm-wurnmiwum

m
KCLUSIVE SPORTSWEAR

ir fashions and prices are ao good, toe luant you to com
huy Ihem. We figure this might do the trick.

834 NORTH INSTITUTE ST. 633-1015
comer of Cache La Poudre and Institute

M-F 4:30-^6:30 SAT 11-4 exp. ,»>

Athlete of the Week
Wassilie breaks records, paces track team

by Ondine Boulter

The Catalyst's pick for

athlete of the week is sopho-

more sprinter Carl Wassilie. In

the past two weeks, Carl has

managed to break two school

records and tie another. His

times of 24.1 seconds in the

200 meter race, iW.19 seconds

in the 300 meter race, and 6.8

seconds in the 55 meter dash,

have all e;imed him a place in

the Tiger record book.

A native of Seward, Alas-

ka, Carl has been running

track since junior high school,

but this is his first year run-

ning for CC. In his junior year of

high school, Wassilie made it to

die Al:iska State Track and Field

Championships in triple jump,

earning fourth place in his

event. He is now only a sprinter

due to problems his knees felt

from jumping.

As far as the track team

goes, Carl feels that "..we are

looking really big for our out-

door season. We have a fairly

large team with a lot of talent,

so, even though we are compet-

ing against many Division One

schools, we are hopeful." Was-

silie feels that his competitive

nature enables him to improve

CC Women's Club

Hockey beats CU
by Carrie S, Bowman &

Sonja E. Hovey

Last Sunday, the CC

Women's Club Hockey team

notched a 4-3 overtime win

against the CU Women's Hock-

ey Club at Honnen Ice Rink.

For the first time this sea-

son, the Tigers were ahead go-

ing into the second period. Barb

Bentley scored twice to build a

2-0 lead. The CU Buffaloes ame
back in the second period to tie

it at 2-2.

A couple of CC penalties

gave CU a two person advantage

in the third period and CU got

the power play goal. The Tigers

came back and once again Barb

put one in the net. Time expired

with the score tied at 3-3, and

the game went into overtime.

Within 40 seconds of over-

time play, Christine scored a

wide-open goal, giving the

Tigers a 4-3 victory.

The Tigers hope for another

win this weekend as they take

on Vail at 1:15 pm on Saturday,

and CU again at 1;15 pm the

next day. Both games are at

home. We challenge CC to pack

the rink and cheer us on!

^^degrees

HUGE SALE// '•

50% OFF
UNBEATABLE PRICES!

-all namebrand winter clothing-

DLNOARECS

ieans'flannetsMrtS't-sMrts'cords
UNTIL IT'S GONE!

2630 W. Colorado Ave. (719)442-2636

his running ability. "I am con-

stantly striving to work harder,

and to push myself to get bet-

ter." He hopes to be a qualifi-

er for nationals this year in :my

one of his events.

OIT the track, Cart's inter-

ests lie in sport sdences and

possibly beconting a physical

therapist. He enjoys running

as well as cross-country and

downhill skiing to help him

stay in shape. Before the

sport was cut from die athletic

program, Wassilie was also a

member of the Tiger baseball

team. Cart's interest in athlet-

ics will remain a part of his life.

Track continued from page 19

Ethan" Fish ran a personal worst

of 3:36.3. Dave "I'm too sexy for

Ethan" Perfors ran a 2:46.4. Josh

"I eat more food than Ethan"

Messer ran 2:51.4. And Andy "I

like my girifriend more than 1

like Ethan" Alamonte ran a

3:04.3. In the 600 meter, Sasha

ran a school record of 1:43.9.

Sara ran a 1:52.6 and Nanci "1

like my boyfriend more than 1

like Ethan" Eaton ran a 1:55.1.

Paul "Can 1 have Ethan's bread-

sticks?" Neaville ran 1:31.5. Jon

"Ethan can't wait to meet you"

Murphy ran 1:34.27, and Justin

"dresses better than Ethan"

Springer ran 1:37.34 in the

men's contest.

Erica "1 could lap Ethan in

the3000"Sofianekranan:35in

the 3000 meter while Sally

"Ethan's employer" Wuriitzer

ran 12:12. In the 4x200, Nanci,

Sasha, Anabell and Julie ran,

a

school record of 2:02.7. Cart,

Juan, Cody and Louis also ran a

school recordl:42.2. Finally

Mark "1 don't live with Ethan"

Sweet, Brian "maybe Edian can

deliver a message to Jen" Kates

and Tim "Ethan, not Mike,

should wear Victoria's Secret pa-

jamas" Lambert ran a school

record of 1:52.

DON'T
DRINK AND

DRIVE!
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Track Team on record pace,

shatters school marks again!

by Krista Fish & Sara Fry

The CC track team turned

in a remarkable performance at

the Boulder Track this week-

end, once again shattering sev-

eral school records.

Shelly "Ethan's next door

neighbor" Killeen threw a per-

sonal record in the shot put

with a chuck of 24' 10.5". Erin

"hasn't really gotten to know

Ethan yet" Tuggle chucked a

new school record of 38' 1".

Sasha "who is the same height

as Ethan" Scott triple jumped a

school record of 33' 6". Kyle

"does not look like Ethan"

Ploessi long jumped 19' 10", and

Louis "doesn't smell as bad as

Ethan" Southall U'iple jumped

39' 5".

In the 55 meter dash, Sasha

and Julie "really doesn't look

like Ethan" Cole both broke the

school record in the 55 meters

with their dashes of 7.82 sec-

onds and 7.97 seconds, respec-

tively. In the 55 hurdles, Bonnie

"not the same sex as Ethan" Al-

gera ran a school record of 12.4

seconds. Three men are now co-

holders of the new school

record in the men's 55 meters.

Kyle and Carl "my hometown is

a lot colder than Ethan's" Was-

silie both ran 6.8 seconds. Cody

"Is a hell of a lot taller than

Ethan" Young ran 8.64 seconds

in the 55 hurdles.

In the ,W0, Julie Cole ran a

49.6, Bonnie Algera ran a 52.2.

On the men's side, Cari Wassilie

ran a 38.19 and Juan "from

Trinidad, which is not the same

state Ethan is from" Aragon ran

a 42.21. In the 1000 meter in-

door steeple chase. Jack "I

broke captain EO, unlike Ethan"

ran a school record of 3:35. In

die open 1000 meter Anabell "is

not engaged to Ethan" Amott

ran a 3:12.3 breaking the old

school record by .5 seconds.

Sara "It's such a cross to bear

when your roommate wakes

you up at 2:45 am, Ethan would

never do that" Fry ran a 3:13-9.

Krista "what a curse to date

Please see Track on page 18

Random thoughts for 128 million nations

OUT OF

by Chad

— I was thinking that for next block break I'd

road trip to Tucson and see if the rest of my IM

Softball team and I can catch on as replacement

players with the Rockies. Anyone else want to

join?

— Can someone please tell me why former Cleve-

land Brown defensive lineman James Jones is

making $1.5 million widi the Broncos? And why

haven't I ever heard of him? The Broncos seem

to think that he's going to shore up the defensive

line. Sounds alot like the propaganda we've

been hearing about

Bronco free agents for

the last two years. Re-

member how Don Maggs

was going to be the an-

swer at right offensive

tackle? And Ted Washington at nose tackle? And

Ray Crockett at cornerback? As near as 1 can tell,

James Jones was just signed to be used as incen-

tive to get Michael Dean Perry. But why not just

sign Henry Thomas, who's a better player dian

Perry, and save the money spent on Jones to sign

someone like L.A. Rams linebacker Roman

Phifer?

— Or they could just sign me to play defensive

end and forget about the rest of die defense. Just

call me Chad 'Too Tall" Hoeppner.

— Does anyone care about major leage baseball

with replacement players? Just checking.

— Does anyone care about this sports column?

Just checking again.

— I'm beginning to think that all Colorado pro

sports are run by one person. The Broncos,

Nuggets, and Rockies each look remarkably like

teams that will never win it all, but just tease us

into thinking they have a chance.

— I wonder how former Broncos coach Wade

Phillips is doing with the Buffalo Bills.

THIN AIR

Hoeppner

— The more I watch North Carolina's Jerry Stack-

house, the more I think he's thi best player that

Dean Smith has had since Michael Jordan.

— The more I watch North Carolina's Rasheed

Wallace, the more 1 think he's the ugliest player

that Dean Smith has ever had.

— That doesn't mean 1 wouldn't like to see him

in a Nuggets uniform.

— If Dikembe Mutumbo keeps playing like he did

in his 26-point 18-rebound effort against the Tim-

berwolves, maybe he won't have to whine his

way into the All-Star

Game next year.

— What ever happened

to the Arkansas Razor-

backs mens' basketball

team? Something tells

me that Coriiss Williamson and die rest of the

'Hogs are just sitting back waiting until tourna-

ment time.

— It's positively criminal that die San Francisco

49ers third-string runningback is making $2.35

million over diree years and the federal govern-

ment wants to cut ftjnding for National Public

Broadcasting. Here's an idea to achieve a bal-

anced budget — tax the income of professional

sports team according to dieir gross profits.

What the heck, that might solve the baseball

strike too.

— I was thinking maybe we could recruit a few of

the Rockies to help out the Nuggets and Broncos

since they have all diis free time because of the

strike. Dante Bichette and Andres Galhiraga

would make functional Broncos' linemen and I

bet Walt Weiss could play a little point guard for

the Nuggets.

— Or then again, they could just ask me to play

both sports. Call me Neon Deion Hoeppner.

— Bueller? Bueller? Bueller?

Mens basketball looks to 95-96 season

Mens B-ball loses to Ft.

Lewis in season finale

by Mike Ciccrelli &

Kevin Keilbach

The Colorado College

Men's Basketball team finished

dieir season with a 103-99 loss

to Ft. Lewis College last Saturday

evening. The game was tight

diroughout, and big shots from

Trent Peabody and Jay Longino

kept the Tigers close. Longino

led the Tigers widi 38 points and

Eric Heger added 15 in the dis-

appointing loss.

The final loss gave CC an 1 1-

14 mark for the season. Al-

though it is not a winning

record, many posidves came

from the season. The team

chemistry was strong and both

coaches and players learned a

great deal.

Next season, die team re-

turns nine players from this

year's squad, including the start-

ing five of Seth Pfalzer, Eric

Heger, Brian Baum, Jay Longi-

no, and Kevin Keilbach. Their

experience on the floor will

gready help CC. The only loss

will be the inside play of senior

Jason Bradford. His size and

moves inside will be missed, but

die continued strong play in the

paint by Kevin Keilbach and a

"healthy" Shachar Gilad will

compensate for the loss.

Widi a more experienced

lineup and anodier year under

dieir belt, the Tigers will be a

10% DISCOUNT TO CC STUDENTS

ANNOUNCING
The Colorado College Contests in Poetry and Fiction

sponsored by the English Department

7tU 'Evdtfn 'Bridges fBoetry^ad
from one to ten poems

(not more than 500 lines)

First prize $150; second prize $100; third prize $50

For more information, contact Ruth Barton, x6503

Ifie iKfViOe fPritefor fiction

from one to tliree snort stories

(no longer than 10,000 words)

First prize $150; second prize $100; third prize $50

For more information, contact James Yaffe, x6498

Submit all'poems and stories to the Englisii office

(Armstrong 341) by Monday, March 13 at 4:00 pm.
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CC sweeps Michigan Tech, claims WCHA title

Tigers champs again!!

pholo courtesy o( Geoff Eal<in

The CC Tigers clinched the WCHA Title for the second year in a row.

home series. Friday niglit the MacNoughton Cup. The team

Tigers host the Pioneers at the

by Mike Rabinovitch

The Tiger hoci<ey team

clincheci its second consecutive

WCHA regular season champi-

onship last weekend with a 4-3

victory over the Michigan Tech

Huskies on Saturday night at

the Air Force Academy. The

Tigers won by the same score

Sunday afternoon to collect the

team's ninth weekend series

sweep of the season. The Tigers

take on the Universitj' of Denver

diis weekend in a home and

Cadet Ice Arena while the last

regular season game for both

teams will be played Saturday

night at the DU Ice Arena.

Last Friday night the Cadet

Ice Arena was filled widi an elec-

tric energy that had not been

present since die Minnesota se-

ries back in December. The

Tigers took the ice in front of an

overflow standing room only

crowd of 2,952 in hopes of

claiming their second straight

WCHA Hockey Playoff TirkAtQ

The WCHA Hockey Playoff tickets are now on sate. The playoff games
are a bestof-three series with the games scheduled at the Cadet Ice

Arena for Friday, .March 10th at 7:35 pm; Saturday Mairh 11th at 7;05

pm; and Sunday, March 12th at 7:05 pm (if necessary).

• THREE GAME STWPS WILL BE ON SALE THROUGH MONDAY,
MARCH 6TH AT THE WORNER CEiVTER DESK

• INDIVIDUAL GAME TICKETS TOU GO ON SALE TUESDAY, MARCH
TTH AT gKM AM AT THE WORNER CENTER DESK

TICKET PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS:

Faculty, Staff, & Administration Strip ofThree $18,00

Individual Game JZOO

3rd Came Refund J4.00

^'"^^"K '

Strip of Three $10.00

Individual Game {4,00

3rd Game Reftind $2.00

• if a third game is not necessary, reHmds may abe claimed at the
Womer Center Desk only, and must be clajmed by Friday, March 31st
1995.

• If you have any questions, please call the Athletic Oflice at 389-6475,
or the Womer Center Desk at 389-6607

knew that the championship

would be practically inevitable

as a combination of a Denver

loss and two Minnesota ties

gave them a share of the regular

season championship even be-

fore Saturday night's face-off.

However, they wanted a victorj'

to claim the title outright.

The Tigers, knowing that

the MacNoughton Cup was in

the building, jumped out to a

three-to-nothing lead courtesy

of seniors Kent Fearns and

David Paxton as well as fresh-

man Jason Gudmundson. Ju-

nior center Colin Schmidt

notched what would be the

eventual game winner with un-

der two minutes to go in the

second period to put CC ahead

by the score of 4-1. Michigan

Tech rallied back in a fast paced

third period and cut the lead to

a single goal with just over a

minute to play in the game. The

goal, a power play tally, inter-

rupted a frenzy of cheer that en-

gulfed the arena. The students

initiated a standing ovation with

about three minutes to go in the

game that fired up the rest of

the crowd as well as the Tiger

squad. Michigan Tech buzzed

for the last minute, but their ef-

forts were too little too late.

The Tigers held on and the cel-

ebration began.

The Cup materialized al-

WCHA Standings

Team (overall record) H I 1 Pts

1. Colorado College (27-9-0) 22 8 44

2 Denver Univ. (21-12-1) 17 12 1 35

Minnesota (18-11-5) 15 10 5 35

4 Wisconsin (17-134) 15 11 4 34

5 St. Cloud State (16-17-1) 14 15 1 29

ft Nonh Dakoi:i (14-17-.-!) 12 15 3 27

Michigan Tech (15-16-4) 12 15 3 27

8. Minnesota Duluth (14-16-4) 11 15 4 26

9. Northern Michigan (12-20-.3) 10 17 3 23

10. Alaska Anchorage (11-21-0) 10 20 20

last Weekend: The Tigers clinched the WCHA title defeating

Michgan Tech t-3 in both games last weekend.

This Weekend: The Tigers close out the regular season against

DU this weekend, Friday's game will be played at AFA with a 7:35

pm face-off. Saturday's game, at Denver, will begin at 7:05 pm.

The Series: The Tigers split therir only series against DU earlier

this season. CC suffered a 6-5 lo.ss in the first game but came back

with a 7-3 drubbing in the seccond game.

Fast Facts: The Tigers have clinched their .second stratight reg-

ular season WCHA champion.ship, becoming only the seventh

team in the history of the league to win back-to-back titles. Tigers

are 8-2 over the last ten games, Colin Schmidt is on a 12-game

point-scoring stre:ik, and Peter Geronazzo is on a nine-game

point scoring stre:tk. Eric Rud has nine ;issists in his last 11

games. Ryan Bach is 16-3-0 on the seasonJudd Lamber has won
three straight sttirts and yielded just six goals.

most immediately and the pre-

sentation ceremony began,

Bruce McLeod, the league com-

missioner, presented the cup to

the team with a brief but

poignant speech. Not wasting

any time, goaltender Ryan Bach

grabbed the cup and hoisted it

above his head, staning the trip

around the ice in front of a fren-

zied student section. The play-

ers took turns skating around

the ice holding the cup over

their heads, a la the New York

Rangers, as the crowd expressed

their graUflcation. Don Lucia

addressed the crowd via micro-

phone and in the excitement of

the moment used such unfound

niceties as "you guys are the

best fans in the country." Per-

haps Lucia was talking about the

season ticket holders, because

we all know that CC students are

among the most apathetic fans

in the country.

The latest gaffe by CC stu-

dent fans came last weekend.

We won the league champi-

onship for the second consecu-

tive year, in front of a standing

room only crowd. The student

section was packed. The follow-

ing day's game was also a sell-

out, yet the student section was

only about half full.

The night before, as the

Tigers were en route to their

championship clinching victory,

there were moments of com-

plete silence in the arena. The

students decided to stand up for

the last few minutes, after which

each person gave themselves a

pat on the back for being such

supportive fans.

Our team had not won the

league championship for 3^

years until last season. This year

they have a good chance of

reaching the NCAA tourna-

ment's final four.

Denver is second in the

league and will probably get a

bid to the NCAA tournament.

The Tigers have already secured

the league championship and

an NCAA bid. Help the Tigers

bring home the gold pan, the

trophy awarded to the season

series winner between CC and

DU. CC is the proud owner of

two MacNoughton Cups, the

Tigers rock, and DU SUCKS!
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Phi Delts lose appeal, face eviction deadline
by Jennie Randall

On March 8, President

Kathryn Mohrman made the fi-

nal decision to withdraw recog-

nition of Phi Delta Theta frater-

nity. The fraternity's national

headquarters revoked the

group's charter February 27.

"It's a sad decision," said

Vice President for Student Life

Laurel McCleod. "Its taken after

very careful consideration of

patterns of behavior over the

last five years."

McCleod heard Phi Delta

Theta's appeal of the decision

on March 6 and made a final rec-

ommendation to Mohrman

March 7. The fraternity was noti-

fied of Mohrman's decision

March 8. Phi Delta Theta alumni,

approximately 700 in all, are also

being notified of the school's

and the national headquarters'

decisions.

While McCleod confirmed

rumors that Phi Delta Theta

owed money to the school and

to its national headquarters, she

denied that was die reason the

college withdrew recognition of

the fraternity.

"Lots of groups go in debt,"

she said. "This (withdrawal of

recognition) was in response to

Serenading on skid row

photo courtesy ol Nk: Taylor

The classic musical "Little Shop of Horrors" is being performed tonight and tomorrow In Taylor Hall at 8:00 pm. Admission to

the play Is free with a CC ID, and $5 to the general public.

the feet diat they violated the

terms of their probation." Phi

Delta Theta was placed on pro-

bation in November, at approxi-

mately die same time die na-

tional organization placed the

fraternity's charter in escrow.

Responding to the decision,

Phi Delt Jamie Klopp said, "Col-

orado College does not value

and is not responsive to its stu-

dents. That Phi Delta Theta no

longer exists on this campus is a

result of misplaced priorities.

The Colorado College adminis-

tration has failed to recognize

die importance of student orga-

nizations They have robbed

bodi current and future stu-

dents of an invaluable educa-

donal and social experience."

The Phi Delta Theta house

must be vacated by March 16. As

Please see Phi Delt on page 4

Inside

Mohrman to make Greek decision
by Jennie Randall

President Kathryn Mohr-

man is expected to present a fi-

nal decision concerning the fij-

lure of die Colorado College

Greek system in about a mondi.

"She expects to make her

very final decision at die begin-

ning of May," said Barbara Ben-

jamin-Tfevino, Executive Assis-

tant to the President.

The Ad Hoc Committee on

die Greek System submitted a

confidential recommendation to

Mohrman on March 1. Mohrman

created die committee of four

professors, four administrators,

two Greek students, two non-

Greek students and one trustee

and alumni to discuss options

and submit a recommendation

to Mohrman.

According to Trevino,

Mohrman is now in die process

of considering the committee's

recommendation and compiling

feedback before making a final

decision. The future of the

Greek system is expected to be

discussed when Mohrman

meets with the College's Board

of Trustees this weekend.

The Ad Hoc committee was

asked to consider four options

reached by a previous commit-

tee. Briefly summarized, the op-

dons were: keeping die Greek

system more or less the same.

making die fraternities non-resi-

dential, integrating the fraterni-

ties and sororities into the col-

lege's residential life program,

or eliminating fraternities and

sororities altogether.

"I don't diink its possible to

say the Greek system will not

change," said Evelyn Jones,

Greek Advisor and a member of

die Ad Hoc Committee. Jones

added diat it was "very likely"

Please see Greek on page 4

A Look into Greek

History at CC

Tigers Prepare For
j

1st Round Playoffs

page 18
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Security! Report
2/21/95

Visitor to campus reported her driver's side bad( window had

been broken. The vehicle, a 1992 white Honda Civic, was

parl<ed on die left side of Womer Center. J20 radio was re-

ported missing.

2/25/95

Student reported a white male chasing het from Nevada and

San Miguel. Man was desciibed as 6' t,ill, darl< hair and dark

clodies. Security nsponded and found no one in the area.

Security Tip: Use the escort service, x6340. The escort service

is available every night of the block from 8 PM to 1 AM.

Security Tip: Self-defense classes will be offered Monday and

Wednesday from noon to 1 PM in Slocum Lounge for die fu'st

three weeks of Block 7. The classes are free and open to all

students.

Security Tip: Students being harassed over the phone should

repon the calls to die police.

Professors propose

Journalism tliematic minor

Packard visits CC
by Julie Gordon

David Packard, who has giv-

en more donations to Colorado

College than any other individ-

ual, will be on campus today

His visit marks the beginning of

a ftindraising challenge named

in his honor

"We're delighted to have

him here," said Elaine Freed, Di-

rector of Corporate and Foun-

dation support, who has

worked on organizing the de-

tails of Packard's visit. "When

President Mohrman invited him,

we weren't sure whether he

would be able to come or not."

Packard, one of the

founders of die multi-billion dol-

lar Hewlett Packard Corpora-

tion, became interested in CC

because both of his parents

were graduates. He served as a

member of the Board of

Trustees here at die College

from 1964-68.

Packard's conuibutions to-

tal almost $20 million. The first

Please see Packard on page 3

by Stephanie Dohrmann

Due to major student inter-

est in journalism. Professors

Ruth Barton, Brenda Tooley,

Robert Loevy, and Robert Lee

will propose a new Thematic

Minor in Journalism at the

March 13 faculty meeting. With

die approval of the Committee

on Insuuction, they suggest an

addition of two new courses, GS

216-lntroduction to Journalism

and GS 314-lndependent Study

in Journalism.

"We believe the liberal arts

have much to contribute to the

practice of journalism," the pro-

fessors stated in their proposal.

"This thematic minor would be

solidly based in the liberal

arts...It would enable students

to investigate the points of con-

nection across disciplines that

result in self-critical, intellectual-

ly responsible journalism," the

proposing committee said.

A diematic minor in Jour-

nalism would require six units

minimum. All students acquir-

ing diis minor would have to

take die GS 216-lntroduction to

Journalism which would focus

on basic journalism writing
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skills like news, analysis, feature

and editorial writing (including

research, fact-checking, inter-

viewing), editing, layout, jour-

nalistic ethics, and libel laws. In

addition, students would have to

complete the two courses from

Category One: EN 280-Journal-

ism as Literature and GS 223-Pol-

itics, Ediics and Journalism.

A hirther requirement is de-

fined in Category Two. Students

would be required to complete

two courses in a department

otiier than die major when one

of the courses is at the 300 or

400 level. Recommended areas

of concentration which appear

in the daily media would be eco-

nomics, political or natural sci-

ences or the fine arts. The last

section. Category Three - GS: In-

dependent Study in Journalism

would deal with two constitueni

elements: an internship in jour

nalism and an integrated projeci

designed to supplement the stu

dent's work in the minor.

"Many of our students arc

interested in a journalism the-

matic minor," the professors

stated in their proposal. "We

would be serving their needs

and providing a useftjl program

of study if we organize a coher-

ent, rigorous, but accessible

journalism minor."

If the proposal is approved,

CC-studenis will probably be

able to take advantage of this

new minor during the next aca-

demic year.
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Campus Happenings

Asian-Pacific Competition Announced
The Program in Asian-Pacific Studies announces the Spring

1995 competition for The Gaylord Prize for Independent Student

Reseach in Pacific Area Studies. Prizes will be awarded for pro-

jects by both individuals and small group. Proposals are due to

the history depanment secretary, Sandy Papuga, Palmer 212, by

3 pm today. Professors Vibha Kapuria-Foreman (x6419) or Pro-

fessor Yun-Yu Wang (x6460) can answer any questions.

ACM Early Applications Due

The ACM India Studies program is accepting early applica-

tions for 1996. Deadline for the application is March 31, 1995. For

application materials and details, contact Professor Vibha Ka-

puria-Foreman, Palmer 101, x6419.

Monument Trail Safety Concerns
Women, probably non CC students, have been chased while

running on North Monument Trail in the morning. Students are

strongly cautioned to be careful, particularly in that area.

Author Gives Reading

Karen Swenson will be giving a reading of her work today at

7:30 pm in the Stewart House, located at 1228 Wood Ave. The

event was originally scheduled to take place in Bemis, but has

been moved to the Stewart House.

Study Abroad Program Annonced

Applications are now being accepted for the spring 1996 se-

mester in Liineburg, Germany. Contact the German Deparuiient

, for further information, or stop by to pick up an application form.

N ^

New wing to be added to Slocum

Packard from page 2

contribution, $12 million, came

in 1972. This gift is the largest

sum of money the College has

received to date. With that mon-

ey, Packard Hall was built. The

second contribution, $2 million

in 1984 was specifically for the

Barnes Science Center. And the

third, $4 million was given to the

College just this past fall.

"Packard's gift will help to

implement President Mohr-

man's strategic plan, her Interim

Report on the Colorado Col-

lege," Freed said.

President Mohrman is using

Packard's latest gift to generate

fiirther financial support for the

College. She has set up a chal-

lenge grant which will quadruple

that of Packard's $4 million. Re-

lying on the generosity of Col-

orado College alumni and

friends, she plans to match the

gift 4 to 1, raising an additional

$16 million by July of 1997.

Packard's visit will be the kick-off

to the "Fund for a Future."

There are several possibili-

ties being considered for the use

of the $16 million. A larger

amount of money for student

scholarships, faculty fellow-

ships, and minority faculty re-

cruiting seem to be on the list of

priorities. Additionally, using

some of the challenge grant to

provide for increased study

abroad, foreign language oppor-

tunities, science, library and vi-

sual and performing arts has

also been discussed.

Packard and Wilbur will

have a tour of Packard Hall in

the morning, to be followed by

an interview with the Gazette

Telegraph and a meeting with

the Board of Trustees.

"At the Board of Trustees

meeting, Packard will be pre-

sented with a resolution of ap-

preciation," Freed explained.

In the afternoon, after

lunch with President Mohrman

and a short presentation of the

campus Master Plan by consul-

tant Charles Rose, Packard will

have a tour of the computing

and chemistry labs in Barnes Sci-

ence Center.

Students interested in

meeting Packard can do so at a

2:30 p.m. question and answer

period in the Barnes Science

Center atrium.

photo courtesy ot Access

Construction will soon be undemay on a new wing on tlie southwest side of Slocum Hall.

by Julie Gordon

Students will begin to no-

tice construction workers and

equipment on the lawn next to

Slocum next week. The con-

struction taking place will create

a new three-story addition to

die hall.

"The crew will start on

Monday, March 13, by fencing

off the area," said Paul Jones,

Director of Student Life. "In ad-

dition to seeing the crew, stu-

dents may see trailers and

cranes on the site before they

leave for Spring Break."

From now until the end of

the school year, die crew will

work approximately every

weekday from 8:30 a.m to 4:00

or 4:30 p.m., according toJones.

"We're just looking for as

much student cooperation as

possible," Jones explained. "All

we can ask for is that students

bear with us until die construc-

tion is over. We're actually try-

ing to negotiate a later time so

as to not to disturb students in

the morning, but diere's also a

lot of work to be done in a short

amount of time, so that may not

be possible."

The whole process of cre-

ating the addition should take

22 weeks. 'The construction

will continue to take place

throughout the entire summer,

and by August 21st, we expect

to be ready for occupancy,"

Jones said.

"A lot of the timing de-

pends upon the weadier," Jones

explained. "If the weather is

good, there won't be any delays

and the construction workers

won't have to work overtime to

meet the deadline date."

The addition will consist of

a multi-purpose room on the

first floor, which will be set up

with audio-visual equipment and

a kitchen. According to David

Lord, Business Manager for the

College, having a kitchen on the

first floor will be "ideal not only

for students who want to cook,

but also for the Marriott Food

Serivice when it caters." The

next two floors will be student

housing.

The addition will bring

Slocum in compliance with die

American Disabilities Act as well,

providing improved quality of

lighting and temperature con-

trol in students' rooms when the

addition is complete.

This addition is not the fijH-

fledged renovation that Slocum

will undergo in the summer of

1996, but according to Lord,

there are advantages to doing it

now xs opposed to at the same

time as die renovation.

"Once die addition is com-

plete, diere will be more confer-

ence space. Slocum currendy

doesn't have enough space to

host people during conferences,

and now it will," he explained.

'The addition will also generate

more income for the College to

pay back the revenue bonds," he

added.

The funding for the addi-

tion did not come from Packard

Funds or a severe raise in stu-

dents' room and board. Instead,

the College hired George K.

Baum, an investment banker, to

sell tax-exempt bonds. $10.2

million was raised when Baum

sold the bonds.

Jones invited students to

discuss concerns or details of

the addition.

"Every Monday morning,

from die second week of Block

7 until the end of the school

year, I will be outside with the

construction workers. I will be

on the Slocum lawn from 7:30

to 8:30 a.m., and this v/ould be

an ideal time for students to ad-

dress their questions and con-

cerns," said Jones,

m- NEED A JOB? ^
FLEXIBl£ SCHEDULE, YEAR ROUND

Opening in retail sales, receiving, shipping,

stock, filing, etc.

Apply 8 AM. - 1 1 AM.
TEACHER'S PET / BANKS SCHOOL SUPPLY

241S RAND AVK.
{ I

- 25 a CIRCLE. EXIT I 38. 1 BLOCK WEST. 1 BLOCK NORTH )
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ereeilr from page 1

that the CC Greek system

would not be entiteiy dis-

posed of.

"There's alwa>'S middle

ground," she siud.

The re-evaluation of the

CC Greek system has been in

the works for the past few

years.

"The faculty voted for a

number of years to get the

Greeks off campus," Jones

said.

About five years ago, the

Board of the College re-

quested that then-fresident

Gesham Riley submit a

"strategic plan" for the col-

lege, similar to the current

master planaing process.

Topics included athletics,

residential life and the Greek

system.

Wlten Mohrman took

office, many of the issues

brought up during the

strategic planning period

had yet to be resolved. Since

then, Mohrman has been re-

viewing the issues one by

one, as in her re-evaluation

of Division 1 sports last year.

"She (Mohmian) didn't

want to leave the Greek sys-

tem in limbo," said Ruth Ko-

larik. Kolarik chaired the

Greek ad-hoc committee.

photo courtesy ol Peter McDonnett

The Phi Delta Thela Fraternity House must be vacated by the

end of block. Fraternity members may petition on an Individual

basis to reside in the house for the remainder of the semester.

Phi Delt from page 1

a result of an appeal to Director

of Residential Life Paul Jones,

current residents will be allowed

to appeal on an individual basis

to remain in the house for the

rest of the semester.

It will be at least two years

before diere is a chapter of Phi

Delta Theta on Campus again.

"We've said we'd be willing

to consider a request for re col-

onization no sooner than the

1997-1998 school year," Mc-

Cleod said. That request would

have to come from students and

from the national Phi Delta

Theta headquarters.

In a similar case, a previous

CC chapter of Phi Delta Theta

was suspended in 1988. They

were reinstated in 1990.

Mountain Chalet

27ih Annual Spmng Salel

ON SEIECTED WINTER ITEMS

Rental Equipment Sale 9pm, March 11

Sale Ends March 12th

CCS OUTDOOR CONNECTION

226 N. Tejon • Downtown • 633-0732

CCCA Minutes
I. Meeting called to order at ,1:,W PM

A, Attendance: Robinson, Coffey, McLaughlin, Sanchez,

Galligan, Reynolds, Stone, Brown, Page, Anthony

B. Absent: Anderson, Curry, DeHerrera, Galligan, Peacock

II. Budget Events

A. CCCA unanimously approved Budget Committee

recommendations for the following requests

1. Alternative request for $300 for a substance free all

campus casino night funded at $200

2. R.l.S.K. requested $400 to defray costs of transportation

for a community service project involving CC

students and at-risk high school students;

funded at $400

3. RHA Executive Council's request for $300 to defray

costs of registration and transponation to

NACURH '95 not funded

4. S.HA.R.E.'s request for $100 to defray transportation

costs to Sexual Assault Prevention Conference

given the hjll $100

5. EnAct funded at $500 following a request of $1200 to

help pay for Earth Week activities

B. MEchA requested $2800 to sponsor a theater group on

campus for its symposium

1. Budget Committee recommended $1500 considering

MEchA had not heard from other sources and

had $2000 of CCCA money in its account at the

beginning of the year

2. MEchA noted it needed an additional $500 above

original request considering costs for technical

assistants to help run the show

3. Coffey moved to increase CCCA grant to $2000

a. Brown asked if that would be enough money

4. Approved 10-0-3

C. CC Volleyball Lovers request for $75 to pay for a volleyball

net available to the entire student body hinded fully by

unanimous consent after discussion

1. CC VL said students feel intimidated by players on

existing courts and need another place to play

2. Net should be available at Worner Desk

D. CCCA budget stood at $446.00 following budget agenda

111 Teacher Award Proposal

A. Resolution to create a Teacher of the Year Award to be

presented at Honors Convocation approved 10-1-2

1. Process to be one of general nomination

B. Coffey and Brown to establish a list of criteria

W. Spring Fling 1995

A. CCCA debated location of Spring Fling; original plan to hold

it in Armstrong Quad called off because beer would be in

view of a city street, violating a city ordinance

1. Voted 8-1 to hold event on CC football and soccer fields

B. Event to cost around $1500

V. Abbay Robinson, Constitutional VP, noted her committee

members were not arriving to scheduled meetings; no

member of that committee was available for comment

VI. Coffeytalk

A. Elecdons: discussed Ice Cream Social idea among others

B. CCCA to give $200 to Boettcher Health Center to purchase

enough condoms to last the remainder of this year and

through the summer session (passed 12-0-0)

1. Students were stealing the entire bucket of condoms

a. CCCA said Boettcher desk will distribute them

VII. Miscellaneous

A. Stimeling reported Benjamins received liquor license

B. Council discussed using $10,000 CCCA reserve fund
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College violates students' right to privacy
by Eric Kibel

Privacy on a college cam-

pus, particularly one as small as

CC, may seem impossible to

achieve. Yet, while campus so-

cial secrets are commonly aired

like dirty laundry, federal law

entitles students to a certain de-

gree of privacy.

This doesn't mean that

your friends won't be talking

about your sex-life, or lack

thereof, in public. It does mean

that any student who is at least

eighteen years of age must give

their consent before the college

can disseminate information to

certain individuals about them.

As a requirement for receiv-

ing federal funds, the college is

expected to comply with federal

family and educational privacy

rights.

The penalty for non-compli-

ance is diat "[n]o funds shall be

made available. . . to any educa-

tional agency or institution

which has a policy. . . of permit-

ting the release of educational

records. . . of students without

the[lr] written consent . .

."

As it stands now, the col-

lege's billing practices violate

students' privacy rights by

billing parents rather than stu-

dents. The college has made the

blind assumption that students

are not responsible for their tu-

ition. But while many students'

parents do pay the bills, it is the

student who is ultimately re-

sponsible.

Parents have no obligation

to the college or the student to

pay for school simply by virtue

of their child's attendance here.

Students are the ones who have

entered into an obligation with

the school, and along with that

obligation come responsibility

and the right to privacy.

Perhaps the school doesn't

believe that we are competent

to handle our own affairs.

Regardless of the school's

evaluation of student competen-

cy, however, the fact is that un-

less a student is defined as de-

pendent under federal law, it is a

violation of that student's right

to privacy to invoice a parent be-

cause that invoice contains con-

fidential information the parent

is not entitled to know.

While some students are de-

pendent as such, the school cur-

rently makes no effon to discern

which students are and are not

dependent. Simply whether

your parents pay for school does

not make you dependent.

Even if you don't care that

The Colorado College may be vi-

olating your right to privacy, you

should be concerned with

whether or not CC maintains el-

igibility for federal funding.

By not complying with stu-

dent privacy rights, the school

risks losing federal funds such

as Pell Grant money, Stafford

Loans, and program grants

which pay for your education in

some way or another (even if

you're not on financial aid).

After bringing this problem

to President Mohrman's atten-

tion, the college's director of

Please see Privacy on page 7

Utopian society viewed from a floating perch
In a typically overwhelming end-of-block mode of

cynicism, and knowing that if I write anything of sub-

stance nobody attending CC will care enough to re-

member it over Spring Break and respond in the next

Catalyst, I've decided to lay out a theoretical wish list

for the world 1 live in.

I wish Americans would care, legitimately care,

about society. In the spirit ofJohn F. Kennedy, 1 think it

would be nifty if the general population took a vested

interest in perpetuating the greatness of this country we

live in rather than expecting this country to somehow

keep thriving on something other than the energy of

the people.

I wish more people would take some responsibility

for their lives, instead of depending on this government

of ours to act as a safety net when things get tough.

I wish that communities had the moral character to

take care of their own members instead of depending

on Mother America to care for the needy.

I wish telephone calls from Colorado Springs to Los

Angeles were much cheaper.

I wish we, as individuals, hadn't lost sight of the na-

ture of the difficulties this nation faces, and hadn't al-

lowed America's fijture to become less determined by

the people and more by die institution controlling the

people.

I wish musicians weren't elitists.

I wish institutions like The Colorado College would

somehow find a way to spur some sort of energetic

thought among its students outside of the classroom.

1 wish students at institutions like The Colorado

College didn't need this stimulation, and would find a

way to care about somediing other than beer on their

own.

I wish people would learn to care, legitimately care,

about each other. I think it would be nifty if everybody

could somehow manage to understand that, more im-

portant than economics and politics, the real reason

we're on this planet is to gain an understanding of each

other in a personal sense.

I wish love weren't such a frightening and shunned

commodity.

I wish parents wouldn't beat their children.

I wish the Judybats would release a new album

every six months, that Michael Bolton would stop

recording, that David Byrne lived in Denver and per-

formed weekly, and that The Artist Formerly Known as

Prince would choose a name we could all pronounce.

1 wish we could all own Sky Chairs.

I wish that the first diought that popped into the

THOUGHTS FROM

THE SKY CHAIR

by Erick R. Scheminske

minds of many right now wasn't ,"Well, how would the

government pay for those Sky Chairs?"

I wish that Spring Break weren't just 11 days long,

I wish more people would understand that it just

isn't good enough to take a passing interest in the di-

rection America travels. It seems that too much of our

generation, including most of the students at CC, be-

lieves it's really OK just to let things go as they may, and

that everything will be fine without any positive influ-

ence.

Unfortunately, we're moving funher and ftjrther

away every day.

Friday's midday musings

• So, according to the Clinton administration, because

1 support the "Contract with America," I hate chil-

dren and want all the poor kids in this nation to go

hungry.

• The way I see it, 1 love children enough not to have

any until I know 1 can pay for them to live happy and

healthy lives. You see, the ones who really hate chil-

dren are those who bring them into the world with-

out any means of caring for them.

Says Mr. Clinton, "1 think it's wrong to make small

children pay the price for their parents' mistakes."

Mr. Clinton, I think it's wrong to perpetuate a sys-

tem that allows parents to continue making these

mistakes. The price now is far less than the price

we'll continue to pay if people don't learn that

Mother America can't always be there.

I'm really into diis Mother America metaphor this

week.

Mother, when I have a bunch of kids I can't support,

will you make sure you keep sending me enough

money to get by on?

Ben Nighthorse Campbell: go back where you be-

long. Please.

Obviously, you're no Republican. Apparently, you're

no Democrat. Wouldn't it have just been wise to

drop all party affiliation instead of disturbing every-

body the way you have?

Rep. Pat Schroeder, D, Colo., apparently told Sena-

tor Campbell that she'd been beaten up by the De-

mocratic Party of Colorado as much as he had, to

which he replied, "Yes, but you have thicker skin."

Make up?

Why in the world would you want to stay afilliated

with a group of people who continually beat on you?

Pat Schroeder, you make no sense to me at all.

Does this mean more and more Republicans will

Stan wearing bolo ties?

1 shudder.

Mother, will you please force me for the rest of my

life to continue pursuing an appreciation of the arts,

even though for the arts to mean anything at all, I re-

ally should be motivated to appreciate ihem myself?

Tupak Shakur now insists his daj'S of "thug life' are

Please see Sky Chair on page 7
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Senator's defection demonstrates Democratic Decline

by Laura Peterson & Heather L. Feather Stone

Senator Ben Nighthorse

Campbell's switch in party al-

liance was a shocking event to

inany Coloradans. In an attempt

to discover tlie real reasons be-

hind diis defection, we elected

to make a few phone calls.

We reached Mark Grisko, a

member of the Democratic State

Central Committee, who was

volunteering at the El Paso

County Democratic headquar-

tei:s Friday, March 3-

Grisko stated that Camp-

bell's flip to the Republicans was

due to the faa that "he just

couldn't go another day without

voting for the Balanced Budget

Amendment."

Upon hearing the exclama-

tion that this was a very stupid

reason to change affiliation,

Grisko responded, "Well, you've

heard the terra 'Indian Giver'

haven't you.'"

The conversation went no

further due to the appalling and

incendiary nature of Grisko's

statement. After a cool down pe-

riod of approximately fifteen

minutes, we made a second call.

Grisko was confronted

about the earlier statement and

neitiier denied, retracted, not

apologized for it In an attempt

to justify his remark, Grisko said,

"He (Campbell) ran as a Democ-

rat. He was eleaed as a Democ-

rat. What do you call diat'"

What we would call tiiat is

not this column's subjea. How-

ever, there are a number of less

racist and more logical phrases

Grisko could have used. The

phrase was not only out of con-

text, it was an asinine thing to

say to a complete stranger over

the phone.

Ben Nighthorse Campbell

may be considered a U'aitor by

his former party. Still, this would

seem to have little to do with his

race and perhaps more to do

with the racism he must have

encountered in his years as a

Democrat.

Ed Raye, chairman of the El

Paso DemoCTatic Party, insists

that Grisko's statement is by no

means a proper indication of

party attitudes. Raye apologized

for Grisko's statement and

claimed that observations like

the one made by Grisko are,

"not something that would be

tolerated," by the El Paso Demo-

cratic Party.

Yet doubt remains as to

why tiie Democrats would allow

someone with such alien beliefs

to answer dieir phone and act as

their representative to tiie vot-

ing public.

Ben Nightiiorse Campbell

ran as a fiscal conservative, was

elected as a fiscal conservative,

and it seems only natural then

that he would have voted for die

Balanced Budget Araendment

regardless of his party affiliation.

Thus Campbell's act must surely

have a different cause.

Campbell was by no means

a typical Democrat, but the

views of party members specifi-

cally do not always reflect point

by point the platform of die par-

ty as a whole.

While those in command

do not smile upon voting

against the party line, doing so is

a time honored Washington tra-

dition which many Democrats

have practiced widely in recent

years.

Quite frankly, it is hard to

imagine anyone sitting up nights

stewing for a week because he

disagrees widi his party on an is-

sue which has always been a

point of disagreement between

them.

Ben Nightiiorse Campbell

hardly seems to be die type of

senator who would "change

horses in mid-stream" for no

better reason dian the Balanced

Budget Amendment. Similarly,

were Campbell's reasons due to

racism in the Democratic Party,

he hardly seems the type of per-

son who would have any qualms

about saying so.

While both these reasons

may have played a role in Camp-

bell's doubdessly agonizing de-

cision, a larger factor would

seem to be at work.

According to Cahuilla Mar-

garet Red Elk, Director of the

Colorado Springs Chapter of die

American Indian Movement and

long-time associate of Senator

Campbell, "It all fits togedier. .

.

he may have felt tiiat where he

was and what he was doing was

not meeting his needs concern-

ing die challenge of die political

process."

Regardless of motivations,

however, a high ranking offi-

cial's desertion of one party for

anodier is usually an act of polit-

ical suicide. As a rule, switching

parties leads die voting public to

consider one unreliable.

Senator Campbell's former

colleagues will, no doubt, look

askance at his jump across the

aisle and his new colleagues will

never quite trust him. The issue

for the Republicans is not that

Campbell was once a Democrat;

it is the fact, as Grisko pointed

out, that he "ran as a Democrat

and was elected as a Democrat."

Many stalwart Republicans,

including Ronald Reagan, were

once Democrats but they never

made the mistake of being elect-

ed as such. Campbell will, there-

fore, run into severe problems

should he ever wish to be con-

firmed by the Senate for any

post, or run for any high office,

including the one he now holds.

The end of Campbell as a

Democrat may be a sign of the

decline, a death knell of the De-

mocratic Party in Colorado, and

perhaps the nation. The defec-

tion of Democrats can be seen

like rats leaving a sinking ship.

Leave while it is still a brave act.

Leave before it becomes the

norm. Leave while die defection

still makes news.

THE TOBKCCO rNDu^nc/:

^ Cljeersi

!> To tfie cast of "Little Shop of Horrors,

for putting on o magnificient stiow

T> To 11 days of no responsibility

i> To Benjl's, for actually having Gum-
mi Bears In stock.

A To the College Democrats Club for

acting on thier desire to instigate con-
versation about political topics among
conservatives and liberals at CC.
•Cs To the CCCA for making a concert-
ed effort to contact the student body
by manning a lunchtime table in the

Worner Center.

it To Tony Bennett, for bringing a
beautiful style of music back to the
forefront and into the lives of the MTV
generation.

•it To the College Republicans, for de-
ciding not to disband their organiza-

tion.

iS- To those giving up their spring break
to help other, less fortunate people.
A To Kathryn Mohrman for adopting
an Educational Grievance Committee
policy based on student concerns,
needs, and input.

and

JEERS X
X To whomever decided to change
the new/ track setup after the pits and
runvi/ays w/ere put in.

X To the orchestrators of that audacity
In the Worner Center labeled "Student

Proposals."

X To those who find statements joking

about "Rape Whistle Orchestras" and
contests called "Shoot the Welfare
Mother" even mildly amusing (refer to

the aforementioned list of "Student
Proposals."

X To the engineers who designed a flat

roof above the small gym in El Pomar..
Drip, drip, drip

X 20 page papers due four days be-
fore spring break.

X The C-Store for remaining closed
during the breakfast and lunch hours

X To the DU Hockey team, just be-
cause they're DU.

Send us your CljcfrS and JEERS via

e-mail:

CATALyST(®CC.COLORADO.EDU
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Marvelous meditations
Perhaps Robert Fulghum said it best in his

essay "Everything 1 Need to Know 1 Learned in

ICindergarten." Be aware of wonder. It sounds

lil<e such a simple concept.

In today's world of greed, cynicism, mis-

trust, hate and fear, few people take the time to

stop and appreciate the little things left in life.

Wonder is an amazing idea, it captures the imag-

ination and enriches the soul. It can be both

good and bad, happy and sad. I have filled my re-

cent columns with criticisms about student apa-

thy and general human failings.

A few days ago, a good friend lent me the

book Chicken Soupfor the Soul. It was filled with

inspirational stories designed to "open the heart

and rekindle the spirit." 1 started reading with a

sense of cynicism, believing the book would do

nothing more than reaffirm my belief that people

will do anything to make a buck.

Two hours later I set it down. Although 1

can't say that I read anything ~ ~ • The CU Lady Buffs: in a

life-altering, I did find a new rKUM 1 rlll, tUl 1 UK school dominated by a

kernel of magic and inspira- u rKorj T Nifta
men's football program,

tion. Newspapers, columns, these ladies prove again and

luck in the dark days ahead, Ben.

Slurpees

Forrest Gump

Naps

Chinese Food

Guacamole

Denver International Airport. 1 admit, it has a

lot of problems, but in five years, when all of

the baggage problems have become a distant

memory and DIA has placed Denver on the

international map, people will hail the airpon

as one of the best things that ever happened

to this state.

The Drop-In Center, the Community Service

Center, recycling and soup kitchen service

programs. In the midst of our stereotypical

"rich kids' school," students are stepping up

and making a difference.

Student dieater, publicadons, music, and art.

Commitment, drive and creativity.

commentaries and canoons are filled with things

diat people love and hate: O.J. Simpson, Newt

Gingrich, the baseball strike, DIA, murders,

killings, maimings, and other examples ofhuman

depravity. Few people still have the strength and

faith to stop and appreciate wonder.

1 would like to take an opportunity to share

some of the things that fill me with a sense of

wonder. I hope maybe to restore a little faith or

combat a litde cynicism. Most importantiy, I

hope to encourage readers to write and share

their wonder.

• The CC Hockey Team. In a year filled with

controversy over Division I Sports at CC, the

Tigers went out and quietly had a banner

year. As Bob Kravitz of die Rocky Mountain

News puts it, you guys "don't get much pub,"

but for what it's worth, I dp my cap to you.

• Colorado. I woke up this morning and diere

was a half a foot of snow. By 2:00 p.m., it was

sunny and 60 degrees.

• Rainy days

• Non-verbal communication

• Women

Starry nights

again diey deserve respect and recogniUon.

• The Contract With America. Although I do

not believe in all of its tenets, it represents

commitment and action.

• Sheryl Crow and Hootie and die Blowfish.

• A cappella singing

• WiffleBall

• Mountains

• Forgiveness. I have done a lot of things that 1

regret and diat I would change if I could. In

the end, I find solace in the heart's capacity

for healing and absolution.

• Answering machine messages

• A hill Worner Box

• Sunrises and sunsets

• The fact diat I can fill a column with the

diings diat make me happy.

• The fact diat men and women can truly be

platonic Mends (It's true, I've seen it hap-

pen)

• Friendship and family

• The fact diat diere is always tomon-ow.

Everybody succumbs to pressure, everyone

finds themselves hoping they can make it

through one more day or one more test. Every-

Semi-professional sports. The Colorado body loses faith. Take die time to stop, reflect.

Springs Sky Sox, die Denver Grizzlies, the

Colorado Foxes. Big hearts, little paychecks,

and lots of love and dedication.

Ben Nighthorse Campbell. Although I per-

sonally disagree with his decision to switch

give, learn, adapt, appreciate and move on.

In closing, a little wonder from Robert Ful-

ghum: "Think of what a better worid it would be

ifwe all- the whole worid- had cookies and milk

about 3 o'clock every afternoon and then lay

parties, I gnidgingly admire his ideals. Good down with our blankets for a nap."

Privacy continued from page 5

student loans and accounts,

Greg Drose, has indicated diat

the college currendy has three

proposed plans under review

I urge students to partici-

pate in the process ofgetdng CC

to comply with federal privacy

regulations. They were able to

violate students' right diis long

SIty Chair tram page 5

over. "Thug life to me is

dead. If it's real, let some-

body else represent it, be-

cause I'm tired of it."

• It took a gunshot to the back

and a jail sentence, but final-

ly, this idiot has learned he

needs to shut up.

• Mother, when I'm bored and

out of the house every night

at midnight, would you

please set up some son of

entenainment for me so I

can do something like play

basketball for two hours in-

stead of shooting neighbors?

• Lamar Alexander, thank you

for suggesting "it is time to

move on" from the Worid

War II generation of leaders.

• Yes, Bob Dole, at 71 you are

definitely too old to be in any

kind of touch with the feel-

ings of the everyday Ameri-

can. Plus, you have no charis-

ma, so you're also a good 30

steps behind where Reagan

was when he won the presi-

dency.

• As much as Hillary tries to

make us believe it's not true,

her liability factor to the

president has relegated her

to "Lunch widi elementary

school children" duty.

• And she's occasionally al-

lowed to do traditional First

Lady things like donate her

for correcting this violation of because no one said anything.

students' privacy rights. They have jeopardized the cost

of education here. They have pa-

tronized students as not capable

of taking care of themselves.

If this bothers you, contact

die business office or Dean Ed-

monds to voice your concerns

and to demand compliance.

Inaugural Ball dress to the

Smithsonian's famous collec-

tion.

It took a sweeping rejection

of Clinton's democratic plat-

form and a guy named Rush,

but finally, this woman has

learned she needs to shut

up.

So, how many Grammys

have you won for singing

about beer recently?

If Sheryl Crow weren't the

talented musician she is, I'd

probably balk at "All I Wanna

Do" getting so much atten-

tion.

Mother, I just want you to

know when you mismanage

your money so badly that

you have to declare bank-

ruptcy and random people

show up at the house col-

lecting fijrniture and other

valuables, I'll still expect you

to pay for my livelihood. I'll

even dip into your non-exis-

tent retirement account if I

have to...

' Balanced Budget Amend-

ment, RIP. A one time shot,

wasted. Destroyed by sLi

senators who favored the

amendment a year ago, and

turned around last week.

Funny that none of the sLx

face re-election until 1998.

• Five days, five days... I like

spring.

Tired of the Catalyst not saying

what you want it to say?

Stand up! Write Commentary!

We're looking for a few good opinions...

and a few more bad cliches.

If interested, contact us at x6675

e-mail: CATALYST@CC.COLORADO.EDU

Echo Canyon River Expeditions (Royal Gorge Region)

Accepting resumes for the following positions :

RIVER OUIDBS (eipeiieiiced ud tninee poiitloiu)

CUSTOMER SERVICE SPECIAUST (office)

CDL BUS DRIVERS
lX)oking for upgraded medical training, drug-rrce, supcnor work eitiic.

Send resumes to: P.O. Box 1002. Colorado Snngs. CO 809U1

ARE YOU PAYING TOO MUCH FOR i

YOUR CONTACT LENSES? |

OUR LENSES START AT

$29.99/PR.

ALL BRANDS AND PRESCRIPTIONS.

Call SIGHT EXCHANGE
1-800-342-001 1
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,

With great interest, I read

the staff commentary in the

March 3 Catalyst regarding the

Boycott Mitsubishi Resolution.

The audior mal{es a good point,

when stating that the council

did not go out and direcdy con-

sult ever\' student at the Col-

orado College before passing

the resolution. 1 do wonder,

diough, if it is a feasible option

to get input from every student

about campus issues. This issue

was addressed in the CCCA

press release (Catalyst, March 3,

p. 9) where it was stated that

•'CCCA acknowledges diat its

representatives have been elect-

ed to represent the interests of

the Colorado College Student

Body" We should have made

diis more clear. CCCA passed

the Mitsubishi Resolution as

representatives of die student

body trying to represent the stu-

dent body to the best of our abil-

ities.

I am concerned by a few

points that the author made.

"The council has effectively

managed to embarrass itself and

make a mockery of the body it

represents through an ignorant

and arrogant vote to determine

exactly what consdtutes ethical

behavior for every student at

CC."

I want to assure everyone

that diis is not true. As a council,

we discussed this issue for al-

most an hour. We tried to look

at this action from all perspec-

tives, and Greg McLaughlin, who

presented the proposal, re-

searched diis resoluuon thor-

oughly.

As a council we also would

not even presume to dictate

morality to CC. We tried to

make this clear in the CCCA

press release about the resolu-

tion (Catalyst March 3, 1995 p.

9) where it was stated: "The

Council also realizes that not all

of its decisions represent the

views of all CC students..."

1 must say that 1 strongly

disagree with the author's refer-

ence to the CC student body as

"the wretched bunch of igno-

rant slodis." This has not been

my experience in dealing with

students at CC. We certainly are

not "trying to force political ac-

tivity" on to CC. I do not believe

that CC students need to be

forced to get involved in issues

diey care about.

The author seems to accuse

die council of being incompe-

tent. He bases this on the false

belief that the CCCA table with

the resolution information was

Dear Editor,

I am inclined to be blunt

rather dian flowery. It is com-

pletely inappropriate for a rep-

resentative government, such as

die CCCA, to complete any ac-

don without attempting to rep-

resent its constituency. The

CCO is not a special interest

club diat can make declarations

to its own satisfaction. It is a stu-

dent government responsible to

the student body for its decision

and acuons. Furthermore, CCCA

represents die student body on

die naUonal scene, and is ver^'

responsible to the student body

for die nature of diat represen-

tation.

I consider it an unediical be-

trayal of die public trust that ±e

CCCA saw fit to adopt a resolu-

tion criticizing Mitsubishi's envi-

ronmental practices without

making at least a good faith at-

tempt to ascertain whetfier they

were accurately representing

die student body.

It is important to note that

die high-handed approach tak-

en by the CCCA , no matter how

good its intentions, is precisely

die sort of attitude that led to

die excesses they condemn.

Sincerely,

Evan Hill

ATTENTION WRITERS/
THE 1995

CC AWARDS IN IITERATURE

$1 5,000 for Block and Summer Projects
Shea Anderson: Short Stories
Chora Armon: Scholarly Research
Scott Craig: Translation
Tonita Lopez: Folklore Studies

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
March 31 , 2:00 pm
Armstrong 341

Eligibility: Juniors

For further Information see committee members: Professors
Butte, Mauch, Yaffe (English); Professor Redmount

(Psychology); students Seth Brown, Sky Scherer, and Graham
Smith

not set up as promised, ("The

table has thus far remained emp-

ty of anything except die offen-

sive sign"). This is not true:

Council members Galligan and

McLaughlin have been present

at this table with information

available on the resolution.

The Catalyst editorial, how-

ever does raise a valid question.

What do people want from

CCCA? 1 strongly encourage

everyone to contact us at our of-

fice extension 6676, or please

feel free to call David Coffey at

his home, extension 7142, and

let us know how we can better

serve you.

With this letter I do not pre-

tend to represent the views of

die whole council; this is my

own personal view as a member

of die CCCA. I also would like to

take this opportunity to thank

everyone for filling out their

block surveys, and to strongly

encourage everyone to consider

running during seventh block

for the 95-96 CCCA.

Sincerely,

David Coffey,

CCCA President

Dear Editor,

Each week, there are a number of excess Catalyst's piled in the

bins in Worner Center and in various places around campus. I feel

that the extra copies represent a waste of both environmental and

economic resources. If the Catalysts are not being read, then the

(Mtalyst has an economic and environmental responsibility to re-

duce its production or pursue different methods of distribution.

Sincerely,

Carrie Noteboom

Editor's Note - In respome to Carrie's valid argument, the

Catalyst has reduced itsproduction by 20%. We uHll contin-

ue to lower ourproduction until supply meets demand.

.
l-^ 1

I-etters to tlie editor are welcomed and en-

OllOOt 1j3.CK! couraged. All leltere must be submitted to

llie Calalysl by Wednesday, 12:00 PM for

publication in die following Friday's issue. All lettere must be signed.

Anonymity is rarely granted. Restrict letters to 500 wortls or less. Tiiose un-

der 250 words will be considered first. The Catalyst reserves tlie riglit to edit

lettere for purposes of publication. All letters will be screened for factual accu-

racy- libelous letters will not be accepted. The Letters to the Editor section of

the Catalyst is meant to give any and all students, faculty, and smff a forum in

which to express issue-oriented opinions. Letters will be published on this ba-

sis. No poetry, please. All letters become the property of the Catalyst, and are

not returned. Send letters to:

The Catalyst

e-mail: Letteis to the Editor

CATA1YST@CC.C0L0RAD0.EDU 902 N. Cascade Ave.

Colorado Springs, CO 80946

Have a great Spring Break and.

.Remember to pick up
your tickets...

Taylor Travel
818 N. Tejon ; 636-38,71.

"Your Campus Travel Agency"
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Flashack: A look at the history of the Greek system at The Colorado College

A sign of the times: Evolutions in Greek Life at CC
by Aaron Brown

Look back to Homecoming

Weekend 1961, as the brand

new, $450,000 fraternity hous-

ing complex is publicly dedicat-

ed. Opposition from residents

in the neighborhood to the con-

struction of the three fraternity

houses threatened the project,

but the school backed it to com-

pletion. And so the CC Tiger

(the news-

were dancing the evening away

to the delicate music of violins.

While fraternities were offi-

cially granted their charters in

1904-05, sororities were banned

from the campus until 1932, ac-

cording to Alumni Director, Di-

ane Benninghoff. The school lift-

ed the faculty-imposed ban in

response to a recommendation

by a school improvement com-

mittee. As a result the four

women's lit-

paper which Interest in fraternities "^^y

and sororities lias

ebbed and flowed

constantly over the

years.

preceded

t h e

Catalyst) de-

clared in

their No-

vember 5,

1961 edition, that the dedica-

tion was the "high point of

Homecoming."

Shuffling through the

school's archives, you'll find an-

cient leather booklets bearing

menus and dance cards from

fraternity socials. These worn

artifacts tell of luscious feasts

which preceded two-steps and

waltzes into the night. More

soci-

eties were

granted
sorority

charters.

These liter-

ary societies

had previously been major social

institutions on campus. In 1890,

the first women's literary society

(Minerva) was formed after a

joint-sex society (PhoenLx) dis-

banded with the departure of

the men in the group who

formed their own society (Ap-

polonian). Each of the several

societies claimed to be chiefly

interested in enhancing their ed-

photos galhered by Jelt Nilprabhass

This 19S0 photo shows the women of Kappa Kappa Gamma,
forty-five years ago.

than 60 years ago the same fra-

ternities that have been busted

for parties where hard liquor

was given to minors, fire exits

were blocked by kegs, and

school property was destroyed,

ucation through the study of lit-

erature, however they participat-

ed in many fancy dinners and

prestigious social events.

Interest in firatemities and

sororities has ebbed and flowed

pholos gathered by Jetl Nilprabhas:

This 1910 picture reveals Sigma Chi at just prior to the initiation of a new member. The
initiation too]< place in one of the caves at Williams Cavern.

constantly over the years, as

much at CC as around the coun-

try. During the second World

War, many fraternities practical-

ly disbanded due to the lack of

men even enrolled in colleges,

although sororities boomed.

Following the war there was a

long period of great interest but

when this interest fell, it fell

hard. The 60s and 70s heralded

record lows in Greek enroll-

ments. One group, the Al-

pha Phi's actually disbanded

in 1967 due to lack of inter-

est. Their lodge became the

Student Cultural Center.

Spurring on the decline in inter-

est were several editorials writ-

ten for the Tiger and then the

Catalyst between 1963 and

1979, declaiming Greek systems

for either being too favored by

administrators or too elitist in

membership.

Evelyn Jones, Slocum Hall

Director and Greek Advisor,

feels both of these criticisms

have become outdated, espe-

cially at CC. While she admits

that fi^temities have received a

little more privacy due to their

separateness from the resi-

dence halls and due to their self-

organization, they also suffer

more due to the poor condi-

tions of their residences. Obvi-

ously, as in the case of die Phi

Delta Thetas, fraternities are not

free from scrutiny. Secondly,

Jones praises CC Greeks for

their commitment to diversity.

"Membership is possible for

everyone on campus. The elitist

argument doesn't work here."

In fact in the mid-80s, a female

student was made a brother of

one of the fraternities on cam-

Greek life has shown

a heartbeat at CC.

pus.

Currently, Jones notes that

there is a rise in student interest

in Greek Life. Two years ago,

only 30 students participated in

Rush events, last year there were

90. This surge will probably con-

tinue for a few years and then it

may drop off, but chances are

the Greek system is here to stay.

From its early, extremely formal

years to its extremely less formal

modern days, Greek life has

shown a heartbeat at CC.

The Phi Delts have seen

better times. They, like the three

other fraternities on campus

have had long histories of pro-

bation, property destruction (in-

cluding multiple fires), harsh

criticisms from several campus

voices, as well as suspensions.

There used to be five fratemi-

oes, but the Beta Theta Pi's lost

dieir charter in the eighties due

to drug trafficking charges. Per-

haps it is only due to the fact

diat sororities at CC are non-res-

idential, but they have tradition-

ally not called as much attention

to themselves as their male

counterparts. Although the

~ Greek system has long been

under scrutiny for suspi-

cions ranging form elitism

to recklessness, it is impor-

tant to remember that there

were indeed better times. Inter-

est comes and goes, and good

times peak and fall, but the

pulse is here to stay.

Editor's Note: The history of

the Greek system here at Col-

orado College continues to un-

dergo significant change This

week the Phi Delta Theta chap-

ter lost an appeal to remain at

CC. The loss of Phi Delta Theta

leaves the numher offraterni-

ties recognized by CC at three.

Thefuture ofthe Greek sytem is

also being debated. President

Mohrman is expected to decide

the fate of the five remaining

fraternities and sororities in

May. For more information on

both decisions seepage 1.
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Places everyone!

Upcoming drama events seek student involvement

by David Whanon

Have you dreamed about

standing on a stage, bowing in

front of a sellout crowd, and

tiaving roses thrown at your feet

by adoring fans? If you fiave,

dien just you wait for the next

two months of drama at Col-

orado College, There is a smor-

gasbord of activity and every-

thing is popping for the end of

die dramatic season here. So

fasten your excitement caps be-

cause here goes.

Before anything else, diere

is the wonderhil 'Litde Shop of

Horrors'. This is a completely

student-run production direct-

ed by and starring Arden M>Tin

and Munikantha Hareendra Ku-

lasinghe. Going on this week,

the show is sold out. However, if

you show up and get on the wait

list you will probably get in.

The first upcoming produc-

tion is a short play called 'Juan

Valdez'. It was written by a sum-

mer-stan freshman, named

Greg Webster, for the play writ-

ing competition sponsored by

Theatre Workshop. It is being

directed by Sandy Pryor and

stage managed by Ashley Mid-

dleton. It is described by Web-

ster as "a converstational

odyssey". Auditions are being

held die first week of seventh

block. The show will be per-

formed the first week of block

eight in Taylor, right next to Be-

mis.

The Drama Department is

also producing a show in the

next two blocks. It is called

'Women On Top' and is an adap-

tation of two plays by Aristo-

phanes. It is being directed by

Geoffrey Reeves, a visiting pro-

fessor, and the score is being

written by Colorado College's

own Tom Lindblade. Adapted by

Larry Maslon of the Arena Stage

in Washington, D.C., Mislon's

participation is being sponsored

by Venture Grant. Auditions will

be held the first week of seventh

block and performances will be

the diird week of eighth block.

Interested persons should sign

up at the drama call board next

to the drama office in Arm-

strong.

If anybody is interested in

improvisational comedy there

are two groups on campus that

specialize in just that. The first is

called "There's Nothing Like the

Smell ofBeef in die Morning.' It

is a splinter group from last se-

Dear Friends &
Fellow Travelers,

I HAVE MOVED!

You can find me at

Journey's Travel,

118N.TejonSt.,

Suite 405.

Call 633-8009.

• I AM YOUR TRAVEL EXPERT 12 yeais experience •

• MERNAnOm & EUROPE SPECIAUST! •

•RAHPASSES*

•SPECIAL STUDMT AIRFARES*

•YOUTH HOSTEL*

• COPENIENTIY LOCAIED UPSIMS FROM OLD

CHICAGO DOWNTOWN - 4th flooi; YES • THERE'S AN

ELEVATOR! •

CALL ME SOON!

THANKS,
Earl Fox

Hours: 8:30 am to 5:30 pm Monday - Friday

Saturdays 1 0:00 am to 1 :00 pm • by appointment

118 N. Tejon, Suite 405 • 632-8009 • 800-920-TRIP

mester's infamous TWIG, which

disbanded due to creative differ-

ences. 'Beef ' has many of the

members of TWIG and will be

performing this coming Mon-

day, March 13 at 10:45 PM in

Taylor. 'Beef, unfortunately is

closed for membership with fif-

teen men and women perform-

ers, but the other group formed

out of the ashes of TWIG,

'Ssprout', is holding auditions. If

anybody is interested they

should check the drama call-

board or call Jamie Roberts or

Carl Greene for information.

The two groups will con-

centrate on different aspects of

drama. 'Beef will work solely

with improv comedy, while

'Ssprout' will begin some script-

ed work.

Also, if any people are inter-

ested in getting involved widi

theatre. Theatre Workshop

meets every first and third

Wednesday of die block in Tay-

lor at 12:15. If acting is not your

forte, technical support is al-

ways needed and everyone is

welcome.

Technical crews, such as the lighting crew for "Little Shop of

Horrors" (shown above), make up an essential aspect of every

drama production.

Phi Delta Theta decision evokes emotion

by Amber Anderson

This week's decision by

President Mohrman to withdraw

recognition of the Phi Delta

Theta fraternity at CC will un-

doubtedly leave an indelible

mark on the campus for years to

come.

Members of the fi'aternity

have been required to move out

of their house by March 16.

The decision comes in the

midst of a hill review of the

Greek system and has evoked

strong emotion on all sides of

the issue.

One courageous first year

went out on a limb saying, "They

(the Phi Delts) deserved it. They

are stupid idiots."

Other students were not so

quick to condemn the Phi Delts.

Joel Morris said, "I think the

whole idea is kind of ridiculous.

1 think it is unfair that they have

to be out by Spring Break. I

think the decision went more or

less along the lines with her

(President Mohrman's) plans to

get rid of Greeks all together. I

am not really "pro-Greek", but I

Years Ahead
SALON

-15% OFF ALL SERVICES FOR CC STUDENTS-

118 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's • 6J5-5552

think they have their place at

the Colorado College."

On the other hand, Ben

Day said, "From what I know of

the fraternity, I know of nothing

that the fraternity was doing

that was positively impacting

the Colorado College communi-

ty, nor the Colorado College

Greek System. Keeping that

chapter on campus was a

lose-lose situation."

The fact that the CC chap-

ter of Phi Delta Theta has been

dissolved because of drug and

alcohol violations has many con-

cerned that die entire Greek

system will lose out because of

the acdons of a few. Josie Hen-

jum commented, "It is unfortu-

nate that diis happened while

the Greek System is under re-

view. It makes the whole system

look bad and that was a pretty

bonehead move. And as Erick

Scheminske stated, "Because of

the selfish actions of a few id-

iots, an entire way of life on tills

campus is jeopardized."
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Food drive and entertainmentfill weekend

Greek Weekend aims to benefit community
by Joseph Carpenter

The Interfraternity and Pan-

hellenic Councils are very busy

plaaning Greek Weekend, an

event that will benefit two sub-

stantial charities, as well as pro-

vide great entertainment for the

entire campus community.

Throughout the week,

Greek chapters will be sponsor-

ing a food drive in conjunction

with King Soopers and the

neighboring CC community.

Food collections will be tak-

en from specified blocks sur-

rounding the campus. Food do-

nation will also be available for

students on campus.

In addition to the food dri-

ve, Greeks will

be selling raffle

tickets during

the week. Cur-

rently, a number

of corporate

sponsors such as

Mountain
Chalet, Bally's

Health Clubs,

Marriott, and

Old Chicago's have donated gift

certificates and other items to

be raffled. The items will be raf-

fled at an All-Campus Barbecue

on Friday, March 31. The

All-Campus Barbecue will fea-

GREEK WEEKEND
'A benefit for SCAP and the Kenyan Refugee Service"

• Raffle Tickets for sale in Worner: March 27-March 31

• All-Campus Barbecue and Raffle: Friday March 31, 6:00 PM

•Community Service Food Drive: Saturday April 1, l^PM

•All Greek Party: Saturday April 1, 10:00PM

•Brtjnch to Honor SCAP: Sunday April 2, 11:30AM

ture food, beverages, and live

bands in the Fraternity Quad.

The barbecue is being co-spon-

sored by CCCA, Livesounds, and

B-GALA. Raffle tickets will be

available for sale in the Worner

Center the week

prior to the bar-

becue.

All proceeds

generated
throughout the

week will be do-

nated to the

Southern Col-

orado Aids Pro-

ject (SCAP) and

the Jesuit Refugee Service in

Kenya.

David Coffey, IFC Secretary

Z^
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For fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes,

we recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are

tax-deferred annuities designed to help build

additional assets— money that can help make the

difference between living and living mil after your

working years are over.

Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from

your salary on a pre-tax basis. That lowers your

current taxable income, so you start saving on taxes

right away. What's more, any earnings on your

SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive them

as income. That can make a big difference in how

painful your tax bill is every year.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.*

As the nation's largest retirement system, we

offer a wide range of allocation choices — from

TIAA's traditional annuity, with its guarantees of

principal and interest, to the seven diversified

investment accounts of CREF's variable annuity.

What's more, our expenses are very 1

means more ofyour money goes towe

your future financial health.

To find out more, call our planning specialists at

1 800 842-2888. We'll send you a complete SRA

information kit, plus a free slide-calculator that

shows you how much SRAs can lower your taxes.

Call today— it couldn't hurt.

which
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call I SOO.fMa-2735, exi. .550*1 for a CREF prospec.ua. Road ihe prospectus carefully before you mvcsl or send money

and CCCA President, is commit-

tee chair of Greek Weekend

Coffey commented about the

barbecue and raffle saying, "1

hope to see the entire campus

community take part in support-

ing these fantastic causes by

purchasing raffle tickets and

having a great time at the All

Campus Barbecue."

The members of the Inter-

fraternity and Panhellenic Coun-

cils would like to welcome every

member of the campus co.mmu-

nity to take part in Greek Week-

end.

This is an opportunity for

the entire campus community

to come together to support a

charity in the community and

abroad.

Whether you are Greek is

not the issue. Supporting

SCAP and the Kenyan Refugee

service is die issue.

CCCA Book
Exchange

aims to help

students

by Jamie Reynolds

Attention all CC students!

This is your opportunity to save

money.

CCCA is initiating a student

book exchange. This program

will only be successful if it

serves a lot of students.

All a student needs to do is

go to the Worner Desk and ask

for die B.E. Box. The box con-

tains 3'x5' index cards. On the

card, students should write their

name, telephone number, the

name and audior of the book,

and the class die book was used

in. All CC students may access

the cards at any time. To bor-

row or purchase a book from an-

other student, simply give

him/her a call. The details of

each sail are left open to die In-

dividuals who eidier wish to

buy, sell, lend or bon-ow.

CCCA encourages your sup-

port. Please call Jamie Reroolds

at x760S if you have any ques-

tions or problems.
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Brush up on your German with The Trial

by Megan McKee

The German Department

presents its production of Franz

Kafka's Der Pmzess (The Trial)

on March 9th, 10th and 11th at

8:00 p.m. in the Max Kade The-

atre, Armstrong 300. The pro-

duction is free and open to the

public. You can reserve seats by

calling the departmental secre-

tary at 389-6635.

Directed by Professor Horst

Richardson, The Trial will be

performed entirely in German.

The German Department has

staged a production every year

since the 1960s in order to give

German students a chance to

practice the language in a high

pressure situation. Horst

Richardson explains that it

makes "German a bit more

exciting than the classroom rou-

tine. It gives students live expo-

sure to the language and tem-

porarily puts them in an envi-

ronment where they will have to

communicate." The cast of the

play has been rehearsing for five

weeks in an attempt to perfect

diction and annunciation.

This year's production of

Kafka's The Trial is keeping with

the tradition begun earlier this

year by the Drama Department

which staged Kafka's Dick and

Amerika. Professor Richardson

explained that though Kafka

wrote no plays, his novels and

short stories are often adapted

to the stage because of their

unique mixture of the nightmar-

ish and the absurd.

In The Trial, the central

character, Joseph K, awakens

one morning to his arrest for an

unknown crime. He spends the

year that follows attempting to

defend himself against this

unknown accusation, thus indi-

ating that perhaps he is guilty.

Kafka's Joseph K, who is a sort of

everyman, descends into

despair and frustration as he

becomes enmeshed in govern-

ment bureaucracy.

Throughout his search for

truth and eventual confession of

guilt he is surrounded by a cast

of colorful supporting charac-

ters, including a couple of neu-

rotic women and a man who

turns into a dog.

Area high school German

classes as well as members of

the German community of Col-

orado Springs have been invited

to attend die play. It provides an

opportunity for German speak-

ers to enjoy the subdeties of lan-

guage lost in translation.

For the non-German speak-

ers in the audience, however,

there will be film clips from

Orson Welles' film, The Trial,

audio clips recorded in English

and extensive English program

notes.

The Trial, in its experimen-

tal and semi-bilingual form, is

certain to be an entertaining

dive into the existential dilem-

ma of man.
pholo courtesy of Nic Taylor

The Trial goes up this weekend in Max Kade In Armstrong Hall.

Horrors this weekend at CC

Linle Shop of Horrors will be playing tor

night in Taylor Hall in Bemls.

pnoto counesy ol NIC Taylor

ght and tomorrow

by Meredith Morganstern

Ultle Shop of Horrors, the

musical play about a man-eating

plant, will be at Colorado Col-

lege Friday, March 10 and Satur-

day, March 11 at 8 p.m. in Taylor

Hall (next to Bemis).

Directed by Arden Myrin,

Horrors is the first musical to

come to Colorado College in a

long time. "It's the first musical

since I've been here," says

Myrin, a senior whose directing

credits extend to three plays

outside of Colorado College, all

dark comedies which she wrote

herself.

Everything in Horrors is

student done, firom die sets to

die costumes to the technical

designs. Myrin calls the produc-

tion a "group venture, very

much an ensemble thing." It is

die Utde details, she says, diat

make Horrors unique. All die lit-

tle touches, every little thing

that makes the show what it is

was conmbuted by the people

who worked on it. "The whole

cast is really fijnny— diey all

added a litde bit to it."

Aldiough Horrors is unique

in its own special way, Myrin was

sure to keep to die script as

accurately as possible. People

who are familiar with the movie

version of Horrors, though, will

be in for a bit of a surprise;

unlike the //oirors that was

made into a movie nine years

ago, this staged version has no

happy ending. However, that

doesn't take away from the

play's comic element. The CC

production has its own take on

the plant (played by Andrew

Horwitz) diat is very unusual,

"llie plant is just really unique,"

says Myrin.

Utile Shop ofHorrors is fun-

ny and evil, and will provide a

great night of entertainment.

"People who go to see it will get

a wicked night out," says Myrin.

Also, Myrin would like to thank

the mystery- person who sent

tlie piz7j [II ilic t.Lsi ,uid crew.

3/10-3/15 Exhibit: "Artists as

Teachers," a celebration of

work by arts and aafts facul-

ty and visiting artists.

Coburn Gallery

3/27-4/19 Exhibit: Photog-

raphy of Stuart Klipper. New

work by this visiting profes-

sor, who is well known for

his photographic expedi-

tions to the Antarctic.

UPCOMING
EVENTS

3/28 Concert: Dale Miller,

classical guitarist, will per-

form works by Couperin,

Scarlatti, Bach, Tarrega, Mid-

dleton, and lauro. Packard

Hall 8 pm

3/30 Lewitzky Dance Com-

pany, American Modern

Dance. Bella Lewitzky's

choreography extends

beyond dance to enconipass

drama, attitude, relation-

ships, and rituals. Packard

Hall 11 am, Armstrong Hall
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Hannigan restores hope for CC musicians

bv Mike Smith

I have to be honest with

you; I've been known to dabble

at the piano. I'm certainly no

expert at the Ole 88's, in fact,

my repertoire mostly consists of

songs like "The Jetsons," but it

has always been an enjoyable

hobby nonetheless. Now, how-

ever, I have new hope for fame

and fortune: Bany Hannigan.

Hannigan is a 1973 gradu-

ate of Colorado College who has

become a talented pianist

known for his performances

throughout America and

Europe. Specializing in contem-

porary pieces, Hannigan made

his New York debut at Carnegie

Hall in 1984 and his European

debut a year later in Oslo, Nor-

way. Since then, he has toured

twice in England, recorded with

numerous studios, and per-

formed for the National Public

Radio system in both America

and Ireland, He has also been

the guest artist at such schools

as Yale, UCLA, Cornell, and Ari-

zona State.

Hannigan has appeared in

various musical festivals in New

York and Connecticut, winning

awards all the way. He recently

received the Solo Recitalist

Grant from the National Endow-

ment for the Arts, as well as the

top faculty award for "inspira-

tional teaching" at Bucknell Uni-

versity where he is a professor

.

But let's not dwell on the

Poet Swenson at CC
Poet Karen Swenson will

read her poetry on Friday,

March 10, at 7:30 p.m. at Col-

orado College's Semis Hall

Lounge. The reading, spon-

sored by The Colorado College

Leisure Program and by Poetry

West, is free and open to the

public.

Swenson 's latest book,

"The Landlady in Bangkok,"

won the National Poetry Prize. It

is a "reader's voyage" by a

"writer and worid traveler in the

tradition of Isak Dinesen and

Peter Mathiessen." During her

journeys into the hidden reach-

es of Southeast Asia, usually

alone and often at great risk,

Swenson examined "cultures in

division with each other."

Swenson will also present a

free workshop for poets at all

levels at Worner Center, Room

213, on Saturday, March 11 from

10 am to noon. Bring 15-20

copies of a poem to be cri-

tiqued.

Poetry West is partially

sponsored by the Colorado

Council on the Arts and Human-

ities. For information about the

reading or the workshop call

636-1257 or 632-4374.

AHENTION SENIORS !

Order your caps and gowns NOW
in the bookstore NO CHARGE

College Ring Sale - March 6 - 10

Commencement Announcements

10 for $9.00

Barry Hannigan is a 1973 CC graduate who is performing in Paciiard.
pholo courtesy of Teny Wild

past. Thanks to Lyn Doyon and

the music department, Hanni-

gan wiO return to his old stomp-

ing grounds to take part in the

'Visiting Artist in Residence"

program. The participants in

this program have brought such

artists as Benita Valente and

Awadagin Pratt to CC for perfor-

mances and class instruction.

While on campus, Hannigan

will give a concert and teach a

Master piano class on Sunday,

and visit Donald Jenkin's "Amer-

ican Music" course on Monday.

His Sunday performance

(3:00 pm in Packard) promises

please see Music on page 15

Homebase shows conflict
by Kim Whipple

Homebase, a novel by

Shawn Wong, mixes dreams

with reality, the past with the

present, the great-grandfather

with the grandfather with the

father with the son. The lines

are blurred for good reason:

they express how much of

Rainsford Chan consists of his

dreams, his past, and his ances-

tors. The conflict of identifica-

tion with his home in America

and his alienation from it prob-

lematize these aspects of his

character.

As the cover of the book

depicts, Rainsford has the shad-

ows of his family's past always

standing behind him, reminding

him of his need for a place in

this new country. A fourth-gen-

eration Chinese American, he

easily relates to the modern

things in America: the urains his

great-grandfather laid the tracks

for, the fighter planes he and his

father would explore and

BOOK
REVIEW

admire, the flower trucks that

remind him of his mother and

her business. His nuclear family

is easily identified with this—

identified with the "old black

Ford (guided) through the hole

in the giant redwood."

London

$319

Madrid $369' Zurich $399*
Paris $385' Rome $409*
Franl<furt$385* Athens $469*

Council Travel
1138 13lh Slrcet(on the hill) • Boulder, CO 80302 • 800-226-8624

303-447-8-101 1-SOO-g-CQUNCH,
Call for a FREE Student Tr

Eurailpasses issu

Viewed always as a foreign-

er, not from Berkeley but from

some ancient land, Rainsford

tries to find his history in the

island of Guam, where he spent

pan of his childhood, and on

Angel Island, but is told that "an

island is the saddest kind of land

there is." He reconciles this his-

tory in the redwoods of Ameri-

ca. The prehistory of nature pro-

vides a contrast to the modern

inventions the man admires and

relates to.

Finally, Rainsford reconciles

his recent past with the distant

past of his ancestors in America.

His family is characterized as a

part of the land, of the nature of

America, forming the very cliffs

of the countryside. His natural

place is there, just as his father's

natural place is there. "We are

old enough to haunt this land

like an Indian who laid down to

rest and his body became the

oudine of the horizon. This is

my father's canyon. See his head

reclining! That peak is his nose,

that clifl^ his chin, and his folded

arms are the summits."

Homebase is a dream-laden

novella absuta man remember-

. ing his boyhood and managing

to find his ancient identity in the

cliffs of a newborn country.
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Scorcese's Taxi Driver redeemed by climax
by Blake Jordan

Two years after Peter Finch

uttered Network's famous line:

"I'm as mad as hell and I'm not

going to take it anymore,"

Robert DeNiro emerged as

Travis Bickle, yet another victim

of the modern age. Scorcese's

1976 Taxi Driver was one of the

most controversial films of its

time and continues to be a sub-

ject of analysis and criticism.

Bickle is a disgruntled cab-

bie with big plans for himself,

he's also disturbed at the condi-

tion of New York and probably

more than a little disturbed-

period. After being jilted by a

campaign volunteer (Cybill

Shepherd), he prepares himself

for a one-man crusade against

die evils of the city. Then he

assigns himself as proteaor of a

young prostitute.

Taxi Driver is better as an

art piece than a movie. The cam-

erawork, the subde actions of

extras, and the performances in

general make the film enjoyable,

but the story itself is only inter-

esting for about the first half.

Then it becomes somewhat

inexplicable and even absurd; it

is redeemed to some extent by a

thought-provoking climax.

The film is not as dynamic

as it probably should have been;

FILM
REVIEW

or in all fairness, the reputation

die film has may overshadow its

intended small scope. It's really

only about a semi-intelligent

man with considerable prob-

lems, and his personal

vengeance toward society.

Taxi Driver features

Bernard Herrman's final film

score. While the jazzy elements

of the soundtrack work well,

Herrman relies too much on the

kind of scoring he used back in

his Hitchcock and Twilight Zone

days; the choice of instruments

and individual music cues

comes off a bit dated.

The film has more than its

share of artistic merits, and

DeNiro is always hin to watch,

but the story doesn't quite

come together. Taxi Driver

does make you diink, as it was

groundbreaking and continues

to be a source of inspiration for

filmmakers. However, we are

not provided with an explana-

tion for too many basic ele-

ments of the film and this serves

to ultimately obscure die mes-

sage behind Taxi Driver.

The film will be showing

this weekend in Olin at 7:30

tonight and tomorrow night and

Sunday at 2:30. Film Series

admission is $1 for CC students,

staff, and faculty and |2 for gen-

eral admission. Robert DeNiro plays Travis Blclde in Taxi Driver.

Royal Trux's Thanl< You worth listening to

by Jessie Hatfield & Jen Miller

If you're anything like me,

die band Royal Trux is not part

of your musical repertoire, but

maybe it should be. I had no

idea what to expea upon first

listening to Royal Trux's major

label debut on Virgin Records,

Thank You. However, compar-

isons to several bands readily

come to mind.

Perhaps the most distinc-

tive aspect of Royal Trux is Jen-

nifer Herrema's throaty vocal

style, rather reminiscent of Kim

Gordon, Janisjoplin and even L7

(read: somebody give this giri a

Suaets).

Bassist Dan Brown, guitarist

and vocalist Neil Hagerty, drum-

mer Chris Pyle, and percussion-

ist Robbie Armstrong round out

the band's all-American retro

sound, hearkening back to the

70s a la The Black Crowes and

Jon Spencer Blues Explosion.

The warm bass lines hold

the songs together as they

leapfrog melodies and groove

with bluesy guitar riffs. When

MUSIC
REVIEW

die guitar grows quieter and

slower on songs such as "(Have

You Met) Horror James?" and

'The Sewers of Mars," Herre-

ma's and Hagerty's vocals keep

you from getting too mellowed

out and add another musical

dimension to these layered

songs.

The catchiest, and by my

standards, best, songs on Thank

You are "Ray Vac" and "A

Night to Remember" "Ray

Vac"'s oft-repeated chonjs "Got-

ta build your rock on die Ray

Vac" will stick in your head like

glue and "A Night To Remem-

QiJTipo3E3/^ip^
Introduces

^
"AnneTTe"

(formerly of Rapunzel)

i
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a full service salon for men & women

Your CC Headquarters for Hair

—ALL STUDENTS 10% OFF!—
815 N.Nevada '630-3435

FREE SHIRT
BRING THIS COUPON INTO

EON MARKET, SPEND AT
LEAST $20 AND GET A SMALL

100% COTTON T-SHIRT

Humir-ouAiimiisuMinD

m
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Our fashiona and priaa are so good, we loant you to come in and

buy them. We figure this mighl do iht trick.

834 NORTH INSTITUTE ST. 633-1015
comer ofCichc La Poudra ind Institute

M-F 4:30-6:30 SAT 11-4 Ea..i»

ber" adds some funk with its

deep groovy guitar.

Though Royal Trux's sound

doesn't particularly appeal to

my faster, more punk rock taste,

I can certainly see how Thank

You would be right up the alley

of anyone yearning for complex

seventies-style rock that's not

already played out on the classic

rock stations. For diose people,

Royal Trux gives an old sound

new life, making Thank You def-

initely worth a listen.

Uustc from page 14

to delight any music lover,

especially those who enjoy

contemporai^ pieces, such

as George Crumb's

"Makrokosmos, Vol. 1," a

dirce-p;in work that musi-

cally represents the twelve

signs of the Zodiac. (Crumb

plans to be the artist in resi-

dence this fall.)

The performance is

dedicated to the memory of

Professor Emeritus Max Un-

ner, who was Hannigan's

piano instruaor at CC.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

SKATING CUSSES! 15 a les-

son or $15 a block. Pre-registra-

lion for Blocks 7 & 8 being ac-

cepted now. Beginning,

Intermediate, and Advanced lev-

els offered. For info call Jo Ann

at 632-4098, Krista at x7275,

Miako at x7025, or Carrie at

x7653. (Classes are Tuesdays at

12:30 at Honnen Ice Rink-

Block 7 classes begin the 2nd

Tuesday of the block-COME

JOIN THE FUN!)

COLLEGE DEMOCRATS meets

the first three Tuesdays of the

block, 7pm. Everyone is wel-

co.me. Call Brian for location and

questions x7499.

FOR SALE

Powderport/Gold Intl fax mo-

dem for Macintosh Powerbooks.

List price $249. Price negotiable.

MUSTSEU.X7813.

MOTORCYCLE-Graduating,

MUST SELL-perfect bike, low

mileage, clean, never wrecked.

$750 obo. Call for details. x7322

HOCKEY SKATES Two pair of

men's size six Bauer hockey

skates for sale. Good condition.

Call 389-7475.

JOBS

FAST FUNDRAISER-raise $500 in

5 days-Greeks, Groups, Clubs,

Motivated Individuals. FAST,

EASY-NO FlNANOy. OBUGA-

/i\[Mg»
UNLIMITED
TOPPINGS!

Plus Tax

UmH 5 Haa»
Not Valid On Domlnotor
Prkt lubitct to dwngo
vritheut noHco.

DELIVERY OR
CARRYOUT!

330 N. Wahsatth

JOBS

TION. (800) 775-3851 EXT. 33.

GET PAID TO SEE MOVIES! Part

time job opportunity to work

with a m.ajor Hollywood studio!

Visit Counseling and Career

Services at Womer Center for

more information. Application

deadline is April 15.

PERSONALS

Zamboni Driver Wannabe's-

Where's the view tonight? Let's

go there for dinner at 6, lunch,

and breakfast.

-J

Bob!

You know, they have laws

against stalking in this state...But

if we're not subde, it's not stalk-

ing, right'

Spike!

Sarah, Amber &ljsa-

Here's our inspiration: Sluipees,

a winding diet road, strawberry

waffles, strip-raining and Cripple

Creek after midnight.

-Arnie

Messa-

Thanks for taking me home for

Spring Break. ^X'e're going to

have fun!

-Bianca

All natural, fiestilyprepaiedloods...

unique menu consistngol salads,
F

and scnjmptious desserts.

Full bar

115 E. Dale

Mon-Sat

Lunch & Dinner

578-9898
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PERSONALS

It's got to be that XY combina-

tion. Let's plan a night of

Thelma & Louise (XX type) ac-

tivities.

-Amber

Mr. Kennedy-

One final and a paper to

go.. .but, ah. Spring Break is

coming. Viva Las Vegas! Thanks

for everything, and, yes, you're

right: life is funny

-Am

Hey Buck-

Teddy Roosevelt was on to

something when he said-"Get

action, do things; be sane, don't

fritter away your time; create,

act, take a place wherever you

are and be somebody: get ac-

tion." Hang on to that aglet.

-Roo

A..

May the goddesses of warm

mud between your toes and an

ever-optimistic Weltanschauung

smile sweetly upon your soul,..

...T

Hey Carrie!

Can you do that on figure

skates?

-A&J

V^.l

\

PERSONALS

good laughs and a ton of fun-

There will be a "Nothing Like

the Smell of Beef in the

Morning" performance on

Monday, March 13. Come watch

and ridicule this wacky improvi-

sation group in the Taylor the-

atre at 10:45pm.

Goatcheese-

Little surprises, big rocks, hock-

ey, and lots of play time. Should

be fun. 37 times.

CLASSIFIEDS POUCY

Please send Announcements,

Jobs, For Sale, Real Estate, and

other Personal advertisements

to:

The Catalyst: Classifieds

902 N. Cascade Ave.

Colorado Springs, CO 80946

fax: 719-389-6962

Ads must be received by

Tuesday, 9:00p.m. to appear in

the subsequent Friday's edition

of the Catalyst. The Catalyst re-

serves the right to edit all classi-

fieds for length and inappropri-

ate content. For off-campus

pricing information call Cutler

Publications at 719-389-6675.
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Intramural Hockey

Zebras give

rating in 12-

by Elizabeth Whisler

Shame was the name of the

game Tuesday night when IM A-

league hockey powerhouses

XXX and the Zebras hit the ice.

Though XXX was considered

the most promising team at the

beginning of the season, they

were never-the-less trounced by

the Zebras 12-5.

The Zebras started the first

period with a barrage of goals.

Cory Elliott went to XXX keeper

Dave ICim's left to find a hole for

his only goal of the night. Paul

Evans and Dan Maddock fol-

lowed Elliott in the first. Mad-

dock exemplified the sly Zebra

play. XXX was distracted by ac-

tion behind die net, but Mad-

dock waited at the top of die

crease for a point blank shot on

Kim when the puck came loose.

Kim was brutally attacked

by the Zebra offense in the sec-

ond and third periods. Evans

scored another goal and added

four assists. Chris Durham

scored once and doled out two

assists. Casey Nelson beat Kim

one-on-one to give the Zebras

their eleventh and Nelson his

second goal of the game.

XXX a G
5 drubbing

Jimmy Nicol finished XXX

off with his fifth goaf Most of

Nicol's goals came ofi' assists

from Elliott. Elliott totaled six as-

sists for the evening.

"Ever since he (Nicol) was a

young lad he had this natural

scoring ability that even God

Himself couldn't explain. He just

gets the puck and it goes in.

When I'm out on the ice, I just

look for Jimmy, ya know?" com-

mented Elliott.

The XXX bench did its best

to shake up Zebra keeper Mike

Rabinovitch. One-timers from

Jakob Bovin and Stan Doerrer

didn't disturb Rabinovitch nearly

as much as the thrice-scoring

Jaime Repenning.

"Repenning was my neme-

sis; he's got a howie, but our de-

fense had a lot to do with my

successfiji play. As always, I was

thinking 'Irbe, like wall,'" said

Rabinovitch.

Both keepers underwent

hectic bouts of peppering.

XXX's defense fell apart towards

the end of the game — a prob-

lem which they hope to remedy

with the help of regular keeper

Josh Fink in future tournament

play.

Intramural Basketball

Lench IVIob stops Chicken Hawks
again, 73-52, go on to IM Finals

by Michele Killeen

The IM Basketball Playoffs

have begun again, and the

Chicken Hawks continued their

struggle against the Lench Mob.

The Hawks played their fourth

game in three nights on Tues-

day, facing off against the Mob

for the third time of those four.

Tired and discouraged after

their two previous losses to the

Mob, the Hawks still gave it

their all, playing a fast-paced, ag-

gressive game. The Lench Mob

stepped on to the floor with

confidence and perhaps a bit of

an ego, and with a huge size ad-

vantage.

The Hawks started off well,

leading for the first few minutes,

but determination just wasn't

enough to keep them on top.

The Hawks John Gomez

led the first half with twelve

points, including two treys.

Lench Mob's Kevin Turra and

Chris Jones added ten points

each, with two three-pointers by

Turra. Hawks' Brian Graf played

the inside game well, racking up

die rebounds and nine points

before half-time. The half-ume

score was Mob 40, Hawks 28.

The game began to get a lit-

tle wild in the second half Some

wild passes and shots, and lots

of egos and testosterone quickly

turned the game into a circus.

But just as the Hawks began to

get discouraged, they started to

come back, pulling within sLx

points before die Mob finished

off the game with a dunk from

Jones.

Jones finished with 16

points, and Turra with 20 (four

Thanks Seniors

For your contributions to the |

Senior Class Campaign

Donors as ofMarch 7, 1995

Rachel Alpem Jean Ferguson Jill McMillan

Nathan Anderson Tyler Finn Kris McNeil

Dennis Apergis Amy Gabel Katie McVeigh

Karen Baker Kamla Gardner Shawn Mitchell

Lynn Barnes Nina Goldstein Alexandria Nguyen

Robyn Barnes Neil Goluba Kimberly Nixon

Karen Bazant Doug Gross Gretchen Nowak
Christopher Beauchamp Harris Hall Heather Ogren

Megan Black Duncan Hatch Heather Pantely

Caroline Bruce Robin Havins TuPhan

Rebecca Bunn Shannon Hayden Jay Schall

Jeffrey Bush Jory Hawkins Beverly Vasquez

Christine Cain Fabiola Jacquez Stacy Volker

Trevor Caldwell Amber Johnson Lori Walter

Shari Chavez Daniel Maddock Christine Wendt

Mark DeOrsay Brigid Maher Patricia Weppner

Ryan Ehrhart Sara McKenzie

Annual Giving Gifts: $821.25

Bob Pizzi Memorial Gifts: $396

Participation: 11.7%

Amy Wolfe

treys total). Ryan Haygood

scored ten in the second half to

finish with 17. For the Hawks,

Gomez ended widi 15, and Graf

had 12. Carl Wassilie sank two

direes in the second half to fin-

ish with ten points.

In the end. the Mob won,

7,^52. The Hawks had gone

home with worse scores against

them, and that glimpse of the

Championship made this loss all

the more bitter.

Have a Hea£<i:hij

A/JD HAppij

EM<joy!
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Women's LAX goes
5-2-1 in tournament
by Ursula iM. Husby

In the first test of the new

and improved CC Varsity

Women's Ijcrosse Teams, the

women proved themselves

more than worthy of wearing

die black and gold. The Weather

Channel's threats of snow

proved empty as the sun shone

down upon the impressive pre-

season debut of both teams on

die fields of Denver University,

host of this year's annual

Round-Robin pre-season tour-

nament. Out of eight games, the

women won five, tied one, and

were barely defeated by CSU and

Women's Club North. Just in

case DU had become too cocky

as a result of the previous night's

hockey game, the women re-

minded diem just exactly who

they were dealing with, wallop-

ing them 5-2 in die final game of

the day. It proved a successful

day for the Tigers as they tried

new strategies and plays devised

by their coaches, Susan Stuan

and Michelle Secor.

The Tigers play dieir first

home game of the season diis

Saturday at 11:00 a.m. against

Women's Club Nordi.

Trsck continued from page 19

In the pole vault, Beckley

Davis won with a soar of 14' 6".

Uhlenkott set a new school

record in die triple jump of 29'

3". Young jumped 40' 0.5" and

finished 5di, Southall jumped

36' 6" and finished 7th. Julie

Cole set a new school record in

the high jump of 5' 1". She is a

potential nadonal qualifier in

this event. As Coach Brian Kates

advised her, die necessary im-

provement is "only a matter of

inches!"

As Indoor ends, the Tigeis

look forward to the first out-

door meet over Spring Break in

Colby "die land ofgood cheese"

Kansas. Aside from the pride of

re-writing die record books this

season, the track team also

came away widi a plethora of

Mlzuno sport bags, prizes for

die top three finishers in our

last meet. Sadly, no more indoor

records can be broken until Jan-

uary 1996. But with die lure of a

free dessen at the end of Out-

door, a few outdoor records are

sure to fall as well!

Hockey from page 20

ets for die best-of-diree series,

surprisingly still available, will be

taken up to die Academy at four

o'clock today. Come watch die

back-to-back MacNaughton Cup

Champions stan dieir run for

the Broadmoor Trophy, given to

the WCHA playoff champions.

Tonight's game will face-off at

7:35, while Saturday's and (if

necessary) Sunday's will start at

7:05. The games will be aired on

1240AMKRDO.

Tennis continued from page 19

The next match was against

Metro. Again, they started by

playing doubles, and again, CC

swept the corapeddon. Gibson

and Schunk won at #1, Tam and

Whitman at #2, and Adair and

Harris Hall at #3. Singles was

slightly harder, but die Tigers

continued to shellac their oppo-

nents, wining 8-1. The Tigers

face Coloiado Christian College

on Friday at 2:00 at home.

Style cuts, Maintenance Trim,
Perms & Translucent Colors

Nexm & Triproducts availablefor sale

Monday - Friday
Stop m or can for an ^pointment
827N.TeJmatCaclieLaFbiidi« 02-3531

Athlete of the Week
Scott breaks sprinting records in Boulder

by Ondine Boulter

Sophomore sprinter Sascha Scott put in

record-breaking performances in last weekend's

Potts Invitadonal Track Meet. Her time of 1:03.3

seconds in the 400 meter race gave Saschaher

Sth CC women's indoor track record. She was

also pan of the women's 4 x 400 meter relay

team with another record-breaking time of

4:36.0.

So far diis season, Sasha has broken six oUi-

er mdoor records in the 55 meter dash, 200 me-

ter, 500 meter, and 600 meter races, as well as

setting a record in the triple jump and being pan

of a record-breaking 4 x 200 meter relay team.

Her phenomenal perfomiance s have put her at

the top ofthe lady Tigeis' track team.

A native of Denver, diis is only Sasha's sec-

ond year of running competitively. She began

running track in her senior year of high school

and managed to make it to die Coforado State

Track and Field Championships that yearin both

the 400 and 8(X) meter races, as well as die high

Jump and triple jump, last year, Sasha played

Sophomore Sasha Scott
'

Softball for the University of Puget Sound, and

upon transferring to CC, decided to run track

again. Scott commented that "running track in

high school was a lot different than ninning in

college. There is a lot more devotion to running

and to the team."

Sasha sees her indoor season as practice for

die upcoming outdoor season. Her goal is to

make it to the Outdoor Nadonal Track and Field

Championships diis year. "{ can improve my
times in all my events. 1 just need to work at it."

Scott also commented that she enjoys track be-

cause she likes competition and staying in shape.

Tigers begin WCHA playoff quest
Now is a CC hockey fen's last chance to see features best-of-three series. Winners of the first

the Tigers play on home ice this season. Having round of the quest for the Broadmoor Cup will

clinched a home ice advantage for this, the first face each odier in sudden death series in St. Paul,

round ofWCHA Playoffs, die Tigers host the Alas- MN next Thursday, Friday and Saturday at the

ka Anchorage Seawolves in a best-of-three series Apex One WCHA Final Five,

beginning tonight. Team #5 (St. Cloud St. or North Dakota) will

In the next two weeks the Tigers will em- kick-off Final Five action against Team #4 (Min-

bark on a whirlwind tour of post-season tourna- nesota or Minn-Duluth) on Thursday, March 16.

ment play. If the Tigers best die Seawolves this Team #3 (Denver or Michigan Tech.) and Team
weekend, diey will reach the WCHA Final Five, #2 (Wisconsin or N. Michigan) will face off on
and will be one step closer to the coveted Broad- Friday. Team #1 (CC or Alaska-Anchorage) will

moor Trophy. The Tigers have already secured play for the first time on Friday, against Thurs-

day's winner. The Broad-

INSIDE CC SPORTS ™°°^ ^^"p^^ "^'"^p'-

onship Game will be on

by JOSie Henjum Saturday.

How the NCAA Tourna-

ment Works:

al power ranking, the basis for seeding in die West and East Regional Tournaments will be
NCAA tournament. The Tigers are currently held March 24-25. Six teams will be featured at

ranked No. 2 in the West, behind Univ. Michigan, each site. The NCAA seeds the teams in each re-

The Univ. of Minnesota, No. 3 in the West, is hot gion, 1-6, granting the No. 1 and No. 2 seeds byes
on the Tigers' tail in power rankings. in the first round of play. (This means that teams

"Our motivation is still to win the Broad- seeded first or second only have to win one game
moor Cup and to secure the #2 seed in the to advance to the Final Four.) The twelve teams
West," said Assistant Coach Scott Owens of this in the NCAA Tournament will consist of regular

"'^'^''^"'''
season champions and playoff champions from

Seeding is cnicial in post-season play. Last each of the four collegiate hockey leagues. Four
year, diree of die four teams that went to the Fi- to eight at large teams will be invited to pardci-

an NCAA Western Region

Playoff berth in Madison,

WI, March 24-25.

The Tigers are look-

ing to use the Alaska se-

ries to boost their nadon-

nal Four were the first or second seed in dieir re-

gion. The CC Tigers stand to clinch such an ad

vantage.

How the WCHA Tournament Works

pate in the Tournament.

The Final Four will be held March 30

through April 1 in Providence, RI. It consists of

two semi-final games and a championship game;
Only die first round of the WCHA Playoffs there is no consolation game.
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Track Team continues strong season,

sets records in last indoor meet 'til 96
by Krista Fish, Sara Fry & Becca Felts

This weelcend the tracls

team competed in its final In-

door meet. It was the last

chance for Indoor school

records to be broken until 1996.

The Tigers did their best to

make Ted 'Top Cat" Casteneda

proud.

Friday night, Lynna Scran-

ton finished second In the pen-

tathlon. She set four records, In-

cluding the pentathlon, long

jump and hurdles records.

Shelly Killeen finished third In

the pentathlon. In the 55m, CC

had a 1-2-3 sweep. Sasha Scott,

Julie Cole and Bonnie Algera ran

8.1, 8.2, and 8.3 respectively.

Carl Wassilie finished 7th In the

men's 55 in 7.0 and Louis

Southall finished 9th In 7.3.

In the 200m, Scott and Julie

Cole went 1-2, running 29.3 and

30.02. For the men, Wassilie fin-

ished 4th in 25.8. Scott set a

school record In the 400, win-

ning with a time of 63. 3. Annabel

Arnott won the 800 in a school

record time of 2;25.6. In the

men's 800, Blaine "Is large"

Olsen finished 4th in 2:07.4.

John Murphy was 6th In 2:10.8.

Paul Neaville was 7th In 2:11.4.

Ben Markowitzwas 8th in 2:15.1.

In the one mile. Erica Sofi-

anek set a school record, finish-

ing 6th In 5:45.5. Dave Perfors

ran a 4:45.6, Josh Messer ran a

4:48, Dan Miller ran a 5:114 and

Drodgy Alamonte ran 5:16.2.

In the 3000m Sara Fry won

in 11:07. Sally Wuriitzer was 4th

in 12:36. Chris Durham ran a

9:58.4 In the men's race, finish-

ing 3rd. In the 55 hh, Jessica Uh-

lenkott finished 1st in 12.0 and

Algera was 2nd In 12.03. Cody

Young was 4th In 8.63, a new

school record.

In the 4 X 400, the women

were 4th In 4:36 and the men's

A-team was 1st In 3:46.06 and

the B-team 2nd in 3:556. In the

shot put, Erin Tuggle was 4th

with a chuck of 34' 0". Killeen

was 7th with a chuck of 22' 2".

Ryan Cole was 7th In the men's

shot with a chuck of 47' 4",

Please see Track on page 18

Jordan back to Bulls? Gaze into my crystal ball.

— I heard a nasty rumor that Michael Jordan has

been working out with the Chicago Bulls.

There's nothing new in that. Jordan has attended

several team workouts since his retirement. But

the major league baseball strike might force Jor-

dan to give up his baseball career for awhile. And

now that he's been out of basketball for two

years, he would be free to return to the Bulls

with no penalty to the team. Pippen, Kukoc, Arm-

strong, Kerr, and Jordan sure would make a com-

pelling choice as the Eastern Conference Cham-

pions.

— IfJordan is going to return for a final hurrah ti-

tle-run, he better do It now before Anfemee

Hardaway and Shaquille

O'neal get a ten-year

stranglehold on the NBA

Championships. O'neal

and Hardaway still don't

have the experience to take the Bulls with Jor-

dan, but

— There are no bigger copy-cats dian NBA gen-

eral managers. Mark my words, next year every

team will want a rebounding machine at power

forward a la die San Antonio Spur's Dennis Rod-

man. Makes you wonder about Houston giving

up Otis Thorpe for Portland's Clyde Drexler.

— you have to feel sorry for Andre Agassi. He's a

millionaire, he's dating Brooke Shields, and he's

quickly becoming the best male tennis player on

the circuit (along with Pete Sampras). Still you'd

think diat he could spend some of the $780,000

he pours Into the upkeep of his private plane to

to buy some Rogaine and concentrate on die up-

keep of his hair.

— Or he could just wait ten years and hang out

with me in the Hair Club for Men.

— Mike Shannahan Is looking better and better as

new coach of die Denver Broncos. He's already

OUT OF THI!^ AIR

by Chad Hoeppner

signed an NFL-hIgh eight free agents. And If NFL

free agency has taught us anything. It's that high-

priced free agents like Michael Dean Perry and

Anthony Miller rarely have die impact diat the

cheaper, lesser-known players do. Here's hoping

that former Philadelphia linebacker Britt Hager

becomes the next Junior Seau and that former

49er wide receiver Ed McCaiFery becomes the

next Michael Irvin.

— My early prediction for the Broncos: 11-5 and

a divisional playoff loss.

— Yea, and I'm the next Fabio.

— On second thought, I don't think I'd want to

be the first Fabio.

— Mahmoud Abdul-

Raufs play as of late has

been absolutely thrilling.

Not only is he carrying

the Denver Nuggets of-

fensively, but he's stepping up and making the

clutch plays when the rest of the team wants to

run and hide under Bemie BIckerstaff. If the

Nuggets even think about leaving him unprotect-

ed in the expansion draft I'm going to open the

biggest can of whoop-ass the state of Colorado

has ever seen.

— Then again, if my CC cult following is any indi-

cation, Bemie probably doesn't even know I ex-

ist.

— Is anyone else completely revved for the NCAA

basketball tournament? I think this is going to be

the best year for college hoops since North Car-

olina State upset Houston in '84,

— I think it's safe to say diat if I had Pittsburgh

Penguin Jaromir Jagr on my IM rec league hock-

ey team we would still be in die diick of the play-

off hunt.

— And I bet the penguins are saying the same

thing about me.

Junior LizJensen leads team to 9-0 victory

Women's tennis beats

UCCS in season opener
by Jerry Cross

The CC women's tennis

team stormed to a 9-0 victory

over the University of Colorado-

Colorado Springs in its 1995 sea-

son opener last Sunday. Leading

the Tiger charge was junior, No.

1 singles player Liz Jensen, who

tried to spend as much time as

possible on the court. She de-

feated Kristen Welch In an eight-

game pro set 9-8 (7-5 in die tie

breaker). Of course, eveiy other

match won In two suaight sets.

This year's team is very

young, six of die top players be-

ing freshmen. First-years Katie

Crumpacker (No. 2 singles),

Jody Robinson (No. 3), Dez

Herzer (No, 5), and Nelli Carton

(No. 6) join senior Carrie Towie

(No. 4) in the lineup. Freshmen

Leigh Anne Bakel and Jennifer

Rudge round out the top eight.

CC hosts Colorado Christ-

ian University today at 2 p.m,,

after playing ivletro State In Den-

ver, The Tigers travel to Greeley

for a match against die Universi-

ty of Northern Colorado Satur-

day before hosting Regis Univer-

sity on Monday,

Then comes die big "Spring

Break Trip", On Wednesday,

they fly to California for matches

against Point Loma Nazarene

College, the University of Red-

lands, Whittier College and the

University of La Verne,

Mens' tennis starts promising season

with two impressive victories

by Adam Adair & Harris Hall

On Sunday, March 5, the

men's tennis team played its

first match against UCCS at

Memorial Park, With four fresh-

men in the top six, the young

CC team was a bit nervous, but

diey trampled over UCCS widi-

out dropping a set. Upholding

die new NCAA rule, bodi teams

played doubles first. Freshmen

Chris Gibson and Andre Schunk

won a tough two-setter 7-6

(8-6), 6-2, At #2 doubles was

die sophomorlc comblnadon of

Steve Tarn and Joslah Whitman,

who easily won 6-0, 6-2. Bring-

ing up die rear at #3 doubles

was freshman Mike Heublein

and junior Adam Adair, who had

no problem with their oppo-

nents, as they won 6-1, 6-1,

The singles lineup won all dieir

matches. From 1 to 6, the roster

looked like this: Chris Gibson,

Harris Hall, Steve Tarn, Reuben

Chen, Josiah Whitman, and

Alonzo Garza,

Please see Tennis on page 18

I GUID€
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC. ^^

an association of the CARLSON TRAVEL NETWORK

Serving the needs of Colorado

travelers since 19^9

Campus Office: Armstrong Hall, Suite 5

(719) 6324612

389-6732 Campus Line

Main Office: 409 N. Tejon St.

(719) 635-3511

Broadmoor Hotel Office: South Lobby

(719) 577-5750
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Tigersfight back in 5-5 thriller, lose next 7-3;

Tigers tie, lose

•'.''ij*«i'».-w»^l

lose season series to

toDU
n

Final WCHA Standings

by Mike Rabinovitch

DU's Paul Kock levels CC's Peter Gerorrazzo In the 1st period of

ing to the Tiger's league ranking.

Clinching the league cham-

pionship the previous weekend,

the Tigers were playing the Pio-

neers for the Gold Pan. The

Gold Pan is die trophy that goes

to the season series winner be-

tween CC and DU. Last year, die

first year diat die trophy was

awarded, the Tigers claimed the

Pan with a 2-1-1 series record

against the Pioneers. This year

DU commandeered the Pan,

winning die series by the same

2-1-1 mark. The CC/DU games

The Tigers tied and lost

during die final weekend series

of die regular season with Den-

ver University in front of sellout

crowds in Colorado Springs and

Denver. The squad batded back

from four separate deficits Fri-

day night at the Academy to

notch a 5-5 de. The uncharac-

terisUcally early arriving student

secdon crowd set the tone for

an exddng late season rivalry

game, a game diat meant nodi-

Week in Review
Women's lacrosse went 1-2-1 in a pre-season exhibition tour-

nament at die University ofDenver last Sunday.

Men's Lacrosse dropped a 15-3 decision to Air Force in non-

league contest last Saturday at the Academy.

Men's Tennis is off to a great start, earning a 9-0 victory over

UCCS last Sunday, and an 8-1 win over Metro State yesterday.

Women's Tennis also got off to an impressive start, roaring

past UCCS in convincing, 9-0, fashion.

Track and Held broke even more school records last week-

end at the University of Cotorado's Potts Invitational in Boulder.

Annabel Arnott, Sascha Scott, Lynna Scranton, Beckley Davis,

Julie Cole, Cody Young, Carl Wassilie, Dave Perfots, Blaine

Olsen, and Auttann Hinikowski were among the record break-

ers.

Week in Preview
Men's and Women's Tennis take on Colorado Christian at

home on Friday,and travel to Greeley to meet UNC on Satur-

day.,

Women's Lacrosse makes its ofEaai debut as a varsity pro-

gram hosung Cokaado Club-North at 11 a.m. on Saturday.

pholo courtesy ol Gazelle Telegraph

Friday's tie with the Pioneers.

have developed into one of the

most heated rivalries in the

country. This last series, howev-

er, lost some luster because

only DU had yet to secure a po-

sition in the league.

Friday night's game was

one of this season's most excit-

ings. The loud and raucous-

standing-room-only crowd was

definitely a factor in die game.

Denver's flamboyant netmin-

der, Sinuhe Wallinheimo, egged

on die CC student section. The

students taunted him in return,

chandng "WAUY, WAUY!" The

incessant chandng must have

distracted the Finnish goalie to

some extent, as he let in some

marginal goals and finally left

the game with an aggravated

shoulder injury.

The game went into over-

time, where a de was salvaged

for CC by the outstanding play

of redshin sophomore keeper

Ryan Bach. Bach stood on his

head making four incredible

saves in the extra period. Ironi-

cally, last year's regular season

finale at the now-extinct Broad-

moor World Arena ended in a 5-

5 tie with Bach saving the game,

and die championship, widi an

impressive series of saves near

the end of the exu^ period.

Denver University proceed-

ed to hand die Tigers a good

old-fashioned ass-whooping Sat-

urday night at the DU Ice Arena

leam (overall record) S L 1 Eg.

1. Colorado CoUcgc (27-10-1) 22 9 1 45

2. Denver Univ. (22-12-2) 17 11 4 ,^8

Vkisconsin(l9-lVi) 18 12 2 38

4. Minnesota (19-12-5) 16 11 5 37

5. St. Cloud State (17-18-1) 15 16 1 31

Nordi Dakota (16-17-3) 14 15 3 31

7. Minnesota Duluth (16-164) 13 15 4 30

8, Michigan Tech (15-lM) 12 17 3 27

9. Northern Michigan (12-22-3) 10 19 3 23

10. Alaska Anchorage (1 1-23-0) 10 22 20

last Weekend: The Tigers ended the regular season with an ex-

citing series against DU. In Friday's thriller, CC came back to earn

a 5-5 tie in overtime. In Saturday's game, die Tigers got rocked

by a score of 7-3-

This Weekend: Tlie Tigers take on Alaska Anchorage at home

in the first round of the WCHA tournament. The first game in the

best of diree series will start at 7:35pm, Faceoft for Saturday's-

game will be at 7:05pm. If necessary, the Tigers will also play on

Sunday at 7:05pm.

The Series: The Tigers have taken three of four games fi^om

Alaska Anchorage Seawolves this season,

Fast Facts: 27 victories for the Tigers diis season ties a school

record for most overall in a season, set in 1957. Kent Feams is

one of six Tigers to have reached the 100-point plateau for their

career this season, Odiers are R.J. Enga, Jay McNeill, Colin

Schmidt, Chad Remackcl and Peter Ceronazzo.

in front of a sellout crowd of

4,700. The CC faithhil showed

up in numbers and got off to a

loud start as the Tiger's junior

alternate captain Chad Remack-

el netted the first goal 14 sec-

onds into the game. The Tiger

crowd would have only two oth-

er opportunities to get loud, as

the Pioneers, needing a victory

to possibly clinch second place

in the league, skated to a 7-3 vic-

tory.

The Tigers played musical

goalies as Lambert was replaced

by Bach and dien re-inserted lat-

er in die game. CC's scorers

took too many costly penalties

en route to a humiliating loss.

The DU student section, who

call themselves the 'Bleacher

Creatures' threw dead fish and

octopus on the ice after DU

goals, drawing minor penalties

on two occasions. The Tigers

couldn't take advantage, as it

was obvious that DU was fo-

cused on post-season play.

The post-season starts to-

day. The Tigers play host to last-

place Alaska-Anchorage, For

those of you not familiar with

last year's playoff debacle, our

league champs hosted last place

Michigan Tech, and ran into a

red-hot goaltender, Jamie Ram.

The Tigers dropped the three

game series, losing the third

game in overtime. CC was later

denied an invitation to the

NCAA tournament.

Although the Tigers will re-

ceive an automatic berth to the

NCAA's this year, they try to

make sure dieir WCFH playoff

run won't end in Colorado

Springs. The Tigers own a 3-1

record over the Seawolves diis

season, earning a sweep earlier

this campaign at the Air Force

Academy Leftover student tick-

Please see Hockey on page 18

WCHA Playoff Student Tickets are still

available. Pick them up at the Worner

Center Desk. Please see Tiger Hockey

Playoff coverage on page 18.
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Daniel Berrigan turned downfor Honorary Degree

Anti-war protests basis of Trustees' decision
by Jennie Randall

Daniel Bemgan, a Jesuit

priest, poet, author, playwright

and anti-war activist who has

taught at the Colorado College,

preached in Shove Chapel and

delivered the 1990 Baccalaure-

ate speech here, was turned

down for an Honorary Degree in

a decision by the Board of

Trustees when they met in early

March.

"The discussion was one of

clarity and force, and it was

ruled by issues of conscience,"

said Professor Joe Pickle in his

response to the Board of

Trustee's decision.

Pickle continued, "Never-

theless, the decision declined to

honor Colorado College by as-

sociating us more closely with a

man of great moral, intellectual,

literary, and spiritual acuity and

conscience."

The Board of Trustee's de-

cision was based on Ben'igan's

criminal record and involve-

ment in the anti-war movement.

Berrigan was one of the so-

called Catonville 9 arrested in

the early seventies for breaking

into a draft office and pouring

napalm on draft notices as an act

of protest against the Vietnam

War. He was sentenced to three

years in prison for the incident.

Berrigan was later arrested

in 1980 for damaging and pour-

ing blood on three nuclear war-

heads that were under constnjc-

tion. He was released in 1991,

and remains active in the peace

movement.

Pickle, along with die rest

of the Religion department and

the Chaplain Bruce Coriell,

nominated Berrigan for an Hon-

orary Degree last fall. Each fall.

Spring Break on the Rocks
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CC students traveled all over the world for Spring Break. Here, students Amy Wagner and Ben Day visit a waterfall in British

Columbia, Canada.

the Academic Event Committee

collects nominations from facul-

ty for Honorary Degrees. The

committee then considers the

nominations and recommends

two or three to the Board of

Trustees.

Professor Salvatore Bizzaro,

who chairs the committee, said

it was unusual for a group to

recommend a nominee. Nomi-

nations usually come from a sin-

gle person, he said.

According to Bizzaro, the

vote by the Academic Event

Committee that Berrigan be rec-

ommended for an Honorary De-

gree was unanimous.

At the March 31 faculty

meeting, after the Board of

Trustee's decision had been an-

nounced. Pickle read a state-

ment expressing his disappoint-

please see Berrigan on page 2

SIDE
Students hit the

roadfor Break

page 11

Man indicted in Leroux stabbing

byJoseph Sharman

A Colorado Springs Grand Jury charged

Hunter Edwards, the 19 year-old Springs resident

who stabbed CC student Paul Leroux on Febru-

ary 15, with second-degree assault last Thursdiiy,

March 23rd.

The Grand Jurj' first met on Wednesday,

March 15th to review the case and came out widi

its decision a week later.

Considering earlier reports suggested Ed-

wards could be charged with attempted murder,

the second-degrtt- assault charge angered Ler-

oux. "I've given up on our legal system. They're

supposed to make an example of this sort of

thing."

Leroux is almost fully recovered from his in-

juries. He has resumed classes at die College and

is "feeling fine."

Edwards stabbed Leroux in the abdomen

with a seven-inch knife in die parking lot of the

Citadel Mall following a traffic altercation nearby.

Klipper's photog-

raphy on display

page 13

MEChA symposium
\

kicks offApril 1

page 13
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Security Report
Info Director applicants visit campus
bv lulie Gordon

3-13-95, 4:30 pm CC student reported vehicle broi^en into

wliile It was parlved at tlie East end of Matliias parlving lol.

The rear passenger door window was broken and the foilow-

ing items were stolen: a CD player, walktnan, and two cam-

eras. The loss was valued at $(i50.

3-13-95, 7:25 pm CC student reported his vehicle was broken

into while parked at the East end of Niitthiis parking lot. 14

CD's and a Sony Disc player, valued at $500 were reported

stolen.

3-13-95, 11:40 pm CC student reported hus vehicle, parked

soufhboand on Nevada between Jackson House and Barnes

was sideswiped by another vehicle,

3-26-95, 3:30 pm CC student reported a $750 rockhopper was

stripped of its handle bars, front fork and front brakes, sonie-

titiie over Spring Break.

3-27-95, 3:30 pm CC sntdent reponed theft of wallet from

Loomis front desk area. The wallet was later returned with

$150 missing.

3-27-95, 8:40 pm CC student reported a black Roadtrack 1100

bike, valued at $800, was stolen. The bike was last seen March

16, locked with a chain lock to a bike rack outside Loomis.

Security Tip: Use the escon service, x6,S40. The escort service is

available every night of the block from 8 PM to 1 AM.

Final candidates for the po-

sition ofDirector of Information

Services began to visit campus

this week. Visits will continue

through April 14.

The four final candidates for

the position are Stephen Genco,

Tom Slobko, Tom Makofske,

and Bill Daughton.

Stephen Genco earned his

Ph.D. in Political Science from

Stanford University. In 1988, he

became the Information Sys-

tems Manger for Stanford, and

he still holds this position.

Genko came to campus for an

interview on March 29th.

Tom Slobko received both

his Ph.D. and BA. in Mathemat-

ics from UCLA. He was a profes-

sor of Mathematics at Louisiana

State University and the Occi-

Berrigan from page 1

ment in the Board's decision.

His statement was accepted by

the faculty. Pickle said.

Bizzaro, who was also in at-

tendance, reported that there

was no "voice of dissent" against

Pickle's statement at the faculty

meeting and noted that one

member of the faculty suggested

that Berrigan be nominated

each year until he was awarded

an honorary degree from CC.

Berrigan was previously

nominated for an honorary de-

gree in 1992.

According to Bizzaro, who

was not on the committee at the

time, the nomination was turned

down due to concerns that

Berrigan would still be in jail at

the time.

According to Pickle, the ef-

fort to award an honorary de-

gree to Berrigan is not being

made on Berrigan's behalf

"My feeling is we should of-

fer Daniel Berrigan an honorary

degree, not for his sake but for

our own," he said.

Berrigan will be teaching

"The Poetry and Prose of Resis-

tance" during block eight.
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dental College. He has served as

Associate Vice President of Com-

puting and Communication at

Occidental College since 1988.

He will be on campus April 4th.

Tom Makofske earned his

B.A. in Philosophy from the Uni-

versity of California, his MA. in

English Literature from the Uni-

versity of Delaware, and his

M.S.S, in Public Policy Research

from Bryn Mawr. He is currently

the Director of Computing and

Information Services for Con-

necticut College. He will be on

campus April 6th.

Bill Daughton received his

B.A. in Physics and Mathematics

from Illinois College, his M.S. in

Physics from South Dakota

School of Mines and Technolo-

gy, and his Ph.D. in Solid State

Physics from the University of

Missouri. Daughton is the Martin

Marietta Professor of Engineer-

ing Management at the Universi-

ty of Colorado, Boulder, He will

visit campus on April 14th.

Students are invited to at-

tend open question and answer

sessions with each of these can-

didates at 2:,-i0 p.m. on their

scheduled days.

"We're hoping that a lot of

students will come to the open

sessions because we would like

as much student input as possi-

ble before making the final deci-

sion," Janke said.

The Director of Informa-

tion Services will manage four

new Information Technology

Centers that have been created

by President Morhman. They

are the Operations Center, the

Academic Center, the Adminis-

trative Computing Center, and

the Library Resources Center.
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Campus Happenings

ACM Early Applications Due
The ACM India Studies program is accepting early applica-

tions for 1996. Deadline for tlie application is today. For applica-

tion materials and details, contact Professor Vibha Kapuria-Fore-

man, Palmer 101,x6419.

Read Aloud at Tutt Celebrated

Tutt Library will be celebrating the Fourth Annual Great

American Read Aloud April 12, from 1 pm to 9 pm. Read Aloud is

part of National Library Week. The event is celebration of poetry

and the printed word. Scheduled speakers this year include: Lynn

Akers from KRCC, Raymond McCaffrey from the Gazette-Tele-

graph, and Craig Setzer from News 13. Students may sign up to

read their own work by contacting Tutt's reference Desk at

x6662, or in person at the library. Students wishing to read their

work may sign up for 10 or 20 minute time slots.

Renowned Author to Speak

Anna Quindlen, author of Living Out Loud, Thinking Out

Loud, Object Lessons, One True Thing will be giving a lecture

Wednesday, April 5 at 8 pm in Packard Hall. Quindlen will be au-

tographing books after the lecture.

Summer Admission Internship

The Admissions office is looking for students who are enjoy-

ing their CC experience, can speak to a variety of interests on

.ampus, and want to present the college to high school students

during the summer. The Internship is a paid position who's du-

ties include giving tours to prospective students, developing

computer projects, and completing general office assignments.

Deadline for applying is April 19. For more information, contact

the Admission office in Cutler Hall.

Tour/Host Coordinator Internship

The Admissions Office is looking for a student to organize

the on-campus tour guide and hosting programs. The position is

for the 1995-96 school year. Deadline for applying is April 19; for

more information contact the Admissions Office in Cutler Hall.

Venture Grants Offered

Available Venture Funds are divided between Student Research,

Conferences, and Visiting Faculty. Applications for all three areas

are available in the Dean's Office and should be returned upon

completion. The Committee meets the third Thursday of every

Block. Application 'deadlines are 1:00 pm the Friday preceding

the meeting. Questions should be directed to x6686.

FREE SHIRT
BRING THIS COUPON fNTO
EON MARKET, SPEND AT

LEAST $20 AND GET A SMALL
100% COTTON T-SHIRT

JreeT
HURRY auANTims iimnD

m
mSIVESPORTSlAR

Our fashions and prices are so good, toe loant .i/ou to come in and

buy them. We fifiure this might do the trick.

834 NORTH INSTITUTE ST. 633-1015
comer of Cache La Poudre and Institute

M-F 4:30-6:30 SAT 11-4 exp.iw

Pholo courtesy ol Geott Eakln

Marriott was awarded a liquor liscense to sell beer in Benjamin's. The move will end a three year
"dry" spell in Benji's, which sold beer several years ago.

Benji's to sell beer block 8
by Libby Hruska

On Friday, March 3, the Col-

orado Springs Liquor Board

granted Marriot the right to sell

liquor in Benjamin's.

Beginning eighth block,

beer will be on sale in Ben-

jamin's. "We'll probably go with

bottled beer versus taps at first

to see how it goes," said John

Hawkins, Director of Food Ser-

vice. The next few weeks will be

used for mandatory training the

IVlarriott staff will have to under-

go to be able to serve alcohol.

Originally, Marriot had

hoped to obtain a license to sell

3.2 percent alcohol beer in all of

Worner Center. "We can always

expand for the future," said Kurt

Stimeling, Director of the

Leisure Program. Marriott had a

similar license that lapsed three

years ago.

Acquiring a liquor license

requires meeting twice with the

City Council. The first of these

meetings for Marriott was a few

weeks ago. Since that time the

Council has been reviewing Mar-

riott's application. Marriott also

hired a company to do a survey

in the neighborhoods surround-

ing the campus to determine

those people's feelings towards

the possible new license. The

survey found no adverse feeling.

The liquor license costs some

money, and both the college

and Marriott will incur some of

these costs.

New journalism minor approved
by Jennie Randall

The Committee on Instruc-

tion approved the proposed

journalism minor at the March

31 faculty meeting. Students will

be able to take advantage of the

new minor next fall.

The minor was proposed by

professors Rudi Barton, Brenda

Tooley, Robert Loevy and

Robert Lee.

"We felt like we had very

good students and we really

wanted to provide some kind of

academic training (for journal-

ism)," said Tooley. "We felt stu-

dents were just being thrown

out Into Cutler and given a

tremendous amount of respon-

sibility."

According to Tooley, there

are no plans to make journalism

a major at Colorado College.

"We just don't have the re-

sources," she said.

The Catalyst and other Cut-

ler publications will not be inte-

grated into the journalism pro-

gram.

"We value the autonomy of

a student newspaper," Tooley

said.

Students must take at least

six credits to receive a journal-

ism thematic minor. Two new

courses OS 216-lntroduction to

Journalism and OS 314-lndepen-

dent Study in Journalism, are be-

ing created and will be required.

Students will also be required to

take EN 280-Journalism as Litera-

ture and GS 223-Politlcs, Ethics

and Journalism, as well as two

other courses in a department

other dian their major.

Part of the Independent

study course will Involve com-

pleting an internship at a profes-

sional publication. Students will

be asked to arrange their own

Internships.

Professional journalists

might be invited to teach jour-

nalism courses at CC.

A number of CC alumni

have established themselves in

the field of journalism. David

Owen, who spent his freshman

and sophomore years at CC, is a

staff writer for The New Yorker,

is the author of several books

and has written for The Atlantic

Monthly. Alan Prendergast, '78,

Is an author and h;is written for

Rolling Stone, USA Today, The

Los Angeles Times, Mens Jour-

nal, and US. Thom Shanker, '78,

is senior European correspon-

dent for the Chicago Tribune.

Gregg Easterbrook, '76, is an au-

thor and a contributing editor

for Newsweek and The Adantic

Monthly.

BB
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Work on the new wing of Slocum Hall Is underway. Construction on tlie wing should be complet-
ed by the start of the 95-96 school year.

Loomis to be renovated over summer
byJulie Gordon

When students remrn to

campus for the 1995-96 academ-

ic school year, they will en-

counter an entirely different

Loomis Hall Loomis will be ren-

ovated this summer.

"The upgrade is so that

Loomis will be at the same stan-

dard as Mathias," explained

Cindy Zomchek, Assistant Di-

rector of Residential Life. Math-

ias was renovated last summer.

Construction will begin the

day people leave for the sum-

mer and it will be completed be-

fore students move in next fall

All the furniture in the stu-

dent rooms in Loomis will be re-

moved and replaced by the style

of hjrniture Mathias currently

has.

All rooms will be repainted,

and a cenu-al light fixture will be

added to each room.

"The communications area

in Loomis will be moved to Tic-

knor," said Zomchek. "The front

desks will operate in the same

way as the other halls."

Slocum was originally slat-

ed to be renovated this year and

Loomis next year. Plans were

switched to accomodate the

construction of a new Slocum

wing begun during spring

break. Slocum renovations will

be finished next summer

Greek decision expected in May
by Jennie Randall

Shonly before Spring

Break, a suramar)' of the Greek

Task Force Committee's recom-

mendation to President Kathryn

Mohrman was sent via e-mail to

students and faculty. Mohrman

is currendy gathering feedback

on the recommendation in

preparation for her final deci-

sion, expected in early May.

"It (the recommendadon)

is out in the wind now for peo-

ple to react to," said vice Presi-

dent for Student Life Laurel

McLeod.

Copies of the Greek Task

Force Committee's recommen-

dation are currently available at

Worner Desk.

The committee's report

recommends that the CC Greek

system be integrated into the

residential life and student life

programs, suggesting this can

be completed "in the near fu-

ture." The report proposes that

"all student organizations (in-

cluding the Greeks) should re-

ceive the same privileges and be

held to the same standards."

The Greek Task Force Com-

mittee's report also recom-

mends that an "organizational

residence system" be designed

to sen'e all student groups. This

means that Greek organizations

would not be automatically giv-

en a residence, but would have

to apply each year for a house or

a lodge in competition with oth-

er student groups on campus.

That suggestion is "pretty

controversial," McLeod said.

Some people have expressed

concern that the identity of the

Greek organizations would be

affected if the task force's rec-

ommendation is carried out.

There has also been some con-

cern about the proposed new

criteria for student organiza-

tions, which the task force rec-

ommended but did not address

in detail, McLeod said.

Students who would like to

comment on the Greek Task

Force's recommendation

should write to or e-mail Presi-

dent Mohrman.

The Greek Task Force com-

mittee was made up of two

Greek students, two non-Greek

students, two professors, Evelyn

Jones (Greek advisor), Paul

Jones (Director of Residendal

Life), David Lord (Business

Manager), Diane BenninghofF

(Director of Alumni Relations),

a Greek alum and two profes-

sors.

tat some,

sleep some,

play some-

take care of

yourself,

CCCA Minutes
I. Meeting called to order at .^:.-i8 PM

A. Attendance: Robinson, Colfey, Daniels, McLaughlin,

Sanchez, Reynolds, Stone, Brown, Page, Anderson,

Peacock, DeHerrera, Galligan

B. Absent: Anthony

II. Laurel McLeod and Janice Cassin: Tuition Increase

A. This served as an annual report to the CCCA regarding

budgeted student expenses for the following year

1. Financial Aid budget increased over $860,000

B. Paul Jones detailed room and board expenses

III. Budget Requests

A. The Department of Romance Languages' request for

$2.-)00 to hind the film series for the rest of the year

denied any assistance

1. Copyrights and royalties put the department $2300

over predicted expenses

2. Daniels noted "CCCA has set a precedent not to bail

people out"

B. Women's Studies Depanment's request for $200 given

$95 from the CCCA special projects hind and $105

from the reserve fund following debate and different

motions

\. Johnson observed the CCCA begins each semester

with a specified budget, and it should not bail

itself out by dipping into "emergency fiinds;"

such action is hypocritical considering the

Council's previous decision not to bail out the

film series

2. Peacock said "I don't think there is any money

we've spent you could call a mistake"

3. Sanchez, Galligan and McLaughlin argued the situa-

tion was beyond the CCCA's control consider

ing the unusually large number of requests.

McLaughlin said the Council was a "victim" of

not receiving a budget increase in 3 years

4. Daniels suggested the CCCA must decide what its re-

serve funds are for; it would not be wrong to

dip into them considering no precedent has

been set not to

a. Added Council would not be hypocritical

bailing itself out because it exists to

support other organizations

5. Dean Edmonds said the reserve ftinds "are there to

be used"

6. Vote to spend $105 of reserves passed by a 12-1-0

vote

7. Motion to transfer all reserve funds to special pro-

jects hind withdrawn

IV. Executive Council drafted a job description for the CCCA

office manager containing eight primarj' duties

A. Description was approved by a 8-0-5 vote after a clause at

tached to number 2 regarding specific clean-up was re-

moved

V. CCCA approved unanimously Article III Bylaws of the CCCA

Constitution with some typographical corrections and

some additions/descriptions

VI. Brown reported the Teacher of the Year award would ap-

pear on the CCCA member ballot

VII. Coffey passed out folders still needing to be filled with class

sylabi from various departments

VIII. Council noted that registration help was going smoothly

IX. Coffeytalk

A. April 5th at 3:30 PM in Gaylord is the Financial Aid Fooim

B. Discussed Tiger Pit suggestion crew, lunch with Mohrman
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Republican welfare reforms wrong recipients
by Christopher M. Rose

Recently the House of Rep-

resentatives, dominated by the

Republican Party, passed their

welfare-reform bill. The bill,

sponsored and pushed through

by Speaker Newt Gingrich and

Rep. Dick Armey as part of the

Republican "Contract With

America," calls for severe and

deep cuts in almost all welfare

programs.

The House's bill would lim-

it and cut government funds to

low-income single women with

children, legal aliens, and elimi-

nate several programs by replac-

ing them with "block payments"

to the states to decide for them-

selves how to spend the money

allocated for welfare.

The House Republicans

maintain that the cuts are neces-

sary because under the current

system, simple and direct cash

payments to the poor only en-

courage them to stay poor in or-

der to remain eligible for bene-

fits.

Similarly, it encourages wel-

fare mothers to have more chil-

dren in order to receive larger

checks. Republicans maintain

that America has almost become

a socialized or welfare state.

In fact, compared with oth-

er industrial powers, our wel-

fare system is clearly the small-

est. Actually, only one out of

every six dollars the govern-

ment spends on social security.

Medicare, food stamps, and all

other types of government as-

sistance goes to Americans be-

low the official poverty line.

Such cuts to the poor may

save money now, but what

about the immeasurable but as-

sured future costs that will re-

sult from neglecting the poor,

such as higher crime, lower ed-

ucation, and poorer job skills?

The welfare crisis needs to

be addressed, but only to im-

prove the system's defects, not

to forget the mission of the sys-

tem itself

And there are defects in die

current welfare system. People

should not be allowed to buy al-

cohol and cigarettes with food

stamps, corruption should be

clamped down on, and perhaps

certain people do not belong on

the welfare rolls to begin with.

But in addressing welfare, it

is important to remember that

the purpose of welfare is not to

punish the poor for mistakes

made in their past, but to invest

in their education, health care.

and job placement so as to help

them help themselves out of

poverty.

Reforming welfare by pun-

ishing those who are unsuccess-

ful but desire a second chance

will not encourage responsibili-

ty and hard work. Rather, it will

keep the poor in their present

state.

By devising a state-and-

community-operated system

with federal support and super-

vision which encourages re-

sponsibility, diversity, educa-

tion, and community, govern-

ment welfare costs will decrease

in the present and future.

Increase ignores educational enrichment
$943.

Almost an entire semester of food on CC's delicious

meal plan.

Two years' worth of CC music lessons.

A brand new computer.

Two years of textbooks.

$943.

The amount of additional money- after a 5.5% tu-

ition increase- The Colorado College now feels com-

pelled to charge every one of its students to spend nine

months a year in the beautiful city of Colorado Springs.

Funny, though. After a 7% increase from last year of

over $1000, I'm having trouble seeing any benefits to

my college experience warranting that additional mon-

ey. My professors certainly haven't taught me 7% more

than they did last year. We lost a baseball program. The

instrumental music program is still worthlessly decrepit.

That all-important level of "diversity" has actually de-

creased. Academic computing still has only has ten

modems through which students can access the net-

work from their rooms.

Ahh, but employees of The College have more

money in their pockets. Much more money than a cost

of living increase would dictate.

And this year, their take gets even larger. On aver-

age, 4.5% larger than last year. Of the $1.8 million in ad-

ditional revenue from this latest tuition increase, 75% of

that money will go to cover salary increases. The rest

will go toward covering an increase in the financial aid

pool.

Essentially, we're adding to the ridiculously high

salaries of our professors (starting around $40,000),

who, in my experience, average 15 hours of classroom

instruction a week, about 28 weeks a year. We're throw-

ing more money into a financial aid system that benefits

aid recipients less and less as they progress through

their college careers.

Of the $2.7 million in additional revenue this year,

less than 20% ($540,000) will pay for any sort of direct

benefit to the students at Colorado College- sketchy

benefits at best, including attempts to increase diversi-

ty, support for a women's Softball team, die addition of

another admissions counselor, and fiinding for deferred

maintenance.

The administration tells us this increase is less

painful dian in recent years. Down 1.5% from last year,

we really shouldn't have anything to complain about.

This benefits us as students, and nobody else.

Uh huh.

1 certainly can't play women's softball.

THOUGHTS FROM

THE SKY CHAIR

by Erick R. Scheminske

My financial aid package becomes less favorable

ever)' year.

And I can effortlessly think of numerous ways $943

would benefit my education far more than dropping it

into the pockets of those who have yet to prove to any-

body that they're doing a 4.5% better job than they did

last year.

Friday's midday musings...

• A question to the Board of Trustees and President

Kathryn Mohrman: How exacdy to you propose to

"promote collegiality and mutual respect" on this

campus by charging the students more money?

• Somehow, this strikes me as a non-financial issue.

• And I'm sorr)', but these token efforts at "diversity"

on this campus seem little more than a ploy to make

CC look more attractive to USNews & World Report.

• If the administration really desires to promote a

thorough "understanding of those with diverse

backgrounds" within this community, then it should

look into implementing a radical racial quota system

in its admissions policy, and stop toying widi cos-

metic gestures like hiring a new admissions coun-

selor to concentrate on minority recruitment.

This piddley trash wastes the money of current stu-

dents and does absolutely nothing to make a gener-

ally rich white school like CC look any more attrac-

tive to smart inner city kids.

Really, as long as racial diversity sits less than 40%,

which it will widiout major policy changes, I don't

see anybody gaining any understanding of racial/cul-

tural issues.

And for die record, I don't support any kind of quo-

ta system at CC. I applaud liberal arts schools such

as Occidental College (Los Angeles, CA) for trying

them, but it doesn't seem like a terribly wonderful

idea in Colorado Springs.

Eazy-E, 1 really wish I could feel sorry for you. Seven

Children, six mothers, and a nasty little disease

called AIDS. Chalk one more up on the list of out-

standing role-models for America's black youth.

The troubling thing is that 1 really appreciated Eazy

as a rapper and an artist. And it makes me sad that

he killed himself through reckless stupidity.

Eazy-E, Magic Johnson, Greg Louganis, Pedro Zamo-

ra... It's been a tough decade for mainstream heroes,

and this is only the beginning.

Here's the thing: condoms aren't 100% eftective.

Promiscuous sex, such as that happening in diis

campus community every weekend, is not neces-

sary. Truly, there exists only one way to stop the

spread of AIDS...

A plea to the CC community: please, respect your-

selves, respect those you become intimate with, be

careful with sex, don't abuse it. It's this generation's

duty to stop this thing from growing :my more dian

it already has.

Please see Sky Chair on page 7
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Egotistical IM ice-hogs imperil athletic enjoyment
by Bonnie Algera

Tlirills, spills, iind blood-

the elemenls of any good hock-

ey game. Tliere was much of

this found in the intramural

leagues this season, especially in

the Recreational League, Okay,

so there wasn't much blood in

that particular league, but the

games were still exciting, and

even those players who dazzle

spectators with ineptitude felt

the delirium of being on the ice.

However, with the thrill of

victory and the agony of defeat

now in the past, it is time to re-

flect upon the season. What is

most noticeable about the sea-

son was the level of play en-

gaged in by many of the players.

Any recreational competi-

tor who used his leisure time to

render his rear end black and

blue dirough falls upon the ice

was bound to notice the ad-

vanced level of play by a few par-

ticularly proficient skaters.

Skating among the inept

were several speedsters,

whizzing by players barely able

to stand, let alone move them-

selves forward. These marvels of

the ice propelled themselves

fonvard, backward, and side-

ways, performing masterful feats

of icework and puck-handling

not normally found within the

aver,ige recreational player's

range of ability.

These dazzlers forced teams

of ungainly recreational players

to call the roster on several oc-

casions, and unsurprisingly

many of those who had astound-

ed spectators and players alike

were not found on the roster of

the team in question.

However, one could make

the argument that players with a

more advanced level of playing

ability raise the level of play and

make the game more exciting

and competitive.

But while most members of

these recreational hockey teams

undoubtedly welcome the ele-

vated level of play, there is a con-

cern for those players who are

not really the stick-wielding

type, but play purely for the en-

joyment of the game.

Those who wobble on their

skates, miss the puck when it is

passed to them, and score the

occasional assist for the oppos-

ing team cannot really enjoy the

game with hot dogs and puck

hogs flying in every direction. It

is difficult to remain competitive

when these players are always in

control of tlie puck.

The lowest level of intra-

mural hockey is meant to be

played by the lowest level of

player, simply for pure enjoy-

ment. Hence the name, "Recre-

ational League."

Players who belong in more

advanced leagues should stick

to those leagues. What enjoy-

ment do they get out of harass-

ing feeble rec-leaguers? Like

playground bullies, these play-

ers want to be feared.

They accomplish this by

whizzing around the ice, knock-

ing down incompetent players

and scoring on goalies who have

never before placed a mitt on

their hands.

They gain attention and glo-

ry on the ice with players who,

in comparison, play with the

spirit of Marriott dishwashers.

They wreak havoc on the ice,

creating countless sore rears in

the process.

So it seems a soludon to

this problem is in order. But

what can be done? Roster calls

at every game? This prospect

also takes the enjoyment out of

the game just as much as having

playground bullies on the ice,

truning the referees into recess

monitors who force little kids ti i

play safely.

Unfortunately, until players

figure out which league they be-

long in, this seems the only so-

lution.
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Affirmative action alleviates occupational inequaltiy
Guest Commentary

by Professor Claire Garcia

If not for the values of affir-

mative action, Colorado College

probably would not have hired

me. Not because I'm unqualified

for the job- I'm a good teacher

engaged in original, scholarly

work- but because, despite the

professed good intendons and

the availabilitj' of qualified appli-

cants, CC is still reluctant to hire

black women.

The idea of affirmative ac-

tion has recently come under

heavy fire. Every declared presi-

dendal candidate in the Republi-

can party has sworn to get rid of

it the day after his inauguration.

Well-intentioned people

claim that minorities no longer

need affirmative acdon now that

all Americans are convinced dis-

crimination is wrong. Less well-

intenrioned people argue that

the beneficiaries of aflirmative

action don't deserve it- minori-

ties who don't get hired or pro-

moted just aren't good enough.

In all of the arguments

against affirmative action, I see

assumptions based upon misin-

formation, self-deception, and

sometimes, out-and-out lies.

First, many argue that affir-

mative action is unfair compen-

sation for something that hap-

pened long ago: for blacks, it is

"to make up for" die depriva-

tions of slavery. "Why should

people have to pay for crimes

their ancestors committed?"

The original language of

many affirmative action docu-

ments talked about reparations

for "past patterns of discrimina-

tion." However, many white

Amerians today don't realize

that affirmative action repre-

sents attempts to offset PRE-

SENT patterns of discrimination.

Second, the term "affirma-

tive action" refers to a variety of

policies, strategies, and pro-

grams. The broad range of activ-

ities which fall under the rubric

"affirmative action" have only

one thing in common: a com-

mitment to eliminating the past

and present constrictions on

certain groups' participation in

American economic life.

1 agree with President Clin-

ton that the U.S. needs to re-ex-

amine the various interpreta-

tions and implementation of af-

firmative action policies.

Buttotalkof"gettingridof

affirmative action" is ridiculous,

unless one really means that this

nation should rid itself of the

ideal of equal opportunity and

the sometimes uncomfortable

practices entailed if the ideal is

to become a reality.

Third, some people argue

that affirmative action is unfair

to white men. They claim un-

qualified women and minorities

take jobs that rightftjily belong

to white men. However, white

men are simply discovering what

it means to have to compete

with everyone else.

Affirmative action does take

away something from white

males: a privilege, not a right.

This white male privilege has

been accepted by society as "nat-

ural" for a long time.

The values behind affirma-

tive action programs say that,

despite over 400 years of history,

being a minority will no longer

mean automatic disadvantage in

the job market. I can't think of

any field which is being overrun

or taken over by women and mi-

norities.

Fourth, although no air-

planes plummet out of the sky

or houses unnecessarily burn to

the ground due to the hiring of

bumbling minorities, a common

argument against affirmative ac-

tion is that it forces companies

to hire people not qualified to

do the jobs they were hired to

perform.

This argument rests on the

racist and sexist premise that

any minority hired for a job isn't

qualified to do it, and ignores

the historical and contemporary

reality that, for many employers,

one's race or gender cancels out

or "qualifies" one's skills.

The time has certainly

come to radically re-evaluate af-

firmative action practices, but

not because we no longer need

to worry about equal opponu-

nity. We must look at affirmative

action long a hard because over-

all, it has not worked to "level

the playing field."

The number of women and

minorities in many fields is not

representative of die work, am-

bition, and commitment of

those who wanF to succeed in

those fields. Notice that 1 said

'Svork, ambition, and commit-

Piease see Professor on page 8
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Arrogance and the Academy Awards
Do you remember going to high school dances and

gossiping about who was wearing what and dancing

with whom? Oh, how I yearn for those simple days of

yesteryear when pettiness, jealousy, and vanity were the

norm, when acting your age was as simple as covering

your mouth when you sneezed. For all of its ups and

downs, sometimes 1 think I would give anything to re-

turn to the simplicity of high school, to recapture diose

qualities that are supposedly expelled with the attain-

ment of that ethereal state known as maturity.

I guess this yearning is a large pan of the reason

that I find the Academy Awards almost irresistible. 1

have to confess that I, and about 1 billion other folks

around the world, spent Monday night staring at the

television, gawking and gossiping as the stars paraded

down the red carpet walkway. No matter what people

want to believe, jealousy, materialism, vanity and ex-

travagance are qualities that are not dispelled with age,

they simply get more elaborate and expensive.

As I sat and pondered the meaning of the Academy

awards, I found my mind wandering...

• Who are all those people who sit in the balcony dur-

ing the Oscars? Are they sent invitations that read:

To Whom it May Concern. You have the honor of

being allowed to sit until your mind goes numb

gawking at people who are more successful pow-

erful and beautiful than you can ever hope to be.

• 1 billion viewers. Just think of all those people unit-

ing behind a more worthwhile cause. Scary, huh?

• Gary Sinise, Hoop Dreams- somebody explain to

me what it takes to get an Oscar,

• John Travolta, Woody Allen- pity is apparendy all it

takes to get a nomination. Michael Dukakis, Mike

Tyson, Gary Hart, and Dan Quayle, I know where

you can restore your self-esteem.

Okay, enough about the Oscars. Over Spring Break,

a few more things occurred that filled me with wonder:

• CC, DU and die University of Colorado Women's

Basketball Team: it was great while it lasted. March

25 was truly a dark day for Colorado athletics.

• The new addidon to Slocum: it's designed to create

an enclosed quad for all students to enjoy. Explain

to me why the new quad will be closed off from the

rest of campus and open to the most dangerous cor-

ner of the school.

• One-block visiting professors: the block plan is the

ultimate chance for some of die most distinguished

FROM THE EDITOR

by Chad T. Nitta

people in the country to come and share their

knowledge with CC students for the concise time

period of three and a half weeks. On die downside,

the block plan is probably the most difficult situation

to adapt to and teach within.

• The NCAA Basketball Tournament: Maryland,

UMASS, Kentucky, Oklahoma State and Arkansas; I

don't know whether to laugh or cry.

• The University of Colorado: according to the Rocky

Mountain News, CU can't account for several hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars. Well, at least they did-

n't lose several thousand freshmen this time.

• Cynicism: 1 have a hard dme believing two Ameri-

cans accidentally wandered across an armed border

into the last country the U.S. was officially at war

with. While I am truly sorry for their plight and hope

they come home safely, 1 have to wonder what kind

of person makes that kind of tragic mistake.

Cynicism: Americans are outraged that two of their

own are being detained in a foreign country for vio-

lating a legitimate law. These two men were not

charged with espionage, they were convicted of ille-

gally crossing the border. Funny, I thought the Unit-

ed States had similar laws to keep out illegal aliens.

Ah, the beauty of hypocrisy when its combined with

die power to enforce it.

The new Colorado Springs Airport: for a city that

sometimes seems more divided and backward than

any in the U.S., the Springs not only opened their

airport on time, everyone got dieir baggage without

a single auxiliary system. Now if only the city would

build a hockey rink.

To the CC Faculty: thank you for unanimously

adopung the thematic minor in journalism.

Major League Baseball: it seems strangely appropri-

ate that America's pastime is mired in a conflict dri-

ven by greed and pride. And it's just a game.

To the Colorado College Campus Association: BUD-

GET: the amount ofmoney that is availablefor. re-

quiredfor, or assigned to a particular purpose. RE-

SERVE: money or its equivalent kept in hand or set

apart, usually for unforeseen liabilities Too bad

die U.S. Government doesn't have a reserve fund to

bail it out when it can't stay within its budget. Ap-

parently, deficit spending is inherent to politics. I'm

scared to see what other "unforeseen" expenses

come up.

' I am writing diis point as a disappointed, disaffected

constituent, not as a representative of the Catalyst.

Funny, 1 thought politicians were supposed to value

their constituents' opinions, especially when the

opinions are critical. Oh well, I guess I'm just naive.

• Michael Jordan. Enough said.

Sky Cttair from page 5

• I want to be Kato Kaelin, if

only so I can officially be

hostile toward Marcia Clark.

• Spring break made me hap-

py because I got to witness

the inepdtude of the L-A.

District Attorney every day

on live television.

So, has anybody else noticed

HHiffiyraiiaisB' —«»
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how much fun die Bulls are

to watch recently?

Jordan.

Suddenly, life seems worth

living again.

April 4, Duran Duran,

"Thank You." Buy it, if only

because the band covers

Public Enemy's "911
's a

Joke."

Yes, it's quasi-altemadve re-

makes of classic gangsta an-

diems.

Eazy died just in time.

Did somebody say "Contract

Widi America"? Apparendy,

nobody in die U.S. Senate

got the message.

Bob Dole's going to have a

tough time getting a presi-

dential nod if he keeps

thumbing his nose at Newt,

the House, and this new-

found mainstream in the Re-

publican Party.

. Really Mr. Dole, leading your

party to unanimously reject a

money-saving freeze on addi-

tional health regulations

won't win you many friends

among those who feel tired

of dirowing money away to

die Federal Government.

So, have you had your dose

of sarin today?

Model U.S. society: die mass-

es ride innocendy on die

subway, while the govern-

1/3 Lb BURGER
6WIMG5
MOM5TERM0G
PREMIUM DRIW
PREMIUM 5H0T

HOT DOG
FRIES- MACHOS

SUPPER SALAD
CAESAR SALAD

HALF ONION RINGS
CUP OF CHILE
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m NEED A JOB? ^
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE, YEAR ROUND

Opening in retail sales, receiving, shipping,

stock, 'filing, etc.

Apply 8 AM. - 1 1 AM.
TEACHER'S PET/ BANKS SCHOOL SUPPLY

2415 Rand Ave.
( I

- 25 a CIRCLE. EXIT 1 38. 1 BLOCK WEST, 1 BLOCK NORTH )

ment smokes dangerously

fanaUcal religious cults out

of their compounds in

places like Waco, Texas.

Model Japanese society: dan-

gerously fanatical religious

cults smoke the masses out

of their subway, while the

government innocently sits

around and acts as if the

country really has no inter-

nal problems,

I love America.

Greek Theme Houses?

Here's hoping Mohrman

comes up widi something a

litde more realistic than her

Greek Committee's recom-

mendation.

I'd be much happier right

now ifCC Hockey had lost to

somebody outside of the

WCHA...

Regardless, thanks to the

team for treating diis cam-

pus to a fantastic season.

Here's hoping for snow

Monday- let b:Lseb:ill suffer.
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Professor dreams ofequal opportunity in America
continued from page 6

ment"- not "of the population."

Affirmative action was not

designed to cure poverty,

racism, underfunded schools, or

negative media images of

women and minorities. These

factors also play a role in re-

stricting minority participation

in the workplace, but should be

addressed by other strategies.

Affirmative action programs

were developed to address only

these aspects of reality: minori-

ties and women are discriminat-

ed against in the workplace be-

cause of their color and gender,

regardless of credentials.

The vast majority of work-

places in the United States are

still not meritocracies (for exam-

ple, men hired as firefighters in

Boston were not the absolute

best in a pool of candidates-

they were sons and brothers of

men who were already em-

ployed as firefighters).

People like the student re-

cently engaged in a debate over

affirmative action outside my of-

fice door who say, "] want things

to go back to the way they were,

when decisions were based on

merit" are ignorant about both

how things were and are now.

The ambition, commit-

ment, and performance of mi-

norities and women are still dis-

counted because of the color of

their skin and their gender.

The philosophy and pro-

grams of aflirmative action are

not without problems and con-

tradictions, Cleariy some strate-

gies are unfair, ineffective, and

don't improve the workplace

There are legitimate criti-

cisms of affirmative action pro-

grams, as well as philosophical

questions (such as whether or

not recent immigrants, homo-

sexuals, or middle-class white

women should benefit from af-

firmative action) which have not

yet been satisfactorily answered.

And we must, as a society,

be able to frankly and consis-

tently deal with these criticisms

and questions. But I strongly be-

lieve that any reevaluations and

revisions should take place with-

in die context of a sincere, gen-

uine, and collective commit-

ment to equal opportunity.

I would love for this nation

to be able to rid itself of affirma-

rive action. I would love for us to

agree that, despite our personal

prejudices or ideology, equal

opportunity- the full participa-

tion of minorities and women in

the economic life of our coun-

try- is a goal worth pursuing for

the good of America.

It would be exhilarating if

together we could say, "Let's risk

it. Let's try to be fair. Let's really

judge individuals on their indi-

vidual merit and effort, not on

our own feelings or the domi-

nant culture's negative connota-

tions of the color of their skin.

Let's all try."

But any American who is

honest with himself/herself

knows that we're not, as a na-

tion, prepared to make this

commitment.

The Colorado College,

breaking from business as usual,

decided to give me- a black fe-

male- a chance. Tlie College

not only took a risk and hired

me, but it actively supported

and nurtured me as a candidate

for a tenure-U"ack position.

Dean Finley and the Eng-

lish Depanment gave me the

time and resources to finish my

dissertation. Although The Col-

lege's actions in my case may

not legally fall under the defini-

tion of "affirmative action," the

philosophy and rationale be-

hind its treatment of me was

practical affirmative action.

And when I say I believe my

presence here enriches CC's ed-

ucational offerings both in and

out of the classroom, it is not to

brag, but to offer testimony that

successful affirmative action

policies strengthen, not weak-

en, American life.

Thanks Seniors

For your contributions to the

Senior Class Campaign

Donors as ofMarch 29, 1995

Rachel Alpem Mark DeOrsay Robin Havins Alexandria Nguyen
Nathan Anderson Marc DiBianco Jory Hawkins Kimberly Nixon
Dennis Apergis Ryan Ehrhart Shannon Hayden Gretchen Nowak
Chara Armon Samantha EUiman Chriscinda Henry Heather Ogren
Karen Baker Kent Feams Katherine Hughes Heather Pantely

Lynn Barnes Jean Ferguson Aaron Hulme TuPhan
Robyn Bames Tyler Finn Mieko Maria Imai Melissa Potter

Jennifer Bascora Laiu^ Fujii Lisa Jacobs Laura Satin

Karin Bazant Amy Gabel Fabiola Jacquez Jay Schall

Cliris Beauchamp Kara la Gardner Amber Johnson Marion Schlegel

Kristina Berger Laura Gelner Kathryn Lawson Marisha Simons
Megan Black Liza Genrich Daniel Maddock Brett Spencer
Leslie Blaugrund Stacy Gerdes Brigid Maher Pam Stone
Neil Boija Nina Goldstein Sara McKenzie Beverly Vasquez
Caroline Bruce Neil Goluba Jill McMillan Artana Vilar

Rebecca Bunn Denise Gordon Mark McMullen Stacy Volker
Jeffrey Bush Debra Jean Griffith Kris McNeil Lori Walter
Christine Cain Doug Gross Katie McVeigh Christine Wendt
Trevor Caldwell Derek Hajny Shawn Mitchell Patricia Weppner
Shari Chavez Harris Hall Matthew Montgomery Amy Wolfe
Beckley Davis Duncan Hatch Hilaree Nelson

Annual Giving Gifts: $1,440.25

Bob Pizzi Memorial Gifts; $642

Paiticipat on: 19.1%

Shoot Back!
Letters to the editor art

welcomed and encour-

aged. All letters must be

submitted to the Catalyst by Wednesday, 12:00 PM for publica-

tion in the following Friday's issue. A0 letters must be signed.

Anonymity is rarely granted. Restrict letters to 500 words or

less. Those under 250 words will be considered first. The Cata-

lyst reserves the right to edit letters for purposes of publication

All letters will be screened for factual accuracy- libelous letters

will not be accepted. The Letters to the Editor section of the Cat-

alyst is meant to give any and all students, faculty, and staff a h
rum in which to express issue-oriented opinions. Letters will be

published on this basis. No poetry, please. All letters become the

property of the Catalyst, and are not returned. Send letters to:

The Colorado College Catalyst

Letters to the Editor

902 North Cascade Avenue

Colorado Springs, CO 80946

e-mail:

CATALYST@CC.COLORADO.EDU

10% DISCOUNT TO CC STUDENTS

• Bausch & Lomb • Clba Vision • Johnson & Johnson
• Barnes-Hind • American Hydron • Cooper Vision

SAVE
On Replacement Soft Contact Lenses!
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For 12
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Lemes Available in 48 Horn

Everything you need in replacement soft lenses, even fashion tints!

Moit ZaniaO. Lemes Available in 48 Hours
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Aching to laugh? New groups seek to ease yourpain

Improv groups rise out of ashes of TWIG
by David Wharton

Is your life empty? Do you

have no purpose or direction?

Well I have the answer for you.

It is in two forms. One is

called "Tliere's Nothing Like the

Smell of Beef in the Morning'

and the other is called

'Sssprout'.

They are two separate im-

provisational comedy groups

designed to bring the swing

back into your step and the juice

back into

bling incoherently about

sodomy and hippopotomi while

converging ever so subtlely into

the black abyss known as Taylor

Hall.

"We meet every morning at

5 AM for our sunrise sessions

consisting of Saturday Night

Live reruns and gargantuan

amounts of hallucinatorj' drugs

and powdered sugar

After we achieve a signifi-

cant sugar high and firmly be-

lieve that we are honorary mem-

bers of the

TNLTSOBITM arose

phoenix-like, if you

will, out of f/?/s

comedy- starved

college community.

"

- Johanna Cohen

your goose.

Accord-

ing to

group
leader Jo-

hanna Co-

hen, "TNLT

SOBITM
arose phoenix-like, if you will,

out of this comedy-starved col-

lege community's burning,

yearning, churning desire for a

loud, obnoxious, randomly pu-

trid, polymorphously perverse

entourage of attention-starved

borderiine personalities whose

fearless pursuit of a liberal arts

education has shriveled into

stagnation and has left us bab-

smurf vil-

lage, we

proceed

with our in-

tense regi-

ment of

yoga. iu-jit-

su. and

ol Peter McDonald

"Ther's Nothing Like The Smell Of Beef In the Morning" is one of two new improvisational

comedy groups forming on campus

Buddhist meditation, and finally

we gravitate back to the TV and

desperately struggle to imitate

the comic genius of "House of

Buggin"'(which, coincidently,

was our original title before we

were bribed by the American

Motor Association to change it

to Beef..).

"Anyway, we like to im-

prov.. .it's fun." Well said, Johan-

na. Beef might or might not be

performing sometime next

week.

Membership for the group

is closed for this year, but all in-

terested parties should contact

Johanna Cohen next year.

The other group is called

Sssprout. It has three leaders,

Jamie Roberts, Carl Greene and

Karinita Whittlesey.

This group has a different

focus than Beef It is more of a

themed group and uses scripted

material.

The group might be having

a performance at the end of this

block or at the beginning of next

block, so you should get your

tickets now. Membership is

closed for this year due to the

short amount of time before the

end of this year, but if anybody is

interested in writing something

for them or in being a member

next year, they should call Jamie

Robens at x7374.

If anyone is still around and

h;is enough brain cells left to re-

member the original incarnation

of TWIG, he or she should be

happy to know that, according

to Ms. Roberts, Sssprout is fol-

lowing along in their vein.

SsSprout is also interested

in reaching out into the commu-

nity to do such diings as short

theatre for schools, prisons, and

fire dep;irtments.

Former CIA director Woolsey fills Packard with CC visit

by Marc Smith

March 29—Students and citizens

filled Packard Hall Wednesday night at

8:00 p.m. to hear James Woolsey deliver

the Lopat Memorial Lecture. This year

die lecture addressed "United States In-

telligence in the Aftermath of the Cold

War."

This annual lecture honors the

memorj' of Marianne Lannon Lopat, a

1973 graduate of Colorado College

whose distinguished career included

work in the White House under Gerald

Ford.

Now a partner in the law firm Shea &

Gardener, Woolsey served as Director of

the CIA under Clinton until three

months ago. His prior accomplishments

are enviable, including law school at Yale

and a position on the U.S. Delegation to

the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT

1), the first of many arms control agree-

ments between the U.S. and the Soviet

Union in the 1970's.

In his one hour speech, Woolsey de-

fended what he recognized to be a high-

ly debated issue among the American

public—the need for continued military

and intelligence investment even after

the end of the Cold War.

He professed the necessary and es-

sential role that espionage plays in Amer-

ican defense by detailing old and new

methods of spy surveillance. He accentu-

ated this point by recalling the disastrous

outcomes of WWII as a consequence of

poor American intelligence capabilities.

Woolsey also alluded to potential

conflicts in Serbia, Korea, Russia and Chi-

na, which will require the services of

covert intelligence operations in the fu-

Woolsey cautioned against anticipa-

tion that future global conflicts with

'rogue states' will be more easily identifi-

able than they were in the past because

of technology. "From the history of this

century we will encounter enemies (in

the future) as we did in the past,"

Woolsey said, referring specifically to

Weimar Germany's decline in the late

1920's. He ;ilso mentioned surveillance

techniques by Britain, France and the

U.S. earlier in this century, which allowed

totalitarian regimes to grow so easily.

"There will, in short, be a lot of non-gen-

tlemen out there," Woolsey said reiterat-

ing his point that states cannot rely on

honest cooperation. Therefore, Ameri-

can security depends on secret intelli-

gence initiatives to forecast potential

conflicts before they develop into hill

blown war.

CC students reacted strongly to

Woolsey's selective terminology of Amer-

ican adversaries which earned the de-

scriptions "non-gentleman," "rogue

states," and "evil," countries.

Although most students' acknowl-

edged Woolsey's experience and exper-

tise, many seemed reluctant to embrace

a speech they saw as red, white, and blue

propaganda.

Junior Nicholas Rasen offered this

observation, "I think a lot of people

would have appreciated a more accurate

term than 'evil' to characterize funda-

mental terrorism and North Korea. For a

lot of Central Americans Ronid Reagan

is the supreme embodiment of 20th cen-

tury evil."

In retraspect a poignant question

see Woolsey on page 12
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Are accountability, equity, and responsibility enough?

Greek recommendation clouds future
byJoseph Carpenter

Just days before spring

break, President Mohrman

made public the recommenda-

tion she received from the

Greek Ad Hoc Cominittee on

the future of the Greek Sj'stem.

A few main themes seemed to

be present in that recommenda-

tion; accountability, equity, and

responsibility. Yet, a few

themes seemed to be absent:

tradition, consistency, and

Greek input on the student and

alumni level.

What does this decision tru-

ly mean for tlie future of Greeks

at CC? In Appendix 1 of the rec-

ommendadon the question is

posed, "Doesn't this proposal

essentially leave the Greek Sys-

tem intact?", and the answer the

committee gives begins with

one word, "No..." In essence,

this is the answer.

The committee proposed

that "...Greek organizations at

Colorado College be integrated

into die system of residential life

and student life on the same

footing as other student organi-

zations." Apparendy, die com-

mittee felt that Greek organiza-

tions are not currentiy on the

same footing as other student

organizations at CC.

Greeks are not on the same

footing as other organizations at

CC. Greeks do not receive a

budget from CCCA at the begin-

ning of die year,

as many other

student organi-

zations do.

Greeks do not

have kegs dur-

ing parties as other organiza-

tions and residencies do.

Greeks are held accountable to

dieir individual national and in-

ternational headquarters.

Greek organizations provide a

close, small living unit which

fosters a sense of consistency,

while providing numerous op-

portunities for personal growdi

and leadership, something the

1992 Executive Summary on

Greeks found

GREEK
CORNER

Foundation of
Alternative lAedicine is...

Naturopathic Medicine

Do >ou uiam lohea PRIMARY8
PREVENTATIVE CARE PHYSICIAN.'

Do ycM want to focus on NATURAL
MEDICINE and the PRINCIPLES of

NATUROPATHIC MEDICINE.'

CONTACT:
"The Parent Imntunon" of the Accredited Naturot>athic Doctorate Degree

The National College of Naturopathic Medicine

For nearly forty years, The National College of Naturopathic Medicine has been training

primary and preventative care physicians to offer medical care in a holistic approach. NCNM's
residential graduate program prepares you to sit for licensing boards in an expanding number

of states. Interest in Primary and Preventative Health Care that emphasizes the basic principles

of Naturopathic Medicine is taking quantum leaps each year. NCNM is located in die heart

of the beautiful Pacific Northwest: Portland, Oregon. The College is preparing for the growth

explosion in alternative health care by implementing a facility expansion plan.

For additional information, please return the following to: NCNM Admissions Office

1 1231 SE Market Street, Portland, OR 97216 (503) 255-4860 Fax(503)257-5929.

Address

City, State. Zip

Phone
T apt>Ua n and additional information.

Your Current institution _

to be positive.

Given the rec-

ommendation,

"No group

would have a

permanent claim on any particu-

lar space..." This comment in it-

self seems to imply a residential

inconsistency that will only add

to the impermanence associated

widi the Block Plan.

As groups compete each

year for space at CC, competi-

tion will increase between stu-

dent groups rather than partner-

ships being developed between

student organizations. Could

diis increase the disparity and

separation diat currently exists

benveen student organizations

atCC? Couldsomegroupsbeat

a disadvantage in gaining hous-

ing status because of Uieir bud-

gets or campus appeal? It seems

from this recommendation that

the principle of equity will not

be established.

In my opinion, this recom-

mendation does not leave either

the Greek system or the system

of residential Lfe intact. Its con-

sequences could harm both

Greek and non-Greek students

by adding to the inconsistency

of the block plan and competi-

tion and separation among and

between student organizations.

How can a non-biased resi-

dential review committee truly

be established? Students at CC

already experience enough

hardship and problems in ob-

taining adequate small group liv-

ing. While the campus master

plan aims to eliminate some of

these problems, this recommen-

dation adds to them.

Equity, accountability, and

responsibility should be the em-

phasis for all student organiza-

tions at CC, and the structure

wherein they exist. Yet, the rec-

ommended approach does not

work to provide these elements

for all students and student or-

ganizations. Organizations will

still be given a "privileged" sta-

tus, and certain students not

wanting to belong to a campus

organization will be singled out

and discriminated against. It's

time to evaluate what all stu-

dents at CC want, not just

Greeks: consistency and oppor-

tunities for developing close

friendships.

Editor's Note: Greek Cor-

ner is a weekly feature in the

Catalyst The opinions expressed

within it are not necessarily the

views ofthe publication staff.

Taylor Travel

Anywhere
in the

world for

only $3.00
You can buy a large Coke

"Your campus travel agency" /^ \
818 n. Tejon &
636-3871 ^^M

Uicorporated est 1969 ^^^^
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priolo courtesy ol Ethan Abbott

Sand, sand and more sand. The Sand Dunes enticed many a CC student during
Spring Breal<.

photo courtesy ol Peter lulcDonalcJ

A few CC students saw the famed Stonehenge
during brealt.

March 15, 1995, 12;00 PM. The Colorado

College campus celebrates another block com-

pleted and more enthusiastically, the beginning

ofeleven days of freedom-Spring Break has be-

gun.

As soon as classes have finished, students

head off, en inasse, to begin the annual cele-

bration of the coming spring.

While some students simply returned

home for a week of relaxation, many CC stu-

dents scattered around the globe for a week of

a\vay from campus aciivittes. Arizona, British

Columbia, California, Chic^o, England, Mexi-

co, Puerto Rico, Texas... the list of locales visit-

ed by traveling CCers seems endless. Las Vegas

headed the list as one of the more visited cities,

interestingly enough by "minors" and "adults"

alike. While the "Cit)' That Never Sleeps" may

not have been the final destination of travelers,

more than a few students managed to swing

through to try their luck with the famed

one-armed bandits.

About mnety students spent dieir break

helping others as particpants in six Break Out

trips. These students worked within the com-

munities of Chicago, Corpus Christi, Juarez

(Mexico), New Orleans, Oakland, and San Fran-

cisco, When not helping out with Habitat for

Humanity, or other service organizations, these

students partook of the local nightlife, making

the most of their break.

SPRING
BREAK '95

Other students also helped out in the

community during dieir breaks through church

groups and other organizadons, traveling to

British Columbia, Canada and Tecate, Mexico.

The lute of the highway drew many CC

students who spent their eleven days roadtrip-

ping throughout the United States

Students hit the California beaches, the

Grand Canyon, Hollywood, San Diego, and

Galveston (Texa.s).

While many hit the road in pick-up trucks

and sedans, some students hit the road in style.

One extra-latge Winnebago, rumored to house

eleven guys, was seen making a break toward

1-25 just hours after block officially ended.

Nature-lovers took the opportunit)' to

spend some time in the great outdoors. ORC

spent its break trekking dirough the Canyon-

lands of Utah. Others spent time snorkeling

through die waters of the Gulf of Mexico. Still

odiers hiked duough the Smoky Mountains

and spent time in Nordi Carolina. One student

claims to have hiked dirough five national

parks during his Spring Break.

Rain, sleet, snow, and sunshine, great tans,

sunburns, gas stations in random small towns,

bright lights, big cities, good friends and fun.

Spring Break 1995 may have taken different

forms for different people, but for most die

memories will linger as the spring settles in

around the campus at Colorado College.

St. Paul's Cathedral drew the attention of European travelers.
photo courtesy ot Peter McDonald

photo counesy ol Etnan Abbott

A group from ORC found themselves in Utah

for their brealt.
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Woolsey from page 9

which might have alleviated stu-

dents' concerns of seemingly

hasty CIA country labeling

would have been: What sort of

collaboration takes place be-

tween the CIA and the Foreign

Service, the latter agency com-

prising diose government offi-

cials who truly do know the

character of a particular country

and could more objectively

grade its potential threat?

Woolsey's speech seems in-

cident to the heavy criticism and

dramatic revamping of the CIA

today.

A commentary by David Ig-

natius in The Washington Post

National Weekly Edition (March

13-19) describes a 'gripe ses-

sion' by CIA officers who were

;ingered by the pointlessness. in-

efficiency and incompetence of

their agency.

Woolsey is deemed partly

responsible as "many CIA insid-

ers now like to say that former

director of Central Intelligence

James Woolsey was so busy

warning of expensive new

threats in the post-Cold War

world.. .that he missed a golden

opportunity to cut and revitalize

the Directorate of Operations."

Under new CIA director

Michael Cams the 'mission im-

possible' will be to shrink the

CIA's covert force from about

7000 to 5000.

This will force the agency to

focus on high priority informa-

tion like terrorism and arms pro-

liferation, and end the excessive

recruitment policies of foreign

officers, all of which were the

products of the Cold War.

Apparently the CIA has ex-

traneous agents all over the

worid which begs the question:

"What secrets do we really need

to steal in Gabon, or Uruguay or

Denmark?" Another reform will

be to eliminate long-term stud-

ies concerning, for instance,

economics and focusing more

on hard intelligence problems

that pose security risks. Finally,

the CIA seeks to limit its recruit-

ment of foreign nationals who

only produce garbage intelli-

gence which inundate the CIA

with worthless material.

AmeiiCorps
CHANGE YOUR LIFE. CHANGE YOUR COUNTRY.

WHAT IS

AMERICORPS*VISTA?

As part of the new domestic

ace Corps, AmeriCori

Members spent) a year putting

their skills to work full-time,

in communities around the

corner or around the country.

AmeriCorps-VISTA Members

- S4725 toward existing

student loans or future

tuition costs.

Pleme callfor more

information and an
application:

1-800-

94-ACORPS

We've heard enough about what's wrong

with our communities. Now it's time to

get things done.

WITH AMERICORPS*VISTA, YOU'RE
PART OF A COMMUNITY—HELPING
NEIGHBORS IN NEED TO:

Turn gang battlegrounds into kids'playgrounds.

Teach adults to read—andpass on the love of

learning.

Help Stan local businesses—and give workers

new skills.

Restore an elementary school to excellence.

Immunize infants.

Get things done.

AMERICOnPS-VISTA

IS HERE... ON CAMPUS

MAY 4Ui and 5111,1995

llamtol pm

Woraar Center

The Way "Lhi/igs Were

A look at CC...
5 years ago:
Amid great controversLj the 8 block calen-

darfor CC was approved as a "tentative so-

lution" to problems with the 9 l^lock plan.

10 years ago:
^he recent implementation of thematic

Minors into the College curriculiAm Irks stu-

dents who feel theu are alreadg being bur-

dened biy) excessive school requirements.

25 years ago:
After a single Ljear trial run, the integra-

tion ofMathias as a co-ed hail is deemed a

failure which should not be repeated.

50 years ago:
Major controversij abounds over

whether women should be wearingjeans as

opposed to skirts and blouses. Manij male

students write scathing editorials decriging

this sloppg and unfeminine practice.

Tuition skyrockets to an unbelievable

$180 per semester

90 years ago:
The engineering department acquires a

verg high-tech l^lehle Machine, which is ca-

pable of exerting up to 100,000 pounds of

pressure on a variety ofsubstances.

"The Way Things Were" is compiled by Aaron Brown
from past issues of CC publications .

I GUID€
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC. ^1^

an association of the CARLSON TRAVEL NETWORK

Serving the needs of Golomdo

travelers since 19^9

Campus Office: Armstrong Hall, Suite 5

(719) 632-4612

389-6732 Campus Line

Main Office: 409 N. Tejon St.

(719) 635-3511

Broadmoor Hotel Office: South Lobby

(719) 577-5750
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Spend a sixteenth of a second with Klipper
by The Coburn Gallery Staff

An exhibition of photogra-

pher Stuart Klipper's work, enti-

tled "Black and White Portraits,

1986-1994: Pictures of Family

and Friends, and People I've

Met in the Course of My Trav-

els," will be shown in the

Coburn Gallery from March 28

to April 18. All members of the

CC community, as well as the

public at large, are welcome to

come and experience this col-

lection created by an acclaimed

teacher and documenter of the

Arctic landscape.

Mr. Klipper, whose pho-

tographs are housed in perma-

nent collections around the

world, has traveled extensively

across the continents putting

great images on film. His work

3/314/19 Exhibit: Photog-

raphy of Stuart Klipper.

New work by this visit-

ing professor.

3/31 Concert: Kissing

Grandma Fraternity

Quad 4:30

3/31 Comedian: "Magic

and Comedy" Ben-

jamin's 10pm

3/31 Fim-.FletchOhttl

7:50 pm

4/1 Play: "I Don't Speak

UPCOMING
EVENTS

English Only" Arm-

strong Auditorium 3 pm

4/1 FilmtKetoiOltn 17:30

pm

4/1 Open Poetry Reading:

"Poems for the Craelest

Month" sponsored by

Poetry West. Uncom-

mon Ground, 6909

West Colorado 8 pm

4/2 Concert: Linner Cham-

ber Music Series

Packard 3 pm

4/2 Film; Pletch Olin 1 7:30

pm

i/i Debate: Professor

Davon Peiia on the

maquiiadora

has been exhibited at MOMA, as

well as the San Francisco Muse-

um of Modern Art, and over the

course of his career he has

received numerous fellowships

from the Guggenheim and the

NEA. Perhaps he is best known

for his shots within the polar

regions, but one can also cite his

work in South America and the

Middle East as outstanding. All

in all, this makes the show here

quite interesting, as it deals sole

ly with portraiture rather than

his signature prints of the natur

al environment.

The exhibit was commis

sioned by a gallery in the Twin

Cities, and it includes all the

people that, as Mr. Klipper

would say, he'd "encountered in

passing and stopped to spend at

least a sixteenth of a second

pholo courtesy 01 Nic Taylor

Stuart Klipper attended the opening of his photography exhibit In Coburn Gallery Tuesday

Center and is open Tuesday-Sat-

urday, 12:30 to 7:30 p.m., or by

appointment.

with." Therefore, anyone who is come by during Block 7 The

interested in a unique facet of gallery can be found in the

this artist's repertoire should southeast corner of Worner

MEChA addresses culture, gender
by Meredith Morganstem

CC's Mexican-American on-

campus group, MEChA, will be

holding its 1995 symposium

starting tomorrow April 1. The

theme for the symposium is

"Cultural and Gender Perspec-

tives Entre Nuestra Gente"

(Within Our People). Activities

include lectures, debates, poetry

readings and a theater presenta-

tion.

On April 1, the nationally

renowned theater group El Cen-

tro Su Teatro will be performing

in Armstrong from 3-5 pm. The

play, entitled "1 Don't Speak

English Only," is a bilingual dra-

matic musical in the style of the

Mexican carpa vaudeville tent

show U'adition. It takes place in

the year 2030 and follows die

story of a high school boy, Alber-

to, in the now homogenized

American culture where lan-

guages other than English have

been outlawed.

The play, written by the

company's Artistic Director

Anthony J. Garcia, was inspired

by the "English Only" movement

which has already passed laws

making English the official lan-

guage in the states of Colorado,

California, Florida, and Arizona,

among others. The desire is to

preserve the diversity of the

United States by opposing such

laws.

Formed from an "Introduc-

tion to Chicano Theater" class at

the University of Colorado at

Denver in 1971, Su Teatro has

toured already in the Rocky

Mountain area, the East Coast,

and will begin a West Coast tour

in February. The mission of El

Centro Su Teatro is to "investi-

gate, preserve, develop, pro-

mote, demonstrate and instruct

the Chicano/Latino cultural and

artistic experience." They have

performed in New York at

Joseph Papp's Latino Theater

Festival, and in Mexico for the

Festival de la Raza.

Later on Saturday, at 7 pm,

the poet Ines Hernandez-Avila

will be speaking on the sympo-

sium topic. A professor at the

University of California-Davis in

the native American Studies

Department, Hernandez-Avila

will be reading some of her

poetry in addition to talking

about cultural and gender per-

spectives. The readings will take

place in Gaylord Hall (in Worner

Center), as will the rest of the

symposium events occuring

over the next two weeks.

The activities condnue on

Tuesday, April 4 at 7 pm with a

debate by Professor Devon Peiia

of the CC sociology department.

He will be discussing the

maquiladora, which are the fac-

tories found along the U.S.-Mex-

ican border. He will discuss cul-

tural, gender, environmental,

and economics issues as well as

the influence of NAFTA on these

factories.

On Saturday, April 8 at 12

noon, Jerry Tello will be speak-

ing on gender and cultural

issues. An expert on Chicano

issues, he is a nationally

renowned speaker.

The last of the symposium

events is on Monday, .April 10 at

7 pm. Lalo Delgado will be

speaking on Chicano issues. He

has over forty years of experi-

ence widi the Cincano commu-

nity in all areas and has worked

with migrant workers in organiz-

ing groups for them. He was

Executive Director for the Col-

orado Migrant Council, Inc. for

three years as well as for the

Northwest Chicano Healdi Task

Force. For the last eleven years

he helped many U.S. residents

learn English and become U.S.

citizens and worked in radio,

television, and newspapers in

English and Spanish. Delgado is

currently an instructor at Metro

State College in Denver, where

he has worked for seven years.

He also taught at St. Thomas

Seminary for three years, Aims

Community College for three

years, the University of Texas at

El Paso for two years, and at the

University of Utah for three

years.

All events are free and open

to die public. The symposium is

sponsored by MEChA, CCCA,

Leisure Program, Southwest

Studies, Residential Life, Drama

Department, Sociology Depart-

ment, American Ethnic Studies

Department, and the Office of

Minority Student Life.

For more information, con-

tact Feliciano Garcia at (719)

389-7725 or Kim Sanchez at

(719) 473-4257.
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Women reign in Gilman's Utopia, Herland
by Kim Whipple

I guess Utopias would be a

little boring. Ideal, yes, but

inevitably boring. That would

make them Utopias only for

those people who are not afraid

of a little boredom, who do not

want to fall in love or be adven-

turous or competitive, or have

sex or feel hunger and want. A

Utopian society, of course, is

also devoid of men.

At least, this is Charlotte

Perkins Gilman's idea of Utopia

as she explains it in her novel,

Herland, and it is understand-

able why this author of 'The Yel-

low Wallpaper" feels that way

After the birth of her first and

only child. Oilman suffered from

what we might now call post-

partum depression, and went

through the tonure treatment

that was common for such "ill-

nesses." Her descent into mad-

ness was probably a direct result

of the rest treatment, and after

she recovered, her view of

insanity, men, and the medical

profession suffered.

The narrator of Herland is

an American man who, with two

of his explorer buddies,

attempts to find this all-female

society nestled in some isolated

area of the world. The womaniz-

er Terry fantasizes about being

surrounded by beautiful beguil-

ing women. Jelf is a poet and a

botanist, anxious to idealize the

women he discovers, and Van,

die narrator, is a sociologist.

And aren't Utopias built for soci-

ologists?

BOOK
REVIEW

what the explorers find is

an ideal, beautiful world, clean

and pretty, with well swept

roads, sunny fields, a forest of

useful trees, and kind, patient

women. War and natural disas-

ter killed off all the men long

ago and left die women isoiated,

which proves to be to their ben-

efit. The population does not

die out due to the continuing

miracle of virgin birdis, and this

society is built around the ideal

of motherhood. This makes die

women future-minded, kind,

and progressive, and united

with a common purpose for all

children.

The novel explores interest-

ing ideas about the nature of

women, and suggests that har-

mony is fundamentally human.

Dear Friends &
Fellow Travelers,

I HAVE MOVEDI

You can find me at

Joume/s Travel,

118 N. Tejon St.,

Suite 405.

Call 632-8009.

• IAH TOUR TRAVEL EXPERT • 12 yeais eiperience

•RAH PASSES'

•SPECIAL STUDENT AIRFARES'

•1

CfflCAGO DOWNTOWN • 4tli floor, TES • TERE'S AN

ELEVATOR!.

CALL ME SOON!

THANKS,
Earl Fox

Hours: 8:30 am to 5:30 pm Monday Friday

Saturdays 10:00 am to 1:00 pm - by appointment

11 8 N. Tejon, Suite 405 • 632-8009 • 800-920-TRIP

or rather female. Terry expects a

world of bickering, jealous beau-

ties, but what he finds is very dif-

ferent. The women of Herland

have nodiing to be jealous of

nodiing to fight about. Man is

die root of all evils, it seems.

Herland is a humorous tale

of a society which cannot under-

stand die things we take for

granted. Competidon is a silly

word, veal is an atrocity, and

individual possession seems

impracdcal. The women want to

learn and try to understand our

habits. They step back and

observe us, turning the tables

on our own observations. The

sociologist becomes the subject.

But diese women are miss-

ing something,that the novel

would suggest I lament because

1 am a member of die explorers'

society. Herland suggests to me

diat, though men are the cause

of all problems, they are also die

root of all excitement.

Jf^'^ nMI^"'S) Ln.M> \\NO\t. ^*^
< H '.81Om PI VKIV- C,l' -WA

Blinded by the talent of Bush
by Diana Smith

Bush is as American as

apple pie and 90210 with their

melodic and feedback-filled gui-

tar riff's, screaming grunge-root

lyrical style, and their ever so

handsome lead singer. There is

only one problem. They're

British. They don't sound

British. They don't look British.

The disguise is remarkable.

Maybe that's die point. And just

maybe that's what makes their

debut album. Sixteen Stone, the

fantasmic post-Nirvana, pre-21st

century industrial miracle diat it

BUSINESS
LAW

STUDENTS
Local investment
management firm is in

search of Junior/Senior

level business law student

to intern in the formation
and iiiture management of
limited liability

corporations and
investment limited

partnerehips. Working
understanding of the

formation & maintenance
of corporations and/or

LLC's is required.

Contact Mr. Golan, (719)
574-1000.

truly is. Bush is absolutely, posi-

dvely, the best thing since sliced

bread and the most talented

band to cut a premier album this

year. Bush suddenly appeared

out of nowhere one bright, sun-

ny day in America and I still

haven't gotten over the awe.

The first single, "Everything

Zen," is by far the finest track on

the album and it is no wonder

that the buzz dip on MTV is

such a popular and craved

video. A litde overexposure nev-

er hurt anyone except for the

beautihilly and angelicly mar-

tyred Eddie Vedder, but he's

been around a while, and Bush

is brand-spanking new and

bloody and there's nodiing stop-

ping them now.

Although "Everything Zen"

begins the album with a bang,

die rest of die album certainly

does not consist of simply a

series of whimpers. "Swim"

exposes die good side of human

nature. "We're naked

again/Maybe all we need/ Is

water and friends," sings vocalist

Gavin Rosedale in his husky,

deep, and desperate wail.

"Bomb" follows with the flip

side, the dark side, and the

"jekyi in you/Brings our the

wired in me/1 have no defense".

"Come Down" is as close to a

ballad as these boys get and is a

terrific little ditty. The rest of the

album follows suit with an

almost frighteningly accurate

explanation of the male mind

set, "Testosterone," and a few

other poetically written and

rhythmic tracks chock lull o'

splendor and elegance.

The album ends on a disap-

pointing note, however. The last

song, "X-girlfriend," has only

one line, 'Tou only call me

when you're down," which is

repeated over and over in the

hurried yelp that Rosedale does

only too well. The rest of the

quartet backs Rosedale up with

a more dian competent mixture

of simple yet perfected talent.

The drummer, Robin Good-

ridge, is especially superb and

the guitar and bass almost blend

together into one harmonious

instrument. Bush's future is so

blindingly bright, 1 think we'll all

have to wear shades. 1 just hope

their surely imminent stardom

doesn't burn them too badly.
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Fletch shows that Chase had something (then)

by Todd Walker

Television commercials are

the bastion of wannabe and has-

been actors, so in light of his

most recent movies, it's no won-

der Chevy Chase has wound up

hawldng Doritos for a living.

Which is not to say there wasn't

a time when he fell somewhere

in the middle of the spectrum.

They probably won't even give

him a consolation Oscar when

he gets old (which should be

any time now), but as a comedi-

an. Chase was able to play to his

strengths often enough to eke

out a fairiy good living. Michael

Ritchie's Fletch is a showcase for

all the reasons Chevy Chase

found so much success as a

comic in the mid eighties.

Fletch stands in a class all by

itself. It's a mystery movie, but

not really. It's a comedy but not

really. I take that back. It is a

comedy, but just a twist off of

center, almost conscious of

itself and taking everything in

with a knowing wink.

Chase is a smug and C7nical

newspaper reporter working on

a major expose of the drug trade

on the Los Angeles beaches

when he is approached by a

man who wants Fletch to kill

him. This begins a series of odd-

ball encounters which pit Chase

against a cast of strange charac-

ters, but none so strange as the

FILM
REVIEW

personae Chase puts on.

In addition to the odd char-

acters Chase portrays, he also

has a number of hilarious dream

sequences, none better than his

fantasy of playing for the Los

Angeles Lakers. This is pointedly

odd in light of their current per-

formance, but it does give the

movie a bit of eighdes nostalgia,

one of its greatest draws.

When a Chevy Chase movie

bombs (a common occurrence

of late),, it is generally because

the movie doesn't play to his

strengths. Fletch is successful

because it plays almost exclu-

sively to Chase's talents. The

continuous string of weird char-

acters never allows you to get

bored with them. Like many

sketch actors. Chase has a prob-

lem making a character interest-

ing for more than five minutes,

if that. To keep things from get-

ting stale, Fletch moves from

one strange interlude to anoth-

er at a rapid-fire pace. Had the

director played things a little

more straight the film would

have bogged down in a horrible

mess of actors stretching their

talent to the limits. Not a pretty

sight when touching their toes

would be a greater reach.

Fletch is playing in Olin Fri-

day and Saturday at 7:30 p.m.

and Sunday at 2:30 p.m. It'll cost

you a buck if you fiash your CC

ID, and two bucks if you don't.

There's something about fruit that makes beer better

by Ted Smith and Kyle Maher

This week we have a very

special treat, fiuit beer. Some

beer purists do not and will not

accept that beer and fmit should

ever go together, but hey, nei-

ther should half of the flavors

they come up with in those

Tropicana Twister things. So,

diis week, we reviewed three

fruit ales, the Pyramid Apricot

Ale, the Oasis Blueberry Ale, and

one from the Der Schatz brew-

ery (Ted's private stock).

First, the blueberrj' ale from

Oasis. The guys at Oasis brewed

the best brown ale that we

drank last semester so it was

with high hopes that we pur-

DemcRcsc Lloyd Gndooied Lcccurc

(JJednesday - ApRil 5

8:00 p.m - PackaRd Hall

Anna Quindlen
auchoR oF

Living Our Loud

Thinking Ouc Loud

06jecc Lessons

One Truc Thing

AvailQ61c in rhc

ColoRado College BooksroRc

CDs. Quindlen mill QucogRaph

6ook8 FolloLuing che IcccuRe

chased this beer. We both like

blueberries but if this is what

they taste like in beer, then I

don't think that they should go

together. The two flavors did

not play off each other very well.

The beer was a slightly

darker than average beer, this

was probably to compensate for

the darker color and flavor of

the blueberries. 1 think that die

guys who brewed this beer got a

good mix of beer and fruit

because they balanced really

nicely, but I'm thinking that the

two flavors just don't go togeth-

er. If you really Oke blueberries,

give this beer a try. If not, there

are better brews ahead.

The next beer was the Pyra-

mid Apricot Ale. This was a pri-

mo beer. This ale is what fruit

beer is all about. The guys at

Pyramid have definitely come up

with a winning combination

with this beer!

This beer was made with a

wheat beer body so it has a light

body and delicate flavor. The

addition of apricot only en-

hances this. It's like drinking

silk. It pours up real nice with a

cute pinkish color that makes

you think of a cheap wine. But

whenjou drink it, you know

that it was money well-spent.

Hmr Designersfor Men & Women

WF^MimE
Style cuts, Maintenance Trim,

Perms & Translucent Colors

Nexus i. Tri products availablefor sale

Monday - Friday

Stop in or call for an appointment

827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

The apricot is not overpowering

but has a definite presence

enjoyed by all. Three thumbs

up!

Both of these beers are

available in the 22 oz. tanks at

about $3.50 a botde.

Now it is time to reveal my

latest creation to the world. Last

winter, I set out to make die

definitive blackberry ale. Now

after 4 months of aging, the time

has come. I started this beer out

with a strong wheat malt base

and added a generous amount

of amber malt. Then, widi the

additions of some specialty

malts, the beer was ready to

hop. This beer has been single-

handedly hopped using pure

American-grown cascade. Well,

the beer turned out great, after

all the sugars were fermented

and flavors blended, this c-anie

out to be a real smiler (meaning

after a few drinks, diere is a per-

manent smile on your face).

Kyle thought it was pretty good,

too. Well, there is now only one

bottle left and diat one is for

me, sorry.

Next time, old favorites.
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AjNNOUNCEMENTS

EXPERffiNCED HOUSE-SITTER

AVAIlABLE!-all or pan of sum-

mer, preferably near CC campus

or downtown area. Excellent ref-

erences. Call Alison at 389-7475.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Need Money?

The Annual Giving Phonathon

on April 9-11 can earn you

$5/hour. Sign-up begins today

at Womer Desk. For more info,

call X6601. Sponsored by the

Student Development Commit-

tee and Annual Giving.

Skating Classes!

Block seven classes begin Tues.

4/4/95 at 12:30pm in Honnen

Ice Rink. Beginning, intermedi-

ate, and advanced levels offered.

$15 for 3 lessons. Open to all

students, faculty, and staff. For

info, call Jo Ann at 632-4098,

Krista at X7275, Miako at X7025,

or Carrie at X7653.

JOBS

FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE $500

IN 5 DAYS-Greeks, Groups,

Clubs, Motivated Individuals.

FAST, EASY-NO FINANCIAL

OBLIGATION (800) 775-3851

ext. 33.

GET PAID TO SEE MOVIES! Part

time job opportunity to work

with a major Hollywood studio!

Visit Counseling & Career

UNUMIKD
TOPPINGS!

Plus Tox

Umil 5 Plnoi

Not Valid On Domlnaler
Prin lubjecl to chongo
without notlco.

DELIVERY Off
CARRYOUT!

B 330 M. Wahsaich

Dfo

JOBS

Services at Worner Center for

more info. Application deadline

is April 15.

SUMMER POSITIONS-Girl

Scout Camp: general coun-

selors, cooks, lifeguards, horse-

back riding instructors.

Minimum age 18. GSWWC, 3535

Parkmoor Vill., Colo. Spgs. CO

80917-5298 (719)597-8603

FOR SALE

Need a place to live this sum-

mer? Next year? Bright, cozy, &

clean apartment for rent. 2 bed-

rooms. 1 bath. Living area,

kitchen with hardwood floors. 2

1/2 blocks from campus. For in-

^M''^^

•tns_?

All nalufal, freshly preparedloods...

linique menu consisting ol salads, pastas,

medjteranean pizzas, giilled list) S diicken,

and scrumptious desserts,

Fulibar

115 E.Dale

Mon-Sat

Lunch & Dinner

578-9898

FOR SALE

fonnation call 630-8886.

PLEASE! I want to buy your ex-

tra Beastie Boys ticket(s). Call

Chris French at 630-8087 or

leave a message at 448-9129.

PERSONALS

cklotz-

THANKS! Sun, sand, snow, sleep

(welL.sorta), sanity (I sup-

pose), & a super set of wheels.

lOU one vacuum & a long week-

end in Arizona,. .or Utah. ..or

wherever the road takes us.

Lotsoflove-

YourFaithftjl Worry Wan

Liza-

12:45am. Stressed mistress dies

from shock brought on by inces-

sant bodily fluids (initiated by 10

pills for illness). EMT responds.

Situation handled.

-Henry

Coffee? Hot cocoa? Pleasant con-

versation and smiles? A break

from the same ol' same ol' any-

way....

-T

To the 2 residents at the Colby,

KS Mickey Dee's-We are all glad

you made it home safe.

ToEv-

Thanks for treating us to

Michelle's.

-The Slocum Staff

PERSONALS

Clyde-

You have been wanting more

birdloving experiences, and

now you have several, so enjoy.

HA HA HA!

J-

Sea Worid & Magic Mountain

next time. I promise! Thank you

for a fabulous break. Kato!

-A

Mom & Dad,

Just wanted to say "Hi!" Can you

believe I had to negotiate for

this space? What power I have!

-Chad

To Prince Charming...

My section's done! But my tum-

my is empty.

-Your Wife

CLASSIFIEDS POLICY

Please send Announcements,

Jobs, For Sale, Real Estate, and

other Personal advenisements

to:

The Catalyst: Classifieds

902 N.Cascade Ave.

Colorado Springs, CO 80946

fax: 719-389-6962

Ads must be received by

Tuesday, 9:00p.m. to appear in

the subsequent Friday's edition

of the Catalyst. The Catalyst re-

serves the right to edit all classi-

fieds for length and inappropri-

ate content. For off-campus

pricing information call Cutler

Publications at 719-389-6675.
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Intramural Update
WINTER RESULTS

Basketball Champions:

Men's A-League

Men's B-League

Co-Ed League

Raquetball Champions:

Lench Mob
STO
Hammer

Women's Competitive: Audrey Maxfield

Men's Competitive: Jonattian Hen-Tov

Doubles: Jonathan Hen-Tov &
Sanjay Kamble

Indoor Soccer Tournament: (teams still competing)

Competitive League:

Co-Ed League:

Stay

Stanky

Freaks

Dumb
Hustlers

Daddy Macks
Illegal Immigrants

Grand Masters

Low Riders

Trouser Snakes

Random

Tournament will be completed Sunday. April Z.

SPRING ACTIVITIES AND START DATES

Outdoor Soccer Tourney: Play begins Monday,
April 3.

Outdoor Volleyball Tourney: Play begins third

week of Block VII.

Mountain Bike Race: Entry fornis due Thurs-

day, April 13. Race will take place on Sat-

urday, April 15.

London

$319

Madrid $369* Zurich $399'
Paris $385' Rome $409*
Frankfurt$385' At*;;^lf46£l

Council Travel
n 38 1 3th Street (on the hill > • Boulder, CO 80302 • 800-296-8624

303-447-81 01 1 -SOO-g-COUNCIL
Call for a FREE Student Travels maaaiine.

EurailpaSSeS issued on-the-spot!

NO D.J. NEWS!
JUST SPORTS

Updated 9G times/day (NOT ONCE A.NIGHTI)

Game Scares

Paint Spreads

Trivia

1-900-526-7000
EXT. 2585

$2.99/minute • Must be 18 years
Procall Co. (602) 954-7420

Spring Intramurals get into

full-swing, weather providing
by Midiele Killeen

The Intramural Department

is wrapping up an exciting win-

ter season as a very busy spring

season begins.

IM Director Chris Starr is

most excited about the First An-

nual Mountain Bike Race that

will take place at the Mesas on

Saturday, April 15th, The race is

new this year and will feature a

beginner-to-intermediate level

6-mile race and an intermediate-

to-advanced 10-mile race. All fin-

ishers will receive free t-shins,

and prizes will be given, includ-

ing helmets, gift certificates, jer-

seys, t-shirts, and tune-ups.

There is no cost to enter and

rosters are due Thursday, April

13th at 5;00 p.m. in the IM of-

fice.

Other upcoming sports in-

clude a 4-on4 sand volleyball

tournament. Rosters are due to-

day (Friday, March 31st) by 5:00

p.m. in the IM office.

Softball and Ultimate Fris-

bee have been put on hold be-

cause of our wonderful Col-

orado springtime snow and the

outdoor soccer tournament (12

teams, double elimination) is

scheduled to begin Monday.

Broomball began yesterday.

Chris Starr has a few other

sports planned as well. There

will be a 3-VS.-3 one-day basket-

ball tournament, a 4-on-4 one-

day volleyball tournament (dif-

ferent from the one mentioned

above), and a track meet sched-

uled for May 3rd.

The indoor soccer champi-

onships are going to be held on

Sunday, April 2nd (competitive

and co-ed). Basketball and hock-

ey both wrapped up at the end

of Block 6.

In basketball, Lench Mob

defeated Manos, Hands of Fate

in the Men's A-league champi-

onship; STO triumphed over

Boys from Joe's in the Men's B-

league finals. In the Co-ed

league. The Hammer van-

quished Doo Doo Brown.

Hockey, still the most pop-

ular IM spon, featured four ex-

ARE YOU PAYING TOO MUCH FOR
YOUR CONTACT LENSES?

OUR LENSES START AT

$29.99/PR.
ALL BRANDS AND PRESCRIPTIONS.

Call SIGHT EXCHANGE
1-800-342-001 1

Introduces

"AnneiTe"
(formerly of Rapunzel)

b
a fiAll service salon for men 'i women
Your CC Headquarters for Hair

—-ALL STUDENTS 10% OFF!—

-

815 N.Nevada -630-3435

Eclio Canyon River Expeditions (Royal Gorge Region)
Accepting resumes for the following positions :

MVBR 001PM (wjnlwiiiiil «iJ tnhii podtjim)
caarauBM. sekvkb specialist (onlca)
CDLBOSDUVBRS

Lxraking for upgraded medical training, dnig-free, superior woilc elhtc.

Send resumes lo: P.O. Box 1002. Colorado Srines. CO 80901

citing championship games. A-

league victors XXX left The Ze-

bras on the short end of a 4-2

score. B-league Bob Johnson

Scramblers prevailed over The

Snails 3-2. The C-league Chun-

dercats thwaned the Gaindle-

warts .3-2, and undefeated co-ed

team S.S. Lagoon triumphed

over Wto 4-2.

The racquetball tourna-

ment was also a success this

year. Audrey Maxfield won the

women's competitive draw.

Jonathan Hen-Tov was the

men's competitive champion,

defeating Bob Jacobs in the fi-

nals. Hen-Tov also snatched the

doubles title, teaming with San-

jay Kamble, beating Jacobs and

Mike Baca.

This year has seen more in-

tramural participation in several

sports than in years past. The IM

department hopes for contin-

ued enthusiasm from the CC

community. Students, faculty,

and staff are all encouraged to

participate in intramural activi-

ties.

Tennis from page 19

earned another 9-0 victory.

Tile fourth match, against

Chapman, was the most com-

petitive of the U'ip. This time the

doubles matches were played

first. Schunk and Gibson came

out fiat, and were left with a dis-

appointing three set loss. Tam

and Whitman played well at #2,

and Hall and Gar^a won at #3,

leaving the Tigers with a 2-1 ad-

vantage going into the singles.

Gibson, played his toughest

match of the year, losing in

straight sets. Hall also lost a

close match at #2. Tam re-

mained consistent, once again

notching a victory at #3. Chen

pulled out a tough three-setter,

at #4. Schunk was unable to do

the same, losing b-3 in the third.

VPhitman clinched the match for

the team, winning in a second

set tiebreak.

After crushing their Califor-

nia competition, the Tigers'

record now stands at 7-1. Their

next match is at home, at 3:00

p.m. next Tuesday against the

Colorado School of Mines.
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Lady Tigers play tough,

win 2 of 4 in California

by Andre Schunk

The CC women's tennis

team now owns a 4-5 season

record after splitting four

matclies during its annual trip to

Southern California.

The trip started with a

tough loss against Point Loma, a

Division 1 school. The Lady

Tigers next faced another tennis

power, Redlands. Unfortunately,

tliis match also ended with the

Tigers on the losing end, but all

matches were close and com-

petitive.

The next two matches pro-

vided different results however.

The Tigers destroyed Whittier 9-

0, and crushed La Verne by the

same score.

The traveling team consist-

ed of Liz Jensen, playing #1 sin-

gles and #1 doubles, Gate

Crumpacker, playing #2 singles

and #1 doubles, Jody Robinson

at #3 singles and #3 doubles,

Carrie Tolle at #4 singles and #2

doubles, Dez Herzer at #5 sin-

gles and #2 doubles, Nelli Gor-

ton at #6 singles at #3 doubles,

Leigh Anne Bakel at #7 singles

and #4 doubles, and finally Jen-

nifer Rudge at #8 singles and #4

doubles.

The women's tennis team

travels to Grand Junction diis

weekend in an attempt to de-

fend their tide in die Mesa State

College Invitational.

Athlete of the Week
Gibson leads CC charge in California

bv Ondine Boulter

For his outstanding performance and consis-

tent ranking as the Men's number one singles

player, freshman tennis star Chris Gibson has

been n;tmed Athlete of the Week. Playing bodi

doubles and singles in the team's matches in

Southern California over Spring Break, Gibson

managed to win six out of eight matches. He han-

dled the pressure of playing in the number one

singles spot and helped the Tigers achieve a per-

fect All-Team record of 4-0.

A native of El Paso, Texas, Gibson began

playing tennis at die age of 10. He played in vari-

ous USTA tournaments and then went on to play

for his high school team. In his senior year, he

and his doubles partner took the number one

position in the Soudiwest Boys Under-18 Dou-

bles category, and went on to compete in the

USTA national tournament.

When it comes to the men's team at CC,
:

Chris believes that Ve are a very young, strong

team. We have a lot of depth and there are a

number of players who are very capable of play-

ing in the top seven. We're very young, so I'm

hopeftil for the future of our team." Gibson feels

very strongly that his coach, Dina Fuqua, has

done an excellent job so far this .season. On ten-

nis, Chris feels that "tennis, in it's purest form, Is

really spiritual..The best parts about the game

are those rare moments that 1 am able to raise

ray level of play through deep concentration

and be in a pressure free environment. Tennis

really takes you far within yourself."

Gibson hopes to end the season with a

good enough record to get an invitation to play

at the regional tournament and then hopefully

go on to the national tournament.

Tiger Hockeyfinishes historic 94-95 season,

eagerly awaits nextNCAA playoffchance

Fry shatters school record, Scott takesfirst

Tiger Track crashes Kansas

continued from page 20

named to the All-WCHA, and

just recently, the All-America

post goal celebration team.

Denver's Goaltender Sinhue

Wallinheimo joined Gerry with

the All-America honor

Because of the victory over

Minnesota, the Tigers landed a

first round bye in die NCAA

tournament. Unfortunately, die

Tigers would have to play the

winner of Minnesota/RPl. Min-

nesota disposed of RPl quite

handily.

CC's first tournament game

since 1978 would not be a good

one. The Tigers surrendered

the first goal of die game, dien

answered with two goals of their

own. Senior alternate captain

Jon Steiner, in the lone bright

moment of the game, scored his

first and only career goal on a

sweet rush to the net. Schmidt

followed shordy thereafter, fin-

ishing a brilliant play by senior

defenseman David Paxton, one

of die few Tigers who had a

good game. Paxton swept

around die back of the net drag-

ging two defenders with him

and beat die goaltender dishing

the puck through the crease to a

wide open Schmidt. The Go-

phers added a tally near the end

of the first period to send die

teams to die locker room dead-

locked at two apiece.

The Gophers managed to

step their game up a notch, as

successhil playoff teams tend to

do, while the Tigers finished the

last two periods playing rather

uninspired hockey. The Go-

phers took advantage of a slew

Years Ahead
SALON
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ofCC penalties, scoring twice in

the second period, the second

goal coming with just one sec-

ond left on the clock. That was

the proverbial straw that broke

the camel's back. The final score

would be 5-2.

It was a shame that the

Tigers couldn't take advantage

of their NCAA tournament bid.

Essendally their two-year season

has officially come to an end

wirfi die loss. 1 think the loss

can be attributed to a lack of

playoff experience; for both the

players and the coaching staff'.

Additionally, the Tigers peaked

early in die season and had hil-

filled their pre-season goals of

becoming league champs and

receiving an NCAA bid. An

NCAA championship was not re-

ally one of their goals. The

teams diat made it to the final

four have had a lot of final four

and championship experience,

and expect nodiing less than

the NCAA championship every

year.

It will take a few years for

CC to garner the experience

needed to be successhil in the

play-offs. Hopeftilly, next year

will be the year of the Tiger.

Congratulations to the Tigers

on a tremendous season.

by Sara Fry and Krista Fish

Over Spring Break the track

team attended the Colby Invite

in Colby, Kansas. The meet, in

addidon to being held in a

scenic wondedand, saw one

school record demolished,

many personal records and sea-

son's bests and two unfortunate

injuries.

Field events started off the

meet. Ryan "I'm glad there's not

a B in front of my name" Cole

was 2nd in both the shot and

discus, with PR chucks of 48'

1/4" and 142' 4 1/2". Shelly "Sara

and Krista better stay away from

my car" Killeen had an amazing

day with huge PRs in both shot

and discus. She was 3rd in the

shot with a chuck of 25' 8 3/4"

and 2nd in the discus with a

chuck of 100' 8 1/2". Beckly "I

think I'd notice if someone

moved my car" Davis was 4th in

the pole vault with a vault of 14'.

Mike "at least they didn't put bat

guano in Brian's car" Baca fin-

ished 3rd in the long jump of 20'

5". Coach Tim "I helped Sara

and Krista put the Styrofoam

peanuts in Brian's car" Lambert

helped Julie "maybe I shouldn't

have left Sara, Krista and Ethan

alone in my car" Cole in the high

jump, where she finished 3rd.

Julie also ran the 200m, where

she finished 7th in 28.5. In die

triple jump, Cody "didn't Brian

notice his car had been moved?"

Young was 2nd with a jump of

42' 3". Cody also ran the 110

hurdles where he was 3rd in

16.6. Sasha "how could you not

notice your car was on a diflfer-

ent street dian where you left

it?" Scott was 3rd in the triple

jump. Sasha also ran the 400 and

200. She ran the 400 in 60.9 and

was 3rd in the 200 in 27.9. Jessi-

ca "how did Sara and Krista get

into Brian's car?" Uhlenkott was

5th with a jump of 29' 6". Jessica

also ran in the 400 hurdles,

where she finished second.

The first, and longest run-

ning, event of the day was the

10,000. Sara "Bubba was pretty

stupid for leaving Brian's car and

car keys with me for a week" Fry

set a new school record of 39:08

in this 25 lap race. In the 800,

Blaine "how many times did

they move Brian's car?" Olsen

was large, finishing 2nd in 2:02.

Nate "I could have warned Brian

that Sara and Krista had keys to

his car" P. White finished 5th in

2:04. Jon "Brian's car was moved

3 times??" Murphy was 9th and

Ben "I'm glad Krista and Sara

don't have copies of my car

keys" Markowitz finished 11th.

Ben also ran the 400, where he

Please see track page 19
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Men's Lacrosse notches second win

PWT^.

1

Men's Tennis dominates

California competition

ptioto courtesy ol Geoff Eakin

The men's lacrosse team, shown here playing Colorado State University, improved to 2-5 with

a double overtime victory over Bowdoin College.

Baseball strike might end,

but fans won't forget

OUT OF
by Chad

— Apparently, major laegue baseball players have

made a counter offer to the owners and they ex-

pea a settlement tomorrow. Even if a settlement

is reached and the strike ends, 1 for one think

baseball has permanendy hurt its image,

— Was anyone else absolutely floored by Michael

Jordan's 55 point performance against the New

York Knicks? In an era that is so marred by cor-

ruption, apathy, and insincerity in sports, Jordan

exemplifies what is stiQ good in sports. Don't get

me wrong, he might be a compulsive gambler, he

definitely is a ball-hog, and he makes an embar-

rassing amount of money, but at least he plays be-

cause he loves the gaine. if everyone in the world

poured the same p;ission into dieir lives that Jor-

dan puts into basket-

ball, the world would be

a much better place,

— You can't help but

feel sorry for John

Starks, though. The guy plays his heart out on de-

fense andJordan still can fake him into a different

time zone. Even Denver Nuggets center Dikembe

Mutombo was laughing about Jordan's perfor-

mance aginst Starks. He shouldn't be laughing,

though. In Mutombo's rookie campaign, Jordan

humbled him also. Jordan had just been fouled in

a game against the Denver Nuggets at McNichol's

Arena. As he stepped up to the free-throw line, he

looked at Mutombo, said, "hey rookie, welcome

to the NBA" and preceeded to swish his free-

;thiDW with his eyes shut. Ouch!

!— Can anyone give me one good reason why the

Entire Kentucky Wildcats mens* hasketball team

tan look like national champions one game, and

then shoot a measly 28% against North Carolina?

i- Dean Smith and his defensive schemes could-

a't have anything to do witli that, could it?

:-^ Smith has now been to the Final Four in four

different da-ades. If I were a hot high school bas-

ketball recruit deciding where to go to college,

that would be all I'd have to know.

— Actually I was a hot high school basketball re-

cruit, but I decided to opt for the pageantry, glo-

ry, and guts that is Colorado College Intramural

basketball

— My Final Four predicdon: UNC over Arkansas.

— It is an absolute sham that Mike Tyson is going

to be allowed back into boxing. Pete Rose was

banned from professional baseball for life because

he gambled on baseball games. Gambling is a

grave offence, but Tyson raped someone, and he

is being allowed back in the ring. Just because he

can command $200 million for a title fight doesn't

mean tliat he should be exempt from the conse-

quences for his bone-

headed actions-

— The Andre Agassi -

Pete Sampras match in

last week's Lipton Ten-

THIN AIR
Hoeppner

nis Tournament actu<illy made me care about ten-

nis again, Agassi came back after losing the first set

6-2 to knock-off the top-ranked Sampras in a

thrilling diird set viaory.

— My Co-editor Schunk says that "the quality of

tennis was almost as good as ABC's coverage. I'm

sure all viewers were as surprised as I, when they

found out diat 5 g;imes had been played in the

one and a half minute changeover after the first

set. ABC also skipped four games in the third, de-

priving viewers of a total of 9 games. At the end,

commentators said that the turning point of the

match came at 2-2 in the second. Too bad no one

outside of Key BiscajTie got to see it."

— In general, the state of professional spons is

prett)' pathetic. A rapist returns from prison to

contend for the heavyweight title, die most excit-

ing non-strike baseball player now wears a Bulls

uniform, and ingenious sports columns like this

go ignored by the CC communit)'.

by Andre Schunk

The CC mens tennis team

continued its impressive season

over spring break, winning all

four matches on their annual

trip to Southern California.

In their first match, the

Tigers took on the shorthanded

Biola University. This tennis

powerhouse only had five play-

ers. Biola had to default #6 sin-

gles and #3 doubles, and the

Tigers earned two wins widiout

even hitting a ball. Chris Gibson,

Harris Hall, Steve Tarn, Reuben

Chen, and Andre Schunk, all

won easily in #l-#5 singles re-

spectively. Josiah Whitman and

Tam won handily at #1 doubles,

and Hall and Alonzo Garza

closed out the 9-0 victory at #2

doubles.

Their next match was

against the tennis powerhouse

La Verne. Gibson, playing at #1

singles, drubbed his nnnonent

6-0,6-0, his first double bagel of

the season. Hall and Tam took

advantage of their opponents'

weakness, tennis in general, and

won just as easily at #2 and #3.

Chen, with his opponent, in the

famous words of Garza, "going

crazy on him", had the longest

match in singles, pulling out his

win with the doubles matches

well under way. Schunk, notic-

ing his opponent's inability to

really move, felt confident after

warm-up, and engaged in a con-

test with the equally confident

Whimian, to see who could win

the fastest. Whitman won the

bet by a few minutes. In dou-

bles, Schunk and Gibson

cruised to an easy victory at #1,

Whitman and Tam won just as

convincingly at #2, and Hall and

Garza also dominated at #3, giv-

ing the Tigers another 9-0 over-

all victory.

The third match, against

Whittier, was a bit more com-

petitive with three three-set

matches in singles, Gibson

found himself in a zone, and ut-

terly destroyed his opponent.

Hall played a beautihil match,

winning a thrilling three-setter

against a tough opponent, Tam

won his first set easily, suffered a

second set letdown, but then

easily closed out the match in

the third set, Chen, playing the

goofiest member of the Whittier

team, won in straight sets at #4,

Schunk struggled to win his sin-

gles, taking the third set 64,

Whitman managed to overcome

his opponent's monster serve,

winning 7-6, 7-6, All doubles

teams won easily, and the Tigers

please see Tennis on page 17

Track spends Spring Break in scenic Kansas

continued from page 18

was 5th in 556. Nanci "I was sup-

posed to move Brian's car De-

cember 15th" Eaton ran the 800,

where she finished 2nd and the

1500, where she finished 4th.

Sally "Sara and Krista are like car-

commandos" Wurlitzer finished

3rd in the 800 and 6di in the

1500, Bonnie "what a curse for

Brian to have Sara and Krista

playing tricks on him" Algera ran

the 400 hurdles, where she fin-

ished 3rd, Brian "glad my last

name isn't Kates" Williamson ran

the 400 where he finished 4th in

5302, Cad "Krista is the smanest

person in the world and Sara is

the sneakiest person in the

world" Wassille was 7th in the

200 in 23,8, The men's 4x100 fin-

ished 3rd in 45,81 and the men's

4x400 finished 3rd in 3:32, In the

men's 1500, Dim "how could Bri-

an NOT notice his car had been

moved?" Miller finished 7th and

ran a PR, Andy "maybe Brian is

blind?" Alamonte also PR'd in

the 1500, finishing 9th, Krista "I

am so bitter that Sara LOST die

keys to Brian's car before we

could TP it from the inside" Fish

also PR'd in the 1500, finishing

3rd in 5:,39, These 3 outstanding

performances suppon the theo-

ry that dedic"auon to u^ining is

crucial.

Top Cat Coach Jed "poor

Brian, just another victim of fe-

male superiority" Castaneda was

quite pleased with perfor-

mances at this first outdoor

meet. This Saturday die uack

team will compete in the

(Horse) Ram Invite in Ft.

Collins, their last meet before

die big 4 final meets.
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Gophers win 5-2 in second round ofNCAA playoffs

Tigers end season,

lose to Minnesota
by Mike Rabinovitch

The Tiger hockey team's

season came to an end last Sat-

urday night at the Dane County

Coliseum in Madison, Wiscon-

sin. The Tigers lost to the Min-

nesota Gophers by a score of 5-

2 in one of the four NCAA re-

gional finals. CC was one of four

teams from the WCHA to get an

invitation from the NCAA to the

twelve squad tournament, and

one of only four teams that were

rewarded with a first round bye.

The Tigers earned that berth via

a successful WCHA tournament

run.

The weekend before the

block ended many of you

watched as the Tigers played

their last home games of the

season at the Air Force Acade-

my. The Tigers drew the Alaska

Anchorage Seawolves, who

were ranked tenth in the

WCHA, to open the league play-

offs. CC opened up a can of

good old fashioned whoop-ass

on the Seawolves, pummeling

them 11-3 in the best of three

series opener. The next night

the Tigers clinched the number

one seed in the WCHA Final Five

by beating Alaska 5-2.

Five teams flew to St, Paul

for what would turn out to be

one of the most exciting Final

Fives in the shon histof}' of die

tournament. Minnesota earned

the chance to play the Tigers by

defeating the North Dakota

Fighting Sioux in the 4/5 game,

Denver lost to Wisconsin in the

afternoon game, to pit the win-

ner of the Tigers/Gophers game

against the Wisconsin Badgers.

The Gophers came out fly-

ing and built a 3-0 first period

lead against a somewhat stag-

nant Tiger squad. The Tigers

picked up their play in the sec-

ond period but couldn't close

the gap as Hartnell put CC on

the scoreboard with a nice

break-away deek on Minnesota's

goaltender. The Gophers tallied

late in the second to retain their

three goal lead going into the

second intermission.

Week in Review
Women's lacrosse spent spring break in California where

they lost to UCSB and Mt. Holyoke College, and beat West-

mont College and Santa Barbara's ^S'omen'5 Club.

Men's lacrosse improved their record to 2-5, beating Bow-

doin College 8-7, in a double overtime thriller.

Men's Teanls went 4-0 over spring break in California, beating

Biola, La Verne, Whittier, and Chapman convincingly,

Women's Tennis split their four matches during their trip to

California, losing to Point Loma and Redlands, but thrash-

ing Whittier and la Verne.

Week in Preview
Men's Tennis takes on Colorado School of Mines next Tues-

day, at home at 3:00 PM.

Women's Tennis travel to Grand Junction this weekend to

defend their Mesa State College Invitational title.

Women's lacrosse returns home on Saturday for a double-

header at Stewan Field against Colorado Club-South (U

a.m.) and Colorado State University (2 p.m.).

Men's lacrosse hosts Colby College at 1 p.m. Saturday.

The Tigers, realizing a first

round NCAA bye was hanging in

the balance, cranked it up a

notch scoring two goals in the

first two minutes of the third pe-

riod. Senior center RJ Enga lit

the lamp only 29 seconds into

the period, and junior center

Colin Schmidt followed with a

wrap-around goal less than a

minute and a half later. The

game's intensity elevated as

each team's netminder came up

big on several occasions. Finally,

with just over two minutes to

play in the game, junior center

Jason Christopherson's slap

shot from the top of the circle

found the back of net, and sent

the game into overtime.

The overtime period was

fierce and evenly matched.

Sophomore goalie Ryan Bach

kept the Tigers in the game with

some outstanding saves, stand-

ing on his proverbial head. Over

fifteen minutes into the over-

time period sophomore de-

fenseman Eric Rud sent a cross

ice pass to Schmidt, who was sit-

ting on the edge of the crease.

His first shot was saved by a

sprawled out goalie, but

Schmidt backhanded the re-

bound, top shelf The Tigers

were set to take on Wisconsin in

Tiger Hockey garners awards

and All-star selections

At the NCAA Final Four on Thursday, March 30, senior

defensemen Kent Fearns, junior center Jay McNeill and

sophomore goalie Ryan Bach were named Second Team AU-

Americans.

McNeil was selected as one of ten finalists for the 1995

Hobey Baker Memorial Award, The winner will be an-

nounced on March 31 in Providetice, RI.

In addition, Fearns earned a spot on the East-West Col-

lege All-Star Lineup. The 1995 Shrine East-West college All-

Star Classic faces off on Sunday, April 9 at the new Mariucci

Arena in Minneapolis, MN. The West All-Star Team will be

coached by the University of Minnesota's Doug Woog.

Tiger coach Don Lucia was chosen as a finalist for the

AHCA Coach of the Year Award. Lucia was honored with the

award last year, in his first season at Colorado College.

In league action, five Tigers were named to All-WCHA

teams on March 17 at the annual WCHA awards banquet in

St. Paul, MN during the WCHA Final Five Playoffs. No other

team in the league boasted more than one player on either

All-WHCA team.

Jay McNeil and Ryan Bach were named to the All-WCHA

First Team, Kent Fearns, junior center Colin Schmidt and ju-

nior left wing Peter Geronazzo made the All-WCHA Second

Team, Senior defenseman David Paxton and junior left wing

Chad Remackel earned All-WCHA Honorable Mentions.

Freshman defenseman Calvin Elfring was named to the

All-WCHA Rookie Team.

Compiled by; Josie tfenjum

the WCHA playoff champi-

onship.

It was junior winger Peter

Geronazzo's day. Gerry scored

the game's first goal to lead the

Tigers to a 1-0 first period lead.

After falling behind 3-1 early in

the third period Gerry took it

upon himself to fire up the

Lady Tigers top Westmont infive-overtime thriller

Women's LAX splits tourney 2-2

by Ursula Husby

"Neither rain, nor sleet nor

hail..." So goes the new logo for

the CC Women's Lacrosse team.

The lady Tigers arrived in Santa

Barbara with high hopes for a

sunny week, only to have them-

dashed on the second day. Litde

did they know that the first day

was the last they would see of

the sun until the day they left.

As much as Mother Nature

tried to convince them other-

wise, the CC women stubbornly

refused to succumb. Undaunted

by a vicious game against UCSB,

the Tigers played through five

overtimes to defeat Westmont

College Tuesday, in what must

be one of the longest games in

women's lacrosse history.

Wednesday evening, the

Tigers again emerged victorious,

beating Santa Barbara Women's

Club 8-5. In the final game of the

week the Tigers went head to

head against Mt. Holyoke, who,

besides winning their confer-

ence and the Seven Sister

Tigers. The pride of Trail, B.C.

netted two goals, in the final sbc

minutes, the second with one

minute to play in the period, to

send the game into overtime.

The Tigers ended up losing 43

seconds into overtime.

Geronazzo, however, was

Please see Hockey on page 18

League, are looking for a bid to

the NCAA title this year. The

match-up was not as uneven as

many would suppose and the

Tigers held their own through-

out the game. At the end of the

week the Tigers emerged 2-2.

Rest assured, the Tigers'

composure will hold fast, no

matter what nature throws at

them next. This Saturday the

Tigers face Colorado Women's

Club South in a double header

at 11:00 a.m. and CSU at 2:00

p.m. on Stewart Field.
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Students organize campus Amnesty chapter
by Nicholas Rosen

Last month, students Emily

Brenlender and Sonya Berger

;an to organize a chapter of

tanesty International at Col-

Drado College.

Amnesty International is a

ion-profit, politically unalFiliat-

organization dedicated to

the protection of human rights

around the globe. Amnesty was

bunded in 1961, and since then

las responded to the individual

ases of over 43,000 prisoners.

IS supporters make up over

1,100,000 people from over 150

ountries. The organization was

iwarded the Nobel Peace Prize

n 19T7 for its broad-based, in-

ernational effort to promote

he observance of the United

fations' Universal Declaration

if Human Rights.

Currently, Berger and Bren-

ender are in the process of ap-

ilying for official certification

rem CCCA. Such certification

rould allocate CCCA hinds to-

ward much needed stationary,
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stamps, and the $100 annual

chapter fee required by Amnesty

International.

The campus group is cur-

rently composed of forty stu-

dents and meets the first three

Wednesdays of the block at 5

pm in upstairs Worner Center.

At the meetings, members par-

ticipate in Amnesty's extensive

letter writing campaign, aimed

at the response to individual

cases of human rights violations

and the assistance of victims of

such violations. Students who

can not make it to the Wednes-

day meeting may exchange ma-

terials with Berger and Brenlen-

der through the chapter's box in

the cubbies next to the Commu-

nity Service Center in Worner.

Two of the specific cases

which the campus group was in-

volved in at press time included

the January, 1990 torture and

killing of forty-three agricultural

workers in Colombia, and a let-

ter to Cuban leader Fidel Castro,

urging the release of Marta

Maria Vega Cabrera, who was ar-

rested in June for the aOeged

distribution of "enemy propa-

ganda."

An attestation to the effec-

tiveness of Amnesty's letter writ-

ing program comes from a re-

leased prisoner from the Do-

minican Republic.

"When the first two hun-

please see page 4

Just Looking for a Good Man

pholo courtesy ol Come Rolhenmaier

"Savage in Limbo," a comedy by John Patrick Shantey, runs tonight through Sunday night

in Taylor Hall. See related story on page 13.

Apathy plagues CCCA elections
by Jennie Randall

After extending the dead-

line for applications from noon

Monday until 5 p.m. Tuesday,

CCCA has a final count of nine-

teen candidates running for 13

positions.

Candidates for Constitu-

tional Vice President, Executive

Vice President and Financial

Vice President are running un-

opposed. Eleven candidates are

competing for eight member-at-

large positions. There are two

candidates in the race for Vice

President of Student Concerns

and three candidates in the race

for President.

"1 think it just shows a gen-

eral lack of interest (in CCCA),"

said Executive Vice President

Brian Galligan of the poor candi-

date turn-out. "I think a lot of

students really don't care."

While Vice President for

Student Concerns Greg Mc-

Laughlin agreed that there is

student apathy towards CCCA,

he did not feel that was the only

factor leading to poor candidate

turn-out.

"There are a lot of busy

people on this campus, and

CCCA is just one more thing for

please see CCCA on page 3
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Financial aid changes to affect applicants

by Joseph Sharman

Four students, two of them

CCCA members, attended the

CCCA-sponsored Financial Aid

Forum Wednesday, April 5 at

3:30 PM in Gaylord. Four admin-

istrators. Dean of Students Mike

Edmonds, Vice-President for

Student Life Laurel McLeod,

Dean of Admissions and Finan-

cial Aid Terry Swenson and Di-

rector of Financial Aid Jim Swan-

son, facilitated the event.

The two non-CCCA audi-

ence members, both first-year

students, asked questions re-

garding supposed "bait and

switch" policies, cost of atten-

dance increases and other finan-

ciai aid issues.

"1 was not surprised by die

low attendance," noted McLeod,

considering "financial aid pack-

aging policy is not changing for

[enrolled] students."

Administrators fielded the

"bait and switch" question,

which deals with the supposi-

tion die Financial Aid Office of

fers appealing packages to in-

coming students then drops

some assistance the second

year, by noting die government

allows larger loans for returning

students. Therefore, current

poliq' suggests upperclassmen

borrow more, meeting die Col-

lege's expectation that upper-

classmen fund more of their ed-

ucation.

According to McLeod, next

year's new students face a re-

vised financial aid policy with, in

particular, larger loans (and,

dierefore, smaller grants). This

"increased partnership" does

not apply to "grandfathered" stu-

dents, those currendy enrolled

atCC.

Also discussed at the meet-

ing was the implementation of

an E-mail "financial aid hotline."

Students could write into die Fi-

nancial Aid Office widi questions

and comments. The idea was

well-received.

The financial aid budget

now stands at 9.7 million dollars.

As President Mohrman's all-stu-

dent mailing noted, die Finan-

cial Aid Office will award full

packages to students undl—and

if—the budget is expended.

McLeod explained, "We will take

care of returning students first."

In diat case,' first-years ranked

towards the bottom of all admit-

ted students will be placed on a

financial aid wait-list. They will

receive assistance if other stu-

dents do not accept dieir pack-

photo courtesy of Catalyg

Dean of Admissions and Financial Aid, Terry Swensen; Director of Financial Aid, Jim Swanson:
and Vice-President for Student Life, Laurel McLeod conducted the Financial Aid Forum.

"That's not ideal," admitted

McLeod. She said she would

prefer diat students select Col-

orado College because of edu-

cational reasons, not financial

ones.

In another financial aid

change, expected student sum-

mer contributions have in-

creased fi-om J1200 for return-

ing students and $1000 for first-

year students to $1500.

Also increased was the pre-

dicted annual cost for personal

expenses and travel. That bud-

geted amount now stands at

$1200. That decision resulted

fi:om students saying travel ex-

penses are greater than listed in

die CC cost summary.

McLeod noted students

should watch for political chm

ges in federal financial aid. The

current Congress may make

cuts in the federal student aid

budget.
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Campus Happenings

AIDS Movie To Be Shown
The AIDS Task Force will be showing the movie "And the

Band Played On" Thursday, April 13 at 7:00 pm in Mathias lounge.

All students are invited to attend the film.

The Gong Show Returns

The Student Alumni Association and Gamma Phi Beta soror-

ity are sponsoring the return ofThe Gong Show. The Gong Show

was an annual event for years, until two years ago. This year's

show will be held in Gaylord Hall from 8-10 pm April 13. Acts cost

$5.00, with the proceeds going to Handicamp, Sign-ups for the

show are in Worner. Anyone with questions should contact Shali-

ni Ramchandani at x7573.

Sexual Violence lUlarch Planned

'Take Back the Night" is an annual march on campus helping

vvomen reach self-empowerment by acknowledging sexual vio-

lence against women. The evening's purpose is to create a sense

of community amongst women and men in order to deal with die

issue of violence against women. The march encourages partici-

pants to literally "take back" those areas on campus where

women may feel threatened or uncomfortable.

For this year's "Take Back the Night" march, women will ini-

tiate the evening, and men will join later during the march. While

the women start the march, a discussion group for the men will

be lead by campus faculty. The scheduled date for the rally is May

3, starting in front of Worner Center at 7 pm.

The planning committee is currently looking for individuals

interested in helping organi2e the event. There will be an organi-

zational meeting Monday April 10 at 7 pm in upstairs Worner Cen-

ter for anyone interested. Anyone with questions should contact

Mikhala at 475-2866.

Summer Admission Internship

The Admissions office is looking for students who are enjoy-

ing their CC experience, can speak to a variety of interests on

campus, and want to present the college to high school students

during the summer. Tlie Internship is a paid position who's du-

ties include giving tours to prospective students, developing

computer projects, and completing general office assignments.

Deadline for applying is April 19. For more information, contact

the Admission office in Cutler Hall.

Tour/Host Coordinator Internship

The Admissions Office is looking for a student to organize

the on-campus tour guide and hosting programs. The position is

for the 1995-96 school year. Deadline for applying is April 19; for

more information contact the Admissions Office in Cutler Hall.

Venture Grants Offered

Available Venture Funds are divided between Student Research,

Conferences, and Visiting Faculty. Applications for all three areas

are available in the Dean's Office and should be returned upon

completion. The Committee meets the third Thursday of every

Block. Application deadlines are 1:00 pm the Friday preceding

the meeting. Questions should be directed to .x6686.

great scores...

lSAt
Kaplan helps you focus your

LSAT studies and buifd your

confidence so you can get a

higher score.

+7.2 points*

Call: 1-719-635-3432

(•t higher scora

KAPLAN

Trimmed down eventfeatures poetry, short stories, children's books

Tutt sponsors Read Aloud
by Stephanie Dohrman

Quality instead of quantity
"

is the motto of the 4th "Great

American Read Aloud," which

will be celebrated as part of the

Annual National Library Week

on April 12th at Tutt Library.

Instead of the last years

sixteen hour reading day

marathon, this year ' s presenta-

tion will only last eight hours.

Campus and community celebri-

ties will read in fifteen minute

segments from 1pm to 9pm,

The reading day, which is

sponsored by Tutt Library, the

Colorado College friends of the

Library and odier co-sponsors,

promises treats for both mind

and tummy. The reader ' s list in-

cludes students, college faculty,

staff, and various people from

the community. Every panici-

pant will receive a T-shirt fur-

nished by the Friends of the Col-

orado College Library.

Among others, personalities

like Timothy Fuller (Dean of die

College), Professor Owen Cra-

mer, Lynn Akers from KRCC,

Gazette-Telegraph columnist

Raymond McCaffrey and Craig

"die Weather Man" Setter will

share their favorite readings.

Cookies and other yummies will

be available.

There are no limits in age,

language, literature, or genre.

The reading list varies from se-

lections of children's books, po-

etry, and short stories to ex-

cerpts ft'om Melville's tragedy

"Moby Dick", which will be read

by English Professor Dan Tynan.

At night, even the computer will

start telling stories - via

Netscape, Rita Dove will present

I GUID€
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC.

'*«^

an association of the CARLSON TRAVEL NETWORK

Serving the needs of Colorado

travelers since 19^9

Campus Office: Armstrong Hall, Suite 5

(719) 632-4612

389-6732 Campus Line

Main Office: 409 N. Tejon St.

(719) 635-3511

Broadmoor Hotel Office: South Lobby

(719) 577-5750

photo courlesy 0( Peter McDonnel

The fourth annual "Great American Read Aloud" Is scheduled
for April 12, from 1 to 9 pm.

a recording of her own readings.

The celebration will be con-

cluded by John Sheridan, Li-

brary Director, widi bedtime

stories, including his favorite,

"Good Night Moon", by Marg-

eret Wise Brown.

A few fifteen-minute slots are

still open for anyone who would

like to read. Hurry to sign up at

die Library Reference Desk.

CCCA from page 1

diem," he said.

Odier campus groups, like

Cuder Publications, have also

had trouble finding enough can-

didates to fill available positions.

Neither McLaughlin nor

Galligan predicted high voter

turn-out for Thursday's elec-

tions. Both expressed concern

about student apathy towards

student government.

"CCCA is very imponant,"

Galligan said. "It has lots of pow-

er, lots of money, lots of poten-

tial. It's what students make of

it, really."

vote.
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Sonya Berger (left) and Emily Brenlender founded and organized a

national, an organization that promotes humane rights around the

pholo couflesy ol Peler McDonnell

CC chapter of Amnesty Inter-

world.

continued from page 1

^ Amnestyfires

up on campus
drecl letters came, the guards

gave me back my clothes. Then

the next two hundred letters

came, and the prison director

came to see me...The letters

kept coming and coming:

three thousand of them. The

President was informed. ..the

President called the prison and

told them to let me go."

Interested students

should come to one of the stu-

dent meetings in upstairs

Worner.

Packard Professorship

presented to Seward

byJulie Gordon

Just before Spring Break,

English Professor Adrienne Se-

ward became the first person to

receive the Packard Professor-

ship.

The Packard Professorship

is designed to honor a professor

who demonstrates the College's

commitment to a liberal arts ed-

ucation. In the selection process

for die award, special considera-

tion is given not only to the

nominees' quality of teaching,

but also to their involvement in

college activities and communi-

ty service.

Faculty members can sub-

mit nominations for colleagues

they feel deserve the award.

Anyone who is a full-time pro-

fessor and has tenure is eligible.

President Kathryn Mohr-

man made the final decision to

give Professor Seward the

Packard professorship after con-

sulting with Dean Fuller and the

Faculty Executive Committee.

"I was overwhelmed when I

found out about the award," Se-

ward explained. "My first reac-

tion was to call my mother be-

cause she has always been be-

hind my education. She was ex-

traordinarily proud."

"Receiving the Packard is

the best way possible for me to

Stan off the second half<entuiy

of my life," she said.

As Packard Professor, Se-

photo courtesy of Come Rothenmaier

Adrienne Seward became the

first recipient of the Packard
Professorship.

ward will receive money for

three consecutive years which

she can use to pay for such

things as travel, projects, and

student assistants.

Seward, who is co-author-

ing a book entided "Rap Music

in American Culture" widi a pro-

fessor at Indiana University, ex-

plained that the Packard Profes-

sorship will allow her to travel to

Indiana to meet with the profes-

sor instead of relying on E-mail

and telephone calls.

"I will be on sabbatical next

year, so this will definitely give

me the opportunity to use the

Packard to its ftjllest," Seward

explained. In addition to visiting

Indiana, she plans to visit differ-

ent archives and film festivals

across the nation as well.

"It is great that the Packard

award had been given to some-

one who is in American Ethnic

Studies, someone who values

cross-cultural and interdiscipli-

nary work," she said.

Foundation of
Alternative Medicine is...

Naturopathic Medicine

Do you want to be a PRIMARY &
PREVENTATIVE CARE PHYSICIAN.'

Do you want to focus on NATURAL
MEDICINE and the PRINCIPLES of

NATUROPATHIC MEDICINE.'

CONTACT:
"The Parent Institution" of the Accredited Naturol>athic Doctorate Degree

The National College of Naturopathic Medicine

For nearly forty years. The National College of Naturopathic Medicine has been training

primary and preventative care physicians to offer medical care in a holistic approach. NCNM's
residential graduate program prepares you to sit for licensing boards in an expanding number

of states. Interest in Primary and Preventative Health Care that emphasizes the basic principles

of Naturopathic Medicine is taking quantum leaps each year NCNM is located in the heart

of the beautiftil Pacific Northwest: Portland, Oregon. The College is preparing for the growth

explosion in alternative health care by implementing a facility expansion plan.

For additional information, please return the following to: NCNM Admissions Office,

11231 SB Market Street, Portland, OR 97216 (503) 255-4860 Fax(503)257-5929.

City, State, Zip

Phon _PIeasc send me an application and additional infmmatton.

Your Current Institution
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Marriott neglects enjoyable nourishment
by Bonnie Aigera

How many people out

(here have eaten tiie same tiling

jt Itotall at every meal for the

past month? Pasta bar, pizza bar,

grill.

Day in and day out, stu-

dents trudge through endless

dreary lines to reach nothing

but the same old same old. It

seems as if the color in the Froot

Loops is the only variety left in

the entire establishment. But

even those are going stale.

Perhaps if the same old

same old was consistently good,

Using. This is the heart of Amer-

ican commerce.

And if the quality is poor,

what difference should it make?

There is not much to be

diere would not be so much to

gripe about. But instead, it

seems as if lilarriott is sacrificing

quality to look good, serving

pretty dishes under attractive

signs that say silly

things like "bamboo- Mamott IS Sacrificing quality to
dies."

It seems Mar-

riott is sinking all of

Its money mto pre-

sentation rather dian

quality.

On one level, this makes

sense. Buy cheaper, poor quality

ingredients in bulk to allow

more revenue to go into adver-

lookgood, serving pretty dishes

under attractive signs that say

silly things like "bamboodles

"

done outside of filling out one

of those inane suggestion cards

which invariably get answered

with an "Okay!" or some idiotic

excuse for the recklessness of

the manager.

Why should the suggestions

be answered? There is no neces-

sity for Marriott to cater to any of

the needs of the stu-

dents. Doing so

would require order-

ing an insane

amount of food,

leading to a massive

loss of revenue be-

cause student meal

plans have already been paid. If

students start getting off the

meal plan, the price goes up.

It is as simple as the putre-

fying pies at the dessert bar. The

suggestion cards are just a fine

example of promotion. They

serve as a way to make us feel as

if Marriott cares.

Another example of adver-

tising with reckless abandon is

the "Marriott Pledge," which can

be found on die wall of Bemis

next to the bread.

Why does Marriott feel diat

it needs to pledge quality to the

students? The ingredients found

in the kitchen are of poor quali-

ty which contributes to the

blandness of many of die dishes.

Please see Marriott on page 7

Regulations cannot replace apathetic parents
Knight Rider. The Dukes of Hazzard. Family Ties.

The Cosby Show. Voltron. He-Man. Mask. These are the

shows I grew up with. I watched religiously, cartoons

every day, sitcoms and action shows in their weekly

time-slots. I loved my television. It made me smile.

But it never took the place of my parents.

Last week, Federal Communications Commission

Chairman Reed Hundt, calling TV a "third parent in

most households," unveiled a plan to require television

stations to broadcast a minimum weekly amount of ed-

ucational programming for children.

A noble idea. Completely misguided and asinine,

but noble.

Hundt points to a legidmate problem in America

today. It's a problem I write about almost every week,

and it's a problem no amount of governmental interfer-

ence can correct,

Americans simply don't care anymore.

In this case, familial apathy runs amuck, and par-

ents have found a cheap and convenient baby-sitter. Kid

being a pest? Sit him down in front of the TV for a cou-

ple of hours...

Yes, this is a concern. A major one. Yes, children are

likely being corrupted by television. Daily. But the cor-

ruption doesn't come form an inundation with sex and

violence. It grows out of the cun'ent Inability of parents

to care enough for their children to ensure they're

growing up with the right lessons.

Think of it. If the Ideals of 80's television had

seeped into the minds of today's college students, we'd

be consistently driving computerized black sports cars

widi litde flashing red lights in front at 80 MPH over die

speed limit.

Or, men would smuggle whiskey around in cars

painted like the Confederate Flag, while the women ran

around wearing painfully revealing jean-shorts and flan-

nel bikini-type tops.

Or, all college-age men would dress In suits and ues

and worship black and white photographs of upstand-

ing-citizen Richard M. Nixon.

Incidentally, they'd moonlight as skateboarding

time-travelers.

We'd be working on robots to have full-scale wars

widi, and searching for the magic steroid-like sivord to

make us all super-heroes.

But we're none of those things. We're college kids

who learned how to read from our parents and in

school. We don't much like war. We certainly don't im-

mortalize Nixon. And the talking car thing... it turned

into Pamela Anderson.

TV has never been a great forum for raising chil-

dren. Yet somehow, our generation turned out OK. And

THOUGHTS FROM

THE SKY CHAIR

by Erick R. Scheminske

If there are problems now, it has nothing to do with pro-

gramming. It has everything to do with parental apadiy.

Hundt has proposed a quick-ftx. It paints over the

ugliness of present American home-life, and takes re-

sponsibility for a difficulty completely out of the gov-

ernmental regulators' hands.

The object here is to keep television from raising

kids, not to give parents even more motivation to let the

kids watch "quality" programming instead of spending

die kind of "quality time" necessary to effectively bring

up their offspring.

Friday's midday musings...

• So, when I was between 9 and 12 years old, given

the choice, I'd have watched something like an ugly

purple dinosaur that loved everybody before I

watched a bunch of really cool robots that turned

Into cars and airplanes?

• Yes, I see the logic.

• Reed Hundt, when you can find me an educational

program that competes with "Tiny Tunes," let me

know.

• Kudos to Pearl Jam for bucking die Ticketmaster

curse.

• You know this summer, I'll be the first in line at my

local ETM Network outlet to pick up tickets so I can

see Eddie Vedder scream for an hour.

• Of course, nobody has any clue where ETM outlets

are or what diey look like, but these are trivial con-

cerns in the bigger picture.

• Still, if anybody knows, write me a letter.

• Anybody else notice diat it looks like OJ's going to

jail regardless of how poorly Marcia Clark has han-

dled diis case?

• When I get a dog, I'm naming it Mort. End of dis-

cussion.

• Fransisco Duran: when you shoot at the White

House, you usually go to jail. It's one of those little

things tiiat goes along witii trying to kill die Presi-

dent. The US Government won't easily accept an in-

sanity plea.

• Learn your lesson boys and girls, it isn't sman to play

with automatic weapons on Pennsylvania Avenue.

• Anybody else wish Pat Schroeder would just go

away?

• When she says tilings like, "it's a remote-conu-ol

Congress, and Newt has die remote, " does she

sound just a tinge bitter and vindictive?

• Lance, Alfonse. Alfonse, Lance. Now, go at it.

• To all aspiring politicians: it isn't wise when you're a

big-name Senator (like, say, Alfonse D'Amato) to

make racial slurs against a high-profile judge (like,

say, Lance Ito) on live broadcast radio.

• It's likely to get out.

• In the wake of Arkansas' loss to UCLA, I feel die

most sorry for Bill Clinton. College basketbiill was

his last remaining piece of good public relations.

• 1 want to be Ed O'Bannon, just so when I meet Bill

Please see Sky Chair on page 6
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Mexican bailout benefits entire American continent

by John Anthony

North versus South. This

phrase conjures up images of

tiie bitter socio-cultural interna]

struggle within the United

States that existed in die 1800s,

and that some argue lingers on

to the present day. North versus

South, however, is not confined

within die boundaries of the

United States. It has also come

to characterize the uneasy trad-

ing relationship between die na-

tions in the Northern and

Soudiem Hemispheres.

The argument, which usual-

ly only comes from die intellec-

tuals and environmentalists of

bodi hemispheres, is diat the

rich industrialized nations of die

North are praying upon the

weak, dependent nations of the

South. That die environments

and natural resources of die

Soudi are being raped by the

North in exchange for meager

wages, and minuscule economic

and industrial advantage.

You know, they are right!

The best way to help someone

is to find a way for diem to help

themselves. So in order for

tiiese nations to prosper eco-

nomically, while factoring in en-

vironmentally friendly policies,

free trade has become ah in-

creasing phenomena in recent

years. It was leading Mexico to-

ward becoming an industrialized

nation until its internal corrup-

tion and mismanaged economy

scared off foreign investors and

proved too much for its curren-

C7 to handle. The United States,

with billions of dollars invested

in Mexico, was forced to bail out

the peso. Clinton had no choice.

The economic fortunes of

Mexico and the United Sates are

now, and have been for some

time, inexuicably linked. We de-

pend on die Mexican market for

our exports, which create mil-

lions of jobs in our domestic

economy.

However, Mexico isn't the

only trading partner the United

States has come to depend on in

diis era of U'ade liberalization.

We have many intimate partner-

ships widi our neighbors of bodi

Latin and Soutii America. The

U.S. also has a significant rela-

tionship with the nations of the

Caribbean Basin (CBI). The pri-

mary exchange, largely U.S. im-

ports, is between raw materials,

finished apparel, and textile

based products.

However NAFTA gives Mexi-

co an insurmountable advantage

in terms of economic competi-

tion. The significant tarifi^dispar-

Dear Friends &
Fellow Travelers,

I HAVE MOVED!

You can find me at

Journey's Travel,

IISN.TejonSt.,

Suite 405.

Call 632-8009.

• I AM YOUR TRAVEL EXPERT • 12 years experience •

• INTERNATIONAL ft ElOPE SPECIALIST! •

•RAIL PASSES*

•SPECIAL STUDENT AIRFARES*

•YOUTH HOSTEL*

• CONVEMENTLY LOCATED UPSTAIRS FROM OLD

CHICAGO DOWNTOWN 4tli floor, YES • TERE'S AN

ELEVATOR! •

j^^ CALLMESOONI

THANKS,
Earl Fox

Hours: 8:30 am to 5:30 pm Monday - Friday

Saturdays 10:00 am to 1:00 pm - by appointment

118 N. Tejon, Suite 405 • 632-8009 • 800-920-TRIP

ities between Mexico and CBI

countries pose severe repercus-

sions for the economies of

Caribbean Basin nations, which

also serve as markets for U.S.

manufactured capital goods. A

dangerous potential exists for

the diversion of export trade, es-

pecially in the apparel sector,

from the region.

The United States, its busi-

nesses, and the workers they

employ have a direct interest in

assuring stable trade with CBI

nations. Creating sustainable de-

velopment in the Caribbean

Basin is also an integral factor in

the success of our trade partner-

ship.

As a result of NAFTA's trade

liberalizing provisions imple-

mented on January 1, 1994, ap-

proximately 75% of Mexico's ap-

parel exports to the United

States are currently eligible for

duty-free treatment. At the same

time 100% of CBI-based textile

and apparel products are subject

to tariff barriers. Therefore a

considerable gap in duty rates

now exists between Mexican and

Caribbean Basin exports. Sub-

stantial savings, with some esti-

mates going as high as 10%, are

now possible for corporations

that are willing to merely shift

their sourcing from the CBI

counU'ies to Mexico.

A dangerous tendency has

thus emerged; companies are

diverting their business fnim

the Caribbean Basin to Mexico,

without regard to die efficient

or profitability of the commer

cial environment in tile region

Nearly one-third of all Caribbean

Basin export revenues are

earned from apparel and assem

biy operations, underscoring

die prospect that capital flighi

Please see l\^exico on page 7
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Sky Chair from page 5

Clinton at the famed con-

gratulatory ceremony, I

could look him in die eye

and say, "You rooted for

who?"

• Oh, to be athletically gifted...

• Hey, 1 can almost dunk.

• If I'm Bill Clinton and wanti-

ng to get re-elected, I'm not

running around saying any

tax cut is too big.

• I'll just take this opportunity

W. .-^A ^i^

right now to say that I'm not

particularly pleased with

common practice in the CC

mailroom.

Can you say "Saturday?" Can

you say "open during normal

business hours?"

Might it be possible to put

our mail before staff meet-

ings, or is asking people in

1995 to do their jobs just too

much...?

You know, if we're lucky, we

Years Ahead
SALON

-15% OFF ALL SERVICES FOR CC STUDENTS-

US N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's • 6J5-5552

may have a Student Govern

ment next year.

• Baseball?

• I don't think I want it any

more. Let's just start the NFl

season right now.

• Jesse Jackson, Wellingti.u

Webb. Wellington Webb,

Jesse Jackson. Now, commis

erate about your crimini

children.

• I hate to keep harping a

this role model thing, bu'

even the most respected fig

ures in Black America aren

measuring up well righ

now.

• But, in all fairness, few in ani

role-model positions todai

get a positive nod.

• Thanks to my parents fo

giving me something to lool

up to- too bad this isn't d»

norm anymore.

• Oh well, regulated televisioi

will no doubt do a fine job.

• Yep. I really do love America
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Cuts threaten Federal financial aid

The Catalyst - Page 7

StaffCommentary

On March 23, 1995, Rep. Patricia Schroeder

faxed our office concerning proposed student aid

cuts currently being considered by Congress. The

reductions, part of the Contract with America, are

targeted at four major student aid programs:

• Subsidized StaffordLoam: provide federal sub-

sidies that pay interest on student loans while

students are in college. Eliminating this subsidy

will force the cost of the loans for 4.5 million

students rise upwards of 20 to 30 percent.

• Work-study Programs: the federal government

pays 75% of the wages for campus or commu-

nity jobs used as student financial aid, which

enable more than 700,000 to attend college.

• Supplemental Educational Opportunity

Grants: Cash grants colleges use for their need-

iest students. Nearly one million low-income

students receive opportunity grants.

• Perkins Loans: Low-interest loans targeted to

the neediest students from households with

family earnings of $24,000 or less.

Republicans are also moving to pull the plug

on the fledgling direct-loan program. In a move to

cut costs and red tape, the Clinton Administtation

has allowed 104 colleges to implement a direct-

loan program wherein students obtain their loans

from the colleges they attend, rather than through

intermediary banks.

A U.S News & World Report anicle last month

concluded, "every major federal college aid pro-

gram is considered a target in one form or another

by the new Republican majority in Congress."

We are not denouncing the Republican Party

or the Contract with America. We are simply trying

to inform students about an issue that could radi-

cally change their futures.

As you all know. The Colorado College does

not provide merit-based scholarships. It distributes

assistance strictly on the basis of need. Although

CC is a private insdtution, CC students do receive

federally-subsidized Stafford Loans and participate

in federally-subsidized work-study programs.

Reality dictates that these cuts could not only

radically affect future college students, they could

affect students who are currently enrolled. Now is

the time to try and make a difference.

Before these cuts become a reality, get in-

formed. Take the time understand why some of

these programs are on the chopping block. Bal-

ancing a budget is a difficult task. Make sure that

you hold the government accountable for its cuts,

especially on the issues that hit close to home.

Relax! He Got
His Glasses
From Us.

WW Springs Ophthomology for an eye

w T exam and glasses, you get more
tfian a great price. You get quality care and

personal attention from eye doctors yor

can trust for a comprefiensive eye

exam and ttie right prescription.

It's no wonder that people mho
rely on good vision rely on us ';

for their eye care. -

*25 0fif

Glasses

,ol(>rcici() /tr>rii

IP p h t h a
715 Noi«i Waber

Phone 471-'

Marriott from page 5

Again, Marriott feels compelled

to make a pledge of quality to

the students to make us believe

they care.

However, there is one flaw

in Marriott's strategy. The com-

pany seems to have overlooked

the fact that it does not need to

advertise itself to those who

have already paid for thier food.

Students will eat Rastall's

flavorless dishes like starving

mongrels if they are on the meal

plan whether they like it or not,

simply because it is a waste of

money to eat elsewhere.

Even if students choose to

eat elsewhere, Marriott does not

lose any money since the meals

are prepaid at a ridiculously high

price.

Why all die fuss over pre-

sentation then? Answer: in order

to get students to stay at Mar-

riott hotels, to have Marriott

cater big events, and to use a va-

riety of odier Marriott services in

the future.

But Marriott seems to have

gone wrong once again. Isn't a

higher quality of food witti a va-

riety of good dishes far more at-

tractive than a suggestion box or

a pledge on a wall?

Satiating victuals suited for

the most discerning of gluttons

makes for a much finer dining

experience than unfulfilled

promises from neglectful man-

agers.

Certainly atmosphere has

something to do with the way

that students sup, but nibbling

Lucky Charms and bagels at

every meal is certainly much less

enjoyable than feasting on

sumptuous dinners in a place

that is reminiscent of a cave.

Mexico from page 6

from these industries could

soon prove crippling to CBI

economies.

The United States, heavily

reliant upon exports to aeate

jobs, cannot afford to let the

economies of CBI nations to fall

by the wayside. The loss of these

industries would threaten both

short term economic stability

dirough the impact on the bal-

ance of payment positions of

these countries, and long term

viability of their emerging manu-

facturing sector.

Behind the considerable

growth of the apparel sector in

the Caribbein Basin is the active

involvement of U.S. apparel and

fabric manufacturers. The CBI

established a successful network

for fabrics and numerous other

materials. Strategic alliances

with CBI nations allow U.S. man-

ufacturers to withstand compe-

tition from the Far East.

By protecting the

Caribbean Basin from trade di-

version, the U.S. will simultane-

ously be taking a significant step

toward protecting U.S, jobs in

both the textile and apparel in-

dustries.

While your parents might

not work on the assembly line,

they might act as business man-

agers or corporate attorneys for

manufacturers whose business-

es are solely dependent upon

the CBI nations for their sur-

vival. The survival of your tuition

check rides along with it. So, to

all those conservative students

who think diat the Republicans,

who opposed Clinton's bailout

of the peso, are the champions

of business, who looks like don-

keys now?

r

FREE SHIRT
BRING THIS COUPON fNTO

EON MARKET, SPEND AT
LEAST $20 AND GET A SMALL

100% COTTON T-SHIRT

Huimr-ouAmmKuium

m
EKCLUSI'/E SPORTSWEAR

Our fashion* and prices are so good, ux icant you to com

Imy them. We fiffurr this might do the trick.

834 NORTH INSTITUTE ST. 633-1015
corner of Cache Lm Poudreind liutitule

M-F 4:30-6:30 SAT 11-4 exp.im
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
De-ir Editor,

I am writing in response to a commentary in tlie March 10, 1995

edition of the Catalyst concerning Colorado College's billing prac-

tices. The commentary contained an accurate analysis of the federal

liimily and educational privacy right laws. In addition to analfzing the

privacy laws, the commentary stated that CC's "billing practices vio-

late students' privacy rights." Therefore, I believe it is important to

explain our billing practices and CC's compliance widi the laws.

Students have the option to select their account billing address

at tlie time of registration. The billing address printed on each se-

mester's registration card is the address of record at the time of ap-

plication or the current billing address provided by the student. Stu-

dents may change diis address by writing the new information on the

registration card, or by providing the Student Loans and Accounts

Office widi die new billing address. This process allows students to

select the billing avenue that best meets their individual situation.

The incoming first year class will have invoices sent to their home ad-

dress. The first year itudents will have the opponunity to change

their billing address at that time or at registration. Tliese procedures

comply with the federal educational privacy laws.

1 assure the Colorado College community that the College does

not intentionally violate student rights to privacy. Additionally, the

college would not intentionally take any action diat would jeopardize

our eligibility for federal funding. Students are provided the oppor-

tunity to select the billing address for their account because we be-

lieve students are capable of taking care of the financial aspects of

their enrollment at Colorado College.

Sincerely,

Greg Drose

Student Loans and Accounts Administrator

Dear Editor,

In die March 31 "Sky Chair"

column, Mr. Sheminske adds

the late Eric "Eazy E." Wright to

his sarcastic list of "outstanding"

role models for America's black

youth. The odier members of

this distinguished list are tap-

per/actor Tupac "2 Pac" Shakur,

Long Beach gang member
,,

turned rap star Calvin "Snoop

Doggy Dogg" Broadus, and for-

mer (but soon to be again)

heavyweight champion of the

world, Mike Tyson. All of these

men fought tremendous odds

to get where they are today but

Mr. Scheminske still believes

them to be poor role models.

Eazy E. left die gang and co-

caine money he was making in

order to start his own record la-

bel. He went on to aeate die

world's first and most popular

"gangsta" rap group, N.WA Tu-

pac also fought through a tough

life on die streets to become an

actor and rapper and has now

started his own musical group.

Thug Life. Both of these per-

formers/businessmen turned

away from die streets and be-

came very successful in die en-

tertainment industry.

Snoop was a member of die

Crips, the largest gang in LA,

until he utilized his success in

die entertainment industry to

escape from gang activities.

Snoop recently moved from

Long Beach to Claremont, CA,

an upper middle class college

town east ofLA Snoop posidve-

ly influenced his proteges, Nate

Dogg and Warren G., who have

successfiilly started dieir own

music careers, left die gang in

Long Beach, and moved to

Claremont. Sounds pretty "role-

modelish" to me.

Tyson grew up in inner-city

New ITork, where he was beaten

up by die bigger kids almost

every day. He turned to boxing

and became die youngest fight-

er ever to win die heavyweight

tide. In 1991, a rape conviction

forced Tyson out of boxing. He

was released from prison on

March 25, 1995, and his first stop

was a mosque where a prayer

session was held. Tyson has now

pledged sexual abstinence until

marriage and plans to wed a

Georgetown medical student.

He is going to return to boxing

and will almost surely regain the

heavyweight title. Tyson will

Dear Editor:

Erick Scheminske's arti-

cle in the March 31 Catalyst

on die recent tuition increases

and in particular his comment

on "adding to the ridiculously

high siilaries of our professors

(starting at around {40,000),"

cleariy demonstrates Brick's

ignorance of the real world.

After spending seven

years in graduate school and

four years as a postdoc before

coming to CC, I can say that 1

did not Stan at $40,000 :i year

(in 1991) and even if I had,

$40,000 a year is not a ridicu-

lously high salar)', especially

given the time and money 1

spent to get here.

f have had several seniors

tell me they have jobs starting

at $30,000 a year with a Bach-

elors degree. They are 22-23

years old and starting at a

salary just a few thousand less

than I started widi at CC.

Graduate schools pay

around $800-1000 a month

(for a 60-80 hour work week).

Postdoctoral positions pay a

whopping $20,000 a year (the

stipend for NIH Fellowships)

for a 40-60 hour work week,

Erick should compare

professors to other profes-

sionals widi tile same amount

of education. Physicians,

lawyers (with comparable

time spent in school) and

even technicians, physical

therapists, and nurses, who

have spent only a few years

beyond their Bachelors de-

gree would laugh at a staning

salary of $40,000.

Next time Erick goes to

the doctor or has x-rays taken

by a technician, he should ask

them how much they make and

then figure out if he's getting his

money's wonh for die 15 min-

utes they spend with him.

Concerning Brick's com-

ment about the "average 15

hours of classroom instruction a

week, about 28 weeks a year,"

Brick again shows his lack of

work experience and his igno-

rance of the real world

1 invite Erick to come and

shadow me during ray work

week to show him exacdy how

much time 1 spend at CC, Dur-

ing the school year 1 typically ar-

rive at 7:00 a.m. (a time at which,

judging from student com-

ments, Erick is sound asleep).

Class begins at 9:00 and

lasts until at least 11:30. Stu-

dents return at 1:00 for labs

which typically last until 3:00 or

3:.30. Preparation for bodi class

and labs takes a considerable

amount of time.

After class and lab students

come in to ask class questions,

talk about their research pro-

jects, or discuss odier issues,

and 1 am here to help them (of-

ten missing lunch). There have

been occasions when 1 have had

5-to-lO students waiting to talk

to me in die afternoon.

Alter 4:00, when students

have left, 1 have time to take care

of otiiet duties (administrative

assignments, hiring committee

assignments, depanmental as-

signments, research, article re-

views, writing letters of recom-

mendation, correcting exams,

making exams, reading student

papers, etc.).

I usually leave around 6:00

or 7:00 PM on weekdays, and

some weeks 1 only come in for

a few hours on the weekend.

During the summer, un-

like Erick, I do not leave the

campus. This year I will super-

vise five students working on

research projects. I will also be

teaching (in order to supple-

ment my outrageous salary)

and doing research in order to

keep up my scholarly endeav-

ors (a prerequisite for tenure).

In die summer I do spend

less time at work. 1 usually

come in around 9:00 and leave

around 5:00 (banker's hours).

1 sympathize with Brick's

concerns over die inaeasing

costs of education but I do not

agree widi his assessment of

where the money is going.

A 4.5% increase is not

much when you think of it in

terms of what it can buy. If 1

receive a 4.5% increase this

year it will amount to around

35 dollars a week (5 dollan; a

day, 40 cents an fiour). The in-

crease will not even pay for

lunch for my three children,

let alone pay for increased

housing costs, food, fuel,

clothing, insurance, etc..

Because of my "ridicu-

lous" salary, my family and I

have no savings, we live on a

month to month basis and,

like many others, will have to

borrow money to send our

children to college (in spite of

tuition remission for profes-

sors at CC).

Wake up to reality Brick,

do the math, professors are

not living the good life while

everyone around them suffers,

Sincerely,

Ralph Bertrand

again grab the limelight and by

doing so will once again show

die youth of America how to

conquer adversity.

These four men have faced

more adversity dian most Col-

orado College students will see

in dieir lives, yet tiiey still have

managed to be successful, earn

legitimate livings, and move

away fi-om the rough neighbor-

hoods they were born into.

I*chael Jordan, mentioned

in the same "Sky Chair" column

as Eazy E., was not considered a

role model by Scheminske. "i'et,

kids all across the country took

their basketballs back out to the

coun the day.lvlike came back.

Why is it, Mr. Scheminske, that

you believe only black men with

legal troubles serve as role-mod-

els for America's black youth?

Sincerely,

John B. Bissell
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DINT
CCCA elections near

Candidates present views
Editors Note: Elec-

tions for next year's

CCCA Council take place

next week.

In an effort to help

students get to knoiv the

candidates, we asked

Ihem a series of ques-

tions. Each candidate

was asked the same two

questions:

1. How do you view

the Ad Hoc Committees'

recomendation for the

future of the Greek Sys-

tem?

2. What significance

does the Mitsubishi Reso-

lution have to you and

the CCCA Council?

In the initial candi-

date application form,

the CCCA promised can-

didates an opportunity to out-

line detailed platforms in the

Catalyst Due to space arid time

Nick Bailey David Coffey

ian Curry Dee Daniels

Candidates pictured above and on the following pages are presented

in alphabetical order. All photos courtesy of Laura Wolfe.

constraints, as well as lack of

adequate notice, we are unable

to fulfill CCCA's promise. Ifyou

would like to see any ofthe can-

didate's responses, please con-

tact the CCCA at ext. 6676.

For the office of President...
Nick Baily

This sophomore's application states that as CCCA President he would "pursue policies in line with

actual student concerns. My first priority would be providing huge quantities of free beer to students, re-

gardless of race, religion, and socioeconomic status."

When asked his opinion on the Greek recommendation, Baily responded, "I think the Greek System

should be continued as is. It is none of my business as a non-fraternity member to mess with a system

that does not appear to cause problems to the rest of the campus."

Baily responded to the Mitsubishi Resolution question by stating, "I think there is a tendency to over-

react to certain concerns. I think that CCCA should be concerned with Colorado College and the prob-

lems here. While the Mitsubishi Resolution might be interesting and important, 1 think CCCA should be

concerned with students and student needs."

David Coffey

The incumbent in this years' race, Coffey would like to continue many of the initiatives begun by the

CCCA this year. He would like to continue the open forums hosted by the CCCA.. Coffey also states that

he, "would act to increase communication among campus groups to avoid scheduling conflicts and en-

courage more cooperation to put on the best programs possible.

In response to the Greek recommendation, Coffey stated, "They (the committee) put in hours of

work. Their decision was well thought out and obviously a lot of time and energy went into the recom-

mendation. I think the recommendation is a good basis to start a real dialogue both from Greeks and

non-Greeks and 1 think it's going to change by die time Kathryn (Morhman) makes the final decision.

The Board, Alumns, students, faculty and administration will all want to have input. I think there are

some issues diat definitely need to be looked at; the whole residential issue is huge. 1 am Greek, so I

would like to see the final decision be supponive of the Greek System, but after talking to Kathryn

(Morhman) today, I can see this decision will not be rushed through and hopefully the best thing for CC

Please see Cotfey on page 10

The Way Things Were

A look at election

time
1 year ago:

The student body reject a proposed
mascot change, which would have made CC
the home of the Trout. And after three elec-

tions, and a handful of election administra-

tion blunders, David Coffey was declared the

new CCCA President.

5 years ago:
Failed candidate for President and un-

opposed candidate for Executive V.P. raise

accusations about poor election administra-

tion. The pair call for a re-election due to

problems with the election committee, cam-
paign rules violation, and unfair ballot han-

dling. The controversy commands the atten-

tion of at least 40% of the voters who turned

out for the elections.

10 years ago:
A wise administrator states the un-

heard of proposition that the problems tor

CCCA will not lie with faculty or policy is-

sues, but instead with the relentless apathy

of students. Many of the unopposed candi-

dates and several of the 40% of students

who voted say it's not so.

25 years ago:
After not meeting for over two months

the CCCA meets to discuss the upcoming

elections and the possibility of meeting a lit-

tle more regularly. Election season comes

and goes as the polls are flocked to by ap-

proximately 40% of the student body and a

regimen of unopposed candidates. Newly

elected leaders promise to fight apathy and

reverse the downward trend of voter turnout.

28 years ago:
The CCCA Constitution is approved by

an undenwhelming 42% of the student body.

The headlines rave, "Student Apathy Perme-

ates Campus." The first- ever elections near

and a public debate by the candidates draws

1 5 (unfortunately 1 of those are the actual

candidates). However, in a surprising turn

the student body elections draw in over 900

people (over 60% of the student body). Ah,

yes the good old days.

"The Way Things Were" is compiled by Aaron BrovKn

from past issues of CC publications.
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Evan Hilt
is not simply a matter of Wiirai bodies, it is an lionest di-

alogue tliat stimulates everj'body towards, solutions.

As CCCA President, Hill would work to open up di- The most productive thing we can do with our

alogue on various issues stating, "On this campus we time here at CC is to actively pursue solutions that rep-

must have an open dialogue about the times diat we are resent the interests of all concerned and that are firmly

in, and the things that need to be done. True diversity grounded in the times we live."

Hill then stated, "I am not inclitied to answer two

specific issues-related questions. I feel that leadets in

this country need to think more deeply about the things

that are happening and not become trapped into super

ficktl action."

Coffey continued from page 9

will come out of it, I think the CCCA shouldn't nec-

essarily give an opinion of the issue, but it should be

a part of the dialogue, facilitating dialogue so stu-

dents can give dieir input by doing things like host-

ing open forums with Kathryn Morhman.

Regarding die Mitsubishi Resolution Coffey

stated, "I think this is the CCCA being more than

just a fijnding stop. Mitsubishi is destroying parts

of the Third Worid and that we are in a position

of privilege to live in the U.S., and go to Colorado

College and it is wrong for us to ignore the com-

plete exploitation of the land and people. What I

would like to see CCCA do is make an effort to

educate the campus-what is happening, where it

is happening, and what we can do about it."

For the office of Executive V.P.

Robinson, a sophomore, responded to the Ad Hoc Commi-

Abbay Robinson tee's recommendation on the hiture of the Greek System by stat-

ing, "1 think something had to be done. It is a good idea, but it is

rather impractical for the sororities. For example, my sorority, Theta, just had our house redone

on the inside. This removes any incentive for and complicates the improvement of any of die

houses. But, I also believe that all groups on campus deserve a chance at housing. Perhaps this

will make tlie Greek System more accountable for their actions and make the positives, which are

more numerous than the negatives, more -visible to the campus commumt;'. However, for die fra-

ternities to survive I believe they should hare housing as it is an integral part of this organization."

Robinson believes she abstained from die council's vote on the ilitsubtshi Resolution. In re-

,
sponse to our question regarding the resolution she stated, "There is such a dichotomy in being

i

:
elected. Yes, we have a responsibib'ty to the student body as far as maintaining an awareness of our

:

activities, but where do you draw the line? I think diat the campus can have a huge role in the CCCA
if they choose; meetings are open and publicized, but in my experience the give and take of the

council has not been balanced with the student body ks for iHitsubishi, ive probably should have

taken it to the students before putting it to a vote, but hindsight is 20/20. 1 think we have more than

made up for it with the publicity. The only thing I know to do is to continue to publicize and listen

for feedback and try to rum something that may have been bad into something that is good."

For the office of Financial V.P.
When questioned on the Greek recommendation, Daniels stated, "As a mem-

ber of the Greek System, I am not sure why the Greeks were in question in the first

place. However, I think the Ad Hoc Committee did a great job ofcoming up widi one solution to Kathryn

Morhraan's request for a solution. I don't think the recommendation is optimal for the Greek System.

However, I like die fact that it does not shut Greeks out of die picture completely.

Regarding die Mitsubishi Resolution Daniels stated, "1 think the Mitsubishi Resolution was an expe-

rience that die Council learned

from and students actually com-

mented and talked about the is-

sue. I think in the future, before

CCCA makes any campus wide

decisions, we should have an

open venue for student input be-

fore the decisions is made. In or-

der to implement the resolution,

Idiink we should try to limit

what CC buys from corporations

who commit similar types of envi-

ronmental abuses."

Dee Daniels

Josten's Ring Sale
April 10-14
CC Bookstore

$20.00 deposit
Payment plans available
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For the office of

Student

Concerns V.P.

Emily Starr Eyraud

id Election

its

ireside chats by the fire-

This is an opportunity

candidates. It will be fol-

es.

- Election Day!! Vote in

30 AM to 9:00 AM and

dents and faculty mem-
on the presentation of a

ction results posted on

ed in the Catalyst.

- Run-off elections (if

abetical order above include:

il for President; Abbay Robinson for

De Carbo for Constitutional

icial Vice-President; Emily Eyraud

rns Vice-President; and Ian Curry,

Kline, Jamie Klopp (not picmred),

farks, Chloe Pedersen, Dave Such-

on of Member-at-large.

Emily Starr Eyraud

Eyraud responded to the Greek rec-

ommendation stating, "I think that

non-Greeks would view it as more fair.

In the same sense the Greek System does

more than the typical

residence hall or

dorm, or even theme

houses. They do a lot

of philanthropy and

community service.

This recommendation

does help dictate how

Greeks will be accept-

ed on this campus.

R e -

garding the

Mitsubishi Resolution Eyraud stated, "Per-

sonally, I think it was an ecologically

sound and environmentally aware thing

to do, but it wasn't communicated well to

the student body. What I picked up on

was from the Catalyst and the editorial,

which obviously has a bias. Part of educa-

tion is learning about our environment

and how we affect it, I think we have a re-

sponsibility to look outward and the

CCCA took the initiative to do that."

David Andres Weaver

Weaver believes the Greek System

provides important opportunities, stating,

"The Greek System provides a valuable

component to students who choose to

pursue it. I do not think this recommen-

dation is necessarily the best. I diink it's

important to have a place to meet, orga-

nize, have lun...l believe the addition of an

RA would impede that process.

Regarding the IViitsubishi Resolution

Weaver stated, "It is imponant to send a

signal to major companies with little re-

gard to the environment that consumers

and colleges have a social conscience and

want that reflected in company policies. I

believe this falls a lot within the area of in-

dividual choice as to how to implement

such a resolution. As a school I believe it

is a good policy, but 1 would have liked to

have seen more input before it was

passed. I think before we enact anything

we should make sure it is something the

student and faculty support.

For the office of Constitutional V.P.

Vanessa K DeCarbo
DeCarbo responded to the question regitiding the Ad Hoc Com-

mittee's recommendation stating, "I have a lot of Greek friends and

1 understand what their trouble is with this recommendation. The residential frats do a lot of good.

They build community and provide st:tbility on the block plan. At die same time sororities are not

residential either. I don't know if I agree with the decision, but I can see both sides of the issue. Even

with this recommendation diere are various ways in which community can be builL

With regards to the Mitsubishi Resolution, DeCarbo stated, "1 have been aware of Mitsubishi's

actions for a couple of years and have done nodiing to help that company. 1 don't think this can or

should be implemented as a campus decision. It should be an individual choice and decision. It

would be beneficial to CCCA to make public their research. If CCCA were more active in explaining

the resolution within the community I believe it would be more widely undeistood and accepted."

For the position of IViember-At-Large

Ethan Morton

Shawna North

Editor's Note: Due to space constraints

only one question could be printed for

each Member-At-Large candidate.

Ian Curry

Regarding die Ivlitsubishi Resolution, Curry

stated, "I think that the Mitsubishi Resolution

was interesting decision-making and thinking of

die CCCA. I think it is symbolic of a new direction

of die CCCA. They realized a responsibility to act

on behalf of die college community and dieir in-

terests. It is good to see some-

thing besides a budget issue. It

would be interesting if CCCA

would become the vehicle for

implementation of programs of

student interests. I think it is a

nice direction to take. It's good

when a smaller organization

takes a stand and petitions the

CCCA to enact a policy to de-

velop ideas which the entire

college believes in,"

Jerome DeHerrera

DeHerrera stated the significance of die

Mitsubishi Resolution would be determined "on

how successfdl it is in promoting political aware-

ness and political involvement not only here on

campus, but also in die greater Colorado Springs

area. I believe diat by the CCCA Council approv

ing a boycott on die worid's biggest company in

order to protest the environment and human

please see DeHerrera on page 12

^ NEED A JOB? ^
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE, YEAR ROUND

Opening in retail sales, receiving, shipping,

stock, filing, etc.

Apply 8 AM. - 1 1 AM.
TEACHER'S PET/ BANKS SCHOOL SUPPLY

( I
- 25 a CIRCLE. EX

Go Away!

NCOfiP-jaATEO eST 1969

Let Taylor Travel

take you away.

Taylor Travel has

been meeting
CC's travel needs

since 1969 with

impeccable serv-

ice and excellent

636-3871

prices. Don'ttake

your travel re-

quests across

town, take them
to Taylor Travel

(located no more
than 50 yards

from CC).
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DanFellman , . ,.

In response to our question regarding

the Mitsubishi Resolution Fellman stated, "As I see it there is only

one maior problem with the Mitsubishi Resolution.., the Council

did not illidle campus approval on the decision. It seems the

Council could have held off until they had student input on the

proposal. However, if the Council takes the time to pass the mo-

tion it should take the time to enact that resolution.

Sarah Kline

Kline answered our

question regarding the Mit-

subishi Resolution by stating,

"Personally, the resolution

made me aware of a problem 1

was not previously aware of,

which is a good thing. However,

1 think it would have been bet-

ter to publicize it so as to make

people aware and also not to

upset so many. I would like to

see it as a personal choice with-

out pressure either way. The

environmentally conscious will

then choose to boycott which

will help the momentum of the

boycott."

Ethan Morton

Answering the Catalyst

question concerning the

Mitsubishi Resolution, Mor-

ton stated, "J do not think it

is the rde of the student

council to take a leadership

role in this type of thing. I

don't think it is their role to

implement something like

this without a student vote

and approval. If I was voting

I would need to be more in-

formed before making such

a decision.

Shawna North

In response to the

question regarding the Mit-

subishi Resolution, North said,

"I felt that the CC community

and most importandy the stu-

dents, did not know what was

going on with die resolution. I

believe it is CCCA's place to take

a posidon, but diey need to act

based on students' concerns.

There needs to be better and

more communication with die

students. If CCCA is represent-

ing the students, it is only fair

that students know what their

representatives are doing and

why."

Stuart Parks

Parks responded to our

quesdon by stadng, "I believe

diat each student should be able

to make a decision on our own.

A decision like that should not

be forced on a student. Any stu-

dent nanonwide should be able

to drive anydiing they want: Mit-

subishi, Mercury, or Dodge. I

don't think a decision like that

has anything to do with our

school even though we are an

environmentally aware school.

Those decisions are a students

prerogative.

Pictured above Is the exiting CCCA Council. Their terms will extend through the end of this

school year. Five members of the current Council are seeking office for next year.

Chloe Pedersen

Pedersen's response to

out question stated, "I don't

really think that the resolu-

tion was adopted in a good

manner beause somediing

like that, that a student gov-

ernment is voting on, should

be made more public to the

CC campus. I do not feel J

was hilly represented as a

member of the CC campus

because I dkl not even know

it was being voted on. The

only way f would want to see

this implemented would be

with a revote with more of

the campus involved."

David Suchman

In response to the Mitsubishi Resolution question, Suchman

stated, "Up to this point the significance of the resolution has been

small simply because I was not even aware it existed. I think if this

decision was made CCCA should have communicated this more to

the campus that this was in effect. 1 think before this resolution is im-

plemented, I would like to hear the violations Mitsubishi has com-

mitted and what the qualms are that served as a base for the boycott.

Then I would decide whether to support it or not."

Kent Van Vleet

Van Vleet responded to our question regarding the Mit-

subishi Resolution stating, "I think CC, because it is a liberal arts

school and a topranked one at that, is where those types of boy-

cotts will begin. I think CCCA took those into account as well

as the fact that we are a school which deals with environmental

and human rights for all people of all races. I think CCCA took

into account what students were thinking and were represent-

ing diose dioughts and ideas. They were representing us and

diat is a good Stan towards implementing any resolution."

DeHerrera continued from page 11

rights infringements is an example of how a group of student

leaders can promote awareness and debate about current prob-

lems facing our society.

WorldTeath i$ looking for people

who ha[ve a mind to travel.

iWorldTeach.

Jamie Klopp, pictured

above, could not be reached

for an interview. His applica-

tion states, "I have been in-

volved in campus activities

through my fraternity and

IFC. As a member of CCCA I

wish to promote and protect

what is left of my interests at

CC."

Don't

Forget to

Vote on

Thursday!
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All the gold you want for less than 25 cents
by Jamie Roberts

The 905. Generation X.

Thirty-something. The dialectic

of back to basics versus moving

to new horizons. A bunch of

people lost in the miasma of

everyday life. One might even

venture to say, savages in limbo.

This weekend presents an

opportunity to see a culminat-

ing work for two major players

in the CC drama scene, "Savage

in Limbo". For Ida Smith, this is

the end of a senior thesis pro-

ject created around this produc-

tion and its central character,

Denise Savage. For student

director Brigid Mahcr, whose

past projects include "Sweets"

and the powerful production of

"The Crucible" last semester,

this represents a final venture

into the realm of CC drama

before going on to graduate

school. Both Smith and Maher

have been integral parts of stu-

dent and department dramatics

during their years here, and this

is the last chance to experience

W Concert; The Colorado

College Concert Band

.
They will be performing

"Academic Festival Over-

ture" byJohannes

Brahms, "Prayer Music

Number Two 'Elegy'" by

Magaru Kawasaki, and

"Finale from the Fifth

UPCOMING
EVENTS

Symphony" by Dimitri

• Shostakovich. Packard

- Hall 7;0U p.m.

4/10-4/14 Art Show: David

Hadett's Senior Art

Opening Armstrong

4/104/16 All Campus Art

Show accepting work at

Wornet Desk

4/12 Dance; Fax, Vine, and

Shield -Todd Fahne-

stock, Patricia Hermin-

jard, Tobin Hieronymus,

and Stacia Richardson

Armstrong 5;00 p.m.

the combined forces of these

two senior women and their tal-

ented supporting actors and

technical crew.

"Savage in Limbo," by John

Patrick Shanley, is a piece very

pertinent to our times. It is a

story of five people who are all

32 years old, looking for happi-

ness and relief from tensions in

the opposing guises of change

and normalcy. The play creates

an atmosphere of tension and

release, and has within its

bounds "the violence and satiri-

cal humor of Pulp Fiction"

(Maher). Each person in the

play goes from an initial arche-

typal simplicity to a plunging

depth which is at once revealing

and touching. The actors. Smith,

Lydia Ogden, Peter McDonnell,

Leah Fouike, and Rob Van Sick-

el, all deserve commendation

for their strong character work

and their ensemble creation of a

worid diat is the "BAR" and at

the same time, a place where all

of us have once been oi»will be.

Ida Smith would like to thank all

"Savage in Limbo" is being performed this weekend in Taylor Hall.

Iher actors, "they're excellent,

tend to agree.

Not hooked yet? The show

has glit2 and glamour ("All the

gold you see in this show was

bought for under 25 cents at the

machines in die Dollar Store"—

Rob Van Sickle), intrigue and

revelations, humor and passion.

soap opera. It runs about an

hour. It is free with a CC ID.

Pure entertainment at a price

even you can afford before the

paycheck comes. Not to men-

tion, it is provocative and pow-

erful. A darn good show, and

one you would hate to miss.

"Savage in Limbo" contin-

photo courtesy ot Come Rolhenmaier

day die 6th) through Sunday,

April 9th in Taylor Hall at 8;00

p.m. Tickets are available at the

Worner Desk. In the event of an

inevitable sellout, show up to

the theater 3045 minutes early

and pencil in your name on the

waiting list. Don't miss this

exciting independent student

Like sitting on die brink of a ues its four day run tonight (Fri- production!

Chowder warms stomachs at CC
byJohnB. BissellS

Alison Laidlaw Hogarth

Winter has passed and widi

it a good soup season. And

when it's a good time for soup,

it's a great time for clam chow-

der. Whether you enjoy New

England style or Boston style,

you are sure to find some you'll

like among the seven establish-

ments we frequented over the

last couple mondis.

Close to home and dear to

our hearts, Rastall's own clam

chowder was a pleasant sur-

prise, considering it was pre-

pared in the depths of the

Rastall kitchen. Large clam

chunks abound amidst die stan-

dard potatoes, celery, and milk-

based broth. The best thing

about diis chowder is diat there

are unlimited refills and your

choice of crackers. Be brave fel-

low meal plan subscribers, try

the chowder! Grade: C-l-

Just a stone's throw to our

south, Panino's has one of the

city's best chowders. However,

you must be lucky enough to

visit when it is the soup of the

day. Unfortunately, in our expe-

rience, this has been a rare

occurrence. The cup is a perfect

appetizer; die bowl is almost a

meal. Eidier way, if you're low

on cash and would like a quality

chowder, Panino's is for you.

Just be sure to call ahead and

see what the soup du jour is.

Grade: A

If a soup and sandwich is

what you desire, head non;h to

the Subway at Fillmore and

Nevada (the one downtown

doesn't carry it). Although the

pordon is small and the pota-

toes are under-cooked, it is a

decent cup of chowder to com-

plement a great sub. Even die

price is reasonable; it ranges

ft-om 99 cents to $1.49. Don't

dirow down die paper quite yet,

diough. It must be in season

(winter?) to get clam chowder at

Subway. Grade: B-

On your next visit to the

mall, you have two great opuons

for clam chowder. Whale's

Seafood and Chowder serves up

a huge bowl of chowder and

gives complimentary fresh-

baked bread with it. The chow-

der is diick but smooth widi a

pleasant kick from an unidenti-

fied spice. The bowl is large

enough to serve as a rejuvenat-

ing lunch during a day of shop-

ping. Grade: A

Not in the food couri;, but

worth the extra walk, Hooter's

at the Citadel offers not only

great wings and abundant

scenery, but very tasty chowder.

It is a bit chunky and in the dim

setting, die soup seems to take

on a strange green tint. But

don't let diat turn you away, die

soup has ample clam and pota-

toes and along with an order of

wings, makes for a great Satur-

day afternoon meal. Grade: B

Next on our chowder jour-

ney was Red Lobster. There

were no surprising ingredients

to this soup. It is your basic,

good quality clam chowder.

Grade: A-

Our final stop was the

Hatch Cover Restaurant in die

south part of the Springs

towards die Broadmoor. If it is

true that you get what you pay

for, the Hatch Cover is no

excepuon. Lots of vegetables

and huge clam chunks make up

for the fact that it is more soupy

dian chowdery. If you don't like

pepper, diis isn't the chowder

for you. This was by far die most

expensive place we visited so

save this one for a special occa-

sion. Grade: B+

BB
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"Dogeaters" a dance of Philippine vignettes
by Megan McKee

"Dogeaiers," by Jessica

Hagedorn, is a lean, sharp first

novel filled with compelling

characters firom all walks of Fil-

ipino life. It is also the story of

post-wartime Philippines, an era

dominated by glamorous Ameri-

can movie stars, weepy radio

melodramas and the birth of the

shopping mall.

Hagedorn introduces read-

ers to many personalities in a

series of vignettes in which she

swiftly pinpoints her characters'

weaknesses while still portray-

ing them as likable and sympa-

thetic. The cast of characters

includes the richest man in the

Philippines, known as the "King

of Coconuts," stars of the Fil-

ipino silver screen, and a young

junky who comes alive as a Dee-

jay but who remains indifferent

to a lover's gaze.

At the center of the story is

Rio Gonzaga, a young schoolgirl

entering adolescence with an

almost cynical view of the other

members of her family. To Rio's

disgust, her cousin Pucha, who

has blond hair and a Mestizo

nose and is four years older than

Rio, flirts shamelessly with much

older men. Her mother and

fadier are absorbed in their own

BOOK
REVIEW

lives. Only with Lola Narcisa, her

mother's mother, does Rio feel

totally comfortable. Together

they listen to the radio show.

Love Letters, with the servants,

and cry unashamedly at the tear-

ful episodes that inevitably end

in deadi.

Though each character has

a story unto himself it is Rio's

keen awareness of die flawed

lives around her that connects

die stories into a coherent nov-

el. Through her prominent fam-

A Jazzy Ensemble
by Kim Whipple

Some people love it. Some people love the idea of it Some

people don't have a due. It's jazz, and all three types will have

a chance to satiate their bve or curiosity this Tuesday' as Col-

orado College's Jazz Sinsemble perforins.

Direaed by Mark Rose, the Ensemble will play works by

Shorter, Rollins, Lloyd, Washington, Mingus, and Gillespie, The

CC Jazz Ensemble consists ofJonathan Neilis on die trumpet,

Erick Scheminske on the alto and soprano saxophone, and

Andre Schunk on alto saxophone and flute.

Hear Joshua Finch on trombone, Jesse Kulp on tenor sax-

ophone, Peter Marshall on piano, Lewis Keller on guitar, and

tim Hochnnan on bass. And if the ability to play the drums is

one of your prerequisites for CCCA president, here is your

chance to judge Mick Baily's merit.

Tlie concert is Tuesday, April 11 at 7 p.m. in Gaylord Hal.

London

$319
Madrid $369* Zurich $399*
Paris $385* Rome $409'
Frankfurt$385' Athens $469'

Ch>^ ftcni Dowi b«cJ tn WkxMWppuOuK fcMidWB »PV» cftoMrtJnkfcdeamtlcra

Council l^avel
n 38 13th Street Con the hill) - Boulder, CO 80302 • 800-226-8624

303-447-8101 1 -800-g-COUWCIL
Call for a FREE Student Trauels magaxinc

EurailpaSSeS issued on-the-sc

ily's connections and her fasci-

nation with lavish movie stars

Rio supplies the reader with

enough information to compre-

hend the events of the other

character's lives.

Hagedorn skillfully con-

nects the events of her charac-

ter's lives in such a way that

dieir intertwined fates are not

immediately evident but creep

up, suddenly alerting reader and

character together to just how

deeply strangers' actions do

afl'ect our supposedly individual

lives.

Though Rio's story comes

to a successful conclusion,

"Dogeaters" other stories suffer

from rushed endings without

successful inferences of the

characters' futures.

Jessica Hagedorn lived in

the Philippines unUI her teens,

when her family moved to

America. She is a poet, multime-

dia artist, screenwriter and nov-

elist who often depicts Philip-

pine society.

by Ted Smith & Kyle Maher

This article is dedicated to

all diose great stand-by beers

that have seen us through so

many bad days and made our

good umes Uiat much better:

Weinhardt's, Pete's, and Buch.

Weinhardt's is a special

beer For everyone who is from

the East, we know how good it

is to come back to Colorado

where tfiis beer is available. It

isn't as pricey as the more

gourmet beers but the quality

'Dogeaters " Is available In the bookstore.

We salute the old beer standby
craftsmanship is there. So, as the

name implies, this is a dark beer.

The beer has a lovely chocolate/

mahogany brown sort of color.

When poured, it has a gorgeous

head. The beer has a real solid

BUSINESS
LAW

STUDENTS
Local investment
management firm is in

search of Junior/Senior

level business law student

to intern in the formation

and fiiture management of
limited liability

corporations and
investment limited

partnerships. "Working

understanding of the

formation & maintenance

of corporations and/or

LLC's is required.

Contact Mr. Golan, (719)
574-1000.

BEER
REVIEW

flavor that is dominated by any

one aspect of the beer It isn't

too malty and yet it isn't bitter

either. Weinhardt's dark is one

of the all-time great 6-pack

beers. Sbc-packs are about 5

bucks and some change.

The next beer is a legend,

Pete's Wicked Ale, Legend has it

diat one man had such a passion

for diis beer that every Monday

night, he would gather his

friends and drink diis beer. They

would call up the Pete's Wicked

hot-line on the back of the bot-

de and in unison scream on die

phone that they loved Pete's

beer. The man evennjally got a

call from Pete himself but wasn't

home to get die call. I bet he still

has the answering machine

tape.

The taste of Pete's Wicked

is hard to explain. It is a darker

beer but its distinctive flavor

isn't from the malt. We think it

comes from the hops. We don't

know for sure, but this beer may

be hopped with a blend of both

Old and New world hops. The

beer isn't bitter from a plenti-

tude of hops but it is a very hop-

py beer. Only Pete knows. Any-

way, if you're looking for a good

6-pack, go pick up one of these!

Two thumbs up for both beers.

Now for the abominadon of

Busch. This beer should be

bought only in a keg. This beer

is good for only two things,

tying on some beer goggles, and

ease of drinking for 5-foot long

beer bongs. It must be an inte-

gral part of our lives. This beer is

so weak, most of the malts in

diis beer are from corn and rice.

Heck, diis beer is borderline

clear-malt. If you're going to

drink diis, you might as well try

zomediing different. Zomething

ztupid. Well, for everyone who

lives by the stuff, you certainly

can't beat die price. Toast.
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Dialogue leads in Tarantino's "Reservoir Dogs"
by Todd Walker

Last Monday Quentin

Tarantino walked away from the

Oscars with a heavy gold stat-

uette for his writing on "Pulp

Fiction." Deservedly so. His

intricate, non-stop patter rides a

bullet to the audience. It's not

high culture, with talk of French

fast food and the erotic qualities

of foot massages,

but it is never

intended as

such. Tarantino

thrives on and

glorifies the art

of the everyman,

pop hits, comic books, bad TV

shows. This weekend the Film

Series will exhibit Tarantino's

first outing as a writer/director

FILM
REVIEW

in the magnificent "Reservoir

Dogs".

Shunning the traditional

Hollywood plot structure for a

non-linear story, Tarantino

introduces us to a circle of

black-and-white-clad men finish-

ing breakfast and talking about

the meanings of various Madon-

na hits and the virtues of fip-

ping. The men know nothing

about each other and answer

only to colors, not names. Mr.

White. Mr. Orange. Mr. Blonde.

Mr. Pink. They leave the restau-

rant, the opening credits roll,

and the audience is fired

straight into the aftermath of a

hold-up gone awry.

One by one the men trickle

into a deserted coffin ware-

house and discover one of their

number is a rat. From there on

out Tarantino weaves an intri-

cate narrative slowly showing

what happened during the rob-

bery, and how

each man was

recruited for the

job. Without any

knowledge of

each other, they

have to decide

who they can trust. And the rat

may not be the most dangerous.

Tarantino's writing shines

in his first feature and as a

result, casts a shadow over his

directing. His subdued camera

leaves the entire screen open

for the actors (all of which are

excellent) to play with his

words. Tarantino wisely chose

to play to his strength, even if it

means sometimes the audience

wonders if they are watching

Starsky and Hutch (though I'm

not sure Tarantino didn't want

that effect). The banter between

the gangsters comes off as com-

pletely natural, and yet it is

meta-natural. It is so perfect and

clever you know it is absolutely

artificial, but swallow it as real

nonetheless.

Certainly there is litrie origi-

nal in "Reservoir Dogs." In the

gangster genre, nothing is. But,

Tarantino has combined the

familiar elements in a novel way,

and we are mesmerized by his

magic. The fact that so few mod-

ern films pack such a punchy

script makes "Reservoir Dogs"

shine all the more. The writing

stands on its own. It is no coin-

cidence that the soundtrack

recording features some of the

best dialogue exchanges.

"Reservoir Dogs" will be

shown in Olin I on Friday and

Saturday at 7:30pm and on Sun-

"Reservoir Dogs" will be showing this weekend in Olin.

day at 2;30pm. If you have a CC

ID, it'll cost you a buck. If not,

it'll cost you two.

Be warned, this film is quite

intense and squeamish folk will

not find it to be pleasant.

Wateriiijes are light on lyrics

by Diana Smith

The American duo, Waterlil-

lies, combines the waify soprano

mutterings of the Cranes with

dance club rhythms characteris-

tic of the European club scene.

Wateriillies are an American

band, however, and they have

taken the east coast by storm

with their first album, Envelop-

tuosity, released in 1990.

Although their music is chock

full o' embellished sound and

Thanks Seniors

For your contributions to the

Senior Class Campaign

Donors as of April 5, 1995

Rachel Alpem Ryan Ehrhart Chriscinda Henry Heather Ogren

Nathan Anderson Samantha Elliman Katharine Hughes Heather Pantely

Dennis Apergis Kent Feams Kenmaura Hughes Tu Phan

Chara Armon Jean Ferguson Aaron Hulme Alejandro Plesch

Karen Baker Tyler Finn Mieko Maria Imai Melissa Potter

Lynn Barnes Laura Fujii Lisa Jacobs Sara Romero

Robyn Barnes Amy Gabel Fabiola Jacquez Laura Satin

Jennifer Bascom Stephanie Gainey Amber Johnson Jay Schal!

Karin Bazant Kamla Gardner Eric Kibel Marion Schlegel

Chris Beauchamp Elena Garfield Kathryn Lawson JeffSehnert

Kristina Berger Laura Gelner Daniel Maddock Marisha Simons

Erin Billings Liza Genrich Brigid Maher Brett Spencer

Megan Black Stacy Gerdes Sara McKenzie Pam Stone

Leslie Blaugrund Nina Goldstein Greg McLaughlin Keith Strama

Neil Borja Neil Goluba Jill McMillan Caroline Towne

Caroline Bruce Denise Gordon Mark McMullen Stacy Traylor

Rebecca Bunn Dan Greenawalt Kris McNeil Beverly Vasquez

Jeffrey Bush Debra Jean Griffith Katie McVeigh Artana Vilar

Christine Cain Doug Gross Shawn Mitchell Stacy Volker

Trevor Caldwell Derek Hajny Matthew Montgomery Lori Waiter

Jenny Chapman Harris Hall Hilaree Nelson Christine Wendt

Shari Chavez Duncan Hatch Alexandria Nguyen Patricia Weppner

Beckley Davis Robin Havins Kimberly Nixon Amy Wolfe

Mark DeOrsay Jory Hawkins Gretchen Nowak JesseYuran

Marc DiBianco Shannon Hayden

Annual Giving Gifts: $1,610.25

Bob Pizzi Memorial Gifts: $687

Participation: 22.5%

ephemeral vocals, die Wateriil-

lies are really a grass-roots estab-

lishment. All purpose musician

Ray Caroll and singer-songwriter

Jill Alikas got together in 1988.

After extensive mixing and writ-

ing, the twosome began per-

forming exclusively in New York

nightclubs such as CBGB's and

Cat Club and scored a label deal

in 1990.

Ever since then the Wateriil-

lies have played a huge role on

the dance floors of the nation's

hippest and

biggest nightclubs.

Ray Carroll strives

to incorporate

every possible ele-

ment into the

mostly electroni-

cally mastered

music and he feels he represents

the "alternative to the alterna-

tive." In the field of dance music,

the Wateriillies are definitely in a

different category. The beats are

hard and fast but the vocal style

just doesn't seem to fit in. Jill

Alikas' voice is breathy, desper-

ate, and utteriy smooth and

gives Carroll's work a surprising-

ly refreshing balance.

And now, finally, five years

later and with only one album

under their belt, the Wateriillies

have just recently released

Tempted, which illustrates the

trends of late 20di century tech-

no-pop only too well. It's typical,

to say the least. Not to say that it

MUSIC
REVIEW

isn't good. It's just nothing new.

The first single, "Never Get

Enough" is a mellow Cranes-

esque euphoric track which is

completely transformed into

four more remixes on the maxi-

single and does not even sound

like the same song. "Free" also

appears bodi on the single and

on Tempted and is relatively

similar. One thing is made

painfully clear here. The

Wateriillies don't make their

lyrics their number one priority.

There is not

much substance

to any of these

songs on the

album. The cho-

ruses are overly

repetitive and

there are no dis-

tinctive poefic verses.

These cuts are made to be

danced to, not analyzed, and

not intently listened to. That's

not a crime, I just wouldn't rec-

ommend the Wateriillies for any

other purpose. The only diing

that makes them unique during

a time where dance club mixers

are a dime a dozen is die fact

that the singer has an amazingly

soft voice in comparison to what

she has to compete with in the

background. The Wateriillies are

surely a sound investment for a

party or something of that sort,

but I don't see them blossoming

into the mainstream anvtinie
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

VERY IMPORTANT!-If you

will not be able to attend Room

Selection on Thursday, May 4,

(due to field trips, taking the

block off, etc.) be sure to come

into the Office of Residential

Life and fill out a PROXY FORM

so that someone can select a

room for you. Questions? Call

EarlineatX6619

JOBS

BOETTCHER NOW HAS AVAIL-

ABLE THE NEW HEPATITIS A

VACCINE. This takes the place

of Gamma Gobulin, which is not

available at this time. If you are

going out of the country, you

should receive one shot now

and a booster in 6-12 months.

ESCORT SERVICE JOBS (for

'95-'96 school year) For next

year, applicants must be on

work study. Interviews for the

first week of Block 8, call Sarah

at 473-6357 or Josh at x7189.

RECOGNITION, FAME and

(possible) FORTUNE can be

yours as the CC STUDENT AM-

BASSADOR. If you will be a

Senior next fall, male or female

(one of each needed), love CC

and want to show it, like public

speaking, and diink you have

what it takes, volunteer! Call Joy

Fritz x68I7 or pick up nomina-

tion form at Worner Desk.

Absolute deadline April 19th.

UNLIMITED
TOPPINGS!

PlusTox

Umit 5 Piziaf

Not Valid On Domlnotor
Pr\f subltct to changt
nHthout netlco.

DELIVERY OR
CARRYOUT!

JOBS

STOCKBROKER TRAINEES

(ENTRY LEVEL) National in-

vestment brokerage firm has 4

local openings for self-starting

graduating Seniors. Ifyou have a

personal desire to initiate a ca-

reer in the investment broker-

age industry call Mr. Golan,

(719) 574-1000.

FOR SALE

Need a place to live this sum-

mer? Next year? Bright, cozy,

and clean apartment for rent. 2

bedrooms, 1 bath, living area,

kitchen with hardwood floors. 2

1/2 blocks from campus. For

more info call 630-8886.

PRICE REDUCED! Must seU my

motorcycle before graduation.

Perfect shape, clean, titled,

comes with helmet. Very cheap

to operate. First 1625 takes. Call

x7322.

WoRPL^ w HswiJc^

PERSONALS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY GWEEMA!!

Go wild and spoil yourself for a

Love you,

-Yush

Chad-

No speak in class, without hand

on chin. Don't be bitter, youll

get your rematch. What are we

folding again?

-Dre

All natutaliftesti^i prepared Ws...

uniqiie menu consistjng ol salads, p^as,

meierranean pizzas, grilled lish 8 cfeken,

Full bar

115 E. Dale

Mon-Sat

Lunch & Dinner

578-9898

CASmO NIGHT
Saturday, April 8

Gaylord Hall, 9 p.m.

Come to the wild, wacky, and free

gamblin' bonanza! Prizes from Mtn.
Wave Snowboard & Bike, Monarch Ski Area,

Pike's Peak Tattoo, Beau Jo's, and more!!
Las Vegas can't compete with a party like this.

Sponsored by CC's

ALTEENATIVE

PERSONALS

Sarah-

No shake hand with fist! HUUH!

(Dance, Dance backwards)

These Olympics are OURS. If my

thumb is okay that is. TEE-HEE!

-ANDRE

SHELLY-

Manchester is nothing com-

pared to fast-paced crab football

and ten-foot trashcan B-ball. As

the better half of the

Hoeppner-Killeen duo, you are

obligated to stay here and insure

we fulfill our destiny as the

greatest two person spons team

the Catalyst has ever seen.

Induding Shelley and Schunk.

-Chad

Dre-

The next time we play basketball

I'm going to find a crack in your

defense and watch it fold in on

PERSONALS

itself. And no more cheesy, "off

the glass" 3-pointers, Serpent

Boy.

-Studboy

CLASSIFIEDS POLICY

Please send Announcements,

Jobs, For Sale, Real Estate, and

Personal advertisements to:

The Catalyst: Classifieds

902 N.Cascade Ave.

Colorado Springs, CO 80946

fax: 719-389-6962

Ads must be received by

Tuesday, 9:00p.m. to appear in

the subsequent Friday's edition

of the Catalyst. The Catalyst re-

serves the right to edit all classi-

fieds for length and inappropri-

ate content. For off-campus

pricing information call Cutler

Publications at 719-389-6675.



"'

Starving for music that eats into your head, your heart, your being?

Stop by a Media Play listening station. Check out Home, a *90's interpretation of

rural R&B from Blessid Union of Souls. Intensely introspective lyrics exploring

spirituality, miscommunication, despair and hope fill Naveed, Our Lady Peace's

first albiun. And the mystical, tribal rhythms of The Sacred Fire from

Nicholas Gunn will fuel your own spiritual odyssey.

Sale prices good

through April 13. MUSIC • SOFTVfARE MOVIES • BOOKS

l4IIWk. ^ta^^^ -
MORE CHOICE. LESS PRICE. GUARANTEED.

Citadel Crossing, Colorado Springs, 573-1977

Open Mon-Thurs: 10-9, Fri-Sat: 10-10, Sun: 1 1-6
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IM Softballpowerhouse makespenant move

Noname crushes Freaks 26-10

by Elizabeth Wliisler

After seven long innings

and several comebacks, the

Freaks finally turned in their

gloves and admitted defeat, 26-

10, The Nonames are establish-

ing their charge towards the IM

freshman league softbaJI cham-

pionships.

Wliat appeared to be a

home-run-hitters-anonymous

team turned out only to be the

firosh football team kicking up

some sand. The Nonames

pumped out six round trippers,

including three from Kris

Romero. RBIs covered the

charts as all the players either

made it home or batted some-

one in.

"Hitting the cycle has been

the dream of my life," said Will

Smith. Smidi was successftjl on

Tuesday and ranited high in the

HR hitters club.

The Freaks were not with-

out dieir own home run star.

Kyle Ploessl homered twice and

batted two more in. Sam Beebe

added two more RBIs and gave a

fine show on the mound for the

last four innings.

The Freaks' bats were no

match for Andy Borene's stellar

pitching performance. Borene

avoided walks for the first four

innings until fatigue set in.

Borene gave up seven runs in

the fourth inning after he had

repeatedly shut the Freaks

down. The Freak comeback

wasn't enough to put them on

top, but it kept them in the

game for another few innings

Borene's pitching with power

hitting from B.J. Hach, Matt

Springer and Chris Williams

were just too much for the

Freaks to handle.

Athletic Department

taps Alumni for funds
The Athletic Department its alumni. The members will

last week brought together a only solicit funds from alumni,

key group of alumni and par- Two or three committee

ent volunteers who will make members will focus on a panic-

great contributions to Tiger ular spon. Each member will

athletics. serve a two year term.

The deparunent took ad- Though Mohrman's plan

vantage of convening alumni for the future of Division 1

to host an orientation for a sports at Colorado College in-

new alumni committee which spired the increased efforts at

will solicit its peers to raise fundraising. Division I ice

funds for ath-

letics. The

committee

was formed

in response

to new de-

INSIDE CC
SPORTS

by Josie I. Henjum

mands placed upon the Atiilet-

ic Department by President

Kathryn Mohrman to dramati-

cally increase its revenue.

Kevin McTernan of the

Development Office recruited

alumni and others concerned

with the futiire of Tiger athlet-

ics to serve on the new com-

mittee. The committee is de-

signed to capitalize on the reli-

able suppon CC receives from

. hockey and

soccer will

receive the

same treat-

ment as Divi-

sion III

sports by the committee.

"Division I is the most ex-

pensive, but we're focusing on

the whole athletic budget,"

McTernan explained.

Cal Simmons (Class of '70)

serves as the chair of the com-

mittee. Simmons played varsity

golf and football for Colorado

College, and has volunteered

for the college around the

country.

Athlete of the Week
Robinson helps secure 2nd Invitational win

by Ondine Boulter

Echo Canyon River ExpediUons (Royal Gorge Region)
Accepting resumes for the followlnfl poslUons :

t-ooking for upgraded medical iiaining, dnig-free, superior worit elhic—Send resume.'! lo: P.O. Box 1002. Colorado Srines. CO 8f»ni

For her outstanding performance in last

week's tournament at me.sa State College, fresh-

man tennis player Jody Robinson has been se-

lected as the athlete of week. The tournament

last weekend included Mesa Stiite College, Col-

orado Christian University, Regis University,

Metro State College, and Fort Hayes College.

Jody made it to the finals in bodi the singles ;uid

doubles divisions. In first place by only one

point, Jody's win in doubles secured the team's

overall victory,

A native of Demarest, New Jersey, Robin-

son's tennis career began at die age of 8, though

she did not start competing until she was 12. She

then played singles at various USTA tourna-

ments, IS well as playing for her high school

team, vvtiere she made it to the New Jersey state

finals.

Jody feels su-ongly about the ability of her

teammates. "We have a lot of strong players as

well as a lot of depth." Over spring break, the

team traveled to California to play various

schools. "We played very well in California. We

played schools better than us, and in turn, we

played better. It seems that our true skill level is

more visible when we play upper division

teams." Jody did note a sense of frustration with

the team playing out of its division. "Since most

of the schools we play are mostly division 2 or 1

,

we t-an't go to the division 3 nationals, even ifwe

are beating teams better than us."

As f:ir as plans for the ftiture, Jody hopes to

one day become a psychiatrist. She also plans to

keep tennis a major part of her life.

CC track puts on show in Ft. Collins,

races to two more school records

by Michele Killeen t

Bonnie Algera

The CC track team ven-

tured up to Fort Collins last

weekend for a track meet and a

little sunburn. In a field heavy

witii scholarship athletes, the

team put in a valiant effort and

even got their dinners paid for.

The Tigers competed against

aprimarily Division I schools.

The day started with Ryan

Cole's great put of 48'4" in die

shot, which was a personal

record. Following suit was

Michele KiUeen with a chuck of

25'. Cole also threw the discus a

mounstrous 142'4". Triple

jumping to glory was another

field event stud, Louis Southall,

who flew 37'4".

Annabel Arnott's 800 meter

run was die highlight of the

meet. She scorched the track

and the competition with a

record-breaking time of 2:18.99.

Arnott also helped to shatter the

women's 4x400 meter relay

record.

The relay started with

Arnott, who handed off to Julie

Cole. Nanci Eaton ran the third

leg and Sascha Scott anchored.

The old record of 4:35.61 was

devastated with a time of

4:19.42.

There were many other

outstanding performances in the

meet, which was highlighted by

(;iJTLpo3E3/^ip|^
Introduces

"AnneTTe"
(formerly of Rapunzel)

'

<?^

a fiAll service salon for men & women
Your CC Headquarters for Hair

•ALL STUDENTS 10% 0¥¥\—
815 N. Nevada • 630-3435

several personal and season

records.

Jennifer McWeeney clocked

a personal record of 2:41 in the

800. In the men's 800 Dave Per-

fors shocked the crowd with a

time of 2:01.9. In the 1500 Sally

Wurtzler was in hot pursuit of

the rest of the field as she ran a

5:44.2, while Josh Hayes and

Josh Messer finished in 4:55 and

4:25.4 respectively. The dynamic

duo of Juan Aragon and Cody

Young topped off the personal

records with times of 1:01.7 and

1:04.7 respectively in the 400 in-

termediate hurdles.

Running season best times

were Sascha Scott and Brian

Williamson in the 400 meter

dash. Scott ran a 60.4 while

Williamson sped around the

track in 52.2. Eaton warmed up

for the record breaking relay by

rtinning a time of 2:38.5 in the

800 meter run. Julie Cole also

had a season best in the high

jump, clearing 5'2".

Carl Wassilie, Josh Messer,

Jon Murphy, and Ben Markowitz

followed the women's stellar

4x400 with an equally outstand-

ing performance in the men's

relay, finishing with a time of

3:39.63 to wrap up another hot

day in the history of CC track

and field.
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Women's Lax loses to CD 1 0-9 in OT

•Ml
ivMm

photo courtesy of Hobin Havens

The Lady Tigers lost to CU Wednesday in the last thirty seconds of overtime. Despite playing

their best game of the season, the Tigers fell to 2-5 on the season.

UCLA, O'Bannon stop Arkansas

repeat with snnarts, teamwork

OUT OF
by Chad

— UCIA's viaoiy o?er Arkansas last week in the

NCAA hoops final has to be one of the most

poised, professional performances 1 have ever

seen by a college basketball team. Arkansas had

made a living in the tournament by playing like

stiff oafs for thirty minutes and then turning it on

for the last minutes of the game and winning

with a furious rally, lesser teams than UCLA

(Syracuse comes to mind) inevitably folded as

soon as Arkansas decided to play up to its ability.

Tlie Bruins, however, just kept their work-man

like attitude, calmly swished their free throws,

and broke the Arkansas press possession after

possession to claim the national title and deny

Arkansas's repeat bid.

— Here's a name to re-

member: Toby Bailey.

The UCLA freshman

wonderkid not only

added some razzle-daz-

zle dunks, double-clutch jump shots, and intense

defensive play to the Bruin attack, but he also

kept his head in a championship game better

than any college rookie I've ever seen,

— The last freshman to have such strong court

presence was California's Jason Kidd.

— Speaking of Kidd, I can't diink of any rookie

who has had a bigger impact in the NBA this sea-

son. The Mavs have gone from a team with no

fans and no life, to being one player away from a

championship run. Here's looWn' at you Kidd.

— Not that any of you out there actually care

about the upcoming NFL draft, but if you're like

me and actually get excited about a conditional

7th round draft choice, lei me pass on a little

pearl of draft-day wisdom: Kordell Stewart is not

an NFL quarterback. I don't care if he plays for

San Francisco or Tampa Bay, Stewart is never go-

ing to be more than a fimctional back-up quar-

terback. He had a great career at CU (he holds

the Big 8 record for total career offense), and he

THIN AIR
Hoeppner

throws the long ball better than some ofthe pros,

but those one-hoppers he kept tossing at Michael

Westbrook's shoestrings last year aren't going to

cut it in the NFL; Stewart's a great athlete and a

tremendous college quarterback, but so was

Houston's Andre "Ware, Colorado's Darian Ha-

gan, Oklahoma's Jamelle Holloway, and West Vir-

ginia's Major Harris. That's a pretty elite group of

sideline clip-board holders, second-string punt

returners, and fast-food janitorial workers for

those ofyou keeping score at home.

— One draft choice that wiB make an immediate

impact, however, is Westbrook. The former CU

wdeout looks a whole lot like a young version of

Dallas Cowboy receiver

Michael Irrin.

- CU football has

churned out top-notch

wide-receivers in the

last few years the way

diat Penn-State cianked out NR-quality line-

backers in the 80's. I'd take former CU wideouts

Mike Pritchard, Charles Johnson, and Michael

Westbrook over any three receivers to come out

of any college team in the last ten years.

— Come to think of it, I'd take those three over

any three receivers on most NFL teams in the last

ten years.

— So non-replacement baseball has started again.

Joy. \!Ce can all go back to filing into Coors Stadi-

um like the mind-numbed, cattle-prodded con-

formist addicts that we are.

— Speaking of attle, apparently Rockies first

baseman Andres "Big Cat" Galarraga reported to

training camp at a svelte 233 pounds, roughly 25

pounds lighter than his previous playing weight.

That defmitely bodes well for the Rockies.

— And it definitely bodes badly for me that I ac-

tually give a rat's ass about Andres Gallaraga's

weight 1 feel like Richard Simmons.

— I'm Sweatin' to die Oldies now, baby!

Ruggers end three-year

skid at Metro tournament

by Elizabeth Whisler

For the first time in three

years, the men's rugby team

pulled off a victory at the Metro

Collegiate 15 Tournament on

Saturday, beating UNC.

The Tigers first faced CSU B-

side. Rookie Ryan Haygood ran

in a try followed by a successful

extra point kick from hooker

Ted Smith. The Tigers' efforts

could not contain CSU, howev-

er, and the Tigers were

outscorced, 8-7.

The tight loss seemed to

spur the Tigers on as they fought

off fatigue and hit LINC with fe-

rocity. Before spraining an ankle,

Rugby President Tiso Ngola

scored a try. The play of die day

was Jeff Sehnert's coast-to-coast

which racked up another Tiger

try. The Tigers united to secure

a 24-7 trouncing.

"Everyone played pretty

well," commented Smith. " Our

team is young; vie put in a lot of

players who haven't played

much, and they really came

through for us."

By the third game injuries

and exhaustion had taken hold.

In addition to missing Ngola, the

ruggers felt the burden of in-

juries to Sehnert and fullback

Rob Matt. The Tigers faced D-1

Wyoming, an exceptionally

tough team which dominated

the Tigers, 34-0. Apart from the

disappointing tournament end,

the Tigers are confident.

Senior Matt Douglass said,

"We've got a quality squad. It's

die best team we've put on the

field in the last four years."

Menudo tops Breakers 9-6

by Michele Killeen

On Wednesday, Menudo

went to bat against the Strike

Breakers as InU'amural Softball

continued on Armstrong Quad.

Menudo scored three quick

runs in die first inning, while

Breakers pitcher John Gomez

sUTiggled to find his groove. In

the outfield, players squinted

into the sun in search of die ball.

The Breakers came back in

the second to pull ahead by two

behind strong hitting from Carl

Savitz and Jason Christopher-

son, it turned out to be the only

lead the Breakers would see.

Menudo came back and

started knocking bails out of the

Quad left and right. Garrit

Voggesser hammered a three-

run homer to right field, and

Seth Brown connected for a

two-run home run. John Shay

added a triple and one RBI,

while Kim Nixon drove in two

more runs, for nine RBIs total.

Some great fielding by the

Breakers shortstop Savitz and

right-fielder Chad Hoeppner

kept the Breakers in the game.

Strike Breakers' Savitz hit a

home run in the fourth, while

several singles eventually

brought the team up to six runs

scored.

Menudo's catcher Chloe

Pederson celebrated her birth-

day with a great play to first for

the third out in die fourdi. Ko-

rbin Pugh anchored the

Menudo infield, while KC. O'-

Connor made some catches

deep in left field to save his

team's 9-6 win.

H<iir Designersfor Men & Women

Style cats. Maintenance Trim,
Perms & Translucent Colors

Nexus & Tri products mailablefor sale

Monday - Friday

Stop in or call for an appointment
827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531
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Sports
Men 's tennis gives Miners some lessons

Tigers keep dominating,

push season record to 9-1

by Andre Schunk

The CC men's tennis team

continued its outstanding sea-

son this weei< with victories

against die Colorado School of

Mines on Tuesday and Colorado

Christian University on Wednes-

day

After taking a week off fol-

lowing dieir California success,

the Tigers were ready to pick up

where they left off. At #1 sin-

gles, Chris Gibson overcame

gusty winds and his opponent's

Oakleys to win handily Harris

Hall, playing die best dressed

member of die Mines' squad,

had an off day and suffered a

rare loss at #2. Steve Tam once

again disposed of his opponent

in convincing fashion at #3. At

#4 singles, Reuben Chen had

no such luck. Struggling

throughout the match, Chen

did all he could, but wound up

with a disappoindng 6-2, 6-4

loss. Andre Schunk played the

most boring match of the day at

#5. With his opponent hitting'

20 shots into the court all match,

Schunk lost only two points in

the first set and cruised to a 6-0,

6-1 victory. Josiah Whitman fin-

ished out the singles matches

with an impressive 6-2, 6-0 victa

ry at #6.

The Tigers held a 4-2 advan-

tage going into the doubles.

Whitman and Tam won in

straight sets at #2, and Hall

teamed widi Adam Adair to take

#3 doubles in equally convinc-

ing fashion. Schunk and Gibson

played a great first set, but suf-

fered a letdown in the second

and diird. They finally pulled out

the win 7-5 in the diird. The final

match count was 7-2, and the

Tigers improved their overall

record to 8-1.

The following day, the team

took on Colorado Christian Uni-

versity. Due to class conflicts,

only two of the team's top six

players were able to attend. This

turned out to be of litde signifi-

cance however. Harris Hall won

at #1, as did Steve Tam at #2,

Alonzo "Batmin" Garza at #3,

Week in Review
Women's lacrosse are now 1-4 after a pair of defeats against

Colorado Club South (14-13) and CSU (7-5) last Saturday.

Men's lacrosse split a pair of decisions last week, beating

Bowdoin College of Maine, 9-9 in double OT, but losing to

Colby College, 12-5 on Saturday.

Men's Tennis improved their overall record to 9-1 with con-

vincing victories against Colorado School of Mines and Col-

orado Christian University.

"Women's Tennis defended their Mesa State Invitational tide,

also beating Colorado Christian University 7-2 on Wed.

Week in Preview
Men's Tennis participates in the Colorado Collegiate Tourna-

ment this weekend at Metro and takes on UCCS on Sun.

Women's Tennis hosts Biola at 10;00 a.m. on Saturday and CU
•Colorado Springs at Memorial Park on Sun. at 10;00 a.m.

Women's Lacrosse meets CU on Wed. in Boulder before host-

ing Cotorado Club-South again on Sat. at 1 1:00 a.m.

Men's Lacrosse takes on DU at Washburn Field at 3:30 p.m.

on Wednesday.

Adam Adair at #4, Paul Evans at

#5, and Mike Heublein at #6.

Hall and Tam teamed to win at

#1 doubles, Garza and Adair

took #2 doubles, and Evans and

Jay McCarren finished the 9-0

victory at #3 doubles. This im-

pressive performance pushes

the Tigers' record to 9-1.

The team plans to continue

its dominance as diey travel to

Denver today for the first day of

competition in the Colorado

Collegiate Tournament at Metro

State in Denver.

pholo courtesy of Geoff Bakin

Steve Tam prepares to serve in his win over Mines

Tigers look to turn season around at mid-point after 0-4 start

Men's Lax enters league stretch, beats DU
by Thomas Quinlen

The CC men's lacrosse

team had a rough start, going 0-

4 and then 2-6. Their pre-season

scrimmage was canceled, and

they opened against last year's

Division U runner-up, New York

Tech. Their second game,

against a very weak Regis squad,

was canceled, and they lost to

Air Force. The next game, also

an easier opponent. Mines, was

canceled. The Tigers then

moved on to play CSU, losing

with 7 seconds left. Over Spring

Break, the Tigers lost to Division

I power Rutgers, beat Siena Col-

lege, and lost in San Diego to Di-

vision III power Whitder

After returning form Cali-

fornia, the Tigers were deter-

mined to turn the season

around. In a double overtime

game on a frozen Folsom Field,

CC beat Bowdoin College on a

high bouncer from Dion Kings-

burry. The Tigers then lapsed

into their old, mistake-plagued

play and lost to Colby College,

in the battle of the Maumenees.

Colby's Nick Maumenee failed

to score on CC's Neil Maume-

nee, so Neil won.

Wednesday, the Tigers en-

tered die second half of their

season, and their drive to repeat

as league champions. The oppo-

nent was DU, a prime opponent

to start a turnaround. However,

CC was unsure what to expect.

DU had beaten Colby 12-8, but

had been crushed by Bowdoin.

The CC strategy was to use

superior numbers to wear down

DU. The strategy worked. While

CC faltered at times, attack men

Jeff Short, Max Caulkins, Dion

Kingsbury, and David Ma-

comber, and middies Morgan

Nields, David Turner, Chris Con-

don, David Crisp, Jamie

Schwartz, Luke Mayer and Read

Norton, kept putting points on

the board. Defensively, Adam

Wilner, Jesse Yuran, Jamie

Repenning, Dan Rice, Jon An-

derson, Sam Bass, Greg Hansen,

Jay Fellows, and Neils Maume-

nee kept the pressure on DU.

By the end of the game, DU

was spent, and when they ral-

lied from 4 points down, Kings-

bury scored on a cross-field feed

from Yuran to ice the game with

19 seconds remaining. CC fin-

ished the game winning 12-10.

CC plays at home again on

Wednesday April 12, at 3:30,

against Regis University. The

regular season finale will be the

following Saturday against CU. If

CC wins its next three games,

they will play at home in the

league tournament. Come

watch the Tigers go for back-to-

back league championships.

QUICK HITS
The women's tennis team continued its winning ways this

past week. The women's team won die Mesa State Invitational for

the second consecutive year last week. The Lady Tigers finished

with 50 points, ahead of Regis (45), Metro State (44), Mesa State

(36), Colorado Christian (4), and Fort Hays State (4), all Division

H teams.

CC took three individual fides in the tournament. Senior cap-

tain Carrie Towle took the #4 singles crown, and freshman Nelli

Carton dominated the #6 singles bracket. Carton then teamed

with freshman Jody Robinson to win the #3 doubles competi-

tion.
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Coffey re-elected, run-off election needed
by Chad T. Nitta

Thursday, April 13, 1995,

507 CC students turned out to

vote for next year's Colorado

College Campus Association ex-

ecutive officers and representa-

tives. Current CCCA President

David CofTey won a second term

in a landslide.

Coffey earned almost 300

more votes than runner-up

Evan Hill. Nick Baily finished a

close third, eleven votes behind

Hill.

Current Constitutional V.P.

Abbay Robinson posted 372

votes as she ran uncontested for

the office of Executive Vice-

President.

Newcomer Vanessa K. De-

Carbo earned 359 votes as she

ran unopposed for the office of

Constitutional V.P.

Financial Vice-President

Dee Daniels easily won her un-

contested re-election race by

gathering 377 votes.

In a race that ran down to

the wire, David VCeaver was

elected Student Concerns Vice-

President by the narrowest of

margins, one vote. Weaver fin-

ished with 204 votes to com-

petitor Emily Eyraud's 203.

Weaver's one vote victory

was clearly within the guidelines

set by the CCCA Constitution.

According to the Constitution,

students running for executive

offices earn a "win" by attaining

a simple maiority of the votes.

One vote constituted a simple

majority in this election.

The member-at-large elec-

tion also proved to be a hotly

contested race. Shawna North,

Dan Fellman, Sarah Kline, Chloe

Pedetson, Dave Suchman, Ian

Curry, and Jerome DeHerrera

were elected to next year's

Council.

Trip the dance fantastic

pholo counesy ol Bill Slair

Eugenie Fredrick (left) and Stacia Richardson move to the music in the dance workshop performance "Who needs Oxy-
gen?", which plays tonight and tomorrow at 10 p.m. In Armstrong Hall. See related story on page 13.

The race for die eighth and

final position ended in a tie. Stu-

art Parks and Kent Van Vleet

each received 224 votes. Jamie

Klopp, the next closest candi-

date, earned 222 votes.

The guidelines established

by the CCCA Constitution call

for a run-off election between

Parks and Van Vleet to be held

during the first week of Block 8.

In order to avoid the con-

troversy that surrounded last

year's election scandal, CCCA

Executive Vice-President Brian

Galligan took special precau-

tions to safeguard the legitimacy

of the election..

"In order to ensure that we

did not make the same mistakes

that plagued last year's election,

we took extra precautions, in-

cluding electronically recording

the l.D.'s of each student who

please see Election page 4

President meets with students today to discuss decision

Mohrman delays Greek policy

by Jennie Randall

President Kathryn Mohr-

man will meet with students in

the WES room of Worner firom

3:30 - 4:30 p.m. today to discuss

and gather input for her upcom-

ing Greek decision.

At the forum, co-sponsored

by CCCA, Mohrman will make

some remarks about the deci-

sion and then will open the floor

for discussion, said Barbara Ben-

jamin-Trevino, Executive Assis-

tant to the President.

A member of Mohrman's

staff confirmed that Mohrman

has released a precursor to her

decision to a "select" group of

people, but would not comment

further.

Mohrman originally

planned to release her decision

by May 1. However, according to

Benjamin-Trevino, that date has

now been pushed back.

Mohrman will continue to

gather input from students and

faculty through-out the end of

the school year, then discuss the

decision with the Board of

Trustees when she meets with

them in June. Benjamin-Trevino

said that Mohrman did not in-

tend to make her decision when

students are not at CC.

Inside this issuE
Mohrman Speaks

Out On Fin. Aid

page 6

Cobum's Artwork

On Display

page 13
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CC celebrates reading
by Jennie Randall

On April 12, the fourth

"Great American Read Aloud"

was held in Tutt Library as pan

of Annual National Library

Week.

"It's just the act and the

pleasure of reading," said librar-

ian Robin Satteiwhite.

Students, faculty and com-

munity celebrities read poetry,

children's books, short stories

and excerpts from longer works

aloud during the event, which

lasted from 1 p.m. unul 9 p.m.

More than 54 readers signed up

for the 10 minute slots, a better

turnout than last year's event,

according to Satterwhite.

Celebrity readers included

Timothy Fuller (Dean of the

College), Lynn Akers from

KRCC, Gazette-Telegraph

columnist Raymond McCaffery

and Ctaig "the Weather Man"

Setter.

All readers received a t-

shirt, furnished by Friends of

the Colorado College Library.

Listeners, who tended to wan-

der in and out during study

breaks and between meetings,

could participate in a lottery to

win t-shirts and Frisbees com-

photo courtesy of Nic Tayloi

Lynn Akers, from KRCC, reads at the annual Read Aloud cele-

bration held in Tutt Library Wednesaday.

memorating the event.

Cookies, pretzels, and jelly

beans, as well as a variety of bev-

erages, were available for read-

ers and listeners alike.

Amy Richey, who read J.D.

Salinger's "A Perfect Day for Ba-

nana Fish," decided to read after

listening last year.

"1 thought it was a good op-

portunity to share a story 1 real-

ly liked," she said.
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RESULTS—
*Denoies decLion winner

**Denoies mn-olT election required between these individuals

Office of President:

Nick Bailey 59

•David Co% 361

Ev,in Hill 70

Office of Executive Vice-President

*Abbay Robinson 372

Office of Constitutional Vice-Presideni

•Vanessa K. De Carbo 359

Office of Financial Vice-President

•Dee Daniels 377

Office of Student Concerns Vice-President: |

Emily Eyraud 203

•Davki Weaver 204

Positions of Member-at-Large (8):

•Ian Curry 249

•Jerome DeHerrera 37
•Dan Fellman 307

Sarah Kline 288

Jamie Klopp 222

Ethan Morton 201

•Shawna Nonh 320

••Stuart Parks 224

•Chloe Pedersen 2M

•Dave Stichman 258

••Kent Van Vleei 224
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Campus Happenings

Summer Admission Internship

The Admissions office is looking for students wlio are enjoy-

ing tlieir CC experience, can speak to a variety of interests on

campus, and want to present the college to high school students

during the summer. The Internship is a paid position who's du-

ties include giving tours to prospective students, developing

computer projects, and completing general office assignments.

Deadline for applying is April 19. For more information, contact

the Admission office in Cutler Hall.

Tour/Host Coordinator Internship

The Admissions Office is looking for a student to organize

the on-campus tour guide and hosting programs. The position is

for the 1995-96 school year. Deadline for applying is April 19; for

more information contact the Admissions Office in Cuder Hall.

Arts Center Play Audition Announced
The Colorado Fine Arts Center announces auditions for its

Repertory Theatre Company PLAYFACTORY '95 production of

"TheTwo Musketeers." Auditions are on Saturday, April 29, with

perfromances being held in city parks and the Fine Ans Center

during June and July of 1995. To schedule an audition, call the

Fine Arts Center Box Office at 634-5583, or for more informa-

tion contact Rob Geers, Director of Performing Ans at 634-5581

x336.

Public Library Events Announced

Used books will be sold for 25-50 cents, along with some

collector's items for higher prices at the Old Colortado City

Branch Saturday from 10 am-2 pm.

Mark St. Pierre, author of "Madonna Swan, A Lakota

Woman's Story," nominated for a Pulitzer prize, will be the

guest speaker at die Friends of the Pike's Peak Library District's

Anual Dinner at die Colorado Springs Marriot Hotel Thursday

April 20 at 6:45 pm.. The dinner costs $22 per person. For more

information, call 634-8478,

Monday, April 17 is Tax Night at the East Library from 6 pm-

12 am. Tax forms can be mailed at die Library, and representa-

tives of the Colorado Revenue office will answer questions. Reg-

ular library services will be available untill 9 pm.

The Pike's Peak Book Fair will take place at the City Audito-

rium, on Kiowa and Weber Streets on Friday April 21-Saturday,

April 22. Dealers will exhibit and sell used books of all kinds. Ad-

mission to the event is $2 and is cosponsored by the Colorado

Antiquarian Booksellers. Questions should go to 596-1621

The Catalyst - Page 3

Introduces

"AnneTTe"
(formerly of Rapunzel)

b
a full service salon for men & women
Your CC Headquarters for Hair

-—ALL STUDENTS 10% OFF!—

-

815 N.Nevada '630-3435

Multicultural, Liberal Arts, Common Grounds

Theme houses announced
by Jennie Randall

Theme house selections for

next year were announced April

10.

The house formerly known

as Phi Delta Theta will be the

Mukicultural house. Wood

House will be the Liberal Arts

Experience house and Tenney

will be Common Ground.

Residents of the Multicul-

tural house include members of

ASIA, BSU, MeCHa and NASA.

Charity Shouse stressed that the

house was for everyone.

"It's by no means an exclu-

sive house. It's very inclusive,"

she said. "We're hoping to cre-

ate a comfortable atmosphere

where we all know we're work-

ing toward true diversity," she

added.

"It's aciting to have us all

in a house together learning

from one another," she added.

Residents of the Multicul-

tural house plan to work with

student groups, such as BSU

and MeCHa, to create programs

promoting cultural understand-

ing. The Multicultural house will

also co-sponsor a series with the

International Programs Office

that will discuss issues of racism

here and abroad.

Although die Multicultural

house is currendy full (as are the

other two houses), Shouse said

efl'orts are being made to create

room in the Multicultural house

for first year students. Residents

are hoping die house will serve

as an "attractive haven" for new

students of color who are trying

to adjust to a predominately

white campus.

Residents of Common

Grounds will focus on issues of

the environment and social jus-

tice.

Common Grounds will deal

with issues such as environmen-

tal racism, gay rights, labor and

environmental degradation. Be-

sides working with groups such

as BSU and MeCHa that are al-

ready on campus, residents of

the house are hoping to bring in

groups such as the Guatemalan

Labor and Education Commit-

tee and sponsor an SEAC stu-

dent-environmental conference.

In addition to raising stu-

dent awareness and creadng ac-

tivism, members of Common

Ground hope to "try to present

a model as far as what living can

be" through communal living

and vegetarian cooking,

Jonathan Shay said.

According to Julie Wheat,

the purpose of the Liberal Ans

Experience house is to "under-

stand and experience a liberal

arts experience in a real way."

The Liberal Ans house will

focus on a different discipline

each block. Besides helping

house members enrich their

lives. Wheat said, the house will

offer first years and sophomores

an opportunity to learn more

about each major before declar-

ing.

"We're really excited about

what we're doing next year,"

Wheat said. "We're doing this

for ourselves and for the cam-

pus as a whole."

Valdez, Physical Plant employee,

killed after being struck by car

Adam Valdez Jr., Carpenter

Foreman at die Physical Plant,

passed away early Thursday

morning. He was struck by a car

on his way home from work

Wednesday, April 12.

Valdez was 52.. He is sur-

vived by a wife and two chil-

dren.

A memorial service will be

held Saturday at the Shrine of

Remembrance. A time for die

service, not available at press

time, will be posted over e-mail.

A reception will be held at die

Physical Plant at 11 a.m. Satur-

day.

Plans are in die making for

a second memorial service, to

be held at Shove Chapel. Fur-

ther information will be an-

nounced.

BUSINESS
LAW

STUDENTS
Local investment
management firm is in

search of Junior/Senior

level business law student

to intern in the formation

and fiiture management of

limited liability

corporations and
investment limited

partnerships. Working
understanding of the

formation & maintenance

of corporations and/or

LLC's is required.

Contact Mr. Golan, (719)

574-1000.

Security Report
4/8/95 2 p,m.

Student reported both outside rearview mirrors were re-

moved from his 1993 white, two-door Geo Metro. The stu-

dent was advised to contact CSPD.

4/9/95 3:05 p.m.

Student reported her purple Bianci mountain bike stolen

from Womer. Tlie student was advised to contaa CSPD.

Security Tip:

Students should make plans to store their biqcles for die

summer. Bikes left on the racks may be stolen and will be

confiscated.

Security Tip:

Use die Escon Service, .x6340. The Escort Service is available

everj' night of the block from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m., and will ac-

company you up to three blocks from campus.
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Preregistration deemed success
Press Release

The very first electronic

preregistration at CC was

deemed a success by its organiz-

ers.

"For die most part, it went

really well," said Margaret Van

Horn, Registrar. "Fifteen hun-

dred students preregistered by

Monday, and they should be

congratulated."

Schedules will be placed in

Womer Boxes today Changes

can be made beginning 8:30

Monday morning.

The Registrar's Office de-

cided to make the change from

students writing their schedules

on paper to entering them into

computers in order to reduce its

data enuy and to give students

greater flexibility in making

Although the trial run went

smoothly for the most part,

there were some problems. Sev-

eral students complained about

waiting a long time for access to

computers.

"This won't be a problem

next year because we will have

80 new licenses," Van Horn said.

Plans for fUrdier improving

the system next year include en-

couraging the majority of stu-

dents to register during the first

week.

"The bulk of students regis-

tered on Thursday and Friday,

so getting students to register

earlier is something the Regis-

trar's Office would like to work

on for next year," Van Horn said.

Fifty-eight students prereg-

istered the first week. These

students were placed in a con-

test drawing. Melissa Gilbert

won a {50 certificate from the

CC Bookstore. Alisha Stroble

won a {25 gift certificate from

Marriott.

Next year, students will

probably be able to preregister

for adjunct and extended format

classes by computer. The Regis-

trar also plans to offer electronic

drop/adds in die future.

"We welcome student's

suggestions and comments,"

Van Horn said.

Elections from page 1

voted and enlisdng die aid of

two administrators and three

non-CCCA members to tally

votes."

Members of the counting

committee also confirmed that

die votes were counted several

dmes to ensure the greatest pos-

sible accuracy.

When asked about her role

in die counUng process, volun-

teer tallier Alison Hogarth re-

sponded, "Each vote was count-

ed at least twice. In some races,

we counted the votes as many as

eight dmes."

Relax! He Got
His Glasses
From Us.

J
hen you come to Colorado

'

/ Springs Ophtliomology for an eye
- - exam and glasses, you get more

than a great price. You get quality care and
personal attention from eye doctors you
can trust for a comprehensive eye
exam and tfie right prescription. .

Ifs no wonder that people who
rely on good vision rely on us '1

for their eye care. -

*25 0ff
Glasses

olorrtck

to p h t h a Virlo'f1=^11!!
7tSNotttiWaberv'l!

Phone <7S

CCCA Minutes
I. Meeting called to order at 3:39 PM

A. Attendance: Robinson, Coffey, Sanchez, Reynolds, Stone,

Brown, Galligan, DeHerrerra, Curry, Anderson

B. Absent: Daniels, McLaughlin, Page, Anthony, Peacock

U. Budget

A. Agenda noted CCCA allocated $1275 to the Russian Folk

Concert which did not take place, meaning the Special

Projects Fund now has {1275

B. All die following requests were approved at Budget

Committee recommendation levels by a unanimous vote

with one abstendon

1. VAT and SHARE requested {100 for a Gourmet

Pancake Dinner; CCCA gave 1100

2. CCCA/Live Sounds requested {600 for Llamapalooza

III; CCCA gave $600

3. Tenney House reqested {200 for a Substance Free

BBQ; CCCA gave {200

4. NASA requested $259 for a speaker in Gaylord on

Monday April 17 at 7:00 PM; CCCA gave {259

5. The Feminist Collective reqested {100; CCCA gave

$100

C. Total funds requested and recommended was {1259

D. CCCA Project Funds Remaining: $16

III. Pool Tournament

A. Curry noted he was working with Ben Day to hold a

campus-wide Saturday night pool tournament

1. CCCA suggested Curry charge a $5.00 entry fee to pay

for prizes (cash pool, etc.)

a. Cermak noted this may violate CC gambling

policies, but was not sure

2, CCCA suggested get CC Bookstore to donate prizes

/. Spring Fling

A. Eighth Block celebration to take place in Armstrong Quad

B. Tent City: Council decided to pursue idea

1. Students can set up tents and sleep overnight in Quad

C. Coffey proposed either give money to band or caterer

1. Bands: Psychadelic Zombies; Bad Livers; etc.

2. Caterer: La Casita (approx 400 people at a rime)

3. DeHerrera suggested CCCA pay for a DJ (not band)

a, 7 CC bands will participate;

VI. Robinson's report on the Consdtution

A. Constitudon will go before students for ratification some

time next block

1. Board of Tnjstees and Mohrman must approve first

VII. Cofifeytalk

A. CCCA should attend coming Greek forum

1. Coffey reminded Council only two members came to

the Financial Aid Forum

B. SHARE and Greeks thanked CCCA for funding

VIII. Meeting adjourned at 4:06 PM

Cutler Publications fill

editor, president positions

by Nicholas Rosen

Cuder Publicadons, die in-

dependent body charged with

the organizadon of CC's student

publicadons, has announced

their editor posidons and Presi-

dent. Chrisdna Serkowski was

selected as next year's Cuder

President. Alison Hogarth was

chosen for Editor-in-Chief of the

Catalyst. Laila Peabody will be

the Editor of the Nugget (year-

book). Kimberiy Whipple will

edit the Leviathan (literary mag-

azine). An editor for The Dis-

paraging Eye has not yet been

selected.
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Juice of dignity squeezed from murder trial

by Bonnie Algera

This is not about O.J. Simp-

son.

Merely mentioning the

Simpson case inherently propa-

gates reader disgust. But neces-

sity dictates that something be

said about the hysteria sur-

rounding this man and all in-

volved with his case.

The madness surrounding

this trial has grown to mon-

strous proportions in a vicious

cycle that feeds off of Simpson's

popularity and captures the

public eye. This gargantuan

amount of public interest would

undoubtedly not exist if the me-

dia devoted much less of its en-

ergy to this phenomena.

For instance, a recent poll

on ABC News found that twenty-

five percent of those

surveyed were too

busy watching the

Simpson case to

tune in for other

news.

Thus, the media

has begun a feeding

frenzy, preying upon those poor

souls too engulfed in Simpson's

life to lead their own.

As a result of diis lunacy, the

players in the case have been

turned into mere caricatures of

real people with a real duty to

determine Simpson's guilt or in-

nocence. This duty is negated

when publicity gets out of hand.

A recentABCNews pollfound

that 25% ofthose surveyed were

too busy watching the Simpson

case to tune infor other news.

Take, for instance the

"Judge Ito Dancers" on the

"Tonight Show," This blasphe-

my, while entertaining for a few

seconds, diminishes Ito and his

function in the case, and under-

mines his authority as a judge in

the public eye.

The public has staned to

root for or against him in what

has become the

Simpson game, as if

a man's guilt or inno-

cence is something

to be toyed with.

Another exam-

ple of media maniacs

feeding off interest

in the Simpson case is the movie

"Jury Duty," with Pauly Shore, a

boon of quality comedy.

This great piece of film

artistry undoubtedly treats the

Simpson case with due regard as

can be seen purely through its

preview, which profanes the

duty of the jurors in the trial by

depicting them as idiots out to

have fun during dieir stint on

the Simpson jury.

This, again, sends the mes-

sage, "Simpson's guilt or inno-

cence is insignificant, the game

is what's important."

Of course, only the preview

is in question here. The ramifi-

cations of die actual movie may

be far greater

This kind of attention to the

commercial aspects of die case

Please see Juice on page 7

Rush right away to your rainy-day radios
Hey, we live in Colorado. Think this week's snow

was die last of the bad weather?

Hee hee. Think again.

Guaranteed, we'll have many afternoons when

Mother Nature will render the Frisbee and sunbath ob-

solete, and the ranks of the irresponsible at CC (among

which I am a member) will need something to keep

them from their homework.

Something both entertaining and educational. And

if done well, even athletically stimulating.

Rainy afternoon reasons to listen to Rush Lim-

baugh:

He's better than anything on television. After 12:00

p.m. it's nearly impossible to turn on the TV and find

anything other than talk-shows, shows recapping talk-

shows, shows making fun of talk-shows, or shows com-

menting on the adverse effects of talk-shows on Ameri-

can society.

Rush never has 15-year old guests widi two chil-

dren, six ex-husbands, seven STD's, lesbian parents, and

a rabid dog on his show.

No two guests of die Rush Limbaugh program have

ever gotten into a to-the-death feud over die broad-

cast's topic.

Rush's weight reminds us constandy of what hap-

pens when you don't get outside and enjoy the sun-

shine enough.

Benveen the hours of noon and .S:00 p.m.. Rush

plays more music than MTV.

Rush never liked Kurt Cobain,

If you're liberal and feeling active, you can repeat-

edly beat the radio against the w;ill until his voice goes

away.

Rush will not pay for a new radio.

Rush is not Robert Shapiro, Johnny Cochrane, Mar-

cia Clark, Mark Fuhrman, Kato Kiielin, F. Lee Baily, or

OJ. Simpson.

Rush will not bring legal experts onto his show to

comment on what a dunce Lance Ito is.

You will never hear the music of murdered Mexicm

singers played over the sound of gunfire on Limbaugh's

show.

Howard Stern?

Rush, love him or hate him, still has some class.

Howard Stern?

Listening to Rush, members of the CC community

may realize I don't sit as far right as people apparendy

believe.

Between Rush and Organic Chemistry, anybody in

their right mind would choose Rush.

THOUGHTS FROM

THE SKY CHAIR

by Erick R. Scheminske

Rush is better than sunshine- prolonged exposure

will not cause any son of sickness, stroke, dehydration,

or cancer

No matter how you look at it. Rush is less annoying

than stepping in a campus dog's calling card while run-

ning to catch a flying disc.

Friday's midday musings...

• Now we can all rest easy. Bob Dole announced his

candidacy for Presidency.

• Feel the overwhelming excitement in the air..

• Well, what he lacks in youth, vitality, charisma,

charm, and vigor, he more than makes up for with

his years of experience in the inner-circle of Wash-

ington politicians.

• The pride and joy of the Republican party.

• Yep. Listen to them cheer

• Explain this to me: Andre Agassi shaves his head,

then goes on a tear to attain the #1 ranking in men's

tennis. 1 shave half ofmy head, and dien go on a tear

to attain. ..scores of funny looks.

Shouldn't hair clippers themselves count for some-

thing?

Last Sunday Rod Stewart apparently announced his

retirement from the music business, effective imme-

diately after die end of his current tour. The next

day, he refuted this story, saying the reporter he

spoke to misinterpreted his words. He also ac-

knowledged the poor communication may have re-

sulted from one too many beers.

Last Saturday morning, six teenagers from Litdeton,

CO went to a little party with a keg of beer. They

drank. AttempUng to drive home, their car got hit by

a iig train. All six died.

More role model discussion: to most adult rockers,

actors, adiletes, and parents, beer is a controllable

part of life. To young kids in high school, beer is of-

ten an uncontrollable road toward death.

Yes Rod, litde alcohol-induced misunderstandings

really are no big deal. Just like that little miscalcula-

tion of just how close that bright approaching spot-

light was...

Eddie Van Halen: Next time you walk into an airport,

remember to pack your loaded weapon in the suit-

case rather dian the carry on.

It'll save jail-time.

I really don't like squirrels in the springdme.

As a columnist, it's my job to sUr drought on this

campus. I'm allowed to accuse the student body of

displaying overwhelming apathy because it's exactly

what I'm supposed to do. 1 .im not elected.

The CCCA Vice President for Student Concerns is,

however. And as an elected official, it probably isn't

his job take verbal swipes at the CC community.

In a recent all-campus e-mail message, he wrote,

"Well, if you have read this far into this announce-

ment, you are truly a devoted, unapathetic member

Please see Sky Chair on page 7
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Help convince US congress to Save Student Aid
Guest Commentary

by President Kathryn Mohrman

Did you know that Wash-

ington is considering cutting

swdent aid programs nearly $20

billion in the next five years?

This would be disastrous, not

just for many of you and your

friends, but for education na-

tionally and for the future of diis

countr)'.

This is Save Student Aid

Week, and the time to speak out

individually and collectively to

stop this possibilit)'.

The proposed cuts in the

student aid program would cost

students and their families near-

ly $20 billion, increasing the

amount of debt a student carries

by up to 50 percent and reduc-

ing grant and work-study fund-

ing. (CC students now carry an

average debt burden of $13,000

— slightly lower than the nation-

al average.)

If approved, this would re-

sult in this nation's largest ever

increase in the cost of attending

Few people realize the fed-

eral government provides 75

percent of all student aid (total

federal spending on student fi-

nancial aid in 1993-94 was $31

billion). Over 6 million college

students received federal stu-

dent aid during that same peri-

od- including many of you. Be-

cause the federal government

provides three quatters of all

student aid, these drastic cuts

will hit millions of middle class

families.

Federal student aid is an in-

vestment in our nation's ftiture.

By investing in students seeking

a college degree, we are equip-

ping them to be productive citi-

zens in the twenty-first century.

Statistics prove that student

aid more than pays for itself by

stimulating economic growth,

expanding the tax base and in-

creasing productivity.

For us, this has grave conse-

quences. Over 55 percent of stu-

dents here receive some finan-

cial aid. Colorado College could

change fijndamentally if the abil-

ity to pay for a college education

is so seriously threatened, mak-

ing need-blind admissions a

thing of the past.

Now is the time to exercise

your citizenship rights. During

Save Student Aid Week, colleges

and universities across the coun-

try are joining together to flood

Congress with calls and letters

from people who agree that cut-

ting student aid is a bad idea.

Dear Friends &
Fellow Travelers,

I HAVE MOVEDI

You can find me at

Journey's Travel,

118N.TejonSt.,

Suite 405.

Call 632-8009.

• I AM YOUR TRAVEL EXPERT 12 yean experience •

• INTERNATIOm & EUROPE SPECIALIST! •

•RAIL PASSES*

•SPECIAL STUDENT AIRFARES*

•YOUTH HOSTEL •

• CONVENENTLY LOCATED UPSTAIRS FROM OLD

CHICAGO DOWNTOra 4tli floor, YES THERE'S AN

ELEVATOR! •

CALL ME SOON!

THANKS,
Earl Fox

Hours: 8:30 am to 5:30 pm Monday Friday

Saturdays 10:00 am to 1 :00 pm - by appointment

118 N. Tejon, Suite 405 • 632-8009 • eoO-920-TRIP

Please contact your repre-

sentatives in Congress and urge

them not to cut federal student

aid programs, because a college

education is the best investment

in America's fijture.

If you know who your

Members of Congress are, you

can write or call them in Wash-

ington, DC:

Setialon:

The Honorable (Name)

United States Senate

Washington, DC 20510

202/224-3121

House Members:

The Honorable (Name)

U.S. House of Representatives

Washington, DC 20515

202/225-3121

Members of Congress also

have district offices that are list-

ed in your phone book. You may

want to contact them at their lo-

cal oflSce if you are returning

home for Block Break.

You can also contact them

via the Congressional Hodine, a

service of the Alliance to Save

Student Aid that connects callers

directly to their Members of

Congress (there is a $3.65 credit

card charge for this service)

The hotline number is 1

800-5744A1D. You can also gel

information on the Internei

about the issue, along with sam

pie letters to members of Con^

gress.

You can download the sam-

ple letter, personalize it, and

mail to or e-mail it to those rep-

resentatives who are on the In

ternet. For Internet access:

e-m'ail:

student-aid(5)nchmail.nche.edu

gopher:

Please see Aid on page 7

ik Cljeers;
and

JEERS X
^ To Chris Starr for all of the extra work
she's put into a spectacular IM pro-
gram this semester
a To Alison Hogarth, Kim Whipple, and
Loila Peabody, for stepping forward to
edit next year's Colorado College
publications.

A To almost everybody running for

spots on next year's CCCA Council.
Cf. To the CC Hockey team... One
more time, thanks for everything you
bring to this campus.
i2r To whoever had the foresight to
plan construction of a regulation
Olympic-sized pool on the CC cam-
pus. Too bad they put it right in front of
Slocum.

Ci To Alternative, for providing a nice,
wholesome diversion from drinking last

Saturday night: gambling!
i( To the organizers of Read Aloud. It's

nice to remember the magic of being
read to.

•a- To the CC Music ensembles. Thanks
for the Melodies..,

X To Nick Baily, for insulting the intelli-

gence of every student at CC with this

mockery of a political campaign.
X To any campus faculty member who
abuses her position to send out per-
sonal all-campus e-mail advertise-
ments.

X To the Marriott Food Service for tak-

ing the cream cheese away from the
bagels in Rastall.

X To professors who have papers due
the day after Easter.

X To the Office of Residential Life, for

making it so easy to want to move off

campus by charging so much for room
and board.
X Again, to the Office of Residential

Life, for making It almost possible to
move off campus without significant fi-

nancial risk.

X To CC '^/oice Mail for inexplicably

failing on Wednesday night, April 12.

Sympathy to the poor CC Operators
who had to deal with the breakdown.
X To 8th block

Send us your CljeerS and JEERS via e-mail: CATALYST@CC.COLORADO,EDU
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Expect little from leaders
By the time this story goes to print, the elec-

tions for next year's Colorado College Campus

Association Council will be over. 1, like many stu-

dents on campus, had many reservations about

the abilities of the depressingly thin field of can-

didates.

For what it's worth, I applaud each of the 19

students that took the time to panicipate in the

election. Although I believe that they made a no-

ble choice by entering the race, I only wish that I

could believe that the race itself had any nobility

left at all. It took pleading, at least one official ex-

tension and countless hours of negotiating to en-

talented demi-god will rise up and save us all.

It's time to face reality. No matter how hard

we wish, "better" people will not simply material-

ize and solve die worid's problems.

Every person has two choices: go out and

find the better candidate, or accept reality. Un-

constructive anger and criticism aimed at our

current leadership choices are not only unpro-

ductive, they are naive. The problem with this

past election is not the number of students who

stepped forward. Rather, we as voters wrongly

condemned the candidates for not fulfilling our

unfair expectations. We had no right to criticize

sure that there would be enough students run- the candidates simply because they were not

ning to fill every position. It was sheer luck that what we hoped for. It wasn't dieir job to fttlfill

any position was contested at all. our visions of ideal leaders.

This election is a sad commentary on the stu- Public service for honor, God, and country is

dent body at the

Colorado College.

We have a dearth of

leadership that

touches almost

FROM THE EDITOR

by Chad T. Nitta

a romantic notion

that has no place in

today's worid. Ambi-

tion, ability and

agenda are today's

every facet of the campus. In the past several credentials. The sooner Americans accept and

years, student positions on most of the executive embrace this idea, the sooner "better" candidates

committees have remained unfilled, class officer will panicipate in elections. It's time to stop ex-

positions have remained uncontested and Cutler

Publications has been hard-pressed to get appli-

cants for each of its four editorships. The list of

unfulfilled opportunities goes on and on.

The true irony of it all is that regardless of

past experience, I still have faith that CC is filled

with talented, intelligent, charismatic individuals.

That is the essence of the American Dream. Al-

though we become disillusioned with the indi-

viduals who decide to step forward and lead our

nation, we hold on to the belief that better can-

didates still exist somewhere out there.

We all take the time to complain about apa-

thy and the lack of leadership, about the inade-

quacies of the administration, the problems with

the the student government, publications, athlet-

ics, and extra-curricular programming. Yet inex-

plicably, we hold on to die faidi diat some super-

pecting our leadership to be inhumanly excellent

and to Stan respecting or villifying them for their

accomplishments.

Only 19 students ran in the election. Only 4

people applied for 4 publicauon editorships.

That's reality. Criticize leaders for the decisions

they make, but don't expect them to be people

they are not. Don't expect diere to be better

people out there until you see them for yourself

Most importandy, respect those who take the

chance and attempt to lead or find the courage to

lead yourself. Do not waste time and energy

bLndly hoping for a better future. Accept and

work widiin today's reality.

Never expect a better person to magically ap-

pear or be disappointed with a person who is un-

able to do the impossible. Respect or criticize

those who do for what diey get done.

Aid continued from page 6

student-aid.nche.edu

wvm:

http://student-aid.nche.edu

Think about what your fu-

ture would look like without

college. Then make your voice

heard. Write or all you mem-

bers of Congress today.

Juice continued from page 5

incites a greed improper to a tri-

al of this magnitude. It now

seems as if everyone surround-

ing the case is out to get rich.

Robert Shapiro waltzes

around the courtroom while

odier members of the defense

team sit with looks of greed

upon their faces.

Constant bickering among

them breeds voracity, and it ap-

pears that Simpson may be

found guilty simply because the

prosecution, though badly han-

dling the case, is doing a better

job of keeping itself together,

unblinded by avarice.

If any person involved in

die case is to walk away with a

shred of dignity, knowing that

Simpson's guilt or innocence

has been properiy determined,

attention to the media must

stop.

Fame and fortune must be

laid aside in order to give priori-

ty to the pressing matters at

hand. By die same token, mem-

bers of the media must stop

making such a mockery of die

proceedings, devoting attention

to important facets of the mal

while preventing themselves

from venturing into the realm of

the asinine.

Sl<y Ct}alr from page 5

of the CC student body. Go

buy yourself a good, healthy

meal at Benji's to celebrate.

Mention this ad and, well,

you still won't get a dis-

count, but CCCA appreciates

you anyway!"

• If I'm a member of the

Council, I'm annoyed that

he associated me with this

r

FREE SHIRT
BRING THIS COUPON INTO
EON MARKET, SPEND AT

LEAST S20 AND GET A SMALL
1 00% COTTON T-SHIRT

HUHHr-aUANmiKUHITlD

m
/AA.^Ac*-

Our fashions and prices arv so good, u>e ivant you to come in and
liuy them. We figure Uits might do the trick.

834 NORTH INSTITUTE ST. 633-1015
comer ofCache La Poudn and Iiutitulc

M-F 4:30-6:30 SAT n-4 e».,«

L_ ___ J

lO<^o DISCOUNT TO CC STUDENTS

As a member of the student

body, I'm just really happy

diat Mr. McLaughlin is die

sole elected representative

of my "Student Concerns."

Who else could possibly do

such an admirable job?

Mom, will you buy me an

Eclipse to drive around in?

Morning radio shows have

beaten this to deadi, but I

can't help commenting. A

Japanese cosmetics maker

has invented a synthetic

replica of pheromone, and

inserted it in men's boxer

shorts.

Why?

I'd certainly hope that once

the boxer short level has

been reached, sexual attrac-

tion has already been pretty

well established.

But they're talking about

putting this stuff in neck-ties

and handkerchiefs.

"Here Ma'am, don't cry,

blow into this..."

Single men: the second

most desperate species on

the face of the Eardi.

Right behind liberals who

have designed "Contract

with America" underwear

(bodi men's and women's)

in a feeble attempt to dirash

Congressional Republicans.

It takes a sick mind to silk-

screen a picture of Newt in-

such a conspicuously

naughty place..

If I'm Gingrich, I'm buying

and framing a pair right now.

And a pair for my wife.

And daughter.

A plea to the CC Communi-

ty: if you feel any future

need to rip me apart in let-

ters to the editor, at least

take die time to spell my

name correctly

This column has been offi-

cially designated the root of

all evil.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,

Tliis letter is long overdue,

for I have spent too many Friday

afternoons languishing in frus-

tration, and not nearly enough

Tuesday evenings writing a re-

sponse. This letter and my ftus-

ti^tions are not with a particular

article, but rather with the

"Thoughts From the Sky Chaii^'

column written by Erick

Scheminske. By voicing my dis-

content 1 do not seek to indict

Erick, radier to draw his atten-

- tion to the reacuons people

have to his comments. 1, al-

though not a direct victim of his

insensitivity, write this letter to

achieve clarity of conscience.

Erick, to put it bluntly, you

are not thinking from a Sky

Chair. Three times a block, you

are whining from a high chair.

By virtue of your position as ed-

itor, you are in a position of au-

thority which carries with it con-

siderable responsibility. There

are so many more positive and

upbeat aspects of campus life

and society you can occupy your

time and fill your articles with. It

is a sad remark on our society as

a whole that your column, and

coundess others like it, fail to

draw attention to what is good

in our worid. Just like the Re-

publican lawmakers you seem

to emulate, you are quick to

blame, Gnd fault, and criticize,

but you rarely seek to come to

an understanding about why a

particular societal ill exists, and

propose a solution.

Although I doubt you are a

racist, your one sided treatment

of racially and ethnically sensi-

tive issues makes you seem like

one. You hurt people, Erick,

sometimes with your words, al-

ways with your ignorance. In

your articles you nobly attempt

to confront die issues that cur-

rently plague our society, but

die last time I checked. Black

America was not the only com-

ponent of society dealing with

them. As valiantly as you may try

to defend your newpoints on

stricdy ideological grounds, you

fail to factor additional, vital con-

siderations into your beliefs.

Your take on die dearth of

role models in Black American is

an interesting one. You depict a

scenario in which die only black

role models are high-priced atii-

letes and foul-moudied rappers.

Aldiough tills is far from true,

tiiere is a tendency in our soci-

ety to glamorize these types,

while ignoring tiie likes of die

Colin Powells, Christopher Dar-

dens, Carol IVIosely Brauns, Alice

Walkers, Andrew Youngs,... The

list goes on and on. Black Amer-

ica contributes an amazing

amount of productive and re-

spected leaders to American so-

ciety. The problem is that diey

do not receive die amount of at-

tention and commendation diey

deserve. These people are the

real role models we should be

crying out for.

DOLLAR DAY5

1/3 Lb BURGER
6WI^/G5
MOrJ5TERM0G
PREMIUM DRINK
PREMIUM SHOT

1
HOT DOG

FRIE5~ MACHOS
SUPPER SALAD
CAESAR SALAD

HALFOMONRIMGS
CUP OF CHILI

Shoot Back!

Letters to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters

must be submitted to the Catalyst by Wednesday, 12:00 PM for

publication in the following Friday's issue. All letters must be

signed. Anonvmiry is rarely gtanted. Restrict letters to 500

words or less. Those under 250 words will be considered first. The Catalyst reserves the right to edit

letters for purposes of publication. All letters will be screened for factual accuracy- libelous letters will

not be accepted. The Letters to the Editor section of the Catalyst is meant to give any and all students,

faculty, and staff a forum in which to express issue-oriented opinions. Letters will be published on this

basis. No poetry, please. All letters become the

property of the Catalyst, and are not returned.

Send letters to:

E-mail:

CATAIYST@CC.COLORADO.EDU

The Colorado College Catalyst

Letters to the Editor

902 North Cascade Avenue

Colorado Springs, CO 80946

Tlie other problem lies in

die fact that tiiere are, as you

righdy point out, just not

enough of them to draw atten-

tion. Why is this? You accurately

comment on the phenomena,

but don't adequately seek to ex-

plain it. One of the foremost

reasons is that there is simply

not a big enough middle class in

Black America. The middle class

is largely responsible for con-

temporary role models. We

envy die rich, but relate to the

middle class. So instead of find-

ing fault, let's endeavor to find

causes and potential solutions.

The chief reason for the

massive inequality in income

distribution within Black Ameri-

ca lies in the fact that White

America, since its inception, has

maintained its advantages by sti-

fling the growth and betterment

of Black Ameria. Racism and

ethnically based discrimination

have systematically kept the vast

majority of Black America from

joining the ranks of die middle

and upper middle classes.

Funding for the schools in

predominately black neighbor-

hoods is not on par widi those

in largely white neighborhoods.

Drug and weapon proliferation

exist in our cities because of die

lack of hope, deanh of opportu-

nities, and general sense of de-

spair that has come to permeate

our urban communities. Job dis-

crimination has been, and con-

tinues to be, a roadblock for

blacks trying desperately to suc-

ceed. Like it or not, some people

in our society make not only

personal, but occupational (hir-

ing) decisions based on the col-

or of one's skin. This and many

odier societal shortcomings are

wrong. They lead to false stereo-

types and weakened communi-

ties. These dynamics invite

those quick to jump to conclu-

sions to proclaim that Black

America does not have adequate

role models. Thinking about

why diat might be the case is the

proper direction to head, and

not simply continuing to decry

the situation.

I must also comment quick-

ly on your recent comments

about Greg Louganis, Eazy-E,

and the other prominent mem-

bers of our society that have re-

centiy fallen victim to die AIDS

virus. You are quick to condemn

them and their "irresponsible

behavior," but you once again

fail to take a step back from the

emotional issue and do some ra-

tional tiiinking. It is indisputable

that these people have AIDS,

and barring a breakthrough in

medical research, diey will die.

This has become painfijlly obvi-

ous in the last decade. However,

these are not evil people, they

*Mt'W.'e(M.OMit)0^irE.,<eoioiaw)0 8»ii33iflS."eo (nejssjs-ossa

Years Ahead
SALON

-15% OFF ALL SERVICES FOR CC STUDENTS-

118 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's • 635-5552

are good people suffering from

an evil disease that is claiming

the lives of thousands of Ameri-

cans. Arthur Ashe did not en-

gage in "irresponsible behav-

ior," but he no longer serves as ;i

role model to millions of black

youth because of this awful ill-

ness.

You might condemn the

behavior that is more often than

not associated with the AIDS

virus, but you must realize that

homosexuals and IV drug users

are people, too. Homosexuality

and drug use are not the prob-

lems here. Whether or not you

agree widi dieir lifestyle, you

cannot fault them for the spread

of this disease, which affects

countless others who contract

the disease through heterosexu-

al contact or a medical mishap,

such as a blood transfusion.

Drug users need treatment for

dieir drug problem.

AIDS is a disease just like

any other, but it kills and is for

die most pan spread dirough

non-traditional modes of behav-

ior. What is it going to take for

you to realize that the blame

must be placed on the disease,

and not those who are losing

their lives to it? And if you do

feel diat AIDS is a problem and

should be dealt with, are you

willing to support a massive in-

crease in the paltry federal hind-

ing for AIDS research, or is bal-

ancing the budget more of a pri-

ority for you?

This negativity and glazing

over of serious issues is some-

thing that has bodiered me for

some time now. It is a vicious cy-

cle that must be stopped. I look

fonvard to reading die rest of

Brick's columns this year, and

hope he takes my analysis to

heart.

Peacefully Submitted,

John Anthony
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ENACTplans activities aimed at educating campus

25th Anniversary of Earth Day elicits week of activities

by Amber Anderson

The 25th anniversary of

Earth Day is fast approaching

and with it a week full of activi-

ties here on the Colorado Col-

lege campus.

Sponsored by ENACT, with

some funding from the Col-

orado College Campus Associa-

tion and Outdoor Recreation

Center, this year's activities are

aimed at presenting people with

information on environmental

problems going on in the world

today. ENACT's goal is to make

people aware of these problems

because in their view it is essen-

tial to be educated and in-

formed on these issues. After

students become informed, EN-

ACT hopes they will then decide

to take some action in helping

to preserve and protect the en-

vironment.

This year's activities include

speakers and presentations

throughout the first week of

eighth block, April 2-i-April M}.

The week kicks off with a rain-

forest awareness project on

Monday and culminates with an

environmental film series over

the weekend.

Students wishing to partici-

pate in the Eanh Week festivities

are welcome at any of the

events. ENACT plans to sell

t-shirts at lunch throughout the

week to help commemorate this

year's events. Even after the

week's acdvities conclude, plen-

ty of work remains for students

who wish to help ENACT contin-

ue the fight to preserve the envi-

ronment. Students can get in-

volved by stopping by the Envi-

ronmental Resource Center

(ERC) on the second floor of

Worner Center.

The ERC has posted a list of

current projects. Along with the

projects is the name of a contact

person. Students can either

speak with someone in the ERC,

or call the contact person for a

project that interests them to

i^et more information.

7

This year's Earth Week activities will be commemorated with a t-shtrt bearing the above design.

Students will be able to purchase the shirts at lunch for under S10 in the Worner Center lobby.

Colorado College

Earth Week 1 995
Monday, April 24

Rainforest Awareness Project:

"Out of the Shado'ws of Borneo"

when: 7:00 p.m.

where: WES Hall

Tuesday, April 25

Environmental Career Fair

when: 4:00-5:30 p.m.

where: Perkins Lounge

Worner Center

Socially Responsible Investing

sjjeaker: Karl Becker

when: 7:00 p.m.

where: Gaylord Hall

Wednesday, April 26

Linneraann Memorial Lecture

Speaker Phil Feamside

when: 7:30 p.m.

where: Packard Hall

Thursday, April 27

Mission Wolf

when: 7:00 p.m.

where: Loomis Lounge

April 28-April30

Film: Baraka

when: Friday and Saturday at 7:30 p.m.

Sunday 2:30 p.m.

where: Olin I

pholo courtesy o( Nic Taylor

Only you can prevent this tragedy. Earth Week is a time to re-

flect upon the beauty of the world and devise ways to prevent

Its destruction.

More events are in the works and will be posted around campus as they are scheduled. Keep an eye

out for new events of interest. Be sure to join in on the educational and enjoyable program ot

events as CC celebrates the 25th Anniversary of Earth Day. For a look at previous CC E;irlh Day

events sec "The Way Things Were" on page IT
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Conference addresses AIDS and the Greek System
bv Joseph Carpenter

"AIDS is our generation's

Vietnam..." said T.J. Sullivan, Di-

rector of Bacchus/Gamma in

Denver, during his keynote

speech last Thursday at The

Western Regional Greek Confer-

ence (WRGC) in San Francisco,

CA.

Sullivan spoke with a fellov/

Greek member from college

who now has HIV. This opening

kejTiote laid the tone for four

days of discussion around issues

that not only affect our Greek

Systems today, but also our

campuses at large.

Members of the CC Greek

System that represented CC at

the conference included Drew

Mayer (President, IFC), Bo Clan-

cy (President, Kappa Sigma),

Ariella Randle (President, PHC),

Carrie Bofencamp (President,

Kappa Kap-

pa Gam-

ma), and

Chad Glos-

son (Kappa

Sigma Vice-

President).

Also representing CC were Eve-

lyn Jones, Greek Advisor, who

was a presenter at the confer-

ence, and Joe Carpenter (FIJI)

who was a conference staff

member.

CC was honored in two very

special ways at the conference.

GREEK
CORNER

For one, the CC Panhellenic

Council was given an award for

having an average G.P.A. above

the CC women's all campus av-

erage. In addition, Joe Carpen-

ter was

elected an

Area Repre-

sentative

for the Con-

ference for

1996.

Beyond the discussion of

AIDS, general assemblies and

small sessions focused on perti-

nent issues such as homopho-

bia, alcohol use and abuse, haz-

ing, and risk management.

The breadth of issues at

WRGC brought together nearly

1000 Greek Students from 12

States and two Canadian

Provinces to discuss and learn

about problems that face each of

our Greek Systems and campus-

es,

WRGC and the attending

students take a proactive ap-

proach in learning about and

bringing back to campuses ideas

of change and improvement

within each respective Greek

System and campus.

Greeks are often labeled as

homophobic, alcoholic, and elit-

ist.

The WRGC board and exec-

utive directors outwardly show

that Greeks are in a significant

changing period throughout our

Study abroad programs introduced in Asia
Press Release

The Council on Internation-

al Educational Exchange (CIEE)

has introduced two new, innov-

ative programs for college stu-

dents this ear in Asia.

Offered at Sogang Universi-

ty in Seoul, South Korea and

Khon Kaen University in Thai-

land, the programs incorporate

classroom lecture with on-site

experience, giving students the

opportunity to become involved

in what is happening in today's

Asia. Says Linda Lewis, a resident

director and instructor in Seoul,

"These are unique programs be-

cause they avoid presenting a

simply nostalgic view of Asian

society."

Offered in the fall, the

15-week Korean program in-

cludes courses in history, cul-

ture and language study, and

presents a broad view of today's

Korea.

Topics covered

include the recent

changes in govern-

ment, human rights is-

sues, business prac-

tice, financial struc-

, ture, and the roles of

women and youth in contempo-

rary Korea.

I GUID€
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC.

'^
an association of the CARLSON TRAVEL NETWORK

Serving the needs of Colorado

travelers since 19^9

Campus Office: Armstrong Hall, Suite 5

(719) 632-4612

389-6732 QmpusLine

Main Office: 409 N. Tejon St.

(719) 635-3511

Broadmoor Hotel Office: South Lobby
(719) 577-5750

Students are given the op-

portunity to select from such

courses as Government and

Politics ofthe Newly Industrial-

ized State, a survey of Korea's

political system with particular

emphasis on die country's re-

cent democratic movement.

"These are unique programs
because they avoid present-

ing a simply nostalgic view of

Asian society."

-Linda Lewis, instructor

and Korea and Its Role in East

Asia, examining Korea's rise to

status and power.

During the summer and fall

semester programs in Thailand,

students will examine die im-

pact of deforestation, industrial

pollution and other environ-

mental ills on the lives of Thai

villagers as part of a comprehen-

sive course. The Environment,

Ecology and Development: The

Human Perspective.

Through special guest

speakers and field trips, stu-

dents will have the opportunity

to speak with government rep-

resentatives, non-governmental

organizations and examine com-

munity empowerment and

small-scale economic assis-

tance.

The application deadlines

for this year's summer Thailand

program and fall Korea

program are April 30,

1995.

Students and

faculty requiring more

information about

these and other study

abroad programs in

Asia may contact: CIEE

205 East 42nd Street

14th Floor

New York, NY 10017

Phone: (212)661-1414, ext 1244

E-mail: uniprog@CIEE.org.

CIEE is a worldwide non-

profit organization widi a mem-

bership of over 290 educational

institutions.

It administers a variety of

study, work and volunteer op-

portunities in 33 countries on

six continents, and operates an

international network of student

and youth travel services.

great scores...

LSAT
Kaplan helps you focus your
LSAT studies aad buikj your
confidence so you can get a
higher score.

+Z2 pointo*

Call: 1-719.835.3432

<*t a higher acor*

KAPLAN

nation's campuses, and that

rarely do these labels apply.

Yet, as Greek Systems it is our

mission to educate our mem-

bers fijrther and to educate our

campus communities in an ef-

fort to break down the stereo-

types and barriers that have

plagued our organizations for

decades.

The issue is not whether

one is Greek, the issue for

Greek students is creating

proactive and positive change in

our chapters and our communi-

ties. Being Greek is an avenue

through which friendships and

working relationships are estab-

lished so that we can make a dif-

ference.. .together.

Take Note
Audition: Auditions will be

held on Saturday, April 29,

1995 for the The Repertory

Theatre Company PUYFAC-

TORY '95 produaion of The

Two Muskateers. Call

634-5583 for an audition time

and more information.

Book Sale: Used books

will be sold for $.25-$.50 at

the Old Colorado City Branch

Library, 2418 W, Pikes Peak.

Sale is Saturday April 15 from

10 a.m.- 2 p.m.

Tax Night: Mail completed

tax forms at the East Library,

which will also be open until

midnight witli tax forms and

representatives for die Col-

orado Revenue Office to an-

swer questions. East Library

and Information Center-

Monday, April 17 fip.ra.-mid-

night.

Pikes Peak Book Faif:

Learn about collecting old and

tinusual books fi-om dealers

who wOl exhibit and sell used

books. Admission to this

Imagination Celebration

event is |2; cosponsored by

the Colorado Antiquarian

Booksellers. For more infor-

mation call 596-1621.

Friends of the library

Annual Dinner: Mark St.

Pierre, author and Pulitzer

Prize nominee will be the

guest speaker at this annual

dinner. Open to the public.
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Education key to eliminating violence, rape
bv Mikhala Beutler

It is estimated that every l.J

minutes a woman is raped in the

United States. Every 15 seconds

a woman in battered. One in

tliree women will be sexually as-

saulted during her lifetime. Sev-

enty five percent of rape victims

know their attackers.

These statistics from The

New Our Bodies, Ourselves (up-

dated arui expanded for the

'Jflyand the Women's Action

Coalition Stats: The Facts About

'flomen are shocking. To most

people, however, they are also

very unreal.

With such impressionable

statistics, why are sexual assaults

and rape overlooked as "real,"

or pertinent problems in small

college communities and the

larger, world community alike?

Lori Heise, in her essay, "Vi-

olence Against Women: The

missing Agenda," cites a cycle of

silence which perpetuates the

invisibility of sexual violence.

Factor One: A majority of

victims do not report their at-

tacks. In a MS. magazine survey

from 1988, 42% of the rape vic-

tims told no one about their as-

sault. Many studies predict the

number of unreported rapes to

be as high as 85%. Many women

B, . ... ,
photo courtesy 01 Geoff Eakin

Planners for this year s "Take Back The Night" march work on details (or the May 2 event.

remain silent because of societal

stigmas, family situations, and

fear of being blamed.

Factor Two: When women

do report incidences of rape, or

assault, the legal system rarely

takes effective action and often

puts the woman herself on trial.

The same studies which show

high numbers of unreported

acts of sexual violence also show

that less than 5% of rapists actu-

ally see the inside of a jail or

prison. The National Coalition

for Jail Reform found that 40% of

female inmates incarcerated for

murder had resorted to killing

their violent partners after seek-

ing ineffective police protection

at least five times.

Factor Three: The lack of

reported violations and institu-

tional attention to rape as a seri-

ous issue, stifles verbal ex-

change and education directed

at heightening awareness. This

is where the silence can be bro-

ken and healing can begin. Rape

and sexual assault education is

possible. Such events as the up-

coming "Take Back the Night"

march here on the CC campus

ofTer women knowledge and

support. These events educate

by bringing women out from un-

der the cloud ofshame and guilt

to share their experiences and

offer a warm embrace to those

still struggling.

To successfully put rape

and sexual assault on "die agen-

da", women and men need to

work together, share experi-

ences, and not be afraid to use

their voices and speak out. Look

for more information on Take

Back The Night and look for

more information on rape and

assault on May 2, when this com-

munity comes togedier to Take

Back The Night.

Thanks Seniors

For your contributions to the

Senior Class Campaign
Donors as of April 12, 1995

Maureen Alt

Rachel Alpem

Nathan Anderson

John Anthony

Dennis Apergis

Chara Armon
Lily Auliff

Karen Baker

Lynn Bames

Robyn Bames

Jennifer Bascom

Karin Bazant

Chris Beauchamp

Tammy Belone

Kristina Berger

Erin Billings

Megan Black

Leslie Blaugrund

Neil Borja

Caroline Bruce

Ashwin Sudden

Rebecca Bunn

Jeffrey Bush

Christine Cain

Trevor Caldwell

Tammy Carter

Jenny Chapman

Shari Chavez

Alex Conti

Nancy Crane

Shelly Cross

Louis Davenport

Beckley Davis

Mark DeOrsay

Elizabeth DeWinter

Marc DiBianco

Ryan Ehrhart

Samantha EUiman

Kent Feams

Jean Ferguson

Tyler Finn

Laura Fujii

Amy Gabel

Stephanie Gainey

Stephanie Gardiner

Kamla Gardner

Elena Garfield

Laura Gebier

LizaGenrich

Stacy Gerdes

Nina Goldstein

Neil Goluba

Denise Gordon

Todd Gradek

Dan Greenawalt

Debra Jean Griffith

Doug Gross

Eric Gutknecht

Derek Hajny

Harris Hall

Timothy Hare

Duncan Hatch

Robin Havens

Jory Hawkins

Shannon Hayden

Richard Heennance

Chriscinda Henry

Cristina Hickok

Katherine Hughes

Kenmaura Hughes

Aaron Hulme

Mieko Maria Imai

Lisa Jacobs

Fabiola Jacquez

Amber Johnson

Amy Kennedy

Eric Kibel

Sean Kilfeather

Kimberly Anne King

Jessica Kitchens

Kathryn Lawson

Annette Long

Daniel Maddock

Brigid Maher

Sara McKenzie

Greg McLaughlin

Jill McMillan

Mark McMullen

Kris McNeil

Katie McVeigh

Shawn Mitchell

Matthew Montgomery

Christine Moon
Hilaree Nelson

Alexandria Nguyen
Kimberly Nixon

Gretchen Nowak
Heather Ogren

Heather Pantely

Lara Papadakis

Richie Anne Patterson

Mary May Penuela

TuPhan

Alejandro Plesch

Melissa Potter

Leonard Rael

Rebecca Riggs

Sara Romero

Alex Salazar

Laura Satin

Jay Schall

Marion Schlege!

Jeff Sehnert

Marisha Simons

Karin Sipman

Ida Smith

Ted Smith

Brett Spencer

Melinda Stam

Pam Stone

Keith Strama

Caroline Towie

Stacy Traylor

Chantell Tyler

Beverly Vasquez

Artana Vilar

Stacy Volker

Lori Walter

Christine Wendt

Patricia Weppner

Amy Wolfe

Kerri Wolfson

JesseYuran

Annual Giving Gifts: $1,947.75

Bob Pizzi Memorial Gifts: $929.50

Participation: 30%
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The Way Things Were

A look back at

25 years of

Earth Day
5 years ago:

The 20th Anniversary

of Earth Day. The
campus bustles with

environmental enthu-

siasm as the first

U.S. environmental

film festival shows off

1 25 of the best fea-

tures, shorts, and

documentaries. Sev-

eral big name stars

attend the festivities

and the young, un-

derground band

Phish headlines an

Earth Day celebra-

tion.

10 years ago:

The fifteenth anniver-

sary of Earth day was
lost in the midst of

the situation in

Nicaragua and

protest against

apartheid in South

Africa.

15 years ago:

Praising the past

decade of change in

environmental legisla-

tion and looking

earnestly to the fu-

ture, Earth Week or-

ganizers kicked off

the week in a sunrise

service at Garden of

the Gods. Clean-ups,

bike tours of solar

homes, and several

films led up to the

Earth Day outdoor

festival.

20 years ago:

IVliddle East Oil Prob-

lems and the continu-

ance of aid to South

Vietnam captured

people's attention and

one editorial asks,

"Earth Day? What
Earth Day?"

25 years ago:

The First Earth Day!

CC hosts a

week-long session of

lessons on ecology

for the entire Col-

orado Springs com-

munity. Around the

country an estimated

20 million Americans

took part in this first

Earth Day, making it

the largest (and most

peaceful) demonstra-

tion in U.S. History.
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nevf voices.

Say Yes to Morphine. Derive Pure Pleasure from

Phil Perry. Chill out with the Teodross Avery Quartet.

And boogie on down with some Funky Little Demons

from The Wolfgang Press. Listen to these and other

HEy VOICES at Media Play's listening stations.

They're all brand'Spanking-new releases.

Phil Perry
PURE PLEASURE

The Teodross Avery Quartet i Hurr,. L™i«d. whiie s„ppii., io«.

IN OTHER WORDS
MUSIC • SOFTWARE

HEDIil^PLAY
MORE CHOICE. LESS PRICE. GUARANTEED.

Citadel Crossing, Colorado Springs, 573-1977

Open Mon-Thurs; 10-9, Fri-Sat: 10-10, Sun: 1 1-6

Sale prices good

fhrough April 20.
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"Who needs oxygen" when you can dance?
by Meredith Morgenstern

Being at tlie liigh altitude of

Colorado Springs, many dance

companies request oxygen

bacl(stage at their performances

when they come to visit. There-

fore, the title of this semester's

dance workshop performance is

"Who Needs Oxygen?" being

performed today and tomorrow,

April 14 and 15 at 8:00 p.m. in

Armstrong Theater.

Auditions started in Febru-

ary for the show. Although a few

dance majors will be perform-

ing, anyone is invited to audi-

tion, and the final product this

weekend will show off both

experienced dancers as well as

people who have never danced

before. "It ranges from technical

to simple, and there are people

who are going to be wearing

flashlights in some of the perfor-

mances who have never danced

before," said Pamela Stone, a

senior involved with "Who

Needs Oxygen?"

The basic show will feature

mostly modern dance that's

been inspired by a diverse back-

ground of dance styles ranging

from jazz to ballet. There will be

about thirteen or fourteen

pieces shown; even drag queens

will get a chance to strut their

stuff this weekend in "Who

Needs Oxygen?".

Every area of the show is

being run by students, from the

choreography to the lighting to

the set design to the costumes.

As widi most student-run CC

performances, the students

make all the decisions. Although

dance faculty had the final

approval on the pieces that

went into "Who Needs Oxygen?"

,it was the students who made

the initial decisions on what

pieces went in. And it wasn't just

the Senior Dance Majors who

choreographed; there are some

freshmen who have their own

pieces in the show.

Coburn shows senior art

by The Coburn Gallery Staff

Coburn Gallery's final show

of the 1994-95 academic year

runs from Tuesday, April 25 (the

second day of eighth block)

through commencement and

will feature works by Colorado

College Senior Studio Art

majors. The majors-only show is

a Coburn tradition dating to the

gallery's opening with the con-

struction of the Womer Campus

Center.

Each Studio Art major may

submit one large piece or two

smaller pieces in any media,

with the guarantee that no work

will be excluded from die show.

The exhibit provides majors the

opportunity to edit and prepare

their work for a traditional

gallery setting; students and fac-

ulty have die opportunity to see

the condition of the art depart-

ment.

President Mohrman pre-

views pieces that may eventually

find a temporary home on dis-

play in the President's House

during die upcoming semester.

Senior Art majors all have thesis

exhibits at the end of their

fourth year at die College. About

half of the majors will have

already exhibited by the time of

the Coburn show; others will be

displaying work in dieir dieses

as well as in the Gallery.

Senior Studio Art major

Marisha Simons looks forward

to die upcoming Coburn exhib-

it. "I think it should be a real

great show, it should be real cre-

ative and artisdc because we're

all such sensitive artists... 1 know

personally all of these fine

young talents and what they

have to offer is phenomenal."

During Symposium this

year, Coburn Gallery had a

mbted-media presentation

recounting the 'Tailhook" scan-

dal; fifth block saw black and

white photography by J.D.

Marston; Arts and Crafts faculty

and photo guru Charles Walters

displayed works during sixth

block; Stuart Klipper's black and

white photo portraits of family

and friends are on display

through block seven.

The Art Department

finances five shows each year,

provided that one of those

shows features die work of Stu-

dio Art majors. Other depart-

ments which have hosted shows

in the gallery both this year and

in the past include the South-

west Studies Department,

Leisure Program, and Ans and

Crafts.

Senior Laura Safin manages

die gallery widi junior Allison

Betchel. Bodi are Art History

majors and were chosen for the

positions by die an faculty. Alli-

son explains: "Working at

Coburn Gallery is basically the

greatest experience an Art His-

tory major can have at the col-

lege. We hang every show, do

our own advertising, labeling—

all die basic museum stuff." The

junior Coburn manager usually

replaces die graduating senior

die next year as die head of the

Gallery.

Coburn Gallery is open

from 12:30 to 7:30 on Tuesday

dirough Saturday or call for an

appointment any time. It is

located in Womer Center. Don't

miss this chance to see the work

of fellow CC students

pholo courlesy of Bill Starr

"Who Needs Oxygen" is up this weekend In Armstrong.

Mullen leads CC poetry workshop

National Poetry Series win-

ner Laura Mullen will read her

poetry on Friday, April 21 at

7:30 p.m. at Colorado College's

Stuan House, 1228 Wood.

Mullen will read from her

prize-winning book The Surface

and from more recent work.

Critics say diat Mullen's poems

"work hard, their moral strug-

gles are very real, and they

always resolve toward generosi-

ty, toward conscious attempts at

selflessness and love."

Mullen will also present a

free workshop for poets of all

levels at Colorado College's

Womer Center Room 213 on

Saturday, April 22, from 10 a.m.

to noon. Bring copies of the

beginning of a poem. Mullen

will discuss what die start of a

poem leads the reader to

expect. Don't bring die ending.

But if you like, you may also

bring 10 to 15 copies of anodier

poem, in case there is dme for

addition;il critiquing.

4/14-4/16 All Campus Art ki, visidngjapanese compos- Nagem, flute; Leslie Lamb-

Show accepting work at er, Feamring die winner of Small, flute; Daryll Stevens,

Womer Desk die Annual Concerto Com- bass clarinet Packard H;ill

4/17 4/28 Art: Student, fac- petition, Chris Blasi, piano. 8:00 p.m.

ulty and staff art show. Packard Hall 8:00 p.m. 4/26 Concert: Jem-Pien'e

Opening at Leguav. concert

cobuni UPCOMING EVENTS os-t^'"-
Gallery on nationally

4/17 at 5:00 p.m. 4/25 Concert: Chamber music. acclaimed as a musician and

4/24 Concert: Chamber presenting works of Masaru scholar, Mr. Leguay is also

Otdiestra, conduaed by Kawasaki and Ofer Ben- die organist of Nou-e Dame

'Ronald Foster. PresenUng Amots. Susan Smidi, cello; Cadiedral in Paris Shove

die work of Masani Kawasa- Susan Grace, piano; Paul Chapel 8:00 p.m.
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Postman paints fast pictures of sex & hate
by Kim Whipple

The Postman Always Rings

Twice byJames Cain is not what

one would call a literary master-

piece. The characters are flat,

the motivations are dirty, the

plot moves along at an unrealis-

tic pace, it's ralent, it's simple,

it's depressing, but it's a hard-

boiled crime novella and all that

goes with the territory. And

that's what makes it ftjn and fast.

Cain manages to make the read-

er care about characters who

don't care about anyone but

themselves, and involves them

in a callous world.

Nick and Cora Smith are the

husband and wife team who

own a roadside cafe which wan-

derers like Nick frequent. As

their name. Smith, suggests, this

is a pasteboard common couple,

with Cora playing the part of the

bored but dutiful housewife and

Nick as the financially secure

breadwinner who is ready to

Stan a family. Then in walks

Frank Chambers to con a meal

from them and makes the hap-

py-family fagade unbearable for

the less-than-loyal wife. The

farce goes on for a while, but

Cora's boredom erupts into lust

when Frank is around and they

fall into some kind of twisted

love. Or something.

The rest of die novella goes

along die tracks of a romance

BOOK
REVIEW

noir, and the lines between love

and hate and violence are

blurred throughout. Everyone is

crooked, everything good is tar-

nished. The trial reflect Cain's

skepticism about a judicial sys-

tem run by insurance compa-

nies and vengeful lawyers. It

turns into a race to see which

verdict will save the insurance

companies more money.

The motivation is always

money. Cora won't run away

from Nick because she fears a

life of poverty. They get caught

in crime because Nick has a life

insurance policy. The case is

What's 1 block away
(within walking distance)

and a World Apart...

Taylor
Travel

636-3871

Where our experience
gets you anywhere!

818 N. Tejon
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decided by payoffs. Cora clings

to security while Frank wants to

escape.

Frank is the most sympa-

thetic character of the novella

because at least he wants some-

thing else. Sex, freedom, and

revenge, all linked to some dirty

emodon diat is a mixture of

hatred and love, but at least

human and not driven by green

smelly pieces of currency. And

at the end it seems that he real-

ly does love Cora, although (or

maybe because) she has no

power to conttol him anymore.

The Postman Always Rings

Twice is a quick read, and good.

It sets up a trashed-out, back-

stabbing worid and plants with-

in it a grain of beauty. It is sU'ong

because it is complex and

grimed and still rings true. Like

the smoke curling up into the

night sky from an indusU'ial city,

like the violent sex between

Cora Smith and Frank Cham-

bers, the beauty holds a menace

diat is alluring. "The Postman Always Rings Twice" is available In the bookstore.

Take a look at face to face
by Jesse Hatfield

Pace to face is one of the

best newish punk bands around

right now with any following

beyond a dedicated cult.

Despite a slight rise in fame by

way of a major label and a bit of

radio airplay and t.v. time, /ace

toface emerges with Punk Rock

Heart Intact, an outstanding

brand new album, and an ener-

getic live show diat's pulled me
to Denver or Boulder four times

already this school year to check

them out.

For a long time, the only

thing /ace to face had out was

their amazing first album, "Don't

Turn Away," on Fat Wreck

Chords (originally on Dr.

Strange). While the album pro-

vided a great listen, the first time

I saw diem I diought it was a lit-

de strange diat the entire set list

came from such a limited reper-

toire, and that by the end of the

show they were struggling to

think of songs to play: I remem-

ber covers of the Beastie Boys'

"Gratitude" and the Descen-

dents' "Bikeage" among other

songs. But it seems now that I

just wasn't looking far enough

H<iir Designersfor Men & Women

Style cuts, Maintenance Trim,
Penns & Translucent Colors

Nexus & Triproducts availablefor sale

Monday - Friday
Stop in or call for an appointment
827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

into face to face's fiiture; they

put out both an HP, "Over It,"

and a full length album, Big

Choice, in the past several

months alone, both on Victory

Records. And their covers

maybe weren't as spur-of-the-

moment as I thought: "Bikeage"

appears on Big Choice and they

spewed out "Gratitude" at a

recent show in Boulder.

They brought their Big

Choice tour to die Fox Theatre

in Boulder on April 8th and to

the Ogden in Denver the next

day, with opening bands Buck-

0-Nine (only in Denver), and

Chuck, both from California.

Though the shows were pretty

much the same (idendcal set

lists and similar between-song

banter), they were both defi-

nitely worth seeing, if not only

because of the fun and humor-

ous atmosphere the band cre-

ates, but also just to hear such

great songs live.

The majorit)' of the songs

they performed were off the

new album, including three of

my favorites, "A-OK" (also on

"Over It"), 'You Lied", and "I

please see Face on page 15
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If only they could all be Naked at film series
by Blake Jordan

Naked, written and direct-

ed by Mike Leigh, won the best

actor and best director awards at

last year's Cannes film festival. It

is an intense and engrossing

film, though overlong. The act-

ing and directing are good, and

the characters, though invari-

ably inexplicable, are always

intriguing. It is the first refresh-

ingly novel cinematic experi-

ence that I've had the opportu-

nity to review for CC's film

series since El Mariachi.

It starts with Johnny (David

Thewlis) on the move from

Manchester, hiding from what

seems to be a rape. Actually, it's

just another day for the rough-

featured Manchurian with the

thick accent, and he seeks

refuge in London at the flat of a

former girifriend. He ends up

sleeping with her roommate.

Then there's Sebastian, a

wealthy young entrepreneur,

who convinces his masseuse to

go out to dinner with him, and

ends up with their waitress.

Both he and Johnny are slimy,

but Sebastian is clearly the more

despicable of the two. While

Sebastian interjects humorous

but sincere questions, Johnny is

prone to large-scale philosophi-

cal discussions.

Johnny is the anti-hero, and

the main character ofNaked, liv-

ing in his own post-apocalyptic

future, which is what seems to

excuse him from his actions. But

eventually society has their turn

to manipulate Johnny, and he

begins to come apart at the

seams.

The scenes with Johnny on

the street, first with Archie and

Maggie, two young lovers, are

the most thought-provoking

and genuinely entenaining. The

finest scene involves Johnny dis-

cussing the apocalypse with a

learned London security guard.

This is where we are able to

make sense of all that's going

on.

The direction is always

engrossing, though the final

scenes come off a little too

much like a stage play. The

length of the film is a problem, if

only because the atra reels do

not provide us with any more

information, which by the end,

is more than welcomed.

Naked is a very good movie

with some very comic moments

interspersed between the phi-

losophy and the domestic vio-

lence. It's a probing look at the

pre-apocalypse, though by the

end you'll wonder how much

further society can self-destruct.
NakedwtW be showing tonight and tomorrow night at 7:30 and
Sunday at 2:30.

It's just a coincidence that they're all red beers
by Ted Smith & Kyle Maher

With the advent of some

new beers, we decided to review

some that somehow pertained

to the color red, we thought

we'd also write about some of

the better red beers out on the

market.

First of all, we need to

unmask a cheap imitation and

hold it up in the limelight for all

to see it for the hoax that it is

Don't let the hype about Red

Dog fool you, this is not and

never will be a quality micro-

brew. This beer is brewed by

Miller. And don't let the name

fool you, nothing about this

beer is red. It tastes like it's been

slightly over-hopped with stale

hops. Just go for the good ol'

l.PA. Bitter. They usually have a

little more quality and most

I.PA.S are micro-brewed, so you

know you're getting an all barley

beer and not hopped com juice.

In the last issue, we

reviewed Weinhardt's Special

Dark and lauded it for its excep-

tional quality and flavor for the

CASTCR
CARDS
CANOV
ez^TS

BEER
REVIEW

cost. Weinhardt's Boar's Head

Red follows in the fine tradition.

The beer has a wonderful red

color and the head even reflects

the color of the beer body

slightly. It's a really smooth

drinking beer that has great bal-

ance with die hopping. Wein-

hardt's comes out of Pordand,

land of those wonderhjl cascade

hops. We're pretty sure that

that's die kind of hops that can

be found in this wonderhjl ale.

This beer tastes a lot like the

Dark ale but a little less hoppy

and a little more stringent. The

difference in flavor is due to few-

er dark malts so as not to over-

power the red color and the

increase in specialty malts to

boost die redness.

Finally, Pete's Wicked Red

came out this summer and my, a

wonderful world it's been since

ol' Pete came out with this beer.

This beer is a true red beer. The

bouquet just jumps up into your

nostrils and screams that it was

brewed by none other than

Pete. If you sit down and drinks

the Wicked beers back to back,

you can't help but notice a bit-

ter, grassy, fruity flavor, proba-

bly due to their unique hopping

that no other brand can imitate.

Until next time, enjoy those

brews.

Face continued from page 14

Know You Well". And of course

they got quickly to the ubiqui-

tous "Disconnected" which has

appeared on all three releases.

But, as one of the band mem-

bers points out in a discussion (I

can't tell if it's real or staged)

between the band and the label

head honcho recorded on Big

Choice, 'You gotta understand

that it's a good song!"

The overall message here is

diat 6ce to face is a really good

band. Trever Kieth's strong

words dealing with anger,

betrayal, and other personal

issues are emphasized by the

tightness of the rest of the band:

Matt Riddle on bass, Chad Yaro

^ NEED A JOB? ^
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE, YEAR ROUND

Opening in retail sales, receiving, shipping,

stock, filing, etc.

Apply 8 AM. - 1 1 AM.
TEACHER'S PET/ BANKS SCHOOL SUPPLY

2415 RAND Ave.

on guitar, and Rob Kunh on

drums. Face to face is fast, hard,

and catchy, like I think any good

punk band should be, but diey

don't take themselves too seri-

ously, an aspect of the band diat

comes out really well live.

The only thing I would

change about this band would

be to make their live shows

longer and their new releases

more frequent. But I'm content

for now to listen to what they

have so far and to get out to see

them as many times as possible.

And lucky for us, diey seem to

really like Colorado so diey will

hopefully be back around soon.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

SPECIAL ROOM DRAW for

Quiet and Substance Free Wings

Wednesday, April 26, in the

Bemis lounge. 2:30 Quiet Wing

(4-west Slocum) 3:30 Sub-

stance Free Wings (3-north

Slocum and 1-east Matliias).

Questions? Call X6618.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

VERY IMPORTANT! If you will

not be able to attend Room

Selection on Thursday, May 4,

(due to field trips, taking the

block off, etc..) be sure to come

into die Office of Residential

Life and fill out a PROXY FORM

so diat someone can select a

room for you. Questions? Call

Earlineatx66l9,

Spending the summer in

Chicago? The ACM Urban

Studies Program cin meet your

housing needs. Sublet our fur-

nished apartments from May 26

to August 25. Price per person is

$205/month. Utilities included

except phone. For more info,

contact Urban Studies, 314 W.

Institute PI., Chicago, IL 60610

(312) 915-0919.

LOST! Theta key chain. VERY

IMPORTANT! If found, please

callDeeatx7138.

SKATING CLASSES every

Tuesday at 12:30 at Honnen Ice

Rink. Block 8 class begins the 1st

SPECIAL!

1

topping
pizza

<ll^ 00
U/^J ^ (TAX DUCLUDEDI)

DELIVERY OR
CARRYOUT!

330 N. Wahsatch

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Tuesday of the Block. $15 for 3

lessons. Pre-registration re-

quired. Beginning, Intermed-

iate, and Advanced levels of-

fered. For info call Jo Ann at

632^098, Krista at X7275, or

Carrie at X7653. Next year, these

classes will be for credit!

JOBS

RECOGNITION, FAME and

(possible) FORTUNE can be

yours as the CC STUDENT AM-

BASSADOR. If you will be a

Senior next fall, are male or fe-

male (we need one of each),

love CC and want to show it, like

public speaking, and think you

have what it takes, please volun-

teer. Call me: Joy Fritz x6817 or

pick up nomination form at

Womer Desk. Absolute deadline

April 19th.

STOCKBROKER TRAINEES

(ENTRY LEVEL) National in-

vestment brokerage firm has 4

local openings for self-staning

graduating Seniors. If you have a

personal desire to initiate a ca-

reer in the investment broker-

age industry call Mr. Golan,

(719) 574-1000.

FOR SALE

Need a place to live this sum-

mer? Next year? Bright, cozy,

and clean apartment for rent. 2

bedrooms, 1 bath, living area,

kitchen with hardwood floors. 2

1/2 blocks ft'om campus. For

more info call

PERSONALS

DerfS Llib-

How about some mischievous

nocturnal activities? Maybe

wrappin' up some loose ends,

should prove to be great fun.

what shallP.S. Who's next,

we do?

PERSONALS

Chad-

Flex for me baby! Yes, with the

cast. We're still bigger and bet-

ter, stronger and smarter. All we

need now is a healthy Hoepp-

ner-Killeen duo to crush that

cocky Schunk-Shelley team!

Heal quickly so we can win these

Olympics!

-SheUy

PERSONALS

Henry-

Sometimes life feels like it's all

one big Rt. 60. Remember, love

is all around, sometimes it's just

hiding.

-Liza

Daisy, RoadkiU, & the Kids-

Thanks for the fax!

1 can't believe I can't use it!! The

temptation is SO overwhelming!

Please, please, please....Ok, I'll

control myself.

Introducing...

a revolutionary new
GMAT course.

Call:1-719-635-3432

Cata higher score

KAPLAN

G&JB-

Although time is short and

schedules clash, things seem to

always work out for the best!

-AH

Buck-

Nodiing is "just a learning expe-

rience." That doesn't mean we

have to like it, but everything

leaves its mark. Step back for a

minute. Don't fight it so hard.

We'U talk...

-Roo

They're scared Andre, petrified!

"Will walk upon the water.."

CLASSIFIEDS POLICY

Please send Announcements,

Jobs, For Sale, Real Estate, and

Personal advertisements to:

The Catalyst: Classifieds

902 N.Cascade Ave.

Colorado Springs, CO 80946

fax: 719-389-6962

Ads must be received by

Tuesday, 9:00p.m. to appear in

the subsequent Friday's edition

of the Catalyst. The Catalyst re-

serves the right to edit all classi-

fieds for length and inappropri-

ate content. For off-campus

pricing information call Cutler

Publications at 719-389-6675.
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Men's tennis gears up for trip to Minnesota
by Andre Schunl(

With the season coming to

a close, the men's tennis team is

ready to malte its charge for an

invitation to nationals. After

competing in the Colorado Col-

legiate Tournament this week-

end at Metro State, and taking

on Metro State yesterday, the

Tigers are set for their toughest

matches of the season.

The tournament was defi-

nitely an eye-opener for the

Tigers. After leaving a Colorado

Springs half an hour late, the

team arrived at Metro only to

find that, due to some bizarre

misunderstandings and general

incompetence, the team had not

even been entered in the tour-

nament. Fortunately, the quick-

thinking tournament director

noticed his mistake as soon as

the team arrived, and managed

to work the Tigers into the draw.

Unfortunately, this meant that

the Tigers would be facing the

No. 1 seeds in each of their re-

spective brackets.

Chris Gibson, playing in the

#1 singles bracket, gave his op-

ponent a good match before

falling in straight sets. This put

him into the consolation bracket

which, after beating his Metro

State nemesis, he won easily. In

the #2 bracket, Harris Hall lost

his first round match against an-

other tough opponent. Hall af-

ter winning an exciting three-

setter against Colorado Christ-

ian in his next match, eventually

wound up losing in the finals of

consolation. Steve Tam also fell

to the top seed in the main

draw, but then proceeded to

dominate his other opponents,

also taking the consolation

crown. Reuben Chen found

himself in a similar position, los-

ing his first round match in

straight sets. Following the ex-

ample of his teammates, Chen

also went on to win the consola-

tion draw at #4 singles. Andre

Schunk was the only one to not

follow the pattern at #5 singles.

Schunk knocked off the #1 seed

in three sets in his first round

match, remaining in the main

draw. His second match did not

yield the same results however,

as he wound up on the losing

end of another three-setter. Josi-

ah Whitman continued the pat-

tern at #6 singles, losing a tough

first round match, but then

cruising through consolation.

Once again drawing the #1

seeds in every division, the

Tigers also had their work cut

out for them in doubles. Gibson

and Schunk played their best

match of the season, and for the

second time this year, lost a

PRINCIPLES of S R E T I R E JV\ E N T IN V

\,V'\
I

'•^'^

iiiisti

For fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes,

we recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are

tax-deferred annuities designed to help build

additional assets— money that can help make the

difference between living and living iir// after your

working years are over.

Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from

your salary on a pre-tax basis. That lowers your

current taxable income, so you start saving on taxes

right away. What's more, any earnings on your

SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive them

as income. That can make a big difference m how

painful your tax bill is every year.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.^

As the nation's largest retirement system, we

offer a wide range of allocation choices — from

TIAA's traditional annuity, with its guarantees of

principal and interest, to the seven diversified

investment accounts of CREF's variable annuity,

What's more, our expenses are very low, ° which

means more ofyour money goes toward improvmg

your future financial health.

To find out more, call our planning specialists at

1 800 842-2888. We'll send you a complete SRA
information kit, plus a free slide-calculator that

shows you how much SflAs can lower ycur taxes.

Call today— it couldn't hurt.

bv

'SliwAiri d PiUTJ Injunuirt Kaliiiii Aimlyji-'. !9M; Upper Analyrical Servieei. \ac.. Lipptr-niKelaryAnalvlirol Data. 1994 (Quarterly). CREF

icales arc distributed by TIAA-CREF (^dividual and InMHulional Services, Inc. For more eomptele itiformatior., including charge* »nd expenj

call ! 800.M2-2733, cxl. 5509 for a CREF prospeclus. Read ihe prtispeclus carefully before you inves. ot .end money. /

heartbreaker, 9-8, 7-4 in the

tiebreaker. Tam and Whitman

also played a thriller, eventually

falling to the top seed 9-8, 10-8

in a Uebreaker. Hall teamed with

Adam Adair at #3 doubles, also

losing a tight match, 8-5.

The Tigers did not let the

somewhat disappointing week-

end bother them in yesterday's

match against Metro State. Gib-

son, Hall, Tam, Chen, and Whit-

man all won dneir matches easily

in straight sets. Schunk rede-

fined winning ugly at #5, pulling

out a three-set victory.

This left the Tigers with 6-0

lead going into the doubles

matches. Chen teamed with

Mike Heublein at #1 doubles.

After splitting sets, darkness

forced them to play a tiebreaker

instead of a third set. In the end,

Chen and Heublein wound up

with a disappointing loss. Jay

McCarren and Paul Evans played

a tough three-setter, eventually

winning at #2 doubles. Stu

Parks and Jake Caldwell finished

out the match with a straight set

victory at #3 doubles.

After the dust had settled

the Tigers found themselves

with their second 8-1 drubbing

of Metro, and an impressive 10-

1 overall record. The Tigers look

to avenge dieir sole loss of the

season this Saturday, at home

against UNC. The Tigers then

close out dieir season by facing

Cadeton and Macalester over

block break.

^^^^
5-

Allnalual.lieshlyprepaiedloods...

uniquemm consisling of salads, paslas,

(neieraean pizzas, gied fisli & cWen,

and scwmptioiis desserts.

Fuilte;

115 E. Dale

Mon-Sat

Lunch & Dinner

578-9898
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Flutist Valentin playing

benefit for athletic dept
The CC Athletic Depart-

ment is preparing to liost

world-renowned flutist Dave

Valentin for a benefit concert at

8 p.m. on April 29.

Valentin, who is originally

from Puerto Rico, has been

widely recog-

nized as a

master of the

flute. His fif-

teen albums

have topped

sales polls and he has toured all

over the world.

Valentin has made a name

for himself in both Hispanic

and non-Hispanic circles. His

unique style is a diverse nibs of

music from around the world,

blended with the sounds of

modem jazz. Valentin is an in-

credible performer who uses

flutes fi"om India, Japan, Eu-

rope, and Indonesia in his per-

formances and recordings.

His music "transcends

many cultures" says Contem-

porary Jazz Review. "He can

take a Cuban rhythm like the

montuno and use it as the

foundation

for a pop

song and

make some-

thing many

cultures can

understand," raved Americas

magazine.

Valentin will perform at

the Fine Ans Center, 30 West

Dale St. Tickets are available for

$10 with a CC ID and are avail-

able through the Worner Cen-

ter Desk, the Fine Ans Center,

KRCC, and Meeker Music (113

E. Bijou). Proceeds will benefit

Tiger athletic programs.

INSIDE CC
SPORTS

by Josie I. Henjum

Athlete of the Week
Arnott anchors relays, inspires track team

by Ondine Boulter

For her outstanding performance through-

out both the indoor and outdoor season, junior

Annabel Amott has been selected as the Athlete

of tlie Week. Amott has broken seven school

records as well as being part of five record break-

ing relay teams. Annabel is "a very versatile, tal-

ented, energetic, and hard working middle dis-

tance nmner," according to her coach, Ted Cas-

taneda. Her time of 2: 19,99 in the 800 meter race

is only one second off the provisional qualifying

time for the outdoor NCAA National Track Meet

at Carleton College.

If she qualifies, Annabel wdl be the first

woman ever from CC's track and field team to

make it to outdoor Nationals, "It is a pleasure to

work with Annabel. She has been essential to

helping the women's track program take off,"

says Castaneda.

Arnott feels that the team has a lot ofpoten-

tial for the future. "Wc are a very young team.

We wilt definitely go somewhere next year"A na-

tive of Colorado Springs, Amott began mnning

competitively in her junior year in high school,

though this is only her first year running for CC's

track team. Arnott feels avety spiritual aspect of

running each time she competes. "Through run-

ning, I try to reflect the God that I believe in. 1 am

able to demonstrate qualities that 1 feel are God-

like, such as: endurance, strength, agility, and

power." Along with running, Amott enjoys swim-

ming, hiking, biking, and tennis. Though she is

unsure of her participation with competitive run-

ning in the future, Arnott will keep it a part of her

recreational activities.

great scores...

d^'
Kaplan helps you fcx:us your

MCAT studes and build your

confidence, so you can get a
higher score.

t
Call: 1-719-635-3432

ft a higher seor*
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CC short ofequipment, unable to host meets despite new track

Small budget leaves track team short,

but team optimistic for future funds

by Michele Killeen

There is a brand new all-

weather track surrounding the

football field next to El Pomar

Sports Center. Yet there are no

home track meets to show for it.

The budget alloted for the

new track didn't take into ac-

FREE YOUR FEET. YOUR MIND WILL FOLLOW.

The Sport Sandal.

Mountain Chalet

CC's Outdoor Connection
226 N. Tejon • Downtown • 633-0732

count delays and changes that

plague every large-scale project.

With only the track and the be-

ginnings of runways for the long

jump, triple jump, and the pole

vault, funds have already run

out. In addition, lights have

been installed around the

perimeter of the track. Although

the lights are primarily used for

night activities at Washburn

Field, the track also benefits.

More money is being allot-

ted to finish the runways, but

equipment will have to wait un-

til next year Hurdles, a shot put

ring, a discus ring and cage,

starting blocks, throwing imple-

ments — including disci, shot-

puts, and javelins — high jump

and pole vault pits, standards,

bars...the list is long and ex-

tremely expensive.

While some members of the

team get frustrated because of

the shortage of money and sup-

plies, everyone is very excited tu

no longer have to travel to the

Air Force Academy for practicci.

This year, training began on

CC's own track during the un-

usually warm weather experi-

enced during the indoor season

Coach Ted Castaneda is

probably happier than anyone

else. After several years as the

men's head coach, and his sec-

ond year coaching both the men

and women, Castaneda i.s

thrilled to have the track. He

also heads the largest — and

perhaps strongest — squad in

recent memory.

please see Traclt on page 13
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Women's tennis at 6-6, looks to finish season strong
by Andre Schunk

The Lady Tigers tennis team

remains at .500 after defeating

Biola University on Saturday,

and falling to a tougli Metro

[earn yesterday.

Before the biiizards came,

the Lady Tigers welcomed Biola

University from California, and

proceeded to hand them a 7-2

drubbing. At #1 singles, Liz

Jensen played a tough match

,ind came out with a convincing

6-4, 6-1 victory. Gate Crumpack-

er turned in an equally impres-

sive performance at #2 singles,

trouncing her opponent 6-0, 6-

2. At #i singles, Jody Robinson

suffered an off-day and wound

up on the wrong end of a 7-6, 1-

6, 6-,^ score. Senior captain Car-

rie Towle collected another vic-

tory at #4 singles, 6-0, 6-2. Dez

Herzer also won 6-1, 6-1 at #5

singles. Nelli Garton rounded

out the singles matches with a 6-

1, 6-1 win at #6 singles.

The Lady Tigers were equal-

ly successful in the doubles

matches. Jensen and Crumpack-

er lost a tight match at #1 , 7-6, 6-

4. Towle teamed with Herder at

the #2 position and politely

gave their California rivals a dou-

ble bagel. Garton and Robinson

overcame a sluggish first set,

and closed out the team victory

with a 7-5, 6-0 victory at #3.

After being snowed out on

Sunday and Monday, the Lady

Tigers hosted Metro State yes-

terday. At #1 singles, Jensen

played a tight match, eventually

falling 7-6, 6-2. Crumpacker suf-

fered the same fate at #2 sin-

gles, also losing a close match, 7-

5, 6-3. Robinson also faced a

tough opponent and suffered a

6-0, 6-2 defeat. Towle improved

her season record to 9-3, with

her 7-6, 6-0 victory at #4 singles.

Herzer had an off day and

wound up with a disappointing

Jordan still great despite poor

shooting, Hardaway Air apparent
— So Michael Jordan's shooting average is just

over .300 since he returned to the Bulls. Funny,

that sounds more like his batting average than his

would-be shooting percentage. Still, Chicago is 9-

3 since his return, mostly becauseJordan is doing

all the things it takes to win. Jordan was the best

player in NBA history not just beause he could

score. He can play defense, pass, and rebound as

well as anyone. And if a few more of his jumpers

start falling, he'll reascend to his former title of

NBA MVP.

— Until Jordan returns to his previous form, An-

fernee Hardaway has already become the NBA's

most well-rounded player in only his second year

as a pro.

— Sure makes you feel _^. ,__ f\r-
sorry for the Golden wU I \Ji

State Warriors, huh?

Now that Chris Webber

is gone, drat Webber-

Hardaway trade has amounted to trading Anfer-

nee Hardaway for Tom Gugliatta, the-stiffest-

player-since-Danny Sdiayes, and a couple draft

picks. Ouch!

— And speaking of Chris Webber, the Washing-

ton Bullet's power forward should be the most

sought ttfter free agent in this year's crop. Rumor

has it that both the Bulls and the Nuggets are in-

terested. Webber sure would fill the void left by

the-now-departed Horace Grant at the for-

ward/center position for the Bulls. And I can

promise you that Webber wouldn't be his old

time-out-calling, coach-firing, trade-demanding

self If he played for the Bulls. Tlie first time Web-

ber pulled a cry-baby move, Jordan would slap

him right out of Chicago's United Center. And

with Webber's body an:i head on the team, Phil

Jackson could deploy the best starting five in bas-

ketball with BJ. Armstrong Jordan, Scottie Pip-

pen, and Toni Kukoc set around Webber's re-

lendess rebounding, inside-offense, and fast-

break abilitj'.

— And if the Nuggets got Webber they

could. .. .well. ...uh... .deploy the most under-

achieving starting five in the league. Oh yeah, 1

forgot, that's what theyre doing now. How silly

of me.

— At least one Denver team is moving in the right

direaion. Widi the addition of Larry Walker and

Bill Swift, The Rockies are contenders for die Na-

tional Leugue West right now. Not bad for a

three-year old club.

— The Rockies might actually get deep into the

playoffs if the team, panicularly Ellis Burks, can

stay healthy. I've got a sneaking suspicion,

though, that Burks is

THIN AIR
by Chad Hoeppner

the Rockies version of

Rod Bernstine - he

looks great for the first

three minutes of every

game, until he gets hurt.

— Some draft analysts are projecting diat CU's

Rashan Salaam will last until the 22nd pick in the

first round of die NR draft. If that happens, I

guarantee diat the 21 teams diat passed on him

will be kicking themselves. Salamm is only the

fourth player ever to rush for over 2,000 yards in

one season in Division 1 football. Two of those

other three njnningbacks, OJ. Simpson and Bar-

ry Sanders, only went on to have Hall-of-Fame

NFL careers.

— Andre Agxs,si is now ranked number one in the

men's ATP poll. 1 have a ftjnny feeling tliat he'll

maintain that ranking ju,st until he faces Pete

Sampras again. The Aga.ssi-Sampras rivalry that is

developing has come along at a perfect time for

pro tennis. Not since the heyday of McEnroe-

Connors has American tennis been so exciting.

—And not since the heyday of Howard Cosell has

sports reponing been so exciting. Maybe I'll sum

a sports radio talk show. 1 could call it "Out of

thin Airtime." Yea, and pigs can fly.

6-0, 7-5 loss. Leigh Anne Bakel

played well at #6 singles, and

came out with an impressive 6-2,

6-4 win.

The doubles competition

was very exciting, with iill of the

matches going to three sets. At

#1, Jensen and Crumpacker

played a thriller, eventually los-

ing 6-1, 2-6, 6A. At #2 doubles,

Herzer and Towle also went

diree sets, falling 2-6, 7-5, 6-2 in

the end. Robinson and Garton

finished the match, finally

downing Metro 4-6, 7-5, 6-2.

After all was said and done,

CC wound up with a 6-3 loss.

Their season record now stands

at 6-6, with diree matches re-

maining. The Lady Tigers host

Mesa tomorrow at 2:00 and

close out the season in Ft.

Collins with a doubleheader

against Colorado State Universi-

ty and Regis University.

Sloppy play leaves men's

rugby with bitter defeat

by Elizabeth Whisler

Last Saturday the men's rug-

by team made countless little

mistakes and lost to UNC.

The game was much clean-

er than their match-up the week

before in which CC trounced

UNC 24-7. The team was opti-

mistic about die second round

with UNC, but unnecessary

penalties interrupted the Tigers'

efforts. Knock-ons and acciden-

tal off-sides were especially

lethal and led to two three-point

penalty kicks to put UNC on top.

CC's sole try was scored by

senior Jeff Sehneri. Sehnert cit-

ed a "stellar Friday night" as die

cause for his less than perfect

physical condition at the game.

Sehnert's natural scoring ability.

however, pulled through die

fog for CC. Unfortunately, it was

not enough to hold the lead.

The Tigers travel diis week-

end to Western State, where

Rugby President Tiso Ngola is

looking for improvement in the

rijggers' technical play, and a re-

vival of the rugby flair.

"CC needs to get back to its

fine tradition of zany, frothy rug-

by which hopefully we'll see at

Western this weekend," com-

mented Dave Coffey.

The ruggers host their first

home game of the spring season

April 29 on Washburn Field. The

"DU Sucks" chant will be

brought out once again as CC is

preparing to demolish their fa-

vorite rival, the Pioneers. "We're

gonna kill 'em," stated Ngola.

Track from page IB

The women's team broke

all but one of their indoor

records this year, and are well

on their way to an impressive

outdoor season, also. The

men's team is well-balanced, al-

though they have been troubled

by injuries this season.

Both teams are young. In

fact, Beckley Davis is the lone se-

nior on the Tiger squad this

year. Based on their youth, the

teams are optimistic and are

looking forward to several

record-setting seasons in the fti-

ture.

Hopefully, the improve-

ments will continue and allow

CC to showcase its talented

team by hosting meets in the

ftjture.

Amsterdam

$240
London $319-^

Paris $385'

Rome $409'
f«Q are each way ftoni Detr-a Based c

Madrid $369'

Zurich $399-

Athens $469'

Council Travel
1138 13th Street (on the hill) • Boulder. CO 80302

303-447-8101 1-800-9-COIINCII."'^ ' (1-800-226-8624)

Call or stop by for a FREE Student Travels masaii

EurailpaSSeS issued on-the-spot!
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Men's LAX continues winning, reaches .500

Tigers top Mines,

crush Regis 20-4
by Thomas Quinlen

After a 2-6 start, the CC

men's lacrosse team has

reached the .500 mark, and is

preparing to go on to a winning

season and another RMILL

championship.

Last Saturday, the Tigers

traveled to Golden, CO. to play

Colorado School of Mines. CC

emerged victorious, 16-11.

Coach Seville was not satisfied

with the win, however. "We'll

take the win, of course, but 1

was not satisfied. We are still

making stupid mistakes. Mines

is not that good, and they

should never have been in diat

game." CC hoped to improve its

consistency on Wednesday, with

another easier game against

Regis University.

CC started out slow, and it

looked like Regis might hang in

the game. At the end of the first

quarter, CC was leading a very

inexperienced Regis squad by

only 5 goals. But during the

break, the CC squad collected it-

self, and came out in the second

quarter playing solid lacrosse. In

the second and third quaners,

CC looked like a strong team,

playing well. Toward the end of

the third quarter. CC substituted

liberally, resting the starters for

this Saturday's final league game

against CU.

There were also several

firsts in Wednesday's game.

Dion Kingsbury had his first col-

legiate "hat trick." Sam Bass and

Greg Hansen had their first col-

legiate goals, and Adam Wilner

had his first two goals of the sea-

son. Freshmen goalies Travis

Burns and Andy Zuckerman also

got their first real playing time.

The final score was 204.

Saturday's game against CU

is, by far, the biggest game of the

season. With a win, CC will be

the #1 seed in the RMILL tour-

nament, but should the Tigers

lose, they will be the fourth

seed. So come out Saturday, and

cheer the Tigers as they fight for

the first seed in the league tour-

nament.

Week in Review
Men's lacrosse continued its late season charge, with victo-

ries over Cc^orado School ofMines (16-11), and Bsgts Uni-

versity (204)

Men's Tennis competed in Colorado Collegiate Tournament

at Metro State. The Tigets claimed 5 of the 6 consolation

trophies, "yesterday the Tigers improved their overall

record to 10-3 with their second 8-1 drubbing ofMetro

State this year.

Women's Tennis upped their record to 6-6 despite having two

of their matches snowed out. On Sattirday the lady Tigers

dominated Biota University, 7-2, but fell to Maro State yes-

terday, 6-3.

Week in Preview
Men's Tennis kwks to avenge its only loss this Sat. at home

against UNC at I0;30 a.m. The team travels to Minnesota

over block break to take on Macalester and Carleton.

Women's Tennis feces Mesa St. at home today at 2;00, and

doses out the season Sat, against Rt^is and CSU.

Men's lacrosse takes on CU at Washburn Rcid on Saturday.

Tlie game will determine RMW. tournament seedings.

photo courtesy ot Geoff Eakin

The mens LAX team pulled even at .500 with a victory over Regis. The Tigers face CU Saturday.

Go eastyoung tigers! Track team travels to Kansas once more

Track sets personal bests, team falls short

by Sara Fry, Krista Fish and

Erika Sofianek

Last weekend, the track

team voyaged to Ft. Hayes,

Kansas for a relay meet. After a

wayside stop in Burlington, Col-

orado, members of the team

were endowed with 'love gum".

This new secret weapon gave

the women a healthy attitude

and prepared the men for peak

performance. Thus prepared, it

is no wonder the track team had

such an outstanding meet.

Race day was cool and fog-

gy, perfect weather for a track

meet. Shelly "Awesome" Killeen

chucked 24' 7' in the shot and

95' 9" in the discus. Erin "Tug

my Rug" Tuggle chucked a 35'

8" and a 113', a season's best.

Ryan "Rama" Cole chucked a 49'

5" PR in die shot and 141'5" in

the disc. In the 100, Louis

"down" Southall ran 12.32. Cody

"Carl" Young ran 16.6 in the 110

hurdles and 63.7 in die 400 hur-

dles. Jessica "Pretzel" Uhlenkott

ran 21.91 in the 100 hurdles and

82.5 in die 400 hurdles. Bonnie

"Algeria" Algera ran 85.8 in the

400 hurdles. The stand out of

the meet was run by Juan "The

Swan" Aragon, who posted a PR

of61.2.

In the 1500 Annabel "Big

Kahuna" Arnott finished third in

4:56. Jen "WaKeeny" McWeeny

ran a PR of 5:30.8. Eric "Kara

Klause is coming to town" Coe

ran a 4:19.16. Dan "I've got a

peen-too" Miller ran a PR of

4:33.6. Andy "Randy Alamonte

ran a PR of 4:34.5. Josh "Lube me

up Scottie" Hayes ran a PR of

4:40.2.

Sara Fry won the women's

3000 with a time of 10:31.2.

Chris "Canned Ham" Durham

ran a 10:56.7 in the 3000m

steeplechase. The men's 4 x 800

posted a 8:27.4, run by Edian

"I'm a freshman whiner" White,

Paul "Newman" Neaville, Jon

"Bon Bon" Murphy and Blaine

"Nellie" Olsen. The women's 4 x

800 posted a school record of

10:03.6, run by Sascha "Where

are those shorts?" Scott, Krista

"115 grams sweet" Fish, Nanci

"Fancy" Eaton and Annabel

Arnott. A school record was sci

in the women's medley rel;i

Killeen, Eaton, Scott and Arnoti

ran a 4:31.03 school record.

The men's medley relay ran

a 3:54.5, run by Ben "1 have In

bricating gel in my shoes'

Markowitz, Southall, Murphv,

and Olsen. In the 4 x 400 Eaton.

McWeeney, Autumn "Spring

and Fall" Klinikowski and Scott

posted a 4:37.1. The men's 4 v

400 ran a 3:44.09 with Murph\,

Justin "anyone ft'om Vermont is

cool" Springer, Neaville, and

Markowitz doing the honors.

The team has next week-

end off and over Block Break

will attend the Grinnell Invite ia

Grinnell, Iowa.

QUICK HITS
Today is the last opportunity to register for tomorrow's In-

tramural mountain bike race. The race starts at 10 a.m. at die

Mesas. There will be two divisions, beginner and intermediate.

The beginner race is 6 miles long, while the intermediate is 10. All

panicipants will receive T-shirts, and the top three finishers in

each of the two races will receive prizes. Registration is free and

all partcipants are welcome.
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Breaking away from the pack

n

Despite the overcast and windy weather, 17 mountain bikers showed up for

the First Annuai Intramural Mountain Bike Race April 15. Matt Goldstein won

photo courtesy at Nic Taylor

the tieglnner race and Bill Mangle won the Intermediate race. Each partici-

pant received a free commemorative T-shirt at the conclusion of the race.

Greeks pack student meeting with Mohrman
by Jennie Randall

On April 14, more than 80

students packed die WES room

in Worner to discuss changes to

the CC Greek system widi Presi-

dent Kathryn Mohrman, Almost

all the students present were

members of a Greek organiza-

tion.

Mohrman in particular

wanted to discuss the possibility

of keeping the sorority system

the way it is, while changing the

fraternity system to non-residen-

tial to look more like the sorori-

ty system.

"One of the things I have

been impressed with is that our

sorority system is |ust as success-

ful as our frat system," Mohrman

said.

Mohrman confirmed re-

ports that her final decision

would not be announced before

the end of this academic year.

She also reassured students that

her decision would not be made

while students were off campus.

"I think people want to dis-

cuss this at more length than

what a spring decision would al-

low," she said. "I'm not going to

pull a summer surprise on any-

body."

Mohrman said she liked

some of the ideas in the Greek

Ad-Hoc committee's recom-

mendation, such as the "affirma-

tion of the positive role of

Greeks at CC."

"1 think we should be real

up front as a college and say we

welcome Greeks," she said.

However, Mohrman said,

the Ad-Hoc committee's sugges-

tions would be a "bureaucratic

nightmare" to carry out. In par-

ticular, Mohrman noted the

committee's suggestion of an

elaborate allocation system to

decide what student group

would get a house each year

would be "extremely hard" to

implement.

Mohrman discussed the fu-

ture of the Greek system in rela-

tion to the campus master plan.

She suggested the college

might transform some of the

houses It owns along Weber

into student housing, and that

please see Greek on page 2
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Security! Report
4/10/95, 8:45 p.m. CC student reported his gray Diamondtack

Ascent Mountain bike was stolen. Tlie bike, valued at $600

has a straight front fork, a blackbuin mountain rack on the

back, and was last seen chained to the Loomis bike rack on

March IS with a blue cable/combination lock. Ilie bike is be-

liex'cd to have been stolen over Spring Break.

4/13/95, 3:00 p.m. CC employee in Malii Department reported

a retractable projcaor saeen missing from Palmer #126. Val-

ue is $300. Stolen between April 8-l,i

4/14/95, 12:25 a.m, CC student repotted that the rear tire ofher

bike had been stolen from the Mathias bike storage area be-

tween April 10-14. The test of the bike and lock were not

damaged.

4/16/95, 10:55 a.m. CC employee reported thetheft of his We-

ber Smokey Joe small ketde barbecue grill from his porch.

Value $30. Last seen on April 15.

4/16/95 CC student reported the theft of his Blue Canondale 21-

speed bike witii a gold front suspension shock. Value: $1,500.

Last seen on 4th floor hallway of McGregor on April 15, un-

locked.

4/21/95, 9:00 a.m. CC emptoyee reported a CD stolen from her

desk at Huibert Center. Her office was locked at the time of

the theft.

4/21/95, 4:30 pjn. CC student reported her creme-coiored Trek

700 Cross bike, valued at $300, missing from the Slocum bike

rack. The bike was locked with a chain to the rack and was

taken sometime after the end of Bkx:k 7 and before Friday,

April 21.

Security Tip: Students should make plans to store their bicycles

for the summer. Bikes left on the racks may be stolen and will

be confiscated.

Security Ttp: Use the Escort Service, x6340. Tlie Escort Service

is available every night of theNock from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m., and

w€ accompanyyou up to three blocks from campus.

students, most of them Greeks,
and raise questions concerning

Greek system
continued from page 1

(non-residential) Greek lodges

might be located there. All this

would take place over a period

of about twenty years, she said.

Concerns brought up by

the Greeks centered around the

effect of a non-residential frater-

nity system on the fraternities

and the sorority system. Frater-

nity members discussed the

possible effect a non-residential

system might have on their at-

u^cting new members. Fraterni-

ty members also spoke about

the importance of a residential

system on their fraternal bond.

plloto couilesy o( Nic Taylo

filled the WES room to hear Mohrman speak on the Greek issue
her upcoming decision.

CC Chess defeats Air Force April 8

The CC chess team, composed of members Dan Avery, Atexi

Pavlenko, Robbie Kohler, Stephan tapinsky, Todd Bleess, Chris

Markey, Thomas Potter, and James Hughes, defeated Aft Force

5.5-2.5 on April 8. The win marked the first time CC has defeated

the Air Force squad back to back.
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Campus Happenings
Pancake Dinner Fundraiser Planned
April being Sexual Assault Awareness Month, SHAKE, Vic-

tim's Assistance Team and CCCA are sponsoring a Gourmet Pan-

cake Dinner to raise fijnds for the Center for Prevention of Do-

mestic Violence Sunday from 5-7 pm in Bemis Dining Hall. Ad-

mission to the event is |2, or $1 if you donate an article of

clothing.

Summer Session Registration

There is still time to register for the 1995 Colorado College

Summer Session. Take advantage of your wild card (free block)

and favorable tuition rates. For more information contact the

Summer Session office at x6656

Arts Center Play Audition Announced
The Colorado Fine Arts Center announces auditions for its

Repertory Theatre Company PUYFACTORY '95 production of

"The Two Musketeers," Auditions are on Saturday, April 29, with

performances being held in city parks and the Fine Arts Center

duringjune and July of 1995. To schedule an audition, call the

Fine Ans Center Box Office at 634-5583, or for more informa-

tion contact Rob Geers, Director of Performing Arts at 634-5581

x336.

Indiana Jones Film Festival

The class of 1998 officers present The Indiana Jones Trilogy

Film Festival Sunday at 6 pm in the Loomis lower lounge. Pizza,

popcorn and drinks will be served.

Truman Fellowship Announced

The Truman fellowship, which offers up to $30,000 for

graduate study is accepting applications. Applicants must have a

3.4 or better GPA, be a sophomore, and be interested in a ca-

reer in public service. A strong record in public and community

service is recommended. For further information, contact pro-

fessor Andy Dunham at 578-8905

Students "Take Back the Night"
by Kris Krupa

On Tuesday May 2, die Col-

orado College community will

unite to protest violence against

women in the 1995 'Take Back

the Night" march. The "Take

Back the Night" march helps

women reclaim areas where as-

sault has occurred so that we

may walk the campus at night

with peace of mind. The march

acknowledges areas of uneasi-

ness around campus while pro-

viding support and educating

women and the community.

The point of "Take Back the

Night" is to unite women and

the community to end violence

that occurs every day.

The first "Take Back the

Night" occurred in the 1970's

and dealt mosdy widi rape is-

sues in urban areas. Since then,

more acts of violence have insti-

gated the feeling that violence

against women is not just a

women's issue. Support as well

as active measures need to be

taken in the community to in-

crease a woman's safety. The vi-

olence occurring to Colorado

College's women does not al-

ways occur on campus; in turn,

violence on campus does not al-

ways occur to Colorado College

CCCA approves 95-96 budget
by Jennie Randall

On April 26, CCCA an-

nounced the Colorado College

Campus Association operating

budgets for 1995-96.

CCCA distributed $35,975

among 25 chartered campus

groups.

"We tried to meet the re-

quests of every organization

proportionatly," said Dee

Daniels, Vice President of Fi-

nances for CCCA.

The number of people in

each group and die number and

type of events organizations

have planned for die coming

year were considered, along

with groups' specific request, in

determining who got how much

money, Daniels said. Every char-

tered group that applied for

hinding was granted at least

some funding.

The number of groups that

applied for funding was down

from 26 last year. The Feminist

Collective, ISO, KEEP, NARAL

and Political Union did not re-

new dieir requests for funding.

Four new groups. Alternative,

Amnesty International, G.M.S.P.

and R.I.S.K., requested and re-

cieved funding for next year.

Daniels said die largest dif-

ference between this year's and

next year's budget is that groups

requested more money diis year

than they did last year. The

CCCA chartered organization

budget was $30,910 last year.
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Julie Gordon wrote

the story "Preregis-

tration deemed

Sucess" in the 4/14

Catalyst, Tlie byline

read that the anicle

was a press release.

The Catalyst re-

grets the error.

Introducing...

a revolutionary new
GMAT course.

Call:1-71 9-635-3432

^•t a higher score
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women. Therefore, by partici-

pating in the march, individuals

show support for not only the is-

sues at hand, but also for com-

munity involvement as well.

Organizing the march on

campus is an educational as well

as uplifting event. Women and

men come together to discuss

what they feel the march should

give the community and then act

on diose feelings. Committees

for speakers, readers at the stop

points, t-shirts, and public rela-

tions, among others, will be

what march participants will see.

The meetings mosdy serve

die purpose of recmidng volun-

teers for the different jobs that

need to be done. Helping orga-

nize the march brings more feel-

ing of empowerment because

you get to see what you created,

and watch how die community

reacts. Feelings of accomplish-

ment also stem from open and

fulfilling environment provided

at the meetings. I diink diis is

die only reason the march is ac-

complished every year.

The greatest consensus diis

year was education; die "Take

Back The Night" march seeks to

educate as well as foster unity

and support. On campus re-

sources such as VA.T., SHARE,

and the Escort Service will be in-

troduced and explained before

die march. Parucipants will also

experience first-hand some

feelings women have about vio-

lence on campus. The stops

around campus address the vio-

lence that occurs here, as well

as fear that stems from that vio-

lence. By recognizing women's

feeling, "Take Back The Night"

fosters ideas supporting a posi-

tive community and an environ-

ment with positive goals to end

the violence. The march also

seeks to unite all people in

every women's daily straggle

against violence.

This year's format for die

'Take Back The Night" march

will Stan with speakers and an

information session before the

march. This year's speakers in-

clude Vicki Duvall from the

Women's Therapy Associates,

and other speakers from the

Colorado Springs community.

The women will dien kick off

the first half of the march while

the men will participate in a

group discussion facilitated by a

campus staff member The men

and women will dien unite for

die second half of die march to

express community support.

Since violence against

women is everyone's issue, and

not just a woman's, every mem-

ber of the Colorado College

community is encouraged to at-

tend this event. By taking part in

die unity that "Take Back The

Night" creates, one becomes a

part of die soludon to end die

struggle and takes a stand

against violence against women.

Taylor Travel
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Class officer elections scheduled for May 2
Class of '98

Sophomores

President

Chris Gibson and Andre Schunk

(co-presidents)

After a year of experience as co-

presidents of the class of 1998,

we are excited about continuing

as leaders of our class in '95-'96.

As presidents we have helped

organize and fund Homecoming

activities, Winter Carnival and

the Secret Cajun Band, and the

Sam Lay Blues Band. Thanks to

student support, we raised a

record $2000 for the disadvan-

taged in our Thanksgiving meal

drive. Remember to join us for

free pizza, popcorn, coke and

the Indiana Jones trilogy in

Loomis Lounge at 6:00 p.m.,

Sunday the 30th. Please reelect

Gibson/Schunk as co-presidents

of the class of 1998. Thank you!

Vice President

Carrie Bowman

I'm Carrie Bowman and I'm run-

ning for VP. I am the current

class of '98 VP, and as a class of-

ficer did some successful events

and charity activities. I've also

been involved this year with Al-

ternative (the substance aware-

ness group). Women's leader-

ship Training, Women's Club

Hockey, piano lessons, IM

sports, and worK study. I'm

knowledgable about the CC

campus and 1 have the experi-

ence necessary to pull off some

awesome activities for our class

next year. Vote for me!

Tteasnrer

Ondine Boulter

Being diat 1 have already had a

year of experience as secre-

tary/treasurer for the class of

1998, 1 feel that I understand die

purpose of the class officer pro-

gram. This year, 1, along with my

fellow officers, promoted and

supported many campus-wide

activities including: Homecom-

ing, Winter Carnival, raising over

$2000 in the Mariott Meal Drive,

and bringing both the Secret Ca-

jun Band as well as the Sam Lay

Blues Band to CC. As treasurer, I

will help make the most out of

our budget, and, along with the

odier officers, plan ftjn activiries

for our whole class. Remember:

Ondine Boulter...Treasurer for

the class of 1998.

Class Elections will be held Tuesday, May 2, 1995, during

lunch and dinner in Worner Center, Class officers are not di-

rectfy affiliated with CCCA. Following is an exerpt from each

candidate's appliation for the respective offices:

Class of '97—Juniors

President

Matthew Banks

My involvement on campus here at The Colorado College includes

sitting as a member on the ENACT Coordinating Committee as well

as panicipating in Livesounds. As president of the Class of 1997,

1

would hope to make our last two years at CC the most memorable

of the four. Class officers have an obligation to work together to plan

activities that will bring the class out to socialize. As president, I plan

to fulfill this obligation. One particular activity 1 would suggest is a ju-

nior ski day second semester of next year. 1 would appreciate your

vote on Tuesday May 2nd. One last word my fellow classmates, my

posse's strapped!

Vice-President

Sarah Bay

1 am currendy die secretary and treasurer of die Class of 1997. 1 have

held this position for one year, working on many projects for the

sophomore class and die school. This year's activities included the

Poor Boys Concert, Winter Carnival and activities during die week-

ends including Winter Formal and showing the Star Wars Trilogy.

The experience I gained as Sec./Treas. will help me be a more effec-

tive vice-president in die coming year. 1 am open to any new sug-

gestions for activities during die next year if re-elected. Thank you.

Secretary

Fauick Duncan

I am an economics major who is currently in Nepal studying their

economy, language and money managing. 1 feel tiiat I can be an ef-

fective class officer and will do my best to plan great events for our

class. 1 appreciate your vote. Thank you.

Treasurer

Jay McCarren

Not a whole lot ofTreasuring experience here, but I've got my aa to-

getiier and will be more dian able to handle die vast sums ofmoney

allotted to our class. I tfiink we can get some good stuff going next

year, so give me your vote of confidence, and we'll get die job done.

Josiah Whionan

1 am running for the position of treasurer of die Junior class. Many

candidates run on the platform of personal responsibility and good

morals. For me, morals are like Barbie: I've outgrown them. It's time

we put all else aside...for the betterment of die Junior Class.

(;iJTLpo3E3Roi^
Introduces

"Annene"
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'
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Class of '96—Seniors

President

Matt Perdue

As the President of our class this last year, 1 have both seen what

should and shouldn't be done by the class officers. There are also a

number of activities and ideas which have been brought up diis year

which 1 would like to see happen. Put me back in office and we'll see

if we can't have anodiergood year. (Submitted by Jay McCarren.)

Vice President

Shawna Nonh and JefFStone (co-vice presidents)

After taking over die positions of treasurer and vice president re-

spectively (for classmates abroad for the semester), we have planned

and organized many activities... including the first Winter Carnival

with die Seaet Cajun Band, Junior class happy hour. Junior class

roller skating, and bringing the Sam Lay -Blues Revival Band, which

raised over $200 for the CC soup kitchen. We will both be on CCCA

next year, and we feel diere needs to be more communication be-

tween the officers and CCCA. If elected we will work on this. Vote

Shawna and Jeff for Co-Vice Presidents!

Secretary

Kate Liro

1 want to be the Senior Class Secretary because 1 want to make sure

that the Class of 1996 has an unbelievable senior year. Having served

as die junior class secretary this semester, 1 feel diat 1 am qualified to

help continue planning die successftil events diat we have started

tills year. 1 helped plan events like Winter Carnival, Junior Happy

Hour, and die Junior Class Roller Skating Party. 1 want next year to

be as ftin as possible, and I want to be diere to make sure diat it is.

Treasurer

Bryan "Byron" Sweamgin

Byron did a fantastic job working as Junior Class treasurer first se-

mester tills year and hopes to continue die gocxl work next year. By-

ron likes to count tilings, especially money. He is damn good at ad-

dition, subtraction, and even multipliation. In diird grade, Byron

won an eraser by becoming die grand champion of die multiplia-

tion table contest his teacher holds every year. Anodier reason why

you should vote for Byron is he calls Columbia, Missouri his home-

town, an integral part of MlD-MO. (Submitted by Dave Suchman,

hailing from West-MO.)
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Carnage cannot stir sufficient sympatiiy
Wednesday, April 19, 1995. The last day of Block VU.

I woke up, as always, to the News Radio 85-KOA morning

show. Steve Kelly and Keith Weinberg carried on end-

lessly about some useless piece ofgarbage written in We
Rocky Mountain News, but were suddenly interrupted

by that rarely-used "Breaking-Story" music familiar to ra-

dio listeners.

Ah, another explosion. In Oklahoma City. Another

building strangely aflame. A few casualties. Nothing new,

nothing interesting.

I rolled out of bed, stumbled to the computer, and

began work on my final exam.

Two hours later, 1 finished typing, and turned on the

television. All over every network station I saw this

strange-looking half-building.

Ah, a bomb. Oklahoma City again. People probably

died. Oh, children as well. Too bad.

Couldn't change die channel without hearing the

word "tragedy."

Couldn't get away from interviews with fire chiefs

and FBI agents.

Even MTV ran Oklahoma news flashes.

So, there I sat, staring blankly at the television, wit-

nessing almost first-hand the devastation of the single

worst terrorist attack ever committed on American soil.

Biain numbed ft-om thinking so hard about my exam.

I was not affected by Uiis bomb at all.

Felt no pain, no sadness, nothing. Only numbness.

Attributed this to the test, figured I'd be moved lat-

er, as more pictures rolled in.

I walked to Palmer, turned in the test, showered, and

turned the television back on. Saw dead bodies, heard in-

terviews with rescuets about the carnage inside the Al-

ft'ed Murrah Federal Building. Couldn't find any emotion.

The next day, I saw pictures of dead bodies. Stared

at this gut-wrenching photo of a fireman carrying a

bloody baby, which later died. But my heart wouldn't feel

anything. I could not find any soap of sadness.

listened later to a sportstalk show on KOA. A man

called in to talk to Scott Hastings (Nugget legend) about

the bombing. In uncontrollable anger, this fether of two

young children had apparendy barehanded a punching

bag for seven straight minutes, bloodying his knuckles

and probably rendering his hands useless for weeks to

come.

I switched the station, commenting bitterly to myself

on die overwhelming stupidity of this flake.

Went Friday to see Kiss ofDeath, and watched die

special effects wizards put a nasty-looking bullet hole in

the head of an actor. Didn't even flinch.

Watched highlights of Sunday's memorial service for

the victims of the Oklahoma explosion, and was moved

only to anger by the painfiilly awftil rendition of Eric

Clapton's 'Tears in Heaven" by some dark-haired guy in

a tux. He managed to get about 25% of the lyrics right.

Life fi-om 1974 to 1995- filled with Lebanon bomb-

ings, Vietnam aftermath, airiine bombings, airplane

crashes, the Gulf War, Pulp Fiction, the World Trade

Center, Lethal Weapon, Steven Seagal, earthquake cov-

erage, the IRA, Jeffrey Dahmer, Ted Bundy, the Simpson

murders, Schindler's List, Japanese subways, Waco,

drunk drivers, prom-night deaths...

Is there really a difference between reality and fic-

tion? Is diis Oklahoma City diing real? Or is it just anoth-

er ugly movie? Are people dying? What do people mean,

anyway?

After 20 years of experience, tragic loss of life just

seems commonplace. Mass death, brutal murder, reck-

less stupidity, it's all normal stuff.

This bomb: sad, pathetic, frightening. Let these mur-

derers fiy.

But can you really blame them? Is a bomb at all real

anymore? Can people even know the difference between

true life and Hollywood?

What do 200 lives really mean when we count diat

many deaths every day on the nighdy news, the prime

time lineup, die network news specials, the motion pic-

tures...?

After all of diis, after watching firemen pull hundreds

THOUGHTS FROM

THE SKY CHAIR

by Erick R. Scheminske

of dead bodies from die rubble of die Murrah Building, 1

can see how someone could do this.

Somehow, these lives seem only fictional. None of

diis can be real.

Friday's midday musings...

' And you thought die OJ. Simpson trial was a circus...

• All of you who were concerned about paramilitary

groups before last Friday, raise your hands.

• So far, I count 5.

• In America

• Thanks to die news media for creating a ridiculous

stir about organizadons diat direaten public security

about as much as my pet geibils.

• Aldiough, Mort is sleeping more than usual... I won-

der if she's carrying some deadly strain of flesh-eating

baaeria.

• A quote fi'om an FBI affidavit on Timothy McVeigh,

bombing suspea: "(McVeigh) was known to hold ex-

treme right-wing views . . . and was particularly agi-

tated about die conduct of die federal government at

Waco, Texas, in 1993."

• So, are we saying that, if I were in Oklahoma over

block break, I'd be sitdng in a real small room wear-

ing an ugly orange jumpsuit right now?

• Surprise! Disdain for die current set of officials in

Washington does not make one a terrorist.

• Mr. Clinton, are you listening?

• Bill?

• Let's see..."things that are said regularly over die air-

waves" by "loud and angry voices . . . leave the im-

pression by their very words diis violence is accept-

able." Mr President, what exacdy are you trying to

say?

• It's a sad state of affairs when the President of die

United States is on die run from radio talk show

hosts. Why, why, WHY is diis man in die White

House?

• No. When terrorists attack a nation, it is not wise to

propagate a polidcal division by accusing disgninded

conservatives of advocating genocide.

• And people diought this fool could lead a counuy?

Send him back to England, I'm just sick of his stamp

being on my country.

• Hey, at least some good has come of diis explosion-

I've seen only diree photos of Lance Ito in the last

week.

• Kato Kaelin, if you really co-wrote diis book, I diink

you're going to jail.

• Too bad. You had great hair.

• Another lovely Denver-area high school story... Last

weekend, a 17 year-old kid got his hands on a rented

1995 Lexus to drive to prom. After the dance, and ap-

parendy a few beers, he crashed it. Killed two girls in

the back seat, injured himself and his friend in the

front.

• Tragic? Yes. Sympathy? None.

• At die same time, die friends of six drunken fools

whose car got flattened by a train (they died) have re-

fused to share with police who provided the alcohol

for die party diat killed dieir comrades.

• Tragic? Yes. Sympathy? None.

• Kids make decisions. Often, diey make decisions they

can't handle. Somedmes, diey pay widi dieir lives, or

die lives of diose diey care deeply about.Buttheyde-

serve nothing more dian what diey get. And diey cer-

tainly don't deserve my tears.

• Maybe someday, people will learn.

• Call me self-serving, but as die Commentary Editor, I

felt that I had so litde to say this week diat the "Sky

Chair" deserved a ftiU page.

• Is that unediical?

• E-mail quesUon: is it not true diat students lost die

right to make all-campus elenronic mailings because

we abused die privilege by sending out advertise-

ments for personal profit'

• Did anybody else noUce diat, in die last mondi, bodi

Susan Marine (Loomis Hall Director) and Kadiryn

Monahan (Shove Chapel Assistant) have sent out all-

campus mailings for the sole purpose of personal

economic gain, or die economic gain of dieir person-

al friends?

• Does anybody else wish Academic Computing would

revoke dieir privileges and reduce dieir accounts to

die level of peasant students like die rest of us?

• Let's start a peution.

• Now that it's olRcially staned, let me officially say diat

I really don't like baseball.

• John Hinkley, Ted Bundy, Francisco Duran, and now

possiblyJohn Doe 2. Colorado, you can certainly turn

diem out.

• Two-and-a-halfweeks. I'm glowing.
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Militias undermine safety in democracy
by Christopher M. Rose

The recent bombing of the

Alfred Murrah Federal Building

in Oklahoma City has diverted

the public's attention from the

Contract with America, profes-

sional baseball, and the OJ.

Simpson trial to issues of do-

mestic violence, our security

and safety, and die rising num-

ber of paramilitary "militias"

throughout the Midwestern

United States.

These militias are operated

by private citizens and are not

sanctioned by the government;

in fact, opposition to the gov-

ernment is often their central

value.

Anti-government not in op-

position to certain programs or

agencies, bureaucracy, or so-

called "big-government," but ac-

tually in opposition to die feder-

al government itself.

Their discontent and anger

arises from the belief that the

entire federal government has

abandoned the Constitution

and principles of the Founding

Fathers. They cite as proof the

Waco, Texas, incident two years

ago and the Brady Bill last year

as recent examples of the feder-

al government overstepping its

powers.

Hence, tiiese militia men

claim to be protecting them-

selves, and regard themselves as

true patriots.

They forget the fact that in

the Waco incident it was the

Branch Davidians who broke the

law, and that the Brady Bill re-

quires citizens to undergo a

background check, but does not

in any way infringe upon their

basic right to "keep and bear

arms."

fronically, the very govern-

ment the militias claim to be

adamantly opposed to also al-

lows diem to exist in the first

place, so long as diey do not

break the law and wrongftilly

hurt odiers.

Speaking on behalf of the

government. President Clinton

made it clear that if these militia

want to believe that government

is bad, fine. If they want to legal-
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ly maintain arms and weapons,

line. If they want to dress up

and train in die woods on week-

ends, fine.

But as citizens, they are still

obligated to obey all of die laws

of the land, even diose they dis-

agree with. In other words, they

can disagree widi certain indi-

vidual laws. But if they disobey

them, diey must still suffer the

consequences and punishment

of their actions.

So, of all the lessons diat

will undoubtedly be gained from

tills terrible bombing, probably

the most important will be to

recognize diat, throughout the

history of this country, there

have been those who abused

their freedoms and natural

rights. The majority should be

cautious of such individuals

without infringing upon their

rights.

Although democracy is val-

ued not just in this country, but

throughout the worid, it is not

perfect, nor is it a man-made

"heaven on earth."

1^ Cljeers^
and

JEERS X
A To the 105 people who donated or
tried to donate blood. Not only was
this CC's most successful drive ever,

but your blood went to Oklahoma City
to help the bombing victims.

ft To the Chicago Cubs for winning
their season opener and making their

fans look much less stupid eady on.
ft To Karen Michels, for all of her hard
work with the Colorado College Com-
puter Network.
ft To the CC Escort Service, for their

commitment to making this campus a
safer place for everyone.
ft To beer in Benjamin's.

ft To summer employment.
ft To Josh Lipman, simply because
he's too talented for his years, Save
these newspapers for your portfolio.

ft To Oklahoma Cit/ firemen. Our
hearts and prayers are with you.
ft To EnAct, for reminding us all how
beautiful our earth is,

ft To the CCCA, for running a smooh
and fair election. Next year's Council
take note.

ft To Barry Fey, for creating yet anoth-
er fantastic concert season for Col-
orado residents.

ft To May 17, 1995
ft To classic 80's music.

Send us your Cljcerg and JEERS via e-mail: CATALYST@CC.COLORADO.EDU

X To Benjamin's for removing practi-

cally every non-alcoholic beverage.
X To whoever thought we should
spend money on lights for Washburn
field, but neglected to ensure they
would be tall and bright enough for

varsity teams to use.

X To whoever decided we shouldn't
have volleyballs at the equipment
desk in El Pomar.
X To that ugly white fertilizer stuff all

over the grass that refuses to dissolve.

X To 13 more days of responsible class-

room behavior.

X To the as yet unknown parties re-

sponsible for the Oklahoma City
bombing. Humanity stands ashamed.
X To Dennis Rodman. You just can't
like him.

X To the CCCA Budget Committee,
for blowing it once again with the IRS,

X Again, to the CCCA Budget Com-
mittee, for not giving student groups
advance notice of their recommend-
ed yearly allocation before the big
budget meeting.
X To The Colorado College, for hand-
cuffing the CCCA Budget Committee
and injuring all student groups by not
increasing the Council's budget for

1995-1996.
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Opening Day perspectives: greed kills glory
April 26, 1995- Opening Day! After

months of waiting and hoping, Ameri-

cans were again treated to bats, balls and

the Boys of Summer. The Major League

stril(e is officially over.

Or is it?

Looldng at the demands of the own-

ers and players, several major long-term

stumbling blocks still exist. Such mean-

ingless terms as collective bargaining and

revenue sharing are being tossed around

like boxes of ballpark Crackerjacks.

And, of course, the Major League

Umpires, those painfijily put-upon indi-

viduals reviled by owners, players, and

fans alike, are still locked out.

At least one good thing came out of

this miserable off-season!

The fact is, the fans have no guaran-

tee that this season, or any season in the

near future, will not be marred by play-

er/owner tiffs.

1 don't know what frightens me

more, the fact that Donald Fehr became

a household name or that the recent

purges of big-money talent have made

the Chicago Cubs a contender in the Na-

tional League Central Division.

Alas, I woeflilly admit that I am a

Cubs fan. And the players think diey have

a reason to go on strike! The Cubs can

proudly lay claim to one division tide in

my lifetime and no pennants since before

the days of color television.

Through it aJl, even when diey dese-

crated Wrigley Field by adding lights to

appease the television advertisers who

demanded that the Cubs play night

games, even when they let their only

pitcher with a decent arm join the Toma-

hawk-chopping Atlanta Braves, I re-

mained loyal.

Face it, the Cubs, one of the worst

teams in the history of baseball, have mil-

lions of die-hard fans across the country.

And now, strike and all, these fans

will turn out in droves to watch their

adored Cubbies get hammered every

other day. The magic of baseball contin-

ues to fill me with wonder.

I do thank the players and owners,

their pettiness and greed helped me to

gain a little perspective.

• The Colorado Rockies published

their salaries in the April 25th edition

of The Rocky Mountain News. Their

lowest paid player, a utility infielder

w n

only
gets to

play
when —

FROM THE EDITOR

by Chad T. Nitta

one of the million-dollar-players get a

"well-deserved" day off, earns

1109,000.

• $109,000. To sit on the bench. And

these are the guys who went on

strike? Their lowest paid players

make more than your better-than-av-

erage doctor or lawyer.

• And we wonder why our children

aren't excited to go to college and la-

bor through 3 or 4 years of graduate

school.

• Let's not forget that Coloradans ap-

proved a tax increase to build Coors

Field but vehemendy rejected a simi-

lar increase to improve the educa-

tional system.

• And we wonder why our children

don't value their educations.

• But of course, all of the problems

with our educational system are

caused by administrative mismanage-

ment.

Heaven forbid concerned parents,

educators, and administrators collab-

orate to work out a viable plan.

Oh no, let's just cut the money off.

It's only our children and our hiture.

And we wonder why our children

don't value cooperation, sharing, jus-

tice, and equal opportunity.

Oops, 1 think I just explained why the

baseball strike took so long to re-

solve.

Random thought: kids play spons for

enjoyment and exercise, to learn

about team-

work, to val-

ue hard

work and

experience

the joys of winning. Most important-

ly, kids play sports to make them-

selves better people.

As the recent strikes and lockouts in

professional adiletics have illustrated,

adults play pro sports for money. Pe-

riod.

Aren't we glad that children in Amer-

ica aspire to be a professional ath-

letes?

1 understand that the players had le-

gitimate grievances, but 1 think all

sides need a litde perspective. The

only people left on Earth who make

more than professional athletes are

entertainers, speculators, corporate

raiders and a geeky guy named Bill

Gates.

I'm all for people getting dieir fair

share, but doesn't it seem like the

strike would have been easier to

solve if players were paid hourly?

With their hourly wage not to exceed

i digits.

At least the fans wouldn't have felt

like the strike was ridiculous.

Other examples of the greed and

shallowness diat drive professional

sports: last weekend's National Foot-

ball League draft.

John Walsh, the BYU quarterback

who dropped out of school a year

early to pursue dreams of riches in

the NFL, was not drafted until die

seventh round, several rounds later

than he had anticipated. He became

the story of the day, the talented kid

who got screwed by the system.

I'm conhised. Last time I looked, the

minimum salary of an NFL player was

$120,000. Not bad for a 21-year-old

college dropout.

Perspective, please.

And we wonder why Gatorade made

a killing by coining die phrase "I wan-

na be like Mike".

And last, but not least, the Denver

Nuggets.

I keep hoping for perspective in pro-

fessional sports. Well, I think I found

some in die 5'7" frame of Greg Grant.

Grant, cut by 5 teams in his NBA ca-

reer and owner of a league-minimum

salary, led the Nuggets down the

stretches of several key games.

Ironically, high-priced players like

Jalen Rose sat the bench.

Even more ironically, die Nuggets are

in die playoffs.

And 1 didn't think there was anyone

left to believe in!

APPLY NOW FOR FAll 1995

THE CATALYST
Layout Editor

Photography Editor

Distribution

Typesetters
Darl<roonn Techs
Proofreaders

Section Editors

Call Alison Hogarth atx7475
or email atA_HOGARTH

for more information
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,

1 am writing in response to

the commentar)' in the April 7,

1995 Cataly'st concerning Mar-

riott and the food we serve in

both Rastall and Bemis. The two

primarj' concerns voiced were

the lack of variet)' and the quali-

ty' of products we purchase. I

would like to take a quick look

at bodi of these issues.

The menu in each location

is largely determined dirough a

survey process we conducted in

September of 1994 among our

customers on the campus.

Items such as pasta and pizza

scored very high in die survey,

consequently we menu these on

a daily basis. Within the pasta

and pizza cycles we provide a

great deal of variety with differ-

ent sauces and toppings each

meal. In rotation with the pasta

format we also provide stir fry,

fajitas, potato bar, nacho bar,

etc. The grill format has a daily

special in addition to the stand-

by hamburgers, hot dogs, and

grilled sandwiches. The a la

carte entree line also features a

menu change each meal

tliroughout die week.

There are usually 14 sepa-

rate entree choices each meal,

and often more than diat in

Rastall. Add the deli, waffles, sal-

ad bar, etc., and diere is a great

deal of variety.

The second concern raised

was that of quality. It is true that

we have invested money in try-

ing to make student dining facil-

ities a pleasant place to visit.

However, that sum is insignifi-

cant compared to the dollars we

spend on quality products to

prepare for meals. Whether it be

turkey breast for the deli, sun-

dried tomatoes, pure olive oil or

pesto for the pasta bar, or fresh

fruits and vegetables for use

throughout our operation, we

seek to buy die best quality we

can with the money we have to

work with. The first week of

Block 7 we spent $43,619.00 on

food for the campus. We could

certainly save a great deal of

AmeriG)rps
CHANGE YOUR LIFE. CHANGE YOUR COUNTRY.

WHAT IS

AMERICORPS'VISTA?

As part ol tfie new domestic

Peace Corps. AmeriCorps-VISTA

Members spend a year putting

their skills to work full-time,

in communities around the

corner or around the country.

AmenCorps-VISTA Members

I S4725 toward existing

student loans or future

tuition costs.

P/ertse callfor more

hiformiitiou nuH itu

npplictilion:

1-800-

94-ACORPS

We've heard enough about what's wrong

with our conununities. Now it's tune to

get things done.

WITH AMERICORPS*VISTA, YOU'RE
PART OF A COMMUNITY—HELPING
NEIGHBORS IN NEED TO:

Turn gang battlegrounds into kids'playgrounds.

Teach adults to read—andpass on the love of

learning.

Help start local businesses—andgive workers

new skilb.

Restore an elementary school to excellence.

Immunize infants.

AMERICORPS'VISTA

IS HERE... ON CAMPUS

MAV 4th and Sth, 1995

11 am to 1 pm

Wornar Cairtei

^ < Ti 1 I
'^"^^ ^° ^^'^ ^''°'" ^^ welcomed and

^£}QQ£ Ij3.CKl! t^ncouraged. Allletters must tie submit-

ted to die Catalyst by Wednesday, 12:00

PM for publication in the following Friday's issue. All leners must be

signed. Anonymity Is rarely granted. Restrict letters to 500 woixls or less.

Those under 250 words will be considered first. The Catalyst reserves the

right to edit letters for purposes of publicaUon. Ail letters will be screened for

foctual -accuracy- libelous letters will not be accepted. Tlic I.etters to die Ed-

itor section oftheCa/fl/vs/is meant to give any and all students, faculty, and

smfFa fomm in which to express issue-oriented opinions. letters will be pub-

lished on this basis. No poet-

ry, please. All letters become

die property of die Catalyst,

and are not returned. Send

letters to:

The Colorado College Catalyst

Letters to the Editor

902 North Cascade Avenue

Colorado Springs, CO 80946

E-mail:

CATAlYST@CC.COlORADO.EDU

money were we to eliminate

Minute Maid juices, Orowheat

breads, high quality meats and

odier products from our menus.

This would, however, be con-

trary to our effort to provide the

best program we can.

Variety and quality are cer-

tainly important issues when

looking at the campus dining

program. A more fundamental

question is, how can customers

get involved in guiding the de-

velopment of fijture plans and

programs at the Colorado Col-

lege? Two great aventies for in-

volvement are directors' dinners

(arrange through your R.A.) and

working with the campus food

committee (contact the CCCA).

1 would be thrilled with more in-

volvement from our customers

in die decision-making process.

In addition to this, please feel

free to see me about taking a

tour of our kitchens and storage

facilities for a first hand look at

what we buy and how we pre-

pare it. 1 look forward to your in-

put as we develop our program

for the future.

Sincerely,

John Hawkins

Foodservice Director

Marriott Management

Services

ENVIRONMENTAL J0b3 FOR tHE ^UMM^R
Earn $2500-$3500 & Free the Planet

Cannpaign to save entdangered species,

pronnote recycling and stop polluters.

Work with major environmental groups like

the PRIGs, Sierra Club & Green Corps.
Offices in Denver and Boulder

32 other states and D.C.

CailJamie: 1 -800-75-EARTH

Out ofFlex Points?

Out ofCash?

Fund your

GOLD CARD PLUS Account

with VISA or MasterCard!

Stop by the Gold Card Office in

Womer Center, or call 6688 for

more information.

I

Use your GOLD CARD PLUS Account
in the CC Bookstore, Benji's, The
CStore, dining halls, the mailroom &
Wooglins . Use it for laundry, vending
snacks & sodas, and NOW in copiers at

the bookstore, library & Worner Desk
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Students march on Washington

CC students rally, march for women's lives
by Jen Sands

Editor's Note: Thefollowing

is the powerful account of one

CC woman's experience during

last month's Rally for Women's

Lives It seems all the more ap-

propriate as we close thisyear's

Sexual Assault Awareness

Month.

•Every 15 seconds a woman

in the United States is battered.

*In the United States, 4

women are killed every day by

their husbands or boyfriends.

*One out of every three

women will be a victim of a sex-

ual assault during her lifetime.

*(>1% of convicted rapists

are repeat offenders.

*Less than 5% of rapists go

to jail.

These are just a few of the

chilling statistics that are a reali-

ty for women in their everyday

lives. 1994 brought violence

against women into the head-

lines. The murder of abused

wife Nicole Brown Simpson

upon finding her in bed with an-

other man, a judge complained

publicly about having to sen-

tence him to anything at all say-

ing, "any man would have done

the same thing."

Abonion clinic escorts and

workers were murdered in Flori-

da and Michigan simply for wy-

ing to protect clinic clients.

Allegations in the Navy's

Tailhook sexual harassment

scandal continued to pour forth,

and the government's lack-

adaisical reaction angered not

only the two hundred victims,

but women everywhere.

The 1994 congressional

elections swept in a Republican

majority that quickly ceased to

fund the welfare system aimed

solely at programs for women

and children (WIC, AFDC, etc.).

Funding for programs aimed at

preventing domestic violence

was threatened.

In light of all of these events

and the perceived backlash

against women, the National Or-

The Colorado College contingent to the Rally for Women's Lives
banner before heading Into the heart of the demonstration.

this country and to show con-

gress that women are not willing

to put up with existing attitudes.

Colorado College was there.

When the rally announce-

ment came across the desk of

Women's Studies Interns Deb

Clough and lesaka Long- thev

photo courtesy ol Jen Sands

Demonstrators filled the Mall between the Capital and the Washington Monument at the April rally.

sparked the discussions of do-

mestic violence all over the

country.

Her recorded voice from a

911 tape haunted women every-

where as a perfect example of

the lack of protection for

women in violent sittjations.

When a man killed his wife

ganization for Women decided

to hold the Rally for Women's

Lives in front of the nation's cap-

ital in Washington D.C. The slo-

gan of the rally: "We Won't Go

Back." The purpose of the rally

was to call attention to the in-

aeasing violence, both physical

and political, against women in

knew that Colorado College

women had to be there.

For two months, twenty CC

women planned their trip, fig-

ured out costs, raised money,

made a banner, and otherwise

prepared for the rally.

Eventually, only eleven of

the twenty would be able to go

on the actual trip, which fell on

the second weekend of seventh

block, but we carried with us

enough enthusiasm for one

hundred.

Amid cries of "We're actual-

ly marching on Washington,"

the CC team headed down to

the foot of the capital early Sun-

day morning, April 9.

We stopped about halfway

there to have our picture taken

and to sign in with the NOW vol-

unteers. We were told that NOW
was expecting about fifty thou-

sand people. We hurried on our

way to find a good spot at the

front of the crowd. There we

prompdy set up camp.

As the mall began filling up

with people, we took turns wan-

dering around, taking in the dis-

plays, booths, and the general

scene. One of the most powerful

sights that morning was the

clothesline project, a mammoth

clothesline with over six thou-

sand t-shirts pinned to it.

Each shirt represents a
,

woman who has been beaten as-

saulted, raped, or murdered.

The sheer enormity of the

clothesfine was sobering.

The rally itself staned at

noon. Among the speakers and

performers were: Kate Koestner

(a rape activist), Patricia Ireland

(President of NOW), Reverend

pholo courtesy ol Jen Sands

poses for a picture with their

Jesse Jackson, Eleanor Smeal

(President of the Feminist Ma-

jority), Joan Jett, Toad the Wet

Sprocket, Tyne Daley and

Sharon Gless (of Cagney and

Lacey) and Salt (of Salt n Pep-

pa). Also present were the fam-

ilies of victims of domestic vio-

lence and anti-abortion vio-

lence, and survivors of rape and

domestic violence themselves.

At some point during die

five hour rally, a voice over the

loudspeaker told us all to turn

around and look behind us be-

cause we stretched all the way

back to the Washington Monu-

ment. NOW had counted a quar-

ter of a million people!

The feeling of elation diat

swept through the crowd is in-

describable. We felt powerful-

pan of something huge.

At the end of the day, as we

piled back into the powder blue

CC van for the thirty hour ride

home, we felt inspired, excited,

outraged, and ready for action.

Our experience as part of

the chorus of voices speaking

out in Washington on the hot

spring day will never dull.

We proved to ourselves that

we are not as apathetic as CC

students describe themsehes,

and neither are the countless

alums diat sought us out in the

Please see Rally on page 10
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Fraternity residencespromise to be hot topic ofdebate in thefall

Students pack forum on future of Greek System
At the end of seventh block. President Kathryn

Mohrman held an open forum to discuss the fiiture of

Greeks at CC.

She opened this session speaking about the for-

ward-looking nature of her current decision process.

Mohrman eluded to die previous recommendation giv-

en by die Greek Ad Hoc committee as a "...bureaucrat-

ic nightmare." She instead expressed interest in rec-

ommending a more clear and conaete soludon.

AlUiough die original date for a recommendadon

to die Board of Trustees was scheduled for diis May,

Mohrman said she realized diat her previous target

date was too soon, and that discussion would have to

continue into late next fall.

In die open session, Mohrman spoke of die demo-

lidon of the exisUng ftatemity residences, saying tfiat,

"the fraternity buildings are structurally unmaintain-

able." This comment quickly led to a discussion of die

friture residendal status of men's Greek organizations

at CC. The packed room of 100-h students in Womer

Center became very heated around diis issue.

The attending students were primarily Greek, but

both men and women voiced their opinions on diis

topic.

In fact, a member of die 1995-96 muldcultural

house (previously Phi Delta Theta Fraternity) pointed

out some die positive aspects diat she has wimessed

among men's current living arrangements and diat die

muldculoiral house would enjoy some of those same

benefits of small group living.

Not many would deny die fact that most students

who live on campus would prefer small group living

arrangements as opposed to die large and sometimes

disconnected or solitary dormitory life.

Students have been forming these types of living

arrangements either Uirough Greek organizations or

odier campus themes such as die center for learning

and living and the new multicultural house.

The men's fraternities are now being told diat diey

by Joseph Carpenter

might be denied die opportunity to live together in a

residential unit based on dieir membership in diat par-

ticular organization.

In saying diat die college supports and even plans

to move toward more types of small group living, why

would die men of fraternities be denied diis opportu-

nity?

As die theme houses have a dieme, fraternities

also have a dieme diat extends into every area of coUe-

giate life.

This discussion of residential firatemities is not

solely an issue regarding die Greek System.

This is also an issue which involves the future of

college residences as a whole.

If small group living is what stijdents desire, why

not provide diat type of living for all students, not how-

ever, based on an 'application'?

Students should not have to illusu^te diat they

can, or should, live in a panicular area on campus.

Everyone should have an equal opportunity.

As die discussion continues, the issue of residen-

tial fraternities will be a focus.

Whoever comments on die issue has a right to

dieir opinion, yet unless they have experienced what

men's fraternities have in dieir living arrangements,

diey do not fully understand the issues at hand.

At the end of die open forum, Amit Nayer (FIJI),

spoke of his bond widi his fraternal brothers as being

one of the greatest aspects of his life at CC. He also said

friture students, if men's fraternities were non-residen-

tial, would be denied this opportunity.

Supporting this feeling, die room erupted widi ap-

plause.

For any person that would like to comment on the

friture of Greek life at CC, all comments can be e-

mailed to Greeks@cc.colorado.edu.

Editor's Note: Greek Comer is a regular, weekly

feature within the Catalyst The opinions expressed

within it do not necessarily reflect the opinions ofthe

Catalyst newspaper or of its staff. Comments on Greek

Comer, or on any other Catalyst /eatores can be di-

rected to

:

The Colorado College Catalyst

Letters to the Editor

902 N. Cascade

Colorado Springs, CO 80946.

Greek Comer will not appear next week, but look in

thisyear'sfinal edition ofthe Catalyst/or a last look

into Greek life at The Colorado College.

Dear Friends &
Fellow Travelers,

IHAVEMOVEDI

You can find me at

Journey's Travel,

118N.TejonSt.,

Suite 405.

Call 632-8009.

-1 Women subject of forum

I AH TOUR TRAVEL EXPERT • 12 yean experience

The United Nations Com-

mission on die Stanis ofWomen

has been actively developing a

•RAH PASSES*

•SPECIAL STUDENT AIRFARES'

•YOUTH HOSTEL'

• CONVENIENTLY LOCATED UPSMRS FROM OLD

CHICAGO DOWNTOWN 4th floor, YES • THERE'S AN

^^ ELEVATOR!

CALL ME SOON!

THANKS,
EariFox

Hours: 8:30 am to 5:30 pm Monday - Friday

Saturdays 10:00 am to 1:00 pm - by appointment

118 N. Tejon, Suite 405 • 632-8009 • 800-920-TRIP

All nalutal, freshly prepared foods,,,

unique menu consisting of salads, pas!;

M '

and scrumptious desserts.

Full liar

USE. Dale

Mon-Sat

Lunch & Dinner

578-9898

Platform for Action at die com-

ing Fourdi World conference on

Women in Beijing, China in ear-

ly September 1995. Many official

U.S. regional meetings have

been held to provide resource

material in preparation for this

conference. Meanwhile, seem-

ingly obsuuctionist issues are

being raised in China, including

plans to keep Non Government

Organizations (NGOs) miles

from the site of the conference.

What is going on? What do

women hope to achieve? Will it

have worldwide impact?

Please come Monday, May

1, 1995, 7:00 p.m., to die WES

Room, Womer Center, The Col-

orado College, 902 Nordi Cas-

ade, Colorado Springs. If you

would like to make suggestions,

now is the time. Some of our

panelists plan to attend die con-

ference in Beijing.

Ra//y continued from page 9

middle of the crowd, and nei-

dier are diose who for whatever

reason couldn't make it.

We stood for them; we

stood for ourselves; we stood

for every woman we have ever

known. We regained courage to

stand up for what we believe in

every day.

Our trip would not have

been possible without the sup-

port of die following sponsors:

The Women's Studies Depart-

ment, the Political Science De-

parunent, VAT, FEMCO, NARAL,

the Sociology Department,

Leisure Program Funds, CCCA,

die Chaplain's Office, Residen-

tial Life, Kathryn Mohrman, lau-

rel McLeod, Jane Cauvell,

Dorothy Phillips, Uncommon

Grounds, die Art of Espresso,

Wise Woman Herbs, Everest Ti-

bet Imports. Thank you for be-

lieving in our dedication to

diese issues.
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Program allows students to experience different cultures while helping others

Semeste r at Sea offers variety to students
Press Release

Semester at Sea students

deliver bool(S, clotliing, toys and

other goods to diose in need

around the world.

In addition to studying

global issues as they uavel by

ship around die world. Semes-

ter At Sea students are partici-

pating in a Donation Projea that

has been established to assist

those in need around the world.

Adding a service dimension

to the Semester At Sea experi-

ence, the Donation Project

takes advantage of the fact that

each semester the S.S. Universe,

with 450 college students on

board, visits ten countries

around the world.

Needed items are collected

year-round at the Program's

headquarters at the University

of Pittsburgh, and then trans-

ported to die ship. Students on

board coordinate die delivery of

these goods on various field

trips during die 100 day semes-

ter.

Students are also able to

take part in service projects,

which enables diem to intetaa

further widi the people they are

visiting.

Recently, students have

conducted successful and fun

an projects with children in var-

ious schools and orphanages.

Semester At Sea provides all of

die art supplies and instructions

for these projects; students

leave the materials with die or-

ganization for dieir future use.

In Vietnam on a previous

voyage. Semester At Sea stu-

dents took die children from

die Hy Vong School for the Deaf

to the zoo for a day. Tree-planti-

ng projects are currendy being

scheduled in an Untouchable

village in India.

Each semester approxi-

mately 450 undergraduate stu-

dents, representing 180 colleges

and universities across die U.S.

and abroad, togedier with 40 se-

nior adult participants and 68

faculty and staff join die voyage.

Semester At Sea, adminis-

tered by die Insdtute for Ship-

board Education and academi-

cally sponsored by die Universi-

ty of Pittsburgh, is a program

diat takes students, from col-

leges and universities across die

United States and abroad,

around die world each fall and

spring semester. Students

choose from fifty lower and up-

per division courses in a variety

of disciplines.

Courses offered are accred-

ited by die University of Pitts-

burgh and are fully transferable

to die student's home institu-

tion. Classes meet daily while

the ship is at sea.

The faculty are visiting pro-

fessors, also from institutions

across die U.S. and abroad. All of

die faculty have had extensive

resident international experi-

ence which serves to integrate

course content with countries

on die itinerary.

When in port stijdents can

choose from a wide range of

suiictured u^vel opportunities

diat are developed by the Insti-

tute and the faculty. Students

may also choose to a-avel inde-

pendently

Each class has a field com-

ponent requirement that the

stijdent must complete during

the voyage.

Recent itineraries have in-

cluded visits to Venezuela,

Brazil, South Africa, Kenya,

Japan, China, Hong Kong, Viet-

nam, India, Egypt, Israel, Philip-

pines, Ukraine, Turkey, and Mo-

rocco, and stays in port range

from three to six days.

Semester At Sea uses die

S.S. Universe, an 18,000 ton ship

that has been equipped as a

"floating" university. It contains

classrooms witii closed circuit

television capabilities, a library,

pholo courtesy of Semester at Sea
Mark Goodman, Adam Gunther, and Wolfe Ashcraft pose on deck of the S.S. Universe while taking
a break from studying on the Semester at Sea program.

dieater, stiidem union and cafe-

teria. It also includes a swim-

ming pool, basketball and vol-

leyball court and a weight room,

providing a dynamic campus at-

mosphere for participating stu-

dents. A student life staff pro-

vides activities programming for

the periods of time at sea.

The program costs $12,195

for die 100 day semester. This

price includes tuition, room,

board, and passage fare. Finan-

cial aid is available. Assistance is

also available to diose students

who do not typically qualify for

aid on their home campus. Ad-

ditional information may be ob-

tained by calling 800-854-0195

or 412-648-7490, or writing: 811

William Pitt Union, Pittsburgh,

PA 15260.

Years Ahead
SALON

•15% OFF All SERVICES FOR CC STUDENTS-

118 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's • 635-5552

H<iir Designersfor Men & Women

Style cats, Maintenance Trim,
Penns & Translucent Colors

Nexus & Triproducts availablefor sale

Monday - Friday

Stop in or call for an appointment
827 N. Tejon at Cache La PtMidre 632-3531

^ NEED A JOB? »
Fl.EXrBLE SCHEDULE, YEAR ROUND

Opening in retail sales, receiving, shipping,

stock, filing, etc.

Apply 8 AM. - 1 1 AM.
TEACHER'S PET/ BANKS SCHOOL SUPPLY

241S Rand Avk.
25 & Circle. Exit l 38. I block west. Block nort



Expecf Diversity
Media Play has a huge selection of rock, rap, jazz, classical, R&B— ^

always the freshest releases. And always at low prices.

10.95^
COMPACT DISC

list 15.99-16.99

MUSIC • SOFTWARE

HEDI/^PLAY
MORI CHOICl. LESS PRICE. GUARANTEED.

Citadei Crossing, Colorado Springs, 573-1977

w^ *^®" Mon-Thurs: 10-9, Fri-Sat: 10-10, Sun: 11-6

Sale prices good
through Mqy 4.

aVB257-045G:
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Four women create themselves on tape
by Kim OTiipple

Four voices weave around

each otlier, creating with each

individual sU'and of sound one

strong, diverse lifeline of

melody. The voices rise and fall,

contributing their own pitch

and tone to create a reverbera-

tion of poeuy and song. Singing

the Circle: Four Women Creat-

ing Themselves speaks for Kim

CampbeU, Stacy Dyson, Felecia

Rose Caton Garcia and Jane

Hilberry while uniting their dis-

tinct experiences and validating

all women's experiences.

The poetry, which is valu-

able in its own right, is given life

by the voices which speak and

sing them. Produced by Senga

Nengudi Fittz and with Tom

Gregor as engineer, the tape

provides the opportunity to

hear the poetry of these four

women in one of its most natur-

al, ritualistic states. It is available

by contacting any of die women

poets, or by writing to: Singing

the Circle, P.O. Box 25097, Col-

orado Springs, CO' 80936. They

ask $5 to cover production .

The diverse women poets

who gave birth to this celebra-

tion bring to it their unique

experiences. Stacy Dyson is a

black woman poet, and she feels

that this definition "is not only

necessaiy but crucial." While

recognizing that she lives one

woman's experience, she simul-

taneously writes and sings poet-

ry "for those women who are

unable or forbidden to sing for

themselves." Her poem "Fable"

expresses the sadness of chil-

dren who were born into slavery

widiout understanding it, and

the cruelty of "kind" slave sce-

narios. The voices of the charac-

ter in this narrative poem are

distinct and real.

Like Dyson, Felecia Rose

Caton Garcia writes about her

experiences with Catholicism

and as a "Chicana and a woman

and a poet," but she also recog-

nizes her ability to "write pri-

marily to make connecrions,

connections between people

who ordinarily think they didn't

have anything in common."

Themes of Catholicism and sex,

mobility and stability, wrap

themselves in a mist of myth

and womanhood to stand side

by side. Caton Garcia's voice is

gentle and strong and beautiful,

a poet's voice, and breathes a

life into her poetry.

Jane Hilberry writes poetry

because, as she says on the tape,

4/28 - 4/29 Film; "Higher 5/1 Speakeis: "Careers in Sci-

Learning" 2nd floor Tutt ence" or "What Young

Library 8:30 p.m. Women Should Know" A

4/28-4/30 Play: Juan Valdez diverse group of female sci-

Student written and per- entists will talk about their

formed play Taylor Hall experiences in the field.

8:00 p.m. Palmer 16 3:45-5:15 p.m.

4/30 Film: "It Was a Wonder- 5/5 Film: "Modier's Day: New

ful life: Reproductive

Hidden UPCOMING ^^*"°'^

Homeless sies"

Women" EVENTS '^ "*•
Sk caust

homeless women tell their fiemerabnance Program;

Story Max Kade Tlieatre 7:30 poetry, music and reflec-

p.m. tions Packard Hall 7:00 p.m.

4/30 Dinner: Pancake dinner 5/4 Thursday at Eleven:

to raise funds for the Center "From Ashes to Hope,"

for die Prevention of songs performed by Galit

Domestic 'Violence. Bemls Gottlieb and Ofer Ben-

5:30-7:30 p.m. Amots Packard 11:00 a.m.

photo courtesy of Nic Taylor

Four Women Creating Themselves performed in Max Kade over bioci< breal< and last nigiit.

"diere were certain subjects I

didn't know how to speak

about, such as die death of my

sister." Her collection of poetry

in the special collections of Tutt

addresses this issue, and "The

Train" also explores this experi-

ence. "Nude" is sensitive and

real description of the body and

female awareness of her own

sexuality using a painting by

William McGregor Paxton.

Kim Campbell speaks her

poems in starts and stops, paus-

es which seem to reflect a diffi-

culty with language, with expres-

sion in poetry. Her singing, on

the other hand, is die fluid song

of the Native American. The

singing, the Ancestor Mantra at

die beginning, and the Women

Sounds, extend the expression

of these women past the words

diat can be so difficult. Campbell

is an American Indian, and her

poems juxtapose life on the

reservation with a need to retain

the traditions of her ancestors to

create both harmony and dis-

cord. "Elegant," while telling the

story of a man who came back,

hints at the desperate plight of

some women and their dissatis-

faction with themselves.

These four women, with

their different experiences, use

poetry, as Hilberry says, "as a

way of finding a voice, finding a

way to express my experience."

Their voice is one of strength,

and as die title of the tape states,

these women are not passive

vessels of society, but instead

are "Creating Themselves."

Though dieir poetry often por-

trays pain and sadness, it unites

and reconciles women and their

experiences to create a work

diat a listener can enjoy and

feel.

The four women performed

tiieir poetry and songs last week

in Max Kade tiieater but people

can still hear them on tape.

Caton Garcia says that "as

women, our voices have always

been there; whispering, chanti-

ng, groaning, screaming, laugh-

ing and crying. These are our

songs, and we are healing our-

selves. We are breaking open

the earth to tell the story of our

lives, and we are going on."

Hapgood hard to follow

by Megan McKee

WARNING; Do not read this

play in a moving vehicle, or

when you have something else

on your mind,

Tom Stoppard's play, Hap-

good, is a tale of British intrigue,

complete with double agents

and a leak to Moscow.

Agent Kerner's top secret

defense research is being leaked

to Moscow. It is up to Hapgood,

director of the Defense Liaison

Committee, and her agents to

figure out who is the traitor

among them. Everyone is a sus-

pect, from Hapgood to Kerner

himself. Is Ridley the double or

is Kerner a triple? Suddenly

there seems to be two of every-

one. Kerner's research explored

the dual nature of light, whether

it travels in particles or waves,

but It also describes the dual

natures of people.

Though the play is written

in English, the characters speak

the difficult to comprehend lan-

guages of physics and espi-

onage. Each page contains a

new deceit as the characters try

to trap each other in lies.

Because the dialogue is so diffi-

cult to understand the reader

isn't sure which side any of the

characters are on, or even who

die traitor is in die end.

The story is hard to follow

because it is written in play

form. If one were to see it acted

on stage, however, and see die

actions as well as hear the words

of the characters it would ni;ike

for an intelligent spy thriller.
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Valdez is more (or less) than the Bradys
by Eric Hardesty

Juan Valdez, besides being a

guy from Colombia, is also the

name of a one act play directed

by Sandy Pryor that will be

showing in Taylor Hall tonight,

tomorrow and Sunday nights at

8:00 p.m. Admission is free with

CC ID, but there will, unfortu-

nately, be no fi'ee coffee bean

samples. Writer Greg Webster,

who won die Theater Workshop

Student Playwriting Contest diis

year with diis entry, said, "it is

not about Juan Valdez and has

nodiing to do with die Brady

Bunch."

What, then, is this play

about' It's about nothing, actu-

ally. It is described as a "conver-

sational odyssey' consisting of

three independent yet intercon-

nected conversations. Webster

said that it really has no plot or

theme, so if you go to the play,

don't try to analyze it too

deeply

Essentially, there is no

point. Three random and com-

pletely unrelated conversations

are cleverly connected widi key

words and phrases by the

author, but die conversations

contain no redeeming sub-

stance or thoughtful social com-

mentary. They consist of three

sloppy, drunk high school jocks

in the mid-eighties, a trio of

stoners and a bong located in

1972 and a glimpse into die

future represented by members

of next year's alternative popula-

tion. The topics discussed range

fi'om auto-eroticism and bestial-

ity to stoner Trivial Pursuit (widi

the most painfully long and

overextended reading of a trivia

card ever witnessed by this

author) and illicit drug use.

There is a potentially meaty and

philosophical discussion on die

gender of God behind door

number three, but it doesn't go

far before deteriorating into

unintelligence. Highlights are

Juan Valdez Is playing this weekend In Taylor Hall..

die morbid death poem about

jelly vs. jam and die new wave of

innovadve, computer-generated

movie technology, the "bong-

microphone."

This play is obviously not

intended for small children nor

die easily offended. It is intend-

ed to be a light-hearted coverage

of nodiing substantial. "The fiin

element of die play," according

to Webster, "is that nothing

photo courtesy of Nic Taylor

needs to be taken seriously." It's

just entertainment for those

who enjoy that brand of less

sophisticated humor, that's all.

Holocaust memories

CC Awards in Literature
Seven Colorado College

juniors have received awards

from $900 to $2500 to under-

take literary projects diis sum-

mer and next year.

Singeli Agnew will use her

one-block award to write stories

about Sweetgrass County, Mon-

tana. Sara Caplan will write

three one-act plays about

women in life transidons diat

involve significant medical prob-

lems. Teresa Cohn's poetry pro-

ject focuses on distance, home

and die "conscious impostor" in

cultural borderlands. Jean-Marc

Duplantier's scholarly project

will compare English and French

language novelists in post-Civil

War New Orieans.

We can help you
find the woy from

Arkansas fo Zanzibar!

Travel Books - 15% OH

Aloy / - 5

Colorado College

Bookstore

Felecia Caton Garcia's poet-

ry will grow from her travels

through the Southwest and

maybe Mexico in pursuit of an

understanding of cross-cultural

and biracial idendty Finally, Seth

Shafer will work on modern

poetic versions and revisions of

Ovid 's Metamorphoses.

Seven grants make this a

record-breaking year for die CC

Awards in Literature.

The CC Awards in Literature

were established in 1981 by an

anonymous donor who is a Col-

orado College graduate. This

year's selecrion committee

members were George Butte

(chair), Tom Mauch and Jim

YafTe (English), Esther Red-

mount (Economics) and stu-

dents Seth Brown, Graham

Smidi (English majors) and Sky

Scherer (economics).

' bv Meredith Mnreenstern

Fifty years ago the Holo-

caust ended. A simple fact that

in no way does justice to the 6

million Jews who had already

died, in addition to the 6 million

gypsies, homosexuals, blacks,

and odiers who had perished;

not to mention coundess sur-

vivors, if they could be called

diat at all after the starvation,

after the imprisonment, after

the agony, after die tenure.

On Wednesday May 3, Col-

orado College will hold a Holo-

caust Commemoration, "Re-

membering the Holocaust", at 7

p.m. in Packard Hall. Bruce

Coriell, Shove chaplain, says that

this year's program, unlike past

Holocaust programs at CC, will

be more traditional in style. "It

will be more like Holocaust

memorial services in Israel," he

said. Included in die program is

a candle lighting service, poetry

readings, and musical selection.

great scores...

<fS3^'
Kaplan helps you focus your
MCAT studies and build your
conttdenco, 9o you can get a
higher score.

t
Call: 1-71»«35-3432

<•« a higher SCOT*

KAPLAN

Galit Gottlieb, Cantor at Temple

Sinai in Denver, will sing The
Fugue of Death by Paul Celan

and Songs From the Concentra-

tion Camps. Ofer Ben-Amots,

Assistant Professor of music

here at CC will play the piano.

Renee Rabinowitz, who is the

legal counsel at CC and a child

of Holocaust survivors who

escaped to America during the

war will speak on the Holocaust.

During the service, six candles

will be lit— one for each million

ofthejewswhodied.

There will then be a Thurs-

day at 1 1:00 a.m. on May 4. This

program will feature all music,

as well as opponunity for dis-

cussions. The music will be pri-

marily Yiddish folk songs as well

as songs of Israeli patriotism.

Many of the founding pioneers

and freedom fighters of Israeli

independence were survivors of

the Holocaust or children of sur-

vivors. The nation of Israel

became a sign of hope and a

symbol of the future for theJew-

ish people, a place of refuge

after the unspeakable agonies

endured at such camps as Tre-

blinka, Dachau, and Bergen-

Belsen. Songs that expressed

that hope will be sung on Thurs-

day, featuring Ofer Ben-Amots

and Galit Gotdieb once again.
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Die Cheerleaders falls far from Henry Rollins
by Diana Smith

Tliere's an old saying that

lie acorn never falls far from the

[ce but too many cliches can

a person. This time the

jcorn has grown wings and

(own away. No one would be

jble to recognize that the new

female bombshell band, Die

Cheerleader, is the brainchild of

spoken-word icon, Henry

BoUins. Yes, it's true kids. Henry

niLxed the songs, produced the

[Icbut album. Son of Filth, and

put it on his own record label.

Human Pitbull. But Die Cheer-

leader has a mind of its own.

Watch out Hole. Watch out Biki-

Kill. Watch out Babes in Toy-

land. Here comes your most

worthy rival.

Giri grunge. Or whatever

you call it. But, it's finally here.

After all this time. After Seattle.

Even after Portland. Female

vocalist Sam Ireland, has come

in the nick of time. America

needs her. Son of Filth is a truly

remarkable album. It almost

seems as though the album was

released by accident, like they

accidentally recorded a jam ses-

sion. This album actually suc-

ceeds where Henry Rollins never

could. Die Cheerleader is chock

full 0' bloody flesh, remains of

power, raw energy, and Sam Ire-

land's oh so husky smoke-filled

voice that just screams "Don't

f**k with me, and don't f**k

with diis band!"

Desperate cries of love lost,

feedback, intense guitar

riffs-Son of Filth is all this and

more. Fun for the entire family.

The album explodes with "Mas-

sive Tangled Muscle" and con-

tinues in an angry trend with

"Pigskin Parade" which asks the

question: "How come you've got

all the power, how come I've got

none?" The rest of the cuts on

the album pale slighdy in com-

parison but certainly don't leave

much to be desired. The whole

album is one long, powerfijl

series of emotions and I felt like

I knew all Die Cheerleader's

deep, dark, diny secrets after lis-

tening to the entire album. It's

definitely a keeper.

Son of Filth is not just a

bunch of girls venting frustra-

tions. There is one male mem-

ber of the band, drummer Andy

Semple, and he is simply amaz-

ing. But Die Cheerleader is obvi-

ously a female organization, no

doubt about it. Where this band

will be in a year is uncertain.

One thing is for sure, though.

This band did not panicipate in

the pep squad in high school.

Check 'em out. Once they break

away from Daddy Rollin's

parental gaze, the sky's die lim-

it.

Relax! He Got
His Glasses
From Us.

When you come to Colorado

Springs Ophthalmology'for an eye

exam and glasses, you get more
than a great price. You get quality care and
personal attention from eye doctors you
can trust for a comprehensive eye ^
exam and the right prescription.

It's no wonder that people who
rely on good vision rely on us ..

for their eye care. i

*25 0ff
Glasses

(:)loracl(> , Vrw'ii

fcO p h t h a I

715No<1tiWsber

Phone i73-

Pyramid & Oregon
by Ted Smith & Kyle Maher

Perhaps now, during diese

last few weeks of school, select-

ing a good beer is more impor-

tant than ever. This week we

have decided to focus specifical-

ly on pyramid beers.

To begin with, we sampled

the Pyramid Weizen, a most nox-

ious concoction. I have diligent-

ly searched C. Springs for a

decent Weizen all year, and this

was the greatest disappoint-

ment. Not only did this brew fail

to impart a tradi-

tional Weizen

taste, it failed in

its aspirations to

be a palatable

beer. This is

undoubtedly one

of the worst microbrews on die

market. Go to Phantom Canyon

if you'd like to enjoy a Weizen.

Like other U.S. breweries,

Pyramid produces several styles.

Fortunately for diem (and us),

they have created an excellent

potter! Its frivolous efferves-

cence is superbly balanced by a

rich. Ml body. The beer is very

clean, and has none of the

burnt, off-flavors which plague

some other brands. While being

a truly "dark" beer, it is not over-

poweringly heavy, and can be

enjoyed by a variety of drinkers.

Having poor luck widi the

pyramid ales, we turned to the

Oregon brewing company.

These are some of the newer

brews on the market that per-

BEER
REVIEW

tried. They are true micro-brews

without the true micro-brew

price. Oregon ales are $5.19 for

six over at Weber St.

If you remember from the

Fall of the year, we searched for

great Brown Ales. Well, we have

found one here. Oregon makes

a great Nut Brown Ale. This beer

is not stingy on the malt so it

comes out kicking. All the hops

are indigenous to the Nonhwest

(Cascade, Mt. Hood), which

automatically is a thumbs-up

with this beer drinker The Nut

Brown is rich and

malty, Oregon's

expert use of

hops makes diis

beer smoodi.

The other

beer we tried

from Oregon was their extra

special bitter. This beer is some-

what unique in its class. Most

beers this bitter are intended to

be Indian Pale Ales. As dieir

name implies, pale ales are light

on the malt and heavy on the

hops. This beer differs in that it

is no lightweight on the malt.

This beer is an amber ale. The

only diflference between this ale

and most ambers is the hops.

This beer is a lively bitter. It has

a smooth malt base with a pleas-

ant hoppy bitterness that makes

this beer perky and drinkable.

Very enjoyable.

Well, that's it for this week.

Next week we're heading to Old

Chicago's to test drive some

black and tan's. Till then, drink

haps not a lot of people have it up!
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ANNOUNCEMENfTS

The Class of 1998 Officers

Present The Indiana Jones

Trilogy. Sunday, 6pm in the

Loomis Lounge. Lots of pizza,

popcorn, and drinks will be

served!

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AU CAMPUS POOL TOURNA-

MENT!! Sponsored by CCCA and

ALTERNATIVE $2 entry fee. Pick

up applications starting today at

the Womer Desk. Tournament

held diird week of eighth block,

finals that Saturday. Big prizes

for first and second place.

in public service, broadly under-

stood? Strong record of public

and community service.' GPA

above 3.4? The Truman

Fellowship may be for you.

Contact Professor -\ndy Dunhan,

578-«905.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Want $30,000 for graduate

study? Are you a second-year

student' Interested in a career

VERY IMPORTANT! If you will

not be able to attend Room

Selection on Thurs., May 4, (due

to field trips, taking the block

off, etc..) be sure and come to

the Office of Residential Life and

fill out a PROXY FORM so that

someone can selea a room for

you. If you have questions call

Earline at x66l9.

Learn to skate or improve your

skills before summer break!

Beginning, intermediate, and

advanced classes offered every

Tuesday at Honnen Ice rink at

12:30pm. $5/lesson. Call Jo Ann

at 632^098, Miako at X7025,

Krista at 7257, or Carrie at

X7658 for more information.

SPECIAL!

Hawaiti Club's Third Annual

Luau is Sunday, April 30th from

5:30-8pm in the Armstrong

Quad (Gaylord Hall if weather is

bad). Free admission, food, mu-

sic
, and entertainment.

JOBS

1

topping
pizza

CoUege Students-SUMMER

WORK-$10.25 to start-

-Positions to be filled with local

office of international company.

Flexible hours/scholarships +

co-ops/internships available.

No experience necessary to

start. Interview now! Work

starts after finals. Call

Monday-Thursday 10am-2pm.

590-7895.

$6 00
(TAXNCUIDEDI)

DELIVERY OR
CARRYOUT!

330 N. Wahsatch

2

Admissions work-study job

openings for 1995-96 school

year. Job includes coordinating

Alumni representative participa-

tion at college fairs aaoss the

country and panicipating in

phone-a-dion efforts with

prospectives and admitted stu-

dents. Must be available 2 hours

per day blocks 1&2. Hours for

the remainder of the year are

flexible. Application materials

are available at reception desk in

CutierHall.

Liza-

Is it written on my forehead or

sometiiing? I really just don't un-

derstand. Getting old? More

than you can imagine.

-Henry

OK. NO! Men are dearly quite

out of their minds. Nodules do

not make up for lost pets.

-LG

Chad Boy-

"And now the tumors are back

You are die wind beneath mi

wings. Do you have any choco

late?

-Ore

Broken Boy-

Six montiis is a long time to

wait. If you break sometiiing

else, I'm going recruiting.

-Red

"Lord, how the day passes! li'i

like a life-so quickly when we

don't watch it, and so slowly il

we do."

John Steinbeck, East ofEden

'Tell me who you love, and I'll

tell you who you are."

-Creole proverb

FOR SALE

FOR SALE-'79 International

Scout. Strong engine. Needs

work. 'Very dependable trans-

portation! $1500 or best offer.

Call 630-3306. Please ask for

Larrabee.

Benji-

I love you. You are die #1 bud-

dy snalgmeister.

Yours,

Jennie-

Let's goto Estes Park!!

-Fellow Fon Fun Girl

"Lavese los manos es la ley!"

CLASSIFIEDS POUCT

great scores...

gRe t

1-719-635-3432

Kaplan helps you fcx:us your
GRE stucSes and buiid your
confidence ao you can gat a
higher score,

•ta higher

KAPLAN

Please send Announcements,

Jobs, For Sale, Real Estate, and

Personal advertisements to:

The Catalyst: Classifieds

902 N.Cascade Ave.

Colorado Springs, CO 80946

fax: 719-389-6962

Ads must be received h

Tuesday, 9:00p.m. to appear in

tile subsequent Friday's edition

of tile Catalyst. The Catalyst re-

serves the right to edit all classi

fieds for lengtii and inappropri

ate content. For off-campus pric-

ing information call Cutler

Publications at 719-389-6675.
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Despite lineup changes, Tigers look to nextyear INTRAMURAL UPDATE
Tennis continued from page 20

to be played first. Gibson and

Schunk played tough, but even-

tually fell in an exciting three set

thriller. Tarn and Whitman also

played well under the circum-

stances, also losing in three sets.

Hall and Evans lost in straight

sets at the #3 slot.

In singles, Gibson played a

fantastic match, fighting back

from 4-2 in the third to take the

match 6-4. At #2, Hall, playing

the man with the nastiest ser-

vice motion ever, also earned a

win. Tam, at #3, had a tougher

time, losing in three. At #4,

Chen also had a tough match

and lost in straight sets. Schunk,

at #5, frustrated after the dou-

bles loss, decided that finding

excuses for his pitifiji play would

be easier than re-focusing. He

received a 6-2, 6-1 drubbing.

Whitman, on the other hand,

played extremely well. He

pounded his returns and won

easily in straight sets. Evans also

played an exhibition match at

#7, losing 9-8.

The final match of die year

pitted die Tigers against Car-

leton College, a top 20 program.

Once again the doubles were

played first, this time in an

game pro set format. All three of

the Tigers' doubles squads came

out sluggish. Gibson and

Schunk were beaten handily at

#1, 8-3, and Tam and Whitman

didn't have much more luck at

#2. Evans and Hall got closer

than anyone else, but also

wound up with a loss.

In the singles, Gibson won

impressively in straight sets at

the #1 slot. Hall played well at

#2, but his opponent was just

too much, and the Tigers were

dealt another loss. Tam played a

maradion at #3, eventually los-

ing in die third set. Chen lost in

straight sets at #4. Schunk

played yet another three setter,

and earned yet another loss at

#5. Whitman finished out die

singles competition with a

straight set loss at #6. Evans

played anodier exhibition match

at #7, and despite the most gen-

erous calls in the history of the

game, lost 9-8, 7-5 in the

tiebreaker.

Overall, die team ended the

year widi a three match losing

streak, and a bid to nationals ap-

pears unlikely. The team did,

however, earn the best record in

CC history and is looking for-

ward to next year. Harris Hall is

the lone graduating senior, but

Chris Gibson and Steve Tam will

both be studying abroad during

next year's season. Despite

these losses, the team still looks

strong. Matt Perdue will return

for his senior season, and the

freshmen class also looks

promising. Coach Dina Fuqua

and the whole team look toward

next year widi optimism.

Outdoor Soccer
Tournament

High Rollers beat Hustlers 1-0.

Outdoor Volleyball

Tournament

Men's Competitve: SDU iDeat Mata Usi

Co-Ed: Gold Diggers beat Raging Estonians

Kodiac Growlers knock Strike Breakers
into hibernation in IM Softball rout
by Elizabeth Whisler

After just three short in-

nings, the Strike Breakers

turned in their gloves in defeat.

The Kodiak Growlers found

themselves on top once again in

IM Co-ed Softball as they hand-

ed the Breakers a 19-2 thrash-

ing.

The Strike Breakers opened

die first inning widi a promising

lead off single. The Breakers

went on to score two runs in die

inning. Writer Mott and Carl

Savitz earning the RBI's. The

Breakers couldn't hold onto

their initial lead, however, and

were unable to score again in

the rest of die game.

The Growler's bats proved

to be too much for Breaker

pitcher Mott. Warming up in die

first inning widi four runs, the

Growlers proceeded to score

seven and eight runs in die fol-

lowing two innings, building a

comfortable 17 run cushion.

Although chewing was cited

as imperative for die Growler

victory, it was evident that die

team's unity was an influential

Thanks Seniors for your contributions to the Senior Class Campaign
Donors as of April 25, 1995

Annual Giving: $2,378.75 Bob Pizzi Memorial Fund: $1,170.50 Participation: 39%
Drop oiTyour gin at the bookstore - it's not too late to help your class reach 65% participation!

Maureen Alt

Rachel Alpem
Inge Alpeis

John Anthony

Dennis Apergis

Melissa Aragon

Chara Annon
Lily Auliff

Karen Baker

LynnBames
Robyn Barnes

Dan Bamett

Jennifer Bascom
Karin Bazant

Chris Beauchamp

Tamy Belone

Kristina Berger

Blair Berselli

John Beynon

Erin Billings

Megan Black

Leslie Blaugrund

Jay Bonz

Neil Boija

Stewart Breier

Caroline Bruce

Ashwin Budden

Rebecca Bunn

Kelsey Burr

Jeffrey Bush

Christine Cain

Trevor Caldwell

Tammy Carter

Jemiy Chapman
Shari Chavez

Alex Conti

Nancy Crane

Shelly Cross

Louts Davenport

Beckley Davis

Mark DeOrsay

Elizabeth DeWinter
Marc DiBianco

R.J. Enga

Ryan Ehrhart

Mandy Elliman

Kent Feams

Jean Ferguson

Tyler Firm

Laura Fujii

Amy Gabel

Stephanie Gainey

Stephanie Gardiner

Kamla Gardner

Elena Garfield

Laura Gebier

Liza Geruich

Stacy Gerdes

Nina Goldstein

Neil Goluba

Denise Gordon

Todd Gradek

Doug Grand

Debra Griffith

Doug Gross

Josh Grout

Eric Gitknecht

Derek Hajny

HaiTis HaU
Timothy Hare

Duncan Hatch

Robin Havens

Shannon Hayden

Richard Heennance

Chriscinda Henry

Cristina Hickock

Lydia Hochstetler

Marley Hodgson

John Holeck

Katherine Hughes
Kenmaura Hughes

Aaron Hulme

Jake Hynes

Mieko Imai

Lisa Jacobs

Fabiola Jacquez

Amber Johnson

Simone Juter

Amy Keimedy

Eric Kibel

Sean Kilfeather

Kimberly King

Jessica Kitchens

Eric Kuhn
William Lawerence

Kathryn Lawson

Todd Littlehales

Annette Long

Paulette Lopez

Daniel Maddock

Brigid Maher

Zach McFarland

Sara McKenzie

Greg McLaughlin

Jill McMillan

Mark McMullan

Kris McNeil

Katie McVeigh

Elisa Meier

Shawn Mitchell

Matthew Montgomery

Christine Moon
Emily Munson
Hilaree Nelson

Alexandria Nguyen
Kimberly Nixon

Gretchen Nowak
Heather Ogren

Mary Orcutt

Heather Pantely

Lara Papadakis

Richie Patterson

Walker Peacock

Mary May Penuela

TuPhan

Robert Phillips

Alejandro Plesch

Melissa Potter

Mike Rabinovitch

Leonard Rael

Rebecca Riggs

Sara Romero

Betsey Russell

Alex Salazar

Jeima Samelson

Laura Satin

Jay Schall

Marion Schlegal

JeffSehnert

Carol Sherman

Jeff Short

Marisha Simons

Karin Sipman

Ida Smith

Ted Smith

James Soldano

Brett Spencer

Melinda Stam

Jonathon Steiner

Pam Stone

Keith Strama

Amy Taylor

Caroline Towle

Stacy Traylor

Chantell Tyler

Sarh Van Deusen

Beverly Vasquez

Artana Vilar

Stacy Volker

Lori Walter

Christine Wendt

Patricia Weppner

Amy Wolfe

Kerri Wolfson

Jesse Yuran

element as well. All together,

die Growlers formed a team of

hilarious, trash-talking, power

hitters.

"Our aggressive growling

nature carries dirough both on

die field and at bat, and it all

takes years of dedication

dirough cross u'aining in hockey

(die fierce Gr\indle Warts) and

soccer and chewing," said Stu

Sloat. Sloat held die mound firm

for die Growlers. He gave up no

walks and struck out several

frustrated Breakers.

The Growlers also found

strengdi in Paul D'Amours and

Pete Scoville. The two com-

bined for diree home runs and

six RBIs in die game. Also help-

ing die Growlers to die top was

Andy Kerrigan, who hit one HR,

batted in two more runs, and

dirough speedy base running

scored once again.

The Growler stars together

form a fierce team in IM softiball,

and will definitely be a force to

be reckoned widi die rest of die

season.

BUSINESS
LAW

STUDENTS
Looal investment

management firm is in

search of Junior/Senior

level business law student

to intern in the formation

and fidure management of

limited liability

corporations and
investment limited

partnerships. Working
understanding of the

formation & maintenance

of corporations and/or

LLC's is required.

Contact Mr. Golan, (719)

574-1000.
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The Colorado College Athletic Department will feature flutist

Dave Valentin in a fundraiser Saturday, April 29th, at 8 pm.

Flutist Valentin playing

benefit for athletic dept
World-renowned flutist used flutes from many coun-

DaveValentin will perform in a tries, including Japan and In-

CC Athletic Depanment donesia, in his performances,

fundraiser at the Fine Arts Cen- Valentin "want(s) to bring

ter tomorrow at 8 p.m. the flute to the people in all its

Valentin is one of the most different forms," he explained

prominent flutists in the world in an interview with The Sacra-

_ mento Bee.

Valentin is

known for his

energetic

p e r f r -

mances. He
Depanment, 'Valendn puts on uses flute tricks and myriad

quite a show." ethnic styles of music to reach

Valentin is known for his his audiences. His interpreta-

unique brand of Latin jazz and tions of popular music are es-

world music. His music has a pecialiy appealing to American

distinct Latin American flair, audiences,

but it has been influenced by Alan Joseph and his band
many cultures. He has studied H30 will also perform. Tickets

the flute in extensive worid are on sale at the Worner desk,

travels and considers himself and will be available at the

"a world musician." He has door, for $10 with a CC ID.

music scene.

'This will be

incredible,"

said Fred

Whiteacre of

the Athletic

INSIDE CC
SPORTS

by Josie I. Henjum

Athlete of the Week
Fry qualifies for Nationals despite injury

by Ondine Boulter

Noted by Coach Ted Castaneda as an "in-

aedibte athlete... very gifted and determined,"

Sara Fry's outstanding performance for the

Women's Track Team has earned her distinction

from the Catalyst by being named Athlete of the

Week.

Her personal record of 17 minutes, 57 sec-

onds last week in the 5000 meter race not only

shocked spectators, but provisionally qualified

her for the NCAA Division HI National Track and

Field Meet. Prior to her race, she was walking on

crutches, and amazed people when she put

thera down to run.

A mitive ofPawlet, Vermont, Sara began run-

ning both ctoss country and track in ninth grade.

In cross country, she qualified for the Vermont

State Track Meet in her sophomore, junior and

senior years. In track, she qualified for state in

her senior year.

This year, Fry feels very positive about the

team. "It's a lot of ftjn. There is a lot of depdi and

we're all doing really well and breaking records.

In the process of it all, we've baome good

filcnds. We are a young team, so the oudook for

next year looks promising." She hopes to cure

her tendonitis and hopefully improve her time

for nationals, As a history major, she hopes to

one day teach high school, and possibly coach

track. She also plans to take a few ye;irs off of

ninning and then get back into competition by

running in 5K races. Sara is sure diat running will

always be a part of her life.

Tigers stay on fast-track, set new speed limits in Iowa

Perfect day for provisional times
by Sara Fry & Krista Fish

Over Block Break, the track

team voyaged to Grinnell, Iowa

for die De Long Invite. Widi the

highly caflfeinated coaching staff

behind the wheels of two vans,

these track-a-letes drove

through die night 3-to-a-seat to

compete at this Division III

meet. The Tigers finished tendi

out of eighteen teams for com-

bined team scoring.

In die shot-put, Ryan Cole

finished 5th with a chuck of 46'

9". Cole was 4th in the discus

widi 140' 1". Erin Tuggle fin-

ished 7di in the shot with 37' 2",

a new school record. Shelly

KiUeen chucked a PR of 26' 5

1/2" in the shot. Killeen also

chucked die spear, the discus,

and ran the 100m and the 200m

dashes. The men's DMR fin-

ished 4th with a fime of 10:57.1.

In the no hurdles, Cody Young

finished in 9th place in 16.3.

Young finished 7th in the triple

jump, and 10th in the 400 hur-

dles with a PR of 61.1. In the

1500m Josh Messer finished

12th in 4:23. Dan Miller was

right behind him, finishing 13th

in 4:24. Jen McWeeny finished

11th in the 5000m in 21:08.

Julie Cole finished 3rd in

the high jump and 9th in the

200m in 27.9. Jessica Uhlenkott

finished 12th in the 100 hurdles

and 12th in the 400 hurdles in

1:21.5. Bonnie Algera was Udi

in die 400 hurdles with a fime of

1:20.6. Stang Wurtzler finished

11th in the 3000m. Chris

Durham ran a PR in die 3000m

steeplechase of 10:33. Juan

Aragon finished 11th in the

400m hurdles. Dave Perfors fin-

ished 12di in die 800m in 2:04.9.

Jon Murphy finished 14th in

2:06.9. Nanci Eaton ran the

women's 800m in 2:35. Sascha

Scott finished 3rd in the 400m.

Scott was 7th in the 200m in

27.6, tying the school record.

Andy Alamonte was 7th in 16:46

and Josh Hayes was 11th in

17:40.

The men's 4 x 400 finished

12di in 3:40.9. The women's 4 x

400 set a new school record, fin-

ishing fifdi in 4:15.8. In match-

ing yet contrasting events,

Annabel Arnott and Sara Fry

qualified provisionally for the

NCAA Track and Field Division

III National Championships.

Both women won dieir races,

set PRs, broke dieir own school

records and set new meet

records. Arnott won the 800m in

2:17.1 and Fry won die 5000m in

17:57.1.

Next weekend the track

team competes at CSU and dien

finishes out die season in Cali-

fornia the weekend afterwards.

All team members are very excit-

ed about spending one tenth

die time traveling diat they did

over Block Break!

FREE SHIRT
BRING THIS COUPON INTO
EON MARKET, SPEND AT

LEAST $20 AND GET A SMALL
100% COTTON T-SHIRT

HURRY -OUANTmiSimmB

m
EXCLySIVE SPORTSWEAR

Our faahiorw and pricvs ure so good, we toant you to come in and
buy them. Wn finure litis might Jo the trick.

834 NORTH INSTITUTE ST. 633-1015
comerof Cache La Poudre and InjHlule

M-F 4:30-6:30 SAT 11-4 e»,>™,
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Sly Brown Fox gets out-Thunked
by Michele Killeen

The only two IM Ultimate,

Frisbee teams faced off on a

burly Wednesday afternoon in

their best-of-seven matchup.

Team Thunk played with grit

and determination, while Sly

Brown Fox finessed their way

through the game. Fox's cap-

tain, Jason Beasley, headed the

play on the field, racking up as-

sists and goals. Team Thunk's

dynamic duo, Saxon Gilbert and

Scott Nielsen, sacrificed their

bodies throughout die game,

while Greg Albers had several

assists.

Fox's Josh Westheimer not-

ed that the teams were "Pretty

well matched." They had each

won a game in the series at that

point, and were getting to know

each other better every lime

thay faced off. But both teams

are still rather disappointed that

no one else got a team together.

When the two teams are playing,

"Others are discouraged who

usually play in IM," according to

Fox's Alex Bellows, "Ultimate is a

fanatical sport and everyone

should come out and learn how

to toss a disc."

With Sly Brown Fox up 7-6,

the final minutes of the game

entailed a true battle. Nielsen's

pass to Gilbert tied the game at

seven. Westheimer caught a

pass from Bellows in the end

zone to put the Foxes back on

top with two minutes left.

Nielsen wouldn't let his team

fall, though. Two more passes,

received by Shawna Hedlund

and Shawna North gave Team

Thunk a 9-8 lead with forty sec-

onds left.

Sly Brown Fox ran out of

time before they could regain

the lead, leaving Team Thunk

up 2-1 in die series. "It's a

proud moment in our little his-

tory," Albers declared.

Rockies, NBA playoffs promise ex-

citing spring at the ballpark/couch
- Dante Bichette's 14th inning game-winning most exciting and unpredictable since Michael

home tun last night was the best thing to come Jordan and the Bulls wrested the title away from

from major league basebal since the strike be- the Detroit Pistons.

83"> — The "Can Michael Jordan resurrect the Bulls"

-Well, that is if you're not a Mets fan. story will be fascinating, but the real drama

- It looks like die Atlanta Braves are back right should be watching the Orlando Magic choke in

where they left offbefore the strike. Behind Fred the second round. Shaq, Penny and company
McGrifPs two dingets.Atianta crushed the SFGi- will cruise past the pitiftil Boston Celtics (re-

^"^12-5. member when Dominique Wilkens could j)/fly as

- It's pidftil that the strike has only been over for well as he could talk?) in the first round, but that

a few weeks and all us feeble fans ate stampeding will be the end of this year's Shaq-attack.

back to the ballparks atid buying the five doliat -According to Las Vegas polls, guess who is the

hot dc^, but boy am I excited about the Rockies odds-on fevotite to win the NBA Title? It's not

this summer.

— $1 seats in die rock-

pile. You can't beat that

with a stick.

— The Braves are the SF

49ers of baseball. While

odier teams make ex.

OUT OF THIN AIR
by Chad Hoeppner

San Antonio, Utah, or Orlando. Tliat's right, Jor-

dan's back.

— And if fra a betting

man, I don't diink I'd

wager against him.

— The Bulls have two of

the NBA's best all-

cuses (Montreal and Pittsburgh come to mind), around players in Jordan and Scottie Pippen.

the Braves just get better and better. They lose Even if they don't win it all, at least they'll be ten-

Ron Gant, so they trade for McGriff. times more fun to watch tiian last year's Hous-

— The 49ers, by the way moved up in the draft. ton-New York hisketbrawl.

and got UCLA's stud wide receiver JJ. Stokes. - I don't think we'll be hearing from Houston

WhenJerry Riceretiresinacoupleofyears.guess this year, diough. The Clyde Drexler trade has

which team will still have one of the most potent flopped, but the real reason die Rockets won't re-

passing attacks in the NFL. peat is that die league has gotten stronger. The

— Speaking of the draft, die lA. Raiders are go- Rockets took advantage ofJordan's absence, Or-

ing to be kicking dieraselves when Napolean lando's inexperience, Utah's lack of depth, and

Kaufman is doing diddly squat next season, and Seatde's eariy exit to sneak in and win the tide

the back diey passed up, Rashaan Salaam is run- with a team diat wouldn't have made it past the

ning for 1,400 yards for the Chicago Bears. second round in some years.

— I bet Tampa Bay got die steal of the first round — Speaking of Satde's early exit, The Nuggets

when they grabbed Warren Sapp with the twelth will be hard-pressed to repeat last year's stirring

P'A upset of Seatde in the first round. The series

— And no, Sapp's marijuana wrap will not hinder could get interesting, though, if Rodney Rogers

his pro career. Let's face it, no one will care what plays anywhere near as well as he di'd against^an

Sapp smokes if he tears up the NFL the way he Antonio two weeks ago.

tore up college. - But Rogers is about as predictiible as this col-

— This year's NBA playoffs promise to be the umn. Good luck Nuggets.

RIDING WITH A SMILE

1^1

photo courtesy of Nic Taylof

Penny Rleke rambles her way down the racecourse en route
to a sixth place flnish In CC's first IM mountain bike race.

RACE RESULTS

Beginner to Intermediate Time

27:431. Matt Goldstein

2. Caelan McGee 28:00

3.JoshWad(ins 28:33

4. Todd Landin 29:16

5, Kerri Wolfson (Tandem) 29:20

6, Matt Hart 29:35

7, Dan Haas 31:43

8. Rob Phillips 33:57

9. Tanya Kotowski 34:50

10, Michelle Arnhold 40:30

11, Daniel Miller 50:15

Intermediate to Advanced Time

i. Bill Mangle 37:28

2, DanVanDerVeen ,38:26

3, Nick Freedman 44:30

4, Bill Davis 44:40

5,JackDenman 47:50

6, Penny Rieke 49:56

7. Christian Ferrone unavailable

Amsterdain

$275
London $319"^

Paris $385'

Rome $409"

Madrid $369-

Zurich $399-

Athens $469"
s«J en louxSmp padvst Eesmctons apply and i*

Council Travel
1138 13th Street (o

303-447-8101
• Boulder, CO S0302

1 -800-2-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624)

Call or stop by for a FREE Sludenl Travels masaxine.

EurailpaSSeS issued on-the-spot<
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Tigers endyear with three match skid, watch bid hopes dwindle

Men's tennis team wraps up

record season, finishes 10-4
by Andre Schunk

Despite losing its last three

matclies, the Colorado College

Men's Tennis Team ended its

best season in school history

with an impresswe record of 10-

4.

In dieir last home match of

the season, the Tigers looked to

avenge their first loss of the sea-

son, against UNC. With 70 mph

winds, subzero temperatures,

brand new windscreens, and the

usual throng of CC spectators,

the Tigers looked to have the

upper hand. Unfonunately,

Steve Tam, one of CC's six most

consistent performers, was not

in the Tiger lineup. Once taunts

and insults had been exchanged

between the two teams, play be-

gan.

At the #1 singles position,

Chris Gibson played valiandy.

Fighting bodi the conditions

and an extremely tough oppo-

nent, Gibson saved several

match points before falling in

two close sets. Harris Hall

showed no men::y on his oppo-

nent, relendessly hitting drop

shots into the wind, and came

out with an impressive straight

set victory. Reuben Chen, play-

ing in Tarn's #3 position, had an

off day and fell in straight sets.

Andre Schunk convened none

of several break points, and gen-

erally looked foolish throughout

his straight set loss. At #5, Josi-

ah Whitman played extremely

well, drubbing his opponent in

straight sets. Finishing out the

singles was Paul Evans at #6.

Evans played a tough match but

eventually fell in straight sets.

The score after the singles

stood at 4-2. The Tigers merely

needed to win all three doubles

matches to take die match. At

#3 doubles, Chen and Evans

were teamed togedier for the

first time. Playing smart tennis,

diey were able to stretch UNC to

three sets, before falling 7-5 in

the third.

At #2 doubles. Hall and

Whitman were also teamed to-

gedier for die first time. They

too played well, but wound up

dropping a dght 64, 6-4 match.

At #1 doubles, Gibson and

Schunk were looking to avenge

their most frustradng loss of die

season. Stepping up dieir game

at key moments in die match al-

lowed diem to puU out an excit-

ing three set victory. After all was

said and done, UNC

Week in Review
Men's lacrosse received a bye in the Rocky Mountain Imercol-

l^le Laaosse League playoSs, and then went on to defeat

the CU in art 11-10 thriller yesterday.

Men's Tennis finished dieir 1995 season in Minnesota with loss-

es to Macalester and Carietoa They finished the year IM.
Womea's Tennis ended the year with an 8-6 record after beat-

ing Regis and CSU in dieir last two matches of the year.

Women's lacrosse improved dieir season record to 3-5 widi an

1 1-5 viaory over die University of Denver on Monday, Emi-

ly Walker scored four goals and teammate Ibby Burlingarae

notched diree. Walker leads die team with 28 goals.

Week in Preview
Men's lacrose hosts die winner ofCSU-DU game Saturday at

1pm.

b's lacrosse wiB finish its first season at a tournament in

Fort Cdlins this weekend.

widi a 6-3 victory.

The loss dropped the

Tigers to a record of 10-2 as they

headed to Minnesota over block

break for their final two match-

es. Their first opponent was

Macalester. Due to die weadier

condidons, the match had to be

played inside the Macalester

field house. The Tigers re-

mained confident undl they saw

that die nets were simply being

set up on the basketball court, a

surface similar to die pracdce

gym here at CC. Obviously at a

disadvantage, die Tigers came

to die conclusion that not let-

ting the ball bounce at all was

die best strategy, and headed

into batde.

Minnesotan adiletic policy

required the doubles matches

Please see Tennis on page 17

photo courtesy u( GeoH Eakin

Reuben Chen serves in the Tigers match against UNC.

Lady Tigers crawl into summer licking wounds

Female ruggers prove blood makes the grass grow

by Elizabedi Whisler

Winter was in the air when

die CC Women's Rugby team

took the field Samrday, April 15

at the Air Force Academy.

Though CC was hosting the

tournament, which CSU, CU

and Western State attended, un-

available field space at CC

forced die ruggers to play on

foreign, fi-ozen ground.

The Tigers faced CSU first

in a fijU reguladon game. Unable

to shake a grasping fatigue, die

Tigers were shut out 50-0. Most

of the points were dropped in

die first half, and aldiough CC

looked remarkably better in die

second half, diey were unable to

gain control.

CC later faced arch-nemesis

Western State. Because of a de-

pleted number of players, die ri-

vals played sevens. Western was

able to score first, but the five

points were quickly returned in

die second period by Riley Pe-

terson. Though it was Peter-

son's first career try, a canceled

rugby party due to numerous in-

juries and Arctic weather pre-

vented her from enjoying the

evening as Zulu Goddess.

"As a team we supported

each odier, and I was happy to

make die long day of aggressive

tackles wordi it," said Peterson.

The Tigers played a stun-

ningly fierce game against West-

em State. Notable for her on-

field aggression was Jeanie Bird-

well. Though sdll in her rookie

season, Birdwell has taken on

her new role as Scrum half with

zeal. Birdwell's insane body-sac-

rificing tackles were ended

abrupdy 10 yards from the try

line. In die last minutes of CC's

last game of die year, Birdwell's

attempt to tackle resulted in a

spiral fiacture of her left arm.

"It was die most enjoyably

brutal game of the season; un-

fortunately, 1 ran into an Ama-

zon and broke my arm," com-

mented Birdwell.

Also injured in die game

were Tamira Baca with a

sprained ankle, injured ACL and

a concussion. Squib Nichols suf-

fered a broken toe. The Tigers

are looking forward to a long

summer of recovery.

QUICK HITS
Attention Softball Players!!! Col-

orado College Women's Club Softball

is looking for players of any skill

level to fill our team! If you are in-

terested and would like more infor-

mation, PLEASE contact Natalie at

X7687 or Carli at x7067 ASAP.
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Alleged hazing violations contested

Friday, May 5 1995
Issue X

Kappa Sigma on probation, appeal decision
by Jennie Randall

May 2, the Kappa Sigma fra-

ternity was placed on probation

until January 1, 1996 because of

alleged hazing violations.

Members of the fraternity

are currently appealing the deci-

sion. A formal appeal was deliv-

ered to Laurel McLeod, Vice

President for Student Life, on

noon Thursday. Kappa Sigma

members will formally meet

with McLeod at 2:30 today.

Bo Clancey, President of

the fraternity, said an incident

involving active members,

pledges, and first-year sorority

members was the cause of the

probation. Clancey added that

the occurrence was not a Kappa

Sigma event.

The Pathfinder defines haz-

ing as "any action taken or situa-

tion created to produce mental,

emotional, psychological, or

physical discomfort, embarrass-

ment, harassment, intimidation,

or ridicule, regardless of the in-

dividual's willingness to partici-

pate."

Clancey criticized the

school's definition of hazing as

"so broad, whatever the admin-

Bubble metamorphic

The sun came out for "Metamorphic Plasticity," an outdoor
dance performance Tuesday, giving students the chance to

photo counesy ol NIC Taylor

blow bubbles and enjoy the good weather In the amphitheatre
behind Bemls.

istration says is hazing is hazing."

He said the fraternity's appeal

would center on the fact that the

event was not planned or sanc-

tioned by Kappa Sigma.

Because Kappa Sigma has

been placed on social probation

the fraternity cannot hold any

formals, theme parties or off-

campus functions until 1996.

The terms of probation also

state that, "functions held off

campus at brother's or ftiend's

of Kappa Sigma's residences will

be considered a de facto activity

and a violation of probation."

Clancey said it is "ridicu-

lous" for the school to expect

Kappa Sigma members to pre-

vent their fiiends form having

off-campus parties.

"There's no way 1 or any-

body in this fraternity can con-

u-ol that."

Master Plan decisions to be voted on in November
by Julie Gordon

The architects who will fa-

cilitate the Campus Master Plan

met with the ftjil Master Plan

Committee on Thursday, April

27th.

"At the meeting, there were

questions fi-om faculty concern-

ing whether the Master Plan is

really meeting the needs of de-

partments," said Michael Grace,

Chair of the Executive Commit-

teeoftheMasterPlan. "TheEco-

nomics Department currently

doesn't have enough rooms for

the number of classes it offers,

so it wants to make sure that

more are created under the Mas-

ter Plan. And the English depan-

ment feels that not enough is

being done to Armstrong Hall to

have the kind of department it is

looking for."

As it stands now, the Master

Plan would move the religion,

philosophy, and classics depan-

ments in Armstrong Hall to

Palmer Hall. Then the psycholo-

gy and geology departments in

Palmer would move to a build-

ing yet to be created called the

New Academic Building, The

change of departments in Arm-

strong is really the only change it

will undergo. There will not be

any structural changes to die

building, which is what both fac-

ulty and students would like to

see.

"Armstrong is a sound

building, so we can't just tear it

Please see Plan on page 4
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President Mohrman holds

second open Greek forum
byJennie Randall

About 35 people attended a

Greek fonim with President

Kathtyn Mohmian at noon Mon-

day in Gayiord Hall.

Twenty sorority members,

ten Greek alumni, six adminis-

trators and a faculty member

were present.

Mohrman opened the fo-

rum with remarks similar to die

ones she made at die April 14 fo-

rum. She praised the positive

tone of die Greek Ad-hoc Com-

mittee's report, released before

Spring Break, and noted the

plan would be very diliScult to

implement. Mohrman also reaf-

firmed her support of maintain-

ing a Greek system at Colorado

College.

"If you look at die charters

of Greek groups, dieir goals

look a lot like die goals of a lib-

eral arts organization," she said.

"I'm absolutely willing to affirm

continuation of Greeks at CC,

under certain conditions," she

said.

Mohrman once again

brought up die possibility of

moving the firatemities to a non-

photo courtesy ol NIc Taylor

President Kathryn Mohrman addresses another crowd of stu-

dents and alumni concerning her upcoming Greel< decision

residential system modeled after

the current sorority system, and

tiie possibility of building Greek

lodges and regular student

housing on college-owned land

east of Nevada. She discussed

die need to replace the current

ft"aternity houses within the next

three to five years. Mohrman

also spoke about die fraternitys'

debt to die college, which she

estimated to be about $23,000.

These debts consist of payment

for vacancies in die fraternity

houses. Mohrman noted that

the largest single debt was owed

by Phi Delta Theta.

Student concerns centered

around the effects of a non-resi-

dential fraternity system on the

bond between fraternity mem-

bers and on-campus social life.

Mohrman responded by

discussing the need to create

more space for social gatherings

for all students. She also com-

mented diat a lion-residential

system would not necessarily

destroy die bond between fra-

ternity brothers.

"1 diink that people bond in

a lot of different ways,"

Mohrman stated "I don't diink

tiie (fraternity) men at CC are so

socially inept diey can't bond

with each other in different

ways."

Please see Greek on page 4
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Security Report
4/25/95, 3:00 p.m. Student reported her emerald green. Dia-

mond Back Accent bike, valued at $500 stolen from the

southside Mathias bike rack. The theft occurred between

block break and 4/25. The bike was locked with a cable. The

student was advised to call CSPD.

4/25/95, 5:45 p.m. Sttident reponed that, at about 4:40, some-

one took her small brown ID holder from the area outside of

the WES room in Worner. She left die area and went upstairs;

she immediately realized that she had left it and returned to

retrie\'e it. Wlien she got back downstairs, the holder \vas

gone. It contained $80 in cash, one credit card, one bank

card, and a social security card. The student was advised to

call CSPD.

4/28/95, 6:10 pjin. Student reported his blue Fuji Cadenza

mountain bike stolen form outside Lennox. The theft oc-

curred between 1 :00 and 3:30 p.m. April 28. The bike had no

seat and no handle grips iind was valued at $100. It was not

locked. The student: was advised to call CSPD.

4/29/95, 6:15 p.m. Student reported his gold, Canondale moun-

tain bike, valued at }1,000, stolen from the southside of El Po-

raar bike rack between 4:00 and 6:15 p.m. April 29. The bike

was locked. The student was advised to call CSPD.

Security Tip: Students should lock dieir dorm rooms. Several

diefts have been reported in residence halls.
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Campus Happenings
CC Awards in Literature Announced
Seven Colorado College juniors have received awards from

$900 to 12500 to undertake literary projects' this summer and

next year. The 1995 Awards in Literature were awarded to Singeli

Agnew, Sara Caplan, Teresa Cohn, Jean-Marc Duplantier, Felecia

Caton Garcia, Asher Miller, and Seth Shafer. This years selection

committee was comprised of George Butte, Tom Mauch, Jim

Yaffe, Esther Redmount, Seth Brown, Grahm Smith, and Sky

Scherer.

Protest of Fin. Aid Cuts Planned
A bill has been proposed in Congress to cut financial aid con-

siderably. CCCA is planning to get a phone bank together for stu-

dents interested in protesting the bill. The date for the phone

bank is tentatively scheduled for Thursday, May 11 during lunch

in the WES room. Students may call Congress directly at 1-800-

S74-4A1D.

Summer Session Registration

There is still time to register for the 1995 Colorado College

Summer Session. Take advantage of your wild card (free block)

and favorable tuition rates. For more information contact the

Summer Session office at x6656

Truman Fellowship Announced

The Truman fellowship, which offers up to 130,000 for grad-

uate study is accepting applications. Applicants must have a 3.4 or

better GPA, be a sophomore, and be interested in a career in pub-

lic service. For further information, contact professor Andy Dun-

ham at 578-8905.

Yearbooks Being Sold

The 1994-95 volume ofThe Nugget: In YourFace has arrived

and will be sold May 8-12 at the front tables in Worner from 12:00-

2:00 pm and 5:00-7:00 pm. The price of the yearbook is $15 for

seniors and $25 for everyone else. Books are payable by cash,

check, or may be charged to your student account.

Final CCCA Position Decided
The final position for CCCA has been decided. Stu Parks

withdrew from the race, giving the final member-at-iarge position

to Kent Van Vleet.
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Report recommends new programs
by Jennie Randall

At the March 13 faculty

meeting, the Teaching Re-

sources Committee released a

report recommending the cre-

ation of a teaching development

program and the development

of an academic technology pro-

gram.

Timothy Fuller, Dean of

Students, requested the report.

According to Fuller, "the presi-

dent has accepted the report as

a basis for further planning of a

teaching resources center and

we are in the process of seeking

funds to implement the basic

ideas of that repon. We hope,

within the near future, to begin

developing the plan in concrete

terms," he added.

Fuller said faculty reaction

to the committee's report has

been "generally positive." He

did note, however, that a full-

scale discussion has not yet tak-

en place.

The committee's report

recommends a teaching devel-

opment program "to assist, en-

courage and promote good

teaching. In an increasingly

competitive atmosphere among

liberal arts colleges, where good

teaching is die foundation of

success, such a program would

appear to be essential," the re-

port states.

According to the report, the

plan would be developed in

^^ •̂'Sfe-
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diree phases. The first phase

would include the appointment

of a director, chosen from cur-

rent faculty, and the hiring of a

recent graduate to serve as part-

time assistant. Also included in

die first phase is the creation of

faculty incentives for luncheons,

workshops and other methods

of teaching development.

The second phase of the re-

port calls for increasing fijnding

and faculty incentives, as well as

the creation of a physical loca-

tion for the program. The sec-

ond phase, as suggested by the

report, might also include im-

plementation of a student-ob-

server program and a mentoring

initiative for new faculty. The

student observer program

would be designed to provide

instructors with immediate

classroom feedback.

The third phase would en-

tail an evaluation of the teaching

development program.

The report estimated the

total cost of implementing the

teaching development program

at J102,000. Professor Robert

Lee, Chair of the Teaching Re-

sources Committee, said he

could not predict a time frame

for implementation of the plan if

it was approved, noting the re-

ports' suggested phases were

strictiy hypothetical.

The Teaching Resources

Committee's report recom-

mended the development of an

Academic Technology program

to "help faculty find and imple-

ment the sort of educational

technology they deem impor-

tant to their teaching."

The report suggested an

Academic Technology program

be developed in three phases.

The first phase would include

the hiring of a Director of Infor-

mation Services, which is ex-

pected to come at any time, as

well as the hiring for nvo addi-

tional support specialists and

two additional paraprofessionals

or support staff. Funding for fac-

ulty workshops on technology

and internal grants for technolo-

gy projects were also recom-

mended.

The second phase of the

development of an academic

technology program, as out-

lined by the committee's report,

includes the "upgrading of class-

rooms, laboratories and dorm

rooms to accommodate needs

generated by greater use of

technology in teaching. The sec-

ond phase also includes increas-

es in technical staff and increas-

es in grants for "internal devel-

opment of computer-assisted

teaching strategies."

The third phase, according

to the report, would include the

reorganization of academic

computing and the inclusion of

all dorm rooms in the campus

computer network.

The committee's report es-

timates the cost of developing

an academic technology pro-

gram at $176,000. Fuller sug-

gested funding for the programs

could come from "discretionary

money" and fund raising efforts.

10% DISCOUNT TO CC STUDENTS
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Plan callsfor "global village, "performing arts center, playingfields

Plan continued from page 1

down and put in sometliing en-

tirely new. But we will make the

best of it ttiat we can," Grace

said.

Faculty members are not

the only ones concerned about

the Master Plan. A number of

students have complained that

there has not been enough stu-

dent input in the creation of the

new Master Plan. Grace feels

this complaint is unfounded.

"There's nothing secretive

about the Master Plan," he said.

"We've really kept this open and

we've invited smdents to partic-

ipate."

Most of the projects out-

lined in the Master Plan are ex-

pected to be completed within

the next ten years.

One of the plans is the cre-

ation of an academic global vil-

lage. The. village will be a cluster

of small residential houses, pos-

sibly theme houses. According

to the plan, the viUage would be

built near Wood Avenue.

"The purpose of the acade-

mic village is to bridge the gap

between residential and village

life," Grace said.

Depending on the outcome

of Mohrman's upcoming Greek

decision, expected next fall, fra-

ternity and sorority lodges (non-

residential) might be moved to

the academic village.

Under the master plan, a

new performing arts center will

be created. The location of this

center has yet to be determined.

"The College is looking to

own land that it doesn't yet

own, and then it would build on

that," Grace said.

Under the new Master Plan,

parking will be more centralized

and fewer cars will be present in

the internal campus.

The Master Plan calls for the

creation of two new playing

fields on the east side ofcampus

in response to student com-

plaints that there is not enough

room for intermural and inter-

collegiate sports.

The Board of Trustees will

meet and discuss the topic in

June. The Master Plan Commit-

tee will vote on the issue in No-

vember.

Greek continuedfrom page 2

In response to a question

about the amount of non-Greek

input to the Greek decision,

Mohrman noted that die forums

have been open to the entire CC

community and it has been the

choice of non-Greek students

not to attend. While she admit-

ted that most of the input so far

has come from Greek students,

Mohrman said she had received

some input from non-Greek stu-

dents. Most of these comments

have been in written form, she

said.

Mohrman closed the forum

by thanking those who came for

their participation and asking

for further comments via e-mail

or regular mail.

Class Election Results
Class of 15%

Piesident: Matt Perdue

Vice President: Shawna

North and Jeff Stone

Secretary: Kate liro

Treasurer: Bryan Sweamgin

Class of 1997

President: Matdiew Banks

fice President: Sarah Bay

Secretary: Patrick Duncan

Treasurer: Jay McCarren

Class of 1998

Present: Chris Gibson and

Andr^ Schunk

Vice President: Carrie Bow-

man

Treasurer: Ondine Boulter

YEA-R-eNV
USeV BOOK BUY-BACK

COLORADO COLL£&£
BOOKSTOT^e

and
N£DJ^5KA BOOK CO.

/MONDAY - rWDAY
A[AY 15 - 19

9.00 A/^ - H:00 P/1

CCCA
Editor's note: Thefollowing minutes report is

from their 4/26/95 meeting. Due to space considerations,

it could not be run last week.

I, Meeting called to order at 3:40 PM

A. Attendance: Reynolds, page. Brown, Daniels, Robinson,

Sanchez, Galligan, McLaughlin, Anderson, Coffey,

DeHerrera, Curry. Administartion present: Jones, Ed

monds, Stimeling

II. Master Budget for 1995-96

A. Unanimously approved funding for die following: Alter

native at $750, Amnesty International at 1425, A.S.U. a

$1200, B.-G.A.LA at $1250, BreakOut at $4000, B.S.U.

at $3000, Community Counci at $450, Community

Kitchen at $840, G.S.M.P. at $700, Hawaiti Club at $570,

Latin American Juanta at $200, N.A.Sj\. at $3000,

R.I.S,K. at $1000, R.Hj\ at $300, Room 46 at $2000,

S.C.A. at $650, S.HA.RE. at $400 and Sheltered Lives

at $300

B. AAS.U. requested $2070, received $1400

C. Aikido Club requested $400, received $350

D. CCCA requested $4770, received $4770

E. Chaverim requested $3600, received $2000

F. MEChA requested $5000, received $3500

G. EnAct requested $5000, received $2250

H. Volunteer Action requested $1850, received $1170

I. Cuder Publications requested $71,475, received $59,808

III. Kurt Stimeling reported on the liquor liscense

A. Benji's is now selling 3.2% beer. Kegs are also available

B. No liquor may leave Benji's

IV. Coffeytalk

A. The Nightwalk committee needs to meet.

B. CCCA received thank you notes from Delta Gamma and

Ans and Crafts.

C. Congratulations to Greg McLaughlin for the 1995 Com-
munity Service Award

D. Llamapalooza '95

1. Bands lined up

2. negotiating with Marriot for food

3. Tent City- need to ensure diere are enough tents

4. Need a security watch

5. Arts and Crafts will sell their things

6. Armstrong Quad 1:30-11 pm Saturday

G. Ian Curry needs help with publicity for the pool tourna

ment

V. S/AA (Student Alumni Association)

A. There is no student activity planned for Homecoming '95

B. S/AA needs CCCA input and aid

C. CCCA will form a committee to help S/AA and report to

the council at next meeting.

1. Committee composed ofAmber Anderson, Dave

Coffey, Jerome DeHerrera, Abbay Robinson

and Darren Page

2. Meeting at 3:30 May 3 in Leisure Program Office.

V. Meeting Adjourned at 5:46 PM
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The irresponsibility of beer in Benjamin's
by Bonnie Algera

You go into Benjamin's,

hoping to escape tlie normal

Rastall fare. Everything seems

quite normal as you order your

dinner.

You reach into the cooler

blindly to retrieve your usual

Snapple and come up with...a

beer?

Why does the Marriott

Food Service think that if you

are of legal drinking age, you

necessarily want to have a beer

in Benji's?

Apparently, Marriott be-

lieves that if one is sitting down

to a meal of overcooked ham-

burgers and greasy French fries,

one should also want to enjoy a

nice, cold beer with that delec-

table dinner.

This is a valid

point. IfBenji's is lit-

tle more than a

restaurant, dien one

might order a beer in

that restaurant.

Unfortunately,

Benji's fare is usually not exacdy

the type to enjoy a beer with. If

someone wants a cold beer with

dinner, they would probably

make a trip to Old Chicago's or a

similar dining establishment.

However, these trips to out-

side restaurants have concerned

the college.

According to Bryan Werm-

Apparently, Marriott

believes students should

enjoy a cold beer with their

over-cooked hamburgers
and greasy fries.

ers, former Bemis manager,

David Lord made a request to

the Marriott Food Service to be-

gin serving beer.

Theoretically, by being able

to drink in Benji's, students will

not venture off campus, putting

themselves in danger by walking

or driving home while under the

influence.

This is indeed

a noble argument

for the continued

sale of beer in Ben-

ji's.

However, The

College should not

be so naive as to

think that rfiis tactic will sub-

stantially reduce the number of

students who go to off campus

establishments in order to drink.

This tactic also has other

weighty repercussions. The col-

ge seems to have overlooked

the fact that being able to buy

beer on campus sends the mes-

sage that drinking is an accept-

able way to relieve stress.

As Professor John Riker

pointed out in the December 9,

1994 issue of the Catalyst, this

type of acceptance leads to fur-

ther problems.

He writes, "There is no

need to solve the problems of

sttess, for alcohol takes it away.

I can work my butt of in a me-

chanical dehumanized way at

my school work during the day,

if 1 can come home to a drink at

Please see Beer on page 7

Boneheaded basketball and bloody Broncos
A hurried man drove up to a McDonald's in

Delaware, and ordered breakfast with a cup of coffee.

He paid at the drive-thru window, grabbed his coffee,

and stuck it between his legs. It spilled. Now, he's suing

the burger people for $2 million.

For the second time in less than a year, McDonald's

will probably lose a lawsuit because some loser has de-

cided to put the responsibility for his idiot move on

somebody else. This makes me sad, but it isn't what

struck me about this story. Another issue perplexes me

even more.

Men will understand.

Why do you put any 170° liquid in a flexible Styro-

foam cup between your legs?

This is not smart behavior.

In the last nine months, I've read about and wit-

nessed so much stupidity. And I'm feeling a need to

break the beer commercial rules. I'm going to ask why.

To reiterate, what was a cup ofscalding liquid doing

so close to this man's genitalia?

If you're a fraternity on probation for breaking laws

concerning controlled substances, why do you drink

beer in your house?

Why does anybody use anything other than the

10/300 Flex Plan with the Marriott Food Service?

What change convinced Marriott that, if students

like pizza and pasta one night, they'll love it even more

every meal?

Why do you go on a savage, bloody rampage fully

knowing you're going to get incriminatingly dirty, and

not leave yourself enough time to do laundry before

catching a flight to Chicago?

When you drive somewhere with the intent to vio-

lently thrust a knife into somebody, why do you drive a

white Bronco, particularly when you've probably got a

whole stock of vehicles to choose from that don't get as

dirty?

When you need 3 points to tie a dcKir-die basket-

ball game with 4.5 seconds left, why do you not take a 3-

point shot?

Why did somebody decide that Deion Sanders had

enough talent to make a record?

Why, if you're already making more money than

you can possibly use in a lifetime, do you go on strike to

earn even more?

Why, when you're not much into writing a column,

do you continue to stare blankly at your computer

screen during a lightning storm?

Of all the tunes on Live's Throwing Copper, why did

"Lightning Crashes" propel the band into superstar-

dom?

THOUGHTS FROM

THE SKY CHAIR

by Erick R. Scheminske

why did Eddie Vedder think it would be cool to

play accordion and scream about bugs on Vitalogy?

After the 1994 NFL season, why would anybody hire

Wade Phillips to do anytfting other than advertise cook-

ies?

Why do you get drunk at Homecoming and try to

ride back to school on the top of a bus?

Why do people still respect and defend Tupac

Shakur?

Why did that idiot squirrel try to cross the road at

that tragic moment in time?

Why are so many people smiling when I say that

I've got only one more shot at writing diis column?

Friday's midday musings...

• Maybe I'd just feel a lot better if this guy had coffee

bums down his neck, chest, and stomach. Then, I

may find sympathy

• As much as I find baseball just hideously boring to

watch on 'A', as disgusted as I am by the strike fias-

co, as sick as I am how useless and disgraceful the

game has become, 1 can't wait to go see some Rock-

ies games at Coors Field.

• I must be American after all.

• Actually, there are just emotions I can avoid my fol-

lowing the Rockies, things I simply won't have to

worry about.

• Like, for example, it'll be a long while before I'll

have to worry about die Rockies mentally collaps-

ing when they reach a point in the season when it

really matters.

• It will never matter for this team.

• CC Hockey, CU Women's Basketball, CU Football,

and now, the Denver Nuggets. It's been a sad sports

year. Sad mosdy beause they all come so close to

making their fans eternally happy.

• A plea to Bemie Bickerstaff: please, please, please

ttade Reggie Williams.

• A plea to Laphonso EUis: please, please, please nev-

er play a pickup game again.

• Anybody else feeling this strange, end-of-year in-

ability to concentrate on anything odier than

Wednesday, May 17?

• Here's a pleasant drought: no more block breaks

until September 27, 1995.

• Yes, we like summer

• A fiiendly word of advice to all CC students widi

summer jobs in federal Mities across the country:

quit. John Doe 2 is still out diere...

• The FBI has released diree sketches of diis loser.

None of them look alike.

• Good luck, boys.

• You know society's on the right track when fans at

McNichols Sports Arena Tuesday night were cre-

arive enough to chant all together, "Rodman

Sucks," and dirow random pieces ofgarbage on the

Please see Sky Chair on page 7
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Republicans and the Medicare mess
by Christopher M. Rose

Realizing that their Con-

tract "vith America made great

political successes but horrible

economic sense, Senator and

Presidential hopeful Bob Dole

and Speaker Newt Gingrich sent

President Clinton a letter asking

for his help.

Medicare, the government

program which helps in funding

health care for the elderly, will

be bankrupt by 2002, well be-

fore the majority of the baby-

boomers are old enough to

qualify.

Their letter to Clinton stat-

ed this fact, and asked him to

take the lead in finding solu-

tions, something diey say as

President he has a responsibility

to do.

Dole and Gingrich are cor-

rea, Clinton should, as Presi-

dent, show leadership in finding

a solution.

But, didn't President Clin-

ton actually take the lead in the

fall of 1993 by introducing a

health care bill which solved tlie

Medicare problem and still pro-

vided coverage for all Ameri-

cans?

Although Clinton himself

admits his eflbrts "bit off more

than we could chew," and hint-

ed at big government, he did

provide the only workable solu-

tion ever presented by any

politician to Congress.

The Republicans successful-

ly killed Clinton's package.

If they did not like it, fine.

But during the debate, die Re-

publicans never offered even

one solution or proposal to im-

prove diis country's health care

dilemma.

Now, being in control of the

Congress, they still haven't.

They want Clinton to do it for

them, hi fact, they really want

Clinton to solve and take any po-

litical heat for die inadequacies

of their campaign promises.

The Republicans have real-

ized that, in order to pay for

their Contract With America's

tax cuts for the exceedingly

wealthy, diey need to cut more

dian just welfare.

Bodi sides agree that

Medicare is in trouble, as is the

entire health care industry in

this country.

In 1993, Clinton took the

lead, was unsuccessfijl, and took

the "political heat" for it.

Now the Republicans want

him to do the same once again

in order to pay for their Con-

tract's benefits to the wealthy

and die Department of Defense.

President Clinton of course will

not, nor will he let the people of

diis great country slowly learn

diat the Contract With America

was actually a Contract With

Those Americans Who Are

Wealthy And Have Excellent

Health Care.

Concealed weapons endanger Springs
by Nicholas Rosen

It is important to be aware

of die recent nationwide move-

ment to weaken the legal pro-

tectorates of public order,

which prevent our citizens from

carrying weapons in public. This

order is being threatened by die

promotion of CCW (carrying of

concealed weapons) permits.

It is also important to rec-

ognize that die city of Colorado

Springs, determined not to miss

a single episode in the continu-

ing saga of conservatism in die

1990's, is at the ideological and

praaical vanguard of diis dan-

gerous movement.

Like some Johnny Apple-

seed of American vigilantism. El

Paso County Sheriff Anderson's

office has granted a bounty of

concealed weapons permits

since March. Now, approximate-

ly 1,000 of our city's residents

are dangerously equipped but

severely underqualifled to en-

gage in armed combat widi die

criminal community of Col-

orado Springs.

The flow of applications

into the Sheriffs Office is steady,

and you can be sure that many

more permits will be issued in

the future.

Anderson's CCW revolution

represents yet anodier chapter

in the fearhil public response to

growing national crime rates.

This fear has been manipu-

lated by conservative politicians

in order to galvanize support

(echoes of Willie Horton), as

well as to promote Draconian

legislation such as the mandato-

ry life-sentencing of three-time

offenders.

After spending millions on

die '94 elections, die gun lob-

bys political chickens are com-

ing home to roost, and in typi-

cally contradiaing fashion, con-

cern over crime is being tiimed

around on die American people.

Reversing the ban on assault

weapons sure will help diings.

The effort to spread the

anti-crime hysteria, which was

once unique to urban popula-

tions, into even die most sedate

comets of America has enjoyed

considerable success. Any one

of die freshmen congressional

Republicans widi their feet up

on their brand new desks can

tell you diat.

I decided to call the very

busy El Paso County Deputy

Sheriff"James Groth, the one in

charge of processing our city's

diousands of submitted CCW
applications, and die man char-

acterized by Time Magazine as

"A bemused hostage to his fel-

low citizens' need to pack clan-

destine heat."

Groth told me of a discrep-

ancy between Colorado Springs'

overwhieming desire for self-

protection, exemplified by the

submission of well over 2,500

CCW permit 'applications in just

f a couple shon months, and the

relatively low crime rate which

our city actually enjoys.

"It's much more difficult to

battle die perception of crime

than to battle crime itself,"

claims Deputy Grodi.

Such aggressive overreac-

tion on the part of residents of

America's 13tfi safest city could

have serious repercussions.

Armed with concealed pis-

tols, citizens become both more

dangerous and more endan-

gered. The Sheriffs Office re-

quires very little proof of

weapons skills proficiency requi-

site to receiving a concealed

weapons permit, and any hunt

ing safety course certificate from

the 1950's is sufficient.

A recent Time Magazine ar-

ticle features a large photograph

of Colorado Springs Council-

woman Cheryl Gillespie display-

ing her new firearm which she

keeps readily in her handbag.

Do you think Council-

woman Gillespie will actually be

quicker on die draw dian our lo-

cal Joe Pursesnatcher? And what

if she misses and accidentally

hits me? What if she mistakes

me for Joe Pursesnatcher, and

shoots me down in a blaze of

molten lead justice?

Perhaps a specific time slot

should be allotted to Colorado

Springs artillery fiends (presum-

ably "high noon") in which they

may seek out our city's Black

Bans on the streets and settle

their business with a frenzy of

flying bullets and the flowing

blood of the valiant. Meanwhile

the rest of us scatter to lock our-

selves up in our homes like a

bunch of trembling extras from

some Clint Easuvood flick.

I must remind some people

out there that die West isn't

wild anymore, and underquali-

fled heroes die. So please, leave

it to die cops, okay?

Introducing...

a revolutionary new
GMAT course.

Call:1-719-635-3432

grta higher scor*

KAPLANTARQETED TnAINlNO Isthtmost
cuttontlzM. naxUito approach to OMAT tmdy mm.
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Media dehumanizes Oklahoma massacre
by Marc Smith

Editor's Note - Marc submilied this

piece to The New York Times. It concerns

the April 28, 1995 article entitled "Al-

though Unrestrained in a Crisis, Televi-

sion Is a Tie That Binds.
"

I vvas disturbed by Waiter Good-

man's promotional congratulation of the

television media during the Oklahoma

City bombing. He hails television as a be-

nign medium for public catharsis at a

time of national crisis, but Is sadly only

half-conscious of television's "hyperbol-

ic" effect.

While Mr. Goodman derives feelings

of national cohesiveness from media im-

ages and television anchors, I see only a

gross melodrama entitled "Terror in the

Heartland."

He only proves, by his applause of

"dinner-time" television anchors who In-

voke compassion through "their trou-

bled yet composed" demeanor, that

Americans cuddle a false sense of securi-

ty, mourning vicariously tlirough pater-

nalistic pixel personalities.

The episodic coverage of the Okla-

homa City bombing was, as Mr. Good-

man pointed out, "an opportunity to Join

tears." It was also a tragic rendition of

America's Insidious "live" crime shows

which prostitute human suffering and

condition the public psychology to ac-

cept violence.

In the media culture, shock value

carries dollar value, which is why real im-

ages of mangled bodies and lamenting

relatives must be aggrandized to entice

our feelings of fright. The media achieves

this with gratuitous proems to the news,

ominous special effects, and foreboding

theme music which commercialize and

dehumanize the agony experienced in

Oklahoma.

For every ounce of emotional out-

pouring the television media provokes in

viewers. It rescinds twice as much

through subjective speculation and stulti-

fying Interviews whose aftermath will

feed voracious talk-show audiences for

months to come.

Mr. Goodman has been infected by

the media's tactical insinuations of hor-

ror which do indeed lead us to embrace

those gentle television anchors presiding

at the head of the dinner table.

He also forgets that for every action

there Is an equal and opposite reaction, a

natural law which applied as much to the

crumbling of the Federal building In Ok-

lahoma City as to our perception of the

media.

Had the media's initial Arab hypoth-

esis survived any longer than a day, Arab-

American persecution would have be-

come the real life sequel to the L.A. riots.

Thus, Mr. Goodman's humane media

possesses a volatile personality whose

compassion burns the public fuse for an-

swers and Ignites conceivably with dan-

gerous potential.

Finally, Mr. Goodman Is tragically

misled In believing that the media's "mis-

sion" in Oklahoma was a sympathetic na-

tional campaign. There exist powerful

political and economic factions in our

country whose primacy now relies heavi-

ly on the media to influence the political

dynamic.

Recent evidence which illustrates

this point came several weeks ago when

two of three major American television

networks declined to broadcast Presi-

dent Clinton's speech to the nation,

while Newt Gingrich's address was aired

by all three.

As a footnote to this media portrait,

I should mention The New York Times'

"High TV Ratings for Bomb" snippet re-

ported on the same day Mr. Goodman's,

piece appeared, which quoted a televi-

sion executive enjoying the record-

breaking ratings produced by the Okla-

homa City disaster.

Clearly, the media does not at all

function according to altruistic impulses

of civic betterment, and It Is unsettling to

know dnat people do not recognize the

discord that germinates under its raptur-

ous guise.

If you had the misfonune of missing

the news media's field day in Oklahoma

,

just hold out for the Made-for-TV movie.

Seen continued from page s
night. .

.
Rather than engaging in possible seff-exploratlon and

healthy changes of lifestyle, one develops a predisposition to use

;
alcohol whenever stressed."

Selling beer in such a permissive manner promotes the func-

tion of alcohol as a stress reliever. ITiis does not have the great-

est effect upon the students who are able to buy beer, as long ago

they have most likely developed the dangeroits predisposition

that Riker speaks of

There is, however, a very dear message being sent to stu-

dents who may not yet have developed this dangerous inclina-

tion: drinking in moderation is not a problem, it is something

that is even condoned by the school.

However, as Riker commented, the use of alcohol as a stress

reliever inhibits self-development and suppresses the ability to

deal with frustration in a healthy way.

A beer with dinner may seem superficially harmless, but The

Colorado Collie, to an admirable but vain attempt to keep its

students safe, has naivety overlooked the problems widi alcohol

Neither the college norMamott should becondonmg the re-

moval of stress through the use of alcohol

Beer must be removed from Bend's.

Sky Cttair from page 5

floor.

• I felt so proud to be in the

arena with them.

• That doesn't change the

fact that I'd love to see

somebody take a razor to

Dennis Rodman's fuzzy

head...

• Either that, or I'd like to see

his hairiine Stan to recede

as quickly as mine is.

• A year of writing this col-

umn has pretty much elimi-

nated any ability I had to

compose coherent academ-

ic papers. I find it virtually

Impossible to concentrate

on something for more than

two sentences.

Why Is Seal touring with

Des'ree?

Really, if you're the artist

Seal is, why do you spend

your summer with a lady

who can't hold a micro-

Amsterdam

$275
London $319"

Paris $385
Madrid $369*

Zurich $399-

Rome $409* Athens $469'

C« tar othcwdcMde destrabora.

Council Travel
113B13thStiiet(onth«hill)> Boulder, CO 60308

303-447-8101 1-SOO-a-COUNCIL
(1-800-g56-86i?)

all or stop by for a FREE student Travels

Eurailpasses issued on-th

»3K3|t)|Ci|t3|C3|t]|C3|t»}|t)lt*]|t}|C3|t3lt3|t3(C3|t3|C3|t*

MRS. FIELD'S

DOESCC
50% OFF ANY ITEMS
FOR THE ENTIRE
CC COMMUNITY
WITH A VALID ID

32N.TeionSt.

(diagonal from Josh & John's)

475-0803
T>7/s offer yiot valid with ant^ other
coupon, dismtAnt. or special order.

3mC3mit«}|tJiti|CiKyimit3|t«iK3|t3|H|t3|t3|C3lt)lt)lt

phone to her mouth with-

out sounding like a duck.

' You gotta be strong, you

gotta be tough, you gotta

be bold... MTV and VHl,

you gotta stop playing this

song.

Page/Plant? "Thank You,"

but no. 1 can find a better

way to spend $40 than

watching two washed-up

guys who are only shadows

of their former Zep selves.

Thanks for the memories,

guys, but let's leave the past

where It is.

I'd forgotten how much I

enjoyed Forrest Gump.

Dr Henry Foster, why are

you continuing to attempt

to save face for Bill Clinton?

You're probably a great ob-

stetrician, but your record

will get smeared In this con-

firmation process. Republi-

cans have already decided

they don't like you. Save

your career while you still

can.

My, allergies are such lovely

things.

Everybody who's dreading

packing to go home for the

summer, raise your hand.

12 days and counting... Big

smile.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,

1 h.ive two questions con-

cerning the April 28 issue of

your newspaper.

First of all, does Mr.

Scheminske have no heart? I can

tr\' to comprehend why he was

unmoved by the sight of re-

mains of the Oklahoma Cit>' fed-

eral building- it looks like all

the other bombed-out buildings

in other pare of the world that

are shown in die media: ugly,

empt)'.

But 1 have a hard time un-

derstanding why any human be-

ing, no matter how q'nical and

desensitized to violence he may

be, could not find at least one

"scrap of sadness" while viewing

that bloodied one year-old giri in

the fireman's arms.

Secondly, I wonder why Mr

Nitta's column:

• looked exactly like

• sounded exacdy like

• one of Mr. Scheminske's

more

• light-hearted columns?

• Is it just me, or is the Cata-

lyst screaming for some

originality?

Sincerely,

Donna I. Drucker

Dear Editor,

Many on this campus seem

not to realize Catalyst staff

members do have private lives

separate from diis publication.

To this end, I'd like to beg

members of this community to

try to keep Catalyst business in

the Catalyst office, and not in

the Worner Boxes or personal

telephones o{ Catalyst editors.

I do not make this request

on my behalf, rather on behalf

of future editors who would like

to retain their sanity better dian

I have. Thank you for your con-

sideration.

Sincerely,

Erick R. Scheminske

With less than two weeks left in this year, and countless

gallons of beer still to be downed, we beg...

Drink Safely.

Respect your peers. Do not drinl<: and drive.

Think. Please.

RequiFed

When you come to Colorado
Springs Ophthalmology for an
eye exam, glasses, or contact

lenses, you get more than a great price.

You also get professional care from an
eye doctor who'll take the time to make
sure your eyes get the attention they
deserve. All this and a guarantee that

your glasses or contacts provide you
with comfort, fit and perfect vision.

If you're looking for the best value on
glasses or contacts, check out our
prices If you want to know where to go
for the best eye care, check into our
reputation.

*25 0fif
i

Frames i

• Please call for details • i
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,oloreido

,

Ophthalmology
715 North Weber • Colorado Springs

Phone 473- 1145
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F E L O F Z S
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This isyour

last chance!

Shoot Back!
Letters to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters

must be submitted to the Catalyst by Wednesday, 12:00 PM for

publicarion in the following Friday's issue. All letters must be

signed. Anonymity is rarely granted. Restrict letters to 500

words or less. Those under 250 words will be considered first.

The Catalyst reserves the right to edit letters for purposes of

publication. All letters will be screened for factual accuracy- li-

belous letters will not be accepted. The Letters to the Editor sec-

tion of the Catalyst is meant to give any and all students, faculty,

and staff a forum in which to express issue-oriented opinions.

Letters will be published on this basis. No poetry, please. All let-

ters become the property of the Catalyst and are not returned.

Send letters to:

The Colorado College Catalyst

Letters to the Editor

902 North Cascade Avenue

Colorado Springs, CO 80946

E-mail:

CATALYST@CC.COLORADO.EDU

I GUID€
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC. ^^

an association of the CARLSON TRAVEL NETWORK

Semng the needs of Colomdo

travelers since W9
Campus Office: Armstrong Hall, Suite 5

(719) 632-4612

389-6732 Campus Line

Main Office: 409 N. Tejon St.

(719) 635-3511

Broadmoor Hotel Office: South Lobby

(719) 577-5750

ENVIRONMENTAL JOBS FOR THE SUMMER
Earn $250(>-$3500 & Free the Planet

Campaign to save endangered species,

promote recycling and stop polluters.

Work with major environmental groups like

the PRIGs, Sierra Club & Green Corps,
Offices In Denver and Boulder

32 other states and D.C.
CallJamIe; 1 -800-75-EARTH
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Simple, subtle, remembering the Holocaust
by Lisa Wexler

A Holocaust Commemora-

tion service was held Wednes-

day in Packard Hall.

Auschwitz...

It was a quiet, simple, subtly

emotional service of speeches,

songs, poems, and prayer. It

evoked sympathy, remem-

brance, and a sense that these

emotions must and will contin-

ue to be touched in order that

such horrors will cease.

Dachau...

Renee Rabinowitz's speech

contained an element of sympa-

thy. She reminded the audience

that the Holocaust marks not

only the deaths of six million

Jews, but the deaths of su( mil-

lion individuals. As a child sur-

vivor of the Holocaust, she told

her own story.

She remembers lying in a

ditch filled with water for eight

hours during an air raid in

France. Afterwards, her father

covered the eyes of her and her

brother from the picture of

dead bodies strewn around

them. For a moment, a face

emerged from the screaming

torrents of anonymous victims.

Treblinka...

Rabinowitz's story is a hand-

hold of realism to grasp, claw,

and hang from. It allowed the

audience to sympathize and

identify with an individual and

her story.

Such holds on die reality of

the past will allow the living to,

in Rabinowitz's words, "guard

against similar atrocities now

and in the future."

Ponar...

Yet, I am scared, fewer and

fewer survivors of the Holocaust

are still living.

I fear that the loss of the in-

dividual's story will shatter die

means of identification, of true

sympathy with the horrible

truth.

Birkenau...

The individual's story re-

mains alive in the artwork of vic-

tims.

While Ofer Ben-Amots

played the piano, soprano Galit

Gottlieb reminded us in haunt-

ing songs written during the

Holocaust,

Mim and Nisa Ari read poet-

ry written by children in ghettos

and concentration camps. Chil-

dren reading the writing of chil-

dren. One poem, "The Garden"

by Franta Bass, tells of a child

who sees a blossom and "when

the blossom comes to bloom,

the litde boy will be no more,"

Lodz...

The first-hand accounts

will not always be possible, but

the art will remain.

The poems, the songs must

be shouted from the roofs of the

schools, so the memory will not

disappear into the oblivion of

the forgotten past.

Minsk...

The memorial caused me to

sympathize and to remember,

but the prayers... Prayer, in the

Jewish tradition, is part of ritual.

We must sympathize and

remember continually, ritualisti-

cally.

One prayer, the Mourner's

Kaddish, the traditional Jewish

Prayer of mourning, is altered in

the Holocaust Service to include

the names of Holocaust ghettos

and camps. The alteration to die

^^X^^^"^
pholo couflesy ol Nic Taylor

Galit Gottlieb shared songs from concentration camps at

Wednesday's Holocaust memorial service.

traditional is analogous to ;ilter- and camps. This alteration in the

ing our everyday lives to include prayer occurs once a year in

the remembrance of the ghettos See Holocaust on page 10

One woman 's experience as she confronts the past and inarchesfor thefuture

"Take Back The Night" reclaims campus from violence

by Amy LeDuc

He said diat he wanted to make love to me, but

what he did was not love. It was not even sex. it was

rape.

Two and a half years and several more incidents of

harassment and betrayal is what it took for me to breal<

through the layers of denial, guilt, and shame, and ad-

mit that I was raped. For a long time, I didn't believe

diat is what it was. After all, I thought, he was my

boyfriend. I probably led hira on. No! I told him no. It

was rape. It was him doing diings to my body diat 1 did

not cojisent to. It was him malting me feel dirty and

ashamed. It took me a long time to tell anyone because

I TOS sure that it was my fault Even now, most people

who know me, don't know about the rapes.

' As I sat near die flag pole this Tuesday night,

araont' 200 or so odier CC students, 1 shivered.

Whether it was die coot temperature or the haunting

memories, 1 still do not know. Des(SEc my tears and

fear, I was grateful 10 be attending diis year's Take

Back the Night." i was there to support odterj who

have suffered sexual assault and harassment, and do-

mestic violence just as I have. I was also there to take a

stand so that perhaps in the future no one else will

have to suffer diese tragedies.

"Take Back the Night" is an e^'ent which is held on

campuses and in communities throughout die nation.

Its purpose is to unite people i^ainst violence and sex-

ual attacks, to show sunivors that they are not alone,

and to abolish the shame these survivors may fed. The

night includes speakers, a march, and ends with an

open-niic session.

Tills Tuesday night, there were speakers from

VAT., SHARE, and the Escon Service, as well as mem-

bers of the community. They told the students about

resources that are available to us, including self-de-

fense courses, and places to turn to to talk about expe-

riences for both men and women. (It is important to re-

member that men can be rape victims, too.) They also

told us some shocking statistics. For example, the Bu-

reau of Justice took a survey in 1988, which reported

that 1 in 4 girls and 1 in 7 boys have been sexually as-

saulted before they turn 18. One in 8 college students

have been sexually assaulted, but only 8% reported die

incident. Sixty percent of college date rapes occur with-

in die first 6 weeks after arriving on campus. Eighty-

four percent of sexual assaults are committed by some-

one the viaim knows. Perhaps die worst statistic of all

is diat almost all of diese crimes go unreported. "Take

Back the Night" hopes to change that.

Following these speakers, the men were led into

the Womer Center where they had a group discussion

about these issues, while the women joined hands and

began their march around campus. At first, I was crying

and dkl not trust my voice to join in the chanting.

Soon, however, the power and the strength of the

women surrounding me energized me, and I too, be-

gan to shout, "Women unite! Take back die night!" To-

gedier in the dark, women, strangers to each odier, but

all familiar with the tragedy of assault, marched to

places on campus where women had been attacked. At

each of these places a chalk-cJrawn female symbol

served as a landmark, upon which a long-stem red rose

was placed while poems were read by the teadeis of

Please see Night on page 11

torn
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Check Mate

Chess Club enjoys rich history, many successes
by Kris Murkey

How can you be attacked,

pinned, stormed, sacked,

forked, and mated in one after-

noon? Play a game of chess.

The CC Chess Club has a

long and rich history. It was be-

gun in die 1940's by students,

including John Farrington, a

multiple City Championship

winner In the 1950's, several CC

alums helped found the Col-

orado Springs Chess Club,

which has been active ever

since.

Over the years many

names, including masters, have

left their mark on CC chess such

as Ray Haskins, a multiple City

Champion, and Randy Ranney,

three time Colorado State

Champion.

The club has taken several

forms since its inception. In

1981, the annual Colorado Col-

lege-Air Force Academy Chess

Tournament began. CC won for

the first time last year and de-

fended the tide again this year

with a score of 5.5-2.5.

Each week the Chess Club

meets on Wednesday evening at

7:30 P.M. in the Womer Center.

There is a thirty minute lecture

on one of die aspects of die

game (openings, end-game,

tacdcs, position, history) and

dien diey play. Games can vary

from a single Game 60 to a

speed chess tournament (Game

5 or 10).

The greatest difference be-

tween coffeehouse chess and

tournament chess is die use of

clocks.

In a Game 60, each player

has 60 minutes to make all of his

or her moves. With only 5 min-

utes on die dock, speed chess is

one of die most exciting and in-

teresdng games to play.

In addidon to die CC Chess

Club, there are several odier

ways to play tournament level

chess in Colorado Springs. The

Colorado Springs Chess Club

meets on Tuesdays in die Acacia

Park Hotel at 8:00 p.m. The Air

Force Academy Club meets on

Friday evenings at 5:00 p.m. For

diose who cannot drive off cam-

pus there are even chess

servers; chess.toi.com 5000 and

ics.onenet.net 5000, are the

inost popular.

The CC Chess Club recendy

finished up its two week-long

CC Chess Club Championship.

Todd Blees walked away with his

second club championship

while Dan Avery took first over-

all. David Arnsteen placed sec-

ond in die CC Compedtion and

John Farrington placed second

overall.

Chess Analysis:

Board 1 at die CC-USAFA

Chess Tournament on April

8: Dan Avery vs. Jesse Long

Opening: Queens Gambit

Declined.

W B

1. d4 d5

2. c4 NK

3. ad5 Nxd5

4. e4 Nb6

5. Nc3 e6

6. N8 Bd6

7. e5 Be7

8. Bd3 Nc6

9. 0-0 Nd5

10. Ne4 b6

11. Bg5 h6

12. Bxe7 Nae7

13. Rcl Bb7

14. Bb5! m
15. Bd3 N6!

16. Ng3 Nfe7

17. Be4 c6

18. Bbl a5

19. Ne4 Nc8

20. Nfd2 Qd7

21. Rel Ke7

22. Nc4 R18

23. Qg4 g5

24. Ned6 Nxd6

25. Nxd6 Ba6

26. h4 Rg8

27. Qh5 Raf8

28. Qxh6 gxh4

29. Be4 Rh8

30. Qc5 (6

31. exf6 Nxf6

a b c d e f h

8 *K *R *R

7

6 *B *P B N *N

5 *P Q

4 P *P

3

2 P P p P *Q

1 R R K

w
32. N5!

33. Bxc6

34. Ng7

Nxe6

QB
Kxh2

Kd8

Qc7

Rhg8

Kc8

Qh2!

B8!

m
Rc6 MATE

Chess Notadon:

P-Pawn

N-Knight

B-Bishop

R-Rook

Kd7?

Kd6

* refers to black pieces

Q-Queen

K-King

Nxd3-Knight takes on d3.

Nfd3-Two knights could

move to d3, but die knight

on the "f "file moved there.

exd3-Pawn on the "e" file

took on d3.

!!-Brilliant move

!-Good Move

!?-Interesdng move, which

appears good

?!-Interesting move, which

appears poor

?-Poor move

??-Very poor move, losing

Holocaust from page 9

honor of die Holocaust. We,

too, must remember regularly

and consistendy.

Auschwitz...

The Holocaust service rep-

resents die human atrocity in

die most exu-eme form, but vio-

lence exists in many other

forms.

It exists in die present day

as horrifyingly as it existed 50

FREE SHIRT
BRING THIS COUPON INTO
EON MARKET, SPEND AT

LEAST $20 AND GET A SMALL
100% COTTON T-SHIRT

mmi-aauimisuuna

m
/Aa.-'-I"^*"

Our faehioM and pncea an so good, we loant you to com
''"y "w^- W'e fiffure Uiis might dt, the trick.

834 NORTH INSTITUTE ST. 633-1015
comer ofCiche La Poudre and Instihilc

M-F 4:30-6:30 SAT 11-4 exp,m»5

years ago.

It affects individuals as the

Holocaust affected six miUion

individuals.

We must listen to die sto-

ries of the victims and remem-

ber them in their poems and in

their songs.

We must do so ritualisdcal-

ly.

Lastly, in the service, six

candles were lit in the memory

of the six million. For me the

candles represent die light that

results from remembering. The

lighted desire to stifle such suf

fering.

Consistently sympathize

and remember.

That is our hope.

Years Ahead
SALON

-15% OFF ALL SERVICES FOR CC STUDENTS-
118 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's • 635-5552

Ihamk
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To all those who
took the time to

write for the Stu-

dent Life Section

over the past two
semesters.

your time and
energy is much
appreciated.

Thank you for

your contribution

to the 1994-1995

Cotcdyst.
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Communication viewed as majorproblem between men and women

Studem surveys explore attitudes toward rape
by Kathleen Johnson, Michele Brown, and Ashley Struck

SHARE (Students Helping

Activate Rape Education) is a

campus organization that seeks

to promote communication be-

tween men and women on the

issue of rape by sponsor-

ing dorm workshops. Re-

cently we conducted a

survey to help us better

understand student be-

liefs on the issue of rape,

and allow us to provide

education to suit student

needs. Out of 400 surveys

sent out (200 to men and

200 to women), we re-

ceived a total of 105 (39

from men and 66 from

women). Responses to the sur-

vey presented some concerns,

particularly with communica-

tion, that we would like to ad-

dress.

In the survey, students

were asked to agree of disagree

with this statement: "If a woman

says 'no' she may mean 'yes'."

23% of the males and i% of die

female respondents agreed widi

this statement. We expected

that this question would cause

some dissent among respon-

dents. The truth of the matter is

diat there are people who do

not say what they really feel, and

there are situations in which a

The prevalence of rape
on campus can not be

accurately known,
because many rape

cases are not reported

on campus for one
reason or another.

woman may mean yes, but say

no. In our workshops, we em-

phasize coramunicadon on bodi

sides; expressing and listening.

Frankly some people don't say

what they mean and some peo-

ple don't listen to what odiers

say.

Another statement that stu-

dents were asked to agree or dis-

agree with was: "If a woman

wears 'sexy' atdre (skimpy, tight

etc.), she is looking for sex." 8%

of the males and 296 of the fe-

males agreed with this state-

ment. Myths like this one are yet

another example of miscommu-

nication in acdon: making as-

sumptions about another per-

son's dioughts not based on di-

rect verbal communica-

tion.

In the survey, students

were given scenarios to

read carefully and then

they were asked whether

or not each scenario was

rape. In one of the scenar-

ios a woman said "no" to a

man's advances, but did

not physically resist. Both

men and women thought

the scenario was

ambiguous. 18% of the

males and 4% of the fe-

males thought the sce-

nario was not rape; 13%

of die males and 9% of

the females were unsure.

A person can not al-

ways physically resist in a

rape situation. Just because a

person does not put up a strug-

gle or react violendy to some-

one's physical advances does

not imply consent.

The prevalence of rape on

campus can not be accurately

known, because many rape cas-

es are not reported on campus

for one reason or another. 93%

of the students who responded

to the survey felt rape is an issue

all Colorado College students

should be concerned about.

Many students provided much

needed information concerning

ways SHARE can be visible and

educate CC students. Some of

these suggestions were: having a

SHARE information center, mak-

ing first year student tape educa-

tion workshops mandatory, and

inviting speakers to campus to

share their personal experiences

with rape.

75% of the women
responded that they felt

unsafe sometimes
walking alone at night.

SHARE also asked questions

about safety on campus in the

survey. 75% of the women re-

sponded that they felt unsafe

sometimes walking alone at

night and 6% always felt unsafe

walking alone on campus at

night. Only 8% of the males who

responded felt unsafe some-

times, while 90% of the males

felt safe walking alone on cam-

pus at night. As a reminder, the

Escort Service is available seven

days a week from 8:00P.M. to

1:00A.M. at extension 6340.

Moreover, many students

felt the lighting on campus was

not suflicient in some areas. The

administration is currently eval-

uating the campus lighting con-

cerns to address and resolve diis

problem. The numbers tabulat-

ed from the survey are not nec-

essarily the most important as-

pect of the survey. Know-

ing people's attitudes on

die issue and understand-

ing them is essential.

SHARE intends to use the

information generated

from die surveys to ad-

dress concerns about

safety and rape educa-

tion. We would like to extend

our thanks to die students who

responded to die survey, as

well as to Margi Duncombe for

her support.

Night continued from page 9

"Take Back the Night." These

poems and roses were to signify

the beauty of women that is all

too often forgotten in this worid

filled with hatred and violence.

After we completed the

march around East Campus, die

men rejoined us, and we contin-

ued our trek around West Cam-

pus, chanting "People unite!

Take back the night!" Several

people who overheard our loud

shouts joined our group. We

ended our march behind the

Tenney House with a moment

of silence to remember vicdms

of sexual assault and domesdc

violence, and to pray that these

crimes will not be a part of the

hiture. Following this moment

of silence, we reconvened

around the flag pole for an

open-mic session. Here people,

men and women alike, took a

stand. Some told of their past

experiences. Some read poems.

Some voiced dieir opinions and

anger about sexual assault and

violence. Though they stood at

die microphone by diemselves,

diey were not alone. Whenever

someone would stan to cry, sev-

eral people from the audience

would show their support by

saying encouraging words, or

even going up to the micro-

phone and hugging the person.

Tonya Hahn, a student \yho

attended this year's "Take Back

the Night," remarked on how

impressed she was with the

turnout for such a much needed

event. Especially impressive was

the number of men who showed

up, probably making up a quar-

ter of the population of those m

attendance. She was also grate-

ful that it was not turned into a

"male-bashing" event, but

rather, it successfully united

men and women.

Not a day goes by diat 1 do

not remember what happened

tome.

Not a day goes by that I do

not regret not having reported

it. That is why I have written diis

article. 1 know from experience

how scary talking about it can

be, but I also know diat it is a lot

more scary dealing with it on

your own. I hope to encourage

survivors of sexual assault and

domestic violence to speak up.

If something happens to you,

tell someone.

The Catalyst often com-

ments on the overwhelming ap-

adiy that affiicts diis campus. I

usually agree, but this is not one

of those times. "Take Back the

Night" has reinstated my faidi in

mankind by showing that there

are a lot of caring and trustivor-

diy people out there. I know

the worid can seem like a cold,

and lonely place sometimes, but

there really are people out diere

who care. You do not have to be

alone.

BUSINESS
LAW

STUDENTS
Local investment

management firm is in

search of Junior/Senior

level business law student

to intern in the formation

and future management of

limited liability

corporations and
investment limited

partnerships. Working
understanding of the

formation & maintenance

of corporations and/or

LLC's is required.

Contact Mr. Golan, (719)

574-1000.
I

DOLLAR DAY5

1/3 Lb BURGER
6W^^/G5
MO/N)5TERM0G
PREMIUM DRI/S/K

PREMIUM 5H0T

HOT DOG
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For those who love
theur country.

Don t miss the 30tfi Annual Academy of Country Music Awards on Wednesday, May 1 0th
And get a little country cookin' at home with great prices on nominated titles.

• Album of the Year Nominee
• Top Male Vocalist Nominee

• Album of the Year Nominee
• Top Female Vocalist Nominee

Alan Jackson

WHO I AM 10.95eo"ofei?te.t
COMPACT DISC

list 16.99-17.99

7.95.
CASSITTE

Columbic

list 10.98

Reba McEntire

READ MY MIND
MCA NasWille MUSIC • SOFTWARE

^»£ TRACTORS
MOVIES • BOOKS

MEDI/^PLAY
MORE CHOICE. LESS PRICE. GUARANTEED.

Citadel Crossing, Colorado Springs, 573-1977
Open Mon-Thurs: 10-9, Fri-Sat: 10-10, Sun: 1 1-6

Arista

Sale prices good
through May 1 1

.
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Chekhov and Smekhov together at CC
by Katya Moskver

German/Russian Department

If you have been thinking

that the Russians are coming,

worry no more - they are here!

From the Russian-filled first class

international air flights, the red

caviar at King Sooper's, Russian-

speaking bank managers in

Switzerland, the revival of Uncle

Vanya on Broadway and on the

movie screens to - yes, Jaime! -

Chekhov and Smekhov at Max

Kade Theater at the Colorado

College. This time it is

Chekhov's The Bear, a bilingual

English-Russian production,

presented by the Colorado Col-

lege Russian Department and

directed by Veniamin Smekhov.

Mr. Smekhov won the

heans of the Soviet public by his

role as Athos in The Three Mus-

keteers and as Woland in Bul-

gakov's The Master and Mar-

garita. He has starred in other

numerous Russian motion pic-

tures, television and theater pro-

ductions. He has directed drama

and opera productions interna-

tionally, and toured universities

throughout the worid as a lec-

turer in Russian drama and the-

ater. Smekhov was selected as

one of the ten best Russian

actors of the year in 1990-91 by

Soviet Screen magazine. To the

long list of his credits should be

added a delightful production of

Chekhov's vaudeville "The Mar-

riage Proposal" last year at The

Colorado College.

The vaudeville, or farce, was

one of the most popular forms

of entertainment on the Russian

stage throughout the nine-

teenth century. The French had

originally brought the farce to

Russia and many of the best to

be seen there were still adapta-

tions of French pieces. The Bear

\i3s inspired by one such adap-

tation of a French vaudeville.

We all know that "farce is

the tragedy that happens to oth-

er people." We also know that it

is an academic affliction to take

Ttie Bear will be showing In IVlax Kade Theater next weekend

the light-hearted too seriously,

but it is not an accident of liter-

ary history that Chekhov's farces

have survived and continue to

seem fresh on the stage and in

print. Partly because they show

that the failure to communicate

is tragic as well as comic, and

partly because their characters

are living people and not artifi-

cial vaudeville figures and the

dialogue is full of humor and

dramatic surprises.

Come and enjoy Chekhov's

"politically incorrect" misogynist

Smirnov; the inconsolable and

photo counesy of Nic Taylor

virtuous widow Popova, pre-

sented as an actual embodiment

of a "militant feminist"; the ser-

vant Luka; and, of course, that

proverbial horse Toby, deprived

of his oats. There will be nvo

shows on May 14-15 at 8:00 p.m.

in Max Kade Theater.

American Ethnic Studies bring folk art
by Adrienne Seward

This spring the American

Ethnic Studies Program at Col-

orado College has featured a

series folk art performances

tided "The Improvisational Tra-

dition." The performances have

ranged from a Japanese craft

demonstration to African Ameri-

can Cowboy Traditions. By set-

ting the majority of the perfor-

mances in the Perkins Lounge of

the Worner Center, where there

is heavy student traffic, the

series introduces American Edi-

nic Studies to a wider student

audience. It is the group's first

all-campus and community pub-

lic event. More directly the

series focus on "improvisation"

addresses the expressive and

stylistic strategies of ethnic

American art forms.

A theme of combining "eth-

nicity" and "improvisation" dra-

matizes die re-creative process-

es crucial to cultural identity.

Japanese American-ness, for

example was exemplified during

the Japanese American Crafi;s

Demonstration by craftspersons

who redefine the time-honored

origami tradition by folding cig-

arette wrappers into handsome

Japanese-style umbrellas.

5/5 Sale: Friends of the Cdrado College Book

Sale Gaylord Hall 10:00 a.m.-5:0O p.m.

5/5 Symposium: "The Atomic Bomb" Gates

Common Room 8:30 a.m.- 4:00 p.m.

5/5 Concert: Choir Spring

Concert, "St. John's Pas-

sion" Packard Hall 8:00

p.m.

5/7 Concert: Tunjung Sari-

Garaelon Concert Packard Hall 3:00 p.m.

5/9 Concert; Vikings of die Sunrise, a new work

by Stephen Scott, Performed by the Bowed

Piano Ensemble Packard Room 15 8:00 p.m.

UPCOMING
EVENTS

5/? Honors Convocation Shove Chapel 11:00

5/10 Speakers; Abbott Memorial Lecture: Com-

paring Fundamentalisms, presented by Nikki

Keddie, UCLA professor Gates Common

Room 8:00 p.m.

5/5 Film: "Motiier's Day:

New Reproductive Tech-

nologies"

5A1 Thursday at Eleven;

"Poetry and Prose of Resistance" Packard

Hall 11:00 a.m.

5/11 Concert: Student's Honors Concert

Packard Hall 8:00 p.m.

The "Homemade Music and

Music Makers" performance on

April 25 exemplified the Ameri-

can improvisational tradition by

showing how early African

Americans re-fashioned percus-

sive needs when drumming on

the U.S. mainland was banned

because "drums, horns, or other

loud instruments...may call

(them) together or give sign or

notice to one another of their

wicked designs and intentions."

"Quills" and "bones" became

creative strategies to circumvent

these bans in the 18th cenntry.

Anthony "Spoons" Pough's per-

formance demonstrated the

extension of innovative instru-

mentation in the 20th century.

The final performance in

the series features the "Dibe Nit-

saa Singers. " This group of local

Navajo performers will recreate

traditional drumming, singing,

and Plains-style grass dancing on

Friday, May 12 in the Perkins

Lounge of die Worner Center.

What is a young hus-

band to do when he finds

out that his pretty wife is

unfaidiflil? Do the typical

machismo-thing - smash

fiirniture, beat her up and

kill his rival? Or should he

turn softie - delve into self-

pity, whine to his firiends

and drown himself in alco-

hol?

The German film-mak-

er Doris Dorrie has a cooler

solution in the international

comedy hit of the eighties

"Men" (Manner) shown

May 9 at 8:00 p.m. in the

Max Kade Theater. The film

has been dubbed into Eng-

lish and is ft'ee.
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Millennium Approaches a picture of America
bv Kim Whipple

Angels ill America liy Tony

Kusliner seems to be tlie 90s

atchword book: homosexuali-

t)', transvestitjsm, AIDS, Valium,

politics, power, and God. The

play is a hiry of frightening

issues and maladjusted people,

creating an America on the

brink of disaster. This is Pail

One: Millennium Approaches,

and I assume pan two brings

some disaster or revelation. The

end of Pan One leaves the read-

er with die promise of some-

diing to come, "die Great Work

begins. The Messenger has

arrived."

The play is full of dream-

scape, magnificent fantare, ;md

sunealism—things that are prob-

ably easier for a reader to imag-

ine dian for a director to create.

It provides a unique challenge

for a director and a special

effects crew, and though the

playwright provides suggestions

for the creation of the play, 1

think it would be liin to take the

play and run with it. Millennium

Approaches has been produced

five times since 1990 in a fluny

of places and times.

The cast of characters is

somewhat eccentric and exag-

gerated. Roy M. Cohn is a New

York lawyer who hides his AIDS

for fear of losing his political

pull. Joe Pitt's wife. Harper, is a

V,ilium addict with a fixation on

Antarctica and its vast nothing-

ness. She has vivid dreams

because of the drug and some-

times she just disappears.

Perhaps the most sympa-

thetic characters in the play are

Prior Walter and Louis Ironson,

a homosexual couple who have

to deal with deadi. Prior is

dying of AIDS and Louis does

not know how to deal with it. In

the end, Prior is visited by

angels on his deathbed, and is

to be the first man to greet the

Messenger.

The play is frightening but

amaang, and imagining what a

director would do with a play

like this is fun.

Magnet doesn't pass muster
by Diana Smidi

The new heavy metal band,

Monster Magnet, is neither new

nor heavy metal. Discuss. Mon-

ster Magnet isn't even a cheap

alloy although I wouldn't go as

&r as to say that Monster Mag-

net has joined die psuedo-hard

rock ranks of Warrant or White

Snake. There is no need here for

superfluous insults. This New

York quanet has released two

previous albums, however, die

1995 breakthrough. Dopes to

Infinity, is die first album widi

national airplay. The first single,

"Megasonic Teenage Warhead,"

is like a bad itch - it just won't go

away It's everywhere. Monster

Magnet is here. Get used to it.

But you don't have to particular-

ly like it.

Dopes to Infinity is a 12 cut

journey through Ozzy

Ozbourne-esque vocal style

(during the calm years), dedara-

dons on die benefits of hallu-

cinogenic drugs, and redundant

hard guitar riffs. And diose are

the good points. Monster Mag-

net, as Rikki Lake would cheer-

ftjily say, is not all diat. I have to

say that I am not impressed.

Amused, perhaps, but certainly

not impressed.

The album begins widi the

tide track, "Dopes to Infinity,"

which is probably the best song

on die endre album. The rest of

die album is chock fiill 0' disap-

poindngly poindess lyrics, whin-

ing direats meant to be direat-

ening, and mediocre musical

style.

There are some suqirisingly

(;iJTipo3E3/^ipi^"
Introduces

"AnneiTe"
(formerly of Rapunzel)

d
(!)

?o

a fiAil service salon for men & women
Your CC Headquarters for Hair

•-ALL STUDENTS 10% OFF!-
81 5 N. Nevada • 630-3435

decent ditUes such as die mel-

low 'look To Your Orb For the

Warning," and the grinding

"Ego, die Living Planet." And

then again, there are die horri-

bly annoying songs such as

"Blow 'Em Ofl" which have die

totally inane lyrics, "When you

say alright, I diought you meant

alright...when you say that's

fine, I thought you meant that's

fine." And when Monster Mag-

net writes bad songs, I diought

diey wrote bad songs.

Fonunately, after "Blow

'Em Off," die album gets a litde

better, and a little bit more like

everyone else. "Third Alterna-

dve" seems like it comes right

off of some White Zombie

album.

Dopes to Infinity ends with

a mercifully tolerable set of

songs which acmally makes one

wonder if buying this album

would be a sound investment.

But, after bumping into reality,

it is painfijlly dear that a six pack

of Red Wolf beer is a much bet-

ter way to spend my money and,

to a college student, money is

hard to come by

Shadow puppets and dance
by Meredith Morgenstern

This Sunday, May 7, the tra-

didonal combines with the con-

temporary in a Balinese program

being put on from 3-5 p.m. in

Packard Hall.

The first half of the program

will be tradidonal Balinese music

and dandng. Gamelan Angklung

is an ancient Balinese music that

was common among village fes-

tivals and ceremonies, using

instruments such as gongs, cym-

bals, drums, and flutes as well as

twelve gangsas or metallo-

phones. Dancing for die first

half of the program will be the

Colorado College Balinese

Dancers, performing such tradi-

tional pieces as Pendet and

Manuk Rawa. Performing the

Bans Tombak, or Warrior

Dance, in their debut perfor-

mances will be six year-old Putu

Lasmawan and nine year-old

Scott Levine. A flute ensemble

entided Suling Gambuh will be

the last performance of die first

half of the show. "The Suling

Gambuh is a haundngly beaud-

(jJ2iX>'
•Mnh^wyoulDaayair
UCATMudMml bi*lV°w
•mMKit^ » you can oM •
liVwrioora.

t
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ful scale diat contrasts markedly

with the slendro scale of the

angklung ensemble," says Vicki

Levine.

The second half of the pro-

gram will be a shadow puppet

show, Hanoman Duta (The

Monkey General Ambassador).

This will combine contemporary'

compositions with traditional

instruments. The story, taken

from the Ramayana, a sacred

Hindu epic three thousand

years old, is of Lord Rama, his

wife Sinta, and the demon king

Rahwana, and represents the

ongoing struggle between good

and evil. "The puppet show is ;i

reinterpretation for an American

audience; puppet shows are not

usually combined with music

and dance," said Levine.

"The costumes are very

beauriftjl, bright colors," said

Levine, "even the musidans

wear badk sarongs," while play-

ing hand-carved, gilded instru-

ments. The children performing

the warrior number will be

wearing very elaborate, tradi-

tional costumes; the whole

thing will be "interesting visual-

ly," promises Levine. Even the

puppet show will be a visual

masterpiece. The puppets are

elaborately hand carved flat

leather Uiat are very lacy and will

be silhouetted behind a rear-

projection screen to tell the

Hindu tale.
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Hoop Dreams an enjoyable look at basketball
by Blake Jordan

In reviewing films for CC's

film series, there occasionally

comes a film that has been so

highly acclaimed that whatever I

have to say about in 300 to 400

words hardly seems necessary.

Hoop Dreams is one of those

films, and here I am with the last

word on it.

The documentary was more

than five years in the making. It

was released last year to unani-

mous critical acclaim, making

many ten best lists and causing a

huge outrage in the film com-

munity because it was nominat-

ed for neither Best Picture nor

Best Documentary. IVIost likely

this was because the Academy

overlooks documentaries that

have any kind of financial suc-

cess.

Well, for whatever it's worth

at this point, I liked Hoop

Dreams. Though it has a three-

hour running time, and is a doc-

umentary (two decidedly

unpopular characteristics for

most filmgoers), it never bores

or becomes tiresome. In fact,

suspense builds diroughout the

film, and every turn of events

draws us in more.

I'm not a big fan of basket-

ball, and so it wasn't until I

heard how great this film was

supposed to be that I became

interested in it. However, even

though Hoop Dreams deals with

virtually nothing except the

immediate families of its two

subjects and how their hoop

dreams may or may not be real-

ized, the barrage of basketball

footage does not take anything

away from it, though it might be

aplusifoneisabigfan.

The two subjects are

William Gates and Arthur Agee,

Jr., and their lives are traced

from the beginning of dieir high

school careers to their accep-

tance to college. As I said, the

only aspects of their lives that

we really see are dieir schooling,

basketball, and families. We are

not taken into their personal

career goals (until the end,

when the idea of them pursuing

a non-sports career seems

almost absurd) nor relationships

with girls (and it's a big surprise

when William becomes a father

about half way through the

film). However, this is called

Hoop Dreams, and I suppose

that any other subject matter

would be a little superfluous,

and would add at least another

couple of hours to the docu-

mentary.

There were may great

moments in Hoop Dreams. The

lives of Gates and Agee begin at

die same point, Uien diverge,

but are able to intertwine much

later on down die road. This

strengthens the connection

between diem. The movie is fiill

of ups and downs, so much so

that it never is depressing nor

too obviously uplifting. It is,

however, touching and very per-

tinent to anyone whose dream

isn't to have a desk job but to

pursue somediing that is always

just out of reach.

The lives of Gates and Agee

are separately very interesting,

which obviously helps the film

to be so watchable. The editing

between the two is perfect (die

documentary was nominated

for Best Ediung).

Hoop Dreams is playing

this weekend in Olin....and it is

definitely worth your while,

even during those precious

weekend hours.

New South Wales nothing new
by Eric Hardesty

Warning: do not go to the

New South Wales Restaurant in

the hopes of finding a safe

haven from die daily dredge of

pizza bar, grill, and the ever

popular breakfast-cereal-for-din-

ner routine. This is not a five

dollar meal like Panino's or the

Litde Bangkok downtown, but

an expensive and relatively far

away place where one might

take that special someone who

is won;h $15 a plate.

On diat note, I set off for

die New Soudi Wales, located at

5905 Corporate Drive, just off

the 1-25 nvo miles nonJi of CC.

The only regional dishes on

the menu were New Zealand

Lamb Chops and die most ele-

gantly named Kangaroo Kabobs.

My partner ordered die kanga-

roo, but would not allow me to

eat an animal diat had not yet

reached die prime of life (fair

enough), so I strayed from die

regional appeal and tried

seafood (specifically North

Atlantic Salmon). To use the

familiar adage, kangaroo meat

tastes likc.cow (?!?) Yes, folks,

kangaroo goes nicely with A-1

and a touch of tenderizer, A slab

of this meat tastes like a cut of

tough steak, a pleasant enough

sensation for the taste buds if

you like steak, but kind of hard

to chew.

I personally have had better

seafood experiences. The fish

was not bad, but it had a fair

crop of bones (at least 1 knew by

this diat it was real) and an

underside, presumably of skin

left on, diat resembled in both

taste and appearance carbon

twelve. It has always been a mys-

tery to me why people call fish

"fishy to signify that it tastes

bad, but eat it anyway when it

apparently isn't fishy (i.e. it

doesn't taste like fish). In spite

of my grievance widi diis point

of common language, I'fi

describe the meat 1 ate as pardy

"fishy" and partly very good.

How the same piece could be

bodi all in one I do not know.

Also, I've had better clam chow-

der dian that which I experi-

enced here.

The meal was filling, and

realfy not bad overall, but it was

not wonJi the large bill we were

handed at die end of the night.

Maybe a dish of lobster, Alaskan

King crab or a slab of steak

might be their specialty and

dierefore better, but I don't like

steak and 1 didn't want to shell

out at least $20 for a meal ($14

was enough, dianks), so I don't

know.

Tlunki Senion for your donatioiit to tke Senior Ctan Cuipaiga
DoBonu ofMay 1, 1995

Anniiil Giving: $2,778.75 Bob Pizzi McnorUI Fund: S1,640.S0 P«rtld|Mtloo: 48%
It's lot too Utc to hdp your clui reach 65% partkipatloii to receive an extra $2,000 for yoar daa totali.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR

SKNIORSI For the first time in

history, CC will allow students

who are ONE unit or less from

completing graduation require-

ments to march in the cere-

monies. Their names will not ap-

pear in the commencement pro-

gram, they will not wear a hood

or tassel, but they will march

aCTOss the platform, receive a

diploma cover, and receive con-

gratulations from President

Mohrmann. If you are not on

the graduation list at present

time and believe you qualify to

march at commencement,

please see Margaret Van Horn or

Phil Apodaa in the Registrar's

Office immediately.

PERSONALS

isn't iC It's nice to have a travel

companion though. Here's to

Spit, Subway, bathroom coun-

ters, barstool blues, and ever-

hopeftjl 45's.

Always-

your fellow Arizona sun goddess'

(well, that was the plan any-

way...)

PERSONALS

Another malt? Maybe you'll get

to eat some of it this time.

-T

lOBS

CHILD CARE: Responsible,

loving, mature individual for

occasional care for two chil-

dren. Experience and refer-

ences required. 633-5286

Young, single woman looking

for the perfect physical speci-

men. If you think you're the

man for me (and have a body fat

percentage less than 8%), call

for a rigorous interview at

477-FIRM.

College Students-SUMMER

WORK-$10.25 Positions to be

filled with local ofl5ce of interna-

tional company. Flexible

hours/scholarships and co-ops/

internships available. No experi-

ence necessary Interview now!

Work starts after finals. Call

Monday-Thursday, 10am-2pm.

590-7895

Sarah-

I got your perfect physical speci-

men right here. I'll call collect.

-Andre

PERSONALS

Susie-

Take care. The sun will shine

soon. We are thinkin' of you.

Clyde-

Your housacar problems will all'

be over soon. 1 have put in a

special request for your happi-

ness, and the deadi of all pissy

used car salespeople.

-Bonni

Confused resident of Mathias

Rm 100 is searching for anony-

mous person who leaves good,

or is it bad poetry.', on door.

Hope to meet you soon so we

may recite verses intimately.

A-

Even if you did it for yourself,

the story exhibited courage, sim-

plicity and beauty. May the fti-

ture be free of nightmares and

full of hope and wishes. Thank

you for your bean, love, friend-

ship, and kindness.

-C

"Run, Ben, run with your mo-

hawk rippling in the wind"

Good luck!

-Jen

PS- "Danzig." Happy?

Liza-

It's amazing how many route

60's we can get ourselves into,

^anta-

This year please give me my own
copy ofThe Holy Grail, a singing

voice, more Subway sandwiches,

another great doubles partner,

more skiing days with my co-ed-

itor, and true love.

Andre

P.S. If that's too much, scratch

the true love part.

Nic-

Don't let them give you any crap

about your haircut. Keep the

faidi!

-S&A

Chadboy-

What a strange person!

Aaauuuu! Where's Apollo? I will

never tell you my secret. Here's

to a semester of late nights, go-

ing backwards, things folding in

on diemselves, sports, choco-

late chip pancakes, and the

Schunk-Hoeppner matchup.

Happy 21st Brididay, we'll party

Friday.

-Dre

Maia-

In case 1 forget die birthday bas-

ket, happy 19th 'n stuff.

See you at the German House.

-Andre

Maja-

Your hair is like silk, your smile

a warm summer's day, where an

thou? 1 search for thee but 1 do

not find. 1 am the Romeo and

you are the Juliet-but no suici-

dal tendencies. Find me, love

me.

-You know who

Josef T-

We met last night-in your

dreams. You may not know

me, you may not like me, but 1

America's Best

SUMMER SALES
INTERNSHIP

Kept Secret
If you want in on a great secret,

just listen: The National
Federation of Independent

Business is the voice

of small busi-

ness acTos.s the

country. NFID

is known as one

ofthelOiough-

esi lobbies in

Vfehington

We're currently looking for

motivated summer interns -

both full- and pan-time - to

build and maintain our mem-
berships. We provide training,

ptospeas, suppon and weekly
commissions - you provide
the dedication.

Call today lo intern for a cause
you can believe in! And, if

you're unable lo call, please
forward your resume to our pro-
cessing center: NFIB, 7676
HUlmont, Stc. 290, Houston,
TX 77040. EOE.

1-800-733-6222

24-hours/day, 7 days/week

The voice of small business.
The voice of opportunity

PERSONALS.

am someone special. We have

never talked, but 1 hope that we

will. Only a few more weeks-I

hope for a lustfiil encounter.

-A

PERSONALS

"Are you saying 'Nl' to that old

woman?"

Andre—

You would be the most popular

spanker at the Castle Anthrax. If

only 1 knew your secret. That's

alright "1 spend all my time

working on the Classifieds in-

stead of starting Sports"-boy, 1

own our match up next year,

diat is if you don't get abducted

by your worshippers and en-

throned as their TV-dancing,

saxophone-soloing, tennis-pun

writing love god.

—your unworthy co-editor

CLASSIFIEDS POUCY

Please send Announcements,

Jobs, For Sale, Real Estate, and

Personal advertisements to:

The Calafyst: Classifieds

902 N.Cascade Ave.

Colorado Springs, CO 80946

fax: 719-389-6962

Ads must be received by

Tuesday 9:00p.m. to appear in

the subsequent Friday's edition

of the Catalyst. The Catalyst re-

serves the right to edit all classi-

fieds for length and inappropri-

ate content. For off-campus

pricing infonnation call Cutler

Publications at 719-389-6675.

SPECIAL!

1

topping
pizza

|If^/0 (TAXHCLUOEDI)

DELIVERY OR
CARRYOUT!

330 N. Wahsatch
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Real Men top Canucks 12-10 in pick up game
bv Elizabeth Whisler

Faced with a noshow, Real

Men Go Deep opted to play a

pick up game widi die Canucks

in IM A-league Softball game on

Tuesday. The Canucks were sdll

recovering from a giMeling game

with Fiji, and the Real Men were

able to capitalize on this,

outscoring the Canucks 12-10.

The game was played pri-

marily in jest with snide com-

ments radiaung from both sides.

Though die elder members of

the teams were die most vocal,

ever the movie-quoting guru,

Dan HeiT added a piece from

"Field of Dreams" when the

Canucks couldn't find a catcher.

"We don't need a catcher as

long as he gets it near die plate,"

said Herr.

The Real Men played a

steady game of singles and RBls

while the Canucks played one of

power hitting. Kent Feams fired

off two home runs toward Mon-

ument Creek while Dave Paxton

and Pete Gerronazzo hit one a

piece. The Canucks hit a drj'

spell however, and after only

one score in the third, they were

unable to remain on top.

"We're hittin' the s t out

of die ball now!" Real Men ex-

claimed from die sidelines at the

first single of the diird inning

following three consecutive

pop-outs. The Real Men went on

to make the third inning their

most successftil by scoring six

runs. Chad Glosson followed

Paul Leroux's example by adding

another RBI with the second

home run of the inning. Glosson

consistendy produced hits, qui-

etly leading the team to victory.

An obvious error by third

baseman Tony Phan added yet

anodier RBI to Glosson's. As die

Canucks left when die rain be-

gan pouring down. Real Men re-

placed diem in several positions

on die field which worked to-

ward die Real Men's advantage.

photo counesy o( Geofi EalReal Men Go Deep's opponents didn't showr, so they played the Canucks instead"

Athlete of the Week
Smith's game boasts blood, beer, and fun

by Ondine Boulter

Track team partners-up,

helps local at-risk youth
When die April 15 home "I don't know who had

track and field meet was can- more fiin, us or the kids," said

celled, Asst. Coach Brian Kates Jessica Uhlenkott, who helped

thought of a team acdvity to design die obstacle course,

more productive than extra "This day accomplished a

practice. Kates collaborated lot," commented coach Ted
widi El Paso County Fanners Castaneda. "We had ftm and

to organize a

track and

field day at

CC for at-

risk youdi.

Partners

is a non profit organization

which matches adult volun-

teers widi youth who are at

risk of gang involvement, sub-

stance abuse and delinquency.

The Tiger track team vol-

unteers played kickball, bas-

ketball and ran an obstacle

course widi die Partners kids.

INSIDE CC
SPORTS

by Josie I. Henjum

- we exposed

those kids to

a fun part of

college life."

Student-ath-

letes often

can't volunteer time because

they compete in the after-

noons and on weekends. "The

team was excited to do diis,"

said Castaneda. "The kids were

caught up in dieir excitement,

and die whole day was a suc-

cess because of the team's at-

dtude."

For his consistent performance in his four-

year rugby career, senior Ted Smith has been

named die Athlete of the Week, Smidi boasts

over 100 career points since his freshman year.

last week's game versus DU was another vic-

toiy for the Tigers as Smith scored one of the

three trys that brought the team a win. Smidi

commented that, "last weekend's game was

great. The team really managed to bring it all to-

gether for our Jast game of die season,"

A nadve oflewisburg, Pennsylvania, Ted be-

gan playing rugby histeshman year. When he

was cut from theJV soccer team he decided to try

rugby since he'd always been curious about the

sport. He has stayed widi it for years because he,

"seems to have a knack for scoring."

"The best part about rugby is die beer par-

Ues after the games," feels Smith. He also be-

lieves diat when he's gone next year, "the team

will sdll rem;dn strong." Smith also said that, "the

growdi and development of the women's team

signifies a whole new era of rugby at CC, They

have a great love for the game, and I diink that

will help the men's team realize and regain the

glory of the rugby tradition at CC."

Smith's plans after graduation include

scooping ice cream at Josh & John's, hopefully

becoming a psychiatrist, and Oivning a brewery.

Coach helps women's LAX succeed
by Ursula Husby

In returning from their suc-

cessftil, albeit wet, California

trip, the Colorado College

women's lacrosse team was

"^ Mjni-VacatTon'cabln^entalsr?
' '*

" Mountain views
• Forested
• Lake fronts

• 10 Secluded locotlons
• Rentals by the week or day
• Gift certificates

636-3637-
Naturenest Cabin Rentals

P.O. Box 6566 • Colorado Springs, CO 80904

looking forward to a bright sea-

son widiin their home state.

Unfortunately, though the

weadier was a blessing for die

area's ski resorts, it proved a

great challenge for the Tigers.

CANNONDALE
Frame Exchange Sale

Reg Sale
$599 $299
$799 $499

2.8 lb Road Frame Alum Fork
2.8 Mtn Frame Front Susp. ^, ^„ ^,^^
Super V Dual Susp. with Carbon $1399 $999

Swing Arm

2409 W. Colorado Ave • In Old Colorado City__^ 475 - 8589

But diey met die challenge with

characterisdc grace and humor.

Used to inclement conditions af-

ter their soggy visit to normally

sunny California, the Tigers

practiced in snow and hail, and

met die direatening skies widi

light hearts and positive atti

tudes.

The inaugural varsity sea-

son proved to be a successful

building season as well. The

team learned advanced skills

and plays from their new coach

all of which helped them im

mensely in facing old adver

saries. Teams that were normal

ly used to playing the Colorado

College at a club level were tak-

Please see LAX on page 19
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SB Fox outfoxesThunk

by Foxy Brown

On a cold and windy day,

Sly Brown Fox and Team Thunk

took the field for game five of

the IM frisbee seven game se-

ries. Tied at two games a piece,

tensions were high. After a dis-

appointing defeat on Friday, Sly

Brown's captain Jason Beasley

prescribed a strict diet and train-

ing regimen for his players.

Both teams arrived Monday

in full force. The athleticism,

grit, determination of Team

Thunk was met by Sly Brown's

keen defensive strategy and

crisp offensive execution. A

combination of wind and nerves

made for a sloppy first half leav-

ing Sly Brown with a 5-4 lead.

Team Thunk shocked Sly Brown

with a three point rally to begin

the second half. However, Sly

Brown got wily.

"It kinda all came together,"

said John Sullivan, who sat out

the first half with chronic hem-

orrhoids. Sly Brown established

dominance in the middle of the

second half, ending the game

with four unanswered goals.

With a sly grin, Brown Fox trot-

ted off the field with those

snazzy IM T-shirts on their

minds.

Dear Friends &
Fellow Travelers,

I HAVE MOVED!

You can find me at

Journey's Travel,

118N.TejonSt.,

Suite 405.

Call 632-8009.

• I AM TOUR TRAVEL EXPERT • 12 yeais experience •

•RAH PASSES'

• SPECIAL STUDiNT AIRFARES'

• YOUTH HOSTEL •

• CONVENIENTLY LOCATED UPSTAIRS FROM OLD

CHICAGO DOWNTOWN - 4tli floor, YES - TERE'S AN

ELEVATOR!'

CALL ME SOON!

THANKS,
Earl Fox

Hours: 8:30 am to 5:30 pm ((Monday Friday

Saturdays 1 0:00 am to 1 :00 pm - by appointment

118 N. Tejon, Suite 405 • 632-8009 • 800-920-TRIP

^ NEED A JOB? ^
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE, YEAR ROUND

Opening in retail sales, receiving, shipping,

stock, filing, etc.

Apply 8 AM. - 1 1 AM.
TEACHER'S PET / BANKS SCHOOL SUPPLY

2415 Rand Ave.
( i - 25 a circle, exit 1 38, 1 block west. 1 block north )

great scores...

LSAT
Kaplan helps you focus your
LSAT studies and buifd your
confidence so you can get a
higher score.

+Z2 points*

Call: 1-719-63S0432

•t higherscom

KAPLAN

Kukoc blooms with Jordan's help.

Bulls will top San Antonio in finals

OUT OF
by Chad

— Mictiael Jordan's pecfonnance againsi the

Chariotte Hornets in game thrfirof their series

was tlie most inspired performance I have ever

seen by a single player, Jordan "onlf scored 21

points, but his defense, rebounding, and team

play dominated the game. Jordan simply decided

that he wanted to win the game.

— You heard it here first: If Toni Kukoc contin-

ues to mature at light-speed under Jordan's tute-

lage, the Bulls will win the NBA Finals. My guess

for the Western Conference representative is San

Antonio, but Utah or the Lakers might sneak in.

— You could aaualiy see Kukoc's confidence

growing as he threw in a career playoffhigh point

total, Jordan has called

Kukoc "his project."

Kukoc is not a project.

His quickness, passing,

improved rebounding,

and dominant left hand

already make hira one of the most versatile for-

wards in the game. Confidence and savvy were all

that was missing from his game. And Jordan,

who has plenty of both, will take care of that.

— The only thing that might hurt Kukoc is if

coach Phil Jackson keeps making him play de-

fense against players like LanyJohnson. EvenJor-

dan won't be able to make Kukoc into a credible

defensive player this year. That's no problem,

though. Most of the NBA doesn't play defense

(yes, I'm talking about you, Rodney Rogers).

— Speaking ofLarryJohnson, I don't drink he will

ever be the player he was before all diose in-

juries. Johnson is still potent, but he used to be

the most balls-out, reckless, throw-my-body-

kamikaze-style-at-the-rim-and-throw-the-ball-

through-at-some-ducking-opponent power for-

ward in the game. I bet no one is more sorry dian

the Hornets GIVI. Make that $84 million sorry.

— So, Boston beat Orlando in Orlando in game

two. What was I saying last week about Orlando

not lasting past the second round?

-
1 know 1 shouldn't get excited already about

the Nuggets' chances next year, but Rodney

Rogers playing a full season at his natural small

fonvard position is BIG. As soon as Laphonso El-

lis gets back to his old power forward spot,

Rogers will be free to beat up on all the Dedef

Schrerapfs, Terry Cummings's, and Dennis

Scott's of the world. Not only am Ellis play de-

fense, but he should also bring much-needed

leadership, poise, and guts to a bunch diat has

t(X) much testosterone and not enough team.

-
1 hear Bemie Bickerstaff is titlking about pick-

ing up Chris Webber in the off-season. Call me

— cTazy, but I think the

THIN AIR
Hoeppner

Nuggets could use VCeb-

ber about as much as

Bickerstaff could use an-

other ulcer. Webber is a

big, poweri\il, talented

player that looks great on paper but needs seri-

ous work on his discipline and determination

(just like the rest of the Nuggets). As I said be-

fore, Webber should go to team that has a lot of

tradidon and discipline diat will take him from

being a good player to being a dominant one.

— The Colorado Rockies are 7-1. Expansion

teams grow up quickly when you pack 65,000

people into die stadium for die first two years.

— Tlie Rocks still have most of the season in front

of them, but this team is the real deal. Ellis Burks,

Walt Weiss, Bill Swift, and Larry Walker - ain't

bad for two years in the free agent market, huh?

—I was getting ready to watch game three of the

Nuggets-Spurs series when I saw the "Take Back

die Night" rally starting outside of Worner. Some

diings are more important dian sports. Sports

are a great release, a gi-eat tool, a great window

on life. But they aren't life. So maybe me, Schunk

(my co-sports editor), and all diree of our read-

ers should quit reading and go Iwe.

LAX continued from page 18

en aback by their sophistica-

tion and skill, and found them-

selves fighting much harder

than in previous years. Tiger

opponents often found diem-

selves having to win die game in

die last minute of play or in

overtime. Colorado College

women's lacrosse never went

Hmr Designersfor Men & Women

Style cnta, Mainteaance Trim,
Peims & Translncent Colors

Nexus i Tri products availablefor sate

Monday - Friday

Stop in or call for an s^pointment
827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

down diis year without fighting

toodi and nail to die last sec-

ond.

Next year's schedule is a

testament to the greatness of

this new team. Colorado Col-

lege will visit the East Coast to

play some of die toughest Divi-

sion III teams the Philadelphia

area has to offer.

Colorado College women's

lacrosse fans can rest assured

that next year they will indeed

emerge victorious when they re-

turn. The solidarity and cam-

raderie established diis season

can only increase diroughout

die years under die skillful and

visionary leadership of coaches

Susan Stuan and Michele Secor.
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Tigers crush CU20-7 to secure #1 seed, then beat Buffs again 11-10 in semifinals

Men's LAX beats CU twice, tops DU 10-7 in final

to claim second straight RMILL Championship
by Thomas Quinlen

Before block break, the

Tigers were poised to take the

#1 seed in the league tourna-

ment. A win over CU would se-

cure that spot, but a loss would

put them in die #4 slot. CU's

coach Nesavich had been at all

of die Tigers recent games,

scoudng die Tigers for weak-

nesses, and CC was determined

to prove his effon a waste of

Ume.

The Tigers succeeded in

wasting Nesavich's time. CC

blew die Buds away, 20-7. After

die game, Nesavich reported to

die Mines coach that CU would

have been right in die game if

they hadn't thrown the ball

away so much. Whatever.

After trouncing CU, the

Tigers were not to play again

undl die second round of the

league tournament. A make-up

game had been scheduled widi

Mines, but bad weadier prevent-

ed that match. The bad weath-

er also kept die Tigers in the

gym for most of diat ten days.

After a first-round bye, the

Tigers would once again have to

face CU. This dme, the Buffs

looked like diey had actually

seen a lacrosse field before, and

die Tigers were ragged from

dieir long, gameless, indoor

sdnt. It was a close contest, but

die Tigers pulled it out 11-10,

moving diem into die finals.

DU won die odier semi-fi-

nal game, so CC was to face the

hated Pioneers. Saturday ar-

rived amid a giant rain storm,

but the game was on. Bodi

teams were playing well, consid-

ering die conditions. Water was

standing on both sidelines, and

die mud on the field had players

and the ball sliding everywhere.

DU scored first, but CC kept

pace, and at die half, die score

was tied at 44.

In die second half, the rain

stopped and the sun came out.

CC's offense picked up, as did

the defense, led by the crushing

blows of Wes Parrish-

Radulovich. The Tigers pulled

away, and won the game 10-7.

With the win, the Tigers took

dieir second consecutive RMIU

championship.

After what looked like die

beginnings of a disastrous sea-

CC takes control in a recent Men's lax game. The Tigers ended .heir season ::2ZZl^tlT
eight game winning streak and claimed their second consecutive fllMILL championship.

son, the team turned itself

around, and finished strong.

Another championship season

was a perfect end to the careers

of the 7 seniors: Jesse Yuran, Jeff

Short, Max Caulkins, Adam

Wilner, Reid Norton, Adrian

Utsch, and Wes Parrish-

Radulovich. For those of you

who came to the games and

heckled loudly, thank you, and

see you next season.

Tigers bidfarewell to seniors against hated Pioneers

Colorado College Ruggers end
season, trounce Denver, 30-0
by Elizabedi Whisler

Week in Review
Men's lacrosse finished iheseason widi eight straight wins and-

ctaimed its second consecutive fiocky Mountian Intercolle-

giate lacrosse League championship last Saturday with a 10-

7 victory at Washburn Held over the University of Denver.

Stailors Max Caulkins and Jeff Shon scored tiuee goals each

to lead die Tigers.

Men's Track was paced by sophomore Dave Petfors in the

l,5«)m, fteshman touis Soudiall in the 100m, and junior

Cody Young in the 7mm. Ryan Coie threw a 131-4 in the dis-

cus, Juan Aragon tan a 56.6 in die 400m, and Blaine Moore
ran a 1:59.5 in the 800 m.

Wojuen's Track Annabel Amott ran a season best 4:49,4 in the

1,500m. Sascha Scott and Julie Cole both set school records

in the 200m with times of 27,4 and 27.5 respectively, Jessica

UWenkott ran a 21,19 in the 100m hurdles.

Week in Preview
Track & Field The Tigers travel to CaUfomia this weekend to

compete at the Cai Poly Invitational,

The Tiger Rugby Team gave

dieir all to topple DU on Satur-

day, 30-0, The game was an all-

around success for the Tigers,

and it was viewed as a good end-

ing for die seniors in Uieir last

game against Colorado College's

biggest rival.

Senior hooker Ted Smith

found time to run in a try of his

own in his grand finale. Smith

also had a productive kicking

day, missing only one extra

point attempt.

Team President Tiso Ngola,

though he put no points on the

board, played an excellent game

as well, Ngola broke free from

the slow, yet hard-hitting Pio-

neers to run nearly 60 yards be-

fore he dished the ball for an-

other score. Fighting ofl' the

dirty play of die Pioneers, Ngola

maintained his trademark clean

play tfiroughout die game.

Though CC apparently

trampled Denver University in

scoring, die Pioneers did make it

five to ten yards from the try line

several ties in the game, A strong

Tiger defense can be credited

widi holding Denver University

back.

"The game was pretty even-

ly matched. We just proved su-

perior in the end due to our

amazing talent and Schnertie's

nice ass," commented Matt

Springer.

In addition to his ability to

talk u-ash. Springer was also able

to score twice for Colorado Col-

lege. The freshman fiank and

waiting Zulu God is expected to

be a productive member of the

team in his next diree years due

to his size and his affinity for

breaking tackles.

HITS
Members of CC athletic depart-
ment staff will supervise youth
camps again this summer for

hockey, lacrosse and hockey.
For registration forms or informa-
tion on any of the CC summer
camps, please call 389-6476.
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Students protest for diversity at Convocation
mby Jennie Randall

More than 100 people

walked out of the Honors Con-

vocation Tuesday to protest

what they perceive as the col-

lege's lack of real commitment

to creating an environment that

is supportive of students of all

backgrounds.

"For too long, the adminis-

tration has dealt with our de-

mands by implementing short-

term public relation programs,"

a flyer distributed by protesters

read, "We want a commitment

to real change and we want it

now."

Protesters delivered a list of

demands for change to Presi-

dent Kathryn Mohrman, Dean of

the College Tim Fuller, Dean of

Students Mike Edmonds, Col-

lege Legal Counsel Renee Rabi-

nowitz. Dean ofAdmissions Ter-

ry Swenson, Vice President for

Business and Finance Jan

Cassin, and the security office.

The demanded changes in-

clude the preservation of need

blind admissions, the increased

hiring of minorities for tenure

track positions, and a mandato-

ry racial inequality workshop

course for all CC support staff.

Protesters also demanded

the replacement of the APA and

APB requirements with APA,

APB, APC and APD require-

ments. The requirements would

include one block each of stud-

ies of Western thought, studies

of historically oppressed popu-

lations in the U.S., international

studies and women's studies.

The total time for AP studies

would be four blocks, the same

amount of currently required

for the APA and APB require-

ments. Protesters asked that

Mohrman present a timeline for

the implementation of their de-

Students gattier on the west side of Armstrong Hall to listen to
speakers talking about diversity Issues on campus. After the
speeches, the students went from office to office, leaving a list

mands by October 2, 1995.

The protest was organized

by concerned citizens of CC. A

complete list of organizers is

available at the Womer Desk.

The protest began when

Briati Williamson was awarded

the Dreamkeeper Award during

Honors Convocation Tuesday.

According to the Convocation

program, the Dreamkeeper

award is given each year to a stu-

dent who "has demonstrated an

active commitment to address-

ing issues of multiculturalism

and improving the quality of

campus life for historically op-

pressed peoples."

Rather than personally ac-

cepting the award, Williamson

donated the monetary award to

establish a fund for low-income

students at the CC bookstore.

Williamson then invited

those who supported his views

to join him in a walk from Shove

to a rally on the west side of

Armstrong. Most of the audi-

ence at Shove left. Professor

Claire Garcia joined the stu-

dents, walking off the platform

still in her ceremonial gown.

"It was important for me, as

a faculty member, to show my

support," Garcia said. "I don't

believe, as an institution, CC is

committed to diversity."

At the rally outside of Arm-

strong, organizers of die move-

ment restated their demands

and explained their position.

Speakers cited the school's own

statistics in their explanation.

For example, only 5 of the col-

lege's 155 professors are black.

of demands for administrators,

a petition passed around at the

mitted to the administration for

Of 1,972 students, only 4 Native

American males are presently

enrolled at CC. Of the 4 African;

Americans enrolled at CC in

1989, only one stayed to gradu-

ate in the next five years. More

than one third of the school's

minority students feel they need

to minimize characteristics of

their ethnic/cultural background

("minority" is defined as four of

die historically oppressed ethnic

groups in the United States:

African-American, Asian-Ameri-

can, Native American and Lati-

no).

Organizers urged students

to continue their support into

. ;..5!lli

pholo couilesy ol NIc Taylor

In all, about 200 students signed
rally. The petition was later sub-
consideration.

the next school year and to push

the administration to comply

with the demands. Organizers

then led students to deliver

copies of the demands to vari-

ous administrators and the secu-

rity office.

"We had wonderful support

from students," Williamson said.

"We truly are capable of organiz-

ing ourselves and holding the

administration accountable for

their words and reports."

Williamson also said he re-

ceived "tremendous " feedback

firom professors.

Dean Fuller noted diat the

Please see Protest on page 3
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Homeless issues raised during five day vigil

byJennie Randall

Over 30% of American citi-

zens live one paycheck away

from homlessness. Over three

million people in the U.S. do

not have homes or a stable food

source. In 1993, there were at

least 3,064 homeless children

(mosdy aged 5-15) in Colorado.

This is die reality Colorado

College students tried to drive

home during a vigil for the

homeless diis week.

"In our daily lives here at

CC, it is easy to forget the latger

community of which we are a

part," read the statement post-

ed outside ofWomer by partici-

pants of the vigil. According to

die statement, die purpose of

die vigil was to "effect die CC

community and raise awareness

of die tragedy of homelessness

and our own ignorance."

More than twenty students

participated in the rally. They

were accompanied by visiting

faculty member Daniel Berrigan

and two members of the Col-

orado Springs homeless com-

munity. Although Berrigan par-

ticipated in die vigil, not all the

students in die movement were

members of Berrigan 's class, die

Poetry and Prose of Resistance,

and not all members of Berrig-

an's class took part direcdy in

die vigil. The vigil was organized

by students and arose from a

group discussion about acUvism

at CO.,

Vigil participants slept out-

side of Womer every night from

Sunday dirough Thursday. They

did not return to dieir homes

and carried only the bare neces-,

sides widi diem. Participants

tried to spend the shortest

amount of time possible in-

doors. Some participants fasted

while others scavenged food

Some participants fasted while

otfiers scavenged food from

dumpsters and parl<s, or ate at

the soup l<itchen. Participants

had a budget of $5 each for

the entire five day vigil.

^ NEED A JOB? »
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE, YEAR ROUND

Opening in retail sales, receiving, shipping,

stock, filing, etc.

Apply 8 AM. - 1 1 AM.
TEACHER'S PET/ BANKS SCHOOL SUPPLY

241S Rand Ave.
( I - 25 a CIRCLE. EXIT ] 38. 1 BLOCK WEST, 1 BLOCK NORTH )

from .dumpsters and parks, or

ate at die soup kitchen. Partici-

pants had a budget of $5 each

for die entire 5 day vigil.

In coordination with the

vigil, speakers visited campus

every night to discuss homeless-

ness.

Although they shared a

common mission statement, vig-

il participants were motivated by

a variety of reasons.

"I've never been in an inse-

cure setting," Shappy said,

adding diat he was hoping to

get an understanding of what

life on die streets is like.

"Originally, I was out here

to raise awareness," said Mark.

"Right now, its just a personal

challenge."

Participants spoke about

die idea of taking responsibility

for their education, and over-

coming the dichotomy between

classroom and reality.
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"We talk all die time in class

about what's right and what's

wrong, and here we are experi-

encing it," one participant said.

Vigil participants said they

were getting a good response

from other students, who would

come by, ask what was happen-

ing, and sometimes support.

However, participants noted

diat they were generally ignored

by members of die campus fac-

ulty and staff.

"1 have yet to be asked by a

professor what's going on,"

Katie said.

Althought the vigil ended

Thursday, interested students

can still become involved by

helping out at the soup kitchen

in Shove Chapel, 12:30-4:30

Sunday, or by volunteering at

die Marion House drop-in shel-

ter from 1:304:30 Monday. The

Marion House is located near

the intersection of Bijou and

Cascade.

Students are also planning a

senior "graduation pledge." In-

terested seniors are invited to

sign an agreement to remain so-

cially conscious and active in the

community after graduation. Ac-

cording to preliminary plans,

die pledge will be read at gradu-

ation, along with the number of

students who signed it. Seniors

may show they signed this

pledge by wearing a green rib-

bon on their gowns during the

graduation ceremony May 22.
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student Ambassadors Announced
Juniors Kirsten Gabbert and Dana Menzel have been select-

ed as the Student Ambassadors for the 1995-96 academic year.

The Student Ambassadors' role is to represent Colorado College

by serving on the College Speakers Bureau, fulfilling engage-

ments for community organizations, alumni fcnctions and cam-

pus events.

Number to Support Financial Aid Listed
A bill has been proposed in Congress to cut financial aid con-

siderably. Students may call Congress direcdy at a toll free num-
ber; 1-800-5744AID.

Summer Session Registration
There is still time to register for the 1995 Colorado College

Summer Session. Take advantage of your wild card (free block)

and favorable tuition rates. For more information contact the

Summer Session office at x6656

Truman Fellowship Announced
The Truman fellowship, which offers up to $30,000 for grad-

uate study is accepting appliations. AppUcants must have a 3,4 or

better GPA, be a sophomore, and be interested in a career in pub-

lic service. For further information, contaa professor Andy Dun-

ham at 578-8905.

Judicial District Needs Volunteers
The Fourth Judicial District of Colorado has openings forJu-

dicial System Volunteers over the summer. Volunteers work in a

variety of fields including clerical, community relations, court-

room assistance, and probation. For more information, contact

Grace Vigil, Volunteer Coordinator, at 630-2890.

Yearbook Sales End Today
Today is the last day for students to purchase 1995 year-

books. The books are being sold for $15 for seniors and $25 for

everyone else during lunch and dinner at the front tables in

Werner Center.

Magazines Distributed Today
The Awards issue of the Leviathan is being distributed today

in the Womer Center. The Misdemeanor, an independent cam-

pus humor magazine wUI also be distributed today.

V J
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Darren Page and Bran Williamson walked with other students to various admlnlstiative offices to
give administrators a list of demands for the purpose of creating more diversity on campus.

Protest continued from page 1

protest did not significandy dis-

rupt die Honors Convocation

because organizers discussed

dieir plans with die administra-

don beforehand.

"I diink diis was important

because die many students widi

significant accomplishments de-

serve to be recognized and re-

warded," he said.

President Mohrman re-

sponded to die protest in a let-

ter printed on page 9 of diis Cat-

alyst. "1 am pleased to know diat

so many students and odiers

care passionately about making

CC a more vibrant, efFecdve,

multicultural community—

a

goal with which 1 hearUly

agree," she wrote. "In the past

year, CC has taken small steps

toward diese goals but we have

a long way to go yet." Mohrman

offered to meet widi the orga-

nizers of the protest before die

end of die school year, and com-

mended all protest participants

for "taking die inidaUve to ex-

press a greater sense of urgency

to all of us."

"As a pardcipant of Tues-

day's protest, I was very dis-

turbed to read President

Mohrman's reacdon," Thomas

Potter said.. "Her meaningless

ambiguides of "shared goals"

and "muldcultural community"

were a perfect example of die

empty wordplay diat we were

protesting against."

In response to Mohrman's

letter, die group diat calls itself

"The Concerned Cidzens of The

Colorado College" stated in a

letter to die Catalyst, "We will

not let diese concerns turn into

another public relation cam-

paign. We take offense to calling

these concerns a "dream." Is-

sues of diversity should not be

addressed on a selective block

basis or when it is deemed con-

venient to do so. If 8th block is

too hectic a time to deal widi

diese issues, perhaps 1st block

would have been a better dme.

Simply, a year wasted. We want

dialogue between Administra-

don. Faculty and Concerned Cit-

izens of The Colorado College

toward specific soludons.

"We call Kadiryn Mohrman

on her pledge of commitment

to develop a timeline for specif-

ic acdons by reiteradng our de-

mand to present diis timeline to

die campus community by Oc-

tober 2, 1995. All demands

should be considered "highest

priority," die letter said.

The group concluded by

saving, "We, Concerned Cidzens

of The Colorado College, agree

diis is a 'shared responsibility of

every member of the Colorado

College family'" A list of dieir

demands appears on page 4.

MRS* FIELD^S ^^^^^ society members inducted

DOESCC
50% OFF ANY ITEMS
FOR THE ENTIRE
CC COMMUNITY
WITH A VALID ID

32N.TejonSt.

(diagonal from Josh & John's)

475-0803
This offer not valid with anij other
coupon, discount, or special order.

The Colorado College

Chapter of Alpha Lambda Delta,

Nadonal Academic Honor Soci-

ety for freshman college and

university students, Students

must have obtained a B-t- or bet-

ter average to be named for

membership.

New initiates are: Anne

Armstrong, Jana Bennett, John

M. Boling, Rachel T. Bond,

Aaron E. Brown, Amy H. Buck,

Ho-Yen R. Chen, Theodore Y.

Cheng, Mardia E. Choi, Mikal J.
.

Condon, Ian D. Curry, Kristen A.

Daly, Jessica A. Feis, W. Dimudi

N. Fernando, Kadileen J. Forre-

stal, Eugenie L. Frerichs, Teyara

Gamble, Atanas Garov, Shachar

Gilad, Headier L. Goldman, Re-

nee Greco, Christy R. Hagan,

Jane M. Hamilton, Christina A.

Hamilton, Holly L. Harbour.

Desmond H. Herzer, Michael W.

Heublein, Winston K. Howard,

Jacobsen A. Marjolein, Traver

Kauffman, Scott Keiner, Sarah E.

Kline, Emily M. Kodama, Maceij

Konieczny, Dana Lawrence,

Landsay A. LafFerty, Timothy J

Lane .Tracy A. Le, Amy A. LeDuc

Joshua L. McFarland, Kasey E.

McGarrigle, Jennifer K. McWee-

ny, Tracee L. Metcalfe, Con

stance Myers, Wesley H. Neal,

Evelyn M. Perry, Poison M. Noel

David D. Pope, Hilary K. Povec,

Zachary H. Putnam, Brian A.

Roberts, Shannon M. Roberts,

Erin R. Rollman, Sean Rudolph,

Adam Rzepka, Michelle G. Segal,

Laura A. Sehnert, Andrew J.

Schroeder, Andrew C. Schunk.

Kimberly A. Shafer, Peter Shep-

ard, Christopher P. Smith, Jusdn

J. Spring, Jody M. Stem, Grant B.

Stock, James A. Stralka, Jr., Carii

Sumida, Melinda M. Treml, Car-

rie A. Turner, Jedediah A.

Wangsgard, Ann E. Ware, Grego-

ry D. Webster, Ethan P. White,

David K. Wilhelm, James Win-

quist, Margaret W. Wrenn, Sarah

E. Wurtzler
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Appeal decision expected by end of year

by Jennie Randal!

Members of Kappa Sigma

met xvith Vice President for Stu-

dent Life Liurel McLeod Tues-

day to appeal the fraternity's

probation.

"She was very receptive to

what we had to say," said Kappa

Sigma President Bo Clancey.

"She listened to us very well."

McLeod said she hoped to

have a decision on the appeal by

die end of the school year. Tlie

decision will be sent in written

form to Clancey, who is expect-

ed to then notify members of

the fraternity.

Representatives from the

fraternity's national organization

will be coming to investigate the

charges of hazing against Kappa

Sigma. McLeod will consider the

organization's findings when

she makes her decision.

Members of the Kappa Sig-

ma fraternity have expressed

concern about the terms of their

probation, which state that par-

ties held off campus by friends

or brothers of the fraternity will

be viewed as violation of proba-

tion. McLeod responded by

agreeing that the wording of the

terms of probation is "unusual."

She said that was meant to em-

phasize that, under probation,

Kappa Sigma may not have par-

ties on or off campus.

Commencment activities planned

by Stephanie Dohrmann

It's all coming to an end

and finally it's time to say good-

bye. The last weeks of the

school year are a time for cele-

bration and ceremony at CC, es-

pecially for graduating seniors.

The celebration began May

9 at the Honors Convocation in

Shove Chapel. The highlight of

the series of events will be Com-

mencement Weekend, May 20-

22.

"Commencement Weekend

is an occasion for all of us, stu-

dents, parents, alumni, faculty

and adminisu^tion, to reflect on

our shared history and to look

ahead to our future," President

Kathryn Mohrman said.

May 20, graduating seniors,

together witii tiieir family and

friends, will join a celebration of

the Class of '95 widi a special

luncheon at 12:30 p.m., at the

Antlers Doubletree Hotel. A

dance for graduating seniors,

also at the Anders Hotel, will be

held from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m..

Baccalaureate will be held at

3pm Sunday in Shove Chapel.

All seating will be on a first-eome

first-served basis. Friends and

relatives who do not have tickets

will be able to hear die ceremo-

ny from the lawn outside Shove

or watch a live telecast in die

Armstrong Theater in Armstrong

Hall.

Commencement exercises

will be held Monday morning.

The procession will leave

Palmer and parade onto the

Armstrong Quad. The Presi-

dent's reception for die gradu-

ates and their families will be

held immediately following

Commencement in die Quad.

Mike Parrel is the Com-

mencement Speaker this year.

Parrel, known for his role in

M*A*S*H, is a human rights ac-

tivist.

In die event of rain. Com-

mencement will be held at the

Pikes Peak Center, 190 South

Cascade Avenue, and die Presi-

dent's reception will be held in

the Worner Center.

FREE YOUR FEET. YOUR MIND WILL FOLLOW.

The Sport Sandal.

Mountain Chalet

CC's Outdoor Connection
226 N. Tejon • Downtown • 633-0732

Two of the college's three

fraternities are now on proba-

tion for hazing. Sigma Chi is on

probation until the end of die

school year. The diird fraternity,

Phi Gamma Delta, was investi-

gated for hazing eariier this year

but wasn't placed on probation.

McLeod said it is unlikely

that Mohrman's upcoming

Greek decision will be influ-

enced by the fact that Kappa Sig-

ma has been placed on proba-

tion. Mohrman has already ex-

pressed her support of fraterni-

ties that meet the standards out-

lined by the college.

Colorado College's policy

on hazing can be found in the

Pathfinder. "It [the hazing poli-

cy) is not just for Greeks,"

McLeod said. She noted that the

policy was originally written in

response to hazing activity

among members of a women's

athletic team.

Concerned Citizens of

The Colorado College
List of Demands

1. Greater represencaUon of people from low income backgrounds.

2. Creation of permanent multi<ul[ural house.

3. Creation of permanent African-American studies house.

4. Creation of Swahili course.

5. More tenure track minority faculty, administration, and Board of Tnjstee members.

6. Creation of an aademic center for the suppon and tutoring of all students, but par-

ticularly for students from low-income backgrounds,

7. Immediate hiring of Asian-American tenure track Ethnic Studies specialists for cur-

rent Ethnic Studies minor.

8. Begin African-American, Asian-American, Native American, and Chicano-Laiino stud-

ies by hiring tenure-track specialists from these disciplines to teach Ethnic Studies Ma-

jor.

9. Establish fijnd to be used specifically for minority student sponsored symposiums.

10. Expand Minority Student Life Office by no fewer than one extra frill-time adminis-

trator and two student employees.

11. Mandatory racial inequality workshop for all CC suppon staff (including, but not

limited to, security staff).

13. Kaihryn Mohrman will set her timeline at such a pace as to insure the following mi-

nority student populations for the 2000-2001 school year.

Native American, 40 students; Asian-American, 75 students; African-American, 66 stu-

dents; Chicano-Latino, 146 students

This is only a partial list. Due to space constraints, the entire list could not be pub-

lished.

Introducing,,.

a revolutionary new
GMAT course.

Call:1-719-635-3432

<«t a higher score

KAPLAN

(;qipo3E3/^^Of^
Introduces

"Annerre"
(formerly of Rapunzel)

'

b
a full sen/ice salon for men & women
Your CC Headquarters for Hair

—-ALL STUDENTS 10% OFF!—

-

81 5 N.Nevada -630-3435
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Women on Top not for the faint of heart
by Scott Michael Craig

A modern theater-goer

might have been shocked by an

Ancient Greek comedy. The

men wore prodigious fake

penises and the women toted

huge fake breasts. The language

was hill of terribly obscene

invective, and playwrights

weren't below using scatological

humor in large quantities.

Even though that golden

age of comedy has passed, you

can get a feel for it in Armstrong

this weekend. The CC Drama

Department is putting on a

heavily revised version of Aristo-

phanes' Ecdesiazusae: Women

on Top.

As you enter the theater,

you will immediately see the

unavoidable pink phallus that is

the runway of the stage and the

four large penises that serve as

columns. The set is designed

like a porno palace with naked

women placed around the

stage.

The costumes, designed by

Gypsy Ames, are faithful to the

Ancient Greek comic costumes.

1 won't give away their private

parts, but it is funny.

As a matter of fact, this is

one of the funniest plays I've

ever seen at CC. The script is

very clever and communicates

the plot very well.

Women on Top is a play

about the women of Athens tak-

ing over the city and bringing a

new kind of democracy to

Greece. They implement all

kinds of new rules that favor the

women. Of course, the men are

not happy and, hitilely, they

attempt to revolt.

The best part of the pro-

duction is the students. All of

the actresses and actors are

wonderful. I was particularly

impressed with the lead woman,

Praxagora, played by Brittany

Haid. She is very fijnny and has a

great singing voice.

There are also excellent

No one under 17 years of age is admitted to Women on Top.

women on top: Johanna Cohen,

Amy Richey, Hannah Duggan,

and Jennifer Sands. Jesaka Long

also delivers a hilarious portray-

al of a tall, strong, lusty hag.

The three men are also very

funny. Shawn Sears and Derek

est scene when they donned

women's clothing and tried to fit

in widi the women.

The music by Prof. Tom

Lindblade blends perfectly with

the sets and costumes. His

music is reminiscent of cabaret

performances by some other Richardson delivered the funni- with hints of gospel and reggae.

Liaisons brings back quality dialogue
by Blake Jordan

To me, the most neglected

aspect of filmmaking in the last,

say 40 or 50 years is sharp, biting

dialogue. While a movie may

pack star power, special effects,

suspense and even a great story

into an entertaining block-

buster, few films (and 1 mean

few) add an intelligent, original

(but believable) screenplay with

hip, but smart dialogue. This is

why Casablanca and The Big

Sleep are better films dian Pulp

Fiction. Dangerous Liaisons

returns us to the crackling

screenplay that has been miss-

ing.

Based on the 1782 novel Les

Liaisons Dangereuses, Danger-

ous Liaisons has great costumes,

great acting and an Academy

Award-winning screenplay by

Christopher Hampton, who

adapted his play for the screen.

John Malkovich plays Val-

mont, a seducer who is chal-

lenged by the wealthy Merteuil

(Glenn Close) to win the hand

ofMadame do Tourvel (Michelle

Pfeiffer) and tarnish her proper

UPCOMING

5/14 Concert: Collegium

Musicum Spring Concert,

Michael D. Grace, director.

Packard Hall

3:00 p,m.

5/14 Play EVENTS
Women on

Top Armstrong Hall 8:00

p.m.

5/15 Concert: Accapella 8:00 p.m.

group, Room 46, perform-

ing "Unplugged" Cassit

Hall 7:00 p.m.

5/15 Concert:

Woodwind
Quintet
Works by

Beethoven, Bozza Bluraer

and Piston Packard Hall

image. Both Close and Pfeiffer

were nominated for Oscars, but

it is Malkovich who propels the

film, much like he did in In the

Line of Fire. Also appearing in

die film are Uma Thurman and

pTe-Bitl and Ted's Keanu

Reeves, the former giving a

compelling performance.

Perhaps the greatest thing

about the film, aside from the

seductions and counter-seduc-

tions (which are constantly play-

ing the audience, as well as the

character, for fools), is the fact

diat the film might as well be

taking place in the present.

Despite the late-18di century

costumes and habitual exercises

(which are amusing in them-

selves), there is no lofty, Shake-

spearean acting. Instead, the

actors give sharp, modern-day

performances that make the era

much more accessible than the

average costume drama.

The film takes its time in

unfolding completely to the

extent that we know who are the

seducers and who are being

seduced (although there are

times when that central element

may be questioned), but once it

does, there is no resisting the

allure of the lifestyles presented

and the actors themselves.

There is a lot of humor in

Dangerous Liaisons, enough to

qualify it as a black comedy

rather than a drama, though it

does end rather poignantly.

Much of the humor is in die

background action and in

Malkovich's and Close's subde

characterizations; it is so subde

at times that it may seem unin-

tentional (especially the humor

in the pre-1800's behavior), but

diat would be underestimating

the actors and the director,

Stephen Frears (The Grifters).

Dangerous Liaisons lasts

about two hours and costs about

as many dollars to view it, diis

weekend in Olin. If you haven't

seen it, here's your chance.

pholo courtesy of Nic Taylor

Occasionally you feel like you

are seeing a scene from the

Rocky Horror Picture Show act-

ed out, but that's all right.

The direction by Geoffrey

Reeves is excellent, and all of

the actors seem very comfort-

able on stage.

I truly enjoyed this produc-

tion and laughed a lot, but I do

have one complaint. I wasn't

entirely sure where the Aristo-

phanes was.

The play is a mixture of

three plays. Laurence Maslon,

the adapter, has formed the

comedy around the Ecdesi-

azusae but ends it with a drawn

out scene from the Thes-

mophorizusae (widi a shameful

caseation scene at die end).

Maslon is obviously a very

talented writer, and 1 am not

sure why he didn't just write his

own version of the plays. The

modernizations stick out like a

sore diumb in diis production

and actually detract ft'om the

comedy.

The plays of Aristophanes

do not need to be re-written to

be hinny; they are still hinny

today in their original content.

For the die-hard conserva-

tives and traditionalists, do not

see this play. But, if you can take

a large amount of re-writing and

a lot of fiin, this play is a must

see.
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Favorites shows Salazar's take on nudes
by Megan McKee

Alejandro Rojas Salazar, a

senior sociolog)' major, will be

displaying his series of pho-

tographs in a retrospective enti-

tled "My Personal Favorites" in

the Womer Center foyer from

May 15 through the 17th.

TTie exhibit will include a

variety of photos, including a

series of nudes taken this block,

nature photos, and several tak-

en in Italy, London, and Greece

during Salazar's sophomore

year.

Salazar chose the last three

days of school to display his

work because it is guaranteed to

cause a stir among students and

parents on campus. Salazar is

interested in people both as

subjects for photographs and as

an audience. He wants to hear

and see people's reactions to his

pictures. He doesn't want view-

ers to look without thinking or

widiout taking anything away

with them.

In many of his nude pho-

tographs the subjects have no

heads. Salazar says that people

often think he is making a state-

ment or feel uncomfonable with

the headless bodies. His pur-

pose, however, is to make peo

pie focus on die body in die pic-

ture. He says people look at a

picture differentiy if they know

who die subject is.

Similarly, one of Salazar's

nudes is of a woman who is tied

up. Though he was concentrat-

ing on texture and lighting in the

photo he has heard many differ-

ent opinions about it, from men

who diink it is erode because it

is bondage, to women who

diink it is sickening because it is

a woman who is tied up. Some

pholo courtesy of Alejandro Salazar

"The Female Nude" is characteristic of the photographs which will be displayed at the show.

viewers think it is simply a nice

picture of a beautiful body.

There will be a comment book

near the e.xhibit for people's

opinions.

Also, diere is a reception on

Monday, May 17 in Worner for

those who wish to speak to the

artist himself

Melanie Temin is also dis-

playing her photographs from

the US / Mexico border next to

Salazar's. This exhibit is spon-

sored by the Venture Grant

Committee

Clive Barker's Flesh is horrifying and fascinating
by Eric Hardesty

Covering the front of the

book are rave reviews warning

of the horrilying nature of Clive

Barker's work.

The fact is, I did not find his

wriungs to be necessarily petri-

fying or blood curdling, but In

the Flesh is a' collection of four

gripping stories diat keep the

reader engaged and anticipating

die end die whole way dirough.

The first story in die compi-

MnatytalJ

iink]uemeni)c

medetianean jiizzas, grilled lisli 8 cfeken,

Fidlbai

115 E.Dale

Mon-Sat

Lunch & Dinner

578-9898

lation is tiie one from whence

comes die title of the book, and

is my personal favorite. It deals

with two prison inmates who

have a supernatural encounter

with the world of evil.

One of the prisoners is in

jail for a crime he purposely

committed in the hope diat he

would gain access to the grave of

his grandfather, who was

hanged on the prison grounds

many years before. Cleve is the

likable professional criminal

who is given charge of tills frail

and weak-seeming inmate

named Billy. Because of Billy's

encounters with his grandfather,

Cleve is introduced to a dream

city of murderers and experi-

ences the ghasdy presence of his

young cellmate's ancestor. In

the end, Cleve is shown "the

gruesome birth of evil," and

learns that he has the same abil-

ity to commit heinous crimes

that is prevalent and is manifest-

ed in Billy's family line.

The next story is the basis

of the movie "Candyman."

Though the reading is not

always frightening, I can see

how a movie based on this tale

could be rather chilling. It

involves a self-proclaimed

"rumor," an unreal killer who

lives in legends and dreams. The

detail of his features and his

murders are gruesome, and,

true to Barker's form, these

descriptions serve to conjure up

morbid images.

The first three stories are

pure fright and imagination

ingeniously put onto paper, but

the fourth, "Babel's Children,"

Amsterdam

$275
A^drid $369'

Zurich $399-

Athens $469'

London $319*^

Paris $385"^

Rome $409*

Council Travel
113ei3thstre«CooUTehill>«Boulder,CO 80302
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Call or stop by for a FREE Student Travels tnasaiine
EurailpaSSCS issued on-the-spotl

smacks of a deeper, more intel-

lectual horror. It deals with a

very secretive asylum off the

coast of Italy where old super-

intellectuals race frogs to deter-

mine the fate of the world. It

deals with some events that

would be quite unsettling if they

were to come to pass, and con-

tains some apparent social com-

mentary on the world's leader-

ship. The intellectuals in the sto-

ry are assigned as an advisory

committee for the questionably

capable rulers of the worid in

1962. The rulers eventually

become so dependent on this

guidance that the intellectual

community shoulders the bur-

den of worid leadership. Disen-

chantment with their cause over

the years leads them to abandon

all sophisticated methods of

assessing and evaluating the

world situation, and the old

wise-persons take to frog racing

games to make their choices.

Obviously, there is a consid-

erable amount of unrealism in

this narration, but when the

intellectuals are killed in an

escape attempt and the desper-

ate eyes of the worid's higher-

ups are on a woman who inad-

vertendy stumbled into this asy-

lum, it is thought-provoking.

Clive Barker poses the question,

in a "just-for-fun" manner, of:

What if people became so accus-

tomed to pushing responsibility

onto someone bigger than

themselves that all responsibility

for effective action fell into the

hands of one small group that

failed to deliver all the answers?

Clive Barker's In the Flesh is

definitely worthwhile reading,

and an excellent break from the

dryness of class texts. If you're

into horror, or just like imagi-

native stories, dien take Steven

King's word, as stated on the

front cover ofIn the Flesh, for it:

"He's better than I am, now."

(^23^'
KMan h*lp* you focus your

MCAT tfejdMMd buHd your
oonMvno*. to you CM git a

t
Cal: 1-71»«35-3432

KAPLAN
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Goodbye to those memorable
elementary school summers
by Bonnie Algera

"No more homework, no

more books, no more teacher's

dirty looks..."

Isn't that what summer va-

cation used to be like? We
ripped the brown paper bag

covers off of our books, cleaned

out our desks filled with old

seanvork and broken pencils,

and ran to the school bus,

knowing that we wouldn't have

to do another spelling or madi

assignment for three months.

Three months filled with

riding bikes, playing baseball,

and swimming. We could stay

out late playing hide and seek in

the back yard and never have to

worry about homework. Those

three months seemed like an

eternity to begin with, but flew

by in a matter of minutes.

But alas, we are growing

older Now, the end of the year

and the summer are filled with

worries, blending together with

the rest of the school year, and

making the carefree days of

summer a drudgery of work,

work, and more work.

In elementary school, the

end of the year was filled with

the excitement of coming to the

Please see Summer on page 8

Floating thanks to friends and supporters
Friday's midday musings...

Sky Chair n : a piece of canvas supported by ropes

and dowels that hangs from an eye-bolt attached to

a ceiling, usually between one and three feet off die

ground.

1 never claimed to sit higher than anybody else on

an intellectual plane. 1 simply sat and thought in a

very comfortable, very sleep-inducing, very purple

piece of furniture.

In the last 12 months, this publication has been

turned over, and this columnist/editor feels proud

to have been a part of it. I've said it all by now, ex-

cept the thank-you's.

So, thanks...

To Lukas Schwartz, Julie Wheat, and Darren Page,

for kindly yet forcefully reminding me that 1 was do-

ing my job well. If it weren't for your feedback, I'd

have lost all faith in this student body.

To every individual who wrote Letters to the Editor

to complain about me. For one reason or another,

you all brought smiles to my face...

To Chris Rose and Bonnie Algera, for your hard

work and dedication. Whenever I needed some-

body to depend on, you two were there. You both

saved my life week after week...

To Josh Lipraan, for intelligence, insight, artistry,

and courage. I feel lucky to have worked with you.

Your future definitely holds great successes.

To Justin, for breaking me in.

To Alison H., for putting up with my consistent late-

ness, and for giving me a great example to learn lay-

out from.

To Tonya, for typing classifieds, and making me

grin when I had litde to grin about.

To all of my roommates over the course of the last

12 months, for putting up with my annoying mo-

dem habits.

To Kim, for reminding me why I never talk about

my lack of siblings.

To Ashley, for dealing with a houseful of Catalyst

people who didn't have the energy we expected to

have this year. I also appreciate diat you never tried

to sneak into my room at night and strangle me... I

know it took unbelievable self-restraint.

To Sarah, for bringing me back to life at die

Pomona Marching Festival. Without you, I may have

never smiled again. "She only gave you the bill be-

cause you're a,..."

To John Riker, for making me believe I might sur-

vive this year. With any other first block aperience,

I may have died by October.

THOUGHTS FROM

THE SKY CHAIR

by Erick R. Scheminske

To Cyndi Levy, for a shot of confidence. In three-

and-a-half weeks of class, you never failed a day in

bringing a smile to my face.

To the rest of my professors diis year- Richard

Agee, Keith Kester, Joe Pickle, Bob Dunne, David

Hendrickson, and Anne Hyde- for all understand-

ing that this stupid publication took away every bit

of energy I wanted to dedicate to class, and for not

getting down on me for it.

To Roger Greenberg, for understanding and pa-

tience. A true role model, and an admirable fi'iend.

Have a wonderful time in New York.

To Jim Starkey, for making me bitter enough to do

this crazy newspaper thing.

To everybody at the Golden King resturaunt.

Sezchuan Beef and Kung Pao Chicken with No

Peanuts have sustained and satisfied two hungry

roommates for over a year now. I don't think we

could have lived without you.

To Kristin, for laughs over Moo Shu, for blessing me

with Personals, for electronic smiles, and for eating

my cooking. Of the many things diis newspaper has

brought me, you rank among the most unexpected,

and the most special.

To Allison. No compliment can do you justice. This

bizarre twist of fate has manifested nicely into a fan-

tastic friendship. I will be eternally thankful for ran-

dom e-mail, strange trust. Donkey Kong Country,

Edward Sdssorhands, CD ROM, and chance con-

nections that nobody really understands. Political

differences and all, I still think I like you.

To Alex, because I think you're pretty neat, but I

still don't understand this Howard Stern thing...

To my fellow editors, for going insane right along

with me.

To Mom and Dad, for 20 years of selfless gifts that

have made me who I am. Your ideas and support

through all of this year's uials have kept me floating

just high enough to look like I'm conscious during

the days. I love you both very much.

To Bob Kravitz, for the inspiration.

To Chad. It hasn't been said enough, but over the

last two years, you've been a better friend than I

could have possibly desired. For the advice, the

support, the trust, the time, and the commitment, I

am in your debt. As a payback, I'll buy you Chinese

at my end of the mall this summer... Here's to life

returning to (relative) normality.

To everybody who read, loved,, hated, respected,

disrespected, but appreciated this column over the

last year I'll apologize for nothing, because I truly

felt everything I wrote, I hope I've been of some

service to all of you who cared to try and under-

stand.

Fare well to you all. Be safe, be sman, .md :ilwa«

think harder than Bill Clinton,
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Closing a year of thrills, tears, and triumphs
The magic journey has finally

readied its conclusion. 22 issues in nine

months. We learned, laughed, cried,

failed, and triumphed. Along the way, we

had tlie pleasure of meeting new people,

making new friends, earning respect, tak-

ing pride in our products, and learning

about one another.

In the end, 1 look back on diis year

with a mixture of pride and sadness. Part

of me will never let go of the late-night

comraderie that made this newspaper

and this staff so very special. Now, I

would like to offer a few closing thoughts

and give my time as Editor closure.

• To our doubters: our product

speaks for itself It may not fulfill

every student's vision of a perfect

campus newspaper, but it was al-

ways presented with honesty, accu-

racy,

and in- pj^QM THE
tegrity.

To my by Chad T.

staff: as

ty. May you all live long and prosper.

' Finally, many thanks to: Jo Orsborn

and the entire Bookstore staff, Pat

Munson and College Relations,

Karen
EDITOR ^'^^' ^'^

the Physical

Nitta Plant, Nellis

Reinen and

always, it has been both an honor

and a pleasure. Your hean, laughter,

dedication, frustration, and beautiful

singing voices will stay with me for

many years to come. Thank you for

enriching my life and sharing your

talents with the entire CC Communi-

the Worner Center staff, Roy Robin-

son and Intermountain Color,

Kathryn Mohrman, Barbara Ben-

jamin-Trevino, Ruth Barton, Denise

Dye, Tom Spiers, all of our writers,

photographers, cartoonists and con-

tributors, and a special thanks to

Laurel McLeod for all the late-night

advice.

Well, it's been quite a ride, I hope

everyone has enjoyed at least some small

portion of the paper.

Good luck to all the students out

there who are devoting their time and

energy to fighting apathy.

P.S. A very special thanks to Mom,

Dad, Ryan, Kathy Tonya, Michelle, Ali-

son, Amber, Sarah, Matt and my intrepid

roommate for allowing me to take you all

for granted. I know in many ways the

Catalyst consumed me. All I can say is

thank you for understanding and helping

me to do everything I needed to do.

Summer, from page 7

end of all of die books, feeling

as if everything had been

learned. We boarded die bus at

die end of diat last day with

empty bookbags, their lightness

imitating diat of our souls.

Yet now, as die end of die

year approaches, die worries of

moving out and getting home

weigh heavily on our minds. We

rush to pack our belongings and

study and write papers all at the

same time. The quesdons of,

"Where will I store my stuff, how

will I move it diere, will my stuff

get stolen, is my stuff insured,

and how much will it cost to

ship the stuff that I don't store?"

race through our minds.

And once we get through

the whiriwind of moving day,

we arrive home to worries of,

"Where will I find a job, will it

pay enough, and will it look

good on my resume?"

And once we find a job,

even if it is an enjoyable job, die

summer passes by in a haze of

work, day in, day out. We go to

work, we come back from work.

We may go to other places too,

but work is always in die back of

our minds. "What Ume do I have

to be at work, will I get enough

hours, when do I get paid?"

Months filled with anxiety njsh

by undl it's time to worry about

moving back in...

I think I articulate die senti-

ments of many when I say that I

want to go back to those care-

free summers when we got off

of the school bus and ran all die

way home, singing, "No more

homework, no more books, no

more teacher's dirty looks..."

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor

I am responding to an arti-

cle in last week's Catalyst about

Medicare and the Republicans.

Having just finished my senior

diesis on Social Security, which

includes Medicare, and having

worked for a U.S. Senator last

summer during die health care

debate, I feel obligated to shed

some truth on Christopher

Rose's article.

Rose states that because die

Contract with America makes

horrible economic sense. Re-

publicans have asked President

Clinton for help widi Medicare.

This is bodi illogical and false.

The Contract has several provi-

sions designed to encourage

economic growth such as tax

cuts, a balanced budget, and le-

gal reform to lower die cost of

insurance and dius, die cost of

all insured goods and services.

The letter to Clinton invited

him to help with Medicare re-

form, maybe even to lead. But as

has happened so often in this

Presidency, Clinton has chosen

to be irrelevant. The problem

widi Medicare is severe. In 1993,

we spent abut $125 billion com-

pared widi less than |25 billion

for AFDC or welfare, and

Medicare is increasing much

faster dian die rest of the feder-

al budget. Medicare is expected

to start losing money next year,

and will go bankrupt by 2002 if

GRADUy\TING SENIORS
ARE YOU LOOPCING

y FOR THE:
JwMost Meaningful Career Path?
J&Ideal Company?
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ifi Highest Income & Benefits?

Call or send your resume
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1
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(719) 598-4789 (fax)

WELLINGTON///TAYLOR
& Associates, Inc.

5575 Tech Center Drive, Suite 100
Colorado Springs, CO 80919
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no changes are made. The pri-

mary concern of the Republicans

concerning Medicare has been

to keep it solvent. With more

and more Americans eligible as

they become older and live

longer, there are fewer workers

supporting each retiree.

Rose makes the point that

die president did take the lead

last year by making health care

reform a priority. However, Clin-

ton's plan more dian "hinted" at

big government and was all but

unworkable.

It is also erroneous that the

Republicans did not present al-

ternatives to Clinton's proposal.

Both Bob Dole and a main-

stream bipartisan coalition came

up with different, albeit less

drastic, plans.

Rose states, "They (the Re-

publicans) really want Clinton to

take any political heat for the in-

adequacies of their campaign

promises." Nine of the ten items

on the ConU'act with America

have already been brought to a

vote and two are already law.

What political heat Clinton is

taking is largely due to a lack of

mission and purpose. For exam-

ple, while the Republicans were

trying to pass a Balanced Budget

Amendment, Clinton delivered

a budget $.300 billion in deficit

with those deficits continuing

for years to come.

Rather than study the issue

closely. Rose would rather spout

tired myths about Republicans,

The suggestions being consid-

ered are doubling die insurance

premium for the many wealthy

seniors receiving Medicare, and

increaseing the co-payment

amount. Another option is to

move more of these elderiy into

managed care, which has consis-

tently contained costs better

than other areas. While some

complain diey would have to

see a different doctor, it seems

fair when they are not paying

the expensive cost of their

health care. Hopefully one day,

we can eliminate Medicare and

combine it with Medicaid, the

health care program for the

poor. There is no reason why

the American taxpayer should

subsidize health care for those

elderly who can afford it.

Sincerely,

Harris Hall

Years Ahead
SALON

-15% OFF ALL SERVICES FOR CC STUDENTS-
118 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's • 635-5552
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
To "Concerned Citizens" of Col-

orado College,

On Tuesday after the Hon-

ors Convocation, I received a

memo from you as "Concerned

Citizens" about cultural change

at Colorado College. I am

pleased to know that so many

students and others care pas-

sionately about making CC a

more vibrant, effective, multi-

cultural community- a goal with

which I heartily agree.

This letter is an expression

of the seriousness with which I

take the issues you have raised.

The Heads of State- those indi-

viduals who exercise leadership

roles in minority student organi-

zations- have given me a similar

list of requests.

We share the same dream of

improving the educational expe-

rience for students of all races,

all ethnic groups, all religions, all

levels of socio-economic class.

We want to study and work in a

community in which all individ-

uals are treated with respect. We
hope to be a model of multicul-

tural understanding, as prepara-

tion for life in a society that des-

perately needs examples of liv-

ing together.

We need shared goals and

shared understandings of the

contfibutions that everyone can

make to the Colorado College

community.

In the past year, CC has tak-

en small steps toward these

goals, but we have a long way

yet to go. 1 pledge my own com-

mitment and that of the college

administration to develop a

timeline for specific actions to

address our highest priorities for

diversity. I have already begun to

talk with the Faculty Executive

Committee, the Diversity Coun-

cil, and my senior staff about

ways to address the issues you

raise.

Block 8 is a hectic time, and

the last thing that many people

need is another item on the cal-

endar. If, however, the leader-

ship of "Concerned Citizens"

wishes to meet with me to talk

about these issues face-to-face

before the school year ends, 1

would welcome that opportuni-

ty.

The goal of a multicultural

college community is a shared

responsibility of every member

of the Colorado College family. I

commend you for taking the ini-

tiative to express a greater sense

of urgency for us all.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Mohrman

President of The Colorado

College

Students support beer sales in Benjamin's
Dear Editor,

This letter is in response to the editorial submitted by Bon-

nie Algera last week. Bonnie is concerned with the irresponsibility of

selling beer in Benjamin's. Ms. Algera feels that Colorado College is

wrongfully pushing alcohol on its students, and specifically, pushing

it on them as a means of reducing stress. I offer that Marriott has re-

sponded to a student demand and should be congratulated for their

efforts. In a world where liability laws make alcohol sales difficult, we

are fortunate diat David Lord is willing to provide such a service for

those of us who are able to drink responsibly

Sincerely,

Dan E. Nunan

Dear Editor,

On many occasions over

the past two years, I have con-

sidered writing a letter to the

Catalyst to vent my spleen on

various issues. Only now, at the

end of my last block at this

school do I make the effort.

There seems to be a lot of

dissension of late surrounding

women's issues, racial issues,

and cultural diversity issues. 1

commend these efforts to raise

awareness.

However, 1 believe that

there are issues at hand more

closely affecting every soul on

this campus that must be ad-

dressed.

The issue of which I speak

is public behavior that embar-

rasses the campus community

as a whole.

I have seen things here that

1 would never get away with at

home, work, or past my own

conscience. Over the course of

two years, I have: picked up

programs and empty cups left

on the floor after concerts in

Packard, Shove, and Armstrong;

picked through recycling bins to

sort trash from recyclables, glass

from aluminum, and colored pa-

per from white paper; watched

people arrive late and leave ear-

ly from concens and talks, there-

by disrupting the performance,

twice; and listened to people

talk through an entire perfor-

mance or program.

As an RA, 1 have had to prod

Housekeeping to clean public

trash cans of vomit and urine,

and to clean residential hall

bathrooms of vomit and urine in

sinks and on floors, when the re-

sponsible parties have left their

messes without an apparent sec-

ond thought.

My message is simple:

please be aware that we live,

study, and work in a community.

Before you drop all your

junk mail in a white paper bin,

leave your empty aluminum can

on the ground, rudely walk out

of a performance (1 do not refer

to the walk-out organized to

protest lack of concern for diver-

sity that happened during Hon-

ors Convocation), or puke on

the stairs of your dorm, remem-

ber that other people have to

deal with your mess and disrup-

tion.

Respect for die odier begins

with respect for the self.

Thank You,

Jay Seger

Dear Editor,

I am writing in response to Bonnie Algera's

May 5 article about "The Irresponsibility of Beer

in Benjamin's." In her anicle, she concludes that

The Colorado College is promoting alcohol prob-

lems by serving beer in Benji's. Ms. Algera feels

that making beer available in Benji's promotes

the use of alcohol as a stress reliever.

I have yet to see a sign or flyer which states

"Stressed out? Come, put your feet up and have a

beer in Benji's." Maybe Ms. Algera doesn't realize

that beer is a good way to kill your taste buds if

you have to eat somethmg gross. Maybe Benji's

has realized that beer might be die perfect spice

to a menu that has been relatively the same for

the past four years.

Ms. Algera would argue that having a beer

with dinner at Benji's is a means of stress relief,

while having a beer widi dinner at Old Chicago's

is a fine dining experience. I don't understand

the difi'erence. A beer with dinner is a beer widi

dinner. Some people enjoy the taste of beer and

realize that a beer or two is a compliment to a

fine (?) meal.

Ms. Algera also feels diat the College is con-

doning the use of alcohol in moderation. I

thought that turning 21 gave me the ability to de-

cide for myself when I can have a beer. I thought

that drinking to excess and then getting in a car

was a major problem with alcohol. 1 never real-

ized diat if I like die taste of beer and have a beer

with my meal that I then have a problem with al-

cohol.

The College does not promote the use of al-

cohol as a stress reliever by serving beer in Ben-

ji's. The College does realize that those of us who

are of legal drinking age are also old enough to

decide when and where to drink.

Sincerely,

Becky Hoenigman

Summer Session

1995
There's still time!

Use Your FREE Wadcard Block

Take advantage of

FAVORABLE
Summer Tuition Rates

Sign up NOW
in the Registrar's Office
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New house seen as a benefit to entire campus

New theme house seeks to improve diversity
by Amber Anderson

The house formerly known

as Phi Delta Theta will provide

shelter for some new faces next

year.

A multicultural house,

known as the House of Race,

will replace the firaternity

when students return to —
campus next year.

Members of BSU had

been considering the idea

of a multicultural house

for some time when the

revocation of the Phi

Delta Theta charter

opened up more space

for small group housing.

After receiving a positive re-

action to their idea from Resi-

dential Life Director Paul Jones,

the group applied for and re-

ceived a theme house for the

1993-1996 school year.

The house currently has six-

teen students scheduled to live

in the house and ten more slots

remain available.

A few spaces will be re-

served for incoming first years.

The current members of

the house include the Heads of

State for each of the ethnic mi-

nority groups: BSU, NASA,

AASU, and MEChA.

Other future residents of

the house include bodi mem-

bers from each of the minority

groups and non-members.

Ryan Haygood, one of the

'This house is a direct

attempt to help CC
live up to its attempt

to make a commitment

to diversity."

-Ryan l-laygood

organizers of the house, is quick

to point out that the house is

not exclusively open to mem-

bers of an ethnic minority

group, but is open to anyone in-

terested in furtheiing diversity

on the CC campus'.

Haygood believes that this

house will have an impact on di-

versity here at CC.

He states, 'This house is a

direct attempt to help CC live

up to its attempt to make a com-

mitment to diversity.

"I don't think a more gen-

uine, sincere attempt could be

made toward diversity than with

diis house."

Additionally, Haygood be-

lieves the presence of a multi-

cultural house will help build

strong relationships among stu-

dents of the same ethnic

background, as well as stu-

dents of varying ethnic

backgrounds. "This in

turn," states Haygood,

"will help the CC campus

as a whole."

Next year's house plans

to help each of the minor-

ity organizations on cam-

pus continue to put on

programs like Black History

Month and Cinco de Mayo fes-

tivities.

The group is also excited

about moving the Soul Nite par-

ties, which currendy take place

in the Tiger Pit, to the house.

Various groups are also plan-

ning on holding their meetings

in this new location.

Students hope that next

year's house will be a success

and diat it will become a perma-

,s\ f

ptiolo courtesy ot Peler McDonnell

Ryan Haygood and Charity Shouse played a large role in form-

ing the new multicultural house which seeks to Improve diversi-

ty on the CC campus.

nent fixture on the CC campus.

Students interested in living

in the house should contact ei-

dier Ryan Haygood or Charity

Shouse.

NJghtwalk aims to increase safety on CC campus
by Amber Anderson

Have you ever driven to El Pomar at

night to use the weight room? Headed to

die main doors only to find them locked

and been forced to walk around the

building? Through the trees? Up the

track? Ever noticed how dark that walk is?

Ever walked from Loomis to Mathias

at ll-.OO p.m.? Past Tutt where at least

one light is out?

Have you ever been afraid? Unsure

of the rusding in die bushes? Second

guessing your steps and walking as

quickly as possible to your desdnation?

Wished diat maybe this once you had

called die Escon Service?

Whether you are male or female die

dark can house dangers we all wish we

could ignore. No, I am not talking about

die fear of the dark we had as children.

Not the fear of the monsters under the

bed. The fear I am talking of is of some-

thing all too real. .something much

worse dian die shadows.

It is the fear of assault, of battery, of

rape.

Anyone who has read this section

with consistency this year has seen these

issues addressed repeatedly. I purposely

alloted as much space as possible to

these serious issues which dominate our

times, not to emphasize the crimes

themselves, but to inform students and

hopefully prevent hiture violations.

The stadstics are scary. Chances are

someone you know will experience some

form of violence during dieir college

years. Any means we can take to prevent

such experiences should be invoked.

It is for this reason, prevention, that

the CCCA organized a Nightwalk diis past

Tuesday night.

At 9:00 p.m. on Tuesday night David

Coffey (CCCA President), George

Ekhardt (Physical Plant Assistant Direc-

tor), Susan Marine (Security Coordinator

and Loomis Hall Director), Kathryn

Mohrman (College President), Phil Rec-

tor (Physical Plant Director), Ron Smidi

(Director of Security) and myself met to

walk around the campus to evaluate the

lighting at various points around the

campus.

We began just outside Worner Cen-

ter, walked down to and around El Po-

mar, and completed a circular route

around the campus.

The walk was organized by CCCA in

response to student concerns about vari-

ous locadons on campus that lapsed into

an unsafe darkness after sunset.

As we walked we discovered that

many of the places in need of lighting al-

ready possessed the needed lights, but

die bulbs had burned out. In other loca-

dons we all agreed diat some new form

of lighting was necessary.

The walk served to alert all involved

to the lighting needs of the campus. Be-

ing alert, though, is not enough. We

must now take action to improve the sit-

uation and to improve the safety of the

CC campus,

Acdon should not be taken out of

paranoia, but out of prevention. If a sin-

gle assault can be prevented by eliminat-

ing the dark shadows and padis across

the campus, then die dollars spent have

infinitely increased their worth. While it

is not a value we can quantitatively ac-

count for, the penalty of failing to illumi-

nate the campus is a cost we cannot af-

ford to pay.

I would like to thank ;ill ofdiose who

took die dme to participate in die walk.

Let's work together to solve this prob-

lem.
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CC squirrel goes national
This squirrel is on his way

to stardom.

A native CC squirrel, this

furry rodent has been pro-

pelled toward stardom thanks

to a creative photographer.

CC senior Chris

Beauchamp photographed the

squirrel during November of

his sophomore year. He was

inspired after seeing the squir-

rel standing near the condom.

Beauchamp, eyeing a tremen-

dous piece of photo humor in

the making, grabbed his tele-

foto lens and a jar of peanut

butter. After placing a bit of

peanut butter on the wrapper

of the condom, Beauchamp

wailed. CC's friendly furball

quickly complied and

Beauchamp snapped the pho-

to just as the squirrel began to

pull the condom out of its

package. Since that fateftil day,

Beauchamp has put in hours

ofwork to market die squirrel.

The first year after taking

the photograph, Beauchamp

had the picture made into a

Christmas Card. Shortly there-

after, Beauchamp signed a

contract with Planned Parent-

hood and for the past year the

Benefits of Greek Life

all too often overlooked

CC squirrel has graced the walls

of health clinics nationwide. And

just recendy Spencer Gifts or-

dered 10,000 posters bearing

die squirrel's antics. The posters

should hit stores by the end of

photo courtesy of Chris Beauchamp

May, or the middle ofJune.

These recent events have

made one November day and

a CC squirrel very economical-

ly beneficial to one creative

sophomore.

by Joseph Carpenter

With the loss of one frater-

nity, two currently on formal

hazing probation, and one cur-

rently under investigation, as

well as the proposal for non-res-

idential fraternities, Greek life at

CC has had a terribly rough year.

One musfquestion whether

die school actually does support

Greek organi-

zations.

It would

appear from

this year's sta-

tistics, that the

Greek System

When was the last time an

athletic team was brought up on

formal hazing violations?

As the Greek Ad Hoc com-

mittee found, disciplinary mat-

ters are virtually equivalent be-

tNveen Greek students and non-

Greek students.

Why then, do you not see

or hear about other policy viola-

tions and disciplinary actions

concerning

students or

groups of

students at

CC?

Greeks

are guilty

GREEK
CORNER

is not looked upon highly by the

administration.

Arguments are often made

diat say Greeks at CC are bring-

ing about their own demise as is

evidenced by their actions dur-

ing this past year.

Yet, is diis truly the case?

Inherent in Greek member-

ship comes increased account-

ability for individuals and chap-

ters. Much of this increased ac-

countability is the high visibility

of Greek organizations, year

round.

by association.

Never do you see the head-

lines reporting the money

Greeks raise for organizations

such as die Colorado AlDs Pro-

ject, the Kenyan Reftjgee Ser-

vice, AID to die Blind, or the

Special Olympics, just to name a

few.

Time and time again, the

negatives are reaffirmed and the

positives of Greek life unno-

ticed.

Beyond disciplinaiy mat-

Please see Greeks on page 16
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Student's grant leads to New York City

by Annette Long

The Venture Grant Com-

mittee recendy awarded me a

Venture Grant in order to travel

to New York City (NYC) and in-

terview women in punk rock/in-

die rock/whatever-other-label-

you-prefer bands.

I originally became interest-

ed in this idea from the Riot Gr-

rrl (RG) phenomenon, which

according to national publica-

tions was a nation-wide move-

ment of angry women and

young women who were yelling

about men.

1 interviewed the two

women from the band Tsunami

(yes, you've heard of them); the

four women that compose die

band Ruby Falls (out of NYC,

and no, you probably haven't

heard of diem); and diree other

HAVE A
GREAT SUMMER!

Hmr Designersfor Men & Women

Style cuts. Maintenance Trim,
Penns & Tnmslncent Colors

Nexus d Tri products availablefor sale

Monday - Friday
Stop in or call for an appointment
*27 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

women in NYC who are friends

oftheRubyFallswomenandbe-

long to other bands and/or were

members of RG New York City.

1 found, though, that rather

than being nation-wide as the

media described RG, it was real-

ly only several groups in differ-

ent parts of the country con-

nected by the name RG. Be-

cause these groups are made up

of different people, dieir agen-

das and interests are different.

Rather than sitting around

and plotting how they will next

shock and disgust the country,

as the media would have them

doing, the women whom I inter-

viewed (who are no longer a

part of RG) said that they had

silkscreening parties, discussed

topics like internal racism, orga-

nized car mechanics classes, etc.

They did some really positive

diings for themselves and for

building a feeling of community

Please see Venture on page 16
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Random experiences encourage students to say, "If the Germans asL.We're Canadians, eh?"

Luneburg students tell tale of adventures
by Zack Hayes

In Luneburg, Germany,

beer is cheaper than water, we

are currently reading about a

dwarf who wreaks havoc on

Danzig with a tin drum and a

vindictive personality, and we

spent six days on a bus with a

one armed man who thought he

was our teacher.

As you can see, the past se-

mester has been a roller coaster

of random experiences.

The nine Colorado College

students who traveled 9000

miles to study German at the

Universitat Luneburg have a few

excruciatingly bizarre experi-

ences or mishaps that we would

like to share:

* All but one of us are liv-

ing with dysfunctional host fam-

ilies,

* Does everyone have their

watches set to Armin time? (if

you're not 10 minutes early -

you're LATE!)

* Somewhere along the

line we picked up a 6' 5", French

speaking, Michael Jordan loving,

basketball playing. Euro-style

sporting, Armin offending, bath-

room hoggin', Genevan named

Matthieu (Ma...ma...ma...ma...-

thieu.,.Gesundheit) who proved

to be a worthy, albeit hilarious,

classmate for our first three

blocks,

* Brendenburg gate, Berlin

Wall, Pergamon Museum, Pots-

dam, Sans Soucis, Mara & En-

gels, Unter den Linden, Berlin

Zoo, Kurfurstendamm, Europa

Center, Kaufhaus des Westens,

BUSBNfESS

LAW
STUDENTS

Local investment

management firm is in

search of Junior/Senior

level business law student

to intern in the formation

and tiiture management of

limited liability

corporations and
investment limited

partnerships. Working

imderstanding of the

formation & maintenance

of corporations and/or

LLC's is required.

Contact Mr. Golan, (719)

574-1000.

Kaiser Wilhelm Gedacht-

niskirche, Egyptian Museum,

Neptune fountain, Schloss Char-

lottenburg, etc, etc, oh my lord

etc, all in 48 hours.

* After Berlin we had time

for a pee break (pinkie pause)

and a final exam before heading

off for a week in Munich.

* If you thought beer was

cheap in Luneburg - try Munich!

* In sixdi block we all got

worked over by German gram-

mar and the flu,

* At about that time we de-

cided to take the German sports

worid by storm: Leah and Jack

started running, Nick and Dan

entered the world of unpaid

professional soccer ("If you're

not going to pay us, you could at

least give us a warm-up suit!"),

Katie and Anthony took ofi" for

the thigh deep powder in the

Bavarian Alps, Nicolette found

herself a soccer team, Erin start-

ed taking afternoon-long walks

through the woods, and Kevin

(a.k.a. Fozzie the Bear) became

a dedicated, practiced and suc-

cessfiil power napper!

Just do it Kevin!

* Seventh block we studied

die LONG history of Germany as

well as its intricate polidcal sys-

tems.

* We spent three hours lis-

tening to a lecture on the Euro-

pean Union from a woman who

evidently does not know any

words shorter than seven sylla-

bles and who, should her Ph.D.

not go through, could have a

great career as a German auc-

tioneer.

* Just in time for Spring

Break Nick tore his ACL in a

massive collision with a goalie in

a glory moment break-away shot

on goal. We all spent a lot of

time chillin' in the beautihil

Luneburg hospital.

* Ifit's eighth block it must

be Poland...

* If you have any questions

about how it feels to spend a

night in the Paris police station,

ask Erin and Nicolette, just

don't do it in French!

* Horst Richardson (aka

the Siberian Stallion) after hav-

ing traveled on the Siberian Ex-

press for two weeks with smug-

glers and husky Russians drink-

ing vodka by die keg, fearlessly

led the group into die depdis of

the former Iron Curtain country

Poland where we were termed

"SWIEZE MJESO." (fi-esh meat)

' After familiarizing our-

selves with, what at the rime

seemed a very small bottle of

cheap Polish vodka and die pot-

hole that they call die Polish

road system. Jack took it upon

himself to redecorate the side of

the bus.

* In perfect CC style, we

spent the next few days living

die lives of Gunther Grass' char-

acters from Katz and Maus and

Die Blechtrommel in Danzig,

Poland.

' It was a simple plan real-

ly...one car drives ahead and the

bus with all of us in it follows.

We all get Uiere with no prob-

lems, right? ...WRONG!

This concept proved to be

too diflicult for the one armed

FREE SHIRT
BRING THIS COUPON INTO
EON MARKET, SPEND AT

LEAST $20 AND GET A SMALL
100% COTTON T-SHIRT

HuiiiiY-au»NjmEsimmD

Our fashiona and pricea are so good,

buy them. Wv fifiure this mit^hl do the trick.

834 NORTH INSTITUTE ST. 633-1015
comer ofCache U Poudre and Irudtute

M-F 4:30-6:30 SAT 11-4 exp.uss

bandit and his mildly retarded

sidekick Tweedledumb. After

ending up in the "picturesque"

Danzig Mini-Storage, we decid-

ed it was time to inform them

that we had been following the

wrong car. (you would have

thought that die difference in

color would have given it

away,,.)

When the one armed bandit

informed us that we were going

to wait for an HOUR fo' iorst to

come to the end of th. dead end

street to find us, the quotes of

die day were heard from die

back of the bus, "This one armed

guy is an absolute fool!" and

'These guys aren't doing any-

diing for Polish jokes."

* ...und einmal, in our un-

ending quest for palatable nour

ishment, we stumbled upon the

Polonia.

Everything outside of the

flaming food and our drunken

waiter, who was later seen pray-

ing to the porcelain god in the

men's room, seemed normal.

After a pleasant toast to Pol-

ish-American friendship, we got

the bill and were reminded of

the true meaning of capitalism

and realized just how far the Pol-

ish people have come in die past

five years.

To make an already long

story short, not only are our

waiters probably vacadoning in

Cancun right now, but we even

had to pay to get our coats back!

The censored quote of the

day "OK guys, no more Polish

jokes because we just got hus-

ded!"

• Following die near brawl

in the Polonia, we played a game

of midnight soccer on the shore

of die Baltic Sea.

It wasn't long before we

had a couple of drunken Polish

fans who later joined the game.

They were replaced on die side-

lines by a pair of even drunker

Polish men.

We spent die rest of the

game worrying that they would

fall off the sea wall and into die

ft'igid Baltic. In the end our toast

paid off in a killer game of fuss-

ball.

Aside from all this merri-

ment, we have learned some

killer German,

If diis program sounds in-

teresdng to you, talk to Armin

Wishard in the German depart-

ment - we promise you'll have a

great Ume!

Dear Friends &
Fellow Travelers,

I HAVE MOVEDI

You can find me at

Journey's Travel,

118N.TejonSt.,

Suite 405.

Call 632-8009.

• I AM YOUR TRAVEL EXPERT - 12 yean experience •

• INTERNAnONAL k EUROPE SPECIALIST! •

•RAIL PASSES'

•SPECIAL STUDENT AIRFARES'

•YOUTH HOSTEL •

' CONVENIENTLYLOCATED UPSTAIRS FROM OLD

CHICAGO DOVNTOVN • 4tli floor, YES • TERE'S AN

^^ ELEVATOR!

CALL ME SOON!

THANKS,
Earl Fox

Hours: 8:30 am to 5:30 pm Monday - Friday

Saturdays 10:00 am to 1 :00 pm - by appointment

118 N. Tejon, Suite 405 • 632-8009 • 800-920-TRIP
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Greek continued from page 14

lers, philanthropic endeavors,

and social activities, lies the hin-

damental reason for member-

ship; sisterhood and brother-

hood.

Chapters are often recog-

nized for their scholarship, phil-

anthropy, and social suc-

cesses.

Sisterhood and

brotherhood is not a

success measured, or re-

warded.

It is a bond that re-

wards itself through the

relationships Greeks at

CC build with one another in

their chapters, and system wide.

These bonds of friendship are

sources of personal growth.

They do not end up as an award

tucked away in a trunk after

college.

Instead of being tucked

away they continue to reveal

themselves throughout life in

the work place, socially, and

through alumni gatherings.

No organization is without

its problems. The Greek System

is no different.

Instead of continually

dwelling on the negative, it is

time to reinforce the positive.

Just this past week, the Order of

CC. With discussion still in the

works, next year will again be a

trying time for Greeks at CC.

We can all easily buy into

the negativity of certain issues,

but just as easily we can recog-

nize, reaffirm, and promote the

fundamental positives of Greek

organizations at CC.

As long as Greek orga-

InStead of continually nlzatlons are pan of the

dwelling on the negative, coiiegiate experience.

it is time to reinforce

the positive.

Omega held its annual Greek

Awards Program, to which facul-

ty and administrators were given

invitations.

In the audience of over 100

people, five administrators were

present. Is this support?

In her recent proposal,

President Kathryn Mohrman

spoke of supporting Greek orga-

nizations and their existence at

SPECIAL!

1

topping
pizza

$6 00
(TAXDUCLUDEDI)

DELIVERY OR
CARRYOUT!

330 N. Wahsatch

people will continue to

belitde their importance

as a result of ignorance.

Brotherhood and sis-

terhood is not some-

thing that am be described to a

non-member. Yet, even though

it is difficult to describe, it re-

mains and will remain the fiin-

damental reason for die exis-

tence of Greek organizations.

Editor's Note: Greek Cor-

ner has been a regular, weekly

feature in the Catalyst thisyear

The opinions expressed within

it do not necessarily represent

the views of the paper, or the

Venture from page 14

within their groups.

The drummer from Vitapup

of NYC said that guys were not

allowed in their RG meetings be-

cause if they were talking about

rape, or some other topic that

makes women especially feel

vulnerable it would not be bene-

ficial if there were men present.

Jenny from Tsunami of Washing-

ton D.C. thought that RG groups

were a great way for women and

girls to get together and form re-

lationships away from males.

I also became interested in

the experiences of women, as

women, in this genre of music

which has historically been pri-

marily a male arena. Because of

where they are as people and as

bands the different women

whom I interviewed have had

some different experiences.

Tsunami is more or less es-

tablished; whereas Ruby Falls,

Vitapup and Rutskin (NYC) are

all up and coming. All of the

women had complaints about

media coverage of their own

bands, or bands of their friends,

but Tsunami no longer has

many problems with the media.

That is because they have very

tight control over their inter-

views.

They are selective about

what interviews they will do and

they almost always have friends

take their photos.

They always make sure that

they get a copy of the interview

before it is published so that

they can address any problems

that they have with it. Even if

something is printed that has

mistakes Jenny calls the writers

to let them know they were in-

correct.

However, it is well known

in their circle of the worid that

Kristin and Jenny are work-

aholics and most people don't

have the time or energy to do

all that they do. As a lesser

known group. Ruby Falls needs

all the interviews they can get in

order to become known faster.

They feel that their priority is in

booking tours, recording, etc.

Required
5 ^1^

When you come to Colorado
Springs Ophthalmology for an
eye exam, glasses, or contact

lenses, you get more than a great price.

You also get professional care from an
eye doctor who'll take the time to mal<e
sure your eyes get the attention they

deserve. All this and a guarantee that

your glasses or contacts provide you
with comfort, fit and perfect vision.

If you're looking for the best value on
glasses or contacts, check out our
prices. If you want to know where to go
for the best eye cSre. check into our
reputation.

*25 0ff
Frames

.olorado
Ophthalmology
715 North Weber • Colorado Springs

Phone 473- 1145
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ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR SALE

ATTENTION!!!!! This, yes this,

is the final, yes final, issue this

staff will ever, yes ever, have to

make. BUH-BYE!!!

FOR SALE: 2 couches-$50 obo;

Do-lt-Yourself-Dresser

(Already Done)-$30 obo;

Mattressess (1 fullsized & 1

$100 REWARD I/)oking for

2-5 bedroom house near cam-

pus for summer and next

school year. Must allow dog.

Call Nic or Brian @X7779

queen sized-in good condi-

tion); Bed Frame with Wood

Supports-$20; Hard Wood

Desk-$75; Bookshelf-$20. Call

Scott or Erika. 634-5895

PERSONALS
JOBS

Carries Jessica-

Thanks for a wonderftjl semes-

ter. You know, if I wanted to, I

could dance with the devil on a

Saturday night..And he can be

the man in my closet!

You know I love you more than

my luggage-

Summer Positions-Girl Scout

Camp: general counselors, life-

guards, program specialist.

IWinimum age 18. GSWWC, 3535

Parkmoor Vill, Colorado

Springs, CO 80917-5298. (719)

597-8603.

SENIORS: Want to stay at CC?

How about working here? There

is an opening for supervisor of

telefunding in the Annual

Giving depanment of the CC

Development Office. Start date

July 1. For further information,

contact Megan Billings x6l42 or

Joy Fritz x6817,

FOR SALE

Anne

T-

Flopping just won't be the same

without you! Thanks for every-

thing.

-A

C-

You could always declare a ma-

jor in magic, though your disap-

pearing act leaves something to

be desired.

-A

FOR SALE: 1987 Ford Bronco 11,

automatic, V-6, Eddie Bauer

model, 4-wheel drive, am/fm

cassette, premium sound sys-

tem, power lumbar seats,

red/tan. EXCELLENT CONDI-

TION! $5500. x6820 or

578-9842.

Erick-

It's been a long year but thank

God your hair got shorter. Tom

could waste Prince (or who ever

the heck he is this week). You

I GUID€
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC. '*™^

an association of the CARLSON TRAVEL NETWORK

Serving the needs of Colorado

travelers sinceW9
Campus Office: Armstrong Hall, Suite 5

(719) 632-4612

389-6732 Campus Line

Main Office: 409 N. Tejon St.

(719) 635-3511

Broadmoor Hotel Office: South Lobby

(719) 577-5750

PERSONALS

have been a wonderhjl friend to

me and I will never again call

you a penis in public.

-Sarah

Amy-

Just when you thought you hit

bottom, somebody hands you a

shovel. Fortunately, it's a very

small shovel and the ground is

very hard. We won't get very far.

Here's to Saturday night laun-

dry, vanilla malts, and long dri-

ves to nowhere...

I'll miss you!

Thank you to all the photogra-

phers that have helped make

our paper look so great. See you

next year.

-Nic

Chadboy-

There's nothing left to say. The

cards have been dealt and I fold

(tee-hee). Traveling tip for you:

When visiting England, take the

ski-pole.

-Dre

10-

1 hope your roommate next se-

mester is just like me- messy &

never home. It should be an in-

teresting year for everyone. I'll

miss you more than you know.

-AH

JB-

A few words of wisdom to re-

member for the summer: the

best things in life are free.

(Where that leaves me, who

knows?!)

-AH

Meegs-

Happy Graduation! I am so

proud of you!! Keep up all the

hard work!!

Love,

Your little sis

To warped Mystery fans-

A man hikes through the Grand

Canyon in July. It's snowing. He

stumbles over a bloody glove.

Who drank the juice, how did

the spelunker die, and who

slept with the armadillo?

VfoRPLS by N-Swi<lei-

iX Know,IT jr the UTti^
,'TH"'«"fHATCrfr'»- W ,,

Bi^/V^Di , fSCH0T'<^H65S,
^CHtATlH*, WSHONESTf,

DEATH W»5HeS.

ove IM THE 90»5 C^o's)

PERSONALS

Mom-

It's been. .well, interesting, late-

ly-what with problem teens,

belligerent small children, &

time consuming new business-

es. I just wanted you to know

that you ARE appreciated- even

if it doesn't seem that way some-

times. I couldn't have gotten

this far widiout you. I love you.

-Yush

C, S, & A-

To food, bowling, go kans and

laughter. Chad- how did the

two worst losers on this campus

end up roommates? Blondie- 2

inches or 20 pounds...maybe we

can find out which wins in

January. Dre- swallow before

laughing or talking (I guess that

means you can't eat- ever).

Thanks for a great semester and

even greater friendships.

-SK

To Andre-

I'm laughing as I write this tid-

bit. Remember as you board

your flight to Okinawa: the ad-

dress, the location of the federal

court of appeals, gifts for any

surprise parties, and a car

phone. Thanks for letting me be

on your team. Watch your

step...please. -Sarah

PERSONALS

Sarah-

You forgot about the Hispanic

man. Does anyone live here? I'm

in the videos for God's sake.

Here's to dancing backwards,

oh, watch your step, shaking

hands with fists, Indira Ghandi

(what a guy), physics and that

sloshing your brain stuff. Take

Back Da Nite.

Option dash Andre

To Amy and Tonya-

With friends like this, who

needs someone with the Y chro-

mosomcokay, so I'm exagger-

ating a bit. But truly, you guys

are awesome. Thank you for

everything.

-Amber

P.S. Mexico? Ay de mi, write

please!!!!!!

Kath-

Thanks for tiie help widi the

project. Now if only you could

present the material for me!

-Chad

To My Loving Fiance-

I stUI love you, even if you don't

love me. What will the kids

think? Can you say "therapy?"

-Your Baby

My section is done, forever!!!
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Schunk vs Hoeppner: the matchup that captivated a campus
story is about Hoeppner andEditor's Note: This column is

meant to be only mildly bumorous. If

you know tbe two of us, you may

chuckle, maybe even guffaw- Ifyou

don't know us you will probably

vomit immediately. Ifyou are easily

offended by Gbandi bumor, read no

further. lf\<ou want humor, read no

further. In fact this column is not

meant to be read at all. Honestly, we

don't bave any sports to cover, and

well we bad to fill tbe space. Thank

you, andplease no bate nujii

Recently, I, Ghandi, had a

chance to catch up with the in-

famous sports editors of the CC

Catalyst. Here's how the rather

conhjsed dialogue proceeded.

Ghandi- Hi guys, how's life

treating you?

Hoeppner-Like it caught me

sleeping with its mother.

Schunk- Ijke a baby treats its

diaper.

G- Okay, enough small talk, let's

talk sports. What's up with all

this Schunk-Hoeppner stuff?

H- Well, it all began when

Schunk refused to accept the

fcin that I am a far superior hu-

man being.

S- Yeah, around that time. But

that's not the whole story. You

see, this isn't about sports really.

This is about egos. Big egos. Big,

Schunk-Shelley and Hoeppner-

fragile, egos. Pure narcissism.

You know all about that right

Ghandi?

G- You da' man Chunk.

S- That's Schunk.

G- Right. Whatever. So, how did

you decide to resolve this dash

H- The contest staned 'cuz I was

jealous of Schunk's incredible

virility with women.

S- Veri what'

H- Very stupid. That's what this

Kllleen face oft In a battle royale of

column is.

S- You hungry Ghandi?

G No thanks. So what kind of a

contest was this?

S- Basically, our petty bickering

and jealousies gave birth to a far

fouler aeation: a rivalry so sin-

ister, so depraved, so pathetical-

ly childish, so stinky, that we de-

cided to abuse our power, and

publish it for all diree faithftjl

readers of the Catalyst. What

would you have done Ghandi?

photo courtesy of NIC Taylor

athletic prowess.

Nice sandals. You're really going

for the CC look there aren't you?

G- Whoomph there it is.

What did you think of the stench

Shrunk?

S- That's Schunk! All I can say is

thank God Sarah Shelley and

Michele Killeen were there to

spray the deodorant. Eventually,

it became a team thing. Killeen

and Hoeppner formed a team of

brawn and brains to counter

Shelley and myself. But the real

G- (excitedly) Sounds exciting.

What's the breakdown?

H- I'm better looking.

G- Point Hoeppner.

S- 1 can pronounce Fahrver-

gnuegen correctly.

G- Point Schunk. Tie game.

H- 1 got Schunk the job as co-

editor.

G- Point. 2-1 Hoeppner

S- Yeah, only becuase he could-

n't do it himself.

G- Not funny Shank, 2-1.

S- Screw you, it's Schunk.

G- Point penalty. 3-1.

S- Screw you.

H- I'm sick of this column.

S- So are the readers.

H- Screw you.

G- Could we stop screwing and

get back to the matchup? 3-1

Hoeppner.

S- Okay Well, I was die fifth

Beade.

G- Oooh. Good one. 3-2.

S- Hoeppner wore a diaper to

class last block.

G- Point penalty. 3-3.

H- I've got a woman.

S- DOE! (like toe with a D.)

Please see Inept on page 19

Thanks Seniors for your donations to the Senior Class Campaign
Donors as of May 9 1995

Participation: 51%
It's not loo late to help your clan reach 65% participation to receive an extra S2,000 to your class totals
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Killeen, Shelley reveal true nature
of Schunk-Hoeppner slugfest
by Michele Killeen

Sarah and I didn't ask to be

a pan of thetestosterone con-

test described in the lame col-

umn on the previous page. But

at three in the morning in the

basement of Cossit one's judge-

ment can become a tad im-

paired. We have to admit,

though, it has been entertain-

ing, and definitely memorable.

If time had allowed, the

Hoeppner-Killeen vs. Schunk-

Shelley matchup may have be-

come famous (yeh, right). Crab

Football (don't ask), basketball,

bowling, go karts, putt-putt.. .not

exacdy the most athletic contest

for two sports editors and two

spoits-crazed roomies, but it'll

have to do.

The competition became

more one of talking smack to

each other than of playing

sports. But we had fun, made

friends, got some very bizarre

looks from people we don't

know, and laughed. And

laughed. And laughed.

If you didn't understand

Schunk and Hoeppner's inter-

view with Ghandi, don't worry.

Sarah and I didn't understand it

eidier, and we were diere!

I do want to tell my

Olympics buddies that, no mat-

ter how insane diey may be, and

how bogus their interview is, 1

will miss diem diis summer Just

remember, we never again have

to see the Catalyst office at

ridiculous hours that cause peo-

ple to go crazy and invent sports

like crab football and trash can

basketball! So laugh lots, play

weird sports, flex, and dance,

baby!

photo courtesy ol Nic Taytor

A Skying Hoeppner dunks on the cowering Schunk beneath him.

Inept continued from page IB

G- Looks like Hoeppner wins

this one. How did the team

competition turn ouL'

H- You'll have to read the next

column to find that out

G- 1 guess we'll never know

then, huh?

S- Lavese los manos es la ley'

Bu-Bye!

CANNONDALE
Frame Exchange Sale

txcnange your
old, bent, hattei'eci fivinie

Reg Sale
$599 $299
$799 $499

2.8 lb Road Frame Alum Fork
2.8 Mtn Frame Front Susp.
Super V Dual Susp. with Carbon $1399 $999

Swing Arm

2409 W. Colorado Ave • In Old Colorado City

475 - 8589

ptioto courtesy of NIc Taylor

Hoeppner shudders with fear as Schunk prepares to unleash a vicious overhead at his ugly mug.

Congratulations
on your graduation!

"Catty-Corner

to the CC Campus

TAYLOR TRAVEL
818 N. TEJON ST.

636-3871
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

YEA'R-eND
US£V BOOK BUY-B/tCK

COLOJ^/iDO COLL£&£
D00K5T0-R£

and
NeDT^SKA BOOK CO.

/MONDAY - r-RIDAY
/^AY 15 - 19

9.00 /IA[ - H:00 PA\
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Olsen, Tuggle, and Durham set marks, pace Tigers in seasonfinale

Track Team finishes season

on beach in cool California

by Sara Fry, Krista Fish & Erika

Sofianek

Last weekend the Colorado

College track team travelled to

California for their final regular

season meet, the Cal-Poly Invita-

toinal. The weather for race day

was cold, drizzly, and windy.

This did not hamper the ef-

forts of a determined Tiger

squad. In the shot put Erin Tug-

gle re-broke her school record

with a chuck of 37' 8". Tuggle

then chucked 106' in the discus

and finished 9th. Shelly Killeen

chucked 25'3" in the shot and

88'9" in the discus. Ryan Cole

threw 48'10" in the shot and

147' in the discus.

Blaine Olsen ran a PR of

1:59.0 in the 800. Jon Murphy

finished close behind, crossing

the finish line in a time of 2:04.

Nanci Eaton finished 13th in the

women's 800, running a 2:36.

Jessica Uhlenkott ran the 110

hurdles in 21.07 and the 400 IH

in 1:23.9. Bonnie Algera ran the

400 IH in 1:21.6. Cody Young

was 13th in the 110 hurdles in

16.5 and 9th in the 400 IH fin-

ishing in 1:02.6. Juan Aragon ran

the 400 hurdles in 1:02.9.

Sascha Scott finished 10th

in the 400 with a time of 1:01,2.

Scott also ran the 200, where

she finished 11th. Julie Cole

high jumped 5'0", tying her for

3rd place. Cole also ran the 200

in 27.9. Ben Markowitz ran the

400 in 53.8, while Carl Wassilie

finished in 54.7.

Dave Perfors earned a per-

sonal record in the 1500, finish-

ing in 4:11.8. Dan Miller also set

a personal record in the 1500,

running a stunning 2:40. Josh

Messer ran a 4:25 in the same

event. Jen McWeeney finished

11th in the women's 1500, run-

ning a 5:30. Stang Wurtzler fin-

ished the race in 5:52. Both the

men's and women's 4X400

teams won their respective

events. Sara Fry finished 4th in

the 3000 with a dme of 10:37.

Chris Durham set a personal

record in the steeplechase, fin-

ishing 4th in 10:30.

The day's final event was

the men's 5000, where Eric Coe

ran a 16:02. Andy Alamonte ran

a personal record of 16:35 and

Josh Hayes finished in 17:39.

Sara Fry and Annabel Arnott

will compete in Nebraska this

weekend, in hopes of bettering

their provisional times for na-

tionals. The rest of the team gets

to rest and enjoy not running.

Bears punish Strike

Breakers in IM playoffs

by Michele Killeen

One more unseasonably

cold day presented itself on

Wednesday. The crack of the bat

rivaled only the chattering teeth

of the spectators of the IM Soft-

ball Playoffs.

The Strike Breakers, mak-

ing it to the playoffs mosdy with

a lot of luck, went to bat against

the Bears, otherwise known as

the Kappa Sigma Sluggers.

The Strikebreakers opened

the game convincingly with

EBTs ft"om Carl Savitz and Cory

Elliott. The Bears came right

back to tie the game as Mike Ra-

binovitch and Deion Kingsbury

each batted in a run.

Strikebreakers' centerfield-

erJessica Garson made an unex-

petted catch despite die jeering

Bears to keep the game tied 2-2.

But the Bears didn't let this

setback stop them, and pro-

ceeded to blow open the rest of

the game. Elliott's homerun in

die fifth and an RBI by Garson in

the final inning were the only

other runs the Strikebreakers

would see.

The Bears went up 4-2 in

the fourth with RBIs from Tu

Phan and Amber Johnson. Phan

added another run in the sixth,

and DarTfierr and Rabinovitch

each belted two-run homers.

Despite Golden Glove field-

ing by Kun Schmidt, the Strike-

breakers couldn't hold down

the stronger, better Bears team,

who finished with a 104 victory.

Softball finished on Thurs-

day, wrapping up a successful

first year for Chris Starr and the

rest of the IM stalf. With new

sports, and new T-shirts (final-

ly), the years ahead look bright -

if the weather cooperates.

The Sports editors would sincerely

like to thank everyone who con-

tributed to making the sports section

work this semester. To our writers,

thank you for meeting deadlines and

taking the time to write every week.

To our photographers, thank you for

taking great pictures all semester

long. To the rest of the Catalyst staff,

thanks for putting up with our obnox-

ious humor and terrible singing voic-

es. To the CC athletes, thank you for

excelling and making the section a

worthwhile endeavor. We hope we
have done you justice. To our faithful

reader(s?), thank you for tolerating

the banal, the mildly annoying, and

the truly controversial sports cover-

age provided by our section.

IM Track Meet Results

16 lb Shot put:

1. Dan Gryboski 37' 5 1/2"

2. Phillip Palovsek 37' 4 1/2"

3. Viliata Tuaone 32' 10"

4. Jean Duplantier 29' 3"

5. JimFukuhara 28'
9"

6. Kevin Turra 28' 5"

7. Bret Robens 28'

8. Ian Campbell 27' 10"

9. Bill Dunbar 27' 3"

High Jump:

1. Chris Jones 5'
5"

2. Mark Sweet 5' 2"

3. Tim Lambert 4' 10"

Matt Springer 4' 10"

Bret Robens 4' 10"

Long Jump:

1. Chris Jones 18' 1"

2. Viliata Tuaone 17' 6 1/2"

3. Kevin Turra 16' 5"

4. ShaneWittstruckl5'ir

5. Tim Lambert 15' 10 1/2"

6. Mark Sweet 15' 6"

7. Matt Springer 14' 10"

8. Jean Duplantier 10' 10"

Triple Jump:

1. Chris Jones 39' 1/2"

2. Matt Springer 35' 6 1/2"

3. Dan Gryboski 34' 10"

4. Mark Sweet 33' 4 1/2"

17 4* M

100 Meter Dash:

1. Viliata Tuaone 11.9

2. Will Smith 12.38

3. John Gomez 14.75

200 Meter Dash

1. Mark Sweet 25.22

2. Tim Lambert 25.72

400 Meter Dash

1, Brian O'Sullivan 58.35

2. Eric Wagenknecht 1:02.13

800 Meter Dash

1. Mike Kremkau 2:29.44

2. Eric Wagenknecht DNF

Mile Run

1. Mike Kremkau 5:21.27

2. Bill Mangle 5:24.21

3. Bret Roberts 5:31.48

4. Eric Wagenknecht 6:00.66

5. Julie Ferguson 6:10.53

4X100 Relay

1. Grybowski, Jones, Turra,

& Tuaone 46.79

2. Smith, O'Sullivan, Vitt,

& Williams 49.35

3. Lambert, Sweet, Kremkau,

& Wittstuck 49,78

4. Mangle, Wright, Slaghter,

& Duplantier 53.53

4 X 400 Relay

1. Grybowski, Roberts, Turra,

& Tuaone 4:02.56

2. Fukahara, Smith, Smith,

& Springer 4:06.84
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